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NEC Electronics' fabrication, testing and assembly factory in 
Roseville, California, is expanding to become one of the most 

advanced facilities in the United States. The new buildings 
shown in the inset will quadruple the total plant area, allowing 

for approximately 30% of total revenue to be derived from 
products manufactured in the United States. 
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NEC 
Introduction 

This 1991 edition of the MEMORY PRODUCTS DATA 
BOOK contains the most current information available 
at the time of printing. Please contact your local repre
sentative of NEC Electronics Inc. to stay informed of 
upcoming releases. Additional products in develop
ment but not yet announced are referred to below. The 
addition of these products to our memory line, already 
the broadest in the industry (and briefly described in 
this section), means that NEC is able to offer an even 
greater selection of device types, configurations, and 
packaging options in each of the major memory 
groups. 

Among our new application-specific products are high 
performance devices for graphics, video/1V, image 
processing, data processing, and other specialized 
applications. The µPD42275, for example, expands our 
leadership line of 1-Mbit video buffers with an 8-bit 
organization that provides increased bandwidth for 
high-end applications as well as a low-cost, best-fit 
solution for low-end graphics systems. Our 256K video 
buffer capabilities have been extended with the CMOS
fabricated µPD42264. Densities beyond 1 Mbit will be 
announced in 1991. The µPD42272 picture-in-picture 
generator provides an easy design path for simulta
neous viewing of multiple screens in television, imag
ing, and security systems. The µPD42271 provides the 
same functions, minus the colored border of the inset 
picture. In 1991, you can also expect new field buffer 
and silicon file products and modules based on video 
buffers. 

In building on our position as an industry leader in the 
production of latest-generation DRAMs, we have fo
cused our attention on developing products with 
higher density, lower power consumption, and faster 
access times. Our 1-Mbit CMOS DRAMs are now avail
able in 60 ns versions. Write-per-bit options are also 
offered. NEC's recently released 4-Mbit CMOS 
DRAMs-the µPD424100, µPD424101, µPD424102, 
µPD424400, µPD424402, µPD424410, µPD424412, and 
µPD424800-series-ref lect the trend toward higher 

SIMM is a trademark of Wang Laboratories. 
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integration and continue NEC's advances in high
volume manufacturing of fast DRAMs. These 4-Mbit 
DRAMs will be the key devices produced in our new 
factory addition in Roseville, California (see 
description elsewhere in this section). TSOP packages 
will also eventually be offered on DRAMs of 1 Mbit or 
greater, and 300-mil SOJ packaging will be available for 
4-Mbit DRAMs by 1991. 

A family of modules based on our 1- and 4-Mbit DRAMs 
is being offered with 8-, 9-, 36- or 40-bit organizations 
and either leaded or socket-mountable mounting op
tions. Single lnline Memory Module (SIMM™) packag
ing enhances reliability and reduces the size, weight 
and cost of a system, providing the same high perfor
mance at the module level as at the device level. The 
DRAM product family will be extended in 1991 to 
include new SIMM modules, additional DRAMs of 8 
data bits or more, and new 16..,Mbit DRAMs with a 
variety of operating features and data bus widths. 

An increasing demand for enlarged program and data 
memory in point-of-sale systems, numerically con
trolled machining systems, hand-held computers, por
table terminals and word processors has led to our 
development of low-power static CMOS RAMs, all of 
which feature advanced circuitry, a short-channel 
silicon-gate fabrication process, fast access times, and 
fully static operation (with no clock or refreshing). 
Densities through 1Mbit are now available in this family, 
as is the popular new TSOP package. Density will 
increase to 4 Mbits and beyond in our byte-wide SRAMs. 

NEC has continued to develop more efficient, super 
high-speed products for use as cache memory, main 
memory, and control storage memory in workstations, 
file servers, mainframe computers and IC testers, as 
evidenced by our announcement of 17 new fast CMOS 
and BiCMOS SRAMs and bipolar ECL RAMs. These 
devices are available in densities through 1 Mbit, with 
data bus widths of up to 20 bits for cache applications. 
Additional products, through 4 Mbits for CMOS and 1 
Mbit for EGL-compatible BiCMOS, are in development. 

1-1 
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Our family of EPROMs has also been expanded to 
include higher density products offering greater integ
rity, improved programming features, and a consider
able savings in both operating and standby power. Our 
fast 1-, 2- and 4-Mbit EPROMs are in production now; 
samples of even high density versions will be available 
in 1991. The µPD27HC65 is our first product offered as 
a low-cost replacement of high-speed bipolar PROMs. 
Our EEPROMs now span the range of densities from 4 
to 256 Kbits; additional devices will be announced later. 
Low-profile TSOP and WSOP packages are offered on 
NEC's EPROMs and EEPROMs. 

Six .new mask-programmable ROMs featuring very 
large capacity (as high as 16 Mbits) and either 8- or 
16-bit organization have been developed in response to 
the growing demand for storing greater quantities of 
data on one chip, e.g., dictionary and thesaurus data, 
embedded application routines and data for portable 

Additional New Product Information 
Device Number Description 

Application-Specific Devices 

NEC 
computers and electronic games, and large-size char
acter sets/fonts. Future efforts in this area will concen
trate on producing denser and faster speed versions 
for these applications. 

Two memory cards based on SRAM technology are also 
being offered. Future products will cover additional 
densities and additional memory types-ROM and 
EPROM. 

This 1991 MEMORY PRODUCTS DATA BOOKis for your 
reference. The most complete information available at 
thetime of printing is included, but several new devices 
or enhancements will be available very soon. Please 
refer to the table below for imminent products which 
will require follow-up action for your consideration of 
the latest from NEC. If you need further assistance, 
please contact one of the sales offices listed in the back 
of this book. Our field applications engineers or tech
nology center personnel will be happy to assist you. 

Comments 

µPD42273 256K x 4-bit dual-port graphics buffer New speed of 80 ns 

µPD42274 

MC-42256D32V 

MC-42601 EA98-60L 

µPD42271 

µPD42641 

µPD42644 

Dynamic RAM Modules 

MC-42256AE9 

MC-424256AE36 

MC-424512AE36 

MC-421000A36xD 

MC-424512AA40 

MC-421000AA40 

MC-422000AA40 

Dynamic RAMs 

µPD421000/1 /2 

µPD424256/258/266/268 

µPD424100/1/2 

µPD424400/402/410/412 

1-2 

256K x 4-bit dual-port graphics buffer 
with flash write option 

256K x 32-bit dual-port graphics buffer 
SIMM with flash write option 

1 M x 9-bit silicon file SIMM 

7568 x 18-bit picture-in-picture generator 

4M x 1-bit silicon file 

1 M x 4-bit silicon file 

256K x 9-bit fast-page SIMM 

256K x 36-bit fast-page SIMM 

512K x 36-bit fast-page SIMM 

1M x 36-bit fast-page SIMM 

512K x 40-bit fast-page SIMM 

1 M x 40-bit fast-page SIMM 

2M x 40-bit fast-page SIMM 

1M x 1-bit; TSOP packaging 

256K x 4 bits; TSOP packaging 

4M x 1-bit DRAM enhancements 

1 M x 4-bit DRAM enhancements 

New speed of 80 ns 

80 pins, leaded, zig-zag configuration 

30 pins, socket-mountable 

Same as µPD42272, except no colored frame on inset 
picture 

New in first half of 1991, with speeds to 80 ns 

New in first half of 1991, with speeds to 80 ns 

Three-piece solution, with speeds to 70 ns 

One-inch height, with speeds to 70 ns 

One-inch height, with speeds to 70 ns 

One-inch height, with speeds to 70 ns 

Speeds to 60 ns 

Speeds to 70 ns 

Speeds to 70 ns 

New package (GX suffix) 

New package (GX suffix) 

New speeds of 60 and 70 ns; new 300-mil SOJ (LA 
suffix); new TSOP package (Gx suffix) 

New speeds of 60 and 70 ns; new 300-mil SOJ 
package (LA suffix); new TSOP package (Gx suffix) 



NEC 
Additional New Product Information (cont) 
Device Number 

µPD424802 

µPD424810 

µPD424812 

µPD42xxxx 

Static RAMs 

µPD4361 

µPD4362 

µPD4363 

µPD4368 

µPD4369 

µPD43251 

µPD43253 

µPD43254 

µPD43258 

µPD43259 

EPROMs 

µPD27C1000A 

µPD27C1001A 

µPD27C2001 

µPD27C4000 

µPD27C4096 

EEPROMs 

µPD28C64 

Mask-Programmable ROMs 

µPD23C2001 E 

µPD23C4001 EA 

µPD23HC4001 E 

Description 

512Kx 8-bit static-column DRAM 

512K x 8-bit fast-page DRAM with 
write-per-bit option 

512K x 8-bit static-column DRAM with 
write-per-bit option 

Various 256K x 16-bit DRAMs 

64Kx 1-bit 

16Kx 4 bits 

16K x 4 bits, with OE 

8Kx 8 bits 

8Kx 9 bits 

256Kx 1 bit 

64K x 4 bits, with OE 

64Kx 4 bits 

32Kx 8 bits 

32Kx 9 bits 

128K x 8 bits, ROM-compatible, 
WSOP packaging 

128K x 8 bits, JEDEC-compatible, 
WSOP packaging 

256K x 8 bits, WSOP packaging 

256K x 16 bits or 512K x 8 bits 

256K x 16 bits 

8K x 8 bits, TSOP packaging 

256Kx 8 bits 

512Kx 8 bits 

512Kx 8 bits 

General Information 

Comments 

Speeds to 70 ns; SOJ and ZIP packaging 

Speeds to 70 ns; SOJ and ZIP packaging 

Speeds to 70 ns; SOJ and ZIP packaging II 
40-pin SOJ, samples first half 1991 

New speeds to 12 ns 

New speeds to 12 ns 

New speeds to 12 ns 

New device, with speeds to 15 ns 

New device, with speeds to 15 ns 

New speeds to 15 ns 

New device, with speeds to 15 ns 

New speeds to 15 ns 

New speeds to 20 ns 

New device 

New package (8 suffix) 

New package (8 suffix) 

New speed of 120 ns and new package (8 suffix) 

New device, with speeds to 150 ns 

New device, with speeds to 120 ns 

New package (GX suffix) 

New device, with speed of 200 ns 

New speed of 200 ns 

New device, with speed of 100 ns 
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General Information 

Manufacturing in Roseville, California 

NEC Electronics Inc. tias been successfully providing 
the American market with high quality semiconductors 
and electronic components since 1979. As a subsidiary 
of Tokyo-based NEC Corporation, NEC Electronics is 
the company's commitment to the growing require
ments of the U.S. market for electronic devices. 

A quarter of a century ago, NEC Corporation put into 
place a strategy for globalization. Through a carefully 
planned process, the company has moved from placing 
sales offices throughout the world to opening manufac
turing plants, design centers, and research and devel
opment facilities in key markets. 

NEC's global strategy in the semiconductor industry is 
based on providing customers worldwide with compet
itive products. In putting this philosophy in practice, the 
company has recognized the need to "localize" the 
development and manufacturing functions by getting 
closer to the customer. NEC Electronics' operations in 
the United States can be viewed as an example of how 
the company has implemented its globalization 
strategy. 

NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc ..• headquartered in Mountain View, 
California, opened its first manufacturing facility in 
1984 in Roseville, California. As the first Japanese 
company to make a major investment in the United 
States in the production of semiconductor devices, 
beginning with 64K DRAMs, NEC Electronics quickly 
moved to the production of 256K DRAMS in 1985. Today 
the facility is sti II producing high quality 256K DRAMs in 
a number of different package types to meet the needs 
of its U.S. customers. Additionally, the Roseville plant 
also produces microprocessors and application
specific integrated circuits (ASICs). 

The success of the Roseville facility can be attributed 
to its excellent process technology and to the out
standing performance of its employees, who place 
their primary emphasis on manufacturing high quality, 
reliable products on time. The plant operates with a 
"zero defects" policy and its employees take pride in 
reaching this goal. 

NEC Electronics' Roseville, California, manufacturing facility prior to 
expansion. This 200,000-square-foot facility currently fabricates 256K 

DRAMs, 256K dual-port graphics buffers, microprocessors and 
application-specific integrated circuits (AS/Cs). 
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NEC 
The plant currently employs more than 700 employees 
in fabrication, test, assembly, engineering and admin
istrative functions in its 200,000-square-foot facility. In 
addition to providing customers with a "local" source, 
our staff in Roseville, as well as in corporate headquar
ters in Mountain View, the Technology Center in Natick, 
Massachusetts, and the field offices throughout the 
United States are always available to answer customer 
questions. 

It is NEC's commitment to provide leading edge tech
nology on a local basis. As a result, the comp~ny 
announced its decision in 1989 to expand the Roseville 
manufacturing facility. In Spring 1991, NEC Electronics 
will open the doors to one of the most advanced 
fabrication facilities in the United States. This 465,000-
square-foot addition will be capable of producing the 
most technologically advanced products available any
where in the world. Although the plant initially will 
produce 4 Meg DRAMs, it is being designed t~ quickly 
move to 16 Meg and higher as customer requirements 

General Information 

demand. The facility will also be capable of manufac
turing other advanced products as well. 

The new addition will increase square footage of the 
Roseville plant by more than four times, enabling NEC 
Electronics to offer a higher volume of product, manu
factured locally for U.S. customers, as well as a broad 
range of devices-from memories to custom micropro
cessors and ASICs. The $500 million investment to 
expand manufacturing in Roseville represents NEC's 
ongoing commitment to the needs of the U.S. market. 

Approximately 30% of NEC Electronics' sales revenue 
comes from chips produced in the United States (com
pared to the 5% produced here by other Japanese 
chipmakers). This percentage is expected to inc~ease 
as NEC's expanded facilities will have the capacity to 
produce 3 to 5 million chips per ~onth. The exp~nsi~n 
will also directly result in the creation of 600 new JObs m 
the United States, with a total annual payroll in excess 
of $18 million. 

Construction of the expansion at NEC Electronics' "!anuf~cturing 
facility in Roseville, California. Due to be completed m Spring 1991, 

this state-of-the-art plant will add the capability to produce the 4 Meg 
DRAM as well as advanced SRAMs, microprocessors and ASIC 

devides. In addition, the plant has been designed to be easily 
upgraded to produce the 16 Meg DRAM. 
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General Information NEC 
Product Line Overview 

Bit Application 
RAM 

Density Specific Module Dynamic MOS Static ECL EPROM EEPROM ROM 

1K µPB10422 
µPB100422 

4K µPB10470 µPD28C04 
µPB10474 µPD28C05 
µPB10474A 
µPB10474E 
µPB100470 
µPB100474 
µPB100474A 
µPB100474E 

SK µPD42101 
µPD42102 

16K µPD43501 µPB10480 
µPB10484 
µPB10484A 
µPB10A484 
µPB100480 
µPB100484 
µPB100484A 
µPB100A484 

40K µPD42505 

64K µPD43608 µPD4361 µPD27HC65 µPD28C64 
µPD4362 
µPD4363 

133K µPD42272 

256K µPD41264 µPD41256 µPD43251 µPD10500 µPD28C256 
µPD42264 µPD41464 µPD43254 µPD10504 
µPD42532 µPD43256A µPD100500 

µPD43256B µPD100504 
µPD43258 
µPD46251 

320K µPD46710 
µPD46741 

1M µPD42270 MC-174 µFD421000 µPD431000 µPD27C1000A µPD23C1000A 
µPD42273 µPD421001 µPD431000A µPD27C1001A µPD23C1000EA 
µPD42274 µPD421002 µPD431001 µPD27C1024A µPD23C1001 E 
µPD42275 µPD424256 µPD431004 µPD23C1010A 
µPD42601 µPD424258 µPD23C1024E 

µPD424266 
µPD424268 

2M MC-41256A8 µPD27C2001 µPD23C2000 
MC-41256A9 µPD23C2000A 
MC-157 µPD23C2001 

4M MC-176 µPD424100 µPD27C4001 µPD23C4000 
µPD424101 µPD23C4000A 
µPD424102 µPD23C4001 E 
µPD424400 
µPD424402 
µPD424410 
µPD424412 
µPD424800 
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NEC 
Product Line Overview (cont) 

Bit Application 
Density Specific 

8M 

16M 

32M 

64M 

Module 

MC-421000A8 
MC-421000A9 
MC-424256A36 

MC-424512A36 

MC-424100A8 
MC-424100A9 
MC-421000A36 

MC-422000A36 

RAM 

Dynamic MOS Static ECL EPROM 

General Information 

EEPROM ROM 

µPD23C8000 
µPD23C8001 E 

µPD23C16000 
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General Information NEC 
Device Numbering Guide 

1-8 

Country of Origin _____ ___. 

Device Type 

8 = Digital bipolar 
D = Digital MOS 

Product Class ---------~ 

10 = 10K ECL RAM 
100 = 100K ECL RAM 

23(H)C = CMOS ROM 
27(H)C = CMOS EPROM 

28C = CMOS EEPROM 
41 = NMOS dynamic RAM 
42 = CMOS dynamic RAM 
43 = CMOS static RAM 
44 = CMOS static RAM (6-T cell) 
46 = BiCMOS static RAM 

Device Identifier--------------' 

Package __ ___, 

Date Code 
Week 

Year 

Low Power Indicator 
[Optional] 

L = Low power 
LL = Very low power 

Speed Selection 
-10 100 ns or 10 ns 
-12 120 ns or 12 ns 
-15 150 ns or 15 ns 
-70 70 ns 
-80 80 ns 
-85 85 ns 
-XX = Etc. 

8 or BH = Ceramic flatpack, with a quartz window if appropriate 
C, CR or CZ = Plastic DIP 

D, DH, DX or DZ = Cerdip or ceramic DIP, with a quartz window if appropriate 
G (~ 40 pins), GU or GW = Plastic miniflat 

G (> 40 pins) or GF = Plastic QFP 
GX or GZ = Plastic TSOP 

K = Ceramic LCC 
L = PLCC 

LA, LB or LE = Plastic SOJ 

Notes: 

R = Ceramic PGA 
V = Plastic ZIP 

(1) The marking format may vary among package types. 
(2) Regardless of the format, the device number does not change. 
(3) The "µP" in NEC part numbers does not appear on the package. 
(4) DIP = dual-inline package 
(5) LCC =lead less chip carrier 
(6) PLCC = plastic leaded chip carrier 
(7) PGA =pin grid array 
(8) SOJ = small-outline J-lead package 
(9) ZIP = zig-zag inline package 
(1 O) TSOP =thin small-outline package 
(11) QFP = quad flatpack 
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NEC General Information 

Application-Specific Devices 
Device Organization Access Time (ns) Package (Note 1) Pins 

µPD41264-12 64K x 4 with two ports 120 Port A C/V 24 
40 Port B 

II µPD41264-15 150 Port A 
60 Port B 

µPD42264-10 64K x 4 with two ports 100 Port A C/LA/V 24 
25 Port B 

µPD42273-10 256K x 4 with two ports 100 Port A LE/V 28 
30 Port B 

µPD42273-12 120 Port A 
40 Port B 

µPD42274-10 256K x 4 with two ports 100 Port A LE/V 28 
30 Port B 

µPD42274-12 120 Port A 
40 Port B 

µPD42275-80 128K x 8 with two ports 80 Port A LE 40 
25 Port B 

µPD42275-10 100 Port A 
30 Port B 

µPD42275-12 120 Port A 
40 Port B 

µPD42101-3 910x 8 27 C/G 24 
µPD42101-2 27 
µPD42101-1 49 

µPD42102-5 1135 x 8 18 C/G 24 
µPD42102-3 21 
µPD42102-2 21 
µPD42102-1 40 

µPD42505-50 5048 x 8 40 c 24 
µPD42505-50H 40 
µPD42505-75 55 
µPD42505-75H 55 

µPD42270 910 x 263 x 4 40 c 28 

µPD42272 7568 x 18 6 MHz (input sampling) GF 64 

µPD42532-10 32Kx 8 50 c 40 

µPD42601-60 1Mx 1 600 (Single) C/LA/V c = 18 
100 (Page) LA= 26/20 

µPD42601-60L v = 20 

µPD43501 2x1Kx8 60 R 132 

µPD43608-3 512 x 32x 4 or 64 R 132 
1Kx16x4 

µPD43608-2 85 

Notes: 

(1) C = plastic DIP; G = plastic miniflat; GF = plastic QFP; 
LA or LE = plastic SOJ; R = ceramic PGA; V = plastic ZIP. 
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General Information 

Memory Cards 
Device Organization Access Time (ns) 

MC-174 128K x 8 (static RAM) 250 

MC-176 512K x 8 (static RAM) 250 

Dynamic RAM Modules 
Device Organization Access Time (ns) 

MC-157-10 

MC-41256A8-80 
MC-41256A8-10 

MC-421000A8-60 
MC-421000A8-70 
MC-421 OOOA8-80 
MC-421000A8-10 

MC-424100A8-70 
MC-424100A8-80 
MC-424100A8-10 

MC-41256A9-80 
MC-41256A9-10 

MC-421000A9-60 
MC-421000A9-70 
MC-421 OOOA9-80 
MC-421000A9-10 

MC-424100A9-70 
MC-424100A9-80 
MC-424100A9-10 

MC-424256A36-80 
MC-424256A36-85 
MC-424256A36-10 

MC424256A36BH/FH-70 
MC-424256A368H/FH-80 
MC-424256A36BH/FH-10 

MC-424512A36-80 
MC-424512A36-85 
MC-424512A36-10 

MC-424512A36BH/FH-70 
MC-424512A36BH/FH-80 
MC-424512A368H/FH-10 

MC-421000A368H/FH-70 
MC-421000A36BH/FH-80 
MC-421000A36BH/FH-10 

MC-422000A36BH/FH-70 
MC-422000A36BH/FH-80 
MC422000A36BH/FH-10 

Notes: 

256K x 8 (fast-page) 

256K x 8 (page) 

1 M x 8 (fast-page) 

4M x 8 (fast-page) 

256K x 9 (page) 

1 M x 9 (fast-page) 

4M x 9 (fast-page) 

256K x 36 (page) 

256K x 36 (fast-page) 

512K x 36 (page) 

512K x 36 (fast-page) 

1 M x 36 (fast-page) 

2M x 36 (fast-page) 

(1) A= leaded SIMM; B = socket-mountable SIMM; BH = special
height, socket-mountable SIMM; F = socket-mountable SIMM 
with gold-plated contacts; FH = special-height, socket
mountable SIMM with gold-plated contacts. 
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100 

80 
100 

60 
70 
80 
100 

70 
80 
100 

80 
100 

60 
70 
80 
100 

70 
80 
100 

80 
85 
100 

70 
80 
100 

80 
85 
100 

70 
80 
100 

70 
80 
100 

70 
80 
100 

NEC 
Package Pins 

Memory card 60 

Memory card 60 

Package (Note 1) Pins 

B 30 

A/B 30 

A/B 30 

A/B 30 

A/B 30 

A/B 30 

A/B 30 

B/F 72 

BH/FH 72 

8/F 72 

BH/FH 72 

BH/FH 72 

BH/FH 72 



NEC General Information 

Dynamic RAMs 
Device Organization Access Time (ns) Package (Note 1) Pins 

µPD41256-80 256K x 1 (page) 80 C/L c = 16 
µPD41256-10 100 L = 18 

II µPD41464-80 64Kx 4 80 C/L/V c = 18 
µPD41464-10 100 L = 18 
µPD41464-12 120 v = 20 

µPD421000-60 1 M x 1 (fast-page) 60 C/LA/V c = 18 
µPD421000-70 70 LA= 26/20 
µPD421000-80 80 v = 20 
µPD421000-10 100 

µPD421001-60 1 M x 1 (nibble) 60 C/LA/V c = 18 
µPD421001-70 70 LA= 26/20 
µPD421001-80 80 v = 20 
µPD421001-10 100 

µPD421002-60 1 M x 1 (static-column) 60 C/LA/V c = 18 
µPD421002-70 70 LA= 26/20 
µPD421002-80 80 v = 20 
µPD421002-10 100 

µPD424256-60 256K x 4 (fast-page) 60 C/LA/V c = 20 
µPD424256-70 70 LA= 26/20 
µPD424256-80 80 v = 20 
µPD424256-10 100 

µPD424258-60 256K x 4 (static-column) 60 C/LA/V c = 20 
µPD424258-70 70 LA= 26/20 
µPD424258-80 80 v = 20 
µPD424258-10 100 

µPD424266-60 256K x 4 (fast-page, write-per-bit) 60 C/LA/V c = 20 
µPD424266-70 70 LA= 26/20 
µPD424266-80 80 v ='= 20 
µPD424266-10 100 

µPD424268-60 256K x 4 (static-column, write-per-bit) 60 C/LA/V c = 20 
µPD424268-70 70 LA= 26/20 
µPD424268-80 80 v = 20 
µPD424268-10 100 

µPD424100-70 4M x 1 (fast-page) 70 LB/V (Note 2) v = 20 
µPD424100-80 80 LB= 26/20 
µPD424100-10 100 

µPD424101-70 4M x 1 (nibble) 70 LB/V (Note 2) v = 20 
µPD424101-80 80 LB= 26/20 
µPD424101-10 100 

µPD424102-70 4M x 1 (static-column) 70 LB/V (Note 2) v = 20 
µPD424102-80 80 LB= 26/20 
µPD424102-10 100 

µPD424400-70 1 M x 4 (fast-page) 70 LB/V (Note 2) v = 20 
µPD424400-80 80 LB= 26/20 
µPD424400-10 100 

µPD424402-70 1 M x 4 (static-column) 70 LB/V (Note 2) v = 20 
µPD424402-80 80 LB= 26/20 
µPD424402-10 100 

µPD424410-70 1 M x 4 (fast-page, write-per-bit) 70 LB/V (Note 2) v = 20 
µPD424410-80 80 LB= 26/20 
µPD424410-10 100 

µPD424412-70 1 M x 4 (static-column, write-per-bit) 70 LB/V (Note 2) v = 20 
µPD424412-80 80 LB= 26/20 
µPD424412-10 100 
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General Information NEC 
Dynamic RAMs (cont) 
Device Organization Access Time (ns) Package (Note 1) Pins 

µPD424800-70 512K x 8 (fast-page) 70 LE/V 28 
µPD424800-80 80 
µPD424800-10 100 

Notes: 

(1) C = plastic DIP; L = PLCC; LA, LB or LE= plastic SOJ; 
V = plastic ZIP. 

(2) A 300-mil SOJ package will be available in 1990. Ordering 
information was not defined at the time this 1991 edition was 
released for printing. 

Static RAMs 
Device Organization Access Time (ns) Package (Note 1) Pins 

µPD46710-15 16Kx 10x 2 15 LN 52 
µPD46710-20 20 

µPD46741-15 8Kx 20x 2 15 LP 68 
µPD46741-20 20 

µPD4361-40 64Kx 1 40 K 22 
µPD4361-45 45 C/K/LA 
µPD4361-55 55 C/K/LA 
µPD4361-70 70 c 
µPD4362-45 16K x 4 (CS only) 45 c 22 
µPD4362-55 55 
µPD4362-70 70 

µPD4363-45 16Kx 4 (CS, OE) 45 c 24 
µPD4363-55 55 
µPD4363-70 70 

µPD43251-35 256Kx 1 35 C/LA 24 
µPD43251-45 45 
µPD43251-55 55 

µPD46251-20 256Kx 1 20 CR/LA 24 
µPD46251-25 25 

µPD43254-35 64Kx4 35 c 24 
µPD43254-45 45 
µPD43254-55 55 

µPD43256A-85 32Kx 8 85 C/GU/GX c = 28 
µPD43256A-10 100 GU= 28 
µPD43256A-12 120 GX = 32 
µPD43256A-15 150 

µPD432568-55 32Kx 8 55 C/GU/GX c = 28 
µPD432568-70 70 GU= 28 
µPD432568-85 85 GX = 32 

µPD43258-35 32Kx8 35 CR/LA 28 
µPD43258-45 45 

µPD431000-85 128Kx 8 85 CZ/GW 32 
µPD431000-10 100 
µPD431000-12 120 

µPD431000A-70 128K x 8 70 CZ/GW/GZ 32 
µPD431000A-85 85 

µPD431001-25 1M x 1 25 LE 28 
µPD431001-35 35 ECL RAMs 
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NEC General Information 

Static RAMs (cont) 
Device Organization Access Time (ns) Package (Note 1) Pins 

µPD431004-25 256Kx 4 25 LE 28 
µPD431004-35 35 

II Notes: 

(1) C, CR or CZ= plastic DIP; GU or GW = plastic miniflat; 
GX or GZ = plastic TSOP; K = ceramic LCC; 
LA or LE = plastic SOJ; LN or LP = PLCC. 

ECL RAMs 
Device Organization Access Time (ns) Package (Note 1) Pins 

µP810422-7 256x4 7 D 24 
µP810422-10 10 

µPB10470-10 4Kx 1 10 D 18 
µPB10470-15 15 

µPB10474-8 1Kx4 8 D 24 
µP810474-10 10 
µPB10474-15 15 

µPB10474A-5 1Kx4 5 D 24 
µPB10474A-6 6 

µP810474E-3 1Kx4 3 D 24 
µP810474E-4 4 

µPB10480-10 16Kx 1 10 B/D 20 
µPB10480-15 15 

µP810484-10 4Kx4 10 B/D 28 
µP810484-15 15 

µP810484A-5 4Kx4 5 B/D 28 
µPB10484A-7 7 

µP810A484-5 4Kx4 5 BH/D 28 
µPB10A484-7 7 

µPD10500-15 256Kx 1 15 D 24 
µPD10500-20 20 

µPD10504-15 64Kx4 15 D 32 

µPB100422-7 256x4 7 B/DH 24 
µPB100422-10 10 

µP8100470-10 4Kx 1 10 D 18 
µP8100470-15 15 

µPB100474-4.5 1Kx 4 4.5 K 24 
µP8100474-6 6 8/K 
µPB100474-8 8 B/D 
µPB100474-10 10 B/D 
µPB100474-15 15 8/D 

µP8100474A-5 1Kx4 5 8H/D 24 
µP8100474A-6 6 

µP8100474E-3 1Kx 4 3 8/D 24 
µPB100474E-4 4 

µP8100480-10 16Kx 1 10 B/D 20 
µPB100480-15 15 

µPB100484-10 4Kx4 10 8/D 28 
µPB100484-15 15 
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General Information 

ECL RAMs (cont) 
Device 

µPB100484A-5 
µPB100484A-7 

µPB100A484-5 
µP8100A484-7 

µPD100500-15 
µPD100500-20 

µPD100504-15 

Notes: 

Organization 

4Kx4 

4Kx4 

256Kx 1 

64Kx4 

Access Time (ns) 

5 
7 

5 
7 

15 
20 

15 

(1) B or BH = ceramic flatpack; Dor DH= ceramic DIP and cerdip; 
K = ceramic LCC. 

EPROMs 
Device 

µPD27HC65-25 
µPD27HC65-35 
µPD27HC65-45 

µPD27C1000A-12 
µPD27C1000A-15 
µPD27C1000A-20 

µPD27C1001A-12 
µPD27C1001A-15 
µPD27C1001 A-20 

µPD27C1024A-12 
µPD27C1024A-15 
µPD27C1024A-20 

µPD27C2001-15 
µPD27C2001-17 
µPD27C2001-20 

µPD27C4001-15 
µPD27C4001-17 
µPD27C4001-20 

Notes: 

Organization 

8Kx8 

128K x 8 (ROM Comp.) 

128K x 8 (JEDEC) 

64Kx 16 

256Kx 8 

512K x 8 

(1) D, DX or DZ= ceramic DIP with quartz window. 
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Access Time (ns) 

25 
35 
45 

120 
150 
200 

120 
150 
200 

120 
150 
200 

150 
170 
200 

150 
170 
200 

NEC 

Package (Note 1) Pins 

B/D 28 

B/D 28 

D 24 

D 32 

Package (Note 1) Pins 

DX 24 

D 32 

D 32 

D 40 

D 32 

DZ 32 



NEC 
EEPROMs 
Device 

µPD28C04-20 
µPD28C04-25 

µPD28C05-20 
µPD28C05-25 

µPD28C64-20 
µPD28C64-25 

µPD28C256-20 
µPD28C256-25 

Notes: 

Organization 

512x 8 

512x 8 

8Kx8 

32Kx8 

(1) C or CZ= plastic DIP; G = plastic miniflat. 

Mask-Programmable ROMs 
Device Organization 

µPD23C1000A 128Kx 8 (CE) 

µPD23C1000EA 128K x 8 (CE/OE) 

µPD23C1001 E 128K x 8 

µPD23C1010A 128Kx 8 (OE) 

µPD23C1024E 64Kx 16 

µPD23C2000 128K x 16 or 256K x 8 

µPD23C2000A 128K x 16 or 256K x 8 

µPD23C2001 256Kx 8 

µPD23C4000 256K x 16 or 512K x 8 

µPD23C4000A 256K x 16 or 512K x 8 

µPD23C4001 E 512Kx 8 

µPD23C8000 512K x 16 or 1 M x 8 

µPD23C8001 E 1Mx8 

µPD23C16000 1 M x 16 or 2M x 8 

Notes: 

(1) C or CZ = plastic DIP; G or GW = plastic miniflat; 
GC or GF = plastic QFP. 

Access Time (ns) 

200 
250 

200 
250 

200 
250 

200 
250 

Access Time (ns) 

200 

200 

200 

200 

200 

250 

200 

250 

250 

200 

250 

250 

250 

250 

General Information 

Package (Note 1) Pins 

C/G 24 

C/G 24 II c 28 

CZ 28 

Package (Note 1) Pins 

C/G 28 

c 32 

c 32 

c 28 

c 40 

C/GC 40/52 

c 40 

c 32 

C/GF 40/64 

c 40 

C/GW 32 

CZ 42 

CZ 32 

CZ 42 
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General Information NEC 
Alternate Source Index 
AMO NEC FUJITSU NEC GI NEC 

AM27C010 µPD27C1001A MB61461 µPD41264 27HC641 µPD27HC65 
AM27C020 µPD27C2001 MB81256 µPD41256 
AM27C1024 µPD27C1024 MB814100 µPD424100 
µPD27C49 µPD27HC65 MB81C4256 µPD424256 HARRIS NEC 
µPD27549 µPD27HC65 MB814400 µPD424400 

MB81464 µPD41464 HM-76641 µPD27HC65 
AM2864A µPD28C64 

MB81C1000 µPD421000 HM-76641A µPD27HC65 
AM9864 µPD28C64 

MB81C1001 µPD421001 
AM99C164 µPD4362 MB81C1002 µPD421002 
AM99C328 µPD43256A 

MB81C4251 µPD42273 
HITACHI NEC 

AM99C641 µPD4361 
MB81C4253 µPD42274 HB561003 MC-41256A9 

MB81C71 µPD4361 
HB56A18 MC-421000A8 
HB56A19 MC-421 OOOA9 

ATMEL NEC MB81C74 µPD4362 
HB56A42 MC-424100A8 

MB8184 µPD43254 
HB56A49 MC-424100A9 AT27C010 µPD27C1001A MB828001 µPD431001 

AT27C1024 µPD27C1024A MB828005 µPD431004 
HB56C18 MC-421000C8 

AT27HC641/2 µPD27HC65 MB82881 µPD46251 
HB56D136 MC-421000A36BH 

MB84256 µPD43256A 
HB56D236 MC-422000A36BH 

AT28C04 µPD28C04 HB56D25636 MC-424256A36BH 
AT28C256 µPD28C256 MB831000 µPD23C1000A HB56D51236 MC-424512A36BH 
AT28C64 µPD28C64 MB831124 µPD23C1000A HB58A19· MC-421000A9 

MB85225 MC-41256A8 HM100422 µPB100422 

CATALYST NEC MB85225 MC-41256A8 HM100470 µPB100470 
MB85227 MC-41256A9 HM100474 µPB100474 

CAT27HC010 µPD27C1001A MB85227 MC-41256A9 HM100500 µPD100500 
CAT27C210 µPD27C1024A MB85230 MC-421000A8 HM100504 µPD100504 

MB85231 MC-42100088 HM10422 µPB10422 
CAT28C64A µPD28C64 MB85235 MC-421000A9 HM10470 µPB10470 
CAT28C256 µPD28C256 MB85327 MC-421000C9 HM10474 µPB10474 

HM10500 µPD10500 
MBM100422 µPB100422 HM10504 µPD10504 
MBM100470 µPB100470 CYPRESS NEC 
MBM100474 µPB100474 HM50256 µPD41256 

CY100E474L µPB100474 MBM100480 µPB100480 HM50464 µPD41464 
CY10E474L µPB10474 MBM100484 µPB100484 HM511000 µPD421000 

CY7C164 µPD4362 MBM100484 µPB100484A HM511001 µPD421001 

CY7C187 µPD4361 MBM100C500 µPD100500 HM511002 µPD421002 
HM514100 µPD424100 

CY7C194 µPD43254 MBM10422 µPB10422 HM514101 µPD424101 CY7C198 µPD43256A MBM10470 µPB10470 HM514256 µPD424256 
CYC261 µPD27HC65 MBM10474 µPB10474 HM514400 µPD424400 
CYC263 µPD27HC65 MBM10484 µPB10484A HM514410 µPD424410 
CYC264 µPD27HC65 MBM10C500 µPD10500 

HM534251 µPD42273 
MBM27C1000 µPD27C1000A HM534253 µPD42274 
MBM27C1001 µPD27C1001A HM53461 µPD41264 
MBM27C1024 µPD27C1024A DENSE-PAC NEC 
MBM28C64 µPD28C64 

HM6208 µPD43254 
DPV27C1024A µPD27C1024A HM62256 µPD43256A 

MB7143 µPD27HC65 HM624256 µPD431004 
MB7144E µPD27HC65 HM628128 µPD431000 
MB7144H µPD27HC65 

EXEL NEC HM6287 µPD4361 
HM658128 µPD431000 

XLS2864A µPD28C64 
XL28C64 µPD28C64 
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NEC General Information 

Alternate Source Index (cont) 
HITACHI NEC MICROCHIP NEC MOTOROLA NEC 

HN27301 µPD27C1000A 28C04A µPD28C04 MCM10422 µPB10422 
HN27C101 µPD27C1001A 28C64A µPD28C64 MCM10470 µPB10470 

II HN27C1024 µPD27C1024A 28CP256A µPD28C256 MCM10474 µPB10474 
HN27C256 µPD27C256A 28C2568 µPD28C256 

MCM514100 µPD424100 
HN58C256 µPD28C256 MCM514400 µPD424400 
HN58C65 µPD28C64 
HN58064 µPD28C64 MICRON NEC MCM6187 µPD4361 

HN58C66 µPD28C64 
MCM6188 µPD4362 

MT4C1004 µPD424100 

HN62301 µPD23C1000A MT4C4001 µPD424400 

MT8C8024 MC-421000A8 NATIONAL NEC 
MT8C9024 MC-421000A9 

DM100422 µPB100422 
HYUNDAI NEC 

DM100470 µPB100470 
HY62C64 µPD28C64 DM100474 µPB100474 

MITSUBISHI NEC DM10422 µPB10422 

M5M27C101K µPD27C1001A 
DM10470 µPB10470 

ICT NEC M5M27C201K µPD27C2001 
DM10474 µPB10474 

27CX641 µPD27HC65 M5M28C64 µPD28C64 
NMC27C010 µPD27C1001A 
NMC27C1024 µPD27C1024A 

27CX642 µPD27HC65 
M5M4256 µPD41256 NMC98C64 µPD28C64 
M5M44100 µPD424100 93Z665C µPD27HC65 
M5M44101 µPD424101 93Z667C µPD27HC65 

IDT NEC M5M44102 µPD424102 

IDT6167 µPD4311 
M5M4C264 µPD41264 

IDT71256 µPD43256A 
M5M442256 µPD42274 

OKI NEC 
IDT71258 µPD43254 

M5M442256 µPD42273 

IDT7187 µPD4361 
M5M44400 µPD424400 MSC2304-KS9 MC-41256A9 

IDT7188 µPD4362 
M5M44402 µPD424402 MSC2304KS8 MC-41256A8 

IDT7M7864 µPD28C64 M5M4464 µPD41464 MSC2310Y59/KS9 MC-421000A9 

IDT78C64A µPD28C64 
M5M482128 µPD42275 MSC231148/K58 MC-421000A8 
M5M4C1000 µPD421000 
M5M4C1001 µPD421001 MSM27C1000 µPD27C1000 

M5M4C1002 µPD421002 
MSM27C1024 µPD27C1024 

INMOS NEC M5M4C256 µPD424256 
MSM27C256 µPD27C256A 

IMS1600 µPD4361 M5M51001 µPD431001 
MSM28C64 µPD28C64 

IMS1620 µPD4362 M5M51004 µPD431004 MSM41257 µPD41257 
IMS1630 µPD4364 M5M51008 µPD431000A MSM514100 µPD424100 
IMS1820 µPD43254 M5M5256 µPD43256A MSM514252 µPD42274 
IMS1830 µPD43256A M5M5258 µPD43254 MSM514400 µPD424400 

MH1M08A MC-421000A8 
MH1M09 MC-421000A9 

INTEL NEC MH25608J MC-41256A8 PANASONIC NEC 

27C010 µPD27C1001A MH25609J MC-41256A9 
MN41C4000 µPD424100 

27C020 µPD27C2001 MH25636A MC-424256A368H 
MN41C4001 µPD424101 

27C210 µPD27C1024A MH51236H MC-424512A368H 
MN41C4002 µPD424102 

27C256 µPD27C256A MN41C41000 µPD424400 
2864A µPD28C64 MN41C41002 µPD424402 

MT5C1001 µPD431001 MOSAIC NEC 

MT5C1005 µPD431004 MDM14000 µPD424100 
MDM41000 µPD424400 PERFORMANCE NEC 

P4C187 µPD4361 
LATTICE NEC P4C188 µPD4362 

SR256K4 µPD43254 MOTOROLA NEC 

SR256K8 µPD43256A MCM100422 µPB100422 
SR64K1 µPD4361 MCM100470 µPB100470 PHILIPS-SIGNETICS NEC 
SR64K4 µPD4362 MCM100474 µP8100474 

27C210 µPD27C1024A 
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General Information NEC 
Alternate Source Index (cont) 
RAYTHEON NEC SIEMENS NEC TOSHIBA NEC 

39VP864 µPD27HC65 HYB514100 µPD424100 TC524256A µPD42273 
HYB514400 µPD424400 TC524258A µPD42274 

HYM910005 MC-421000A9 TC531000 µPD23C1000A 
SHARP NEC HYM940005 MC-424100A9 TC55256 µPD43256 

LH5749 µPD27HC65 
TC55257 µPD43256 
TC55257 µPD43256A 

Tl NEC 
TC55257 µPD432568 
TC55416 µPD4362 

SIGNETICS NEC TM024GAD9 MC-421000A9 TC55417 µPD4363 

27HC641 µPD27HC65 
TM024GADB MC-421000A8 TC55464 µPD43254 

27HC642 µPD27HC65 TMS27C256 µPD27C256A 
TC5561/62 µPD4361 

N82HS641 µPD27HC65 TMS27C010 µPD27C1001A 
TC5561 µPD4361 

N82S641 µPD27HC65 TMS27C210 µPD27C1024A TC571000 µPD27C1000A 
TMS278C49 µPD27HC65 TC571001D µPD27C1001A 

TMS4256 µPD41256 
TC571024 µPD27C1024A 

SSI NEC TMS44100 µPD424100 
TC58257 µPD28C256 

SSl203 µPD27HC65 TMS44400 µPD424400 THM362500 MC-424256A36BH 
TMS4461 µPD41264 THM365120 MC-424512A368H 
TMS4464 µPD41464 THM81000 MC-421000A8 

TMS44C251 µPD42273 
THM81000A MC-421000A8 

SAMSUNG NEC THM91000 MC-421000A9 
TMS44C251 µPD42274 THM91000 MC-424256A368H/FH KM28C64 µPD28C64 TMS48C121 µPD42275 

KM28C256 µPD28C256 THM91000A MC-421000A9 
TMS44C256 µPD424256 

KM41C4000 µPD424100 TMS4C1024 µPD421000 
TMM41256 µPD41256 

KM41C4001 µPD424101 TMS4C1025 µPD421001 
TMM41464 µPD41464 

KM41C4002 µPD424102 TMS4C1027 µPD421002 
KM44C1000 µPD424400 TMS62456 µPD431004 

KM611001 µPD431001 TMS62828 µPD431000 WAFERS CALE NEC 

KM641001 µPD431004 WS27C010L µPD27C1001A 
WS27C210L µPD27C1024A 

TOSHIBA NEC WS57C49 µPD27HC65 

SEEQ NEC TC511000 µPD421000 
WS57C498 µPD27HC65 

27C256 µPD27C256A 
TC511001 µPD421001 
TC511002 µPD421002 

2804A µPD28C04 TC514100 µPD424100 XICOR NEC 
28C256 µPD28C256 TC514101 µPD424101 

X24C04 µPD28C04 28C64 µPD28C64 TC514102 µPD424102 
TC514256 µPD424256 

X28C256 µPD28C256 

TC514400 µPD424400 X28C64 µPD28C64 

SGS-THOMPSON NEC 
TC514402 µPD424402 
TC514410 µPD424410 

MK48Z30 µPD43256A 
TC518128 µPD431000A 

M27C1001 µPD27C1001A TC524128A µPD42275 
M27C1024 µPD27C1024A TC524256 µPD42274 

Notes: 

(1) Electrical differences may exist. Check the manufacturers' data 
sheets for complete information. 

(2) The competitive data contained herein was obtained from indus-
try and public sources. NEC Electronics is not responsible for 
changes or deletions to this information. 
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Introduction 

As large-scale integration reaches a higher level of den
sity, the reliability of individual devices imposes a more 
profound impact on system reliability. Great emphasis has 
thus been placed on assuring device reliability. 

Conventionally, performing reliability tests and attaining 
feedback from the field were the only methods by which 
reliability had been monitored and measured. At these 
higher levels of LSI density, however, it has become in
creasingly difficult to activate all of the internal circuit 
elements in a device, and moreover, to detect the degra
dation of those elements by measuring characteristics 
across external terminals. As a result, testing alone may 
not provide enough information to ensure today's de
manding reliability requirements. A different philosophy 
and methodology is needed for reliability assurance. 

In order to guarantee and improve a high level of reliability 
for large-scale integrated circuits, it is essential to build 
quality and reliability into the product. Conventional test
ing can then be performed to confirm that the product dem
onstrates acceptable reliability. 

Built· In Quality and Reliability 

NEC has introduced the concept of total quality control 
(TQC) across its entire semiconductor product line for 
implementing this philosophy. Rather than performing 
only a few simple quality inspections, quality control is 
distributed into each process step and then summed to 
form a consolidated system. TQC involves workers, engi
neers, quality control staffs, and all levels of manage
ment in company-wide activities (figure 1). Through TQC, 
NEC builds quality into the product and thus can assure 
high reliability. Additionally, NEC has introduced a pre
screening method into the production line for eliminating 
potentially defective units. This combination of building 
quality in and screening projected early failures out has 
resulted in superior quality and excellent reliability. 

Technology Description 

Most large-scale integrated circuits utilize high density 
MOS technology. State-of-the-art high performance has 
been achieved by improving- fine-line generation tech
niques. By reducing physical parameters, circuit density 
and performance increase while active circuit power dissi
pation decreases. The data presented here shows thatthis 
advanced technology, combined with the practice of TOC, 
yields products as reliable as those from previous tech
nologies. 
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Approaches to Total Quality Control 

TQC activities are geared toward total satisfaction of the 
customer. The success of these activities is dependent 
upon the total commitment of management to enhancing 
employee development, maintaining a customer-first atti
tude, and fulfilling community responsibilities. 

First, the quality control function is embedded into each 
process. This method enables early detection of possible 
causes of failure and immediate feedback. 

Second, the reliability and quality assurance policy reflects 
the beliefs and practices of the entire organization. This 
enables companywide quality control activities: at NEC, 
everyone is involved with the concept and methodology of 
total quality control. 

Third, there is an ongoing research and development effort 
to set even higher standards of device quality and reliability. 

Fourth, extensive failure analysis is performed periodically 
and appropriate corrective actions are taken as preventa
tive measures. Process control is based on statistical data 
gathered from this analysis. 

The new standard is continuously upgraded, and the 
iterative process continues. The goal is to maintain the 
superior product quality and reliability that has become 
synonymous with the NEC name. 

Zero Defect Activities. One of the activities that involves 
every level of the NEC staff in quality control is the Zero 
Defects (ZD) Program. As the name implies, the purpose 
of the ZD program is to minimize if not eradicate defects 
due to controllable causes. Such activities must involve 
each and every worker and can be most effective when 
pursued by groups of workers. The groups of workers are 
organized by consideration of the following: 

• A group must have a target to pursue 

• Several groups can be organized to pursue the com

mon target 

• Each group must have a responsible person 

• Each group is well supported 

The item of the group target is to be selected among items 
relating to specifications, inspections, operation standards, 
and so forth. When data made in the past is available, it is 
used to make a Pareto diagram which is reviewed for 
selection of the item most conducive to quality improvement. 
Records are analyzed and compared with the target, in 
order to compute the numerical equivalents of the defects. 
Action is then taken to control these defects as required. 
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Reliability and Quality Control 

Figure 1. Quality Control System Flowchart 
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Statistical Approach. Another approach to quality control 
is the use of statistical analysis. NEC has been utilizing 
statistical analysis at each stage of LSI production devel
opment, trial runs, and mass production in order to build 
and maintain product quality. Some of the methods for 
implementing this statistical approach are: 

• Design of experiments 

• Control charts 

• Data analysis: Variance, correlation, regression, 
multivariance, etc. 

• Cp, Cpk study: Variables and attributes data 
(Normally, study is done on a 
monthly basis) 

Process control sheets and other QC tools are used to 
mooitor various important parameters such as Cp, Cpk, X, 
X, X-R, electrical parameters, pattern dimensions, bond 
strength, test percentage defects, etc. 

The results of these studies are watched by the production 
staff, QC Engineers, and other responsible engineers. If 
any out-of-control or out-of-specification limit is observed, 
quick action is taken in accordance with corrective action 
procedures. 

Implementation of Quality Control 

Building quality into a product requires early detection of 
possible causes of failure at each process step, then 
immediate feedback to remove these causes. A fixed 
station quality inspection is often lacking in immediate 
feedback; it is therefore necessary to distribute quality 
control functions to each process step-including the 
conceptual stage. Following is a breakdown of the signifi
cant steps at which NEC has implemented these func
tions: 

• Product development 

• Incoming material inspection 

• Wafer processing 

• Chip mounting and packaging 

• Electrical testing and thermal aging 

• Outgoing material inspection 

• Reliability testing 

• Process/product changes 

New Product Development Phase. The product devel
opment phase includes conception of a product, review of 
the device proposal, physical element design and organi
zation, engineering evaluation, and finally, transfer of the 
product to manufacturing. Quality and reliability are con
sidered at every step (figure 2). 

Reliability and Quality Control 

Figure 2. New Product Development Flow 
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Design. Design plays an extremely important role in 
determining product quality and reliability. NEC believes 
that the foundation of device quality is determined at the 
design stage. The four steps involved in the design of LSI 
devices are circuit design, mask pattern layout, process 
and product manufacturing, and package design. Design 
standards and the standardization of design steps have 
been established to maximize quality and reliability. 

Design Review. After completion of the design, a review 
in which the design is compared with design standards 
and other factors which influence reliability and quality is 
performed. If necessary, modification or redesign is then 
performed. NEC believes that the design review is very 
essential for not only newly designed products but also for 
product modifications. 

Trial Production/Evaluation/Mass Production. When 
the design passes the design review successfully, a trial 
run is carried out. The trial run is evaluated for the products' 
characteristics and quality/reliability. 

Thorough evaluation is carried out by generating samples 
in which process conditions-ones that cause character
istic factors to change in mass production-are varied 
deliberately. In addition, reliability tests are conducted for 
durability, stress resistance, etc., to ensure sufficient qual
ity and reliability. 

If no problems are found at this stage, the product is 
approved, after which mass production is possible. 

Prior to the transfer, the production design department 
prepares a production schedule that includes the reliability 
and quality control steps relating to the production. Even 
after mass production has started, the standards for those 
production and control steps are always reexamined for 
improvements. 

Incoming Material Inspection. NEC has various pro
grams to control incoming materials: 

• Vendor/material qualification system 

• Purchasing specifications for materials 

• Incoming materials inspection 

• Inspection data feedback 

• Quality meetings with vendor 

• Vendor audits 

If any parts or materials are rejected at incoming inspec
tion, they are returned to the vendor with a rejection 
notification form which specifies the failure items and 
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modes. The results of these inspections are used to rate 
the vendors for future purchasing. 

In-process Quality Inspections. Typical in-process 
quality inspections done at the wafer fabrication, chip 
mounting and packaging, and device testing stages are 
listed in Appendix 1. 

Electrical Testing and Screening. A flowchart of the 
typical infant mortality screening (when required) and 
electrical testing is depicted in figure 3. 

At the first electrical test, DC parameters are tested ac
cording to the electrical specifications on 100% of each lot. 
This is a prescreening prior to any inf ant mortality test. At 
the second electrical test, AC functional tests as well as DC 
parameter tests are performed on 100% of each lot. If the 
percentage of defective units exceeds the limit, the lot is 
subjected to rescreen. During this time, the defective units 
undergo failure analysis, the results of which are fed back 
into the process through corrective actions. 

Figure 3. Electrical Testing and Screening 

No 

First Electrlcal DC Parameters 
Test (Full AC/DC Testing 

....._ _ ___,,....-_ ___. If No 100% Burn-In) 

....._ _ ___,,....-----

Rellablllty Assurance 
Test (RAT) Sampllng 

*Whenever Required 

DC Parameters, 
AC Functlonal 

Electrlcal, 
Appearance, and 
Dimensions 
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Outgoi~g Inspection. Prior to warehouse storage, lots 
are subiected to an outgoing inspection according to the 
following sampling plan. 

• Electrical test: 

• Appearance: 

DC parameters L TPD 3% 
Functional test LTPD 3% 

MajorLTPD 
Minor LTPD 

3% 
7% 

Reliability Assurance Tests. Samples are continually 
taken prior to shipment and subjected to monitoring relia
?ility tests. They are taken from similar process groups, so 
1t maybe assumed that the samples' reliability is represen
tative of the reliability of the group. 

Reliability Testing 

Reliability is defined as the characteristics of an item 
expressed by the probability that it will perform a required 
function under stated conditions for a stated period of time. 
This involves the concepts of probability, the definition of 
required function(s), and the critical time used in defining 
the reliability. 

Definition of a required function, by implication, treats the 
definition of a failure. Failure is defined as the termination 
of the ability of a device to perform its required function. A 
device is said to have failed if it shows the inability to 
perform within guaranteed parameters as given in an 
electrical specification. 

Discussion of reliability and failure can be approached in 
two ways: with respect to systems or to individual devices. 
Important considerations are the constant failure period, 
the early failure (infant mortality) period, and overall relia
bility level. 

With regard to individual devices, areas of prime interest 
include specific failure mechanisms, failures in acceler
ated tests, and failures in screening tests. 

The accumulation of normal device failure rates constitutes 
the expected failure rate of the system hardware: the 
probability that no device failures will occur in a system is 
the product of each device's probability that it will not fail. 
The failure rate of system hardware is then the sum of the 
failure rates of the components used to construct the 
system. 

Life Distribution 

The fundamental prinCiples of reliability engineering pre
dict thatthe failure rate of a group of devices will follow the 
well-known bathtub curve in Figure 4. The curve is divided 
into three regions: infant mortality, random failures, and 
wearout failures. 

Reliability and Quality Control 

Figure 4. Reliablllty Life (Bathtub) Curve 
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Infant mortality, as the name implies, represents the early
life failures of devices. These failures are usually associ
ated with one or more manufacturing defects. 

After some period of time, the failure rate reaches a low 
value. This is the random failure portion of the curve, 
representing the useful portion of the life of a device. 
During this random failure period, there is a decline in the 
failure rateduetothedepletionof potential random failures 
from the general population. 

The wearout failures occur at the end of the device's useful 
life. They are characterized by a rapidly rising failure rate 
over ti me as devices wear out both physically and electri
cally. 

Thus, for a device that has a very long life expectancy 
compared to the system which contains it, the areas of 
concern will be the infant mortality and the random failure 
portions of the bathtub curve. 

Failure Distribution at NEC 

In an effort to eliminate infant mortality failures, NEC 
subjects its products to production burn-in whenever nec
essary. This burn-in is performed at an elevated tempera
ture for 100 percent of the lots involved and is designed to 
remove the potentially defective units. 

To study the random failure population, integrated circuits 
returned to NEC from the field undergo extensive failure 
analysis at respective NEC Manufacturing Divisions. Fail
ure mechanisms are identified and data fed back to cogni
zant Production and Engineering groups. 

This data coupled with in-line data is then used to introduce 
corrective actions and quality improvement measures. 

2-5 
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After elimination of early device failures, a system will be 
left to the random failure rate of its components. Thus, in 
order to make proper projections of the failure rate of the 
system in the operating environment, failure rates must be 
predicted for the system's components. 

Infant Mortality Failure Screening 

Establishing infant mortality screening requires knowl
edge of the likely failure mechanisms and their associated 
activation energies. The most likely problems associated 
with infant mortality failures are generally manufacturing 
defects and process anomalies. These defects and anoma
lies generally consist of contamination, cracked chips, 
wire bond shorts, or bad wire bonds. Since these describe 
a number of possible mechanisms, any one of which might 
predominate at a given time, the activation energy for 
infant mortality varies considerably. 

Correspondingly, the effectiveness of a screening condi
tion-preferably at some stress level in order to shorten 
the screening time-varies greatly with the failure mecha
nism. For example, failures due to ionic contamination 
have an activation energy of approximately 1.0 eV. There
fore, a 15-hourstress at 125°C junction temperature would 
be the equivalent of approximately 314 days of operation 
at a junction temperature of 55°C. On the other hand, 
failures due to oxide defects have an activation energy of 
approximately 0.3 eV, and a 15-hour stress at 125°C 
junction temperature would be the equivalent of approxi
mately four days' operation at 55°C junction temperature. 
As indicated by this situation, the conditions and duration 
of infant mortality screening must be strongly dependent 
on the allowable component, hence system, failures in the 
field, as well as the economic factors involved. 

Empirical data gathered at NEC indicates that early fail
ures (if any) occur after less than 4 hours of stress at 125°C 
ambient temperature. This fact is supported by the bathtub 
curve created from the life test results of the same lots, 
where the failure rate shows a random distribution as op
posed to a decreasing failure rate that runs into the random 
failure region. 

Whenever necessary, NEC has adopted this initial infant 
mortality burn-in at 125°C as a standard production screen
ing procedure. As a result, the field reliability of NEC 
devices is an order of magnitude higher than the goal set 
for NEC's integrated circuit products. 

NEC believes itisimperativethatfailure modes associated 
with infant mortality screens be understood and fixed at the 
manufacturing level. If such failures can be minimized or 
eliminated, and countermeasures appropriately monitored, 
then such screens can be eliminated. 

?-~ 

NEC 
Long-Term Failure Rate 

NEC's long-term failure rate goal, based on the mask and 
process design, is confirmed by life testing using the 
following conditions: 

• A minimum of 1.2 million device hours(= sample size x 
test period) at 125°C should be accumulated to obtain 
the accuracy necessary for predicting a failure rate of 
0.02% per 1000 hours at 55°C with a 60% confidence 
level. 

• A minimum of 3 million device hours at 125°C should be 
accumulated to obtain the accuracy necessary for 
predicting a failure rate of 0.01%per1000 hours at 55°C 
with a 60% confidence level. 

Accelerated Reliability Testing 

NEC performs extensive reliability testing both at pre
production and post-production levels to insure that its 
products meet the minimum expectations set by NEC. 
Accelerated reliability testing results are then used to 
quantitatively monitor the reliability. 

As an example, assume that an electronic system contains 
1000 integrated circuits and can tolerate 1 percent system 
failures per month. The failure rate per component is: 

1% Failures = .0014 % Failures 
720 Hours x 1000 Pcs. 1000 Hrs 

or 14 FITS 

To demonstrate this failure rate, note that 14 FITs corre
spond to one failure in about 85 devices during an operat
ing test of 10,000 hours. It is quickly apparent that a test 
condition is required to accelerate the time-to-failure in a 
predictable and understandable way. The implicit require
ment for the accelerated stress test is that the relationship 
between the accelerated stress testing condition and the 
condition of actual use be known. 

A most common time-to-failure relationship involves the 
effect of temperature, which accelerates many physio
chemical reactions which may lead to device failure. Other 
environmental conditions are voltage, current, humidity, 
vibration, or some combination of these. Appendix 2 lists 
typical reliability assurance tests performed at NEC for 
molded integrated circuits. Figure 5 shows the results of 
some of these tests for various process types. 

High-Temperature Operating/Blas Life Test (HTOL/ 
HTB). This test is used to accelerate failure mechanisms 
by operating devices at an elevated temperature of 12s0 c. 
The data obtained is translated to a lower temperature by 
using the Arrhenius relationship. 
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Figure 5. Typical Reliability Test Results 

HTB 

Micro:1 

NMOS 7/19113 
(15FIT) 

CMOS 3/11892 
(5.4 FIT) 

Memory: [HTOL] 

DRAM2 10/10052 
(19 FIT) 

SRAM3 1/10421 

1 MEG DRAM4 38/14300 
(115 FIT) 

ASIC:5 

CMOS 213506 
(33 FIT) 

ECL 0/1080 
(8.4 FIT) 

T/H 

15/9315 

217293 

0/9958 

218142 

0/3634 

1/1111 

PCT 

0/11752 

8/9476 

0/5880 

0/8768 

1/3060 

1/4764 

BiCMOS 1/895 0/1073 0/935 
(18 FIT) 

Information has been extracted from NEC Report Numbers: 
1 TRQ-89-05-0030 2 TRQ-89-01-0021 
3 TRQ-88-09-0008 4 TRQ-89-01-0020 
5 TRQ-89-04-0025 

TIC 

1/2995 

1/1780 

4/2680 

0/141 

0/1781 

High-Temperature and High-Humidity Test. Semicon
ductor integrated circuits are highly sensitive to the effect 
of humidity causing electrolytic corrosion between biased 
lines. The high-temperature and high-humidity test is per
formed to detect failure mechanisms that are accelerated 
by these conditions, such as leakage-related problems 
and drifts in device parameters due to process instability. 

High-Temperature Storage Test. Another common test 
is the high-temperature storage test, in which devices are 
subjected to elevated temperatures with no applied bias. 
This test is used to detect process instability and stress 
migration problems. 

Environmental Tests. Other environmental tests are per
formed to detect problems related to the package, mate
rial, susceptibility to extremes in environment, and prob
lems related to usage of the devices. 

Failure Rate Calculation/Prediction 

When predicting the failure rate at a certain temperature 
from accelerated life test data, the activation energies of 
the failure mechanisms involved should be considered. 
This is done whenever the exact cause of failures is known 
through failure analyses results. 

Reliability and Quality Control 

In some cases, an average activation energy is assumed 
in order to accomplish a quick first order approximation. 
NEC assumes an average activation energy of 0.7 eV for 
such approximations. This average value has been as
sessed from extensive reliability test results and yields a 
conservative failure rate. 

Since most semiconductor failures are temperature de
pendent, the Arrhenius relationship is used to normalize 
failure rate predictions at a system operation temperature 
of 55°C. It assumes that temperature dependence is an 
exponential function that defines the probability of occur
rence, and that the degradation of a performance parame
ter is linear with time. The Arrhenius model includes the 
effects of temperature and activation energies of the 
failure mechanisms in the following Arrhenius equation: 

Where: 

A = exp -EA (TJ1 - TJ2 ) 

k(TJ1) (TJ2 ) 

A = Acceleration factor 

k = 

Activation energy 
Junction temperature (in K) 
at TA1 = 55°C 
Junction temperature (in K) 

at TA2 = 125°C 
Boltzmann's constant 
= 8.62 x 10-5 eV/K. 

Because the thermal resistance and power dissipation of 
a particular device type cannot be ignored, junction 
temperatures (TJ1 and TJ2) are used instead of ambient 
temperatures (TA1 and TA2). We calculate junction 
temperatures using the following formula: 

TJ =TA+ (Thermal Resistance) (Power Diss. at TA) 

In order to estimate long term failure rate, the acceleration 
factor must be used to determine the simulated test time. 
From the high temperature operating life test results, 
failure rates can then be predicted at a 60% confidence 
level using the following equation: 

Where: 

x2 10s 
L= 2T 

L = Failure rate in %/1000 hours 

*x2 The tabular value of chi-squared distribution at a 
given confidence level and calculated degrees of 
freedom (2f + 2, where f = number of failures) 

T = #of equivalent device hours 

(#of devices) x (# of test hours) 
x (acceleration factor) 
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*Since the failures of concern here are the random, not the 
infant mortality failures [that is, the end of the downward 
slope and the middle (constant) section of the bathtub 
curve in Figure 4], x2 is determined assuming a one-sided, 
fixed time test. 

Another method of expressing failures is in FITs (failures 
in time). One FIT is equal to one failure in 109 hours. Since 
Lis already expressed as %11000 hours (10-s failure/hr), 
an easy conversion from %/1000 hours to FIT would be to 
multiply the value of L by m4• 

EXAMPLE: A sample of 960 pieces was subjected to 
1000 hours 125°C burn-in. One reject was observed. 
Given that the acceleration factor was calculated to be 
34.6 using the Arrhenius equation, what is the failure rate 
normalized to 55°C using a confidence level of 60%? 
Express the failure rate in FIT: 

Solution: 

For n = 2f + 2 = 2(1) + 2 = 4, X2 = 4.046. 

x21os 
Then L = ~ (%/1000 hour) 

x2 ms (%/moo hr) 

2 (#of dev.) (#of test hrs.) (accl. factor) 

(4·046) ms - 0 00 (0/c /1000 h ) 
2(960) (1000) (34.6) - · 

61 0 
r 

Therefore, FIT= 0.0061 • (104
) = 61 

Figure 6. NEC Quality and Reliability Targets 

NEC 
Product/Process Changes 

As mentioned previously, a design review is performed for 
product modifications or changes. Once the design is 
approved and processes altered (if necessary) for maxi
mum quality, the device goes through qualification testing 
to check the reliability. If the test results are acceptable, 
the product is released for mass production. 

Testing is also performed when only a process modifica
tion or change is made. 

The typical qualification/process change tests are listed in 
Appendix 3. 

Failure Analysis 

At NEC, failure analysis is performed not only on field fail
ures, but also routinely on products which exhibit defects 
du ring the production process. This data is closely checked 
for correlation with the production process quality informa
tion, inspection results, and reliability test data. Informa
tion derived from these failure analyses is used to improve 
product quality. 

As there are a lot of failure mechanisms of LSI devices, 
highly advanced analytical technologies are required to 
investigate such failures in detail. The standard failure 
analysis flowchart relating to the returned products from 
customers is shown in Appendix 4. 

NEC's Goals on Failure Rates 

The reject rate at customer's. incoming inspection, the 
infant mortality rate, and the long term reliability, are all 
monitored and checked against NEC's quality and reliability 
targets (listed in Figure 6). 

Reject Rate at Customer's 
Long Term Reliability (FIT) Infant Mortality (RT) Incoming Electrical Inspection (PPM) 

Memory µCOM Gate Arrays Memory µCOM Gate Arrays Memory µCOM Gate Arrays 

Year ECLRAM MOS BiCMOS ECL CMOS ECLRAM MOS Bl CMOS ECL CMOS ECLRAM MOS BiCMOS ECL CMOS 

1988 150 50 100 1000 300 300 100 50 100 1000 300 150 100 100 150 1000 300 400 

1990 100 50 100 500 200 150 80 50 80 500 250 100 80 100 150 500 250 300 
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Summary and Conclusion 

As has been discussed, building quality and reliability into 
products is the most efficient way to ensure product 
success. NEC's approach of distributing quality control 
functions to process steps and then forming a total quality 
control system has produced superior quality and excel
lent reliability. 

Prescreening, whenever necessary, has been a major 
factor in improving reliability. In addition, monthly reliabil
ity assurance tests have ensured high outgoing quality 
levels. 

Reliability and Quality Control 

The combination of building quality into products, effective 
prescreening of potential failures, and monitoring of relia
bility through extensive testing has established a singu
larly high standard of quality and reliability for NEC's large
scale integrated circuits. 

Through a companywide quality control program, continu
ous research and development activities, extensive failure 
analysis, and process improvements, this higher standard 
of quality and reliability will continuously be set and main
tained. 
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Appendix 1 
Typical QC Flow for CMOS Fabrication 

FLOW 

2-10 

WAFER FABRICATION PROCESS QC FLOW (CMOS) 

PROCESS STEP 

Silicon Wafer 

Incoming 
Inspection 

Well 
Formation 

Oxidation 
Photo Lithography 

Ion Implantation 

Field 
Formation 

Deposition 
Photo Lithography 

Oxidation 

Channel Stopper 
Formation 

Photo Lithography 

Ion Implantation 
Oxidation 

Gate 
Formation 

Deposition 
Doping 

Photo Lithography 

pin SD Formation 

Photo Lithography 

Ion Implantation 
Anneal 

Contact 
Hole 

Deposition 
Photo Lithography 

Metalllzatlon 

Metal Deposition 
Photo Lithography 

Alloy 

Passivation 

Deposition 
Photo Lithography 

Wafer Sort 

IN-PROCESS INSPECTION/QUALITY MONITOR 

Resistivity (sampling by lot) 
Dimension (sampling by lot) 
Visual (sampling by lot) 

Oxide Thickness (sampling by lot) 
Alignment and Etching Accuracy (sampling by lot) 

Layer Resistance (sampling by day) 

Deposit Thickness (sampling by lot) 
Alignment and Etching Accuracy (sampling by lot) 

Oxide Thickness (sampling by lot) 

Alignment and Etching Accuracy (sampling by lot) 

Layer Resistance (sampling by lot) 
Oxide Thickness (sampling by lot) 

Deposit Thickness (sampling by lot) 
Layer Resistance (sampling by lot) 
Alignment and Etching Accuracy (sampling by lot) 
Gate Electrode Width (sampling by lot) 

Alignment and Etching Accuracy (sampling by lot) 

Layer Resistance (sampling by lot) 

Deposit Thickness (sampling by lot) 
Alignment and Etching Accuracy (sampling by lot) 

Metal Thickness (sampling by run) 
Alignment and Etching Accuracy (sampling by lot) 

Parametric Test (sampling by lot) 

Deposit Thickness (sampling by lot) 
Alignment and Etching Accuracy (sampling by lot) 

Contact Hole and Metalllzatlon Steps are Repeated Twice 
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Appendix 1 
Typical QC Flow for PLCC Assembtynest 

The Check of Manufacturing Conditions The Check of Manufacturing Qualities 

Process/Materials Check 
Frequency Checked Check Checked 

Items Instrument 
By Item 

Frequency Instrument 
By 

1 Sorted Wafers 

2 Wafer Visual Wafer Visual 100% (Naked Eye) Operator 

Table Speed Every Indicators P.C. Sawing Before Microscope Operator 
3 Dicing DI Water Shift Gauges Dimensions Running with Filter 

Blade Height Eyepiece El 
Wafer Break Every Indicators P.C. Wafer Visual 100% (Naked Eye) Operator 
Conditions Shift Gauges 

4 Break and Expand 
Wafer Expand 

Conditions 

Die Every Lot Microscope Operator 
5 Dia Visual Inspection Visual Sampling 

(Or 100%) 

6 Lead Frames Die Attached Every Indicators P.C. Die Visual Every (Naked Eye) Operator 
Conditions Shift Thermocouple, Epoxy Magazine 

Potentiometer Coverage 
7 Die Attached Temperature Every Shift Microscope 

Epoxy Cura Heat Every Indicators P.C. Shear Every Dynamometer Oporutor 
8 (Not Done for Gold Temperature Shift Gauges Strength Shift 

Dia Attached product) N
2 

Flow 

~ Fine Wire Bonding Every Indicators P.C. Visual Every Microscope Operator 
Conditions Shift Magazine 

10 Wire Bonding Temperature Every Thermocouple P.C. Wire Pull Every Tension Operator 
Week and Test Shift Gauge 

Potentiometer 

Pre-Saal Visual Die Every Lot Microscope Inspector 
11 Visual Sampling 

Inspection (or100%) 

~ Molding Compound 
Temperature Every Thermocouple P.C. 

of Pellet, Shift 
Expiration Date 

13 Molding Temperature Every Shift Thermocouple, P.C. Visual 100% (Naked Eye) Operator 
Profile of Potentiometer 
Die Set 

Preheat 
Temperature 

Pressure 

Cure Time 

14 Mold Aging Temperature Every Shift Indicator P.C. 

15 Daflashlng Deflashing Every Shift Indicators P.C. Visual Every Lot (Naked Eye) Operator 
Conditions 

Concentration Every Week Titration Tech. 

Density Every Week Density Meter Tech. 

Water Jet 
Pressure Every Day Gauge Tech. 

0 
Plating Every Day Indicators P.C. 

Plating Conditions 

Concentration Every Week Titration Tech. 

83V0-69140B 
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Appendix 1 
Typical QC Flow for PLCC Assembly/Test (Cont.) 

The Check of Manufacturing Conditions The Check of Manufacturing Qualltles 
Process/Materials Check Checked Check Instrument 

Checked 
Frequency Instrument Frequency 

Items By Item By 

0 Plating Inspection Visual Every Lot (Naked Eye) Technician 

Plating 
Thickness Every Lot X-ray Technician 

Composition Every Lot X-ray Technician 

Solderabillty Once/Day (Naked Eye) Technician 

~ Marking Ink Marking Every Shift Indicators P.C. Visual Every Lot (Naked Eye) Operator 
Conditions 

19 Marking 

20 Mark Cure Temperature Every Thermocouple P.C. Marking Twice/Shift Automatic Operator 
Shift Permanency Tester 

Dimensions Every Shift Test Jig. Operator Visual Every Lot (Naked Eye) Operator 
21 Lead Forming (Before Caliper 

Running) 

22 Flnal Assembly Inspection 
Visual Every Lot Magnifying Operator 

Lamp 

P.M.Check Every Day P.M.Jig. Operator 
23 1st Electrical Sorting Sample Before Test Operator Electrical 100% IC Tester Operator 

Check Testing Samples Characteristics 

24 Burn-In (Whenever Necessary) 
Burn-In Every Indicator P.C. 

Conditions Batch 

Every Day P.M.Jig. Operator 
25 2nd Electrical Sorting Before Test Operator Electrical 100% IC Tester Operator 

Testing Samples Characteristics 

26 Rellablllty Assurance Test 
Every 
Month 

Every Day P.M.Jig. Electrical Every Lot IC Tester Inspector 

Before Test Characteristics 

27 In-Warehouse Inspection 
Testing Samples Visual (Major) Every Lot (Naked Eye) Inspector 

and 
Microscope 

Visual (Minor) Every Lot (Naked Eye) Inspector 

28 Warehousing 

83vQ.6941B 
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Appendix2 
Typical Rellablllty Assurance Tests 

The life tests performed by NEC consist of high temperature 
operating/bias life (HTOUHTB), high temperature storage 
life (HTSL), high temperature/high humidity (T/H), and 
high humidity storage life (HHSL)tests. Additionally, various 

MIL-STD-883C 
Test Item Symbol Method 

High Temperature HTOUHTB 1005 
Operating/Bias Life 

High Temperature HTSL 1008 
Storage Life 

High Temperature/ T/H 
High Humidity 

High Humidity HHSL 
Storage Life 

Pressure Cooker PCT 

Temperature Cycling TIC 1010 

Lead Fatigue C3 2004 

Solderability C4 2003 

Soldering Heat/ C6 {Note4) 
Temperature Cycle/ 1010 
Thermal Shock 1011 

Notes: 

{1) Electrical test per data sheet is performed. Devices that exceed the data 
sheet limits are considered to be rejects. 

{2) Broken lead is considered to be a reject. 

Reliability and Quality Control 

environmental and mechanical tests are performed. The 
table below shows the conditions of the various life tests, 
environmental tests, and mechanical tests. 

Condition Remarks 

TA= 125"C, V DD specified per device type {Note 1) 

TA= 150"C {Note 1) 

TA= 85"C, RH= 85%, v DD= 5.5 v {Note 1) 

TA= 85"C, RH= 85% (Note 1) 

TA= 125"C, P = 2.3 aim (Note 1) 

- 65"C to 150"C, 1 hr/cycle {Note 1) 

90° bends. 3 bends wtthout breaking {Note2) 

230"C, 5 sec, Rosin Base Flux {Note3) 

260"C, 10 sec, Rosin Base Flux/ {Note1) 
10-1 hr cycles, -65"C to 150"C/ 
15-10 min cycles, O"C to 100"C 

{3) Less than 95% coverage is considered to be a reject. 

(4) MIL-STD-750A, method 2031. 

El 
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Appendlx3 
New Product I Process Change Tests 

Newly 
Developed· Shrink New 

Test Item Test Conditions Sample Size Product Die Package Wafer Assembly 

High Temp. See Appendix 2, 1 OOOH 20to 50 pcs 0 0 0 0 0 
Operating Life X1to31ots 

High Temp. T = 150°C (Plastic), 10to 20 pcs 0 0 0 0 0 
Storage Life 175°C (Ceramic), 1000H X1to3iots 

High Temp. and See Appendix 2, 1 OOOH 20to 50 pcs 0 0 0 0 0 
Humidity Bias Life X1to31ots 
(Plastic Device) 

Pressure cooker See Appendix 2, 288H 10to20pcs 0 0 0 0 0 
(Plastic Device) X1to31ots 

Thermal See Appendix 2 10 to 20 pcs 0 x 0 x 0 
Environmental X1 to31ots 

Mechanical 20G, 10 to 2000 Hz 10 to 20 pcs 
Environmental 1500G, 0.5 ms X1to31ots 0 x 0 x 0 
(Ceramic Device) 20000G, 1 min 

Lead Fatigue See Appendix 2 5pcs x x x 
::, X1to31ots 

Solderabiltty See Appendix 2 5pcs x x x 
X1to31ots 

ESD (1) c = 200 pF, R =: on 20pcs 0 0 x 0 x 
(2) C = 100 pf, R = 1.5 Kn X 1to3 lots 

Long Term T/C See Appendix 2, 1000 cy 1010 50 pcs 0 0 0 0 0 
X 1to3 lots 

0-Performed X - Perform if Necessary - - Not Performed 
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Appendix4 
Failure Analysis Flowchart 

Failures 

------INFORMATION 

Yes 

Non-destructive 
Analysls 

Fallure 
Report 

Fallure mode: 
Situation, When Failure 
Appeared: etc. 

DC/Function Testing 
by Tester/Curvetracer 

No Stress 
Test 

Fallure 
Report 

Test correlatlon 
May be Needed 

Due to the Case: X-ray Fluoroscope, 
Hermetlcal Test, Dew-point Test, 
Curvetracer Check, etc. 

Decapsulatlon, Internal Vlsual 
Check, Electrlcal Measurement, 
Circuit Analysls 

Etching the Passivation, etc. 
SEM, XMA, Cross-section, etc. 

Estimation of Causes 
Countermeasures 
Corrective Action 

83v0·6938A 
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Application-Specific Devices 

Section 3 
Application-Specific Devices 

µPD41264 
65,536 x 4-Bit Dual-Port Graphics Buffer 

µPD42264 
65,536 x 4-Bit Dual-Port Graphics Buffer 

µPD42273 
262,144 x 4-Bit Dual-Port Graphics Buffer 

µPD42274 
262,144 x 4-Bit Dual-Port Graphics Buffer 

µPD42275 
131,072 x 8-Bit Dual-Port Graphics Buffer 

µPD42101 
910 x 8-Bit Line Buffer for NTSC lV 

µPD42102 
1,135 x 8-Bit Line Buffer for PAL lV 

µPD42505 
5,048 x 8-Bit Line Buffer for 
Communications Systems 

µPD42270 
910 x 263 x 4-Bit NTSC Field Buffer 

µPD42272 
Picture-In-Picture Generator 

µPD42532 
32,768 x 8-Bit Bidirectional Data Buffer 

µPD42601 
1,048,576-Bit Silicon File 

µPD43501 
1,024-Channel Time Division Switch 

µPD43608 
Single-Chip Cache Subsystem 

µPD71641 
Cache Memory Controller 

µPD72120 
Advanced Graphics Display Controller 

3-1 

3-25 

3-47 

3-71 

3-99 

3-133 

3-151 

3-161 

3-177 

3-201 

3-207 

3-227 

3-239 

3-245 

3-251 

3-253 

NEC 

µPD72123 3-255 
Advanced Graphics Display Controller II 

µPD72185 3-257 
Advanced Compression/Expansion Engine 

µPD7220A 3-259 
High-Performance 
Graphics Display Controller 

Application Note 54 3-263 
µPD42505 Line Buffer for 
Communications System 

Application Note 55 3-273 
µPD411011/µPD41102 
High-Speed Line Buffers 

Application Note 56 3-289 
µPD42601 Silicon File 

Application Note 57 3-297 
µPD41101 /µPD41102/µPD42505 
High-Speed Line Buffers 

Application Note 58 3-307 
Interlaced to Noninterlaced 
Scan Conversion Using the 
µPD41101 High-Speed Line Buffer 

Application Note 89-15 3-325 
Computer Graphics Overview 

Application Note 89-16 3-337 
Frame Buffer Architecture 

Application Note 90-01 3-359 
Realism in Computer Graphics 

Application Note 90-02 3-367 
High Performance Systems 

Application Note 90-03 3-377 
Memory Systems Overview 

Application Note 90-06 3-399 
Silicon File System Architecture 



NEC 
Additional New Product Information 
Device Number 

Application-Specific Devices 

µPD42273 

µPD42274 

MC-42256D32V 

MC-42601 EA98-60L 

µPD42271 

µPD42641 

µPD42644 

Description 

256K x 4-bit dual-port graphics buffer 

256K x 4-bit dual-port graphics buffer 
with flash write option 

256K x 32-bit dual-port graphics buffer 
SIMM with flash write option 

1 M x 9-bit silicon file SIMM 

7568 x 18-bit picture-in-picture generator 

4M x 1-bit silicon file 

1 M x 4-bit silicon file 

Application-Specific Devices 

Comments 

New speed of 80 ns 

New speed of 80 ns 

80 pins, leaded, zig-zag configuration 

30 pins, socket-mountable 

Same as µPD42272, except no colored frame on inset 
picture 

New in first half of 1991, with speeds to 80 ns 

New in first half of 1991, with speeds to 80 ns IJ 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µPD41264 is a dual-port graphics buffer equipped 
with a 64K x 4-bit random access port and a 256 x 4-bit 
serial read port. The serial read port is connected to an 
internal 1024-bit data register through a 256 x 4-bit 
serial read output circuit. The random access port is 
used by the host CPU to read or write data addressed in 
any desired order and has a write-per-bit option that 
allows each of the four data bits to be individually 
selected or masked for a write cycle. 

The µPD41264 features fully asynchronous dual ac
cess, except when transferring stored graphics data 
from a selected row of the storage array to the data 
register. During a data transfer, the random access port 
requires a special timing cycle using a transfer clock, 
while the serial read port continues to operate nor
mally. Following the clock transition of a data transfer, 
serial read output data changes from an old line to a 
new line and the starting location on the new line is 
addressable in the data transfer cycle. 

The µPD41264 is fabricated with a double polylayer, 
N-channel, silicon gate process that provides high 
storage cell density, high performance, and high reli
abi Iity. Refreshing is accomplished by means of RAS
only refresh cycles or by normal read or write cycles on 
the 256 address combinations of Ao through A7 during 
a 4-ms period. Automatic internal refreshing, by means 
of either hidden refreshing or the CAS before RAS 
timing and on-chip refresh circuitry, is also available. 
The transfer of a row of data from the storage array to 
the data register also refreshes that row automatically. 

All inputs and outputs, including clocks, are TTL
compatible. All address and data-in signals are latched 
on-chip to simplify system design. Data-out is un
latched to allow greater system flexibility. The 
µPD41264 is available in a 24-pin plastic DIP, or 24-pin 
plastic ZIP, and is guaranteed for operation at O to 
+70°C. 

60133 

µPD41264 
Dual-Port Graphics Buffer 

Features 

o Three functional blocks 
- 64K x 4-bit random access storage array 
- 1024-bit data register 
- 256 x 4-bit serial read output circuit 

o Two data ports: random access and serial read 
o Dual-port accessibility except during data transfer 
o Addressable start of serial read operation 
o Real-time data transfer 
o Single +5-volt ± 10% power supply 
o On-chip substrate bias generator 
o Random access port 

-Two main clocks: RAS and CAS 
- Multiplexed address inputs 
- Direct connection of 1/0 and address lines 

allowed by OE to simplify system design 
- Refresh interval: 256 cycles/4 ms 
-Read, early write, late write, read-write/read-

modify-write, RAS-only refresh, and page mode 
capabilities 

-Automatic internal refreshing by means of the 
CAS before RAS on-chip address counter 

- Hidden refreshing by means of CAS-controlled 
output 

- Write-per-bit capability 
- Write bit selection multiplexed on 100-103 

o RAS-activated data transfer 
-Same cycle time as for random access 
- Row data transferred to data register as 

specified by row address inputs 
-Starting location of following serial read 

operation specified by column address inputs 
- Transfer of 1024 bits of data on one row to the 

data register, and the starting location of the 
serial read circuit, activated by a low-to-high 
transition of DT 

- Data transfer during real-time operation or 
standby of serial port 

o Fast serial read operation by means of SC pins 
- Serial data presented on S00-S03 
- Direct connection of multiple serial outputs for 

extension of data length 
o Fully TTL-compatible inputs, outputs, and clocks 
o Three-state outputs for random and serial access 
o 24-pin plastic DIP and 24-pin plastic ZIP packaging 
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Pin Configurations 

24-Pin Plastic DIP and SOJ 

SC 
SOo 

S01 

Or/OE 

Wo/IOo 
W1ll01 

WB/WE 

RAS 8 

24-Pin Plastic ZIP 

3-2 

W2/I02 

SOE 
S03 

SC 
S01 

w01100 
WB/WE 

As 
A4 
A1 
A2 

Ao 

GND 

S03 

S02 

SOE 

W3/I03 
W2ll02 

CAS 

Ao 
A1 

A2 

A3 
A1 

831H·6631A 

831H-5380A 

NEC 
Ordering Information 

Row Access Serial Access 
Part Number Time (max) Time (max) Package 

µPD41264C-12 120 ns 40 ns 24-pin 

C-15 150 ns 60 ns 
plastic DIP 

µPD41264V-12 120 ns 40.ns 24-pin 

V-15 150 ns 60 ns 
plastic ZIP 

Pin Identification 
Symbol Function 

Ao-A7 Address inputs 

CAS Column address strobe 

DT/OE Data transfer/output enable 

RAS Row address strobe 

SC Serial control 

S00-S03 Serial read outputs 

SOE Serial output enable 

WoflOo - W3fl03 Write-per-bit inputs/data inputs and outputs 

GND Ground 

WB/WE Write-per-bit/wri.te enable 

Vee + 5-volt power supply 



NEC 
Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Supply voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 
Input voltage, high V1H 2.4 5.5 v 
Input voltage, low V1L -1.0 0.8 v 
Operating temperature TA 0 70 oc 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Voltage on any pin except V cc relative to GND, -1.0 to + 7.0 V 
VR1 

Voltage on Vee relative to GND, VR2 - 1.0 V to + 7.0 V 

Operating temperature, TopR o to + 70°C 

Storage temperature, TsrG - 55 to + 125°C 

Short-circuit output current, los 50 mA 

Power dissipation, Po 1.5 W 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause perma
nent damage. The device should be operated within the limits 
specified under DC and AC Characteristics. 

pPD41264 

Capacitance 
TA= Oto+ 70°C; Vee= +5.0 V ±10%; f = 1 MHz 

Parameter Symbol Max Unit Pins Under Test 

Input capacitance CJ(A) 5 pF Ao-A7 

C1(DT/OE) 6 pF D170E 

CJ(WB/WE) 8 pF WB/WE 

CJ(RAS) 8 pF RAS 

CJ(CAS) 8 pF CAS 

CJ(SOE) 8 pF SOE 

CJ(SC) 8 pF SC 

Input/output CJO(W/10) 7 pF WoflOo - W3fl03 IJ capacitance 

Output capacitance Co(SO) 7 pF S00-S03 
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Block Diagram 

Ao__.. 
A1 __.. 

A2_.. ~ 
A3~ cc 

A4_.. i 
As_. ~ 
As_. 

A7_.. 

Vee~ 

GND~ 

Start Address 
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Note: 

Serial Address 
Counter 

[1] T.G. =timing generator 

+-I -1-1- I-+ -I - - - I-+ -I -I-
I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I Storage Array I I I I 
I I I I 256 x 1024 I I I 

I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I I 
I I -1-1-r- 14---r-14 -1-

W11I01 

W2ll02 

W3ll03 

so2 

S01 

soo 

NEC 

831H-6615B 
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Device Operation 

The µP041264 has a random access port and a serial 
read port. The random access port executes standard 
read/write cycles as well as data transfer cycles, all of 
which are based on conventional RAS/CAS timing. In a 
data transfer, data in each storage cell on the selected 
row is transferred simultaneously through a transfer 
gate to the corresponding register location. The serial 
read port shows the contents of the data register in 
serial order. The random access and serial read ports 
can operate asynchronously, except when the transfer 
gate is turned on during the data transfer period. 

Addressing 

The storage array is a 256-row by 1024-column matrix. 
Each of 4 data bits in the random access port corre
sponds to 65,536 storage cells, and 16 address bits are 
required to decode one cell location. Eight row address 
bits are set up on pins Ao through A7 and latched onto 
the chip by RAS. Eight column address bits then are set 
up on pins Ao through A7 and latched onto the chip by 
CAS. All addresses must be stable, on or before the 
falling edges of RAS and CAS. 

RAS is similar to a chip enable signal; whenever it is 
activated, 1024 cells on the selected row are sensed 
simultaneously and the sense amplifiers automatically 
restore the data. CAS is a chip selection signal that 
activates the column decoder and input/output buff
ers. 

Through 1 of 256 column decoders, 4 storage cells on 
a row are connected to 4 data buses, respectively. In a 
data transfer cycle, 8 row address bits are used to 
select 1 of the 256 possible rows involved in the transfer 
of data to the data register. Eight column address bits 
are then used to select the 1 of 256 possible serial 
decoders that corresponds to the starting location of 
the next serial read cycle. In the serial read port, when 
SC is activated, 4 data bits in the 1024-bit data register 
are transferred to 4 serial data buses and read out. 
Activating SC repeatedly causes a serial read cycle 
(starting from the location specified in the data trans
fer) to be executed within the 1024 bits in the data 
register. 

pPD41264 

Random Access Port 

An operation in the random access port begins with a 
negative transition of RAS. Both RAS and CAS have 
minimum pulse widths, as specified in the timing table, 
which must be maintained for proper device operation 
and data integrity. Once begun, a cycle must meet all 
specifications, including minimum cycle time. To re
duce the number of pins, the following functions are 
multi-plexed in the random access port: 

• OT/OE 
• WB/WE 
• W/IOi (i = 0, 1, 2, 3) 

The OE, WE and IOi functions represent standard oper
ations while OT, WB, and Wi are special inputs to be 
applied in the same way as row address inputs, with 
setup and hold times referenced to the negative tran
sition of RAS. The OT level determines whether a cycle 
is a random access operation or a data transfer oper
ation. WB affects only write cycles and determines 
whether or not the write-per-bit option is used. Wi 
defines data bits to be written with the write-per-bit 
capability. In the following discussic;ms, these multi
plexed pins are designated a~ DT(/OE), for example, 
depending on the function being described. 

To use the µP041264 for random access, OT(/OE) must 
be high as RAS falls. Holding DT(/OE) high disconnects 
the 1024-bit data register from the corresponding 1024-
digit lines of the storage array. Conversely, to execute 
a data transfer, DT(/OE) must be low as RAS falls to 
open the 1024 data transfer gates and transfer data 
from one of the rows to the data register. 

Read Cycle. A read cycle is executed by activating 
RAS, CAS, and OE and maintaining (WB/)WE high while 
CAS is active. ·The (Wi/)IOi data pin (i = O, 1, 2, 3) 
remains in high impedance until valid data appears at 
the output at access time. Device access time, tAcc. is 
the longest of the following three calculated intervals: 

• tRAC 
• RAS to CAS delay (tRco) + tcAC 
• RAS to OE delay + toEA 
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Access times from RAS (tRAd, from CAS (tcAc), and 
from OE (toEN are device parameters. The'RAS to CAS 
and RAS to OE de fays are system-dependent timing 
parameters. 

Output becomes .·valid after the access time has 
elapsed and it remains valid while both CAS and OE are 
low. CAS or: .OE high returns the output to high imped
ance. 

Write Cycle. A write cycle is executed by bringing 
(WB{)WE low du~ the RAS/CAS cycle. The falling 
edge of CAS or (WB{)WE strobes the data on (Wj/)IOi 
into the on-chip data latch. To make use of the write
per-bit capability, WB(/WE) must be low as RAS falls. In 
this case, data bits targeted forwrite operation can be 
specified by keeping Wi(/10~ high, with setup and hold 
times referenced to the negative transition of RAS. 

For those data bits of Wi(/10~ that are kept low as RAS 
falls, writ~ operation is inhibited on the chip. If WB(/WE) 
is high as' RAS falls, the write-per~bit option is not used 
and a w_rite cycle is executed for all four data bits. 

Early Write Cycle. An early write cycle is executed by 
bringing (WB{)WE low before CAS. Data is strobed by 
CAS, with setup and hold times referenced to this 
signal, and the output remains in high impedance for 
the entire cycle. As RAS falls, (DT{)OE must meet the 
setup and hold times of a high OT, but otherwise 
(DT{)OE does not affect any circuit operation while CAS 
~~~ ' 

Read-Write/Read".Modify-Write Cycle. Bringing the 
(WB{)WE signal low with RAS and CAS low executes 
this cycle. (Wj/)IOi ·shows read data at access time. 
Afterward, in preparation for the upcoming wr,ite cycle, 
~f)IOi is returned to high impedance by a high (DT/) 
OE. The data to be written is strobed by (WBf)WE, with 
setup and hold times referenced to this signal. 

Late Write Cycle. This cycle shows the timing f lexibi_!!!y 
of (DT{)OE, which ~n ~activated just after ~WE 
falls, even when (WB{)WE is brought low after CAS .. 

Refresh Cycle. A cycle at each of the 256 row ad
dresses (Ao through A7) will refresh all storage cells. 
Any cycle in the random access port (i.e., read, write,' 
refresh, or data transfer) refreshes the 1024 bits se
lected by the RAS addresses or by the on-chip refresh 
address counter. 
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RAS-only Ref re sh Cycle. A cycle having only RAS 
active refreshes one row of the storage array. A hi~h 
CAS is maintained while RAS is active to keep (Wj/)IOi in 
a state of high impedance. This cycle is preferred for 
refreshing, especially when the host system consists of 
multiple rows of random access devices. The data 
outputs may be OR-tied with no bus contention when 
RAS-only refresh cycles are executed. 

CAS Before RAS Refresh Cycle. This cycle executes 
internal refreshing using the on-chip control circuitry. 
Whenever CAS is low as RAS falls, this circuitry auto
matically refreshes the row addresses specified by the 
internal address counter. In this cycle, the circuit oper
ation based on CAS is maintained in a reset state. 
When internal refreshing is complete, the address 
counter automatically increments in preparation for 
the next CAS before RAS cycle. 

Hidden Refresh Cycle. This function performs hidden 
refreshing after a read cycle, without disturbing the 
read data output. Once valid, the data output is con
trolled by CAS and OE. After the read cycle, CAS is held 
low while RAS goes high for prechar9!!!9:_ A RAS-only 
cycle is then executed (except that CAS is held low 
instead of high) and the data output remains valid. 
Since hidden refreshing is the same as CAS before RAS 
·refreshing, the data output remains valid during either 
operation. 

Fast-Page Cycle.This feature allows faster data access 
by keeping the same row address while successive 
column addresses are strobed onto the chip. By main
taining RAS low while successive CAS cycles are exe
cuted, data is transferred at a faster rate because RAS 
addresses are maintained internally and do not have to 
be reapplied. During this operation, it is also possibfe 
to execute read, write and read-write/read-modify-write 
cycles. Additionally, the write-per-bit control specified 
in the entry write cycle is maintained through the 
following fast-page write cycle. 
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Data Transfer Cycle. A data transfer cycle is executed 
by bringing DT(/OE) low as RAS falls. The specified 1 of 
the possible 256 rows involved in the data transfer, 
aswell as the starting location of the following serial 
read cycle in the serial read port, are defined by 
address inputs. DT(/OE) must be low for a specified 
time, measured from RAS and CAS, so that the data 
transfer condition may be satisfied . The low-to-high 
transition of DT causes two transfer operations 
through the data transfer gates: column address buffer 
outputs are transferred to the serial address counters, 
and storage cell data amplified on digit lines is trans
ferred to the data register. At least one SC cycle is 
required to hold the data in the register. Otherwise, the 
beginning of the next transfer cycle destroys the newly 
transferred data. RAS and CAS must be low during 
these operations to keep the transferred data in the 
random access port. 

Serial Read Port 

The serial read port is used only to read serially the 
contents of the data register starting from a specified 
location. The entire operation, therefore, follows a data 

DC Characteristics 
TA= o to + 70°C; Vee= 5.0 V ±10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ 

Input leakage current l1L -10 

Output leakage current loL -10 

Random access port output voltage, high VoH(R) 2.4 

Random access port output voltage, low VoL(R) 
Serial read port output voltage, high VoH(S) 2.4 

Serial read port output voltage, low VoL(S) 

pPD41264 

transfer cycle. Data stored in the serial register remains 
valid for a minimum of 4 ms after the transfer cycle. The 
only condition under which the serial read port must 
synchronize with the random access port is when the 
positive transition of DT(/OE) must occur within a 
specified period in an SC cycle. Except for this SC 
cycle, the serial read port can operate asynchronously 
with the random access port. The output data appears 
at soi after an access time of tscA• measured from SC 
high, only when SOE is maintained low. The SC cycle 
that includes the positive transition of DT(/OE) shows 
old data in the data register; subsequent SC cycles 
show new data transferred to the data register serially 
and in a looped manner. The serial output is maintained 
until the next SC signal is activated. SOE controls the 
impedance of the serial output to allow multiplexing of 
more than one bank of µPD41264 graphics buffers into 
the same external circuitry. When SOE is low, soi is 
enabled and the proper data is read. When SOE is at a 
high logic level, soi is disabled and in a state of high 
impedance. 

Max Unit Test Conditions 

10 µA V1N = 0 to 5.5 V; all other pins not under test = 0 V 

10 µA Dour (IOi, SO~ disabled; Your= 0 to 5.5 V 

v loH(R) = -2 mA 
0.4 v loL(R) = 4.2 mA 

v loH(S) = -2 mA 
0.4 v loL(S) = 4.2 mA 
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Power Supply Current 
TA= o to +70°C; Vee= +5.0 V ±10% 

Random Access Port Serial Read Port Symbol 

Read/write cycle Standby lee1 

Standby Standby lee2 

RAS-only refresh cycle Standby lee3 

Page cycle Standby lee4 

CAS before RAS refresh cycle Standby lee5 

Data transfer Standby lcee 

Read/write cycle Active lee1 

Standby Active lee a 

RAS-only refresh cycle Active leeg 

Page cycle Active lee10 

CAS before RAS refresh cycle Active lee11 

Data transfer Active lee12 

Notes: 

(1) No load on lOi or soi. Exceptfor lce2, lcc3• and leee• real values 
depend on output loading and cycle rates. 

AC Characteristics 
TA= o to +70°C; Vee= +5.0 V±10% 

-12 -15 

Max Max 

95 85 

12 12 

75 65 

65 55 

75 65 

120 100 

155 130 

60 45 

135 110 

125 100 

135 110 

180 145 

p.PD41264-12 

Parameter Symbol Min Max 

Column address hold time after RAS low tAR 80 

Column address setup time tAse 0 

Row address setup time iASR 0 

Access time from CAS tcAe 60 

Column address hold time tcAH 20 

CAS pulse width icAS 60 10,000 
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Unit 

mA 

mA 

mA 

mA 

mA 

mA 

mA 

mA 

mA 

mA 

mA 

mA 
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Test Conditions 

RAS and CAS cycling; tRe = tRe min; 
10 = 0 mA; SC= SOE= V1H (Note 1) 

RAS= V1H; Dour= high impedance; 
SC= SOE= V1H 

RAS cycling; CAS = V1H; tRe = tRe min; 
SC= SOE= V1H 

RAS= V1L; CAS cycling; tpe = tpe min; 
SC= SOE= V1H (Note 1) 

CAS low as RAS falls; tRe = tRe min; 
SC= SOE= V1H (Note 1) 

DT low as RAS falls; tRe = tRe min; 
SC= SOE= V1H 

RAS and CAS cycling; tRe = tRe min; 
SOE = V1L; SC cycling; tsec = tsco min 
(Note 1) 

RAS = V1H; Dour = high impedance; 
SOE = V1L; SC cycling; tsee = tsce min 
(Note 1) 

RAS cycling; CAS = V1H; tRe = tRc min; 
SOE= V1L; SC cycling; tsee = tscc min 
(Note 1) 

RAS= V1L; CAS cycling; tpe = tpc min; 
SOE= v1L; SC cycling; tscc = tsce min 
(Note 1) 

CAS low as RAS falls; tRc = tRe min; 
SOE = V1L; SC cycling; tscc = tscc min 
(Note 1) 

DT low as RAS falls; tRe = tRc min; 
SOE = V1L; SC cycling; tsee = tsce min 
(Note 1) 

p.PD41264-15 

Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

100 ns 

0 ns 

0 ns 

75 ns (Notes 2, 5) 

25 ns 

75 10,000 ns 
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AC Characteristics (cont) 
µ.PD41264-12 µ.PD41264-15 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

DT low hold time after RAS low tcoH 40 55 ns (Note 12) 

GAS before RAS refresh hold time tcHA 25 30 ns 

GAS precharge time (page cycle only) tcp 50 60 ns 

GAS precharge time (nonpage cycle) tcPN 25 30 ns 

GAS high to RAS low precharge time tcRP 10 10 ns 

GAS hold time tcsH 120 150 ns 

GAS before RAS refresh setup time tcsR 10 10 ns 

ll GAS to WE delay tcwo 100 120 ns (Note 10) 

Write command to CAS lead time tcwL 40 45 ns 

Data-in hold time toH 35 45 ns (Note 11) 

ITT high hold time toHH 20 25 ns 

Data-in hold time after RAS low to HR 95 120 ns 

DT high setup time to HS 0 0 ns 

ITT low setup time to LS 0 0 ns 

Data-in setup time tos 0 0 ns (Note 11) 

DT high to CAS high delay to TC 10 10 ns 

DT high hold time after RAS high toTH 20 25 ns 

DT high to RAS high delay torn 10 10 ns 

OE pulse width toE 35 40 ns 

Access time from OE to EA 30 40 ns (Note 2) 

OE to data-in setup delay to ED 35 40 ns 

OE hold time after WE low to EH 30 40 ns 

OE to RAS inactive setup time to ES 10 10 ns 

Output disable time from OE high toEZ 0 30 0 40 ns (Note 6) 

Output disable time from CAS high to FF 0 30 0 40 ns (Note 6) 

Page cycle time tpc 120 145 ns 

Access time from RAS tRAC 120 150 nc (Notes 2, 4) 

Row address hold time tRAH 15 20 ns 

RAS pulse width tRAS 120 10,000 150 10,000 ns 

Random read or write cycle time tRc 220 270 ns 

RAS to CAS delay time tRCD 25 60 30 75 ns (Note 4) 

Read command hold time after CAS high tRCH 0 0 ns (Note 9) 

Read command setup time tRcs 0 0 ns 

DT low hold time after RAS low tRDH 100 130 ns 
(serial port active) 

Refresh interval tREF 4 4 ms 

RAS precharge time tRP 90 100 ns 

RAS high to CAS low precharge time tRPC 0 0 ns 

Read command hold after RAS high tRRH 20 20 ns (Note 9) 

RAS hold time tRSH 60 75 ns 
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AC Characteristics (cont) 

· JLPD41264-12 µPD41264-15 

Parameter Symbol Min 

Read-write/read-modify-write cycle time tRWc 300 

RAS to WE delay tRWD 160 

Write command to RAS lead time tRWL 40 

SC pulse width tscH 10 

Serial output access time from SC tscA 

Serial clock cycle time tscc 40 

SC precharge time tscL 10 

SC high to OT high delay tsoo 10 

SC low hold time after OT high tsoH 10 

Serial output access time from SOE tsoA 

SOE pulse width tsoE 15 

Serial output hold time after SC high tsoH 10 

SOE low to serial output setup delay tsoo 5 

SOE precharge time ts op 15 

Serial output disable time from SOE high ts oz 0 

Rise and fall transition time tr 3 

Write-per-bit hold time twBH 20 

Write-per-bit setup time twas 0 

Write command hold time twcH 35 

Write command hold time after RAS low twcR 95 

Write command setup time twcs 0 

Write bit selection hold time twH 20 

Write command pulse width twp 35 

Write bit selection setup time tws 0 

Notes: 

(1) See inpuVoutput timing waveforms for timing reference volt
ages. 

(2) See figures 1 and 2 for output loads. 

(3) An initial pause of 100 µsis required after power-up, followed by 
any eight RAS cycles (except CAS-before-RAS cycles), before 
proper device operation is achieved. 

(4) Operation within the tRcD (max) limit ensures that tRAC {max) 
can be met. The tRcD (max) limit is specified as a reference point 
only. lftRcD is greater than the specified tRcD (max) limit, access 
time is controlled exclusively by tcAC· 

(5) Assumes that tRcD ~ tRcD (max). 

(6) An output disable time defines the time at which the output 
achieves the open-circuit condition and is not referenced to 
output voltage levels. 

(7) Data in the serial output register remains valid for 4 ms (min) 
after a data transfer cycle. 

(8) V1H (min) and VIL (min) are reference levels for measuring the 
timing of input signals. Additionally, transition times are mea
sured between V IH and VIL· 
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Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

355 ns 

195 ns (Note 10) 

45 ns 

20 ns 

40 60 ns (Notes 2, 7) 

50,000 60 50,000 ns 

20 ns 

20 ns 

20 ns 

35 50 ns 

20 ns 

10 ns 

5 ns 

20 ns 

30 0 40 ns (Note 6) 

50 3 50 ns 

25 ns 

0 ns 

45 ns 

120 ns 

0 ns (Note 10) 

25 ns 

45 ns 

0 ns 

(9) Either tRRH or tRcH must be satisfied for a read cycle. 

(10) twcs. tcwo. and tRWo are restrictive operating parameters in 
read-write and read-modify-write cycles only. If twcs ~ twcs 
(min), the cycle is an early write cycle and the data output will 
remain open-circuit throughout the entire cycle. If tcwo ~ tcwo 
(min) and tRWo ~ tRWo (min), the cycle is a read-write cycle and 
the data output will contain data read from the selected cell. If 
neither of the above conditions is met, the condition of the data 
output (at access time and until CAS returns to V1H) is indeter-
minate. 

1 

(11) These parameters are referenced to the fall!Dg_ e~ of CAS in 
early write cycles and to the falling edge of rt'JB/)WE in delayed 
write or read-modify-write cycles. 

(12) Use tRDH and tcoH when the serial port is active and tRoH1, 
tRSD• tcso and tssc if it is in standby. 

(13) SOE may be tied to GND if the output enable function of the 
serial port is not needed. 
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Figure 1. Input Timing 

>4Vu-----i 
0.8V--------

5ns 
8311+66169 

Figure 2. Output Timing 

2.4V---------< )-- I • 
0.4V- - - - - - - - - . . 

._______----==-----===---===-------'831H·6624B 

Figure 3. Output Loading in Random Access Port 

Vee 

* * * ~ 
-=-

83JH-6617B 

Figure 4. Output Loading in Serial Read Port 

Vee 

IOj ..,..L.;-----------i+t---. 

100~ l 
831H·661BB 
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Timing Waveforms 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Early Write Cycle 

~---tRSH---r--tRCD ---;-----tcAS-----

pPD41264 

-~~~-!7'-~""!""':""~~~~~'""\, or~~~~~~~~~~ 

II tcpN-I'----~ 
114--IE----'-l-I -tcsH-----.i 

Address Row Column 

~IRAH t~r~l~H 
twas~! 

11 

twp--;.--~--------
W""Ma"'S••ci I 

1WBH~.,_I ''~I •UJJ 
10"5) ri I• 11 'cwt I I 

W;/IOi Write Mask Valid Input Data Valid 

I~ 114E--~-t-os_-J_'-,:-HR===-to-H--~ 
83\/G-65788 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Late Write Cycle 

tcRP ----tRSH----

r-IRCD ~I~ II 

CAS _ __, __ I l_tCPN-- l'------"'-1 __ _...___,1 

r-: 
---'-'--tcsH-' -----'----'II 

Address 

14._,___ ____ tA~-' ----~ 

11 

Row 

rr-IRAH 

~·~I 
Write Mask Select 

ttw~ 

Column 

~
:IASCICAH _):1---IRWL ~ 

twcH 
tRCS twp 

twcR-------

~~H-, 

NEC 

-

IDHSI ~ gtDHH 

DTiOE } I 1 \...._ ___ _ 
r-tWH 

Wi/IOi Write Mask Valid Input Data Valid 

tws µ,_ tos~ ~toH 
14,<,__------tDHR------~ 

B3vG-6579B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Read-Write/Read-Modify-Write Cycle 

Address 

OT/OE 

Wi/101 Write Mask Valid 

---------1RSH-------~ 

~>+-E'----------ICAS---------

Write 

µ,__ 
l~<:--~~-tRAc~~~~ 

pPD41264 

EJ 

83vG-6601B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

RAS-Only Refresh Cycle 

RAS 

tcRP 

CAS 

Address 

WB/WE 

NEC 

---------tRAS ----------;...i 

5T16E ____ ___,/ ''""----------------------------

Wi 
1101 

------------------H-igh_lm_p_ed_a_nc_e _________________ _ 

831H-6602B 

CAS Before RAS Refresh Cycle 

----------------tRC-------------~ 

High Impedance 
W1/IOj ----------------------------------------

831H-6603B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Hidden Refresh Cycle 

µPD41264 

--IRC-----'~-IRC-~~-IRC-~ 

--IRAs IRAs IRAs 

~--1_1 --ICAS-----

Address 

WBNVE 7//J/11/A J ~RAH 7/JIJ/////Jl/ll!ll!J !ll!J/Jil /////Z 
~ r-IDHH 

OfoE zzW ~, ____ HS {_IOES ---

it IOEA ~ 
-..J ICAC ~ 

Wi/IOj ---.-------<! 

~IRAC 
oa1aou1pu1 

loFF 

IOEZ 

83vG-6604B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Page Read Cycle 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Page Early Write Cycle 

"""IE,__ ___ tpc-----

tRcD ---'~--tCAS 

Wi/IOi 

twss 

•oHsl +!Tl ,Jt•wcs 
twsH ~twp =7 II 

tws 

Input Data 
Valid 

j..-tDs 

---tDHR---

11 
Input Data 

Valid 

pPD41264 

IJ 
tcAH 

83vG-GG07B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Page Late Write Cycle 

Address 

twss 

0r10E 

Wi/101 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Page Read-Modify-Write Cycle 

tcRP Ill( 

r---tRco 

CAS 

IMH~t~~tc~ 
IASR 11- IASC 

I 
Address Column 

WB/WE 

Wi/IOj 

pPD41264 

tpc 

ICAS tcAS 

ICAH IJ 
COiumn 

Da~~/~ut 
1
,__ ______ _ 

IQED 

83vG·66058 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Data Transfer Cycle (Serial Port in Standby) 

... tRc __,. 

....... lRAS .... ..£. tRp __,. 

l v 
··~ 

~ 

tcRP-+i 

r-·~o 
~ tRSH 

+ ~'"'"1 ~ tcAS 

1 
11 

I\_ v 
..L tcpN _,. 

I 
J: 

tcsH _,. 

tA~ I 

I 
, 

_,. 

11 

Address y Row ~ Column ( 

tASR~ 

rr rr 
-> lASC 

~tRAH--> r-ICAH--> 

I~ 
i5T10E 

to Ls 

~ 1101 ~--------------H-lg_h_lm_p_ed_a_n~--~----------~..,..-----------------------------~ 

SC """"-----------~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~-~----~--------~ts_D_H~~~~~~~~~·~1....-____ __ 
_ Standby Y 

SOI High Impedance 

83vG·6609B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Data Transfer Cycle (Serial Port Active) 

""- tRc __,, 

""'- IRAS ~~ IRP __,,, 

l 
\ J 

ICAP _.,i 

r-·R~ 
""- IRSH __,, 

~IDTHl -
tcAS 

1 
11 

N y 
i.. tcPN ~ I 

I= 
tcsH _,. 

IA~ I _,. 

I 11 

IJ 

Address 1- Row ~ Column K 
IASR~ rr J ~~ µ,_tAsc 

r-IRAH->j ~ICAH___. 

WB/WE 

IE 

ITT/OE 

IDLS 

Wi /IOI ________________ H_,19._h_lm ...... p_ed_a..,..nce _______________ _ 

1-• 1soo__j l•soH-1 
VIL 

-------tscc------

SC 

tscL tscL tscH 

tsOHj _ tsoHj _ 

SOi Yl/(///!l_....--~~----J0'j j/ 10-0ld-Data-_WJ///Fm 

I-= tscA ~· IE tscA----~--
83vG·6610B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Serial Read Cycle 

-3 SOE 
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NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µPD42264 is a dual-port graphics buffer equipped 
with a 64K x 4-bit random access port and a 256 x 4-bit 
serial read port. The serial read port is connected to an 
internal 1024-bit data register through a 256 x 4-bit serial 
read output circuit. The random access port is used by 
the host CPU to read or write data addressed in any 
desired order and has a write-per-bit option that allows 
each of the four data bits to be individually selected or 
masked for a write cycle. 

The µPD42264 features fully asynchronous dual access, 
except when transferring stored graphics data from a 
selected row of the storage array to the data register. 
During a data transfer, the random access port requires 
a special timing cycle using a transfer clock, while the 
serial read port continues to operate normally. Following 
the clock transition of a data transfer, serial read output 
data changes from an old line to a new line and the 
starting location on the new line is addressable in the 
data transfer cycle. 

The µPD42264 is fabricated with CMOS technology that 
provides high storage cell density, high performance, 
and high reliability. Refreshing is accomplished by 
means of RAS-only refresh cycles or by normal read or 
write cycles on the 256 address combinations of Ao 
through .A7 during a 4-ms period. Automatic internal 
refreshing, by means of either hidden refreshing or the 
CAS before RAS timing and on-chip internal refresh 
circuitry, is also available. The transfer of a row of data 
from the storage array to the data register also refreshes 
that row automatically. 

All inputs and outputs, including clocks, are TTL
compatible. All address and data-in signals are latched 
on-chip to simplify system design. Data-out is unlatched 
to allow greater system flexibility. The µPD42264 is 
available in a 24-pin plastic DIP, 24-pin plastic SOJ, and 
24-pin plastic ZIP, and is guaranteed for operation at Oto 
+70°C. 

Ordering Information 
Row Access Serial Access 

Part Number Time (max) Time (max) Package 

µPD42264C-10 100 ns 25 ns 24-pin plastic DIP 

µPD42264LA-10 100 ns 25 ns 24-pin plastic SOJ 

µPD42264V-10 100ns 25 ns 24-pin plastic ZIP 

60065 

Features 

pPD42264 
Dual-Port Graphics Buffer 

o Three functional blocks 
- 64K x 4-bit random access storage array 
- 1024-bit data register 
- 256 x 4-bit serial read output circuit 

o Two data ports: random access and serial read 
o Dual-port accessibility except during data transfer 
o Addressable start of serial read operation 
o Real-time data transfer 
o Single +5-volt ± 10% power supply 
o On-chip substrate bias generator 
o Random access port 

- Two main clocks: RAS and CAS 
- Multiplexed address inputs 
- Direct connection of 1/0 and address lines 

allowed by OE to simplify system design 
- Refresh interval: 256 cycles/4 ms 
- Read, early write, late write, read-write/read-

modify-write, RAS-only refresh, and page mode 
capabilities 

- Automatic internal refreshing by means of the 
CAS before RAS on-chip address counter 

- Hidden refreshing by means of GAS-controlled 
output 

- Write-per-bit capability 
- Write bit selection multiplexed on 100-103 

o RAS-activated data transfer 
- Same cycle time as for random access 
- Row data transferred to data register as specified 

by row address inputs 
- Starting location of fol lowing serial read 

operation specified by column address inputs 
- Transfer of 1024 bits of data on one row to the 

data register, and the starting location of the 
serial read circuit, activated by a low-to-high 
transition of DT 

- Data transfer during real-time operation or 
standby of serial port 

o Fast serial read operation by means of SC pins 
- Serial data presented on S00-S03 
- Direct connection of multiple serial outputs for 

extension of data length 
o Fully TTL-compatible inputs, outputs, and clocks 
o Three-state outputs for random and serial access 
o 24-pin plastic DIP, 24-pin plastic SOJ, and 24-pin 

plastic ZIP packaging 
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Pin Configurations 

24-Pin Plastic DIP and SOJ 

SC 

SOo 
S01 

DT/OE 

Wo/IOo 
W1ll01 
WB/WE 

RAS 

24-Pin Plastic ZIP 

Pin Identification 
Symbol Function 

Address inputs 

GND 

S03 
S02 
SOE 

W3/I03 
W2/I02 
CAS 

Ao 
A1 
A2 
A3 
A1 

Column address strobe 

ITT/OE Data transfer/output enable 

Row address strobe 

SC Serial control 

SOo - 803 Serial read outputs 

Serial output enable 

831H·6631A 

83IH-5380A 

WoflOo - Wafl03 Write-per-bit inputs/data inputs and outputs 

GND Ground 

Write-per-biVwrite enable 

Vee +5-volt 10% power supply 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Voltage on any pin except Vee relative to GND, 

VR1 

-1.0 to +7.0 V 

Voltage on Vee relative to GND, VR2 -1.0Vto +7.0V 

Operating temperature, ToPR o to +70°C 

Storage temperature, TsTG - 55 to + 125°C 

Short-circuit output current, los 50mA 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Capacitance 
TA = o to + 70°C; Vee. = +5.0 V ±10%; f = 1 MHz 

Parameter Symbol Max Unit Pins Under Test 

Input capacitance C1(A) 5 pF Ao-A7 

C1(i5T/6E) 8 pF DT/OE 

C1(WBM'E) 8 pF WB/WE 

C1(RAS) 8 pF RAS 

C1(eAS) 8 pF "CAS 

C1(SOE) 8 pF SOE 

C1(SC) 8 pF SC 

lnpuVoutput capacitance C1o(W/IO) 7 pF WoflOo - Wafl03 

Output. capacitance Co(SO) 7 pF SOo- S03 

Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Supply voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 
Input voltage, high V1H 2.4 5.5 v 
Input voltage, low V1L -1.0 0.8 v 
Operating temperature TA 0 70 oc 
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Block Diagram 

.----..-----+-----~w01100 

Ao~ 

A1~ 

A2~ 

A3~ 

A4~ 

As~ 

A5~ 

A1~ 

! 
! 
~ 

Vee~ 

GND~ 

Start Address 

Note: 

Serial Address 
Counter 

[1] T.G. =timing generator 

DEVICE OPERATION 

I 

The µPD42264 consists of a random access port and a 
serial read port. The random access port executes 
standard read and write cycles as well as data transfer 
cycles, all of which are based on conventional RAS/CAS 
timing. In a data transfer, data in each storage cell on the 
selected row is transferred simultaneously through a 
transfer gate to the corresponding register location. The 
serial read port shows the contents of the data register in 
serial order. The random access port and the serial read 
port can operate asynchronou'sly, except when the 

' transfer gate is turned on during the data transfer period. 

Addressing 

The storage array is arranged in a 256-row by 1024-
column matrix. Each of 4 data bits in the random access 
port corresponds to 65,536 storage cells. Therefore, 16 

I I 

W1ll01 

W2ll02 

OT 

S02 

S01 

SOo 

831H-66158 

address bits are required to decode one cell location. 
Eight row address bits are set up on pins Ao through A7 
and latched onto the chip by RAS. Eight column address 
bits then are set up on pins Ao through A7 an·d latched 
onto the chip by CAS. All addresses must be stable, on 
or. before the falling edges of RAS and GAS. 

RAS is similar to a chip enable signal; whenever it is 
activated, 1024 cells on the selected row are sensed 
simultaneously and t.he sense amplifiers automatically 
restore the data. CAS serves as a chip selection signal to 
activate the column decoder and the input and output 
buffers. 

Through 1 of 256 column decoders, 4 storage cells on 
the row are connected to 4 data buses, respectively. In 
the data transfer cycle, 8 row address bits are used to 
select 1 of the 256 possible rows involved in the transfer 
of data to the data register. Eight column address bits are 
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then used to select the 1 of 256 possible serial decoders 
that corresponds to the starting location of the next 
serial read cycle. In the serial read port, when SC is 
activated, 4 data bits in the 1024-bit data register are 
transferred to 4 serial data buses and read out. Activat
ing SC repeatedly causes a serial read cycle (starting 
from the location specified in the data transfer cycle) to 
be executed within the 1024 bits in the data register. 

Random Access Port 

An operation in the random access port begins with a 
negative transition of RAS. Both RAS and CAS have 
minimum pulse widths, as specified in the timing table, 
which must be maintained for proper device operation 
and data integrity. Once begun, a cycle must meet all 
specifications, including minimum cycle time. To reduce 
the number of pins, the following functions are multi
plexed in the random access port: 

• OT/OE 

• WB/WE 
• Wj/IOi (i = 0, 1, 2, 3) 

The OE, WE and IOi functions represent standard oper
ations while OT, WB, and Wi are special inputs to be 
applied in the same way as row address inputs, with 
setup and hold times referenced to the negative transi
tion of RAS. The DT level determines whether a cycle is a 
random access operation or a data transfer operation. 
WB affects only write cycles and determines whether or 
not the write-per-bit option is used. Wi defines data bits 
to be written with the write-per-bit capability. In the 
following discussions, these multiplexed pins are desig
nated as DT(/OE), for example, depending on the func
tion being described. 

To use the µ.P042264 for random access, OT(/OE) must 
be high as RAS falls. Holding DT(/OE) high disconnects 
the 1024-bit data register from the corresponding 1024-
digit lines of the storage array. Conversely, to execute a 
data transfer, DT(/OE) must be low as RAS falls to open 
the 1024 data transfer gates and transfer data from one of 
the rows to the data register. 

Read Cycle. A read cycle is executed by activating RAS, 
CAS, and OE and maintaining (WB/)WE high while CAS 
is active. The (Wj/)IOi data pin (i = O, 1,. 2, 3) remains in 
high impedance until valid data appears at the output at 
access time. Device access time, tAcc. will be the 
longest of the following three calculated intervals: 

• tRAC 
• RAS to CAS delay (tRco) + tcAC 
• RAS to OE delay + toEA 
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Access times from RAS (tRAC). from CAS (tcAd. and 
from OE (toEA) are device parameters. The RAS to CAS 
and RAS to OE delays are system-dependent timing 
parameters. 

Output becomes valid after the access time has elapsed 
and it remains valid while both CAS and OE are low. CAS 
or OE high returns the output to high impedance. 

Write ~cle. A write cycle ~executed by bringing 
(WB/)WE low during the RAS/CAS cycle. The falling edge 
of CAS or (WB/)WE strobes the data on (Wj/)IOi into the 
on-chip data latch. To make use of the write-per-bit 
capability, WB(/WE) must be low as RAS falls. In this 
case, data bits targeted for write operation can be 
specified by keeping Wi(/IOi) high, with setup and hold 
times referenced to the negative transition of RAS. 

For those data bits of Wi(/IOi) that are kept low as RAS 
falls, write operation is inhibited on the chip. If WB(/WE) 
is high as RAS falls, the write-per-bit option is not used 

· and a write cycle is executed for all four data bits. 

Early Write Cycle. An early write cycle is executed by 
bringing (WB/)WE low before CAS. Data is strobed by 
CAS, with setup and hold times referenced to this signal, 
and the output remains in high impedance for the entire 
cycle. As RAS falls, (DT/)OE must meet the setup and 
hold times of a high DT, but otherwise (DT/)OE does not 
affect any circuit operation while CAS is active. 

Read-Write/Read-Modify-Write Cycle. Bringing the 
(WB/)WE signal low with RAS and CAS low executes this 
cycle. (Wi/)IOi shows read data at access time. Afterward, 
in preparation for the upcoming write cycle, (Wi/)IOi is 
returned to high impedance by a high (DT/)OE. The data 
to be written is strobed by (WB/)WE, with setup and hold 
times referenced to this signal. 

Late Write Cycle. This cycle shows the timing flexibility 
of (DT/)OE, which can be activated just after (WB/)WE 
falls, even when (WB/)WE is brought low after CAS. 

Refresh Cycle. A cycle at each of the 256 row addresses 
(Ao through A7) will refresh all storage cells. Any cycle in 
the random access port (i.e., read, write, refresh, or data 
transfer) refreshes the 1024 bits selected by the RAS 
addresses or by the on-chip refresh address counter. 

RAS-only Refresh Cycle. A cycle having only . RAS 
active refreshes one row of the storage array. A high CAS 
is m.aintained while RAS is active to keep (Wi/)IOi in a 
state of high impedance. This cycle is preferred for 
refreshing, especially when the host system consists of 
multiple rows of random access devices. The data out
puts may be OR-tied with no bus contention when 
RAS-only refresh cycles are executed. 
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CAS Before RAS Refresh Cycle. This cycle executes 
internal refreshing using the on-chip control circuitry. 
Whenever CAS is low as RAS falls, this circuitry auto
matically refreshes the row addresses specified by the 
internal address counter. In this cycle, the circuit opera
tion based on CAS is maintained in a reset state. When 
internal refreshing is complete, the address counter 
automatically increments in preparation for the next CAS 
before RAS cycle. 

Hidden Refresh Cycle. This function performs hidden 
refreshing after a read cycle, without disturbing the read 
data output. Once valid, the data output is controlled by 
CAS and OE. After the read cycle, CAS is held low while 
RAS goes high for precharging. A RAS-only cycle is then 
executed (except that CAS is held low instead of high) 
and the data output remains valid. Since hidden refresh
ing is the same as CAS before RAS refreshing, the data 
output remains valid during either operation. 

Fast-Page Cycle.This feature allows faster data access 
by keeping the same row address while successive 
column addresses are strobed onto the chip. By main
taining RAS low while successive CAS cycles are exe
cuted, data is transferred at a faster rate because RAS 
addresses are maintained internally and do not have to 
be reapplied. During this operation, it is also possible to 
execute read, write and read-write/read-modify-write cy
cles. Additionally, the write-per-bit control specified in 
the entry write cycle is maintained through the following 
fast-page write cycle. 

Data Transfer Cycle. A data transfer cycle is executed 
by bringing DT(/OE) low as RAS falls. The specified 1 of 
the possible 256 rows involved in the data transfer, as 
well as the starting location of the following serial read 
cycle in the serial read port, are defined by address 
inputs. DT(/OE) must be low for a specified time, mea-

DC Characteristics 
TA= o to +70°C; Vee= 5.0 V ±10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ 

Input leakage current l1L -10 

Output leakage current loL -10 

Random access port output voltage, high VoH(R) 2.4 

Random access port output voltage, low Vol(R) 

Serial read port output voltage, high VoH(S) 2.4 

Serial read port output voltage, low Vol(S) 

pPD42264 

sured from RAS and'i CAS, so that the data transfer 
condition may be satisfied . The low-to-high transition of 
OT causes two transfer operations through the data 
transfer gates: column address buffer outputs are trans
ferred to the serial address counters, and storage cell 
data amplified on digit lines is transferred to the data 
register. At least one SC cycle is required to hold the data 
in the register. Otherwise, the beginning of the next 
transfer cycle destroys the newly transferred data. RAS 
and CAS must be low during. these operations to keep 
the transferred data in the random access port. 

Serial Read Port 

The serial read port is used only to read serially the 
contents of the data register starting from a specified 
location. The entire operation, therefore, follows a data 
transfer cycle. Data stored in the serial register remains 
valid for a minimum of 4 ms after the transfer cycle. The 
only condition under which the serial read port must 
synchronize with the random access port is when the 
positive transition of DT(/OE) must occur within a spec
ified period in an SC cycle. Except for this SC cycle, the 
serial read port can operate asynchronously with the 
random access port. The output data appears at soi 
after an access time of tscA. measured from SC high, 
only when SOE is maintained low. The SC cycle that 
includes the positive transition of DT(/OE) shows old 
data in the data register; subsequent SC cycles show 
new data transferred to the data register serially and in a 
looped manner. The serial output is maintained until the 
next SC signal is activated. SOE controls the impedance 
of the serial output to allow multiplexing of more than 
one bank of µ.PD42264 graphics buffers into the same 
external circuitry. When SOE is low, SOi is enabled and 
the proper data is read. When SOE is at a high logic level, 
SO; is disabled and in a state of high impedance. 

Max Unit Test Conditions 

10 p.A V1N = 0 to 5.5 V; all other pins not under test = 0 V 

10 p.A DouT (IOio SOj) disabled; VouT = Oto 5.5 V 

v loH(R) = -2 mA 
0.4 v loL(R) = 4.2 mA 

v loH(S) = -2 mA 
0.4 v lol(S) = 4.2 mA 
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Power Supply Current 
TA= o to +10°C; Vee= +5.0 v ±10% 

Random Acces~ Port Serial Read Port Symbol Max Unl.t Test Conditions 

Read/write cycle Standby lcc1 70 mA RAS and ~ cycling; tRc = tRc min; 10 = o mA; 
SC = SOE = V1H (Note 1) 

Standby Standby lcc2 5 mA RAS· = V1H; Dour = high impedance; 
SC= SOE= V1H 

RAS-only refresh cycle } Standby lcc3 60 mA RAS cycling; ~ = V1H; tRc = tRc min; 
SC= SOE= V1H 

Page cycle Standby lcc4 50 mA RAS = V1L; ~ cycling; tpc = tpc min; 
SC = SOE = V1H (Note 1) 

<5AS before RAS refresh cycle Standby lees 60 mA ~ low as RAS falls; tRc = tRc min; 
SC = SOE = V1H (Note 1) 

Data transfer Standby lees 75 mA DT low as RAS falls; tRc = tRc min; 
SC= SOE= V1H 

Read/write cycle Active lcc1 120 · mA RAS and GAS cycling; 1Rc = 1Rc i;nin; 10 = o mA; 
SOE = v 1L; SC cycling; tscc = tscc min (Note 1) 

Standby Active Ices 50 mA f\AS = v,H; Dour = high impedance; SOE = V1L; 
SC cycling; tscc = tscc min (Note 1) 

RAS-only refresh cycle Active lccg 110 mA R!'S cycling; ~ = V1H; tRc = tRc min; SOE = V1L; 
SC cycling; tscc = tscc min (Note 1) 

Page cycle Active lcc10 100 mA . f\AS = V1L; ~ cycling; tpc = tpc min; SOE = V1L; . 
SC cycling; tscc = tscc min (Note 1) 

'CAS before RAS refresh cy~le Active lcc11 110 mA CAS low as RAS falls; tRc = tRc min; SOE = V1L; 
SC cycling; tscc = tscc min (Note 1) 

Data transfer Active lcc12 125 mA DT low as RAS falls; tRc = tRc min; SOE = V1L; 
SC cycling; tscc = tscc min (Note 1) 

Notes: 

(1) No load on 101 or SOi. Except for lcc2. lcc3, and Ices. real values 
depend on output loading and cycle rates. 

AC Characteristics 
TA= o to +10°C; Vee = +5.0 V±10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Column address hold time after RAS low tAR 70 ns 

Column address setup time tASC 0 ns 

Row address setup time tASR 0 ns 

Access time from CAS tcAC 50 ns (Notes 2, 5) 

Column address hold time tcAH 20 ns 

CAS pulse width tc..\s 50 10,000 ns 

ITT low hold time after RAS low tcoH 30 ns (Note 12) 

CAS before RAS refresh hold time tcHR 20 ns 

CAS precharge time (page cycle only) tcP 40 ns 

CAS prect)arge time (nonpage cycle) tcPN 20 ns 

CAS high to RAS low precharge time tcRP 10 ns 

SC delay time from CAS tcso 45 ns (Note 12) 

CAS hold time tcsH 100 ns 

CAS before RAS refresh setup time tcsR 10 ns 
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AC Characteristics (cont) 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

"CAS to WE delay tcwo 85 ns (Note 10) 

Write command to GAS lead time fcWL 35 ns 

Data-in hold time toH 30 ns (Note 11) 

DT high hold time toHH 15 ns 

Data-in hold time after RAS low to HR 80 ns 

DT high setup time to HS 0 ns 

DT low setup time to LS 0 ns 

Data-in setup time tos 0 ns (Note 11) 

II DT high to GAS high delay to TC 10 ns 

DT high hold time after RAS high toTH 15 ns 

DT high to RAS high delay to TR 10 ns 

OE pulse width toE 25 ns 

Access time from OE to EA 25 ns (Note 2) 

OE to data-in setup delay to ED 25 ns 

OE hold time after WE low to EH 10 ns 

OE to RAS inactive setup time to ES 10 ns 

Output disable time from OE high toEZ 0 25 ns (Note 6) 

Output disable time from GAS high to FF 0 25 ns (Note 6) 

Page cycle time tpc 100 ns 

Access time from RAS tRAC 100 nc (Notes 2, 4) 

Row address hold time tRAH 15 ns 

RAS pulse width tRAS 100 10,000 ns 

Random re;:i.d or writ~ cycle time tRC 190 ns 

MS to "CAS delay time tRCD 25 50 ns (Note 4) 

Read command hold time after 'CAS high tRCH 0 ns (Note 9) 

Read command setup time tRCS 0 ns 

DT low hold time after RAS low tRDH 80 ns (Note 12) 
(serial port active) 

DT low hold time after RAS low tRDH1 15 ns (Note 12) 
(serial port in standby) 

Refresh interval tREF 4 ms 

RAS precharge time tRP 80 ns 

RAS high to GAS low precharge time tRPC 0 ns 

Read command hold after RAS high tRRH 10 ns (Note 9) 

SC delay from RAS tRSD 95 ns (Note 12) 

RAS hold time ~SH 50 ns 

Read-write/read-modify-write cycle time tRWC 260 ns 

RAS to WE delay tRWD 135 ns (Note 10) 

Write command to RAS lead time tRWL 35 ns 

SC pulse width tscH 10 ns 

Serial output access time from SC tscA 30 ns (Notes 2, 7) 

Serial clock cycle time tscc 30 50,000 ns 
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AC Characteristics (cont) 
Parameter Symbol 

SC precharge time tscL 

SC high to DT high delay tsoo 

SC low hold time after DT high ts DH 

Serial output access time from SOE tsOA 

SOE pulse width tsoE 

Serial output hold time after SC high tsoH 

SOE low to serial output setup delay tsoo 

SOE precharge time tsoP 

Serial output disable time from SOE high ts oz 

SC setup time to GAS tssc 

Rise and fall transition time tr 

Write-per-bit hold time twsH 

Write-per-bit setup time twas 

Write command hold time twcH 

Write command hold time after RAS low twcR 

Write command setup time twcs 

Write bit selection hold time twH 

Write command pulse width twp 

Write bit selection setup time tws 

Notes: 

(1) See inpuVoutput timing waveforms for timing reference voltages. 

(2) See figures 1 and 2 for output loads. 

(3) An initial pause of 100 µ.sis required after power-up, followed by 
any eight RAS cycles (except CAS-before-RAS cycles), before 
proper device operation is achieved. 

(4) Operation within the tRCD (max) limit ensures that tRAC (max) 
can be met. The tRCD (max) limit is specified as a reference point 
only. If tRcD is greater than the specified tRcD (max) limit, access 
time is controlled exclusively by tcAC· 

(5) Assumes that tRCD ~ tRcD (max). 

(6) An output disable time defines the time at which the output 
achieves the open-circuit condition and is not referenced to 
output voltage levels. 

(7) Data in the serial output register remains valid for 4 ms (min) 
after a data transfer cycle. 

(8) V1H (min) and V1L (min) are reference levels for measuring the 
timing of input signals. Additionally, transition times are mea
sured between V1H and V1L· 
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Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

10 ns 

10 ns 

10 ns 

25 ns 

10 ns (Note 13) 

5 ns 

5 ns 

10 ns (Note 13) 

0 25 ns (Note 6) 

10 ns (Note 12) 

3 50 ns 

15 ns 

0 ns 

25 ns 

75 ns 

0 ns (Note 10) 

15 ns 

15 ns 

0 ns 

(9) Either tRRH or tRCH must be satisfied for a read cycle. 

(10) twcs. tcwo. and tRwD are restrictive operating parameters in 
read-write and read-modify-write cycles only. If twcs ~ twcs 
(min), the cycle is an early write cycle and the data output will 
remain open-circuit throughout the entire cycle. If tcwo ~ tcwo 
(min) and tRwD ~tRwD (min), the cycle is a read-write cycle and 
the data output will contain data read from the selected cell. If 
neither of the above conditions is met, the condition of the data 
output (at access time and until CAS returns to V1H) is indeter
minate. 

(11) These parameters are referenced to the fall!.!:!9._ e~ of CAS in 
early write cycles and to the falling edge of (WB/)WE in delayed 
write or read-modify-write cycles. 

(12) Use tRDH and tcoH when the serial port is active and tRDH1, tRSD• 
tcso and tssc if it is in standby. 

(13) SOE may be tied to GND if the output enable function of the 
serial port is not needed. 
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Figure 1. Input Timing 
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Figure 2. Output Timing 
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Figure 3. Output Loading in Random Access Port 
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Figure 4. Output Loading in Serial Read Port 
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Timing Waveforms 

Read Cycle 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Early Write Cycle 

lCRP 

pPD42264 

~---lRSH---~ 

r--lRCD _ ___,,,,.w_ ____ tcAs----'-->I 
~~~~i.....-__;~~~~~--... ,,.-~~~~~~~~-

I I ICPN~ f\.------~I 
114--IE----'-,'--1 -tcsH-----

Address Column 

WB/WE 

DT/OE J I~'-------
__ __, 14------'---:......,.._-----'-l lwcR----->i~ I I 

tws I e I I I tRwL )it. 

toHH~ I ~twcH ~I 
--~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Wj/IOi Write Mask Valid Input Data Valid 

twHUdl4---'E toH
~tos~ 

lDHR------
83vG-6578B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Late Write Cycle 

tcRP -----
1
RSH----

r1RCD rtcAS tcwL II 

CAS _ ___, __ I l_lCPN-- l'"----"'--------:...-...11 

r: 
---'-'--tcsH-1-~11 

Address 

14·------lA~ '-I ------'~ 
11 

Row 

~'~H 
•vms~ I 

Write Mask Select 

t'YmH 

Column 

~
:IASCICAH__p--IRWL~ 

1wcH 

lRCS twp 

twcR------_... 

~'OEH-1 

NEC 

___,

lDHSJ -fi glDHH 

DT/OE - I ~ \'-------
~lWH 

Wj/IOi Write Mask Valid Input Data Valid 

I+ tos~ h--ioH 

... 1<'"-------lDHR-------

tws 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Read-Write/Read-Modify-Write Cycle 

Address 

6T1fil 

Wi/IOi 

14--------tRSH-------

--'Mol:--------tcAS----------

toEA 

~ l-ICAC 
~IE,--~~-tRAc-~~---

µPD42264 

II 

83vG-6601B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

RAS-Only Refresh Cycle 

RAS 

CAS 

Address 

NEC 

14---------tRAS ----------

i5T16E ____ __,/ '"""----------------------------

Wi /IOi ------------------Hi.;;.gh_lm.;..p_ed_a_nc_e _________________ _ 

831H-6602B 

CAS Before RAS Refresh Cycle 

14---------------~tRc~------------..i 

RAS 

--r~· CAS 
~""}..------

High Impedance 
Wj/101 ----------------------------------------

831H-6603B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Hidden Refresh Cycle 

pPD42264 

---tRc--~--tRc-----.i~-tRc--

Address 

__ tRAs IRAs IRAS 

711/JIJ !11/J////Jl llJ II f//l//JIJ//! 

Da1aou1pu1 

loFF 

IQEZ 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Page Read Cycle 

Address 

3-40 
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______ tpc----- t"'l;----IRSH---

tcAS 

ICAH 

tcAH ~l~H IRHH· 

,JJ 
IQE i 

IQEZ 

Read Read 

IRAC 
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Timing Waveforms {cont) 

Page Early Write Cycle 

Address 

Wi/IOi 

tws 

pPD42264 

~--tRSH--·· ~ 

tcAs 

IJ 
tcAH 

83vG-6607B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Page Late Write Cycle 

Address 

twss 

i5T15E 

Wi/IOi 
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l""I E;-----tpc----- ----tRsH -----

----,:~--tcAs tcAs 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Page Read-Modify-Write Cycle 

tcRP jii( tpc 

r--tRco -'-~,._---tcAs--____,~ 

Address 

Wj/IOj 

pPD42264 

II 

toH 

to ED 

83vG·6G05B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Data Transfer Cycle (Serial Port in Standby) 

-- tRc _.,,, 

.... IRAS ~ ~ IRP _.,,, 

I ~ 
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r·~o 
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_.,,, 
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Address ) Row 9.- Column K 

tASR~ ~ tAsc 
rr rr r-IRAH ~ r--tCAH-->i 

I~ 
ITT/OE 

IOLS 
Wi 

1101 
________ H .... lgh_l_mp_e_da_nce _ __,_ _____________________ _ 

SC ----====~~~--------~~~t-so-H====~1 __ Standby Y 

SOi 
High Impedance 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Data Transfer Cycle (Serial Port Active) 

- IRC ~ --.,. 

- IRAS __,, ...... IRP ~ 
~ 

RAS ) 
ICRP~ r-•Rco 

""'- IRSH __,, 

~IDTHl ~ 

__,, ""'- tcAs 
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11 

~ v 
ICPN I --

I= 

--.,. 

tcsH __,, 

IA~ I ~ 

I ~II ) Row Column K 
IASR~ rr ~ µ,_tAsc 

~IRAH~ r---ICAH~ 
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II 

WB/WE 

IE I 

I 
1RDH 

5T16E I 
IDTCJ IDLS l+--icoH 

Wi/IOi 
High Impedance 

•soo_j ~•soH-1 IE SOE 
VIL 
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SC 

tscL tscH tscL tscH 

SOi Old Data 

IE IE 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Serial Read Cycle 

-3 SOE 
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NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µPD42273 is a dual-port graphics buffer equipped 
with a 256K x 4-bit random access port and a 512 x 4-bit 
serial read port. The serial read port is connected to an 
internal 2048-bit data register through a 512 x 4-bit 
serial read output circuit. The random access port is 
used by the host CPU to read or write data addressed in 
any desired order. A write-per-bit capability allows 
each of the four data bits to be individually selected or 
masked for a write cycle. 

The µPD42273 features fully asynchronous dual ac
cess, except when transferring stored graphics data 
from a selected row of the storage array to the data 
register. During a data transfer, the random access port 
requires a special timing cycle using a transfer clock; 
the serial read port continues to operate normally. 
Following the clock transition of a data transfer, serial 
output data changes from an old line to a new line and 
the starting location on the new line is addressable in 
the data transfer cycle. 

An advanced CMOS silicon-gate process using poly
cide technology and trench capacitors provides high 
storage cell density, high performance, and high reli
ability. 

Refreshing is accomplished by means of RAS-only 
refresh cycles or by normal read or write cycles on the 
512 address combinations of Ao through As during an 
8-ms period. Automatic internal refreshing, by means 
of either hidden refreshing or the CAS before RAS 
timing and on-chip internal refresh circuitry, is also 
available. The transfer of a row of data from the storage 
array to the data register also refreshes that row auto
matically. 

The µPD42273 is an alternative to the µPD42274 for 
applications that do not require the flash write function. 

All inputs and outputs, including clocks, are TTL
compatible. All address and data-in signals are latched 
on-chip to simplify system design. Data-out is un
latched to allow greater system flexibility. 

The µPD42273 is available in a 28-pin plastic ZIP or 
28-pin plastic SOJ and is guaranteed for operation at O 
to+ 70°C. 

Features 

pPD42273 
Dual-Port Graphics Buffer 

o Three functional blocks 
- 256K x 4-bit random access storage array 
- 2048-bit data register 
- 512 x 4-bit serial read output circuit 

o Two data ports: random access and serial read 
o Dual-port accessibility except during data transfer 
o Addressable start of serial read operation 
o Real-time data transfer 
o Single + 5-volt ± 10% power supply 
o On-chip substrate bias generator 
o Random access port 

- Two main clocks: RAS and CAS 
- Multiplexed address inputs 
- Direct connection of 1/0 and address lines 

allowed by OE to simplify system design 
- 512 refresh cycles every 8 ms 
-Read, early write, late write, read-write/read-

modify-write, RAS-only refresh, and fast-page 
cycles 

-Automatic internal refreshing by means of the 
CAS before RAS on-chip address counter 

- GAS-controlled hidden refreshing 
-Write-per-bit option regarding four 1/0 bits 
- Write bit selection multiplexed on 100-103 

o RAS-activated data transfer 
- Same cycle time as for random access 
- Row data transferred to data register as 

specified by row address inputs 
-Starting location of following serial read cycle 

specified by column address inputs 
- Transfer of 2048 bits of data on one row to the 

data register, and the starting location of the 
serial read circuit, actiyated by a low-to-high 
transition of DT 

- Data transfer during real-time operation or 
standby of serial port 

o Fast serial. read operation by means of SC pins 
o Serial data output on S00-S03 
o Direct connection of multiple serial outputs for 

extension of data length 
o Fully TTL-compatible inputs, outputs, and clocks 
o Three-state outputs for random and serial access 
o CMOS silicon-gate process with trench capacitors 

New speed of 80 ns will be available in 1991. 
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Pin Configurations 

28-Pin Plastic SOJ 

SC 28 GND 
SOo 2 27 S03 

S01 3 26 S02 

'BT16E 4 25 SOE 

Wo/IOo 5 24 W3/I03 
W1/I01 6 C') 23 W2/I02 
WB/WE 7 ~ 22 NC 

"'" NC 8 Cl 21 CAS a.. 
RAS 9 

::l 
20 NC 

A8 10 19 Ao 
A5 11 18 A1 
As 12 17 A2 
A4 13 16 A3 

Vee 14 15 A1 

83YL-n87A 

28-Pin Plastic ZIP 

83YL-7288A 

Pin Identification 
Symbol Function 

Ao-As Address inputs 

Write-per-bit selects/data inputs and outputs 

RAS Row address strObe 

Column address strobe 

WB/WE Write-per-bit/write enable 

Data transfer/output enable 

S00-S03 Serial read outputs · 

SC Serial control 

Serial output enable 

GND Ground 

Vee +5-volt ±10% power supply 

NC No connection 
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Ordering Information 

Row Access Serial Access 
Part Number Time (max) Time (max) Package 

µPD42273LE-10 100 ns 30 ns 28-pin 

LE-12 120 ns 40 ns 
plastic SOJ 

µPD42273V-10 100ns 30 ns 28-pin 

V-12 120 ns 40 ns 
plastic ZIP 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Voltage on any pin except Vee 
relative to GND, VR1 

Voltage on Vee relative to GND, VR2 

Operating temperature, ToPR 

Storage temperature, TsTG 

Short-circuit output current, los 

Power dissipation, Po 

-1.0to +7.0V 

-1.0to +7.0V 

o to +70°C 

-55 to + 125°C 

50mA 

1.5W 

Exposure to Absolut.e Maximum Ratings tor extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause perma
nent damage. The device should be operated within the limits 
specified under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter 

Supply voltage 

Input voltage, high 

Input voltage, low 

Ambient temperature 

Input/output 
capacitance 

Output 
capacitance 

C1(imoE> 

C1(WBJWE) 

C1(RAS) 

C1(CAs) 

Cl(SOE) 

·cl(SC) 

Cio(W/10) 

Co(SO) 

Symbol 

Vee 

V1H 

V1L 

TA 

Min Typ 

4.5 5.0 

2.4 

-1.0 

0 

8 pF 

8 pF 

8 pF 

8 pF 

8 pF 

8 pF 

7 pF 

7 pF 

Max Unit 

5.5 v 
5.5 v 
0.8 v 
70 oc 

SC 

WoflOo through 
Wafl03 

S00 through 
S03 
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Block Diagram 

~ Ar 
0 1 I Column Decoder r 510 511 ~ ~ 

~ 
WoflOo 

W1/I01 

W2/I02 

W3fl03 r--i 

-----.. 
-----.. 
-----.. 

! -----.. 
~ ! ~ ~ -----.. 
~ 

---+ -

Pin Functions 

SC 

-
SOE -
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CAS 

5T16E 
Wfi!WE 

I' 

JI lJ 1.1 1.1 
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Timing 
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Ao-As (Address Inputs). These pins are multiplexed as 
row and column address inputs. Each of four data bits 
in the random access port corresponds to 262,144 
storage cells, which means that nine row addresses 
and nine column addresses are required to decode one 
cell location. Nine row addresses are first used to 
select one of the 512 possible rows for a read, write, 
data transfer, or refresh cycle. Nine column addresses 
are then used to select the one of 512 possible column 
decoders for a read or write cycle or the one of 512 
possible starting locations for the next serial read 
cycle. (Column addresses are not required in RAS-only 
refresh or flash write cycles.) 

WoflOo-Wa/103 (Write-Per-Bit Inputs/Common Data 
Inputs and Out puts). Each of the four data bits can be 
individually latched by these inputs at the falling edge 
of RAS in a write cycle, and then updated at the next 
failing edge of RAS. In a read cycle, these pins serve as 
outputs for the selected storage cells. In a write cycle, 
data input on these pins is latched by the falling edge of 
CAS or WE. 

RAS (Row Address Strobe). This pin is functionally 
equivalent to a chip enable signal in that whenever it is 

.l II _l..l 

Sense Amplifiers 

1 
-2048Cols 

Storage a: 
Cell Array N 

IlI II J 
Transfer I Gates 

.lJ ]] 
Data 11 ~ Register 

l l l II 
Selector 510 511 

Common 
1/0 
~ Buffer 

~ 

~ 
Serial ~ 
Output 
~ Buffer 

~ 

J 
~Vee 

~Vss 

SOQ 

S01 

SD2 
S03 

83YL-7289B 

activated, the 2,048 storage cells of a selected row are 
sensed simultaneously and the sense amplifiers re
store all data. The nine row address bits are latched by 
this signal and must be stable on or before its falling 
edge. CAS, OT/OE and WB/WE are simultaneously 
latched to determine device operation. 

CAS (Column Address Strobe). This pin serves as a 
chip selection signal to activate the column decoder 
and the input/output buffers. The nine column address 
bits are latched at the falling edge of CAS. 

WB/WE (Write-Per-Bit Control/Write Enable). At the 
falling edge of RAS the WB/WE input must be low and 
CAS and OT/OE high to enable the write- per-bit option. 
A high WB/WE can be used at the beginning of a 
standard write or read cycle. 

DT/OE (Data Transfer/Output Enable). At the falling 
edge of RAS, CAS high and FWE and D170E low initiate 
a data transfer, regardless of the level of WB/WE. D170E 
high initiates conventional read or write cycles and 
controls the output buffer in the random access port. 

S00-S03 (Serial Data Output). Four-bit data is read 
from these pins. Data remains valid until the next SC 
signal is activated. 
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SC (Serial Control). Repeatedly activating this signal 
causes serial read cycles (starting from the location 
specified in the data transfer cycle) to be executed 
within the 2,048 bits in the data register. The rising edge 
of SC activates serial read operation, in which four of 
the 2,048 data bits are transferred to four serial data 
buses, respectively, and read out. Whenever SC is low, 
the serial port is in standby. 

SOE (Serial Output Enable). This signal controls the 
serial data output buffer. 

OPERATION 

The µP042273 consists of a random access port and a 
serial read port. The random access port executes 
standard read and write cycles as well as data transfer 
and flash write cycles, all of which are based on con
ventional RAS/CAS timing. 

In a data transfer, data in each storage cell on the 
selected row is transferred simultaneously through a 
transfer gate to its corresponding register location. The 
serial read port shows the contents of the data register 
in serial order. The random access and serial read ports 
can operate asynchronously, except when the transfer 
gate is turned on during the data transfer period. 

Addressing 

The storage array is arranged in a 512-row by 2048-
column matrix, whereby each of 4 data bits in the 
random access port corresponds to 262,144 storage 
cells and 18 address bits are required to decode one 
cell location. Nine row address bits are set up on pins 
Ao through Aa and latched onto the chip by RAS. Nine 
column address bits then are set up on pins Ao through 
As and latched onto the cnip by CAS. All addresses 
must be stable, on or before the falling edges of RAS 
and CAS. Whenever RAS is activated, 2048 cells on the 
selected row are sensed simultaneously and the sense 
amplifi~rs automatically restore the data CAS serves 
as a chip selection signal to activate the column de
coder and the input and output buffers. 

Through 1 of 512 column decoders, 4 storage cells on 
the row are connected to 4 data buses, respectively. In 
a data transfer cycle, 9 row address bits are used to 
select 1 of tt:te 512 possible rows involved in the transfer 
of data to the data register. Nine column address bits 
are then used to select the 1 of 512 possible serial 
decoders that corresponds to the starting location of 
the next serial read cycle. In the serial read port, when 
SC is activated, 4 data bits in the 2048-bit data register 
are transferre9 to 4 serial (:lata buses and read out. 
Activating SC repeatedly causes serial read cycles 
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(starting from the location specified in the data transfer 
cycle) to be executed within.the 2048 bits in the data 
register. 

Random Access Port 

An operation in the random access port begins with a 
negative transition of RAS. Both RAS and CAS have 
minimum pulse widths, as specified in the timing table, 
which must be maintained for proper device operation 
and data integrity. Once begun, a cycle must meet all 
specifications, including minimum cycle time. To re
duce the number of pins, the following are multiplexed. 

• 0170E 
•WB/WE 
• W/IOi (i = 0, 1, 2, 3) 

OE, WE and IOi represent standard operations, while 
OT, WB, and Wi are special inputs to be applied in the 
same way as row address inputs, with setup and hold 
times referenced to the negative transition of RAS. 

The level of OT determines whether a ~e is a random 
access or data transfer operation. WB affects only 
write cycles and determines whether or not the write
per-bit capability is used. Wi defines data bits to be 
written with the write-per-bit option. In the following 
discussions, these multiplexed pins are designated as 
OT(/OE), for example, depending on the function being 
described. 

To use the µP042273 for random access, OT(/OE) must 
be high as RAS falls to discpnnect the 2048-bit register 
from the corresponding 2048-digit lines of the storage 
array. Convers~o execute a data transfer, OT(/OE) 
must be low as RAS falls to open the 2048 transfer gates 
and transfer data from one of the rows to the register. 

Truth Table for the Random Access Port 
CAS DT/OE WB/WE Cycle 

H H H Read or write (Note 1) 

H H L Mask write (Note 2) 

H L x Read data transfer (Note 3) 

L x x CAS before RAS refresh (Note 4) 

Notes: 

(1) Initiates a normal read or write cycle and disables the write-per
bit capability. 

(2) Enables individual bits to be selected or masked for a write cycle. 
Four-bit masked data is latched at the falling edge of RAS and 
reset at the rising edge of RAS. 

(3) Initiates a read data transfer cycle. 

(4) Initiates a CAS before RAS refresh cycle. As RAS falls, WBN/E 
and Dl70E = don't care. 

(5) X = don't care. 
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Read Cycle. A read cycle is executed~ activating 
RAS, CAS, and OE and by maintaining (WB/)WE while 
CAS is active. The (Wj/)IOi pin (i = O, 1, 2, 3) remains in 
high impedance until valid data appears at the output 
at access time. Device access time, tAcc. will be the 
longest of the following four calculated intervals: 
e tRAC 
• RAS to ±CAS delay (tRco) + tcAC 
• RAS to column address delay (tRAD) + tAA 
• RAS to OE delay + toEA 

Access times from RAS (tRAc), from CAS (tcAc). from 
the column addresses (tAA), and from OE (toeA) are 
device parameters. The RAS-to-CAS, RAS-to-column 
address, and RAS-to-OE delays are system-dependent 
timing parameters. Output becomes valid after the 
access time has elapsed and it remains valid while both 
CAS and OE are low. Either CAS or OE high returns the 
output pins to high impedance. 

Write Cycle. A write cycle is executed by bringing 
(WB/)WE low during the RAS/CAS cycle. The falling 
edge of CAS or (WB/)WE strobes the data on (Wj/)IOi 
into the on-chip data iatch. To make use of the write
per-bit option, WB(/WE) must be low as RAS falls. In this 
case, write data bits can be specified by keeping 
Wi(/100 high, with setup and hold times referenced to 
the negative transition of RAS. 

For those data bits of Wi(/100 that are kept low as RAS 
falls, write operation is inhibited on the chip. If WB(/WE) 
is high as RAS falls, the write-per-bit option is not used 
and a write cycle is executed for all four data bits. 

Early Write Cycle. An early write cycle is executed by 
bringing (WB/)WE low before CAS falls. Data is strobed 
by CAS, with setup and hold times referenced to this 
signal, and the output remains.!!:!._ high impedance for 
the entire cycle. As RAS falls, (DT/)OE must meet ~he 
setup and hold times of a high DT, but otherwise 
(DT/)OE does not affect anything while CAS is active. 

Read-Write/Read-Modify-Write Cycle. This cycle is ex
ecuted by bringing (WB/)WE low with the RAS and CAS 
signals low. (Wj/)IOi shows read data at access time. 
Afterward, in preparation for the upcoming write cycle, 
(Wj/)IOi returns to high impedance when (DT/)OE goes 
high. The data to be written is strobed by (WB/)WE, with 
setup and hold times referenced to this signal. 

Late Write Cycle. This cycle shows the timing flexibi_!!!y 
of (DT/)OE, which can be activated just after (WB/)WE 
falls, even when (WB/)WE is brought low after CAS. 

Refresh Cycle. A cycle at each of the 512 row ad
dresses (Ao through Aa) will refresh all storage cells. Any 
read, write, refresh, or data transfer cycle executed in 
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the random access port refreshes the 2048 bits se
lected by the RAS addresses or by the on-chip address 
counter. 

RAS-Only Refresh Cycle. A cycle having only RAS 
active refreshes all cells in one row of the storage array. 
A high CAS is maintained while RAS is active to keep 
(Wi!)lqi in high impedance. This method is preferr~d for 
refreshing, especially when the host system consists of 
multiple rows of random access devices. The data 
outputs may be OR-tied with no bus contention when 
RAS-only refresh cycles are executed. 

CAS Before RAS Refresh Cycle. This cycle executes 
internal refreshing using the on-chip circuitry. When
ever CAS is low as RAS falls, the row addresses speci
fied by the internal counter are automatically refreshed 
and the circuit operation based on CAS is maintained 
in a reset state. When internal refreshing is complete, 
the address counter automatically increments in prep
aration for the next CAS before RAS cycle. 

Hidden Refresh Cycle. This cycle is executed after a 
read cycle, without disturbing the read data output. 
Once valid, the data output is controlled by CAS and 
OE. After the read cycle, CAS is held low while RAS goes 
high for precharge. A RAS-only cycle is then executed 
(except that CAS is held at a low level instead of a high 
level) and the data output remains valid. Since hidden 
refreshing is the same as CAS before RAS refreshing, 
the data output remains valid during either operation. 

Fast-Page Cycle. This feature al lows faster data access 
by keeping the same row address while successive 
column addresses are strobed onto the chip. Maintain
ing RAS low while successive CAS cycles are executed 
causes data to be transferred at a faster rate because 
row addresses are maintained internally and do not 
have to be reapplied. In fast-page operation, read, 
write and read-write/fead-modify-write cycles may be 
executed. Additionally, the write-per-bit control speci
fied in the entry write cycle is maintained throughout 
the next fast-page write cycle. 

During a fast-page read cycle, (Wj/)IOi remains in high 
impedance until valid data appears at the output pin at 
access time. Device access time in this cycle will be one 
of the following calculated intervals: 

Fast-Page Access Time 
Calculated Interval 

tcAC 

Conditions 

tAsc ::: tcp and tcp s tcp (max) 

tAsc s tAsc (max) and tcp ::: tcp (max) 

tAsc s tcp and tcP s tcP (max) 

tAsc ::: tAsc (max) and tcp s tcp (max) 
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Data Transfer Cycle. A data transfer is executed by 
bringing DT(/OE) low as RAS falls. DT(/OE) must be low 
for a specified time, measured from RAS and CAS. The 
specified 1 of the possible 512 rows involved in the data 
transfer, as well as the starting location of the following 
serial read cycle, are defined by address inputs. The 
iow-to-high transition of DT causes column address 
buffer outputs to be transferred to the serial address 
counters, and storage cell data amplified on digit lines 
to be transferred to the data register. RAS and CAS 
must be low during these operations to keep the data in 
the random access port. 

Serial Read Port 

After the data transfer cycle, the serial read port is only 
used to serially read the contents of the data register 
starting from a specified location. The only condition 

Power Supply Current 
TA= 0 to +70°C; Vee= +5.0 v ±10%; GND = 0 v 

Port Operation 11PD42273-10 
Random Access Serial Read Parameter (max) 

Read/write cycle Standby lcc1 95 

Standby Standby lcc2 4 

RAS-only refresh cycle Standby lcc3 95 

Fast-page cycle Standby lcc4 90 

CAS before RAS Standby Ices 95 
refresh cycle 

Data transfer cycle Standby Ices 135 

Read/write cycle Active lcc1 120 

Standby Active lcca 30 

RAS-only refresh cycle Active lcc9 120 

Fast-page cycle Active lcc10 115 

CAS before RAS Active lcc11 120 
refresh cycle 

Data transfer cycle Active lcc12 160 

Notes: 

(1) No load on IOi or soi. Except for 1002, lcc3• Ices• and lcc14, real 
values depend on output loading in addition to cycle rates. 

(2) CAS is not clocked, but is kept at a stable high level .. Column 
addresses are also assumed to be at a stable high or low level. 
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under which the serial read port must synchronize with 
the random access port is when the positive transition 
of DT(/OE) must occur within a specified period in an 
SC cycle. Otherwise, the serial read port can operate 
asynchronously. Output data appears at soi after an 
access time of tscA. measured from SC high, only when 
SOE is maintained low. The SC cycle which includes the 
positive transition of DT(/OE) shows old data in the data 
register; subsequent SC cycles show new data trans
ferred to the data register serially and in a looped 
manner. The serial output is maintained until the next 
SC signal is activated. SOE controls the impedance of 
the s~rial output to allow multiplexing of more than one 
bank of µPD42273 graphics buffers into the ,same ex
ternal circuitry. When SOE is at a low logic level, SOi is 
enabled and the proper data is read. When SOE is high, 
soi is disabled and in a state of high impedance. 

11PD42273-12 
(max) Unit Test Conditions 

85 mA RAS, CAS cycling; tRc = tRc min; 
SOE = V1H; SC = ViH or Vil 

4 mA CAS = RAS = ViH; SOE = ViH; 
SC= ViH or ViL 

85 mA RAS cycling; CAS = ViH; tRc = tRc min; 
SOE = V1H; SC = ViH or ViL (Note 2) 

80 mA RAS = V1L; CAS cycling; tpc = tpc min; 
SOE = v,H; SC = ViH or ViL (Note 3) 

85 mA CAS low as RAS falls; tRc = tRc min; 
SOE = V1H; SC = ViH or ViL 

120 mA DT low as RAS falls; tRc = tRc min; 
SOE = ViH; SC = ViH or Vil 

105 mA RAS and CAS cycling; tRc = tRc min 
SOE = Vil; SC cycling; tscc = tscc min 

25 mA CAS = RAS=· ViH; SOE= ViL; 
sc cycling; tscc = tscc min 

105 mA RAS cycling; CAS = ViH; tRc = tRc min; 
SOE = Vil; SC cycling; tscc = tscc min 

100 mA RAS = v1L; CAS cycling; tpc = tpc min; 
SOE = V1L; SC cycling; tscc = tscc min 
(Note 3) 

105 mA CAS low as RAS falls; tRc = tRc min; 
SOE = ViL; SC cycling; tscc = tscc min 

140 mA DT low as RAS falls; tRc = tRc min; 
SOE = ViL; sc cycling; tscc = tscc min 

(3) A change in column addresses must not occur more than once in 
a fast-page cycle. 
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DC Characteristics 
TA= Oto +70°C; Vee= +5.0V ±10%; GND = OV 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Input leakage current l1L -10 10 µA VrN =Oto 5.5 V; all other pins not under test= 0 V 

Output leakage current loL -10 10 µA Dour (10;, so~ disabled; Vour = o to 5.5 V 

Random access port output voltage, high VoH(R) 2.4 v loH(R) = -2 mA 

Random access port output voltage, low VoL(R) 0.4 v loL(R) = 4.2 mA 

Serial read port output voltage, high VoH(S) 2.4 v loH(S) = -1 mA 

Serial read port output voltage, low VoL(S) 0.4 v loL(S) = 2.1 mA 

AC Characteristics EJ TA= o to +70°C; Vee= +5.0V ±10%; GND = OV 

l'PD42273·10 µPD42273·12 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Switching Characteristics 

Access time from RAS tRAe 100 120 ns (Notes 3, 4 and 12) 

Access time from falling edge of CAS teAe 25 30 ns (Notes 3, 4, 13, 14 and 15) 

Access time from column address tAA 55 65 ns (Notes 3, 4, 14 and 15) 

Access time from rising edge of CAS tAeP 55 65 ns (Notes 3 and 4) 

Access time from OE to EA 25 30 ns (Notes 3 and 4) 

Serial output access time from SC tseA 30 40 ns (Notes 3 and 18) 

Serial output access time from SOE tsoA 25 30 ns (Note 3) 

Output disable time from CAS high to FF 0 25 0 30 ns (Note 5) 

Output disable time from OE high toEz 0 25 0 30 ns (Note5) 

Serial output disable time from SOE high ts oz 0 15 0 20 ns (Note 5) 

SOE low to serial output setup delay tsoo 5 5 ns 

Serial output hold time after SC high tsoH 5 5 ns 

Timing Requirements 

Random read or write cycle time tRe 190 220 ns (Note 11) 

Read-write/read-modify-write cycle time tRwe 255 295 ns (Note 11) 

Fast-page cycle time tpe 60 70 ns (Note 11) 

Fast-page read-write/read-modify-write tpRwe 125 145 ns (Note 11) 
cycle time 

Rise and fall transition time tr 3 50 3 50 ns (Notes 3, 10 and 18) 

RAS precharge time tRP 80 90 ns (Note 18) 

RAS pulse width tRAS 100 10,000 120 10,000 ns 

Fast-page RAS pulse width tRASP 100 100,000 120 100,000 ns 

RAS hold time tRSH 25 30 ns 

CAS precharge time (nonpage cycle) tepN 10 15 ns 

Fast-page CAS precharge time tep 10 25 15 30 ns 

CAS pulse width teAS 25 10,000 30 10,000 ns 

CAS hold time tesH 100 120 ns 

RAS to CAS delay tReD 25 75 25 90 ns (Note 4) 

CAS high to RAS low precharge time teRP 10 10 ns (Note 16) 
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AC Characteristics (cont) 

11PD42273-10 14PD42273-12 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Timing Requirements (cont) 

Row address setup time tASR 0 0 ns 

Row address hold time tRAH 12 15 ns 

Column address setup time tASC 0 25 0 30 ns (Note 15) 

Column address hold time tcAH 15 20 ns 

AAS to column address delay time tRAD 17 45 20 55 ns (Notes 9 and 14) 

Column address to AAS lead time tRAL 55 65 ns 

Read command setup time tRCS 0 0 ns 

Read command hold time after AAS high tRRH 10 10 ns (Note 6) 

Read command hold time after CAS high tRCH 0 0 ns (Note 6) 

Write command setup time twcs 0 0 ns (Note 7) 

Write command hold time twcH 20 30 ns 

Write command pulse width twp 20 25 ns (Note 17) 

Write command to RAS lead time tRWL 30 35 ns 

Write command to CAS lead time tcwL 30 35 ns 

Data-in setup time tos 0 0 ns (Note 8) 

Data-in hold time toH 20 25 ns (Note 8) 

Column address to WE delay ~WD 85 100 ns (Note 7) 

CAS to WE delay tcwo 55 65 ns (Note 7) 

RAS to WE delay tRWD 130 155 ns (Note 7) 

OE high to data-in setup delay toED 30 35 ns 

OE high hold time after WE low toEH 25 30 ns 

CAS before RAS refresh setup time tcsR 0 0 ns 

CAS before RAS refresh hold time tcHR 15 20 ns 

RAS high to CAS low precharge time tRPC 0 0 ns 

Refresh interval tREF 8 8 ms Addresses Ao through As 
D'i' low setup time to LS 0 0 ns 

D'i' low hold time after RAS low tRDH 80 90 ns (Note 18) 

D'i' low hold time after CAS low tcoH 30 35 ns 

SC high to DT high delay tsoo 10 15 ns 

SC low hold time after DT high tsoH 10 15 ns 

Serial clock cycle time tscc 30 40 ns (Note 11) 

SC pulse width tscH 10 15 ns 

SC precharge time tscL 10 15 ns 

D'i' high setup time toHS 0 0 ns 

D'i' high hold time toHH 15 20 ns 

OT high to RAS high delay toTR 10 10 ns 

D'i' high to CAS high delay toTC 5 5 ns 
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AC Characteristics (cont) 
l'PD42273-10 µ.PD42273-12 

Parameter Symbol Min 

Timing Requirements (cont) 

OE to RAS inactive setup time to ES 10 

Write-per-bit setup time twss 0 

Write-per-bit hold time twsH 15 

Write bit selection setup time tws 0 

Write bit selection hold time twH 15 

SOE pulse width tsoE 10 

SOE precharge time tsoP 10 

DT high hold time after RAS high torH 15 

Notes: 

(1) All voltages are referenced to GND. 

(2) An initial ~ause of 100 µsis required after power-up, followed by 
any eight RAS cycles and four data transfer (Dl) cycles, before 
proper device operation is achieved. 

(3) See input/output timing waveforms for timing reference volt
ages. See figures 3 and 4 for output loads. 

(4) Operation within the tRcD (max) limit ensures that tRAC (max) 
can be met. ThetRcD (max) limit is specified as a reference point 
only. If tRcD is greater than the specified tRcD (max) limit, 
access time is controlled exclusively by tcAC• toEA• or tAA· 

(5) An output disable time defines the time at which the output 
achieves the open-circuit condition and is not referenced to 
output voltage levels. 

(6) Either tRRH or tRcH must be satisfied for a read cycle. 

(7) twcs. tAWD• tcwo. and tRwD are restrictive operating parame
ters in read-write and read-modify-write cycles only. If twcs <'!: 

twcs (min), the cycle is an early write cycle and the data output 
will remain open-circuit throughout the entire cycle. If tAwo <'!: 

tAwo (min), tcwo <'!: tcwo (min), and tRwo <'!: tRwo (min), the 
cycle is a read-write cycle and the data output will contain data 
read from the selected cell. If neither of the above conditions is 
met, the condition of the data out (at access time and until CAS 
returns to V1H) is indeterminate. 

(8) These parameters are referenced to the falll!!.9_ e~ of CAS in 
early write cycles and to the falling edge of IY'JB/)WE in delayed 
write or read-modify-write cycles. 

(9) Assumes that tRAD (min) = tRAH (min) + typical tr of 5 ns. 

(10) V1H (min) and V1L (max) are reference levels for measuring the 
timing of input signals. Additionally, transition times are mea
sured between V1H and V1L· 

Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

10 ns 

0 ns 

20 ns 

0 ns 

20 ns 

15 ns 

15 ns 

20 ns 

(11) The minimum specifications are used only to indicate the cycle 
time at which proper operation over the full temperature range 
(TA= 0 to +70°C) is assured. 

(12) Assumes that tRcD s tRcD (max) and tRAD s tRAD (max). If 
tRcD or tRAD is greater than the maximum recommended value 
in this table, tRAC increases by the amount that tRcD or tRAD 
exceeds the value shown. 

(13) Assumes that tRco<!: tRco (max) and tRAD s tRAD (max). 

(14) If tRAD <'!: tRAD (max), then the access time is defined by tAA· 

(15) For fast-page read operation, the definition of access time is as 
follows. 

CAS and Column Address 
Input Conditions 

tcp s tcp (max), tAsc<!: tcP 

tcp s tcp (max), tAsc s tcp 

tcp <'!: fcp (max), tAsc stAsc (max) 

tcp <'!: tcp (max), tAsc <'!: tAsc (max) 

Access 
Time Definition 

tcAC 

(16) The tcRP requirement is applicable for RAS/CAS cycles pre
ceded by any cycle. 

(17) Parameter twp is applicable for a delayed write cycle such as a 
read-write/read-modify-write cycle. For early write operation, 
both twcs and twcH must be met. 

(18) Improvement in parameters tRDH• tRP and tscA are planned for 
process versions "x" and "m". Please contact your NEC sales 
office for details. 

(19) Ac measurements assume tr = 5 ns. 
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Figure 1. Input Timing 
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Figure 2. Output Timing 
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Figure 3. Output Load in Random Access Port 
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Figure4. Output Load in Serial Read Port 
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Timing Waveforms 

Read Cycle 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Early Write Cycle 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Late Write Cycle 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Read-Write/Read-Modify-Write Cycle 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

RAS-Only Refresh Cycle 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

CAS Before RAS Refresh Cycle 

Address 

i5T16E 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Hidden Refresh Cycle 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Fast-Page Read Cycle 

Address 

0r16E 

tRco--~+--lCAS_, 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Fast-Page Write Cycle 

RAS 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Fast-Page Read-Modify-Write Cycle 

NEC 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Data Transfer Cycle with Serial Port Active 
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Timing Waveforms {cont) 

Data Transfer Cycle with Serial Port in Standby 

w0 1100 __________________ H_1g_h_1m_p_ed_a_nc_e ______ -----------
W3/I03 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Serial Read Cycle 
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Description 

The µPD42274 is a dual-port graphics buffer equipped 
with a 256K x 4-bit random access port and a 512 x 4-bit 
serial read port. The serial read port is connected to an 
internal 2048-bit data register through a 512 x 4-bit 
serial read output circuit. The random access port is 
used by the host CPU to read or write data addressed in 
any desired order. A write-per-bit capability allows 
each of the four data bits to be individually selected or 
masked for a write cycle. Furthermore, a flash write 
option with write-per-bit control enables data in the 
color register to be written to a selected row in the 
random access port. 

The µPD42274 features fully asynchronous dual ac
cess, except when transferring stored graphics data 
from a selected row of the storage array to the data 
register. During a data transfer, the random access port 
requires a special timing cycle using a transfer clock; 
the serial read port continues to operate normally. 
Following the clock transition of a data transfer, serial 
output data changes from an old line to a new line and 
the starting location on the new line is addressable in 
the data transfer cycle. 

An advanced CMOS silicon-gate process using poly
cide technology and trench capacitors provides high 
storage eel I density, high performance, and high reli
ability. 

Refreshing is accomplished by means of RAS-only 
refresh cycles or by normal read or write cycles on the 
512 address combinations of Ao through As during an 
8-ms period. Automatic internal refreshing, by means 
of either hidden refreshing or the CAS before RAS 
timing and on-chip internal refresh circuitry, is also 
available. The transfer of a row of data from the storage 
array to the data register also refreshes that row auto
matically. 

All inputs and outputs, including clocks, are TTL
compatible. All address and data-in signals are latched 
on-chip to simplify system design. Data-out is un
latched to allow greater system flexibility. 

The µPD42274 is available in a 28-pin plastic ZIP or 
28-pin plastic SOJ and is guaranteed for operation at o 
to+ 70°C. 

Features 

pPD42274 
Dual-Port Graphics Buffer 

o Three functional blocks 
- 256K x 4'-bit random access storage array 
- 2048-bit data register 
- 512 x 4-bit serial read output circuit 

o Two data ports: random access and serial read 
o Dual-port accessibility except during data transfer 
o Addressable start of serial read operation 
o Real-time data transfer 
o Single + 5-volt. ± 10% power supply 
o On-chip substrate bias generator 
o Random access port 

- Two main clocks: RAS and CAS 
- Multiplexed address inputs 
- Direct connection of 1/0 and address lines 

allowed by OE to simplify system design 
- 512 refresh cycles every 8 ms 
-Read, early write, late write, read-write/read-

modify-write, RAS-only refresh, and fast-page 
cycles 

-Automatic internal refreshing by means of the 
CAS before RAS on-chip address counter 

- GAS-controlled hidden refreshing 
-Write-per-bit option regarding four 1/0 bits 
-Write bit selection multiplexed on 100-103 

o Flash write option with write-per-bit control 
o RAS-activated data transfer 

- Same cycle time as for random access 
- Row data transferred to· data register as 

specified by row address inputs 
-Starting location of following serial read cycle 

specified by column address inputs 
- Transfer of 2048 bits of data on one row to the 

data register, and the starting location of the 
serial read circuit, activated by a low-to-high 
transition of DT 

- Data transfer during real-time operation or 
standby of serial port 

o Fast serial read operation by means of SC pins 
o Serial data output on S00-S03 
o Direct connection of multiple serial outputs for 

extension of data length 
o Fully TTL-compatible inputs, outputs, and clocks 
o Three-state outputs for random and serial access 
o CMOS silicon-gate process with trench capacitors 

New speed of 80 ns will be available in 1991. 
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Ordering Information 
Row Access Serial Access 

Part Number Time (max) Time (max) Package 

µPD42274LE-10 100ns 30 ns 28-pin plastic SOJ 

LE-12 120 ns 40ns 

µPD42274V-10 100ns 30 ns 28-pin plastic ZIP 

V-12 120 ns 40 ns 

Pin Identification 
Symbol Function 

Ao-As Address inputs 

Write-per-bit selects/data inputs and outputs 

Row address strobe 

Column address strobe 

Write-per-bit/write enable 

DT/OE Data transfer/output enable 

FWE Flash write enable 

S00-S03 Serial read outputs 

SC Serial control 

Serial output enable 

GND Ground 

Vee +5-volt ±10% power supply 

NC No connection 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Voltage on any pin except Vee 
relative to GND, VR1 

Voltage on Vee relative to GND, VR2 

Operating temperature, ToPR 

Storage temperature, TsrG 

Short-circuit output current, los 

Power dissipation, Po 

-1.0 to +7.0 V 

-1.0 to +7.0 V 

o to +70°C 

-55 to + 125°C 

50mA 

1.5W 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 
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Pin Configurations 

28-Pin Plastic SOJ 

SC 1 28 GND 

SOo 2 27 S03 

S01 3 26 S02 

i5T15E 4 25 SOE 

w01100 5 24 W3/I03 

W1ll01 6 .... 23 W2ll02 
WB/WE 7 ~ 22 FWE .... 

NC 8 0 21 CAS c.. 
RAS 

::I. 
20 NC 

As 10 19 Ao 

As 11 18 A1 

As 12 17 A2 

A4 13 16 A3 
Vee 14 15 A1 

28-Pin Plastic ZIP 

FWE 1$ 

w~~ ~ j:~~~ ~ ~~, 
OT/OE 11 '::' ::: 10 S01 
W1ll01 13 [::' ::: 12 WollOo 

NC 15 ,:! ::: 14 WB/WE 

A 17 ::!{' 16 RAS 

A: 19 :::'::: 18 As 
V 21 :::' ::: 20 A4 

CC :::: 22 A 
A 3 23 ::~ ::: 24 A 7 
A1 25 :::,~::: 26 A 2 

NC 27 '::,t,, 2s c1s 
~ 

831H·6654A 

831H·6655A 
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Pin Functions 

Ao-As (Address Inputs). These pins are multiplexed as 
row and column address inputs. Each of four data bits in 
the random access port corresponds to 2621144 storage 
cells, which means that nine row addresses and nine 
column addresses are required to decode one cell loca
tion. Nine row addresses are first used to select one of 
the 512 possible rows for a read, write, data transfer, or 
refresh cycle. Nine column addresses are then used to 
select the one of 512 possible column decoders for a 
read or write cycle or the one of 512 possible starting 
locations for the next serial read cycle. (Column ad
dresses are not required in RAS-only refresh or flash 
write cycles.) 

Wo/IOo-Wa/103 (Write-Per-Bit Inputs/Common Data 
Inputs and Outputs). Each of the four data bits can be 
individually latched by these inputs at the falling edge of 
RAS in a write or flash write cycle, and then updated at 
the next falling edge of RAS. 

In a read cycle, these pins serve as outputs for the 
selected storage cells. In a write cycle, data inpu~n 
these pins is latched by the falling edge of CAS or WE. 

RAS (Row Address Strobe). This pin is functionally 
equivalent to a chip enable signal in that whenever it is 
activated, the 2,048 storage cells of a selected row are 
sensed simultaneously and the sense amplifiers restore 
all data. The nine row address bits are latched by this 
signal and must be stable on or before its falling edge. 
CAS, DT/OE, WB/WE, and FWE are simultaneously 
latched to determine device operation. 

CAS (Column Address Strobe). This pin serves as a 
chip selection. signal to activate the column decoder and 
the input/output buffers. The nine column address bits 
are latched at the falling edge of CAS. 

pPD42274 

WB/WE (Write-Per-Bit Control/Write Enable). At the 
falling edge of RAS, the WB/WE and FWE inputs must be 
low and CAS and DT/OE high to enable the write- per-bit 
option. When CAS, DT/OE and FWE are high at the falling 
edge of RAS, the level of this signal indicates either a 
color register set cycle or flash write cycle. A high 
WB/WE can be used at the beginning of a standard write 
or read cycle. 

OT/OE (Data Transfer/Output Enable).~ the falling 
edge of RAS, CAS high and FWE and OT/OE low initiate 
a data transfer, regardless of the level of WB/WE. DT/OE 
high initiates conventional read or write cycles and 
controls the output buffer in the random access port. 

FWE (Flash Write Enable). If this signal is low and CAS 
and DT/OE are high at the falling edge of RAS, a read or 
write cycle is initiated. If FWE, GAS and DT/OE are high at 
the falling edge of RAS, either a color register set cycle or 
flash write cycle is initiated, depending on the level of 
WB/WE. 

S00-so3 (Serial Data Output). Four-bit data is read 
from these pins. Data remains valid until the next SC 
signal is activated. 

SC (Serial Control). Repeatedly activating this signal 
causes serial reap cycles (starting from the location 
specified in the data transfer cycle) to. be executed 
within the 2,048 bits in the data register. The rising edge 
of SC activates serial read operation, in which four of the 
2,048 data bits are transferred to four serial data buses, 
respectively, and read out. Whenever SC is low, the serial 
port is in standby. 

SOE (Serial Output Enable). This signal controls the 
serial data output buffer. 
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The µ.PD42274 consists of a random access port and a 
serial read port. The random access port executes 
standard read and write cycles as well as data transfer 
and flash write cycles, all of which are based on conven
tional RAS/CAS timing. 

In a data transfer, data in each storage cell on the 
selected row is transferred simultaneously through a 
transfer gate to its corresponding register location (un
less the flash write option is used to write an entire row 
of data to predetermined values). The serial read port 
shows the contents of the data register in serial order. 
The random access and serial read ports can operate 
asynchronously, except when the transfer gate is turned 
on during the data transfer period. 
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The storage array is arranged in a 512-row by 2048-
column matrix, whereby each of 4 data bits in the 
random access port corresponds to 262,144 storage 
cells and 18 address bits are required to decode one cell 
location. Nine row address bits are set up on pins Ao 
through As and latched onto the chip by RAS. Nine 
column address bits then are set up on pins Ao through 
As and latched onto the chip by CAS. All addresses must 
be stable, on or before the falling edges of RAS and CAS. 
Whenever RAS is activated, 2048 cells on the selected 
row are sensed simultaneously and the sense amplifiers 
automatically restore the data. CAS serves as a chip 
selection signal to activate the column decoder and the 
input and output buffers. 



NEC 
Through 1 of 512 column decoders, 4 storage cells on 
the row are connected to 4 data buses, respectively. In a 
data transfer cycle, 9 row address bits are used to select 
1 ofthe512 possible rows involved in the transfer of data 
to the data register. Nine column address bits are then 
used to select the 1 of 512 possible serial decoders that 
corresponds to the starting location of the next serial 
read cycle. In the serial read port, when SC is activated, 
4 data bits in the 2048-bit data register are transferred to 
4 serial data buses and read out. Activating SC repeat
edly causes serial read cycles (starting from the loca
tion specified in the data transfer cycle) to be executed 
within the 2048 bits in the data register. 

Random Access Port 

An operation in the random access port begins with a 
negative transition of RAS. Both RAS and CAS have 
minimum pulse widths, as specified in the timing table, 
which must be maintained for proper device operation 
and data integrity. Once begun, a cycle must meet all 
specifications, including minimum cycle time. To reduce 
the number of pins, the following are multiplexed. 

• DT/OE 
• WB/WE 
• W/IOi (i = 0, 1, 2, 3) 

The OE, WE and IOi functions represent standard oper
ations, while DT, WB, and Wi are special inputs to be 
applied in the same way as row address inputs, with 
setup and hold times referenced to the negative transi
tion of RAS. 

The level of DT determines whether a cycle is a random 
access operation or a data transfer operation. WB af
fects only write cycles and determines whether or not 
the write-per-bit capability is used. Wi defines data bits 
to be written with the write-per-bit option. In the follow
ing discussions, these multiplexed pins are designated 
as DT(/OE), for example, depending on the function 
being described. 

To use the µPD42274 for random access, DT(/OE) must 
be high as RAS falls. Holding DT(/OE) high disconnects 
the 2048-bit register from the corresponding 2048-digit 
lines of the storage array. Conversely, to execute a data 
transfer, DT(/OE) must be low as RAS falls to open the 
2048 transfer gates and transfer data from one of the 
rows to the register. 

pPD42274 

Truth Table for the Random Access Port 
CAS D170E WB/WE FWE Cycle 

H H H L Read or write (Note 1) 

H H L L Mask write (Note 2) 

H L x L Read data transfer (Note 3) 

H L H H 

L x x x CAS before RAS refresh (Note 4) 

H H H H Color register set (Note 5) 

H H L H Flash write/write-per-bit (Note 6) 

Notes: 

(1) Initiates a normal read or write cycle and disables the write-per- bit II 
capability. 

(2) Enables the write-per-bit capability, where individual bits can be 
selected or masked for a write cycle. Four-bit masked data is 
latched at the failing edge of RAS and reset at the rising edge of 
RAS. 

(3) Initiates a read data transfer cycle. 

(4) Initiates a CAS before RAS refresh cycle. As RAS falls, WB/WE, 
D170E and FWE = don't care. 

(5) Defines a color register set cycle, where data in the register can 
be accessed in a read or write cycle. 

(6) Initiates a flash write cycle, where the storage cells on an entire 
selected row can be set with wr~er-bit C..9.!!trol to the same data 
stored in the color register. As RAS falls, Dl70E = don't care. To 
avoid un-intended flash write operation, the FWE pin should be 
grounded. If grounding the FWE pin is not possible, use the 
non-flash write version µPD42273. 

(7) X = don't care. 

Read Cycle. A read cycle is executed by activating RAS, 
CAS, and OE and by maintaining (WB/)WE while CAS is 
active. The (Wj/)IOi pin (i = O, 1, 2, 3) remains in high 
impedance until valid data appears at the output at 
access time. Device access time, tAcc. will be the 
longest of the following four calculated intervals: 
• tRAC 
• RAS to ±CAS delay (tRco) + tcAC 
• RAS to column address delay (tRAD) + tAA 
• RAS to OE delay + toEA 

Access times from RAS (tRAd, from CAS (tcAc). from the 
column addresses (tAA), and from OE (toEN are device 
parameters. The RAS-to-CAS, RAS-to-column address, 
and RAS-to-OE delays are system-dependent timing 
parameters. Output becomes valid after the access time 
has elapsed and it remains valid while both CAS and OE 
are low. Either CAS or OE high returns the output pins to 
high impedance. 
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Write Cycle. A write cycle is executed by bringing 
(WB/)WE low du!'.!!!9 the RAS/CAS cycle. The falling edge 
of CAS or (YYB/)WE strobes the data on (YYj/)IOi into the 
on-chip data latch. To make use of the write-per-bit 
option, WB(/WE) must be low as RAS falls. In this case, 
write data bits can be specified by keeping Wi(/IOi) high, 
with setup and hold times referenced to the negative 
transition of RAS. 

For those data bi~s of Wi(/IOi) that are kept low as RAS 
falls, write operation is inhibited on the chip. If WB(/WE) 
is high as RAS falls, the write-per-bit option is not used 
and a write cycle is executed for all four data bits. 

Early Write Cycle. An early write cycle is executed by 
bringing (YYB/)WE low before CAS falls. Data is strobed 
by CAS, with setup and hold times referenced to this 
signal, and the output remains i!!_!!igh impedance for the 
entire cycle. As RAS falls, (DT/)OE must meet the setup 
and hold times of a high DT, but otherwise (DT/)OE does 
not affect any circuit operation while CAS is active. 

Read-Write/Read-Modify-Write Cycle. This cycle is ex
ecuted by bringing (WB/)WE low with the RAS and CAS 
signals low. (Wj/)IOi shows read data at access time. 
Afterward, in preparation for the upcoming write cycle, 
(Wj/)IOi returns to high impedance when (DT/)OE goes 
high; The data to be written is strobed by (WB/)WE, with 
setup and hold times referenced to this signal. 

Late Write Cycle. This cycle shows the timing flexibility 
of (DT/)OE, which can be activated just after (WB/)WE 
falls, even when (y'JB/)WE is brought low after CAS. 

Refresh Cycle. A cycle at each of the 512 row addresses 
(Ao through As) will refresh all storage cells. Any cycle 
executed in the random access port (i.e., read, write, 
refresh, data transfer, color register set, or flash write) 
refreshes the 2048 bits selected by the RAS addresses or 
by the on-chip refresh address counter. 

RAS-Only Refresh Cycle~ A cycle having only RAS 
active refreshes all cells in one row of the storage array. 
A high CAS is maintained while RAS is active to keep 
(Wi/)IOi in high impedance. This method is preferred for 
refreshing, especially when the host system consists of 
multiple rows of random access devices. The data out
puts may be OR-tied. with no bus contention when 
RAS-only refresh cycles are executed. 

NEC 
CAS Before RAS Refresh Cycle. This cycle executes 
internal refreshing using the on-chip control circ1:1itry. 
Whenever CAS is low as RAS falls, this circuitry auto
matically refreshes the row addresses specified by the 
internal counter. In this cycle, the circuit operation based. 
on CAS is maintained . in a reset state. When internal 
refreshing is complete, the address counter automati
cally increments in preparation for.the next CAS before 
RAS cycle. 

Hidden Refresh Cycle. This cycle is executed after a 
read cycle, without disturbing the read data output. Once 
valid, the data output is controlled by CAS and OE. After 
the read cycle, CAS is held low while RAS goes high for 
precharge. A RAS-only cycle is then executed (except 
that CAS is held at a low level instead of a high level) and 
the data output remains valid. Since hidden refreshing is 
the same as CAS before RAS refreshing, the data output 
remains valid during either operation. 

Fast-Page Cycle. This feature allows faster data access 
by keeping the same row address while successive 
column addresses are strobed onto the chip. Maintain
ing RAS low while successive CAS cycles are executed 
causes data to be transferred at a faster rate because 
row addresses are maintained internally and do not have 
to be reapplied. In fast-page operation, read, write and 
read-write/read-modify-write cycles may be executed. 
Additionally, the write-per-bit control specified in the 
entry writ~ cycle is maintained throughout the next 
fast-page write cycle: 

During a fast-page read cycle, the (Wj/)IOi data pin (i = o, 
1, 2, or 3) remains in a state of high impedance until valid 
data appears at the output pin at access time. Device 
access time in this cycle will be one of the following 
calculated intervals: 

Fast-Page Access Time 
Calculated Interval 

fcAC 

Conditions 

tAsC ~ tcp and tcp s tcp (max) 

tAsc s tAsc (max) and tcp ~ tcp (max) 

tASC s tcP and tcP s tcP (max) 

tAsC ~ tAsc (max) and tcp s tcp (max) 
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Data Transfer Cycle. A data transfer is executed by 
bringing DT(/OE) and FWE low as RAS falls. The speci
fied 1 of the possible 512 rows involved in the data 
transfer, as well as the starting location of the following 
serial read cycle in the serial read port, are defined by 
address inputs. DT(/OE) must be low for a specified time, 
measured from RAS and CAS, so that the data transfer 
condition may be satisfied. The low-to-high transition of 
DT causes two operations through the data transfer 
gates: column address buffer outputs are transferred to 
the serial address counters, and storage cell data ampli
fied on digit lines is transferred to the data register. RAS 
and CAS must be low during these operations to keep 
the data in the random access port. 

Color Register Set Cycle. A color register set cycle is 
executed in the same fashion as a conventional read or 
write cycle, with the level of WE high as RAS falls. In this 
cycle, read or write operation is available to the color 
register under the control of WE. In read operation, color 
register data is read out on the common IOi pins. In write 
operation, common IOi data can be written into the color 
register. RAS-only refreshing is internally performed on 
the row selected by Ao through As in this cycle. 

Flash Write Cycle. A flash write cycle can clear or set 
each of the four 512-bit data sets on the one row selected 
from among the 512 possible rows according to data 
stored in the color register. Bit mask inputs are latched 
as RAS falls. This cycle is useful in graphics processing 
applications when the screen should be cleared or set to 
some uniform value as quickly as possible. 

Serial Read Port 

The serial read port is only used to serially read the 
contents of the data register starting from a specified 
location. The entire operation, therefore, follows the data 
transfer cycle. The only condition under which the serial 
read port must synchronize with the random access 
port is when the positive transition of DT(/OE) must 
occur within a specified period in an SC cycle. Except for 
this cycle, the serial read port can operate asynchro-
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nously. The output data appears at soi after an access 
time of tscA, measured from SC high, only when SOE is 
maintained low. The SC cycle which includes the posi
tive transition of DT(/OE) shows old data in the data 
register; subsequent SC cycles show new data trans
ferred to the data register serially and in a looped 
manner. The serial output is maintained until the next SC 
signal is activated. SOE controls the impedance of the 
serial output to allow multiplexing of more than one bank 
of µ.PD42274 graphics buffers into the same external 
circuitry. When SOE is at a low logic level, SOi is enabled 
and the proper data is read. When SOE is at a high logic 
level, soi is disabled and in a state of high impedance. 

Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Supply voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 
Input voltage, high V1H 2.4 5.5 v 
Input voltage, low V1L -1.0 0.8 v 
Ambient temperature TA 0 70 oc 

Capacitance 
TA= 0 to +70 °C; Vee = +5.0 V ±10%; f = 1 MHz; GND = 0 V 

Parameter Symbol Limit (max) Unit Pins Under Test 

Input C1(A) 5 pF Ao through A8 
capacitance 

C1(imoE) 8 pF DT/OE 

C1(WB/WE) 8 pF WB/WE 

C1(FWE) 8 pF FWE 

C1(RAS) 8 pF RAS 

C1(CAS) 8 pF GAS 

C1(SOE) 8 pF SOE 

C1(SC) 8 pF SC 

Input/output C1o(W/IO) 7 pF Wof100 through Wafl03 
capacitance 

Output Co(SO) 7 pF S00 through S03 
capacitance 
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Power Supply Current 
TA= Oto +70°Q; Vee= +5.0 V ±10%; GND = 0 V 

Port Operation 

Random JlPD42274-10 JlPD42274-12 
Access Serial Read Parameter (max) (max) Unit Test Conditions 

Read/write Standby lce1 95 85 mA RAS, CAS cycling; FWE low as RAS falls; 
cycle tRc = tRc min; SOE = V1H; SC = V1H or VJL 

Standby Standby lce2 4 4 mA CAS = RAS= V1H; SOE= V1H; 
SC= V1H orV1L 

RAS-only standby lcc3 95 85 mA RAS cycling; CAS = V1H; FWE low as RAS falls; 
refresh cycle tRc = tRe. min; SOE = V1H; SC = V1H or V1L 

(Note 2) 

Fast~page cycle Standby lce4 90 80 mA RAS = V1L; CAS cycling; tpc = tpc min ; SOE 
= V1H; SC = V1H or V1L (Note 3) 

CAS before Standby Ices 95 85 mA CAS low as RAS falls; tRc = tRc min; 
RAS refresh SOE= V1H; SC= V1H or V1L 
cycle 

Data transfer St arid by Ices 135 120 mA DT low as RAS falls; tRe = tRc min; 
cycle SOE= V1H; SC= V1H or VJL 

Read/write Active lcc1 120 105 mA RAS and CAS cycling; FWE low as RAS falls; 
cycle tRc = tRc min SOE= V1L; SC cycling; 

tscc = tscc min 

Standby Active Ices 30 25 mA CAS = RAS = V1H; SOE = V1L; SC cycling; 
tscc = tscc min 

RAS-only Active lccg 120 105 mA RAS cycling; CAS = V1H; FWE low as RAS falls; 
refresh cycle tRc = tRc min; SOE = V1L; SC cycling; 

tsce = tscc min 

Fast-page cycle Active lce10 115 100 mA RAS= V1L; CAS cycling; tpc = tpc, min ; SOE 
= V1L; SC cycling; tscc = tscc min (Note 3) 

CAS before Active lce11 120 105 mA CAS low as RAS falls; tRc = tRc min; 
RAS refresh SOE= V1L; SC cycling; tsec = tscc min 
cycle. 

Data transfer Active lce12 160 140 mA DT low as RAS falls; tRc = tRc min; SOE= V1L; 
cycle SC cycling; tsec = tsec min 

Color register Standby lce13 95 85 mA FWE and WB/WE high as RAS falls; 
set cycle tRe = tRe min; SOE = V1H; SC = V1H or V1L 

Flash write Standby lce14 95 85 mA FWE high and WB/WE low as RAS falls; 
cycle tRe == tRe min; SOE = V1H; SC = V1H or V1L 

Color register Active lce1s 120 105 mA FWE and WB/WE high as RAS falls; tRe = tRe 
set cycle min; SOE= V1L; SC cycling; tscc = tsec' min 

Flash write Active lce1s 120 105 mA FWE high and WB/WE low as RAS falls; 
cycle tRe = tRe min; SOE = V1L; SC cycling; 

tsee = tsee min 

Notes: 

(1) No load on IOi or soi. Except for lce2. lec3, Ices. and lec14, real 
values depend on output loading in addition to cycle rates. 

(2) CAS is not clocked, but is kept at a stable high level. The column 
addresses are also assumed to be kept stable, at either a high or 
low level. 

(3) A change in column addresses must not occur more than once in 
a fast-page cycle. 
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DC Characteristics 
TA= o to +70°C; Vee= +5.0V ±10%; GND = OV 

Parameter Symbol. Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Input leakage current ltl -10 10 µA V1N = 0 to 5.5 V; all other pins not under test= 0 V 

Output leakage current loL -10 10 µA Dour (IOj, SO~ disabled; Vour = 0 to 5.5 V 

Random access port output voltage, high VoH(R) 2.4 v loH(R) = -2 mA 

Random access port output voltage, low VoL(R) 0.4 v loL(R) = 4.2 mA 

Serial read port output voltage, high VoH(S) 2.4 v loH(S) = -1 mA 

Serial read port output voltage, low VoL(S) 0.4 v loL(S) = 2.1 mA 

AC Characteristics 

II TA= o to +70°C; Vee= +5.0V ±10%; GND = OV 

~PD42274-10 ~PD42274-12 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Switching Characteristics 

Access time from RAS tRAe 100 120 ns (Notes 3, 4 and 12) 

Access time from falling edge of CAS teAe 25 30 ns (Notes 3, 4, 13, 14 and 15) 

Access time from column address tAA 55 65 ns (Notes 3, 4, 14 and 15) 

Access time from rising edge of CAS tAeP 55 65 ns (Notes 3 and 4) 

Access time from OE toEA 25 30 ns (Notes 3 and 4) 

Serial output access time from SC tseA 30 40 ns (Notes 3 and 18) 

Serial output access time from SOE tsoA 25 30 ns (Note 3) 

Output disable time from CAS high toFF 0 25 0 30 ns (Note5), 

Output disable time from OE high toez 0 25 0 30 ns (Note 5) 

Serial output disable time from SOE high ts oz 0 15 0 20 ns (Note 5) 

SOE low to serial output setup delay tsoo 5 5 ns 

Serial output hold time after SC high tsoH 5 5 ns 

Timing Requirements 

Random read or write cycle time tRe 190 220 ns (Note 11) 

Read-write/read-modify-write cycle time tRWC 255 295 ns (Note 11) 

Fast-page cycle time tpe 60 70 ns (Note 11) 

Fast-page read-write/read-modify-write cycle tpRwe 125 145 ns (Note 11) 
time 

Rise and fall transition time tr 3 50 3 50 ns (Notes 3, 10 and 18) 

RAS precharge time tRP 80 90 ns (Note 18) 

RAS pulse width tRAS 100 10,000 120 10,000 ns 

Fast-page RAS pulse width tRASP 100 100,000 120 100,000 ns 

RAS hold time tRSH 25 30 ns 

GAS precharge time (nonpage cycle) tcPN 10 15 ns 

Fast-page CAS precharge time tcp 10 25 15 30 ns 

GAS pulse width tcAS 25 10,000 30 10,000 ns 

GAS hold time tcsH 100 120 ns 

RAS to CAS delay tRco 25 75 25 90 ns (Note4) 

GAS high to RAS low precharge time tcRP 10 10 ns (Note 16) 
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AC Characteristics (cont) 

~PD42274·10 ~PD42274·12 

Parameter Symbol. Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Timing Requirements (e.ont) 

Row address setup time tASR 0 0 ns 

Row address hold time tRAH 12 15 ns 

Column address setup time tASC 0 25 0 30 ns (Note 15) 

Column address hold time tcAH 15 20 ns 

RAS to column address delay time tRAD 17 45 20 55 ns (Notes 9 and 14) 

Column address to RAS lead time tRAL 55 65 ns 

Read command setup time tRCS 0 0 ns 

Read command hold time after RAS high tRRH 10 10 ns (Note 6) 

Read command hold time after GAS high tRCH 0 0 ns (Note 6) 

Write command setup time twcs 0 0 ns (Note 7) 

Write command hold time twcH 20 30 ns 

Write command pulse width twp 20 25 ns (Note 17) 

Write command to RAS lead time tRWL 30 35 ns 

Write command to GAS lead time tcwL 30 35 ns 

Data-in setup time tos 0 0 ns (Note 8) 

Data-in hold time toH 20 25 ns (Note 8) 

Column address to WE delay tAwo 85 100 ns (Note 7) 

CAS to WE delay tcwo 55 65 ns (Note 7) 

RAS to WE delay tRWD 130 155 ns (Note 7) 

OE high to data-in setup delay toED 30 35 ns 

OE high hold time after WE low toEH 25 30 ns 

GAS before RAS refresh setup time tcsR 0 0 ns 

GAS before RAS refresh hold time tcHR 15 20 ns 

RAS high to GAS low precharge time tRPC 0 0 ns 

Refresh interval tREF 8 8 ms Addresses Ao through A8 

ITT low setup time to LS 0 0 ns 

ITT low hold time after RAS low tRDH 80 90 ns (Note 18) 

ITT low hold time after GAS low tcoH 30 35 ns 

SC high to DT high delay tsoo 10 15 ns 

SC low hold time after DT high tsoH 10 15 ns 

Serial clock cycle time tscc 30 40 ns (Note 11) 

SC pulse width tscH 10 15 ns 

SC precharge time tscL 10 15 ns 

ITT high setup time toHS 0 0 ns 

ITT high hold time toHH 15 20 ns 

ITT high to RAS high delay toTR 10 10 ns 

ITT high to GAS" high delay toTC 5 5 ns 

OE to RAS inactive setup :time toES 10 10 ns 

Write-per-bit setup time twas 0 0 ns 
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AC Characteristics (cont) 
,u.PD42274-10 ,u.PD42274-12 

Parameter Symbol Min 

Timing Requirements (cont) 

Write-per-bit hold time twsH 15 

Flash write enable setup time tFWS 0 

Flash write enable hold time tFWH 15 

Write bit selection setup time tws 0 

Write bit selection hold time twH 15 

SOE pulse width tsoE 10 

SOE precharge time tsoP 10 

DT high hold time after RAS high torH 15 

Notes: 

(1) All voltages are referenced to GND. 

(2) An initial JJause of 100 µsis required after power-up, followed by 
any eight RAS cycles and four data transfer (DT) cycles, before 
proper device operation is achieved. 

(3) See input/output timing waveforms for timing reference voltages. 
See figures 3 and 4 for output loads. 

(4) Operation within the tRcD (max) limit ensures that tRAC (max) 
can be met. The tRcD (max) limit is specified as a reference point 
only. If tRcD is greater than the specified tRcD (max) limit, access 
time is controlled exclusively by tcAC• toEA• or tAA-

(5) An output disable time defines the time at which the output 
achieves the open-circuit condition and is not referenced to 
output voltage levels. 

(6) Either tRRH or tRcH must be satisfied for a read cycle. 

(7) twcs. tAWD• tcwo. and tRwD are restrictive operating parameter 
in read-write and read-modify-write cycles only. If twcs 2 twcs 
(min), the cycle is an early write cycle and the data output will 
remain open-circuit throughout the entire cycle. If tAWD 2 tAwD 
(min), tcwo 2 tcwo (min), and tRwD 2 tRwD (min), the cycle is 
a read-write cycle and the data output will contain data read from 
the selected cell. If neither of the above conditions is met, the 
condition of the data out (at access time and until CAS returns to 
V1H) is indeterminate. 

(8) These parameters are referenced to the fall~e~ of CAS in 
early write cycles and to the falling edge of ryvB/)WE in delayed 
write or read-modify-write cycles. 

(9) Assumes that tRAD (min) = tRAH (min) +typical tr of 5 ns. 

(10) V1H (min) and V1L (max) are reference levels for measuring the 
timing of input signals. Additionally, transition times are mea
sured between V1H and V1L· 

Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

20 ns 

0 ns 

20 ns 

0 ns 

20 ns 

15 ns 

15 ns 

20 ns 

(11) The minimum specifications are used only to indicate the cycle 
time at which proper operation over the full temperature range 
(TA = 0 to +70°C) is assured. 

(12) Assumes that tRcD s tRcD (max) and tRAD s tRAD (max). If 
tRcD or tRAD is greater than the maximum recommended value 
in this table, tRAC increases by the amount that tRcD or tRAD 
exceeds the value shown. 

(13) Assumes that tRco2 tRcD (max) and tRAD ::5 tRAD (max). 

(14) If tRAD 2 tRAD (max), then the access time is defined by tAA· 

(15) For fast-page read operation, the definition of access time is as 
follows. 

CAS and Column Address 
Input Conditions Access Time Definition 

tcp s tcp (max), tAsc2 tcp tAcP 

tcp s tcp (max), tAsc s tcp tAA 

tcp 2 tcp (max), tAsc s tAsc (max) tAA 

tcp 2 tcp (max), tAsc 2 tAsc (max) tcAc 

(16) The tcRP requirement is applicable for RAS/CAS cycles pre
ceded by any cycle. 

(17) Parameter twp is applicable for a delayed write cycle such as a 
read-write/read-modify-write cycle. For early write operation, 
both twcs and twcH must be met. 

(18) Improvement in parameters tRDH· tRP and tscA are planned for 
process versions "x" and "m". Please contact your NEC sales 
office for details. 

(19) Ac measurements assume tr = 5 ns. 
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Figure 1. Input Timing 
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Figure 2. Output Timing 
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Figure 3. Output Load in Random Access Port 
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Figure 4. Output Load in Serial Read Port 
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Timing Waveforms 

Read Cycle 

II 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Eady Write Cycle 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Late Write Cycle 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Read-Write/Read-Modify-Write Cycle 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

RAS-Only Refresh Cycle 
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Timing Waveforms (cont} 

CAS Before RAS Refresh Cycle 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Hidden Refresh Cycle 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Fast-Page Read Cycle 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Fast-Page Write Cycle 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Fast-Page Read-Modify-Write Cycle 
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Timing Waveforms (cont} 

Color Register Set Cycle 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Flash Write Cycle 

FWE~ 
83vG-6672B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Data Transfer Cycle with Serial Port Active 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Data Transfer Cycle with Serial Port in Standby 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Serial Read Cycle 
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NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µPD42275 is a dual-port graphics buffer equipped 
with a random access port and a serial read port. The 
serial read port is connected to an internal 2048-bit 
data register through a 256 x 8-bit serial read output 
circuit. The 128Kx 8-bit random access port is used by 
the host CPU to read or write data addressed in any 
desired order. A write-per-bit capability allows each of 
the eight data bits to be individually selected or 
masked for a write cycle. Block write cycles can also be 
used to write the eight data bits to four consecutive 
column addresses. Selection and masking of the eight 
data bits and four column addresses is provided. A 
flash write option with write-per-bit control enables 
data in the color register to be written to a selected row 
in the random access port. 

The µPD42275 features fully asynchronous dual ac
cess, except when transferring graphics data from a 
selected row of the storage array to the data register. 
During a data transfer, the random access port requires 
a special cycle using a transfer clock; the serial port 
continues to operate normally. FOiiowing the clock 
transition of a data transfer, serial output data changes 
from an old line to a new line and the starting location 
on the new line is addressable in the data transfer cycle. 

An advanced CMOS silicon-gate process using poly
cide technology and trench capacitors provides high 
storage cell density, high performance, and high reli
ability. Refreshing is accomplished by means of RAS
only refresh cycles or by normal read or write cycles on 
the 512 address combinations of AQ through As during 
an 8-ms period. Automatic internal refreshing, by 
means of either hidden refreshing or the CAS before 
RAS timing and on-chip internal refresh circuitry, is also 
available. The transfer of a row of data from the storage 
array to the data register also refreshes that row auto
matically. 

All inputs and outputs, including clocks, are TTL
compatible. All address and data-in signals are latched 
on-chip to simplify system design. Data-out is un
latched to allow greater system flexibility. The 
µPD42275 is available in a 400-mil, 40-pin plastic SOJ 
and is guaranteed for operation at o to + 70°C. 
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Dual-Port Graphics Buffer 

Features 

o Three functional blocks 
-128K x 8-bit random access storage array 
- 2048-bit data register 
-256 x 8-bit serial read output circuit 

o Two data ports: random access and serial read 
o Dual-port accessibility except during data transfer 
o Addressable start of serial read operation 
o Real-time data transfer 
o On-chip substrate bias generator 
o Random access port 

-Two main clocks: RAS and CAS 
- Multiplexed address inputs 
- Direct connection of 1/0 and address lines 

allowed by OE to simplify system design 
- 512 refresh cycles every 8 ms 
- Read, early write, late write, read-write/read-

modify-write, RAS-only refresh, and fast-page 
cycles 

-Automatic internal refreshing by means of the 
CAS before RAS on-chip address counter 

- GAS-controlled hidden refreshing 
- Persistent and nonpersistant write-per-bit option 

regarding eight 1/0 bits 
- Write bit selection multiplexed on 100-107 

o Block write option with write-per-bit control and 
column mask function 

o Flash write option with write-per-bit control 
o Split serial data: register to allow shifting from 

lower half while simultaneously loading upper half 
o RAS-activated data transfer 

- Same cycle time as for random access 
-Row data transferred to data register as 

specified by row address inputs 
-Starting location of following serial read cycle 

specified by column address inputs 
- Transfer of 2048 bits of data on one row to the 

data register, and the starting location of the 
serial read circuit, activated by a low-to-high 
transition of DT 

- Data transfer during real-time operation or 
standby of serial port 

o Fast serial read operation by means of SC pins 
o Serial data output on S00 - S07 
o Direct connection of multiple serial outputs for 

extension of data length 
o Fully TTL-compatible inputs, outputs, and clocks 
o Three-state outputs for random and serial access 
o CMOS silicon-gate process with trench capacitors 
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Block Diagram 

Column Decoder 255 rr 

RAS 

CAS 

OT/OE 

WBIWE 

DSF1 

DSF2 

Timing 
Generator 

Pin Identification 
Symbol Function 

Ao ·As Address inputs 

Write-per-bit selects/data inputs and outputs 

Row address strobe 

Column address strobe 

Write-per-bit/write enable 

Data transfer/output enable 

Special function enable 

SOo· SO] Serial read outputs 

SC Serial control 

Serial output enable 

QSF Special function output 

Vss1 and Vss2 Ground 

Vcc1 and Vcc2 +5-volt ±10% power supply 

NC No connection 

3-100 

Common 
1/0 

Sense Amps Buffer 

2048 Cols I W7/I07 

Storage ~ 8 

Cell cc 
Array 

(\j 
Color u:; 

J 
Register 

Mask 
Register 

SOo 

S01 

S02 
Serial 

S03 Output 
Buffer S04 

S05 

S05 

S07 

QSF 

~Vcc1,2 

~Vss1,2 

Ordering Information 
Row Access Serial Access 

Part Number Time (max) Time (max) 

µPD42275LE-80 80 ns 25ns 

LE-10 100 ns 30 ns 

. LE-12 120 ns 40 ns 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Voltage on any pin except Vee 
relative to GND, VR1 

Voltage on Vee relative to GND, VR2 

Operating temperature, ToPR 

Storage temperature, TsTG 

Short-circuit output current, los 

Power dissipation, Po 

83IH-6866B 

Package 

40-pin plastic 
SOJ 

-1.0to +7.0V 

-1.0to +7.0V 

Oto +70°C 

-55to+125°C 

50mA 

1.5W 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause perma
nent damage. The device should be operated within the limits 
specified under DC and AC Characteristics. 
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Pin Configuration 

40-Pin Plastic SOJ 

SC Vss1 
SOo S07 
S01 S05 
S02 S05 
S03 S04 

Dr/OE SOE 
w01100 W7il~ 
W11101 w61106 
W21102 W5ilOs 
W3/I03 W41104 

Vcc1 Vss2 
WB/WE DSF1 

NC NC 
RAS CAS 

DSF2 QSF 
As Ao 
A5 A1 
As A2 
A4 A3 

Vcc2 A1 

831H·6865A 

Pin Functions 

Ao-As (Address Inputs). These pins are multiplexed as 
row and column address inputs. Each of eight data bits 
in the random access port corresponds to 131,072 
storage cells, which means that nine row addresses" 
and eight column addresses are required to decode 
one cell location. Nine row addresses are first used to 
select one of the 512 possible rows for a read, write, 
data transfer, or refresh cycle. Eight column addresses 
are then used to select the one of 256 possible column 
decoders for a read or write cycle or the one of 256 
possible starting locations for the next serial read 
cycle. (Column addresses are not required in RAS-only 
refresh cycles.) 

Wofl00-W7/107 (Write-Per-Bit Inputs/Common Data 
Inputs and Outputs). Each. of the eight data bits can 
be individually latched by these inputs at the falling 
edge of RAS in any write cycle, and then updated at the 
next falling edge of RAS. In a read cycle, these pins 
serve as outputs for the selected storage cells. In a 
write cycle, data input.£!:!. these pins is latched by the 
falling edge of CAS or WE. 

RAS (Row Address Strobe). This pin is functionally 
equivalent to a chip enable signal in that whenever it is 
activated, the 2,048 storage cells of a selected row are 

µPD42275 

sensed simultaneously and the sense amplifiers re
store all data. The nine row address bits are latched by 
this signal and must be stable on or before its failing 
edge. CAS, OT/OE, WB/WE, DSF1 and DSF2 are simul
taneously latched to determine device operation. 

CAS (Column Address Strobe). This pin serves as a 
chip selection signal to activate the column decoder 
and the input/output buffers. The eight column address 
bits are latched at the falling edge of CAS. 

QSF (Special Function Output). This pin indicates 
while side of the split register is active. QSF high shows 

3 
1 

that the upper half (addresses 128 through 255) is 
active, while QSF low indicates the lower half (ad-
dresses O through 127). 

DSF1and DSF2 (Special Function Control). At the 
leading edge of RAS and CAS, the high or low level of 
these pins is latched to initiate one of the operations 
shown in the Truth Table. Holding both pins low causes 
the device to operate without any special functions. 

WB/WE (Write-Per-Bit Control/Write Enable). At the 
falling edge of RAS, the WB/WE and DSF1 inputs must 
be low and CAS and DT/OE high to enable the write
per-bit option. When CAS, DT/OE and DSF1 are high at 
the falling edge of RAS, the level of this signal indicates 
either a color register set cycle or flash write cycle. A 
high WB/WE can be used at the beginning of a standard 
write or read cycle. 

OT/OE (Data Transfer/Output Enable). At the falling 
edge of RAS, CAS and WB/WE high and DT/OE low 
initiate a data transfer. DT/OE high initiates conven
tional read or write cycles and controls the output 
buffer in the random access port. The level of DSF1 
determines whether this is a read or split read data 
transfer. 

S00-S07 (Serial Data Outputs). Eight-bit data is read 
from these pins and remains valid until the next SC 
signal is activated. 

SC (Serial Control). Rept:latedly activating this signal 
causes serial read cycles (starting from the location 
specified in the data transfer cycle) to be executed 
within the 2,048 bits in the data register. The rising edge 
of SC activates serial read operation, in which eight of 
the 2,048 data bits are transferred to eight serial data 
buses, respectively, and read out. Whenever SC is low, 
the serial port is in standby. 

SOE (Serial Output Enable). This signal controls the 
serial data output buffer. 
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OPERATION 

The µPD42275 consists of a random access port and a 
serial read port. The random access port executes 
standard read and write cycles, as wel I as data transfer, 
block write and flash write cycles, all of which are based 
on conventional RAS/CAS timing. 

In a data transfer, data in each storage cell on the 
selected row is transferred simultaneously through a 
transfer gate to its corresponding register location. The 
serial read port shows the contents of the data register 
in serial order. The random access and serial read ports 
can operate asynchronously, except when the transfer 
gate is turned on during the data transfer period. 

Addressing 

The storage array is arranged in a 512-row by 2048-
col umn matrix, whereby each of 8 data bits in the 
random access port corresponds to 131,072 storage 
cells and 17 address bits are required to decode one 
cell location. Nine row address bits are set up on pins 
Ao through As and latched onto the chip by RAS. Eight 
column address bits then are set up on pins Ao through 
A7 and latched onto the chip by CAS. All addresses 
must be stable, on· or before the falling edges of RAS 
and CAS. Whenever RAS is activated, 2048 cells on the 
selected row are sensed simultaneously and the sense 
amplifiers automatically restore the data. CAS serves 
as a chip selection signal to activate the column de
coder and the input and output buffers. 

Through 1 of 256 column decoders, 8 storage cells on 
the row are connected to 8 data buses, respectively. In 
a data transfer cycle, 9 row address bits are used to 
select 1 of the 512 possible rows involved in the transfer 
of data to the data register. Eight column address bits 
are then used to select the 1 of 256 possible serial 
decoders that corresponds to the starting location of 
the next serial read cycle. In the serial read port, when 
SC is activated, 8 data bits in the 2048-bit data register 
are transferred to 8 serial data buses and read out. 
Activating SC repeatedly causes serial read cycles 
(starting from the location specified in the data transfer 
cycle) to be executed within the 2048 bits in the data 
register. 

Random Access Port 

An operation in the random access port begins with a 
negative transition of RAS. Both RAS and CAS have 
minimum pulse widths, as specified in the timing table, 
which must be maintained for proper device operation 
and data integrity. Once begun, a cycle must meet all 
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specifications, including minimum cycle time. To re
duce the number of pins, the following are multiplexed. 

• DT/OE 
• WB/WE 
• W/IOi (i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7) 

The OE, WE and IOi functions represent standard oper
ations, while DT, WB, and Wi are special inputs to be 
applied in the same way as row address inputs, with 
setup and hold times referenced to the negative tran
sition of RAS. 

The level of DT determines whether a cycle is a random 
access operation or a data transfer operation. WB 
affects only write cycles and determines whether or not 
the write-per-bit capability is used. Wi defines data bits 
to be written with the write-per-bit option. In the follow
ing discussions, these multiplexed pins are designated 
as DT(/OE), for example, depending on the function 
being described. 

To use the µPD42275 for random access, DT(/OE) must 
be high as RAS falls. Holding DT(/OE) high disconnects 
the 2048-bit register from the corresponding 2048-digit 
lines of the storage array. Conversely, to execute a data 
transfer, DT(/OE) must be low as RAS falls to open the 
2048 transfer gates and transfer data from one of the 
rows to the register. 

Glossary of Special Functions 

Masked Write Cycle with New Mask. When the write
per-bit function is enabled as shown in the following 
table, mask data on the W/IOi pins is latched by RAS 
and loaded directly into the write mask register. A 
masked write cycle is then executed using CAS or 
WB/WE to strobe the W/IOi data into the on-chip data 
latch. 

Write-Per-Bit Function 
Mask Register Data Action 

Write 

0 Do not write 

Write Mask Register Set Cycle. In this cycle, data on 
W/IOi is written to an 8-bit write mask register, where it 
is retained and used by subsequent masked write and 
masked block write cycles. 

Masked Write Cycle with Old Mask. This write-per-bit 
cycle, commonly referred to as a persistent mask write 
cycle, uses the mask data previously set by the last 
write mask register set cycle. 
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Truth Table for Random Access Port 
Must Be Valid at Falling Edge of RAS Must be valid at Falling Edge of CAS 

Cycle CAS DT/OE WB/WE DSF1 

Read/write cycle H H H 

Block write cycle H H H 

Write mask register set cycle H H H 

Color register set cycle H H H 

Write cycle with new mask H H L 

Block write cycle with new mask H H L 

Write cycle with old mask H H L 

Block write cycle with old mask H H L 

Read data transfer cycle H L H 

Split read data transfer cycle H L H 

CAS before RAS refresh cycle L x H 

Flash write cycle with new mask H H L 

Notes: 

(1) X = don't care. 

(2) Combinations not shown are used for refresh operation. 

Block Write Addresses 
Column Select 
By 1/0 Data Result Corresponding Column Address 

1/03 = 1 Write A1 = 1, Ao= 1 

1/03 = 0 No write 

1/02 = 1 Write A1 = 1, Ao= 0 

1102 = 0 No Write 

1/01 = 1 Write A1 = 0, Ao= 1 

1/01 = 0 No write 

l/Oo = 1 Write A1 = 0, Ao= 0 

l/Oo = O No write 

Notes: 

(1) Data on 1/07, 1/06, 1/05 and 1/04 are don't care at the falling edge 
of CAS. 

Color Register Set Cycle. This cycle is executed in the 
same fashion as a conventional read or write cycle, with 
a read or write cycle available to the color register 
under the control of· WE. In read operation, color 
register data is read on the common WJIOi pins. In write 
operation, common WJIOi data can be written into the 
color register. RAS-only refreshing is internally per
formed on the row selected by Ao through Ae,. This 
setup cycle precedes the first flash write or block write 
cycle supplying the eight write data bits. 

Block Write Cycle. In a block write cycle, A1 and Ao are 
ignored. 1/00 - 1/03 are used to select one or a combi
nation of four column address(es) for writing in an 

L 

L 

H 

H 

L 

L 

H 

H 

L 

H 

x 
H 

DSF2 DSF1 Mnemonic Code 

x L AW 

x H BW 

x L I.WR 

x H LCR 

x L RWNM 

x H BWNM 

L L RWOM 

L H BWOM 

x x RT 

x x SAT 

x x CBR 

H ·x FWT 

early write, late write, page early write, or page late 
write cycle. Block write data is previously stored in the 
color register using a set color register cycle. Column 
select data is latched by the W/IOi pins at the falling 
edge of CAS or WE. Block write cycles are useful for 
clearing windows and for accelerating polygon fill op
erations. 

Masked Block Write Cycle with New Mask. This cycle 
allows for W/1/00 - W/1/07 masking during a block write 
cycle. The masking function is identical to a standard 
masked write cycle with new mask, except that four 
consecutive columns are written. 

Masked Block Write Cycle with Old Mask. This cycle 
uses the masked data previously set by the last write 
mask register set cycle to write four consecutive col
umns. 

Flash Write Cycle. A flash write cycle can clear or set 
each of the eight 256-bit data sets on the selected one 
of 512 possible rows according to data stored in the 
previously set color register. Bit mask inputs are 
latched as RAS. This cycle is useful in graphics pro
cessing applications when the screen should be 
cleared or set to some uniform value as quickly as 
possible. 

Read Data Transfer Cycle. In a full row read data 
transfer cycle, one of the possible 512 rows, as well as 
the starting location of the following serial read cycle, 
is defined by address inputs. The low-to-high transition 
of DT/(OE) causes the 2048 bits of cell data to be 
transferred to the serial data register. 
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Split Read Transfer Cycle. This cycle is a half row data 
transfer in which one of the 512 rows, the starting 
location of the following serial read cycle, and either of 
the split registers are specified by the address inputs. 
On-chip control circuitry causes the previously speci
fied half row to be transferred to the selected upper or 
lower split register. 

Read Cycle. A read cycle is executed by activating 
RAS, CAS, and OE and by maintaining tyVB/)WE while 
CAS is active. The (Wj/)IOi pin (i = o through 7) remains 
in high impedance until valid data appears at the 
output at access time. Device access time, tAcc. will be 
the longest of the following four calculated intervals: 

• tRAC 
• RAS to CAS delay (tRco) + tcAC 
• RAS to column address delay (tRAo) + tAA 
• RAS to OE delay + toEA 

Access times from RAS (tRAd, from CAS (tcAd, from 
the column addresses (tAA), and from OE (toEA> are 
device parameters. The RAS-to-CAS, RAS-to-column 
address, and RAS-to-OE delays are system-dependent 
timing parameters. Output becomes valid after the 
access time has elapsed and it remains valid while both 
CAS and OE are low. Either CAS or OE high returns the 
output pins to high impedance. 

Write Cycle. A write cycle is executed by bringing 
tyVB/)WE low du'1!!9 the RAS/CAS cycle. The falling 
edge of CAS or tyVB/)WE strobes the data on (Wj/) IOi 
into the on-chi.E..Eata latch. To make use of the write
per-bit option, WB(/WE) must be low as RAS falls. In this 
case, write data bits can be specified by keeping 
Wi(/10~ high, with setup and hold times referenced to 
the negative transition of RAS. 

Write-Per-Bit Cycle. The falling edge of RAS latches the 
write-per-bit mask data input on Wo through W7. If DSF1 
is low at the falling edge of RAS, mask data must be 
reloaded every write-per-bit mask cycle. If DSF1 is high 
and DSF2 is low at the falling edge of RAS, mask data is 
not reloaded from W0 through W7 but is retained from 
the previous write mask set cycle. The latter is called a 
persistent write-per-bit cycle. 

Early Write Cycle. An early write cycle is executed by 
bringing tyVB/)WE low before CAS falls. Data is strobed 
by CAS, with setup and hold times referenced to this 
signal, and the output remains in high impedance for 
the entire cycle. As RAS falls, (DT/)OE must meet the 
setue..iind hold times of a high OT, but otherwise 
(DT/)OE does not affect any circuit operation while CAS 
is active. 
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Read-Write/Read-Modify-Write Cycle. This cycle is ex
ecuted by bringing tyVB/)WE low with the RAS and CAS 
signals low. tyVj/)IOi shows read data at access time. 
Afterward, in preparation for the upcomin~rite cycle, 
(Wj/)IOi returns to high impedance when _{Q!/)OE goes 
high. The data to be written is strobed by tyVB/)WE, with 
setup and hold times referenced to this signal. 

Late Write Cycle. This cycle shows the timing flexibility 
of (DT/)OE, which can be activated just after (WB/)WE 
falls, even when tyVB/)WE is brought low after CAS. 

Refresh Cycle. A cycle at each of the 512 row ad
dresses (Ao through Aa) will refresh all storage cells. Any 
cycle executed in the random access port (i.e., read, 
write, refresh, data transfer, color register set, flash 
write or block write) refreshes the 2048 bits selected by 
the RAS addresses or by the on-chip ac;ldress counter. 

RAS-Only Refresh Cycle. A cycle having only RAS 
active refreshes all cells in one row of the storage array. 
A high CAS is maintained while RAS is active to keep 
(Wj/)IOi in high impedance. This method is preferred for 
refreshing, especially when the host system consists of 
multiple rows of random access devices. The data 
.2.!!!PUts may be OR-tied with no bus contention when 
RAS-only refresh cycles ar~. executed. 

CAS Before RAS Refresh Cycle. This cycle executes 
internal refreshing using the on-chip control circuitry. 
Whenever CAS is low as RAS falls, this circuitry auto
matically refreshes the row addresses specified by the 
internal counter. In this cycle, the circuit operation 
based on CAS is maintained in a reset state. When 
internal refreshing is complete, the address counter 
automatically increments in preparation for the next 
CAS before RAS cycle. 

Hidden Refresh Cycle. This cycle is executed after a 
read cycle, without disturbing the read data output. 
Once valid, the data output is controlled by CAS and 
OE. After the read cycle, CAS is held low while RAS goes 
high for precharge. A RAS-only cycle is then executed 
(except that CAS is held at a low level instead of a high 
level) and the data output remains valid. Since hidden 
refreshing is the same as CAS before RAS refreshing, 
the data output remains valid during either operation. 

Fast-Page Cycle. This feature al lows faster data access 
by keeping the same row address while successive 
column addresses are strobed onto the chip. Maintain
ing RAS low while successive CAS cycles are executed 
causes data to be transferred at a faster rate because 
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row addresses are maintained internally and do not 
have to be reapplied. In fast-page operation, read, 
write and read-write/read-modify-write cycles may be 
executed. Additionally, the write-per-bit control speci
fied in the entry write cycle is maintained throughout 
the next fast-page write cycle. 

During a fast-page read cycle, the (Wj/)IOi data pin (i = 
o through 7) remains in a state of high impedance until 
valid data appears at the output pin at access time. 
Device access time in this cycle wi II be the longest of the 
following intervals: 

• tACP 

• tcp + tr+ tcAc 
• CAS high to column address delay +tAA 

Serial Read Port 

The serial read port is used to serially read the previ
ously loaded contents of the data register starting from 
a specified location. Other graphics buffers require 
very tight timing to synchronize this port with the 
random access port, but the µPD42275 has been de
signed with a split register to eliminate the need for 
synchronized timing between the two ports. 

Split Register Data Transfer. A review of the split 
register architecture shows that the lower register (ad
dresses o - 127) and upper register (addresses 128 -
255) are selected by the most significant bit of the 
column addresses (A7). With the serial port split in half, 
data transfers can be executed to the inactive side (no 
SC clocks) while SC clocks are input to access data 
from the active side. This sequence allows for a longer 
time window to perform the transfer, i.e., 128 x tscc. or 
3.84 µs. Column address bits Ao through Ae, are latched 
on-chip to provide the tap address pointer for each split 
register. 

QSF Special Function Output. This pin outputs a sig
nal indicating which half of the data register is active 
and is synchronized with the SC clock. 

pPD42275 

Split Data Transfer Cycle 
Most Significant Bit (A7) Portion of Split Register QSF 

0 O through 127 Low 

128 through 255 High 

Notes: 

(1) A full data transfer cycle must precede all split register opera
tions. 

(2) Column address A7 must be specified for a split data transfer 
cycle. 

Data in the data register is clocked serially· by SC, 
starting from the first specified address of either regis
ter. After the last specified address has been trans
ferred, QSF changes its level at the next rising edge of 
SC and serial data transfer switches to the other (for
merly inactive) register. Serial data output is main
tained until the next SC clock. 

SC clocks at the transition point, i.e., the end of one half 
and the beginning of the new half of the split registers, 
are restricted. Rising edges of the SC clock are not 
allowed for the last serial address (either 127 or 255) of 
the active register and for the first address (any address 
depending on current address pointer) of the next 
active register (figure 2). 

SOE controls impedance of the serial output to allow 
multiplexing of more than one bank of µPD42275s on 
the same bus and has no effect on SC. When SOE is 
low, soi is disabled and in a state of high impedance. 

Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Supply voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 
Input voltage, high V1H 2.4 5.5 v 
Input voltage, low V1L -1.0 0.8 v 
Ambient temperature TA 0 70 oc 
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Figure 1. Example of Split Register Transfer 
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An Example of Data Transfer and Split Register Transfer Sequence 

CD ® ® 
Data 

Transfer 
Split Data 
Transfer 

Read/Write/Refresh 

QSF --i._ _______ _ 

SC ______jl__JLf 

Split Data 
Transfer Read/Write/Refresh 

Cycle: CD A full line data transfer is required before a sequence of split register transfers 
The column address specified during this data transfer selects the lower or upper 
side data register from which serial data will be output. 
This is called the active side serial register. 

@ @ Set the address pointer and perform a split register transfer to the inactive side register. 

Detailed Timing Diagram 

CD Data Transfer cycle ® Split Data Transfer cycle 
-------. 

CAS 

Address ------<Row 1 250 

OT/OE 

DSF1 

SC 

SOi 

QSF 

® 
Split Data 
Transfer 

.i'/'' @ Split Data Transfer Cycle ________________ __,,.__ __ __, ..-----~ 

.i'f RAS 

CAS 

Address 
.. /r 

-----...,,....--------~----..... ~---------~ .. l 
DTIOE-

DSF1 

...._ __ __,.l 

SC 

SOi 

OSF 

@ Split Data Transfer Cycle 

RAS 
----------------------.:r ..------

CAS 

Address -------------------~~---------~ 
OT/OE 

DSF1 

SC 

SOi 

QSF 
831H-6868B 
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Figure 2. Restrictions on Rising Edges of SC 

RAS 

)_:-_-_-_ -tRsD-=--=--=-~.I I 
•ssc~=================--t_c_s_o====================,.--------J~ 

\_ 

----------SC r\ Restriction--------~ 

SC 
case 1 Invalid 

SC 
Case 2 Invalid 

QSF 

Note: 

[1] For split register transfers, there is a restriction on the SC clocks at the transition point 
from the end of one half to the beginning of the other half split register. Rising edges of 
the SC clock are not allowed for the last serial address of the idle split register (127 or 255). 

Capacitance 
TA= 0 to +70°C; Vee= +5.0 v ±10%; f = 1 MHz; GND = 0 v 
Parameter Symbol Limit (max) 

Input capacitance C1(A) 5 

C1{5i]OE) 8 

C1(WB/WE) 8 

Cl(DSF) 8 

C1(RAS) 8 

C1(CAs) 8 

Cl(SOE) 8 

C1(Se) 8 

Input/output capacitance C1o(W/IO) 7 

Output capacitance Co(SO) 7 

Co(QSF) 7 

Unit 

pF 

pF 

pF 

pF 

pF 

pF 

pF 

pF 

pF 

pF 

pF 

831H·6867B 

Pins Under Test 

Ao through As 
5'i70E 

WBNJE 

DSF1 and DSF2 

RAS 

CAS 

SOE 

SC 

WoflOo through W7/I07 

SOo through S07 

QSF 
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Power Supply Current 
TA= o to +70°C; Vee= +5.0 V ±10%; GND = o V 

Port Operation 

Random Access Serial Re.ad Parameter -80 (max) -10 (max) -12 (max) Unit Test Conditions 

Read/write cycle Standby lee1 85 70 60 mA RAS and CAS cycling; DSF1 
and DSF2 low as RAS falls; 
tRc = tRe min; SOE = V1H; 
SC = VJH or V1L 

Standby Standby lce2 10 10 10 mA Dour = high impedance; 
address cycling; tRe = tRe min; 
CAS = RAS= V1H; 
SOE= V1H; SC= V1H or VJL 
(Note 4) 

RAS-only refresh Standby leea 85 70 60 mA RAS cycling; CAS = V1H; DSF1 
cycle and DSF2 low as RAS falls; tRe 

= tRc min; SOE = V1H; 
SC = V1H or V1L (Note 2) 

Fast-page cycle Standby lce4 75 65 55 mA RAS = V1L; CAS cycling; 
tpc = tpe min; SOE= V1H; 
SC = V1H or V1L (Note 3) 

CAS before RAS Standby Ices 85 70 60 mA CAS low as RAS falls; 
refresh cycle tRc = tRe min; SOE = V1H; 

SC= V1H or V1L 

Data transfer cycle Standby Ices 105 90 70 mA OT low as RAS falls; 
tRe = tRe min; SOE= v,H; 
SC = V1H or V1L 

Read/write cycle Active lce1 120 100 85 mA RAS and CAS cycling; DSF1 
and DSF2 low as RAS falls; 
tRc = tRe min; SOE = V1L; 
SC cycling; tsce = tsec min 

Standby Active Ice a 40 35 30 mA Dour = high impedance; 
address cycling; tRc = tRe min; 
CAS = RAS = V1H; 
SOE= V1L; SC cycling; 
tsec = tsec min (Note 4) 

RAS-only refresh Active lccg 120 100 85 mA RAS cycling; CAS = V1H; DSF1 
cycle and DSF2 low as RAS falls; 

tRc = tRe min; SOE = V1L; 
sc cycling; tsee = tsec min 

Fast-page cycle Active lce10 110 95 75 mA RAS= V1L; CAS cycling; 
tpc = tpe min; SOE = V1L; 
SC cycling; tsce = tsec min 
(Note 3) 

CAS before RAS Active lce11 120 100 85 mA CAS low as RAS falls; 
refresh cycle tRe = tRe min; SOE = V1L; 

SC cycling; tsee = tsec min 

Data transfer cycle Active lcc12 140 120 95 mA OT low as RAS falls; tRc = tRe 
min; SOE = V1L; SC cycling; 
tscc = tsec min 

Color register set Standby 1.CC13 80 65 55 mA tRc = tRc min; SOE = V1H; 
cycle SC = VJH or V1L 

Flash write cycle Standby lce14 80 65 55 mA tRe = tRe min; SOE = V1H; 
SC = V1H or V1L 

Color register set Active lce1s 115 95 80 mA tRe = tRe min; SOE = V1L; 
cycle SC cycling; tsee = tsec min 
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Power Supply Current (cont) 

Port Operation 

Random Access Serial Read Parameter -80 (max) 

Flash write cycle Active 115 

Block write cycle Standby 95 

Block write cycle Active lee1a 130 

Notes: 

(1) No load on IOi or soi. Except for lee2• lee3• lee6• and lee14, real 
values depend on output loading in addition to cycle rates. 

(2) CAS is not clocked, but is kept at a stable high level. The column 
addresses are also assumed to be kept stable, at either a high or 
low level. 

DC Characteristics 
TA = 0 to + 70 °C; Vee = +5.0V ±10%; GND = OV 

Parameter Symbol Min 

Input leakage current l1L -10 

Output leakage current loL -10 

Random access port output voltage, high VoH(R) 2.4 

Random access port output voltage, low VoL(R) 

Serial read port output voltage, high VoH(S) 2.4 

Serial read port output voltage, low VoL(S) 

AC Characteristics 
TA= 0 to +70°C; Vee= +5.0V ±10%; GND = ov 

µPD42275·80 

Parameter 

Switching Characteristics 

Access time from column address 

Access time from rising edge of 
CAS 

Access time from RAS 

Access time from falling edge of 
CAS 

Access time from CAS, 
mask register read cycle 

Access time from OE 

Output disable time from CAS high 

Output disable time from OE high 

Serial output access time from SC 

Serial output access time from 
SOE 

Serial output disable time from 
SOE high 

Symbol Min Max 

45 

45 

80 

teAe 20 

teAe 25 

toEA 20 

toFF 0 20 

toEZ 0 20 

tseA 25 

tsoA 20 

tsoz 0 10 

pPD42275 

-10 (max) -12 (max) Unit Test Conditions 

95 80 mA tRe = tRc min; SOE = V1L; 
SC cycling; tsee = tsee min 

80 70 mA tRe = tRe min; SOE = V1H; 
SC = V1H or V1L 

110 95 mA tRe = tRc min; SOE = V1L; 
SC cycling; tsee = tsee min 

(3) A change in column addresses must not occur more than once in 
a fast-page cycle. 

(4) A change in row addresses must not occur more than once in a 
read or write cycle. 

Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

10 µA V1N = Oto 5.5 V; all other pins 
not under test = 0 V 

10 µA DouT (IOj, SO~ disabled; 
VouT = 0 to 5.5V 

v loH(R) = -1 mA 

0.4 v loL(R) = 2.1 mA 

v loH(S) = -1 mA 

0.4 v loL(S) = 2.1 mA 

µPD42275·10 µPD42275·12 

Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

55 65 ns (Notes 3 and 4) 

55 65 ns (Notes 3 and 4) 

100 120 ns (Notes 3 and 4) 

25 30 ns (Notes 3 and 4 

30 35 ns (Note 14) 

25 30 ns (Notes 3 and 4) 

0 25 0 30 ns (Note 5) 

0 25 0 30 ns (Note 5) 

30 40 ns (Note 3) 

25 30 ns (Note 3) 

0 15 0 20 ns (Note 5) 
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AC Characteristics (cont) 

p.PD42275-80 p.PD42275-10 p.PD42275-12 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Switching Characteristics (cont) 

Serial output hold time after SC tsoH 5 7 7 ns 
high 

SOE low to serial output setup tsoo 5 5 5 ns 
delay 

Timing Requirements 

Random read or write cycle time tRc 160 190 220 ns (Note 11) 

Read-write/read-modify-write tRwc 220 255 295 ns (Note 11) 
cycle time 

Fast-page cycle time tpc 50 60 70 ns (Note 11) 

Fast-page read-write/read-modify- tPRWC 105 125 145 ns (Note 11) 
write cycle time 

Rise and fall transition time tT 3 50 3 50 3 50 ns (Notes 3 and 10) 

RAS precharge time tRP 70 80 90 ns 

RAS pulse width tRAS 80 10,000 100 10,000 120 10,000 ns 

Fast-page RAS pulse width tRASP 80 100,000 100 100,000 120 100,000 ns 

RAS hold time tRsH 20 25 30 ns 

CAS precharge time tcPN 10 10 15 ns 
(nonpage cycle) 

Fast-page CAS precharge time tcp 10 10 15 ns 

CAS pulse width tcAS 25 10,000 30 10,000 35 10,000 ns 

CAS hold time tcsH 80 100 120 ns 

RAS to CAS delay time tRCD 22 60 25 75 25 90 ns (Note4) 

RAS to CAS delay time, tRCD 22 55 25 70 25 85 ns (Note 14) 
mask register read cycle 

CAS high to RAS low precharge tcRP 10 10 10 ns (Note 12) 
time 

RAS high to CAS low precharge tRPC 0 0 0 ns 
time 

RAS low to SC high delay tRSD 85 105 125 ns (Note 18) 

CAS low to SC high delay tcso 45 55 65 ns (Notes 16 and 18) 

Address to SC high delay tAsD 55 65 75 ns (Notes 16 and 18) 

Row address setup time tASR 0 0 0 ns 

Row address hold time tRAH 12 12 15 ns 

Column address setup time tASC 0 0 0 ns 

Column address hold time tcAH 15 20 25 ns 

RAS to column address delay time tRAD 17 17 20 ns (Note 9) 

Column address to RAS lead time tRAL 45 55 65 ns 

Read command setup time tRcs 0 0 0 ns 

Read command hold time after tRRH 0 0 0 ns (Note 6) 
RAS high 

Read command hold time after tRCH 0 0 0 ns (Note 6) 
CAS high 
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AC Characteristics (cont) 
µPD42275-80 µPD42275-10 µPD42275-~2 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Timing Requirements {cont) 

Write command setup time twcs 0 0 0 ns (Note 7) 

Write command hold time twcH 15 20 25 ns 

Write command pulse width twp 15 20 25 ns (Note 13) 

Write command to RAS lead time tRWL 30 30 35 ns 

Write command to CAS lead time tcwL 30 30 35 ns 

Data-in setup time tos 0 0 0 ns (Note 8) 

II Data-in hold time toH 15 20 25 ns (Note 8) 

Column address to WE delay tAWD 70 85 100 ns (Note 7) 

CAS to WE delay tcwo 45 55 65 ns (Note 7) 

RAS to WE delay tRWD 105 130 155 ns (Note 7) 

OE high to data-in setup delay toED 20 25 30 ns 

OE high hold time after WE low to EH 20 25 30 ns 

CAS before RAS refresh setup time tcsR 0 0 0 ns 

CAS before RAS refresh hold time tcHR 12 12 15 ns 

Refresh interval tREF 8 8 8 ms Addresses Ao 
through As 

DT low setup time to LS 0 0 0 ns 

DT low hold time after RAS low, tRDH 65 80 95 ns (Note 15) 
serial port active 

DT low hold time after RAS low, tRDHS 12 12 15 ns (Notes 16 and 18) 
serial port in standby, 
split data transfer 

DT low hold time after CAS low tcoH 25 30 35 ns (Note 15) 

DT low hold time after address tADD 35 40 45 ns (Note 15) 

SC high to CAS low delay tssc 10 10 10 ns (Notes 16 and 18) 

SC high to DT high delay tsoo 0 0 0 ns (Note 15) 

SC low hold time after DT high tsoH 15 20 25 ns (Note 15) 

SC low hold time after RAS high tsoHR 25 30 40 ns (Note 16) 

Serial clock cycle time tscc 25 30 40 ns (Note 11) 

SC pulse width tscH 7 10 15 ns 

SC precharge time tscL 7 10 15 ns 

DT high setup time toHS 0 0 0 ns 

DT high hold time toHH 12 12 15 ns 

DT high to RAS high delay torn 0 0 0 ns (Note 15) 

DT high pulse width toTP 25 30 35 ns 

OE to RAS inactive setup time toES 10 10 10 ns 

Write-per-bit setup time twss 0 0 0 ns 

Write-per-bit hold time twsH 12 12 15 ns 

Write bit selection setup time tws 0 0 0 ns 

Write bit selection hold time twH 12 12 15 ns 
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AC Characteristics (cont) 
µPD42275-80 

Parameter Symbol Min Max 

Timing Requirements (cont) 

SOE pulse width tsoe 7 

SOE precharge time 7 

DSF1 setup time from RAS 0 

DSF2 setup time from RAS 0 

DSF1 hold time from AAS tFRH1 12 

DSF2 hold time from RAS tFRH2 12 

DSF1 setup time from CAS tFCS1 0 

DSF1 hold time from CAS tFCH1 15 

Propagation delay time from SC tpo 25 
toQSF 

Propagation delay time from D170E toao 35 
toQSF 

Propagation delay time from RAS toaR 45 
toQSF 

RAS to QSF delay time tRQD 105 

CAS to QSF delay time tcao 70 

Notes: 

(1) All voltages are referenced to GND. 

(2) An initial pause of 100 µsis required after power-up, followed by 
any eight RAS cycles, before proper device operation is 
achieved. 

(3) See figures 3 and 4 for reference voltages and figures 5 and 6 for 
output loads. 

(4) Operation within the tRcD (max) limit ensures that tRAC (max) 
can be met. ThetRcD (max) limit is specified as a reference point 
only. If tRcD is greater than the specified tRcD (max) limit, 
access time is controlled exclusively by tcAC or tAA· 

(5) An output disable time defines the time at which the output 
achieves the open-circuit condition and is not referenced to 
output voltage levels. 

(6) Either tRRH or tRcH must be satisfied for a read cycle. 

(7) twcs• tcwo. and tRwD are restrictive operating parameters in 
read-write and read-modify-write cycles only. If twcs <!:: twcs 
(min), the cycle is an early write cycle and the data output will 
remain open-circuit throughout the entire cycle. If tcwo <!:: tcwo 
(min) and tRwD <!:: tRWo (min), the cycle is a read-write cycle and 
the data output will contain data read from the selected cell. If 
neither of the above conditions is met, the condition of the data 
output (at access time and until CAS returns to V1H) is indeter
minate. 

(8) These parameters are referenced to the fall!r!g_ e~ of CAS in 
early write cycles and to the falling edge of rt'/B/)WE in delayed 
write or read-modify-write cycles. 
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µPD42275-10 µPD42275-12 

Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

10 15 ns 

10 15 ns 

0 0 ns 

0 0 ns 

12 15 ns 

12 15 ns 

0 0 ns 

20 25 ns 

30 40 ns 

45 55 ns (Note 20) 

55 70 ns (Note 20) 

135 155 ns (Notes 16 and 19) 

85 100 ns (Notes 16 and 19) 

(9) Assumes that tRAD (min) = tRAH (min) + typical tr of 5 ns. 

(10) V1H (min) and V1L (max) are reference levels for measuring the 
timing of input signals. Additionally, trans"ition times are mea
sured between V1H and V1L· 

(11) The minimum specifications are used only to indicate the cycle 
time at which proper operation over the full temperature range 
<TA= 0 to +70°C) is assured. 

(12) The tcRP requirement is applicable for RAS/CAS cycles pre
ceded by any cycle. 

(13) Parameter twp is applicable for a delayed write cycle such as a 
read-write/read-modify-write cycle. For early write operation, 
both twcs and twcH must be met. 

(14) Only for mask register read operation during register read 
cycles. 

(15) For real-time data transfer operation (data transfer with SC 
active). 

(16) For read data transfers with serial port in standby. 

(17) Ac measurements assume tr = 5 ns. 

(18) For split data transfer cycles. 

(19) If tcoH s tcoH (min) or tRDHS s tRoH (min), then the delay time 
for the switching of QSF is determined by tRaD or tcao. 
whichever occurs later. 

(20) lftcoH <!:: tcoH (min) and tRDHS <!:: tRoH (min), then the switching 
delay time of QSF is determined by toao or toaR• whichever 
occurs first. 
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Figure 3. Input Timing 

2AV-------1 
0.8V--------

5ns 
831H-6657B 

Figure 4. Output Timing 

2ov- - -- - - ---; )>------ I • 
a.av- - - - - - - - -\ _ 

'-------~--===--~-~831H·6658B 

Figure 5. Output Load in Random Access Port 

Vee 

18380 

l/Oj --5-0 p_F_l ______ -~ 9930 

831H-6869B 

Figure 6. Output Load in Serial Read Port 

Vee 

• 18380 

SOj 

~pFr 9930 

~ 
831H-6870B 
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Timing Waveforms 

Read Cycle 

tcRP 

Ao-s 

DSF1 

tRCsU I 'M r--•0<sj 
J::'oHH T-·~ 
\\\\\\\~\~ I 

-------~' IRAC------~ 

1fRH1 lfCS1 lfCH1 

NEC 

DSF2 

83YL·68718 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Early Write Cycle and Early Block Write Cycle 

~---tRcD---~f------lRSH------

--------tcAS---------

Ao-a 

Write Data/Column Select 

d •FCH1 

DSF1 Block Write Select 

DSF2 

83YL-6872B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Early Write Cycle and Early Block Write Cycle With Old Mask 

-----tRCD----'~----tRSH----__.., 

14-------tcAS---'-----~ 

CAS 

Ao-a Column 

~ I 

~11--t~~~ 
1c:---'--'----twp----~ 

~~ twcs 
lDHS,~ ~, ,~ ~,tDHH 

5T10E~ 
tos 11 toH 

_____JL_ r ·· ·:1 
Wo.71100.7 ~ Write Data/Column Select 

tFRS1 ~ I tFRH1 ~ lFCH
1 

-~. .e~ . . 
lFRS2 tFRH2 

DSF2 

83YL·6873B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Late Write Cycle and Late Block Write Cycle 

Ao-a 

twp 

--------tcwL----_.,lr~I 

~EHll~ 
tos--.J~toH 

11 

DSF1 

DSF2 

83YL·6874B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Read-Write/Read-Modi'ly-Write Cycle 

RAS 

14-----1RCD---~~-'---------1RSH---------

NEC 

,.__tRCS - 1CAS----------

CAS 

Ao-a 

WB/WE 

DT/OE 

1ws 

DSF1 

DSF2 

83YL·6875B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

RAS-Only Refresh Cycle 

pPD42275 

DSF2 

83vG-6860B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

CAS Before RAS Refresh Cycle 

Address 

twss~~twsH 

. i5T10E 

NEC 

w
11
v
01 

_________________ Hl.;.gh_l_m;..pe_da_n_ce ________________ _ 

3-120 

DSF1 

DSF2 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Hidden Refresh Cycle 

Address 

I IRP 
~---:i.-~~~~~~~~~tcAs~~~~~~~~---;~ 

11 

I r-IRAD 11 111 I IAA----..,....,1 i~ 

pPD42275 

DSF2 

83vG-6882B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Fast-Page Read Cycle 

NEC 

------------------ 1Rc~---------------e~ 

----------------1RASP~------------

1
RCD__, 

1cRP ---------tpc------

Ao-a 

WB!WE 

10FF 

DT/OE 

·:1 DSF1~ 

DSF2 

83YL-6876B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Fast-Page Early Write Cycle and Fast-Page Early Block Write Cycle 

IRCD ---,ii)l'~1"illi'E---lcAs---)l'...il 

le: tpc---------

---------~csH------~-
CAS 

Address 

WB/WE 

h'""" 
Wj/l/Oj 

DSF1 

DSF2 

83vG-68778 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Fast-Page Late Write Cycle and Fast-Page Late Block Write Cycle 

lRCD ---.ll+il E---tCAS------lll~1 

~1E..-------tPC-,...------

~-------'-~CSH--------

Address 

Dr/OE 

DSF1 

DSF2 

83vG·6878B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Fast-Page Read-Modify-Write Cycle 

IRCD -~)'~1"""1(------ IPRWC ------

~------ICSH --------.i 

ICRP -----ICAS-----.i 

CAS 

Address 

ITT/OE 

DSF1 

pPD42275 

DSF2 

83vG·6879B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Color Register Set Cycle 

DSF1 

DSF2 

3-126 

-----tRcD---~)l'+o1~E-------tRsH-------

----------~-~tcsH ~------------i~ 

tcRP 

Register Select 

Notes: 

(1) Read, late write, RMW, and hidden refresh cycles are also available. 

(2) Specifications are exactly the same as read, late write, RMW, and hidden refresh cycles except DSF1 Is high at RAS leading edge for 
register set cycles 

[3) At CAS leading edge, set DSF1 to low level for a write mask register, or set DSF1 to high level for a color register. 
83vG·6886B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Flash Write Cycle 

tws r-twH 

pPD42275 

ITT/OE~· I 
w111101 ~rite-Per-Bit 

_select_. 

tFRS1 H r tfRH11 
DSF1~ 'l 

tFRS2 ~ tfRH21 

DSF2~ 
83vG-6887B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Data Transfer Cycle with Serial Port Active 

"----tRco--_..,.:11ot-1E-c:----tRsH----~ 

~--------'---tcsH--------'----...-

tcAH 

Address Column 

MM I I 
WB/WE '.@' 

lDLS 

w1mo1 11 

~~ 
DSF2 

SOE 

SC 

SOo-7 

QSF 
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Old Data 
n-2 

I j._ tcoH toTR ---...J 
i.---IADD lDTP ------

High Impedance 

11 

11 

----tDao-----~ 

NEC 

New Data 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Data Transfer Cycle with Serial Port in Standby 

ICRP 

IRCD--_,)1~1._E----IRSH-----

14--------'----ICSH-------'---~ 

pPD42275 

.....,.........,...i.--...:..:-------, 14------ICAS----'---- --------

11 ICPN--~ l'--------;.,.._---J1 

rlRAH 
IASC 

ICAH 

Address 

m10E 

----------toao,-----'-----
------tcao-----'------

SOE 
Low Level 

SC 

SOo-7 
Old Data 

QSF 

83vG-68848 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Split Read Data Transfer Cycle 

tRc 

tRAS 

tRP 

tRco )llE tRSH 

tcsH 

tcAS 

tcAH 

Address Column 

twssHHtwsH II 
WWWE~Jl
DT~~ll~HS 

11 I 11 High Impedance 
Wi/1/01 ----------------------------------------

~~I II I 
DSF1 

DSF2 

SOE 

SC 

SOo-7 

QSF 

3-130 

r----i ~ E 11 tASD )I 

'!#! 
I IE tcso , )II 

IE : tRSD-----------

See Figure 2 for 
Explanation of Restrictions 

tscL 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Serial Read Cycle 

pPD42275 

-~~~too~E~~t~mITT 
I 

tscc [Note 11--~*ll:----tscc [Note 2)---+~----tscc 

tscL 1--1· 1,....,.--SC 

QSF 

tscH 

tsoo 

Read Data Read Data 

Notes: 

(1) Last location of split register (Loe: 127 or 255) 

[2) The starting location of newly activated register 

~tpoJ----

83vG·68888 
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NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µ.PD42101 is a 910-word by 8-bit line buffer fabri
cated with a CMOS silicon-gate process. The device 
helps to create an NTSC flicker-free television picture 
(noninterlaced scan conversion) by providing intermedi
ate storage and very high-speed read and write opera
tion. 

The µ.PD42101 can also be used as a digital delay line. 
The delay length is variable from 10 bits (at maximum 
clock speed) to 910 bits. 

Features 

o 910-word x 8-bit organization 
o Line buffer for NTSC, 4fsc digital television systems 
o Asynchronous, simultaneous read/write operation 
o 1 H (910-bit) delay line capability 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o Three-state outputs 
o Single + 5-volt power supply 
o 24-pin plastic DIP and miniflat packaging 

Ordering Information 
Read Cycle Write Cycle 

Part Number Time (min) Time (min) Package 

µPD42101C-3 34 ns 34 ns 24-pin plastic DIP 

C-2 34 ns 69 ns 

C-1 69 ns 69 ns 

µPD42101G-3 34 ns 34 ns 24-pin plastic miniflat 

G-2 34 ns 69 ns 

G-1 69 ns 69 ns 

60071 

pPD42101 
Line Buffer for NTSC TV 

Pin Configuration 

24-Pin Plastic DIP or Miniflat 

Douro 1 D1No 

Doun D1N1 

Dour2 D1N2 

DQUT3 D1N3 
RE WE 

RSTR RSTW 

GND Vee 

DQUT4 9 

Dours 

Dours 
DQUT7 

Pin I dent if ication 
Symbol Function 

Write data inputs 

Douro - DouT7 Read data outputs 

Write address reset input 

Read address reset input 

Write enable input 

Read enable input 

WCK Write clock input 

RCK Read clock input 

GND Ground 

Vee +5-volt power supply 

831H-6697A 
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PIN FUNCTIONS 

DINo - D1N1 (Data Inputs) 

In a digital television application, the digital composite 
signal, luminance, chrominance, etc. information is writ
ten into these inputs. 

DouTO - DouT7 (Data Outputs) 

The tri-state outputs are used to access the stored 
information. In a simple digital delay line application, a 
delay of one-half write clock cycle plus a maximum of 
300 ns is required to move data from the data inputs to 
the data outputs. 

RSTW (Write Address Reset Input) 

Bringing this signal low when WE is also low resets the 
internal write address to O. If WE is at a high level when 
the RSTW input is brought low, the internal write address 
is set to 909. The state of this input is strobed by the 
rising edge of WCK. 

RSTR (Read Address Reset Input) 

This signal is strobed by the rising edge of R CK and 
resets the internal read address to O if RE is also low. If 
RE is at a high level when the RSTR input is brought low, 
the internal read address is set to 909. 

WE (Write Enable Input) 

This input controls write operation. If WE is low, all write 
cycles proceed. If WE is at a high level, no data is written 
to storage cells and the write address stops increasing. 
The state of WE is strobed by the rising edge of WCK. 

RE (Read Enable Input) 

This signal is similar to WE but controls read operation. 
If RE is at a high level, the data outpus become high 
impedance and the internal read address stops increas
ing. The state of RE is strobed by the rising edge of RCK. 

WCK (Write Clock Input) 

All write cycles are executed synchronously with WCK. 
The states of both RSTW and WE are strobed by the 
rising edge of WCK at the beginning of a cycle, and the 
data inputs are strobed by the rising edge of WCK at the 
end of a cycle. The internal write address increases with 
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each WCK cycle unless WE is at a high level to hold the 
write address constant. Unless inhibited by WE, the 
internal write address will automatically wrap around 
from 909 to O and begin increasing again. 

RCK (Read Clock Input) 

All read cycles are executed synchronously with RCK. 
The states of both RSTR and RE are strobed by the rising 
edge of RCK at the beginning of a cycle. This same edge 
of RCK starts internal read operation, and access time is 
referenced to this edge. The internal read address in
creases with each RCK cycle unless RE is at a high level 
to hold the read address constant. Unless inhibited by 
RE, the internal read address will automatically wrap 
around from 909 to O and begin increasing again. 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Supply voltage, Vee -1.5 to +7.0 V 

Voltages on any input pin, v1 - 1.5 to + 7.0 V 

Voltage on any output pin, Vo -1.5 to +7.0 V 

Short-circuit output current, las 20mA 

Operating temperature, ToPR - 20 to +70°C 

Storage temperature, TsTG - 55 to + 12s°C 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Supply voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 
Input voltage, high V1H 2.4 5.5 v 
Input voltage, low VIL -1.5 0.8 v 
Operating temperature TA 0 70 oc 

Capacitance 
TA= 25°C; Vee= +5.0 V ±10%; f = 1 MHz 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Unit Pins Under Test 

Input c, 5 pF WE, RE, WCK, ACK, 
capacitance AST\~ RSTR, D1NO -

D1N7 

Output Co 7 pF DouTo - DouT? 
capacitance 
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Block Diagram 

8 

WE 
WCK 

RSTW 

Data 
Input 

Buffers 

DC Characteristics 

Write 
Column 

Selectors 

TA= -20 to +70°C; Vee = +5.0V ± 10% 

Parameter Symbol Min 

Input leakage current 11 -10 

Output leakage current lo -10 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 

Output voltage, low Vol 

AC Characteristics 
TA= -20 to +70°C; Vee = +5.0V ± 10% 

Parameter Symbol 

Write/read cycle operating current Ice 

Write clock cycle time twcK 

WCK pulse width twcw 

WCK precharge time twcP 

Read clock cycle time tRCK 

R CK pulse width tRcw 

RCK precharge time tRCP 

Access time tAc 

Typ 

Read 
Row Selectors 

Write 
Row Selectors 

Max 

10 

10 

0.4 

Unit 

µ.A 

µ.A 

v 
v 

Read 
Column 

Selectors 

Test Conditions 

Data 
Output 
Buffers 

8 

pPD42101 

RE 
RCK 

RSTR 

DouTo-DouT? 

83lH-66988 

V1N = 0 V to Vee; all other pins not under test = 0 V 

DouT disabled; Vo = Oto 5.5 V 

loH = -1 mA 

loL = 2.0 mA 

µ.PD42101-3 µ.PD42101-2 µ.PD42101-1 

min Max Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

70 60 35 mA twcK = twcK 
(min); tRCK = tRCK 
(min) 

34 1090 69 1090 69 1090 ns 

14 25 25 ns 

14 25 25 ns 

34 1090 34 1090 69 1090 ns 

14 14 25 ns 

14 14 25 ns 

27 27 49 ns 
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AC Characteristics (cont) 

11PD42101-3 11PD42101·2 11PD42101-1 

Parameter Symbol min Max Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Output hold time toH 5 5 5 ns 

Output active time tLz 5 27 5 27 5 49 ns (Note 5) 

Output disable time tHz 5 27 5 27 5 49 ns (Note 5) 

Data-in setup time tos 14 18 18 ns 

Data-in hold time toH 5 5 5 ns 

Reset active setup time tRs 14 14 20 ns (Note7) 

Reset active hold time tRH 5 5 5 ns (Note 7) 

Reset inactive hold time tRN1 5 5 5 ns (Note 8) 

Reset inactive setup time tRN2 14 14 20 ns (Note 8) 

Write enable setup time twes 14 20 20 ns (Note 9) 

Write enable hold time lwEH 5 5 5 ns (Note9) 

Write enable high delay from iwEN1 5 5 5 ns (Note 10) 
WCK 

Write enable low delay to WCK twEN2 14 20 20 ns (Note 10) 

Read enable setup time tRES 14 14 20 ns (Note9) 

Read enable hold time tREH 5 5 5 ns (Note9) 

Read enable high delay from tREN1 5 5 5 ns (Note 10) 
ACK 

Read enable low delay to ACK tREN2 14 14 20 ns (Note 10) 

Write disable pulse width tw'2N 0 0 0 ns (Note 6) 

Read disable pulse width tR'2N 0 0 0 ns (Note6) 

Write reset time tRSTW 0 0 0 ns (Note 6) 

Read reset time IRSTR 0 0 0 ns (Note 6) 

Transition time IT 3 35 3 35 3 35 ns 

Notes: 

(1) All voltages are referenced to ground. (7) If either tRs or tRH is less than the specified value, reset 

(2) After power-up, a read reset cycle and a write reset cycle must be operations are not guaranteed. 

executed before proper device operation is achieved. (8) If either IRN1 or IRN2 is less than the specified value, internal reset 

(3) Input pulse rise and fall times assume IT = 5 ns. Input pulse 
operations may extend to cycles immediately preceding or 

levels = GND to 3 V. Transition times are measured between 3 following the period of desired reset operations. 

V and O V. See figure 1. (9) If either twes or twEH (tRES or tREH) is less than the specified 

(4) Input timing reference levels = 1.5 V. Output timing reference value, write (read) disable operations are not guaranteed. 

levels are 0.8 and 2.0 V. See figure 2. (10) If either tweN1 or twEN2 (tReN1 or tREN~ is less than the 

(5) This delay is measured at 200 mV from the steady-state voltage specified value, internal write (read) disable operations may 

with the load specified in figure 4. Under any conditions, tLz ~ extend to cycles immediately preceding or following the period 

!Hz· 
of desired disable operations. 

(6) tw'2N (max) and tR'2N (max) must be satisfied by the following (11) Data is guaranteed to remain valid for a minimum of 1 ms after 

equations in 1-line cycle operation: it is written. After this time, the data stored may be discharged, 

tw'2N + tRsTW +910 (twc0 s 1 ms 
since this device uses a dynamic storage element. 

tR'2N + tRSTR + 910 (tRc0 s 1 ms 
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Figure 1. Input Timing 

831H·6701B 

Figure 2. Output Timing 

I 

2

.ov- - - - - - - -1 __ __,)>----- I • 
o.av- - - - - - - - -\ . 

~---____,831H·6658B 

Figure 3. Output Load for IA.c and toH 

+SV 

1.9kn 

DouT !M~ 1.okn 

= 
83IH-6702B 

Figure 4. Output Load for tLz and tHz 

+5 v 

1.9k'2 

DouT L 1.okn 

-:;- I 
831H-6703B 
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Timing Waveforms 

.Read Cycle 

ACK 

Notes: 

[1) ASTA= VIH· 
[2) V = valid data. 

Write Cycle 

3-138 

Notes: 

[1) ASTW=V1H· 

(2) V = valid data. 

NEC 

·~~---Disable Cycle---+i.-

High Impedance 

831H·6705B 

83IH-6704B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Read Reset Cycle 

"---Cycle n-----+1+---Reset Cycle---'ll>J.il:---Cycle 01----.i~--Cycle 1 

RCK 

Note: 

[1) RE =VJL· 

[2) V = valid data. 

Write Reset Cycle 

Note: 

[1) WE=VJL· 

[2) V = valid data. 

pPD42101 

II 

831H·6707R 

831H-6706B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Write Disable Cycle 

Note: 

[1] V =Valid Data. 

Read Disable Cycle 

RE 

RCK 

DouT 

Note: 

[1] V =Valid Data. 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Re-Read Cycle 

Note: 

[1]RE =VIL· 

[2] V = Valid Data. 

I I 

[3] The data stored in any location can be re-read as many times as desired within a period of 1 ms 
following the writing of data into that location provided that a second write operation has not 
re-written new data into that location. 

pPD42101 

II 

I I I 

83-0036446 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

910-Bit Delay Une Cycle 

tQHR 

WE, RE ViL 

NEC 

~~~~~---~~~~~~~~i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Note: 

[1] V =Valid Data. 

[2] 1 H =the first group of 910 bits. 2H = the second group of 910 bits. 

83-0036578 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

n-Bit Delay Une Cycle 

pPD42101 

WCK 
RCK 

---1H--~--2H=--=--1_ -

"\d~hl-

u 

WE,RE~V~IL;;_~~~~~~--.;s--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Notes: 

(1] V =valid data 

[2] 1 H =the first group of bits. 2H =the second group of n' bits. 

(3] RE= WE= VIL· 
831H·6717B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

n-Bit Delay Une Timing Cycle (1) 

3-144 

Notes: 

[1] RE and WE =V1L. 

[2] V =valid data. 

NEC 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

n-Bit Delay Une Timing Cycle {2} 

WCK 
ACK 

twcw 
tRcw 

-:;~~ ~ r-;RS I J { I 
_K1 l-RH _;_REH IREN2 

RE -

tos ~ 

DouT wmmooomooooo~ 
Notes: 

[1] WE =Vil· 

[2] V =valid data. 

pPD42101 

IJ 

831H·67108 
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Applications 

1H {910-bit) Delay Une 

Any one of the following methods may be used to 
configure a 1 H (910-bit) delay line, or to vary the number 
of delay bits from a minimum of 5 (when operating at 
4fsc) to a maximum of 910 (figure 5). 

(1) Execute a reset cycle proportionate to the desired 
delay length. 

(2) Adjust the input timing of RSTW and RSTR to the 
desired delay length (see waveform for n-bit Delay 
Line Timing 1). 

(3) Adjust the address by disabling WE or RE for a 
period proportionate to the desired delay length. 

Figure 5. Connection of a 1H {910-bit) Delay Une 

Reset 

1 
RSTW RSTR 

Data Inputs _L_ 
D1N 'S 
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RCK RE 

Dour .L 
8 

Data Outputs 

WCK WE 

__._ 
Clock 

831H-6700B 
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Applications (cont) 

Noninterlaced Scan Conversion 

It is also possible to use either one or two µ.PD42101 s for 
noninterlaced scan conversion. If one device is used, the 
same data is read twice at 28.6 MHz (8fsc) to prepare it 
for writing at 14.3 MHz (4fsc). If two devices are used as 
shown in figure 6, data input at 14.3 MHz is read alter
nately at 28.6 MHz with RE. Actual line signals and 
complement line signals are entered as input data. Com
plement signals can also be obtained using the 
µ.PD42101 if resetting is performed for each line. A single 
signal type is assumed in this case. In actual applica
tions, noninterlaced scan conversion with brightness (Y) 
and color difference (C) and RG B signals will require as 
many as two or three times the number of µ.PD42101 
devices shown in this example. 

Figure 6. Example of Noninter/aced Scan Conversion 

Reset 
ACK 

[Bise= 2s.6 MHz] 

RSTW ASTA ACK RE 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 

Transmitted 
Television 

Picture 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

Actual Line 
Data Inputs 
/( 

Interpolated Line 
Data Inputs 
~ 

' ' ' ' Interpolated Line 

Dour t----+--. 

WCK 

RSTW ASTA ACK RE 

Dour t---1--~ 

WCK 

WCK 
[4fsc = 14.3 MHz] 

µPD42101 

Nonlnterlaced Line 
Data Outputs 

' ' ' ' ' ' 

~ 
Displayed 
Television 

Picture 

831H·6699B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Application Timing for Noninterlaced Scan Conversion 

WCK 

~~~~ 
RCK ~~ 

I 1899
1 

1901 I 
1
903

1 1
905

1 1
90; 

898 900 902 904 906 r RE _J 
~ RSTR --i.J,..-~~~~~~~~~.,_~~-~~+--~~~--'.~~-~~~~~-

l tAC ------------ nH -----

DouT --~~-~~~--~-~~-~-;~J'-'~·~~J-~ 
0 1 2 3 4 897 899 901 903 905 

898 900 902 904 906 

rRE l.___~~~~~~--1~~-

l :~~:--~,_ ... ,_,,......,,.....,. .... ,...." ....... ,.........,._,.,.....,.~&IDTidl-----1~--------
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J----------\'r-----trnJii~ 
(

Output data of cycles 900 to ) 
909 may be that of 1 H before. 

0 1 2 3 4 897 

83-0050188 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Basic Timing for Noninterlaced Scan Conversion 

3-150 

WCK 

RCK 

Dour 

455 or 910 Write Cycles 

Note: 

[1] WE=V1L· 
[2] V = Valid Data. 

[3] For compatibility with NTSC standards the WCK frequency is approximately 14.3 MHz. RCK 
cycles at twice this frequency, 28.6 MHz. 

NEC 
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NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µ.PD42102 is a 1,135-word by 8-bit line buffer fabri
cated with a CMOS silicon-gate process. The device 
helps to create a PAL flicker-free television picture (non
interlaced scan conversion) by providing intermediate 
storage and very high-speed read and write operation. 

The µ.PD42102 can also be used as a digital delay line. 
The delay length is variable from 2 bits (at maximum 
clock speed) to 1,135 bits. 

Features 

o 1,135-word x 8-bitorganization 
o Line buffer for PAL, 4fsc digital television systems 
o Asynchronous, simultaneous read/write operation 
o 1H (1,135-bit) delay line capability 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o Three-state outputs 
o Single + 5-volt power supply 
o 24-pin plastic DIP and miniflat packaging 

Ordering Information 
Read Cycle Write Cycle 

Part Number Time (min) Time (min) Package 

,uPD42102C-5 25 ns 25 ns 24-pin plastic DIP 

C-3 34 ns 34 ns 

C-2 34 ns 69 ns 

C-1 69 ns 69 ns 

,uPD42102G-5 25 ns 25 ns 24-pin plastic miniflat 

G-3 34 ns 34 ns 

G-2 34ns 69 ns 

G-1 69 ns 69 ns 

60096 

pPD42102 
Line Buffer for PAL TV 

Pin Configuration 

24-Pin Plastic DIP or Miniflat 

DouTo D1No 
Doun D1N1 
Dour2 D1N2 
DQUT3 DIN3 

RE WE 

GND Vee 

ReK WeK 

DIN4 
Dours D1Ns 
Dours 11 D1Ns 
Dour7 D1N7 

831H·7123A 

Pin Identification 
Symbol Function 

D1No - D1N7 Write data inputs 

DouTo - DouT7 Read data outputs 

Write address reset input 

Read address reset input 

Write enable input. 

Read enable input 

WCK Write clock input 

ACK Read clock input 

GND Ground 

Vee +5-volt power supply 
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PIN FUNCTIONS 

D1No - D1N1 (Data Inputs) 

In a digital television application, the digital composite 
signal, luminance, chrominance, etc. information is writ
ten into these inputs. 

Douro - Doun (Data Outputs) 

The tri-state outputs are used to access the stored 
information. In a simple digital delay line application, a 
delay of one-half write clock cycle plus a maximum of 
300 ns is required to move data from the data inputs to 
the data outputs. 

RSTW (Write Address Reset Input) 

Bringing this signal low when WE is also low resets the 
internal write address to O. If WE is at a high level when 
the RSTW input is brought low, the internal write address 
is set to 1,134. The state of this input is strobed by the 
rising edge of WCK. 

RSTR (Read Address Reset Input) 

This signal is strobed by the rising edge of RCK and 
resets the internal read address too if RE is also low. If 
RE is at a high level when the RSTR input is brought low, 
the internal read address is set to 1,134. 

WE (Write Enable Input) 

This input controls write operation. If WE is low, all write 
cycles proceed. If WE is at a high level, no data is written 
to storage cells and the write address stops increasing. 
The state of WE is strobed by the rising edge of WCK. 

RE (Read Enable Input) 

This signal is similar to WE but controls read operation. 
If RE is at a high level, the data outpus become high 
impedance and the internal read address stops increas
ing. The state of RE is strobed by the rising edge of RCK. 

WCK (Write Clock Input) 

All write cycles are executed synchronously with WCK. 
The states of both RSTW and WE are strobed by the 
rising edge of WCK at the beginning of a cycle, and the 
data inputs are strobed by the rising edge of WCK at the 
end of a cycle. The internal write address increases with 
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each WCK cycle unless WE is at a high level to hold the 
write address constant. Unless inhibited by WE, the 
internal write address will automatically wrap around 
from 1,134 to O and begin increasing again. 

RCK (Read Clock Input) 

All read cycles are executed synchronously with RCK. 
The states of both RSTR and RE are strobed by the rising 
edge of R CK at the beginning of a cycle. This same edge 
of RCK starts internal read operation, and access time is 
referenced to this edge. The internal read address in
creases with each RCK cycle unless RE is at a high level 
to hold the read address constant. Unless inhibited by 
RE, the internal read address will automatically wrap 
around from 1,134 to O and begin increasing again. 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Supply voltage, Vee -1.5 to +7.0 V 

Voltages on any input pin, V1 - 1.5 to + 7.0 V 

Voltage on any output pin, Vo -1.5 to +7.0 V 

Short-circuit output current, las 20mA 

Operating temperature, ToPR -20 to +70°C 

Storage temperature, TsTG - 55 to + 125°C 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Supply voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 
Input voltage, high V1H 2.4 5.5 v 
Input voltage, low V1L -1.5 0.8 v 
Operating temperature TA -20 70 cc 

Capacitance 
TA= 25°C; Vee= +5.0 V ±10%; f = 1 MHz 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Unit Pins Under Test 

Input C1 5 pF WE, RE, WCK, RCK, 
capacitance RSTW, RSTR, 

D1No- D1N7 

Output Co 7 pF Douro - DouT7 
capacitance 
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Block Diagram 

WE 

WCK 

RSTW 

8 Data 
Input 

Buffers 

DC Characteristics 

Write 
Column 

Selectors 

TA = -20 to +70°C; Vee = +5.0V ± 10% 

Parameter Symbol Min 

Input leakage current 11 -10 

Output leakage current lo -10 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 

Output voltage, low Vol 

AC Characteristics 
TA = -20 to +70°C; Vee = +5.0V ± 10% 

Typ 

Read 
Row Selectors 

Write 
Row Selectors 

Max 

10 

10 

0.4 

Unit 

µ.A 

µ.A 

v 
v 

Read 
Column 

Selectors 

Test Conditions 

Data 
Output 
Buffers 

8 

pPD42102 

RE 
RCK 

RSTR 

Douro-Doun 

831H·6698B 

V1N = o V to V cc; all other pins not under test = O V 

Dour disabled; Vo = Oto 5.5 V 

loH = -1 mA 

loL = 2.0 mA 

µPD42102-5 µPD42102-3 µPD42102-2 µPD42102-1 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Write/read cycle operating current lee 80 80 70 40 mA twcK = twcK (min); 
tRCK = tRCK (min) 

Write clock cycle time twcK 25 880 28 880 56 880 56 880 ns 

WCK pulse width twcw 10 12 20 20 ns 

WCK precharge time twcP 10 12 20 20 ns 

Read clock cycle time tRCK 25 880 28 880 28 880 56 880 ns 

RCK pulse width tRCW 10 12 12 20 ns 

RCK precharge time tRCP 10 12 12 20 ns 

Access time tAC 18 21 21 40 ns 

Output hold time toH 5 5 5 5 ns 
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AC Characteristics (cont) 

iiPD42102-5 iiPD42102-3 1£PD42102-2 iiPD42102-1 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Access time after a reset cycle tACR 18 21 21 40 ns 

Output hold time after a reset cycle to HR 5 5 5 5 ns 

Output active time tLz 5 18 5 21 5 21 5 40 ns (Note 4) 

Output disable time tHz 5 18 5 21 5 21 5 40 ns (Note 4) 

Data-in setup time tos 7 12 15 15 ns 

Data-in hold time toH 3 5 5 5 ns 

Reset active setup time tRs 7 12 12 20 ns (Note 7) 

Reset active hold time tRH 3 5 5 5 ns (Note7) 

Reset inactive hold time tRN1 3 5 5 5 ns (Note 8) 

Reset inactive setup time tRN2 7 12 12 20 ns (Note 8) 

Write enable setup time twES 7 12 20 20 ns (Note 9) 

Write enable hold time twEH 3 5 5 5 ns (Note9) 

Write enable high delay from WCK twEN1 3 5 5 5 ns (Note 10) 

Write enable low delay to WCK twEN2 7 12 20 20 ns (Note 10) 

Read enable setup time tRES 7 12 12 20 ns (Note 9) 

Read enable hold time tREH 3 5 5 5 ns (Note 9) 

Read enable high delay from RCK tREN1 3 5 5 5 ns (Note 10) 

Read enable low delay to ACK tREN2 7 12 12 20 ns (Note 10) 

Write disable pulse width twerv 0 0 0 0 ns (Note 5) 

Read disable pulse width tRerv 0 0 0 0 ns (Note 5) 

Write reset time iRSTW 0 0 0 0 ns (Note 5) 

Read reset time tRSTR 0 0 0 0 ns (Note 5) 

Transition time tT 3 35 3 35 3 35 3 35 ns 

Notes: 

(1) All voltages are referenced to ground. (6) This parameter applies when tRcK :<! tAcR (max). 

(2) Input pulse rise and fall times assume tT = 5 ns. Input pulse (7) If either tRs or tRH is less than the specified value, reset 
levels = GND to 3 V. Transition times are measured between 3 operations are not guaranteed. 
Vand O V. (8) If eithertRN1 ortRN2 is Jess than the specified value, internal reset 
For the -5 version only, tT = 3 ns; input pulse levels = 0.4 to 2.4 operations may extend to cycles immediately preceding or 
V; transition times are measured between 0.4 and 2.4 V. See following the period of desired reset operations. 
figures 1 and 2. 

(3) Input timing reference levels = 1.5 V. Output timing reference 
(9) If either twES or twEH (tRES or tREH) is less than the specified 

levels are 0.8 and 2.0 V. See figure 3. 
value, write (read) disable operations are not guaranteed. 

(4) This delay is measured at 200 mV from the steady-state voltage 
(10) If either twEN1 or twEN2 (1REN1 or tREN2) is less than the 

specified value, internal write (read) disable operations may 
with the load specified in figure 5. Under any conditions, tLz :<! extend to cycles immediately preceding or following the period 
tHz· of desired disable operations. 

(5) twerv (max) and tRerv (max) must be satisfied by the following (11) Data is guaranteed to remain valid for a minimum of 1 ms after 
equations in 1-Jine cycle operation: it is written. After this time, the data stored may be invalid, since 
twEW + tRSTW +1,135 (twcK) s 1 ms this device uses a dynamic storage element. 
tRerv + tRSTR + 1, 135 (tRcK) :::; 1 ms 
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Figure 1. Input Timing 

631H-6701B 

Figure 2. Input Timing for µPD42102-5 

II 
631H·7124B 

Figure 3. Output Timing 

2.0V- - - - - - - - -; ___ )>-----
0.8V- - - - - - - - -\ . 

Figure 4. Output Load for tAc tAclh toH and to HR 

+SV 

1.9kn 

DouT----. 

1.0 kn 

83IH-6702B 

Figure 5. Output Load for tLz and tHz 

+SV 

1.9kn 

DouT lpF 1.0 kn 

-=-
831H-6703B 
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Timing Waveforms 

Read Cycle 

RCK 

RE 

Notes: 

[1] RSTR = V1H· 

[2] V = valid data. 

Write Cycle 

3-156 

Notes: 

[1] RSTW=V1H· 

(2] V = valid data. 

NEC 

·~~---Disable Cycle---~~Cycle n + 3 

High Impedance 

831H·6705B 

831H·6704B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Read Reset Cycle 

pPD42102 

14----'Cycle n--...... 14----Reset Cycle---J~---Cycle 0---...~--Cycle 1---.-i 

RCK 

tRs-...~--tRSTR--~~-

[1] RE= VIL· 
[2] V =valid data. 

831H·6707B 

Write Reset Cycle 

WCK -Cyc....__len ---'~_~,:~ci=d--:-~,_'" -1,__"' -----~\•'=1-

•:~ 
toH 

Note: 

[1] WE=VIL· 

[2] V =valid data. 
831H-6706B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Write Disable Cycle 

Note: 

[1] V =Valid Data. 

Read Disable Cycle 

RCK 

Dour 

Note: 

[1] V =Valid Data. 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Re-Read Cycle 

Note: 

(1] RE= V1L· 

(2] V = Valid Data. 

I I 

[3] The data stored in any location can be re-read as many times as desired within a period of 1 ms 
following the writing of data into that location provided that a second write operation has not 
re-written new data into that location. 

pPD42102 

IJ 

I I I 

83-0036448 
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NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µPD42505 is a 5048-word by 8-bit dual-port line 
buffer fabricated with a silicon-gate CMOS process. The 
device is capable of asynchronous read and write 
operation at high speed, and can be used as a time axis 
converter or a digital delay line of up to 5048 bits (10 bits 
minimum at maximum frequency). 

Applications include image processing in facsimile ma
chines, plain paper copiers, video systems, and other 
optical scanners; time base correction in video play
back systems; and data communication buffering in 
multiprocessor systems and local area networks. 

Features 

o 5048-word x 8-bit organization 
o Dual-port operation 
o Image processing and data communications 

applications 
o Asynchronous and simultaneous reading/writing 
o 1 H (5048-bit) delay line capability 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o Three-state outputs 
o Single + 5-volt power supply 
o 24-pin plastic DIP and 28-pin plastic ZIP packaging 

Pin Identification 
Symbol Function 

Write data inputs 

DouTo - Doun Read data outputs 

RCK Read clock input 

Read enable input 

Read address reset input 

Write address reset input 

WCK Write clock input 

Write enable input 

GND Ground 

Vee +5-volt power supply 

60100 

pPD42505 
Line Buffer for 

Communications Systems 

Pin Configurations 

24-Pin Plastic DIP 

Douro 

Doun 

DouT2 3 

DoUT3 

RE 
RSTR 
GND 

DoUT4 

DouTs 

Dou TS 

Doun 

28-Pin Plastic ZIP 

DINO 

DJN1 

DJN2 

DJN3 
WE 

RSTW 

Vee 

WeK 

D1N4 

DINS 

D1Ns 

DJN7 

GND 1 :1:, "' 2 GND 
DJN3 3 :1:, :n 4 DJN2 

DJN1 S :1:, :1' 6 DJNO 
Vee 7 :1: 

DouT1 9 :::' :i' 8 DOUTO 

DoUT3 11 :::' :n 10 DOUT2 
-- ::n 12 GND 
RSTR 13 :1

:, :n 14 RE 
RCK 1S :::, :n 16 GND 

DoUT4 17 :1: •. ,, 
18 

D 
DoUT6 19 :1:' ••• OUTS 

Vee 21 :1! :n 20 DOUT7 

RSTW 23 :1:' :
1
' 22 WE 

DINS 2S :1:' :i' 24 D IN7 
D .} :i' 26 DINS 

IN4 27 ···, :n 28 WCK 

83YL-7174A 

83YL·7175A 
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Block Diagram 

RE 
RCK 

Read 
Row Selectors 

8 Data 
Input 

Buffers 

Write 
Column 

Selectors 

Read 
Column 

Selectors 

Data 
Output 
Buffers Douro - DouT? 

Write 
Row Selectors 

WE 

WCK 

RSTW 

Ordering Information 

831H·6698B 

Device Cycle Time (min) Read Access Time (max) Hold Time (min) Package 

µPD42505C-50 50 ns 40 ns 

C-75 75 ns 55 ns 

C-50H 50 ns 40 ns 

C-75H 75 ns 55 ns 

µPD42505V-50 50 ns 40 ns 

V-75 75 ns 55 ns 

V-50H 50 ns 40 ns 

V-75H 75 ns 55 ns 

Pin Functions 

D1No through D1N7 (Data Inputs). New data is entered 
on these pins. 

DouTo through DouT7 (Data Outputs). These tri-state 
outputs are used to access stored information. In a 
simple digital delay line application, a minimum delay of 
10 clock cycles is required to move data from the input 
pins to the output pins. 

RCK (Read Clock Input). All read cycle are executed 
synchronously with RCK. The states of both RSTR and 
RE are strobed by the rising edge of RCK at the 

3-162 

5 ms 24-pin plastic DIP 

20 ms 

5 ms 28-pin plastic ZIP 

20 ms 

beginning of a cycle. This same edge of RCK starts 
internal read operation, and access time is referenced 
to this edge. The internal read address increments with 
each RCK cycle, unless RE is high to hold the read 
address constant. Unless inhibited by RE, the internal 
read address will automatically wrap around from 5047 
to O and begin incrementing again. 

RE (Read Enable Input). This signal controls read 
operation. If RE is low, all read cycles proceed. If RE is at 
a high level, the data outputs become high impedance 
and the internal read address stops incrementing. The 
state of RE is strobed by the rising edge of RCK. 



NEC 
RSTR (Read Address Reset Input). This signal is 
strobed by the rising edge of RCK and resets the 
internal read address to o. 
RSTW (Write Address Reset Input). Bringing this sig
nal low resets the internal write address to o. The state 
of this input is strobed by the rising edge of WCK. 

WCK (Write Clock Input). All write cycles are executed 
synchronously with WCK. The states of both RSTW and 
WE are strobed by the rising edge of WCK at the 
beginning of a cycle, and the data inputs are strobed by 
the rising edge of WCK at the end of a cycle. The internal 
write address increments with each WCK cycle, unless 
WE is at a high level to hold the write address constant. 
Unless inhibited by WE, the internal write address will 
automatically wrap around from 5047 to O and begin 
incrementing again. 

WE (Write Enable lnput).This input is similar to RE but 
controls write operation. If WE is at a high level, no data 
is written to storage eel Is and the write address does 
not increment. The state of WE is strobed by the rising 
edge of WCK. 

Operation 

Reset Cycle. The µPD42505 requires the initialization of 
internal circuits using the RSTW/RSTR reset signals 
before starting operation as a time axis converter or a 
digital delay line. 

A reset cycle can be executed at any time and does not 
depend on the state of RE or WE. However, RSTW and 
RSTR must satisfy required setup and hold times as 
measured from the rising edges of WCK and RCK. 

Write/Read Cycles. Write and read cycles are synchro
nized to their respective WCK/RCK inputs and executed 
individually when WCK or RCK is high and WE or RE is 
low. Write data must satisfy setup and hold times as 
specified from the rising edge of WCK New data written 
to a particular address is available for reading after 1/2 
write cycle+ 500 ns (maximum). 

The access time of a read cycle is measured from the 
rising edge of RCK, either by tAcR for an access during 
the first cycle directly after a reset begins, or by tAc for 
an access under other conditions. Stored data is read 
nondestructively; data can be read repeatedly within a 
prescribed time of 5 ms maximum (20 ms maximum for 
-H versions). 

Time Axis Conversion. To use the µPD42505 as a time 
axis converter, write and read cycles must be control led 
independently. Write and read ports must be initialized 

pPD42505 

separately using the reset signals. Write cycles can then 
be executed in synchronization with WCK and write 
data can be stored sequentially from address o of this 
device. Afterward, when a read cycle is executed in 
synchronization with RCK, stored data can be read 
sequentially from address o. 
Since write and read cycles can be executed indepen
dently, data loaded at one arbitrary drive frequency can 
be read at another arbitrary drive frequency. In this 
sense, the µPD42505 functions as a time axis converter. 

Digital Delay Line. The µPD42505 can be easily used 
as a digital delay line of 5,048 bits or less. After the 
internal circuits are initialized using simultaneous 
RSTW/RSTR signals, write/read cycles also may be 
executed simultaneously by supplying the same pulse 
to the write (WCK) and read (RCK) clocks. Write data is 
always read after the full 5,048-bit delay if neither write 
nor read operation has been inhibited. This is the 
essential delay line function. 

If either WE or RE is set at a nonselected (high) level for 
several cycles while the other is maintained in a se
lected (low) level,. the delay line length can differ from 
5,048 bits. 

For example, if only WE is a set to a high level (write 
disable) for a small number of cycles, read cycles are 
executed continuously and the delay line length·is large 
(see the waveform for "(5048-m)-Bit Delay Line No. 2"). 
Alternatively, if only RE is set to a high level (read 
disable) for a small number of cycles, write cycles are 
executed continuously and the delay line length is 
small. Note that the minimum delay line length is 10 bits 
(for maximum frequency operation) and the maximum 
is 5,048 bits. 

A data delay of 5,048 bits or less can also be obtained by 
applying the RSTW and RSTR signals at different times. 
For example, data loaded for "m" cycles after RSTW can 
then be read after supplying RSTR. In this case, since 
write data can be read from the beginning after a delay 
of "m" cycles, the device can be used as an "m-bit" 
digital delay line. 

The RSTW/RSTR reset signals can also be simulta
neously loaded at every 1 H (horizontal line) period. In 
this case, write data loaded in the previous line cycle is 
read out from the beginning as read data after the reset. 
Therefore, a delay line length ranging from 10 to 5,048 
bits can be obtained according to the length of the reset 
signals supplied. Refer to the timing waveform for an 
"n-Bit Delay Line." 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Supply voltage, Vee -1.5to +7.0V 

Voltage on any input pin, V1 -1.5 to +7.0 V 

Voltage on any output pin, Vo -1.5 to +7.0 V 

Short-circuit output current, los 20mA 

Operating temperature, ToPR -20 to +70°C 

Storage temperature, TsrG -55 to +125 °C 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

DC Characteristics 
TA= -20to +70°C; Vee= +5.0V ±10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ 

Write/read cycle operating current Ice 

Input leakage current 11 -10 

Output leakage current lo -10 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 

Output voltage, low Vol 

AC Characteristics 
TA= -20 to +70°C; Vee = + 5.0 V ±10% 

NEC 
Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Supply voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 
Input voltage, high V1H 2.4 Vee v 
Input voltage, low V1L -1.5 0.8 v 
Ambient temperature TA -20 70 oc 

Capacitance 
TA= 25°C; Vee= +5.0V ±10%; f = 1 MHz 

Parameter Symbol Max Unit Test Conditions 

Input C1 5 pf WE, RE, WCK, ACK, 
capacitance RSTw, ASTA, DINO - D1N7 

Output Co 7 pf Douro - Doun 
capacitance 

Notes: 

(1) These parameters are sampled and not 100% tested. 

Max Unit Test Conditions 

60 mA 

10 µA V1 = O V to Vee; all other pins not under test ;= O V 

10 µA Dour disabled; Vo = o to 5.5 V 

v loH = -1 mA 

0.4 v loL = 2 mA 

µ.PD42505-50 µ.PD42505-75 µ.PD42505-50H µPD42505·75H 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Write clock cycle time tweK 50 990 75 990 50 3960 75 3960 ns 

WCK pulse width twcw 20 30 20 30 ns 

WCK precharge time twcP 20 30 20 30 ns 

Read clock cycle time tRCK 50 99,0 75 990 50 3960 75 3960 ns 

ACK pulse width tReW 20 30 20 30 ns 

ACK precharge time tReP 20 30 20 30 ns 

Access time tAe 40 55 40 55 ns 

Access time after a reset tAeR 40 55 40 55 ns 
cycle 

Output hold time toH 5 5 5 5 ns 

Output hold time after a to HR 5 5 5 5 ns (Note 7) 
reset cycle 

Output active time tLz 5 40 5 55 5 40 5 55 ns (Note 4) 

Output disable time tHz 5 40 5 55 5 40 5 55 ns (Note 4) 

Data-in setup time tos 15 20 15 20 ns 
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AC Characteristics 
TA = -20 to +70°C; Vee = + 5.0 V ±10% 

l'PD42505-50 l'PD42505·75 l'PD42505-SOH l'PD42505-75H 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Data-in hold time toH 5 5 5 5 ns 

Reset active setup time tRs 15 20 15 20 ns (Note 8) 

Reset active hold time tRH 5 5 5 5 ns (Note 8) 

Reset inactive hold time tRN1 5 5 5 5 ns (Note 9) 

Reset inactive setup time tRN2 15 20 15 20 ns (Note 9) 

Write enable setup time twEs 15 20 15 20 ns (Note 10) 

Write enable hold time twEH 5 5 5 5 ns (Note 10) 11 Write enable high delay from twEN1 5 5 5 5 ns (Note 11) 
WCK 

Write enable low delay to twEN2 15 20 15 20 ns (Note 11) 
WCK 

Read enable setup time tRES 15 20 15 20 ns (Note 10) 

Read enable hold time tREH 5 5 5 5 ns (Note 10) 

Read enable high delay from tREN1 5 5 5 5 ns (Note 11) 
ACK 

Read enable low delay to tREN2 15 20 15 20 ns (Note 11) 
ACK 

Write disable pulse width twEW 0 0 0 0 ms (Note 6) 

Read disable pulse width tREW 0 0 0 0 ms (Note 6) 

Write reset time tRSTW 0 0 0 0 ms (Note 6) 

Read reset time tRSTR 0 0 0 0 ms (Note 6) 

Transition time tT 3 35 3 35 3 35 3 35 ns 

Notes: 

(1) All voltages are referenced to ground. (7) This parameter applies when tReK 2: tAeR (max) 

(2) Input pulse rise and fall times assume tT = 5 ns. (8) If either tRs or tRH is less than the specified value, reset 

(3) Input pulse levels = GND to 3 V. Transition times are measured 
operations are not guaranteed. 

between 3 V and 0 V. (9) If either tRN1 or tRN2 is less than the specified value, internal 

(4) This delay is measured at ±200 mvfrom the steady-state voltage 
reset operations may extend to cycles immediately preceding or 
following the period of desired reset operations. 

with the load specified in figure 2. Under any conditions, tLz 2: 
(10) If either twes or twEH (tRES or tREHl is less than the specified tHz· 

(5) Input timing reference levels = 1.5 V. 
value, write (read) disable operations are not guaranteed. 

(11) If either twEN1 or twEN2 (tREN1 or tREN2l is less than the 
(6) twew (max) and tREW (max) must be satisfied by the next specified value, internal write (read) disable operations may 

equations in pne line cycle operation: extend to cycles immediately preceding or following the period 
twEW + tRsTW + 5048tweK s 5 ms (20 ms for -H versions) of desired disable operations. 
tREW + tRsTR + 5048tReK s 5 ms (20 ms for -H versions) 
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Figure 1. Output Load for tAc11 tAcR11 toH11 and toHR 

+SV 

1.9kQ 

Dour---.... 

1.0kQ 

83IH·6702B 

Figure 2. Output Load for tLz and tHz 

+SV 

1.9kQ 

Dour----e 

1.0kQ 

831H·6703B 

Figure 3. Input Timing 

B31H·6701B 

Figure 4. Output Timing 

2.0V- - - - - - - - -1 ____ ____,)~-
0.SV- - - - - - - - -\ . 
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Timing Waveforms 

Write Cycle 

Notes: 

[1] RSTW=VJH· 

[2] V = valid data. 

Read Cycle 

RCK 

Notes: 

[1] RSTR=VJH· 

[2] V = valid data. 

pPD42505 

IJ 

831H·67048 

High Impedance 

83IH·6705B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Write Reset Cycle 

Notes: 

[1] WE=VIL· 

[2] V = valid data. 

Read Reset Cycle 

NEC 

831H·67068 

-----'Cycle n--_.~--Reset Cycle--,,..,..E----Cycle o--~~--Cycle 1----

RCK 

IRs-----IRSTR--~~-

Notes: 

[1) RE= VIL· 

[2] V =valid data. 
831H-67078 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Time Axis Conversion Cycle 

Notes: 

[1) WE=RE=VJL 

[2) V = valid data. 

[3) Read cycles commence from the rising edge of RCK. For the first cycle 
in a group of reset cycles, the read access time is defined as tACR. 
In all other cycles, tAc defines the read access time. 

[4) Write data is strobed into the device on the rising edge of WCK at the 
end of a cycle. 

pPD42505 

11 

83vG·71nB 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

5048-Bit Delay Une Cycle 

WE, RE VIL 

Notes: 

[1] V =valid data. 

[2) 1 H = the first group of 5048 bits. 

2H = the second group of 5048 bits. 

83vG-717SB 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

n-Bit Delay Line Cycle 

pPD42505 

1H-~2H=--=-4_ -

WCK 
RCK 

Notes: 

[1] V =valid data 

[2] 1 H =the first group of bits. 2H =the second group of n' bits. 

[3] RE= WE= VIL· 

H ~ ~ ~ 

u 

831H·S717B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Re-Read Cycle 

WCK 
RCK 

Notes: 

(1] RE=V1L 
[2] V =valid data. 

I 

I I 

[3] The data stored In any location can be re-read as many times as desired, 
within a period of 5 ms following the writing of data Into that location, provided 
that a second write cycle has not rewritten new data Into that location. 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Write Disable Cycle 

WE 

WCK 

Notes: 

[1] V = valid data. 

Read Disable Cycle 

RE 

RCK 

Dour 

Notes: 

[1] V =valid data. 

pPD42505 

twEW J 
°'"".cy •• : r---------------------

IJ 

83vG-7181B 

tREW J 
rn"bl' Cyde: r.__--------------

High Impedance 

83vG-7182B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

{5048-m)-Bit Delay Line No. 1 

WCK 
RCK 

Dour 

Dour 

3-174 

Notes: 

[1) RE=V1L: 

(2) V = valid data. 

v 
(0-5048) 

v 
(1-5048) 

v 
[m-1-5048) 

v 
[m-5048) 

v 
[m+1-5048) 

v 
[m+2-5048) 

NEC 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

{5048-m)-Bit Delay Line No. 2 

WCK 
RCK 

pPD42505 

RSTR 
RSTW -----mCyd"~ 

WE 

DouT 

DouT 

Notes: 

[1] RE =Vn: 

[2] V =valid data. 

v 
[0-5048] 

v 
[1-5048] 

\'----------
v 

[m-1-5048] 

D 

v 
[m-5048] 

v 
[m+1-5048] 

v 
[m+2-5048] 

83vG·71BOB 
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NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µPD42270 is a field buffer designed for NTSC TV 
applications and for other applications where serial 
data is needed. Equipped with four planes of 263-line by 
910-bit storage, the µPD42270 can execute serial write 
and read cycles on any of the 263 lines. Within a line, 
four planes of 910 bits each may be written or read at 
the NTSC sampling rate of 4fsc· 

Each of the four planes in the µPD42270 is equipped 
with two ports, one each for the write and read data 
registers. Each of the registers is split into two 455-bit 
segments but functions as if it were organized as one 
scan line of 910 bits. Independent control of write and 
read operation makes it possible for the device to 
operate synchronously or asynchronously at a clock 
frequency of 14.3 MHz or higher. 

The synchronous option simplifies interframe lumi
nance (Y) and chrominance (C) separation and inter
field noise reduction and makes it easy to obtain a 
one-field delay line for digital 1V and VCR applications 
requiring NTSC 4fsc sampling. To obtain a very long 
delay, field length can be configured from 260 to 263 
lines and line length of the last line from 896 to 910 bits. 

The asynchronous option is useful in applications such 
as frame synchronization and time base correction, 
where line jump, line hold, line reset and pointer clear 
functions are required to support special effects in TV 
field processing. 

Regular refreshing of the device's dynamic storage cells 
is performed automatically by an internal circuit. All 
inputs and outputs, including clocks, are TTL
compatible. The µPD42270 is packaged in a 400-mil, 
28-pin plastic DIP and is guaranteed for operation at 
-20 to + 70°C. 

Ordering Information 

pPD42270 
NTSC Field Buffer 

Pin Configuration 

28-Pin Plastic DIP 

w MODE 

ACK RLRST 

WCK WLRST 

RCLR RLJ 

WCLR WLJ 

LSo BS3/RLH 

LS1 BS2/WLH 

GND Vee 
TEST BS1/RCO 

OE BSo!WCO 

DOUTo DINo 

DOUT1 DIN1 

DOUT2 DIN2 

DOUT3 DIN3 

831H-7086A 

Features 

o Three functional blocks 
-Four 263-line x 910-bit storage planes 
- Four 910-bit write registers, one for each plane 
----: Four 910-bit read registers, one for each plane 

o Two data ports: serial write and serial read 

o Asynchronous operation 
- Dual-port accessibility 
- Carry-out feature to indicate position of scan 

line 
- Line jump, line hold, line reset, and pointer clear 

functions 

o Synchronous operation 
- Variable field length: from 260 to 263 lines 
- Variable last line length: from 896 to 910 bits 

o Automatic refreshing 

o CMOS technology 
Access Time Cycle Time 

Part Number (max) (min) Package o Fully TTL-compatible inputs, outputs, and clocks 

µPD42270C-60 40 ns 60 ns 28-pin plastic DIP 0 Three-state outputs 
o Single + 5-volt power supply 

o On-chip substrate bias generator 

o Standard 400-mil, 28-pin plastic DIP packaging 

60101 3-177 

• 
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Pin I dent if ication 
Symbol Function 

Write data inputs 

Douro • Dour3 Read data outputs 

Write enable 

Output enable 

WCK Write clock input 

ACK Read clock input 

Write pointer clear 

Read pointer clear 

Write line reset 

Read line reset 

WW Write line jump 

RLJ Read line jump 

WLH Write line hold 

RLH Read line hold 

wco Write data register carry output 

RCO Read data register carry output 

Line select inputs 

BSo • BS3 Bit select inputs 

MODE Synchronous/asynchronous control 

GND Ground 

Vee +5-volt power supply 

TEST Test pin (connect to GND in system) 

Pin Functions 

DINo - D1N3• These pins function as write data inputs, 
e.g., for 4fsc composite color or brightness signals. 

Douro - DouT3· These pins are three-state read data 
outputs. 

W A low level on W enables write operation. W must be 
kept low throughout the entire scan line to ensure that 
data is stored serially; if W goes high any time during 
the WCK clock sequencing for a line, write operation 
will be disabled for the half of the line (455 bits) being 
written. The write address pointer increments in syn
chronization with WCK, regardless of W. 
OE. This signal controls read data output. When OE is 
low, read data is output on Douro-Dour3. When OE is 
high, DouTO - Dour3 are in a state of high impedance. 
The read address pointer is incremented by RCK, re
gardless of the signal level of OE. 

WCK The rising edge of WCK latches write data from 
D1No - D1N3• Each time this signal is activated, the write 
bit pointer increments sequentially and 4 bits of data 
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are sampled and loaded into the write register. Although 
the register functions as one scan line of 910 bits, data 
is moved into and out of it in blocks of 455 x 4 bits. While 
455 serial write cycles are being executed in one-half of 
the register, the 455 addresses previously written to the 
other half are simultaneously transferred to storage. 
Writing continues in this manner, alternating between 
the two halves of the register. Automatic refreshing and 
data transfer timing decisions are made by the internal 
arbitration circuit after each block of 455 addresses has 
been written. 

RCK. The rising edge of RCK initiates read operation. 
Each time this signal is activated, the bit pointer incre
ments by 1 and serial read cycles are executed in the 
read register. Although the register functions as one 
scan line of 910 bits, data is moved into and out of it in 
blocks of 455 x 4 bits. While 455 serial read cycles are 
being executed in one-half of the register, the 455 
addresses previously read out of the other half are 
replaced by data from the storage array. Reading con
tinues in this manner, alternating between the two 
halves of the register. Automatic refreshing and data 
transfer timing decisions are made by the arbitration 
circuit after each block of 455 addresses has been read. 
In synchronous operation, WCK controls read cycles 
and RCK is not used. 

WCLR. When WLRST is high, WCLR can be brought low 
to clear the write pointers to address O of the data 
register and scan line o of the storage array. At least 
one rising edge of WCK must occur while WCLR is held 
low for a minimum of 3 µs to ensure clearing of both 
pointers. The clear function ends when WCLR goes 
high. If WLRST is still high, the next rising edge of WCK 
writes the data on D1No -D1N3 into address O of the write 
register. 

R'CiJi. When RLRST is high, RCLR can be brought low 
to clear the read pointers to address 0 of the data 
register and scan line O of the storage array (asynchro
nous operation on~ least one rising edge of RCK 
must occur while RCLR is held low for a minimum of 
3 µs to ensure clearing of both pointers. The clear 
function ends when RCLR goes high. If RLRST is still 
high, the data from address o is read out on Douro -
D0 ur3 and the next rising edge of RCK initiates data 
access from address 1. · 

WLRST. This pin is used in synchronous or asynchro
nous operation to reset the bit pointer to address O of 
the line following the one to which the signal is applied. 
In standard write operation, the scan line pointer incre
ments by 1 whenever the bit pointer reaches the last 
address of a line. If WCLR is high, WLRST can be 
brought low for a minimum of 3 µs to force an end-of-
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line condition, whereby write cycles begin executing 
from address o of the next sequential scan line. When 
used in conjunction with WLH, WLR8T resets the cur
rent scan line; when combined with WLJ, WLR8T begins 
writing from address o of the line to which the scan line 
pointer is jumped. 

R LAST. This pin is valid in asynchronous operation and 
can be used to reset the bit pointer to address o of the 
read line following the one to which the signal is 
applied. In standard read operation, the scan line 
pointer increments by 1 whenever the bit pointer 
reaches the last address of a line. If RCLR is high, 
RLRST can be brought low for a minimum of 3µs to 
force an end-of-line condition, whereby read cycles 
begin executing from address O of the next sequential 
scan line. When used in conjunction with RLH, RLR8T 
resets the current scan line; when combined with RLJ, 
RLRST begins reading from address O of the line to 
which the scan line pointer is jumped. 

WLJ. Each positive pulse of this signal increments the 
write scan line pointer by one line (asynchronous 
operation only). WLJ is sampled at the rising edge of 
WCK. If WLJ is high, a single jump is executed. If WLJ 
remains high, no further jumps occur. To jump again, 
WLJ must go low for at least one rising edge of WCK 
before going high again. It takes a minimum of two WCK 
cycles to complete a line jump. The first cycle senses 
the high level of WLJ and increments the scan line 
pointer. An additional WCK cycle with WlJ low is re
quired to complete the function. If more than one line 
jump is needed, then the sequence must be repeated. A 
line jump occurs either when the current line has been 
completely filled or after WLR8T has reset the write 
address. The new scan line can be calculated by 
n+ 11+1 x (where "n" is the current line and "x" equals 
the number of positive WLJ pulses). Changes in the level 
of WLJ must be made when the bit pointer is between 
locations 229 and 909 of the current line and when 
WCLR and WLRST are high and WL H is low. 

R LJ. Each positive pulse of this signal increments the 
read scan line pointer by one line (asynchronous oper
ation only). RLJ is sampled at the rising edge of RCK. If 
RLJ remains high, a single line jump is executed. To 
jump again, R LJ must go low for at least one rising edge 
of ACK before going high again. It takes a minimum of 
two RCK cycles to complete a line jump. The first cycle 
senses the high level of RLJ and increments the scan 
line pointer. An additional RCK cycle with RLJ low is 
required to complete the function.If more than one line 
jump is needed, then this sequence must be repeated. 

A line jump occurs either when the current line has been 
completely read or after R LR8T has reset the read 
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address. The new scan line can be calculated by 
n+ 1 + x (where "n" is the current line and "x" equals 
the number of positive RLJ pulses). 

Changes in the level of RLJ must be made when the bit 
pointer is between locations 682 and 909 of the previ
ous line, or between o and 452 of the current line, and 
when RCLA and ALR8T are high and ALH is low. 

WLH. Once this input is applied, the write scan line 
pointer will hold its position even if successive write 
clocks are applied. The level of WLH is sampled at the 
rising edge of WCK and must be applied between 
locations 229 and 909 of the line to be held. The held 
line is released after 910 addresses have been rewritten 
or after WLA8T resets the write line address. WLH is 
multiplexed with 882 and is valid in asynchronous 
operation only. WL H (high) must be input only when 
WCLR and WLR8T are high and WLJ is low. 

RLH. Once this input is applied, the read scan line 
pointer will hold its position even if successive read 
clocks are applied. The level of R L H is sampled at the 
rising edge of ACK and must be clocked between 
locations 682 and 909 of the line preceding the line to 
hold, or between locations O and 452 of the line to hold. 
The held line is released after 910 addresses have been 
read or after ALR8T resets the read line address. RLH 
(high) must be input only when RCLR and RLR8T are 
high and RLJ is low. RLH is multiplexed with 883 and is 
valid in asynchronous operation only. 

WCO. When the bit pointer reaches address 909 of the 
write data register, this signal goes high for one WCK 
cycle. WCO is multiplexed with 880 and is valid in 
asynchronous operation only. 

RCO. When the bit pointer reaches address 909 of the 
read data register, this signal goes high for one RCK 
cycle. RCO is multiplexed with 881 and is valid in 
asynchronous operation only. 

BSo - BS3. These pins control the number of bits in the 
last line of the field. The combined signals of 880-883 
set the line length from 896 to 910 bits in one-bit steps 
(table 1). The length of the last line can change for each 
field, but all four pins should not be set low. 880, 881, 

882 and 883 are multiplexed with WCO, RCO, WL Hand 
RLH, respectively, and are valid in synchronous oper
ation only. In asynchronous operation, the line length is 
fixed at 910 bits. 

LSo - LS1. These pins control the number of lines for 
one field in either synchronous or asynchronous oper
ation. The combined signals of L80 and L81 set the 
number of lines to 260, 261, 262, or 263 (table 2). The 
number of lines can be changed for each field. 
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MODE. This pin selects the operating mode. A low 
signal selects synchronous operation and a high signal 
selects asynchronous operation. If MODE is changed 
after power has been applied to the µPD42270, it is 
necessary to clear the address pointers by bringing 
WCLR and RCLR low. MODE can be changed at any 
time; however, data input in one mode may be unreli-
able in the other (see table 3 for valid pin functions). 

Table 1. Line Length Adjustment 
Number of Bits 

BS3 BS2 BS1 BSo In the Last Line 

L L L L Prohibited 

L L L H 896 

L L H L 897 

L L H H 898 

L H L L 899 

L H L H 900 

L H H L 901 

L H H H 902 

H L L L 903 

H L L H 904 

H L H L 905 

H L H H 906 

H H L L 907 

H H L H 908 

H H H L 909 

H H H H 910 

Notes: 

(1) LSo - L81 and 8S0 • 883 must be held at a stable high or low level 
to maintain the number of bits per scan line and the number of 
scan lines per field while the line pointer indicates the position 
between lines 258 and 262. 

Capacitance 
TA= 25°C; Vee= +5.0V ±10%; GND = OV; f = 1 MHz 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Input capacitance C1 5 pF 

1/0 capacitance Cvo 8 pF 

Output capacitance Co 7 pF 
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Table2. Line Number Adjustment 
LS1 LSo Number of Lines 

L L 260 

L H 261 

H L 262 

H H 263 

Notes: 

(1) LS0 - LS1 and 8So - 883 must be held at a stable high or low level 
to maintain the number of bits per scan line and the number of 
scan lines per field while the line pointer indicates a position 
between lines 258 and 262. 

Table3. Valid Pin Functions According to Mode 
Synchronous Mode Asynchronous Mode 

Pin Name (Note 1) (Note 2) 

MODE 0 

88oJWCO 8So wco 
881/ACO 881 ACO 

882/WLH 882 WLH 

88afALH 883 ALH 

ACLA Invalid Valid 

ACK Invalid Valid 

ALA8T Invalid Valid 

WCLA Valid Valid 

WCK Valid Valid 

WLA8T Valid Valid 

WLJ Invalid Valid 

AW Invalid Valid 

Notes: 

(1) Write and read cycles are controlled by WCLA, WCK, and WLA8T 
in synchronous operation. 

(2) In asynchronous operation, write and read cycles are controlled 
independently. 

Pins Under Test 

D1No • D1N3• Vi, OE, WCK, ACK, WCLA, RCLR, WLR8T, RLRST, 
WW, RLJ, LSo • L81, 882/WLH, 8SafRLH, MODE 

8So/WCO, 881/RCO 

DouT- DouT 
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DEVICE OPERATION 

The µPD42270 supports two operating modes to ac
commodate various NTSC TV applications. Depending 
on the logic level of the MODE pin, the device will 
execute either synchronous or asynchronous write and 
read cycles on the addresses specified by the internal 
address pointers. When selecting the mode after power
on, it is necessary to reset these pointers to starting 
address O using WCLR and RCLR. The level of MODE 
may be changed at any time. 

Synchronous Mode 

In synchronous mode, write and read cycles are exe
cuted simultaneously by WCLR, WLRST, WCK, W and 
OE to create a delay line, which means that write and 
read addresses always coincide. After all lines within a 
field have been written, they then are read out as the 
device begins overwriting new data to the same ad
dresses again. Field length may be configured from 260 
to 263 lines and last line length from 896 to 910 bits by 
means of the LS and BS pins, respectively. Synchro
nous operation is useful in applications where a very 
long delay line is required and may be selected by 
setting MODE low. 

Asynchronous Mode 

In asynchronous mode, WCLR, WLRST, WCK and W 
control write cycles, while read cycles are controlled 
independently by RCLR, RLRST, RCK and OE. Field 
length may be configured from 260 to 263 lines using 
LS0 - LS1. Line length remains fixed at 910 bits and 
BS0-BS3 are disabled to provide for the register carry 
out, line hold, and line jump functions. Asynchronous 
operation is useful for frame synchronization or time 
base correction and may be selected by setting MODE 
high. 

Address Clear. Setting WCLR and RCLR low for a 
minimum of 3 µs during successive WCK and RCK 
cycles initializes the internal pointers to starting ad
dress O of the first scan line (RCLR is disabled in 
synchronous mode). Although address clear signals 
must meet the specifications for setup and hold times 
as measured from the rising edges of WCK and ACK, 
they are not dependent on the status of W or OE. An 
address clear cycle cannot occur in conjunction with 
WLRST or RLRST line reset cycles. 

Write Operation. Write cycles are executed in synchro
nization with WCK as W is held low. Bits are input 
sequentially into one of the two halves of the data 
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register before being transferred to the storage array. 
Since data is transferred into the array in blocks of 455 
x 4 bits, no data transfer occurs if W goes high to 
disable write operation before all 455 bits are written. 
Despite write operation being disabled, the internal bit 
pointer continues to increment with each successive 
write clock. 

Read Operation. Read cycles are executed in synchro
nization with RCK (asynchronous operation only) or 
WCK (synchronous operation only) as OE is held low. If 
OE goes high any time during a cycle, the outputs are in 
a state of high impedance until OE returns low. Since 
the internal bit pointer increments by 1 in spite of read 
operation being disabled, it is always important to reset 
the write and read pointers using WCLR and RCLR prior 
to beginning or resuming operation at the first address 
location in the array. 

Special Functions 

Line Reset. A line reset is similar to an address clear 
cycle, except that it only affects the bit pointers within a 
line. While WCLR and RCLR are held high, WLRST or 
RLRST can be brought low for a minimum of 3 µs during 
successive WCK or RCK cycles to reset the bit pointer to 
address o of the scan line. At the completion of the reset 
cycle, the next sequential scan line will be selected 
unless line hold (WLH or RLH) or line jump (WLJ or 
R LJ) are also used. See WLRST and R LRST for more 
detail. 

A combination of line reset and an address clear cycle 
must be separated by at least one serial clock cycle. 
The timing relationship of WCLR, WLRST and WCK (or 
RCLR, RLRST and RCK) is shown in figure 1. 

In asynchronous operation, WLRST and RLRST inde
pendently reset the write and read bit pointers. During 
synchronous operation, WLRST resets both pointers. 

Line Jump. With the line jump function, it is possible to 
advance the current write or read line position accord 
ing to the number of positive WLJ or RLJ pulses applied 
(see descriptions for the WLJ and RLJ pins). In this 
cycle, which is valid in asynchronous mode only, the 
scan line pointer resets to address o if the number of 
positive pulses causes the resulting line number 
(n+ 11+1x, where "n" is the current line number and "x" 
is the number of positive WLJ or RLJ pulses) to exceed 
the maximum line number (number of lines minus 1) 
specified by the LS0 and LS1 pins (table 2). 
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Line Hold. The line hold feature is available in asyn
chronous mode only and can be used to prevent the 
internal scan line pointers from incrementing to the next 
sequential address. The read and w'rite line pointers 

Block Diagram 
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LS0-LS1 

BSo/WCO 
BS1 /RCO 

BS2/WLH 

BS3/RLH 

MODE 

WCK 

WCLR 

WLR ST 

WLJ 

RCK 

OE 
RCLR 

RLRST 

RLJ 

Scan 
Line 

Selector 
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may be held independently; however, restrictions per
taining to when this function can be initiated, detailed in 
the descriptions for the WLH and RLH pins, should be 
carefully followed. 

263 Lines 
Per Plane 

Storage Cell Array 

83VB·7087B 
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Figure 1. Separation of Clear and Reset Signals 

DC Characteristics 
TA= -20 to +70"C; Vee= +5.0 v ±10%; GND = 0 v 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max 

Input leakage current l1L -10 10 

Output leakage current loL -10 10 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 

Output voltage, low Vol 0.4 

Standby current lee1 6 20 

Operating current lee2 40 80 

AC Characteristics 
TA= -20 to +70°C; Vee= +5.0 v ±10%; GND = 0 v 
Parameter 

Access time from ACK 

Write clock cycle time 

Write clock active pulse width 

Write clock precharge time 

Read clock cycle time 

Read clock active pulse width 

Read clock precharge time 

Output hold time 

Output low impedance delay 

Data output buffer high impedance delay 

Input data setup time 

pPD42270 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Supply voltage on any pin except Vee relative 
to GND, VR1 

Supply voltage on Vee relative to GND, VR2 

Operating temperature, ToPR 

Storage temperature, TsTG 

Short-circuit output current, los 

Power dissipation, Po 

-1.5 to +7.0 V 

-1.5 to +7.0 V 

-20 to +70°c 

-55 to +125°C 

50mA 

1.5W 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause perma
nent damage. The device should be operated within the limits 
specified under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Supply voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 
Input voltage, high V1H 2.4 Vee v 
Input voltage, low V1L -1.5 0.8 v 
Ambient temperature TA -20 70 oc 

Unit Test Conditions 

µA V1N = O V to Vee; all other pins not under test = O V 

µA Dour disabled; Vour = o V to Vee 

v loH = -1 mA 

v loL = 2mA 

mA WCI<, ACK = V1L 

mA tweK = tweK (min); tReK = tReK (min) 

Symbol Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

tAe 40 ns 

tweK 60 ns (Note 5) 

twew 20 ns 

tweP 20 ns 

tReK 60 ns (Note 5) 

tReW 20 ns 

tReP 20 ns 

toH 5 ns 

tLz 5 40 ns (Note 6) 

tHz 5 40 ns (Note 7) 

tos 15 ns 
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AC Characteristics (cont) 
Parameter Symbol Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Input data hold time toH 3 ns 

WCLA (ACLA) setup time before the rising edge of WCK (ACK) tcs 20 ns (Note 8) 

WCLA (ACLA) hold time after the rising edge of WCK (ACK) tcH 3 ns (Note 8) 

WCLA (RCLA) invalid hold time after the rising edge of WCK (ACK) tcN1 5 ns (Note 8) 

WCLA (ACLA) invalid setup time before the rising edge of WCK (ACK) tcN2 20 ns (Note 8) 

WCLR (ACLA) low level valid time tcLR 3 µs 

WLAST (RLASl) setup time before the rising edge of WCK (ACK) tLRS 20 ns (Note 8) 

WLAST (ALASl) hold time after the rising edge of WCK (ACK) tLRH 3 ns (Note 8) 

WLAST (ALASl) invalid hold time after the rising edge of WCK (ACK) tLRN 5 ns (Note 8) 

WLAST (ALASl) invalid setup time before the rising edge of WCK tLRN 20 ns (Note 8) 
(ACK) 

WLAST (ALASl) low level valid time tLRST 3 µs 

W setup time before the rising edge of WCK tws 20 ns (Note 9) 

W hold time after the rising edge of WCK twH 3 ns (Note 9) 

W valid hold time after subline (1/2) switch twN1 5 ns (Note 9) 

W valid setup time before subline (1/2) switch twN2 20 ns (Note 9) 

WLH (ALH) setup time before the rising edge of WCK (ACK) tLHS 20 ns 

WLH (ALH) hold time after the rising edge of WCK (ACK) tLHH 3 ns 

WLH invalid hold time measured from the end of write cycle 227 twHN1 5 ns 

WLH invalid setup time measured before write cycle 0 twHN2 20 ns 

ALH invalid hold time measured from the end of read cycle 681 tRHN1 5 ns 

ALH invalid setup time measured before read cycle 453 tRHN2 20 ns 

WLJ (RLJ) setup time before the rising edge of WCK (ACK) tLJS 20 ns 

WLJ (RLJ) hold time after the rising edge of WCK (ACK) tLJH, 3 ns 

WLJ hold time measured from the end of write cycle 227 twJN1 5 ns 

WLJ setup time measured before write cycle 0 twJN2 20 ns 

A LJ hold time measured from the end of read cycle 681 tRJN1 5 ns 

R LJ setup time measured before read cycle 453 tRJN2 20 ns 

OE setup time before the rising edge of RCK (WCK) to ES 20 ns (Note9) 

OE hold time after the rising edge of ACK (WCK) to EH 3 ns (Note 9) 

OE valid hold time after the rising edge of RCK (WCK) toEN1 5 ns (Note 9) 

OE valid setup time before the rising edge of RCK (WCK) toEN2 20 ns (Note 9) 

LS, BS setup time before WCK (RCK), line 258 tFss 0 ns 

LS, BS hold time after WCK (RCK), line 0 tFSH 3 µs 

Write carry output high level delay twcLH 40 ns 
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AC Characteristics (cont) 
Parameter 

Write carry output low level delay 

Read carry output high level delay 

Read carry output low level delay 

Transition time 

Notes: 

(1) All voltages are referenced to GND 

(2) Ac measurements assume tr = 5 ns. 

(3) Input timing reference levels= 1.5 V; input levels are measured 
between GND and 3.0 V; output levels are measured between 0.8 
and 2.0 V. See figures 2 and 3. 

(4) V1H (min) and V1L (max) are reference levels for measuring the 
timing of input signals. Transition times are measured between 
V1H and VIL· 

(5) The minimum specifications are used only to indicate the cycle 
time at which proper operation over the full temperature range 
(TA = -20 to 70°C) is assured. 

(6) This delay is measured at-200 mV from the steady-state voltage 
with the load specified in figure 5. 

(7) This delay is measured at the maximum steady-state output 
high voltage -200 mV or the minimum steady-state output low 
voltage +200 mV with the load specified in figure 5. 

pPD42270 

Symbol Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

twCHL 40 ns 

40 ns 

40 ns 

tr 3 35 ns (Note4) 

(8) For proper execution of the pointer clear and line reset functions, 
specifications for tcs. tcH. tcN1• tcN2• tLRS• tLRH• tLRN1 and 
tLRN2 must be met; otherwise, these functions may not affect the 
desired cycles or may affect adjacent cycles erroneously. 

(9) If a W (or OE) pulse does not satisfy the specifications for tws. 
twH• twN1 and twN2 (or toes• toEH• toeN1 and toeN~· the write 
disable function (output high Impedance) being executed may 
not affect the desired cycles or may affect adjacent cycles 
erroneously. 

(10) For the µPD42270 to read new data, read operation must be 
delayed from write operation by at least 920 cycles. In those 
cases where the delay is less than 920 cycles, read data will vary 
as shown below: 

Delay Between Write 
Source of Read Data and Read Operation 

Old data 0 to 450 cycles 

Indeterminate (either old or new data) 451to919 cycles 

New data 920 or more cycles 
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Figure 2. Input Timing 

:::------.~;{ 
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Figure 3. Output Timing 
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Figure 4. Output Loading for tAc,, ton,, twcLH" twcHL,, tRCLH,, tRcHL 
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Figure 5. Output Loading for tLzand tnz 
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Timing Waveforms 

Synchronous Write/Read Cycle 

WCK 

w 

DouTo-DouT3 

Notes: 

[1] · In synchronous mode, output data Is delayed by one field from the Input data. 

[2] WLRST = WCLR = V1H· MODE= VIL· LSoand LS1= V1HorV11: RLRST, 

RCLR, and RCK are "don't care" Inputs. 

(3] BSo- BS3 =V1H or VIL· 

[4] Data Is transferred into and out of the data registers In blocks of 455 x 4 bits. 

When W goes high before all 455 words are Input, write operation Is disabled 

and none of the words are transferred to the storage array. 

pPD42270 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Asynchronous Write and Read Cycles 

WCK 

RCK 

DouTo-DoUT3 
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Notes: 

[1) WCLR = RCLR = V1H. WLRST = RLRST = VIH· MODE= VIH· 

[2) RLJ, WLJ, WLH, and RLH = V1H or VIL· LSo and LS 1 = V1H or VIL· 

[3) Data Is transferred Into and out of the data registers In blocks of 455 x 4 bits. 

When W goes high before all 455 words are Input, write operation is disabled 

and none of the words are transferred to the storage array. 

NEC 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Synchronous Pointer Clear Cycle 

Notes: 

[1] W=DE=VJL·MODE=VJL· 

[2] LSo and LS1 = VJH or VJL· BSo. BS 1· BS2 and BS3 = V1H or v IL.: 

[3] RLRST, RCLR, and RCK =don't care. 

[4] WLRST = V1H during the clear cycle. 

µPD42270 

II 

83VB-7091B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Asynchronous Pointer Clear Cycle 

WCK 

RCK 

Douro-DouT3 

3-190 

Notes: 

[1) W =OE= VIL· MODE= V1H WLRST and RLRST = V1Hdurlng clear pulse. 

[2) LSo and LS1 = V1H or VIL· 

[3) WLH, RLH, WLJ and RLJ = V1L during clear pulse. 

NEC 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Synchronous Line Reset Cycle 

WCK 

Douro-DouT3 

Notes: 

[1) WCLR = VJH. W, OE and MODE= VIL· 

[2] LSo and LS1 = V1H or V1L- BSo- BS3= V1H or VIL· 

[3) RCLR, RLRST, RCK, WLJ, RLJ =don't care. 

pPD42270 

II 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Asynchronous Line Reset Cycle 

WCK 

RCK 

RLRST 

Dovro-DoUT3 

3-192 

Notes: 

[1) WCLR, RCLR and MODE= V1H· WLH, RLH, WLJ, and RLJ = V1L during a 

reset cycle. 

[2) LSo and LS1 =VIL· 

[3) W=OE=VIL· 

NEC 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Write Line Jump Cycle 

wco J ------

MODE 

Notes: 

[1] RCLR, RLRST, RCK, RLH, RLJ, W, and OE= don't care. 

[2] K and K' = 229 to 909 of line n. 

[3] WLRST and WCLR = VIH· 

[4] LSo and LS1 = V1H or VIL· 

Read Line Jump Cycle 

RLH V1L 

RCO 

MODE 

Notes: 

[1] WCLR, WLRST, WCK, WLH, WLJ, W, and OE= don't care. 

[2] J and J' = O to 452 of line n or 682 to 909 of line n - 1. 

(3) RLRST and RCLR = V1H 

[4] LSo and LS1 = V1Hor VIL· 

pPD42270 

II 
\ __ 

83VB-7095B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Write Line Hold Cycle 

WCK 

WLH 

wco 

MODE 

Notes: 

(1] RLRST, RLJ, W, RLH, OE, RCLR, and RCK =don't care. 

[2) K = 229 to 909. 

(3] WLRST = VIH WLJ =VIL· 

(4] LSo and LS1 = V1H or VIL· 

Read Line Hold Cycle 

RCK 

RLH 

tRHN1Jz 
tLHS 

,......,....., _______ __,--!, ................ 

tRCLH 

RCO ;--\_ 

-----s:s-1 "~-----

MODE 

3-194 

Notes: 

(1] WLRST, WLJ, W, WLH, OE, WCLR, and WCK =don't care. 

[2] J = 682 to 909 In (n -1)th or o to 452 in nth line. 

[3) RLRST = V1H RLJ =VIL· 

[4] LSo and LS1 = V1H or VIL· 

NEC 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Synchronous Field Buffer Size Adjustment 

WCK 

BSo - BS3 '"' "' "' "' "' "' "' "' """ 
LSo- LS 1 ........................................................ ....., 

Notes: 

[1] WLRSTand WCLR = ViH· 

[2] MODE= V1L. 
[3] RLRST, W, RCK, RCLR, and OE= don't care. 

Asynchronous Field Buffer Size Adjustment 

Notes; 

[1] WCLR, RCLR, WLRST, and RLRST = V IH. 

[2] MODE = ViH. WLJ and RLJ =VIL· 
[3] W, OE, WLH, and RLH =don't care. 

pPD42270 

IJ 
83VB-7099B 

83VB-7100B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Write Register Carry Out 

WCK 

wco 

Notes: 

[1] MODE, WCLR, RCLR, WLRST, RLRST = V1H 

(2] LS() and LS1 = V1H or VIL 

[3] OE, W, WLH, RLH, WLJ, RLJ =don't care. 

Read Register Carry Out 

RCK 

RCO 

3-196 

Notes: 

(1] MODE, WCLR, RCLR, WLRST, RLRST = V IH· 

[2] LSo and LS 1 = V1Hor v IL 

(3] OE, W, WLH, RLH, WLJ, RLJ =don't care. 

NEC 
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APPLICATION EXAMPLES 

Delay Line 

The synchronous mode may be used to create a full
field delay line with a fixed length (figures 6 and 7). 
Useful video applications include field interpolation, 
interframe noise reduction, and separation of lumi
nance M and chrominance (C) signals. In these appli
cations, field buffer size is determined by the logic 
levels applied to pins LS0 - LS1 and BS0 - BS3• The 
former allows variation of the number of lines from 260 
to 263, while the latter controls the actual line length at 
896 to 910 bits for the last line. The actual delay between 
data being written into DrN and read on DoUT is con
trolled by the WCK clock period and the con figured 
size of the buffer. 

Frame Synchronization or Time Base Correction 

The µPD42270 has the capability of executing asyn 
chronous write and read cycles by independently 
clocking WCK and RCK, respectively. The feature is 

Figure 6. Example of Delay Line 

pPD42270 

useful in applications requiring frame synchronization, 
time base correction or buffering, where WCK, RCK, 
WCLR and RCLR may all have variable time periods. In 
addition, the write carry out (WCO) and read carry out 
(RCO) options give a positive indication when the bit 
pointer reaches the end of the line. 

Vertical or Horizontal Image 
Compression and Expansion 

Vertical compression and expansion of the video im
age may be accomplished by means of the line jump or 
line hold functions. Compression occurs when WLJ or 
RLJ are used to jump over lines that are not to be 
displayed. Expansion occurs when the WLH or RLH 
line hold signals are used to display a line multiple 
times. 

Horizontal compression and expansion can be 
achieved by modifying the cycle time of the WCK and 
RCK clocks, and by using the WLRST and RLRST line 
reset signals. 

GND 
w 

l 
~ MODE 

GND 

Vee 

Vee 

Clock 

GND 

Data{ 
Output 

--
ACK_.. 2 27 AL AST _.... 

WCK 3 26 WLAST 

! 
ACLA _.. 4 25 ALJ 

WCLA 5 24 WLJ 

I LSo _. 6 23 BS3/ALH 

1 LS1 _... 7 R 22 
BS2 /WLH 

~ 
GND_,, 8 v 21 Vee 

I 0 
BS1 /ACO TEST 9 

Q. 
20 ::1. 

l OE_,., 10 19 BSo/WCO .. Douro 11 18 ..,_DINO 

""'-
Dour1 12 17 D1N1 

""'-
Dour2 13 16 DIN2 

DOUT3 14 15 ..,_ D1N3 
~ 

Notes: 

(1) W, OE, MODE, WLJ, and ALH =VIL· 

(2) BS0-BS3,LS0-LS1, WCLA, and WLAST =VIH· 

(3) ACK, ACLA, and ALAST =don't care. 

GND 

Vee 

} 

Data 

Input 

83VB·7103B 
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~ Figure 7. Delay Une Timing _ 
<O 
CX> -----------------,One Field------~-------.i 

WCK V\_f\_/' 
. .(\{\ 

WCLR 
\ "" I - - --,,-------- -,~ 

'---~s-( 

Notes: 

(1] J=910n+m. 

(2] n = 259, 260, 261, or 262. 

(3] m = 896 to 910. 

(4] MODE,W,and0E=V1L· 

[5] WLRST and WCLR = VJH. 

[6) BS0 -BS3 and LSo- LS1 = V1Hor VIL· 
[7) RLRST, RCK, and RCLR =don't care. 

·n 

83VB-7104B 
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Figures. Example of Frame Synchronization/Time Base Correction 

GND 
Read Clock 

Write Clock 

Read Clear 

Write Clear 

Vee 

GND 

Data{ 
Output 

Notes: 

1 
~ 

I 
I 

~ 

~ 

~ 

w ~ 
RCK_,. 2 27 

WCK 
"""7' 3 26 

RCLR 4 25 
WCLR _.. 5 24 

LSo """7' 6 23 
0 LS1 7 " 22 C\I 

GND _.. 8 
C\I 
'<t 21 

TEST """7' 9 
0 a. 20 :i 

OE ...... 10 19 
Douro 11 18 
Dour1 12 17 
Dour2 13 16 
Dour3 14 15 

(1) W, OE, WLJ, RLJ, WLH, and RLH =VIL· 

(2) LS0-LS1, MODE, WLRST, and RLRST = VIH· 

MODE 

RLRST 1 WLRST 

RLJ 

WLJ 1 BS3/RLH 

BS2 1WLH J 
Vee 

BS1 /RCO 

BSo/WCO 

DINO 

DIN1 

...._ DIN2 

DIN3 

pPD42270 

Vee 

GND 

Vee 
Read Carry Out 

83VB-7105B 

Figure 9. Asynchronous Read/Write Timing for Frame Synchronization or Time Base Correction 

WCK 

RCK 

Douro -Dour3 

Notes: 

[1) MODE, WLRST, and RLRST = VIH· 

[2) Wand OE =VIL. 

[3) LSo and LS1 = V1H or v IL -

[4) WLH, RLH, RLJ, and WLJ =VIL. 

2 

83VB-7106B 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µ.PD42272 is a picture-in-picture generator designed 
for use in NTSC and PAL broadcasting systems. Picture
in-picture describes the device's ability to combine mul
tiple video signals into a single signal for display on a 
television monitor, for input to a VCR, or for use in any 
manner that a single video signal is used. The format 
may be selected so that one primary picture is displayed 
over the entire picture area. The other subpicture(s) can 
then be superimposed onto the primary one to allow 
multiple picture sources to be viewed simultaneously. 

The µ.PD42272 has an on board controller, field storage, 
buffer storage, two line buffers, and two oscillators. The 
controller sets the timing, performs vertical filtering, and 
stores and retrieves subpicture signal(s) for insertion 
into the primary picture signal. A line of the subpicture 
signal is placed in buffer storage before being written 
into field storage, which contains that portion of the 
signal to be displayed. The line buffers store a weighted 
average of three lines of the subpicture signal to provide 
vertical filtering, while the onboard oscillators facilitate 
interfacing to the µ.PD42272. 

The level of integration provided by the µ.PD42272 means 
that picture-in-picture can be achieved more quickly and 
easily than with standard video buffers and control 
circuitry. 

Features 

o NTSC and PAL compatibility 
o Built-in vertical filter 
o Selectable subpicture display size 
o 134,676-bit field buffer 
o Two line buffers 
o Built-in input and output oscillators 
o Four selectable screen positions 
o Four-color selection of subpicture frame border 
o Selectable freeze-frame display 
o Automatic self-refreshing 
o 6-bit resolution of Y, R-Y and B-Y signals 
o Low power consumption of 75 mA max 
o CMOS silicon-gate fabrication process 
o Three-state outputs 
o Fully TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o Single + 5-volt power supply 
o 64-pin quad flatpack (QFP) packaging 

pPD42272 
Picture-in-Picture Generator 

Pin Configuration 

64-Pin Plastic QFP 

o~C\J 80 :>::~:>:: 
ti ti ti lg; 1 ~ a ::.:: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~n~ 
~~~:2:2$l~:2:2l'.l~~~ 

YSW DOYo (LSB) 

RSW DOY1 

SSW DOY2 

ADCK DOY3 

(LSB) Dlo DOY4 

Dl1 DOY5(MSB) 

Dl2 DORo (LSB) 

013 DOR1 

Dl4 Voo 
(MSB) Dl5 DOR2 

GND GND 

NIP DOR3 

MFC DOR4 

SFC DOR5(MSB) 

MFDIS DOBo(LSB) 

SFDIS DOB1 

FDE DOB2 

FCo DOB3 

FC1 DOB4 

Cf) Cf) WICfJICf) Cl 0 C3 Cl Cl.. ::l ~ I.() C..C..N>J:OOcn ZCfl-ZC!l 
:r:>cncncn>~gl'.loti::Sg 

Cf) c:c~ 
Cil 
Cf) 

e. 
831H-6927A 

Ordering Information 
Part Number Package 

µ.PD42272AGF-3BE 64-pin plastic quad flatpack 

Contact your NEC sales representative for a copy of the complete data sheet. 
60085 3-201 
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µPD42272 

Block Diagram 

Dlo-Dl5 
Serial to 
Parallel 

Converter 

3-202 

ADCK4--------~ 

vsw------~ 

RSW ..--------, 

Bsw..-------. 

SHS _____. 

SVS 

STILL 

SFC 

Input Controller 
& 

Oscillator 

SFDIS------' 

SOSCI -----~ 

sosco..-------~ 

Vertical 
Filter 

Write 
Address 
Counter 

NEC 

Frame Data ----- FCo - FC1 

DOY0-DOY5 

Line Storage 
86 Pixels x 18 

Bits 

Field Storage 
87 Lines 

86 Pixels/Line 
18 Bits/Pixel 

DOR0-DOR5 

DOB0-DOB5 

Refresh 
Address 
Counter 

MHS 

MVS 

DISP 

OUtput Controller 
BLANKING 

YD ACK & . 
Oscillator RD ACK 

BDACK NIP 

HPS-----' 

VPS------' 

SIZE -------' 

MOSCI--------' 

MOSCO --------~ 

.____ __ __. RCK 

'-------- MFC 

'--------- MFDIS 

'----------FDE 

83vG-6749B 



NEC 
Pin Identification 
Symbol 

ADCK 

BDACK 

BLANK 

BSW 

Dl0 - Dis 

DISP 

DOBo- DOBs 

DORo- DOt's 

DOt'o - DOt's 

FCo and FC1 

FDE 

HPS 

MFG 

MFDIS 

MHS 

MOSCI 

MOSCO 

N/P 

RCK 

RDA CK 

RSW 

SFC 

SFDIS 

SIZE 

SOSCI 

sos co 
STILL 

TESTo -TEST2 

VPS 

YDACK 

YSW 

GND 

Function 

Analog/digital clock output 

Digital/analog clock for 8-Y component signal 
output 

Main picture blanking output 

Dlo - Dis output enable for 8-Y component 
signals 

Multiplexed 8-Y, R-Y, and Y data inputs 

Subpicture on/off input 

8-Y data outputs 

R-Y data outputs 

Y data outputs 

Frame color selection input 

Field distinction data enable input 

Horizontal position input 

Main picture field correction input 

Main picture field distinction input 

Main picture horizontal synchronous input 

Main picture oscillator input 

Main picture oscillator output 

Main picture vertical synchronous input 

NTSC/PAL switching input 

Read clock output 

Digital/analog clock for R-Y component signal 
output 

Dlo - Dis output enable for R-Y component 
signals 

Subpicture field correction input 

Subpicture field distinction input 

Subpicture horizontal synchronous input 

Size selection input 

Subpicture oscillator clock input 

Subpicture oscillator clock output 

Freeze frame input 

Subpicture vertical synchronous input 

Test terminals 

Vertical position input 

Digital/analog clock for Y component signal 
output 

Dl0 - Dis output enable for Y component signals 

+S-volt power supply 

Ground 

pPD42272 

Pin Functions 

AOCK. Y, R-Y and B-Y component signals selected with 
the analog switch are converted from analog to digital 
data in synchronization with this 6 MHz sampling clock. 
Digitized component signals are sequentially input to 
the Dlo - Dis pins, also in synchronization with this clock. 

BOACK. Digitized B-Y component signals are output 
from the DOB0 - DOBs pins in synchronization with this 
2.25 MHz sampling clock. 

BLANK. When high, this output signal blanks the main 
picture, enabling the subpicture to be displayed. 

BSW. A high logic level on BSW (while RSW and YSW are 
low) enables the Dlo - Dis pins to be used for receiving 
6-bit B-Y data from the A/D converter. 

010 through 015• These multiplexed pins are used for 
6-bit digitized subvideo input, either B-Y, R-Y or Y, de
pending on the levels of BSW, RSW and YSW Dl0 is the 
least significant bit and Dis is the most significant bit. 

OISP. This pin controls the BLANK signal. A high logic 
level enables BLANK, while DISP low inhibits it. The level 
of DISP has no effect on the DOBo- DOBs, DOR0 - DORs, 
and DOYo - DOY s pins. 

0080 through 0085 . These pins are used for 6-bit B-Y 
color. difference output and depend on the status of 
BDACK. When no B-Y data is being output, the pins are 
in high impedance. 

OOR0 through OOR5. These pins are used for 6-bit R-Y 
color difference output and depend on the status of 
RDACK.When no R-Y data is being output, the pins are 
in high impedance. 

OOY0 through OOY5• These pins are used for 6-bit Y 
luminance output and depend on the status of YDACK. 
When no Y data is being output, the pins are in high 
impedance. 

FC0 and FC1• The combination of signals from these 
pins is used to specify subvideo frame color, as shown 
below: 

Pin White Light Blue Yellow Green 

FCo high low high low 

high high low low 

3-203 
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FOE. This pin is used to select external or internal field 
distinction. FDE high enables external field distinction, 
while FDE low inhibits the MFDIS and SFDIS pins and 
causes.field distinction to be executed internally. 

HPS and VPS. These horizontal and vertical input pins 
specify positioning of the subpicture. One of the four 
corners on the main picture can be selected by combin
ing the input levels on HPS and VPS, as shown below. 

Pin Top Left Bottom Left Top Right Bottom Right 

H PS high high low low 

VPS high low high low 

MFC. Fields of the main picture are distinguished by the 
µ,PD42272 based on the phase relationship of the MHS 
and MVS signals. Field distinction may therefore be 
distorted if the signals are not in proper phase. In these 
cases, a high logic level on MFC can be used to reverse 
field distinction. MFC low has no effect on field distinc
tion. 

MFDIS. The even and odd fields of the main picture 
signal are distinguished based on the phase relationship 
of MHS and MVS. MFDIS can be used to provide an 
external signal indicating either an odd (high) or even 
(low) field. 

MHS. This pin is used to input a horizontal synchroniza
tion signal for the main picture. The internal read clock 
oscillator is synchronized to the rising edge of MHS and 
increments the field buffer's read address counter, which 
is used to determine the horizontal display size and 
position of the sub picture. 

MOSC I. This pin is used as an oscillator input for the 
main picture read clock. To use the internal oscillator, an 
external coil and capacitor must be installed. Alterna
tively, an 18 MHz external clock may be input to MOSCI. 

MOSCO. This pin is used as an output for the feedback 
circuit of the main picture's internal oscillator. 

MVS. This pin is used to input a vertical synchronization 
signal for the main picture. The falling edge of MVS 
resets the field buffer's internal read address counter, 
which is used to determine the vertical display size and 
position of the sub picture. 

N/P. A high logic level on this pin selects NTSC compat
ibility and a low selects PAL. 

RCK. This pin is used as an output for the subpicture 
read clock, which is derived from MOSCI and MOSCO. 

3-204 

NEC 
RDACK. Digital R-Y component signals are output from 
the DOR0 - DOR5 pins in synchronization with this 
2.25 MHz sampling clock. 

RSW. A high logic level on RSW (while BSW and YSW are 
low) enables the Dlo - Dl5 pins to be used for receiving 
6-bit R-Y data from the A/D converter. 

SFC. The µ,PD42272 distinguishes subpicture fields 
based on the phase relationship of the SHS and SVS 
signals. Field distinction of the subpicture may therefore 
be distorted if the signals are not in phase. SFC high can 
be used to reverse field distinction. SFC low has no 
effect on field distinction. 

SFDIS. The even and odd fields of the subpicture sig
nal(s) are distinguished based on the phase relationship 
of the SHS and SVS signals. This pin can be used to 
provide an exter.nal signal indicating either an odd (high) 
or even (low) field. 

SHS. This pin is used to input the horizontal synchroni
zation for the subpicture. The rising edge of this clock is 
used to synchronize the internal write clock oscillator 
which is then used to increment the write address 
counters for the line buffers and the field buffer. 

SIZE. This input is used to specify size of the subpicture 
display area. SIZE high sets a full screen display and 
occupies 1/9 of the main picture. SIZE low displays 80% 
of the subpicture and occupies 1 /12 of the main picture. 

SOSCI. This pin is used as an oscillator input for the 
subpicture write clock. To use the internal oscillator, an 
external coil and capacitor must be installed. Alterna
tively, an 6 MHz external clock may be input to SOSCI. 

SOSCO. This pin is used as an output for the feedback 
circuit of the subpicture's internal oscillator. 

STILL. A high logic level selects a stilt picture, while 
STILL low selects a moving picture. 

SVS. This pin is used to input the vertical synchroniza
tion signal for the subpicture. The falling edge of this 
signal resets the internal write address counters for the 
line buffers and the field buffer. 

TEST 0 - TEST 2• These are test pins and must be open. 

YDACK. Digital Y component signals are output from 
the DOY0 - DOY5 pins in synchronization with this 9 MHz 
sampling clock. 

YSW. A high logic level on YSW (while BSW and RSW are 
low) enables the Dlo - Dl5 pins to be used for receiving 
6-bit Y data from the A/D converter. 



NEC 
Application 

The following block diagram illustrates one application 
for the µ.PD42272 in an NTSC television system. 

The video signals for the subpicture are separated into Y, 
B-Y, and R-Y component signals and horizontal and 
vertical synchronization signals by the µ.PC1402 de
coder. The Y, B-Y, and R-Y component signals are input in 
parallel to the µ.PC661 AID converter, after which they 
are switched to the sequence Y, R-Y, Y, -, Y, B-Y, Y, - using 
time-division multiplexing and converted to digital sig
nals. In this instance, timing for the Y, R-Y, and B-Y 
conversion process is regulated by the µ.PD42272. 

Application Example 

(\J 

0 

~ 
> 

pPD42272 

After the µ.PD42272 receives the 6-bit digital data output 
by the µ.PC661, it compresses the subpicture data and 
stores one field. The output signals are sent by the 
µ.PD42272 to the µ.PC662, which contains three DIA 
converters assigned respectively to the Y, R-Y, and B-Y 
signals. If the analog component signals output by the 
DIA converters are to be used by the TV, they then are 
converted to an RGB signal by the µ.PC1364 matrix 
circuit. If they are to be used by the VCR, they are 
combined with the main picture signal after being con
verted into composite signals in the encoder circuit. 

Video 
Switch 

Primary Video Signal TV Signal 
Processing Circuit 

Mixer 
µPC1417 

RGB 
Driver 

Subvideo 
Signal 

Video Separator: 

• Video Signal (Y) 
• Chrominance Signals 
• Horizontal Sync 
• Vertical Sync 

µPC1402 (NTSC) 
µPC1423 (PAL) 

y 

R-Y 

B-Y 

Vertical Sync 

Horizontal Sync 

Multiplexer 
and 6-bit 

Analog/Digital 
Converter 
(µPC661) 

H 
Sync 

v 
Sync 

Picture-In Picture 
Generator 

(µPD42272) 

R 

G 

B 

y 

Triple 6-bit 
R-Y RGB Digital/Analog 

Converter Matrix 

(µPD662) B-Y (µPC1364) 

83vG-67518 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µPD42532 bidirectional data buffer features 
32,768-word by 8-bit organization and CMOS dynamic 
circuitry that provides for high-speed, asynchronous, 
simultaneous write and read operation at a minimum 
cycle time of 100 ns. Two sets of write and read 
registers between the 1/0 pins and the storage cells 
enable all data to be parallel-transmitted as a single 
register group when the registers are either full or 
empty. The device's main application is data trans
mission between devices having different processing 
speeds, such as between a central processor and a disk. 

Automatic refreshing by means of an internal capa
bility is performed regularly for the µPD42532-without 
any influence on write and read operation. A built-in 
arbitration circuit performs each required· read, write, 
or refresh operation sequentially (even if transparent 
refreshing overlaps with the transmission of data) to 
simplify the device's external timing requirements. 

The µPD42532 operates from a single +5-volt power 
supply and is packaged in a 600-mil, 40-pin plastic DIP. 
Four FLAG pins, plus FULL and EMPTY pins, are 
provided to monitor the amount of data accumulated in 
storage. 

The µPD42532 is capable of bidirectional input/output 
by means of a port select function. Input and output 
pins are also supplied for cascade connection. Cas
cade connection allows any number of µPD42532s to 
be linked together so as to expand word width and 
length without limit. 

Features 

D 32,768-word by 8-bit organization 
D CMOS technology 
D Single +5-volt power supply 
D Independent, asynchronous write/read operation 
D Bidirectional transmission of input and output data 

(exchange of port functions) 
D Automatic, regular refreshing 
D Internal addressing 
D Flag pin monitoring of accumulated data 
D Unlimited expansion of word width and depth 

(cascade connection) 
D Retransmit (re-read) function 
D High-speed operation 

- Access time: 50 ns maximum 
- Cycle time: 100 ns minimum 

D 600-mil, 40-pin plastic DIP packaging 

µPD42532 
32, 768 x 8-BIT 

BIDIRECTIONAL DATA BUFFER 

Pin Configuration 

40-Pin Plastic DIP 

NC NC 

DBoA DBoB 

DB1A D81B 

DB2A D828 

DB3A D838 

GND Vee 
D84A D84B 

DBsA D858 

DBsA D858 

D87A D878 

READY A READY B 

REQUEST A REQUEST B 

FLAG1 PS 

FLAG2 IR 

Vee GND 

FLAG3 RESET 

FLAG4 FL/RT 

EMPTY couT 
FULL CIN 

TEST TEST 

83-004544A 

Ordering Information 
Access Time Cycle Time 

Part Number (max) (min) Package 

µP042532C-10 50 ns 100 ns 40-pin plastic DIP 

II 
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Pin Identification 
Symbol Function 

Port A input/output data buses 

Port B input/output data buses 

RESET Reset input 

REQUEST A/REQUEST B Port A/Port B request input 

READY A/READY B Port A/Port Bready output 

EMPTY Empty output 

Flag outputs 

FULL Full output 

PS Write/read port select input 

IR Interrupt read request input 

FLIRT First load/retransmit input 

Cascade connection input 

Gour Cascade connection output 

TEST Test pin (connect to GND in system) 

GND Ground 

Vee +5-volt power supply 

NC No connection 

Pin Functions 

DB0A-OB7A/DB0B-OB78. These pins function as 8-
bit data buses for write input or read output depending 
on the status of the PS pin. The output drivers are 
three-state outputs. 

RESET. This pin initializes the internal counters and 
pointers. 

REQUEST A/REQUEST B. Depending on the status of 
PS, one pin corresponds to the read port and the other 
t~ the write port. To initiate a write or read cycle, the 
signal goes low for the respective port (if READY A or 
READY Bis low, the corresponding REQUEST input is 
ignored internally). These pins can be connected to the 
WR and RD pins of a CPU. 

REA~Y A/READY B. Depending on the status of PS, 
one pm corresponds to the read port and the other to 
the write port. When a write or read cycle is possible, 
the READY signal is high for the respective port. These 
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pins can be connected to the READY pins of a CPU or 
DMA controller. 

EMPTY. The signal from this pin is low whenever the 
amount of data accumulated is exactly O bytes, and 
high in all other cases. 

FLAG1-FLAG4. These pins reflect the amount of data 
accumulated in the storage array. By combining the 
output signals, it is possible to monitor (in 2K byte 
steps) data quantities of up to 32K bytes. 

FULL. The signal from this pin is low when the storage 
cells are full of accumulated data, and high in all other 
cases. 

PS. This pin is used to specify the direction of data 
transfer. When PS is high, Port A serves as the write 
port and Port B as the read port. When PS is low, the 
functions of the two ports are reversed. 

IR. If the data accumulated in storage is less than 64 
bytes (i.e., one register's capacity), the READY signal 
for the read port goes low to inhibit reading. However, 
forcing IR high makes it possible to read all stored data. 

Read cycles are normally executed so as to maintain 
the stored data volume at levels above 2K bytes. If the 
data volume drops below 2K bytes for devices with 
process code K, all remaining data must be read using 
the interrupt read option. 

FL/RT. This pin designates the lead device when 
multiple devices are cascade connected. It is high only 
for that device and low for all others. If the device is not 
cascaded, a low FL/RT controls the retransmit (re
rea~ function; other than during retransmission, 
FL/RT must be high. 

CrN· This pin is used to expand word depth and is 
connected to the CouT pin of the device precedin'g it in 
cascade connections. If word depth is not expanded, 
CrN is connected to CouT of the same.device. 

CouT· This pin is used to expand word depth and is 
connected to the CrN pin of the device following it in 
cascade connections. If word depth is not expanded, 
CouT is connected to C1N of the same device. 
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Block Diagram 

Port A { REQUEST A 
READY A 

{
REQUEST B 

Port B 
READY B 

C1N 

COUT 

RESET 

FLIRT 

PS 

IR 

Operation 

Reset Cycle 

Controller 

Timing 
Generator 

Write 
Address 
Counter 

Read 
Address 
Counter 

i----~~~~~~---' 

Refresh 
Address 
Counter 

After power is applied to the µPD42532, it is necessary 
to clear the internal counters and initialize the write 
and read address pointers by executing a reset cycle. A 
reset cycle can be executed at any time by setting the 
RESET pin to a high logic level. However, once this 
cycle is initiated, RESET, REQUEST, and FL/RT must 
be kept high for a minimum time of tsw before the 
RESET signal goes low again (see waveform for "Reset 
Cycle"). The RESET, REQUEST, and FL/RT signals are 
all high at the start of a reset, except in cascade 
connections, in which case a high FLIRT is required 
only in the first stage. 

After a reset, the READY signal for the write port, 
READY (W), is driven high to prepare for a write cycle. 
Subsequently, the REQUEST signal for the write port, 
REQUEST (W), can be set low to commence writing. 

Status 
Counter 

Flag 
Decoder 

32K Word x 8·Bit 
Storage Cell Array 

µPD42532 

EMPTY 

FULL 

FLAG1 to FLAG4 

64 Word x 8-Bit 
Data Register x 4 

DB0A-DB7A 
(Port A) 

DB0B-DB7B 
(Port B) 

83-0048028 

A standard read cycle can be executed once data 
written to one of the 64-byte registers has filled that 
register and been transferred to the storage cells. The 
READY signal for the read port, READY (R), goes high 
to prepare for the cycle. Subsequently, the REQUEST 
signal for the read port, REQUEST (R), can be set low 
to commence reading. 

Write Cycle 

In a write cycle, data is written to one of two 64-byte 
write registers before being transferred to the storage 
cells. Whenever 64 bytes have been written into one 
register, write operation automatically shifts to the 
other and the contents of the first are transferred to 
storage. High-speed write cycles are thus executed 
continuously by alternating registers repeatedly. Write 
data must satisfy the requirements for setup and hold 
times as measured against the rising edge of REQUEST 
(W) [see waveform for "Write Cycle"]. 
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A write cycle can be initiated any time READY (W) is 
high by setting REQUEST (W) low. To allow a write 
cycle to be executed in one port even while the other 
port may be executing a read cycle, READY (W) is 
always high after a reset, except in the following cases: 

• Whenever the storage cells are full of accumulated 
data 

• While the device is executing a forced read cycle 
(see Interrupt Read Cycle) 

• When a retransmit operation is being performed 
(see Retransmit Cycle) ·, 

While READY (W) is off, the REQUEST (W) sigrial is 
ignored internally and no write cycle is executed. 

Figure 1. Write Register Operation 

Storage Cells 
32 K x 8 

Write Data 
Register 

1/0 Buffer 

64 x 8 x 2 

Figure 2. Read Register Operation 
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Storage Cells 
32 K x 8 

Read Data 
Register 

1/0 Buffer 

64 x 8 x 2 

83-004809A 

83-004810A 
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Read Cycle 

In a read cycle, data is not read directly from the 
storage cells but rather from one of two 64-byte read 
registers. After 64 bytes of data have been read from 
one register, read operation automatically shifts to the 
other and the contents of the first are subsequently 
replaced by data from the storage cells. High-speed 
read cycles are thus executed continuously by alter
nating registers repeatedly. 

Data is output after a maximum access time of tAc. 
measured from the falling edge of REQUEST (R). 
When REQUEST (R) is high or READY (R) is low, the 
outputs are in a state of high impedance (see waveform 
for "Read Cycle"). 

A standard read cycle can be initiated any time READY 
(R) is high by setting REQUEST (R) low. To allow a read 
cycle to be executed in one port even while the other 
port may be executing a write cycle, the READY (R) 
signal is always high, except in the following cases: 

• Whenever the data accumulated is less than 64 bytes 
• While a retransmit operation is being performed (see 

Retransmit Cycle). 

While READY (R) is low, REQUEST (R) is ignored 
internally and no read cycle is executed. 

Flags 

The µPD42532 supplies signals from the EMPTY pin, 
the FULL pin, and the four FLAG pins to indicate the 
amount of stored data in units of approximately 2K 
bytes. Accumulated data is reflected as the difference 
between the write address counter and the read 
address counter. Thus, if a total of 16K bytes have been 
read while 32K bytes have been written since the most 
recent reset, the amount of data in storage is 16K bytes. 

The FULL and EMPTY pins are used to prevent 
overwriting and overreading. To control write opera
tion on data units of register length (64 bytes), the 
FULL pin outputs a low signal when stored data 
reaches the 32,705- to 32,768-byte range. Whenever 
write cycles are executed continuously and the storage 
celJs become full, REQUEST (W) is ignored and the 
signals of FULL and READY (W) are driven low to 
inhibit writing. Meanwhile if read cycles are executed 
and the data decreases to 32,704 bytes or less, READY 
(W) goes high again to enable write operation .. 
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The EMPTY pin goes low whenever stored data is 
exactly O bytes. Since standard read cycles cannot be 
executed if the quantity of data drops below 64 bytes, 
READY (R) goes low to inhibit read operation. When
ever write cycles are executed and stored data 
increases to 64 bytes or more, READY (R) goes high 
again to enable read operation. 

The status of the FLAG pins depends on the internal 
status of the write and read address counters. These 
counters are incremented as data is transferred to or 
from the storage array. Since the logic levels of the 
FLAG pins reflect movement of blocks of data on a 
64-byte-register basis rather than on a single-byte 
basis, the status indicated by these pins can be in error 
by a maximum of 255 bytes with respect to the actual 
amount of data accumulated [i.e., the sum of the write 
register (63 bytes), the read registers (128 bytes), and 
the 64 bytes currently being transferred]. This discrep
ancy means that two adjacent ranges of stored data, as 
indicated by the FLAGs, can overlap by up to 191 bytes. 

The following table shows the combination of signals 
output from these pins. 

Table 1. Stored Data as Indicated by Flag Pins 

Amount of Stored FLAG 

Data (bytes) FULL EMPTY 2 3 

32705 to 32768 0 

30721 to 32767 

28673 to 30911 

26625 to 28863 1 

24577 to 26815 0 

22529 to 24767 1 0 

20481 to 22719 0 0 

18433 to 20671 

16385 to 18623 0 

14337 to 16575 

12289 to 14527 

10241 to 12479 1 

8193 to 10431 1 

6145 to 8383 0 0 

4097 to 6335 0 0 

2049 to 4287 

1to2239 1 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

Notes: 

(1) 1 =high level 

(2) 0 = low level 

µPD42532 

Interrupt Read Cycle 

Whenever the amount of stored data drops below 64 
bytes (i.e., one register's capacity), or 2K bytes for 
devices with process code K, READY (R) is driven low 
to inhibit reading. Any data remaining in a write 
register can only be read by means of an interrupt (or 
forced) read cycle. 

An interrupt read cycle can be executed by forcing the 
IR pin high. At this point, data is transferred from the 
write register to one of the read registers via the 
storage array, and write operation is disabled until all 
stored data has been read. If this cycle is initiated after 
READY (R) goes low, read operation will be delayed 
until all data has been transferred to one of the read 
registers. 

Once the device completes reading of its last address, 
the EMPTY and READY (R) signals are driven low and 
READY (W) goes high to enable write operation again 
(unless a retransmit cycle has been requested). Read 
cycles wi 11 be executed only after 64 bytes or more have 
been written and transferred to storage. 

Retransmit Cycle 

The µPD42532 will execute a retransmit cycle when
ever a low-level pulse is applied to RT. A retransmit 
cycle initializes the read address counter to starting 
address 0. Although retransmission can be executed at 
any time, REQUEST (W) and REQUEST (R) must be 
high before and after the low RT signal is applied. 

During this cycle, the READY signals are pulsed low to 
temporarily inhibit writing and reading, and the FLAG 
and EMPTY signals vary in accordance with the 
amount of data in storage. After READY (W) goes high 
again, the retransmit preparation cycle is complete. 
Write operation can resume after an extra delay to 
ensure stability of the FLAG and EMPTY pins. If an 
interrupt read signal is applied during retransmission, 
the interrupt read cycle is executed after termination of 
the retransmit cycle. 

The retransmit function is only useful in systems where 
less than 32K bytes of data are written between resets. 
If a retransmit cycle is executed after more than 32K 
bytes are written, old data cannot be retransmitted. 

Since the RT pin is multiplexed as the first load (FL) pin 
in cascade connections, cascaded devices cannot be 
used for retransmission. In single-device configura
tion, this pin is always high except during a retransmit 
cycle. 
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Port Select Function 

The µPD42532 is able to change the direction of data 
transfer according to the logical level of the signal 
applied to the PS pin. When a high-level input is 
applied to PS, Port A becomes the write port and Port B 
the read port. When PS is low, the functions of the two 
ports are reversed. While port functions are being 
assigned, the REQUEST signals must be kept high. 

Since register and storage cell data are preserved 
during port selection, data written to a particular port 
can also be read from that same port. 

Cascade Connection 

The µPD42532 can be used in a single-device, 32K by 
8-bit configuration or it can be cascade connected by 
means of the C1N and CouT pins to allow unlimited 
expansion of word width and length. 

Single-Device Configuration. When using the 
µPD42532 as a single 32K by 8-bit data buffer, connect 
CouT to C1N and set the FL pin to a high logic level 
(see figure 3). 

Expanded Word Width. When using multiple devices 
to expand word width, connect RESET, REQUEST, PS, 
and IR to the corresponding pins of each µPD42532 in 
parallel and apply common control signals. Each CouT 
pin should be connected to its own C1N pin (as in the 
single-device configuration) and a high-level input 
applied to each FL. The flag pins of a single µPD42532 
can be used to represent the entire system (see 
figure 4). 

Expanded Word Length. When using multiple devices 
to expand word length, set a high-level input to FL of 
the leadµPD42532 and a low-level input to FL of all the 
others. Each CouT pin should be connected to C1N of 
the device following it; CouT on the last device should 
be connected to C1N of the lead device. Connect 
RESET, REQUEST, PS, and IR to the corresponding 
pins of each µPD42532 in parallel and apply common 
control signals. 

The EMPTY, FULL, and READY pins of each device, 
respectively, can be ORed together by external logic. 
'OR' outputs are composite EMPTY, FULL, and READY 
signals for all data buffers (see figure 5). 

Operation. To enable operation of µPD42532s in cas
cade connection, set the RESET signal(s) high to clear 
the internal counters and initialize the write and read 
address pointers. When the reset is complete, start 
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writing to the lead device. While data is being written to 
the first, all other devices output low READY signals 
and ignore the REQUEST signals. When write opera
tion in the first µPD42532 (n) reaches the last address, 
its CouT pin outputs a high-level signal and forces C1N 
of the next device high. Write operation shifts to the 
next device in succession (n + 1 ). The READY (W) 
signal of the first device (n) is driven low, and the 
READY (W) signal of the succeeding device (n + 1) 
goes high. 

If only write cycles are being executed, each data 
buffer outputs a low FULL signal as writing is com
pleted for that device. At the point where the last device 
finishes writing to its last address, all µPD42532s 
output low-level FULL and READY (W) signals. The 
ORed composite of these signals should be used to 
inhibit write operation. 

If write and read cycles are being executed simultane
ously, and the storage cells in the lead device are not 
full of accumulated data when the last device com
pletes writing to its last address, write operation shifts 
to the lead µPD42532 again. Writing continues in this 
manner until every data buffer is full. 

Read cycles also begin with the lead device (n) and 
shift to the next (n + 1) once the last address has been 
read. When all devices have been completely emptied 
of data, the ORed composite of the EMPTY signals is 
low. If the expanded word length configuration has less 
than 64 bytes of data in a write register, EMPTY will not 
be at a low level; READY (R) will be low to indicate that 
standard read operation may not proceed. Forced read 
or dummy write cycles will be required to continue 
reading any accumulated data of less than 64 bytes. 

Figure 3. Single-Device Configuration Block 
Diagram 

C1N cour Vee 
Reset RESET FL 

Sy•"m A { 

REQA REQB 

) Sy•"m B 
ROYA RDYB 

D8oA D8o8 
to to 
D87A 0878 

Port Select PS FULL 

Interrupt Read IR EMPTY 
Flags 

FLAG1 to 4 

83-004811A 
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Figure 4. Expanded Word Width Block Diagram 
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Figure 5. Expanded Word Length Block Diagram 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Terminal voltage, Vr -1.5to +7.0 V 

Operating temperature, T OPR o to +70°c 

Storage temperature, Tsrn -55 to + 125 °c 

Output current, lo 50 mA 

Power supply voltage, Vee -1.5 to +7.0 V 

Comment: Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended 
periods may affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could 
cause permanent damage. The device should be operated within the 
limits specified under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Recommended DC Operating Conditions 
TA= o to +70°C; Vee= +5.0 v ±10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Input voltage, high V1H 2.4 Vee v 
Input voltage, low V1L -1.0 0.8 v 

DC Characteristics 
TA= o to +70°C; Vee= +5.0 v ±10% 

Limits 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Standby supply lee1 20 mA REQUEST A, B 
current =V1H 

Write/read cycle lee2 80 mA twe = 100 ns; 
supply current tRe = 100 ns 

Write cycle leeJ 60 mA twe = 100 ns; 
supply current REQUEST (R) = V1H 

Read cycle lee4 60 mA tRe = 100 ns; 
supply current REQUEST (W) = V1H 

Input leakage -10 10 µA V1 = o to Vee: 
current other inputs= 0 V 

Output leakage lo -10 10 µA Vo= o to Vee: 
current output disabled 

Output voltage, VoH 2.4 v loH =-1 mA 
high 

Output voltage, Vol 0.4 v loL =4 mA 
low 

µPD42532 

Capacitance 
TA= o to +70°C; Vee= +5.0 v ±10% 

Limits 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Pins Under Test 

Input capacitance C1 10 pF REQUEST, RESET, 
PS, C1N. IR, FL/RT 

Output capacitance Co 

Input/output 
capacitance 

10 pF READY, FLAG1-
FLAG4, Gour. 
FULL, EMPTY 

10 pF DB0-DB7 
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AC Characteristics 
TA= o to +70°C; Vee= +s.o v ±10% 

Limits 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Read cycle time tRc 100 ns 

REQUEST (R) pulse width tRQW 50 10000 ns (Note 5) 

REQUEST (R) precharge time tRQP 30 ns 

REQUEST (R) low hold time after READY (R) high tRQN 50 10000 ns (Note 6) 

READY (R) low output time tRRF 30 ns (Note 14) 

Access time tAc 50 ns 

Access time after READY (R) high tACR 50 ns 

Output data hold time toH 10 ns 

Output data off time to FF 40 ns 

Low-impedance output delay tLz 5 ns 

Low-impedance output delay after READY (R) high tLzR 0 ns 

READY (R) low time when empty ts RR 4800 + 64 twc ns (Note 8) 

READY (R) low time when almost empty tEMR 0 4800 + 63twc ns (Note 8) 

Write cycle time twc 100 ns 

REQUEST (W) pulse width twaw 50 10000 ns (Note 5) 

REQUEST (W) precharge time twaP 30 ns 

REQUEST (W) low hold time after READY (W) high twaN 50 10000 ns (Note 6) 

READY (W) low output time twRF 30 ns 

Write data setup time tow 30 ns 

Write data hold time toH 10 ns 

REQUEST high setup time taRP tT+30 ns (Note 6) 

READY (W) low time when full tFLW 0 3200 + 64 tRc ns 

FLAG1·FLAG4 output times tfLO 4800 ns 

EMPTY and FULL output valid times tEFO 40 ns 

EMPTY and FULL output hold times tEFH 0 ns 

FULL output off time tFOF 3200 ns (Note 9) 

CouT output off time when read request is executed tcoR 40 ns 

CouT output on time when write request is executed tcow 40 ns 

C1N setup time for REQUEST (R) tclR 10 ns 

C1N setup time for REQUEST (W) tc1w 10 ns 

Reset pulse width tsw 100 ns 

READY, FULL, and EMPTY output times after reset tswR 80 ns 

FLAG1-FLAG4 output times after reset tssF 100 ns 

REQUEST precharge hold time after reset tswa 30 ns 

RT disable hold time after reset ts RT 800 ns 
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AC Characteristics (cont) 

Parameter 

Gour output low time after reset 

READY (R) on time after interrupt read is executed 

READY (W) off time after interrupt read is executed 

READY (W) on time after interrupt read 

REQUEST (W) hold time after IR input 

REQUEST (W) setup time before IR input 

IR pulse width 

REQUEST hold time after PS input 

REQUEST setup time before PS input 

READY output time after port selection 

RT pulse width 

REQUEST setup time before RT input 

REQUEST hold time after RT input 

READY (R) on time after retransmit is executed 

READY (W) on time after retransmit is executed 

READY off time after retransmit is executed 

EMPTY and FULL output hold times after retransmit 
is executed 

EMPTY reset time after retransmit is executed 

FLAG1-FLAG4 output valid times after retransmit 
is executed 

Input transition time 

Notes: 

(1) All voltages are referenced to GND. 

Symbol 

tswc 

tlRw 

tpsa 

tsRr 

twRr 

tr 

(2) All ac measurements assume input pulse rise and fall times of 
5 ns. 

(3) The input voltage reference levels for timing ratings are V1H (min) 
and V1L (max). Transition time tT is defined between V1H and VIL· 

(4) IR and RT inputs cannot be applied simultaneously. A timing 
delay of at least 100 ns is required. See figures 6 and 7 for 
acceptable input methods. 

(5) The maximum pulse width of 10,000 ns applies only when the 
READY signal is on. 

(6) REQUEST cannot be raised to a high level during the taRP + 
tRQN (or twaN) interval. 

Figure 6. Input Timing for IR and RT: Method 1 

100 ns 

IR 

µPD42532 

Limits 

Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

100 ns 

0 6400 ns (Note 7) 

50 ns (Note 7) 

100 ns (Note 11) 

60 ns (Note 13) 

60 ns 

50 2000 ns (Notes 4, 12, 13) 

100 ns 

100 ns 

50 ns 

50 2000 ns (Note 4) 

60 ns (Note 10) 

60 ns 

6400 ns (Note 7) 

4800 ns (Note 7) 

50 ns 

0 ns 

3200 ns 

8000 ns 

50 ns 

(7) If an RT (IR) pulse is applied during IR (RT) operation, the RT 
(IR) operation is delayed until IR (RT) operation is released. 

(8) "Empty" is defined as the state where the amount of stored data 
is zero, and "almost empty" is defined as the state where the 
amount of data is 1 to 63 bytes. 

(9) tFOF is defined from the rising edge of the REQUEST (R) 
signal when the amount of stored data reaches the prescribed 
value (that is, the value at which the FULL signal changes from a 
low level to a high level as defined in Table 1). 

(10) tsRT = 4800 ns minimum for the devices with process code K. 

Figure 7. Input timing for IR and RT: Method 2 

100 ns 

IR 
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AC Characteristics (cont) 

Notes [cont]: 

(11) After all data has been read in an IR cycle for devices with 
process code K, always input a RESET signal to initialize the 
internal circuitry before proceeding to the next operation. See 
figure 8. 

(12) The IR signal is invalid whenever the EMPTY signal is low on 
devices with process code K. 

(13) If an IR input signal is applied in a cascade connection for 
devices with process code K, the REQUEST (W) signal must 
stay at a high level until all data has been read. 

(14) Read cycles are normally executed so as to maintain the stored 
data volume at levels above 2K bytes. If the data volume drops 
below 2K bytes for devices with process code K, read all of the 
remaining data using the interrupt read option. 

Figure 8. Reset Pulse After IR Operation 

+Final Read During IR Operation 

REQUEST (R) 

RESET 
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Figure 9. Input Timing 
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Figure 10. Output Timing 

Figure 11. Output Loads 
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Timing Waveforms 

Reset Cycle 

tsw 

RESET 

ts RT 

FLIRT 

READY(W) 1 tswo 

(/ZZ0/11//Z 
II 

REOUEST(W) 

tswj 
READY(R) 

I 
tQRP IRQN 

REQUEST(R) 

~/ tssFi 

FLAG1 to 

FLAG4~~~--:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---,fi-~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

~tsw] 
Cour 

Notes: 
(1) IR= low 

(2) PS = high or low 
83~0048148 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Write Cycle 

REQUEST(W) 

READY(W) 

Notes: 

(1) IR = low 

(2) FL/RT = high 

(3) PS = high or low 

(4) RESET = low 

3-220 

tow 

tDH 

twRF tQRP 

---tFLW--

NEC 

twaw 

twaN 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Read Cycle 

tRQW 

REQUEST(R) 

tRQW tRQP tRRF 

---tEMR-----"" 

READY(R) 

tAC i-----..ii..t...::O..:..:H~ 

DouT-0C 
VoH I I 

tFLO 

FLAG1 to 

FLAG4 ~~~~~~~...,..;....~~~~-' l'-~-->.i-~~~~~~~~~---1',._~~~~~~~~-
Notes: 

(1) IA = low 

(2) FURT = high 

(3) PS = high or low 

(4) RESET = low 
83-0048166 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Interrupt Read Cycle 

IR 

REQUEST(W) 

READY(W) 

REQUEST(R) 

READY(R) 

Notes: 

(1) PS = high or low 

(2) FL/RT = high 

(3) RESET = low 
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t1RW 

"""3 tRRF ~ .... Jr-
tEFO 

tEFH 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Retransmit Cycle 

FL/RT ~'"~]; 
~~~~~ ..................... 

READY(W) 

REQUEST(W) 

READY(R) 

REQUEST(R) 

FLAG1 to 
FLAG4 

IFSRT 

~~~~~~~ ....... 11...1'--'--'--.._..._ ........................................ _, 

VoH 

Notes: 

(1) PS = high or low 

(2) IR= low 

(3) RESET = low 

µPD42532 

II 

IRON 

83-0048196 
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µPD42532 NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Port Select Cycle 

PS 

REOUEST(A) _ __,1IPBQJ ~IPAQ!.._____, 
REQUEST(B) F =\_________ 

I--- tPSR 

READY(A) ) 
_____ _____JI'--------

R~D~~ ) 

---------J "-------
83-0048208 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Cascade Cycle 

REQUEST(W) 

REQUEST(R) 

READY(W) 
(n) 

READY(R) 
(n) 

C1N 

(n+1) ---------

(n+1) -------------

µPD42532 

tWRF 

1'""' 

READY(W) J 
RE ADY ( R) _ ____, ,..____ ......----

(n+1) . 

Notes: 

(1) IR= low 

(2) FLIRT = high or low 

(3) PS = high or low 

(4) RESET = low 
83-0048178 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µPD42601 silicon file is an economical mass 
storage device specifically designed to replace mag- · 
netic disk drives in silicon disk, solid-state recording, 
and system backup applications in a variety of com
puter systems. Organized as 1,048,576 words by 1 bit, 
the µPD42601 provides a battery backup feature for 
enhanced system performance and a substantial sav
ings in power consumption. 

The device is capable of executing standard access or 
page-mode write and read cycles. Refreshing is 
accomplished by means of CAS before RAS refresh 
cycles, RAS-only refresh cycles, self-refresh cycles, or 
by normal read or write cycles on the 512 address 
combinations of Ao through A8 during a 32-ms period. 

The µPD42601 is uniquely suitable for battery backup 
systems because it requires a very low power supply 
current for extended periods of self-refresh operation. 
If ambient temperature is limited to 50 °C (max), as little 
as 30 µA (max) is required to maintain all data. 

TheµPD42601 is available in high-density 20-pin plastic 
ZIPor 26/20-pin plastic SOJ packaging. 

Features 

D 1,048,576-word by 1-bit organization 
D Single +5-volt ±10% power supply 
D CMOS technology 
D Low operating power: 12 mA maximum 
D 30 µA maximum self-refresh current at Oto 50°C 
D Read or write cycle time: 1000 ns minimum 
D Page-mode cycle time: 200 ns minimum 
D CAS before RAS refreshing 
D 512 refresh cycles during 32-ms period 
D Automatic self-refreshing by RAS input cycling 

Ordering Information 
Self-Refresh 

Page-Mode Current 
Part Number Cycle (min) (max, 50°CJ Package 

µPD42601 LA-60 200 ns 120µA 26/20-pin plastic SOJ 

LA-60L 200 ns 30µA 

µPD42601V-60 200 ns 120µA 20-pin plastic ZIP 

V-60L 200 ns 30µA 

Pin Configurations 

26120-Pin Plastic SOJ 

DIN 

WE 

RAS 

RFSH 

NC 

Ao 

A1 

A2 

A3 

Vee 

20-Pin Plastic ZIP 

Ag 1 

DOUT 3 

DIN 5 

RAS 7 

RFSH 9 

Ao 11 

A2 13 

Vee 1s 

As 17 

A1 19 

New 4 Mb density and 80 ns speed will be available first half of 1991. 

60080 INFr.FI .1nRQI 

2 CAS 

GND 

WE 

8 NC 

10 NC 

12 A1 

14 AJ 

16 A4 

18 As 

20 As 

µPD42601 
Sil icon File 

GND 

DQUT 

CAS 

NC 

Ag 

As 

A7 

As 

As 

A4 

83-004632A 

83-004634A 
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µPD42601 

Pin Identification 
Name 

Ao-Ag 

D1N 

Dour 

RAS 

CAS 

WE 

RFSH 

GND 

Vee 

NC 

Block Diagram 

3-228 

Function 

Address inputs 

Data input 

Data output 

Row address strobe 

Column address strobe 

Write enable 

Self-refresh control 

Ground 

+5-volt power supply 

No connection 

Decoder 

Timing 
Generator 

0 

RFSH 

Refresh Address 
Counter 

NEC 
Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Voltage on any pin relative to GND, Vr -1.0 to +7.0 V 

Operating temperature, T OPR o to +70°C 

Storage temperature, Tsrn -55 to +125°C 

Short-circuit output current, los 50 mA 

Power dissipation, Po 1.0 w 
Supply voltage, Vee -1.0 to +7.0 V 

Comment: Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended 
periods may affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could 
cause permanent damage. The device should be operated within the 
limits specified under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Ao Ag 

Multiplexer 

Row Address 
Buffer 

Row Address 
Decoder 

Storage 
Cell 

Matrix 

Data-Out 
Buffer 

0 

Dour 

"' "' ~ .. 
~CD 
ca:~ 
cu 
E CD 
:IC 
0 
0 

Column Address 
Latch 

Column Address 
Buffer 

DIN 

83-0049459 



ttiEC 
Operation 

Write and Read Operation 

The µPD42601 is capable of standard write and read 
operation as well as page-mode operation. The ten row 
address bits are set up on pins Ao through Ag and 
latched onto the chip by RAS. Subsequently, ten 
column address bits are set up on pins Ao through Ag 
and latched onto the chip by CAS. An appropriate write 
or read cycle is executed according to the logical level 
of WE: a high WE initiates a read cycle and low WE 
initiates a write cycle. 

Page-mode operation may be executed by pulsing 
CAS repeatedly while maintaining a low RAS. The first 
word is accessed in the same manner as in standard 
write and read operation, with row addresses latched 
onto the chip by RAS and column addresses latched by 
CAS. Subsequent column addresses are accessed for 
each CAS cycle, repeated during a period up to the 
maximum RAS pulse width. 

Refresh Operation 

CAS before RAS Refreshing. This cycle may be 
initiated by bringing CAS low before RAS and holding 
it low after RAS falls. A built-in address counter makes 
external addressing unnecessary. 

RAS-Only Refreshing. RAS-only refreshing is exe
cuted by holding CAS high as the row addresses are 
latched onto the chip by RAS. Using this cycle, all 
storage cells are refreshed by the 512 address com
binations of Ao through A8 during a 32-ms period. 

µPD42601 

Self-Refreshing. A self-refresh cycle is initiated for the 
addresses generated by the internal counter whenever 
RFSH is active low and the RAS input is cycling (see 
figure 1). Since the minimum required RAS cycling 
frequency depends on ambient temperature, power 
consumption will also vary with temperature as shown 
in the AC and DC Characteristics. For extended 
periods of self-refresh operation, a low supply current 
is required; e.g., if ambient temperature is limited to 
50°C (max}, as little as 30 µA (max) is required to 
maintain all data. 

Recommended DC Operating Conditions 
TA= 0 to +70°C; GND = 0 v 

Limits 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Supply voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 
Input voltage, high V1H 2.4 5.5 v 
Input voltage, low V1L -1.0 0.8 v 

Capacitance 
TA= 25°C; f = 1 MHz 

Parameter Symbol Max Unit Pins Under Test 

Input capacitance C11 5 pF Address, D1N 

C12 8 pF RAS, CAS, WE, 
RFSH 

Output capacitance Co pF DouT 
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µPD42601 

DC Characteristics 
TA= o to +10°c; Vee= +5.0 V ± 10% 

Limits 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Operating current, lcc1 
average 

Standby current lcc2 

~ating current, lcc3 
RAS-only refresh, 
average 

~ating current, lcc4 
GAS before RAS 
refresh, average 

Operating current, Ices 
self-refresh mode, 
average 

Operating current, lcc6 
page mode, 
average 

Input leakage l1L 
current 

Output leakage loL 
current 

Output voltage, Vol 
low 

Output voltage, 
high 

Notes: 

VoH 

-1 

-1 

2.4 

12 mA RAS, GAS cycling; 
lo =O mA; 
IRc = IRC (min) 

2.0 mA RAS = GAS = RFSH 
=V1H 

0.5 mA RAS = GAS = RFSH 
;:::o: Vee - 0.4; A0-Ag, 
D1N and WE ? Vee 
- 0.4 or::; 0.4 V 

10 mA tRc = IRc (min); 
lo =O mA 

10 mA IRC = IRc (min); 
lo =O mA 

30 µA RAS cycling at 50 
kHz (Notes 1, 2, 3, 4) 

60 µA RAS cycling at 100 
kHz (Notes 1, 2, 3, 4) 

120 µA RAS cycling at 200 
kHz (Notes 1, 2, 3) 

12 mA tpc = tpc (min); 
lo= o mA 

µA V1N = o to Vee; all 
other pins not under 
test= 0 V 

µA Dour disabled; 
Vour = o to Vee 

0.4 V 10 = 4.2 mA 

V lo=-5 mA 

(1) When tFAs::; 2.5 ms, Ices does not depend on the RAS clock; 
Ices (max) =500µA. When tFAs2°'.2.5 ms, Ices (max) =500µA in 
the first 2.5 ms after RFSH falls (it does not depend on the RAS 
clock). Subsequently, Ices is 120 µA for the µPD42601 or is as 
shown in the following table for the µPD42601-L. 

Operating Clock Self-Refresh 
Temperature [TA] Frequency [min] Current [max] 

Oto 50°C 50 kHz 30 µA at 50 kHz 

o to 60°C 100 kHz 60 µA at 100 kHz 

o to 70°C 200 kHz 120 µA at 200 kHz 

3-230 
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(2) tRcF depends on operating temperature as reflected in the table 

below (see figures 2 and 3). 

tRcF [max] Operating 
Temperature [T Al µPD42601-L µPD42601 

0 to 50°C 20µs 5µs 

Oto 60°C 10µs 5µs 

o to 70°C 5µs 5µs 

(3) Average power supply current required for self refreshing is 
measured according to the following conditions: RAS is cycling 
at 50, 100 or 200 kH~? Vee- 0.4 V; V1L::; 0.4 V; tT::::: 50 ns; Ao 
to Ag, DIN· WE and CAS=VcctoGND; RFSH=V1L· When RFSH 
= v1L (::; 0.4 V), the RAS input must be cycled at or exceeding the 
minimum frequency requirements. 

(4) This specification applies to theµPD42601-L only. For the non-L 
version, Ices is 120 µA, maximum, at all TA· 

AC Characteristics 
TA= o to +70°C; Vee= +5.0 v ±10% 

Limits 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Random read or write tRc 1000 ns (Note 5) 
cycle time 

Page-mode cycle time tpc 

Access time from RAS tRAC 

Access time from GAS tcAc 
(falling edge) 

Output buffer turnoff toFF 
delay 

Transition time (rise 
and fall) 

RAS precharge time IRP 

RAS pulse width IRAS 

RAS hold time 

GAS pulse width tcAS 

GAS hold time tcsH 

RAS to GAS delay time IRCD 

GAS to RAS precharge tcRP 
time 

GAS precharge time tcPN 
(non-page cycle) 

GAS precharge time tcp 
(page cycle) 

RAS precharge GAS 
hold time 

200 ns (Notes 5, 15) 

600 ns (Notes 6, 7) 

100 ns (Notes 6, 8) 

100 ns (Note 9) 

3 50 ns (Notes 3, 4) 

390 ns 

600 100000 ns 

100 ns 

100 10000 ns 

600 ns 

150 500 ns (Note 10) 

30 ns (Note 11) 

90 ns 

90 ns (Note 15) 

0 ns 



NEC µPD42601 

AC Characteristics (cont) 
TA= o to +10°c; Vee= +5.0 v ±10% 

Limits Limits 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Unit Test Conditions Parameter Symbol Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Row address setup tAsR ns Self-Refresh Cycle (cont) 
time RAS pulse width in tRSF 600 ns 
Row address hold time tRAH 90 ns self-refresh mode 

Column address setup tASC 0 ns RFSH to RAS delay tFRD 100 ns 
time time 

Column address hold tcAH 90 ns RAS hold time in self- tFRH 200 ns 
time refresh mode 

Column address hold tAR 590 ns Notes: IJ time referenced to RAS 
(1) All voltages are referenced to GND. 

Read command setup tRcs 0 ns 
(2) An initial pause of 100 µs is required after power-up (Vee = 

time 
+5.0 V ±10%), followed by any eight RAS cycles, before proper 

Read command hold tRRH 75 ns (Note 12) device operation is achieved. RAS, CAS, and RFSH must equal 
time referenced to RAS V1H during the initial pause. 

Read command hold tRCH 0 ns (Note 12) (3) Ac measurements assume tT = 5 ns. 
time referenced to GAS (4) v1H (min) and v1l (max) are reference levels for measuring 

Write command hold twcH 90 ns timing of input signals. Transition times are measured between 

time V1H and Vil· 

Write command hold twcR 590 ns (5) The minimum specifications are used only to indicate the cycle 

time referenced to RAS time at which proper operation over the full temperature range 

Write command pulse twp 90 
(TA= o to +70°C) is assured. 

ns 
width (6) Load= 2 TTL loads and 100 pF (VoH = 2.4 V, Vol= 0.4 V). 

Data-in setup time tos 0 ns (Note 14) 
(7) Assumes that tRcD :5 tRcD (max). If tRco is greater than the 

maximum recommended value in this table, tRAC increases by 
Data-in hold time toH 90 ns (Note 14) the amount that tRco exceeds the value shown. 

Data-in hold time to HR 590 ns (8) Assumes that tRco;::::: tRco (max). 
referenced to RAS (9) toFF (max) defines the time at which the output achieves the 

Write command setup twcs ns open-circuit condition and is not referenced to VoH or Vol· 

time (10) Operation within the tRcD (max) limit assures that tRAC (max) 

GAS setup time for tcsR 30 ns can be met. tRcD (max) is specified as a reference point only; if 

GAS before RAS refresh tRcD is greater than tRcD (max), access time is controlled 

GAS hold time for GAS tcHR 105 
exclusively by tcAC· 

ns 
(11) The tcRP requirement should be applicable for RAS/CAS cycles before RAS refresh 

preceded by any cycle. 
Refresh period tREF 32 ms Addresses 

(12) Either tRRH or tRcH must be satisfied for a read cycle. 
Ao-A a 

Self-Refresh Cycle 
(13) When tFAS :5 2.5 ms, Ices does not depend on the RAS clock; 

Ices (max)= 500 µA. When tFAS;::::: 2.5 ms, Ices (max)= 500 µA 
RFSH pulse width tFAS 810 ns (Note 13) for the first 2.5 ms after RFSH falls (it does not depend on the 

RAS to RFSH delay tRFD 100 ns 
RAS clock). Subsequently, Ices is 120µA fortheµPD42601 or is 

time 
as shown in the following table for the µPD42601-L. 

RAS setup time tFRs 200 ns Operating Clock Self-Refresh 
to RFSH Temperature [T Al Frequency [min] Current [max] 

RAS cycle time in self- tRCF 1000 ns (Note 16) Oto 50°C 50 kHz 30 µA at 50 kHz 
refresh mode 

RAS precharge time in 390 
o to 60°C 100 kHz 60 µA at 100 kHz 

tRPF ns 
self-refresh mode o to 70°C 200 kHz 120 µA at 200 kHz 
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Notes [cont]: 

(14) These parameters are referenced to the falling edge of CAS for 
early write cycles. 

(15) This parameter is applicable to page-mode operation. 

(16) tRcF depends on operating temperature as reflected in the table 
below (see figures 2 and 3). 

Operating 
Temperature [T Al 

0 to 50°C 

o to 60°C 

o to 70°C 

tRcF [max] 

µPD42601-L µPD42601 

20µs Sµs 

10µs Sµs 

Sµs Sµs 

Figure 1. Internal Address Generation in Self-Refresh Operation 

NEC 

RFSH ~~-----------...,.,~---------s_e_lf_·R_e_fr-es_h_o_p_e_r_at-io_n ___ _,~------------------------------.:~ 
______ 19 RAS Clocks----------19 RAS Clocks-----i----- 19 RAS Clocks 

(Note 1) 19 1 2 

Notes: 
(1) One internal address is refreshed every 19 RAS pulses. 
(2) The self-refresh mode is intended primarily for long 

periods of refresh-only operation. 

3-232 

---- Address (n) Refresh 

n+1 
------<~ 

n+2 

---~~ 

---- Address (n + 1) 
Refresh 

83-0045038 
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Figure 2. Special Requirement for tRcF Near Periods of Limited Standard Refresh Cycles 

-----Self-Refresh Operation---- ------------
Normal Read and Write Operation 

Self-Refresh Operation 

tFRD 

Notes: 
[1] The value for tRCF [min] is specified in AC Characteristics. The 

value for tRCF [max] is dependent upon temperature and shown 
in the table below. 

50°c 
so 0 c 
10°c 

tRCF [max] 

µPD42601-L µPD42601 

20µs 
10µs 
5µs 

5µs 
5µs 
5µs 

[2] When exiting self-refresh to a period of read and write operation 
which includes CBR refresh cycles, tRCF is the delay between 
the last self-refresh pulse and the first CBR cycle. When 
entering self-refresh operation, tRCF is the delay between the 
last CBR cycle and the first self-refresh pulse. 

[3] In this period of normal read/write operation, there are no CBR 
refresh cycles or less than 512 RAS-only refresh cycles. 

(Note 3) 

[4] The time delay between the last self-refresh pulse in one self
refresh cycle, and the first self-refresh pulse in the next cycle, is 
defined by tRCF [max] when the intervening period of read and 
write operation meets the conditions in Note 3. 

[5] The built-in counter generates the refresh address in self
refresh and CBR refresh cycles. Since this address increments 
sequentially from the last cycle in either self-refresh or CBR 
operation to the first cycle in the alternate refresh mode, CBR 
refreshing should be used during normal read and write 
operation to refresh one address location every 62 µs or less. If 
some other means of refreshing is used, it is necessary to do a 
burst refresh of all storage cells just before changing to and just 
after exiting self-refresh operation. 

83-0045028 

Figure 3. Timing Restrictions for Entering and Exiting Self-Refresh Operation 

Self-Refresh 
Operation 

Normal Read/Write Operation Self-Refresh 
Operation 

Notes: 

Last 
Self· Refresh 

Pulse 
-----tRCF----

First CBR 
Cycle 

[1] The value for tRCF [min] is specified in AC Characteristics. The 
value fortRCF [max] is dependent upon temperature and shown 
in the table below. 

tRCF [max] 

TA µPD42601-L µPD42601 

50°C 
so 0 c 
10°c 

20µs 
10µs 
5µs 

5µs 
5µs 
5µs 

[2] When exiting self-refresh to a period of read and write operation 
which includes CBR refresh cycles, tRCF is the delay between 
the last self-refresh pulse and the first CBR cycle. When 
entering self-refresh operation, tRCF is the delay between the 
last CBR cycle and the first self-refresh pulse. 

Last CBR 
Cycle 

First 
Self-Refresh 

Pulse 
----tRCF---.i 

[3] The built-in counter generates the refresh address in self
refresh and CBR refresh cycles. Since this address increments 
sequentially from the last cycle in either self-refresh or CBR 
operation to the first cycle in the alternate refresh mode, CBR 
refreshing should be used during normal read and write 
operation to refresh one address location every 62 µs or less. If 
some other means of refreshing is used, it is necessary to do a 
burst refresh of all storage cells just before changing to and just 
after exiting self-refresh operation. 

83-0045016 
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Timing Waveforms 

Read Cycle 

RAS 

IRAS 

IAR~ 

IRCD 

tcsH 

lCAH 

Column 
Address 

WE /////////// L 
I . IRAC 

Dour 
High Impedance 

Note: 

(1) RFSH = V1H. 
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IRC 

IRSH 

ICAS ICPN 

tcAC IRRH 

IOFF 1---
High Impedance 

Valid Data 

83-0049468 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Write Cycle (Early Write) 

1.--------tRAS-------.-. 

i.-------tcsH---'-------..i•I 

tRco----'4----'---tRSH----

---'---tCAS---.i 

IRP 

IJ 

Address 

GJ~ ~··"}z 
DIN -izz-zz-z-zz---zz-m . v.n. .... -zz-zz-z-zz-zz-z--zz---z.--.-zz__....11.......-1 

I• tDHR----~-' 
High Impedance 

Dour 
Note: 

(1) RFSH = V1H. 
83-0049478 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Page-Mode Read Cycle 

IRAS 

RAS 

... I 
ICSH ., IRP 

1· tpc IRSH 

tcp tcAs lCPN 

CAS 

Address 

tOFF 

High Impedance 

Note: 
(1) RFSH = V1H. 

83-0049488 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Page-Mode Write Cycle (Early Write) 

----tpc---

tcAs IJ 
Address 

Note: 

(1) RFSH = VIH· 
83-0049498 
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Timing Waveforms {cont) 

RAS-Only Refresh Cycle 

x 
r--tCRP-

IRAS 

t\'EC 

IRC 

IRP 

)if 
f-tRPC1 

High Impedance Dour ~~~~~~~~ ....... ~~~~~~~~~.....;.~--~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Notes: 
(1) RFSH = V1H. 
(2) WE and DIN = don't care. 

83-0049518 

CAS Before RAS Refresh Cycle Self-Refresh Cycle 

i--------tRc-------- IRPF IRCF IRPF 

IRP i-----tRAS---..i 

tcsR tcHR 

-----tFAs-----..i 

High Impedance Dour ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--
Note: 
(1) CAS, WE, DIN, Address = don't care. 

Notes: 83-004952A 

(1) RFSH = V1H. 
(2) WE, D1N, Addresses = don't care. 

83-004950A 



NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

TheµPD43501 is a time-switch device designed for use 
in a high-performance digital communications net
work. Features include a time-switch function by 
which up to 1,024 channels can be exchanged using 
a 16-bit data width, and a tone output function by which 
an 8-bit tone signal can be output to an arbitrary 
channel. 

Two planes of 1-kword by 8-bit storage area and one 
plane of 1-kword by 10-bit control storage area for the 
time-switch function enable the µPD43501 to realize 
switching modes in which arbitrary 1,024 or 512 input 
channels can be connected to arbitrary 1,024 or 512 
output channels. The configuration of the tone signal 
output section, one plane of 64-word by 8-bit tone 
storage area and one plane of 1-kword by 8-bit tone 
control storage area, allows the device to output up to 
64 different tone signals to an arbitrary output channel 
as 8-bit voice/tone data. 

Ordering Information 
Part Number Data Transfer Rate (max) 

µPD43501R 8.192 Mbps 

Package 

132-pin ceramic pin grid 
array (PGA) 

Features 

µPD43501 
1,024-CHANNEL 

TIME DIVISION SWITCH 

D Separate switch storage and control storage to 
allow construction with one VLSI device of a non
blocking switching network having a maximum 
capacity of 1,024 channels 

D Selectable operation 
- 1,024 by 1,024 serial input and output 
- 1,024 by 1,024 parallel input and output 

• 16.384 MHz operating frequency 
• 8.192 Mbps data transfer rate 

- 512 by 512 parallel input and output 
• 8.192 MHz operating frequency 
• 4.096 Mbps data transfer rate 

D Switching flexibility 
- 8- or 16-bit data width 
- n by 64 kbps connection 

D Tone signal output function 
D 8 by 8 space switch for an 8.192 Mbps, 128-channel 

multiplexed line 
D CPU interfaces for the control storage and tone 

control storage 
D Low power consumption: 1000 mW (typ) 
D TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
D 132-pin ceramic pin grid array packaging 

Contact your NEC sales representative for a copy of the complete data sheet. 
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Block Diagram 

c100-Clo1 

SWE1 

s100-Slo1 

TNoo-TNog 

TWE 

WAoo-WAog 

WCoo-WCog 

CTLD 

RST 

FH 

CLK 

CLK1 

CLK2 

MO Do 

MOD1 

TS Po 

TSP1 

RAoo-RAog 

3-240 

WE 
1---------1 DIN DouT 1--------------4 

S/P 
or PIN 

Switch 
Storage 2 

WE 

S/P 
1-------+--+--t DIN DOUT t-----------t 

or 
PIN 

Switch 
Storage 1 

A Do AD1 
DOUT 

-----------i--t---r----r------.D1N 

-----------+--1---1-----1----+1WE 

Write 
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Switching Functions 

ModeO 

In this mode, the µPD43501 inputs eight 128-channel 
multiplexed lines from ports Sl 00 through Sl07 (or 
from Ciao through Cl07) and outputs eight 128-channel 
multiplexed lines to ports SOoo through S007 (or COoo 
through C007). Refer to figure 1 for a functional pin 
diagram. 

Serial input data from the input ports first is converted 
to parallel data by the serial-to-parallel converters in 
the receive section, and then multiplexed and sent to 
the input section of the switch storage area. Since the 
write address counter is synchronized with input data, 
the write address of the switch storage area corre
sponds to the time slot number of the input signal. 
Writing multiplexed data to the switch address speci
fied by the write address counter causes input data in 
the time slot corresponding to the switch address 
always to be stored at that address (figure 2). 

Conversely, a control storage address corresponds to 
an output-side time slot number, and the data in control 
storage indicates the switch storage address, i.e., the 
input-side time slot number is stored at the control 
storage address corresponding to the output-side time 
slot to which the input-side is transferred. 

The address signal is sent from the read address 
counter to control storage in synchronization with 
each output-side time slot. Data read out by this 
operation is then sent to the switch storage area as the 
address signal, and the data in the specified address 
(input-side time slot) is then read out on the output side 
and switched. Switched data is sent to the parallel-to-

µPD43501 

serial converters in the transmission section, where it 
is converted to serial data and then output to the 
appropriate output ports. 

With this switching function, the data in an arbitrary 
time slot on the input side can be output as data in an 
arbitrary time slot on the output side. Furthermore, in 
addition to the time division switch function, a space 
switch function enables switching time slots on any of 
the eight input ports to be output on any of the eight II 
output ports. This means that a nonblocking 8 x 8 
space switch for 128-channel multiplexed lines can be 
realized. 

Mode 1 

Mode 1 makes it possible for the µPD43501 to input 
512-channel multiplexed lines (4.096 Mbps by 8 bits), 8 
bits in parallel, and output 512-channel multiplexed 
lines, 8 bits in parallel. The input signals received on 
the input ports are sent to the switch storage area in 
parallel, after which the same switching functions 
described in Mode Oare then performed. 

Mode2 

In Mode 2, the µPD43501 inputs 1,024-channel multi
plexed lines (8.192 Mbps by 8 bits), 8 bits in parallel, 
and outputs 1,024-channel multiplexed lines, 8 bits in 
parallel. The input signals received on the input ports 
are sent to the switch storage area in parallel, after 
which the same switching functions described in 
Mode Oare performed. 
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Figure 1. Functional Pin Diagram 
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Figure 2. Time Slot Versus Frame Configuration 
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Description 

The µPD43608 is an integrated cache subsystem that 
provides the microprocessor system designer with a 
high-performance, sing le-chip, general-purpose cache 
solution. The µPD43608 consists of a CPU interface, 
directory storage (including address tag and validity 
bit storage), 8K bytes of on-chip data storage, 128 x 
6-bit least recently used (LRU) replacement storage, 
internal address and data paths for cache bypass 
operations, an asynchronous 32-bit system bus inter
face, and several features optimizing cache write and 
miss operations. TheµPD43608 is also able to interface 
with a number of 16- and 32-bit general-purpose 
microprocessors operating at 16 or 20 MHz. 

Features 

D High-performance 16- and 20-MHz operation 
D 16- and 32..,bit microprocessor interface capability 
D Integrated cache architecture 

- 8K bytes of on-chip data storage 
- 16-byte cache block size 
- 4-way set associative placement algorithm 

D Bus monitoring circuit 
D LRU replacement algorithm 
D Prefetch on miss-one block lookahead 
D Fetch bypass and wraparound load 
D Asynchronous 32-bit system bus interface 
D Multichip configuration increases cache size 
D Write-through storage update policy with one-level 

write buffer 
D 132-pin ceramic pin grid array packaging 
D CMOS circuit technology 

Ordering Information 
Ready Output Cycle Time 

Part Number Time (max) (min) 

µPD43608R-2 70 ns 125 ns 
~~~~~~~~~~-

R -3 50 ns 100 ns 

Package 

132-pin ceramic pin 
grid array 

Organization 

µPD43608 
SINGLE-CHIP 

CACHE SUBSYSTEM 

The µPD43608 is organized as a 4-way set associative 
cache, with 8K bytes of on-chip data storage organized 
as 128 sets by four 16-byte data blocks. When the CPU 
executes a read cycle, the address tag field of the 
physical CPU address is compared to the address tag 
in the cache directory. If a hit occurs, the selected data 
is sent to the CPU. Otherwise, the µPD43608 initiates a 
miss cycle to access main storage and update the 
cache with the replacement block. This architecture 
ensures a high hit ratio of 95% in most microprocessor 
applications. 

Optimizing the Miss Cycle 

The hit rate is an important parameter for measuring 
performance. Since a high hit rate of 95% requires that 
the µPD43608 access the main storage array for 5% of 
all read cycles, the penalty in system performance 
incurred during a miss cycle may be significant. The 
µPD43608 provides a number of on-chip features that 
optimize system performance during a miss cycle. 

Data Transfer Cycles 

The µPD43608 cache subsystem provides two data 
transfer modes for accessing main storage during a 
miss cycle: (1) burst data transfer mode uses the nibble 
access feature of a DRAM in main storage to optimize 
system bus bandwidth; (2) in single data transfer 
mode, an address is transmitted with each read cycle 
to main storage for systems that don't use nibble 
access DRAMs. 

Block Load and Fetch Bypass Buffers 

Once the replacement block has been read from main 
storage, the block load buffer is used to reduce the 
replacement block transfer time by providing a tem
porary buffer for storing the replacement block while 
the cache data storage is being updated. 

Contact your NEC sales representative for a copy of the complete data sheet. 
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Concurrently, the CPU throughput is optimized by 
loading the missed word into the fetch bypass buffer as 
soon as it is read from main storage. The CPU directly 
accesses the fetch bypass buffer and can fetch the 
missed word without having to wait for the replacement 
block to be stored in cache data storage. If the CPU 
attempts to read' the' next word in the replacement 
block, the cache searches the directory and the block 
load buffer to determine whether or not a hit has 
occurred. Once.the entire replacement block is loaded 
into the block load buffer, the data is wraparound
loaded into cache data storage. 

Prefetch on Miss 

On cache miss cycles, the µPD43608 implements a 
one-block lookahead algorithm that prefetches the 
next sequential cache data block, thus increasing the 
cache hit rate. Although prefetching can improve 
cache performance, a check must be made to deter~ 
mine that the block is not currently stored in the cache. 
The µPD43608 performs this check during each pre
fetch cycle_, searching the cache 'directory for the 
desired prefetch block. If a hit occurs, the prefetch 

3-246 

logic aborts the cycle. This function, which ensures 
that the cache is not polluted with duplicate data, can 
be enabled or disabled by controlling the cache status 
code signals during each read cycle. 

Replacement Algorithm 

The µPD43608 ·uses a least. recently used (LRU) 
replacement algorithm to determine which data block 
should be overwritten during a cache miss cycle. This .. 
algorithm improves cache performance by choosing 
the data block with the least usage to optimize the 
hit rate. 

Main Storage Update Policies 

To maintain data consistency in the storage hierarchy 
during each cache write cycle, the µPD43608 uses a 
write-through method that updates the main storage 
as soon as the CPU writes data to cache storage. CPU 
throughput is optimized by means of a one-level write 
buffer, which temporarily stores write data and initiates 
the write cycle to main stor;ige, all.owing the CPU to 
concurrently execute the next instruction. 
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Pin Configuration 
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Block Diagram 
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µPD43608 Single-Chip Cache Subsystem 

System Bus Interface 

The integrated system bus interface provides an inter
face to contemporary microprocessor system bus 
architectures. The interface circuit consists of a 32-bit 
multiplexed address and data bus, asynchronous bus 
control signals, a bus lock signal, a wait signal, a 
correctable error function, two data transfer modes
burst and single, and a system bus clock signal. The 
size of the cache can be increased by connecting 
additional µPD43608 devices in parallel. A write buffer 
busy signal is daisy-chained between the parallel 
devices and automatically controls data transfers in 
multichip configurations. 
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83-0047236 

Bus Monitoring 

In multiprocessor system applications, maintaining 
data consistency is a major concern. lri such a system 
architecture, an integrated circuit is required to monitor 
the system bus for any updates to main storage. When 
a bus master updates a location in its cache storage 
and writes that change to main storage, all slave 
processors must invalidate any stale cache data. The 
monitoring circuit latches all write addresses on the 
system bus and invalidates any cache data blocks that 
are not consistent with main storage. 
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Functional Pin Diagram 
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Signal Summary 

CPU Interface Memory Interface 
Signal Input/ 

Signal Function 
Signal Input/ 

Signal Function 
Name Output Name Output 

PCLK I Processor clock AD0-AD31 1/0 Address/data bus 

A1-A27 I Address bus AD31 = MEM/10 0 Memory/IQ 

l Do-D31 1/0 Data bus AD30 = MRD/MWT Read/write During an 
PAS I Address strobe AD29 = LOCK Bus lock address cycle 

PCS I Command strobe AD2s = PRF Prefetch 

CAEN I Cache output enable MAS/MBS 0 Address strobe/bus strobe 

PRD/PWT I Read/write MDS 0 Data strobe 

PBEs-PBEo I Byte enable MBEo/EOC 0 Byte enable O/end of cycle 

ST2-ST0 I Status MBE1/UERR 1/0 Byte enable 1/uncorrectable error 

PRDY 0 Ready MBE2/WAIT 1/0 Byte enable 2/wait 

ERR 0 Error MBE3/CERR 110 Byte enable 3/correctable error 

Control MWA I Main memory write check address 

RST I Reset BRO 0 Bus request 

WBSY 1/0 Write buffer busy BACK I Bus acknowledge 

AMC I Test pin BCLK I Bus clock 

SMC I Scan path mode 
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Description 

The µPD71641 is an LSI cache controller chip offering 
advanced features, unequaled flexibility, and bui It-in re
Ii ability to system designers. The µPD71641 makes it 
practical and economical to use sophisticated caches in 
microprocessor-based systems. 

The implementation of µPD71641 is transparent to the 
application program. The µPD71641 is configurable from 
direct-mapped to 4-way set-associative mapping. The 
µPD71641 allows up to 128K bytes of cache memory. 
Cache updating is made efficient with sub-block parti
tion and burst mode features. 

The µPD71641 can be easily used with many general
purpose, high-performance 32-bit or 16-bit microproces
sors. Its architecture is suitable for multiprocessors and 
multimaster environments. Cache data consistency is 
ensured by bus monitoring and dual comparator tech
niques. The µPD71641 uses a write-through strategy to 
update main memory, which guarantees the best cache 
consistency in a multiprocessor and multimaster sys
tem. External data storage is flexible in size and organi
zation. The µPD71641 will work with any word width. 

Tl)e µPD71641 is unique in offering features to implement 
a highly reliable cache memory subsystem. The 
µPD71641 provides built-in reliability checks, such as 
address tag parity check, multiple hit detection, and 
self-diagnosis for directory faults. Upon detection of an 
erroneous condition, the µPD71641 can either be dis
abled, or continue to operate in a functionally degraded 
mode. 

50135 

pPD71641 
Cache Memory Controller 

Features 

o General-purpose interface supports high
performance microprocessors 

o Transparent to application programs 

o Flexible placement algorithm: direct 2-, 4-way set
associative 

o Large tag memory configuration: 
-1024 sets x 1 way x 2 sub-blocks 
- 512 sets x 2 ways x 2 sub-blocks 
- 256 sets x 4 ways x 2 sub-blocks 

o Programmable sub-block size up to 64 bytes 

o Bus replacement cycle variable from 1 to 16 words 

o Supports large cache memory up to 128K bytes 

o Supports up to 4G bytes of main memory 

o LRU replacement algorithm 

o Write-through strategy 

o Data consistency check by bus monitoring 

o External PURGE input to flush tag store 

o Increased reliability through internal error detection 
- Parity check on tag store 
- Incorrect match check 
- Multiple hit check 
- LRU output check 

o Unique level degradation feature to maximize cache 
system up time 

o 16- and 20-MHz operation 

o 132-pin PGA package 

Ordering Information 

Part Number 

µPD71641R 

Max Clockout 
Frequency 

20MHz 

Package 

132-pin Ceramic PGA 
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Block Diagram 
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Description 

The µPD72120 Advanced Graphics Display Controller 
(AGDC) displays characters and graphics on a r~ster 
scan device from commands and parameters received 
from a host processor or CPU. Features of the AGDC 
include high-speed graphics drawing capabilities, video 
timing signal generation, large capacity display ~emory 
control (including video RAMs), and a versatile CPU 
interface. These features allow the AGDC to control 
graphics drawing and display of bit-mapped systems. 

Features 

o High-speed graphics drawing functions 
- Graphics drawing: dot, straight line, rectangle, 

circle, arc, sector, segment, ellipse, .ellipse arc, 
ellipse sector, and ellipse segment 

- Maximum drawing speed 
500 ns/pixel (8 MHz, pixel mode) 
500 ns/dot (8 MHz, plane mode) 

-Area filling (high-speed processing in word units): 
triangle, trapezoid, circle, ellipse, and rectangle 

-Painting: filling of any arbitrary enclosed area (bit 
boundary retrieval) 

- Oata transfers in display memory: multiplane 
transfers; data transformation (9CJ'/18CJ'/270° 
rotation and reversal); multiwindow transfers; 
maximum transfer speed of 500 ns/word 

- Image processing: slant, arbitrary angle rotation, 
16/N enlargement, and N/16 shrinkage (N any 
integer from 1 to16) 

- Position specification by X-Y coordinates 
- Logical operations between planes 

50068 

µPD72120 
Advanced Graphics Display Controller 

o Video timing signal generation 
- High-speed processing by two system clocks: 

display (for video sync signal generation) and 
graphics drawing clocks 

-External synchronization capability 
o Large-capacity display memory 

- Display memory bus interface: 24-bit address and 
16-bit data bus for addressing up to 16M words, 
16 bits/word 

-Video RAM (VRAM) control 
- Display memory bus arbitration 

o Host processor (CPU) interface 
-System bus interface: 20-bit address bus, 8- or 

16-bit data bus 
- Data transfer with external DMA controller: from 

system memory to display memory (PUl); from 
display memory to system memory (GEl) 

-High-speed pipeline processing with preprocessor 
before drawing processor 

- CPU memory or 1/0 mapping of internal registers 
and display memory for efficient system interface 

o 8-MHz system clock 
o CMOS technology 
o Single + 5-volt power supply 
o Packages: 84-pin PLCC, 94-pin plastic minif lat 

Ordering Information 
Part No Package 

µPD72120L 84-pin PLCC 

µPD72120GJ-58G 94-pin plastic miniflat 
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Block Diagram 
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Description 

The µPD72123 Advanced Graphics Display Controller II 
(AGDC II) is an enhanced version of the µPD72120 
AGDC. It executes bit map graphics processing at high 
speed as a peripheral to a host CPU, reducing the host's 
workload and improving processing efficiency. 

Features 

D Compatible with µPD72120 AGDC 
o Higher speed drawing 

-10-MHz drawing clock 
o Large command set 

- Line drawing with graphics pen 
-Painting arbitrary or defined areas with tiling 

patterns 
- Enlarge, shrink, and arbitrary-angle rotate copy 

commands 
- Data transfer between system and display 

memory 
o Flexible system configurations 

- Drawing can be performed on display or system 
memory space 

- Data bus can be used with most microprocessors 
- Independent drawing and display clocks 
- VRAM control 
-Laser printer interface controls 

o Versatile drawing environment 
- Pipelined processing 
-Two X-Y coordinate systems can be defined 
- Conversion between one-dimensional and two-

dimensional data arrays 
- Clipping/picking 

o Improved painting performance 
o Bit search command 
o Vertical blank interrupt 
o Bit reversal 
o Drawing wait/retry timing 
o CMOS technology 
o Single + 5-volt power supply 

50081 

Ordering Information 
Part Number 

µPD72123R 

µPD72123GJ-5BG 

µPD72123L 

µPD72123 
Advanced Graphics 
Display Controller II 

Package 

132-pin ceramic PGA 

94-pin plastic miniflat 

84-pin PLCC 

Comparison of µPD72123 and µPD72120 
Item 14PD72123 14PD72120 

Clock frequency 10 MHz 8 MHz 

X-Y coordinate systems Two One 

Line pattern 32 bits 16 bits 

Raster operations Three Two 
(no. of operands) 

Tiling pattern (horizontaO 32 bits 16 bits 

Trapezoid fill ,,,,.. 
(lower line select) 

Paint speed Increased 

Paint stack area Decreased 

Graphics pen ,,,,. 

Bit search ,,,,. 

Vertical blank interrµpt ,,,,. 

Laser printer control ,,,,. 

Drawing busy output signal ,,,,. 

Wait drawing cycle ,,,,. 

Retry drawing cycle ,,,,. 

Bit reversal ,,,,. 
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µPD72123 Block Diagram 
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Description 

The µPD72185 Advanced Compression/Expansion En
gine (ACEE) is a dedicated high-speed processor that 
performs binary image data compression and expan
sion using CCITT Group 3 and Group 4 algorithms. The 
µPD72185 supports all the coding methods specified in 
the CCITT T.4 and T.6 recommendations. 

TheµPD72185 ACEE operates on 8- or 16-bit-wide data 
residing in memory. It can compress image data into 
reduced codes and also expand reduced codes into an 
image. Compressed codes can be transferred to or 
from a separate processor or parallel peripheral 
through an 1/0 port. 

The µPD72185 has a high-performance, four-stage 
pipelined architecture. It has separate host CPU and 
image data buses for maximum data throughput. The 
on-chip DMA controller manages all data transfer on 
the image bus. 

The µPD72185 is designed for high-performance image 
compression applications, such as facsimile machines, 
PC FAX boards, scanners, printers, image worksta
tions, electronic document storage systems, and mag
netic and optical disk based electronic filing systems. 

Features 

o High-speed processing 
-Compression/expansion of CCITT standard test 

chart (A4 size, 400 PPI x 400 LPI) in under 1 
second 
Internal four-stage pipelined CPU 

o Handles a variety of encoding/decoding methods: 
CCITTstandard MH, MR, and MMR 

50000 

pPD72185 
Advanced Compression/ 

Expansion Engine 

o 32K pixels maximum per line 

o Supports 32-megabyte image memory 

o Image data enlargement/reduction 
- Horizontally 

x2 enlargement (on decoding) 
x1/2 reduction (on encoding) 

-Vertically 
x2 and x4 enlargement (on decoding) 
x1/2 and x1/4 reduction (on encoding) 

o Bit boundary processing 

o Automatic error handling on decoding 

o Multitasking capability 

o Dual bus system 
- Image memory side (24-bit address bus, 8/16-bit 

data bus) 
- Host CPU side (8/16-bit data bus) 

o High integration 
- On-chip DMA controller 
- On-chip refresh timing generation circuit 

o CMOS process 
- Single + 5-volt power supply 
-System clock: 8 MHz maximum 

Ordering Information 
Part No. Package 

µPD72185CW 64-pin plastic shrink DIP (750 mil) 

µPD72185L 68-pin PLCC (plastic leaded chip carrier) 
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Block Diagram 
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Description 

The µPD7220A high-performance graphics display 
controller (HGDC) is an intelligent microprocessor 
peripheral designed to be the heart of a high-perfor
mance raster scan computer graphics and character 
display system. Positioned between the video display 
memory and the microprocessor bus, the HGDC 
performs the tasks needed to generate the raster 
display and 1manage the display memory. Processor 
software overhead is minimized by the HGDC'ssophis
ticated instruction set, graphics figure drawing, and 
DMA transfer capabilities. The display memory sup
ported by the HGDC can be configured in any number 
of formats and sizes up to 256K 16-bit words. The 
display can be zoomed and panned, while partitioned 
screen areas can be independently scrolled. With its 
light pen input and multiple controller capability, the 
HGDC is ideal for advanced computer graphics 
applications. 

For a more detailed description of the HGDC's 
operation, please refer to the 7220/7220A design 
manuals. 

System Considerations 

The HGDC is designed to work with a general purpose 
microprocessor to implement a high-performance 
computer graphics system. Through the division of 
labor established by the HGDC's design, each of the 
system components is used to the maximum extent 
through a six-.level hierarchy of simultaneous tasks. At 
the lowest level, the HGDC generates the basic video 
raster timing, including sync and blanking signals. 
Partitioning areas on the screen and zooming are also 
accomplished at this level. At the next level, video 
display memory is modified during the figure drawing 
operations and data moves. Third, display memory 
addresses are calculated pixel by pixel as drawing 
progresses. Outside the HGDC at the next level, 
preliminary calculations are done to prepare drawing 
parameters. At the fifth level, the picture must be 
represented as a list of graphics figures drawable by 
the HGDC. Finally, this representation must be 
manipulated, stored, and communicated. By handling 
the first three levels, the HGDC takes care of the high
speed and repetitive tasks required to implement a 
graphics system. 

NECEL-063 

pPD7220A 
High-Performance 

Graphics Display Controller 

Features 

D Microprocessor interface 
- DMA transfers with 8257- or 8237-type 

controllers 
- FIFO command buffering 

D Display memory interface 
- Up to 256K words of 16-bits 
- Read-modify-write (RMW) display memory 

cycles as fast as 500 ns 
- Dynamic RAM refresh cycles for nonaccessed 

memory 
D Light pen input 
D Drawing hold input 
D External video synchronization mode 
D Graphic mode 

- Four megabit, bit-mapped display memory 
D Character mode 

- BK character code and attributes display 
memory 

D Mixed graphics and character mode 
- 64K if all characters 
- 1 megapixel if all graphics 

D Graphics capabilities 
- Figure drawing of lines, arc/circles, rectangles, 

and graphics characters in 500 ns per pixel 
- Display 1024-by-1024 pixels with 4 planes of 

color or grayscale 
- Two independently scrollable areas 

D Character capabilities 
- Auto cursor advanced 
- Four independently scrollable areas 
- Programmable cursor height 
- Characters per row: up to 256 
- Character rows per screen: up to 100 

D Video display format 
- Zoom magnification factors of 1 to 16 
- Panning 
- Command-settable video raster parameters 

D NMOS technology 
D Single +5 V power supply 
D DMA capability 

- Bytes or word transfers 
- 4 clock periods per byte transferred 

D On-chip pull-up resistor for VSYNC/EXT, HSYNC 
and DACK, and a pull-down resistor for LPEN/DH 
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Ordering Information 
Part Package 
Number Type 

µPD7220AD 40-pin ceramic DIP 

µPD7220AD-1 40-pin ceramic DIP 

µPD7220AD-2 40-pin ceramic DIP 

Pin Configuration 

2xWCLK 

OBIN 

HSYNC 3 

V/EXTSYNC 

BLANK 

ALE 

DRQ 

DACK 

RD 

WR 

Ao 

Vee 
A17 

A16 

AD15 

AD14 

AD13 

AD12 

AD11 

AD10 

ADg 

ADs 

AD7 

ADs 

ADS 

AD4 

AD3 

AD2 

AD1 

Max Frequency 
of Operation 

6 MHz 

7 MHz 

8 MHz 

DBo 
DB1 
DB2 
DB3 

DB4 
DBS 

DBs 
DB7 

GND 

A Do 
LPEN/DH 

83YL·7331A 

Character Mode Pin Utilization 
Pin 

No. Symbol Function 

35-37 AD13-AD15 Line counter bits 0 to 2 outputs 

38 AD15 Line counter bit 3 output 

39 AD17 Cursor output and line counter bit 4 

Mixed Mode Pin Utilization 
Pin 

No. Symbol Function 

35-37 AD13-AD15 Address and data bits 13 to 15 

38 A15 Attribute blirik and clear line counter 
output 

39 A17 Cursor and bit-map area flag output 

3-260 
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Pin Identification 

Pin 

No. Symbol Function 

2xWCLK Clock input 

OBIN Display memory read input flag 

3 HSYNC Horizontal video sync output 

V/EXT SYNC Vertical video sync output or external 
VSYNC input 

5 BLANK CRT blanking output 

6 ALE Address latch enable output 

7 DRQ DMA request output 

8 DACK OMA acknowledge input 

9 RD Read strobe input for microprocessor 
interface 

10 WR Write stobe input for microprocessor 
interface 

11 Ao Address select input for microprocessor 
interface 

12-19 DB0-DB7 Bidirectional data bus to host micro-
processor 

20 GND Ground 

21' LPEN/DH Light pen detect input drawing hold 
input 

22-34 AD0-AD12 Address data lines to display memory 

35-37 AD13-AD15 Utilization varies with mode of 
operation 

38 A16 Utilization varies with mode of 
operation 

39 A17 Utilization varies with mode of 
operation 

40 Vee +5 V ±10% power supply 
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Block Diagram 
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Introduction 

The current trend in storage devices is toward larger, 
faster, better-performing products. There is a comple
mentary trend toward the development of storage 
devices designed for specific purposes. The video 
buffer is an example of a dedicated device. Line 
buffers, field (frame) buffers for TV and broadcast 
equipment, and graphics buffers for computers are 
exam pies of video storage devices. Table 1 shows some 
of NEC's dedicated video buffers. 

Table 1. Video Buffers 

Function 

Line buffers 

Field buffer 

Dual-port graphics 
buffers 

Product 

µPD42505 

µPD41101 / µPD42101 

µPD41102/ µPD42102 

µPD42270 

µPD41264 

µPD42274/ µPD42273 

Storage Configuration 

5048 x 8 

910 x 8 

1135 x 8 

263 x 910 x 4 

64K x 4/256 x 4 

256K x 4/512 x 4 

APPLICATION NOTE 54 
µPD42505 

LINE BUFFER FOR 
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS 

Serial Cycle Time Application in Video/Optical Systems 

50 or 75 ns Line storage in facsimile machines, 
copiers, and scanners 

34 or 69 ns Double-speed scan conversion for 
NTSC TV, luma/chroma separation 

28 or 56 ns Double-speed scan conversion for 
PAL TV, luma/chroma separation 

60 ns Image field storage 

40 or 60 ns High-speed drawing device 

30 or 40 ns 

Triple-port graphics 
buffer 

µPD42232 32K x 8/256K x 1/128 x 8 40 or60 ns High-speed drawing/image 

Bidirectional data 
buffer 

µPD42532 32K x 8 

This application note introduces theµPD42505, a high
speed serial access device with the same general 
interface specifications as those of the µPD41101. The 
µPD42505 was developed specifically for office auto
mation equipment that handles a large amount of data 
in each horizontal line, equipment such as G3 and G4 
digital facsimile machines, high-performance copiers, 
and image scanners. 

There has been a great deal of technical progress 
toward higher quality and performance in the devel
opment of this image-processing equipment. For 
example, there are already advances in image quality 
using two-dimensional filtering, image contraction 
and expansion, and high-speed video signal transfer. 
The µPD42505 achieves optimal processing with a 
storage array of 5048 x 8 bits, and by use of an internal 
algorithm to read out data in the order in which it was 
input. The fast cycle time of 50 ns allows theµPD42505 
to perform various types of image processing. 

processing device 

100 ns Data transfer rate conversion 

Figure 1 shows a typical application fortheµPD42505 
using a digital copier as an example. 

A digital copier mainly consists of a reader and a 
printer section. The image .reflected from the original 
document placed in the scanner section is input to an 
image sensor (e.g., a CCD or contact-type image 
sensor) and photoelectrically converted to a digital 
signal. The digital signal is then input to the image 
processing section for image quality improvement and 
processing. The electronic image signal processed in 
the reader block is sent to the printer block, converted 
to light in the laser modulation section, developed, 
fixed, and printed out. If a communication facility is 
added to this copier, it can function as a facsimile 
machine. 

Digital copiers and facsimile machines configured in 
this way can use dedicated video buffers in the image 
processing or transmission section. 
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Figure 1. Configuration and Data Flow in a Digital Copier 
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Uses for the µPD42505 

The following discussion describes the types of 
applications for which the µP042505 was developed: 
frequency (speed) conversion, a data delay line for one 
horizontal scanning line, and buffering for data trans
fer operations in a simple configuration with simple 
control. 

Consider the need for a device that asynchronously 
converts the read and write speed for frequency 
conversion, e_g., a serial access device used for image 
contraction or expansion, with a word length of one to 
two horizontal lines. The buffer must be written to and 
read from asynchronously and at different rates. High 
speed is also a requirement. Figure 2 illustrates a 
frequency conversion application. 
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Another application might require a data delay line 
with a delay length of one to two lines. This type of 
buffer could be used for image quality improvement in 
two-dimensional filtering, especially for filtering in the 
vertical direction, because it could be written to and 
read from simultaneously in synchronization with a 
single clock signal. Figure 3 illustrates two-dimen
sional filtering. 

A third application is a buffer for data transfer 
operations. This application requires a device large 
enough to store the amount of data handled, with the 
capability to read and write asynchronously, simul
taneously, and at different speeds. An output such as a 
flag to indicate the amount of data in the storage array 
might also be required. Figure4 illustrates buffering for 
data transfer. 

Figure 3. Two-Dimensional Filtering 
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Figure 4. Data Transfer Buffering 
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These applications typically require a double-buffer 
configuration using high-speed SRAMs for data stor
age in bits, as shown in figure 5. 

In the first phase, data is written to the first SRAM while 
data in the second SRAM is read simultaneously, 
alternating operations between the two SRAMs. How
ever, this operation requires components such as read 
and write address counters, a multiplexer to switch 
address signals according to the read and write state of 
each device, a multiplexer to switch write data input 
and read data output, and a sophisticated controller to 
control the SRAMs and the other components. The 
µPD42505, by performing some of these functions 
itself, considerably simplifies these applications. 

Figure 5. 
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Features of the µPD42505 

The µPD42505 is a 5048-word x 8-bit high-speed serial 
access device that uses 1.5-µm CMOS processing and 
dual-port storage cell circuits allowing simultaneous, 
asynchronous read and write cycles at different 
speeds. An internal algorithm makes an external 
address signal unnecessary. 

Read and write operations are fully and independently 
controlled by their own set of control signals. The 
storage array length of 5048 words meets the size 
required to sample one line of JIS A3-size paper on the 
shorter side (297 mm) with a sampling rate of 16 
dots/mm (400 dots/in). On the longer side (418 mm), 
the sampling rate is 12 dots/mm (300 dots/in). The 
µPD42505 can easily process document data for each 
line. The configuration of 8 bits to 1 word corresponds 
to the number of bits for one sampling point, which 
allows the device to process natura1:..1ooking images. 

The µPD42505 can be used in video applications that 
require high-speed processing because of its minimum 
simultaneous write/read cycle time of 50 ns and 
maximum access time of 40 ns. For example, the cycle 
time of 50 ns is fast enough to digitally process an 
NTSC or PAL composite video signal at a sampling rate 
of four times the color subcarrier frequency (4fsc). 

The µPD42505 is particularly suitable for use as a 
digital delay line with a delay length of up to 5048 
cycles in one-cycle steps. The device is mounted in a 
300-mil, 24-pin plastic slim DIP. The 300-mil width 
allows high-density mounting. 
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µP 042505 Pin out 

Pins 1through12 control read operation (DouTo-Doun. 
RSTR, RE, and RCK) and the GND pin. Pins 13 through 
24 control write operation (DiNo-D1N7, RSTW, WE, and 
WCK) and the power supply (Vee). 

RSTW and RSTR are control signal inputs that reset 
the internal read and write address pointers to starting 
address 0. These pins are useful for initializing the chip 
after power-on or for returning the address to 0. 

Figure 6. µPD42505 Pin Configuration 
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WE and RE are control signals that enable (low) or 
disable (high) write and read operation. When WE is 
high, write operation is disabled and the write address 
stops at the current value. When RE is high, read 
operation is disabled, the read address stops at the 
current value, and the output goes to high impedance. 
WE and RE may be input at any time, but they are 
latched in each cycle at the rising edge of WCK or RCK, 
respectively. 

WCK and RCK are the write and read system clock 
inputs. One write or read cycle is executed in syn
chronization with each WCK or RCK input when WE or 
RE is low. The write or read address is incremented 
internally in single steps and wraps around auto
matically from 5047 to O. 

D1No-D1N1 are the write data input pins. Write data is 
clocked into the chip at the rising edge at the end of the 
WCK cycle. DouTo-DouT? are the read data output 
pins. Read data is output when the access time has 
elapsed from the rising edge at the beginning of the 
RCK cycle. 
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Read and Write Timing 

Input a low-level signal to RSTW (for writing) or RSTR 
(for reading} to satisfy the setup and hold times measured 
from the rising edge at the beginning of the WCK or 
RCK cycle. This returns the cycle to starting address 0. 
Figure 7 shows read and write timing fortheµPD42505. 

As the figure shows, the RSTWor RSTR signal can end 
in one write or read cycle or can be repeated for 
successive write or read cycles. Repeating the reset 
cycle holds the address at 0. The address is incre
mented to address 1 only in a cycle when RSTW or 
RSTR is set high at the rising edge of the WCK (RCK) 
cycle. For write reset, the write data clocked in the last 
reset cycle is written to address 0. For read reset, the 
data in address 0 is output continuously. After the 
reset, write or read operation continues as the address 
is incremented by .1 for each cycle in synchronization 
with its appropriate clock. When the internal address 
reaches 5,047 (i.e., when write or read cycles are 
executed 5,048 times), the address returns to address O 
and the write or read operation starts over at that point. 

Speed Conversion. Independently controlling the read 
and write operations of the µPD42505 allows you to 
perform speed conversion. For example, when the read 
and write addresses are initialized by RSTW and RSTR, 

Figure 7. Read and Write Timing 

Notes: 

[1] WE= RE= VIL· 
[2] V = Valid data. 

µPD42505 

data is written in synchronization with WCK and the 
write data is written to the chip from device address 0. 
Data written can be read out from address 0. In this 
case, the reset signal input timing and the clock signal 
speed (cycle time) can be independently controlled for 
read and write operation. The µPD42505 can be used 
for speed (frequency or time axis) conversion by 
outputting the data previously input with an arbitrary 
drive frequency and time at a different drive frequency 
and time. 

Digital Delay Line. To use the µPD42505 as a digital II 
delay line, input the same clock to WCK and RCK and 
reset the read and write cycles in parallel. Written data 
is read out after 5,048 cycles to provide a 5,048-cycle 
digital delay line. 

There are three ways to control the delay length: 

• By controlling the WE and RE signals 

• By inputting RSTWand RSTR at different times (the 
delay length is determined by the offset between the 
signals) 

• By changing the reset signal interval when RSTW 
and RSTR are concurrently controlled (the delay 
length is determined by the reset signal input 
interval) 

83-0049588 
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The delay le~h can be change~ one-cycle steps by 
controlling WE and RE. When WE and RE are high, 
write and read operation is disabled. The write and 
read addresses remain where they were when the 
operations were disabled, regardless of WCK and RCK. 

When RSTW and RSTR are used to control the delay 
length, the data written at address 0 when RSTW is 
input is read out from address 0 when RSTR is next 
input. The offset between RSTWand RSTR determines 
the delay length. 

NEC 
In the third method, changing the reset signal input 
interval, the same signal is used for WCK and RCK so 
that RSTW and RSTR are controlled together. The 
data, written after a reset signal, is read out after the 
next reset signal in the order it was written. This 
interval determines the delay length. For example, if 
the reset signal is input every 4,800 cycles, the delay 
length is 4,800 cycles. Figure 8 shows the timing for 
this method. 

Figure 8. Controlling Delay Length with the Reset Interval 

WE, RE V1L 
~~~~~~~--t1--~~~~~~~~~~~~~-(~~~~~~~~~~ 

Note: 

(1 JV =Valid Data. 

[2) 1H =the first group of n bits. 2H =the second group of n'bits. 
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Functional Blocks 

The write data input from pins D1No-DiN? goes through 
the D1N buffer and is serially written to either a static 
cell in an 8-byte configuration, or a dynamic cell in a 
5,040-byte configuration, one byte (8 bits) at a time, in 
synchronization with WCK. The data read out from 

Figure 9. µPD42505 Block Diagram 
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Storage Cells 

The µPD42505 uses dual-port storage cells to allow 
read and write cycles to.be executed asynchronously 
and at different speeds. Figure 10 shows a circuit 
diagram of a static dual-port storage cell, and figure 11 
shows a dynamic dual-port storage cell. 

In the static cell, read and write data are input as a 
differential signal so that it can operate at a higher 
speed. The circuit size is larger because it requires 
more components. 

Figure 10. Static Dual-Port Storage Cell 
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Figure 11. Dynamic Dual-Port Storage Cell 
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The dynamic cell has only one bit line for read 
operation and one for write operation. It requires a 
longer data sense phase, reducing the speed. However, 
it can be configured with fewer components. 

Both types of cells are used in the µPD4250~ to exploit 
the advantages of each. Other than initializing the 
internal address pointer to the starting address with the 
reset signal, the µPD42505 is configured so that the 
internal address is incremented one bit at a time and 
data is serially accessed. After a reset operation 
(immediately changing the addressing sequence), a 
static dual-port storage cell that can operate at higher 
speed is accessed. Simultaneously or subsequently, a 
dynamic cell is used as a pipeline, allowing both types 
of cells to be accessed at high speed. 

Pipeline operation refers to an instance where the word 
line (row) to be selected next is set to the selected level 
in advance, so that it can be written or read at high 
speed in the time required to select a column in 
dynamic static-column mode. 

Shift registers are used as read and write column and 
row selectors to enable the sequential selection of 

·write or read addresses in pipeline processing. 

Applications 

Signal processing technology aims toward higher 
quality in the development of digital copiers and 
facsimile machines. As examples, consider image 
quality improvement processing such as the adaptive 
bi level control technique, which produces a stable and 
accurate binarization regardless of the original docu
ment type, and the two-dimensional equalizing filter, 
which corrects fading in photoelectric signal conver
sion. The µPD42505 fits easily into these processes. It 
can also reduce system size and cost. 

Two-Dimensional Filter 

In handling an image with half-tones, e.g., a photo
graph, there is some deterioration in the image quality, 
such as thin lines and small characters fading out; 
fading is usually caused by the lens or photoelectric 
signal conversion system in a CCD sensor. A two
dimensional filter is very effective in enhancing 
contours where contrast changes sharply and in 
reducing the fading problems. Figure 12 shows a 
contour enhancement circuit. 
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Figure 12. Contour Enhancement Circuit 
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In this example, the video input is handled as a 4-bit 
signal so that a circuit with a delay length equal to two 
scanning lines can be configured with a single 
µPD42505. Adding adders or subtracters and multi
pliers to the µPD42505 completes the contour 
enhancement configuration. 

The video signal of the n+1th line (delayed by one 
scanning line) is input to D1No-D1N3 and output from 
DouTo-DouT3 as the nth line. Applying this output 
directly to DrN4-D1N7 delays the video signal another 
scanning line before it is output from DouT4-DouT7 as 
then-1th line. There is a delay of one scanning line 
between the signal input to D1No-D1N3 and the signal 
output from DouTO-DouT3. and a delay of another 
scanning line between the signal input to D1N4-D1N7 
and the signal output from DouT4-Doun Processing 
these signals in the adders and multipliers provides 
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~n+1thLine 

Vertical 
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contour enhancement in the vertical direction. You can 
control the delay length by controlling the reset signals 
(RSTW and RSTR) and the clock signals (WCK and 
RCK) in common, and by controlling the reset signal 
input interval. 

The delay length of one scanning line is used in various 
applications for two-dimensional data processing. The 
µPD42505 can also be used in applications such as 
VTR jitter compensation (time axis variation) caused 
by the variance in head drum rotation rate or the expansion 
or shrinkage of the tape, applications requiring 
variable-length delay lines to contract or expand a 
video image in the horizontal direction, applications 
involving the synchronization of two or more digital 
signal inputs, and as a line buffer in data transfer 
operations between devices using different data trans
fer rates. 

'L'J71 
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Figure 13. µPD42505 5048 x 8 Line Buffer 
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Introduction 

The µPD41101 and µPD41102 are high-speed serial 
access line buffers organized as 910 words x 8 bits and 
as 1135 words x 8 bits, respectively. An algorithm that 
enables data to be read out in the order in which it was 
input makes these devices suitable for use as data 
delay lines or for converting data transfer rates, e.g., as 
buffer storage used for data transfer between devices 
with different data processing rates. 

The µPD41101 can process an NTSC composite video 
signal (the TV system used in Japan and North 
America) that has been previously digitized. The fast 
access times of the device allow a sampling frequency 
of four times the color signal subcarrier frequency 
(where fsc = 3.58 MHz and 4fsc = 14.32 MHz) for 
each scanning line to be used. This means that 910 
addresses are required for each scanning line when 
sampling at 4fsc· 

The µPD41102 can process a PAL composite video 
signal (the TV system used in European countries 
other than France) that has been previously digitized. 
This device also uses a sampling frequency of four 
times the color signal subcarrier frequency (where fsc 
= 4.43 MHz and 4fsc = 17.72 MHz) for each scanning 
line, which means that 1135 addresses are required for 
each scanning line when sampling at 4fsc· 

Figure 1 shows the pin configuration for these devices. 
The D1No-D1N1. RSTW, WE, and WCK pins control write 
operation, while DouTo-DouT?. RSTR, RE, and RCK 
control read operation. The pins are organized to 
operate asynchronously and at different speeds simul
taneously. A built-in serial address generator auto
matically generates read and write addresses so that 
an address need not be supplied externally. 

High-Speed Operation 

Write and Read Operation 

Write and read cycles are executed identically. One 
address of data (8 bits) is written or read in one cycle 
in synchronization with WCK or RCK when WE or RE 
is low. The write or read address is incremented by 1 
at the falling edge of each write or read clock. Write 
data must satisfy setup and hold times as measured 
from the rising edge of WCK. 

APPLICATION NOTE 55 
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HIGH-SPEED LINE BUFFERS 

Figure 1. Pin Configuration 
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The RSTW and RSTR reset signals initialize the write 
and read address pointers to 0. A reset signal must be 
input to satisfy the setup and hold times as measured 
from the rising edge of WCK or RCK. Oncethe address 
is initialized, a write or read cycle is executed in 
synchronization with its respective clock and the 
pointer is incremented by 1. In the µPD41101, the 
pointer returns to 0 after address 909. In theµPD41102, 
the pointer returns to 0 after address 1134. 

When WE is high, write operation is disabled and the 
line address is held regardless of the status of WCK. 
When RE is high, read operation is disabled, the output 
goes to high impedance, and the line address is held 
regardless of the status of RCK. 

Functional Blocks 

The write data from DiNo-DiN? goes through an input 
buffer and is serially written to either a static cell in an 
8-byte configuration, or a dynamic cell in an 1136-byte 
configuration, one byte (8 bits) at a time, in synchroni
zation with WCK. The data read from these cells is 
serially output from the DouT pins through a sense 
amplifier and the output buffer, one byte at a time, in 
synchronization with RCK. The read and write circuits 
control these operations. 

WCK, WE, and RSTW are input to the write control 
circuit. RCK, RE, and RSTR are input to the read 
control circuit. These segments are composed of simple 
gate circuits (figure 2). 
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Figure 2. Block Diagram of the µPD41101 and µPD41102 
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Storage Cells 

The µPD41101 and µPD41102 use dual-port storage 
cells to execute read and write cycles asynchronously 
and at different speeds (figures 3 and 4). 

Static Cell Organization. In the static cell, two pairs of 
transfer gates (one pair each for read and write 
operation) are connected to the flip-flop in the middle. 
The other end is connected to a pair of bit lines for read 
operation (RD, RD), and another pair for write opera
tion (WD, WD). One word line each for RWand WW are 
connected to the transfer gate pins. 

.When the word line for a write cycle (WW) goes to the 
selected level, and write data is applied to the pair of bit 
lines (WD, WD) of the selected column, a write cycle is 
executed on the cell where the row (word line) and 
column (bit line) intersect. 

A read cycle is executed independently. When the 
word line goes to the selected level (RW), data is trans
ferred to the bit line pair (RD, RD) through a transfer 
gate. Data is selected by the column signal and read 
externally. Data in the storage eel I at the intersection of 
the selected row and column is also read. 

Read and write data are input as a differential signal so 
that the static dual-port cell can operate at a higher 
speed. The circuit size is larger because it requires 
more components. 

Dynamic Cell Organization. Each dynamic array in 
the µPD41101 and µPD41102 consists of two subarrays 
with 71 rows apiece. Each row of the su barray consists 
of 8 (number of bits) x 8 addresses (bytes). Each row of 
each subarray therefore has 8 subword lines. Figure 5 
shows the organization of a dynamic array. 

µPD41101/µPD41102 

Figure 3. Dual-Port Static Storage Cell 
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Figure 4. Dual-Port Dynamic Storage Cell 
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Figure 5. Organization of Dynamic Storage Array 
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The dynamic cell has only one bit line for each read 
(RD) and write (WO) operation, one word line for each 
read (RW) and write (WW) operation, three transistors, 
and one capacitor. Although the longer data sense 
phase reduces its speed, a dynamic cell can be con
figured with fewer components and used for high
density integration. 

In a write cycle, write data input through the bit line 
(WD) is guided through a transfer gate made conduc
tive by the word line (WW). The gate charges or 
discharges the storage capacitor. 

In a read cycle, the transistor with the gate connected 
to one end of the storage capacitor is turned on or off 
depending on whether or not the capacitor is charged. 
Data is transferred to the bit line (RD) through the 
transfer gate, made conductive by the word line (RW), 
and then read externally. Word and bit lines for each 
operation are independent of each other so that read 
and write cycles can be executed asynchronously. 

83-0049268 

Data Transfer 

TheµPD41101 andµPD41102 are configured so that the 
internal address is incremented one bit at a time and 
data is accessed serially. After a reset signal initializes 
the device, a static cell that can operate at higher speed 
is accessed. Simultaneously or later, a dynamic cell is 
used as a pipeline, allowing access to both types of 
cells at high speed. 

Stored information is defined by the state of the 
storage capacitor. When the word line for the write 
cycle goes to a selected level, the write transfer gate of 
each storage cell connected to the word line becomes 
conductive, and the data (electrical level) given to the 
bit line is rewritten to the capacitor connected to the 
end of the transfer gate. The precharge level of the 
write bit line (typically a high level) is rewritten to the 
storage cells on the selected word line, other than the 
one to which the column signal applies data, thereby 
destroying data stored there. 
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The µPD41101 and µPD41102 prevent this destruction 
of data by using a main word line and a subword line. 
The subword line is driven by the ANDed signals of the 
main word line and the write column. The transfer gate 
of each cell corresponding to each address is con
nected to a subword line. Therefore, the write word line 
of the storage cells at the selected row and column 
address is the only one which goes to a high level, 
preventing the destruction of data in other cells on the 
same write line. 

Address Selection 

A dynamic storage array consists of subarrays 1 and 2, 
each of which is 568 (71 x 8) bytes. A column selector 
and a row selector circuit are provided for independent 
read and write operation for each subarray. 

The first step of address selection involves the access
ing of an 8-byte static cell immediately after a reset 
cycle. The address selector moves to the first row of the 
subarray, and subarray 1 is accessed from left to right, 
one byte at a time. When 8 bytes of subarray 1 have 
been accessed, the address selector moves to the first 
row of subarray 2, also accessed from left to right, one 
byte at a time. When 8 bytes of subarray 2 have been 
accessed, the address selector alternately selects 
8 bytes from addresses in both subarrays, so that rows 
are selected from the higher row to the lower row. 

When the number of access cycles to the static cell 
array (8 addresses) and the dynamic cell array reaches 
910 (for the µPD41101) or 1135 (for the µPD41102), the 
pointer moves to address O of the static array. 

This method of sequential address selection increases 
the access speed of the dynamic cell by selecting row 
addresses in the pipeline method. Pipeline operation 
occurs when the word line (row) to be selected next is 
set to the selected level in advance so that it can be 
written or read at high speed, i.e., in the time required 
to select one column in static-column mode. 

After a reset cycle, when 8 bytes of the static cell are 
being accessed, the first row of subarray 1, which is 
accessed next, is set to the selected level in advance. 
When the selected address moves to the first row of 
subarray 1 (afters bytes of static storage are accessed), 
a read or write cycle can be executed at high speed for 
that row. The first row of su bar ray 1 can be accessed at 
high speed even after the static array is selected. This 
process continues with the first row of subarray 2, the 
second row of subarray 1, and so on. 

While the static cell is being accessed immediately 
after a reset cycle, the address on the dynamic cell is 
held on the first column and row of subarray 1. The 
dynamic array is not accessed at this time. Pipeline 

µPD41101/µPD41102 

operation is performed independently for write and 
read cycles by the row and column selectors for each 
subarray. 

Shift registers are used as read and write column and 
row selectors for the sequential selection of write or 
read addresses and pipeline processing. Shift registers 
are provided for each column and row, and each node 
level is set in advance so that when reset, each shift 
register outputs a high signal for the first column or 
row and a low signal for other columns or rows. 

The column selector (shift register) is driven by WCK 
or RCK and the address is incremented by 1 for each 
clock cycle, i.e., the node that outputs a high signal 
changes in synchronization with the clock, and the 
column selector changes with it. 

The row selector (shift register) is related to pipeline 
control and is driven by the pulse generated when the 
column address selector moves from subarray 1 to 
subarray 2 or vice versa. The row selector is incre
mented by one row address after the change from one 
su barray to another. 

Each shift register used as a column or row selector is 
configured as a ring counter so that when the last 
column or row is reached, it automatically returns to 
the first column or row. 

Applications 

For the most pa.rt, the applications described below 
pertain to noninterlaced digital TV. The descriptions 
apply to NTSC systems, unless otherwise specified. 

Comb Filter 

A composite TV signal (output of a TV tuner) is the sum 
of the luminance (Y) and chrominance (R-Y, B-Y) color 
signals. The Y, R-Y, and B-Y signals must be separated, 
and the R, G, and B signals input to the picture tube 
generated from them. 

A comb filter with line buffers derives the color or 
luminance signal by cancelling it from the composite 
signal, using the correlation between neighboring 
lines. This filtering fully separates the color and 
luminance signals, especially when there is a strong 
correlation between lines, to produce a clear picture. 

If the signals are not well separated, the color signal 
may interfere with the luminance signal and cause dot 
crawl. The luminance signal may also interfere with the 
color signal and cause cross-color. This interference 
degrades the picture quality, especially where color or 
luminance changes sharply. Figure 6 shows a typical 
comb filter using line correlation. 
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This example compares target line B with neighboring 
lines A and C. TwoµPD41101 s are used as 910-bit delay 
lines. The color signal (C = R-Y, B-Y) is separated by 
subtracting the data of the upper and lower lines (A+ C) 
from the target line data (B) and filtering the separated 
signal through the 3.58-MHz bandpass filter. The 
luminance signal is the· result. of subtracting the 
separate color signal from the original data (B). See the 
description of the "Variable-Length Delay Line" appli
cation for information on. controlling a delay line of 
910 bits or less. 

Double-Speed Scan Conversion 

The current NTSC and PAL TV systems use interlaced 
scanning to eliminate the flickering caused by field 
transition. Scanning is performed every two lines, 

Figure 6. Interline Y/C Separation with a Comb Filter 
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~EC 
reducing the pixel density and doubling the. field 
frequency (number offields-per-second), as illustrated 
in figure 7. 

In interlaced scanning in the NTSC system, a complete 
frame consists of two fields of 262.5 scanning lines 
each. The field frequency is 60 Hz, i.e., the sum of 30 
first fields-per-second and 30 second fields-per
second. In the PAL system, a complete frame is 
comprised of two fields of 312.5 scanning lines each. 
The field frequency is 50 Hz, the sum of 25 first 
fields-per-second and 25 second fields-per-second. In 
both cases, in.terlaced scanning reduces the flicker in 
motion scenes caused by field transition. The pixel 
density in the vertical direction is also reduced, 
diminishing the level of detail. 
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The µPD41101 or µPD41102 can be used to convert 
interlaced scanning to noninterlaced scanning.Doub
ling the pixel density (number of scanning lines) in the 
vertical direction without changing the field frequency 
produces clear and precise images (figure 8). In inter
laced scanning, the first field of solid lines and the 
second field of broken lines are scanned alternately at 
30 fields-per-second (25 fields-per-second in PAL). In 
non interlaced scanning, the number of scanning lines 
per field is doubled, and 60 fields-per-second are 
scanned (50 fields-per-second in PAL). 

In non interlaced scanning, the data of the skipped line 
is created using the buffer. It is read at twice the 
sampling frequency of interlaced scanning (8 fsc if the 
interlaced sampling rate is 4 fsc). Non interlaced scan
ning scans two lines in the time that one line is scanned 
in interlaced scanning. The horizontal frequency of the 
CRT must also be doubled for non interlaced scanning. 

Figure 8. Interlaced and Noninterlaced Scanning 
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The data of the skipped line can be created 

• Using the data of the previous line (reading out the 
same data twice) 

• Using the average value of the lines before and after 
the skipped line 

• Using data that is one-field-old (the data for 262 lines 
before for NTSC, or 312 lines before for PAL) 

In the first option, one µPD41101 (or one µP041102 
for PAL) is used for one input signal. The data is written 
at 4 fsc and read out at 8 fsc· Reading starts when data 
is written to half of the line (455 bytes). The same data 
is read twice (910 bytes x 2) at 8 fsc· Data read in the 
latter half is used as interpolated data (figure 9). 

In the second method, oneµPD41101 delays the data of 
one line, and two µPD41101 s convert the current data 
and the interpolated data for double-speed scanning. 
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The two µPD41101s used for scan conversion are 
written at 4 fsc and read at 8 fsc- The RE signal is con
trolled to first read the µPD41101 to which the current 
line data is written, and then read the µPD41101 to 
which the interpolated data is written (figure 10). 

In the last option, as in the previous one, one buffer 
delays the data for one field and two other µPD41101 s 
perform scan conversion. The control sequence is the 
same as described in the second method. Using data 
from a line of the previous field produces a clear image, 
especially in a still scene (figure 11 ). 

Figure 10. Using the Average of the Previous and Following Lines 
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Figure 11. Using a Line from the Previous Field 
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Dropout Compensation 

Dropout compensation cancels the noise in a VTR 
picture reproduction. If a line contains noise, the por
tion of the previous line in the same position as the 
noise is reproduced instead, eliminating the noise 
from the reproduced image (figure 12). 

Figure 12. Example of Dropout Compensation 
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Video data from a tape normally is written to the 
µPD41101, delayed for one scanning line (910 bits), and 
then used as image data to a TV system. The noise
detection circuit senses noise in the video signal. 
When data containing noise is input to the µPD41101, 
the input is switched to the data already in the buffer so 
that the previous data line is written again. Data 
containing the noise is not output to the TV system 
(figure 13). 

Figure 13. Dropout Compensation Circuit 
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The µPD41101 can also be used as a 910-bit (one 
scanning line) delay. If the write data fed back by 
switching is delayed, the delay length must be reduced 
to compensate for it. For example, if switching causes 
two bits of delay, the delay length must be adjusted to 
908 bits. 

Jitter Compensation [Time Base Correction] 

In a VTR, variation in head drum rotation speed or tape 
contraction or expansion can cause jitter in the repro
duced image. The image can be reproduced clearly 
when jitter is adjusted and the image is reproduced 
with accurate clocks (figure 14). 

µPD41101/µPD41102 

Figure 14. Basic Jitter Compensation Circuit 
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The video signal input from the tape is written to the 
µPD41101 with a clock that can be accurately slaved to 
the time axis variation of the input video signal. Video 
data with the same time axis is reproduced by reading 
data using the synchronized read clock as a reference. 
If a jitter compensation circuit is configured so that the 
device to which the data is written, or from which it is 
read, is selected from among two or more devices by 
the RE or WE signal, the circuit can have a delay length 
of two or more lines. 

Variable-Length Delay Line 

The µPD41101, driven at 8 fsc. can be used as a 
variable-length delay line with a delay length of 10 to 
910 bits (12 to 1135 bits for the µPD41102). Driven at 
4 fsc. it can produce a delay of 5 to 910 bits (6 to 1135 
bits for the µPD41102). If an analog-to-digital (AID) 
and a digital-to-analog (D/A) converter are connected 
to the input and output sides, respectively, it can also 
be used as an analog signal delay line (figure 15). 

Figure 15. Analog Signal Delay Line 
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When reading data at a certain address, the µPD41101 
requires 300 ns + 0.5 write cycles (maximum) to read 
data once the write cycle is complete. For example, 
when the µPD41101 operates on a 34-ns clock, the 
minimum delay length is (300 + 34/2)/34 = 9.3, or 10 
cycles. When the µPD41102 operates on a 28-ns clock, 
the minimum delay length is (300 + 28/2)/28 = 11.2, or 
12 cycles. The maximum delay length of the µPD41101 
is 910 cycles and 1135 cycles for the µPD41102. 

Delay length can be controlled by 

• Controlling the reset input interval 

• Inputting the write and read reset signals at different 
times (the delay length is determined by the offset 
between the inputs) 

• Controlling the WE and RE signals 

NEC 
In the first method, the same signal is used for WCK 
and RCK. RSTW and RSTR are controlled together. 
Data written after a reset signal is read after the next 
reset interval. If the reset signal is input every 900 
cycles, the delay length is 900 bits. This option pro
duces a delay length determined by the reset interval 
to control the delay length (figure 16). 

In the second method, using the write and read reset 
signals, data written from address O by the RSTW 
signal is read out from address 0 when the next RSTR 
signal is input. The delay length is determined by the 
offset between the write reset signal and the next read 
reset signal input (figure 17). 

Figure 16. Controlling Delay Length with the Reset Interval 

WE.RE V1L 
~~~~~~~---1.>--~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~ 

Notes: 
[1] V =valid data. 
[2] 1 H = the first group of "n" bits. 
[3] 2H = the second group of "n" bits. 
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Figure 17. Controlling Delay Length with RSTWand RSTR 
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In the third method, using the WE and RE signals, write 
or re.ad operation is disabled when WE or RE is high; 
the interval pointer remains at the address where 
operation is disabled, regardless of the status of WCK 
or RCK. The delay length can be controlled in one
cycle units by controlling WE and RE. After the reset 
interval, read data is delayed by 910 cycles (1135 cycles 
for the µPD41102) from the write data (figure 18). 

NEC 
Time Axis Conversion 

You can use the µPD41101 for time axis conversion by 
changing the write clock frequency (WCK) and the 
read clock frequency (RCK). One application for time 
axis conversion involves image contraction or expan
sion in the horizontal direction. The image contracts if 
the read clock frequency is higher than the write clock 
frequency, and it expands if WCK is higher than RCK 
(figure 19). 

Figure 18. Controlling Delay Length with WE and RE in the µPD41101 
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[1] RE=V1L. 
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Figure 19. Time Access Conversion Application 
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Digital Signal Input Synchronization 

When performing timeshared data processing in an 
electronic telephone exchanger or in a star-configured 
local area network, the phase between input streams 
may be offset because of differences between the 
terminal and the central line exchange module. The 
µPD41101 can be used to correct the phase offset 
(figure 20). 

Inputs 1 ton are serial data input streams. However, the 
frame heads (flags indicating the beginning of the 
data) of each input stream are not synchronized. 

Figure 20. Digital Signal Input Synchronization 
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The solution requires controlling write operation for 
each stream. When a frame head is detected, the write 
address is reset to 0. A clock extracted from each input 
can be used as the clock for that write cycle. When data 
is written to allµPD41101s, the read address is reset to 0 
by inputting RSTR with appropriate timing. All data 
streams then can be read out in the same phase by 
reading allµPD41101 s simultaneously, even if the input 
streams are not synchronized. 

The serial-to-parallel and parallel-to-serial conversion 
circuits shown in figure 20 may be used only when 
serial data is handled at each input and output. 
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General Application 
The µPD41101 and µPD41102 are suitable for use as 
buffer storage in data transfer operations between 
devices of different speeds. Because they use dynamic 
c'ircuits, the maximum hold time for storage cell data is 
1 ms. To hq!d data longer than 1 ms, you must rewrite it 
to the same address within 1 ms (figure 21 ). 

The read and. write addresses must coincide when 
rewriting data. If the feedback data is not delayed by a 
multiplexer, input the RSTW and RSTR signals simul
taneously so that the output data of address n is fed 

Figure 21. Static Hold Circuit for Storage Cell Data 
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NEC 
back to the input as it is, and then written again to 
address n. 

If the feedback data is delayed, adjust the input timing 
of RSTW and RSTR, depending on the delay (number 
of cycles) of the feedback data. RSTR must be 
advanced according to the feedback data delay. 

In either case, WCK and RCK must be the same. To read 
the data written to an address after the write cycle for 
that address is complete, 300 ns +one-half write cycle 
is required. 

RSTW 
(Note 2) 

µPD41101 Dour 

(1] A D·type fllp·flop must be provided when the data is 
delayed. 
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[2] RSTW must be input at least once whi1le Data Hold is at 
a true (high) logic level. 

The µPD42101 and µPD42102 exactly replace the µPD41101 and µPD41102. 
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Figure 22. µPD41101/µPD41102 High-Speed Line Buffer 
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Introduction 

In the field of computer-aided design and manufactur
ing (CAD/CAM), running software with many utility 
programs results in time-consuming disk accesses. 
Workstations operating in a local area network (LAN) 
also are performance-limited by the heavy burden on 
magnetic disks serving multiple users. These systems 
receive a performance boost when the magnetic disk is 
replaced with a solid-state disk. 

NEC developed theµPD42601 silicon file, a 1,048,576 x 
1-bit semiconductor disk, precisely for such applica
tions. The CMOS-fabricatedµPD42601 operates much 
faster than hard disks, with simplified circuitry and 
fewer sense amplifiers than standard DRAMs. Although 
access ti mes from RAS (tRAc) and CAS (tcAc) of 600 ns 
and 100 ns, respectively, make this device slower than 
standard DRAMs such as NEC'sµPD421000, the use of 
word-width system architecture and page-cycle 
accesses achieves very high data transfer rates and 
can therefore improve system efficiency. 

Applications 

Because the device's high capacity, battery-support
able nonvolatility, and environmental hazard resistance 
are expected to challenge the niche previously defined 
by bubble devices, the µPD42601 should find its major 
market in large solid-state disk applications. However, 
as shown in table 1, other potential markets exist. For 
example, the µPD42601 's very low data retention cur
rent, which reduces heat buildup and simplifies 
thermal design, means that a cool die operating in a 
300-mil SOJ offers greater flexibility in packaging and 
stimulates new ideas for other product applications 
(see figure 1 for packaging options and pin assign
ments of the µPD42601). 

Table 1. Potential Markets for µPD42601 Silicon File 

Market Requirements Applications 

Solid-state disks High capacity High-end engineering 
Reliability workstation (100 
Battery backup Mbytes to 1 Gbyte) 

Portable handheld Light weight Personal computers 
products Low power Retail point-of-sale 

Small size terminals 

Industrial Immunity to a Process control 
hazardous environ- Robotics 
ment: vapors, dust, 
vibration 
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Figure 1. Pin Configurations 
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Power and Speed Enhancements 

All access cycles and timing specifications for the 
µPD42601 are similar to those of generic DRAMs. 
However, the µPD42601 requires only 25% of the 
operating power and 5% of the standby power of a 
standard DRAM, and therefore provides a better silicon 
solution for the aforementioned applications. The 
silicon file has a specified access time from RAS (tRAc) 
of 600 ns. A quick page access time from CAS (tcAc) of 
100 ns is also available. Heavy system use of page 
cycles makes the best choice for two reasons: the first 
is speed enhancement over standard RAS/CAS cycles 
and the second is disk sector size, which closely 
matches the number of bits accessible in page cycles. 

In target applications for the µPD42601, low power is 
required. Both operating and standby power are impor
tant: low operating power results in cooler device 
temperatures and higher reliability, while standby 
currents in the microampere range allow for battery 
backup and small packaging options. 

Self-Refreshing 

The µPD42601 has a self-refresh feature similar to the 
one found in pseudostatic DRAMs. Bringing the RFSH 
pin low and clocking RAS permits the silicon file to 
retain data while using only 30 µA of power. In large 
solid-state systems, the solid-state disk would use 
byte-wide or word-wide banks of silicon file storage, 
with only one bank of devices active at a time, and all 
others in a state of self-refreshing. In this low-power 
operation, total power consumption of the system 

NEC 

would be very low, making battery backup possible 
with compact batteries. 

During self-refresh cycles, a relatively slow RAS clock 
can be applied and data integrity still be maintained. To 
enter this power-down quiescent state, the user can 
pull RFSH low and start the RAS clock at a slow cycle 
time (tRcF). Since data loss is caused by leakage, and 
leakage current increases with temperature, NEC has 
specified the tRcF rating at 50 °C, 60 °C and 70 °C. Each 
temperature rating has a corresponding refresh current 
(directly proportional to the refresh rate) which is 
required to maintain data, with faster rates required for 
higher temperatures (table 2). 

Table 2. Self-Refresh Conditions 

TA IRCF (maxi Self-Refresh Current (maxi 

50°C 20µS 30µA 

60°C 10µs 60µA 

70°C 5µS 120µA 

It is important to make a distinction between self
refresh cycles and the more familiar CAS before RAS 
refresh cycles. When low, the RFSH pin enables self
refreshing and disables most of the internal circuits. 
Only those circuits required for self-refresh operation 
are active. Because of the rate of tR..Q.E..Iequired for 
substrate bias generation, nineteen RAS clocks are 
used in the µPD42601 to refresh one row (figure 2). 

Figure 2. Internal Address Generation in Self-Refresh Operation 

_____ 19 RAS Clocks ___ _...,1-----19 RAS Clocks-------.-----19 RAS Clocks 
(Note 1) 2 19 2 

Notes: 
(1) One internal address is refreshed every 19 RAS pulses. 
(2) The self·refresh mode is intended primarily for long 

periods of refresh·only operation. 
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Figure 3 shows a simplified block diagram of the 
µPD42601 during self-refresh operation. The low level 
of RFSH disables the ring oscillator and initializes the 
RAS buffer and 19-bit counter. The external RAS clock 
is reduced in frequency by the 19-bit counter. The 
outputs of the counter and the timing generator are 
then used to generate the slow-speed timing, decod
ing, and sensing operations, while the substrate bias 
generator functions at a reduced frequency to keep the 
substrate stabilized but minimize power consumption. 

Figure 4 shows the transition and delay times for lo01 , 

1002. 1003, and loos· When RFSH goes low, a 2.5-ms 
delay occurs before the device enters true self-refresh
i ng. The timing shown in figure 4 depends on internal 
temperature-compensated delay circuits and is 
required to allow the die to stabilize at a lower 
temperature. During this 2.5-ms period, the standby 
current is specified as lo03, or 500 µA. After the die 
cools, the substrate bias generator operates at a lower 
frequency and power consumption is composed of five 
components: the RAS buffer, the 19-bit counter, the 
decoder, the substrate bias generator, and the sense 
amplifiers. All other peripheral circuits are disabled. 

Figure 3. Circuit Operation in Self-Refresh Operation 
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Figure 4. Transition and Delay Timing 
in Self-Refresh Operation 
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CAS Before RAS Refreshing 

The µPD42601 does not incorporate its own automatic 
refresh circuits on-chip, but requires pulsing RAS in 
the self-refresh state to hold data. Another more 
descriptive term for this function is "pulse refreshing." 
In most pulse-refreshed devices, the method of enter
ing and exiting self-refresh operation is crucial; 
however, the 1 M x 1 silicon file makes transitioning 
between operating and self-refresh modes simpler 
than previous-generation pseudostatic devices. 

In the case shown in figure 5, no CAS before RAS 
cycles are executed during a period of normal write 
and read cycles. Re-entering self-refresh operation 
after short write/read bursts limits the number of bits 
that could have been accessed in the relatively short 
time specified for tRcF (i.e., the maximum cycle time 
for RAS in self-refresh operation). 

If system timing remains in normal write or read 
operation longer than tRcF (max), then refresh logic is 
needed to control CAS before RAS refreshing. Every 
32 ms, 512 refresh cycles are needed to refresh the 512 

NEC 
row addresses, an average rate of one every 62 µs. 
Because of the reduced operating current and the 
resultant lower die temperature, the refresh period can 
be extended to four times the 8-ms value specified for 
most 1 M x 1 DRAMS. 

In CAS before RAS cycles, addresses need not be 
supplied because an internal counter supplies them to 
the decoders. Since the clocks for both CAS before 
RAS refresh cycles and self-refresh cycles increment 
the same internal address counter, there are orderly 
and sequential transitions from self-refreshing to CAS 
before RAS refreshing and back to self-refreshing. 
Ensuring that the row addresses are refreshed in a 
timely fashion is the function of the refresh counter, 
which is clocked by CAS before RAS during normal 
cycles and at the rate of 1/(19 x tRcF) during self-refresh 
cycles. The µPD42601 runs cooler than other self
refreshing devices and does not require a burst of 
extra CAS before RAS cycles before self-refreshing to 
ensure data integrity. 

Figure 5. Special Requirements for tRcF Near Periods of Limited Standard Refresh Cycles 
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i-----Self·Refresh Operation----...i i.------------...i 
Normal Read and Write Operation 

Self-Refresh Operation 

(Note 3) 

tFRD 

tRCF------------tRCF---------

Notes: 

[1] The value for tRCF [min] is specified in AC Characteristics. The 
value for tRCF [max] is dependent upon temperature and shown 
in the table below. 

50°C 
60°C 
10°c 

tRCF [max] 

µPD42601-L µPD42601 

20µs 
10µs 
5µs 

5µs 
5µs 
5µs 

[2] When exiting self-refresh to a period of read and write operation 
which includes CBR refresh cycles, tRCF is the delay between 
the last self-refresh pulse and the first CBR cycle. When 
entering self-refresh operation, tRCF is the delay between the 
last CBR cycle and the first self-refresh pulse. 

[3] In this period of normal read/write operation, there are no CBR 
refresh cycles or less than 512 RAS-only refresh cycles. 

[4] The time delay between the last self-refresh pulse in one self
refresh cycle, and the first self-refresh pulse in the next cycle, is 
defined by tRCF [max] when the intervening period of read and 
write operation meets the conditions in Note 3. 

[5] The built-in counter generates the refresh address in self
refresh and CBR refresh cycles. Since this address increments 
sequentially from the last cycle in either self-refresh or CBR 
operation to the first cycle in the alternate refresh mode, CBR 
refreshing should be used during normal read and write 
operation to refresh one address location every 62 µs or less. If 
some other means of refreshing is used, it is necessary to do a 
burst refresh of all storage cells just before changing to and just 
after exiting self-refresh operation. 
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As discussed earlier, a lower die temperature permits 
both a relaxed refresh rate and simplified transition 
timing between self-refresh and normal write and read 
cycles. The die temperature is a function of the ambient 
temperature, operating power, and the junction-to
ambient thermal resistance (8JA). The calculations 
showing the increase of junction temperature (T J) over 
ambient temperature (TA) at maximum power con
sumption (Po max) are shown in the sequence below. 

(1) TJ = (8JA x Po)+ TA 

(2) TJ = [95°C/W x (5.5 v x 12 mA)] + 55°C 

(3) TJ = 61.27°C 

In a solid-state disk system where the air temperature 
stabilizes at 55°C, the silicon file chip temperature 
would not exceed 61.27°C, comparing favorably with 
the die temperature of 81 °C or more for a standard 
DRAM encapsulated in a plastic SOJ and operating in 
similar conditions. 

Figure 6 shows the maximum specification fortRcF. the 
critical parameter when transitioning between CAS 
before RAS and self-refresh cycles. When exiting self
refresh operation, tRcF (max) is measured between the 
falling edges of RAS, from the last self-refresh cycle to 
the first CAS before RAS refresh cycle. After transition
ing from self-refresh operation to a period of normal 
write or read cycles, writing and reading can proceed 
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for only 5µs (at 70°C) before a CAS before RAS refresh 
cycle is required. When transitioning from write and 
read operation to self-refresh operation, the process is 
simply reversed, with tRcF (max) referenced between 
the last CAS before RAS refresh cycle and the first 
self-refresh cycle. 

RAS-only refreshing does not increment the refresh 
counter, complicating the procedure for moving be
tween refresh modes. In refresh methods other than 
CAS before RAS, a burst of 512 refresh cycles is 
required before entering and also after exiting self
refresh operation. Complete refreshing of all rows is 
needed since, in refresh modes other than CAS before 
RAS, the status of the refresh counter is unknown and 
the maximum specification for tRcF may be exceeded. 
When the self-refresh capability is used, then CAS 
before RAS refreshing is recommended. 

Soft Error Performance 

Like the 1 M x 1 DRAM, the µPD42601 uses the trench 
cell for a small die size and excellent immunity to alpha 
particles. Accelerated soft error results are less than 
1000 FITs (Failures In Time, or errors in 109 device
hours) . With low manufacturing cost as an objective, 
the device includes no error correction circuit (ECC), 
parity, or data checking functions on-chip. Most 
customers prefer to implement these functions off-chip. 

Figure 6. Timing Restrictions Entering and Exiting Self-Refresh Operation 
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Self-Refresh 
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[1] The value for tRCF [min] is specified in AC Characteristics. The 
value for tRCF [max] is dependent upon temperature and shown 
in the table below. 

50°C 
60°C 
10°c 

tRCF [max] 

µPD42601-L µPD42601 

20µs 
10µs 
Sµs 

Sµs 
Sµs 
Sµs 

[2] When exiting self-refresh to a period of read and write operation 
which includes CBR refresh cycles, tRCF is the delay between 
the last self-refresh pulse and the first CBR cycle. When 
entering self-refresh operation, tRCF is the delay between the 
last CBR cycle and the first self-refresh pulse. 

Last CBR 
Cycle 

First 
Self-Refresh 

Pulse 
----tRCF---

[3] The built-in counter generates the refresh address in self
refresh and CBR refresh cycles. Since this address increments 
sequentially from the last cycle in either self-refresh or CBR 
operation to the first cycle in the alternate refresh mode, CBR 
refreshing should be used during normal read and write 
operation to refresh one address location every 62 µs or less. If 
some other means of refreshing is used, it is necessary to do a 
burst refresh of all storage cells just before changing to and just 
after exiting self-refresh operation. 
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Silicon File-Based Solid-State Disk System 

To assist our customers . in the design-in of the 
µ.PD42601, NEC undertook a 20-Mbyte solid-state disk 
hardwa.re project, a block diagram of which appears in 
fig'ure 7 and a photograph in figure 8 (the tiardwa·re 
enclosure was designed for expansion to 40 Mbytes). 
Contained within the same package form factor as a 
5.25-inch . Winchester, the solid-state disk system 
includes batteries, a power supply, and the necessary 
power fail logic to provide complete nonvolatilityfor up 
to one month.· The error correction. device is a gate 
array developed at NEC and is not commercially 
available. A specification summary of this application 
project is shown in table 3. 

Table 3. Specification Summary 

Parameter Specification 

Capacity 20 Mbytes 

Interface SCSI (host) 

Data transfer rate 1.5 Mbytes/sec (max) 

Access time 0.1 ms (max) 

Error correction 1-bit correction and 2-bit detection 

Sector size 256 or 512 bytes 

Power supply 5 volts, 2 amps 

Package size 5.25-inch disk 

Battery voltage 4.8 volts 

Battery backup One month 

Operating temperature 5 to 50°C 

Description of the Block Diagram 

For the purpose of explanation, the block diagram in 
figure 7 and the following system description are 
detailed according to the format shown in table 4. 

Table 4. 

Major Functional Blocks Major Components 

Power source/switch Battery, power control circuits 

Silicon file a.~d ECC µPD42601 LA, ECC gate array 

Timing generator circuits. RAS, CAS, WE logic 

Data/address control V40™, WD33C93™, RAM, ROM 

Power Supply and Power Fail Circuits 

The upper left corner of the block diagram consists of 
the battery, power switch, voltage detector, and power 
fail circuits. Included in the power switch is a 5-volt 

V40 is a trademark of NEC Corporation. 
WD33C93 is a trademark of Western Digital. 
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switching regulator and the power conversion circuits. 
When the detector senses the falling power supply 
voltage, the power switch supplies the battery voltage 
to the components shown Within the shaded block 
(battery backup). Atthe same time, the power fail logic 
sends a nonmaskable interrupt (NMI) to the V40, which 
initiates an internal subroutine and places the micro
processor in the low-current HALT mode. 

When system power is restored, the rising voltage is 
detected. After a delay, the power switch disconnects 
the battery source and allows the 5-volt supply to 
power the system. Once the V40 receives the second 
NMI and resets the processor, RFSH goes inactive and 
normal timing resumes. 

To ensure nonvolatility and reduced battery current 
drain, the silicon file devices must be placed in self
refresh operation when system power fails. In figure 7, 
the power fail logic has two outputs: one called self
refresh, which pulls RFSH low on all the storage chips, 
and a second output connected to the control pins of 
the V40 and the timing generator block. This output is 
actually two lines: one for the V40 NMI input initializing 
HALT mode and the second for initializing the timing 
generator circuits. When this output sfgnal is active, 
the power fail logic switches the timing for RAS from 
normal read/write/refresh timing to the self-refresh 
oscillator. For this application, the self-refresh fre
quency is set at 50 kHz because this system is specified 
to operate at 50°C (maximum). 

Storage Organization with ECC 

The solid-state disk is organized as five banks of 39 
devices, a 32-bit internal data word and an additional 7 
bits for the ECC check bits. The ECC device is capable 
of 2-bit detection and 1-bit correction. 

A 32-bit data bus is acceptable for the ECC chip, but 
the V40 and the SCSI interface controller require a 
byte-wide bus. The lower right corner of figure 7 shows 
a four-section register to accomplish this 32- to 8-bit 
conversion. This register is composed of eight octal 
bus transceivers with eight enable lines generated in 
the timing generator block .. Four of these transceivers 
are used for the input side and four are used for 
the output side. The four octal bus transceivers 
(4 x 8 bits) comprise the 32-bit-wide data bus. The 
enable signals select one· of the four transceivers 
receiving and sending each byte to or from the 8-bit 
data bus~· 
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Figure 7. Block Diagram of Silicon File Disk 
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Figure 8. Photograph of Silicon File Disk 

Timing Generation and Decoding 

The timing generator block consists of a delay line, 
several PALs®, and glue logic. Its purpose is to control 
write and read operation and CAS before RAS timing. 
One of the PALs is used for decoding the eight enable 
signals used in the 32- to 8-bit multiplexing and 
demultiplexing operation discussed in the preceding 
section. Selecting one of five of the storage banks is 
accomplished by decoding RAS, CAS and WE. This 
function, together with the selection of the self-refresh 
oscillator, is contained in the logic blocks shown to the 
left of the storage array. The self-refresh oscillator is 
contained in the power fail logic block. 

Data Transfer Control [V40 and SCSI Controller] 

In this system, the SCSI controller is the target and the 
host computer connected to the SCSI controller is the 
initiator. Although a solid-state device is not a disk in 
that it has no cylinders, heads, or sectors, the V40 has 
been designed to handle all the control, data transfer, 
and address translation functions. Used as a micro
controller, the V40 makes the silicon disk look like 
a magnetic disk to the WD33C93. 

PAL is a registered trademark of Advanced Micro Devices, Inc. 
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Read Operation 

Upon receiving the input/output command from the 
host system, the host adapter arbitrates and wins bus 
control. The target, the SCSI controller in this case, is 
selected and receives the read instruction and starting 
address from the host adapter. This information is 
stored as part of the command data block in the SCSI 
controller's internal register. At this point, the host 
disconnects. The V40 first recognizes the read com
mand and the address and then sets the proper bits in 
the WD33C93 address register. Under V40 control, data 
is accessed from the correct logical address in the 
silicon file and moved to the µPD43256A buffer RAM. 

Once the silicon file has started filling the RAM, the 
SCSI adapter can reconnect to the host. During this 
phase, the target arbitrates for the bus and wins control 
of it. The host is selected and the target sends the 
message that it is reconnecting. Under control of the 
V40, data is moved from the RAM to the SCSI controller 
and is received by the host adapter completing the 
operation. With this fast semiconductor disk, the data 
transfer rate depends more on arbitration time than on 
device access time. 
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Introduction 

The need for storage devices to provide delay and 
speed conversion in a variety of computer, telecom
munication, and consumer applications has led to 
NEC's development of several new high-speed line 
buffers. The synchronous or asynchronous operation 
of these devices allows them to be used as elastic 
storage to synchronize data flow between two asyn
chronous parts of a system, e.g., between communica
tion and microcomputer chips. 

In graphics systems, line storage devices can act as 
high-speed source and destination registers during 
raster operations. In television and VCR products, the 
1 K x 8 buffers provide the raster line storage required 

APPLICATION NOTE 57 
µPD41101 /µPD41102/ µPD42505 

HIGH-SPEED LINE BUFFERS 

for luminance and chrominance separation and non
interlaced scan conversion. The larger 5K x 8 devices 
are perfectly suited for facsimile and printer applica
tions because they can store a line of information or a 
page of text at high speed. 

This application note describes NEC's µPD41101, 
µPD41102 and µPD42505, three functionally equivalent 
buffers with different capacities and speeds. Each 
device has independent, 1-byte write and read ports 
with separate write and read clocks. High-speed per
formance is achieved by means of unique circuitry 
rather than a submicron process. Fast access times 

Figure 1. Die Photograph of the µPD41101 and µPD41102 

The µPD42101 and µPD42102 exactly replace the µPD41101 and µPD41102. ~-?Q7 
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and low cost are possible because of specialized 
dynamic circuit designs using the best of MOS tech
nology (figures 1 and 2). 

Features 
The µPD41101, µPD41102, and µPD42505 are identical 
except in organization and cycle times (table 1). The 
f·ollowing discussion applies to the three devices 
collectively, unless noted otherwise. 

Serial Addressing. Addresses are generated automat
ically by an internal address counter and need not be 
supplied externally. The clocks provided by the WCK 
and RCK signals increment the respective write and 
read address counters, enabling data to be. read out in 
the order in which it was input. 

Wraparound Addresses. The internal address pointers 
are implemented as ring counters; they return to 
address 0 afterthe last byte in a line has been accessed. 

Asynchronous Operation. Separate write and read 
clocks, coupled with their respective enable inputs, 
allow for independent write and read operation. 

Reset Function. The RSTW and RSTR pins reset the 
internal pointers to address O. Resetting of the read 
pointer can be initiated after "n" write cycles to provide 
an adjustable delay line of "n" cycles. 

High-Speed Ad.dress Selection. By interleaving the 
internal storage arrays and using a novel pipelining 
technique for high-speed address selection, the devices 
achieve very fast access times. The µPD41102-3, for 
example, has a specified minimum cycle time of 28 ns. 

Large Capacity •. All devices are 1-byte wide. Their line 
lengths vary as shown in table 1. The µPD42505 is con
figured as 5048by 8 bits to store a page of inform.ation. 

Figure 2. Die Photograph of the µPD42505 

f't/EC 
Table 1. Configurations and Cycle Times 

Part Number Organization Cycle Times 

µPD41101 910 x 8 bits 34 or 69 ns 

µPD41102 1135 x 8 bits 28, 34, or 56 ns 

µPD42505 5048 x 8 bits 50 or 75 ns 

Functional Description 

Historically, line buffers were designed with shift 
registers that suffered from fall-through delay as data 
tumbled down the stack. With NEC's new generation of 
buffers, which provide independent write and read 
clocks for asynchronous writing and reading, the write 
data requires a delay .of at least 10 or 11 cycles before 
appearing at the output. The minimum line delay 
(specified in the individual data sheets for each device) 
is not a problem in most applications because the 
required delay is usually longer than the specified 
minimum delay. 

In synchronous operation, where write and read cycles 
are controlled together (and write and read addresses 
coincide), the internal logic causes a write cycle to be 
delayed by one-half cycle from the read cycle. Read 
data is output from the previous line, while new input 
data is written just one-half cycle later. 

Storage Arrays 

Unlike other devices based solely on static cells, NEC's 
line buffers have two types of storage elements: a static 
cell for.h.igh~speed operation and a dynamic cell for 
achieving large capacity in a small die area. To operate 
at high speed, the fast static cell is used as a prefetch 
buffer. While the first 8 bytes of data are being accessed 
from the static cell, the first row of the dynamic cell is 
preselected for subsequent access (see Addressing). 
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Figure 3. Dual-Port Static Storage Cell Array 
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Figure 4. Dual-Port Dynamic Storage Cell Array 
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The static storage cell has separate word lines for 
write and read cycles (RWand WW), as welt as differen
tial data inputs (RD/RD and WD/WD) for high-speed 
operation (figure 3). The three-transistor, one-capacitor 
dynamic storage cell contains separate write and read 
data and word lines, two access transistors, and a third 
transistor for cell signal pre-amplification (figure 4). 
Pre-amplification is required since there are only eight 
data amplifiers, one each for the eight input/output 
ports. 

HIGH-SPEED LINE BUFFERS 

Unlike the static cell, the dynamic cell uses only one 
write and read data line and cannot take advantage of 
differential sensing. Although the speed is slower, its 
fewer components make this cell more suitable for 
compact layout and high device integration. The suc
cess of these high-speed buffers lies in the matching of 
the static and dynamic cells to achieve high perfor
mance at a low cost (figure 5). 

Addressing 

On a cold start, initial writing and reading to the device 
requires fast access ti mes from the six-transistor static 
cell. While the first eight bytes are being accessed from 
the static cell, the first row of the dynamic cell is 
preselected. To achieve relatively fast dynamic access, 
the dynamic array is split into two segments and 
storage interleaving is employed. 

From a functional point of view, the line buffer is a long, 
eight-bit-wide shift register. Its layout is compacted to 
produce a small die size. The chip has two arrays, each 
representing one-half of the line length. For the 1135 x 8 
device, each subarray is organized as 568 bytes 
(71 x 8 bytes). 

The serial addresses are generated automatically using 
column and row selectors for both write and read 
operation. The following steps summarize the inter
leaving sequence. 

• In a reset cycle, data is read from the 8-byte static 
cell, and the first row of subarray 2 is preselected. 

• Row 1 of dynamic subarray 2 is accessed, and the 
address pointer moves to subarray 1 for preselection. 

• Row 1 of su bar ray 1 is read, and row 2 of su barray 2 is 
preselected. 

• Interleaving continues between the subarrays until 
the last address is accessed, at which time the 
internal pointer automatically resets to address 0. 

The address pointers are shift registers wired as ring 
counters and clocked in a wraparound fashion to 
control writing and reading of data at specific locations. 
The shift registers are incremented by one address for 
each WCK or RCK clock. Separate write and read 
address pointers are required to execute write and read 
cycles independently and at different speeds. 
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Figure 5. Block Diagram 
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Write and Read Timing 

The µPD41101, µPD41102, and µPD42505 are equipped 
with the following pins: D1No through D1N7· RSTW, WE, 
and WCK for write operation and DouTo through 
DouT?. RSTR, RE, and RCK for read operation (figures 
6 and 7). Serial addresses are automatically generated 
by an internal address counter. When WE is low, one 
byte is written to each address in synchronization with 
the WCK write clock (refer to the individual data sheets 
for timing diagrams); the internal write address pointer 
increments by 1 with each falling edge of WCK. Write 
data must meet the specified setup and hold times as 
measured from the rising edge of WCK. 

Figure 6. Configuration of 24-Pin Plastic DIP (and 
Miniflat for µPD41101, µPD41102 only) 
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HIGH-SPEED LINE BUFFERS 

The signal on RSTW, which is used to reset the write 
address pointer to 0, also has setup and hold require
ments with respect to the write clock. 

When the signal on the read enable (RE) pin is low, one 
byte of data is read out of the device for each RCK clock 
cycle, and the read address pointer increments by 1. 
The read address pointer is totally independent of the 
write address pointer. 

The control functions of WE and RE are shown in 
figure 8. Bringing these two signals high (inactive) 
stops the internal address pointers; activating them 
again causes the internal pointers to increment to the 
next sequential address. 

Synchronous Operation 

Figure 8 shows the internal timing sequences, including 
those for address transitions and write cycles; during 
synchronous operation of these devices. With a com
mon write and read clock, the internal write period is 
delayed from the write address. This delay, required 
when the write and read addresses are identical, allows 
a read cycle and then a write cycle to be executed to the 
same cell location. Read data is taken from the pre
viously written line. 

Designing with NEC's Line Buffers 

Initialization 

After power has been applied, the write and read 
address pointers are undefined and therefore need to 
be set to address 0. Proper timing for a RSTR or RSTW 
reset cycle is described in the individual data sheet for 
each device. 

Refreshing 

Refreshing of the dynamic storage cells must be 
performed at regular intervals. Data remains valid for 
1 or 5 ms, depending on the line length of the device 
(1 ms for the µPD41101 or µPD41102 and 5 ms for the 
µPD42505). Since NEC's line buffers contain only data 
amplifiers and no sense amplifiers, a standard read 
cycle does not refresh the storage cell. If longer hold 
times are required, the original data must be rewritten 
to the same address. 
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HIGH-SPEED LINE BUFFERS 

Figure 8. Internal Timing for Synchronous Operation 
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Minimum Delay Length 

Unlike register-based line buffers, which use a data 
flow-through cycle, NEC's line storage elements are 
not capable of reading data immediately after it has 
been written. Each device requires a minimum delay, as 
calculated by the equations shown in table 2. 

Table 2. Calculating Minimum Delay 

Part Number Equation 

µPD41101 1/2 write cycle+ 300 ns 
(34 ns/2 + 300 ns) /34 = 9.3 or 10 cycles 

µPD41102 1/2 write cycle+ 300 ns 
(28 ns/2 + 300 ns)/28 = 11.2 or 12 cycles 

µPD42505 1/2 write cycle+ 500 ns 
(50 ns/2 + 500 ns) /50 = 10.5 or 11 cycles 

Delay length, as measured by the number of cycles, is 
dependent on the speed of the clock, i.e., at 14.3 MHz, 
the minimum delay fortheµPD41101 would be 5 cycles. 

Storage Contention 

In asynchronous operation, when write and read cycles 
contend for the same line, the last "n" bytes (where "n" 
may be 5-12 bytes) of line output are taken from the 
previous line. This type of contention occurs most fre
quently when executing continuous write and read 
cycles at different rates, such as when converting video 
images from interlaced to noninterlaced scanning. In 
this case, the read clock operates at twice the speed of 
the write clock. Near the end of the line, the read cycle 
catches up and contends with the write cycle. 

Setting Delay Length 

Varying the Reset Interval in Synchronous Operation. 
Depending on the application, some schemes for 
implementing delay length suit system timing better 
than others (see individual data sheets for timing). 

HIGH-SPEED LINE BUFFERS 

In synchronous operation, the delay is set simply 
by varying the interval between the reset pulses. 
In this case, the reset clocks are tied together. Since 
write and read clocks are common, line delay is deter
mined by the offset between resets. 

Varying the Reset Interval in Asynchronous Operation. 
In asynchronous operation, the reset interval can be 
varied using independent clocks and reset signals. 
Delay length is calculated as the timing difference 
between the write and read reset pulses. 

Controlling the RE Pin. In the third option, the read 
enable pin (RE) can be used to control read operation 
and the read address counter. When RE is high 
(disabled), the read address counter does not incre
ment and no data is output. After the desired delay, RE 
can be brought low to begin executing read cycles. For 
delays exceeding one line length, care must be taken 
to ensure that new data is not written into an address 
before the old data is read. 

µPD42505 Large-Capacity Line Buffer 

The µPD42505 was designed for applications where a 
large amount of data is handled per line, e.g., in high
performance digital copiers and G3 or G4 facsimile 
machines requiring buffer storage for image compres
sion, expansion, data transmission, and in some cases, 
image enhancement using filtering techniques for 
digital signal processing. The 5K x 8 line length has 
also been used in some designs to hold the data tokens 
in digital filtering arrays. 

Although line buffering can be achieved using fast 
static RAMs as shown in figure 9, the need for two 
devices and other complicated peripheral circuits 
necessarily increases the cost of a system and makes it 
more difficult to implement. TheµPD42505 eliminates 
the complexity and high cost by providing the same 
functions and more advantages in one package. 
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HIGH-SPEED LINE BUFFERS 

Figure 9. System Design Using Static RAMs Versus High-Speed Line Buffer 
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Figure 10. Line Buffering in Local Area Networks 
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Figure 11. Elastic Storage for Digital Signal Processing Applications 
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HIGH•SPEED LINE BUFFERS 

Figure 12. Image Enhancement Techniques in High-Performance Digital Copiers 
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Figure 13. Doubling the Line Rate in Scan Conversion 
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NEC Electronics Inc. 

APPLICATION NOTE 58 
INTERLACED TO NONINTERLACED 

VIDEO SCANNING USING THE 
µPD41101 HIGH-SPEED LINE BUFFER 

Introduction 

Interlaced scanning is used in television, videotape, 
and videocassette recording applications to reduce 
bandwidth and maintain an acceptable amount of 
screen flicker in video signals. The procedure involves 
lowering the vertical resolution and doubling the 
number of fields so that one complete frame is formed 
from the first and second fields. When a video signal 
subsequently is decoded and ready for display on a 
monitor or TV, bandwidth generally is no longer 
a problem and the higher vertical resolution of 
a noninterlaced signal may be used to produce a 
sharper image on the screen. 

In NTSC TV systems, there are 262.5 scan lines per 
field, 2 fields per frame, and 30 frames per second 
(figure 1 ). With the resolution per field in the vertical 

direction lowered by interlaced scanning, the lines 
become rougher and the gap between scanned lines 
more visible. This drawback becomes all the more 
conspicuous in larger-screen TVs. 

Vertical resolution problems caused by interlaced 
scanning can be resolved by first repeating the signal 
of each scan line. The number of scan lines per field 
then can be doubled by doubling the. horizontal 
frequency and keeping the vertical frequency intact. 
Subsequently, an interlaced signal can be converted to 
a non interlaced signal to increase the resolution of the 
picture in the vertical direction (figure 2). 

The conversion from interlaced to non interlaced scan
ning can be achieved by temporarily storing each 
line in a buffer and then displaying it twice to double 
the number of lines per field (figure 3). 

Figure 1. Relationship of Field to Frame in Interlaced Scanning 
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INTERLACED TO NONINTERLACED 
VIDEO SCAN CONVERSION 

Figure 3. Doubling the Line Rate 
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t\'EC INTERLACED TO NONINTERLACED 
VIDEO SCAN CONVERSION 

The µPD41101 High-Speed Line Buffer 

The type of scan conversion described in this applica
tion note requires buffer storage for each line. Required 
storage is calculated by dividing the scanning period 
per line by the sampling period to determine the 
number of samples per line. Required storage for 
NTSC systems is computed as shown in the following 
sequence. 

(1) Scanning period per line: 
1 

-------- = 63.5 µs 
(525 lines x 30 frames) 

frame second 

(2) Minimum sampling frequency: 

3.58 MHz x 4 = 14.32 MHz= 69.83 ns 

(3) Samples per line: 

63.5 µs/69.8 ns = 909. 7 samples 

This application requires the storing of 910 words, 
exactly one horizontal scanning line of data. NEC's 
µPD41101 high-speed line buffer, configured as 910 
words by 8 bits, is ideally suited for the digital process
ing of video signals because one-line delays and time 
axis conversions can be executed easily. 

The µPD41101 differs from general-purpose static 
devices in that it doesn't require a double-buffer 
configuration (figure 4). Writing and reading can be 

executed independently and asynchronously. Si nee an 
internal address pointer eliminates the need for exter
nal address generation, the only external controls 
required are those forthe WCK and RCK write and read 
clocks and the RSTW and RSTR write and read reset 
signals (see figure 5 for pin assignments). As shown in 
table 1, three versions of the µPD41101 .are available. 

Table 1. Access and Cycle Times of the µPD41101 

Access Time Write Cycle Read Cycle 
Part Number (max) Time (min) Time (min) 

µPD41101-3 27 ns 34 ns 34 ns 

µPD41101-2 27 ns 69 ns 34 ns 

µPD41101-1 49 ns 69 ns 69 ns 

Figure 5. µPD41101 Pin Configuration 
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INTERLACED TO NONINTERLACED 
VIDEO SCAN CONVERSION NEC 
Operation 

Write and Read Reset Cycles. After power is applied to 
the µPD41101, its internal address pointers are unde
fined and must be initialized to address 0. As shown in 
figure 6, the inputs on RSTW and RSTR have required 
setup and hold times as measured from the rising 
edges of WCK and RCK, respectively. 

Write Cycles. Write cycles are executed in synchroni
zation witl) the WCK clock (figure 7). When WE is low, 
8 bits of data are sampled from DiNo-DiN? at the rising 
edge of WCK and the internal write pointer increments 
to the next sequential address. When the pointer 
reaches the last address, it wraps around to address 0 
again. When high, WE disables write operation and 
inhibits the write address pointer. Write data must 
satisfy required setup and hold times as specified from 
the rising edge of WCK. 

Figure 6. Write or Read Reset Cycle 

Note: 

111 WE= RE= VIL· 
12] V = Valid Data. 

tQH to HR 

Read Cycles. When RE is low, read cycles are executed 
in synchronization with the RCK clock (figure 7). Read 
data is output from DouTo-DouT? after a specified 
access time as measured from the rising edge of RCK. 
The internal read pointer functions identically to the 
write pointer, except that the read address increments 
sequentially with each RCK clock. 

Example of System Configuration 

The block diagram in figure 8 shows a hardware 
system designed to convert a standard NTSC inter
laced video signal to a noninterlaced signal. In this 
configuration, described on the following pages; the 
input signals derive either from .an NTSC composite 
signal (video input), from a TV/VTR/VCR, or from the 
R-G-B signal output of a personal computer. 

toH toH 

[3] Read operations commence from the rising edge of RCK at the beginning of a cycle. For the 
first cycle in a group of reset cycles, the read access time is defined as tACR· In all other cycles, 
tAc defines the read access time. 

[4] H = 910 cycles. 

[5] Write data is strobed into the device on the rising edge of WCK at the end of a cycle. 
83-0036458 
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VIDEO SCAN CONVERSION 

Figure 7. Write or Read Cycle 
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INTERLACED TO NONINTERLACED 
VIDEO SCAN CONVERSION 

Figure 8. Scan Converter Block Diagram 
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NEC INTERLACED TO NONINTERLACED 
VIDEO SCAN CONVERSION 

Video Signal Processor 

The video signal is decoded from the R-G-B inputs by 
NEC's µPC1401, a device specifically designed to 
process the color, video, and synchronizing signals 

Figure 9. µPD1401 Block Diagram 
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used in NTSC color TV systems (figures 9 and 10). By 
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R-G-B Signal Processor 

The level of the R-G-B output signals from the personal 
computer are adjusted by a µPC1387 (figures 11 and 
12). An interface between the digital R-G-B signals and 
the TV color signal output, the µPC1387 provides 
high-speed switching by means of a built-in R-G-B 
signal converter and sophisticated circuitry that blanks 
the signal levels. The horizontal (H) and vertical (V) 
synchronizing signals from the personal computer are 
combined into a composite synchronizing signal. 
When the selector switches to the R-G-B input position, 
the composite signal is applied to theµPC1401 in place 
of a TV signal. 

Figure 11. µPD1387 Block Diagram 
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Figure 12. µPD1387 Pin Cont iguration 
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Notes: 
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Analog-to-Digital Converter Figure 13. µPD6950 Pin Configuration 

The input selector chooses one of the two R-G-B 
signals from theµPC1401 andµPC1387 and passes it to 
the µPD6950, where it first is sampled at a clock 
frequency equal to 4fsc (14.3 MHz) and then written to 
the µPD41101 line buffer. The CMOS-fabricated 
µPD6950 is an analog-to-digital (AID) converter whose 
high speed and low power consumption are particularly 
suited to video applications (figures 13 and 14). 

Figure 14. µPD6950 Block Diagram 
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Line Buffer 

This configuration uses a total of three µPD41101 line 
buffers, one each for the R-G-8 inputs. Independent 
control of write and read operation by the µPD41101 
allows the inputs to be written at a 4fsc sampling rate 
and subsequently read at twice that frequency (Sfsc). 
Reading the scanned image twice doubles the number 
of lines sent to the TV monitor, fills the gaps between 
lines of an interlaced signal, and increases the vertical 
resolution. 

Digital-to-Analog Converter 

After being read at a frequency of Sfsc (28.6 MHz), the 
digital signal from the µPD41101 is converted to an 
analog signal by the µPC6902(figures15 and 16). The 
CMOS-fabricated µPC6902 DIA converter is designed 
to handle 50 million samples per second. 

Timing Generator 

The Sfsc and 4fsc clocks and RSTW and RSTR signals 
are output by the timing generator. The horizontal (H) 
signal from theµPC1401 passes to a phase-locked loop 

Figure 16. µPD6902 Block Diagram 
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circuit, where it is compared and locked with a hori
zontal signal obtained by dividing the Sfsc clock. After 
the horizontal frequency has been multiplied by 2 (2H), 
this signal is combined with the vertical drive signal (V) 
from theµPC1401 for use as the composite synchroniz
ing signal in non interlaced scanning. Together with the 
R-G-8 output signals, it is then passed to the TV 
monitor. 

Figure 15. µPD6902 Pin Cont iguration 
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Operation 

A circuit diagram for the scan converter is shown in 
figure 17. The operation in each block is described 
below. 

Video Signal Input Stage 

Switch SW1 selects the NTSC video signal and applies 
it to the µPC1401, which decodes the composite signal 
and outputs R-G-B horizontal and vertical synchroniz
ing signals. The µPC1401 integrated circuit separates 
color types (Y, R-Y, B-Y, G-Y) to form a matrix using 
three external transistors (Tr3-Tr5) to produce the 
R-G-B signal. 

A 4528BC one-shot multivibrator sets the horizontal 
synchronizing signal to a suitable pulse width. One of 
the pulse signals is applied to pins 34 and 35 of the 
µPC1401 as the burst gate and blanking pulses; the 
other signal is applied to the MC4044 phase comparator 
for clock generation comparison purposes. 

R-G-B Signal Input Stage 

The R-G-B input signal passes to a 74LS08 two-input 
positive AND gate and then to the µPC1387 which, 
together with Tr5 and the 74LS08, ensures that no 
signal is applied during the horizontal retracing period. 

The R-G-B signal applied to theµPC1387 is adjusted to 
a suitable level prior to being output from that device. 
Conversely, the vertical and horizontal synchronizing 
signals are combined in the 74LS08 to form the com
posite synchronizing signal passed to the µPC1401 by 
selection switch SW1. 

A/D Conversion Stage 

The R-G-B signal selected by SW1 is passed to the 
µPC6950 through a 7-MHz low-pass filter to cut fre
quencies in excess of one-half the sampling frequency 
of 14.3 MHz (figure 18). This analog signal is converted 
by the 14.3-MHz clock and then passed to theµPC1401 
as an 8-bit digital signal. 

Line Buffer Stage 

The 8-bit digital input is written at 14.3 MHz before 
being passed to the µPC6902 for D/A conversion at 
28.6 MHz. The WCK, RCK, RSTW, and RSTR controls 
for the line buffer are supplied from the timing 
generator (figure 19). 

D/A Conversion Stage 

The digital input from the µPD41101 is converted to an 
analog signal by the 28.6-MHz clock to reproduce an 
R-G-B signal of twice the horizontal line frequency. 

Timing Generation Stage 

An LC oscillator circuit uses a 74F04 inverter to 
generate the 28.6-MHz signals required for driving the 
line buffer and D/A converter clocks, as well as the 
14.3-MHz signals required for driving the line buffer 
and A/D converter clocks. 

The horizontal signal from theµPC1401 is passed to the II 
MC4044 phase frequency detector for phase compari-
son with the horizontal signal obtained by dividing the 
clock from the clock generator. The resultant signal is 
then transferred through a low-pass filter to the 1 SV164 
varactor diode of a voltage-controlled oscillator to 
adjust the oscillating frequency (figure 20). 

Three 74LS163 synchronous 4-bit counters divide the 
14.3-MHz clock by a factor of 455. The resultant 
31.5-kHz clock (2fH) is timed by the 28.6-MHz clock 
and passed to the line buffer as the RSTR signal. 

The vertical synchronizing signal from the µPC1401 is 
adjusted to a suitable pulse width by a 74LS123 
retriggerable monostable multivibrator. The signal 
timed by this 2fH clock is then combined with the 2fH 
clock to obtain the composite synchronizing signal for 
noninterlaced scanning purposes. The 2fH clock is 
subsequently divided in half and timed by the 14.3-MHz 
clock to become the RSTW signal passed to the line 
buffer and MC4044 (figures 21 and 22). 

R-G-B Output Stage 

The noninterlaced R-G-B signal and the composite 
synchronizing signal output to the TV monitor are 
adjusted to. levels of 0.7 and 0.3 Vpp, respectively, by 
a 75-ohm terminating resistor. Switch SW2 is used to 
select external or internal display. When on, the switch 
allows a noninterlaced picture to be displayed exter
nally on a TV monitor. 

In this application, the TV monitor must be capable 
of operating at a horizontal scanning frequency of 
31.5 kHz. Suitable monitors include the PC-TV451 and 
PC-TV471 from NEC Home Electronics. 
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Figure 17. µPD4.1101 Composite Schematic 
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Figure 18. Characteristics of LT15LP7.0M01-32 Low-Pass Filter 
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Figure 20. Characteristic Curve of 1SV164 
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INTRODUCTION 

A computer graphics system is comprised of hardware 
and software, the organization of which depends upon 
the specific requirements of each application. While 
individual designs may differ from one application to 
another, the design objective essentially remains the 
same: to define a device-independent, general-purpose 
sequence of operations (or pipeline) that transforms the 
geometric model of an object into an image on a display 
screen. 

This application note provides an overview of the con
cepts and methodologies used in the design of computer 
graphics systems. The intent here is to introduce the 
basics, building the foundation for more vigorous study 
later. 

FUNDAMENTALS OF A GRAPHICS SYSTEM 

The task of a graphics system is to transform real-world 
information into a perceptible image for display on an 
output device. While systems in the past typically used 
software designed for particular kinds of hardware, con
temporary systems use device-independent software 
designed for compatibility with a variety of hardware. 

Figure t. Conceptual Model 

60014 

Notes: 

[1] ~=Hardware 

[2] [J = Software 

(3] E2J = Data Structures 

Device-Independent 

Graphics Package 

COMPUTER GRAPHICS OVERVIEW 
Application Note 89-15 

This latter type involves a sequence of operations that 
begins with a model of the image to be rendered. As 
shown in figure 1, the program portion of the model has 
three elements-the application data structure (data 
base), the application program, and the display pro
gram. These are transmitted to the hardware compo
nent, in this case a host computer connected to a 
graphics display terminal, in terms that the computer 
can understand. At the same time, the original model 
structure is preserved. As a conceptual framework, this 
model is useful in showing how an abstract description 
of a two- or three-dimensional "world" having one or 
more objects is transformed into a view or picture of that 
world. 

The functions represented by the conceptual model 
need to be more than device-independent; they also 
must be sufficiently general-purpose to support a variety 
of applications. No strict definition of this requirement 
exists. At one extreme, the system may be entirely 
incorporated into a host computer, with the graphics 
reduced to a single monitor. Another system might 
incorporate all graphics functions into a standalone 
workstation. The point is that the implementation of VLSI 
and concurrent technologies may differ, but the basic 
sequence of functions must remain the same. 

Device-Dependent 

831H·6332B 
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One of the tasks of the application program is to support 
interactive input devices that allow the user to specify 
how objects are to be constructed and modified and 
which views are to be displayed. The application pro
gram decodes user-supplied input and uses it to direct 
the system to change the viewing specification or to 
alter the model in the data structure. Once the applica
tion program has. developed the data structure, the 
objects contained therein are described to the graphics 
system so that it can calculate and display the particular 
view desired. 

The application program describes in geometric terms 
that portion of the world in which the picture should 
appear. This data is presented in the form of output 
primitives such as points, lines, polygons, or character 
strings geometrically oriented in· a two- or three
dimensional world. The application program also speci
fies the part of the object to be rendered, the vantage 
point to be displayed, and the part of the viewing surface 
on which the image should appear. 

Problems inherent to the design of graphics software are 
solved by a graphics package that reinforces a generat
purpose, device-independent approach to graphics de
sign by providing basic subroutines or primitives that 
allow portability with the application program. 

The graphics package is a small but functionally com
plete set of application-independent facilities for creat
ing arbitrary views of two-dimensional objects and for 
supporting interaction between the application program 
and the user. The package also performs a number of 
roles crucial to supporting a range of physical devices 
controlled by a device-independent application pro
gram. These roles can include 

• Providing the characteristics and performance capa
bilities of devices that can be driven by the applica
tion software 

• Having responsibility for specifying a set of attributes 
and operations 

• Serving as an interface between the applications 
program and the graphics qisplay unjt 

• Serving as an interface between the demands of the 
graphics system and the true functionality of the real 
devices to be used by the system 

The graphics package must therefore be designed not 
only as an abstract machine capable of supporting the 
tasks required by the application program, but also as a 
real machine for implementation on real devices. The key 
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to device-independence is that only the implementation 
of the graphics package (and not the rest of the appli
cation program) is device-dependent. 

The two principal hardware components are the host 
computer and the display processing unit, or DPU. The 
two important data modules shown are both stored in 
shared memory (to simplify the diagram, the host's CPU 
and the memory shared by the CPU and D PU are not 
shown in figure 2). The first is the DPU display program 
(also called the display file or list), which is written by the 
graphics package and read by the D PU as it refreshes 
the image on the screen. The second is the application 
data structure, which contains a description of the 
objects whose images are to be displayed and is a tool to 
model the objects. 

The three major stages shown as software modules in 
figure 2 could also be implemented as hardware or 
firmware modules in other systems. Their interaction is 
characterized by two major data flows moving in oppo
site directions within the system: one is from a data 
structure description of an object to its image on the 
screen, and the other is from user-supplied input to the 
data structure and/or display program. 

The object-to-image transformation sequence begins at 
the output pipeline, a four-stage pipeline that transforms 
a description of the object into successively more 
machine-dependent representations, and finally, into an 
image on a screen. The portion of the data structure that 
models the geometry (layout) and topology (connectiv
ity) of an object is transformed by the application pro
gram into a sequence of calls in a graphics package 
using parameters derived from the data structure. These 
calls describe the object in terms of its point, line, and 
text output primitives. Other calls specify how the object 
should be divided into logical units, i.e., segments, as 
well as which view of the object should be displayed. 

The next stage, the viewing specification, is used first to 
clip the object's primitives against the user-supplied 
window boundaries and then to map the visible portion 
of the object into the current viewpoint. The D PU code 
generator transforms the device-independent specif ica
tion of (clipped) primitives from normalized device co
ordinates of the DPU. The graphics package controls the 
segmentation of this DPU "machine code" and specifies 
to the DPU code generator which segments are to be 
added, made visible/invisible, translated, or deleted. The 
final stage involves the D PU itself, which transforms 
output primitives into the actual data needed for output
ting an image onto the display screen. 
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Figure 2. Functional Block Diagram 
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The input pipeline has fewer stages. The DPU records 
input device usage and either interrupts the CPU or 
transfers data on request. Input data is collected from 
the D PU by the input handler, which typically passes it to 
the application program. This data changes the flow of 
the application program, and may also cause the appli
cation program to either modify the data structure or 
change the viewing operation parameters. The input may 
also be used directly by the code generator to manipu
late segment operations. 

THE VIEWING OPERATION 

The viewing operation is a sequence of steps that trans
forms a device-independent description of an object into 
a device-dependent display program generating a par
ticular view of an image. In the viewing operation pro
cessor and D PU code generator stages, functions such 
as clipping, window-to-viewpoint mapping, and display 

831H·6333B 

code generation in device-dependent physical screen 
coordinates are performed. The first two steps are 
usually considered part of the viewing operation, while 
the third step is part of the DPU code generation 
process. 

OUTPUT PRIMITIVES 

Coordinate Systems 

In a basic graphics system, the only graphical primitives 
needed by the application program are those to define 
points, lines, and displayed text strings. These are de
scribed in terms of positions and measurements in a 
Cartesian coordinate system. The coordinates are inher
ently dimensionless, and thus the application program 
can define objects in terms of units that are natural to the 
application and to the user. 
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The application program is constrained by the overall 
size of display space on the output device. Display space 
can be divided into a number of rectangular regions 
called "viewports," into which subpictures are mapped. 
Subpictures require the use of a suitable application 
coordinate system. Such a coordinate system is the 
world coordinate system, used by the application pro
gram to choose a rectangular "window." Any finite rect
angular region of this infinite space, where the sides of 
the rectangle are parallel to the x and y axes, is a window 
in the world coordinate system. Because different win
dow sizes can be used, the image is drawn in world 
coordinate space relative to a particular window and 
then clipped to that window. To be able to transform 
these windows into their allotted viewports on the 
screen, the application program must have procedures 
for specifying windows, viewports, and appropriate co
ordinate systems. 

The window is defined in terms common to the world 
coordinate system, where the edges of the rectangle are 
parallel to the x and y coordinate axes. The viewport 
procedure also takes a rectangular boundary as its 
parameter; the system in which this boundary is ex
pressed is called the device coordinate system, i.e., the 
one used for representing absolute positions on the 
display space. Since device coordinates map directly 
onto the display device, the range of coordinates will 
define display resolution. 

Often a graphics system supports many different de
vices, and the application program must provide a 
means of controlling these in as uniform a manner as 
possible. Determination of the viewport using device 
coordinates is acceptable if only one graphics device is 
used, or if all graphics devices have exactly the same 
coordinate systems to represent their display spaces. A 
better solution to device disparity requires a uniform 
method of addressing different display spaces. The stan
dard solution is to introduce an intermediate system 
called normalized device coordinates, where (O,O) is at 
the bottom left corner and (1,1) is at the top right, i.e., a 
unit square. 

Windows and Clipping 

The viewing operation, or pipeline, has been defined as a 
journey of a coordinate through the graphics system. It 
starts as a world coordinate point generated by a call to 
an output primitive procedure, continues through the 
normalized tran$formation stage, and finally passes 
through the device transformation stage, after which it is 
expressed in normalized device coordinates. 

During this procedure, the graphics package must know 
what portion of the essentially unbound world coordi-
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nate space is to be displayed. This rectangular region, or 
window, is invoked by a graphics package procedure 
that maps the image of the window boundaries to 
coincide with the edges of the screen. A programmer 
can make the graphics package display only that portion 
of an object which is in view by surrounding the desired 
part with an appropriate window. 

Any part of the object not in view inside the window is 
made invisible by the graphics package through a pro
cess known as clipping, whereby any primitive lying 
entirely outside the window boundary is not mapped to 
the screen, and any primitive lying partially inside and 
partially outside is cut off. Each output primitive defined 
by the application program is tested to see whether it is 
entirely inside the window, intersects the window, or lies 
entirely outside the window. The pieces that remain after 
testing and clipping are mapped to the screen. 

The most basic form of clipping involves output primi
tives such as points, lines, and text (figure 3). Even with 
these simple primitives, it is essential that the clipping 
operation be done efficiently since hundreds or even 
thousands of lines must be processed as quickly as 
possible to provide the next view of the object as 
smoothly as possible. 

Window-to-Viewport Mapping 

In this context, window is a rectangular area that speci
fies the part of a scene-either graphics or text-to be 
displayed and is defined by means of coordinates in the 
lower right and upper left corners. (The type of window 
commonly associated with a page of text or graphics, or 
possibly the dynamic output from a process or program, 
does not apply to this discussion.) 

A window defines what is to be displayed but not where 
it is to be displayed. Therefore, each window requires a 
corresponding viewport that defines the space into 
which the window is to be displayed. In figure 4, the 
window is clipped to its boundary in world coordinates, 
and then subsequently mapped to the viewport bound
aries in device coordinates. A few windows appear 
whole, while some are obscured by other windows. A 
viewport obscures another viewport when it has a higher 
priority than the obscured viewport. Viewports may be 
moved around the display area without affecting their 
information content, except when they are moved rela
tive to an obscuring viewport. 

The movement of a window about the scene gives the 
effect of changing the observer's view of the picture. 
Adjusting the size of the window relative to the size of 
the objects being displayed produces arbitrary scaling 
effects. Thus, moving the window and selecting smaller 
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or larger window sizes creates the cinematic effect of 
panning in or zooming out. In theory, one can zoom in on 
a single primitive until it touches the boundaries, or 
zoom out until the entire scene blurs together as a single 
port. 

If the graphics package supports only a single D PU, then 
it is most efficient to convert directly from world coordi
nates to physical coordinates. For packages that sup
port multiple display devices, it is convenient to produce 

Figure 3. Example of Two-Dimensional Clipping 
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a low-level, machine-dependent, normalized device co
ordinate representation of the image that can then be 
translated by multiple DPU code generators to the 
appropriate physical device coordinates. Therefore, 
window-to-viewport mapping is a conversion process in 
which the window, defined in world coordinates, is 
converted into device or normalized device coordinates 
for input into the next phase of the viewing pipeline 
(figure 5). 
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Figure 5. Window Boundaries Mapped to Viewport Boundaries 

(wx1,wy1) (x,wy1) 

Notes: 
[1] wx1 ,wx2, wy1, wy2 =window bounderies. 
(2] vx1, vx2, vy1, vy2 = vlewport bounderles. 

DPU Code Generation 

This stage in the viewing pipeline converts the clipped 
and mapped output primitives to normalized device 
coordinate space, unless this conversion was already 
performed in the window-to-viewport mapping phase. 
Device-independent primitives are converted into actual 
D PU commands with operation codes, functions, and 
beam displacement fields in physical device coordi
nates. 

Segmentation 

The final stage, segmentation, involves organization of 
the output primitives into logically related segments for 
selective identification and modification of the image. 
Once a picture of an object has been created and drawn, 
changes to the drawing can be made by means of 
modifications to the data structure. Producing an up
dated view of the modified object(s) by having the 
application program redescribe everything to the graph
ics package, even though only a portion has been 
changed, would be very wasteful because of the com
putations required to clip and map world coordinates 
into device-dependent coordinates. 

Segmentation, where the object's description is parti
tioned into segments that are individually displayed, 
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provides the system with an extra dimension of flexibil
ity, a way of creating a high-level representation of the 
total picture. Each segment consists of attributes deter
mining the state of the segment, as well as a sequence of 
output primitives. Fast selective modification is a neces
sity of high-quality interactive graphics because it pro
vides rapid response to the user for closely coupled 
feedback. 

Geometric Transformations 

A graphics system should also provide the ability to 
scale and rotate images in two- and three-dimensional 
space. These geometric transformations should be free 
from device-dependent issues such as screen coordi
nates so that different views of a picture at different 
scales may be selected, and repeated symbols in pic
tures may be drawn at various scales and angles of 
rotation. 

The most common way to view transformations is with 4 
by 4 matrix multiplication. However, matrix multiplica
tion requires many intermediate steps, making the trans
formation of object coordinates one of the most time
consuming steps in the entire graphics output sequence. 

Arbitrary two- and three-dimensional transformations 
such as object rotations, translations, scaling, and per-
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spective and orthographic projection may precede the 
clipping function in the graphics pipeline, and may also 
include the ability to transform the image into viewport 
coordinates (figure 6). Because matrix representations 
for translating, scaling and rotating differ (scaling re
quires an additional matrix and rotation uses a multipli
cation matrix), it is more efficient to treat these functions 
in a consistent way. For example, if they are expressed in 
homogeneous coordinates, all three transformations 
could be expressed as multiplications. 

Figure 6. Transformations 
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Homogeneous coordinates were developed in geometry 
and have subsequently been applied in graphics (figure 
6). Numerous graphics subroutine packag'es and some 
display processors work with homogeneous coordinates 
and transformations. In some cases, they are used 
directly by the application program in passing parame
ters to the graphics package. In other cases, they are 
applied only within the package and are invisible to the 
programmer. 
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INTERACTIVE GRAPHICS TECHNIQUES 

One of the principal goals of interactive systems, graph
ics or otherwise, is the symbiosis between man and 
machine. When a user is able to interact with a computer, 
this interaction is said to be conversational. Working 
together on a single task merges the capabilities of the 
two partners, man and computer. 

Of all the possibilities for graphics input hardware, the 
keyboard is certainly the most familiar. Many graphics 
systems have little more. There are five basic logical 
input devices: the locator to indicate a position and/or 
orientation, the pick to select a display entity, the valu
ator to input a single value in the space of real numbers, 
the keyboard to input a character string, and a button to 
select from a set of possible alternative actions or 
choices. Logical input devices are rather like logical files 
in an operating system. A sequential input file may be 
implemented physically by means of a card reader, a 
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magnetic tape drive, a disk drive, or a terminal keyboard. 
The application program doesn't care because the oper
ating system makes them functionally alike, despite their 
physical differences. 

Many graphics systems simulate the logical functions of 
another class, although some of the simulations can be 
rather awkward. These implementations are sometimes 
part of the graphics package. For example, since a 
direct-view storage tube cannot be used with a light pen, 
the cross-hair cursor locator might be used as a pick. 

In addition to interactive devices and device simulations, 
interaction techniques are used as the basic building 
blocks from which complete interactive dialogues are 
designed. Interactive techniques are higher-level func
tions implemented through the basic device simulations 
already discussed. These techniques, which are general 
application-independent ways of interfacing with a com
puter, are routinely used in many graphics packages and 
include the following: 
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• Construction Techniques-where the physical ap
pearance of an object is indi.rectly manipulated by 
means of dragging or rubberbanding. 

• Command Techniques-where menus and pro
grammed function keyboards are used to input com
mands. 

• Picking Techniques-where a hierarchical object 
structure allows the user to pick a basic object, a 
collection of basic objects, or perhaps a collection of 
collections. 

When programming graphical input devices, a certain 
degree of device independence can be gained by provid
ing individual high-level primitive functions for each 
basic form of interaction. The following list, based on this 
approach, is adequate for most graphics applications 
and can be implemented on a surprisingly large variety of 
terminals. 

• Positioning-where the user defines a location on the 
screen. This location is passed back to the program, 
which uses it to position objects or endpoints of lines. 

• Pointing-where the user identifies an object already 
displayed on the screen. This can be used to delete 
and copy objects or to implement light buttons and 
other means. 

• Inking-which is used to specify a free-hand curve as 
a collection of screen points. 

• Character Recognition-where the user draws a 
n~mber of inked strokes that together can be recog
nized as a text character, an editing mark, or some 
other symbol. 

• Dragging-where coordinates from a graphical input 
device are used to specify the location of some object 
on the screen. Repositioning is performed rapidly 
enough so that the user can "rag"the object around 
the screen until it is correctly positioned, at which 
time it is fixed again. 

Device independence is just as troublesome here as it is 
in graphical output. The problem is not that input devices 
have such different characteristics, but that each input 
technique demands a specific form of immediate feed
back on the screen. The popular rubberband line draw
ing technique, for example, depends on the dynamic 
display of a line with one endpoint fixed and the other 
following the coordinate input device. It is difficult to 
provide this sort of effect without modifying the graphi
cal output process. Therefore, meddling with the output 
process should be avoided in the interest of device 
independence. 
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DISPLAY HARDWARE 

Without special hardware for producing output, there 
would be little interest in computer graphics. Useful 
pictures can be produced using only a line printer or a 
normal hardcopy alphanumeric terminal, but what most 
people expect from a graphics system is something 
much more. 

Most graphics hardware has options for moving in two 
dimensions, plotting or intensifying certain points on a 
surface, displaying characters, and providing gray-level 
variation or color shading. The number of such devices is 
increasing yearly and includes vector or raster CRTs, 
hardcopy drum and flatbed plotters, impact and ink-jet 
matrix printer/plotters, color copiers, LED displays, 
plasma panels, and laser printers. In this discussion, the 
focus will be on CRT technology for vector and raster 
scanning, with emphasis on the system architectures 
needed to implement such devices in a graphics system. 

CRTs for Raster and Vector Scanning 

The DPU is a special-purpose CPU with its own set of 
commands, data formats, and an instruction counter 
that executes a sequence of instructions called the 
display file to create an image on the display device. 
Individual DPU instructions typically are used to draw a 
point, a line,' or a character string. Interactive devices 
attached to the DPU can also be used to input com
mands and other information. 

The DPU can be organized to create an image, either by 
random or raster scanning. In a random scanning sys
tem (sometimes called a vector, stroke, or calligraphic 
scanning system), parts of the drawing can be depicted 
in any order on the display. For example, the house in 
figure 6 was drawn by moving (detecting) the beam to 
the starting point, turning it on, and continuously de
flecting it between successive endpoints to trace the 
house outline. In a raster scanning (TV-type) system, all 
parts of the drawing in the first line are reproduced in 
left-to-right order, followed by all parts of the drawing in 
the second line, arid so on. Hardcopy devices operate in 
either a random or raster scanning system. The printer, a 
simple hardcopy device, has a print head that moves 
from left to right and top to bottom. The pen plotter, 
which uses a pen that can be moved in any direction over 
a piece of paper, is a random scanning device. 

Figure 7 shows basic display techniques. Starting in the 
upper left of the screen, the intensity is modulated during 
the left-to-right sweep to create different shades of gray. 
At the right edge, the beam is blanked (turned off), 
repositioned (indicated by the dashed line) at the left 
edge one unit down from the previous scan line, and 
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unblanked. After all scan lines have been drawn, the 
beam returns to the upper-left corner. Broadcast televi
sion in the United States operates with 525 scan lines, 
but common raster graphics systems use anywhere 
from 256 to 1024 lines. The more lines used, the higher 
the picture quality. 

Display Processing Unit for Random Scanning 

Figure 8 shows a very simple DPU capable of randomly 
plotting under CPU control individual discrete points on 
a grid of 1024 by 1024 lines. This feature requires that 
10-bit x and y values be made available to the DPU. The 
computer uses input/output commands to load the x and 
y registers with coordinate values, while the analog 
(voltage) equivalents of the coordinate values go to the 
deflection system. The current amplifiers for the mag
netic deflection coil produce the appropriate current. 
Once this current has stabilized, the electron beam is 

Figure 7. Display Techniques 
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unblanked (turned on) for a few microseconds, and then 
blanked again to detect and draw the next point. The 
whole process can take from 5 to 20 µ,s per point with a 
fast deflection system, or as much as 50 µ,s per point 
with a slow deflection system. In a given system, the 
time between the display of successive points is usually 
nearly proportional to the distance between them. A 
refresh rate of 30 cycles per second allows 33,000 
microseconds per refresh cycle, resulting in display 
capacities from 33,000/50 = 660 to 33,000/5 = 6600 
points. 

The system in figure 8 has no facilities for concurrent 
program execution and display of screen refresh capa
bilities. Most contemporary D PUs provide the same 
functions as a general-purpose CPU, functions such as 
an instruction counter, instruction register, and control 
logic that allow the D PU to execute instructions as well 
as to refresh the display. 

Random Scanning 
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Display Processing Unit for Raster Scanning 

The DPU illustrated in figure 9 provides a number of 
features to enhance operation. The CPU loads a D PU 
program into main memory, loads the DPU with the 
starting address, and tells the D PU to start the execu
tion of the D PU program. The D PU cycle "steals" from the 
CPU's memory whenever it needs a new instruction. 
Thus, converting the display to an autonomous proces
sor relieves the CPU of the refresh task. 

Images to be displayed by a random scanning system 
are encoded as commands to draw each output primi
tive using endpoints of lines as coordinate data values. 
The encoding for raster scanning systems is much 
simpler: output primitives are separated into their con
stituent points for display. 

The major differences in simple point plotters, random 
scanners, and raster scanners occur in their organiza
tion of stored bits. In point plotting displays, the com
ponent points of each successive output primitive are 
stored sequentially and are plotted in that order, one 
picture element at a time becaise the beam may be 
moved randomly on the screen. Conversely, the refresh 
memory in the raster display is arranged as a two
dimensional array. The entry at a particular row and 
column stores the brightness and/or color value of the 
corresponding (x,y) position on the screen in the simple 
one-to-one relationship shown in figure 9, i.e., each 
screen and memory location is referenced by an x 
coordinate (ranging from Oto m-1) and a y coordinate 
(ranging from O to n-1 ). The top row of memory corre
sponds to the top scan line, the second row of memory 
to the second scan line, and so on. Image refreshing is 
performed by means of sequential raster scanning 
through the buffer, by scan line rather than by output 
primitive as in random scanning. 

The job of the image refresh system is to cycle, row by 
row, through the refresh buffer, typically 30 to 60 times 
per second. Memory reference addresses are generated 
synchronously with the raster scanning device, and the 
contents of memory are used to control the CRT's beam 
intensity. The raster scanning generator provides deflec
tion signals that generate the raster scanned image and 
also control the x and y address registers defining the 
location of the image to be fetched so as to control the 
CRT beam. At the start, the x address is set to O and the 
y register to n-1 (the top of the scan line). As the first 
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scan line is generated, the x address increments from 
m-1. Each point is fetched and used to control the 
intensity of the CRT beam. After the first scan line, the x 
address is reset to o and the y address decrements by 1. 
The process continues until the last scan line (y = O) is 
generated. 

Display Resolution 

The number of raster lines capable of being displayed on 
a monitor depends not only on the speed at which the 
electronic beam can be moved across the screen, but 
also on the quality of the electronics controlling the 
beam. Similarly, the number of horizontal points that can 
be plotted depends on the speed at which the beam can 
be switched on and off. The more raster lines and 
horizontal points that can be drawn, the greater the total 
number of points that can be displayed, and hence, the 
greater the resolution of the display. 

Consider a CRT monitor with m pixels on each line and n 
raster lines. If the time required to draw one pixel is Pt 
and the time for horizontal retrace in Ht. then the total 
time to display one raster line is Lt= MPt +Ht. If the time 
for one vertical retrace is Vt. the total time to draw one 
complete image ·is t = N(MPt +'Ht) + Vt. If there are to 
be raster frames per second, then rearranging the above 
for Pt meansthatthetimeto draw one pixel is Pt= 1/MNr 
- VtfMN - HtfM. This value, usually expressed as a 
frequency, represents a measure of the monitor's resolu
tion capability and defines the electronics performance 
required to achieve a particular display resolution, gen
erally known as monitor bandwidth. 

Typical bandwidth figures for refreshing of the whole 
image 60 times a second (60 Hz) are 28 MHz for a display 
of 512 by 768 pixels and 88 MHz for a display of 1024 by 
1024 pixels. 

SUMMARY 

The aim of this application note has been to provide an 
overview of a graphics system, defining some of the 
fundamental operations required to render an image 
onto a display device. By no means comprehensive, the 
discussion should at least have provided a framework for 
understanding the common techniques and terminology 
used in a number of today's very sophisticated applica
tions, whether implemented in state-of-the-art VLSI 
technology or organized into a higher performance 
parallel architecture. 
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Figure 9. Raster Scanning Display Technology 
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Introduction 

The growth of computer graphics is directly attributed 
to the availability of reasonably priced, high quality 
display hardware. The technology most successfully 
addressing this feature is called raster scanning, a type 
of graphics found in television applications and one 
that makes it possible for complex, flicker-free images 
to be displayed. 

Frame buffer architecture is important in determining 
the performance of the entire raster display system. For 
example, although frame buffer architecture is re
stricted by the refresh requirements of the display (i.e., 
how fast a new image can be generated in response to 
user input), architecture of the entire graphics system 
is affected as well. This application note discusses 
some of the design techniques inherent to frame buffer 
architecture. 

Raster Scanning 

A raster display system constructs an image as a series 
of horizontal lines, each composed of picture elements 
(pixels) whose intensity is controlled by a bit map 
generated on the display processing unit (DPU) in 
accordance with graphics primitives defining the unit. 
The device buffering the bit-mapped image is called 
the frame buffer, or image memory, and is usually 
designed with dynamic RAMs (figure 1). Each storage 

Figure 1. Frame Buffer Organization 
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cell in the frame buffer corresponds to a pixel that 
maps to a point on the display screen. Data stored in 
the frame buffer is systematically read by the D PU 
(video controller) and then used to refresh the CRT 
monitor displaying the image. 

Frame buffers are usually sized in the horizontal and 
vertical directions as a power of 2, in particular 256 by 
256 (28), 512 by 512 (29), or 1024 by 1024 (210) pixels. 
Sizes based on the aspect ratio of the screen (e.g., 768 

3 by 512 or 1536 by 1024) are also common. These 
dimensions then become device coordinates of the 
raster scanning display system. 

The bits in the frame buffer are scanned by the DPU in 
a left-to-right, top-to-bottom sequence. They are then 
read in parallel and serialized by a scanner that out
puts the pixels to the video generator. The pixels mod
ulate the CRT beam signal in proportion to the values in 
the frame buffer. 

Refresh Requirements 

The design of frame buffers is determined in large part 
by the requirements of the application. A stable display 
is generally the foremost requirement of a graphics 
system. Therefore, the first design consideration 
should focus on how the video's refresh controller will 
supply data to the output hardware when pixel time is 
less than a buffer cycle. 
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The frame or image buffer stores a bit map representing 
the image to be displayed. The size of the frame buffer, 
often 512 by 512or1024 by 1024, is the resolution of the 
memory, with each element being one pixel. The D PU 
must upc;Jate the frame buffer with the bit-mapped 
image and periodically refresh the display. Refresh 
requirements are determined by a number of factors, 
including the D PU's refresh rate, vertical and horizontal 
retrace time, screen resolution, and access time of the 
memory used in the frame buffer. When all of these 
factors are established, the architecture of the frame 
buffer can be determined. 

Two standards developed by the Electronic Industries 
Association (!=IA) define the timing of video signals. EIA 
standard RS-170-A specifies interlaced video signals at 
30 frames of 525 lines per second each for typical 
television applications, RS-343-A specifies 30 frames of 
1024 by 1024 noninterlaced images per second or 30 
frames of 512 by 512 noninterlaced images per second 
for high-resolution television applications. 

Knowing how often a new pixel must be supplied to the 
output device is crucial to determining how quickly 
image memory must be accessed to support the re
fresh requirement. Pixel time, the active line time di
vided by the number of visible pixels per line, can be 
derived from either the refresh rate, the vertical or 
horizontal blanking interval, the number of lines dis
played per frame, or the number of pixels displayed per 
line (figure 2). 

Figure 2. Pixel Time 

NEC 
Table 1 gives the values used to derive pixel times for 
several popular display formats. Pixel times will vary 
from system to system, depending on the number of 
visible lines and the number of pixels per scan line. 
However, these figures are typical: (1) 100 ns for 512 x 
512 at 30 Hz; (2) 45 ns for 512 x 512 at 60 Hz; (3) 25 ns 
for 1024 x 1024 at 30 Hz; and (4) 10 ns for 1024 x 1024 at 
60 Hz. 

The storage cell is the principal element in a frame 
buffer, which is why advances in frame buffer architec
tures have been paced by advances in the cost, perfor
mance and structure of these chips. Storage bandwidth 
is of primary concern in the design of frame buffers, 
and while dynamic devices have historically evolved to 
deeper and deeper organizations, the width of the 
access port (e.g., 1M x 1 or 256K x 4) has experienced 
almost no change. 

The trend toward deeper organization meets the needs 
of main buffer designs, but doesn't provide a solution 
for potential bandwidth requirements. Furthermore, 
resolution isn't expected to grow significantly beyond 
the 1280 by 1024 now used in most applications, which 
means the need for higher density video buffers is 
limited (figure 3). Consequently, for a 1K x 1Kdisplay 
operating at 60 Hz, a pixel rate of 10 ns (as well as 
parallel accessing of the frame buffer) is required. 
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Table 1. Video Timing for Various Display Formats 
Visible Area Refresh Vertical Retrace Horizontal Retrace Total Line 
Pixels x Lines Rate (Hz) Interlaced Time (Jls) Time (Jls) Time (µs) 

512 x 485 30 Yes 1271 10.9 63.56 

640 x 485 30 Yes 1271 10.9 63.56 

512 x 512 30 Yes 1203 10.9 60.40 

1024 x 768 30 Yes 1250 [1] 7.0 [1] 40.10 

1024 x 1024 30 Yes 1250 7.0 30.11 

1280 x 960 30 Yes 1250 7.0 32.12 

512 x 485 60 No 1250 7.0 31.79 

640 x 485 60 No 1250 7.0 31.79 

512 x 512 60 No 1250 7.0 30.11 

1024 x 0768 60 No 600 [2] 4.0 [2] 20.92 

1024 x 1024 60 No 600 4.0 15.69 

1280 x 960 60 No 600 4.0 16.74 

1280 x 1024 60 No 600 4.0 15.69 

Notes: 

(1) Nominal RS-343-A specifications. 

(2) Typical high-performance monitor specifications. 

Figure3. Color Monitor Standards 
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Table 2 shows the effect of using a device with a 4-bit 
organization, which can read and write four bits in a 
single cycle and provide four times the bandwidth of a 
1-bit chip of equal capacity. This wider organization has 
figured prominently in frame buffer design, and as 
system performance requirements increase, ever wider 
organization may be required. 

Table 2. Performance of Storage Chip 
Organization Time to Fill (ms) 

4Kx 1 1.6 

16Kx 1 6.6 

64Kx 1 26.2 

256K x 1 105.0 

16Kx4 6.6 

64Kx4 26.2 

Pixel Time 
(µs) 

102.80 

82.30 

96.70 

32.37 

22.57 

19.62 

48.41 

38.73 

45.14 

16.52 

11.42 

9.95 

9.13 
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Although an 8-bit organization is practical, the evolu
tion toward 16-bit devices will be prohibitive because of 
pin configuration and package size. Therefore, in order 
to meet the required pixel rate of high performance 
graphics systems, the frame buffer must be designed 
with organizations and features that can best support 
the increasing performance requirements. Over the 
years, a number of different design solutions have been 
proposed. One is to separate the device into a double 
buffer, one for refreshing the display and the other for 
updating the image. Another approach is to incorpo
rate the functions needed to update and refresh a 
display into a VLSI DRAM architecture. Both of these 
architectures are important in determining overall per
formance, but the organization of the frame buffer also 
plays an important role in optimizing its performance in 
various applications. 

Organization 

How pixel values are mapped into the update proces
sor's address space has a substantial impact on the 
speed with which the processor can alter the memory. 
Two basic types of organization are commonly used to 
store and access pixels in display memory: pixel and 
plane organization. 

Pixel Organization. In pixel organization, the storage 
cell is arranged so that all bits in a pixel are contained 
in the same word. When pixel length is· shorter than 
word length, multiple pixels can be packed into each 
word. When the graphics processor accesses a word of 
display memory, all of a pixel's bits are available simul
taneously. Therefore, in a pixel-based architecture, 
frame buffer data is handled one pixel at a time, 
providing a technique that can quickly access individ
ual pixels (figure 4). 

For multiple planes, the address to the plane buffer 
generates a data word composed of pixels at the same 
location across multiple planes. Because the pixel 
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organization addresses individual pixels, there are no 
problems regarding word alignment during image 
transfers. This architecture is often found in image 
processing and solid modeling applications, where the 
value of each pixel is very computation-intensive be
cause of color value or shading variations. 

Plane Organization. In plane organization, the frame 
buffer may be viewed as a number of separate planes, 
where the number of planes in the frame buffer is equal 
to the number of bits in a pixel. In a two-dimensional 
display memory, each pixel consists of one bit, which 
can be either on or off, indicating the presence or 
absence of a dot. Such a display memory supports a 
monochrome, single-intensity display. In a color dis
play, additional bits at each pixel add color and control 
the intensity. A four-bit pixel, for instance, can control 
the CRTs red, blue and green color guns, as well as the 
pixel's intensity. Each bit with the pixel corresponds to 
a separate plane. 

Planes can provide information other than color. For 
example, one plane can show a static picture, while 
another displays an icon that the user can drag around 
the screen with a mouse. Alternatively, it is possible to 
use a one-bit plane to mask certain regions of another 
plane. 

In plane organization, display memory is divided so 
that all the bits associated with one plane are stored in 
the same area of memory (figure 5). Each word, there
fore, comprises bits associated with only one plane. 
The display memory data is accessed one word at a 
time. Since a word is usually 16 to 32 bits, the chip must 
access at least 15 unnecessary bits to be able to 
manipulate one bit with the pixel. Furthermore, be
cause of the word boundary of 16 bits, a barrel shifter is 
required if image placement and movement accuracy 
are needed at the actual pixel level. 
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Figure 4. Pixel Access 
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Plane organization is the most popular in engineering 
and business applications, because they require less 
intensive pixel computation but more intensive data 
creation and image movement computation. This ar
chitecture costs less and brings with it higher perfor
mance when large bit maps must be manipulated. 

Pixel and Plane Organization. Some applications 
need both types of access, in which case the integrated 
organization shown in figure 6 may be implemented. 
Access to the frame buffer can be either at word width 
or pixel depth, providing the best of both types. For 
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example, when pixel information such as a dot pattern 
for one plane is written to the frame buffer, a number of 
planes can be written at the same time using plane 
access. Because individual pixels can be accessed, 
word alignment when moving images is not an issue. 
Likewise, when the frame buffer is read, a number of 
planes can also be read in plane access and a number 
of pixels can be read simultaneously in pixel access. 
This enhances comparison functions such as color 
detection (pixel access) and pattern detection (plane 
access). 
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Figure 6. Plane and Pixel Access 
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Word Alignment 

Although plane organization is implemented in a num
ber of popular graphics systems, restrictions associ
ated with word boundary constraints have limited the 
flexibility and performance of these systems. The pixel 
and plane combination solves this problem by provid
ing the ability to first access each pixel individually and 
then switch to plane access. 

At the graphic processor level, a number of manufac
turers have provided the ability to switch between pixel 
and plane access or provide a function to align word 
boundaries. For example, NEC's µPD72120 Advanced 
Graphics Display Controller™ provides both plane and 
pixel access. National Semiconductor's graphics chip 
set uses a plane organization, but takes another ap
proach to this issue by including a BITBLT (bit-boundary 
block transfer) processing unit chip that is a slave to the 
raster graphics processor and performs all the mask
ing, word alignment, barrel shifting, data transfer, and 
Boolean logic necessary for BITBLT operations. 

Access Modes 

The plane and pixel organizations provide a means of 
organizing the frame buffer in such a way that its 
performance is optimized for a number of applications. 
Also, by providing logical and arithmetic functions that 
operate on arrays of data, the transfer of data between 
the graphics processor and the frame buffer can be 
optimized. These logical and arithmetic functions can 
be implemented in the instruction set of the graphics 
buffer or in the architecture of the frame buffer, depend
ing on the application. 

Figure 7. BITBLT Operation 

Display Area 

Frame Buffer Architecture 

BITBLT Operation 

The BITBLT instruction, first developed on the Alto 
system, provides a powerful capability for bit opera
tion on rectangular areas having the same heights and 
widths: 

o Moves rectangular regions of pixels and is not 
restricted to contiguous linear arrays 

o Operates at any pixel boundary and is not 
restricted to byte or word boundaries 

o Is able to mix the source and destination pixels 
with a Boolean logical operation and is not 
restricted to a simple replace destination with 
source transfer 

The instruction copies a source array into a destination 
array, where the destination array is derived by apply
ing a given logical operation called the combining rule 
to pairs of bits in corresponding positions in the two 
arrays (figure 7). 

The original concept of BITBLT entails a set of 16 
specific combining rules that are one of the 16 Boolean 
operations defined in table 3. The AND function uses 
its source as a mask to selectively clear parts of the 
destination, while the OR function selectively sets 
parts of the destination. Thus the OR can be used to 
paint shapes into the refresh buffer, perhaps under 
control of a mouse or tablet. Another use of the OR 
function is to place text characters defined by bit 
arrays into a refresh buffer without changing the back
ground pixels around those that form the character 
itself. 

Block Movement 

Clip Window 

•No Change 
•Clipping 
•Masking 
• Source and Destination 
Boolean Logic Operation 

µPD72120 Advanced Graphics Display Controller is a trademark of NEC Corporation. 
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Table3. BITBLT Combination Rules 
Bit Pattern Boolean Expression Operation 

0000 d := 0 CR_O 

0001 d := s. d CR_AND 

0010 d := s. (d) CR_SND 

0011 d := s CR_S 

0100 d := (sl • d CR_DNS 

0101 d := d CR_D 

0110 d := s $ d CR_XOR 

0111 d := s + d CR_OR 

1000 d := (s + d) CR_NOR 

1001 d := (SErd) CR_NXOR 

1010 d := d CR_ND 

1011 d := ((s) • d) CR_NDNS 

1100 d := s CR_NS 

1101 d := (s • (d)) CR_NSND 

1110 d :=(Sod) CR_NAND 

1111 d := 1 CR_1 

Notes: 

(1) sand dare the source and destination bits. 

(2) •, -, $, and + are Boolean AND, NOT, XOR, OR operators, 
respectively. 

Some versions of BITBLT also use a 16 by 16 pixel 
halftone or pattern array that functions as an addition 
mask (figure 8). The halftone array can be used in place 
of the source or can be ANDed with the source prior to 
being combined with the destination. This same ver
sion of BITBLT also allows a clipping region to be 
associated with the destination. This can be used, for 
instance, to clip characters defined by bit arrays much 
more easily than if the clipping step where part of the 
viewing transformation process. This speed is crucial, 
especially for smooth scrolling of text by units of less 
than one character height. As the name indicates, the 
BITBLT is a block transfer operation, where the desti
nation is stored as an array of bytes and where each 
byte represents eight successive bits. 

PIXBIT Operation 

The implementation of the BITBLT operation can be a 
tricky endeavor. Source and destination areas may 
overlap; therefore, the algorithm must be careful to 
operate in an order that ensures data will not be 
overwritten before it is used. The problem is further 
complicated by the arranged of the frame buffer, which 
is often arranged with 16 or 32 horizontally adjacent 
pixels in a single word. Because regions do not neces
sarily fall on word boundaries, corresponding pixels in 
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source and destination words may fall at different bit 
positions with the words. In order to operate on several 
pixels within each memory word in parallel, two source 
words must be available to be aligned with the data 
within the destination data word. The logical operation 
is then applied to the aligned words, and the result 
written to the destination location. This must be re
peated for each word containing a destination pixel. 

The PIXBLT operation eliminates the need to align 
operands on word boundaries, because the PIXBLT 
operation accesses pixels and not words or bytes. The. 
basic PIXBLT algorithm supports combination rules 
(similar to those found in BITBLT operation) and auto
matically aligns the source and destination arrays. 
PIXBLTs operate on multi bit pixels, which gives them a 
speed advantage over BITBLTS in color systems be
causethey perform the operation on all planes at once. 
They can perform logical and arithmetic operations, 
transparency detection, plane masking, and color ex
pansion. Because PIXBLTs perfor.m arithmetic opera
tions that require the processor to have the ability to 
handle carries between bits, a PIXBLT can only be 
implemented with a frame buffer that has pixel organi
zation. PIXBLTs are useful for performing the Bresen
ham anti-aliasing algorithm for line drawing primitives. 

TILE Organization 

Traditional frame buffers are designed so that sequen
tial memory locations lie along a scan line. To refresh a 
raster scan display, the sequential pixels must be 
provided at a very high speed. In the past, display 
refreshing required a significant percentage of the 
available RAM bandwidth. Video RAMs that separate 
frame buffer update cycles from video refresh cycles 
recently became available, allowing almost all of the 
RAM bandwidth to be used for image updates. 

Unlike video refresh cycles, generation of images into 
the frame buffer is not necessarily dependent on scan 
lines. In fact, many display operations manipulate 
groups of pixels having two-dimensional locality. This 
characteristic allows frame buffer input mechanisms to 
be organized not as scan lines but as two-dimensional 
or rectangular arrays called tiles. With this organiza
tion, more pixels are updated per memory cycle, thus 
increasing the data bandwidth between the scan con
verter and the frame buffer and increasing overall 
system performance. 

The number of pixels updated per tile is also a function 
of tile organization and the type of operation being 
performed. In a pixel/plane architecture, tile organiza
tions can be readily handled because packed pixels 
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can be sequentially accessed. For randomly oriented 
vectors, a square tile organization gives the highest 
average number of pixel updates per memory cycle. For 
horizontal vectors that include polygon fill, a tile orga
nization linearly in the horizontal dimension gives the 
highest number of pixel updates per cycle. 

o A tile is the maximum, simultaneous work area for 
the graphics processor. 

o The more pixels updated per cycle, the higher the 
pixel performance. 

o The number of pixels updated per cycle is a 
function of tile size. 

o The number of pixels updated pertile is also a 
function of tile organization and the type of 
operation being performed. 

Frame Buffer Architecture 

Figure 9 shows an example of a one-plane buffer that 
supports4x4tiles and 16x 1 tiles. The RAM has 16 data 

lines, with each of the four groups of data lines (A, B, C 
and D) able to receive a different address. The illustra
tion shows how data lines in the storage array map into 
the display. Note that for any 16 consecutive pixels in 
the horizontal direction, each comes from a different 
data line. Also, in any 4 x 4 group of pixels, each of the 
16 comes from a different data line in the array, allowing 
access of 16 pixels to originate from either a 16 x 1 or 4 
x 4 tile, based on the addresses supplied to the different 
groups of RAM. To access a 16 x 1 tile, all groups of RAM 
receive the same address. To access a 4 x 4 tile, each 
group of RAM receives a different address, namely 
ADDR, ADDR+ M, ADDR+ 2M, andADDR+ 3M (where M 
= consecutive memory addresses). Which group of 
RAM gets each of these addresses depends on the 
particular 4 x 4 tile being accessed. The fact that the 
four data lines within a group always have the same 
address fixes the tiles on four-bit boundaries. 

Figure 8. Examples of Combination Rules 

Source Destination Result 

~ CR_OR ~ 
~ CR_AND ~ D 
13 CR_AND ~ ~ 
13 CR_ XOR ~ ~ 
13 CR_DNS ~ ~ 
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Figure 9. Tile Organiza.tion 
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a. Frame Buffer RAM Array 

FRAME BUFFER ARCHITECTURES 

Double Buffer Architecture 

One of the solutions is to divide the frame buffer into 
two separate storage arrays, where one is used to 
refresh the display and the other to update the image 
(figure 10). When the display controller decides to 
change the image on the screen, it switches the two 
buffers, substituting the new image into the refresh 
buffer and using the old refresh buffer to update a new 
image, and so forth. One of the disadvantages of this 
architecture is that it requires twice the amount of 
memory; however, it is essential to ensure a smooth 
transition between successive images. Even if the im
age can be written within one frame cycle, the display 
must be erased between frames, causing flicker. 

Double buffering can be implemented with two meth
ods: either by splitting the available memory in pixel 
depth and using two buffers with reduced color reso
lution, or by splitting the x,y resolution of the memory 
and retaining full pixel depth. When the two buffers use 
entirely separate sets of memory chips, the display 
processor and the video refresh processor have com
plete access to their respective memories. If the buffers 
must share memory chips, little or no access improve
ment results, but image transition is smoothed. 

A 512 x 512 x 32-bit frame buffer can be treated as two 
512 x 512 x 16-bit buffers. In some cases, the lost color 
resolution can be regained in the video output chain. 
The advantage of the pixel depth-splitting approach is 
that the system can be used as a single-buffer system 
for full color applications, and as a double-buffered 
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system with reduced color resolution for applications 
that may not need full-color capability. 

In systems with at least twice as much memory resolu
tion as the desired output resolution, double buffering 
is accomplished by treating the memory as if it were 
two or more distinct buffers of the desired size. In some 
systems, x,y memory storage resolution is larger than 
the maximum displayed resolution, e.g., as in a 1024 x 
1024 storage array in which only 512 x 512 can be 
displayed at any time. 

Correctly designed addressing and window circuitry 
allow the use of different quadrants of the memory as 
multiple buffers. In a system that doesn't have a sepa
rate z buffer, an· additional advantage is realized: one 
quadrant of memory that isn't displayed can be used to 
store z values for a z buffer hidden surface algorithm. 
The double-buffer architecture provides a solution to 
the display processor/frame buffer bandwidth problem, 
but at the expense of additional cost and complexity. A 
much more classical solution to this bandwidth prob
lem is found in dual-port architectures. Such an archi
tecture is provided by a dual-port graphics buffer, 
which consists of a random access port (similar to a 
typical DRAM) and a serial output port. 

Dual-Port Graphics Buffer 

The fundamental structure of a frame buffer is that of a 
dual-port memory in which one port is used to read 
memory values at high speed for displaying and the 
other port is used by an update processor to change 
the display image by changing the memory contents 
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(figure 11). To update the processor, the frame buffer 
behaves like all other memory in the system. It re
sponds to each request to read or write a byte, a word, 
or multiple words as required. The display port is 
controlled by a video generator, which reads from 
memory the pixel values that correspond to the raster 
scanning pattern used on the display. The size and 
speed of the frame buffer must be chosen to match the 
properties of the display. 

The display processor accesses the dual-port graphics 
buffer via the random access port, and it performs a 

Figure 10. Double-Buffer Architecture 
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Figure 11. Dual-Port Graphics Buffer Architecture 
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data transfer from the random access port to the serial 
port when the display needs to be refreshed. The serial 
port consists of a large video shift register. The address
ing of the memory is arranged so that a row of the 
memory chip contains bits that describe adjacent pix
els on a scan line. The shift register is loaded at the 
beginning of the scan line, and then shifted to obtain 
the values of subsequent pixels. Because the shift 
register can only operate at 33 MHz, several chips are 
usually operated in parallel, and a final high-speed 
video multiplexer produces values at pixel rates. 
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The shift register in a dual-port graphics buffer in
creases the bandwith available relative to a typical RAM 
chip by a factor of 6 to 8 in a way that directly benefits 
frame buffer display designs. For display refresh cycles, 
512 bits are obtained with a single row access cycle, 
and therefore almost 100% of the normal row/column 
accesses can be devoted to the update port. Only 
infrequently must the update accesses be suspended 
so that a row address can reload the shift register. 

Several system-oriented features were incorporated 
into the 64K x 4 dual-port graphics buffer architecture, 
including a mask function that provides the ability to 
alter some of the pixel values while leaving the remain
ing pixels unchanged. Current applications often re
quire updating only one bit on a pixel. Conventional x4 
memory devices must perform the same operation on 
all four bits. The system must execute a read cycle, 
update the desired data bits, and then execute a write 
cycle or provide an extended read-modify-write cycle. 

The dual-port graphics buffer provides a write-per-bit 
option that can be set as part of a write cycle without 
any increase in cycle time over a standard read or write 
cycle (the write-per-bit feature is also being imple
mented on standard DRAM products). Standard dual
port graphics buffers also are able to load the serial 
register from the random access port without stopping 
the serial cycle. This feature is called real-time data 
transfer. Information can be transferred during mid
scan or during the retrace interval. A single memory 
device can now contain multiple segments of a scan 
line. This feature, combined with the ability to define 
the starting location of the serial port (pointer control) 
greatly simplifies the control logic required for scroll
ing and hardware windows. 

Some general themes pertaining to the design of all 
frame buffers, although their implications for each 
application may differ. 

o Organize the memory to provide sufficient 
bandwidth for both the display and update ports. 
While it is tempting to skimp, it generally leads to 
poor performance because the image cannot be 
changed fast. If the bandwidth for the two ports is 
equal, then the entire image can be changed in 
one frame cycle. 
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o Organize the update port to access the pixel data 

required. For example, if an application often alters 
only a single plane of memory at a time, a pixel 
access architecture is inefficient because each 
memory access yields all bits of a pixel rather than 
just the plane needing to be changed. 

o Organize the memory so that the spatial 
organization of the update port accesses those 
pixels that often need to be changed. The 
conventional organization, which alters a 
horizontal group of pixels in one access, is 
inefficient for writing thin vertical lines in the frame 
buffer. 

o Design the update port in conjunction with the 
processor that will use it. 

Special Features of a Dual-Port Graphics Buffer 

As the dual-port graphics buffer market has matured, 
manufacturers have created products that increased 
the number of on-chip features (table 4), thereby reduc
ing display processor workload and increasing overall 
system performance. This trend has continued, as 
evidenced by designs for contemporary dual-port 
graphics buffers. 

Flash Write Feature. Flash writing uses one of the 
dual-port graphics buffer's designated special feature 
pins. In the case of NEC's 256K x 4 µPD42274, pin 22 is 
defined as FWE for flash write enable. This feature 
allows the user to erase and/or write to the display in a 
much faster time than is required using the conven
tional method, thus enhancing applications that clear/ 
write the entire display screen (figure 12). The flash 
write feature 

o Allows an entire row of scan line data to be written 
in one operation 

o Is initiated by a special function FWE pin 

o Updates screen data more quickly than in 
conventional write cycles 

In a standard dual-port graphics buffer, a unique row 
and then a unique column are decoded from the ad
dress and a single memory cell is written. In this cycle, 
all the column decoder outputs are enabled, allowing 
all the bits in the selected row to be written. 
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Table 4. Feature Comparison 
Device µ.PD42273/ TC524256A/258A 
Features µ.PD42274 µ.PD42275 TC524256 TC528128A TMX44C251 MB81 C4251/3 HM534252 HM534253 M5M442256 

Vendor NEC NEC Toshiba Toshiba Tl Fujitsu Hitachi Hitachi Mitsubishi 

Configuration x4 x8 x4 x4 x8 x4 x4 x4 x4 x4 

256A 258A 128A 

Fast-Page Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Flash Write No/Yes Yes No No Yes Yes No Yes No Yes Yes 

Serial Buffer Single Split Single Single Split Split Split Single Single Double Split 

Serial Input No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Block Write No Yes No No Yes Yes Yes No No No Yes 

Raster No No No No No No No No Yes No No 
Operation 

600-mil, 
28-pin DIP No N/A No No No No Yes No No No 

400-mil, Yes N/A Yes Yes N/A Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
28-pin ZIP 

400-mil, Yes N/A Yes Yes N/A Yes No Yes Yes Yes 
28-pin SOJ 

600-mil, N/A No N/A N/A Yes N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
40-pin DIP 

400-mil, N/A Yes N/A N/A Yes N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
40-pin SOJ 

Figure 12. Rash Write Operation 
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Bounded Flash Write Feature. Although flash writing 
provides a means for clearing/writing a screen very 
quickly, it can't be used in the window environment 
popular in today's graphics market. In conventional 
flash writing, no option exists to write to only a seg
ment of the row that will be needed in a window 

) I-' 
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environment. The bounded flash write feature can pro
vide this function by allowing the user to specify the 
segment of the scan line to be accessed (figure 13). 
Bounded flash writing has not been implemented in 
dual-port graphics buffer architecture, but it deserves 
some consideration in today's x-window era. 
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Block Write Feature. Many frame buffer designs ad
dress specific performance requirements, but the prob
lem lies in optimizing the architecture of the display 
processor with the kinds of features that may be 
needed for a general-purpose dual-port graphics 
buffer architecture. For example, the BITBLT operation 
that many graphics processors use to implement win
dowing applications is used to transfer blocks of data 
from a source array to a destination array of equal 
height and width. Because this operation moves a 
square block of data, system bus performance can be 
enhanced if the graphics buffer was able to store data 
in a block format, rather than in four separate sequen
tial scan lines (figure 14). Unlike bounded flash writing, 
the block move feature has been implemented in sev
eral dual-port graphics buffer architectures. 

Persistent Write-Per-Bit Feature. The write-per-bit 
feature is a standard option of dual-port graphics 
buffers, but in some applications, system timing con
siderations prohibit the use of this function because of 
the additional overhead required to supply the mask 
data on each write cycle. The persistent write-per-bit 
feature solves this problem by permitting mask data to 
be written only once (figure 15). 

Figure 13. Bounded Flash Write Operation 

Normal Flash Write 
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Extended Fast-Page Cycle. The display processor-to
frame buffer bandwidth is a key issue in determining 
performance of a graphics system. The trend in dual
port graphics buffers has been to follow standard 
DRAM evolution, expanding memory capacity with 
each new generation. In many cases, organization and 
not capacity determines bandwidth of the frame buffer. 
Therefore, a wider xa organization would enhance sys
tem bandwidth and reduce the number of dual-port 
buffers needed in frame buffer design. 

Another approach is to provide high-speed access such 
as the fast-page cycle implemented on the 256K x 4-bit 
generation of dual-port graphics buffers. Bandwidth 
requirements of fast-page cycles may be inadequate in 
some applications. The popularity of RISC architec
tures has created a demand for synchronous pipeline 
operation, for which extended fast-page access is 
being proposed. This feature interlaces the internal 
accesses of the dual-port graphics buffer and latches 
the data on-chip so that it can then be accessed 
synchronously, reducing the page access time from 
60 ns to 30 ns. Extended fast-page access means that 
frame buffer designs will be able to increase bandwidth 
without increasing the size or cost of the device. 

Bounded Flash Write - -

83VB·6966B 
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Figure 14. Block Write Feature 
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Figure 15. Persistent Write-Per-Bit 
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Logic and Arithmetic Functions 

The BITBLT operation has been defined as a means of 
copying an array of equal height and width from a 
source array to a destination array. Additionally, there 
are a number of combination rules that define how the 
source data is combined with the destinatior.i data to 
form the new values. There is also a third form called a 

µPD42232 is a trademark of NEC Corporation. 
HM53462 is a trademark of Hitachi. 
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pattern array that can be combined with the source 
toproduce a replicate pattern over the destination. 
Another name for BITBLT is RASTER-OP (figure 16). This 
nomenclature is pertinent to dual-port graphics buffers 
because it has been implemented in devices such as 
the NEC µPD42232™ and the Hitachi HM53462™ (in 
which it was first introduced). 
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Figure 16. RASTER-OP Functions 
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Figure 17. Example of RASTER-OP 
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The function can be implemented by inserting a logic 
unit between the input/output buffers and the internal 
input/output bus amplifier (figure 17). The logic unit is 
controlled by a 4-bit code that defines one of the 16 
combination functions. NEC's µPD42232 approach to 
on-chip RASTER-OP involves the addition of a third 
input to the logic unit, a pattern function. This approach 
is compatible with the classical implementation of 
BITBLT, but the number of combination functions has 
been increased from 16 to 256 on the NEC device.Logic 
functions provided by the RASTER-OP operation are 
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useful in two-dimensional graphics systems, but with 
the increasing development of three-dimensional sys
tems that require hidden surface removal, three
dimensional polygon filling, etc., there is a requirement 
for much more powerful computational functions. Sev
eral contemporary graphics processors provide a num
ber of pixel processing operations intended to address 
the requirements of three-dimensional systems. 

One example is the pixel-planes graphics engine archi
tecture, which replaces the rasterizer, frame buffer, and 
video controller of a conventional system. Its main 
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component is a "smart frame buffer" composed of 
custom VLSI enhanced memory chips that address the 
computational problem with a highly parallel processor 
that mimics a processor per pixel. The memory band
width bottleneck is overcome by intimately connecting 
processing circuitry and memory. Figure 18 shows a 
block diagram of the arithmetic logic unit, where logical 
operations are performed by a one-bit address with a 
multiplier on each of its three inputs. The pixel-planes 
architecture represents a trend in high-end graphics 
architectures that optimizes the graphics pipeline 
primitives by creating a smart frame buffer capable of 
performing computational functions and using con
current operations. 

Figure 18. Smart Frame Buffer 
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Word Alignment in Dual-Port Graphics Buffers 

An important issue in plane-organized graphics sys
tems is aligning word boundaries. Although alignment 
functions exist in contemporary graphics processors, 
graphics systems designed for the low-end market may 
not be able to justify the cost of a high-end processor. 
One solution is to provide a dual-port graphics buffer 
with both plane and pixel access capabilities. An alter
native solution is to include a barrel shifter function 
(figures 19 and 20). Both approaches are nonstandard 
but could be considered for an application-specific 
design that distributes some of the processor's func
tions to the frame buffer. 
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Figure 19. Chip Addressing to Cross Word Boundaries 
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Figure 20. Barrel Shifter Function 
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Special Serial Port Features 

High performance graphics applications require 
screen refresh rates in the range of 60 to 72 Hz; also 
full-resolution stereoscopic displays require twice this 
refresh rate, 120 Hz. In order to be able to accommo
date these high rates, a very fast serial access cycle is 
required. A data transfer cycle to load data from the 
dual-port graphics buffer into its serial access memory 
requires use of the random access port. For example, a 
fast-page cycle must be in progress before a data 
transfer cycle can occur, which means it would be good 
to reduce the number of times that serial access mem
ory must be loaded. 

83\18-69738 

Alternatively, if the data from the random access port 
could be loaded into an idle part of the serial access 
port, the serial access port would not be interrupted. 
This could be accomplished with the use of a split
buffer serial port architecture, which separates the 
serial port into two equal halves, allowing concurrent 
data transfers from the random access port while the 
serial port transfers data to the display, thus increasing 
pixel bandwidth. 

Another advantage of using a split-buffer architecture 
is that tile boundaries can be crossed in real time. For 
example, a frame buffer organized into 16 x 16 tile can 
be access by two dual-port graphics buffers. The left 
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half of the split buffers of devices 1 and 2 (figure 21) is 
used to fill tile A, and the right halves are used to fill tile 
B, and so forth. Because the data transfer is done on 
tile boundary, the unused or off-screen memory in the 
device is one linear array, allowing the system to use 
the memory of other functions such as z buffers. 

Serial Input. Serial input has been offered as a stan
dard feature in a number of 64K x 4 and 256K x 4 
dual-port graphics buffers, and can be used in image 
processing applications as an input port to store serial 
pixel data. The serial port can also be used to transfer 
data between two planes while the display is not being 
updated, bypassing the random access port· buffer: 
Although it wasn't considered an essential feature in the 
past, developing applications indicate a need for serial 
input. 

When both serial input and output functions exist in a 
dual-port graphics buffer, the serial port can execute a 
pseudo-write transfer cycle, which switches the serial 
port from serial output to serial input with no actual 
data transfer taking place between the dynamic and 
static RAMs. This feature is useful in an alternating shift 
sequence where the dual-port graphics buffer is writing 
and reading data on the serial bus. 

Serial Port Organization. The number of serial input/ 
output pins has a direct relationship on the pixel band
width and number of dual-port graphics buffers 
needed to update the display. A typical system that 
displays an 8-bit word horizontally on the screen might 
need a final pixel rate of 120 MHz. If the serial port is 
organized with a x8 port operating at 30 MHz, NMOS 
and CMOS devices can be used together with an 8:1 
multiplexer for updating the display. The disadvantage 
of using a wider serial port is larger package size, 
higher power requirements, and increased noise. 

Figure 21. Split Buffer Configuration 
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Video Generation 

The job of the video generator is to fetch pixel values 
from the display port, convert them to analog voltages, 
and pass the results to the display monitor where they 
will control the intensity of one or more electronic 
beams. The video generator also creates synchroniza
tion signals used by the display monitor to coordinate 
the beam's sweep across the screen with the arrival of 
pixel data 

Video Lookup Tables. In addition to providing a digital
to-analog conversion function, the video generation 
circuit almost always provides a RAM-based lookup 
table that performs two functions: it allows greater 
precision in intensity or color values than can be 
represented in the frame buffer directly, and it allows 
certain kinds of dynamic displays because the table 
can be changed more rapidly than the contents of the 
entire frame buffer. 

A pixel's color is determined by the bits stored at the 
pixel's address in the frame buffer. The pixel's contents 
don't drive the digital-to-analog converter directly; they 
are pointers to colors in a RAM lookup table. The width 
of the lookup table in a triple digital-to-analog converter 
formation is three times the resolution of the devices. 
The first third of the lookup table entry controls the red 
digital-to-analog converter, the second controls the 
blue, and the third controls the green. The number of 
bits in memory controls the total palette size. For 
example, three 6-bit digital-to-analog converters will 
result in an 18-bit wide lookup table, allowing a total 
palette size of 262,144 colors. 

STORAGE CELL ARRAY 

..-----Serial Read 
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Color resolution is determined by the number of bits 
per pixel. Eight bits per pixel gives a markedly better 
picture than four bits per pixel; however, 24 bits per 
pixel provides true color. More than 256 colors can be 
displayed on the screen at once by changing the color 
associated with each address in the lookup table. The 
colors can be changed as often as once every scan 
line. This technique is called "pseudocolor." 

Lookup tables may have separate registers for gener
ating overlays, which provide a means of generating an 
image separate from the frame buffer. The overlay 
registers are controlled by the system processor, and 
allow the system software to control the system graph
ics elements independently from the application soft
ware graphics. System software displays basic, rela
tively unchanging graphics elements such as cursors, 
screen frames, and system messages. Application soft
ware manipulates a variety of changing graphical infor
mation. By overlaying one or more separate graphics 
planes displaying system information, the time
consuming task of updating the frame buffer can be 
avoided (figure 22). 

Digital-To-Analog Converters. The digital-to-analog 
conversion portion of the video generation circuit con
verts the digital output of the lookup table into analog 

Figure 22. Overlaying of One or More Planes 
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circuits that are used to drive the display monitor. 
These converters are specified regarding their organi
zation (e.g., triple 6-bit, single 8-bit, etc.) and the speed 
at which they can operate. Figure 23 shows the rela
tionship between screen resolution and digital-to
analog converter bandwidth. A number of manufactur
ers produce both triple and single converters, up to a 
speed of 360 MHz. If greater speed is required, a dis
crete bipolar circuit needs to be designed. 
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Figure 23. Relationship Between Screen Resolution and Bandwidth of the Digital-to-Analog Converter 
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Introduction 

Computer-generated images that rival color photogra
phy in all of its nuances of color, shading, reflectance 
and translucency is in demand by a growing number of 
users. This application note will discuss the algorithms 
able to generate these effects, which have been inte
grated into a variety of systems with impressive results. 

Three-Dimensional Graphics System 

In a three-dimensional system, the object rendered is 
described as a mathematical model that holds primi
t!ves such as lines, polylines, and polygons in a display 
list. Traversing the display list produces a sequence of 
data in world coordinates. Often this data represents 
polygon vertices, but it can also represent control 
points for parametric surfaces and other data that 
must be converted to a polygonal approximation of the 
surface. Polygons expressed in three-dimensional 
world coordinates transform geometrically into a form 
suitable for display on a two-dimensional raster device. 
Transformations include three-dimensional to two
dimensional projection, translation, scaling, rotation, 
perspective projection, and clipping. The result is a 
series of polygon vertices supplied in coordinates for a 
specific CRT. 

The polygon vertices and their associated color data 
are interpolated to determine the pixels to be illumi
nated and the color to be displayed, while depth (z 
axis) information is interpolated to determine Which 
polygons are obscured from the observer's view. Color 
values are written to the frame buffer and depth values 
to the z buffer which, with its associated hardware, 
supplies hidden surface removal. Finally, each pixel 
from the frame buffer is sequenced in the line as 
required by the CRT and converted to an analog signal. 

Although a basic three-dimensional system can render 
a realistic image, special functions are required to 

Figure t. Basic Three-Dimensional Pipeline 
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produce subtleties of color, shading, shape and trans
lucency. These functions must be able to model the 
behavior of light with different levels of complexity, 
provide methods for creating realistic surface textures, 
compensate for the limitations of the display technol
ogy, and provide techniques for rendering natural ef
fects such as terrain and clouds. 

Two- and Three-Dimensional Image Processing 

Three-dimensional graphics is an order of magnitude 
more complex than two-dimensional graphics, and 
while a detailed description of its specifics is beyond 
the scope of this paper, some aspects pertain to this 
discusssion. 

The viewing pipeline in two-dimensional graphics in
volves transformations from two-dimensional coordi
nates, world coordinates, normalized device coordi
nates, and device coordinates. Moreover, the objects 
may be transformed at one of the stages by some 
combination of translation, scaling, and rotation. 

In t_hree-dimensional graphics, the plpeline is more 
complex because there is a projection stage, where the 
three-dimensional world coordinates in which the 
scene is described are projected onto a two
dimensional projection plane. Conceptually, objects in 
the three-dimensional world are clipped against the 
three-dimensional view volume and then projected. A 
view volume is specified in world coordinates, in a 
projection onto the projection plane, and in a viewport 
on the surface. The contents of the window, which is 
i~self the projection of the view volume onto the projec
tion plane, are then mapped into the viewport for 
display. Figure 1 shows this process, which is the model 
used in numerous three-dimensional graphics subrou
tine packages. As with two-dimensional viewing, a 
variety of models can be used for actual implementa
tion of the viewing process. 
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Given the specification of a view volume and a projec
tion, there is a need to understand how the clipping 
actually is done and how the projection is applied. It is 
possible to clip lines against the view volume by first 
calculating their intersection with each of the six planes 
defining the view volume. Lines remaining after the 
clipping process would be projected onto the view 
plane by simultaneously calculating the intersection of 
the projectors through their end points with the view 
plane. The coordinates would then be transformed 
from three- into two-dimensional world coordinates. 

To be able to include three-dimensional viewing opera
tions in a standard graphics package, two sets of 
capabilities must be added: output primitives in three
dimensional coordinates, and specifications of planar 
geometric projections. Output primitives in three
dimensional world coordinates are straightforward ex-

NEC 
tensions from the two-dimensional primitives. A third 
parameter, the z coordinate, is added to the procedure 
call. The perspective projections in a graphics package 
allow viewing from a number of perspectives, including 
from the center of a projection, from a view plane, from 
a window on the view plane, and from a viewport on the 
view surface. 

The extra complexity introduced with three
dimensional viewing is caused by the fact that the 
display devices are only two-dimensional. The solution 
to the mismatch between three-dimensional objects 
and two-dimensional displays is solved by introducing 
projections, which transform three-dimensional ob
jects onto a two-dimensional projection plane (figure 
2). The large number of calculations required for this 
process, repeated for many lines, calls for considerable 
computing. 

Figure 2. Three-Dimensional Viewing Process Extended to Include Two-Dimensional 
Image Transformations 
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Table 1 identifies and defines the specifications for a 
three-dimensional projection. Figures 3, 4 and 5 are 
corresponding examples. 

~ 

Table 1. Parameters for a Three-Dimensional Projection 
Parameter Description 

uv Coordinate System System by which a window is defined 

Normalized Device 
Coordinates 

(Two-dimensional) 

Transform 
Into Vlewport Two-dimension al 
In Normalized ....,i.. Image 

Device Transformation 
Coordinates 

Transform Into ......, Physical Device ~ 
Coordinates 
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u Axis Direction The direction of u, v and the view plane normal when positioned to form a left-hand coordinate system 

v Axis Direction Coincident with the projection of the view up vector parallel to the view plane normal onto the view plane 

Center of Projection Helps define the view volume and is specified in world coordinates relative to the view reference point 

View Plane Plane on which the scene is to be projected 

View Plane Distance Distance of the view reference point to the view point along the view plane normal 

View Plane Normal Is used to specify the view plane 

View Reference Point Source of u axis and v axis in the uv coordinate system 

View Up Vector Determines the v axis direction; its projection parallel to the view plane normal is coincident with the v axis 

View Volume Bounds the portion of the world that will be clipped and projected, and is defined in part by the window 
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Figure 3 illustrates how the v-axis direction on the view 
plane is determined. The v-axis direction coincides with 
the projection of the view up vector parallel to the view 
plane normal. 

Figure 3 uv System in the View Plane 
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The view reference point, view up vector, and view plane 
normal are specified in the left-hand world coordinate 
system. With the uv system defined on the view plane, 
it is possible to specify the window's minimum and 
maximum u and vvalues, as shown in figure 4. Notice 
that the window need not be symmetrical about the 
view reference point. 

Figure 4. Window in uv Coordinates 
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Anti-Aliasing 

No matter how sophisticated the object model, it can
not overcome the consequences of sampling a contin
uous scene with a finite number of elements. Such 
sampling is an inevitable outcome of the very raster 
graphics technology that has made shaded image 
generation possible. A raster display consists of a 
rectangular array of spots, each of which can be con
trolled in intensity by the CPU. The actual image is a 
continuous intensity function of x and yon the screen; 
the pixels are regularly spaced samples of this contin
uous function. In any sampled data system, problems 
arise if the resolution of the continuous function is the 
same as or smaller than the spacing between samples. 
This phenomenon, known as aliasing, is visible on CRT 
screens as jagged lines, or jaggies. It is particularly 
apparent on lines and curves angled close to the 
horizontal and vertical axes, and often appears in 
images displayed on screens with low to moderate 
resolution (figures 6 and 7). 

Figure 6. Vertical Aliasing 
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For perspective projections, the center of projection 
also helps to define the view volume. The center of 
projection is specified in world coordinates relative to 
the view reference point. The view volume is a semi-
infinite pyramid that slides through the window, with its Figure 7. Horizontal Aliasing 
apex at the center of projection. Figure 5 shows the 
perspective projection view volumes. Positions behind 
the center of projection are not included in the view 
volume and will not be projected. 

Figure 5. Semi-Infinite Pyramid View Volume 
for Perspective Projection 
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Generally, aliasing can be found in at least three types 
of graphics: (1) in jagged edges of straight lines and 
polygon boundaries, (2) in objects smaller than pixel 
size or in objects containing very thin lines or polygons, 
or (3) in complex scenes containing a tot of fine detail. 
Unless special measures are taken, the fine detail is 
either totally lost or distorted beyond recognition. 
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The solution is to eliminate high frequency information 
before sampling the picture. Visually this means blur
ring the picture. Mathematically it means the intensity 
of a picture should be more than just'the point to which 
it corresponds in the continuous picture; it should be 
some weighted average of the intensities surrounding 
the point. The anti-aliasing process requires the weight
ing function at each pixel to be multiplied by the ideal 
intensity function, the results integrated, and the result 
used as the displayed intensity. Perhaps the most 
obvious anti-aliasing technique is to sample the image 
at a resolution higher than the one used for display, and 
average down to the true pixel level. Elementary statis~ 
tical theory shows that the average values contain 
more information about the true image than if the 
sampling had been performed at display resolution 
size. 

Aliasing occurs especially when the intensities in the 
scene change sharply within a region, for it is in 
precisely such regions that the sampling rate is not 
high enough to capture the changes. The idea of filter
ing is directly based on the idea of a pixel covering a 
finite area of the scene. A filter applied to the scene 
definition has the effect of spreading, theoretically, the 
influence of the scene intensities to all pixels covering 
the scene. In this way, every part of every object makes 
some contribution to each of the pixel intensities of the 
final image. 

Visibility 

A three-dimensional scene is usually defined within a 
computer as a collection of objects, each of which may 
be described as a series of points and lines, or possibly 
as a set of polygons. Each of these by itself is easy to 
display. Using the transformation, perspective, and 
clipping algorithms described earlier, a system can plot 
these individual pieces. on the display. However, in 
cases where there are a large number of objects, some 
may be positioned so as to obscure the eye point's view 
of others. This is referred to as the hidden line or hidden 
surface problem, depending on whether the eventual 
end product is a. line drawing or a shaded rendering of 
the scene. 

Solutions to this problem have typically required large 
amounts of computing time. Compared to the work 
involved in computing transformation, perspective and 
clipping algorithms, the hidden surface calculation is 
usually the dominant cost in such a program. The 
former calculations depend only on an individual ob
ject, not on its relationship to the other objects in a 
scene. Thus the amount of work is roughly proportional 
to the number of objects within the scene. However, 
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hidden surface removal requires that each object be 
compared to every other object. 

The various surfaces of an object to be shown in hidden 
surface or hidden line form must be sorted to find which 
ones are visible at various places on the screen. Sur
faces may be sorted by lateral position in the picture 
(x,y), by depth (z), or by other criteria To reduce the 
amount of sorting, each hidden surface algorithm must 
use some property of coherence of the objects repre
sented. A picture is coherent not only because it 
consists of flat faces, but also because those faces 
relate to each other to form objects. A number of hidden 
surface algorithms have been developed by systemat
ically looking for additional kinds of coherence and by 
sorting orders and types. 

Hidden line or hidden surface removal algorithms have 
been separated into three categories. First, there are 
the algorithms operating in object space independent 
of the type of device used, whose different steps oper
ate directly on the vertices of the face. The object space 
of an image is the set of primitives such as lines, 
polygons and spheres that compose the scene to be 
depicted. The object space meth9ds attempt to solve 
the problem geometrically in the three-dimensional 
space of the scene definition. 

The second category of algorithm assumes that the 
number of points composing the projection plane is 
finite and generally coincides with the raster display 
resolution. Image space of a scene, i.e., the set of raster 
elements (pixels) of the display, contains a fixed num
ber of elements equaling the resolution of the display. 
Image space algorithms are specifically designed for 
modern raster graphics image generation and are 
more popular and widely used than the object space 
algorithms. 

The last category, the so-called "list priority" algo
rithms, are generally characterized by a sorting step in 
object space and a display in image space. The sim
plest and fastest hidden surface algorithm is known as 
the z buffer algorithm. Other examples are the polygon 
scan conversion algorithm and the divide and conquer 
algorithm. 

z Buffer Algorithm and Hidden Surface Removal 

Hidden surface removal is possible with an image 
space algorithm called the z buffer algorithm. Of all the 
complex algorithms addressing hidden line and sur
face removal, none are as straightforward as this one 
because it maintains color as well as depth (z) informa
tion at each pixel. A refresh buffer stores intensity 
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values, and the z buffer array stores depth values 
corresponding to the pixels currently set. 

The z buffer must. have the same dimensions as the 
display frame buffer. All locations in the z buffer are 
initialized to the value perceived by the viewer to be the 
farthest behind the screen, while the corresponding 
display pixels are set to the required background color. 
As each polygon is rasterized, the z values for the 
resulting pixels are compared individually with the 
previously stored zvalues. The new zvalue is written to 
the z buffer, and the new associated color is written to 
the frame buffer. If the new z value is larger (i.e., farther 
away), then neither buffer is modified. 

The obvious advantage of this algorithm is that it is 
computationally simple, and its performance is inde
pendent of the complexity of the scene in terms of 
visibility. Its running time is proportional to the number 
of polygons to be processed, and not to the relation
ship between the polygons. A disadvantage of the 
method is that it requires a large amount of memory to 
maintain the z buffer. For example, for a 512 by 512 
display, the z buffer size is a megabyte of memory if the 
z value precision of 16 to 20 bits would suffice. In any 
case, the relatively low cost of memory allows the 
realistic marketing of fast access z buffer hardware 
memory boards, which is perhaps the ideal solution. 

Scan Line and Area Subdivision Algorithms 

Scan line algorithms operate in image space to create 
an image one scan line at a time. This approach is an 
extension of the polygon scan conversion algorithm 
and thus uses scan line coherence and edge coher
ence. The difference between the two methods is that 
all the polygons that define an object are involved. The 
algorithm performs a y sort, and then an x sort, and 
finally a z depth search to establish the visible face. In 
the scan line method, the dimensions are first reduced 
to two at the intersection of the plane through the scan 
line, parallel to where the z axis intersects the scene, 
and then reduced to one by considering only the line 
segments on the plane with minimum z values. A z 
buffer based on polyhedral surf aces also makes use of 
depth coherence to improve speed of computation, 
whereas the scan line method is based on edge and 
scan line coherence. 

Another method, the area subdivision or divide and 
conquer algorithm departs from strategies used in 
other algorithms in that it is based on area coherence 
and solves the general sorting problem by attempting 
to avoid it altogether. An area of the projection plane 
image is examined, and if it is easy to decide which 
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polygon or polygons are visible in the area, the appro
priate ones are displayed. Otherwise the area is subdi
vided into smaller areas· and the decision logic is 
recursively applied to each of the smaller areas. As the 
areas become smaller, fewer and fewer polygons will 
overlap, and ultimately a decision will be possible. 

This algorithm clearly takes an image space approach 
by exploiting area coherence, i.e., the tendency for at 
least the small areas of an image to be contained in a 
single polygon at most. Area coherence means that 
pixels close together are likely to correspond to the 
same object and have a similar color, which is the 
underlying assumption of the algorithm. This algorithm 
generally performs less efficiently than the scan line 
method, because it involves more work to sort things 
out when projections of polygons overlap. 

Shading 

After hidden surfaces have been removed, the next 
step in creating a realistic image is to shade the visible 
surfaces, taking into account the light source, surface 
characteristics, and positions and orientations of the 
surfaces and sources. Graphics system designers have 
been developing lighting and shading models for ren
dering graphics images at different levels of realism. 
This involves some understanding pf the fundamental 
properties of the humam vision system. Unlike a pho
tograph of a real world scene, a computer-generated 
shaded picture is made from a numerical model stored 
in the computer as an objective model. The goal of the 
shading model is to provide realistic images of surfaces 
for which the illumination of a surface depends on its 
orientation. If it is normal to the incident light rays, the 
surface is brightly illuminated. The more oblique the 
surface is to the light rays, the less the illumination. 
This variation in illumination is a powerful cue to the 
three-dimensional structure of an object. It would be a 
waste of modern day computer graphics resources if 
color-generation techniques were not used to their full 
capacity. Shading is one of these techniques. 

Light Models 

In 1975, Bui-Tuong Phong proposed a light model for 
specular reflection that has since been termed Phong 
shading. This model specified how light reflects from 
glossy surfaces such as billiard balls, apples, china, 
and as an extreme, mirrors. Before this model, light was 
modeled on how it reflected from a perfectly diffused 
surface, i.e., one that reflects light equally in all direc
tions (figure 8). 
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Figure B. Basic Lighting Model tor Shading 
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When planar polygons are used to approximate curved 
surfaces, greater realism can be achieved by an inter
polation scheme introduced by Gouraud. This scheme 
is called Gouraud smooth shading, or intensity
interpo/ation shading. In flat shading, a single intensity 
value for shading the entire polygo·n face is calculated, 
a single surface-normal vector is defined for each 
represented polygon, and each polygon is shaded with 
a single color. This is a reasonable approach to shading 
flat surfaces where the intensity of the light reflected 
from the surface is held constant over the entire sur
face. 

Gouraud shading provides smooth shading through a 
linear interpolation technique in which surface-normal 
vectors are computed at the vertices or corners of each 
face of a polyhedron. Fir.st, surface normals are calcu
lated. Subsequently, vertex normals are computed by 
averaging the surface normals of all the polygon faces 
common to the vertex. Each of these vertex normals are 
used to compute a vertex shade, and then the shade 
inside the particular polygon face is interpolated frpm 
the vertex shades. Each polygon is shaded along each 
edge and then between edges along each scan line. 

Phong shading is a complex algorithm that computes 
the intensity value of each pixel of a polygon face 
according to how that point is oriented to the light 
source(s). Phong's was the first shading model to 
achieve realistic highlights using interpolation of sur
face normals and an approximation of specular reflec
tion. The Phong shading model entails interpolated 
surface-normal vectors across the polygon fac~as 
opposed to Gouraud shading-and using the interpo
lated surface normal to calculate the intensity values 
for each pixel on the polygon surface. The intensity 
contribution for each light is modeled as the sum of 
diffuse and specular components. Because the Phong 
technique requires extensive computer power to exe
cute the complex calculations needed to shade each 
pixel of an object's surface, it is usually performed only 
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on supercomputers or superminicomputers. Phong 
and Gouraud shading models also support the full 
range of lighting controls, including multiple, colored 
point, spot and directional light sources. The special 
advantage of these schemes is that they fit wel I with 
scan line algorithms for filling polygons. 

The Phong model yields a surf ace with a specific 
normal based solely on the curvature of the surface, 
which causes a shiny, plastic look. To make this surface 
appear more realistic, a textured surface must be 
mapped over the first surface. This technique is called 
procedural textured mapping and provides a means of 
defining constant, matte, metal and plastic surfaces. 

Ray Casting and Ray Tracing 

Ray tracing algorithms simulate the interaction of light 
with the environment, simply determining such optical 
effects as reflection, refraction, and shadowing. Ray 
tracing is a computer graphics technique in which the 
path of all the individual light rays contributing to the 
image are traced explicitly. These techniques are direct 
and somewhat brute force methods for solving the 
visibility problem. Nevertheless, ray tracing algorithms 
have produced some of the most spectacular results in 
graphics images. Many visual and lighting effects such 
as refraction and reflection, motion blur, depth-of-field, 
penumbrae, and nonuniform interradiation can be 
modeled with ray tracing. Despite its simplicity and 
robustness, ray tracing is seldom used in practical 
applications because of its high computational re
quirements. 

The idea of ray casting is a very simple one: for each 
pixel, trace a ray from the eye position (in image space) 
through the pixel and find the intersections with all the 
objects in the scene. The intersection having the small
est z value determinesthecolorofthe pixel. Ray tracing 
is more complex, because once the first intersection is 
found, the ray is reflected off the object surface and 
traced back farther-and so on recursively-until it 
passes out of the scene or is traced to one of the 
original light sources. Similarly, if the surface is trans
parent, then an additional ray is refracted through the 
surface and traced. In this way, a number of features 
that are extremely difficult to implement in other meth
ods can be easily introduced into the rendering. Prob
lems with visibility and transparency, as well as with 
shadows and the reflection of objects on each other, 
can be easily solved. 

The fundamental idea is to trace light rays and to 
determine which one ends up at the view point. Unfor
tunately, an infinite number of rays emanate from each 
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point light source, and most of them never reach the 
view point. Thus, the tracing starts at the view point and 
traces rays backward through each pixel to their origin. 
A ray of light striking the surface of an object breaks 
into three parts: diffusely reflected light, specularly 
reflected light, and transmitted light. Similarly, a ray of 
light leaving the surface of an object is in general the 
sum of contributions of the three sources. This means 
that each time a ray leaves an object, up to three new 
rays should be traced. 

Figure 9 shows the tree grown in the process of tracing 
a particular ray backward. S1 is the light ray that comes 
into surface 1 at such an angle that it is specularly 
reflected and leaves as part of the outgoing ray. Simi
larly, T1 is the light ray incident on surface 1 such that it 
is transmitted and leaves as part of the outgoing ray. 
Each node of the tree corresponds to a surface. After 
the tree is completely grown, the intensities at each leaf 
node are computed and then used to compute the 
intensity at the parent node, until the root node is 
reached. 

Figure 9. Tree Grown From Tracing a Single 
Ray to Viewer 
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An infinite number of rays could be traced backward, 
but only those rays passing through the view point and 
the corner of the pixels are actually traced. T1 's permit 
anti-aliasing to be performed, because the intensities 
can be averaged to calculate the intensity of the pixel. 
If the four rays through the corners of a pixel subtend a 
volume in space that contains a lot of fine detail, the 
pixel is subdivided and additional rays are traced to 
help the anti-aliasing process. As ray tracing is devel
oped further, speed increases will undoubtedly come 
from the application of coherence or other properties 
of the objects being displayed. Ray tracing also lends 
itself to parallel processing, because rays can be 
traced independently of one another: VLSI implemen
tations may therefore be expected. 

Realism in Computer Graphics 

Surface Detail 

The shading algorithms described to this point all 
produce very smooth and uniform surfaces. In the real 
world, most surfaces have details of color and texture. 
Texture mapping is one of the most common tech
niques used to model surface patterns. The patterns 
are mapped onto the object surface or modeled on the 
surface patch itself. Color detail is applied to a smooth 
surface without appearing to change its geometry, 
while texture detai Is give the appearance of roughness. 
Perturbing the surface normal wil I produce bumpy 
surf aces, brushed copper, and so forth. A wood grain 

3 or marble surface could also be achieved by applying a 
real-world image to a geometrically defined curved 
surface. 

Although this method works well with smooth surfaces, 
it does not work well with terrains, coastlines, and 
jagged mountains, which require a fractal surface 
method. Hidden surfaces are removed, and an appro
priate shading model applied. 

Procedural definitions of textures, light sources, vol
umes, and atmospheres are collectively called "shad
ers." There are predefined lighting shaders for ambient, 
distant and point light sources, as well as for spotlights. 
Atmosphere shaders include depth cue and fog. Vol
ume shaders describe volumes through which light 
passes and is refracted and attenuated. Atmosphere 
shaders are based on the principle that light is attenu
ated over distance, be it through clear or foggy air, and 
that such attenuation gives the eye a cue to spatial 
relationships. The syntax of these predefined shaders 
can be useq to define custom shade rs of all kinds. 
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Introduction 

Today's RISC microprocessor architectures offer a 
promise of high performance systems able to execute 
an instruction in one system clock cycle, which means 
the challenge for a system designer is to design a 
memory system that can support high CPU throughput 
requirements. Common elements of these VLSI designs 
include on-chip subsystems such as floating point units 
and/or cache memory. 

Although the size of an on-chip cache is typically small 
(4 to 8 Kb) to minimize chip size and optimize cost, the 
system may also require an external, second-level 
cache that is much larger (256 Kb to 1 Mb) and can 
interface to a high performance system bus. If the CPU 
executes an instruction that isn't stored in the cache, 
the cache must access main memory and fetch ari 
instruction for the processor. Even though a cache is 
designed to sustain a high hit rate, a percentage of the 
CPU's read cycles and all writes cycles must access 
main memory, making it essential that data transfer 
cycles be executed so that latency of the system bus is 
minimized. System bus latency may increase dramati
cally in a multiprocessor system and can be the critical 
issue in determining system performance. 

This application note will discuss quantitative mea
sures of memory performance, as well as a number of 
design techniques for optimizing performance in to
day's system environment. 

Hierarchical Systems 

Bottlenecks in most Von Neumann architectures have 
traditionally occurred because a processor could only 
read a single word from memory during each access 
cycle, and to be able to match processor cycle time, a 
system would have to use very high-speed devices that 
in most cases could not be justified in terms of cost. 
The classical solution has been to configure a hierar
chical or multilevel structure containing several types 
of memory devices with various cost and performance 
characteristics. 

Performance can be affected by such interrelated fac
tors as program behavior with respect to memory 
references, access times and sizes of each level, gran
ularity of information transfer, memory management 
policies, and the processor-to-memory interconnec
tion network. One measure of performance is called 
effective access time, which is the sum of average 
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access times at each level of the hierarchy. Another 
quantitative measure is bandwidth, which refers to the 
number of bits that can be accessed per second. To 
increase bandwidth, a system designer may choose to 
reduce cycle time, increase word size by accessing 
more bits per cycle, or replicate the memory banks and 
access two or more concurrently. 

Properties of Program Locality 

The majority of computer systems developed today are 
based on properties of program locality that reveal a 
strong tendency for accesses to be clustered in small 
regions of memory during any short period of time. 
Program locality has two aspects, temporal and spa
tial. The first, locality of time, means that information 
that will be in use in the near future is likely to be in use 
already. This type of behavior can be expected from 
program loops in which both the data and instructions 
are reused. The second property, locality of space, 
means that portions of the address space which are in 
use generally consist of a fairly small number of indi
vidual contiguous segments of that address space. 
Locality of space means that the program's loci of 
reference in the near future are likely to be near the 
current loci of reference. This theory is based on com
mon patterns of behavior: related data items (e.g., 
variable arrays) are usually stored together and in
structions are mostly executed sequentially. 

The characteristics of temporal locality have shown a 
strong tendency for program references to be grouped 
in time, and in fact were responsible for the invention of 
virtual memory and the subsequent design of high
speed caches, both of which exploit the properties of 
locality by storing a copy of the program in a temporary 
segment of memory. Virtual memory increases the size 
of the system by segmenting the program into pages 
that are individually loaded from magnetic secondary 
memory into main memory. A cache optimizes CPU 
throughput by also storing a segment of the program in 
a buffer that matches the speed of the processor. 

Optimizing the Hierarchy 

Once program behavior is understood, main memory 
can be structured to optimize processor performance. 
As discussed earlier, effective access time is the sum of 
the average access time in each of the levels of the 
hierarchy, defined as 

tEFF = ;r tK 
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where tE FF is effective access time from the processor 
to the ith level of the hierarchy, and tK is the individual 
average access time at each level, where K = 1 to i. 
Generally, tK includes not only the wait time caused by 
memory conflicts at level K, but also the delay in the 
switching network between levels K - 1 and K The 
degree of conflicts is usually a function of the number 
of processors, the number of memory modules, and the 
interconnection network between the processors and 
modules. 

In modeling the performance of a hierarchy, it is often 
assumed that the probability of finding requested infor
mation in the memory of a given level is characterized 
by a success function or hit ratio h. In general, h 
depends on the granularity of information transfer, the 
capacity of memory at that level, the management 
strategy, and other factors. However, for some class of 
management policies, it has been found that his most 
sensitive to memory size. Because copies of informa
tion at the highest hierarchical level are assumed to 
exist in levels below that level, the probability of finding 
the data at the higher levels is f = 1 - h, where f is the 
miss ratio. Therefore in a two-level system, effective 
access time would be equal to 

te FF = h tK1 + (1 - h) tK2 

where tK1 = tAcc at level 1 and t1<2 = tAcc at ,level 2. If 
the hierarchy consists of one level of infinite size (an 
expensive option for most applications), the probabil
ity of accessing this data at level one is 100% (hit ratio 
= 1). Memory size greatly impacts the probability of 
finding data at a given level, which is why the probabil
ities at each level are expressed in terms of hit and miss 
ratios. For example, effective access time for a two-level 
hierarchy would be expressed as follows: 

teFF = htK1 + (1- h) tK2 

If the hit ratio at level one is 0.99, then the probability of 
finding the data at level two, or the miss ratio at level 
two, would be 1 - 0.99 = 0.01. Effective access time 
then would be 

tEFF = (0.99) tK1 + (0.01) tK2 

Hit ratio is crucial to system performance. For example, 
if the memory at level two is ten times slower than the 
memory at level one, the hit ratio decreases from 0.99 
to 0.98 (roughly 1 % fewer hits) and results in an increase 
in tEFF of roughly 10%. Small changes in hit ratio affect 
effective cycle time of the overall system, making tE FF 
very sensitive to hit ratio. A decrease of 10% in hit ratio 
(from 0.99 to 0.89) almost doubles the effective cycle 
time and divides net performance in half when the cycle 
time ratio is 10. If the cycle time ratio is 20, that same 
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10% decrease increases effective cycle time by almost a 
factor of 4. Hit ratio should be as high as possible; in 
many cases, techniques resulting in marginal 1 % to 2% 
improvements may yield substantial performance im
provements. 

A very large structure in only one level is too expensive 
for most systems, and a multilevel structure is the only 
configuration that makes sense in terms of cost and 
performance objectives. Therefore, the goal is to struc
ture the hierarchy so that the highest performance is 
available for the least cost. Because hit ratio is a 
function of the memory size at each level, the implica
tion is that the larger the memory at a given level, the 
higher the hit rate at that level. 

Optimizing the Cache 

The other variable in the tEFF equation is average 
access time (tK) at each level. The hierarchical level 
closest to the processor should have access times 
equal to the processor's cycl~time, as well as capacity 
large enough to maintain a high hit rate. The classical 
solution has been to design this level as a cache, which 
is a high-speed buffer typically located between the 
processor and main memory that provides data to the 
processor without any wait intervals. Success of the 
cache is attributed to the properties of program local
ity and is measured by cache hit ratio, as well as by 
placement algorithm (degree of associativity), block 
size, ability to perform during a miss, write cycles, and 
data consistency in multiprocessor or multicache sys
tems. 

A cache operation starts when the processor executes 
a read cycle and outputs a physical address to the 
memory system. The physical address is separated 
into two fields, the address tag field and the set select 
field. The cache latches the address, and the set field in 
the physical address selects a set in the cache directory 
or address tag memory. The address tag from the cache 
directory is comp.ared to the physical address tag from 
the CPU. If they're the same, a hit occurs and the data is 
read from the selected block. If the address tags are not 
the same, a miss occurs and the data has to be fetched 
from main memory, which means the CPU must wait 
until the data is read. New data with a new address tag 
is stored in the cache. 

Cache performance is determined by hit ratio, a func
tion of the design that includes the size of the cache, the 
degree of associativity used to search the cache direc
tory (placement algorithm), the size of its data block, 
and the replacement algorithm used in a miss cycle. 
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Although a larger cache can be effective in sustaining a 
high hit rate, its benefits are diminished by higher 
costs. 

The same relationship regarding effective access for a 
two-level hierarchy is valid for a two-level system with a 
cache in the first level. The cache's hit rate can be 
optimized not only by increasing the size of the cache, 
but also by optimizing its placement algorithm, block 
size, and replacement algorithm. With an optimized 
architecture, the hit rate should be above 90%. 

Effective access time in a two-level hierarchy, with the 
cache in the first level and main memory in the second 
level, is calculated as the sum of the hit rate and cache 
access time in the first level and the miss rate multiplied 
by the access time of main memory in the second level. 
For a cache with a read cycle time of 60 ns and a hit ratio 
of 95%, and a main memory read cycle time of 250 ns 
and a miss rate of 5%, effective access would be 
determined as followed: 

tEFF = (hcACHE) (tcACHB + (1 - hcACHB (tMAIN MEM
ORY) 
tEFF = (0.95) (60) + (0.05) (250) = 59 + 12.5 = 71.5 ns 

Effective access time must also include the effect of a 
write cycle on system performance. To determine this 
effect, the ratio of read and write cycles must be 
determined by analyzing the program address charac
teristics. The ratio between read and write cycles is 
typically 85% to 15% in general-purpose computer 
environments, but it may change to 50%-50% in scien
tific and other computation-based environments. The 
equation would have to be expanded as follows: 

tEFF = R [(hcACHB (tcACHB + (1 - hcACHB (tMAIN 
MEMORY)] + w (twcyc) 

High Performance Memory Systems 

where R is the fraction of cycles that are read cycles, W 
is the fraction of cycles that are write cycles, and twcyc 
equals write cycle time. If R = 0.85, W = 0.15, and 
twcyc = 250 ns, total effective access time would be 
equal to 

tEFF = 0.85 [(0.95) (60) + (0.05) (250)] + 0.15 (250) = 
96.57 ns 

The span of a write cycle does not reflect hit rate. A 
larger percentage of write cycles will increase tEFF· For 
example, if Rand Wwere equal at 50%, then tEFF would 
increase as follows: 

tEFF = 0.50 [(0.95) (60) + (0.05) (250)] + 0.50 (250) = 
159.75 ns 

Most program workloads generally have a higher ratio 
of read cycles to write cycles, allowing the cache to 
optimize read operation as well as system perfor
mance. The main concern with write cycles is that the 
CPU has to wait for the entire transfer cycle between 
cache and main memory (> 250 ns) before proceeding 
to the next instruction. If the cache were able to buffer 
write data, write cycle time could be reduced to the 
write access time and the processor wouldn't have to 
wait for access into main memory and could proceed to 
the next instruction. Meanwhile the cache could con
currer:itly execute a write cycle into main memory 
(figure 1). In this case, twcYc would equal the 60 ns 
access time of the cache and not the 250 ns access time 
of main memory. The equation for tEFF in a buffered 
write cycle is calculated as follows: 

tEFF = 0.85 [(0.95) (60)] + 0.15 (60) = 57.45 ns 

Figure 1. Write1 Fetch Bypass1 and Wraparound Load Buffers 
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The disadvantage of a buffered write cycle is that the 
circuitry required to control .the concurrent CPU and 
main memory write cycles would have to be more 
complex. 

Optimizing the Miss Cycle 

The block size of a cache is the parameter, together 
with the overall size of the cache itself, that most 
strongly affects cache performance and also overall 
system performance. When the data the processor is 
addressing is not in the cache, the cache executes a 
miss cycle to access main memory and fetch the 
missed data to the cache and the CPU. Enlarging block 
size can decrease the miss ratio and thereby increase 
the storage delay component of an average instruc
tion, but the tonger transfer time required may cause 
problems in multiprocessor systems because of higher 
levels of traffic. 

A number of design tradeoffs influence block size. For 
example, architecture of the bus between a cache and 
main memory plays an important role. A bus protocol 
that requires an address with each data transfer may 
force the block size to be one word, because multiple 
word transfers would be very inefficient. Conversely, if 
one address can fetch several words of data, then a 
larger block size would be advantageous. Devices with 
the ability to transfer bursts of data are becoming 
popular in a number of microprocessor systems and, 
together with nibble mode DRAMs, can be imple
mented to increase memory bus bandwidth. Increasing 
the width of the bus is another technique that can 
increase system bandwidth. 

In large mainframe systems, block size can reflect the 
wider bus size and also take advantage of the degree of 
memory interleaving. Interleaving increases memory 
bandwidth by enabling data to be accessed from a 
number of memory banks concurrently, eliminating the 
delay required while individual banks are accessed 
separately. In multiprocessor systems, a large block 
size will increase the cache miss data transfer time, 
increasing the system bus 1/0 latency and decreasing 
the system bus bandwidth. 

A larger block size generally increases cache perfor
mance, but doesn't necessarily improve system perfor
mance. Cache features such as burst data transfers, 
prefetching, fetch bypass and wraparound load cycles 
can be added as necessary. 

During a miss cycle, the cache accesses main memory 
and reads the missed block. If the ·missed word is 
loaded directly into the cache before the CPU can fetch 

V80 is a trademark of NEC Corporation 
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the data, access time of the miss cycle will equal the 
sum of the access time from main memory and the 
delay required for the missed word to be written and 
read from the cache. The fetch bypass and wraparound 
load functions minimize this time by initially bypassing 
the cache and allowing the CPU to directly fetch the 
missed word from the fetch bypass buffer, which is 
loaded with the missed word.as soon as it is fetched 
from main memory (figure 1). The CPU can fetch and 
execute the missed word from the fetch bypass buffer 
and then proceed to the next address without having to 
wait for the cache to be updated. The missed data 
block is concurrently loaded into the wraparound load 
buffer; after the entire block is fetched from main 
memory, the cache is updated. If the CPU attempts to 
fetch the next word in the block before the block is 
loaded into memory, the CPU may be required to wait 
for the memory to be updated or, if an additional 
function exists in the block load buffer, to directly 
access the next word from the block load buffer. 

The effective access time of the miss cycle can be 
minimized by reducing the amount of data required to 
execute a cache miss cycle. This can be accomplished 
by employing a data transfer mode, called burst data 
transfer, that requires a single address for each 16 
bytes of data rather than separate addresses for each 4 
bytes of data. Burst data transfers are implem'ented in 
high performance microprocessors such as Intel's 
80486, Motorola's 68040, and NEC's V80™. Burst mode 
allows a 16-byte cache block to be transferred during a 
cache miss, minimizing the cache miss data transfer 
time and increasing system bus bandwidth. 

Optimizing the Transfer Cycle 

As discussed above, during a miss cycle, the missed 
data is fetched from main memory. The cache block is 
the data element used to transfer the data between 
main memory and the cache. The size of the cache data 
block can be one word, but typically it is more than one 
word (figure 2). It has been determined that the cache 
hit rate increases as a function of cache block size and 
is generally dependent on the properties of program 
locality, which are enhanced by fetching a large number 
of consecutive instructions. However, a very large 
block size increases the time required to transfer the 
data over the system bus, decreasing the system bus 
bandwidth and increasing bus latency. Therefore, the 
choice of block size is a tradeoff between maintaining 
the cache hit rate and maximizing the system bus 
bandwidth. 
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Figure 2. Block Transfers for a Direct Mapped Cache 
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can be accessed in a single cycle. In a standard DRAM 
read cycle, each cycle requires a address that must 
satisfy the specifications for RAS access (tRAs) and 
precharging (tRp), calculated as follows: 

TOTAL CYCLE TIME= (tRAS1 + tRP1) + (tRAS2 + tRp2) 
+ (tRAS3 + tRp3) + (tRAS4 + tRP4) 

The separate address and precharge time represents a 
significant amount of overhead to complete the mem
ory access. 

Nibble mode DRAMs provide additional on-chip cir
cuitry that minimizes total cycle time by eliminating the 
requirement for precharge between consecutive mem
ory accesses. The nibble mode cycle time is given as 
follows: 

TOTAL NIBBLE MODE CYCLE TIME= tRAS 1 + tRAS2 + 
tRAS3 + tRAS4 + tRPN 
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Four consecutive data bits are accessed by a single 
address and loaded into an on-chip shift register that is 
clocked by CAS. The precharge cycle is delayed until 
after the bits are valid to prevent the timing skew that 
usually occurs between each memory cycle (figure 3). 

Burst mode data transfers are intended to be imple
mented with nibble mode DRAMs in main memory. 
Although nibble mode DRAMs provide the simplest 
interface for burst mode data transfers, other DRAM 
operating modes such as fast-page and static-column 
modes can be used. These DRAM operating modes 
also reduce DRAM effective access time and require 
additional external circuitry for implementation. 

Fast-page and static-column DRAMs differ from nibble 
mode DRAMs in that they require a new column address 
and can access a total of 512 data bits in a single cycle. 
Most often they are required in computer graphics 
applications or in direct memory access (OMA) 1/0 
cycles. 

Future Enhancements. Among the features proposed 
for future generations of DRAMs is a feature called 
gated RAS precharge, which minimizes DRAM access 
time by eliminating one of the RAS transition times. In a 
standard DRAM cycle, cycle time is defined as follows: 

tRc = tT1 + tRAs + tT2 + tRP 

where tT1 and tr2 are RAS transition times, tRAs is RAS 
cycle time, and tRP is RAS precharge time. Minimum 
cycle time cannot be achieved in a system because of 
a mininum and maximum skew in the logic generating 
the edges of the RAS signal (figure 4). The gated RAS 
precharge feature removes both tr2 and the timing 
skew from the minimum cycle time, as follows: 

Figure 3. Types of Data Transfer Cycles 

NEC 
tRc = tT1 + tRAs + tRP 

Unlike a standard DRAM, this feature allows RAS to go 
inactive anytime after CAS is asserted. For a minimum 
cycle, RAS can go inactive prior to the minimum time for 
tRAS• allowing internal timing to place the device into 
precharge. 

Another proposed DRAM enhancement is extended 
fast-page data output, which would permit system-level 
page cycle times to approach those permitted by the 
specification for memory data. Currently, data output 
is sampled after a specified access time and after an 
additional lapse caused by a skew in the system logic 
has expired. CAS is not permitted to go inactive until 
after the setup and hold times of the devices are 
satisfied. Using an extended data output feature, data 
output would remain valid after CAS goes inactive if 
RAS is also active. Data output can then be sampled by 
the same signal used to turn off CAS. When CAS goes 
inactive again, the data output changes from the previ
ous data to that of the currently accessed location. If 
the previous and current data are the same, there will 
be no discharging or precharging of the memory bus. 
The outputs will be three-state when both RAS and CAS 
are inactive (figure 5). The elimination ofthe additional 
timing skew will improve effective cycle time and sim
plify the complexity of the control logic.Both of these 
proposed enhancements offer solutions that minimize 
the effective memory cycle by eliminating timing skews 
inherent to standard DRAM designs. Unfortunately, the 
precharge time remains an inherent disadvantage, be
cause consecutive accesses to the memory module 
will always have a timing skew (tRp). 
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Figure 4. Gated Precharge 
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In a two-level hierarchy, memory bandwidth in the first 
level can be optimized by means of a cache that 
matches the CPU's read cycle time. For cache misses 
and write cycles, the. cache-to-main memory band
width can be maximized by means of burst mode data 
transfers and standard DRAMs with special operating 
modes. 

Interleaving optimizes effective access when more than 
one row of data needs to be accessed at the same time. 
Fast-page cycles are a means of reducing access time 
for bits located in the same row of the memory array, 
but they are inefficient for handling the consecutive 
access of data residing in different row addresses. To 
fetch diagonal elements in the matrix, the system 
needs to concurrently access row 1 and column 1, row 
2 and column 2, etc. Page cycles can't be used in this 
scheme because a new row must be accessed for each 
data element. 

A memory system organized to distribute the address 
to several banks simultaneously is said to be inter
leaved. The interleaving of addresses among M mod
ules is called M-way interleaving and allows consecu
tive access to M memory banks. In high-order 
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interleaving, the addresses are distributed so that the 
memory modules contain consecutive addresses. 
High-order bits are used to select the module while the 
low-order bits are used to select the address within the 
module. A second method, called low-order interleav
ing, distributes the address so that consecutive ad
dresses are located within consecutive modules. The 
low-order bits of the address select the module, while 
the remaining bits select the address within the module. 

In a low-order interleaved system, the memory is orga
nized into banks with each bank providing data bits 
equal to the width of the CPU memory bus. An address 
is latched by the memory circuit and the low-order bits 
are decoded to determine the number of banks to be 
accessed (figure 6). If four banks are accessed, they are 
said to be four-way interleaved. 

A memory controller circuit initially generates the 
control signals for the accessing of bank 1. The data for 
access 1 will be valid after the specified time for tRAs 
has elapsed, after which the accessed bank will be 
precharged. Control signals are simultaneously being 
generated for bank 2, and they may be skewed by a 
system clock to accommodate data access for the 
second fetch from the CPU. Data from bank 2 becomes 
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valid immediately after the data from bank 1 becomes 
valid, and no timing skew exists for precharging in the 
data stream. A precharge cycle for bank 2 is executed 
while the access to bank 3 is initiated. Data is read from 
bank 3 immediately after the data from bank 2 is read. 
Bank 3 executes the precharge while bank 4 accesses 
data for the cycle immediately following the bank 3 
access. Finally, bank 4 executes the precharge cycle to 
end the interleaving. This scheme eliminates the pre
charge timing skew and maximizes memory bus band
width, but at the cost of a more complex control circuit. 

Another scheme uses low-order interleaving and ap
plies the high-order bits of the address to all memory 
modules simultaneously in one access (figure 7). The 
single access returns M consecutive words of informa
tion from the M memory modules and accesses infor
mation from a particular module using the low-order 
bits. A data latch is associated with each module, the 
information from each module is gated into a latch in a 

Figure 5. Extended Data Output 
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fetch cycle, whereupon a multiplexer can be used to 
direct the desired data to the data bus. Figure 7 illus
trates timing for a multiword read access using this 
method, which is ideal for accessing a vector of data 
elements or for prefetching sequential instructions in a 
pipeline processor. It can also be used to access a block 
of information for a pipeline processor with a cache. 
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Figure 6. Lo...cJrder Interleaving with Concurrent Access 
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Figure 7. Low-Order Interleaving with Simultaneous Access 
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Introduction 

The objective of a memory system is to match the 
operating speed of a processor with the rate of infor
mation transfer: A CPU is usually about a thousand 
times faster than the average access time of a memory 
system, and the high cost of implementing a system 
with enough speed to accommodate this performance 
gap would be out of reach. To be able to meet cost and 
performance goals, a multilevel or hierarchical system 
encompassing a mix of memory devices must be im
plemented. 

In most of these systems, the top level will have the 
highest performance and lowest level the slowest. 
Alternatively, the highest level is usually the most ex
pensive and has the smallest density and the lowest 
level is the least expensive and has the highest density. 
Hierarchies are typically structured so that devices at 
level i are higher than those at level i + 1. If Cii Ti, and 
Si, respectively, are the cost per byte, the average 
access time, and the total memory size at level i, then 
the following relationships normally would hold be
tween level i and i + 1: 

Ci > Cit 1, Ti< Ti + 1, and Si< Si+ 1 for i =::: 1 

Memory hierarchy can be classified into primary and 
secondary devices, depending on access times. In a 
typical hierarchy, the top level may consist of fast static 
RAMs with access times of less than 35 ns. These 
devices have been produced in x1, x4 and x8 organiza
tions, and in some cases need a very low current to 
retain data during power failures. The next level is 
classified as main memory and consists of dynamic 
RAMs with access times between 80 and 120 ns. Sec
ondary memory may consist of several levels of rotat
ing drum or fixed-head magnetic disks with average 
times taken from the sum of rotational latency and 
transfer time, most likely a few milliseconds for blocks 
or sectors of between 1 and 4 Kbytes. Their capacity is 
in the Mbyte range and reflect a price equaling a few 
hundredths of a cent per bit. These devices are usually 
connected to the primary memory on a shared bus. 
Finally, the lowest level consists of removable magnetic 
tape for offline storage in a data archive. 

A performance gap traditionally has existed between 
primary and secondary memories. The magnetic bub
bles and charge-coupled devices developed to fill this 
gap did not find wide acceptance in most memory 
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system applications, and contemporary designs are 
now using low-power, solid-state devices such as 
NEC's µPD42601 silicon file. 

The goal of a system designer is to optimize the 
memory hierarchy so that system performance ap
proaches that of the highest level of memory and cost 
approaches the cost of the cheapest memory. Perfor
mance depends on a number of interrelated factors, 
including program behavior with respect to memory 
references, access time and memory size of each level, 
granularity of information transfer (size of the data field 
or block), and management policies. One other impor
tant factor is the design of the processor-memory 
interconnection network. 

Hierarchical performance can be measured by f)ffec
tive access time from the processor to the lowest level 
of the hierarchy, i.e., the sum of individual average 
access times of each of the memory levels. Effective 
access time generally includes the wait time caused by 
memory conflicts at a particular level, as well as delays 
in the switching network between one level and the 
next. The degree of conflict is usually a function of the 
number of processors, the number of memory mod
ules, and the interconnection network between the 
processors and memory modules. 

Connections between hierarchical levels are character
ized by their transfer rates, or bandwidth, i.e., the 
number of bits per second that can be accessed. For 
example, if a memory system has a cycle time of 500 ns 
and is able to access 32 bits (4 bytes) per cycle, its 
bandwidth is 64 Mbits (8 Mbytes). To increase band
width, a designer might choose to reduce the cycle 
time, increase word size of the memory, or access the 
memory modules in parallel. Each would have a differ
ent impact on system architecture and cost. 

Although the best possible design depends on work
load and the available technology, there is no one 
formula for creating an optimal generic design. When 
considering a traditional von Neumann architecture, a 
single memory module of conventional design can 
access no more than one word during each clock cycle. 
With this fundamental constraint, the designer must 
rely on technological advances to be able to improve 
computer system performance. 
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HIERARCHICAL CLASSIFICATIONS 

High-Speed Static RAMs at Level 1 

Although the highest hierarchical level contains mem
ory capable of matching the cycle time of the CPU, 
capacity of these devices typically will be determined 
by the cost and performance goals of the system. 
Static RAM traditionally has been used in this level 
because of its performance capabilities and ease of 
use. An SAAM is basically a stable def lip-flop requiring 
no clocks or refreshing, which means its storage ele
ment retains data as power is applied. Fast access 
times, a parallel address structure, and the absence of 
strict timing requirements have made these devices 
very attractive in cache and small system designs. 

SAAMs have been developed with technologies such as 
Bipolar, CMOS and BiCMOS, resulting in a number of 
products with different access times and organiza
tions. Some of the most common configurations are 
32K x 8, 64K x 4 and 256K x 1, 1M x 1 and 256K x 4, as 
reflected in NEC's µPD43256A, µPD43254, µPD46251, 
µPD431001 and µPD431004 devices, respectively. In the 
small system market, where low cost rather than high 
performance is the primary objective, byte-wide SRAMs 
with access times similar to DRAMs or EPROMs are 
required. Alternatively, C?Che memory design requires 
very fast access time, high density, and x1 or x4 orga
nizations with high performance and advanced SAAM 
technology. 

Some SAAMs have the ability to retain data when 
system power has failed or is shut down. In this case, 
the SRAM is usually designated as a low-power device 
(-LL version) whose data retention current can be as 
low as 10 µA and whose backup power is supplied by a 
battery backup circuit. This feature is attractive in small 
laptop systems and in instrumentation applications 
where low power is a primary concern. 

The byte-wide SAAM such as NEC's 32K x 8-bit 
µPD43256A has access times in the range of 85 to 
150 ns, 28-pin DIP packaging (600 mil wide), and access 
time compatibility with EPROMs (figure 1). However, a 
600-mil device requires a substantial amount of board 
space (figure 1), and thus the part is also offered in a 
28-pin plastic miniflat package for higher density, 
surface-mounted printed circuit board applications 
(figure 2). 

A x1 SRAM is often used for large, high-speed memory 
circuits where fast access time and high-density chip 
layouts are required. Having only one data bit per 
SAAM chip reduces the pin count and allows use of an 
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Figure 1. 28-Pin Plastic DIP {600 mil) 
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Figure 2. 28-Pin Plastic Miniflat (450 mil) 
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18- or 22-pin package that significantly reduces board 
space. High-speed static RAMs are available in x1, x4, 
and x8 configurations with access times ranging from 
15 to 80 ns. A typical application for these devices is as 
data and address tag memories in cache subsystems 
whose access times must equal processor access 
times. 

One advantage of using an SRAM is its ability to 
interface to a memory bus. The µPD43256A, for exam
ple, has 15 address lines, 8 common inpuVoutput sig
nals, an output enable (OE) pin, a write enable (WE) pin, 
and power and ground pins (figure 3). A chip select 
(CS) pin controls operation of the device. When CS is 
high, the device is in standby and power consumption 
is greatly reduced. A designer can minimize total power 
supply current by enabling only the accessed devices 
in standby. 
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Figure 3. Block Diagram of µPD43256A 
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components, OE and CE, has several timing implica
tions. The access times from chip select (tAcs) and 
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85 ns, but typically an SAAM design requires that the 
address be decoded before the chip can be selected. 
This decoding function requires an additional delay, 
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(74LS138) and the chip select address access time 
(tAcs). Alternatively, since the output enable time (t0 E) 
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be active. For circuits with only a few SAAM devices, the 
power considerations are not important. In cases 
where a lot of SRAMs are being used, power require
ments may necessitate that CS be asserted to control 
the active and standby current. 

Dynamic RAMs at Level 2 

Data in an SAAM cell will remain valid as long as power 
is applied to the chip, because data is stored as a 1 or 
O in a flip-flop circuit consisting of four or six transis
tors. This approach allows for simplified operation, 
although the relatively large memory cell requires a 
large die. A dynamic RAM, on the other hand, stores 
data in the charge on a capacitor rather than in a 
flip-flop, thereby reducing the area required for each 
cell. And since die size has a direct bearing on the cost 
of a chip, a denser DRAM circuit will have a lower cost 
per bit. 

Using a capacitor to store memory data means that 
more complex circuitry is required, as well as sophisti
cated techniques to sense the charge on the storage 
capacitor. Because of leakage current, a method of 
periodically refreshing the charge on the capacitor is 
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also required. Since DRAMs are traditionally used in 
large systems where tens or hundreds of memory chips 
are needed, the more complex interface circuitry can 
be absorbed into the cost of the memory circuit. 

In a hierarchy, DRAMs are used in the larger, slower 
main level. It is this level that degrades effective access 
time and system performance. When the smaller cache 
does not have the data requested by the processor, the 
cache executes a replacement cycle to read the data 
from main memory and fetch it for the processor. 
Because the access time of main memory is in the 
range of 80 to 120 ns, the CPU must go into a wait state 
while the data is being read. In fact, high performance 
20 to 33 MHz microprocessors require at least one wait 
state to access a DRAM circuit, requiring in the top level 
of the hierarchy a high performance cache able to 
match CPU cycle time. 

Figure 4. Fast-Page Early Write Cycle 

NEC 
DRAM performance can be enhanced with a number of 
circuit design techniques, as well as with a number of 
on-chip operating features that help to optimize band
width. Most contemporary 1 M DRAMs are manufac
tured with extended features such as fast-page cycles 
that allow several locations within a row of memory to 
be accessed without repeating the row address, 
thereby reducing cycle time (figure 4). DRAMs designed 
with a nibble mode are able to read four successive bits 
by simply pulsing the CAS control signal, because 
column addresses are incremented internally (figure 5). 
Static-column DRAMs use static circuitry to decode 
the column addresses, reducing cycle time by allowing 
column accesses to be executed the same as in static 
RAMs (figure 6). 
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Figure 5. Nibble Mode Read Cycle 
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Figure 6. Static-Column Read Cycle 
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The architecture of the interface between the CPU and 
main memory is another important factor in determin
ing system performance. Pipelined and interleaved 
architectures that can access the device in parallel 
operations can also enhance bandwidth, but require 
another level of complexity and cost in the CPU
memory interface. 

In main memory design, the most efficient DRAM con
figuration is the x1 DRAM because its organization 
minimizes the number of pins on the chip (figure 7). 
Main memory circuits may have hundreds of memory 
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chips on a printed circuit board, and since the address, 
data and control signals are connected to every chip, 
the memory section of the board is layed out in a very 
dense array. In fact, one of the most important parts of 
the DRAM design is the printed circuit layout. This array 
requires a memory chip with minimal pins and package 
size, making the x1 the most efficient. Also, with the 
high number of memory chips for each circuit, the cost 
of the circuit is high compared to other system boards 
and requires a higher system reliability standard. 
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Figure 7. Block Diagram of 1 Meg DRAM 
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system reliability. Also, a x4 DRAM has more pins, a 
larger package size, and higher costs, increasing the 
size and cost of the memory array. 

The wider organization does have one advantage for 
systems that require the number of memory chips to be 
limited because of layout area or cost. One x4 chip can 
replace four x1 devices in applications where density is 
not a factor. A typical application for the x4 organiza
tion is in computer graphics where memory size is 
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constrained by screen resolution and the 4:1 increase 
in bandwidth is required to refresh the screen. 

Some disadvantages of using DRAMs involve their com
plex interface circuitry and dynamic nature. DRAMs 
are arranged in a rectangular array, in which the cells 
are connected in a matrix of rows and columns. To be 
able to reduce the number of address pins, the address 
field is multiplexed into a row address field and a 
column address field (figure 8). A row address is first 
presented to the memory and the row address strobe 
(RAS) control signal is asserted, beginning the memory 
cycle and latching the row address. The row address 
decoding circuit selects the appropriate row of cells 
(512 cells in the case of a 1M DRAM) and the column 
address is multiplexed onto the address pins. 
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Figure 8. RAS /CAS Address Multiplexer Circuit 
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Figure 9. RAS /CAS Address Timing 

Address 

The column address strobe (CAS) is then asserted to 
latch the column address and enable the output driv
ers. The column address decoder selects one of the 
memory cells in the selected row and the data is read 
and sent to the output circuits. Once the data has been 
accessed, the RAS and CAS signals are de-asserted 
and remain inactive for a specified precharge time so 
that the circuits can recover from the previous access. 
Thus, the increase in cycle time over access time equals 
the precharge time. 

DRAMs with an access time of 80 ns typically have a 
cycle time of 160 ns. Although multiplexing provides 
some substantial system benefits in terms of minimiz
ing the number of pins and reducing package size, the 
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address timing is complicated and requires more inter
face circuitry (figure 9). Row and column addresses are 
both multiplexed, presenting· a rather tight window 
during which the individual events must occur. Row and 
column addresses both have setup and hold times with 
respect to RAS and CAS, and if these specifications 
aren't met, the read or write cycle could fail. Therefore, 
the designer must consider the complex requirements 
very carefully, eliminating any timing skews, control or 
address line noise, and power supply noise.The dy
namic nature of a DRAM means that data is stored in 
the charge of a capacitor, causing the charge to leak 
over time and the data to be lost. To prevent data loss, 
the DRAM must be periodically accessed to guarantee 
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that the charge will remain in memory. This operation is 
called a refresh cycle and for a 1M DRAM, all 512 rows 
have to be refreshed every 8 ms. This requires the 
DRAM interface circuit to access each row in the mem
ory by means of either a read, write, or refresh cycle 
every 15.6 µs. Failure to execute a refresh cycle in the 
specified interval will cause the cell to leak off the 
charge, resulting in data errors. A refresh cycle consists 
of using a row address to access the appropriate row 
and executing a RAS cycle to refresh all the cells in that 
row. No GAS or column address is required. 

DRAMs specify several refresh cycles: RAS-only re~ 
freshing in which an external counter drives the ad
dress on the address pins; GAS before RAS refreshing 
in which an internal address counter is used; and 
hidden refreshing which is exec.uted during a normal 
refresh cycle. For all refresh cycles, an external timer is 
required to signal the control circuit to initiate the 
cycle. Memory control circuitry must also have to 
arbitrate between an active refresh request and active 
memory cycle, ensuring that the refresh interval is not 
exceeded. 

An important system design consideration is the stan
dardization of pinouts and package size so that the 
circuit can be upgraded with the next generation of 
higher density chips (figures 10, 11, 12, 13). It is also 
advantageous to design a circuit with options that 
allow the density of the memory board to be upgraded, 
saving the expense of developing a new board with 
each new generation. For example, in the past; a mem
ory board could be designed to easily accommodate 
both 64K x 1 and 256K x 1 DRAMs, both of which were 
packaged in a 16-pin plastic DIP. The only difference 
was that most 64K memory chips had one pin desig
nated as a no connection. To accommodate the 256K x 
1 device, the extra address line As was added to the 
circuit to allow operation with both devices. 
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Figure 10. Typica/256Kx 1 DRAM 
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Figure 11. Typica/64K x4 DRAM 
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Figure 12. Typical 1 Meg x 1 DRAM 
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Figure 13. Typical 256K x 4 DRAM 
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Designing the system to use either memory size also 
affects the multiplexing and address decoding logic. 
Compatibility between 256K and 1M DRAMs is more 
difficult because the number of pins increases from 16 
to 18 pins to accommodate the additional Ag address. 
The current 1 M and future 4M DRAMs have the same 
number of pins, with the additional A10 address line 
designated for pin 4 on the DIP package, pin 5 on the 
SOJ, and pin 10 on the ZIP. The trend in DRAM packag
ing is evolving from predominantly DIP packages in the 
256K era to surface-mounted SOJs and high-density 
ZIPs in the 1M and 4M eras. 

Memory Systems Overview 

The size of the package is another concern the de
signer must address when choosing 1 M and 4M 
DRAMs. The transition from 256K to 1 M DRAMs saw a 
change from the 16-pin packages to 18-pin packages. 
The 1M to 4M evolution represents a crossover gener
ation in SOJ package width-from 300 to 350 mils. 
NEC's SOJ-packaged 1 M µPD421000 has a specified 
width of 300 mils, but because of the larger die needed 
to implement the 4M DRAM, a width with an additional 
50 mils is required for the initial 4M SOJ package. The 
1M and 4M ZIP packages remain the same size, while 
the 4M DIP is 100 mils larger than the 300-mil DIP for the 
1 M DRAM. Because the surface-mounted SOJ package 
is projected to be the dominant package type in the 
future, some manufacturers may market compatible 
300-mil packages for the 1M and 4M devices, but the 
trend will be toward even larger package sizes. For 
example, packages for the 16M DRAMs are likely to be 
400-mil SOJs and 475-mil ZIPs, while the DIP package 
eventually will be phased out. 

The typical development cycle of a DRAM includes a 
second generation of 4M DRAMs, scaled in size to 
optimize access time and die size. This scaled or shrink 
version will allow the die of a 4M DRAM to be mounted 
in a 300-mil SOJ package that is compatible with the 
SOJ package of a 1 M DRAM. Also, the shrink version of 
the 4M DRAM will provide a very fast access time of 
60 ns. 

The trend in DRAM technology has seen a quadrupling 
in capacity about every two to four years, a result of 
fewer features and estimates that the 64M DRAM could 
use 0.35 µm technology. One major concern with very 
high density memory chips is test time. The widely 
used GALPAT standard has a test complexity of 4n2 + 
4n for an n-bit RAM and needs about 162 days to test a 
4M RAM chip with a cycle time of 200 ns, which is 
unacceptable in today's manufacturing environment. 

To reduce this test time, NEC has built into its 
µPD421000 1 M DRAM a test function that reorganizes 
the 1M x 1-bit part into a 256K x 4-bit configuration 
(figure 14). The 1M test mode is enabled by applying a 
super voltage Nee + 3 volts) to pin 4 on the 1 M DIP 
package (figure 15). While this super voltage is being 
applied, the internal configuration is changed to a 4-bit 
width intended to be used in a testing environment 
rather than in a circuit environment. Pin 4 should be 
regarded as a no connection, and as long as standard 
TTL voltage levels are connected to this pin, the 1 M 
DRAM will remain in its normal operating state. 
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Figure 14. Internal Test Circuit Block Diagram 
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Figure 15. Timing of 1 Meg DRAM Internal Test Circuit 
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Notes: 
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(3] Maximum voltage= 12.5 V. 
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[4] When a test cycle is executed, access times, device power, and the level 
of V cc are higher than normal. Therefore, a test cycle shou Id only be 
executed for verifying functional operation of the device. 

(5] Data output is high impedance during a write cycle in read-modify-write 
test operation. 

(6] Data output is high Impedance after RAS goes high in a hidden refresh cycle. 

[7] Four bits in a test cycle are treated the same as four bits in nibble mode. 

The same test strategy is implemented for the 4M 
DRAM, except that pin 4 on the DIP package becomes 
the new A10 address line and the test mode is initialized 
with logic functions rather than a super voltage. The 4M 
test mode will be initialized when the WE and CAS 
signals are active before the RAS signal· is asserted, 
similar to a CAS before RAS refresh cycle, except that 
WE is asserted at the same time as the CAS signal 
(figure 16). The memory designer must ensure that the 
memory control logic does not execute WE and the 
CAS before RAS cycle during normal operation, which 
would cause the device to be configured into a 4-bit 
organization and errors to occur. The test issue is a 
major concern for future DRAM products. The 16M 
DRAM may have a built-in test circuit that can execute 
simple test programs and detect on-chip failure, but at 
this time no standard 16M test procedure has been 
defined. 

831H·7070B 

Pseudostatic RAMs 

The advantage of using a static RAM is its simple 
interface circuit and its static nature, which means it 
doesn't have to be periodically refreshed to retain data. 
Alternatively, a dynamic RAM provides greater density 
and a lower cost per bit. One approach that tries to 
provide the best attributes of both devices is the 
pseudostatic RAM, a chip that uses dynamic storage 
cells but contains all refresh logic on-chip so that it is 
able to function similarly to a static RAM. NEC's 
µPD428128 is a 128K x 8-bit pseudostatic RAM that 
offers a system designer a byte-wide RAM with the 
density and simple interface of a 1M DRAM (figure 17). 
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Figure 16. Timing of 4 Meg DRAM Internal Test Circuit 
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Notes: 

[1] RAS-only refresh or CAS before RAS refresh may be executed to translstlon 
from a test cycle. 

[2] For x 1 parts DoUT is high if all 8 bits are equal, and low if all 8 bits are not equal. 

[3] For x 4 parts, all 1/0 pins are enabled and DouT is high if all 2 bits are equal, 
and low if all 2 bits are not equal. 

[4] Address compression control bits are defined below. 

Data Bus Width (bits) Control Address Bits (Don't care address) 

8 A10R, A10C, AOC (for x 1 bit) 

2 AOC (for x4 bit) 
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Pseudostatic RAM are nearly, but not quite, as easy to 
use as fully static RAMs. Because pseudostatic RAMs 
must execute internal refresh cycles periodically, there 
is a potential for a conflict between an external access 
request and an internal cycle. The µPD428128 uses two 
types of refresh cycles, pulse and self-refresh, each of 
which requires an extra RFSH function pin. In pulse 
refresh operation, the RFSH signal is asserted during a 
read or write cycle, allowing refreshing to occur during 
a valid memory cycle. NEC's other pseudostatic RAM, 
the 32Kx 8-bitµPD42832 (now obsolete), was packaged 
in a 28-pin plastic DIP and. did not have a separate 
RFSH pin. As a result, external pulse and self-refresh 
operations were controlled by the CE and OE/RFSH 
signals. 

The µPD428128, on the other hand, is packaged in a 
32-pin package and has separate RFSH (pin 1), CE (pin 
22), OE (pin 24), and CS (pin 30) signals. Similar to its 
counterpart in the 32K x 8-bit µPD42S32, the CE pin can 
control external or CE-controlled refresh cycles, but 
only the separate RFSH signal can control pulse re
freshing. Also, self-refresh cycles are generated by the 
RFSH signal and feature a very low 200 µA self-refresh 
current. Therefore, the pseudostatic RAM, with its lower 
cost per bit, simplified interface circuit, and low self
refresh current fills a cost and performance niche . 
between the higher priced SRAM and the more complex 
DRAM. 

NONVOLATILE MEMORIES 

Unlike SRAMs and DRAMs, which lose data as soon as 
power is removed from the device, nonvolatile memo
ries have the capability to store data indefinitely, even 
when power has been removed. Although these devices 
have slower access times and are not usually part of 
the high performance memory hierarchy, they are able 
to store data for functions involving communications, 
CRTs, keyboards, and other peripheral circuits. In to
day's system development environment, the designer 
can choose from erasable programmable read-only 
memories or one-time programmable EPROMs, electri
cally programmable ROMs (EEPROMs), and mask-
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programmable ROMs, each of which has a different 
effect on product development and manufacturing in 
terms of functionality, compatibility and cost. 

EPROMs 

EPROMs offer the system designer a nonvolatile mem
ory source and also the ability to erase and program. 
EPROMs are programmed by an instrument called a 
PROM programmer and then inserted into an applica
tions system. EPROMs retain their data for years with
out power, and can be erased by shining an ultraviolet 
light into the window in the top of the IC package. The 
EPROM can then be reprogrammed any number of 
times. Programming requires a special programming 
voltage (Vpp) which is typically 12 to 25 volts, depend
ing on the type of device. The programmer interfaces to 
the EPROM, supplying the control signals, address, 
data and Vpp for each address and follows an algorithm 
that programs and verifies the data being written into 
the device. Early EPROM designs required a 25 volt 
programming voltage, which was reduced in succeed
ing generations to 21 volts and then to 12.5 volts. 

EPROMs are us~d to storing a local program for system 
initiation, baud rate and data formats for CRT terminals 
and character translation for keyboards. Such applica
tions require the EPROM to interface directly to the 
CPU's local bus, which may be 8, 16 or 32 bits. For this 
reason, most EPROMs are configured as a byte-wide 
(8-bit) device, requiring a relatively large, 600-mil pack
age and pinout. EPROMs are primarily intended to be 
used in the circuit development phase and replaced 
with less costly one-time programmable devices such 
as OTP EPROMs and mask-programmable ROMs in the 
production phase. This requires compatible package 
sizes and pin assignrnents across the family of nonvol
atile devices. To accommodate this compatibility issue, 
nonvolatile devices use a standard byte-wide format 
for package size and pin assignments (figure 18). If the 
designer designs a circuit to upgrade from an EPROM 
of one size to an EPROM of the next size, the required 
jumper options need to be implemented to reconfigure 
the circuit to the next highest density. 
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Figure 18. EPROM!ROM Pinout Compatibility 
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EEPROMs 

One disadvantage of the EPROM is that it cannot be 
programmed while it is in a circuit. The EEPROM solves 
that problem by providing a write function that can be 
used while the EEPROM is still in the circuit. The 
microprocessor can write to the EEPROM just as if it 
were a RAM and continue with other operations during 
the long write cycle time. NEC's 8K x 8:-bit µPD28C64 
EEPROM includes a feature called DATA polling to 
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indicate when a write cycle is complete (figure 19). If the 
EEPROM is read while an internal write cycle is in 
progress, the EEPROM returns the complement of the 
last data written. Thus, the system software can deter
mine when the write cycle is complete by reading the 
location last written and comparing it to the data being 
written. The EEPROM can accomplish this because it 
includes on-chip latches and an automatic "erase be
fore write" function. 
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Figure 19. DATA Polling Flow Chart 
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The microprocessor can execute other instructions 
and periodically poll the EEPROM to determine if the 
write cycle is complete. The µD2BC64 also includes 
protection against accidental write cycles at power 
down (figure 20). For a write cycle to occur, WE and CE 
must be asserted low and OE must be high. It is unlikely 
that this combination would occur during power tran
sitions. Additional write protection is provided by a 
noise immunity filter that inhibits write operation when 
the WE pulse is 20 ns or less, and when the power 
supply voltage level is detected to be 2.5 volts or less. 

Figure 20. Error Write Protection 

The µPD2BC64 optimizes the write cycle with a feature 
that speeds effective access time when writing a series 
of 32 bytes simultaneously (figure 20). The BK x B-bit 
device is compatible with the byte-wide pin assignment 
standard and is pin-compatible with the BK x B-bit 
EPROM and SRAM. While the BK x B-bit device is 
targeted at the larger capacity EEPROM applications, 
several small devices provide a low-cost solution for 
low-end systems. The µPD2BC04 is such a device and is 
orgnanized as 256 x 8 bits and provides the same write 
and protection features as the µPD2BC64. 
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Figure 21. µPD28C64 Page Write Cycle 
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Notes: 

[1] The address inputs are latched at the falling edge of CE or WE, 
whichever occurs later. 

[2] The data inputs are latched at the rising edge of CE or WE, 
whichever occurs earlier. 

[3] Write operation requires both CE and WE to be at VIL· 

[4] The page cannot be changed in the middle of a page 

~rameters twp and tcware defined only for the period when both 
CE and WE are at VIL· 

write cycle. Address inputs As-A12 must be supplied for 
every byte load cycle and must remain the same throughout 
the page write cycle to prevent writing to an unknown 
address location. Address inputs Ao-A4are altered for each 
byte load cycle and determine the individual byte to be 
written within the page. 

[5] A maximum of 32 bytes may be loaded in a single page 
write cycle. 

Mask-Programmable ROMs 

The ability to erase an EPROM is an important feature, 
especially during the product development phase 
when the EPROM code is frequently changed. When the 
product enters its manufacturing stage and the pro
gram code becomes fixed, the extra cost due to the 
special package with a transparent lid is difficult to 
justify. Mask-programmable ROMs, which are pro
grammed during the manufacture of the chip itself, are 
less expensive. NEC produces mask-programmable 
ROMs and will also manufacture the custom mask 
required for the device. There is a charge and lead time 
required for producing the mask, but for high-volume 
applications, the mask can be amortized with a cost 
savings compared to the standard EPROM. Typically, 
the mask-programmable ROM is compatible with the 
byte-wide standard used in EPROM devices for feature 
and package compatibility. 

One of the disadvantages of the mask-programmable 
ROM is that if a bug is found in the code, the mask has 
to be replaced at a large cost. A one-time programma-

831H--6467B 

ble (OTP) EPROM fills the gap between the standard 
EPROM in cost and functionality because this product 
can be programmed like a standard EPROM, but can
not be erased. Since it doesn't have the special EPROM 
package with transparent lid, the cost is less than an 
EPROM but higher than a mask-programmable ROM. 
The mask charge and lead time is eliminated and the 
parts can be inventoried in their unprogrammed state 
and programmed just prior to final assembly. Waste 
caused by program changes is thus minimized, and 
only one part type is purchased for any number of 
different programs. 

Silicon File 

In the past, there has existed a technology gap between 
the faster primary and the slower secondary memories 
(figure 22). Average access time of secondary devices, 
most often magnetic disks and drums, is 1000 to 10,000 
times slower than that of primary devices. Electronic 
disks such as charge-coupled devices and magnetic 
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bubble memories have not proved cost-effective in 
closing the technology gap and thus have had little 
impact on system design. 

Standard semiconductor memory in the secondary 
level is able to bridge this gap, and of the various 
alternatives, battery backed-up static RAM and 
EPROM/EEPROM technologies historically have been 
used in solid-state nonvolatile systems. Typically they 
have been restricted to low-capacity applications, 
since the high cost of static RAMs prohibits using them 
either as.replacements for magnetic media or in appli
cations where the operating environment makes rotat
ing media too unreliable. 

NEC's µPD42601 silicon file, a device with higher per
formance, higher capacity, and lower power require
ments is also able to bridge this performance gap. The 
silicon file is based on DRAM technology and provides 
the capacity and reliability of a standard DRAM, but 
also features a way to retain data by means of batteries 
when power is shut off. Although reliability and rugged
ness are important attributes of solid-state memories, 
the silicon file also offers advantages such as lighter 
weight, higher 1/0 bandwidth, and simpler interfacing. 

The silicon file is an economical mass storage device 
specifically designed to replace magnetic media in 
silicon disk, solid-state recording, and system backup 
applications. It is based on the trench cell technology 
of NEC's 1 M DRAMs and implements the same read and 
write cycles (figure 23), but optimizes system band
width with a page cycle that repeatedly pulses CAS 
while maintaining RAS low (figure 24). The silicon file 
must also periodically execute standard RAS-only and 
CAS before RAS refresh cycles to refresh its cells within 
a specified interval of 32 ms, which is four times slower 
than a 1 M DRAM. , 

An important feature of the silicon file is its ability to 
retain data while being powered by a backup battery. 
This is accomplished by means of a self-refresh cycle 
that can be used in applications requiring a low data 
retention or self-refresh current. The RFSH control sig
nal goes low while the RAS signal is clocked at a 
relatively slow rate (tRcF)· Since data loss is caused by 
leakage, and leakage current is a function of tempera
ture, tRcF is specified at three temperature ratings: 50° 
C, 6C°C, and 7C°C. Each rating has a corresponding 
refresh current (directly proportional to the refresh 
rate) which is required to maintain data (table 2). 
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Table 2. SeH-Refresh Current Versus Clock 

Frequency and Temperature 
Type Temperature RAS Clock Maximum Current 

µPD42601-60L Oto 50°C 50 KHz 30µA 

0 to 60°C 100 KHz 60µA 

Oto 70°C 200 KHz 120µA 

µPD42601-60 Oto 70°C 200 KHz 120µA 

Self-refresh cycles are intended to be used when power 
to the silicon file's memory array is shut down for an 
extended amount of time. In this case, the system 
backup circuit is required to provide to the memory 
array a backup supply voltage between 4.5 and 5.5 
volts while pulsing RAS at the given tRcF frequency and 
driving RFSH low. As long as the circuit can maintain 
these operating conditions, the silicon file will retain 
data. 

Figure 22. Memory Hierarchy 
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Figure 23. Silicon File Read Cycle 
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Figure 24. Silicon File Page Read Cycle 
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Introduction 

The objective in designing a hierarchical memory sys
tem is to match the processor's speed either with the 
rate of information transfer or with the bandwidth of the 
memory at the lowest level, at a reasonable cost. No 
one type of device meets all criteria, i.e., inexpensive, 
reliable, fast and nonvolatile. In fact, the hierarchy in 
most computers is often organized so that the highest 
level has the fastest speed and the lowest level has the 
lowes~ speed, e.g., a cache typically resides in the 
highest level and contains the fastest and most expen
sive memory, the next level contains random access 
devices that are 5 to 10 times slower than the cache, 
and the lowest level .has the slowest and cheapest 
devices. 

In the past, there has existed a technology gap between 
the faster primary and the slower secondary memories 
(figure 1). Average access time of secondary devices, 
most often magnetic disks and drums, is 1000 to 10,000 
times slower than that of primary devices. Electronic 
disks such as charge-coupled devices and magnetic 
bubbl~ ·memories have not proved cost-effective in 
closing the gap and thus have had little impact on 
system design. 

Figure 1. Memory Hierarchy 
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Silicon File System Architecture 
Application Note 90-06 

Standard semiconductor memory in the secondary 
level is able to bridge this gap, and of the various 
alternatives, battery backed-up static RAM and 
EPROM/EEPROM technologies historically have been 
used in solid-state nonvolatile systems. Typically they 
have been restricted to low-capacity applications, 
since the high cost of static RAMs prohibits using them 
in place of magnetic media or in applications where the 
operating environment makes rotating media unreli
able. 

NEC's µPD42601 silicon file, a device with higher per
formance, higher capacity, and lower power require
ments is also able to bridge this performance gap. 
Based on DRAM technology, the µPD42601 provides the 
capacity and reliability of a standard DRAM, but also 
features a way to retain data by means of batteries 
when power is shut off. It also offers the reliability and 
ruggedness of solid-state memories, as well as lighter 
weight, higher 1/0 bandwidth, and simpler interfacing. 

Functional Overview 

Standard Operation. The silicon file is specifically de
signed to replace magnetic media in silicon disk, solid
state recording, and system backup applications. It is 
based on the trench cell technology of NEC's 1 M 
DRAMs and implements the same read and write cycles 
(figure 2), but optimizes system bandwidth with a page 
cycle that repeatedly pulses CAS while maintaining 
RAS low (figure 3). The silicon file also periodic~ 
executes standard RAS-only and CAS before RAS 
refresh cycles to refresh its cells within a specified 
interval of 32 ms, which is four times slower than a 1 M 
DRAM. 

Low-Power Operation. An important feature of the sil
icon file is its ability to retain data while being powered 
by a backup battery. This is accomplished by means of 
a self-refresh cycle that can be used in applications 
requiring a low data retention or self-refresh current. 
The RFSH control signal goes low while the RAS signal 
is clocked at a relatively slow rate (tRcF)· Since data 
loss is caused by leakage, and leakage current is a 
function of temperature, tRcF is specified at three 
temperature ratings: SD°C, 600C, and 700C. Each rating 
has a corresponding refresh current (directly proper~ 
tional to the refresh rate) which is required to maintain 
data (table 1). 
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Figure 2. Read Cycle 
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Table 1. Self-Refresh Current Versus Clock 
Frequency and Temperature 

Type Temperature RAS' Clock Maximum Current 

µPD42601-60L 0 to 50°C 50 KHz 30µA 

Oto 60°C 100 KHz 60µA 

Oto 10°c 200 KHz 120µA 

µPD42601-60 Oto 70°C ·200 KHz 120µA 

Self-refresh cycles are intended to be used when power 
to the silicon file's memory array is shut down for an 
extended amount of time. In this case, the system 
backup circuit is required to provide to the memory 
array a backup supply voltage of between 4.5 and 5.5 
volts while pulsing RAS at the given tRcF frequency and 
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driving RFSH low. As long as the circuit can maintain 
these operating conditions, the silicon file will retain 
data (figure 4). 

Special consideration must be given to the require
ments for tRcF near periods of limited standard refresh 
cycles, and to the time restriction when entering and 
exiting self-refresh operation (refer to the data sheet for 
the µPD42601 as wel I as Application Note 56). 

Comparison with 1 M DRAMs 

Table 2 compares the functions of the µPD421000 
DRAM with the µPD42601 silicon file. Both have a 
similar 1M x 1 organization and interface circuit, and 
both are available in the same high-density 26/20-pin 
plastic SOJ and 20-pin plastic ZIP packages. 
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Figure 3. Page Read Cycle 
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Table 2. Comparison of Silicon File to Standard DRAM 

Part Number Organization Pinout Package Access Times Active Power Refresh Operation 

µPD421000 1 M x 1 Standard 26-pin plastic SOJ Fast-Page 40 mA max CAS before RAS refreshing 

RAS-only refreshing 20-pin plastic ZIP !RAC = 120 ns 

18-pin plastic DIP tcAc = 30 ns 

!pc= 70 ns Refresh current = 50 mA max 

Standard 

!RAC= 600 ns -tcAc = 100 ns 

Standby refresh current 

RAS cycle at 64 KHz = 1 7 mA 

!pc= 200 ns 

µPD42601 Standard plus RFSH pin 26-pin plastic SOJ Page - CAS before RAS refreshing 

20-pin plastic ZIP !RAC = 600 ns RAS-only refreshing 

1Mx 1 

Figure 4. Block Diagram at Backup Circuit tor 
SeN-Refreshing 

Power 
Supply 

System Power [Vee] 

Power Supply Power OK To CPU 
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Access Time and Power Comparison 

The 1 M DRAM is designed for high performance at low 
cost. Its optimized technology, also used in the silicon 
file and based on NEC's CMOS process and trench 
memory cell, is proven to provide high reliability, excel-

3-402 

tcAc = 100 ns 

!pc= 200 ns Refresh current= 10 mA max 

Seit-refresh current 

(RAS cycle) 50 KHz= 30 µA 

100 KHz= 60 µA 

200 KHz= 120 µA 

lent immunity to alpha particles, and accelerateq soft 
error rates of less than 1000 FITs (Failures in Time or 
errors in device-hours). 

Figure 5 shows a comparison of the die layouts for the 
silicon file and 1 M DRAM. The 1 M DRAM is segmented 
into 16 memory cell arrays with appropriate column 
decoders and sense amplifiers separating each pair of 
arrays. This highly segmented approach is used to 
reduce the length of the bit line, which in turn reduces 
bit line capacitance and results in a faster access time. 

Conversely, the eight memory cell segments and eight 
sense amplifiers in the simplified layout of the silicon 
file optimize power consumption rather than access 
time. The silicon file has a slower access time and lower 
active current, and although active current can be 
reduced in any DRAM if cycle time is also reduced, 
active current in the silicon file is still much lower than 
active current in a DRAM when both are operating at a 
1 µs cycle rate. 

When a standard DRAM and the silicon file are not 
being accessed by the system, they operate in standby 
and dissipate a current much lower than their active 
current. Standby is used by both devices to reduce 
system power requirements during normal system op
eration. The silicon file also has a unique self-refresh 
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cycle that isn't implemented on a standard DRAM and 
can operate at very low currents, as low as 30 µA, and 
still retain data via a battery powered backup system. 
Furthermore, the silicon file uses an additional RFSH 
pin (pin 4 on the 20/26-pin SOJ and pin 9 on the 20-pin 
plastic ZIP). 

System Design 

When considering a system design using the silicon 
file, the system designer will recognize a number of 
similarities with the 1 M DRAM. Both devices use the 
same x1 organization, as well as RAS, CAS, WE and Ao 

Silicon File System Architecture 

through Ae. and both are available in the same SOJ and 
ZIP package types. Typically, a silicon file system 
design will be functionally similar to a standard DRAM 
system, making it very easy for the designer to use 
traditional DRAM system design techniques. 

Figure 6 shows an interface between the silicon file and 
a host interface. It is very similar to a DRAM system, 
except for the power monitor and backup circuit used 
to implement self-refreshing. The interface circuit is 
application-dependent, and can be an interface to a 
variety of standard 1/0 or memory interfaces. 

Figure 5. Die Comparison of 1M DRAM and Silicon File 
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Figure 6. ·Block Diagram of 20 Mbyte Solid-State Disk System 
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The control circuit supervises interaction between the 
host interface and the storage array of the silicon file, 
translating signals from the host interface into silicon 
file access cycles and controlling the transfer of data 
on the host interface bus. The power monitor and 
backup circuit track power supply voltage for power 
failures or shutdowns, and maintain memory data by 
generating control signals for self-refresh cycles and 
battery backup voltage. To increase system reliability, 
an error correction and detection circuit, such as a 
parity bit or ERCC, may be implemented. One common 
design characteristic is that the silicon file control and 
memory array circuits will remain application
independent, while the system interface circuit will be 
application-dependent. 

Control Circuitry 

This section focuses on the circuitry of a silicon file 
system, and in particular on the application
independent control circuits and various system inter
faces. 

The similarity between the silicon file and a 1M DRAM 
extends to the organization of their memory cells in a 
matrix of rows and columns, with each individual cell 
accessed by first addressing a row and then a column 
(figure 7). The external address is presented to the 
silicon file in two parts, as shown in the waveform in 
figure 2. The row address first is driven on the address 
input pins and RAS goes low to clock the row address 
into an internal row address latch. The row address 
must be stable for the specified setup time of tAsR 
before RAS is asserted, and also for the specified hold 
time of tRAH after RAS is asserted. 

The address inputs are then changed to column ad
dresses and CAS is asserted. CAS also serves as the 
output enable signal, in that the three-state driver is 
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enabled whenever CAS is asserted. The time when CAS 
can be asserted is determined by the minimum require
ments for a RAS to CAS delay, as specified by tRCD· 
Additionally, setup and hold times for CAS must be 
met. Presenting the address in two parts has the advan
tage of reducing by 50% the number of address pins 
and the package size. The silicon file is typically used in 
large memory systems where chip size is an important 
consideration. 

Data is available after the access times from both RAS 
(tRAc) and CAS (tcAd have been satisfied. The limit of 
performance is determined by the access time from 
RAS. If the assertion of CAS is delayed longer than 
required, then maximum performance will not be ob
tained and access time from CAS will determine the 
overall access time. 

Another specification of importance is the tRP pre
charge time for RAS, which is required for the memory 
circuit to recover from the previous access. Because a 
read cycle destroys the data in an addressed memory 
cell, a precharge cycle must be executed to restore the 
data and equalize signal levels on the bit lines. Thus, 
the cycle time for a silicon file is greater than the access 
time. The difference between access time and cycle 
time is equal to the precharge time, e.g., a silicon file 
with an access time of 600 ns will have a cycle time of 
1µs. 

Figure 8 shows the timing for an early write cycle. The 
addressing sequence is the same; the only difference is 
that WE is asserted, and data is supplied by the CPU on 
the D1N pin. There are two types of write cycles, de~end
ing upon the timing relationship between WE and CAS. 
Figure 8 shows the WE signal being asserted before 
CAS. In this case, setup and hold times are referenced 
to the falling edge of CAS. In a late write cycle, WE is 
asserted after CAS. 
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Figure 7. Silicon File Block Diagram 
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Figure B. Early Write Cycle 
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Refreshing of Dynamic Cells 

The silicon file, as well as all DRAMs, uses a memory 
eel I structure that stores a dynamic charge on a capac
itor, which means that the charge can decrease in time 
because of leakage. As a result, all devices using DRAM 
cell technology must be periodically restored or re
freshed. Whenever a row is selected in a silicon file, all 
the cells in that row are accessed and the charge in that 
cell refreshed. The maximum interval in which a row 
address must be refreshed is called the refresh period 
(tRE F) and is specified as 32 ms for the silicon file. If 
each row address is not accessed every 32 ms, data in 
that row cannot be guaranteed. 

83YL·7081B 

Two refresh cycles can be used to refresh a silicon file. 
RAS-only refresh cycles are executed when the refresh 
address is driven onto the address pins by an external 
circuit when RAS is low. CAS is left inactive during this 
cycle since no data is being read or written. 

To simplify the circuitry needed to initiate refresh cy
cles, the silicon file has an on-chip counter that gener
ates every refresh address and is activated by assert
ing CAS before the RAS signal. Internal control logic 
detects this state and uses the address generated by 
the internal refresh address counter to execute a CAS 
before RAS refresh cycle, which is standard in most 
DRAMs. Its advantage is that no external counter is 
required and the refresh address sequence is main-
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tained when switching between CAS before RAS and 
self-refresh operation during operation of the silicon 
file. In fact, the use of RAS-only refresh cycles with the 
silicon file is discouraged because of the difficulty in 
synchronizing RAS-only operation (external refresh 
counter) with self-refresh operation (internal refresh 
counter). 

Page Mode 

The silicon file provides a page mode to increase 
effective bandwidth of the memory hierarchy. Page 
mode takes advantage of the matrix organization of the 
silicon file by continuously accessing data in a single 
row in the memory array. The silicon file is organized 
with 512 columns per each of the 512 rows, allowing a 
page cycle to access a maximum of 512 bits of informa
tion. The first word is accessed in the same manner as 
in a standard read and write operation, with row ad
dresses latched onto the chip by RAS and column 
addresses latched by CAS. Subsequent column ad
dresses are accessed for each CAS cycle, repeated for 
a period equal to the maximum specification for the 
RAS pulse width. System performance is enhanced 
because the 100 ns page cycle access time (tpc) is 
much faster than the 600 ns standard access time from 
RAS. In solid-state disk applications, a 512-byte sector 
can use a page cycle to reduce read or write access 
times for the sector. However, the logic required to 
implement a page cycle is more complex than for 
conventional read or write operation, requiring extra 
system control logic or a controller chip that supports 
page mode. 

Control and Interface Circuit Design 

A silicon file requires a number of functions to be 
performed to execute a read or write operation. A 
control circuit must determine that a valid silicon file 
cycle is being executed and translate the read and 
write control signals from the host CPU into RAS, CAS 
and WE signals compatible with silicon file timing. The 
address must be latched and multiplexed into the row 
and column address, conforming to the timing specifi
cations. Finally, the silicon file must be refreshed peri
odically to guarantee data retention. 

The first task requires the control circuit to monitor the 
system interface and determine if a valid silicon file 
cycle is being executed by the host. When a valid 
access cycle is active, the control circuit must interface 
with the host through asynchronous or asynchronous 
acknowledgement signals that determine when silicon 
file data will be valid on the system bus. The control 
circuit must also generate control and timing signals to 
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the silicon file memory array that executes a read or 
write cycle. Once the cycle is complete, the control 
circuit releases the system interface for the next oper
ation. 

A control circuit can be implemented with discrete 
logic or integrated controller circuits that include a 
number of on-chip interface functions. The discrete 
design requires a PAL-based, status machine control 
circuit to perform the following functions: 

o Determine valid silicon file access cycles 

o Input and translate the system interface control 
signals into silicon file control signals, i.e., RAS, 
CAS, WE 

o Acknowledge to the host when valid data is 
available 

o Execute refresh cycles 

The controller must also determine when a refresh 
cycle is required and provide the circuitry for control
ling the silicon file data and address path control and 
timing circuits. 

The PAL-based controller must provide internal syn
chronous feedback of system access information and 
synchronize timing of the silicon file access cycle with 
timing of the host's access cycle. The valid signal 
indicates to the control circuit that an· access to the 
silicon file is being requested by the host. The control 
circuit must determine if the system access is a read or 
write cycle, determine whether a refresh cycle is also 
being requested at the same time, signal the host to 
wait for valid data, generate the RAS enable signal to 
initiate the control and addressing timing circuits of the 
silicon file. 

Once the control circuit has determined that a valid 
access cycle is being executed and arbitrated any 
refresh and access cycle conflicts, it must generate the 
RAS enable signal to initiate the control and address 
timing circuit. This circuit generates the RAS and CAS 
signals and controls the address multiplexer that mul
tiplexes the row and column addresses. Since most 
silicon file devices are organized into banks of data, the 
control circuit must also determine what bank is being 
accessed. The bank decoder circuit decodes the ap:
propriate address bits and selects the RAS signal. for 
the selected bank allowing the read or write cycle to 
start. 

The address multiplexer, a two-input device controlled 
by the select signal (mux_ select) generated by the 
control circuit, selects either the lower or upper ad
dress bits to generate the row and column address 
(figure 9). In applications using RAS-only refresh cy-
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cles, the refresh address must also be multiplexed onto 
the address lines during a refresh cycle. This can be 
done with an additional multiplexer or by using three
state drivers to drive the address onto one of the 
multiplexer inputs. Since the silicon file use~ the inter
nal CAS before RAS address counter for self-refresh 
operation, it is recommended that the CAS before RAS 
refresh method be used to eliminate the need for 
synchronization of the external RAS-only refresh with 
the internal self-refresh address. An additional signal 
from the PAL-based control circuit is required to enable 
the CAS signal before the RAS signal. 

Figure 9. Address Multiplexer and Driver Circuits 
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µPD42601 read or write cycles follow this sequence: 

o The address multiplexer is selected for the row 
address bits and the row address is driven onto the 
address pins for a specified setup time. 

Silicon File System Architecture 

o The control circuit generates RAS, and the bank 
select decoder selects the RAS signal 
corresponding to the selected bank. 

o The row address is maintained for a specified hold 
time. 

o The multiplexer is switched to select a column 
address. 

o The column address is maintained for a specified 
setup time and for the minimum specification for a 
RAS to CAS delay. 

o The CAS signal is asserted. 

The timing for this cycle must be precise to be able to 
maintain the address setup and hold times and RAS to 
CAS delay specifications. This timing is usually imple
mented in DRAM applications with a delay line of ± 1 or 
2 ns (figure 10), but since the silicon file's specification 
are not as critical as a DRAM's, the timing can be 
derived from a high-speed clock using synchronous 
flip-flop circuits (although consideration for timing 
skews between different devices should be considered 
and minimized by using flip-flops circuits from the 
same package). A gate. array controller could also 
easily generate the address timing signals for a silicon 
file application. 

Figure 10. Memory Control Circuit and RAS/CAS Timing Circuit 
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Since the silicon file cannot be read or written while a 
refresh cycle is executing, the host cannot always have 
access to memory. The simplest way to override this is 
to halt the host every 32 ms and execute a burst of 512 
refresh cycles, also known as burst refreshing. It must 
be pointed out that burst refresh cycles can degrade 
the performance of the system, The percentage of time 
that the microprocessor is halted for refreshing isn't 
large, but the length of the burst refresh period in
creases the system's latency time in responding to an 
asynchronous event. 

Another approach is called distributed refreshing, in 
which a single refresh cycle is executed every 62.5 µs. 
In this method, if a refresh cycle and an access cycle are 
active at the same time, the silicon file control circuit 
must arbitrate control between the two cycles, i.e., the 
control circuit must delay the host until the refresh 
cycle is completed by causing the host to execute a 
wait state. The refresh cycle must take precedent over 
the active access cycle to ensure that the maximum 
refresh period is not exceeded. Both refresh methods 
require a refresh interval counter to signal the control 
circuit when a refresh cycle is to be executed. This 
circuit consists of synchronous counters, clocked by 
the system clock and reset after each refresh cycle. 

Data Input 

Data to be written into a selected cell is latched by an 
on-chip register with the combination of the WE and 
CAS signals while RAS is active. There are two types of 
write cycles, both of which depend on when the write 
data is available. If write data is valid before CAS goes 
low, an early write cycle can be executed. In an early 
write cycle, WE signal is asserted before CAS, and 
setup and hold times for the write pulse and the data 
are referenced to the falling edge of CAS. The other 
type is called a late write, and is executed when WE 
and CAS are both low. Since CAS controls the output 
drivers, the output buffer is briefly enabled from the 
time CAS is active until the assertion of the WE signal. 
In a late write cycle, setup and hold times are refer
enced from the falling edge of WE. 

The timing specification for the host's write data will 
determine which write cycle is to be implemented in 
each design. If data is valid before the assertion of CAS, 
the control circuit must assert a write pulse before CAS 
while maintaining the specified twcs write command 
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setup, twcH hold, and twp pulse width times. Since the 
WE signal is connected in parallel to all of the silicon file 
chips, propagation delays caused by capacitive load
ing should also be taken into account. 

The circuit may also require write data to be latched in 
a transparent latch if the host isn't capable of maintain
ing write data long enough to meet the setup and hold 
times, or if a refresh arbitration cycle has to remain 
active during a number of wait cycles. A write data latch 
is controlled by a data strobe from the host that is 
connected to the latch enable input of the latch. The 
strobe should be high while write data is valid. The host 
system bus and the falling edge of the data strobe latch 
the write data at the end of the host's data cycle. The 
need for a write data latch is dependent upon the host's 
requirement for write data timing and should be con
sidered when designing a silicon file circuit. 

Memory Design Considerations 

The silicon file memory array is organized into banks of 
chips, and the size of each bank is determined by the 
size of the system bus, as well as by the additional 
chips required for parity or error detection and correc
tion (ERCC). For example, a 20 MByte solid-state disk 
with ERCC will have 5 banks of silicon file chips, each 
bank consisting of 32 devices to store the memory 
word and 7 devices to store the ERCC syndrome bits. 
The bank organization allows active system power to 
be minimized because only a part of the total array is 
accessed during each cycle. 

The bank organization requires that the address and 
control lines be wired in parallel, which presents a large 
capacitive load to the driver circuits. The compact 
design presents inductive and capacitive loads to the 
address and control line drivers, which can cause 
ringing and large under- and overshoots during signal 
transitions, subsequent violation of addres$ setup and 
hold times, or glitching on the control lines that will 
result in memory failures. The undershoot and ringing 
can be minimized with proper printed circuit board 
design techniques that reduce not only the length of the 
etch run between the driver and input pin but also the 
impedance of the signal etch. This is accomplished by 
means of damping resistors between the address and 
control line drivers and the silicon file inputs (figure 11). 
The value of these damping resistors is typically 15 to 
33 ohms and should be empirically chosen. 
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Figure 11. Bank Decoding and Memory Driver Circuits 
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Power Distribution and Decoupling 

As in all high-speed memory designs, controlling large 
current transients and protecting high frequency com
ponents from fast switching speeds is an important 
consideration. In order to control these current tran
sients and prevent them from generating voltage spikes 
that can cause loss of data and soft errors, every effort 
must be made to minimize impedance in the decou
pling path of the device. 

The decoupling path is the trace distance from a power 
pin through a decoupling capacitor and to package 
ground. The impedance of this path is determined by 
the line inductance and series impedance of the decou
pling capacitor. The line inductance can be minimized 
either by providing a power plane or by girding the 
power. To increase the effectiveness of the girded 
power, decoupling capacitors should be placed be
tween the power and ground pins of every chip. The 
decoupling capacitors used for a typical silicon f.ile 
design would be a high frequency (100 MHz) 0.2 µF 
ceramic capacitor. Since most memory designs have 
some low frequency DC currents, large bulk electrolyte 
27 µF capacitors should be located judiciously around 
the periphery of the printed circuit board. 
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NEC Electronics Inc. 

PRELIMINARY INFORMATION 

Introduction 

The MC-174 and MC-176 are static RAM cards designed 
for use in applications where portability is required. 
They are packaged in a metal container, approximately 
the same size as a credit card. However, the thickness 
is 3.4 mm (0.133 inches), which is the thickness of about 
three credit cards. 

The cards use standard 32, 768 x 8-bit µPD43256A static 
RAM that is able to retain data by means of an internal 
battery when system power is unavailable. The data 
bus may be configured as either 8 or 16 bits. Further
more, the upper or lower memory bytes may be con
nected for input or output to the upper or lower bytes of 
the data bus. 

The MC-174 is organized as 131,072 bytes and the 
MC-176 as 524,288 bytes. An external switch prevents 
accidental changing of write data. 

Features 

o Credit card size 
o Two densities 

-MC-174 = 131,072 bytes 
- MC-176 = 524,288 bytes 

o Easily accessible write protection switch 
o Electronic card identification 
o Selectable data-bus width of 8 or 16 bits 
o Replaceable battery 
o Battery test circuit 
o Single + 5-volt power supply 

Ordering Information 
Read Access 

Part Number Cycle (max) Organization Package 

MC-174 250 ns 131,072 bytes 60-pin IC card 

MC-176 250 ns 524,288 bytes 60-pin IC card 

60114 

MC-174/176 
1,048,576-/4,194,304-Bit 

Static RAM Cards 

Pin Configurations 

60-Pin IC Card (MC-174) 

GND 1 0 
NC 

BC 3 00 2 

CE 5 
o· 4 CD 

0 
WE 

OE 7 0 0 6 
NC 

NC 9 0 0 8 
Us/LB Vee 11 00 10 

12 NC 
Do 13 00 

D1 
D2 15 

~~ 
14 
16 D3 

04 17 
18 D5 

Ds 19 
20 D7 

NC 21 
22 Da 

Dg 23 
D11 25 ~~ 

24 D10 

D13 27 
26 D12 

D15 29 00 28 D14 

GND 31 00 30 NC 

Ao 33 00 32 GND 
34 A1 

A2 35 00 
36 A3 

A4 37 00 
38 As 

As 39 ~~ 40 A7 
As 41 

A10 43 00 42 Ag 
44 A11 

A12 45 ~~ 46 A13 
A14 47 

48 A15 Vee 49 00 
0 50 MBS 

A15 51 ~o 52 NC 
NC 53 

54 NC 
NC 55 o~ 56 NC 
NC 57 00 58 NC 

GND 59 0 
0 60 NC 
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Pin Configurations {cont) 

60-Pin IC Card {MC-176} 

GND 1 o 
BC 3002 NC 
CE 5004 CD 
OE 7 0 o 6 WE 

NC 9 oo ~ ~O ~/LB 
Vee 11 12 NC 

Do 13 o o 14 D1 

D2 15 00~ 16 D3 
D4 17 Ds 
D5 19 o o 18 

O 20 D1 
NC 21 00 o 22 D5 
Dg 23 24 D1o 

D11 25 O o 
D

13 27 O 26 D12 

~~g ~~ 00~ 000 ~3~2 ~~4 
Ao 33 o o 34 ~~D 
A2 35 36 A3 
A4 37 38 As 
A5 39 40 A1 
A5 41 42 Ag 

A10 43 44 A11 
A12 45 46 A13 
A14 47 48 A15 
Vee 49 50 MBS 
A15 51 52 A11 
A15 53 54 NC 
NC 55 56 NC 
NC 57 58 NC 

GND 59 60 NC 

Pin ldentif ication 
Symbol Function. 

Ao·A10 Addresses 

BC Battery check 

CD Card detect 

CE Card enable 

Do - D15 Data inputs/outputs 

MBS Bus select 

OE Output enable 

UB/LB Upper byte/lower byte 

WE Write enable 

GND Ground 

Vee +5-volt power supply 

NC No connection 
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Pin Descriptions 

Ao through A18• These pins serve as addresses for 
standard read and write cycles. 

BC (Battery Check). This pin measures the voltage of 
the card's internal backup battery. 

CD (Card Detect). This pin controls reading of the 
electronic signature. 

CE (Card Enable). This pin is used to select the card 
for read or write operation. CE high activates the 
device and CE low puts it in standby. 

Do through D15• These pins serve as the data bus 
interface between the MC-174/176 and the system, 

MBS (Memory Bus Select). During a write cycle, the 
signal from this pin selects a byte of the data bus to be 
written. 

OE (Output Enable). The signal from this pin controls 
the output drivers for Do through D15· 

UB/LB (Upper Byte/Lower Byte). The signal from this 
pin selects the upper or lower byte of the memory card 
for connection to the upper or lower byte of the data 
bus. 

WE (Write Enable). This pin controls read and write 
operation. 

Addressing 

Addresses on the MC-174/176 designate bytes to be 
selected. Since the cards are able to be organized as 8 
or 16 bits, the lower memory byte is selected when Ao is 
low and the upper memory byte when Ao is high. Ao is 
the least significant bit in byte organization. In word 
organization, Ao remains low and A1 becomes the least 
significant bit. 

The MC-174/176 are internally organized as two 8-bit 
bytes, a lower byte encompassing locations MD0 
through MD7 and an upper byte encompassing MD8 
through MD15. The lower and upper memory bytes may 
be logically connected to the lower or upper data bus, 
Do through D7 and D8 through D15, respectively, as 
specified by a combination of signals from Ao and 
UB/LB. 



NEC MC-174/176 

Block Diagram 

Connector 

cs 

Address 

Address 

Address 

Control 
Digit 

Buffer Circuit 

OE WE 

Memory Array 

A low on UB/LB while Ao is toggling connects first the 
lower and then the upper memory byte to the lower byte 
of the data bus (Do through D7). Ao first goes low and 
then high, respectively. The upper byte of the data bus 
is connected to the upper memory byte while UB/LB is 
low, regardless of whether Ao is high or low. A high on 
UB/LB while Ao is toggling alternately connects the 
lower memory byte to both bytes of the data bus when 
Ao is low. The upper memory byte is connected to both 
bytes of the data bus when Ao is high. See table 1. 

If 16-bit data is required, i.e., with the upper memory 
byte connected to the upper data bus and the lower 
memory byte to the lower data bus, then Ao must 
remain low and A1 becomes the least significant bit. 

Vee 

Vee Control 

110 

Back Up Battery 

Table 1. Read Data Bus Control 

UB/LB Ao D8 through D1s 

V1L V1L Upper byte 

x V1H Upper byte 

V1H VrL Lower byte 

Notes: 

(1) Lower byte = MDo through MD7. 

(2) Upper byte = MDa through MD1s· 

Read Operation 

83RD-7158B 

Do through D7 

Lower byte 

Upper byte 

Lower byte 

Read operation is initiated by applying high logic levels 
to CE and OE and low levels to CD and WE. 

4-3 
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MC-174/176 

Write Operation 

When WE is high and OE low, either a word or byte write 
cycle may be executed (table 2). In a word write cycle, 
UB/LB and Ao must be low to enable the upper and 
lower data buses to be written to the upper and lower 
memory bytes, respectively. The signals of MBS, UB/LB 
and Ao are used to select a byte write cycle, during 
which either the upper (MBS high) or lower data bus 
(MBS low) is active. UB/LB and Ao specify whether the 
active data bus is connected to the upper or lower 
memory byte. 

Table 2. Write Data Bus Control 
MBS OB/LB Ao Da through 015 

x V1L V1L Upper byte 

V1L x V1H Not used 

V1L V1H V1L Not used 

V1H x V1H Upper byte 

V1H V1H V1L Lower byte 

Notes: 

(1) Lower byte = MDo through M~. 

(2) Upper byte = MDs through MD1s· 

Signature Read Operation 

Do through 07 

Lower byte 

Upper byte 

Lower byte 

Not used 

Not used 

The existence and type of memory card installed may 
be detected by the system using a signature read cycle. 
The card signature is accessed by applying a high logic 
level to CD and OE and a low to CE and WE. The 
signature word will then be accessible on Do through 
D15 of the data bus. Table 3 decodes the contents of the 
signature word. 

Figure 1. Battery Test Circuit 

NEC 
Checking the Battery 

When the internal battery is being used to back up the 
memory, the connector pins should be open. 

The BC pin is used for testing the voltage of the internal 
backup battery (figure 1 shows a diagram of the cir
cuit). The battery (type CR2025} may be discharged 
through this pin, and it is therefore advisable for exter
nal circuits connected to BC to have an impedance of 1 
MO or greater. This impedance level will minimize dis
charge during voltage testing and maximize the life of 
the battery. 

New batteries have a voltage of 3 volts. As the battery 
is discharged and voltage drops to 2.5 volts, the battery 
should be replaced within 10 hours. To retain data 
during battery replacement, ensure that Vee is con
nected to a + 5-volt source. 

Connectors 

The JC20-E605-F1-A4 memory card connector and 
one of two 60-pin mating connectors (either JC20-
E60PA-LT1-A4 or JC20-E60PA-:LT2-A4, depending on 
the thickness of gold plating required) are available 
directly from either of the following: 

JAE Electronics (Headquarters) 
3-1-9, Wakabadai 
Meguro-ku 
Tokyo, Japan 153 
Telephone: 011-81-3-780-2889 
FAX: 011-81-3-780-2884 

JAE Electronics (USA Sales Office) 
142 Technology Drive, Suite 100 
Irvine, CA 92718 
Telephone: (714) 753-2600 
FAX: (714) 753-2699 

Vee o-~---------•- Memory Array 

10 kn 
BC 

+ 
3V r-

83YL·7307B 
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NEC 
Table3. Signature Read Operation 

Device D1s D14 D13 D12 Dn D10 Ds 

MC-174 V1H V1L WP x x V1H V1L 

MC-176 V1H V1L WP x x V1H V1L 

Notes: 

(1) WP = the status of the write protect switch, where V1H indicates 
write protection has been enabled and V1L means it is disabled. 

(2) X can be either V1L or V1H· 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Supply voltage, Yee -0.5 to + 7.0 V 

Input voltage, V1N (Note 1) -0.5 to Vee + o.5 

Output voltage, Your -0.5 to Vee + 0.5 

Storage temperature, tsrG -20 to +60°C 

Operating temperature, torR o to +50°c 

Battery backup operating temperature, tsu o to +50°C 

Notes: 

(1) -3.0 V minimum for 50 ns maximum pulse width. 

Capacitance 
TA = 25°C; f = 1 MHz; Vee = o V; V1N and Vvo = O V 

Parameter Symbol Max Unit Pins Under Test 

Input C1N 10 
capacitance 

Input/output C110 35 
capacitance 

Notes: 

(1) X can be either V1L or V1H· 

Data Bus Control 
UB/LB Ao 

V1L V1L 

x V1H 

V1H V1L 

V1L V1L 

x V1H 

Y1H V1L 

V1L V1L 

x V1H 

V1H Y1L 

Notes: 

(1) X can be either Y1L or V1H· 

(2) Lower = MD0 through MD7. 

(3) Upper = MDa through MD15. 

pF Addresses, CD, CE, MBS, 
OE, UB/LB, WE 

pF Do through D1s 

MBS WE 

x V1L 

x V1L 

x V1L 

V1L V1H 

V1L V1H 

V1L Y1H 

V1H V1H 

V1H V1H 

V1H Y1H 

MC-174/176 

Da D1 D5 Ds D4 D3 D2 D1 Do 

V1L V1L V1H V1L V1L V1L V1H V1L V1H 

V1L V1L V1H V1L V1L V1L V1H V1H V1H 

Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Supply voltage Vee 4.75 5.0 5.25 v 
Input voltage, low V1L 0 0.7 v 
Input voltage, high V1H 2.3 Yee v II Ambient temperature TA 0 50 oc 

Truth Table 
Function Do - D1s CE CD WE OE 

Standby High-Z V1L V1L x x 
Read cycle Data out V1H V1L V1L Y1H 

High-Z V1H V1L V1L Y1L 

Write cycle Data-in V1H V1L V1H V1L 

Signature read Data out V1L V1H V1L V1H 

High-Z V1L V1H V1L V1L 

Invalid High-Z V1L V1H V1H V1L 

Prohibited High-Z V1H V1H x x 
Notes: 

(1) X can be either V1H or V1L· 

OE D15 through D8 D7 through 00 

V1H Upper byte Lower byte 

V1H Upper byte Upper byte 

V1H Lower byte Lower byte 

V1L Upper byte Lower byte 

V1L Not used Upper byte 

V1L Not used Lower byte 

V1L Upper byte Lower byte 

V1L Upper byte Not used 

VIL Lower byte Not used 
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DC Characteristics 
TA= 0 to 50°C; Vee= +5.0 V ±5% 

Parameter Symbol Min 

1/0 leakage current, high loH 

1/0 leakage current, low loL -10 

Operating supply current leeA 

Standby supply current lss 

Output voltage, high VoH1 Vee-0.6 

VoH2 Vee-1.0 

Output voltage, low Vol 

Notes: 

(1) This parameter is periodically sampled and not 100% tested. 

(2) V1N = Vee or GND. 

(3) CE s 2.0 V and CD s 0.2 V. All other pins s 0.2 V or ~ Vee -
0.2 V or high impedance. 

AC Characteristics 
TA= o to 50°C; Vee= +5.0 V ±5% 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ 

Read Operation 

Address access time tAA 

CE access time tAeE 

CE to output in high-Z tHz 

CE to 9utput in low-Z tLz 5 

Output enable to output valid toE 

Output hold from address change toH 10 

OE to output in high-Z to HZ 

OE to output in low-Z toLZ 5 

Read cycle time tRe 250 

Write Operation 

Address setup time tAs 20 

Address valid to end of write tAw 200 

CE to end of write tew 200 

Data hold time toH 10 

Data valid to end of write tow 100 

Write cycle time twe 250 

Write pulse width twp 150 

Write recovery time twR 10 

4-6 
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Max Unit Test Conditions 

260 µA (Notes 1, 2) 

µA (Notes 1, 2) 

140 mA 

2 mA (Note 3) 

v loH = -0.1 mA 

v loH = -4.0 mA 

0.4 v loL = 4.0 mA 

Max Unit Test Conditions 

250 ns 

250 ns 

100 ns 

ns 

120 ns 

ns 

80 ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 



t-IEC 
AC Characteristics (cont) 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ 

Signature Read Operation 

Address access time tAD1 

Card signature access time tco1 

Card signature to output in high-Z tco2 

OE access time too1 

OE to output in high-Z too2 

Cycle time top 180 

Notes: 

(1) Input pulse levels= 0.7 to 2.5 V; input pulse rise and fall times= 
5 ns; timing reference levels = 1.5 V. See figures 1 and 2 for 
output load. 

Figure 2. Output Load 

+SV 

1.8k0 
DouT __ ,__ 

990 n 4_._ mo pf 
CL 

Figure 3. Output Load for tHZ? toHzand toLz 

+SV 

~ 
< 1.8k0 

DouT--,_-

990 n 4_._ 5 
pf CL 

MC-174/176 

Max Unit Test Conditions 

200 ns 

100 ns 

90 ns 

150 ns 

60 ns 

ns 

II 

83YL-7332B 

83YL·7333B 
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Timing Waveforms 

Read Cycle 

Dour 

Notes: 

Previous Data 

[1] CD and WE= V1L 

[2] CE and OE= V1H 

CE- and OE-Controlled Read Cycle 

NEC 

tRc----l--

Data Output Valid 

83YL·7308B 

~~---~~~---~----~tRc~-----------~~-

Ad~:~~ -----'t""":=============--t-AA---_-:_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-;.i-----------tOH_, 
CE 

OE 

Data Output Valid 

Notes: 

[1] CD and WE= V1L 

[2] Address Is valid prior to or coincident with the high transition of CE. 
83YL·7309B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Write Cycle 

CE 

OE 

WE 

Data Input Valid 

Dour Note (6] 
High Impedance 

Notes: 

(1] A write cycle occurs during the overlap of a high CE, a high WE, and a low OE. 

(2] CE or WE must be low during address transition. 

(3] If OE is low, the 110 pins remain In high impedance. 

[4] During a write cycle, OE must be low prior to the high-to-low transition of WE. 

[5] During a write cycle, MBS must be stable at either a high or low level. 

(6] During this period, the 1/0 pins may be in the output state; therefore, Input signals 

of opposite phase to outputs must not be applied. 

MC-174/176 

II 

Note[6] 

83YL·7310B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Signature Read Cycle 

CD-1 
U'BtLB,Ao 

NEC 

r'------
--~~~~~~~~~~~__;~~-

-----top----

Card Signature Valid 

------tco1-----

Notes: 

[1] CE and WE= V1L. 

83VL·7311B 
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Dynamic RAM Modules NEC 
Sections 
Dynamic RAM Modules 

M~~ ~ MC-424256A36 5-97 
262,144 x 8-Bit Dynamic CMOS RAM Module 262,144 x 36-Bit Dynamic RAM Module 

MC-41256A8 5-13 MC-424256A36BH/FH 5-109 
262,144 x 8-Bit Dynamic NMOS RAM Module 262,144 x 36-Bit Dynamic CMOS RAM Module 

MC-421 OOOAS 5-25 MC-424512A36 5-123 
1,048,576 x 8-Bit Dynamic CMOS RAM Module 524,288 x 36-Bit Dynamic RAM Module 

MC-4241 OOAS 5-39 MC-424512A36BH/FH 5-135 
4,194,304 x 8-Bit Dynamic CMOS RAM Module 524,288 x 36-Bit Dynamic CMOS RAM Module 

MC-41256A9 5-51 MC-421 OOOA36 5-147 
262,144 x 9-Bit Dynamic NMOS RAM Module 1,048,576 x 36-Bit 

MC-421 OOOA9 5-65 Dynamic CMOS RAM Module 

1,048,576 x 9-Bit Dynamic CMOS RAM Module MC-422000A36 5-159 

MC-4241 OOA9 5-81 
4,194,304 x 9-Bit Dynamic CMOS RAM Module 

2,097,152 x 36-Bit 
Dynamic CMOS RAM Module 

Additional New Product Information 
Device Number Description Comments 

Dynamic RAM Modules 

MC-42256AE9 256K x 9-bit fast-page SIMM Three-piece solution, with speeds to 70 ns 

MC-424256AE36 256K x 36-bit fast-page SIMM One-inch height, with speeds to 70 ns 

MC-424512AE36 512K x 36-bit fast-page SIMM One-inch height, with speeds to 70 ns 

MC-421000A36xD 1 M x 36-bit fast-page SIMM One-inch height, with speeds to 70 ns 

MC-424512AA40 512K x 40-bit fast-page SIMM Speeds to 60 ns 

MC-421000AA40 1 M x 40-bit fast-page SIMM Speeds to 70 ns 

MC-422000AA40 2M x 40-bit fast-page SIMM Speeds to 70 ns 



NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The MC-157 is a CMOS-fabricated RAM module orga
nized as 262,144 words by 8 bits and designed to operate 
from a single + 5-volt power supply. Good system oper
ating margins are provided by advanced dynamic cir
cuitry, including a single-transistor storage cell, multi
plexed address buffers and flexible refresh controls. 

The MC-157 is packaged in a Single lnline Memory 
Module (SIMM™) and contains two 1-Mbit µPD424256 
DRAMs in plastic SOJs and two power supply decou
pling capacitors to enhance reliability and reduce the 
size, weight, and cost of a system. Refreshing is accom
plished by means of RAS-only refresh cycles, hidden 
refresh cycles, CAS before RAS refresh cycles, or by 
normal read or write cycles on the 512 address combi
nations of Ao - As during an 8-ms period. 

Features 

o 262,144-word x 8-bit organization 
o Single +5-volt ± 10% power supply 
o Standard 30-pin SIMM packaging 
o Two standard 1-Mbit DRAMs incorporated in 

high-density SOJs 
o Two power supply decoupling capacitors 
o Low power dissipation: 11 mW max (standby) 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 

Ordering Information 

Part 
Number 

MC-157-10 

Access 
Time (max) 

100 ns 

Fast-Page 
Cycle Time 

(min) 

60 ns 

SIMM is a trademark of Wang Laboratories. 

60028 

Package 

30-pin socket 
mountable SIMM 

MC-157 
262, 144 x 8-Bit 

Dynamic CMOS RAM Module 

Pin Configuration 

30-PinSIMM 

0 

D 
D 

0 

30 

29 

28 

27 

26 

25 

24 

23 

22 

21 

20 

19 

18 

17 

16 

15 

14 

13 

12 

11 

10 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

Vee 
NC 
NC 
RAS 

NC 
V07 

NC 
1106 

GND 
WE 
l/05 

NC 
NC 
As 
1104 

A1 

As 

1103 

As 

A4 
1102 

GND 
A3 

A2 

V01 

A1 

Ao 
1100 

CAS 

Vee 

831H-6125A 
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Block Diagram 

5-2 

RAS 

eAS 

WE 
Ao-As 

1102 

1103 

Vee 

GND 
fe1.e2 

NEC 

l/Oo 1103 

1101 1102 

RAS 

eAS 

WE 

Ao-As 
OE 

Vee GND 

llOo 1103 

l/01 1102 1----i 

RAS 

eAS 

WE 

Ao-As 
0E 

Vee GND 

831H·6126B 



NEC 
Pin Identification 
Symbol Function 

Address inputs 

1/00 -1/0., Common data inputs and outputs 

Column address strobe 

Row address strobe 

Write enable 

GND Ground 

Vee +5-volt power supply 

NC No connection 

Capacitance 
TA = 25°C; f = 1 MHz 

Parameter Symbol Max Unit Pins Under Test 

Input C1A 12 pF Ao-As 
capacitance 

C1R 16 pF RAS, WE 

C1c 16 pF ~ 

Input/output Coo 8 pF For 1/00 - 1/0.,: 
capacitance ~ = V1Hto 

disable Dour 

DC Characteristics 
TA= o to 10°C; Vee = +5.0 v ±10%; GND = o V 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ 

Operating current, average lcc1 

Standby current lcc2 

Refresh operating current, average lcc3 

Fast-page operating current, average lcc4 

CAS before R:6S refresh operating current, Ices 
average 

Input leakage current l1L -20 

Output leakage current loL -10 

Output voltage, low VoL 0 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 

MC-157 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Voltage on any pin relative to GND -1.0 to +7.0 V 

Operating temperature, T OPR• ambient o to 70°C 

Storage temperature, T STG -55 to + 125°C 

Short-circuit output current, los 50mA 

Power dissipation, Po 2.0W 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Supply voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 
Input voltage, high V1H 2.4 Vee+ 1.0 v 
Input voltage, low V1L -1.0 0.8 v 
Ambient temperature TA 0 70 oc 

Max Unit Test Conditions 

120 mA RAS, CAS cycling; tRc = tRc min (Note 5) 

4.0 mA RAS = CAS = V1H 

2.0 mA RAS= CAS = Vcc-0.2 v 
120 mA RAS cycling; CAS = V1H; 

tRc = tRc min (Note 5) 

100 mA RAS = V1H; CAS cycling; 
tpc = tpc min (Note 5) 

120 mA RAS cycling; CAS = V1L; 
tRc = ~c min (Note 5) 

20 µA V1N = Oto Vee; other pins = o V 

10 µA Dour disabled; Vour = Oto Vee 

0.4 v lour= 4.2 mA 

Vee v lour= -5 mA 
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MC-157 NEC 
AC Characteristics 
TA= o to 70°C; Vee= +5.0 V ±10% 

Parameter Symbol ·Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Random read or write cycle time ~c 190 ns (Note 6) 

Fast-page cycle time tpc 60 ns (Note 6) 

Refresh period tREF 8 ms Addresses Ao -Aa 
Access time from RAS ~AC 100 ns (Notes 7, 8, 11) 

Access time from ~ tcAC 25 ns (Notes 7, 9, 10, 11, 13) 

Access time from column address tAA 50 ns (Notes 7, 10, 13) 

Access time from ~ precharge tACP 55 ns (Notes 7, 13) 
(rising edge) 

Output buffer turnoff delay toFF 0 25 ns (Note 17) 

Rise and fall transition time tT 3 50 ns (Note 4) 

RAS' precharge time tRP 80 ns 

RAS' pulse width ~AS 100 10000 ns 

RAS' hold time tRSH 25 ns 

m pulse width tcAs 25 10000 ns 

mholdtime tcSH 100 ns 

RAS' to~ delay time tRCD 25 75 ns (Note 11) 

RAS' to column address read time tRAD 17 50 ns (Note 10) 

~to RAS precharge time tcRP 10 ns (Note 12) 

CAS' precharge time (non-page cycle) tcPN 10 ns 

CAS' precharge time (fast-page cycle) tcP 10 25 ns (Note 13) 

RAS' precharge ~ hold time tRPC 0 ns 

Row address setup time tASR 0 ns 

Row address hold time ~AH 12 ns 

Column address setup time tASC 0 20 ns 

Column address hold time. tcAH 20 ns 

Column address hold time referenced to m tAR 70 ns 

Column address lead time referenced to MS tRAL 50 ns 
(rising edge) 

Read command setup time referenced to 
RAS' 

tRRH 10 ns (Note 14) 

Read command hold time referenced to ~ -~CH 0 ns (Note 14) 

Write command hold time twCH 20 ns 

Write command hold time referenced to RAS twCR 70 ns 

Write command pulse width twp 20 ns 

Write command to RAS lead time ~WL 30 ns 
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NEC 
AC Characteristics (cont) 
Parameter Symbol Min 

Read command setup time referenced tRCS 0 
to CAS" 

Write command to 'CAS lead time tcwl 20 

Data-in setup time tos 0 

Data-in hold time toH 20 

Data-in hold time referenced to AAS to HR 70 

Write comma~d setup time twcs 0 

GAS" setup time for 'CAS before AAS tcSR 10 
refreshing 

GAS" hold time for CAS" before AAS tcHR 20 
refreshing 

Notes: 

( 1) All voltages are referenced to GND. 

( 2) An initial ~e of 100 µ.sis required after power-up, followed by 
any eight RAS cycles before proper device operation is achieved. 

( 3) Ac measurements assume tT = 5 ns. 

( 4) V1H (min) and V1l (max) are reference levels for measuring timing 
of input signals. Transition times are measured between V1H and 
Vil· 

( 5) lcc1, lcc3, lcc4• and Ices depend on output loading and cycle 
rates. Specified values are obtained with the output open. lcc3 
is measured assuming that all column address inputs are held at 
either a high level or a low level during RAS-only refresh cycles. 
lcc4 is measured assuming that all column address inputs are 
switched only once each fast-page cycle. 

( 6) The minimum specifications are used only to indicate the cycle 
time at which proper operation over the full temperature range 
(TA = 0 to + 70 °C) is assured. 

( 7) Load = 2 TTL (-1 mA, +4 mA) loads and 100 pF (VoH = 2.0 V, 
Vol= 0.8 V). 

( 8) Assumes that tRco s tRco (max) and tRAD s tRAD (max). If 
tRco or tRAD is greater than the maximum recommended value 
in this table, tRAC increases by the amount that tRco or tRAD 
exceeds the value shown. 

( 9) Assumes that tRco <:: tRco (max) and tRAD s tRAD (max). 

(10) If tRAD ~ tRAD (max), then the access time is defined by tAA· 

MC-157 

Max Unit Test Conditions 

ns 

ns 

ns (Note 16) 

ns (Note 16) 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

(11) Operation within the tRco (max) limit assures that tRAC (max) 
can be met. tRco (max) is specified as a reference point only; if 
tRco is greater than tRco (max), access time is controlled 
exclusively by tcAC· 

(12) The tcRP requirement should be applicable for RAS/CAS cycles 
preceded by any cycle. 

(13) For fast-page read operation, access time is as follows. 

'CAS and Column Address 
Input Conditions 

tcP s tcP (max)' tAsC <:: tcP 

tcP ~ tcP (max), tAsc s tAsc (max) 

tcP ~ tcP (max), tAsc <:: tAsC (max) 

Access Time 
Definition 

tACp 

(14) Either tRRH or tRcH must be satisfied for a read cycle. 

(15) Parameter twp is applicable for a delayed write cycle such as a 
read-write/read-modify-write cycle. For early write operation, 
both twcs and twcH must be met. 

(16) These parameters are referenced to the fal!i!!g edge of CAS for 
early write cycles and to the falling edge of WE for delayed write 
or read-modify-write cycles. 

(17) toFF (max) defines the time at which the output achieves the 
open-circuit condition and is not referenced to VoH and Vol· 
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Timing Waveforms 

Read Cycle 

RAS 

ICRP 

CAS 

Address 

WE 

1/0 

5-6 

------tAR-----41.,., 

l""'"•,___,..:----tRSH-----
---------~-tcsH----------

I 14---tRco---,...-:--

1

---tcAs------

·~J I 

Lh•c•c-
----------IRAC-------.i 

High Impedance 
Valid Data 

NEC 

tRP 

831H·6127B 



NEC 
Timing waveforms (cont) 

Write Cycle (Early Write) 

1..-------tRc-----~ 

'4-----------tRAS---~ 

tcRP tRP 

Column Address 

MC-157 

I J I ~·I } rwcs twcH 

WE l//J/J////Jl: ! ! -'///////J/////J///J//////11_////// 12 
j.---rwcR 

I IDS~~ ~IDH3e 
"'!// /j/j//11 //Jll; 'o"" va;d0a1aZ///!JI///!/ ///j//(///!l/// ~ .. a, 
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MC-157 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Fast-Page Read Cycle 

Address 

l!O~~-H~ig~h-lm~p-ed_an_oo~~~-11 

5-8 

NEC 

tOFF 

831H-6129B 



NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Fast-Page Write Cycle {Early Write} 

RAS ''"l 

CAS 

Address 

r-IWCH 

1/0 

MC-157 

II 
IWCH 

831H·6130B 
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MC-157· NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Hidden Refrellh Cycle 

---- Memory Cycle CBR Cycle -..i.--

-----tRC tRc--.i.--

IRAS tRP tRAS 

tcRP 
tRCD I ~RSH 

~'--'-------ICAS-----.i 

~IAAD ~JJ-----1 -~s--_____,, 
tCHR 

tCPN 

;jH~ IASR ~ttr -- ~~~~:~t~m~~~m~~~m~m~~~~ 

I f CJ 'ti l'"""1 I 

Address 

VO 

831H-6131B 
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NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

RAS-Only Refresh Cycle 

MC-157 

~-----lRC--------i 

~----tRAs------.-1 

GAS r~ ~ IRPCb 
lASR lRAH 

Address 711/Jll /IL }OWAFi////! //!/!/Ill///////!! II !11////Jl/llllJI 
110 
________ H_;,_igh_..;.lmp_eda_nce ________ _ 

83111·G132n 

CAS Before RAS Refresh Cycle 

~-----lRC-----=l_---i 

High Impedance 110-------------------
Note: 

[1] WE and Address= don't care. 
831H·61438 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The MC-41256A8 is a 262,144-word by 8-bit NMOS RAM 
module designed to operate from a single + 5-volt 
power supply. Advanced dynamic circuitry, including a 
single-transistor storage cell, 1024 sense amplifiers per 
data output, multiplexed address buffers and flexible 
refresh controls, provides good system operating mar
gins. 

The MC-41256A8 is functionally equivalent to eight 
µPD41256 standard 256K DRAMs. Refreshing is accom
plished by means of RAS-only refresh cycles, hidden 
refresh cycles, CAS before RAS refresh cycles, or by 
normal read or write cycles on the 256 address combi
nations of Ao through A7 during a 4-ms period. 

Single lnline Memory Module (SIMM™) packaging en
hances reliability and reduces the size, weight and cost 
of a system. The MC-41256A8 includes eightµPD41256s 
in PLCC packages and eight power supply decoupling 
capacitors. 

SIMM is a trademark of Wang Laboratories. 

Features 

o 262,144-word by 8-bit organization 
o Single + 5-volt power supply 
o Standard 30-pin SIMM packaging 
o Eight 256K DRAMs in high-density PLCC packaging 
o Eight power supply decoupling capacitors 
o Low power dissipation of 220 mW max (standby) 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o 256 refresh cycles every 4 ms 
o Page mode 

60115 

MC-41256A8 
262,144 x 8-Bit 

Dynamic NMOS RAM Module 

Pin Configuration 

30-PinSIMM 

0 
30 Vee 
29 NC 

28 NC 

27 RAS 

~ :: ~~8 
~24 NC 

~ 23 1/07 

~ 22 GND 

83-001925A 

Pin ldentif ication 
Symbol Function 

Ao-As Address inputs 

Common data inputs and outputs 

Column address strobe 

Row address strobe 

Write enable 

GND Ground 

Vee +5-volt power supply 

NC No connection 
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MC-41256A8 

Block Diagram 

5-14 

Address 

RAS 

eAS 

WE 

1/03 

Vee 

GND 

.____ 

....__ 

....__ 

.___ 

Address 

RAS 

eAS 

WE 

D1N Dour 
.....__ 

Vee GND 

l 
] 

Address 

RAS 

eAS 

WE 

D1N Dour t--

Vee GND 

_I 
] 

Address 

RAS 

eAS 

WE 

D1N Dour r--

Vee GND 

] 
I 

Address 

RAS 

eAS 

WE 

D1N Dour t--

Vee GND 

1 

NEC 

..---- Address 

RAS 

eAS 

WE 

1/05 D1N Dour 
.....__ 

Vee GND 

I 
T 

....__ 
Address 
-
RAS 

eAS 

WE 

1105 D1N Dour 
.....__ 

Vee GND 

] 
] 

~ Address 
-
RAS 

eAS 

WE 

1107 D1N Dour I--

Vee GND 

] 
1 

...__ 
Address 

RAS 

eAS 

WE 

1/05 D1N Dour 
.....__ 

Vee GND 

I 

_Ie1 • • • • 

..... 

eaJ 

J 

83RD·7304B 



NEC MC-41256A8 

Absolute Maximum Ratings Capacitance 
Voltage on any pin relative to GND, Vr -1.0to +7.0V TA = 25°C; f = 1 MHz 

Operating temperature, ToPR• ambient o to +10°c 
Parameter Symbol Max Unit Pins Under Test 

Short-circuit output current, los 50mA 

Input CIA 55 pF Ao·As 
capacitance 

Cm 70 pF RAS, WE 
Storage temperature, TsrG -55 to +125°C 

Power dissipation, Po 8.0W C1c 70 pF CAS 

lnpuVoutput Coa 17 pF For 1/01 • l/08: CAS = 
capacitance V1H to disable Dour Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 

affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause perma
nent damage. The device should be operated within the limits 
specified under DC and AC Characteristics. Recommended Operating Conditions 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Input voltage, high V1H 2.4 Vee+ 1.0 v 
Input voltage, low V1L -1.0 0.8 v 
Supply voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 
Ambient temperature TA 0 70 ·c 

Notes: 

(1) Vee= +5.0 V ±5% for the -80 version. 

Ordering Information 
Part Number Access Time (max) Read/Write Cycle Time (min) Page Cycle Time (min) Package 

MC-41256A88-80 

8-10 

DC Characteristics 

80 ns 

100 ns 

TA = 0 to +70°C; Vee = +5.0 v ±10%; GND = 0 \l' 

Parameter Symbol Min 

Standby current lcc2 

Input leakage current l1L -80 

Output leakage current loL -10 

Output voltage, low Vol 0 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 

Notes: 

(1) V cc = + 5.0 V ±5% for the -80 version. 

AC Characteristics 
TA= o to +70°c; Vee= +5.0V ±10% 

Parameter Symbol 

Supply voltage Vee 

Operating supply current, average lcc1 

Operating supply current, lcc3 
RAS-only refresh cycle, average 

160 ns 

200 ns 

Typ 

MC-41256A8·80 

Min Max 

4.75 5.25 

720 

640 

Max Unit 

40.0 mA 

80 µA 

10 µA 

0.4 v 
Vee v 

MC·41256A8·10 

Min Max 

4.5 5.5 

640 

520 

70 ns 

100 ns 

30-pin socket
mountable SIMM 

Test Conditions 

RAS = V1H; Dour = high-Z 

V1N = o V to Vee; other pins = o V 

Dour disabled; Vour = o V to Vee 

louT = 4.2mA 

louT = -5 mA 

Unit Test Conditions 

v 
mA RAS, CAS cycling; tRc = 

tRc (min); 10 = o mA 
(Note 5) 

mA RAS cycling; CAS ~ V1H; 
tRc = tRe (min); lo= o mA 
(Note 5) 
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MC-41256A8 NEC 
AC Characteristics {cont) 

MC-41256A8-80 MC-41256A8-10 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Operating supply current, lcc4 560 480 mA RAS s V1L; CAS cycling; 
page cycle, average tpc = tpc (min); lo= o mA 

(Note 5) 

Operating current, CAS before RAS Ices 640 520 mA CAS s V1L; RAS cycling; 
refresh cycle, average tRc = tRc (min); 1/0 = o mA 

(Note 5) 

Random read or write cycle time tRc 180 200 ns (Note 6) 

Page cycle time tpc 70 100 ns (Note 6) 

Access time from RAS tRAC 80 100 ns (Notes 7, 8) 

Access time from CAS icAC 40 50 ns (Notes 7, 9) 

Output buffer turnoff delay ioFF 0 20 0 25 ns (Note 10) 

Rise and fall transition time tr 3 so 3 50 ns (Note 4) 

RAS precharge time tRP 70 90 ns 

RAS pulse width tRAS 80 16,000 100 10,000 ns 

RAS hold time tRSH 40 50 ns 

CAS pulse width icAS 40 10,000 50 10,000 ns 

CAS hold time icSH 80 100 ns 

RAS to CAS delay time tRcD 20 40 20 50 ns (Note 11) 

CAS to RAS precharge time tcRP 10 10 ns (Note 12) 

CAS precharge time, nonpage cycle tcPN 25 25 ns 

CAS precharge time, page cycle tcp 20 40 ns 

RAS precharge CAS hold time tRPC 0 0 ns 

Row address setup time tASR 0 0 ns 

Row address hold time tRAH 10 10 ns 

Col.umn address setup time tAsc 0 0 ns 

Column address hold time icAH 15 15 ns 

Column address hold time referenced tAR 55 65 ns 
to RAS 

Read command setup time tRcs 0 0 ns 

Read command hold time referenced tRRH 10 10 ns (Note 13) 
to RAS 

Read command hold time referenced tRCH 0 0 ns (Note 13) 
toCAS 

Write command hold time twCH 20 25 ns 

Write command hold time referenced twcH 60 75 ns 
to RAS 

Write command pulse width twp 20 15 ns 

Write command to RAS lead time tRWL 20 35 ns 

Write command to CAS lead time icWL 20 35 ns 

Data-in setup time tos 0 0 ns (Note 14) 

Data-in hold time toH 20 25 ns (Note 14) 

Data-in hold time referenced to RAS toHR 60 75 ns 
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NEC MC-41256A8 

AC Charactertstics (cont) 
MC-41256A8-80 MC-41256A8-10 

Parameter Symbol Min 

Refresh period tREF 

WE command setup time twcs 0 

CAS setup time for CAS before RAS tcsR 10 
refresh cycle 

CAS hold time for CAS before RAS tcHR 20 
refresh cycle 

Notes: 

(1) All voltages are referenced to GND. 

(2) An initial pause of 100 µsis required after power-up, followed by 
any eight RAS cycles, before proper device operation is 
achieved. 

(3) AC measurements assume tr = 5 ns. 

(4) V1H (min) and V1L (max) are reference levels for measuring the 
timing of input signals. Transition times are measured between 
ViH and VIL· 

(5) lcc1, lcc3, lcc4, and Ices depend on output loading and cycle 
rates. Specified values are obtained with the output open. 

(6) The minimum specifications are used only to indicate the cycle 
time at which proper operation over the full temperature range 
(fA = O to + 70°C) is assured. 

,(7) Output load = 2 TTL loads and 100 pF. 

Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

4 4 ms Addresses Ao - A1 

0 ns 

10 ns 

20 ns 

(8) Assumes that tRcD s tRcD (max). If tRcD is greater than the 
maximum recommended value shown in this table, tRAC will 
increase by the amount that tRcD exceeds the value shown. 

(9) Assumes that tRcD ~ tRcD (max). 

(10) toFF (max) defines the time at which the output achieves the 
open-circuit condition and is not referenced to VoH or Vol· 

(11) Operation within the tRcD (max) limit assures that tRAC (max) 
can be met. tRcD (max) is specified as a reference point only. If 
tRcD is greater than the specified tRco (max) limit, then access 
ti'me is controlled exclusively by tcAC· 

(12) The tcRP requirement should be applicable for RAS/CAS cycles 
preceded by any cycle. 

(13) Either tRRH or tRcH must be satisfied for a read cycle. 

(14) These parameters are referenced to the leading edge of CAS. 
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MC·41256A8 

Timing Waveforms 

Read Cycle 

RAS 

ICRP 

CAS ,.J 
IRAH 

Address 

IRCD 

IASC 

NEC 

IE 
I IRSH 
I 

tcsH 
I ICAS 

I 
tcPN 

DO

WUTE -~'· ----------__ .1--_tcA_C=:_l.t;_toFF 

High lmp"1'°~ ~ Rtu•d J 
831H-67978 
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NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Early Write Cycle 

--------IRAs-------

RAS 

IE 
I 

IRSH 
I 

tcsH 

CAS 

IRCD 
I 

ICAS 

I 

Address 

WE 

MC·41256A8 

~:t ~IOH3e 
D1N ..,...,....,m...,....,..11;;.,....,....,..7;;..,....,....,71j...,_,_7/J;,....,....,...Z0( V•ldD•~ 71/J/!/////l(//! ////1 /////Iii 

--IE ---toHR---

High Impedance 
DoITT~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

831H-67988 
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MC•41256A8 

Timing Waveforms (cont} 

Page Read Cycle 

-----tRAs-----

NEC 

L-IRAC~ 1CAC1 ICACl 
i~~IOFFi~~'oFFi~~'oFF 

DouT High Impedance LJ- 0$---u----
831H-6805B 
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NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Page Early Write Cycle 

MC-41256A8 
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MC·41256A8 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Hidden Refresh Cycle 

NEC 

---Memory Cycle -~-1+-CAS Before RAS Cycle 

Address 

------tRc--~~--IRC--~--

ICHR ~~IRSH 

--
1----------ICAS------

'7111!! llJ///lllJl///Z 

WJ/J! /1/1/; :7/!IJJ/J/! ///JJJ/ll 11! 
tcAC 

DoUT ___ H-"-igh_lm'--ped_an_ce ---<I 
Valid Data: 

tm~~ 
831H·6799B 
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NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

RAS-Only Refresh Cycle 

RAS 

r-tcRP 

CAS __/ 

Address 

MC-41256A8 

\__] 

High Impedance DouT ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
831H·6594B 

CAS Before RAS Refresh Cycle 

Note: 

[1] WE and Address = don't care. 
831H-6592B 
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1'¥EC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The MC-421000A8 is a fast-page 1,048,576-word by 
8-bit CMOS dynamic RAM module designed to operate 
from a single +5-volt power supply. Advanced CMOS 
circuitry, including a single-transistor storage cell, 
2048 sense amplifiers per data output, multiplexed 
address buffers and flexible refresh controls, provides 
good system operating margins. 

The MC-421000A8 is functionally equivalent to eight 
µPD421000 standard 1 M DRAMs. Refreshing is 
accomplished by means of RAS-only refresh cycles, 
hidden refresh cycles, CAS before RAS refresh cycles, 
or normal read or write cycles on the 512 address 
combinations of A0-A8 during an 8-ms period. 

Packaged in a Single lnline Memory Module (SIMM™) 
to enhance reliability and reduce the size, weight and 
cost of a system, the MC-421000A8 includes eight 
µPD421000s in SOJ packages and eight power supply 
decoupling capacitors. 

SIMM is a trademark of Wang Laboratories. 

Features 

0 1,048,p76-word by 8-bit organization 
0 Single +5-volt ± 10% power supply 
D Standard 30-pin Single lnline Memory Module 

(SIMM) packaging 
0 Eight 1 M dynamic RAMs incorporated in high-

density SOJ packaging (µPD421000LA) 
0 Eight power supply decoupling capacitors 
0 Low power dissipation: 44 mW standby (max) 
D TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
D 512 refresh cycles (A0-A8 are refresh address pins) 
D Fast-page capability 

Ordering Information 

MC·421000A8 
1,048,576 x B·Bit 

CMOS Dynamic RAM Module 

Pin Configurations 

30-P/n SIMM, MC-421000ABA 

..... - , 
L... - ..J 

,.... - ..., 
L.. - ..J 

..... - , 
L... - ..J 

30Vcc 
29NC 

28NC 
27 RAS 

26NC 
2s 11oa 

24NC 

231/07 
22GND 
21 WE 

201/0& 

19 NC 

18 Ag 

17 As 
161/0s 
15 A1 

14A6 
131/04 

12 As 
11 A4 
10 1/03 
9GND 
8A3 

7 A2 

61/02 
SA1 
4AO 
31/01 
2CAS 

1 Vee 

83-004474A 

Part Number Column Access Time !max) Row Access Time lmax) Fast-Page Cycle Time (min) Package 

MC-421000A8A-70 70 ns 20 ns 45 ns 30-pin leaded SIMM 

A-80 80 ns 20 ns 50 ns 

A-10 100 ns 25 ns 60 ns 

A-12 120 ns 30 ns 70 ns 

MC-421000A8B-70 70 ns 20 ns 45 ns 30-pin socketable SIMM 

B-80 80 ns 20 ns 50 ns 

B-10 100 ns 25 ns 60 ns 

B-12 120 ns 30 ns 70 ns 

Notes: 

(1) Contact your NEC sales representative for a copy of the MC-421000A8A-70 and MC-421000A9B-70 data sheets. 
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MC-421000A8 NEC 
Pin Configurations (cont) Pin Identification 

Symbol Function 
30-Pin SIMM, MC-421000ABB 

Ao-Ag Address inputs 

1101-l/Os Common data inputs/outputs 

0 RAS Row address strobe 

30Vee GAS Column address strobe 
29Ne 

28NC 
WE Write enable 

27RAS GND Ground 
26NC 
2s 11os 

Vee +5-volt power supply 

24NC NC No connection 
231/07 

22GND 
21 WE 

20 I/Os 

19NC 
18Ag 

17 As 
161/0s 
15A7 
14As 

131/04 
r-, 12As 

11 A4 
101/03 

r-, 9GND 
8 A3 
7 A2 

61/02 r-, 
SA1 L - ...J 

4Ao 
31/01 
2CAS 
1 Vee 

0 
83-004475A 
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NEC 
Block Diagram 

Ao-Ag 

RAS 

CAS 

WE 

1/03 

1/04 

Vee 

GND 

+--

1 
~ 

I 
+--

l 
'---

I 

Ao-Ag 

RAS 

CAS 

WE 

DIN DOUT~ I/Os 
Vee GND 

1 
1 

Ao-Ag 

RAS 

CAS 

WE 

DIN DouT~ I/Os 
Vee GND 

1 
J 

Ao-Ag 

RAS 

CAS 

WE 

DIN DouT~ 1/07 
Vee GND 

i 
Ao-Ag 

RAS 

CAS 

WE 

DIN DouT~ I/Os 
vee GND 

1 
lc1 thru ca 

1 J 

MC-421000A8 

+-- Ao-As 

RAS 

CAS 

WE 

DIN DOUT~ 

1 Vee GND 

1 
1 

._____ Ao-Ag 

RAS 

CAS 

WE 

1 
DIN DOUT~ Vee GND 

T 
T 

~ Ao-As 

RAS 

CAS 

WE 

DIN DOUT~ 

1 Vee GND 

l 
l 

L- Ao-As 

RAS 

CAS 

WE 

DIN DouT~ 1 vee GND 

l 
1 

83-004476C 
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MC·421000A8 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Voltage on any pin relative to GND -1.0 to +7.0 V 

Operating temperature, T OPR o to +70°C 

Storage temperature, T srn -55 to + 125 °c 

Short-circuit output current, los 50 mA 

Power dissipation, Po 8.0W 

Comment: Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended 
periods may affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could 
cause permanent damage. The device should be operated within the 
limits specified under DC and AC Characteristics. 

DC Characteristics 
TA= o to +10°c; Vee= 5.0 v ±10%; GND = o v 

Limits 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max 

Supply voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 

Input voltage, high V1H 2.4 Vee+ 1.0 

Input voltage, low V1L -1.0 0.8 

Standby current lee2 24 

8 

Input leakage current l1L -80 80 

Output leakage current loL -10 10 

Output voltage, low Vol 0 0.4 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 Vee 

5-28 

NEC 
Capacitance 
T,A = 25°C; f = 1 MHz 

Parameter Symbol Max Unit Pins Under Test 

Input capacitance C11 60 pF Ao-Ag, RAS, GAS, WE 

Input/ output Co 15 pF 1101-1108 
capacitance 

Unit Test Conditions 

v 
v 
v 

mA RAS= GAS 2 V1H (min) 

mA RAS= GAS 2 Vee -0.2 v 
µA For Ao-Ag, RAS, GAS, WE: V1N = 0 to 5.5 V; other pins= 0 V 

µA For 1101-l/Oa: Dour disabled; Vour = o to 5.5 V 

v lour =4.2 mA 

v lour =-5 mA 



NEC MC-421000A8 

AC Characteristics 
TA= o to +70°c; Vee= 5.0 v ±10% 

Limits 

M C-421000A8-80 M C-4210DOA8-10 MC-421 OOOAB-12 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Operating current, average lcc1 560 480 400 mA RAS, CAS cycling; tRc = tRc min (Note 5) 

Refresh operating current, lcc3 560 480 400 mA RAS cycling; CAS?: V1H; tRc = tRc min; 
average lo = O mA (Note 5) 

Fast-page operating lcc4 480 400 320 mA RAS ::::; V1L; CAS cycling; tpc = tpc min; 
current, average lo = o mA (Note 5) 

~ating current, CAS before Ices 560 480 400 mA tRc = tRc min; lo = o mA 
RAS refreshing, average (Note 5) 

Random read or write tRc 160 190 220 ns (Note 6) 
cycle time 

Fast-page cycle time tpc 50 60 70 ns (Note 6) 

Refresh period tREF 8 8 ms 

Access time from RAS tRAC 80 100 120 ns (Notes 7, 8) 

Access time from CAS tcAC 20 25 30 ns (Notes 7, 9, 10, 11) 
(falling edge) 

Access time from tAA 45 50 60 ns (Notes 7, 10, 11) 
column address 

Access time from CAS tACP 45 55 65 ns (Notes 7, 11) 
precharge (rising edge) 

Output buffer turnoff delay to FF 0 20 0 25 0 30 ns (Note 12) 

Transition time (rise and fall) tT 3 50 3 50 3 50 ns (Note 4) 

RAS precharge time tRP 70 80 90 ns 

RAS pulse width tRAS 80 10000 100 10000 120 10000 ns 

Fast-page RAS pulse width tRASP 80 100000 100 100000 120 100000 ns 

RAS hold time tRSH 20 25 30 ns 

CAS pulse width tcAS 20 10000 25 10000 30 10000 ns 

CAS hold time tcsH 80 100 120 ns 

RAS to CAS delay time tRCD 25 60 25 75 25 90 ns (Note 13) 

CAS to RAS precharge time tcRP 10 10 10 ns (Note 14) 

CAS precharge time tcPN 10 10 15 ns 
(non-page cycle) 

Fast-page CAS tcp 10 20 10 25 15 30 ns (Note 11) 
precharge time 

RAS precharge CAS hold time IRPC 0 0 0 ns 

Row address setup time IASR 0 0 0 ns 

Row address hold time tRAH 12 12 15 ns 

RAS to column address tRAD 17 35 17 50 20 60 ns (Note 10) 
delay time 

Column address setup time tAsc 0 20 0 20 0 25 ns (Note 11) 

Column address hold time tcAH 20 20 25 ns 

Column address hold time tAR 60 70 85 ns 
referenced to RAS 
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MC·421000A8 t\'EC 
AC Characteristics (cont) 
TA= Oto +10°C; Vee= 5.0 v ±10% 

Limits 

MC-421000A8-80 MC-421000A8-10 MC-421000A8-12 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min 

Column address lead time tRAL 45 55 
referenced to RAS (rising edge} 

Read command setup time tRcs 0 

Read command hold time tRRH 10 10 
referenced to RAS 

Read command hold time tRCH 
referenced to CAS 

Write command hold time twcH 15 20 

Write command hold twcR 55 70 
time referenced to RAS 

Write command pulse width twp 15 20 

Write command to tRWL 25 30 
RAS lead time 

Write command to CAS lead tcwL 15 20 
time 

Data-in setup time tos 0 

Data-in hold time toH 20 20 

Data-in hold time referenced to HR 60 70 
to RAS 

Write command setup time twcs 0 

CAS se!!!.E._time for CAS tcsR 10 10 
before RAS refreshing 

CAS hold time for CAS tcHR 15 20 
before RAS refreshing 

Notes: 

(1) All voltages are referenced to GND. 

(2) An initial paus~ 100 µsis required after power-up, followed 
by any eight RAS cycles before proper device operation is 
achieved. 

(3) Ac measurements assume tT = 5 ns. 

(4) V1H (min) and V1L (max) are reference levels for measuring 
timing of input signals. Transition times are measured between 
V1H and VIL· 

(5) lee1, lee3. lee4. and Ices depend on output loading and cycle 
rates. Specified values are obtained with the output open. lee3 
is measured assuming that all column address inputs are held at 
either a high level or a low level during RAS-only refresh cycles. 
lce4 is measured assuming that all column address inputs are 
switched only once each fast-page cycle. 
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Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

65 ns 

0 ns 

10 ns (Note 15} 

0 ns (Note 15} 

25 ns 

85 ns 

25 ns (Note 16) 

35 ns 

25 ns 

0 ns (Note 17) 

25 ns (Note 17) 

85 ns 

0 ns 

10 ns (Note 18) 

25 ns (Note 18) 

(6) The minimum specifications are used only to indicate the cycle 
time at which proper operation over the full temperature range 
(TA= Oto +70°C) is assured. 

(7) Load= 2 TTL (-1 mA, +4 mA) loads and 100 pF (VoH = 2.0 V, 
Vol= 0.8 V). 

(8) Assumes that tReD :5 tReo (max) and tRAD :5 tRAD (max). If tReo 
or tRAD is greater than the maximum recommended value in this 
table, tRAe increases by the amount that tReo or tRAD exceeds 
the value shown. 

(9) Assumes that tReD 2:: tRcD (max) and tRAD :5 tRAD (max). 



NEC 
Notes [cont]: 

(10) If tRAD ~ tRAD (max), then the access time is defined by tAA· 

(11) For fast-page read operation, the definition of access time is as 
follows. 

CAS and Column Address 
Input Conditions 

tcp :5 tcp (max), tAsc ~ tcp 

tcp:::;; tcp (max), tAsc:::;; tcp 

tcp ~ tcp (max), tAsc :5 tAsc (max) 

tcp ~ tcp (max), tAsc ~ tAsc (max) 

Access Time 
Definition 

tcAC 

(12) toFF (max) defines the time at which the output achieves the 
open-circuit condition and is not referenced to VoH or Vol· 

(13) Operation within the tRcD (max) limit assures that tRAC (max) 
can be met. tRcD (max) is specified as a reference point only; 
if tRcD is greater than tRcD (max), access time is controlled 
exclusively by tcAC· 

(14) ThetcRP requirement should be applicable for RAS/CAS cycles 
preceded by any cycle. 

(15) Either tRRH or tRcH must be satisfied for a read cycle. 

(16) For early write operation, both twcs and twcH must be met. 

(17) These parameters are referenced to the falling edge of CAS for 
early write cycles. 

(18) CAS before RAS operation is specified. 

MC-421000A8 

II 
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Timing Waveforms 

Read Cycle 

---------IRAS--------..i 

1--------ICSH--:--------•1 

ICRP -tRco---·---....,----IRSH-----
, ___ _;__,CAs-----i 

Address 

I ------IAA-----..i 

l1----ICAC----

--------IRAC-------+1 

Dour 
High 

Impedance 
Valid Data 
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NEC MC·421000A8 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Write Cycle (Early Write) 

-------IRC-------1 

•-----IRAS------• 

1-----ICSH--' ---

-tRco-1----:IRSH----1 

ICRP- tcAs---1 

-tRAH IRAL----

IASC_,_ 1-ICAH-

Address Column Address II 

1 ·:.i.1- ·wL .. H-r 
D1N/ ..,...,....,j;j_,....,...11/;j,....,....,...1/j;.,....,....,..1//;..,....,....,.IJM v.1~ o.m : j;,....,....,...1/JJ,....,....,...11/;~l/;j..,....,....,.//;..,....,....,.j' //...,....,....,W_,....,...1J;j,....,....,...Jl/j;,...,....,..j/ 

I IDHR'-----

DouT ----"Hlg_h -----------------
Impedance 

83-004338C 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

RAS-Only Refresh Cycle 

~ 

\ rlCRH 
IRAS 

NEC 

IRC 

IRP-

~ 
II 

~··~b 

-tRAH-- -tASR 

....... 71111/1 !/~ Row ... ~ .. km111 !////////JI$// JI /I/ JI)//// ffi 
DouT _______ ---.Hlgh_lm.;.__ped_ance _______ _ 

83-0016608 
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NEC MC·421000A8 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Hidden Refresh Cycle 

Memory Cycle --14-CBR Cycle CBR Cycle 

IRC ---14---IRC IRC--+1 

IRAS- IRP IRAS-+ IRAS-+ IRP 

IARl 
ICRP 

IRCD / tRsH- ICHR 
ICPN 

I 

I 11 

-----ICAS-----i 

IRAD 

Address //!JI J///1111 ///11/Z 

w•2/ll!/IK j Wi@l!/ffi}/'J/Jm!l/'ff!//lh 
L,.,0 •cAC 10FFJ ~ 

Dour __ __..Hig_h --1 Valid Dal; 
Impedance ~ 

83-004340C 
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Timing Waveforms (cont} 

CAS Before RAS Refresh Cycle 

N 
I\. 

+-tcsR-+I -tcHR-

tRAS 

NEC 

tRC 

.... 

jf r'\ 
-tRp--

-tRPC-

DOUT ----------------------------------H-ig_h_lm_p_e_d_an_c_e ______________________________ ~ 

Note: 
[1] WE, Address: Don't Care. 

83-0019798 
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Timing Waveforms (cont} 

Fast-Page Read Cycle 

1----------IRASP--------i 

IRP 

II 
IP9Q 
M-IASC 

I ~AA 
11 

ICAH 

Address 

11 

I L,c~- L,c~J ~·~~ 
~··~ I CCAc--j 

___ __:.:H~igh;;._ ___ tJ-•oFF H'OFF tc~ tf _'O-FF ___ _ 

DouT Imp"''"" 0- ~-;rn 



MC·421000A8 NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Fast-Page Write Cycle (Early Write) 

--------------IRASP---------~----i 

----tcsH~I __ _ 

tcRP j• I tpc--'---.i 

~IRCO i ICM 
ICAS 

Address 

DIN 

l----toHR 
83-0043526 
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NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The MC-424100A8 is a fast-page 4,194,304-word by 8-bit 
dynamic RAM module designed to operate from a 
single + 5-volt power supply. Advanced CMOS cir
cuitry, including a single-transistor storage cell, multi
plexed address buffers and flexible refresh controls, 
provides good system operating margins. 

The MC-424100A8 is functionally equivalent to eight 
µPD424100 standard 4M DRAMs. Refreshing is accom
plished by means of RAS-only refresh cycles, hidden 
refresh cycles, CAS before RAS refresh cycles, or by 
normal read or write cycles on the 1024 address com
binations of Ao through A9 during a 16-ms period. 

Single lnline Memory Module (SIMM™) packaging en
hances reliability and reduces the size, weight and cost 
of a system. The SIMM includes eight µPD424100s in 
SOJ packages and eight power supply decoupling 
capacitors. 

SIMM is a trademark of Wang Laboratories. 

Features 

o 4,194,304-word by 8-bit organization 
o Single+ 5-volt ±10% power supply 
o Standard 30-pin Single lnline Memory Module 

(SIMM) packaging 
o Eight 4M dynamic RAMs incorporated in high-

density SOJ packaging (µPD424100LA) 
o Eight power supply decoupling capacitors 
o Low power dissipation: 44 mW standby (max) 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o 1024 refresh cycles every 16 ms 
o Fast-page capability 

Ordering Information 

MC·424100A8 
4,194,304 x 8-Bit 

Dynamic ~MOS RAM Module 

Pin Configurations 

30-Pin Leaded SIMM 

D 
30 Vee 

29 NC 

28 NC 

27 RAS 

26 NC 

25 1105 

Do 
24 NC 

23 1107 

22 GND 

21 WE 

20 1105 

19 A10 

18 Ag 

17 A5 

16 1105 

15 A7 

14 A5 

13 1104 

12 As 

11 A4 

10 1/03 

9 GND 

8 A3 

7 A2 

6 1102 

5 A1 

4 Ao 

3 1101 
2 CAS 

1 Vee 

831H-698GA 

Part Number Column Access Time (max) Row Access Time (max) Fast-Page Cycle Time (min) Package 

MC-424100A8A-80 80 ns 20 ns 50 ns 30-pin leaded SIMM 

A-10 100 s 25 ns 60 ns 

MC-424100A88-80 80 ns 20 ns 50 ns 30-pin socket-mountable 

B-10 100 ns 25 ns 60 ns 
SIMM 

60092 5-39 
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MC-424100A8 

Pin Configurations (cont) 

30-Pin Socket-lllountable SIMM 

5-40 

30 Vet:;. 

29 NC 

2S NC 

27 RAS 

26 NC 

25 I/Os 

24 NC 

23 1107 

22 GND 

21 WE 

20 1105 

19 A10 

1S Ag 

17 Aa 
16 1105 

15 A1 

14 As 
13 1104 

12 As 
11 A4 

10 1103 
g GND 

S A3 

7 A2 
6 1102 

5 A1 
4 Ao 
3 1101 

2 CAS 

1 Vet:;. 

83IH·6987A 

NEC 
Pin ldentif ication 
Name Function 

AQ-A10 Address inputs 

CAS Column address strobe 

V01 -1/0a Common data inputs and outputs 

RAS Row address strobe 

WE Write enable 

GND Ground 

Vee + 5-volt power supply 

NC No connection 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Voltage on any pin relative to GND -1.0to +7.0V 

Operating temperature, TopR o to +70°c 

Storage temperature, TsTG -55 to + 125°C 

Short-circuit output current, los 50mA 

Power dissipation, Po a.ow 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the.ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Input voltage, high V1H 2.4 Vee+ 1.0 v 
Input voltage, low V1L -1.0 0.8 v 
Supply voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 
Ambient temperature TA 0 70 ·c 

Capacitance 
TA = 25°C; f = 1 MHz 

Parameter Symbol Max Unit Pins Under Test 

Input capacitance C11 60 pF Address, RAS, CAS, WE 

Input/output Cio 15 pF 1/01 through I/Os 
capacitance 



NEC MC-424100A8 

Block Diagram 

Address ------...---------------------, 

RAS -----...-+---------------------, 
CAS ---...-+--+------------------. 
WE --...-+--+--+-----------------. 

t-----1 Address 

+-+-----1 RAS 

-t--1-----1 CAS 
-+-+--+---t WE 

1 ";~c ::o 
t--- Address 

;---+--RAS 

-t--1-----1 CAS 

-+--t--t-----t WE 

1102 --+--+--+--+--ti .......... ":ic :: 0 
l 

t------1 Address 

t-t-----1 RAS 

-t--t-----1 CAS 
-+-+--+---t WE 

1103 --+--+--+--+---<11---1 ~r ::T 0 
l 

'---1 Address 

'----------1 RAS 

~-----1CAS 

>------tWE 

~Address 

~ RAS 
.._+--+---t CAS 

-+--+--+---t WE 

1/05 --+--+--+--+---t1t--I "~f c :: 0 
~Address 

~ RAS 

.._+--t-----t CAS 

-+--t--t-----t WE 

1105 --+--+--+--+---t1>--< D~~C :: 0 
l 

~Address 

~ RAS 

e--...---,>-----t CAS 

.._+--+--t-----t WE 

110, --+--+--+--+---<lt--1 ":ic :: 0 
l 

'----1 Address 
._______, RAS 

~----tCAS 

~------tWE 

ll0
4 
_____ _,1,___, ";f :: ~ VO, -------<1,___, ~r :: 0 

Vee ------~1.__~---------------'J -I c1 through ca 

GND 
l J~~~~~~~ 

-----------...-----~ 
831H-6988B 
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MC-424100A8 NEC 
DC Characteristics 
TA= Oto +10°C; Vee= +5.0V ±10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Standby current lcc2 16 mA RAS = CAS ;=: V1H (min) 

8 mA RAS = CAS 2: Vee - 0.2 v 
Input leakage current l1(L) -80 80 µA For addresses, RAS, CAS and WE: V1N = 0 V to 

Vee; all other pins not under test = O V 

Output leakage current lo(L) -10 10 µA DouT disabled; VouT = o V to Vee 

Output voltage, low VoL 0.4 v loL = 4.2 mA 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 v loH = -5 mA 

AC Characteristics 
TA = o to +70°C; Vee = +5.0V ±10% 

MC-4241 OOAS-80 MC-424100A8-10 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Operating current, average lce1 720 640 mA RAS and CAS cycling; tRe = 
tRe min; lo = O mA (Note 5) 

Operating current, RAS-only refresh lee3 720 640 mA RAS cycling; CAS 2: V1H; 
cycle, average tRc = tRe min; lo = o mA 

(Note 5) 

Operating current, fast-page cycle, lcc4 560 480 mA RAS ::;; V1L; GAS cycling; 
average tpe = tpc min; 10 = o mA 

(Note 5) 

Operating current, CAS before RAS Ices 720 640 mA RAS cycling; GAS before RAS; 
refresh cycle, average tRe = tRc min; 10 = o mA 

(Note 5) 

Access time from column address tAA 40 50 ns (Notes 7, 9) 

Access time from GAS precharge tACp 45 55 ns (Notes 7, 9) 
(rising edge) 

Column address setup time tAse 0 0 ns 

Row address setup time tASR 0 0 ns 

Access time from GAS (falling edge) tcAe 20 25 ns (Notes 7, 9) 

Column address hold time tcAH 15 20 ns 

GAS pulse width teAS 20 10,000 25 10,000 ns 

GAS hold time for GAS before RAS teHR 15 20 ns 
refresh cycle 

GAS to output in low impedance tcLZ 0 0 ns (Note 7) 

GAS precharge time, fast-page cycle tep 10 10 ns 

GAS precharge time, nonpage cycle tcPN 10 10 ns 

GAS to RAS precharge time teRP 10 10 ns (Note 12) 

GAS hold time tesH 80 100 ns 

CAS setup time for CAS before RAS' tesR 10 10 ns 
refresh cycle 

Data-in hold time toH 15 20 ns (Note 15) 

Data-in setup time tos 0 0 ns (Note 15) 

Output buffer turnoff delay toFF 0 20 0 25 ns (Note 10) 

Fast-page cycle time tpc 50 60 ns (Note 6) 

5-42 
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AC Characteristics (cont) 
MC-424100A8-80 MC-424100A8-10 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Access time from RAS tRAC 80 100 ns (Notes 7, 8) 

RAS to column address delay time tRAD 17 40 17 50 ns (Note9) 

Row address hold time tRAH 12 12 ns 

Column address lead time referenced tRAL 40 50 ns 
to RAS (rising edge) 

RAS pulse width tRAS 80 10,000 100 10,000 ns 

RAS pulse width, fast-page cycle tRASP 80 125,000 100 125,000 ns 

Random read or write cycle time tRC 160 190 ns (Note6) 

RAS to 'GAS delay time tRco 25 60 25 75 ns (Note 11) 

Read command hold time referenced tRCH 0 0 ns (Note 13) 
to 'GAS 
Read command setup time tRCS 0 0 ns 

Refresh period tREF 16 16 ms Addresses Ao through Ag 

RAS precharge time tRP 70 80 ns 

II RAS precharge GAS" hold time tRPC 10 10 ns 

Read command hold time referenced tRRH 10 10 ns (Note 13) 
to RAS 

RAS hold time tRSH 20 25 ns 

Rise and fall transition time tr 3 50 3 50 ns (Note3) 

Write command hold time twcH 15 20 ns 

Write command setup time twcs 0 0 ns (Note 16) 

WE hold time twHR 15 20 ns 

Write command pulse width twp 15 20 ns (Note 14) 

WE setup time twsR 10 10 ns 
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Notes: 

(1) All voltages are referenced to GND. 

(2) An initial pause of 100 ~sis required after power-up, followed by 
any eight RAS cycles, before proper device operation is 
achieved. At the end of the initial power-up sequence, it is 
recommended that either a RAS-on!lJ:efresh or a CAS before 
RAS refresh cycle be executed while WE <::: V1H to ensure normal 
operation. 

(3) AC measurements assume tT = 5 ns. 

(4) V1H (min) and V1L (max) are reference levels for measuring the 
timing of input signals. Transition times are measured between 
v1H and Vil· 

(5) lcc1, lcc3, lcc4, and Ices depend on output loading and cycle 
rates. Specified values are obtained with the output open. lcc3 
is measured assuming that all column address inputs are held at 
either a high level or a low level during RAS-only refresh cycles. 
lcc4 is measured assuming that all column address inputs are 
switched only once during each fast-page cycle. 

(6) The minimum specifications are used only to indicate the cycle 
time at which proper operation over the full temperature range 
(TA = Oto +70°C) is assured. 

(7) Load = 2 TTL (-1 mA, +4 mA) loads and 100 pF (VoH = 2.0 V, 
Vol= O.SV). 

(8) Assumes that tRco s tRCD (max) and tRAD s tRAD .(max). If 
tRCD or tRAD is greater than the maximum recommended value 
in this table, tRAC increases by the amount that tRco or tRAD 
exceeds the value shown. 

(9) If tRAD <::: tRAD (max), then the access time is defined by tAA· 

(10) toFF (max) defines the time at which the output achieves the 
open-circuit condition and is not re.ferenced to VoH or Vol· 
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(11) Operation within the tRco (max) limit assures that tRAC (max) 

can be met. tRco (max) is specified as a reference point only; if 
tRcD is greater than tRco (max), then access time is controlled 
exclusively by tcAC· 

(12) The tcRP requirement should be applicable for RAS/CAS cycles 
preceded by any cycle. 

(13) Either tRRH or tRcH must be satisfied for a read cycle. 

(14) Parameter twp is applicable for a delayed write cycle such as a 
read-write/read-modify-write cycle. For early write operation, 
both twcs and twcH must be met. 

(15) These parameters are referenced to the falling edge of CAS for 
early write cycles and to the falling edge of WE for delayed write 
or read-modify-write cycles. 

(16) twcs. tRWD• tcwo. and tAwo are restrictive operating parame
ters in read-write/read-modify-write cycles only. If twcs <::: twcs 
(min), the cycle is an early write cycle and the data output will 
remain open-circuit throughout the entire cycle. If tcwo <::: tcwo 
(min), tRwo <::: tRwo (min), and tAwo <::: tAwo (min), the cycle is 
a read-write cycle and the data output will contain data read from 
the selected cell. If neither of the above conditions is met, the 
condition of the data output pin (at access time and until CAS 
returns to V1H) is indeterminate. 

(17) A test mode may be initiated by executing a CAS before RAS 
refresh cycle with WE held at Vil· This mode also may inadvert
ently be initiated during power-up because external control of 
the signal lines is very difficult during this period. It is therefore 
recommended that while WE is held at V1H• either a RAS-only or 
CAS before RAS refresh cycle should be executed at any time 
after the end of the initial power-up sequence to ensure normal 
device operation. 
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Timing Waveforms 

Read Cycle 

RAS 

tcRP 

CAS 

Address 

WE 

Dour 

~1E'---~~~~~tRSH~~~~~-

-..~~~~~~~~'---tCsH~~~~~~~~~~ 

High Impedance 
Valid Data 

MC-424100A8 

tRP 

II 

831H·5696B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Early Write Cycle 

tcRP ---1E --tRSH--

--~'--tcsH----

Address 

NEC 

Dour ______ ____.Hlg_hlmp.___edan_ce -------

831H-6811B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Fast-Page Read Cycle 

Address 

DouT---~~H-ig_h_lm_p_ed_an_~~~~ 

MC-424100A8 

IQ ff 

831H-6812B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Fast-Page Early Write Cycle 

Address 
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toH=i _ 
-Vali-dData~~!/~~//;;....,....,....,/l 

831H·6813B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

RAS-Only Refresh Cycle 

RAS 

CAS __/ 

Address 

Note: 

[1) WE~VIH· 

CAS Before RAS Refresh Cycle 

MC-424100A8 

\_J 

831H-6815B 

WE I/II!!! \\S 

Note: 
[1) Address =don't care. 

831H-5702B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Hidden Refresh Cycle 

NEC 

---Memory Cycle --~-CAS Before RAS Cycle 

---~--tRc--~--

RAS 

CAS 

Address /IJ///!11 fl/JI/ Ill Ill 

SS Vfl! Ill//!/!! 
lCAC 

.J~ 
DouT __ __.Hlg.._h 1 ...... mp_ed_an_ce ___ 

1 Valid ~ata 
831H-5703B 
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NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

MC-41256A9 
262,144 x 9-Bit 

Dynamic NMOS RAM Module 

Pin Configuration 

The MC-41256A9 is a 262,144-word by 9-bit DRAM mod- 3o-Pin SIMM 
ule designed to operate from a single + 5-volt power 
supply. Advanced dynamic NMOS circuitry, including a 
single-transistor storage cell, 1024 sense amplifiers per 
data output, multiplexed address buffers and flexible 
refresh controls, provides good system operating mar-
gins. 

The MC-41256A9 is functionally equivalent to eight 
µPD41256 standard 256K DRAMs with a parity bit. 
Refreshing is accomplished by means of RAS-only re
fresh cycles, hidden refresh cycles, CAS before RAS 
refresh cycles, or by normal read or write cycles on the 
256 address combinations of Ao through A7 during a 
4-ms period. 

Single lnline Memory Module (SIMM™) packaging en
hances reliability and reduces the size, weight and cost 
of a system. The MC-41256A9 includes nine µPD41256s 
in PLCC packages and nine power supply decoupling 
capacitors. 

SIMM is a trademark of Wang Laboratories. 

Features 

o 262,144-word by 9-bit organization 
o Single + 5-volt power supply 
o Standard 30-pin SIMM packaging 
o Nine 256K DRAMs in high-density PLCC packaging 
o Nine power supply decoupling capacitors 
o Low power dissipation of 248 mW max (standby) 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o 256 refresh cycles every 4 ms 
o Page-mode capability 

Ordering Information 
Part Number Access Time (max) Read/Write Cycle Time (min) Page Cycle Time (min) Package 

83-001923A 

MC-41256A9B-80 80 ns 160 ns 70 ns 30-pin socket-mountable SIMM 

B-10 100 ns 200 ns 100 ns 

60116 New speed of 70 ns will be available in 1991. 5-51 
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MC·41256A9 

Block Diagram 
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Address 

RAS 

eAS 

WE 

Vee 

GND 

.._ 

I'---

.,__. 

L-

Address 

RAS 

eAS 

WE 

D1N 

Vee 
1 
J 

Address 

RAS 

eAS 

WE 

D1N 

Vee 
T 
1 

Address 

RAS 

eAS 

WE 

D1N 

Vee 

1 
Address 

RAS 

eAS 

WE 

D1N 

Vee 

J 
] 

Dour 1--

GND 

Dour I--

GND 

Dour I--

GND 

Dour I--

GND 

--
Ie1 thrue 9 

D 

NEC 

Address 

RAS 

eAS 

WE 

1/05 D1N Dour 1--

Vee GND 

.._ Address 

RAS 

eAS 

WE 

1/05 D1N Dour I--

Vee GND 

~ Address 

RAS 

eAS 

WE 

1/07 D1N Dour 1---i 

Vee GND 

+-- Address 

RAS 

eAS 

WE 

1109 D1N Dour I--

Vee GND 

Vee GND 

L- Address 

RAS 

eASg eAS 

WE 

DIN9 D1N Dour~ 

OUT9 
83RD-7312B 



NEC 
Pin Identification 
Symbol Function 

Address inputs 

Common data inputs/outputs 

Data input 9 

DoUT9 Data output 9 

Column address strobe 

Column address strobe for data output 9 

Row address strobe 

Write enable 

GND Ground 

Vee +5-volt .power supply 

NC No connection 

Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Input voltage, high V1H 2.4 Vee+ 1.0 v 
Input voltage, low V1L -1.0 0.8 v 
Supply voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 
Ambient temperature TA 0 70 oc 

Notes: 

(1) Vee= + 5.0 V ±5% for the -80 version. 

DC Characteristics 
TA= 0 to +70°C; GND = OV 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max 

Standby current lec2 45 

Input leakage current l1L -90 90 

l1L9 -10 10 

Output leakage current loL -10 10 

loL9 -10 10 

Output voltage, low Vol 0.4 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 

MC-41256A9 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Voltage on any pin relative to GND, VT -1.0to +7.0V 

Operating temperature, ToPR o to +70°C 

Storage temperature, TsTG -55 to +125°C 

Short-circuit output current, los 50mA 

Power dissipation, Po 9.0W 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause· perma
nent damage. The device should be operated within the limits 
specified under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Capacitance 
TA = o to +70°C; f = 1 MHz 

Parameter Symbol Max 

Input 
capacitance 

Input/output 
capacitance 

Capacitance 

Output 
capacitance 

CIA 

CIR 

C1e 

C1e9 

CIN9 

Cvo 

CoUT9 

Unit Test Conditions 

60 

75 

70 

13 

10 

17 

12 

mA RAS = v,H; DouT = high-Z 

Unit Pins Under Test 

pF Ao-Aa 

pF RAS, WE 

pF CAS 

pF CAS9 

pF D1N9 

pF For 1/01 - l/Oa: CAS = 
V1H to disable DouT 

pF For DouT9: CASg = 
V IH to disable DoUT9 

µA For Ao -As. RAS, CAS and WE: v,N = 0 v to Vee; 
all other pins= 0 V 

µA For CASg and D1N9: V1N = O V to Vee; other pins= O V 

µA For 1/01 - 1108: DouT disabled; Your = o V to Vee 

µA For DouT9: DouT9 disabled; VouT = o V to Vee 

v louT = 4.2 mA 

v louT = -5 mA 
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MC-41256A9 NEC 
AC Characteristics 
TA= Oto +70°C 

MC-41256A9-80 MC-41256A9-10 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Supply voltage Vee 4.75 5.25 4.5 5.5 v 
Operating supply current, average lcc1 810 720 mA RAS, CAS cycling; 

tRc = tRc (min); lo= o mA 
(Note 5) 

Operating supply current, lcc3 720 585 mA RAS cycling; CAS ~ V1H; 
RAS-only refresh cycle, average tRc = tRc (min); 10 = o mA 

(Note 5) 

Operating supply current, lcc4 630 540 mA RAS s V1L; CAS cycling; 
page cycle, average tpc = tpc (min); lo= o mA 

(Note5) 

Operating current, CAS before RAS Ices 720 585 mA CAS s V1L; RAS cycling; 
refresh cycle, average tRc = tRc (min); 1/0 = o mA 

(Note 5) 

Random read or write cycle time tRc 180 200 ns (Note 6) 

Read-write cycle time tRwc 185 240 ns (Notes 6, 16) 

Page cycle time tpc 70 100 ns (Note 6) 

Access time from RAS tRAC 80 100 ns (Notes 7, 8) 

Access time from CAS tcAC 40 50 ns (Notes 7, 9) 

Output buffer turnoff delay to FF 0 20 0 25 ns (Note 10) 

Rise and fall transition time tr 3 50 3 50 ns (Note 4) 

RAS precharge time tRP 70 90 ns 

RAS pulse width tRAS 80 16,000 100 10,000 ns 

RAS hold time tRSH 40 50 ns 

CAS pulse width tcAS 40 10,000 50 10,000 ns 

CAS hold time tcsH 80 100 ns 

RAS to CAS delay time tRCD 20 40 20 50 ns (Note 11) 

CAS to RAS precharge time tcRP 10 10 ns (Note 12) 

CAS precharge time, nonpage cycle tcPN 25 25 ns 

CAS precharge time, page cycle tcp 20 40 ns 

RAS precharge CAS hold time tRPC 0 0 ns 

Row address setup time tASR 0 0 ns 

Row address hold time tRAH 10 10 ns 

Column address setup time tAsC 0 0 ns 

Column address hold time tcAH 15 15 ns 

Column address hold time referenced tAR 55 65 ns 
to RAS 

Read command setup time tRCS 0 0 ns 

Read command hold time referenced tRRH 10 10 ns (Note 13) 
to RAS 

Read command hold time referenced tRCH 0 0 ns (Note 13) 
to CAS 

Write command hold time twcH 20 25 ns 
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AC Characteristics (cont) 
MC-41256A9·80 MC-41256A9-10 

Parameter 

Write command hold time referenced 
to RAS 

Write command pulse width 

Write command to RAS lead time 

Write command to CAS lead time 

Data-in setup time 

Data-in hold time 

Data-in hold time referenced to RAS 

Refresh period 

WE command setup time 

CAS to WE delay 

RAS to WE delay 

CAS setup time for CAS before RAS 
refresh cycle 

CAS hold time for CAS before RAS 
refresh cycle 

Notes: 

(1) All voltages are referenced to GND. 

Symbol Min 

60 

20 

20 

tcwL 20 

tos 0 

toH 20 

toHR 60 

twcs 0 

tcwo 40 

tRWo 80 

tcsR 10 

tcHR 20 

(2) An initial pa~of 100 µsis required after power-up, followed by 
any eight RAS cycles, before proper device operation is 
achieved. 

(3) AC measurements assume tr = 5 ns. 

(4) V1H (min) and V1L (max) are reference levels for measuring the 
timing of input signals. Transition times are measured between 
V1H and VIL· 

(5) lcc1, lcc3, lcc4, and Ices depend on output loading and cycle 
rates. Specified values are obtained with the output open. 

(6) The minimum specifications are used only to indicate the cycle 
time at which proper operation over the full temperature range 
(TA = 0 to + 70°C) is assured. 

(7) Output load = 2 TTL loads and 100 pF 

(8) Assumes that tRco s tRco (max). If tRco is greater than the 
maximum recommended value shown in this table, tRAC will 
increase by the amount that tRcD exceeds the value shown. 

(9) Assumes that tRcD <!: tRcD (max) 

(10) toFF (max) defines the time at which the output achieves the 
open-circuit condition and is not referenced to VoH or Vol· 

Max 

4 

Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

75 ns 

15 ns 

35 ns 

35 ns 

0 ns (Note 14) 

25 ns (Note 14) 

75 ns 

4 ms Addresses Ao - A1 

0 ns (Notes 15, 16) 

50 ns (Notes 15, 16) 

100 ns (Notes 15, 16) 

10 ns 

20 ns 

(11) Operation within the tRcD (max) limit assures that tRAC (max) 
can be met. tRcD (max) is specified as a reference point only. If 
tRcD is greater than the specified tRcD (max) limit, then access 
time is controlled exclusively by tcAC· 

(12) The tcRP requirement should be applicable for RAS/CAS cycles 
preceded by any cycle. 

(13) Either tRRH or tRcH must be satisfied for a read cycle. 

(14) These parameters are referenced to the leacfu}g edge of CAS in 
early write cycles and to the leading edge of WE in delayed write 
or read-modify-write cycles. 

(15) For Dour9, twcs. tcwo. and tRwD are restrictive operating 
parameters in read-write and read-modify-write cycles only. If 
twcs ;;::: twcs (min), the cycle is an early write cycle and the 
data output will remain open-circuit throughout the entire cycle. 
If tcwo O?: tcwo (min) and tRwo ;;::: tRWo (min), the cycle is a 
read-write cycle and the data output will contain data read from 
the selected cell. If neither of the above conditions is met, the 
condition of Dour 9 (at access time and until CAS9 goes back to 
V1H) is indeterminate. 

(16) The execution of read-write/read-modify-write cycles is con
trolled by CAS9 because of its separate data input and output 
pins. Therefore, only one device (of the nine packaged on the 
SIMM) can execute read-write/read-modify-write cycles. 
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Timing Waveforms 

Read Cycle 

RAS 

tCRP 

CAS .. J 
lRAH 

Address 

Dour 

5-56 

NEC 

···~ 
IE 

I lRSH 
I 

tcsH 
lRCD I tcAS 

tAsc 

~I. _J-•c•c=:....----~•t;_toFF 
High Imp-~ -< Rood =1 

831H-6797B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Early Write Cycle 

------tRAs----~ 

RAS 

IE 
I 

tRSH 
I 

tcsH 

CAS 

tRCD 
I 

tCAS 

I 

Address 

WE 

MC-41256A9 

DoUT _________ H_,_lgh_lmp_eda_nce ________ _ 

831H-6798B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Read-Write/Read-Modify-Write Cycle fDours only} 

~1 Cl'--~~~~~~tRsH~~~~~---

--~~~~~~~~-'-~lCSH~~~~~~~~~~~:il"I 

Address 

Dour 
High Impedance 

Valid Data 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Hidden Refresh Cycle 

RAS 

CAS 

Address 

High Impedance 
Dour --------<1 

tcAC 

MC-41256A9 

CAS Before RAS Cycle 

?II II !/JI//! l!l/!IJ/I II 
Vll//11//ll :7/!111 l!JllJlllJ/!lll! 

·~·~ r--
Valid Data: 

831H·67998 
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Timing Waveforms {cont) 

CAS Before RAS Refresh Cycle 

RAS 

- ---{~" 
CAS 

Note: 

[1) WE and Address = don't care. 
83JH-6592B 

RAS-Only Refresh Cycle 

RAS 

CAS __/ v 
Address 

83JH-6594B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Page Read Cycle 

-----IRAS-----

Address 

MC-41256A9 

831H-6805B 
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MC-41256A9 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Page Early Write Cycle 
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NEC MC-41256A9 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Page Read-Write/Read-Modify-Write Cycle (Dours only) 

Address II 

DouT ----------1 
831H-6807B 
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ttiEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The MC-421000A9 is a fast-page, 1,048,576-word by 
9-bit CMOS dynamic RAM module, designed to operate 
from a single +5 volt power supply. Advanced CMOS 
circuitry, including a single-transistor storage cell, 
2048 sense amplifiers per data output, multiplexed 
address buffers and flexible refresh controls, provides 
good system operating margins. 

The MC-421000A9 is functionally equivalent to eight 
µPD421000 standard 1 M DRAMS plus a parity bit. 
Refreshing is accomplished by performing RAS-only 
refresh cycles, hidden refresh cycles, CAS before RAS 
refresh cycles, or normal read or write cycles on the 512 
address combinations of Ao-As during an 8-ms period. 

The Single lnline Memory Module (SIMM™) package 
reduces system cost, enhances reliability, and reduces 
the size and weight of a system. The SIMM includes 
nine µPD421000s in SOJ packages and nine power 
supply decoupling capacitors. 

SIMM is a trademark of Wang Laboratories. 

Features 

D 1,048,576-word by 9-bit organization 
D Single +5 V ± 10% power supply 
D Standard 30-pin Single lnline Memory Module 

(SIMM) packaging 
D Incorporates nine 1 M dynamic RAMs in high-density 

SOJ packaging (µPD421000LA) 
D Includes power supply decoupling capacitors 
D Low power dissipation: 49.5 mW standby (max) 
D TTL-compatible 1/0 
D 512 refresh cycles (Ao-As are refresh address pins) 
D Fast-page capability 

Ordering Information 

MC·421000A9 
1,048,576 x 9·Bit 

CMOS Dynamic RAM Module 

Pin Configurations 

30-Pin SIMM, MC-421000A9A 

r- - -, 
L... - ... 

.... - -, 
L... - _J 

..... - ..., 
L... - _J 

.... - , 
L. - _J 

30 Vee 
29 DIN 9 
28 CASg 

27 RAS 

26 DQUT9 
25 I/Os 
24 NC 

23 1/07 
22 GND 

21 WE 

20 I/Os 
19 NC 

18 Ag 

17 As 

1S 1/05 
15 A7 

14 As 

131/04 

12 As 
11 A4 
10 1/03 
9GND 
S A3 

7 A2 

61/02 

5 A1 
4 Ao 
31/01 
2 eAS 

1 Vee 

83-004344A 

Part Number Row Access Time (max) Column Access Time [max) Fast-Page Cycle Time (min) Package 

MC-421000A9A-70 70 ns 20 ns 45 ns 30-pin leaded SIMM 

A-80 80 ns 20 ns 50 ns 

A-10 100 ns 25 ns 60 ns 

A-12 120 ns 30 ns 70 ns 

MC-421000A9B-70 70 ns 20 ns 45 ns 30-pin socketable SIMM 

B-80 80 ns 20 ns 50 ns 

B-10 100 ns 25 ns 60 ns 

B-12 120 ns 70 ns 65 ns 

Notes: 

(1) Contact your NEC sales representative for a copy of the MC-421000A9A-70 and MC-421000A9B-70 data sheets. 
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MC·421000A9 

Pin Configurations (cont) 

30-Pin SIMM, MC-421000A9B 

0 
30 Vee 
29 DIN 9 
28 CASg 

27 RAS 

26 Dour 9 
25 I/Os 
24 NC 
23 1/07 
22 GND 

21 WE 

20 I/Os 
19 NC 

18 Ag 

17 As 

16 I/Os 
15 A7 

14 As 
13 1/04 

r-, 12 As 
11 A4 
10 1/03 

r-, 9 GND 

8 A3 
7 A2 

6 1102 r-, 
5 A1 

L - ..J 

Ao 
1/01 

2 CAS 

1 Vee 

0 
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NEC 
Pin Identification 
Symbol Function 

Ao-Ag Address inputs 

1101-l/Os Common data inputs/outputs 

D1N 9 Data input 9 

Dourg Data output 9 

RAS Row address strobe 

CAS Column address strobe 

CASg Column address strobe for data output 9 

WE Write enable 

GND Ground 

Vee +5-volt power supply 

NC No connection 

83-004345A 
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Block Diagram 

Ao-Ag 

RAS 

CAS 

WE 

1/01 

Vee 

GND 

~ 

l 
~ 

[ 
~ 

1 
'----

1 

Ao-Ag 

RAS 

CAS 

WE 

DIN 
Vee 

! 
Ao-Ag 

RAS 

CAS 

WE 

DIN 
Vee 

1 
Ao-Ag 

RAS 

CAS 

WE 

DIN 
Vee 

I 
I 

Ao-Ag 

RAS 

CAS 

WE 

DIN 
Vee 

1 

DOUT~ I/Os 
GND 

DOUT~ I/Os 
GND 

DOUT'l 1/07 
GND 

DOUT~ I/Os 
GND 

J:C1 thruC9 

I J 

CAS's 

DIN9 

DouT 

MC·421000A9 

~ Ao-Ag 

RAS 

CAS 

WE 

DIN DOUT~ 1 Vee GND 

~ Ao-Ag 

RAS 

CAS 

WE 

DIN DOUT~ [ Vee GND 

~ Ao-Ag 

RAS 

CAS 

WE 

DIN 
DOUT'l 

1 Vee GND 

~ Ao-Ag 

RAS 

CAS 

WE 

DrN DOUT~ l Vee GND 

Vee GND .....___ Ao-Ag 

RAS 

CA5 

WE 

DIN DouT~ 

83-004346C 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Voltage on any pin relative to GND -1.0to +7.0V 

Operating temperature, T OPR o to +70°C 

Storage temperature, T srn 
Short-circuit output current, las 50 mA 

Power dissipation, Po 9.0W 

Comment: Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended 
periods may affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could 
cause permanent damage. The device should be operated within the 
limits specified under DC and AC Characteristics. 

DC Characteristics 
TA= o to +10°c; Vee= 5 v ±10%; GND = o v 

Limits 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max 

Supply voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 

Input voltage, high V1H 2.4 Vee+ 1.0 

Input voltage, low V1L -1.0 0.8 

Standby current lee2 27 

9 

Input leakage current l1L -90 90 

Input leakage current l1Lg -10 10 

Output leakage current loL -10 10 

Output voltage, low Vol 0 0.4 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 Vee 

5-68 

Capacitance 
TA= 25°C; f = 1 MHz 

Parameter 

Input capacitance 

Input/ output 
capacitance 

Output capacitance 

Unit Test Conditions 

v 
v 
v 

Symbol 

C11 

C12 

Co 

Co 

mA RAS= CAS 2 V1H 

Max 

70 

7 

15 

10 

mA RAS = CAS 2 Vee -0.2 v 

t\'EC 

Unit Pins Under Test 

pF Ao-Ag, RAS, CAS, WE 

pF CASg, D1Ng 

pF 1/01-l/Os 

pF DouTg 

µA For Ao-Ag, RAS, CAS, WE: V1N = 0 to 5.5 V; other pins = 0 V 

µA For CASg, D1N g; V1N = 0 to 5.5 V; other pins = 0 V 

µA For 1/01-l/Os and DouT g: DouT disabled; VouT =Oto 5.5 V 

v louT =4.2 mA 

v louT=-5 mA 



NEC MC-421000A9 

AC Characteristics 
TA= o to +10°c; Vee= 5.0 v ±10% 

Limits 

MC-421DOOA9-80 MC-421OOOA9-10 MC-421000A9-12 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Operating current, average lcc1 630 540 450 mA RAS, CAS cycling; tRc = tRc min (Note 5) 

Operating current, refresh lcc3 630 540 450 mA RAS cycling; CAS ~ V1H. tRc = tRc min; 
cycle, average lo = o mA (Note 5) 

Fast-page operating lcc4 540 450 360 mA RAS::; V1L; CAS cycling; tpc = tpc min; 
current, average lo = O mA (Note 5) 

Operating current, CAS before Ices 630 540 450 mA tRc = tRc min; lo= O mA 
RAS refreshing, average (Note 5) 

Random read or write tRc 160 190 220 ns (Note 6) 
cycle time 

Read-write cycle time tRwc 190 225 260 ns (Notes 6, 20) 

Fast-page cycle time tpc 50 60 70 ns (Note 6) 

Refresh period tREF 8 8 ms 

Access time from RAS tRAC 80 100 120 ns (Notes 7, 8) 

II Access time from CAS (falling tcAc 20 25 30 ns (Notes 7, 9, 10, 11) 
edge) 

Access time from tAA 45 50 60 ns (Notes 7, 10, 11) 
column address 

Access time from CAS tAcP 45 55 65 ns (Notes 7, 11) 
precharge (rising edge) 

Output buffer turnoff delay to FF 0 20 0 25 0 30 ns (Note 12) 

Transition time (rise and fall) tT 3 50 3 50 3 50 ns (Note 4) 

RAS precharge time tRP 70 80 90 ns 

RAS pulse width tRAS 80 10000 100 10000 120 10000 ns 

Fast-page RAS pulse width tRASP 80 100000 100 100000 120 100000 ns 

RAS hold time tRSH 20 25 30 ns 

CAS pulse width tcAS 20 10000 25 10000 30 10000 ns 

CAS hold time tcsH 80 100 120 ns 

RAS to CAS delay time tRCD 25 60 25 75 25 90 ns (Note 13) 

CAS to RAS precharge time tcRP 10 10 10 ns (Note 14) 

CAS precharge time tcPN 10 10 15 ns 
(non-page mode) 

Fast-page CAS precharge tcP 10 20 10 25 15 30 ns (Note 11) 
time 

RAS precharge CAS hold time lRPC 0 0 0 ns 

Row address setup time lASR 0 0 0 ns 

Row <jddress hold time tRAH 12 12 15 ns 

RAS to column address tRAD 17 35 17 50 20 60 ns (Note 10) 
delay time 

Column address setup time tAsc 0 20 0 20 0 25 ns (Note 11) 

Column address hold time tcAH 20 20 25 ns 

Column address hold time tAR 60 70 85 ns 
referenced to RAS 
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AC Characteristics {cont) 
TA= o to +10°c; Vee= 5.0 v ±10% 

NEC 

Limits 

MC·421000A9-80 MC-421000A9·10 MC·421000A9·12 

Parameter Symbol Min Max 

Column address lead time tRAL 45 
referenced to RAS (rising edge) 

Read command setup time tRcs 0 

Read command hold time tRRH 10 
referenced to RAS 

Read command hold time tRCH 0 
referenced to CAS 

Write command hold time twcH 15 

Write command hold time twcR 55 
referenced to RAS 

Write command pulse width twp 15 

Write command to RAS lead time tRWL 25 

Write command to CAS lead time tcwL 15 

Data-in setup time tos 0 

Data-in hold time toH 20 

Data-in hold time referenced to RAS to HR 60 

Write command setup time twcs 0 

GAS to WE delay time tcwo 20 

RAS to WE delay time tRWD 80 

Column address to WE delay time tAWD 45 

CAS setup time for GAS before tcsR 10 
RAS refreshing 

GAS hold time for CAS before tcHR 15 
RAS refreshing 

Notes: 

(1) All voltages are referenced to GND. 

(2) An initial pause of 100 µsis required after power-up, followed by 
any eight RAS cycles before proper device operation is achieved. 

(3) Ac measurements assume tT = 5 ns. 

(4) V1H (min) and V1L (max) are reference levels for measuring 
timing of input signals. Transition times are measured between 
V1H and V1L· 

(5) lec1, lcc3. lee4. and Ices depend on output loading and cycle 
rates. Specified values are obtained with the output open. lce3 
is measured assuming that all column address inputs are held at 
either a high level or a low level during RAS-only refresh cycles. 
lcc4 is measured assuming that all column addre·ss inputs are 
switched only once each fast-page cycle. 

(6) The minimum specifications are used only to indicate the cycle 
time at which proper operation over the full temperature range 
(TA= Oto +70°C) is assured. 

(7) Load = 2 TTL (-1 mA, +4 mA) loads and 100 pf (VoH = 2.0 V, 
Vol =0.8 V). 

5-70 

Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

55 65 ns 

0 ns 

10 10 ns (Note 15) 

ns (Note 15) 

20 25 ns 

70 85 ns 

20 25 ns (Note 16) 

30 35 ns 

20 25 ns 

ns (Note 17) 

20 25 ns (Note 17) 

70 85 ns 

0 0 ns (Note 18) 

25 30 ns (Notes 18, 20) 

100 120 ns (Notes 18, 20) 

55 65 ns (Notes 18, 20) 

10 10 ns (Note 19) 

20 25 ns (Note 19) 

(8) Assumes that tRcD :5 tRcD (max) and tRAD :5 tRAD (max). If 
tRco or tRAD is greater than the maximum recommended value 
in this table, tRAe increases by the amount that tRcD or tRAD 
exceeds the value shown. 

(9) Assumes that tRcD 2: tReD (max) and tRAD :5 tRAD (max). 

(10) If tRAD 2: tRAD (max), then the access time is defined by tAA· 

(11) For fast-page read operation, the definition of access time is as 
follows. 

CAS and Column Address 
Input Conditions 

tcp :5 tcp (max), tAsc 2: tcp 

tcp :5 tcp (max), tAsc :5 tcp 

tcp 2: tcp (max), tAsc :5 tAse (max) 

tcp 2: tcp (max), tAsc 2: tep 

Access Time Definition 

tcAe 



NEC 
Notes [cont]: 

(12) toFF (max) defines the time at which the output achieves the 
open-circuit condition and is not referenced to VoH or Vol· 

(13) Operation within the tRcD (max) limit assures that tRAC (max) 
can be met. tRCD (max) is specified as a reference point only; 
if tRcD is greater than tRco (max), access time is controlled 
exclusively by tcAC· 

(14) The tcRP requirement should be applicable for RAS/GAS cycles 
preceded by any cycle. 

(15) Either tRRH or tRcH must be satisfied for a read cycle. 

(16) Parameter twp is applicable for a delayed write cycle such as a 
read-write/read-modify-write cycle. For early write operation, 
both twcs and twcH must be met. 

(17) These parameters are referenced to the falling edge of GAS for 
early write cycles and to the falling edge of WE for delayed write 
or read-modify-write cycles. 

MC-421000A9 

(18) For DouT 9, parameters twcs. tcwo. tRwo. and tAwo are 
restrictive operating parameters in read-write/read-modify
write cycles only. If twcs 2". twcs (min), the cycle is an early 
write cycle and the data output will remain open-circuit 
throughouttheentirecycle. lftcwo2".tcwo (min), tRwo2".tRwo 
(min), and tAwD 2". tAwD (min), the cycle is a read-write cycle 
and the data output will contain data read from the selected cell. 
If neither of the above conditions is met, the condition of DouT9 
(at access time and until GASg returns to V1H) is indeterminate. 

(19) GAS before RAS operation is specified. 

(20) Read-write/read-modify-write operation can be performed only 
by the SOJ controlled by GASg because of its separate data 
input and output pins. 
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Timing Waveforms 

Read Cycle 

Address 

---------IRAS---------

---------ICSH---------•1 

tcRP -tRco---------tRSH------

1-----,---tcAs-----

Column Address 

IRCS 

+-------IAA------+1 

+-----ICAC----

---------IRAC--------• 

IRP 

-tcPN 

High 
Valid Data DOUT Impedance 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Write Cycle (Early Write) 

-------IRC------1 

1-----IRAS-----+1 

1-----tcsH--I ___ , 

I 
IRco----,IRSH 

---tcAs---1 

-tRAH IRAL----+i 

tAsc- I- 1-tcAH-

r.--twcH-

~ 1-l ltwP 

WE 

I •:.1.I-""L•oH-~ 
D1Nm ............. _,..........,1// ............... 1//.,....,......,.m_......,..11!)( V.lld D•Y ~ ]....,.....,....///;,.....,....,...///; .............. l//;....,.........,/i"'7'""7""'71 /h_,....,....,1//;.....,....,...I//;.,....,....,../ //;.,....,....,..;1 

I IDHR-----
DouT--H_igh _______________ _ 

Impedance 
83-004338C 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Read-Write/Read-Modify-Write Cycle (Dour 9 only) 

-------------IRAS-------------1 

1+------------...,..--ICSH------------+1 

ICRP --------IRSH--------•1 

14---IRCD- ICAS--------• -....... .-------

Address Column Address 

L ~~WD----i 

IDH 

Valid Data 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

RAS-Only Refresh Cycle 

MC·421000A9 

i------IRC-----1 

1---IRAS:---1 •--IRP 

DouT--------=---=---------High Impedance II 
a3-00166os 
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MC•421000A9 NEC 
Timing Waveforms {cont) 

Hidden Refresh Cycle 

Memory Cycle --------CBR Cycle- CBR Cycle 

5-76 

IRC -----<~---IRC, IRC--

IRAS- IRP IRAS- IRAS-+ IRP 

~·1 
ICRP 

IRCD I IRSH-+ ICHR 
ICPN 

I 

11 

------ICAS------1 

I 
IRAD 

Address 

w•J1JJ/$k" j 
L ... c 

I 

I 

~ :~~ 

DouT ___ H_igh ___ I 

Impedance 

YI/Ill/I MW ///Jlll/!l//Jl!lh 

•o..J ~ ICAC 

Valid Dal: 

83-004340C 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

CAS Before RAS Refresh Cycle 

~ 

.-tcsR-+J -tcHR-

Note: 
(1] WE, Address: Don't Care. 

IRAS 

MC-421000A9 

IRC 

..... 

I ~ 
-tRP-

-tRPC 

83-0019796 
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MC·421000A9 NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Fast-Page Read Cycle 

1--------lRASP--------

I 
tcsH ·1 

tcRP 1· I tpc---1·---•Pc---+1 

tRco I tcAs-

lRSH 

tcAs-

__ 

1

tASC 

lASR 
I 

~-.,....,....,-

Address 

lRP 

-tcPN 

~1~•c~- L•c•J ~~~ 
I ~·0~~1 

DOUT ____ H_...igh ____ ~J-IOFF r rlOFF f ~-tO-FF ___ _ 

Impedance D- D- 0-
83-0043518 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Fast-Page Write Cycle (Early Write) 

i.--------------IRASP-------------~ 

----tcsH,_I __ _ 

tcRP 1 • I tpc-..,.--+1 

~IRCD i le~ 

I l .. , 
-ti 

IASR 

~ 
Address 

ICAS 

rlRSH 

M--IRAL-

1 r-ICAS 

--'""""'!--~--· --~~~· 

83-0043528 
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MC·421000A9 NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Fast-Page Read-Write/Read-Modify-Write Cycle (DouT9 only) 

tos I tos 

DIN u ~~AC J-!.lcAC--tAA- tAA-

tRAC tACP 

OFF tOFF 

DouT Valid Valid 
Data Data 

63-004353C 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The MC-424100A9 is a fast-page 4,194,304-word by 9-bit 
dynamic RAM module designed to operate from a single 
+5-volt power supply. Advanced CMOS circuitry, includ
ing a single-transistor storage cell, multiplexed address 
buffers and flexible refresh controls, provides good sys
tem operating margins. 

The MC-424100A9 is functionally equivalent to eight 
µ.PD424100 standard 4M DRAMs plus a parity bit. Re
freshing is accomplished by means of RAS-only refresh 
cycles, hidden refresh cycles, CAS before RAS refresh 
cycles, or by normal read or write cycles on the 1024 
address combinations of Ao through A9 during a 16-ms 
period. 

Single lnline Memory Module (SIMM™) packaging en
hances reliability and reduces the size, weight and cost 
of a system. The SIMM includes nine µ.PD424100s in SOJ 
packages and nine power supply decoupling capacitors. 

SIMM is a trademark of Wang Laboratories. 

Features 

o 4,194,304-word by 9-bit organization 
o Single +5 V ± 10% power supply 
o Standard 30-pin SIMM packaging 
o Nine 4M dynamic RAMs incorporated in high-

density SOJ packaging (µ.PD424100LA) 
o Nine power supply decoupling capacitors 
o Low power dissipation of 49.5 mW standby (max) 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o 1024 refresh cycles every 16 ms 
o Fast-page capability 

Ordering Information 

MC·424100A9 
4,194,304 x 9-Bit 

Dynamic CMOS RAM Module 

Pin Configurations 

30-Pin Leaded SIMM 

Do 
Do 

30 Vee 

29 D1N9 

28 CASg 
27 RAS 

26 DouT9 

25 1/08 

24 NC 

23 1/07 

22 GND 

21 WE 

20 l/05 

19 A10 

18 Ag 
17 A0 

16 1/05 

15 A1 

14 A5 

13 1/04 

12 As 
11 A4 

10 1/03 
9 GND 

8 A3 

7 A2 

6 1102 

5 A1 

4 Ao 

3 1101 
2 CAS 
1 Vee 

831H-6928A 

Part Number Column Access Time (max) Row Access Time (max) Fast Page Cycle Time (min) Package 

MC-424100A9A-80 80 ns 

A-10 100 ns 

MC-424100A9B-80 80 ns 

8-10 100 ns 

60093 

20 ns 50 ns 

25 ns 60 ns 

20 ns 50 ns 

25 ns 60 ns 

30-pin leaded SIMM 

30-pin socket-mountable 
SIMM 
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MC·424100A9 NEC 
Pin Configurations (cont) Pin ldentif ication 

30-Pin Socket-lfountable S/111111 
Symbol Function 

Ao·A10 Address Inputs 

D D 
30 Vee 

29 01N9 
28 CASg 
27 RAS 
2s o0ur9 

D 
25 V05 

24 NC 
23 V07 

D 
22 GNO 
21 WE 

20 V05 

19 A10 

D 
18 Ag 
17 A5 
16 V05 

D 
15 A1 
14 As 
13 V04 

D 
12 As 
11 A4 
10 V03 
9 GNO 

8 A3 

D 
7 A2 
6 V02 

D 
5 A1 
4 Ao 
3 V01 
2 CAS 
1 Vee 

0 

1/01 -1/08 Common data Inputs/outputs 

D1N9 Data Inputs 

Dourg Data output 9 

'OAS Column address strobe 

'OASg Column address strobe for data output 9 

RAS Row address strobe 

WE Write enable 

GND Ground 

Vee +5-volt power supply 

NC No connection 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Voltage on any pin relative to GND -1.0 to +7.0 V 

Operating temperature, ToPR 0 to +70°C 

Storage temperature, TsrG -55 to + 125°C 

Short-circuit output current, los 50mA 

Power dissipation, Po 9.0W 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Input voltage, high V1H 2.4 Vee+ 1.0 v 
Input voltage, low V1L -1.0 0.8 v 
Supply voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 

831H-6929A Ambient temperature TA 0 70 oc 

Capacitance 
TA = 25°C; f = 1 MHz 

Parameter Symbol Max Unit Pins Under Test 

Input capacitance C11 70 pF Address, D1N 

C12 7 pf CASg, D1N9 

lnpuVoutput capacitance Co 10 pF DouT9 

C10 15 pF 1/01 through I/Os 
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NEC MC-424100A9 

Block Diagram 

Address ---------------------~ 

RAS ----+---!----------------~ 
eAS ---+---1---1--------------------. 
WE --+--+--+--1-------------------. 

t--- Address 

+-t- RAS 
-+--+---t eAS 

-+-+-+----i WE 

1101 _ __,___,_ ___ 1.__. ~r :: o 
_l 

~Address 

~ RAS 
-+--+----t eAS 

-+-+--+----i WE 

1102 _ __.__.__.___.__1...._.. ";f :: 0 
t--- Address 

t-1-- RAS 
-+--+----t CAS 

-+-+-+----i WE 

1103 --+-+-+-+-I~ ";~ :: n 
I 

~Address 

...______., RAS 

~----teAS 

~----we 

1104 ------I-" ";f :: D 

...--Address 

t--t-- RAS 
-+--+---t eAS 

-+-+-+----i WE 

1105 --+---+--+--+--111--i ~: :: 0 
~Address 

~ RAS 
-+--+---t eAS 

-+-+--+----i WE 

I/Os --+---+--+--+--111--i ~: :: 0 
t--- Address 
~ RAS 

-+--+----t eAS 

-+-+--+----i WE 

t----1 Address 
;-+----i RAS 

-+-t----t eAS 
--t---t-----t WE 

Vee -------~l----<r----t+-------+---1~----. 
l e1 through eg 

GND 
_I J.---'-----t---t---t-----+--... 

----------------~ 

'---Address 
'--- RAS 

eASg --+------t eAS 
~-----tWE 

DIN9 --------t D;: :: ~ 

Dourg -------------' 
831H-6930B 
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MC-424100A9 

DC Characteristics 
TA = o to +10°C; Vee= +5.0 v ±10% 

Parameter Symbol 

Standby current 

Input leakage current 

Output leakage current 

Output voltage, low 

Output voltage, high 

AC Characteristics 
TA= o to +10°C; Vee= +5.0 V ±10% 

Parameter 

Operating current, average 

Operating current, RAS-only refresh 
cycle, average · 

Operating current, fast-page cycle, 
average 

Operating current, GAS before RAS 
refresh cycle, average 

Access time from column address 

Access time from GAS precharge 
(rising edge) 

Column address setup time 

Row address setup time 

Column address to WE delay time 

Access time from CAS (falling edge) 

Column address hold time 

CAS pulse width 

CAS hold time for CAS before RAS 
refresh cycle 

CAS to output in low impedance 

CAS precharge time, fast-page cycle 

GAS precharge time, nonpage cycle 

GAS to RAS precharge time 

CAS hold time 

CAS setup time for GAS before RAS 
refresh cycle 

GAS to WE delay 
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Symbol 

lcc1 

lcca 

lcc4 

lees 

tAA 

tACP 

tAsc 

tASR 

tAWD 

tcAC 

tcAH 

tcAS 

tcHR 

tcLz 

tcp 

tcPN 

tcRP 

tcsH 

tcsR 

tcwo 

Min Max 

18 

9 

-90 90 

-10 10 

..,.10 10 

0.4 

2.4 

MC-424100A9-80 

Min Max 

810 

810 

630 

810 

40 

45 

0 

0 

40 

20 

15 

20 10,000 

15 

0 

10 

10 

10 

80 

10 

20 

NEC 

Unit Test Conditions 

mA RAS = CiS C?: V1H (min) 

mA RAS = 'CAS C?: Vee - 0.2 v 
p.A For ~ddresses, RAS, CiS and WE: V1N = O V to 

Vee: all other pins not under test = O V 

p.A For CiSg and D1N9: V1N = 0 to 5.5 V; 
all other pins = o V 

p.A DouT disabled; VouT = o V to Vee 

v loL = 4.2 mA 

v loH = .:.5 mA 

MC-424100A9-10 

Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

720 mA AAS and CAS cycling; tRc = 
tRc min; lo = o mA (Note 5) 

720 mA RAS cycling; GAS C?: V1H; 
tRc = tRc min; lo = o mA 
(Note 5) 

540 mA AAS s V1L; GAS cycling; 
tpc = tpc min; lo = o mA 
(Note 5) 

720 mA RAS cycling; GAS before RAS; 
tRc = tRc min; lo = o mA 
(Note 5) 

50 ns (Notes 7, 9) 

55 ns (Notes 7, 9) 

0 ns 

0 ns 

50 ns (Notes 16, 18) 

25 ns (Notes 7, 9) 

20 ns 

25 10,000 ns 

20 ns 

0 ns (Note 7) 

10 ns 

10 ns 

10 ns (Note 12) 

100 ns 

10 ns 

25 ns (Notes 16, 18) 



NEC MC-424100A9 

AC Characteristics (cont) 
MC-424100A9-80 MC-424100A9-10 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Write command to CAS lead time tcwL 15 20 ns (Note 18) 

Data-in hold time toH 15 20 ns (Note 15) 

Data-in setup time tos 0 0 ns (Note 15) 

Output buffer turnoff delay toFF 0 20 0 25 ns (Note 10) 

Fast-page cycle time tpc 50 60 ns (Note 6) 

Fast-page read-modify-write cycle time tPRWC 80 95 ns (Note 6, 18) 

Access time from RAS tRAC 80 100 ns (Notes 7, 8) 

RAS to column address delay time tRAD 17 40 17 50 ns (Note 9) 

Row address hold time tRAH 12 12 ns 

Column address lead time referenced tRAL 40 50 ns 
to RAS (rising edge) 

RAS pulse width tRAS 80 10,000 100 10,000 ns 

RAS pulse width, fast-page cycle tRASP 80 125,000 100 125,000 ns 

Random read or write cycle time tRc 160 190 ns (Note 6) 

RAS to CAS delay time tRCD 25 60 25 75 ns (Note 11) 

Read command hold time referenced tRCH 0 0 ns (Note 13) 
to CAS 

Read command setup time tRCS 0 0 ns 

Refresh period tREF 16 16 ms Addresses Ao through Ag 

RAS precharge time tRP 70 80 ns 

RAS precharge CAS hold time tRPC 10 10 ns 

Read command hold time referenced tRRH 10 10 ns (Note 13) 
to RAS 

RAS hold time tRSH 20 25 ns 

Read-write cycle time tRWC 185 220 ns (Notes 6, 18) 

RAS to WE delay tRwo 80 100 ns (Notes 16, 18) 

Write command to RAS lead time tRWL 20 25 ns 

Rise and fall transition time tT 3 50 3 50 ns (Note 3) 

Write command hold time twcH 15 20 ns 

Write command setup time twcs 0 0 ns (Note 16) 

WE hold time twHR 15 20 ns 

Write command pulse width twp 15 20 ns (Note 14) 

WE setup time twsR 10 10 ns 
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MC-424100A9 

Notes: 

(1) All voltages are referenced to GND. 

(2) An initial pause of 100 ~sis required after power-up, followed by 
any eight RAS cycles, before proper device operation is 
achieved. At the end of the initial power-up sequence, it is 
recommended that either a RAS-on!Y_!efresh or a CAS before 
RAS refresh cycle be executed while WE ~ Vitt to ensure normal 
operation. 

(3) AC measurements assume tT = 5 ns. 

(4) V1H (min) and V1l (max) are reference levels for measuring the 
timing of input signals. Transition times are measured between 
V1H and Vil· 

(5) lcc1. lcc3, lcc4, and Ices depend on output loading and cycle 
rates. Specified values are obtained with the output open. lcc3 
is measured assuming that all column address inputs are held at 
either a high level or a low level during RAS-only refresh cycles. 
lcc4 is measured assuming that all column address inputs are 
switched only once during each fast-page cycle. 

(6) The minimum specifications are used only to indicate the cycle 
time at which proper operation over the full temperature range 
(TA = Oto +70°G) is assured. 

(7) Load = 2 TTL (-1 mA, +4 mA) loads and 100 pF (VoH = 2.0 V, 
Vol = 0.8 V). 

(8) Assumes that tRCD s tRcD (max) and tRAD s tRAD (max). If 
tRco or tRAD is greater than the maximum recommended value 
in this table, tRAC increases by the amount that tRco or tRAD 
exceeds the value shown. 

(9) If tRAD ~ tRAD (max), then the access time is defined by tAA· 

(10) toFF (max) defines the time at which the output achieves the 
open-circuit condition and is not referenced to VoH or Vol· 

(11) Operation within the tRco (max) limit assures that tRAC (max) 
can be met. tRcD (max) is specified as a reference point only; if 
tRCD is greater than tRcD (max), then access time is controlled 
exclusively by tcAC· 
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NEC 
(12) The tcRP requirement should be applicable for RAS/GAS cycles 

preceded by any cycle. 

(13) Either tRRH or tRcH must be satisfied for a read cycle. 

(14) Parameter twp is applicable for a delayed write cycle such as a 
read-write/read-modify-write cycle. For early write operation, 
both twcs and twcH must be met. 

(15) These parameters are referenced to the fal!!!!g edge of GAS for 
early write cycles and to the falling edge of WE for delayed write 
or read-modify-write cycles. 

(16) twcs. tRWD• tcwo. and tAwo are restrictive operating parame
ters in read-write/read-modify-write cycles only. If twcs ~ twcs 
(min), the cycle is ·an early write cycle and the data output will 
remain open-circuitthroughout the entire cycle. If tcwo ~ tcwo 
(min), tRwo ~ tRwo (min), and tAwo ~ tAwo (min), the cycle Is 
a read-write cycle and the data output will contain data read from 
the selected cell. If neither of the above conditions is met, the 
condition of the data output pin (at access time and until GAS 
returns to Vitt) is indeterminate. 

(17) A test mode may be initiated by executing a GAS before RAS 
refresh cycle with WE held at Vil· This mode also may inadvert
ently be initiated during power-up because external control of 
the signal lines is very difficult during this period. It is therefore 
recommended that while WE is held at Vitt• either a RAS-only or 
CAS before RAS refresh cycle should be executed at any time 
after the end of the initial power-up sequence to ensure normal 
device operation. 

(18) Read-write/read-modify-write cycles can be executed only by 
CASg, D1N9 and DouT9 because of the separate data input and 
output pins. See block diagram. 



t\'EC 
Timing Waveforms 

Read Cycle 

RAS 

CAS 

Address 

WE 

Dour 

MC-424100A9 

IRP 

L~ 
High Impedance 

Valid Data 

831H-5696B 
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MC-424100A9 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Early Write Cycle 

NEC 

-----tRc----~ 

----tRAs------

RAS 

-1~ --IRSH--
----tcsH~----.i 

Address 

High Impedance 
Dour--------"'--'----------

831H-6811B 
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NEC MC-424100A9 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Late Write Cycle (DiNs:1 Doum:1 and CAS9 Only) 

--~~~~~~~~tcsH~~~~~~~--;~~1 

~~~.--~~~~IRSH~~~~-+-e~ ICPN 

~~~~ ......... ..-..~~~~~ ........ ---.. --~~~~tcAs~~~---;~ r""-~~-..~~~~~--..1 
CASg 

r-tcwL _J I 
r--IRWL~ 

Address 

WE 

831H-6931B 
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MC·424100A9 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Read-Write/Read-Modify-Write Cycle fD1Ns1 Dours, and CAS9 Only) 

RAS 

CASg 

Address 

DoUT9 

5-90 

I ~~<--------lRSH-------
~----~-----tcsH------------

~---tRco--~~------tcAs-------

-------tRAC--'------.i 

ICLZ ------

High Impedance 
Valid Data 

NEC 

831H·6932B 



NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Fast-Page Read Cycle 

MC-424100A9 

II 
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MC•424100A9 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Fast-Page Early Write Cycle 

Address 

5-92 

NEC 

toH=i _ 
==Vali=dData ~Z ............... 7/J; ............... !lt_.......ll 

831H·6813B 



NEC MC-424100A9 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Fast-Page Read-Write/Read-Modify-Write Cycle (DJN!b DoUTS, and CAS9 Only) 

CASg 

Address II 

DouT9 -----------<1 
831H-6933B 
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MC-424100A9 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

RAS-Only Refresh Cycle 

RAS 

r-tcRP 

CAS __J 

Address 

Note: 

[1] WE~VIH· 
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v 
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NEC MC-424100A9 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

CAS Before RAS Refresh Cycle 

Note: 
(1) Address = don't care. 

831H·5702B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Hidden Refresh Cycle 

RAS 

CAS 

Address 

WE 711111!/!l!I 
I LZ r-
~tRAc 

Dour ___ H--.lgh_lm-...pe_da_nc_e --<I 
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7111 Ill !l/J!JJ//!IJ!l 

SS VII ////!Ila 

,J~ 
tcAC 

Valid ~ata 
831H-5703B 



NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The MC-424256A36 is a page mode dynamic RAM 
module organized as 262,144 words by 36 bits and 
designed to operate from a single + 5-volt power sup
ply. Advanced circuitry ensures minimum power dissi
pation and excellent operating margins. 

The three-state output is controlled by CAS indepen
dent of RAS. After a valid read or read-modify-write 
cycle, data is held on the output by holding CAS low. 
Data output is returned to high impedance by returning 
CAS high. Refreshing is accomplished by means of 
RAS-only refresh cycles, CAS before RAS refresh cy
cles, hidden refresh cycles, or by the 512 address 
combinations of Ao through As during an 8-ms period. 

Single lnline Memory Module (SIMM™) packaging en
hances reliability and reduces the size, weight and cost 
of a system. Each SIMM contains eight 262,144 x 4-bit 
µPD424256s in SOJ packages, four 262,144 x 1-bit 
µPD41256s in PLCC packages, and twelve power sup
ply decoupling capacitors for noise reduction. DQ0 
through DQ35 are common input/output pins. 

Features 

o 262,144-word by 36-bit organization 
o Single + 5-volt power supply 
o Page mode operation 
o Low power dissipation 
o RAS-only refresh cycles 
o CAS before RAS refresh cycles 
o Hidden refresh cycles 
o 512 refresh cycles every 8 ms 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o 72-pin SIMM packaging 

SIMM is a trademark of Wang Laboratories. 

MC-424256A36 
262,144 x 36-Bit 

Dynamic RAM Module 

60124 New 70 ns speed and 1-inch height will be available in 1991. 5-97 
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MC-424256A36 NEC 
Block Diagram 

RA So RAS2 

CA So CAS2 

DOo 1101 CAS RAS D01a 1101 CAS RAS 

D01 1102 D019 1102 
D02 1103 Do 

D020 1103 D1 
D03 1104 D021 1104 

OE OE 

-= -= 
D04 1101 CAS RAS D022 1101 CAS RAS 

D05 1102 D023 1102 
D05 1103 D2 D024 1103 D3 
D07 1104 D025 1104 

OE OE 

-= -= 
CAS RAS CAS RAS 

DO a D1NIDour D025 D1NIDour 

Mo M1 

CAS1 CAS3 

DOg 1101 CAS RAS D027 1101 CAS RAS 

D010 1102 D02a 1102 
D011 1103 D4 D029 1103 D5 
D012 1104 D030 1104 

OE OE 

-= -= 
D013 1101 CAS RAS D031 1101 CAS RAS 

D014 1102 D032 1102 
D015 1103 D5 D033 1103 D1 
D015 1104 D034 1104 

OE OE 

-= -= 
CAS RAS CAS RAS 

D017 D1NtDour D035 D1NIDour 

M2 M3 

Address __.... Do - D7 and Mo- M3. 

WE__.... Do-D7 and Mo-M3. 

Vee * Co-C11 

.. Do-D7 and Mo-M3 . 

Vss ,. Do - D1 and Mo - M3. 

Notes: 

(1) Do through D1pertaln to the µPD424256 and Mo through M3to the µPD41256. 
83YL·7249B 
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NEC 
Pin Identification 
Name Function 

A.()-Aa Address inputs 

CASo- CAS3 Column address strobe 

DOo- D035 Common data inputs/outputs 

RASo, RAS2 Row address strobe 

WE Write enable 

GND Ground 

Vee + 5-volt power supply 

NC No connection 

Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

MC-424256A36 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Voltage on any pin relative to GND -1.0 to +7.0 V 

Operating temperature, ToPR Oto +70°C 

Storage temperature, TsrG -55to+125°C 

Short-circuit output current, los 50 mA 

Power dissipation, Po 12W 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause perma
nent damage. The device should be operated within the limits 
specified under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Input voltage, high V1H 2.4 Vee+ 1.0 v 
Input voltage, low V1L -1.0 0.8 v 
Supply voltage Vee 4.75 5.0 5.25 v 
Ambient temperature TA 0 70 oc 

Capacitance 
TA = 25°C; f = 1 MHz 

Parameter Symbol Max Unit Pins Under Test 

Input C11 88 pF A.()· As 
capacitance 

C12 104 pF WE 

C13 57 pF RAS 

C14 36 pF CAS 

Input/output C11/Co1 17 pF DOo - 007, DOg - 00161 D01a - D025. 0027 - 0034 
capacitance 

C12/Co2 22 pF DOa, 0017, 0025, 0035 

Ordering Information 
Part Number Row Access Time (max) R/W Cycle Time (min) Fast-Page Cycle (min) Package 

MC424256A368-80 80 ns 160 ns 70 ns 72-pin socket-mountable 

8-85 85 ns 165 ns 70 ns 
SIMM (solder plating) 

B-10 100 ns 200 ns foe ns 

MC424256A36F-80 80 ns 160 ns 70 ns 72-pin socket-mountable 

F-85 85 ns 165 ns 70 ns 
SIMM (gold plating) 

F-10 100 ns 200 ns 100 ns 
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MC-424256A36 NEC 
DC Characteristics 
TA= o to +70°c; Vee= +5.0V ±5% 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Standby current lcc2 36 mA RAS= CAS ~ V1H (min) 

8 mA RAS= CAS ~ Vcc-0.2V 

Input leakage current IJ(L) -120 120 µA v1N = o v to v cc; 
all other pins not under test = 0 V 

Output leakage current lo(L) -10 10 µA DOo to DQ35 disabled; Vour = O V to V cc 

Output voltage, low Vol 0.4 v loL = 4.2 mA 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 v loH = -5 mA 

AC Characteristics 
TA= o to +10°c; Vee= +5.0V ±5% 

·80 ·85 ·10 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Operating current, average lcc1 960 808 680 mA RAS and CAS cycling; 
tRc = tRc min; 
lo = O mA (Note 5) 

Operating current, RAS-only lcc3 960 808 680 mA RAS cycling; CAS ~ V1H; 
refresh cycle, average tRc = tRc min; 

lo = o mA (Note 5) 

Operating current, page mode lcc4 916 764 660 mA RAS s V1L; CAS cycling; 
cycle, average tpc = tpc min; 

lo = o mA (Note 5) 

Operating current, CAS before lcc5 960 808 680 mA RAS cycling; CAS before 
RAS refresh cycle, average RAS; tRc = tRc min; 

lo = o mA (Note 5) 

Column address hold time tAR 55 55 65 ns 
referenced to RAS 

Column address setup time tASC 0 0 0 ns 

Row address setup time tASR 0 0 0 ns 

Access time from CAS tcAC 40 40 50 ns (Notes 7, 9) 
(falling edge) 

Column address hold time tcAH 20 20 20 ns 

CAS pulse width tcAS 40 10,000 40 10,000 50 10,000 ns 

CAS hold time for CAS before tcHR 15 15 20 ns 
RAS refresh cycle 
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NEC MC-424256A36 

AC Characteristics (cont) 
-80 -85 -10 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

CAS precharge time, page tcp 20 20 40 ns 
mode cycle 

CAS precharge time, nonpage tcPN 25 25 25 ns 
cycle 

CAS to RAS precharge time tcRP 10 10 10 ns (Note 12) 

CAS hold time tcsH 80 85 100 ns 

· CAS setup time for CAS before tcsR 10 10 10 ns 
RAS refresh cycle 

Data-in hold time toH 20 20 25 ns (Note 15) 

Data-in hold time referenced toHR 60 65 75 ns 
to RAS 

Data-in setup time tos 0 0 0 ns (Note 15) 

Output buffer turnoff delay to FF 0 20 0 20 0 25 ns (Note 10) 

Page cycle time tpc 70 70 100 ns (Note 6) 

Access time from RAS tRAC 80 85 100 ns (Notes 7, 8) II Row address hold time tRAH 12 12 12 ns 

RAS pulse width tRAS 80 10,000 85 10,000 100 10,000 ns 

Random read or write cycle tRc 160 165 200 ns (Note 6) 
time 

RAS to CAS delay tinie tRCD 20 40 25 45 25 50 ns (Note 11) 

Read command hold time tRCH 0 0 0 ns (Note 13) 
referenced to CAS ' 

Read command setup time tRcs 0 0 0 ns 

Refresh period tR!=F 8 8 8 ms Addresses Ao -Aa 
RAS precharge time tRP 70 70 90 ns 

RAS precharge CAS hold time tRPC 0 0 0 ns 

Read command hold time tRRH 10 10 10 ns (Note 13) 
referenced to RAS 

RAS hold time tRSH 40 40 50 ns 

Rise and fall transition time tT 3 50 3 50 3 50 ns (Note 3) 
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MC-424256A36 

AC Characteristics (cont) 
-so 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min 

Write command hold time twcH 20 

Write command hold time twcR 60 
referenced to RAS 

Write command setup time twcs 0 

Write command pulse width twp 15 

Notes: 

(1) All voltages are referenced to GND. 

(2) An initial pause of 100 µsis required after power-up, followed by 
any eight RAS cycles, before proper device operation is 
achieved. 

(3) AC measurements assume tr = 5 ns. 

(4) V1H (min) and V1L (max) are reference levels for measuring the 
timing of input signals. Transition times are measured between 
V1H and Vil· 

(5) lcc1. lcca. lcc4, and Ices depend on output loading and cycle 
rates. Specified values are obtained with the output open. lcca 
is measured assuming that all column address inputs are held at 
either a high level or a low level during RAS-only refresh cycles. 
lcc4 is measured assuming that all column address inputs are 
switched only once during each fast-page cycle. 

(6) The minimum specifications are used only to indicate the cycle 
time at which proper operation over the full temperature range 
(TA = 0 to + 70°C) is assured. 

(7) Load= 2 TTL (-1 mA, +4 mA) loads and 100 pF (VoH = 2.0 V, 
Vol= 0.8V). 

(8) Assumes that tRcD s tRco (max) and tRAD s tRAD (max). If 
tRcD or tRAD Is greater than the maximum recommended value 
in this table, tRAC increases by the amount that tRcD or tRAD 
exceeds the value shown. 

(9) If tRAD ~ tRAD (max), then the access time is defined by tAA· 

5-102 

20 

65 

0 

15 

NEC 

-85 -10 

Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

25 ns 

75 ns 

0 ns (Note 16) 

15 ns (Note 14) 

(10) toFF (max) defines the time at which the output achieves the 
open-circuit condition an is not referenced to VoH or Vol· 

(11) Operation within the tRco (max) limit assures that tRAC (max) 
can be met. tRco (max) is specified as a reference point only; if 
tRcD is greater than tRcD (max), then access time is controlled 
exclusively by tcAC· 

(12) The tcRP requirement should be applicable for RAS/CAS cycles 
preceded by any cycle. 

(13) Either tRRH or tRcH must be satisfied for a read cycle. 

(14) Parameter twp is applicable for a delayed write cycle such as a 
read-write/read-modify-write cycle. For early write operation, 
both twcs and twcH must be met. 

(15) These parameters are referenced to the fal.!l!!g edge of CAS for 
early write cycles and to the falling edge of WE for delayed write 
or read-modify-write cycles. 

(16) twcs. tRWD• tcwo. and tAwo are restrictive operating parame
ters in read-write/read-modify-write cycles only. If twcs ~ twcs 
(min), the cycle is an early write cycle and the data output will 
remain open-circuit throughout the entire cycle. If tcwo ~ tcwo 
(min), tRwo ~ tRwD (min), and tAwo ~ tAwo (min), the cycle is 
a read-write cycle and the data output will contain data read 
from the selected cell. If neither of the above conditions is met, 
the condition of the data output pin (at access time and until 
CAS returns to V1H) is indeterminate. 



NEC 
Timing Waveforms 

Read Cycle 

RAS 
ICRP 

CAS IAJ 
IRAH 

Address 

MC-424256A36 

1· 
I IRSH 
I tcsH 

IRCD I tcAS 

I 
tcpN 

IASC 

DO

WUTE -~-----------__ ,l--_tcA_C-=?-l'§ __ toFF 

High lmp,.~m -{ ""'' :=) 
831H·6797B 
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MC-424256A36 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Early Write Cycle 

NEC 

14-------lRc-------

------IRAs-----

RAS 

IE 
I 

IRSH 
I 

tcsH 

CAS 

IRCD 
I 

ICAS 

I 

Address 

WE 

High Impedance 
Do~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

831H·6798B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Page Mode Read Cycle 

MC-424256A36 
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MC-424256A36 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Page Early Write Cycle 
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NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

RAS-Only Refresh Cycle 

RAS 

r-tcRP 

CAS __J 

Address 

Note: 

[1] WE<?V1H-

CAS Before RAS Refresh Cycle 

RAS 

tcsR 

CAS 

MC·424256A36 

v 

831H-G815B 

tcRP 

DouT ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Hl-gh_l_m_pe_d_a_nce~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Note: 
[1] Address= don't care. 

831H-70558 
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MC·424256A36 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Hidden Refresh Cycle 

NEC 

----Memory Cycle CAS Before RAS Cycle CAS Before RAS Cycle 

RAS 

CAS 

Address 

5-108 

WE 71// ((/// !/: J 
L.RAC 

High Impedance 
Dour --------<1 

(I /////J/j/j///JJ///l 

tcAC 

VII/JI! ff/// :7/llJ/f// !(////J///JJ! 

'oFF~ ~ 
Valid Data: 

831H-6799B 



NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The MC-424256A36BH/FH is a fast-page dynamic RAM 
module organized as 262,144 words by 36 bits and 
designed to operate from a single + 5-volt power sup
ply. Advanced CMOS circuitry ensures minimum power 
dissipation and excellent operating margins. 

The three-state output is controlled by CAS indepen
dent of RAS. After a valid read or read-modify-write 
cycle, data is held on the output by holding CAS low. 
Data output is returned to high impedance by returning 
CAS high. Fast-page read and write cycles can be 
executed by cycling CAS. Refreshing is accomplished 
by means of RAS-only refresh cycles, CAS before RAS 
refresh cycles, hidden refresh cycles, or by the 1024 
address combinations of Ao through As during a 16-ms 
period. 

Single lnline Memory Module (SIMM™) packaging en
hances reliability and reduces the size, weight and cost 
of a system. Each SIMM contains eight 262,144 x 4-bit 
µPD424256s in SOJ packages, four 1,048,576 x 1-bit 
µPD421000s in SOJ packages, and twelve power supply 
decoupling capacitors for noise reduction. DQ0 
through DQ35 are common input/output pins. 

SIMM is a trademark of Wang Laboratories. 

Features 

o 262,144-word by 36-bit organization 
o Single + 5-volt power supply 
o Fast-page cycles 
o Low power dissipation (126 mW max in standby) 
o RAS-only refresh cycles 
o CAS before RAS refresh cycles 
o Hidden refresh cycles 
o 1024 refresh cycles every 16 ms 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o 72-pin SIMM packaging 

60102 

MC-424256A36BH/FH 
262,144 x 36-Bit 

Dynamic CMOS RAM Module 

Pin Configuration 

72-PinS/MM 

Notes: 

0 
c:J 71 NC 

c:J 68 Note 1 

011 c:J 72 GNO 
c:J 70 !Note 11 c:J 69 Note 1 

'--------'--' 8 ~~ ~te 11 

c:J 63 0015 
c:J 62 0033 
c:J 61 0014 
c:J 60 0032 

0118 ~~ gg1~ 
.__ _____ ......., c:J 59 Vee 

c:J 58 0031 

~-----0~1 I 8 ~~ g~~ c:J 55 D0,2 
c:J 54 D029 
c:J 53 D011 
c:J 52 D028 '-------...L...1 c::J51 DO,o 

c:J 47 iiiiE 
c:J 46 NC 
c:J 45 NC 
c:J 44 M§o 

011 § !~ 2g~7 
'-------...L...1 c:J 43 ~1 

c:J 40 CASo 
c:J 39 GND 
c:J 38 0035 
c:J 37 D017 

0118 !~ ~~ 
.__ _____ ......., 

c:J 35 0025 

8 ~; ~S2 
Ol I c:J 36 D05 

.__ _____ ......., 8 g~ ~; 

.---------.-. c:J 30 Vee 011 c::::J 29 NC 

§ iii~~: 
.__ _____ .......,_ · c::::J 24 D05 

0
1 I § ~~ gg~: c::::J 20 D04 

c::::J 19 NC 
c::::J 18 AG 
c::::J 17 As .__ _____ ......., c::::J 16 A4 

c::::J 13 A1 
c::J 12 Ao 
c::::J 11 NC 
c:J 10 Vee 

01: 8 ~~ ~~ 
.__ _____ ......., 8 : gg~1 

c:J 5 D019 
c:J 4 DO, 
c::::J 3 D01a 

0118 ~ gg~o 
.__ _____ ......., 8 ~ g~g 

0 

[1] Pins 67 through 70 are defined by access time: 

Pins 70 ns sons 1oons 

67 GND GND GND 

68 NC NC NC 

69 NC NC GND 

70 GND GND GND 

831H·7049A 
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MC-424256A36BH/FH 

Pin Identification 
Name Function 

Ao-Aa Address inputs 

CASo - CAS3 Column address strobe 

DOo- 0035 Common data inputs/outputs 

RASo. RAS2 Row address strobe 

WE Write enable 

GND Ground 

Vee + 5-volt power supply 

NC No connection 

Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

NEC 
Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Voltage on any pin relative to GND -1.0 to + 7.0 V 

Operating temperature, ToPR o to +70°C 

Storage temperature, TsrG -55 to + 125°C 

Short-circuit output current, los 50 mA 

Power dissipation, Po 12W 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause perma
nent damage. The device should be operated within the limits 
specified under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Input voltage, high V1H 2.4 Vee+ 1.0 v 
Input voltage, low V1L -1.0 

Supply voltage Vee 4.75 5.0 

Ambient temperature TA 0 

Capacitance 
TA = 25°C; f = 1 MHz 

Parameter SymbOI Max 

Input C11 88 
capacitance 

C12 104 

C13 57 

C14 36 

Input/output C11/Co1 17 
capacitance 

C12/Co2 22 

Ordering Information 
Part Number Row Access Time (max) 

MC-424256A36BH-70 70 ns 

BH-80 80 ns 

BH-10 100 ns 

MC-424256A36FH-70 70 ns 

FH-80 80 ns 

FH-10 100 ns 

5-110 

0.8 v 
5.25 v 
70 oc 

Unit 

pF 

pF 

pF 

pF 

pF 

pF 

R/W Cycle Time (min) 

130 ns 

160 ns 

190 ns 

130 ns 

160 ns 

190 ns 

Pins Under Test 

Ao-Aa 

WE 

RAS 

CAS 

DOo - 007, 009 - 0016• 0018 - 0025, 0027 - 0034 

DOa, 0017, 0025, 0035 

Fast-Page Cycle (min) 

45 ns 

50 ns 

60 ns 

45 ns 

50 ns 

60 ns 

Package 

72-pin socket-mountable 
(solder plating) 

72-pin socket-mountable 
(gold plating) 



NEC MC-424256A36BH/FH 

Block Diagram 

RA So RAS2 
CA So CAS2 

Da0 1101 CAS RAS Da18 1101 CAS RAS 

Da1 1102 Da19 1102 
Da2 l/03 Do Da20 1/03 D1 
Da3 1104 Da21 1/04 

OE OE 

-= -= 
Da4 1/01 CAS RAS Da22 1/01 CAS RAS 

Da5 1102 Da23 1/02 
Dae 1/03 D2 Da24 1/03 D3 
Da7 1/04 Da25 1/04 

OE OE 

-= -= 
CAS RAS CAS RAS 

Daa D1NiDour Da2e D1NID0UT 

Mo M1 

CAS1 CAS3 

Dag 1101 CAS RAS Da27 1101 CAS RAS 

Da10 1102 DQ28 1102 
Da11 1/03 D4 

Da29 1/03 D5 
Da12 1/04 Da30 1/04 

OE OE 

-= -= 
Da13 1101 CAS RAS Da31 1101 CAS RAS 

Da14 1/02 Da32 1102 
Da15 1/03 De Da33 1/03 D1 
Da16 1/04 Da34 1104 

OE OE 

-= -= 
CAS RAS CAS RAS 

Da17 D1NiDouT Da35 D1NiDouT 

M2 M3 

Address ~ Do - D7 and Mo- M3. 

WE~ Do- D1 and Mo- M3. 

Vee * Co-C11 

~ Do-D7 and Mo-M3 . 

Vss > Do-D7andMo-M3. 

Notes: 

[1] Do through D1 pertain to the µPD42425e and Mo through M 3to the µPD421000. 
831H-70508 
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MC-424256A36BH/FH NEC 
DC Characteristics 
TA= Oto +70°C; Vee= +5.0V ±5% 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Standby current lcc2 24 mA RAS= CAS ~ V1H (min) 

12 mA RAS = CAS ~ Vee - 0.2 v 
Input leakage current l1(L) -120 120 µA V1N = o V to Vee; 

all other pins not under test = 0 V 

Output leakage current lo(L) -10 10 µA DOo to 0035 disabled; Vour = o V to V cc 

Output voltage, low Vol 0.4 v loL = 4.2 mA 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 v loH = -5 mA 

AC Characteristics 
TA= o to +70°C; Vee= +5.0 v ±5% 

-70 -80 -10 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Operating current, average lcc1 960 840 720 mA RAS and CAS cycling; 
tRc = tRc min; 
lo= o mA (Note 5) 

Operating current, RAS-only lcc3 960 840 720 mA RAS cycling; CAS ~ V1H; 
refresh cycle, average tRc = tRc min; 

lo= O mA (Note 5) 

Operating current, fast-page lcc4 840 720 600 mA RAS ~ V1L; CAS cyciing; 
cycle, average tpc = tpc min; 

lo= o mA (Note 5) 

Operating current, CAS before lcc5 960 840 720 mA RAS cycling; CAS before 
RAS refresh cycle, average RAS; tRc = tRc min; 

lo = o mA (Note 5) 

Access time from column tAA 35 45 55 ns (Notes 7, 9) 
address 

Column address hold time tAR 60 60 70 ns 
referenced to RAS 

Access time from CAS tACP 40 45 55 ns (Notes 7, 9) 
precharge (rising edge) 

Column address setup time tAsc 0 0 0 ns 

Row address setup time tASR 0 0 0 ns 

Access time from CAS (falling tcAC 20 20 25 ns (Notes 7, 9) 
edge) 

Column address hold time tcAH 17 20 20 ns 

CAS pulse width tcAS 20 10,000 20 10,000 25 10,000 ns 

CAS hold time for CAS before tcHR 15 15 20 ns 
RAS refresh cycle 

CAS precharge time, fast-page tcp 10 20 10 20 10 25 ns 
cycle 

CAS precharge time, nonpage tcPN 10 10 10 ns 
cycle 

CAS to RAS precharge time tcRP 10 10 10 ns (Note 12) 

CAS hold time tcsH 70 80 100 ns 

CAS setup time for CAS before tcsR 10 10 10 ns 
RAS refresh cycle 
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NEC MC-424256A36BH/FH 

AC Characteristics (cont) 
-70 -80 -10 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Data-in hold time toH 15 20 20 ns (Note 15) 

Data-in hold time referenced to toHR 60 60 70 ns 
RAS 

Data-in setup time tos 0 0 0 ns (Note 15) 

Output buffer turnoff delay to FF 0 15 0 20 0 25 ns (Note 10) 

Fast-page cycle time tpc 45 50 60 ns (Note 6) 

Access time from RAS tRAC 70 80 100 ns (Notes 7, 8) 

RAS to column address delay tRAD 15 35 17 35 17 45 ns (Note 9) 
time 

Row address hold time tRAH 10 12 12 ns 

Column address lead time tRAL 35 45 55 ns 
referenced to RAS (rising edge) 

RAS pulse width tRAS 70 10,000 80 10,000 100 10,000 ns 

RAS pulse width, fast-page tRASP 70 100,000 80 100,000 100 100,000 ns 
cycle 

Random read or write cycle time tRc 130 160 190 ns (Note 6) 

RAS to CAS delay time tRCD 20 60 25 60 25 75 ns (Note 11) 

Read command hold time tRCH 0 0 0 ns (Note 13) 
referenced to CAS 

Read command setup time tRcs 0 0 0 ns 

Refresh period tREF 8 8 8 ms Addresses Ao - Aa 

RAS precharge time tRP 60 70 80 ns 

RAS precharge CAS hold time tRPC 10 10 10 ns 

Read command hold time tRRH 10 10 10 ns (Note 13) 
referenced to RAS 

RAS hold time tRSH 20 20 25 ns 

Rise and fall transition time tr 3 50 3 50 3 50 ns (Note 3) 

Write command hold time twcH 15 15 20 ns 

Write command hold time twcR 55 55 70 ns 
referenced to RAS 

Write command setup time twcs 0 0 0 ns (Note 16) 

WE hold time twHR 15 15 20 ns 

Write command pulse width twp 15 15 20 ns (Note 14) 
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MC-424256A36BH/FH 

Notes: 

(1) All voltages are referenced to GND. 

(2) An initial pa~of 100 µsis required after power-up, followed by 
any eight RAS cycles, before proper device operation is 
achieved. 

(3) AC measurements assume tr = 5 ns. 

(4) V1H (min) and Vil (max) are reference levels for measuring the 
timing of input signals. Transition times are measured between 
V1H and V1l· 

(5) lcc1, lcc3, lcc4, and lcc5 depend on output loading and cycle 
rates. Specified values are obtained with the output open. lcc3 
is measured assuming that all column address inputs are held at 
either a high level or a low level during RAS-only refresh cycles. 
lcc4 is measured assuming that all column address inputs are 
switched only once during each fast-page cycle. 

(6) The minimum specifications are used only to indicate the cycle 
time at which proper operation over the full temperature range 
(TA = 0 to + 70°C) is assured. 

(7) Load = 2 TTL (-1 mA, + 4 mA) loads and 100 pF (VoH = 2.0 V, 
Vol= 0.8V). 

(8) Assumes that tRcD s tRcD (max) and tRAD s tRAD (max). If 
tRcD or tRAD is greater than the maximum recommended value 
in this table, tRAC increases by the amount that tRcD or tRAD 
exceeds the value shown. 

(9) If tRAD ~ tRAD (max), then the access time is defined by tAA· 
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NEC 
(10) toFF (max) defines the time at which the output achieves the 

open-circuit condition an is not referenced to VoH or Vol· 

(11) Operation within the tRcD (max) limit assures that tRAC (max) 
can be met. tRcD (max) is specified as a reference point only; if 
tRcD is greater than tRcD (max), then access time is controlled 
exclusively by tcAC· 

(12) The tcRP requirement should be applicable for RAS/CAS cycles 
preceded by any cycle. 

(13) Either tRRH or tRcH must be satisfied for a read cycle. 

(14) Parameter twp is applicable for a delayed write cycle such as a 
read-write/read-modify-write cycle. For early write operation, 
both twcs and twcH must be met. 

(15) These parameters are referenced to the fal!!!lg edge of CAS for 
early write cycles and to the falling edge of WE for delayed write 
or read-modify-write cycles. 

(16) twcs• tRWD• tcwo1 and tAWD are restrictive operating parame
ters in read-write/read-modify-write cycles only. If twcs ~ twcs 
(min), the cycle is an early write cycle and the data output will 
remain open-circuit throughout the entire cycle. If tcwo ;::: tcwo 
(min), tRwD ~ tRwo (min), and tAwo ~ tAwo (min), the cycle is 
a read-write cycle and the data output will contain data read 
from the selected cell. If neither of the above conditions is met, 
the condition of the data output pin (at access time and until 
CAS returns to V1H) is indeterminate. 



NEC 
Timing Waveforms 

Read Cycle 

RAS 

Address 

WE 

DouT 

MC· 424256A 36BH/FH 

"""l~~-----lRSH----

i+--------+-tcsH----------

High Impedance 
Valid Data 

831H-7051B 
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MC·424256A36BH/FH 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Early Write Cycle 

RAS 

CAS 

Address 

WE 

IRCD 

NEC 

IE 
I 

IRSH 
I 

tcsH 
I 

ICAS 

I 
IRAL 

~IDH=i 
............... .............._==-IDHR-ValidDa-~ ;r:z;111/JJ/Jl /JJ/!J/!! !//(!Ill/ 

831H-6590B 
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NEC MC-424256A36BH/FH 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Fast-Page Read Cycle 

---------!RASP-------

Address 

~.~~ L.~c~ ~~ 
DouT ___ H_igh_lm_ped_an_ce __ ff •oFF ff tm ff-to-FF ___ _ 

831H-6595B 
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MC-424256A36BH/FH 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Fast-Page Early Write Cycle 
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NEC 
Timing Waveforms {cont) 

RAS-Only Refresh Cycle 

RAS 

r-ICRP 

GAS__}' 

Address 

Note: 

[1) WE<:VJH· 

MC-424256A36BH/FH 

\J 

831H-6815B 
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MC-424256A36BH/FH NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

CAS Before RAS Refresh Cycle 

RAS 

tcsR tcRP 

CAS 

DouT~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Hi_gh_J_mp_e_da_n~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Note: 
(1) Address =don't care. 

831H·7055B 
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NEC MC-424256A36BH/FH 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Hidden Refresh Cycle 

--Memory Cycle CAS Before RAS Cycle 

---IRC IRC-~--

IRAS 

RAS 

I 
IRSH ICHR 

--1 -----ICAS----~ 

CAS 

Address /Ill //J/! II /l////!//l 

WE 71111/Jl/JJI VII lllJ!l!lll!!! llJ/ II Ill(/////; L ·~c J 
High lm""'Moo 'RAC : !Off .1 

Valid Data }----DouT 

831H-6593B 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The MC-424512A36 is a page mode dynamic RAM 
module organized as 524,288 words by 36 bits and 
designed to operate from a single + 5-volt power sup
ply. Advanced circuitry ensures minimum power dissi
pation and excellent operating margins. 

The three-state output is controlled by CAS indepen
dent of RAS. After a valid read or read-modify-write 
cycle, data is held on the output by holding CAS low. 
Data output is returned to high impedance by returning 
CAS high. Refreshing is accomplished by means of 
RAS-only refresh cycles, CAS before RAS refresh cy
cles, hidden refresh cycles, or by the 512 address 
combinations of Ao through As during an 8-ms period. 

Single lnline Memory Module (SIMM™) packaging en
hances reliability and reduces the size, weight and cost 
of a system. Each SIMM contains sixteen 262,144 x 4-bit 
µPD424256s in SOJ packages, eight 262,144 x 1-bit 
µPD41256s in PLCC packages, and 24 power supply 
decoupling capacitors for noise reduction. DQ0 
through 0035 are common input/output pins. 

Features 

o 524,288-word by 36-bit organization 
o Single + 5-volt power supply 
o Page mode operation 
o Low power dissipation (126 mW max in standby) 
o RAS-only refresh cycles 
o CAS before RAS refresh cycles 
o Hidden refresh cycles 
o 512 refresh cycles every 8 ms 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o 72-pin SIMM packaging 

SIMM is a trademark of Wang Laboratories. 

MC·424512A36 
524,288 x 36-Bit 

Dynamic RAM Module 

Pin Configuration 

72-PinSIMM 

0 

I 
01 

CJ 72 GNO 
CJ 71 NC 
CJ 

70 1Noto 1l CJ 69 Noto 1 
CJ 68 Noto 1 
CJ 67 Noto 1 
CJ 66 NC 

I 
01 

CJ 65 0016 
CJ 64 0034 
CJ 63 0015 
CJ 62 0033 
CJ 61 0014 
CJ 60 0032 
CJ 59 Vee 

I 
01 

CJ 58 0031 
CJ 57 OQi3 
CJ 56 0030 
CJ 55 0012 
CJ 54 0029 
CJ 53 0011 
CJ 52 0028 

I 
01 

CJ 51 OQio 
CJ 50 0027 
CJ 49 OOg 
CJ 48 NC 
CJ 47 we 
CJ 46 lli(_ 
CJ 45 BA§1 

DD CJ 44 BA§o 
CJ 43 lli1 
CJ 42 lli3 
CJ 41 CAS2 
CJ 40 CASo 
CJ 39 GNO 
CJ 38 0035 
CJ 37 0017 

DD CJ 36 DOa 
CJ 35 Q926 
CJ 34 RAS2 
CJ 33 RAS3 
CJ 32 NC 
CJ 31 As 
CJ 30 Vee 
CJ 29 NC 
CJ 28 A7 

I 
0

ll 
CJ 27 0025 
CJ 26 007 
CJ 25 0024 
CJ 24 005 
CJ 23 0023 
CJ 22 005 
CJ 21 0022 

I 
0

1 I 

CJ 20 004 
CJ 19 NC 
CJ 18 As 
CJ 17 As 
CJ 16 A4 
CJ 15 A3 
CJ 14 A2 

I 
0

1 I 

CJ 13 A1 
CJ 12 Ao 
CJ 11 NC 
CJ 10 Vee 
CJ 9 0021 
CJ 8 003 
CJ 7 0020 

I 
0

1 I 

CJ 6 002 
CJ 5 0019 
CJ 4 001 
CJ 3 001e 
CJ ~ g~g CJ 

0 
Notes: 

[1] Pins 67 through 70 are defined by access time: 

Pina sons 85na 100 na 

67 NC NC NC 

68 GND GND GND 

69 NC NC GND 

70 GND GND GND 

83VL-7319A 

60125 New 70 ns speed and 1-inch height will be available in 1991. 5-123 
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MC-424512A36 NEC 
Block Diagram 

RASO RAS1 

CASo 

DOo l/01 CAS RAS 1101 CAS RAS 
D01 1102 1102 
D02 1/03 Do 1103 D1 
D03 l/04 l/04 

OE OE 

D04 1101 CAS RAS 1101 CAS RAS 
D05 1102 1102 
DO a 1103 D3 1103 D2 
D07 1/04 1104 

OE OE 

CAS RAS CAS RAS 
DOs D1N/Dour Mo D1N/Dour M1 

CAS1 

DOg 1/01 CAS RAS 1101 CAS RAS 
D010 1102 1102 
D011 1103 D4 1103 Ds 
D012 1104 1104 

OE OE 

D013 1101 CAS RAS l/01 CAS RAS 
D014 1102 1102 
D015 1103 D7 1103 De 
D016 1104 1104 

OE OE 

CAS RAS CAS RAS 
D017 D1N/Dour M2 D1N/Dour M3 

RAS2 RAS3 

CAS2 

D019 1101 CAS RAS 1101 CAS RAS 
D019 1102 1102 
D020 l/03 Ds 1103 Dg 
D021 1104 1104 

OE OE 

D022 1101 CAS RAS 1101 CAS RAS 
0023 1102 1102 
0024 1103 D11 1103 D10 
0025 1104 l/04 

OE OE 

CAS RAS CAS RAS 
0026 01N/Dour M4 01N/Dour Ms 

CAS3 

0027 1101 CAS RAS 1101 CAS RAS 
002s 1102 1102 
0029 1103 D12 1103 013 
0030 1104 1104 

OE OE 

0031 1/01 CAS RAS 1101 CAS RAS 
0032 1102 1102 
0033 1103 015 1103 D14 
0034 1/04 1/04 

OE OE 

CAS RAS CAS RAS 
0035 D1NiDour Ms 01N/Oour M1 

Ao-As~ Do- D15. Mo- M7 Do- D15: µPD424256 

WE~ Do- D15. Mo- M7 Mo-M7: µPD41256 

Vee' :r: :lo Do-D15,Mo-M7 

Vss 
:r: Co- C23;i. 

Do-D15,Mo-M7 

83YL-7271B 
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NEC 
Pin ldentif ication 
Name Function 

Ao-As Address inputs 

CASo- CAS3 Column address strobe 

DOo- D035 Common data inputs/outputs 

RASo- RAS3 Row address strobe 

WE Write enable 

GND Ground 

Vee + 5-volt power supply 

NC No connection 

Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

MC-424512A36 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Voltage on any pin relative to GND -1.0to +7.0V 

Operating temperature, ToPR o to +70°C 

Storage temperature, TsrG -55 to + 125°C 

Short-circuit output current, los 50 mA 

Power dissipation, Po 24W 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause perma
nent damage. The device should be operated within the limits 
specified under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Input voltage, high V1H 2.4 Vee+ 1.0 v 
Input voltage, low V1L -1.0 0.8 v 
Supply voltage Vee 4.75 5.0 5.25 v 
Ambient temperature TA 0 70 oc 

Capacitance 
TA = 25°C; f = 1 MHz 

Parameter Symbol Max Unit Pins Under Test 

Input C11 161 pF Ao through As 
capacitance 

C12 193 pF WE 

C13 62 pF RAS 

C14 62 pF CAS 

lnpuVoutput C11/Co1 29 pF DOo - DQ7, DQg - D015, DQ18 - D025, D027 - D034 
capacitance 

C12/Co2 39 pF DOs. DQ17, D025, D035 

Ordering Information 
Part Number Row Access Time (max) R/W Cycle Time (min) Fast-Page Cycle (min) Package 

MC424512A368-80 80 ns 160 ns 70 ns 72-pin socket-mountable 

8-85 85 ns 165 ns 70 ns 
SIMM (solder plating) 

8-10 100 ns 200 ns 100 ns 

MC424512A36F-80 80 ns 160 ns 70 ns 72-pin socket-mountable 

F-85 85 ns 165 ns 70 ns 
SIMM (gold plating) 

F-10 100 ns 200 ns 100 ns 
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MC-424512A36 NEC 
DC Characteristics 
TA= o to +10°c; Vee= +5.0V ±5% 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Standby current lcc2 72 mA RAS = CAS ~ V1H (min) 

16 mA RAS= CAS ~ Vcc-0.2V 

Input leakage current IJ(L) -240 240 µA V1N = OVtoVcc; 
all other pins not under test = 0 V 

Output leakage current lo(L) -10 10 µA DOo to D035 disabled; Vour = O V to Vee 

Output voltage, low Vol 0.4 v loL = 4.2 mA 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 v loH = -5 mA 

AC Characteristics 
TA= o to +70°C; Vee= +5.0 v ±5% 

-80 -85 -10 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Operating current, average lcc1 1024 872 744 mA RAS and CAS cycling; 
tRc = tRc min; 
lo= o mA (Note 5) 

Operating current, RAS-only lcc3 1024 872 744 mA RAS cycling; CAS ~ V1H; 
refresh cycle, average tRc = tRc min; 

lo= o mA (Note 5) 

Operating current, page mode lcc4 996 828 724 mA RAS :S V1L; CAS cycling; 
cycle, average tpc = tpc min; 

lo = o mA (Note 5) 

Operating current, CAS before Ices 1024 872 744 mA RAS cycling; CAS before 
RAS refresh cycle, average RAS; tRc = tRc min; 

lo = o mA (Note 5) 

Column address hold time tAR 55 55 65 ns 
referenced to RAS 

Column address setup time tAsc 0 0 0 ns 

Row address setup time tASR 0 0 0 ns 

Access time from CAS (falling tcAC 40 40 50 ns (Notes 7, 9) 
edge) 

Column address hold time tcAH 20 20 20 ns 

CAS pulse width tcAS 40 10,000 40 10,000 50 10,000 ns 

CAS hold time for CAS before tcHR 15 15 20 ns 
RAS refresh cycle 

CAS precharge time, page cycle tcp 20 20 40 ns 

CAS precharge time, nonpage tcpN 25 25 25 ns 
cycle 
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NEC MC·424512A36 

AC Characteristics (cont) 
·80 -85 ·10 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

CAS to RAS precharge time tcRP 10 10 10 ns (Note 12) 

CAS hold time tcsH 80 85 100 ns 

CAS setup time for CAS before tcsR 10 10 10 ns 
RAS refresh cycle 

Data-in hold time toH 20 20 25 ns (Note 15) 

Data-in hold time referenced to toHR 60 65 75 ns 
RAS 

Data-in setup time tos 0 0 0 ns (Note 15) 

Output buffer turnoff delay to FF 0 20 0 20 0 25 ns (Note 10) 

Page cycle time tpc 70 70 100 ns (Note 6) 

Access time from RAS tRAC 80 85 100 ns (Notes 7, 8) 

Row address hold time tRAH 12 12 12 ns 

RAS pulse width tRAS 80 10,000 85 10,000 100 10,000 ns 

Random read or write cycle tRc 160 165 200 ns (Note 6) 
time 

RAS to CAS delay time tRCD 20 40 25 45 25 50 ns (Note 11) 

Read command hold time tRCH 0 0 0 ns (Note 13) 
referenced to CAS 

Read command setup time tRcs 0 0 0 ns 

Refresh period tREF 8 8 8 ms Addresses Ao -Aa 
RAS precharge time tRP 70 70 90 ns 

RAS precharge CAS hold time tRPC 0 0 0 ns 

Read command hold time tRRH 10 10 10 ns (Note 13) 
referenced to RAS 

RAS hold time tRSH 40 40 50 ns 

Rise and fall transition time tr 3 50 3 50 3 50 ns (Note 3) 

Write command hold time twcH 20 20 25 ns 
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MC-424512A 36 

AC Characteristics (cont) 
-80 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min 

Write command hold time twcR 60 
referenced to RAS 

Write command setup time twcs 0 

Write command pulse width twp 15 

Notes: 

(1) All voltages are referenced to GND. 

(2) An initial pause of 100 µsis required after power-up, followed by 
any eight RAS cycles, before proper device operation is 
achieved. 

(3) AC measurements assume tr = 5 ns. 

(4) V1H (min) and Vil (max) are reference levels for measuring the 
timing of input signals. Transition times are measured between 
VIH and Vil· 

(5) lcc1. lcc3, lcc4, and lcc5 depend on output loading and cycle 
rates. Specified values are obtained with the output open. lcc3 
is measured assuming that all column address inputs are held at 
either a high level or a low level during RAS-only refresh cycles. 
lcc4 is measured assuming that all column address inputs are 
switched only once during each fast-page cycle. 

(6) The minimum specifications are used only to indicate the cycle 
time at which proper operation over the full temperature range 
(TA = O to + 70°C) is assured. 

(7) Load = 2 TTL (-1 mA, + 4 mA) loads and 100 pF (VoH = 2.0 V, 
Vol= 0.8V). 

(8) Assumes that tRcD :S tRcD (max) and tRAD :S tRAD (max). If 
tRcD or tRAD is greater than the maximum recommended value 
in this table, tRAC increases by the amount that tRcD or tRAD 
exceeds the value shown. 

(9) If tRAD ~ tRAD (max), then the access time is defined by tAA· 
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0 

15 

NEC 

-85 -10 

Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

75 ns 

0 ns (Note 16) 

15 ns (Note 14) 

(10) toFF (max) defines the time at which the output achieves the 
open-circuit condition an is not referenced to VoH or Vol· 

(11) Operation within the tRcD (max) limit assures that tRAC (max) 
can be met. tRcD (max) is specified as a reference point only; if 
tRcD is greater than tRcD (max), then access time is controlled 
exclusively by tcAC· 

(12) The tcRP requirement should be applicable for RAS/CAS cycles 
preceded by any cycle. 

(13) Either tRRH or tRcH must be satisfied for a read cycle. 

(14) Parameter twp is applicable for a delayed write cycle such as a 
read-write/read-modify-write cycle. For early write operation, 
both twcs and twcH must be met. 

(15) These parameters are referenced to the fal.!!!:!g edge of CAS for 
early write cycles and to the falling edge of WE for delayed write 
or read-modify-write cycles. 

(16) twcs. tRWD• tcwD• and tAwD are restrictive operating parame
ters in read-write/read-modify-write cycles only. If twcs ~ twcs 
(min), the cycle is an early write cycle and the data output will 
remain open-circuit throughout the entire cycle. If tcwo ~ tcwo 
(min), tRwD ~ tRwD (min), and tAwD ~ tAwD (min), the cycle is 
a read-write cycle and the data output will contain data read 
from the selected cell. If neither of the above conditions is met, 
the condition of the data output pin (at access time and until 
CAS returns to V1H) is indeterminate. 



NEC 
Timing Waveforms 

Read Cycle 

RAS 

ICRP 

CAS .. J 
IRAH 

Address 

MC-424512A36 

-----------lRAS----------.i 

1~ 
I 

IRSH 
I 

tcsH 

IRCD 
I 

ICAS 

IASC 

Do
wurE -~I.--------. __ ,1--_tcA_c=:-----------l•b_toFF 

High lmpodaooo ------( Re"' ] 

831H-6797B 
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MC-424512A36 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Early Write Cycle 

---------tRAs-------

IC 
I 

IRSH 
I 

tcsH 

CAS 

lRCD 
I 

tCAS 

I 

Address 

WE 

NEC 

~ .. ~ ~IDH~ 
D1N ..,....,....,Jj~.....,...,..V/.,...,....,..~...,...,....,//j.:...,....,...71/.,.........,..W( V"dDam //// (//J/JJJ ((////////} //)/// 

-lc---IDHR----

831H·6798B 
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NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Page Mode Read Cycle 

~----IRAS----------

Address 

Dour 

MC-424512A36 

831H-6805B 
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M·C-424512A36 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Page Early Write Cycle 

-------------IRAS------------~ 

Address 
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NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

RAS-Only Refresh Cycle 

RAS 

r-ICRP 

Address 

Note: 

[1] WE<::VJH· 

CAS Before RAS Refresh Cycle 

RAS 

tcsR 

CAS 

MC-424512A36 

\J 

831H-6815B 

ICAP 

DouT --------------------------------------H~1gh __ lm~p-ed_a_nce __________________________________ _ 

Note: 
[1] Address= don't care. 

831H-7055B 
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MC-424512A36 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Hidden Refresh Cycle 

NEC 

---Memory Cycle -~~CAS Before RAS Cycle 

RAS 

CAS 

Address (//!JI !II //J////JI Ill 

tcAC 

W/f!IJJ//117/llJI//// !II !llfff/// 
toFF~ ~ 

High Impedance 
DoUT ---------<1 Valid Data: 

831H-G799B 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The MC-42512A36BH/FH is a fast-page dynamic RAM 
module organized as 524,288 words by 36 bits and 
designed to operate from a single + 5-volt power sup
ply. Advanced CMOS circuitry ensures minimum power 
dissipation and excellent operating margins. 

The three-state output is controlled by CAS indepen
dent of RAS. After a valid read or read-modify-write 
cycle, data is held on the output by holding CAS low. 
Data output is returned to high impedance by returning 
CAS high. Fast-page read and write cycles can be 
executed by cycling CAS. Refreshing is accomplished 
by means of RAS-only refresh cycles, CAS before RAS 
refresh cycles, hidden refresh cycles, or by the 512 
address combinations of Ao through Aa during a 8-ms 
period. 

Single lnline Memory Module (SIMM™) packaging en
hances reliability and reduces the size, weight and cost 
of a system. Each SIMM contains sixteen 262, 144 x 4-bit 
µPD424256s in SOJ packages, eight 1,048,576 x 1-bit 
µPD421000s in SOJ packages, and twenty-four power 
supply decoupling capacitors for noise reduction. DQ0 
through DQ35 are common input/output pins. 

Features 

o 524,288-word by 36-bit organization 
o Single + 5-voit power supply 
o Fast-page cycles 
o Low power dissipation (252 mW max in standby) 
o RAS-only refresh cycles 
o CAS before RAS refresh cycles 
o Hidden refresh cycles 
o 512 refresh cycles every 8 ms 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o 72-pin SIMM packaging 

SIMM is a trademark of Wang Laboratories. 

60126 

MC-424512A36BH/FH 
524,288 x 36-Bit 

Dynamic CMOS RAM Module 

Pin Configuration 

72-PinSIMM 

0 
0

ll~ 
72 GNO 
71 NC 
70 !Note 1l 69 Note 1 
68 Note 1 
67 (Note 1] 

c::::J 66 NC 

0

ll~ 
65 0015 
64 0034 
63 0015 
62 0033 
61 0014 
60 0032 
59 Vee 

011; 

58 0031 
57 OQi3 
56 0030 
55 OQi2 
54 0029 
53 0011 
52 0025 
51 OQio 

011 ~ 
50 0027 
49 009 
48 NC 
47 we 
46 lli<.... 
45 ~1 
44 ~o 

c::::J 43 QAll1 
c::::J 42 QA§3 

011 
c::::J 41 QA§2 
c::::J 40 CASo 
c::::J 39 GNO 
c::::J 38 0035 
c::::J 37 0017 

0

11~ 
36 005 
35 0025 
34 RA$2 
33 RA$3 
32 NC 

011 ~ 
31 A5 
30 Vee 
29 NC 
28 A7 
27 0025 
26 007 
25 0024 
24 005 

c::::J 23 0023 

011 
c::::J 22 005 
c::::J 21 0022 
c::::J 20 004 
c::::J 19 NC 
c::::J 18 AG 
c::::J 17 As 
c:::J 16 A4 
c::::J 15 A3 

011 
c::::J 14 A2 
c::::J 13 A1 
c::::J 12 Ao 
c::::J 11 NC 
c::::J 10 Vee 
c::::J 9 0021 
c::::J 8 003 

011 

c::::J 7 0020 
c::::J 6 002 
c:::J 5 0019 
c::::J 4 OQi 
c:::J 3 0018 
c::::J n~B c::::J 

0 

Notes: 

[1) Pins 67 through 70 are defined by access time: 

Pins 70 ns sons 100ns 

67 NC NC NC 

69 GND GND GND 

69 NC NC GND 

70 GND GND GND 

83YL-7270A 
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MC-424512A36BH/FH NEC 
Block Diagram 

RASO RAS1 

eASo 

DOo 1101 eAS RAS l/01 eAS RAS 
D01 1102 1102 
D02 1103 Do 1103 D1 
D03 1104 1104 

OE OE 

D04 1/01 eAS RAS 1101 eAS RAS 
005 1/02 1102 
DOs 1103 D3 1/03 D2 
D07 1104 1104 

OE OE 

eAS RAS eAS RAS 
DOs D1NID0UT Mo D1NID0UT M1 

eAS1 

DOg 1101 eAS RAS 1101 eAS RAS 
D010 1102 1102 
D011 1103 D4 1103 Ds 
D012 1104 1104 

OE OE 

DQ13 1101 eAS RAS 1101 eAS RAS 
D014 1102 1102 
D015 l/03 D7 1103 Ds 
D01s 1104 1104 

OE OE 

eAS RAS eAS RAS 
D017 D1N/DoUT M2 D1NID0UT M3 

RAS2 RAS3 

eAS2 

0018 1101 eAS RAS 1101 eAS RAS 
D019 1102 1102 
D020 1103 Ds l/03 Dg 
D021 1104 1104 

OE OE 

D022 1101 eAS RAS 1101 eAS RAS 
D023 1102 1102 
D024 1103 D11 1103 D10 
D025 1104 1104 

OE OE 

eAS RAS eAS RAS 
D026 D1N/Dour M4 D1N/DoUT Ms 

eAS3 

D027 1101 eAS RAS 1/01 eAS RAS 
D02s 1102 1102 
D029 1103 D12 1103 D13 
D030 1/04 1104 

OE OE 

D031 1101 eAS RAS 1101 eAS RAS 
D032 1102 1102 
D033 l/03 D15 1/03 D14 
0034 1/04 1104 

OE OE 

eAS RAS eAS RAS 

0035 D1N/Dour Ms D1NID0UT M1 

Ao-As~ Do- D15. Mo- M7 Do- D1s: µPD424256LA 

WE~ Do- D15· Mo- M7 Mo- M1: µPD421000LA 

Vee• :c ,. Do-D1s.Mo-M7 

vss • 
I Co-e23,_ 

Do-D1s.Mo-M7 

83RD-7337B 
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NEC 
Pin Identification 
Name Function 

AQ ·Aa Address inputs 

CASo- CAS3 Column address strobe 

DOo- D035 Common data inputs/outputs 

RASo- RAS3 Row address strobe 

WE Write enable 

GND Ground 

Vee + 5-volt power supply 

NC No connection 

Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

MC-424512A36BH/FH 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Voltage on any pin relative to GND -1.0 to +7.0 V 

Operating temperature, ToPR o to +70°C 

Storage temperature, TsrG -55 to + 125°C 

Short-circuit output current, los 50 mA 

Power dissipation, Po 24W 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause perma
nent damage. The device should be operated within the limits 
specified under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Input voltage, high V1H 2.4 Vee+ 1.0 v 
Input voltage, low 

Supply voltage 

Ambient temperature 

Capacitance 
TA = 25°C; f = 1 MHz 

Parameter 

Input 
capacitance 

Input/output 
capacitance 

V1L 

Vee 

TA 

Symbol 

C11 

C12 

C13 

C14 

C11/Co1 

C12/Co2 

Ordering Information 

-1.0 

4.75 5.0 

0 

Max 

161 

193 

62 

62 

29 

39 

Part Number Row Access Time (max) 

MC424512A36BH-70 70 ns 

BH-80 80 ns 

BH-10 100 ns 

MC424512A36FH-70 70 ns 

FH-80 80 ns 

FH-10 100 ns 

0.8 v 
5.25 v 
70 oc 

Unit Pins Under Test 

pF AQ-Ag 

pF WE 

pF RAS 

pF CAS 

pF DOo - DQ7, DQg - D015, DQ15 - 0025, D027 - DQ34 

pF DQ5, D017, DQ25, D035 

R/W Cycle Time (min) Fast-Page Cycle (min) Package 

130 ns 45 ns 72-pin socket-mountable 

160 ns 50 ns 
SIMM (solder plating) 

190 ns 60 ns 

130 ns 45 ns 72-pin socket-mountable 

160 ns 50 ns 
SIMM (gold plating) 

190 ns 60 ns 
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MC-424512A36BH/FH NEC 
DC Characteristics 
TA= Oto +70°C; Vee= +5.0 v ±5% 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Standby current lcc2 24 mA RAS= CAS ~ V1H (min) 

12 mA RAS = CAS .~ Vee - 0.2 v 
Input leakage current IJ(L) -240 240 µA V1N = o V to V cc; 

all other pins not under test = 0 V 

Output leakage current lo(L) -10 10 µA DOo to D035 disabled; Vour = O V to V cc 

Output voltage, low Vol 0.4 v loL = 4.2 mA 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 v loH = -5 mA 

AC Characteristics 
TA= o to +70°C; Vee= +5.0V ±5% 

-70 -so -10 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Operating current, average lcc1 1040 910 780 mA RAS and CAS cycling; 
tRc = tRc min; 
lo = O mA (Note 5) 

Operating current, RAS-only lcca 1040 910 780 mA RAS cycling; CAS ~ V1H; 
refresh cycle, average tRc = tRc min; 

lo = O mA (Note 5) 

Operating current, fast-page lcc4 910 780 650 mA RAS s V1L; CAS cycling; 
cycle, average tpc = tpc min; 

lo = O mA (Note 5) 

Operating current, CAS before Ices 1040 910 780 mA RAS cycling; CAS before 
RAS refresh cycle, average RAS; tRc = tRc min; 

lo = O mA (Note 5) 

Access time from column tAA 35 45 55 ns (Notes 7, 9) 
address 

Column address hold time tAR 60 60 70 ns 
referenced to RAS 

Access time from CAS tACP 40 45 55 ns (Notes 7, 9) 
precharge (rising edge) 

Column address setup time tAsc 0 0 0 ns 

Row address setup time tASR 0 0 0 ns 

Access time from CAS (falling tcAC 20 20 25 ns (Notes 7, 9) 
edge) 

Column address hold time tcAH 17 20 20 ns 

CAS pulse width tcAS 20 10,000 20 10,000 25 10,000 ns 

CAS hold time for CAS before tcHR 15 15 20 ns 
RAS refresh cycle 

CAS precharge time, fast-page tcp 10 20 10 20 10 25 ns 
cycle 
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NEC MC-424512A36BH/FH 

AC Characteristics (cont) 
-70 -so -10 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

CAS precharge time, nonpage tcPN 10 10 10 ns 
cycle 

CAS to RAS precharge time tcRP 10 10 10 ns (Note 12) 

CAS hold time tcsH 70 80 100 ns 

CAS setup time for CAS before tcsR 10 10 10 ns 
RAS refresh cycle 

Data-in hold time toH 15 20 20 ns (Note 15) 

Data-in hold time referenced to toHR 60 60 70 ns 
RAS 

Data-in setup time tos 0 0 0 ns (Note 15) 

Output buffer turnoff delay to FF 0 15 0 20 0 25 ns (Note 10) 

Fast-page cycle time tpc 45 50 60 ns (Note 6) 

Access time from RAS tRAC 70 80 100 ns (Notes 7, 8) 

RAS to column address delay tRAD 15 35 17 35 17 45 ns (Note 9) 
time 

Row address hold time tRAH 10 12 12 ns 

Column address lead time tRAL 35 45 55 ns 
referenced to RAS (rising edge) 

RAS pulse width tRAS 70 10,000 80 10,000 100 10,000 ns 

RAS pulse width, fast-page tRASP 70 100,000 80 100,000 100 100,000 ns 
cycle 

Random read or write cycle tRc 130 160 190 ns (Note 6) 
time 

RAS to CAS delay time tRCD 20 60 25 60 25 75 ns (Note 11) 

Read command hold time tRcH 0 0 0 ns (Note 13) 
referenced to CAS 

Read command setup time tRcs 0 0 0 ns 

Refresh period tREF 8 8 8 ms Addresses Ao - Aa 

RAS precharge time tRP 60 70 80 ns 

RAS precharge CAS hold time tRPC 10 10 10 ns 

Read command hold time tRRH 10 10 10 ns (Note 13) 
referenced to RAS 

RAS hold time tRSH 20 20 25 ns 

Rise and fall transition time tT 3 50 3 50 3 50 ns (Note 3) 
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MC-424512A36BH/FH 

AC Characteristics (cont) 
-70 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min 

Write command hold time twcH 15 

Write command hold time twcR 55 
referenced to RAS 

Write command setup time twcs 0 

Write command pulse width twp 15 

Notes: 

(1) All voltages are referenced to GND. 

(2) An initial pause of 100 µsis required after power-up, followed by 
any eight RAS cycles, before proper device operation is 
achieved. 

(3) AC measurements assume tr = 5 ns. 

(4) V1H (min) and V1L (max) are reference levels for measuring the 
timing of input signals. Transition times are measured between 
V1H and VIL· 

(5) lcc1. lcca. lcc4, and Ices depend on output loading and cycle 
rates. Specified values are obtained with the output open. lcca 
is measured assuming that all column address inputs are held at 
either a high level or a low level during RAS-only refresh cycles. 
lcc4 is measured assuming that all column address inputs are 
switched only once during each fast-page cycle. 

(6) The minimum specifications are used only to indicate the cycle 
time at which proper operation over the full temperature range 
(TA = Oto + 70°C) is assured. 

(7) Load= 2 TTL (-1 mA, +4 mA) loads and 100 pF (VoH = 2.0V, 
Vol= 0.8V). 

(8) Assumes that tRco s tRco (max) and tRAD s tRAD (max). If 
tRcD or tRAD is greater than the maximum recommended value 
in this table, tRAC increases by the amount that tRcD or tRAD 
exceeds the value shown. 

(9) If tRAD ~ tRAD (max}, then the access time is defined by tAA· 
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-so -10 

Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

20 ns 

70 ns 

0 ns (Note 16) 

20 ns (Note 14) 

(10) toFF (max) defines the time at which the output achieves the 
open-circuit condition an is not referenced to VoH or Vol· 

(11) Operation within the tRcD (max) limit assures that tRAC (max) 
can be met. tRcD (max) is specified as a reference point only; if 
tRco is greater than tRcD (max), then access time is controlled 
exclusively by tcAC· 

(12) The tcRP requirement should be applicable for RAS/CAS cycles 
preceded by any cycle. 

(13) Either tRRH or tRCH must be satisfied for a read cycle. 

(14) Parameter twp is applicable for a delayed write cycle such as a 
read-write/read-modify-write cycle. For early write operation, 
both twcs and twcH must be met. 

(15) These parameters are referenced to the fal.!l!}g edge of CAS for 
early write cycles and to the falling edge of WE for delayed write 
or read-modify-write cycles. 

(16) twcs. tRWD• tcwo. and tAWD are restrictive operating parame
ters in read-write/read-modify-write cycles only. lftwcs ~ twcs 
(min), the cycle is an early write cycle and the data output will 
remain open-circuit throughout the entire cycle. If tcwo ~ tcwo 
(min), tRWD ~ tRwo (min}, and tAWD ~ tAwo (min), the cycle is 
a read-write cycle and the data output will contain data read 
from the selected cell. If neither of the above conditions is met, 
the condition of the data output pin (at access time and until 
CAS returns to V1H) is indeterminate. 



NEC 
Timing Waveforms 

Read Cycle 

RAS 

GAS 

Address 

WE 

MC-424512A36BH/FH 

J "'"<,__ _____ tRsH------

----------'-~tcsH----------

I 
14-----ICAC---"""' 

-< ---tRAC•-------

DouT ~~~~~~~~~H_i_gh_l_m_pe_da_n_~~~~~~~~~~~--- Valid Data 

831H-7051B 
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MC·424512A36BH/FH 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Early Write Cycle 

RAS 

CAS 

Address 

I( 
IRCD 

twcs~ 
llWP 

~II 

NEC 

I 
IRSH 

I 
tcsH 
I 

ICAS 

I 
IRAL 

· I tos_j_'"(: ~'""::J.o 
0

1N 71 Ill! !II al-~-!l~_:DHR V•ldDam jJJI !I!!! ///////////J/l///ll // 

831H-6590B 
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NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Fast-Page Read Cycle 

I 
--tcsH--~1 

~:--tpc.-'----->1~

I 

tcAs-+-

Address 

DouT ___ Hi_gh_lmp_ed_an_ce __ 

MC-424512A36BH/FH 

I 
r-ICAH 

~·ASC I 

,....,.........,....,....,...,....,....,....,....'f"""'1'""T'..,.....,....,,.....,.-,--r-r-r II 

83IH-G5958 
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MC-424512A36BH/FH 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Fast-Page Early Write Cycle 

~----------!RASP-----------~ 

Address 

5-144 

NEC 

831H-65968 



NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

RAS-Only Refresh Cycle 

RAS 

.... 
..... 

\ t 

r-ICRP~ 

Address 

Note: 

[1] WE~VIH· 

CAS Before RAS Refresh Cycle 

RAS 

tcsR 

CAS 

Note: 
[1] Address= don't care. 

MC-424512A36BH/FH 

IRC 

IRAS _ ... ~!RP , 

JI 
~ 

~IRPC1 

\_j 

II 
83IH-6815B 

tcRP 

831H-7055B 
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MC·424512A36BH/FH NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Hidden Refresh Cycle 

---Memory Cycle ---i~CAS Before RAS Cycle 

---IRC-------+'~-IRC-~.__-

IRP IRAS 

RAS 

CAS 

Address /llJll llJJI Ill/JI 1112 

WE 7!111111!1/I WJ// !///!I!!! llJll ////111 !l/J}; L ·~c J 
HOh tmpod'"~ 'RAC ~ •oFFI 

Valid D;ta }----Dour 

831H-6593B 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The MC-421000A36 is a fast-page dynamic RAM module 
organized as 1,048,576 words by 36 bits and designed 
to operate from a single + 5-volt power supply. Ad
vanced CMOS circuitry ensures minimum power dissi
pation and excellent operating margins. 

The three-state output is controlled by CAS indepen
dent of RAS. After a valid read or read-modify-write 
cycle, data is held on the output by holding CAS low. 
Data output is returned to high impedance by returning 
CAS high. Fast-page read and write cycles can be 
executed by cycling CAS. Refreshing is accomplished 
by means of RAS-only refresh cycles, CAS before RAS 
refresh cycles, hidden refresh cycles, or by the 1024 
address combinations of Ao through A9 during a 16-ms 
period. 

Single lnline Memory Module (SIMM™) packaging en
hances reliability and reduces the size, weight and cost 
of a system. Each SIMM contains eight 1,048,576x 4-bit 
µPD424400s in SOJ packages, four 1,048,576 x 1-bit 
µPD421000s in SOJ packages, and twelve power supply 
decoupling capacitors for noise reduction. 000 
through DQ35 are common input/output pins. 

Features 

o 1,048,576-word by 36-bit organization 
o Single + 5 V power supply 
o Fast-page option 
o Low power dissipation 
o RAS-only refresh cycles 
o CAS before RAS refresh cycles 
o Hidden refresh cycles 
o 1024 refresh cycles every 16 ms 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o 72-pin SIMM packaging 

SIMM is a trademark of Wang Laboratories. 

MC·421000A36 
1,048,576 x 36-Bit 

Dynamic CMOS RAM Module 

60122 New 70 ns speed and 1-inch height will be available in 1991. 5-147 



MC·421000A36 NEC 
Block Diagram 

RASo RAS2 

eASo eAS2 

DOo 1101 eAS RAS DQ18 1101 eAS RAS 

D01 1102 D019 1102 
D02 1103 .Do D020 1103 D1 
DQ3 1104 D021 1104 

OE OE 
-= -= 

DQ4 1101 CAS RAS D022 1101 eAS RAS 

DQ5 1102 D023 1102 
DQ5 1103 D2 D024 1/03 D3 
DQ7 1104 D025 l/04 

OE OE 

-= -= 
eAS RAS eAS RAS 

DO a D1NtDour D025 D1NIDour 

Mo M1 

CAS1 eAS3 

DQg 1101 eAS RAS D027 1101 eAS RAS 

D010 1102 D025 1102 
D011 1/03 D4 D029 1103 Ds 
D012 1/04 D030 1104 

OE OE 

-= -= 
D013 1101 eAS RAS D031 1101 CAS RAS 

D014 1102 D032 1102 
D015 1103 D5 D033 1/03 D1 
DQ15 1104 D034 1104 

OE OE 
-= -= 

eAS RAS eAS RAS 

D017 D1NtDour D035 D1NIDouT 

M2 M3 

Address~ Do-D7 and Mo-M3. 

WE~ Do - D1 and Mo- M3. 

Vee * eo-e11 

)I Do-D7 and Mo- M3. 

Vss )I D0 -D7 andM0-M3. 

Notes: 

(1) Do through D1 pertain to the µPD424400 and Mo through M3to the µPD421000. 
83YL·7242B 
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NEC 
Pin ldentif ication 
Name Function 

Ao-Ag Address inputs 

CASo- CAS3 Column address strobe 

OOo- 0035 Common data inputs/outputs 

RASo- RAS2 Row address strobe 

WE Write enable 

GNO Ground 

Vee + 5-volt power supply 

NC No connection 

Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

MC·421000A36 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Voltage on any pin relative to GNO -1.0 to +7.0 V 

Operating temperature, ToPR o to +70°C 

Storage temperature, TsTG -55 to + 125°C 

Short-circuit output current, los 50mA 

Power dissipation, Po 12W 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause perma
nent damage. The device should be operated within the limits 
specified under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Input voltage, high V1H 2.4 Vee+ 1.0 v 
Input voltage, low V1L -1.0 0.8 v 
Supply voltage Vee 4.75 5.0 5.25 v 
Ambient temperature TA 0 70 oc 

Capacitance 
TA = 25°C; f = 1 MHz 

Parameter Symbol Max Unit Pins Under Test 

Input C11 88 pF Ao-Ag 
capacitance 

C12 104 pF WE 

C13 57 pF RAS 

C14 36 pF CAS 

Input/output C1o/Coo 17 pF OOo - 007, OOg - 00161 D01s - 0025, D027 - 0034 
capacitance 

C12/Co2 22 pF 00s, 0017, 0026• 0035 

Ordering Information 
Part Number Row Access Time (max) R/W Cycle Time (min) Fast-Page Cycle (min) Package 

MC421000A36BH-70 70 ns 140 ns 45 ns 72-pin socket-mountable 

BH-80 80 ns 160 ns 50 ns 
SIMM (solder plating) 

BH-10 100 ns 190 ns 60 ns 

MC421000A36FH-70 70 ns 140 ns 45 ns 72-pin socket-mountable 

FH-80 80 ns 160 ns 50 ns 
SIMM (gold plating) 

FH-10 100 ns 190 ns 60 ns 
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MC-421000A36 NEC 
DC Characteristics 
TA= o to +70°C; Vee= +5.0 V ±5% 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Standby current lcc2 24 mA RAS = CAS ~ V1H (min) 

12 mA RAS= CAS ~ Vcc-0.2V 

Input leakage current ll(L) -120 120 µA V1N = o V to Vee; 
all other pins not under test = 0 V 

Output leakage current lo(L) -10 10 µA DOo to DQ35 disabled; VouT = O V to Vee 

Output voltage, low Vol 0.4 v loL = 4.2 mA 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 v loH = -5 mA 

AC Characteristics 
TA= o to +70°C; Vee= +5.0 V ±5% 

-70 -80 -10 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Operating current, average lee1 1120 1000 880 mA RAS and CAS cycling; 
tRc = tRc min; 
lo = O mA (Note 5) 

Operating current, RAS-only lcc3 1120 1000 880 mA RAS cycling; CAS ~ V1H; 
refresh cycle, average tRc = tRc min; 

lo = o mA (Note 5) 

Operating current, fast-page lcc4 920 800 680 mA RAS ~ v,L; CAS cycling; 
cycle, average tpc = tpc min; 

lo = o mA (Note 5) 

Operating current, CAS before Ices 1120 1000 880 mA RAS cycling; CAS before 
AAS refresh cycle, average RAS; tRc = tRc min; 

lo = O mA (Note 5) 

Access time from column tAA 35 45 55 ns (Notes 7, 9) 
address 

Access time from CAS tACP 40 45 55 ns (Notes 7, 9) 
precharge (rising edge) 

Column address setup time tAsC 0 0 0 ns 

Row address setup time tASR 0 0 0 ns 

Access time from CAS (falling tcAC 20 20 25 ns (Notes 7, 9) 
edge) 

Column address hold time tcAH 17 20 20 ns 

CAS pulse width tcAS 20 10,060 20 10,000 25 10,000 ns 

CAS hold time for CAS before tcHR 15 15 20 ns 
AAS refresh cycle 

CAS to output in low tcLZ 0 0 0 ns (Note 7) 
impedance 

CAS precharge time, fast-page tcp 10 20 10 20 10 25 ns 
cycle 
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NEC MC·421000A36 

AC Characteristics (cont) 
-70 -80 -10 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

CAS precharge time, nonpage tcPN 10 10 10 ns 
cycle 

CAS to RAS precharge time tcRP 10 10 10 ns (Note 12) 

CAS hold time tcsH 70 80 100 ns 

CAS setup time for CAS before tcsR 10 10 10 ns 
RAS refresh cycle 

Data-in hold time toH 15 20 20 ns (Note 15) 

Data-in setup time tos 0 0 0 ns (Note 15) 

Output buffer turnoff delay to FF 0 15 0 20 0 25 ns (Note 10) 

Fast-page cycle time tpc 45 50 60 ns (Note 6) 

Access time from RAS tRAC 70 80 100 ns (Notes 7, 8) 

RAS to column address delay tRAD 15 35 17 35 17 45 ns (Note 9) 
time 

Row address hold time tRAH 10 12 12 ns 

Column address lead time tRAL 35 45 55 ns II referenced to RAS (rising edge) 

RAS pulse width tRAS 70 10,000 80 10,000 100 10,000 ns 

RAS pulse width, fast-page tRASP 70 100,000 80 100,000 100 100,000 ns 
cycle 

Random read or write cycle tRc 140 160 190 ns (Note 6) 
time 

RAS to CAS delay time tRCD 20 60 25 60 25 75 ns (Note 11) 

Read command hold time tRCH 0 0 0 ns (Note 13) 
referenced to CAS 

Read command setup time tRcs 0 0 0 ns 

Refresh period tREF 16 16 16 ms Addresses Ao · Ag 

RAS precharge time tRP 60 70 80 ns 

RAS precharge CAS hold time tRPC 10 10 10 ns 

Read command hold time tRRH 10 10 10 ns (Note 13) 
referenced to RAS 
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MC-421000A36 

AC Characteristics (cont) 
-70 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min 

RAS hold time tRSH 20 

Rise and fall transition time tr 3 50 

Write command hold time twcH 15 

Write command setup time twcs 0 

WE hold time twHR 15 

WE setup time twsR 10 

Write command pulse width twp 15 

Notes: 

(1) All voltages are referenced to GND. 

(2) An initial pa~of 100µs is required afterpower-up, followed by 
any eight RAS cycles, before proper device operation is 
achieved. At the end of the initial power-up seq~e, it is 
recommended that either a RAS-on!Y.....!efresh or a CAS before 
RAS refresh cycle be executed while WE;::.; V1H to ensure normal 
operation. 

(3) AC measurements assume tr = 5 ns. 

(4) V1H (min) and V1L (max) are reference levels for measuring the 
timing of input signals. Transition times are measured between 
V1H and VIL· 

(5) lcc1. lcc3• lcc4• and Ices depend on output loading and cycle 
rates. Specified values are obtained with the output open. lcc3 
is measured assuming that all column address inputs are held at 
either a high level or a low level during RAS-only refresh cycles. 
lcc4 is measured assuming that all column address inputs are 
switched only once during each fast-page cycle. 

(6) The minimum specifications are used only to indicate the cycle 
time at which proper operation over the full temperature range 
(TA = O to + 70"C) is assured. 

(7) Load= 2 TTL (-1 mA, +4 mA) loads and 100 pF (VoH = 2.0V, 
Vol= 0.8V). 

(8) Assumes that tRcD s tRcD (max) and tRAD s tRAD (max). If 
tRcD or tRAD is greater than the maximum recommended value 
in this table, tRAC increases by the amount that tRcD or tRAD 
exceeds the value shown. 

(9) If tRAD ;::.; tRAD (max), then the access time is defined by tAA· 

(10) toFF (max) defines the time at which the output achieves the 
open-circuit condition an is not referenced to VoH or Vol· 
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NEC 

-80 -10 

Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

25 ns 

50 3 50 ns (Note 3) 

20 ns 

0 ns (Note 16) 

20 ns 

10 ns 

20 ns (Note 14) 

(11) Operation within the tRcD (max) limit assures that tRAC (max) 
can be met. tRcD (max) is specified as a reference point only; if 
tRcD is greater than tRcD (max), then access time is controlled 
exclusively by tcAC· 

(12) The tcRP requirement should be applicable for RAS/CAS cycles 
preceded by any cycle. 

(13) Either tRRH or tRcH must be satisfied for a read cycle. 

(14) Parameter twp is applicable for a delayed write cycle such as a 
read-write/read-modify-write cycle. For early write operation, 
both twcs and twcH must be met. 

(15) These parameters are referenced to the fal~ edge of CAS for 
early write cycles and to the falling edge of WE for delayed write 
or read-modify-write cycles. 

(16) twcs. tRWD• tcwo. and tAwD are restrictive operating parame
ters in read-write/read-modify-write cycles only. lftwcs 2: twcs 
(min), the cycle is an early write cycle and the data output will 
remain open-circuit throughout the entire cycle. If tcwo 2: tcwo 
(min), tRwD 2: tRwD (min), and tAwD 2: tAwD (min), the cycle is 
a read-write cycle and the data output will contain data read 
from the selected cell. If neither of the above conditions is met, 
the condition of the data output pin (at access time and until 
CAS returns to V1H) is indeterminate. 

(17) A test mode may be initiated by executing a CAS before RAS 
refresh cycle with WE held at VIL· This mode also may inadvert
ently be initiated during power-up because external control of 
the signal lines is very difficult during this period. It is therefore 
recommended that while WE is held at VIH• either a RAS-only or 
CAS before RAS refresh cycle should be executed at any time 
after the end of the initial power-up sequ'ence to ensure normal 
device operation. 



NEC 
Timing Waveforms 

Read Cycle 

RAS 

Address 

WE 

Dour 

""'I E~-----lRSH-----

i.----------+--tcsH-----------

Column Address 

l 
LL.M_ 

~ICAC------
~--H-ig_h_lm_p_e-da_n_ce---'--1 IRAC 

Valid Data 

MC·421000A36 

II 

83YL-7243B 
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MC·421000A36 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Early Write Cycle 

Address 

----IRAs-------

~1~ --IRSH--

---r--tcsH------

------.:..--IRCD ICAs---

NEC 

Dour _______ Hlg;:;...._hlm..:.......peda_nce ______ _ 

83YL·7244B 
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NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Fast-Page Read Cycle 

CAS 

Address 

DouT~~~H_i~gh_l_m_pe_d_an_ce~~~-- Valid 
Data-out 

Valid 
Data-out 

MC•421000A36 

Valid 
Data-out 

83YL-7245B 
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MC-421000A36 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Fast-Page &rly Write Cycle 

Address 

5-156 

NEC 

toH=1 _ 
-Vali-dData~............-.11/......,........71/-IZ 
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NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

RAS-Only Refresh Cycle 

RAS 

r-tcRP 

GAS__/ 

Address 

MC-421000A36 

\J 

DouT -----------------------------------Hi_gh_l_m_pe_d_an_c_e ________________________________ ~ 

Note: 

[1] WE<::VIH· 
831H·6815B 

CAS Before RAS Refresh Cycle 

DouT------------------------------------H~ig_h_lm_p_ed_a_nc_e ________________________________ _ 

Note: 
[1] Address =don't care. 

831H·5702B 
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MC-421000A36 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Hidden Refresh Cycle 

---Memory Cycle ---'.l~CAS Before RAS Cycle 

---~--tRc-----

RAS 

CAS 

NEC 

Address '.!flll! /111! /11/Jll//l 
I I IM1 
~RCS~ I 

~tRAc 
High Impedance I 

Dour ----------<1 

tcu~ 

ICAC 

Valid ~ata 

83YL-7247B 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The MC-422000A36BH/FH is a fast-page dynamic RAM 
module organized as 2,097,152 words by 36 bits and 
designed to operate from a single + 5-volt power sup
ply. Advanced CMOS circuitry ensures minimum power 
dissipation and excellent operating margins. 

The three-state output is controlled by CAS indepen
dent of RAS. After a valid read or read-modify-write 
cycle, data is held on the output by holding CAS low. 
Data output is returned to high impedance by returning 
CAS high. Fast-page read and write cycles can be 
executed by cycling CAS. Refreshing is accomplished 
by means of RAS-only refresh cycles, CAS before RAS 
refresh cycles, hidden refresh cycles, or by the 1024 
address combinations of Ao through A9 during a 16-ms 
period. 

Single lnline Memory Module (SIMM™) packaging en
hances reliability and reduces the size, weight and cost 
of a system. Each SIMM contains sixteen 1,048,576 x 
4-bit µPD424400s in SOJ packages, eight 1,048,576 x 
1-bit µPD421000s in SOJ packages, and twenty-four 
power supply decoupling capacitors for noise reduc
tion. DQ0 through DQ35 are common input/output pins. 

Features 

o 2,097,152-word by 36-bit organization 
o Single+ 5 V ±5% power supply 
o Fast-page cycles 
o Low power dissipation 
o RAS-only refresh cycles 
o CAS before RAS refresh cycles 
o Hidden refresh cycles 
o 1024 refresh cycles every 16 ms 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o 72-pin SIMM packaging 

SIMM is a trademark of Wang Laboratories. 

MC·422000A36BH/FH 
2,097,152 x 36-Bit 

Dynamic CMOS RAM Module 

Pin Configuration 

72-PinS/MM 

0 
c:::J 72 GNO 
c:::J 71 NC 

c:::J 70 !Note 11 c:::J 69 Note 1 

I 

0 1 I § !! ;=: c:::J 65 0016 

D 
c:::J 640034 

a~~ gg~~ '--· -----..LI c:::J 61 0014 
c:::J 60 0032 

I 

0

11 §ii g~J c:::J 56 0030 
c:::J 55 0012 
c:::J 54 0029 

'---------.J...J a ;~ gg~~ 

D I 
011 !~if~ 

8!~~1 
c:::J 44 SMio 
c:::J 43 ™1 

I 
0118 :~ ~~ 8 ~~~o 

c:::J 38 0035 = 37 0017 

D l.___ __ ......L..1°11 ~ ~f 
.--------.... = 30 Vee 

I 
011 § i! ~~~5 = 25 0024 

c=J 24 006 
'--------..LJ c=l 23 0023 

DI 
0ll~~f 

'--------..LJ c=J 14 A2 

I 
0

ll~l1i 
0 

Notes: 

= 5 0019 = 4 001 
c=J 3 0019 

a~ &~s 

(1] Pins 67 through 70 are defined by access time: 

Pins 70 ns eons 100 ns 
67 NC NC NC 

68 , NC NC NC 

69 NC NC GND 

70 GND GND GND 

83VL·7256A 

60123 New 70 ns speed and 1-inch height will be available in 1991. 5-159 



MC-422000A36BH/FH NEC 
Block Diagram 

RASo RAS1 
eASo 

oao 1101 eAS RAS 1101 RAS eAS 
oa1 1/02 1102 
oa2 1/03 Do 1103 01 
OQ3 1104 1104 

OE OE 

004 1101 eAS RAS 1/01 RAS eAS 
DQ5 1102 1102 
oas 1/03 03 1/03 D2 
OQ7 1104 1104 

OE OE 

eAS RAS RAS eAS 
OOs D1N/Dour Mo D1N/Dour M1 

eASo 

DQg 1101 eAS RAS 1/01 RAS eAS 
0010 1102 1102 
oa11 1/03 04 1/03 05 
0012 1104 1104 

OE OE 

DQ13 1/01 CAS RAS 1/01 RAS CAS 
0014 1102 1/02 
0015 1/03 D7 1/03 Os 
DQ1s 1104 1/04 

OE OE 

CAS RAS RAS eAS 
0017 D1N/Dour M2 D1N/Dour M3 

RAS2 RAS1 
eAS2 

0018 1/01 eAS RAS 1101 RAS eAS 
DQ19 1102 1102 
oa20 1/03 Da l/03 09 
0021 1/04 1104 

OE OE 

0022 1101 eAS RAS 1101 RAS eAS 
DQ23 1102 1102 
0024 1103 011 1/03 010 
0025 1/04 1/04 

OE OE 

eAS RAS RAS eAS 
0026 D1N/Dour M4 D1N/DoUT Ms 

eAS3 

0027 1101 eAS RAS 1101 RAS eAS 
DQ29 1/02 1102 
0029 1/03 012 1/03 013 
DQ30 1/04 1/04 

OE OE 

DQ31 1101 eAS RAS 1101 RAS eAS 
0032 1102 1102 
0033 1/03 D15 1/03 014 
DQ34 1/04 1/04 

OE OE 

eAS RAS RAS eAS 
0035 D1N/Dour Ms D1N/Dour M1 

Ao-Ag~ Do- D1s. Mo- M7 Do- D15: µPD424400LB 

WE~ Do- 015. Mo- M1 Mo-M7: µPD421000LA 

Do-D15,Mo-M7 Vee~~ 

Vss• reo-e23)1 Do-D1s.Mo-M1 

83YL·7257B 
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NEC 
Pin Identification 
Name Function 

Ao·Aa Address inputs 

CAS0 • CAS3 Column address strobe 

DQo- 0035 Common data inputs/outputs 

RASo- RAS2 Row address strobe 

WE Write enable 

GND Ground 

Vee + 5-volt power supply 

NC No connection 

Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

MC-422000A36BH/FH 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Voltage on any pin relative to GND -1.0to +7.0V 

Operating temperature, To PR Oto +70°C 

Storage temperature, TsTG -55 to + 125°C 

Short-circuit output current, los 50 mA 

Power dissipation, Po 24W 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause perma
nent damage. The device should be operated within the limits 
specified under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Input voltage, high V1H 2.4 Vee+ 1.0 v 
Input voltage, low 

Supply voltage 

Ambient temperature 

Capacitance 
TA = 25°C; f = 1 MHz 

Parameter 

Input 
capacitance 

Input/output 
capacitance 

V1L 

Vee 

TA 

Symbol 

C11 

C12 

C13 

C14 

CIO/Coo 

C12/Co2 

Ordering Information 

-1.0 

4.75 5.0 

0 

Max 

161 

193 

62 

62 

29 

39 

Part Number Row Access Time (max) 

MC422000A36BH-70 70 ns 

BH-80 80 ns 

BH-10 100 ns 

MC422000A36FH-70 70 ns 

FH-80 80 ns 

FH-10 100 ns 

0.8 v 
5.25 v 
70 oc 

Unit Pins Under Test 

pF Ao-Ag 

pF WE 

pF RAS 

pF CAS 

pF DOo - DQ7, DQ9 - DQ16• D01a - D025. 0027 - 0034 

pF DOa, DQ17, DQ26• DQ35 

R/W Cycle Time (min) Fast-Page Cycle (min) Package 

140 ns 45 ns 72-pin socket-mountable 

160 ns 50 ns 
SIMM (solder plating) 

190 ns 60 ns 

140 ns 45 ns 72-pin socket-mountable 

160 ns 50 ns 
SIMM (gold plating) 

190 ns 60 ns 
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MC-422000A36BH/FH NEC 
DC Characteristics 
TA= Oto +70°C; Vee= +5.0 V ±5% 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Standby current lcc2 48 mA RAS= CAS ~ V1H (min) 

24 mA RAS= CAS ~ Vcc-0.2V 

Input leakage current l1(L) 240 240 µA V1N = o V to V cc; 
all other pins not under test = 0 V 

Output leakage current lo(L) -10 10 µA DOo to DQ35 disabled; VouT = O V to Vee 

Output voltage, low Vol 0.4 v loL = 4.2 mA 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 v loH = -5 mA 

AC Characteristics 
TA= o to +70°C; Vee= +5.0 V ±5% 

-70 -so -10 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Operating current, average lcc1 1180 1060 940 mA RAS and CAS cycling; 
tRc = tRc min; 
lo = o mA (Note 5) 

Operating current, RAS-only lcc3 1180 1060 940 mA RAS cycling; CAS ~ V1H; 
refresh cycle, average tRc = tRc min; 

lo = o mA (Note 5) 

Operating current, fast-page lcc4 980 860 740 mA RAS s V1L; CAS cycling; 
cycle, average tpc = tpc min; 

lo = O mA (Note 5) 

Operating current, CAS before Ices 1180 1060 940 mA RAS cycling; CAS before 
RAS refresh cycle, average RAS; tRc = tRc min; 

lo = o mA (Note 5) 

Access time from column tAA 35 45 55 ns (Notes 7, 9) 
address 

Access time from CAS tACP 40 45 55 ns (Notes 7, 9) 
precharge (rising edge) 

Column address setup time tAsc 0 0 0 ns 

Row address setup time tAsR 0 0 0 ns 

Access time from CAS tcAC 20 20 25 ns (Notes 7, 9) 
(falling edge) 

Column address hold time tcAH 17 20 20 ns 

CAS pulse width tcAS 20 10,000 20 10,000 25 10,000 ns 

CAS hold time for CAS before tcHR 15 15 20 ns 
RAS refresh cycle 

Data setup time tcLz 0 0 0 ns 

CAS precharge time, fast-page tcp 10 20 10 20 10 25 ns 
cycle 
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NEC MC-422000A36BH/FH 

AC Characteristics (cont) 
·70 ·80 ·10 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

CAS precharge time, nonpage tcPN 10 10 10 ns 
cycle 

CAS to RAS precharge time tcRP 10 10 10 ns (Note 12) 

CAS hold time tcsH 70 80 100 ns 

CAS setup time for CAS before tcsR 10 10 10 ns 
RAS refresh cycle 

Data-in hold time toH 15 20 20 ns (Note 15) 

Data-in setup time tos 0 0 0 ns (Note 15) 

Output buffer turnoff delay to FF 0 15 0 20 0 25 ns (Note 10) 

Fast-page cycle time tpc 45 50 60 ns (Note 6) 

Access tim·e from RAS tRAC 70 80 100 ns (Notes 7, 8) 

RAS to column address delay tRAD 15 35 17 35 17 45 ns (Note 9) 
time 

Row address hold time tRAH 10 12 12 ns 

Column address lead time tRAL 35 45 55 ns 
referenced to RAS (rising edge) 

RAS pulse width tRAS 70 10,000 80 10,000 100 10,000 ns 

RAS pulse width, fast-page tRASP 70 100,000 80 100,000 100 100,000 ns 
cycle 

Random read or write cycle tRc 130 160 190 ns (Note 6) 
time 

RAS to CAS delay time tRCD 20 60 25 60 25 75 ns (Note 11) 

Read command hold time tRCH 0 0 0 ns (Note 13) 
referenced to CAS 

Read command setup time tRcs 0 0 0 ns 

Refresh period tREF 8 8 8 ms Addresses Ao - Ag 

RAS precharge time tRP 60 70 80 ns 

RAS precharge CAS hold time tRPC 10 10 10 ns 

Read command hold time tRRH 10 10 10 ns (Note 13) 
referenced to RAS 

RAS hold time tRSH 20 20 25 ns 
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MC-422000A36BH/FH 

AC Characteristics (cont) 
-70 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min 

Rise and fall transition time tT 3 50 

Write command hold time twcH 15 

Write command setup time twcs 0 

WE hold time twHR 15 

WE setup time twsR 10 

Write command pulse width twp 15 

Notes: 

(1) All voltages are referenced to GND. 

(2) An initial pa~ of 100 µs is required after power-up, followed by 
any eight RAS cycles, before proper device operation is 
achieved. At the end of the_!!!!.tial power-up seq~e, it is 
recommended that either a RAS-on.!l_!efresh or a CAS before 
RAS refresh cycle be executed while WE ~ V1H to ensure normal 
operation. 

(3) AC measurements assume tT = 5 ns. 

(4) V1H (min) and Vil (max) are reference levels for measuring the 
timing of input signals. Transition times are measured between 
V1H and Vil· 

(5) lcc1. lcc3, lcc4• and Ices depend on output loading and cycle 
rates. Specified values are obtained with the output open. lcc3 
is measured assuming that all column address inputs are held at 
either a high level or a low level during RAS-only refresh cycles. 
lcc4 is measured assuming that all column address inputs are 
switched only once during each fast-page cycle. 

(6) The minimum specifications are used only to indicate the cycle 
time at which proper operation over the full temperature range 
(TA = 0 to + 70°C) is assured. 

(7) Load= 2 TTL (-1 mA, +4 mA) loads and 100 pF (VoH = 2.0V, 
Vol= 0.8 V). 

(8) Assumes that tRcD s tRco (max) and tRAD s tRAD (max). If 
tRco or tRAD is greater than the maximum recommended value 
in this table, tRAC increases by the amount that tRcD or tRAD 
exceeds the value shown. 

(9) If tRAD ~ tRAD (max), then the access time is defined by tAA· 

(10) toFF (max) defines the time at which the output achieves the 
open-circuit condition an is not referenced to VoH or Vol· 
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-80 -10 

Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

50 3 50 ns (Note3) 

20 ns 

0 ns (Note 16) 

20 ns 

10 ns 

20 ns (Note 14) 

(11) Operation within the tRcD (max) limit assures that tRAC (max) 
can be met. tRcD (max) is specified as a reference point only; if 
tRcD is greater than tRco (max), then access time is controlled 
exclusively by tcAC· 

(12) The tcRP requirement should be applicable for RAS/CAS cycles 
preceded by any cycle. 

(13) Either tRRH or tRcH must be satisfied for a read cycle. 

(14) Parameter twp is applicable for a delayed write cycle such as a 
read-write/read-modify-write cycle. For early write operation, 
both twcs and twcH must be met. 

(15) These parameters are referenced to the fal.!!.!!g edge of CAS for 
early write cycles and to the falling edge of WE for delayed write 
or read-modify-write cycles. 

(16) twcs. tRWD• tcwo. and tAwD are restrictive operating parame
ters in read-write/read-modify-write cycles only. If twcs ~ twcs 
(min), the cycle is an early write cycle and the data output will 
remain open-circuit throughout the entire cycle. lftcwo ~ tcwo 
(min), tRWo ~ tRwo (min), and tAwo ~ tAwD (min), the cycle is 
a read-write cycle and the data output will contain data read 
from the selected cell. If neither of the above conditions is met, 
the condition of the data output pin (at access time and until 
CAS returns to V1H) is Indeterminate. 

(17) A test mode may be initiated by executing a CAS before RAS 
refresh cycle with WE held at Vil· This mode also may inadvert
ently be initiated during power-up because external control of 
the signal lines is very difficult during this period. It is therefore 
~mmended that while WE is held at V1H 1 either a RAS-only or 
CAS before RAS refresh cycle should be executed at any time 
after the end of the initial power-up s_equence to ensure normal 
device operation. 



NEC 
Timing Waveforms 

Read Cycle 

RAS 

Address 

WE 

DQUT 

MC-422000A36BH/FH 

~111(0--~~~~-tRsH~~~~---,~ 

---~~~~~~~-'-~tcsH~~~~~~~~--

Column Address 

l 
1--11( -High lmp-:~~--,-!~RAC 'AA-tcAC== 

~taz 
Valid Data 

83YL-7243B 
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MC·422000A36BH/FH 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Early Write Cycle 

RAS 

tcRP 

Address 

....__,~ --tRSH-

-----;-tcsH---~ 

-rRco tcAs---

NEC 

Dour ______ ____.Hig__.hlmp_edan_ce -------

83YL-7244B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Fast-Page Read Cycle 

Address 

WE 

Dour---~~H-ig_h_lm~p_e_da_n~~~~--.-i 

MC-422000A36BH/FH 

Valid 
Data-out 

83YL-7245B 
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MC-422000A36BH/FH 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Fast-Page Early Write Cycle 

Address 

5-168 

NEC 

11 

- le toH=i _ 
tos~~ 

-Vall-dData~_.....,J §,_.....,7/f;....,....,....,/Z 

83VL-7246B 



NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

RAS-Only Refresh Cycle 

MC-422000A36BH/FH 

--------IRAS--------- IRP--~ 

RAS 

r-ICRP 

v 
Address Row Address 

DouT ~--------------------------------Hi~gh_lm_p~e-da_n_ce ________________________________ _ 

Note: 

(1) WE;,;VIH· 
831H-68158 

CAS Before RAS Refresh Cycle 

'""' IRC ~ 

""'- IRAS 
__,,, 

RAS ~ vf ··~ 

~IRP~ 

-{'~R~ ~tcHR1 IRPC-+j 

0;1$t~RP 

DouT~---------------------------------H~ig_h_lm~pe_d_an_~--------------------------------

Note: 
(1) Address= don't care. 

831H-57028 
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MC-422000A36BH/FH 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Hidden Refresh Cycle 

14----Memory Cycle -~~CAS Before RAS Cycle 

---~--IRc------

RAS 

CAS 

NEC 

Address 7!J11JIJJ/! l!lll !1 !IL 

WE 71// ///JJI II 
l-IAAC 

High Impedance I 
DOUT -------------<1 

•m~ 

tcAC 

Valid ~ata 

83YL-7247B 
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Dynamic RAMs 

Section 6 
Dynamic RAMs 

µPD41256 
262,144 x 1-Bit Dynamic CMOS RAM 

µPD41464 
65,536 x 4-Bit Dynamic NMOS RAM 

µPD421000 
1,048,576 x 1-Bit Dynamic CMOS RAM 

µPD421001 
1,048,576 x 1-Bit Dynamic CMOS RAM 

µPD421002 
1,048,576 x 1-Bit Dynamic CMOS RAM 

µPD424256 
262,144 x 4-Bit Dynamic CMOS RAM 

µPD424258 
262,144 x 4-Bit Dynamic CMOS RAM 

µPD424266 
262,144 x 4-Bit Dynamic CMOS RAM 

µPD424268 
262,144 x 4-Bit Dynamic CMOS RAM 

µPD424100 
4,194,304 x 1-Bit Dynamic CMOS RAM 

Additional New Product Information 
Device Number Description 

Dynamic RAMs 

µPD421000/1 /2 1 M x 1-bit; TSOP packaging 

6-1 

6-19 

6-39 

6-55 

6-69 

6-83 

6-101 

6-117 

6-135 

6-151 

µP D424256/258/266/268 256K x 4 bits; TSOP packaging 

µPD424100/1 /2 

µPD424400/402/410/412 

µPD424802 

µPD424810 

4M x 1-bit DRAM enhancements 

1 M x 4-bit DRAM enhancements 

512K x 8-bit static-column DRAM 

512K x 8-bit fast-page DRAM with 
write-per-bit option 

NEC 

µPD424101 6-167 
4,194,304 x 1-Bit Dynamic CMOS RAM 

µPD424102 6-183 
4,194,304 x 1-Bit Dynamic CMOS RAM 

µPD424400 6-199 
1,048,576 x 4-Bit Dynamic CMOS RAM 

µPD424402 6-215 
1,048,576 x 4-Bit Dynamic CMOS RAM 

µPD424410 6-229 
1,048,576 x 4-Bit Dynamic CMOS RAM 

µPD424412 6-245 
1,048,576 x 4-Bit Dynamic CMOS RAM 

µPD424800 6-261 
524,288 x 8-Bit Dynamic CMOS RAM 

Application Note 53 6-277 
µPD421000/421001 /421002 
1-Megabit Dynamic RAMs 

Comments 

New package (GX suffix) 

New package (GX suffix) 

New speeds of 60 and 70 ns; new 300-mil SOJ (LA 
suffix); new TSOP package (Gx suffix) 

New speeds of 60 and 70 ns; new 300-mil SOJ 
package (LA suffix); new TSOP package (Gx suffix) 

Speeds to 70 ns; SOJ and ZIP packaging 

Speeds to 70 ns; SOJ and ZIP packaging 

µPD424812 512K x 8-bit static-column DRAM with write-per
bit option 

Speeds to 70 ns; SOJ and ZIP packaging 

µPD42xxxx Various 256K x 16-bit DRAMs 40-pin SOJ, samples first half 1991 



NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µ.PD41256 is a 262,144-word by 1-bit dynamic RAM 
designed to operate from a single +5-volt power supply 
and fabricated with a double polylayer, N-channel, 
silicon-gate process for high density, high performance, 
and high reliability. A single-transistor storage cell and 
advanced dynamic circuitry, including 1024 sense ampli
fiers, ensure that power dissipation is minimized, while 
an on-chip circuit generates the negative-voltage sub
strate bias-automatically and transparently. 

The three-state output is controlled by CAS independent 
of RAS. After a valid read or read-modify-write cycle, data 
is held on the output by holding CAS low. The data 
output is returned to high impedance by returning CAS 
high. A hidden refresh feature allows CAS to be held low 
to maintain output data while RAS is used to execute 
refresh cycles. 

Refreshing may be accomplished by means of RAS-only 
refresh cycles, hidden refresh cycles, CAS before RAS 
refresh cycles, or by normal read or write cycles on the 
256 address combinations of Ao through A7 during a 
4-ms refresh period. 

Features 

o 262,144-word x 1-bit organization 
o High-density plastic DIP and PLCC packaging 
o Multiplexed address inputs 
o Single + 5-volt power supply 
o On-chip substrate bias generator 
o Low power dissipation of 28 mW max (standby) 
o Nonlatched, three-state outputs 
o Fully TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o Low input capacitance 
o 256 refresh cycles every 4 ms 
o Optional page cycle 
o RAS-only, hidden, and CAS before RAS refreshing 

60074 

Pin Configurations 

16-Pin Plastic DIP 

As 
D1N 

WE 

RAS 
Ao 
A2 
A1 

Vee 

pPD41256 
262,144 x 1-Bit 

Dynamic NMOS RAM 

GND 

CAS 

Dour 
As 
A3 
A4 
As 
A1 

831H-5121A 

18-Pin Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier (PLCC) 

~ a>Z < Cl I(/) 
Cl < C!l (.) 

WE 3 1S Dour 
RAS 4 18 15 As C\I 

NC 5 ~ 14 NC Cl 

Ao s c.. 13 A3 ::!.. 

A2 7 12 A4 
0 ~ 

com~..-

~ (.) I'-..,, 
< () < < 

> 
831H-5120A 
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pPD41256 NEC 
Ordering Information 

Row Access 
Part Number Time (max) R/W Cycle (min) Page Cycle (min) 

Power Supply 
Tolerance Package 

µPD41256C-80 80 ns 160 ns 

C-85 85 ns 165 ns 

C-10 100 ns 200 ns 

µPD41256L-80 80 ns 160 ns 

L-85 85 ns 165 ns 

L-10 100 ns 200 ns 

Pin I dent if ication 
Name Function 

Ao-Aa Address inputs 

CAS Column address strobe 

D1N Data input 

Dour Data output 

RAS Row address strobe 

WE Write enable 

GND Ground 

Vee +5-volt power supply 

NC No connection 

Capacitance 
TA = 25°C; f = 1 MHz 

Parameter Symbol Max Unit Pins Under Test 

Input capacitance C11 5 pF Ao-Aa, D1N 

C12 8 pF RAS, CAS, WE 

Output capacitance CouT 7 pF DouT 

DC Characteristics 
TA = o to +70°C; Vee = +5.0 v ±10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Max 

Standby supply current lee2 5.0 

Input leakage current l1(L) -10 10 

Output leakage current lo(L) -10 10 

Output voltage, low VoL 0.4 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 

70 ns ±5% 16-pin plastic DIP 

70 ns 

100 ns ±10% 

70 ns ±5% 18-pin plastic leaded chip carrier 

70 ns 

100 ns ±10% 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Voltage on any pin relative to GND, Vr -1.0 to +7.0 V 

Operating temperature, TA (ambient) o to +70°C 

Storage temperature, TsTG -55 to + 125°C 

Short-circuit output current, los 50mA 

Power dissipation, Po 1.0W 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Supply voltage ·Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 
Input voltage, high V1H 2.4 Vee+ 1.0 v 
Input voltage, low V1L -1.0 0.8 v 
Ambient temperature TA 0 70 oc 

Notes: 

(1) Vee = +5 V ±5% for the -80 and -85 versions. 

Unit Test Conditions 

mA RAS = V1H; DouT = high impedance 

µA V1N = 0 V to Vee; all other pins not under test = O V 

µA DouT disabled; VouT = o V to Vee 

v loL = 4.2 mA 

v louT = -5 mA 



NEC 
Block Diagram 

Ao 
A1 . 
A2 • ~ 

Q) 
A3 • :g. 
A4 . ~ As • 
A5 . 
A1 . 
As 

AC Characteristics 
TA = Oto +70°G 

Parameter 

Supply voltage 

Operating supply current, 
average 

Operating supply current, 
RAS-only refresh cycle, 
average 

Operating supply current, 
page cycle, average 

Operating current, CAS 
before RAS refresh cycle, 
average 

Random read or write cycle 
time 

Read-write cycle time 

Page cycle time 

Access time from RAS 

Access time from GAS 

Qi 
:s co 
II) 

~ 
"C 
"C 
< 

Symbol 

Vee 

lcc1 

lcc3 

lcc4 

Ices 

tRC 

tRWC 

tpc 

tRAC 

tcAC 

CAsClock 
Generator 

Qi 
"C 

8 
Q) 

0 
s: 
0 
a: 

,uPD41256-80 

Min Max 

4.75 5.25 

90 

80 

70 

80 

180 

185 

70 

80 

40 

WE Clock 
Generator 

Data 110 Bus 

Column Decoder 

Sense Amplifier 

Memory Array 

,uPD41256·85 

Min Max 

4.75 5.25 

90 

80 

70 

80 

165 

195 

70 

85 

40 

,uPD41256·10 

Min Max 

4.5 5.5 

80 

65 

60 

65 

200 

240 

100 

100 

50 

pPD41256 

Data-In 
DIN Buffer 

Data-out 
Buffer Dour 

831H·6298B 111 
Unit Test Conditions 

mA RAS, GAS cycling; 
tRc = tRc (min); 
lo = O mA (Note 5) 

mA RAS cycling; CAS 2:: v,H; 
tRc = tRc (min); lo = 
0 mA (Note 5) 

mA RAS s v,L; GAS cycling; 
tpc = tpc (min); lo = 
O mA (Note 5) 

mA GAS s V1L; RAS cycling; 
tRc = tRc (min); 1/0 = 
O mA (Note 5) 

ns (Note 6). 

ns (Note 6) 

ns (Note 6) 

ns (Notes 7, 8) 

ns (Notes 7, 9) 
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pPD41256 NEC 
AC Characteristics (cont) 

µ.PD41256-80 µPD41256-85 µPD41256-10 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Output buffer turnoff delay toFF 0 20 0 20 0 25 ns (Note 10) 

Rise and fall transition time tT 3 50 3 50 3 50 ns (Note 4) 

RAS precharge time tRP 70 70 90 ns 

RAS pulse width IRAS 80 16,000 85 16,000 100 10,000 ns 

RAS hold time tRSH 40 40 50 ns 

GAS pulse width tcAS 40 10,000 40 10,000 50 10,000 ns 

GAS hold time tcSH 80 85 100 ns 

RAS to CAS delay time tRCD 20 40 20 45 20 50 ns (Note 11) 

GAS to RAS precharge time tcRP 10 10 10 ns (Note 12) 

GAS precharge time, tcPN 25 25 25 ns 
nonpage cycle 

GAS precharge time, page tcp 20 20 40 ns 
cycle 

RAS precharge GAS hold tRPC 0 0 0 ns 
time 

Row address setup time tASR 0 0 0 ns 

Row address hold time tRAH 10 10 10 ns 

Column address setup time tASC 0 0 0 ns 

Column address hold time tcAH 15 20 15 ns 

Column address hold time tAR 55 65 65 ns 
referenced to RAS 

Read command setup time tRCS 0 0 0 ns 

Read command hold time tRRH 10 10 10 ns (Note 13) 
referenced to RAS 

Read command hold time tRCH 0 0 0 ns (Note 13) 
referenced to GAS 

Write command hold time twcH 20 20 25 ns 

Write command hold time twcR 60 65 75 ns 
referenced to RAS 

Write command pulse width twp 20 15 15 ns (Note 17) 

Write command to RAS lead tRWL 20 30 35 ns 
time 

Write command to GAS lead tcwL 20 ~ ',».) 35 ns 
time 

Data-in setup time tos 0 0 0 ns (Note 14) 

Data-in hold time toH 20 20 25 ns (Note 14) 

Data-in hold time referenced toHR 60 65 75 ns 
to RAS 

Refresh period tREF 4 4 4 ms Addresses Ao - A1 

WE command setup time twcs 0 0 0 ns (Note 15) 

GAS to WE delay tcwo 40 40 50 ns (Note 15) 

RAS to WE delay tRWD 80 85 100 ns (Note 15) 

GAS setup time for GAS tcsR 10 10 10 ns (Note 16) 
before RAS refresh cycle 
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NEC µPD41256 

AC Characteristics (cont) 
µPD41256-80 µPD41256-85 µPD41256-10 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min 

GAS hold time for GAS tcHR 20 15 
before RAS refresh cycle 

Read-write cycle time trnc N/A N/A 
(counter test cycle) 

Read-write cycle time trnwc N/A N/A 
(counter test cycle) 

Notes: 

(1) All voltages are referenced to GND. 

(2) An initial pause of 100 µsis required after power-up, followed by 
any eight RAS cycles, before proper device operation is 
achieved. 

(3) AC measurements assume tT = 5 ns. 

(4) V1H (min) and V1L (max) are reference levels for measuring the 
timing of input signals. Transition times are measured between 
v,H and VIL· 

(5) lcc1, lcc3, lcc4• and Ices depend on output loading and cycle 
rates. Specified values are obtained with the output open. 

(6) The minimum specifications are used only to indicate the cycle 
time at which proper operation over the full temperature range 
(TA = 0 to +70°C) is assured. 

(7) Output load = 2 TTL loads and 100 pF 

(8) Assumes that tRco s tRco (max). If tRco is greater than the 
maximum recommended value shown in this table, tRAC will 
increase by the amount that tRco exceeds the value shown. 

(9) Assumes that tRco ;::: tRco (max) 

(10) toFF (max) defines the time at which the output achieves the 
open-circuit condition and is not referenced to VoH or Vol· 

(11) Operation within the tRco (max) limit assures that tRAC (max) 
can be met. tRco (max) is specified as a reference point only. If 
tRco is greater than the specified tRco (max) limit, then access 
time is controlled exclusively by tcAC· 

Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

20 ns (Note 16) 

220 ns (Note 18) 

260 ns (Note 18) 

(12) The tcRP requirement should be applicable for RAS/GAS cycles 
preceded by any cycle. 

(13) Either tRRH or tRCH must be satisfied for a read cycle. 

(14) These parameters are referenced to the leading edge of GAS in 
early write cycles and to the leading edge of WE in delayed write 
or read-modify-write cycles. 

(15) twcs. tcwo. and tRwo are restrictive operating parameters in 
read-write and read-modify-write cycles only. If twcs ;::: twcs 
(min), the cycle is an early write cycle and the data output will 
remain open-circuit throughout the entire cycle. If tcwo ;::: tcwo 
(min) and tRwo ;::: tRwo (min), the cycle is a read-write cycle and 
the data output will contain data read from the selected cell. If 
neither of the above conditions is met, the condition of the data 
output (at access time and until GAS goes back to v1H) is 
indeterminate. 

(16) DIP products with process codes E, K, P and X do not have the 
GAS before RAS refresh feature. All other package types and 
process codes do have GAS before RAS refreshing. 

On DIP products with process codes E, K, P and X, the external 
address inputs are required in hidden refresh cycles and the 
address timing must satisfy tASR a~AH• which are specified 
with respect to the falling edge of RAS. 

(17) twp is applicable for a delayed write cycle. If the cycle is early 
write, it should be satisfied with the specified value of twcH· 

(18) trnc and trnwL are applicable for a GAS before RAS refresh 
counter test cycle. 
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pPD41256 

Timing Waveform~ 

Read Cycle 

tCRP 

CAS IAJ 
tRAH 

Address 

NEC 

I' 
I 

tRSH 
I 

tcsH 

tRCD 
I 

tcAS 

I 

tAsc 

DowurE-~I. ___ ,1--_tcA_c=?,_~'§_toFF 
High lmpodonoo -----( "'"' J 

831H·6797B 
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NEC pPD41256 

Timing w aveforms (cont) 

Early Write Cycle 
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µPD41256 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Hidden Refresh Cycle 

RAS 

CAS 

Address 

High Impedance 
DoUT -------1 
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-~-CAS Before RAS Cycle 

WI II/// II////!! llJZ 

ICAC 

Valid Data: 

83IH·6799B 



NEC pPD41256 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

CAS Before RAS Refresh Cycle 

Note: 

[1] WE and Address= don't care. 
831H-6592B 

RAS-Only Refresh Cycle 

RAS 

CAS __J v 
Address 

831H-6594B 
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pPD41256 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Read-Write/Read-Modify-Write Cycle 

Address 

DouT ~------------H-lg_h_lm_p_e_da_n_ce ________________ <1 
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Valid Data 

831H·G804B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Page Read Cycle 

-------IRAS•-----

Address 

LIRAC~ ICAC1 ICACl 

pPD41256 

Dour 

. _i::_t tm 1::_r-"'Fi:=_t 'oFF 
High Impedance lJ- 0 5,____ __ u-----

831H-6805B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Page Early Write Cycle 
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NEC pPD41256 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Page Read-Write/Read-Modify-Write Cycle 

Address 

DouT ----------1 

831H-6807B 
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pPD41256 

CAS Before RAS Refresh Counter Test 

The µPD41256 provides a method to verify proper 
operation of the internal address counter used in CAS 
before RAS refreshing. After a CAS before RAS refresh 
cycle is initiated, CAS satisfies a hold time (tcHR). a 
precharge time (tcp), and then returns low while RAS is 
held low to enable read, write, or read-modify-write 
operation. As shown in the appropriate timing wave
forms, a refresh counter test can be initiated at this 
point on specified row and column addresses. The row 
is selected by the internal address counter, and the 
column is defined by an external address supplied at 
the second falling edge of CAS. Test patterns can be 
generated in several ways; the following example is 
one possibility. Any pattern must be preceded by the 
normal power-up procedure containing a pause of 100 
µs and then eight RAS cycles to initialize the internal 
counter. 
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(1) Write "O" into 256 memory cells with 256 CAS 

before RAS refresh counter test write cycles. Use 
the same column address in each cycle. 

(2) Use a counter test read-modify-write cycle to read 
the "O" written in the first cycle of step 1 and then 
write a "1" into that location in the same cycle. 
Perform this operation 256 times, until a "1" is 
written into each of the 256 memory cells. Con
tinue using the same column address as specified 
in step 1. 

(3) Read each "1" written in step 2 using a counter 
test read cycle. 

(4) Complement the test pattern and repeat steps 1, 
2, and 3. 



NEC µPD41256 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

CAS Before RAS Refresh Counter Test Read Cycle 

1+----------trRc------------+1 
1+-------tRAs·-------

---tRP--~ 

tcsR tcHR "----tCAS-----"-

1 

_ 

II 
High Impedance 

Dour -----;;........;--------<1 Valid Data Out 

831H-6S08B 
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µPD41256 NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

CAS Before RAS Refresh Counter Test Write Cycle 

Address 

WE 

---------trnc---------
------tRAs------

---lRP----

--IRSH 

---tcAs---

IASC 

Column 
Address 

1: : : 'RV\WL-----.i 
------twcR--'-1~1 ----

11 twp---

11 

- ~w:. bo:-:L 
o,N tjj-/'/;--1/;--1/f; ........... 1/;---1//; ............ 1/C va11d oaia 1n Y/J,....,....,..!//;..,...,....//;---1//;,....,...,..1/j; ............ 1/;--!/j;,....,.....,..1//; ........... /;j--//j;.,._..,../2 

DouT ___________ Hi.:;...gh_lm.;....ped_an_ce ____________ _ 

831H·6809B 
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NEC pPD41256 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

CAS Before RAS Refresh Counter Test Read-Modify-Write Cycle 

RAS 

CAS 

------ITRWC------

-----IRAS------IRP 

,._,E ---IRSH--

-----ICSH-------'+I 

!CSR ICHR ---ICAS----1 

I 

IRPC 

- t••sc tcAHj - I tcPN 

Address --71;;--//J;.....,....,..7/_.,....,.!//;__.,...../ j/.....,....,..7/1X eo1umn Address YI/I/ !l///!J)//jj/J/jj}(////// (!/ 
r----fi•RWD IRWL~ 
I .r•Rcs~ ~•cwo •w.'cw' 

,....,........-..,....,....,.....,....,....,.....,...,...,.. 
WE 

I _ ttDs tDHj • 

D1N 1///1/!!l!l!l!l//!lll!l!//[///(((!/f ValidDataln J<====== 
I l-icAc- j 
1----IRAC ..... ~!OFF 

Dour ___ Hi_gh lm_ped_anc_e ___ , 
Valid Data Out k_ ______ __,, 

831H·6810B 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µPD41464 is a 65,536-word by 4-bit dynamic RAM 
designed to operate from a single + 5-volt power sup
ply and fabricated with a double polylayer, N-channel 
silicon-gate process for high density, high perfor
mance, and high reliability. A single-transistor storage 
cell and advanced dynamic circuitry ensure minimum 
power dissipation, while an on-chip feature internally 
generates the negative voltage substrate bias-au
tomatically and transparently. 

The three-state 1/0 is controlled by CAS independent of 
RAS. After a valid read or hidden refresh cycle, data is 
held by holding CAS low. Data input and output is 
returned to high impedance by returning CAS high. 
Hidden refreshing allows CAS to be held low to main
tain output data while RAS is used to execute RAS-only 
refresh cycles. 

Refreshing may be accomplished by means of a CAS 
before RAS cycle that internally generates the refresh 
address, by means of RAS-only refresh cycles, or by 
normal read or write cycles on the 256 address combi
nations of Ao through A7 during a 4-ms refresh period. 

Features 

o 65,536-word by 4-bit organization 
o Single + 5-volt ± 10% power supply 
o CAS before RAS internal refreshing 
o Multiplexed address inputs 
o On-chip substrate bias generator 
o Low power dissipation 

-28 mA max (standby) 
-440 mW (active, tRc = tRc min) 

o Nonlatched, TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o Low input capacitance 
o 256 refresh cycles every 4 ms 
o Standard 18-pin plastic DIP and PLCC packaging 

Ordering Information 
Part Number Row Access Time (max) Package 

µPD41464C-80 80 ns 18-pin plastic DIP 

C-10 100 ns 

C-12 120 ns 

µPD41464L·80 80 ns 18-pin PLCC 

L-10 100 ns 

L-12 120 ns 

60072 

Pin Configurations 

18-Pin Plastic DIP 

pPD41464 
65,536 x 4-Bit 

Dynamic NMOS RAM 

831H-5256A 

18-Pin Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier (PLCC) 

V02 3 16 CAS 

WE 4 (! 15 V03 ..,. 
RAS 5 ~ 14 Ao 

A5 6 Q. 13 A1 ::1. 

As 7 12 A2 
0 ~ co O> ..- ..-

.t8.t.r 
> 

831H-5117A 
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µPD414.64 

Pin ldentif ication 
Name Functloh 

Ao·A7 Address inputs 

1101 -1/04 Data inputs and outputs 

~ Column address strobe 

'O'E Output enable 

m Row address strobe 

WE Write enable 

GND Ground 

Vee +5-volt power supply 

NC No connection 

6-20 

NEC 
Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Voltage on any pin relative to GND -1.0 to +7.0 V 

Operating temperature, ToPR Oto +70"C 

Storage temperature, TSTG -55 to + 125°C 

Short-circuit output current, los 50mA 

Power dissipation, Po 1.0W 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Recommended Operating Conditions 

831H-6300B 



NEC pPD41464 

DC Characteristics 
TA= o to +70°C; Vee= +5.0V ±10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Standby current lcc2 5.0 mA RAS = CAS = V1H 

Input leakage current l1(L) -10 10 µA V1N = O V to Vee; all other pins not under test= O V 

Output leakage current lo(l) -10 10 µA 1/0 is high-Z; Vvo = o V to Vee 

Output voltage, low Vol 0 0.4 v loL = 4.2 mA 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 Vee v loH = -5 mA 

AC Characteristics 
TA= o to +70°C; Vee= +5.0 V ±10% 

~PD41464-80 ~PD41464-10 ~PD41464-12 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Operating current, average lcc1 85 80 75 mA RAS, CAS cycling; 
tRc = tRc min (Note 5) 

Operating current, refresh cycle, lcc3 70 65 60 mA RAS cycling; CAS = V1H; 
average tRc = tRc min (Note 5) 

Operating current, page cycle, average lcc4 60 55 50 mA RAS = V1L; CAS cycling; 
tpc = tpc min (Note 5) 

Operating current, CAS before RAS Ices 70 70 65 mA RAS cycling; CAS <!:: V1H; 
refresh cycle, average tRc = tRc min (Note 5) 

Random read or write cycle time tRc 160 200 220 ns (Note 6) El Read-write cycle time tRwc 230 270 300 ns (Note 6) 

Page cycle time tpc 70 100 120 ns (Note 6) 

Refresh period tREF 4 4 4 ms 

Access time from RAS tRAC 80 100 120 ns (Notes 7, 8) 

Access time from CAS tcAC 40 50 60 ns (Notes 7, 9) 

Ou put buffer turnoff delay toFF 0 20 0 25 0 30 ns (Note 10) 

Rise and fall transition time tr 3 50 3 50 3 50 ns (Notes 2, 3) 

RAS precharge time tRP 70 90 90 ns 

RAS pulse width tRAS 80 10000 100 10000 120 10000 ns 

RAS hold time tRsH 40 50 60 ns 

CAS pulse width tcAS 40 10000 50 10000 60 10000 ns 

CAS hold time tcsH 80 100 120 ns 

RAS to CAS delay time tRCD 20 40 20 50 25 60 ns (Note 11) 

CAS to RAS precharge time tcRP 10 10 10 ns (Note 12) 

CAS precharge time for nonpage cycle tcPN 25 25 25 ns 

CAS precharge time for page cycle tcP 30 40 50 ns 

RAS precharge CAS hold time tRPC 0 0 0 ns 

Row address setup time tASR 0 0 0 ns 

Row address hold time tRAH 10 10 15 ns 

Column address setup time tASC 0 0 0 ns 

Column address hold time tcAH 15 15 20 ns 

Column address hold time referenced to tAR 55 65 80 ns 
RAS 
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pPD41464 NEC 
AC Characteristics (cont) 

14PD41464-80 14PD41464-10 14PD41464-12 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Read command hold time referenced to m ~RH 10 10 10 ns (Note 13) 

Read command hold time referenced to 'OAS" ~CH 0 0 0 ns (Note 13) 

Write command hold time twCH 20 25 30 ns 

Write command hold time referenced tom twCR 60 75 90 ns 

Write command pulse width twP 20 15 20 ns 

Write command to m lead time ~WL 30 35 40 ns 

Write command to 'OAS" lead time fcWL 30 35 40 ns 

Data-in setup time tos 0 0 0 ns (Note 14) 

Data-in hold time toH 20 25 30 ns (Note 14) 

Data-in hold time referenced to m toHR 60 75 90 ns 

Write command setup time twcs 0 0 0 ns (Note 15) 

mtoWEdelay ~WO 105 130 155 ns (Note 15) 

'CAS to WE delay tcwo 65 80 95 ns (Note 15) 

Access time from OE to EA 20 25 30 ns 

Data delay time toED 20 25 30 ns 

OE command hold time toEH 0 0 0 ns 

Output turnoff delay from OE toEz 0 20 0 25 0 30 ns 

OE to m inactive setup time to ES 10 10 10 ns 

Read or write cycle time for counter test cycle tTRc 185 220 245 ns (Note 16) 

Read or write cycle time for counter test cycle tTRWC 245 290 325 ns (Note 16) 

'CAS setup time for 'CAS before m refresh fcSR 10 10 10 ns 
cycle 

'CAS hold time for'CAS before m refresh fcHR 15 20 25 ns 
cycle 
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NEC 
Notes: 

(1) An initial pause of 100 p.s (RAS inactive) is required after 
power-up, followed by any eight RAS cycles, before proper device 
operation is achieved. 

(2) AC measurements assume tr = 5 ns. 

(3) V1H (min) and V1L (max) are reference levels for measuring the 
timing of input signals. 

(4) All voltages are referenced to GND. 

(5) lcc1. lcc3. lcc4. and Ices depend on output loading and cycle 
rates. Specified values are obtained with the output open. For lot 
code K of the µPD41464-15, tRc (min) must be 270 ns and lcc3 
= 60 mA. 

(6) The minimum specifications are used only to indicate the cycle 
time at which proper operation over the full temperature range 
(TA = 0 to + 70°C) is assured. For lot code K of the µPD41464-15, 
tRc (min) must be 270 ns. 

(7) Load = 2 TTL loads and 100 pF 

(8) Assumes that tRco s tRco (max). If tRco is greater than the 
maximum recommended value in this table, tRAC increases by 
the amount thattRco exceeds the value shown. For a GAS before 
RAS refresh counter test cycle, tRAC is specified as tRAC = tcHR 
+ tcP + tcAC + 2tr and is greater than the maximum specified 
value shown in this table. 

(9) Assumes that tRco <:: tRco (max). 

pPD41464 

(10) toFF (max) and toEz (max) define the time at which the output 
achieves the open-circuit condition and are not referenced to 
VoH orVoL· 

(11) Operation within the tRco (max) limit assures that tRAC (max) 
can be met. tRco (max) is specified as a reference point only; if 
tRCD is greater than tRco (max), access time is controlled 
exclusively by tcAC· 

(12) The tcRP requirement should be applicable for RAS/CAS cycles 
preceded by any cycle. 

(13) Either tRRH or tRcH must be satisfied for a read cycle. 

(14) These parameters are referenced to the leading edge of CAS for 
early write cycles and to the leading edge of WE for delayed write 
or read-modify-write cycles. 

(15) twcs. tcwo. and tRwo are restrictive operating parameters in 
read-write/read-modify-write cycles only. If twcs ;;:: twcs (min), 
the cycle is an early write cycle and the data 1/0 pins will remain 
high impedance throughout the entire cycle. If tcwo <:: tcwo 
(min), tRwD 2: tRwD (min), the cycle is a read-write cycle and the 
data 1/0 pins will contain data read from the selected cell. If 
neither of the above conditions is met, the condition of the data 
1/0 pins (at access time and until GAS returns to V1H) is 
indeterminate. 

(16) tTRc and tTRwc are applicable for GAS before RAS refresh 
counter test cycles. 
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pPD41464 

Timing Waveforms 

Read Cycle 

NEC 

------tRc------1 

-----tRAS----

1· 
I 

tRSH tCRP 
I 

tcsH 

tRCD 
I 

tcAS 

I .J tCPN 

CAS 

tRAH tASC tCAH 

Address 

l.L 
I I ~·~1 

OE !///////Ill// II! Ill Ill mi 
I. l---tcAc I-+ tOFF 

tRAC tOEz-

High Impedance 
Read 

_j 
831H-6721B 
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NEC 
Timing waveforms (cont) 

Early Write Cycle 

pPD41464 

i+------IRC----~ 

14-----tRAs---~ 

IE 
I 

IRSH 
I 

tcsH 

tcRP 

IRCD 
I 

ICAS 

I 

6E 7Zllfl/!!! ////J/////JI !Ill !I/JI !I////! ///J //////JI l!llJIJJJ///h 1---1 I I 
I •osj_''f: r.-'.''oH~ 

l!Oj7 _/2....,....,...7/f;.,...,...,..~..,....,....,m:..,.......m,_,...,...71!)( w,;i, - 7/Jllll//!!)///JZ/Jl///J//!11 
i+---IDHR--~-

831H-s122B 
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pPD41464 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

OE -Controlled Write Cycle 

---------tRc-------

-----IRAS----

I 
ICRP IRco-·-1•--IRSH---+1 ~--IRP---+I 

-------'---ICSH--'--1 ---~ 

1·~ 
CAS ,J 

11 ICPN 

ICAH 

Address Row Address 

NEC 

L_,WCR 11 IWP 
0 E __ I t-J ,-~--712-m ............... 7a-7;;;__,....,1!2_7/j_W,_71~-I! 

I toEo tos r--tOEH__.j -

.,...,....,_,_.,...,....,_,_..-,....,_..,.._ 
Valid Data 

I-· ----toHR--~-to_H_ 
831H·6723B 
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NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Read-Wrlte/Read-llodity-Wrlte Cycle 

ICAP IRCD 

ICPN 

11 

CAS .. ..J IRAD 

IRAH 

Address Row Address 

WE 

1/01 
High Impedance 

IRAS 

···1 
t I 

I 
ICSH 

I 

I 
ICAH 

IASC 
I 

Column Address 

IRWC 

IRSH 

ICAS 

tcwL--J I 
IRWL~ 

IWP 

Write 

~tos 

pPD41464 

831H-6n4B 
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µPD41464 

Timing waveforms (cont) 

Page Read Cycle 

--------1RAS--------+t 

-1• -----"----: -tpc--- ---IRSH--

CAS ------~--~---r -'CAS 

I 
tcp 

ICAH 

Address 

I ~ICAH 

~ IRCH IRCH 

NEC 

I ' {IOEAl 

OE 1...,...,....71~,.........,.;! /_._.7/~_..,...71~.,..._.,.~..p...._.,/ !/~7& flll !//, fZ!!i!@iVJIJJ 
L 

!OFF 1..--tcAC tOFF 

IOEA 

l/Oj 
High Impedance 

Read Read 

LL·~c _j J IRAC IQEZ toez 
831H-6725B 
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NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Page Write Cycle (Early Write) 

-------IRAs------

l tpc--- ---IRSH---+t 

CAS ..,....,....,..,.....,.1..,....1-----~-r· •c•• 

tcPN I tcp 

~~·.~ 
Address 

I 

ICAH 

IASC 

pPD41464 

L I r®'l 1121 I rvJJZIJJJ! lll§lllPJ// ll!I! 4H t:H ~11 t l:OEH 

IOHR !QED 
11 _,....,....,._..,....,......,..__ 

Write 

tos l--toH 

831H-6726B 
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µPD41464 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Page Read-Wrltellle•d-llodlly-Wrlte Cycle 

RAs 

CAs 

tASR 

Address 

6-30 

""I 
tcRP ,.. I 

F::+F'~H I •CAs 

tRAH 

~ 

Valid 
Data-out 

tCAH 

tRAs 

tpc 

tcp 

ICAH 

Valid 
Data-out 

NEC 

tRSH 

tcAS 

I ICPN 

831H-6727B 



NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

RAS-Only Refresh Cycle 

RAS 

ICAP 

pPD41464 

i.------tRC----~ 

14------IRAS----

IRP 

IRPC 

CAS i~ IRAH 

IASR Add•~· 7/Jl //11/1/L =--™ k ffj/j//l//lZll j(j/ !////// /1///1/ II l!l 

Don't Care 

Don't Care 

l/Oj _______ ___;,,,:,:Hig:;,,:,,,,:;.;h lm.;::.;.;:ped.:;;.;,;;ance;..._ ______ _ 

831H·6728B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

CAS Before RAS Refresh Cycle 

RAS 

------. t'~" 
CAS '{_ 

tCHRJ-------tRP 
_· ·~~--

Address Don't Care 

WE Don't Care 

Don't Care 

831H·6729B 
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NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Hidden Refresh Cycle 

RAS 

tCRP 

CAS 

Address 

Memory Cycle 

tRC 

IRAS IRP 

lRSH 

tRCD 

lASC 

VOj __ ___;Hig;...._h lm.;__pedan_ce __ -----<1 

pPD41464 

Hidden Refresh Cycle Hidden Refresh Cycle 

tRC 

IRAS IRAS 

tCHR 

tCAS 

{/Ill ////!J/Jl!////J; 

Data-out 

831H-6745B 
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pPD41464 

CAS Before RAS Refresh Counter Test 

The #4PD41464 provides a method to verify proper oper
ation of the internal address counter used in CAS before 
RAS refreshing. After a CAS before RAS refresh cycle is 
initiated, CAS satisfies a hold time (tcHR), a precharge 
time (tcp), and then returns low while RAS is held low to 
enable read, write, or read-modify-write operation. As 
shown in the appropriate timing waveforms, a refresh 
counter test can be initiated at this point on specified 
row and column addresses. The row is selected by the 
internal address counter, and the column is defined by 
an external address supplied at the second falling edge 
of CAS. Test patterns can be generated in several ways; 
the following example is one possibility. Any pattern 
must be preceded by the normal power-up procedure 
containing a pause of 100 #4S and then eight RAS cycles 
to initialize the internal counter. 
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NEC 
(1) Write "O" into 256 memory cells with 256 CAS before 

RAS refresh counter test write cycles. Use the same 
column address in each cycle. 

(2) Use a counter test read-modify-write cycle to read 
the "O" written in the first cycle of step 1 and then 
write a "1" into that location in the same cycle. 
Perform this operation 256 times, until a "1" is 
written into each of the 256 memory cells. Continue 
using the same column address as specified in step 
1. 

(3) Read each "1" written in step 2 using a counter test 
read cycle. 

(4) Complement the test pattern and repeat steps 1, 2, 
and 3. 



NEC pPD41464 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

CAS Before RAS Refresh Counter Test Read Cycle 

---------lTRC--------

-----IRAs-----

----IRP--

--IRSH 

tcsR ICHR 

ICAS 11 

~-tRAc -I -l toEZ 

I -J toEA 

j.-tcAC !Off 

l/Oj _____ H_igh_lm_ped_anc_e _____ 
1 Valid Data Out 

83SL·5387B 
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µPD41464 NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

CAS Before RAS Refresh Counter Test Write Cycle 

------trnc------
-----IRAs---~ 

tRPC 

CAS 

tCPN 

•wcs 1:-•WCH 

'°I {/@J//ZIJ// @l":.ldDa~l:D]w ffe!!l/l! II//!! II II////!/// l.Z 
Note: 

[1] OE =don't care. 
831H·5386B 
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NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

CAS Before RAS Refresh Counter Test Read-Modify-Write Cycle 

ICAC 

High Impedance 
l/Oj 

1---IRAC----

Valid 
Data Out 

1-IOED 

IOEZ ~IDH 
Valid 

Data Out 

~tos 

pPD41464 

831H·5388B 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µ.PD421000 is a fast-page dynamic RAM organized 
as 1,048,576 words by 1 bit and designed to operate from 
a single + 5-volt power supply. Advanced polycide tech
nology using trench capacitors minimizes silicon area 
and provides high storage cell capacity, high perfor
mance, and high reliability. A single-transistor dynamic 
storage cell and advanced CMOS circuitry throughout 
ensure minimum power dissipation, while an on-chip 
circuit internally generates the negative-voltage sub
strate bias-automatically and transparently. 

The three-state output is controlled by CAS independent 
of RAS. After a valid read or read-modify-write cycle, data 
is held on the output by holding CAS low. The data 
output is returned to high impedance by returning CAS 
high. Fast-page read and write cycles can be executed 
by cycling CAS. 

Refreshing may be accomplished by means of a CAS 
before RAS cycle that internally generates the refresh 
address. Refreshing can also be accomplished by means 
of RAS-only refresh cycles or by normal read or write 
cycles on the 512 address combinations of Ao through As 
during an 8-ms refresh period. 

Features 

o 1,048,576-word by 1-bit organization 
o Single + 5-volt ± 10% power supply 
o Fast-page option 
o CAS before RAS refresh cycles 
o Multiplexed address inputs 
o On-chip substrate bias generator 
o Nonlatched, three-state outputs 
o Low input capacitance 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o 512 refresh cycles every 8 ms 
o High-density 18-pin plastic DIP, 26/20-pin SOJ, 

or 20-pin plastic ZIP packaging 

pPD421000 
1,048,576 x 1-bit 

Dynamic CMOS RAM 

Pin Configurations 

18-Pin Plastic DIP 

D1N GND 

WE Dour 
RAs CAs 
NC Ag 

Ao As 

A1 A1 

A2 As 

A3 As 
Vee A4 

26/20-Pin Plastic SOJ 

D1N 26 GND 

WE 2 2S Dour 
RAS 3 24 CAS 

NC 4 23 NC 

NC 5 22 Ag 
0 
0 
0 

C\i v 
0 c.. 

Ao 9 
:::1. 

As 

A1 10 A7 

A2 11 As 

A3 12 As 

Vee 13 A4 

20-Pin Plastic ZIP 

Ag 1~ 
Dour 3 t:: ::: 2 CAS 

D1N S t::; ~;~ : ~~D 
~~ ~ :;~ ::: 8 NC 

A 11 t::'::: 10 NC 
A 0 13 :::' :n 12 A 1 

2 t::: 14 A 
Vee 15 ::: 3 

A 17 :::'::: 16 A4 
S t::: 18 A 

A1 19 t:: 6 
~20 As 

831H··5964A 

831H-6291A 

83IH-5377A 

60066 TSOP package will be available in 1991. 6-39 
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pPD421000 

Pin I dent if ication 
Name Function 

Ao-Ag Address inputs 

GJ\S Column address strobe 

D1N Data Input 

DouT Data output 

RAS Row address strobe 

WE Write enable 

GND Ground 

Vee +5-volt power supply 

NC No connection 

Capacitance 
TA ".'. 25°C; f = 1 MHz 

Parameter Symbol Max Unit Pins Under Test 

Input capacitance C11 5 pF Address, D1N 
--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

C 12 7 pF RAS, GAS, WE 

Output capacitance Co 7 pF DouT 

Block Diagram 

RAS 
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CAS·Before RAs 

Ao 
A1 • 
A2 • 

A3 • 

A4 • 
As • 
As • 
A1 • 
Aa • 
Ag 

eASClock 
Generator 

NEC 
Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Input voltage, high V1H 2.4 Vee+ 1.0 v 
Input voltage, low V1L -1 0.8 v 
Supply voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 
Ambient temperature TA 0 70 oc 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Voltage on any pin relative to GND -1.0 to +7.0 V 

Operating temperature, ToPR o to +10°c 

Storage temperature, TsTG -55 to + 125°C 

Short-circuit output current, los 50mA 

Power dissipation, Po 1.0W 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under. DC and AC Characteristics. 

Data 1/0 Bus 

Column Decoder 

Sense Ampllfler 

Memory Array 

WE Clock 
Generator 

Data-in 
Buffer 

Data-out 
Bulfer DouT 

831H·6301 B 



NEC pPD421000 

Ordering Information 
RAS Access R/W Cycle Fast-Page Cycle Refresh Standby 

Part Number Time (max) Time (max) (max) Period Current (min) Package 

p.PD421000C-60 60 ns 120 ns 40 ns 8 ms 1 mA 20-pin plastic DIP 

C-70 70 ns 130 ns 45 ns 

C-80 80 ns 160 ns 50 ns 

C-10 100 ns 190 ns 60 ns 

p.PD421000C-60L 60 ns 120 ns 40 ns 64 ms 200 µA 

C-70L 70 ns 130 ns 45 ns 

C-80L 80 ns 160 ns 50 ns 

C-10L 100 ns 190 ns 60 ns 

p.PD421000LA-60 60 ns 120 ns 40 ns 8ms 1 mA 26/20-pin plastic SOJ 

LA-70 70 ns 130 ns 45 ns 

LA-80 80 ns 160 ns 50 ns 

LA-10 100 ns 190 ns 60 ns 

p.PD421000LA-60L 60 ns 120 ns 40 ns 64 ms 200 µA 

LA-70L 70 ns 130 ns 45 ns 

LA-SOL 80 ns 160 ns 50 ns 

LA-10L 100 ns 190 ns 60 ns 

p.PD421000V-60 60 ns 120 ns 40 ns 8ms 1 mA 20-pin plastic ZIP 

111 V-70 70 ns 130 ns 45 ns 

V-80 80 ns 160 ns 50 ns 

V-10 100 ns 190 ns 60 ns 

p.PD421000V-60L 60 ns 120 ns 40 ns 64 ms 200 µA 

V-70L 70 ns 130 ns 45 ns 

V-80L 80 ns 160 ns 50 ns 

V-10L 100 ns 190 ns 60 ns 
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µPD421000 NEC 
DC Characteristics 
TA = o to +1o·c; Vee = +5.0 v :!:10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Standby current lee2 2.0 mA RAS=~= V1H 

1.0 mA RAS=~;::: Vee-0.2V 

Input leakage current l1(L) -10 10 p.A V1N = 0 to 5.5 V; 
all other pins not under test = o V 

Output leakage current lo(L) -10 10 p.A DouT disabled; VouT = o to 5.5 V 

Output voltage, low Vol 0 0.4 v loL = 4.2 mA 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 Vee v loH = -5 mA 

AC Characteristics 
TA = o to +10°C; Vee = +5.0V ±10% 

-60 -70 -so -10 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Operating current, lee1 90 80 70 60 mA RAS, GAS cycling; 
average tRe = tRc min (Note 5) 

Operating current, lcc3 90 80 70 60 mA RAS cycling; ~ = V1H: 
RAS'-only refresh cycle, tRe = tRc min (Note 5) 
average 

Operating current, lce4 80 70 60 50 mA RAS = V1L: GAS cycling; 
fast-page cycle, average tpc = tpc min (Note 5) 

Operating current, Ices 90 80 70 60 mA RAS cycling; 'CAS before 
CAS before RAS refresh RAS; tRc = tRc min 
cycle, average (Notes) 

Access time from tAA 30 35 45 50 ns (Notes 7, 10, 13) 
column address 

Access time from CAS tACp 35 40 45 55 ns (Notes 7, 13) 
precharge (rising edge) 

Column address hold tAR N/A N/A 60 70 ns (Note 19) 
time referenced to RAS 

Column address tASC 0 0 0 20 0 20 ns (Note 13) 
setup time 

Row address setup time tASR 0 0 0 0 ns 

Column address to WE tAWD 30 35 45 50 ns (Note 18) 
delay time 

Access time from CAS" tcAC 20 20 20 25 ns (Notes 7, 9, 10, 13) 
(falling edge) 

Column address tcAH 15 17 20 20 ns 
hold time 

CAS pulse width tcAS 20 10,000 20 10,000 20 10,000 25 10,000 ns 

CAS hold time for CAS tcHR 15 15 15 20 ns 
before RAS refresh cycle 

CAS precharge time, tcp 10 10 10 20 10 25 ns (Note 13) 
fast-page cycle 

CAS precharge time, tcPN 10 10 10 10 ns 
nonpage cycle 

CAS to RAS tcRP 10 10 10 10 ns (Note 14) 
precharge time 
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NEC pPD421000 

AC Characteristics (cont) 
-60 -70 -80 -10 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

<:;AS hold time 

CAS setup time for "CAS 
before RAS refresh cycle 

"CAS to WE delay 

Write command to 
<:;AS lead time 

Data-in hold time 

Data-in hold time 
referenced to RAS 

Data-in setup time 

Output buffer 
turnoff delay 

Fast-page cycle time 

Access time from RAS 

RAS to column address 
delay time 

Row address hold time 

Column address lead 
time referenced to RAS 
(rising edge) 

RAS pulse width 

RAS pulse width, 
fast-page cycle 

Random read or write 
cycle time 

RAS to CAS delay time 

Read command hold 
time referenced to CAS 

Read command 
setup time 

Refresh period 

RAS precharge time 

RAS precharge CAS 
hold time 

Read command hold 
time referenced to RAS 

RAS hold time 

Read-write cycle time 

RAS to WE delay 

Write command to 
RAS lead time 

Rise and fall 
transition time 

Write command 
hold time 

tcsH 

tcwo 

tcwL 

toH 

to HR 

tos 

toFF 

60 70 80 100 ns 

10 10 10 10 ns 

20 20 20 25 ns (Note 18) 

15 15 15 20 ns 

15 15 20 20 ns (Note 17) 

N/A N/A 60 70 ns (Note 19) 

0 0 0 0 ns (Note 17) 

0 15 0 15 0 20 0 25 ns (Note 11) 

40 45 50 60 ns (Note 6) 

60 70 80 100 ns (Notes 7, 8) 

15 30 15 35 17 35 17 50 ns (Note 10) 

10 10 12 12 ns 

30 35 45 50 ns 

60 10,000 70 10,000 80 10,000 100 10,000 ns 

60 10,000 70 100,000 80 100,000 100 100,000 ns 

120 130 160 190 ns (Note 6) 

20 40 20 50 25 60 25 75 ns (Note 12) 

0 0 0 0 ns (Note 15) 

0 0 0 0 ns 

8 8 8 8 ms Addresses Ao - As 
50 50 70 80 ns 

10 10 0 0 ns 

10 10 10 10 ns (Note 15) 

20 20 20 25 ns 

145 155 190 225 ns (Note 6) 

60 70 80 100 ns (Note 18) 

20 20 25 30 ns 

3 50 3 50 3 50 3 50 ns (Note 4) 

15 15 15 20 ns 
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pPD421000 

AC Characteristics (cont) 
-60 -70 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max 

Write command hold twcR N/A N/A 
time referenced to RAS 

Write command twcs 0 0 
setup time 

Write command twp 15 15 
pulse width 

Notes: 

(1) All voltages are referenced to GND. 

(2) An initial pause of 100 p.s is required after power-up, followed by 
any eight RAS cycles, before proper device operation is 
achieved. 

(3) AC measurements assume tr = 5 ns. 

(4) V1H (min) and Vil (max) are reference levels for measuring the 
timing of input signals. Transition times are measured between 
V1H and Vil· 

(5) lcc1. lcc3, lcc4, and Ices depend on output loading and cycle 
rates. Specified values are obtained with the output open. lcc3 
is measured assuming that all column address inputs are held at 
either a high level or a low level during RAS-only refresh cycles. 
lcc4 is measured assuming that all column address inputs are 
switched only once during each fast-page cycle. 

(6) The minimum specifications are used only to indicate the cycle 
time at which proper operation over the full temperature range 
(TA = 0 to +70°C) is assured. 

(7) Load = 2 TTL (-1 mA, +4 mA) loads and 100 pF (VoH = 2.0 V, 
Vol= 0.8V). 

(8) Assumes that tRco s tRco (max) and tRAD s tRAD (max). If 
tRco or tRAD is greater than the maximum recommended value 
in this table, tRAC increases by the amount that tRCD or tRAD 
exceeds the value shown. 

(9) Assumes that tRco ~ tRco (max) and tRAD s tRAD (max). 

(10) If tRAD ~ tRAD (max), then the access time is defined by tAA· 

(11) toFF (max) defines the time at which the output achieves the 
open-circuit condition and is not referenced to VoH or Vol· 

(12) Operation within the tRco (max) limit assures that tRAC (max) 
can be met. tRco (max) is specified as a reference point only; if 
tRco is greater than tRco (max), then access time is controlled 
exclusively by tcAC· 
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-80 -10 

Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

55 70 ns (Note 19) 

0 0 ns (Note 18) 

15 20 ns (Note 16) 

(13) For fast-page read operation, the definition of access time is as 
follows: 

CAS and Column Address 
Input Conditions Access Time Definition 

tcP ::;; tcP (max), tAsC ~ tcp tACP 

tcp ~ tcp (max), tAsc s tAsc (max) tAA 

tcp ~ tcp (max), tAsc ~ tcp tcAc 

(14) The tcRP requirement should be applicable for RAS/CAS cycles 
preceded by any cycle. 

(15) Either tRRH or tRcH must be satisfied for a read cycle. 

(16) Parameter twp is applicable for a delayed write cycle such as a 
read-write/read-modify-write cycle. For early write operation, 
both twcs and twcH must be met. 

(17) These parameters are referenced to the fal~ edge of CAS for 
early write cycles and to the falling edge of WE for delayed write 
or read-modify-write cycles. 

(18) twcs. tRwo. tcwo. and tAwD are restrictive operating parame
ters in read-write/read-modify-write cycles only. If twcs ~ twcs 
(min), the cycle is an early write cycle and the data output will 
remain open-circuit throughout the entire cycle. If tcwo ~ tcwo 
(min), tRwo ~ tRwo (min), and tAwo ~ tAwo (min), the cycle is 
a read-write cycle and the data output will contain data read from 
the selected cell. If neither of the above conditions is met, the 
condition of the data output pin (at access time and until GAS 
returns to V1H) is indeterminate. 

(19) This parameter is not needed for the p.PD421000-60 and 
p.PD421000-70. 



NEC 
Low Power Battery Backup (-L Versions Only} 

The µ,PD421000-L is capable of low power battery 
backup during times of reduced system power, when the 
input buffers and all nonessential internal circuits are 
turned off. For the input buffers to be turned off and the 
amount of leakage current flowing through them re
duced, the µ,PD421000-L must be in standby and all 
control lines within 0.2 V of either Vee or GND, as 
appropriate. When RAS and CAS are both within 0.2 V of 
Vee. the internal circuits are inactive and power require
ments reduced even further. Standby current can drop as 
low as 200 µ,A. 

Battery Backup Current 

pPD421000 

CAS before RAS refresh cycles are executed at a mini
mum rate to ensure that all 512 rows are refreshed only 
once every 64 ms. The time that RAS is low (tRAS) and the 
µ,PD421000-L active needs to be as short as possible, 
typically less than 300 ns, to minimize power usage 
during refresh operation. The following table shows the 
conditions under which the lowest average standby 
current can be obtained. 

Symbol Max Unit GAS Before RAS Refresh Cycle Standby Conditions 

Ices 200 p.A tRAS s 300 ns RAS = CAS 2: Vee - 0.2 V; OE 2: Vee - 0.2 V; 

Ices 300 p.A tRAS 2: 300 ns and s 1 µs 
WE = Addresses 2: Vee - 0.2 V or s 0.2 V; 1/0 
2: Vee - 0.2 V or s 0.2 V or high-Z 
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pPD421000 

Timing Waveforms 

Read Cycle 

RAS 

CAS 

Address 

WE 
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I. 

tRAs 

··"I 
1~ I 

tcsH 
I 

I 

~ 

l 
LJ_,AA 

I~ 
IRAC 

High Impedance 

NEC 

IRSH IRP 

tcAS 

IRAL 

l'RCH 

tcAC l~ 
Valid Data 

83IH-6589B 



NEC µPD421000 

Timing w aveforms (cont) 

Early Write Cycle 
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pPD421000 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Read-Write/Read-Modify-Write Cycle 

RAS 

tRcD 

CAS 

Address 

WE 

IE 
I 
I 

tcsH 
I 

I 

Dour ~------------Hl_gh_l_m_pe_d_an_~~---------------ci 
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tRSH 

tcAs 

Valid Data 

831H·6591B 



NEC pPD421000 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

CAS Before RAS Refresh Cycle 

RAS 

- --,f'CSR 
CAS 

DouT ~~~~~~~~~~---------------H~igh __ lm~pe_d_an_~------------------------------~ 

Note: 

[1] WE and Address = don't care. 
831H-6592B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Hidden Refresh Cycle 

RAS 

CAS 

NEC 

----CAS Before RAS Cycle 

WE 711 /}J/J! /J: j V!J//////JJ_j"!JJll l///////jj/J//!j/ 
l--.RAC •CAc •cwF ~r-

DouT High Impedance Valid Data: ~ 
831H-6593B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

RAS-Only Refresh Cycle 

RAS 

CAS __J 

Address 

pPD421000 

\J 

DouT ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-H~ig~h-lm~p-ed_an_oo~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
831H-65948 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Fast-Page Read Cycle 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Fast-Page Early Write Cycle 

pPD421000 

831H-659GB 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Fast-Page Read-Write/Read-Modify-Write Cycle 

Address 

Dour ----------<1 

831H·6597B 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µPD421001 is a 1,048,576-word by 1-bit dynamic 
RAM designed with a nibble mode and to operate from 
a single + 5-volt power supply. Advanced polycide tech
nology using trench capacitors minimizes silicon area 
and provides high storage cell capacity, high perfor
mance, and high reliability. A single-transistor dynamic 
storage cell and advanced CMOS circuitry throughout 
ensure minimum power dissipation, while an on-chip 
circuit generates the negative-voltage substrate bias
automatically and transparently. 

Pin Configurations 

18-Pin Plastic DIP 

D1N 
WE 

RAS 
NC 

Ao 
A1 
A2 
A3 

Vee 

pPD421001 
1,048,576 x 1-Bit 

Dynamic CMOS RAM 

GND 

DouT 

CAS 
Ag 

As 
A7 
As 
As 
A4 

831H--6292A The three-state output is controlled by CAS indepen
dent of RAS. After a valid read or read-modify-write 
cycle, data is held on the output by holding CAS low. 
Data output is returned to high impedance by returning 
CAS high. The device is capable of executing nibble 
read and write cycles by cycling CAS. 

26/20-Pin Plastic SOJ 

Refreshing may be accomplished by means of CAS 
before RAS cycles that internally generate the refresh 
address. Refreshing can also be accomplished by 
means of RAS-only refresh cycles or by normal read or 
write cycles on the 512 address combinations of Ao 
through As during an 8-ms period. 

Features 

o 1,048,576-word by 1-bit organization 
o Single +5-volt ±10% power supply 
o Nibble option 
o Low power dissipation 

- 90 mA max (active) for 60 ns version 
-1 mA max (standby) 

o CAS before RAS refresh cycles 
o Multiplexed address inputs 
o On-chip substrate bias generator 
o Nonlatched, three-state outputs 
o Low input capacitance 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o 512 refresh cycles every 8 ms 
o High-density 18-pin plastic DIP, 26/20-pin plastic 

SOJ, or 20-pin plastic ZIP packaging 

D1N 

WE 
RAS 
NC 

NC 

Ao 
A1 
A2 
A3 

Vee 

20-Pin Plastic ZIP 

60106 TSOP package will be available in 1991. 

26 GND 

2S DoUT 

3 24 CAS 
4 23 NC 

s 22 Ag 
g 
C\i 
'<!" 
Cl 
Cl.. 

g ::t 
1S As 

10 17 A7 
11 16 As 
12 1S As 
13 14 A4 

831H-6293A 

83IH-5377A 
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pPD421001 

Block Diagram 

Ao 
A1 . Q; 
A2 . 

~ :s 
A3 . al 

"' A4 . :g. :::::·:·:·:::=· "' 
~ 

~ 
As . :g 

c( 
A5 . 
A7 . 
As . 
Ag 

Ordering Information 
RAS Access 

Part Number Time (max) 

µPD421001C-60 60 ns 

C-70 70 ns 

C-80 80 ns 

C-10 100 ns 

µPD421001 LA-60 60 ns 

LA-70 70 ns 

LA-80 80 ns 

LA-10 100 ns 

µPD421001V-60 60 ns 

V-70 70 ns 

V-80 80 ns 

V-10 100 ns 
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CASClock 
Generator 

Q; 

8 
~ 
;: 
0 a: 

WE Clock 
Generator 

Data 110 Bus 

Column Decoder 

Sense Amplifier 

Memory Array 

R/W Cycle 
Time (max) 

120 ns 

130 ns 

160 ns 

190 ns 

120 ns 

130 ns 

160 ns 

190 ns 

120 ns 

130 ns 

160 ns 

190 ns 

NEC 

Data-In 
D1N * (/J 

Buffer 

1~ 
~~ 
(/) "C Data-out :5 ~ Buffer Dour 

""" 

831H-6302B 

Nibble Cycle 
(max) Package 

40 ns 18-pin plastic DIP 

40 ns 

40 ns 

45 ns 

40 ns 26/20-pin plastic SOJ 

40 ns 

40 ns 

45 ns 

40 ns 20-pin plastic ZIP 

40 ns 

40 ns 

45 ns 



NEC 
Pin Identification 
Name Function 

Ao-Ag Address inputs 

D1N Data input 

Dour Data output 

RAS Row address st robe 

CAS Column address strobe 

WE Write enable 

GND Ground 

Vee +5-volt power supply 

NC No connection 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Voltage on any pin relative to GND, Vr -1.0 to +7.0 V 

Operating temperature, ToPR o to +10°c 

Storage temperature, TsrG -55 to + 125°C 

Short-circuit output current, los 50mA 

Power dissipation, Po 1.0W 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

DC Characteristics 
TA= o to +70°C; Vee= +5.0 V ±10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ 

Standby current lec2 

Input leakage current l1(L) -10 

Output leakage current lo(L) -10 

Output voltage, low Vol 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 

pPD421001 

Capacitance 
TA = 25 °C; f = 1 MHz 

Parameter Symbol Max Unit Pins Under Test 

Input capacitance C11 6 pF Address, D1N 

C12 8 pF RAS, CAS, WE 

Output capacitance Co 7 pF Dour 

Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Supply voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 
Input voltage, low V1L -1.0 0.8 v 
Input voltage, high V1H 2.4 Vee+ 1.0 v 
Ambient temperature TA 0 70 oc 

Max Unit Test Conditions 

2.0 mA RAS= CAS = V1H 

1.0 mA RAS= CAS = Vee- 0.2 

10 µA V1N = 0 to 5.5 V; 
all other pins not under test= 0 V 

10 µA Dour disabled; Your = Oto 5.5 V 

0.4 v loL = 4.2 mA 

v loH = -5 mA 
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pPD421001 NEC 
AC Characteristics 
TA = a to + 70°C; Vee = + 5.0 V ±10% 

-60 -70 -80 -10 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Operating current, lee1 90 80 70 60 mA RAS, CAS cycling; 
average tRe = tRe min (Note 5) 

Operating current, lee3 90 80 70 60 mA RAS cycling; CAS = V1H; 
RAS-only refresh tRe = tRe min (Note 5) 
cycle, average 

Operating current, lee4 80 70 60 50 mA RAS = V1L; CAS cycling; 
nibble cycle, average tNe = tNe min (Note 5) 

Operating current, lees 90 80 70 60 mA RAS cycling; CAS before 
CAS before RAS RAS; tRe = tRe min 
refresh cycle, average (Note 5) 

Access time from tAA 30 35 45 50 ns (Notes 7, 10) 
column address 

Column address hold tAR N/A N/A 60 70 ns (Note 18) 
time referenced to 
RAS 

Column address tAse a 0 0 0 ns 
setup time 

Row address setup tASR 0 0 0 0 ns 
time 

Column address to tAWD 30 35 45 50 ns (Note 17) 
WE delay time 

Access time from CAS teAe 20 20 20 25 ns (Notes 7, 9, 10) 
(falling edge) 

Column address teAH 15 17 20 20 ns 
hold time 

CAS pulse width teAS 20 10,000 20 10,000 20 10,000 25 10,000 ns 

CAS hold time for teHR 15 15 15 20 ns 
CAS before RAS 
refresh cycle 

CAS precharge time tePN 10 10 10 10 ns 

CASto RAS teRP 10 10 10 10 ns (Note 13) 
precharge time 

CAS hold time tesH 60 70 80 100 ns 

CAS setup time for tesR 10 10 10 10 ns 
CAS before RAS 
refresh cycle 

CAS to WE delay tewo 20 20 20 25 ns (Note 17) 

Write command to tewL 15 15 15 20 ns 
CAS lead time 

Data-in hold time toH 15 15 20 20 ns (Note 16) 

Data-in hold time toHR N/A N/A 60 70 ns (Note 18) 
referenced to RAS 

Data-in setup time tos 0 0 0 0 ns (Note 16) 

Nibble access time tNAe 20 20 20 25 ns (Note 7) 
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NEC pPD421001 

AC Characteristics (cont) 
-60 -70 -80 -10 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

CAS pulse width tNAS 20 10,000 20 10,000 20 10,000 25 10,000 ns 
(nibble cycle) 

Nibble cycle time tNc 40 40 40 45 ns (Note 6) 

CAS to WE delay tNcwo 20 20 20 25 ns (Note 17) 
(nibble cycle) 

Write command to CAS tNCWL 15 15 20 25 ns 
lead time (nibble cycle) 

CAS precharge tNP 10 10 10 10 ns 
(nibble cycle) 

RAS hold time tNRRSH 20 20 20 25 ns 
(nibble read cycle) 

RAS hold time tNWRSH 20 20 20 25 ns 
(nibble write cycle) 

Output buffer to FF 0 15 0 15 0 20 0 25 ns (Note 11) 
turnoff delay 

Access time from RAS tRAC 60 70 80 100 ns (Notes 7, 8) 

RAS to column address tRAD 15 30 15 35 17 35 17 50 ns (Note 10) 
delay time 

Row address hold time tRAH 10 10 12 12 ns 

II Column address lead tRAL 30 35 45 50 ns 
time referenced to RAS 
(rising edge) 

RAS pulse width tRAS 60 10,000 70 10,000 80 10,000 100 10,000 ns 

RAS pulse width, nibble tRASP 60 100,000 70 100,000 80 100,000 100 100,000 ns 
cycle 

Random read or write tRc 120 130 160 190 ns (Note 6) 
cycle time 

RAS to CAS delay time tRCD 20 40 20 50 25 60 25 75 ns (Note 12) 

Read command hold tRCH 0 0 0 0 ns (Note 14) 
time referenced to CAS 

Read command tRcs 0 0 0 0 ns 
setup time 

Refresh period tREF 8 8 8 8 ms Addresses Ao - Aa 

RAS precharge time tRP 50 50 70 80 ns 

RAS precharge CAS tRPC 10 10 0 0 ns 
hold time 

Read command hold tRRH 10 10 10 10 ns (Note 14) 
time referenced to RAS 

RAS hold time tRsH 20 20 20 25 ns 

Read-write cycle time tRwc 145 155 190 225 ns (Note 6) 

RAS to WE delay tRWD 60 70 80 100 ns (Note 17) 

Write command to tRWL 20 20 25 30 ns 
RAS lead time 
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pPD421001 

AC Characteristics (cont) 
-60 -70 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max 

Rise and fall tr 3 50 3 
transition time 

Write command twcH 15 15 
hold time 

Write command hold twcR N/A N/A 
time referenced to RAS 

Write command twcs 0 0 
setup time 

Write command twp 15 15 
pulse width 

Notes: 

(1) All voltages are referenced to GND. 

(2) An initial pa~of 100 µsis required after power-up, followed by 
any eight RAS cycles, before proper device operation is 
achieved. 

(3) AC measurements assume tr = 5 ns. 

(4) V1H (min) and Vil (max) are reference levels for measuring the 
timing of input signals. Transition times are measured between 
VIH and Vil· 

(5) Icc1. lcc3, lcc4, and Ices depend on output loading and cycle 
rates. Specified values are obtained with the output open. lcc3 
is measured assuming that all column address inputs are held at 
either a high level or a low level during RAS-only refresh cycles. 
lcc4 is measured assuming that all column address inputs are 
switched only once during each nibble cycle. 

(6) The minimum specifications are used only to indicate the cycle 
time at which proper operation over the full temperature range 
<TA = 0 to + 70°C) is assured. 

(7) Load= 2 TTL (-1 mA, +4 mA) loads and 100 pF (VoH = 2.0 V, 
Vol= 0.8 V). 

(8) Assumes that tRcD s tRcD (max) and tRAD s tRAD (max). If 
tRcD or tRAD is greater than the maximum recommended value 
in this table, tRAC increases by the amount that tRcD or tRAD 
exceeds the value shown. 

(9) Assumes that tRcD ~ tRcD (max) and tRAD s tRAD (max). 

(10) If tRAD ~ tRAD (max), then the access time is defined by tAA· 

6-60 
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NEC 

-80 -10 

Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

3 50 3 50 ns (Note 4) 

15 20 ns 

55 70 ns (Note 18) 

0 0 ns (Note 17) 

15 20 ns (Note 15) 

(11) toFF (max) defines the time at which the output achieves the 
open-circuit condition and is not referenced to VoH or Vol· 

(12) Operation within the tRcD (max) limit assures that tRAC (max) 
can be met. tRcD (max) is specified as a reference point only; if 
tRcD is greater than tRcD (max), then access time is controlled 
exclusively by tcAC· 

(13) The tcRP requiren;ient should be applicable for RAS/CAS cycles 
preceded by any cycle. 

(14) Either tRRH or tRcH must be satisfied for a read cycle. 

(15) Parameter twp is applicable for a delayed write cycle such as a 
read-write/read-modify-write cycle. For early write operation, 
both twcs and twcH must be met. 

(16) These parameters are referenced to the fal.lli}g edge of CAS for 
early write cycles and to the falling edge of WE for delayed write 
or read-modify-write cycles. 

(17) twcs. tRWD• tcwo. and tAwD are restrictive operating parame
ters in read-write/read-modify-write cycles only. If twos~ twos 
(min), the cycle is an early write cycle and the data output will 
remain open-circuit throughout the entire cycle. If tcwo ~ tcwo 
(min), tRwD ~ tRWo (min), and tAwD ~ tAwD (min), the cycle is 
a read-write cycle and the data output will contain data read 
from the selected cell. If neither of the above conditions is met, 
the condition of the data output pin (at access time and until 
CAS returns to V1H) is indeterminate. 

(18) This parameter is not needed for the µPD421001-60 and 
µPD421001-70. 
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Timing Waveforms 

Read Cycle 

RAS 

CAS 

Address 

WE 

j i...E..._-
1
----tRsH------

tcsH---------~ 

14---tRco--~~--'1---tcAs------

4-IAA-ICAC-= 
Dour------------------H-ig~h_l_m~pe_d_an_c_e ______________________ --<

1 Valid Data 

pPD421001 

831H-6589B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Early Write Cycle 

------IRAS-----

RAS 

CAS 

Address 

WE 

IE 
I 

IRSH 
I 

tcsH 
IRCD 

I 
ICAS 

I 
~~~---IRAL---

Column Address 

·~·~ 
l'WP I 

NEC 

High Impedance 
Do~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

831H-6590B 
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NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Read-Write/Read-Modify-Write Cycle 

pPD421001 

"-~~~~~~~~~~~~1Rwc~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

14-~~~~~~~~~-tRAs~~~~~~~~~~ 

RAS 

1~ I 
IRSH 

tcsH 

CAS 

IRCD 
I tcAS 

I 

Address 

WE 

DJN 

Dour ~~~~~~~Hi~gh_J_m~pe_d_an_~~~~~~~~~--<I Valid Data 

831H·65918 
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pPD421001 NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

CAS Before RAS Refresh Cycle 

RAS 

--fSR 
CAS 

Note: 

[1) WE and Address= don't care. 
831H·6592B 

RAS-Only Refresh Cycle 

RAS 

r-ICRP 

CAS ___/ \J 

Address 

DouT ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Hi_gh_l_m_pe_d_a_nce~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
831H-6594B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Hidden Refresh Cycle 

--Memory Cycle -~E-- CAS Before RAS Cycle CAS Before RAS Cycle 

---IRc-----IRC-~-+---IRc--

IRAS 

RAS 

CAS 

I 
IRSH ICHR 

..._I -----ICAS-------

1 11 

Address 7J!JJJJ II! /Ill I! ///IZ 

WE 71//J/I Ill!! Vf///JJJ/J//! !1111! ((///!///JI/; L ·~c J 
High Imped~~ IRAC ; IOfFI 

Valid Data )----Dour 

831H·6593B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Nibble Read Cycle 

The µPD421001 is capable of executing nibble read, 
write, or read-modify-write cycles. Nibble mode allows 
high-speed serial access of maximum of 4 data bits. The 
first bit is determined by the row and column ad
dresses, and the next bits are accessed automatically 

Row Address 

Sequence Nibble Bit Ag As A1 As As ~ Aa A2 A1 

RAS/CAS 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 

CAS cycling 2 0 0 0 0 0 

CAS cycling 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 

CAS cycling 4 0 0 0 0 0 

CAS cycling 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Ao 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

NEC 

by cycling CAS while RAS is held low. The addresses of 
nibble bits are determined by the combination of row 
address Ag and column address Ag in the following 
sequence. 

Column Address 

Ag As A1 As As A4 A3 A2 A1 Ao Comment 

0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 Example: external 
address input 

0 0 0 0 0 0 Internal address 

0 0 0 0 0 
generated 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 Repeated sequence 



NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Nibble Early Write Cycle 

pPD421001 
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pPD421001 NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Nibble Read-Write/Read-Modify-Write Cycle 

RAS 

CAS 

Address 

DoUT ~~-H-ig_h_lm_p_ed_a_n~~~--<t Valid Data Valid Data Valid Data 

831H-7127B 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µ.PD421002 is a static-column dynamic RAM orga
nized as 1,048,576 words by 1 bit and designed to 
operate from a single +5-volt power supply. Advanced 
polycide technology using trench capacitors minimizes 
silicon area and provides high storage cell capacity, high 
performance, and high reliability. A single-transistor dy
namic storage cell and advanced CMOS circuitry ensure 
minimum power dissipation, while an on-chip circuit 
internally generates the negative-voltage substrate 
bias-automatically and transparently. 

Pin Configurations 

18-Pin Plastic DIP 

D1N 
WE 

RAS 

NC 

Ao 

A1 

A2 

A3 
Vee 

pPD421002 
1,048,576 x 1-Bit 

Dynamic CMOS RAM 

GND 

Dour 

Cs 
Ag 

As 

A1 

A5 

As 

A4 

831H··6294A The three-state output is controlled by CS independent 
of RAS. After a valid read or read-modify-write cycle, data 
is held on the output by holding CS low. The data output 
is returned to high impedance by returning CS high. 
Static-column read and write cycles may be executed by 
switching the column address inputs. 

26/20-Pin Plastic SOJ 

Refreshing may be accomplished by means of a CS 
before RAS cycle that internally generates the refresh 
address. Refreshing can also be accomplished by means 
of RAS-only refresh cycles or by normal read or write 
cycles on the 512 address combinations of Ao through A8 
during an 8-ms refresh period. 

Features 

o 1,048,576-word by 1-bit organization 
o Single +5-volt ± 10% power supply 
o Static-column option 
o Low power dissipation 

- 70 mA max (active) for 80 ns version 
- 1 mA max (standby) 

o CS before RAS refreshing 
o Multiplexed address inputs 
o On-chip substrate bias generator 
o Nonlatched, three-state outputs 
o Low input capacitance 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o 512 refresh cycles every 8 ms 
o High-density 18-pin plastic DIP, 26/20-pin plastic 

SOJ, or 20-pin plastic ZIP packaging 

D1N 

NC 

NC 

Ao 

A1 

A2 

A3 

Vee 

20-Pin Plastic ZIP 

60107 TSOP package will be available in 1991. 

26 GND 

2S Dour 
24 Cs 

4 23 NC 

s 22 Ag 
N 
0 
0 

C\i 
'<t 
Cl 
0.. 

g :i. 1S As 

10 17 A1 

11 16 A5 

12 1S As 

13 14 A4 

831H·6295A 

831H-5376A 
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pPD421002 

Block Diagram 

Ao 
A1 . 

Q; 
A2 . 

~ 
'§ 

A3 . CD 

A4 . g :II 
~ 

As . ~ "C 
"C 

A5 . <( 

A1 . 
Aa . 
Ag 

Pin Identification 
Name Function 

Ao -Ag Address inputs 

D1N Data input 

Dour Data output 

RAS Row address strobe 

cs Chip select 

WE Write enable 

GND Ground 

Vee +5-volt power supply 

NC No connection 

6-70 

CS Circuit 

Data l/O Bus 

Column Decoder 

Sense Amplifier 

Memory Array 

WE Clock 
Generator 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Voltage on any pin relative to GND 

Operating temperature, ToPR 

Storage temperature, TsrG 

Short-circuit output current, los 

Power dissipation, Po 

NEC 

Data-In 
Buffer 

Data-out 
Buffer 

DJN 

Dour 

83\H·6303B 

-1.0 to +7.0 V 

o to +70°C 

-55 to + 125°C 

50mA 

1.0W 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 



NEC pPD421002 

Ordering Information 
RAS Access R/W Cycle Static-Column 

Part Number Time (max) Time (max) Access (max) Package 

µPD421002C-60 60 ns 120 ns 35 ns 20-pin plastic DIP 

C-70 70 ns 130 ns 40 ns 

C-80 80 ns 160 ns 50 ns 

C-10 100 ns 190 ns 60 ns 

µPD421002LA-60 60 ns 120 ns 35 ns 26/20-pin plastic SOJ 

LA-70 70 ns 130 ns 40 ns 

LA-80 80 ns 160 ns 50 ns 

LA-10 100 ns 190 ns 60 ns 

µPD421002V-60 60 ns 120 ns 35 ns 20-pin plastic ZIP 

V-70 70 ns 130 ns 40 ns 

V-80 80 ns 160 ns 50 ns 

V-10 100 ns 190 ns 60 ns 

DC Characteristics 
TA = Oto +70°C; Vee = + 5.0 V ±10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

3.0 mA RAS= CS= V1H 

• 1.0 mA RAS= cs= Vee- 0.2 

10 µA V1N = O V to Vee; all other pins not under test= 0 V 

Standby current 

Input leakage current -10 

Output leakage current lo(L) -10 10 µA Dour disabled; Vour = o V to Vee 

Output voltage, low Vol 0.4 v loL = 4.2 mA 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 v loH = -5 mA 

Capacitance Recommended Operating Conditions 
TA = 25°C; f = 1 MHz Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 
Parameter Symbol Max Unit Pins Under Test 

Input voltage, high V1H 2.4 Vee+ 1.0 v 
Input capacitance C11 6 pF Address, D1N Input voltage, low V1L -1.0 0.8 v 

C12 8 pF RAS, CS, WE 
Supply voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 

Output capacitance Co 7 pF Dour Ambient temperature TA 0 70 oc 
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pPD421002 NEC 
AC Characteristics 
TA= Oto+ 70°C; Vee= +5.0 V ±10% 

-60 -70 -80 -10 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Operating current, average lee1 90 80 70 60 mA RAS, CS cycling; 
tRe = tRe min (Note 5) 

Operating current, lee3 90 80 70 60 mA RAS cycling; CS = V1H; 
RAS-only refresh cycle, tRe = tRe min (Note 5) 
average 

Static column operating lee4 80 70 60 50 mA RAS= v,L; cs= v,L; 
current, average addresses cycling; tRse 

= tRse min or twse = 
twse min (Note 5) 

Operating current, lee5 90 80 70 60 mA RAS cycling; CS before 
CS before RAS refresh cycle, RAS; tRe = tRe min 
average (Note 5) 

Access time from tAA 30 35 45 50 ns (Notes 7, 10) 
column address 

RAS to column address hold tAH 15 15 15 15 ns 
time 

Column address hold time tAR N/A N/A 80 100 ns (Note 18) 
referenced to RAS 

Column address tAse 0 0 0 0 ns 
setup time 

Row address setup time tASR 0 0 0 0 ns 

Column address to WE delay tAWD 30 35 45 50 ns (Note 17) 
time 

Column address hold time tAWR N/A N/A 60 60 ns 
rererenced to RAS (write 
cycle) 

Access time from CS (falling teAe 20 20 20 25 ns (Notes 7, 9, 10) 
edge) 

Column address teAH 15 17 20 20 ns 
hold time 

CS hold time for CS before teHR 15 15 15 20 ns 
RAS refresh cycle 

CS precharge time tep 10 10 10 10 ns 

CS to RAS precharge time teRP 10 10 10 10 ns (Note 13) 

CS pulse width tes 20 100,000 20 100,000 20 100,000 25 100,000 ns 

CS hold time tesH 60 70 80 100 ns 

CS setup time for CS before tesR 10 10 10 10 ns 
RAS refresh cycle 

CS to WE delay tewo 20 20 20 25 ns (Note 17) 

Write command to tewL 15 15 15 20 ns 
CS lead time 

Data-in hold time toH 15 15 20 20 ns (Note 16) 

Data-in hold time referenced to HR N/A N/A 60 70 ns (Note 18) 
to RAS 

Data-in setup time tos 0 0 0 0 ns (Note 16) 
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NEC pPD421002 

AC Characteristics (cont) 
-60 -70 -80 -10 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Output buffer turnoff delay to FF 0 15 0 15 0 20 0 25 ns (Note 11) 

Output hold time from toH 5 5 5 5 ns 
address 

Output hold time from WE toHw 10 10 10 10 ns 

Access time from previous tPWA 60 70 90 110 ns (Notes 7, 18) 
WE (falling edge) 

Column address hold time tpwH 60 70 90 110 ns 
from previous WE (falling 
edge) 

Access time from RAS tRAC 60 70 80 100 ns (Notes 7, 8) 

RAS to column address tRAD 15 30 15 35 17 35 17 50 ns (Note 10) 
delay time 

Row address hold time tRAH 10 10 12 12 ns 

Column address lead time tRAL 30 35 45 50 ns 
referenced to RAS (rising 
edge) 

RAS pulse width tRAS 60 10,000 70 10,000 80 10,000 100 10,000 ns 

Static-column RAS pulse tRASC 60 100,000 70 100,000 80 100,000 100 100,000 ns 
width 

Random read or write cycle tRc 120 130 160 190 ns (Note 6) Im time 

RAS to CS delay time tRco 20 40 20 50 25 60 25 75 ns (Note 12) 

Read command hold time tRCH 0 0 0 0 ns (Note 14) 
referenced to CS 

Read command setup time tRCS 0 0 0 0 ns 

Refresh period tREF 8 8 8 8 ms Addresses Ao- A8 

RAS precharge time tRP 50 50 70 80 ns 

RAS precharge CS hold time tRPC 10 10 0 0 ns 

Read command hold time tRRH 10 10 10 10 ns (Note 14) 
referenced to RAS 

Static-column read cycle tRsc 35 40 50 60 ns (Note 6) 
time 

RAS hold time tRSH 20 20 20 25 ns 

RAS to second WE delay tRsvv 75 85 95 115 ns 

Read-write cycle time tRWC 145 155 190 225 ns (Note 6) 

RAS to WE delay tRwo 60 70 80 100 ns (Note 17) 
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pPD421002 

AC Characteristics (cont) 
-60 -70 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max 

Write command to RAS lead tRWl 20 20 
time 

Static-column read-write tRwsc 65 75 
cycle time 

Rise and fall transition time tT 3 50 3 50 

Previous WE (falling edge) twAD 20 30 22 35 
to column address delay 
time 

Write command hold time twcH 15 15 

Write command hold time twcR NIA NIA 
referenced to RAS 

Write command setup time twcs 0 0 

Write invalid time tw1 10 10 

Write command pulse width twp 15 15 

Static-column write cycle twsc 35 40 
time 

Notes: 

(1) All voltages are referenced to GND. 

(2) An initial pause of 100 µsis required after power-up, followed by 
any eight RAS cycles, before proper device operation is 
achieved. 

(3) AC measurements assume tT = 5 ns. 

(4) V1H (min) and Vil (max) are reference levels for measuring the 
timing of input signals. Transition times are measured between 
V1H and Vil· 

(5) lcc1, lcc3, lcc4, and Ices depend on output loading and cycle 
rates. Specified values are obtained with the output open. lcc3 
is measured assuming that all column address inputs are held at 
either a high level or a low level during RAS-only refresh cycles. 
lcc4 is measured assuming that all column address inputs are 
switched only once during each fast-page cycle. 

(6) The minimum specifications are used only to indicate the cycle 
time at which proper operation over the full temperature range 
(TA = 0 to + 70°C) is assured. 

(7) Load = 2 TTL (-1 mA, +4 mA) loads and 100 pF (VoH = 2.0 V, 
Vol= 0.8V). 

(8) Assumes that tRcD ::; tRcD (max) and tRAD ::; tRAD (max). If 
tRcD or tRAD is greater than the maximum recommended value 
in this table, tRAC increases by the amount that tRcD or tRAD 
exceeds the value shown. 

(9) Assumes that tRCD ;:: tRcD (max) and tRAD s tRAD (max). 

(10) If tRAD ;:: tRAD (max), then the access time is defined by tAA· 

(11) toFF (max) defines the time at which the output achieves the 
open-circuit condition and is not referenced to VoH or Vol· 
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-80 -10 

Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

25 30 ns 

95 115 ns (Note 6) 

3 50 3 50 ns (Note 4) 

20 45 25 55 ns (Note 18) 

15 20 ns 

55 70 ns (Note 18) 

0 0 ns (Note 17) 

10 10 ns 

15 20 ns (Note 15) 

50 60 ns (Note 6) 

(12) Operation within the tRCD (max) limit assures that tRAC (max) 
can be met. tRcD (max) is specified as a reference point only; if 
tRcD is greater than tRcD (max), then access time is controlled 
exclusively by tcAC· 

(13) The tcRP requirement should be applicable for RAS/CS cycles 
preceded by any cycle. 

(14) Either tRRH or tRCH must be satisfied for a read cycle. 

(15) Parameter twp is applicable for a delayed write cycle such as a 
read-write/read-modify-write cycle. For early write operation, 
both twcs and twcH must be met. 

(16) These parameters are referenced to the falling edge of CS for 
early write cycles and to the falling edge of WE for delayed write 
or read-modify-write cycles. 

(17) twcs. tRWD• tcwo. and tAwo are restrictive operating parame
ters in read-write/read-modify-write cycles only. If twcs ;:: twcs 
(min), the cycle is an early write cycle and the data output will 
remain open-circuit throughout the entire cycle. If tcwo ;:: tcwo 
(min), tRwo ;:: tRwo (min), and tAwD ;:: tAwD (min), the cycle is 
a read-write cycle and the data output will contain data read from 
the selected cell. If neither of the above conditions is met, the 
condition of the data output pin (at access time and until CS 
returns to V1H) is indeterminate. 

(18) This parameter is not needed for the µPD421002-60 and 
µPD421002-70. 

(19) If twAD :>:twAD (max), then access time is defined by tpwA· 



NEC 
Timing Waveforms 

Read Cycle 

RAS 

cs 

Address 

WE 

Dour 

.... , E'------IRSH------'~ 

----------+-~tcsH----------

Column Address 

LL.AA_ 
IE tcAc------1 

----------IRAC-----------;11-1 

High Impedance 
Valid Data 

pPD421002 

831H·712BB 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Early Write Cycle 

14'-------IRAs-----

RAS 

IC 
I 

IRSH 
I 

tcsH 

cs 

IRCD 
I 

tcs 

I 
IRAL 

Address 

WE 

NEC 

~IDH~ 
VolldDota ?/// 11/j////l!Zll // llllJllll; 

---IDHR---

High Impedance 
DoITT~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

831H-7129B 
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NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Read-Write/Read-Modify-Write Cycle 

RAS 

I ""'IE(----1 ----tRsH-----~ 
----------+-~tcsH-----------

----tRco------1---1cs-----~ 

cs 

Address 

WE 

DouT _______ Hi.;;..gh_l_m;_pe_d_an_c_e ------< 
Valid Data 

pPD421002 

831H-7130B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

RAS-Only Refresh Cycle 

RAS 

r--tcRP 

Cs _f 

Address 

NEC 

\_J 

Dour ----------------------------------H-lg_h_lm_p_e_da_n_~-----------------------------------

Note: 

(1) WE ~VIH· 
83IH·6921B 

CS Before RAS Refresh Cycle 

RAS 

·~")---

Dour ------------------------------------H~lg~h-lm~p-ed_a_n~----------------------------------

Note: 

(1) WE and Address =don't care. 
831H·71318 
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NEC pPD421002 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Hidden Refresh Cycle 

--Memory Cycle CAS Before RAS Cycle CAS Before RAS Cycle 

---IRC IRC IRC-~ 

RAS 

tcRP 

cs 

Address 711/fffll! !I !IJl//Jll 

WE 71!///!JI Ill VI f////Jl/!/f///((j/J///j//JI !/; 

Door High ,~'RAC t~c V•+ to,.J ~ 
831H-7132B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Static-Column Read Cycle 

NEC 

---------------tRASC-------------

RAS 

tcsH 

tcs 

cs 

tRsc 

~tCAH 
tRSC 

11 

tRAL 

Address Column Address Column Address Column Address 

Dour ~~~~-Hl~gh_lm~p~e-da_nc_e~~~--<I Valid Data 

831H-7133B 
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NEC pPD421002 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Static-Column Early Write Cycle 

• 
Notes: 

[1) Dour= high Impedance. 
831H-7134B 
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pPD421002 NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Static-Column Read-Write/Read-Modi'ty-Write Cycle 

cs 

Address 

Dour ________ H~ig~h-lm~p_e_da_n_ce ______ ~1 

831H·7135B 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µ.PD424256 is a fast-page dynamic RAM organized 
as 262,144 words by 4 bits and designed to operate from 
a single + 5-volt power supply. Advanced polycide tech
nology using trench capacitors minimizes silicon area 
and provides high storage cell capacity, high perfor
mance, and high reliability. A single-transistor dynamic 
storage cell and advanced CMOS circuitry throughout 
ensure minimum power dissipation, while an on-chip 
circuit generates the negative-voltage substrate bias 
automatically and transparently. 

Pin Configurations 

20-Pin Plastic DIP 

pPD424256 
262,144 x 4-Bit 

Dynamic CMOS RAM 

GND 

l/04 

110:3 

GAS 

OE 

Aa 

A1 

A6 

As 

831H-5564A 

The three-state 1/0 pins are controlled by CAS indepen
dent of RAS. After a valid read or read-modify-write cycle, 
data is held on the outputs by maintaining CAS low. The 
data outputs are returned to high impedance by return
ing CAS high. Fast-page read and write cycles can be 
executed by cycling CAS. 

26/20-Pin Plastic SOJ 

Refreshing may be accomplished by means of a CAS 
before RAS cycle whereby the refresh addresses are 
internally generated. Refreshing may also be accom
plished by means of RAS-only refresh cycles or by 
normal read or write cycles on the 512 address combi
nations of Ao through As during an 8-ms refresh period 
(64 ms for -L versions). 

Features 

o 262,144-word by 4-bit organization 
o Single + 5-volt ± 10% power supply 
o Fast-page option 
o Low power available in -L version 
o CAS before RAS internal refreshing 
o Multiplexed address inputs 
o On-chip substrate bias generator 
o Nonlatched, three-state 1/0 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o High-density 20-pin plastic DIP, 26/20-pin plastic 

SOJ, or 20-pin plastic ZIP packaging 

1101 

1102 

WE 

RAS 

NC 

Ao 

A1 

A2 

A3 

Vee 

20-Pin Plastic ZIP 

60069 TSOP package will be available in 1991. 

26 GND 

2S 1/04 

24 1/03 

4 23 GAS 

s 22 OE 

lfl 
C\J 
..;-
C\J 
..;-
Cl c.. 

9 ::1. 18 Aa 
10 17 A1 
11 16 A6 
12 1S As 
13 14 A4 

831H-5565A 

831H-5375A 
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pPD424256 

Pin Identification 
Name Function 

Ao-As Address inputs 

1/01 -1/04 Data inputs and outputs 

GAS Column address strobe 

OE Output enable 

RAS Row address strobe 

WE Write enable 

GND Ground 

Vee +5-volt power supply 

NC No connection 

Ordering Information 
RAS Access R/W Cycle 

Part Number Time (max) Time (max) 

µPD424256C-60 60 ns 120 ns 

C-70 70 ns 130 ns 

C-80 80 ns 160 ns 

C-10 100 ns 190 ns 

µPD424256C-60L 60 ns 120 ns 

C-70L 70 ns 130 ns 

C-80L 80 ns 160 ns 

C-10L 100 ns 190 ns 

µPD424256LA-60 60 ns 120 ns 

LA-70 70 ns 130 ns 

LA-80 80 ns 160 ns 

LA-10 100 ns 190 ns 

µPD424256LA-60L 60 ns 120 ns 

LA-70L 70 ns 130 ns 

LA-SOL 80 ns 160 ns 

LA-10L 100 ns 190 ns 

µPD424256V-60 60 ns 120 ns 

V-70 70 ns 130 ns 

V-80 80 ns 160 ns 

V-10 100 ns 190 ns 

µPD424256V-60L 60 ns 120 ns 

V-70L 70 ns 130 ns 

V-80L 80 ns 160 ns 

V-10L 100 ns 190 ns 
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Fast-Page Cycle 
(max) 

40 ns 

45 ns 

50 ns 

60 ns 

40 ns 

45 ns 

50 ns 

60 ns 

40 ns 

45 ns 

50 ns 

60 ns 

40 ns 

45 ns 

50 ns 

60 ns 

40 ns 

45 ns 

50 ns 

60 ns 

40 ns 

45 ns 

50 ns 

60 ns 

NEC 
Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Voltage on any pin relative to GND -1.0 to +7.0 V 

Operating temperature, ToPR 0 to +70 °C 

Storage temperature, TsTG -55 to +125 °c 

Short-circuit output current, los 50mA 

Power dissipation, Po 1.0W 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Refresh 
Period 

ams 

64 ms 

ams 

64 ms 

ams 

64ms 

Standby 
Current (min) 

1 mA 

200 µA 

1 mA 

200 µA 

1 mA 

200 µA 

Package 

20-pin plastic DIP 

26/20-pin plastic SOJ 

20-pin plastic ZIP 



N'EC 
Block Diagram 

RAS Clock 
Generator 

CAS --~~~~~~--+-~~ 
CAs Before RAs 

Ao 

~ A1 . 
~ A2 . al 
Cll 

"' A3 . :g. "' ~ 
A4 . ~ "C 

"C 

As . <( 

A5 . 
A1 . 
As 

CAS Clock 
Generator 

Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max 

Input voltage, high V1H 2.4 Vee+ 1.0 

Input voltage, low V1L -1.0 0.8 

Supply voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 

Ambient temperature TA 0 70 

DC Characteristics 
TA = o to +70°C; Vee = +5.0 ±10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ 

Standby current lec2 

Input leakage current l1(L) -10 

Output leakage current lo(L) -10 

Output voltage, low Vol 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 

Unit 

v 
v 
v 
oc 

Max 

2.0 

1.0 

10 

10 

0.4 

pPD424256 

WE Clock 
Generator 

OE Clock 
Generator 

Data l/OBus 

Column Decoder 

Sense Amplifier 

Memory Array 

Capacitance 
TA = 25 °C; f = 1 MHz 

Parameter 

Input capacitance 

lnpuVoutput capacitance 

Unit Test Conditions 

Symbol 

C11 

C12 

C10 

mA RAS = CAS = V1H 

Data-in 
Buffer 

Data-out 
Buffer 

Max Unit 

5 pF 

7 pF 

7 pF 

mA RAS = GAS ~ Vee - 0.2 v 

831H-6304B 

Pins Under Test 

Address 

RAS, CAS, WE, OE 

1/0 

µA V1N = 0 to 5.5 V; all other pins not under test = O V 

µA Dour disabled; Vour = o to 5.5 V 

v loL = 4.2 mA 

v loH = -5mA 
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µPD424256 NEC 
AC Characteristics 
TA= 0 to +70 °C; Vee= +5.0V ± 10% 

1£PD424256·60 J£PD424256-70 J£PD424256-80 J£PD424256·10 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Operating current, lee1 90 80 70 60 mA RAS and GAS cycling; 
average tRe = tRe min; (Note 5) 

Operating current, lee3 90 80 70 60 mA RAS cycling; GAS = 
RAS-only refresh V1H; tRe = tRe min; 
cycle, average (Note 5) 

Operating current, lee4 80 70 60 50 mA RAS = V1L; GAS 
fast-page cycle, cycling; tpc = tpc min; 
average (Note 5) 

Operating current, Ices 90 80 70 60 mA RAS cycling; CAS = 
CAS before RAS V1L; tRc = tRc min; 
refresh cycle, average (Note 5) 

Access time from tAA 30 35 45 50 ns (Notes 7, 10, 13) 
column address 

Access time from GAS tACP 35 40 45 55 ns (Notes 7, 13) 
precharge (rising 
edge) 

Column address hold tAR N/A N/A 60 70 ns 
time referenced to 
RAS 

Column address setup tAsc 0 0 0 20 0 20 ns (Note 13) 
time 

Row address setup tASR 0 0 0 0 ns 
time 

Column address to tAWD 50 55 70 80 ns (Note 18) 
WE delay time 

Access time from GAS tcAC 20 20 20 25 ns (Notes 7, 9, 10, 13) 
(falling edge) 

Column address hold tcAH 15 17 20 20 ns 
time 

GAS pulse width tcAS 20 10,000 20 10,000 20 10,000 25 10,000 ns 

GAS hold time for tcHR 15 15 15 20 ns 
GAS before RAS 
refresh cycle 

GAS precharge time, tcp 10 10 15 10 20 10 25 ns (Note 13) 
fast-page cycle 

GAS precharge time, tcPN 10 10 10 10 ns 
nonpage cycle 

CAS to RAS tcRP 10 10 10 10 ns (Note 14) 
precharge time 

CAS hold time tcsH 60 70 80 100 ns 

CAS setup time for tcSR 10 10 10 10 ns 
CAS before RAS 
refresh cycle 

CAS to WE delay tcwo 40 40 45 55 ns (Note 18) 

Write command to tcwL 15 15 20 20 ns 
CAS lead time 

Data-in hold time toH 15 15 20 20 ns (Note 17) 
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NEC pPD424256 

AC Characteristics (cont) 
1'PD424256-60 1'PD424256-70 1'PD424256·80 1'PD424256-10 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Data-in hold time toHR N/A N/A 60 70 ns 
referenced to RAS 

Data-in setup time tos 0 0 0 0 ns (Note 17) 

Access time from OE to EA 20 20 20 25 ns 

OE data delay time toED 15 15 20 25 ns 

OE command hold to EH 0 0 0 0 ns 
time 

OE to RAS inactive to ES 0 0 0 0 ns 
setup time 

Output turnoff delay toEZ 0 15 0 15 0 20 0 25 ns (Note 11) 
from OE 

Output buffer turnoff to FF 0 15 0 15 0 20 0 25 ns (Note 11) 
delay 

Fast-page cycle time tpc 40 45 50 60 ns (Note 6) 

Fast-page read-write tPRWC 85 90 105 125 ns 
cycle time 

Access time from RAS tRAC 60 70 80 100 ns (Notes 7, 8) 

FVStocolumn tRAD 15 30 15 35 17 35 17 50 ns (Note 10) 
address delay time 

IE Row address hold tRAH 10 10 12 12 ns 
time 

Column address lead tRAL 30 35 45 50 ns 
time referenced to 
RAS (rising edge) 

RAS pulse width tRAS 60 10,000 70 10,000 80 10,000 100 10,000 ns 

RAS pulse width, fast- tRASP 160 100,000 70 100,000 80 100,000 100 100,000 ns 
page cycle 

Random read or write tRC 120 130 160 190 ns (Note 6) 
cycle time 

RAS to 'CAS delay tRCD 20 40 20 50 25 60 25 75 ns (Note 12) 
time 

Read command hold tRCH 0 0 0 0 ns (Note 15) 
time referenced to 
CAS 

Read command setup tRCS 0 0 0 0 ns 
time 

Refresh period tREF 8 8 8 8 ms Addresses Ao -Aa; 
64 ms for -L versions 

RAS precharge time tRP 50 50 70 80 ns 

RAS precharge "CAS tRPC 10 10 10 10 ns 
hold time 

Read command hold tRRH 10 10 10 10 ns (Note 15) 
time referenced to 
RAS 

RAS hold time tRSH 20 20 20 25 ns 

Read-write cycle time tRWC 165 175 215 255 ns (Note 6) 

RAS to WE delay tRWD 80 90 105 130 ns (Note 18) 
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pPD424256 NEC 
AC Characteristics (cont) 

p.PD424256·60 p.PD424256·70 J.lPD424256·80 p.PD424256·10 

Parameter 

Write command to 
RAS lead time 

Rise and fall 
transition time 

Write command hold 
time 

Write command hold 
time referenced to 
RAS 

Symbol 

tRWL 

tr 

twcH 

twcR 

Write command setup twcs 
time 

Write command pulse twp 
width 

Notes: 

Min 

20 

3 

15 

N/A 

0 

15 

(1) All voltages are referenced to GND. 

Max Min Max 

20 

50 3 50 

15 

N/A 

0 

15 

(2) An initial pause of 100 p.s is required after power-up, followed by 
any eight RAS cycles, before proper device operation is 
achieved. 

(3) Ac measurements assume tr = 5 ns. 

(4) V1H (min) and V1L (max) are reference levels for measuring the 
timing of input signals. Transition times are measured between 
V1H and V1L· 

(5) lcc1. lcc3. lcc4, and Ices depend on output loading and cycle 
rates. Specified values are obtained with the output open. lcc3 
is measured assuming that all column address inputs are held at 
either a high level or a low level during RAS-only refresh cycles. 
lcc4 is measured assuming that all column address inputs are 
switched only once during each fast-page cycle. 

(6) The minimum specifications are used only to indicate the cycle 
time at which proper operation over the full temperature range 
(TA =Oto +70 °C) is assured. 

(7) Load= 2 TTL (-1 mA, +4mA) loads and 100pF (VoH=2.0V 
and VoL =0.8 V). 

(8) Assumes that tRco s tRco (max) and tRAD s tRAD (max). If 
tRcD or tRAD is greater than the maximum recommended value 
in this table, tRAC increases by the amount that tRCD or tRAD 
exceeds the value shown. 

(9) Assumes that tRco ~ tRco (max) and tfiAo s tRAD (max). 

(10) If tRAD ~ tRAD (max), then the access time is defined by tAA

(11) toFF (max) and toEz (max) define the time at which the outputs 
achieve the open-circuit condition and are not referenced to VoH 
orVoL· 

(12) Operation with the tRCD (max) limit assures thattRAC (max) can 
be met. tRCD (max) is specified as a reference point only; if tRcD 
is greater than tRco (max), access time is controlled exclusively 
bytcAC· 
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Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

25 30 ns 

3 50 3 50 ns (Note 4) 

15 20 ns 

55 70 ns 

0 0 ns (Note 18) 

15 20 ns (Note 16) 

(13) For fast-page read operation, the definition of access time is as 
follows: 

CAS and Column Address 
Input Conditions 

tcp s tcP (max), tAsc ~ tcp 

tcp s CP (max), tAsc s tcp 

tcp ~ CP (max), tAsc s tAsc (max) 

tcp ~ CP (max), tAsc ~ tAsc (max) 

Access Time 
Definition 

tcAC 

(14) The tcRP requirement should be applicable for RAS/CAS cycles 
preceded by any cycle. 

(15) Either tRRH or tRCH must be satisfied for a read cycle. 

(16) Parameter twp is applicable for a delayed write cycle such as a 
read-write/read-modify-write cycle. For early write cycles, both 
twcs and twcH must be met. 

(17) These parameters are referenced to the fal!l!:!g edge of CAS for 
early write cycles and to the falling edge of WE for delayed write 
or read-modify-write cycles. 

(18) twcs. tRWD• tcwo. and tAwD are restrictive operating parame
ters in read-write/read-modify-write cycles only. If twcs ~ twcs 
(min), the cycle is an early write cycle and the data 1/0 pins will 
remain open-circuit throughout the entire cycle. If tcwo ~ tcwo 
(min), tRwo ~ tRwD (min), and tAwo ~ tAwo (min), then the cycle 
is a read-write cycle and the data 1/0 pins will contain data read 
from the selected cells. If neither of the above conditions is met, 
the condition of the data 1/0 pins (at access time and until CAS 
returns to V1H) is indeterminate. 



NEC 
Low Power Battery Backup (·L versions Only) 

The µ.PD424256-L is capable of low power battery 
backup during times of reduced system power, when the 
input buffers and all nonessential internal circuits are 
turned off. For the input buffers to be turned off and the 
amount of leakage current flowing through them re
duced, the µ.PD424256-L must be in standby and all 
control lines within 0.2 V of either Vee or GND, as 
appropriate. When RAS and CAS are both within 0.2 V of 
Vee. the internal circuits are inactive and power require
ments reduced even further. Standby current can drop as 
low as 200 µ.A. 

Battery Backup Current 

pPD424256 

CAS before RAS refresh cycles are executed at a mini
mum rate to ensure that all 512 rows are refreshed only 
once every 64 ms. The time that RAS is low (tRAs) and the 
µ.PD424256-L active needs to be as short as possible, 
typically less than 300 ns, to minimize power usage 
during refresh operation. The following table shows the 
conditions under which the lowest average standby 
current can be obtained. 

Symbol Max Unit CAS Before RAS Refresh Cycle Standby Conditions 

lee6 200 µA tRAS s 300 ns RAS = GAS ;;::. Vee - 0.2 V; OE ;;:: Vee - 0.2 V; 

lee6 300 µA tRAS <:: 300 ns and s 1 µs 
WE = Addresses <:: Vee - 0.2 V or s 0.2 V; 1/0 
<:: Vee - 0.2 V or s 0.2 V or high-Z 
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pPD424256 

Timing Waveforms 

Read Cycle 

CAS 

Address 

NEC 

1~ 
I 

tRSH 
I 

tcsH 

tRCD I 
tcAS 

I 
tRAL 

L 
Ll.M-•1 llL 

I toes~ I 
...,....,....,.~~ I ~~ 

OE 

Input/Output _________ H .... lg_h _lm ..... p_ed_an_c_e __________ <I 
Read 

831H·6644B 
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NEC pPD424256 

Timing w aveforms (cont) 

Early Write Cycle 
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pPD424256 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

OE-Controlled Write Cycle 

RAS 

CAS 

Address 

Input/Output -------------1 
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NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Read-Write/Read-Modify-Write Cycle 

tRCD 

5E 

Input/Output 
High Impedance 

IRAS .. "I 
1~ 

I 
I 

tcsH 
I 

I 
tcAH 

tASC 
I 

Column Address 

tcAC 

I 

toEA~ 

pPD424256 

tRwc 

IRSH IRP 

tcAS 

L.DH 
Write 

~tos 
831H-6647B 
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pPD424256 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

RAS-Only Refresh Cycle 

RAS 

NEC 

14------tRc-------

Don't Care 

Don't Care 

lnpuVOutput -----------"Hig_h lm..__peda_nce _______ _ 

83IH-6648B 
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NEC pPD424256 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

CAS Before RAS Refresh Cycle 

RAS 

-~·~" 
CAS '{_ 

l~RJ----tRP 

Address Don't Care 

Don't Care 

OE Don't Care 

High Impedance Input/Output-----------------_;:;...._...:,_ __________________ _ 

83IH-6649B 
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pPD424256 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Hidden Refresh Cycle 

--Memory Cycle _ ____.!+--

RAS 

ICRP --IAR

IRCD~~ 

CAS 

Address 

NEC 

-l!IJll/lf!I/!; 

WE 7111!/!l If/! u I W/JJ// !/llZ:?l/llf!l///J!! !II 1112 

OE I lfl 
L ~IC~~:A ~Hr--{ IOFF 

IRAC ~IQEZ 
High Impedance 

lnpuVOutput --------1 Valid Data 

B31H-6650B 
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NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Fast-Page Read Cycle 

Address 

------tpc----;~ ----tRSH--___,~ 

tcAS 

pPD424256 

toEz 
831H-6652B 
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pPD424256 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Fast-Page Early Write Cycle 

Note: 

[1] OE = don't care. 
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NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Fast-Page Read-Write/Read-Modify-Write Cycle 

Address 

OE 

lnpuVOutput 

Valid 
Data-out 

Valid 
Data-out 

pPD424256 

toED~I '"" 
IQEZ 1 

tos 

831H-66538 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µPD424258 is a static-column dynamic RAM orga
nized as 262,144 words by 4 bits and designed to operate 
from a single +5-volt power supply. Advanced polycide 
technology using trench capacitors minimizes silicon 
area and provides high storage cell capacity, high per
formance, and high reliability. A single-transistor dy
namic storage cell and advanced CMOS circuitry 
throughout ensure minimum power dissipation, while an 
on-chip circuit generates the negative-voltage substrate 
bias-automatically and transparently. 

The three-state 1/0 pins are controlled by CS indepen
dent of RAS. After a valid read or read-modify-write cycle, 
data is held on the outputs by maintaining CS low. The 
data outputs are returned to high impedance by return
ing CS high. Static-column read arid write cycles can be 
executed by switching the column address inputs. 

Refreshing may be accomplished by means of a CS 
before RAS cycle that internally generates the refresh 
address. Refreshing may also be accomplished by 
means of RAS-only refresh cycles or by normal read and 
write cycles on the 512 address combinations of Ao 
through A8 during an 8-ms refresh period. 

Features 

o 262,144-word by 4-bit organization 
o Single +5-volt ± 10% power supply 
o Static-column option 
o Low power dissipation 
o CS before RAS internal refreshing 
o Multiplexed address inputs 
o On-chip substrate bias generator 
o Nonlatched, three-state 1/0 
o Low input capacitance 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o 512 refresh cycles every 8 ms 
o High-density 20-pin plastic DIP, 26/20-pin plastic 

SOJ, or 20-pin plastic ZIP packaging 

pPD424258 
262,144 x 4-Bit 

Dynamic CMOS RAM 

Pin Configurations 

20-Pin Plastic DIP 

1101 

1102 

WE 
RAS 

NC 

Ao 

A1 

A2 

A3 
Vee 

26/20-Pin Plastic SOJ 

RAS 

NC 

Ao 

A1 

A2 

A3 

Vee 

20-Pin Plastic ZIP 

OE - 1 c::, :n 2 CS 

;~g ~ ~:~ ~:; : :~~~ 
1102 7 n:, :ll 8 WE 
RAS 9 c::, :ll 10 NC 

Ao 11 c::, :n 12 A1 

A2 13 c::, :n 14 A3 
Vee 1S '::, :n 1S A 

A 17 t:: 4 
S ':n 18 As 

A7 19 '::, :n 20 As 

GND 

1104 

1103 

Cs 
OE 

As 

A7 

As 

As 

A4 

831H·6296A 

GND 
l/04 

1103 

Cs 
OE 

As 

A7 

As 

As 

A4 

831H·6297A 

83IH-5374A 

60108 TSOP package will be available in 1991. 6-101 
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pPD424258 

Block Diagram 

Ao 
A1 • 

A2 • 
A3 

A4 • 

As • 
As • 
A1 • 
As 

Ordering Information 

Part Number 

µPD424258C-60 

C-70 

C-80 

C-10 

µPD424258LA-60 

LA-70 

LA-80 

LA-10 

µPD424258V-60 

V-70 

V-80 

V-10 

6-102 

RAS Access 
Time (max) 

60 ns 

70 ns 

80 ns 

100 ns 

60 ns 

70 ns 

80 ns 

100 ns 

60 ns 

70 ns 

80 ns 

100 ns 

Cs Clock 
Generator 

R/W Cycle 
Time (max) 

120 ns 

130 ns 

160 ns 

190 ns 

120 ns 

130 ns 

160 ns 

190 ns 

120 ns 

130 ns 

160 ns 

190 ns 

WE Clock 
Generator 

OE Clock 
Generator 

Data 110 Bus 

Column Decoder 

Sense Amplifier 

Memory Array 

Static-Column 
Access (max) 

35 ns 

40 ns 

50 ns 

60 ns 

35 ns 

40 ns 

50 ns 

60 ns 

35 ns 

40 ns 

50 ns 

60 ns 

NEC 

Data-In 
Buffer 

Data-out 
Buffer 

Package 

20-pin plastic DIP 

26/20-pin plastic SOJ 

20-pin plastic ZIP 

831H-6305B 



NEC 
Pin ldentif ication 
Name Function 

Ao-As Address inputs 

1/01 -1/04 Data inputs/outputs 

RAS Row address strobe 

cs Chip select 

WE Write enable 

OE Output enable 

GND Ground 

Vee +5-volt power supply 

NC No connection 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Voltage on any pin relative to GND, VT -1.0 to +7.0 V 

Operating temperature, TopR Oto +70°C 

Storage temperature, TsTG -55 to + 125°C 

Short-circuit output current, los 50mA 

Power dissipation, Po 1.0W 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

DC Characteristics 
TA= 0 to +70 °C; Vee= +5.0 V ±10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max 

Standby current lee2 2.0 

1.0 

Input leakage current l1(L) -10 10 

Output leakage current lo(L) -10 10 

Output voltage, low VoL 0.4 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 

pPD424258 

Capacitance 
TA = 25°C; f = 1 MHz 

Parameter Symbol Max Unit Pins Under Test 

Input C11 5 pF Address 
capacitance 

C12 7 pF RAS, CS, WE, OE 
Input/output C10 7 pF 1/01 -1/04 
capacitance 

Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Input voltage, high V1H 2.4 Vee+ 1.0 v 
Input voltage, low V1L -1.0 0.8 v 
Supply voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 
Ambient temperature TA 0 70 oc 

Unit Test Conditions 

mA RAS= CS= V1H 

mA RAS = cs ~ Vee - 0.2 

µA V1N = O V to Vee; all other pins not under test = O V 

µA DouT disabled; VouT = o V to Vee 

v loL = 4.2 mA 

v loH =-5mA 
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µPD424258 NEC 
AC Characteristics 
TA= o to +70°C; Vee= +5.0V ±10% 

-60 -70 -80 -10 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Operating current, average lcc1 90 80 70 60 mA RAS, CS cycling; 
tRc = tRc min 
(Note 5) 

Operating current, RAS-only lcc3 90 80 70 60 mA RAS cycling; CS = 
refresh cycle, average V1H; tRc = tRc min 

(Note 5) 

Static-column operating current, lcc4 80 70 60 50 mA RAS= CS= V1L; 
average addresses cycling; 

tRsc = tRsc min 
or twsc = twsc 
min (Note 5) 

Operating current, CS before RAS Ices 90 80 70 60 mA RAS cycling; CS 
refresh cycle, average before RAS; tRc = 

tRc min (Note 5) 

Access time from column address tAA 30 35 45 50 ns (Notes 7, 10) 

Column address hold time tAH 15 15 15 15 ns 
referenced to RAS (rising edge) 

Column address hold time tAR N/A N/A 80 100 ns (Note 18) 
referenced to RAS 

Column address setup time tASC 0 0 0 0 ns 

Row address setup time tAsR 0 0 0 0 ns 

Column address to WE delay time tAWD 50 55 70 80 ns (Note 17) 

Column address hold time tAWR N/A N/A 60 60 ns 
referenced to RAS (write cycle) 

Access time from CS (falling edge) tcAC 20 20 20 25 ns (Notes 7, 9, 10) 

Column address hold time tcAH 15 17 20 20 ns 

CS hold time for CS before RAS tcHR 15 15 15 20 ns 
refresh cycle 

CS precharge time, static-column tcp 10 10 10 10 ns 
cycle 

CS to RAS precharge time tcRP 10 10 10 10 ns (Note 13) 

CS pulse width tcs 20 100,000 20 100,000 20 100,000 25 100,000 ns 

CS hold time tcsH 60 70 80 100 ns 

CS setup time for CS before RAS tcsR 10 10 10 10 ns 
refresh cycle 

CS to WE delay tcwo 40 40 45 55 ns (Note 17) 

Write command to CS lead time tcwL 15 15 20 20 ns 
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NEC pPD424258 

AC Characteristics (cont) 
-60 -70 -80 -10 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Data-in hold time toH 15 15 20 20 ns (Note 16) 

Data-in hold time referenced to to HR NIA NIA 60 70 ns (Note 18) 
RAS 

Data-in setup time tos 0 0 0 0 ns (Note 16) 

Access time from OE to EA 20 20 20 25 ns (Note 7) 

OE data delay time toeo 15 15 20 25 ns 

OE command hold time to EH 0 0 0 0 ns 

OE to RAS inactive setup time toes 0 0 0 0 ns 

Output turnoff delay from OE toEz 15 15 20 25 ns (Note 11) 

Output buffer turnoff delay toFF 0 15 0 15 0 20 0 25 ns (Note 11) 

Output hold time from address toH 5 5 5 5 ns 

Output enable time from WE tow 25 25 25 30 ns (Note 7) 

Access time from previous WE tpwA 60 70 90 110 ns (Notes 7, 19) 
(falling edge) 

Column address hold time from tpwH 60 70 90 110 ns 
previous WE (falling edge) 

Access time from RAS tRAC 60 70 80 100 ns (Notes 7, 8) 

RAS to column address delay time tRAD 15 30 15 35 17 35 17 50 ns (Note 10) E Row address hold time tRAH 10 10 12 12 ns 

Column address lead time tRAL 30 35 45 50 ns 
referenced to RAS (rising edge) 

RAS pulse width tRAS 60 10,000 70 10,000 80 10,000 100 10,000 ns 

RAS pulse width, static-column tRASC 60 100,000 70 100,000 80 100,000 100 100,000 ns 
cycle 

Random read or write cycle time tRc 120 130 160 190 ns (Note 6) 

RAS to CS delay time tRco 20 40 20 50 25 60 25 75 ns (Note 12) 

Read command hold time tRCH 0 0 0 0 ns (Note 14) 
referenced to CS 

Read command setup time tRcs 0 0 0 0 ns 

Refresh period tREF 8 8 8 8 ms Addresses Ao -Aa 
RAS precharge time tRP 50 50 70 80 ns 

RAS precharge CS tRPC 10 10 0 0 ns 
hold time 

Read command hold time tRRH 10 10 10 10 ns (Note 14) 
referenced to RAS 

Static-column read cycle time tRsc 35 40 50 60 ns (Note 6) 
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pPD424258 

AC Characteristics (cont) 
-60 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min 

RAS hold time tRSH 20 20 

RAS to second WE delay tRS'N 75 85 

Read-write cycle time tRWC 165 175 

RAS to WE delay tRWD 80 90 

Write command to RAS lead time tRWL 20 20 

Static-column read-write cycle time tRwSe 85 95 

Rise and fall transition time tT 3 50 3 

Previous WE (falling edge) to twAD 20 30 22 
column address delay time 

Write command hold time tweH 15 15 

Write command hold time tweR N/A N/A 
referenced to RAS 

Write command setup time twes 0 0 

Write invalid time tw1 10 10 

Write command pulse width twp 15 15 

Static-column write cycle time twse 35 40 

Notes: 

(1) All voltages are referenced to GND. 

(2) An initial pause of 100 ,us is required after power-up, followed by 
any eight RAS cycles, before proper device operation is 
achieved. 

(3) AC measurements assume tr = 5 ns. 

(4) V1H (min) and V1L (max) are reference levels for measuring the 
timing of input signals. Transition times are measured between 
V1H and V1L· 

(5) lee1, lee3• lee4, and lees depend on output loading and cycle 
rates. Specified values are obtained with the output open. lee3 
is measured assuming that all column address inputs are held at 
either a high level or a low level during RAS-only refresh cycles. 
lee4 is measured assuming that all column address inputs are 
switched only once during each fast-page cycle. 

(6) The minimum specifications are used only to indicate the cycle 
time at which proper operation over the full temperature range 
(TA = 0 to +70°C) is assured. 

(7) Load = 2 TTL (-1 mA, +4 mA) loads and 100 pF (VoH = 2.0 V, 
VoL = 0.8 V). 

(8) Assumes that tReo s tReD (max) and tRAD s tRAD (max). If 
tReo or tRAD is greater than the maximum recommended value 
in this table, tRAe increases by the amount that tReD or tRAD 
exceeds the value shown. 

(9) Ass,umes that tReo 2: tReD (max) and tRAD ::; tRAD (max). 

(10) If tRAD 2: tRAD (max), then the access time is defined by tAA 

(11) toFF (max) defines the time at which the output achieves the 
open-circuit condition and is not referenced to VoH or Vol· 
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NEC 
-70 -80 -10 

Max Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

20 25 ns 

95 115 ns 

215 255 ns (Note 6) 

105 130 ns (Note 17) 

25 30 ns 

120 145 ns (Note 6) 

50 3 50 3 50 ns (Note 4) 

35 20 45 25 55 ns (Note 19) 

15 20 ns 

55 70 ns (Note 18) 

0 0 ns (Note 17) 

10 10 ns 

15 20 ns (Note 15) 

50 60 ns (Note 6) 

(12) Operation within t.he tReo (max) limit assures that tRAC (max) 
can be met. tReD (max) is specified as a reference point only; if 
tReo is greater than tReo (max), then access time is controlled 
exclusively by teAe. tAA or toEA· 

(13) The teRP requirement should be applicable for RAS/CS cycles 
preceded by any cycle. 

(14) Either tRRH or tReH must be satisfied for a read cycle. 

(15) Parameter twp is applicable for a delayed write cycle such as a 
read-write/read-modify-write cycle. For early write operation, 
both twes and tweH must be met. 

(16) These parameters are referenced to the falling edge of CS for 
early write cycles and to the falling edge of WE for delayed write 
or read-modify-write cycles. 

(17) twes. tRWD• tewo. and tAwD are restrictive operating parame
ters in read-write/read-modify-write cycles only. If twes 2: twes 
(min), the cycle is an early write cycle and the data output will 
remain open-circuit throughout the entire cycle. If tewo 2: tewo 
(min), tRwo 2: tRwo (min), and tAwo 2: tAwD (min), the cycle is 
a read-write cycle and the data output will contain data read from 
the selected cell. If neither of the above conditions is met, the 
condition of the data output pin (at access time and until CS 
returns to V1H) is indeterminate. 

(18) This parameter is not needed for the ,uPD421000-60 and 
,uPD421000-70. . . 

(19) If twAo s twAD (max), then access time is defined by tpwA· 



NEC 
Timing Waveforms 

Read Cycle 

cs 

Address 

pPD424258 

--i~-'--------tRAL--------·1 tcp 

Column 

L 
-•aos__J \\\\\ \'\ 

OE '"''l 
I k.--rcAc 
~tAA------l~ toEZ 

---------IRAC-------.i 

lnpuVOutput ----------H-=ig._h_lm .... p_ed_a_nce _________ --<I Valid Data-out 
High Impedance 

83YL·71368 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Eatly Wtite Cycle 

Note: 

(1) OE =don't care. 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Late Write Cycle 

RAS 

cs 

Address 

WE 

OE 

14,E'-------IRSH-------i~ 

i+---------'-~tcsH-----------

pPD424258 

tos I I• •oHR II ~ 
IQED ~IDH 

lopoYOU!p"' ~ Data4o 

83YL-7138B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Read-Modify-Write Cycle 

Address 

WE 

OE 

Input/Output __________ H __ ig_h_lm-.p_e_da_n_ce ______ 
1 

l-tRAc.--..._ 

6-110 

NEC 

tcAH1 
Column 

83YL·7139B 



NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

RAS-Only Refresh Cycle 

RAS 

pPD424258 

-----------IRAS---------Pt 

High Impedance lnpuVOutput -----------------__;;,_.;.._ _______________ _ 

Note: 

(1] WE= OE= don't care. 
83YL-7140B 

CS Before RAS Refresh Cycle 

------------~IRc~-----------:~ 

RAS 

tcsR tcHR 

cs 

lnpuVOutput _________________ Hl.:.gh_l_mp:....e_da_n_ce _______________ _ 

Note: 

(1] WE= OE= don't care. 
83YL-7141B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Hidden Refresh Cycle 

NEC 

-----IRC tRc--~ 

----IRAS IRAS 

RAS 

Address 

WE !////)/IT I j ~\\ \\\\\ \\\ \\\ \\\ \\\\\\ \\\\\\ \\\\\~ 
6E_l _ 1•0Es ,_I -

IOFF 

Input/Output ---'-----'------<I 

LJ::;_M 
Valid Data-out 

83YL·7142B 
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NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Static-Column Read Cycle 

RAS 

cs 

Address 

WE 

OE 

lnpuVOutput ____ H_ig_h_lm_p_e_da_n_ce ____ -<1 

pPD424258 

83YL-7143B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Static-Column Early Write Cycle 

Address 

lnpuVOutput 

I"""' E<-------tRsw------'>..il 

Note: 

[1) OE = don't care. 
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NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Static-Column Read-Modify-Write Cycle 

RAS 

cs 

tRwsc 

Address Column 

WE 

tcAC 

lnpuVOutput 
High Impedance 

pPD424258 

1~ 
~1 

tpwH 

Column 

High Impedance 

toEZ 
83YL·7145B 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µPD424266 is a 262,144 by 4-bit dynamic RAM 
designed with a write-per-bit option and to operate 
from a single + 5-volt power supply. Advanced polycide 
technology using trench capacitors minimizes silicon 
area and provides high storage cell capacity, high 
performance, and high reliability. A single-transistor 
dynamic storage cell and CMOS circuitry throughout 
ensure minimum power dissipation, while an on-chip 
circuit internally generates the negative-voltage sub
strate bias-automatically and transparently. 

The three-state 1/0 pins are controlled by CAS indepen
dent of RAS. After a valid read or read-modify-write 
cycle, data is held on the outputs by maintaining CAS 
low. Data outputs return to high impedance when CAS 
goes high. Fast-page read and write cycles can be 
executed by cycling CAS. 

Refreshing may be accomplished by means of a CAS 
before RAS cycle that internally generates the refresh 
address. Refreshing may also be accomplished by 
means of RAS-only refresh cycles or by normal read or 
write cycles on the 512 address combinations of Ao 
through As during an 8-ms refresh period. 

Features 

o 262,144 by 4-bit organization 
o Single + 5-volt power supply 
o Write-per-bit option 
o Fast-page option 
o Low power dissipation 
o CAS before RAS internal refreshing 
o Multiplexed address inputs 
o On-chip substrate bias generator 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o Nonlatched, three-state outputs 
o Low input capacitance 
o 512 refresh cycles every 8 ms 
o High-density 20-pin plastic DIP, 26/20-pin plastic 

SOJ, or 20-pin plastic ZIP packaging 

pPD424266 
262, 144 x 4-Bit 

Dynamic CMOS RAM 

Pin Configurations 

20-Pin Plastic DIP 

GND 

1104 

l!OJ 

CAS 

6E 
Ao As 

A1 

As 

As 

26/20-Pin Plastic SOJ 

1101 26 GND 

1102 2 2S 1104 

WE 3 24 1103 

RA5 4 23 CAS 

NC s 22 OE 

l8 
C\I v 
C\I v 
0 a.. 

Ao 9 :::l.. 1S As 

A1 10 17 A1 

A2 11 1S As 

A3 12 1S As 
Vee 13 14 A4 

20-Pin Plastic ZIP 

0E 1~ 
··~::J 2 CAS 

110:3 3 r::~ ::J 4 1104 

GND S '"~ ::J S 1101 
I/~ 7 '::f:,, S WE 

RAS 9 '':~ ::J 10 NC 
Ao 11 ''=c::J 12 A 
A2 13 n: 1 

Vee 1S ,;;~ ::J 14 A3 

As 17 r::"t::J 1S A4 

A1 19 r::"t"' 1S A5 
~20 As 

83YL-7262A 

83YL-7274A 

83YL-7275A 

60109 TSOP package will be available in 1991. 6-117 
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pPD424266 

Pin ldentif ication 
Name Function 

Address inputs 

Data inputs and outputs 

Column address strobe 

Output enable 

Row address strobe 

Write enable 

GND Ground 

Vee +5-volt power supply 

NC No connection 

Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max 

Input voltage, high V1H 2.4 Vee+ 1.0 

Input voltage, low V1L -1.0 0.8 

Supply voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 

Ambient temperature TA 0 70 

Ordering Information 

Unit 

v 
v 
v 
·c 

NEC 
Capacitance 
TA = 25°C; f = 1 MHz 

Parameter Symbol Max Unit Pins Under Test 

Input capacitance C11 5 pF Addresses 

C12 7 pF RAS, CAS, WE, OE 

Input/output C10 7 pF 1/01-1/04 
capacitance 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Voltage on any pin relative to GND, VT -1.0to +7.0V 

Operating temperature, ToPR o to +70°c 

Storage temperature, TsTG -55 to + 125°C 

Short-circuit output current, los 50mA 

Power dissipation, Po 1.0W 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause perma
nent damage. The device should be operated within the limits 
specified under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Part Number RAS Access Time (max) R/W Cycle Time (max) Fast-Page Cycle (max) Package 

µPD424266C-60 60 ns 120 ns 40 ns 20-pin plastic DIP 

C-70 70 ns 130 ns 45 ns 

C-80 80 ns 160 ns 50 ns 

C-10 100 ns 190 ns 60 ns 

µPD424266LA-60 60 ns 120 ns 40 ns 26/20-pin plastic SOJ 

LA-70 70 ns 130 ns 45 ns 

LA-80 80 ns 160 ns 50 ns 

LA-10 100 ns 190 ns 60 ns 

µPD424266V-60 60 ns 120 ns 40 ns 20-pin plastic ZIP 

V-70 70 ns 130 ns 45 ns 

V-80 80 ns 160 ns 50 ns 

V-10 100 ns 190 ns 60 ns 

DC Characteristics 
TA= o to +70°c; Vee= +5.0 ±10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Standby current lee2 2.0 mA RAS;::: V1H (min); lo= 0 mA 

1.0 mA RAS= CAS;::: Vee-0.2V; lo= OmA 

Input leakage current l1(L) -10 10 µA V1N = 0 V to Vee; all other pins 
not under test = 0 V 

Output leakage current lo(L) -10 10 µA DouT disabled; VouT = ov to Vee 

Output voltage, low Vol 0.4 v loL = 4.2 mA 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 v loH = -5 mA 

e..:.11a 



NEC 
Block Diagram 

RAS 
RAS Clock 
Generator 

CAS --e~~~~~~--t~--' 
CA'S Before RAs 

Ao 

A1 • 
A2 • 
A3 • 
A4 • 
As • 
A5 • 

A1 • 
Aa 

AC Characteristics 
TA = o to + 70°C; Vee = + 5.0 V ±10% 

Parameter Symbol Min 

Operating current, 
average 

Operating current, 
RAS-only refresh cycle, 
average 

Operating current, 
fast-page cycle, average 

Operating current, 
CAS before RAS refresh 
cycle, average 

Access time from 
column address 

Access time from CAS 
precharge (rising edge) 

Column address 
setup time 

Row address setup time 

Column address to WE 
delay time 

lce3 

lce4 

Ices 

tAA 

tAeP 

tAse 0 

tASR 0 

tAWD 50 

CASClock 
Generator 

-60 

Max Min 

90 

90 

80 

90 

30 

35 

0 

0 

55 

-70 

WE Clock 
Generator 

OE Clock 
Generator 

Data 110 Bus 

Column Decoder 

Sense Amplifier 

Memory Array 

-80 

Max Min Max Min 

80 70 

80 70 

70 60 

80 70 

35 40 

40 45 

0 0 

0 0 

65 80 

-10 

Max 

60 

60 

50 

60 

50 

55 

pPD424266 

Data-In 
Buffer 

Data-out 
Buffer 

831H-6304B 

Unit Test Conditions 

mA 

mA 

mA 

mA 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

RAS, CAS cycling; 
tRe = tRe min (Note 5) 

RAS cycling; CAS = V1H; 
tRe = tRc min (Note 5) 

RAS = V1L; CAS cycling; 
tpc = tpe min (Note 5) 

RAS cycling; CAS before 
RAS; tRc = tRe min 
(Note 5) 

(Notes 7, 10) 

(Notes 7) 

(Note 17) 
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pPD424266 NEC 
AC Characteristics (cont) 

-60 -70 -80 -10 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Access time from CAS tcAC 20 20 20 25 ns (Notes 7, 9, 10) 
(falling edge) 

Column address tcAH 15 17 20 20 ns 
hold time 

CAS pulse width tcAS 20 10,000 20 10,000 20 10,000 25 10,000 ns 

CAS hold time for CAS tcHR 15 15 15 20 ns 
before RAS refresh cycle 

CAS precharge time, tcp 10 10 10 10 ns 
fast-page cycle 

CAS precharge time, tcPN 10 10 10 10 ns 
nonpage cycle 

CASto RAS tcRP 10 10 10 10 ns (Note 13) 
precharge time 

CAS hold time tcsH 60 70 80 100 ns 

CAS setup time for CAS tcsR 10 10 10 10 ns 
before RAS refresh cycle 

CAS to WE delay tcwo 40 40 45 55 ns (Note 17) 

Write command to tcwL 15 15 20 20 ns 
CAS lead time 

Data-in hold time toH 15 15 20 20 ns (Note 16) 

Data-in setup time tos 0 0 0 0 ns (Note 16) 

Access time from OE to EA 20 20 20 25 ns 

OE data delay time to ED 15 15 20 25 ns 

OE command hold time toEH 0 0 0 0 ns 

OE to RAS inactive setup toES 0 0 0 0 ns 
time 

Output turnoff delay from toEZ 0 15 0 15 0 20 0 25 ns (Note 11) 
OE 

Output buffer turnoff to FF 0 15 0 15 0 20 0 25 ns (Note 11) 
delay 

Fast-page cycle time tpc 40 45 50 60 ns (Note6) 

Fast-page read-modify- tpRWc 85 90 105 125 ns (Note6) 
write cycle time 

Access time from RAS tRAC 60 70 80 100 ns (Notes 7, 8) 
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NEC µPD424266 

AC Characteristics (cont) 
-60 -70 -80 -10 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

RAS to column address tRAD 15 30 15 35 17 40 17 50 ns (Note 10) 
delay time 

Row address hold time tRAH 10 10 12 12 ns 

Column address lead tRAL 30 35 40 50 ns 
time referenced to RAS 
(rising edge) 

RAS pulse width tRAS 60 10,000 70 10,000 80 10,000 100 10,000 ns 

RAS pulse width, tRASP 60 100,000 70 100,000 80 100,000 100 100,000 ns 
fast-page cycle 

Random read or write tRc 120 130 160 190 ns (Note 6) 
cycle time 

RAS to CAS delay time tRCD 20 40 20 50 25 60 25 75 ns (Note 12) 

Read command hold tRcH 0 0 0 0 ns (Note 14) 
time referenced to CAS 

Read command tRCS 0 0 0 0 ns 
setup time 

Refresh period tREF 8 8 8 8 ms Addresses Ao -Aa 

RAS precharge time tRP 50 50 70 80 ns 

RAS precharge CAS tRPC 10 10 0 0 ns 

II hold time 

Read command hold tRRH 10 10 10 10 ns (Note 14) 
time referenced to RAS 

RAS hold time tRSH 20 20 20 25 ns 

Read-write cycle time tRwc 165 175 215 255 ns (Note 6) 

RAS to WE delay tRWD 80 90 105 130 ns (Note 17) 

Write command to tRWL 20 20 25 30 ns 
RAS lead time 

Rise and fall tr 3 50 3 50 3 50 3 50 ns (Note4) 
transition time 

Write-per-bit hold time twBH 10 10 10 10 ns 

Write-per-bit setup time twss 0 0 0 0 ns 

Write command twcH 15 15 15 20 ns (Note 15) 
hold time 

Write command twcs 0 0 0 0 ns (Note 16) 
setup time 
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µPD424266 NEC 
AC Characteristics (cont) 

-60 -70 -80 -10 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Write-per-bit mask data 
hold time 

Write command 
pulse width 

Write-per-bit mask data 
setup time 

Notes: 

twp 

tws 

(1) All voltages are referenced to GND. 

10 10 

15 15 

0 0 

(2) An initial pause of 100 µsis required after power-up, followed by 
any eight RAS cycles, before proper device operation is 
achieved. 

(3) AC measurements assume tr = 5 ns. 

(4) V1H (min) and V1L (max) are reference levels for measuring the 
timing of input signals. Transition times are measured between 
VIH and V1L· 

(5) lcc1. lcc3, lcc4, and Ices depend on output loading and cycle 
rates. Specified values are obtained with the output open. lcc3 
is measured assuming that all column address inputs are held at 
either a high level or a low level during RAS-only refresh cycles. 
lcc4 is measured assuming that all column address inputs are 
switched only once during each fast-page cycle. 

(6) The minimum specifications are used only to indicate the cycle 
time at which proper operation over the full temperature range 
(TA= 0 to + 70°C) is assured. 

(7) Load= 2 TTL (-1 mA, +4 mA) loads and 100 pF (VoH = 2.0 V, 
Vol= 0.8 V). 

(8) Assumes that tRcD s tRcD (max) and tRAD s tRAD (max). If 
tRcD or tRAD is greater than the maximum recommended value 
in this table, tRAC increases by the amount that tRcD or tRAD 
exceeds the value shown. 

(9) Assumes that tRcD ~ tRcD (max) and tRAD s tRAD (max). 

6-122 

10 10 ns 

15 20 ns (Note 15) 

0 0 ns 

(10) If tRAD ~ tRAD (max), then the access time is defined by tAA· 

(11) toFF (max) defines the time at which the output achieves the 
open-circuit condition and is not referenced to VoH or Vol· 

(12) Operation within the tRcD (max) limit assures that tRAC (max) 
can be met. tRcD (max) is specified as a reference point only; if 
tRcD is greater than tRcD (max), then access time is controlled 
exclusively by tcAC· 

(13) The tcRP requirement should be applicable for RAS/CAS cycles 
preceded by any cycle. 

(14) Either tRRH or tRcH must be satisfied for a read cycle. 

(15) Parameter twp is applicable for a delayed write cycle such as a 
read-write/read-modify-write cycle. For early write operation, 
both twcs and twcH must be met. 

(16) These parameters are referenced tO the fal!.!!!9 edge of CAS for 
early write cycles and to the falling edge of WE for delayed write 
or read-modify-write cycles. 

(17) twcs. tRwo. tcwo. and tAwD are restrictive operating parame
ters in read-write/read-modify-write cycles only. If twcs ~ twcs 
(min), the cycle is an early write cycle and the data output will 
remain open-circuitthroughoutthe entire cycle. lftcwo ~ tcwo 
(min), tRwD ~ tRwD (min), and tAwD ~ tAwD (min), the cycle is 
a read-write cycle and the data output wi II contain data read from 
the selected cell. If neither of the above conditions is met~ 
condition of the data output pin (at access time and until CAS 
returns to V1H) is indeterminate. 



NEC pPD424266 

Write-Per-Bit Option 

The write-per-bit option may be used to allow a write 
cycle to change any number of bits in the 4-bit word. The 
mask is loaded from the four 1/0 lines at the falling edge 
of RAS if WE= ViL· If the 1/0 line is high, then the 
corresponding bit will be written when the write cycle 
executes. If an 1/0 line is low, the corresponding bit does 
not change. A mask loaded during fast-page operation 
will remain set and active for each write cycle that 
executes while RAS remains low. The mask may be 
changed at the falling edge of RAS only. 

Comparison of Write-Per-Bit Cycle \'ersus Standard 4-Bit Write Cycle 

RAS 1-------"/ 

Write-Per-Bit 
Cycle 

Normal 4-bit 
Write Cycle 

---------- r~~-

CAS 

( 

WE 

llOi ----< Write Data 

\\\\\\ \\\\\ \ \\\\\\ I 
( 

WE 

1101 ---------<(.._ ________ w_r1t_e _Da_1a _______ _,)>-----

1/0 Mask Data Write Operation 

1 (High) Write Bit 
1101 

Disable Bit Write 0 (Low) 

1 (High) Write Bit 
1102 

(Low) Disable Bit Write 0 

1 (High) Write Bit 
1103 

0 (Low) Disable Bit Write 

1 (High) Write Bit 

1104 
0 (Low) Disable Bit Write 

83VB-67788 
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pPD424266 

Timing Waveforms 

Read Cycle 

RAS 

CAS 

Address 

... I E<--------IRSH--------:~ 
~-------,.---tcsH----------

----lRCD--~~----tcAs-----_.I 

NEC 

WE 7//11/Jll !II I/ -•OEs_J VJ//)/; 
IQEAl 

I k---icAc 

~IAA-------l.-i toEZ~ 
---------!RAC---------;~ 

lnpuVOutput _______ H .... I -..h_lm..._p_ed_a_nce ____________ -<
1 Valid Data-out 

High Impedance 

83YL-7276B 
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NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Early Write Cycle 

RAS 

CAS 

Note: 

[1] OE= don't care. 

IRAS 

1~ 
tcsH 

tRcD 

pPD424266 

IRC 

IRSH IRP 

tcAS 

IRAL lCPN 

83VB·67808 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Late Write Cycle 

RAS 

CAS 

Address 

WE 

OE 

lnpuVOutput 

6-126 
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NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Read-Write/Read-Modi'fy-Write Cycle 

CAS 

tASRl r.tRAD~tRAL 
tASC 

tRAH 

pPD424266 

,.... ............................................................................................................................................................ ....... 

Address 

WE 

OE 

Input/Output 

Row 

tWBH 

twBs-1 

Write-Per-Bit 
Select 

11 

.J 
Write-Per-Bit 

Mask Set 

tWH 

High Impedance 

"""' EE-----tRAC-------

tos 

Data-in 

83YL·7278B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

RAS-Only Refresh Cycle 

NEC 

High Impedance 
Input/Output ------------------------------------------

Notes: 

[1) WE= OE= don't care. 

CAS Before RAS Refresh Cycle 

RAS 

--~l~R 
CAS l 

Address 

OE 

83VB-6783B 

Don't Care 

Don't Care 

Don't Care 

High Impedance 
Input/Output ------------------------------------------

831H-6649B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Hidden Refresh Cycle 

--Memory Cycle-~~ 

RAS 

tcRP 

CAS 

Address ~!Ill lllfl!/////JI/// 

High Impedance 
lnpuVOutput ----------<1 Valid Data 

831H-6650B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Fast-Page Read Cycle 

RAS 

CAS 

Address 

WE 

OE 

lnpuVOutput 
High Impedance 

6-130 

NEC 

1.------""1 High 

Valid Data-out 
Impedance 

83YL·7279B 



NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Fast-Page Early Write Cycle 

Note: 

[1] OE = don't care. 

pPD424266 

83YL-7280B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Fast-Page Late Write Cycle 

6-132 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Fast-Page Read-Write/Read-Modify-Write Cycle 

--~~~~~tpRwc~~~~~-

--~~~tcAs~~~--

Address 

WE 

tws 

lnpuVOutput Data-In 
High Impedance 

l--IRAC--
83VL-7282B 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µPD424268 is a 262,144 by 4-bit dynamic RAM 
designed with a write-per-bit option to operate from a 
single + 5-volt power supply. Advanced polycide tech
nology using trench capacitors minimizes silicon area 
and provides high storage cell capacity, high perfor
mance, and high reliability. A single-transistor dynamic 
storage cell and CMOS circuitry throughout ensure 
minimum power dissipation, while an on-chip circuit 
internally generates the negative-voltage substrate 
bias-automatically and transparently. 

Pin Configurations 

20-Pin Plastic DIP 

1101 

1102 

WE 

RAS 

NC 

Ao 

A1 

A2 

A3 
Vee 

pPD424268 
262, 144 x 4-Bit 

Dynamic CMOS RAM 

GND 

1104 

1103 

Cs 
OE 

As 

A1 

As 

As 

A4 

83VL-7286A 

The three-state 1/0 pins are controlled by CS indepen
dent of RAS. After a valid read or read-modify-write 
cycle, data is held on the outputs by maintaining CS 
low. Data outputs return to high impedance when CS 
goes high. Static-column read and write cycles can be 
executed by switching the column address inputs. 

26/20-Pin Plastic SOJ 

Refreshing may be accomplished by means of a CS 
before RAS cycle that internally generates the refresh 
address. Refreshing may also be accomplished by 
means of RAS-only refresh cycles or by normal read or 
write cycles on the 512 address combinations of Ao 
through As during an 8-ms refresh period. 

Features 

o 262,144 by 4-bit organization 
o Single + 5-volt power supply 
o Write-per-bit option 
o Static-column option 
o Low power dissipation 
o cs before RAS internal refreshing 
o Multiplexed address inputs 
o On-chip substrate bias generator 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o Nonlatched, three-state outputs 
o Low input capacitance 
o 512 refresh cycles every 8 ms 
o High-density 20-pin plastic DIP, 26/20-pin plastic 

SOJ, or 20-pin plastic ZIP packaging 

1101 

1102 

WE 

RAS 

NC 

Ao 

A1 

A2 

A3 

Vee 

20-Pin Plastic ZIP 

60110 TSOP package will be available in 1991. 

1 26 GND 
2 25 V04 

3 24 V03 

4 23 Cs 
5 22 OE 

~ 
C\J v 
C\J v 
Cl 
c... 

9 :::1. 18 As 

10 17 A7 

11 1S As 

12 15 As 

13 14 A4 

83YL-7215A 

83IH-5374A 
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µPD424268 NEC 
Pin Identification Recommended Operating Conditions 
Name Function Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Ao- Aa Address inputs Input voltage, high V1H 2.4 Vee+ 1.0 v 
Data inputs and outputs Input voltage, low VIL -1.0 0~8 v 
Chip select Supply voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 
Output enable Ambient temperature TA 0 70 oc 
Row address strobe 

WE Write enable 
Absolute Maximum Ratings 

GND Ground 
Voltage on any pin relative to GND, VT -1.0to +7.0V 

Vee +5-volt power supply 
Operating temperature, ToPR o to +70°C 

NC No connection Storage temperature, TsTG -55 to +125 °C 

Short-circuit output current, los 50mA 

Capacitance Power dissipation, P0 1.0W 
TA = 25 °C; f = 1 MHz 

Parameter Symbol Max Unit Pins Under Test 
Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 

Input capacitance C11 5 pF Addresses damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 

C12 7 pF RAS, 'CS, WE, OE 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

lnpuVoutput capacitance Co 7 pF 1/01-1/04 

Ordering Information 
Part Number RAS Access Time (max) R/W Cycle Time (max) Static-Column Cycle (max) Package 

,u.PD424268C-60 60 ns 120 ns 35 ns 20-pin plastic DIP 

C-70 70 ns 130 ns 40 ns 

C-80 80 ns 160 ns 45 ns 

C-10 100 ns 190 ns 55 ns 

,u.PD424268LA-60 60 ns 120 ns 35 ns 26/20-pin plastic SOJ 

LA-70 70 ns 130 ns 40 ns 

LA-80 80 ns 160 ns 45 ns 

LA-10 100 ns 190 ns 55 ns 

,u.PD424268V-60 60 ns 120 ns 35 ns 20-pin plastic ZIP 

V-70 70 ns 130 ns 40 ns 

V-80 80 ns 160 ns 45 ns 

V-10 100 ns 190 ns 55 ns 
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NEC 
Block Diagram 

RAS 

Ao 
A1 • 
A2 • 
As • 
A4 • 
As • 
A5 • 
A1 • 
As 

DC Characteristics 
TA = o to +70°C; Vee = +5.0 ±10% 

Parameter Symbol 

Standby current lce2 

Input leakage current l1(L) 

Output leakage current lo(L) 

Output voltage, low Vol 

Output voltage, high VoH 

AC Characteristics 
TA= o to +70°C; Vee= +5.0 V ±10% 

Parameter 

Operating current, 
average 

Operating current, 
RAS-only refresh cycle, 
average 

Operating current, 
static-column cycle, 
average 

Symbol 

lec1 

lee3 

lcc4 

Min 

CS Clock 
Generator 

Min 

-10 

-10 

2.4 

-60 

Max 

90 

90 

80 

Typ 

-70 

Min Max 

80 

80 

70 

WE Clock 
Generator 

OE Clock 
Generator 

Data 110 Bus 

Column Decoder 

Sense Amplifier 

Memory Array 

Max 

2.0 

1.0 

10 

10 

0.4 

-80 

Min Max 

70 

70 

60 

Unit 

mA 

mA 

p.A 

p.A 

v 

v 

-10 

Min 

pPD424268 

Data-in 
Buffer 

Data-out 
Buffer 

Test Conditions 

RAS :2:: V1H (min); lo = 0 mA 

831H-6305B 

RAS = cs ;;:: Vee - 0.2 V; lo = 0 mA 

V1N = O V to Vee; all other pins 
not under test = 0 V 

DouT disabled; VouT = o V to Vee 

loL = 4.2 mA 

loH = -5mA 

Max Unit Test Conditions 

60 mA RAS, CS cycling; 
tRc = tRe min (Note 5) 

60 mA RAS cycling; CS = V1H; 
tRc = tRc min (Note 5) 

50 mA RAS = cs = v,L; tRsC 
= tRse min or twse = 
twsc min (Note 5) 
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AC Characteristics (cont) 

-60 -70 -so -10 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Operating current, Ices 90 80 70 60 mA RAS cycling; tRc = tRc 
CS before RAS refresh min (Note 5) 
cycle, average 

Access time from tAA 30 35 40 50 ns (Notes 7, 10) 
column address 

Column address hold tAH 15 15 15 15 ns 
time referenced to RAS 
(rising edge) 

Column address tAsc 0 0 0 0 ns 
setup time 

Row address setup time tASR 0 0 0 0 ns 

Column address to WE tAWD 50 55 65 80 ns (Note 17) 
delay time 

Access time from CS tcAC 20 20 20 25 ns (Notes 7, 9, 10) 
(f alllng edge) 

Column address hold tcAH 15 17 20 20 ns 
time 

CS hold time for CS tcHR 15 15 15 20 ns 
before RAS refresh cycle 

CS precharge time tcp 10 10 10 10 ns 

CS to RAS precharge tcRP 10 10 10 10 ns (Note 13) 
time 

CS pulse width tcs 20 10,000 20 10,000 20 10,000 25 10,000 ns 

CS hold time tcsH 60 70 80 100 ns 

CS setup time for CS tcsR 10 10 10 10 ns 
before RAS refresh cycle 

CS to WE delay tcwo 40 40 45 55 ns (Note 17) 

Write command to tcwL 15 15 20 20 ns 
CS lead time 

Data-in hold time toH 15 15 20 20 ns (Note 16) 

Data-in setup time tos 0 0 0 0 ns (Note 16) 

Access time from OE to EA 20 20 20 25 ns (Note 7) 

OE data delay time toED 15 15 20 25 ns 

OE command hold time toEH 0 0 0 0 ns 

OE to RAS inactive setup to ES 0 0 0 0 ns 
time 

Output turnoff delay from toEz 0 15 0 15 0 20 0 25 ns (Note 11) 
OE 

Output buffer turnoff to FF 0 15 0 15 0 20 0 25 ns (Note 11) 
delay 

Output hold time from toH 5 5 5 5 ns 
address 

Output enable time from tow 25 25 25 25 ns (Note 7) 
WE 

Access time from WE tpwA 60 70 80 100 ns (Notes 7, 18) 
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AC Characteristics (cont} 
-60 -70 -80 -10 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Column address hold 
time referenced to WE 

Access time from RAS 

RAS to column address 
delay time 

Row address hold time 

Column address lead 
time referenced to RAS 
(rising edge) 

RAS pulse width 

RAS pulse width, 
static-column cycle 

Random read or write 
cycle time 

RAS to CS delay time tRcD 

Read command hold time tRcH 
referenced to CS 

Read command 
setup time 

Refresh period 

RAS precharge time 

RAS precharge CS 
hold time 

Read command hold time tRRH 
referenced to RAS 

Static-column read cycle tRsc 
time 

RAS hold time 

RAS to second WE delay 
time 

Read-write cycle time 

RAS to WE delay 

Write command to 
RAS lead time 

Static-column read
modify-write cycle time 

Rise and fall 
transition time 

WE to column address 
delay time 

Write-per-bit hold time 

Write-per-bit setup time 

Write command 
hold time 

Write command 
setup time 

twAD 

twsH 

twss 

twcH 

twcs 

60 70 

60 70 

15 30 15 35 

10 10 

30 35 

60 10,000 70 10,000 

60 100,000 70 100,000 

120 130 

20 40 20 50 

0 0 

0 0 

8 8 

50 50 

10 10 

10 10 

35 40 

20 20 

75 85 

165 175 

80 90 

20 20 

85 95 

3 50 3 50 

20 30 22 35 

10 10 

0 0 

15 15 

0 0 

80 100 ns 

80 100 ns (Notes 7, 8) 

17 40 17 50 ns (Note 10) 

12 12 ns 

40 50 ns 

80 10,000 100 10,000 ns 

80 100,000 100 100,000 ns 

160 190 ns (Note 6) 

25 60 25 75 ns (Note 12) 

0 0 ns (Note 14) 

0 0 ns 

8 8 ms Addresses Ao - As 
70 80 ns 

10 10 ns 

10 10 ns (Note 14) 

45 55 ns (Note 6) 

20 25 ns 

95 115 ns 

215 255 ns (Note 6) 

105 130 ns (Note 17) 

25 30 ns 

110 135 ns (Note 6) 

3 50 3 50 ns (Note 4) 

25 40 25 50 ns (Note 18) 

10 10 ns 

0 0 ns 

15 20 ns 

0 0 ns (Note 17) 
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AC Characteristics (cont) 
-60 -70 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max 

Write-per-bit mask data twH 10 10 
hold time 

Write-per-bit mask data tws 0 0 
setup time 

Write invalid time tw1 10 10 

Write command twp 15 15 
pulse width 

Static-column write cycle twsc 35 40 
time 

Notes: 

(1) All voltages are referenced to GND. 

(2) An initial pause of 100 p.s is required after power-up, followed by 
any eight RAS cycles, before proper device operation is 
achieved. 

(3) AC measurements assume tT = 5 ns. 

(4) V1H (min) and V1L (max) are reference levels for measuring the 
timing of input signals. Transition times are measured between 
V1H and V1L· 

(5) lcc1. lcca. lcc4, and Ices depend on output loading and cycle 
rates. Specified values are obtained with the output open. lcc3 
is measured assuming that all column address inputs are held at 
either a high level or a low level during RAS-only refresh cycles. 
lcc4 is measured assuming that all column address inputs are 
switched only once during each static-column cycle. 

(6) The minimum specifications are used only to indicate the cycle 
time at which proper operation over the full temperature range 
(TA = 0 to +70°C) is assured. 

(7) Load = 2 TTL (-1 mA, +4 mA) loads and 100 pF (VoH = 2.4 V, 
Vol = 0.4 V). 

(8) Assumes that tRco s tRco (max) and tRAD s tRAD (max). If 
tRCD or tRAD is greater than the maximum recommended value 
in this table, tRAC increases by the amount that tRco or tRAD 
exceeds the value shown. 

(9) Assumes that tRco ;::: tRco (max) and tRAD s tRAD (max). 

(10) If tRAD ;::: tRAD (max), then the access time is defined by tAA· 
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-80 -10 

Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

10 10 ns 

0 0 ns 

10 10 ns 

15 20 ns (Note 15) 

45 55 ns (Note 6) 

(11) toFF (max) and toEz (max) define the time at which the outputs 
achieve the open-circuit condition and are not referenced to VoH 
orVoL· 

(12) Operation within the tRco (max) limit assures that tRAC (max) 
can be met. tRco (max) is specified as a reference point only; if 
tRco is greater than tRco (max), then access time is controlled 
exclusively by tcAC• tAA• or toEA· 

(13) The tcRP requirement should be applicable for RAS/CS cycles 
preceded by any cycle. 

(14) Either tRRH or tRcH must be satisfied for a read cycle. 

(15) Parameter twp is applicable for a delayed write cycle such as a 
read-write/read-modify-write cycle. For early write operation, 
both twcs and twcH must be met. 

(16) These parameters are referenced to the falling edge of CS for 
early write cycles and to the falling edge of WE for delayed write 
or read-modify-write cycles. 

(17) twcs. tRWD• tcwo. and tAwD are restrictive operating parame
ters in read-write/read-modify-write cycles only. If twcs ;::: twcs 
(min), the cycle is an early write cycle and the data 1/0 pins will 
remain open-circuit throughout the entire cycle. If tcwo ;::: tcwo 
(min), tRwD ;::: tRwD (min), and tAwD ;::: tAwD (min), the cycle is 
a read-write cycle and the data 1/0 pins will contain data read 
from the selected cells. If neither of the above conditions is met, 
the condition of the data 1/0 pins (at access time and until CS 
returns to V1H) is indeterminate. 

(18) If twAD s twAD (max), then the access time is defined by tpwA· 
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Write-Per-Bit Option 

The write-per-bit option may be used to allow a write 
cycle to change any number of bits in the 4-bit word. The 
mask is loaded from the four 1/0 lines at the falling edge 
of RAS if WE= V1 L· If the 1/0 line is high, then the 
corresponding bit will be written when the write cycle 
executes. If an 1/0 line is low, the corresponding bit does 
not change. A mask loaded during static-column opera
tion will remain set and active for each write cycle that 
executes while RAS remains low. The mask may be 
changed at the falling edge of RAS only. 

Comparison of Write-Per-Bit Cycle Versus Standard 4-Bit Write Cycle 

Normal 4-blt 
Write Cycle 

RAS 

cs 

Write Data )---__ ___, 

I l 
WE 

1101 ---------<( _________ w_r_ite_D_a_ta ________ ),...----

1/0 Mask Data Write Operation 

1 (High) Write Bit 
1101 

0 (Low) Disable Bit Write 

1 (High) Write Bit 
1102 

0 (Low) Disable Bit Write 

1 (High) Write Bit 
1103 

0 (Low) Disable Bit Write 

1 (High) Write Bit 
1104 

0 (Low) Disable Bit Write 

83YL-7216B 
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Timing Waveforms 

Read Cycle 

cs 

Address 

WE 71/J///J/!/@, 

OE 

NEC 

IRP 

-•oes_J \\\\\\\ 
IOEAl 

I· ~ICAC 
~tAA------ toEz 

Input/Output __________ H_.ig:...h..;..lm..:.p..;..ed..;.,a_nc..;.,e _________ -c Valid Data-out 
High Impedance 

83YL-7136B 
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NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Early Write Cycle 

Input/Output 

Note: 

[1] OE =don't care. 

pPD424268 

~ tos ""'I ~E----- toH -------

Data-in 

83YL·7230B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Late Write Cycle 

RAS 

cs 

Address 

WE 

OE 

lnpuVOutput 

6-144 

~1El-------tRSH-------

----------,----tCSH~-----------

~:M :I 
14---------tRAL 

------: tAsc-----1 r-tCAH 

Column 

NEC 

tRP 

tcp 

83Yl-72318 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Read-Write/Read-Modify-Write Cycle 

cs 

Address 

WE 

OE 

lnpuVOutput 

'ASRl r.'RAD tASC 

IRAH 

Row 

Write-Per-Bit 
Mask Select 

pPD424268 

tRAL 

tcAH 

Column 

83VL-7232B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

RAS-Only Refresh Cycle 

RAS 

NEC 

High Impedance 
lnpuVOutput ------------------------------------

Note: 

[1) WE= OE= don't care. 
83YL·7140B 

CS Before RAS Refresh Cycle 

RAS 

tcsR 

cs 

High Impedance 
lnpUVOutput ----------------.....;;..-"------------------

Note: 

[1] WE= OE= don't care. 
83YL-7141B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Hidden Refresh Cycle 

pPD424268 

---tRc--~-tRc-~~-tRc-

tRAS 

RAS 

Address 

WE !//// 1/1 r I j \\\\\\\ \\\\\\\\\\\\\ \\\\\\\\\ \\\\\\\~ 
OE I 1•oes I II 

toFF 

lnpuVOutput --...:..,__--=-----{I LJ::-: __ AA 

Valid Data-out 

83YL·7142B 
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Timing waveforms (cont) 

Static-Column Read Cycle 

RAS 

1---'~t--------tcs------~ 

cs 

Address 

WE 

lnpuVOutput ____ H...;ig;;...h_lm...;p_e_da_n_ce ____ -< 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Static-Column Early Write Cycle 

RAS 

cs 

Address 

lnpuVOutput 

l ... c:e-------1Rsw------

Note: 

[1] OE= don't care. 

pPD424268 

83YL·7217B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Static-Column Read-Write/Read-lfodif)«-Write Cycle 

cs 

-------tRwsc-----~-1 
-----,..----tpwH -----,....__,~ 

Address 

lnpuVOutput Data-in 
High Impedance 

83YL·72188 
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NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µPD424100 is a fast-page dynamic RAM organized 
as 4,194,304 words by 1 bit and designed to operate 
from a single + 5-volt power supply. Advanced polycide 
technology using trench capacitors minimizes silicon 
area and provides high storage cell capacity, high 
performance, and high reliability. A single-transistor 
dynamic storage cell and advanced CMOS circuitry 
throughout ensure minimum power dissipation, while 
an on-chip circuit internally generates the negative
voltage substrate bias-automatically and transpar
ently. 

The three-state output is controlled by CAS indepen
dent of RAS. After a valid read or read-modify-write 
cycle, data is held on the output by holding CAS low. 
The data output is returned to high impedance by 
returning CAS high. Fast-page read and write cycles 
can be executed by cycling CAS. 

Refreshing may be accomplished by means of a CAS 
before RAS cycle that internally generates the refresh 
address. Refreshing can also be accomplished by 
means of RAS-only refresh cycles or by normal read or 
write cycles on the 1024 address combinations of Ao 
through A9 during a 16-ms refresh period. 

Features 

o 4,194,304-word by 1-bit organization 
o Single+ 5-volt ±10% power supply 
o Fast-page option 
o Low power dissipation 
o CAS before RAS refresh cycles 
o Multiplexed address inputs 
o On-chip substrate bias generator 
o Nonlatched, three-state outputs 
o Low input capacitance 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o 1024 refresh cycles every 16 ms 
o 26/20-pin SOJ or 20-pin plastic ZIP packaging 

pPD424100 
4,194,304 x 1-Bit 

Dynamic CMOS RAM 

Pin Configurations 

26/20-Pin Plastic SOJ 

20-Pin Plastic ZIP 

CAS 

NC 

Ag 

Ag 1~ 
c::o 2 GAS 

Dour 3 c::, ::o 4 GND 

D1N 5 c::, ::o 6 WE 

~~ ~ ::~- :?J 8 A1o 
A 11 c::" ::: 10 NC 

A 0 13 :::' ::: 12 A 1 

V~ 15 c::' :?J 14 A3 
A 17 c::"::' 16 A4 

5 '::o 18 A 
A7 1g c:: 6 

~20 As 

831H-5693A 

831H-5694A 

60003 New speeds (60 and 70 ns) and packages (TSOP and 300-mil SOJ) will be available in 1991. 6-151 
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Pin Identification 
Name Function 

Ao-A10 Address inputs 

CAS Column address strobe 

D1N Data input 

Dour Data output 

RAS Row address strobe 

WE Write enable 

GND Ground 

Vee +5-volt power supply 

NC No connection 

Ordering Information 
Row Access R/W Cycle Fast-Page 

Time Time Cycle 
Part Number (max) (min) (min) Package 

µPD424100LB-70 70 ns 140 ns 45 ns 26/20-pin 

LB-80 80 ns 160 ns 50 ns 
plastic 
SOJ 

LB-10 100 ns 190 ns 60 ns 

µPD424100V-70 70 ns 140 ns 45 ns 20-pin 

V-80 80 ns 160 ns 50 ns 
plastic ZIP 

V-10 100 ns 190 ns 60 ns 

Notes: 

(1) Contact your NEC sales representative for data sheet and prod
uct availability for the µPD424100LB-70 and µPD424100V-70. 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Voltage on any pin relative to GND -1.0 to +7.0 V 

Operating temperature, ToPR o to +70°C 

Storage temperature, TsrG -55 to + 125°C 

Short-circuit output current, los 50mA 

Power dissipation, Po 1.0W 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Input voltage, high V1H 2.4 Vee+ 1.0 v 
Input voltage, low V1L -1.0 0.8 v 
Supply voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 
Ambient temperature TA 0 70 oc 

Capacitance 
TA = 25°C; f = 1 MHz 

Parameter Symbol Max Unit Pins Under Test 

Input capacitance C11 5 pF Address, D1N 

7 pF RAS, CAS, WE 

Output capacitance Co 7 pF Dour 



NEC 
Block Diagram 

RAS Clock 
Generator 

CAS ~-t-.--~~~~~~+-~~ 

CASClock 
Generator 

WE Clock 
Generator 

WE ~---~~~~~~~-+-~~~~~~~~~~~~--•,__~~~~~-' 

CAS Before RAS 

Q; 

8 
Cl> 
Cl 

~ 
a: 

Data 110 Bus 

Column Decoder 

Sense Amplifier 

Memory Array 

pPD424100 

Data-in 
Buffer 

Data-out 
Buffer Dour 

831H·5695B 
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DC Characteristics 
TA= Oto +70"C; Vee= +5.0 v ±10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Standby current lcc2 2.0 mA RAS = GAS ~ V1H (min) 

1.0 mA RAS = GAS ~ Vee - 0.2 v 
Input leakage current l1(L) -10 10 µA V1N = OVtoVcc; 

all other pins not under test = O V 

Output leakage current lo(L) -10 10 µA DouT disabled; VouT = o V to Vee 

Output voltage, low VoL 0.4 v loL = 4.2 mA 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 v loH = -5 mA 

AC Characteristics 
TA = o to + 70°C; Vee = +5.0 V ± 10% 

µPD424100-80 µPD424100-10 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Operating current, average lcc1 90 80 mA RAS and GAS cycling; tRc = 
tfic min; lo = o mA (Note 5) 

Operating current, RAS-only refresh lcc3 90 80 mA RAS cycling; CAS ~ V1H; 
cycle, average tRc = tRc min; lo = o mA 

(Note 5) 

Operating current, fast-pag~ cycle, lcc4 70 60 mA RAS s V1L; GAS cycling; 
average tpc = tpc min; lo = o mA 

(Note 5) 

Operating current, GAS before RAS Ices 90 80 mA RAS cycling; GAS before RAS; 
refresh cycle, average tRc = tRc min; lo = o mA 

(Note 5) 

Access time from column address tAA 40 50 ns (Notes 7, 9) 

Access time from CAS precharge tACP 45 55 ns (Notes 7, 9) 
(rising edge) 

Column address setup time tASC 0 0 ns 

Row address setup time tASR 0 0 ns 

Column address to WE delay time tAWD 40 50 ns (Note 16) 

Access time from GAS (falling edge) tcAC 20 25 ns (Notes 7, 9) 

Column address hold time tcAH 15 20 ns 

CAS pulse width tcAS 20 10,000 25 10,000 ns 

'CAS hold time for CAS before RAS tcHR 15 20 ns 
refresh cycle 

CAS to output in low impedance tcLZ 0 0 ns (Note 7) 

GAS precharge time, fast-page cycle tcp 10 10 ns 

GAS precharge time, nonpage cycle tcPN 10 10 ns 

GAS to RAS precharge time tcRP 10 10 ns (Note 12) 

'CAS hold time tcsH 80 100 ns 

GAS setup time for CAS before RAS tcsR 10 10 ns 
refresh cycle 

GAS to WE delay tcwo 20 25 ns (Note 16) 

Write command to CAS lead time tcwL 15 20 ns 

Data-in hold time toH 15 20 ns (Note 15) 
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AC Characteristics (cont) 
µPD424100·80 µPD424100·10 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Data-in setup time tos 0 0 ns (Note 15) 

Output buffer turnoff delay toFF 0 20 0 25 ns (Note 10) 

Fast-page cycle time tpc 50 60 ns (Note 6) 

Fast-page read-modify-write cycle time tPRWC 80 95 ns (Note 6) 

Access time from RAS tRAC 80 100 ns (Notes 7, 8) 

RAS to column address delay time tRAD 17 40 17 50 ns (Note 9) 

Row address hold time tRAH 12 12 ns 

Column address lead time referenced tRAL 40 50 ns 
to RAS (rising edge) 

RAS pulse width tRAS 80 10,000 100 10,000 ns 

RAS pulse width, fast-page cycle tRASP 80 125,000 100 125,000 ns 

Random read or write cycle time iRc 160 190 ns (Note 6) 

RAS to CAS delay time tRco 25 60 25 75 ns (Note 11) 

Read command hold time referenced tRCH 0 0 ns (Note 13) 
to GAS 

Read command setup time tRCS 0 0 ns 

Refresh period tREF 16 16 ms Addresses Ao - A9 

RAS precharge time tRP 70 80 ns II RAS precharge GAS hold time tRPC 10 10 ns 

Read command hold time referenced tRRH 10 10 ns (Note 13) 
to RAS 

RAS hold time tRSH 20 25 ns 

Read-write cycle time tRWC 185 220 ns (Note 6) 

RAS to WE delay tRWD 80 100 ns (Note 16) 

Write command to RAS lead time tRWL 20 25 ns 

Rise and fall transition time tr 3 50 3 50 ns (Note 3) 

Write command hold time twcH 15 20 ns 

Write command setup time twcs 0 0 ns (Note 16) 

WE hold time twHR 15 20 ns 

Write command pulse width twp 15 20 ns (Note 14) 

WE setup time twsR 10 10 ns 
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Notes: 

(1) All voltages are referenced to GND. 

(2) An initial pause of 100 p.s is required after power-up, followed by 
any eight RAS cycles, before proper device operation is 
achieved. At the end of the initial power-up sequence, it is 
recommended that either a RAS-on!Y.J:efresh or a CAS before 
RAS refresh cycle be executed while WE ~ V1H to ensure normal 
operation. 

(3) AC measurements assume tr = 5 ns. 

(4) V1H (min) and Vil (max) are reference levels for measuring the 
timing of input signals. Transition times are measured between 
V1H and Vil· 

(5) lee1, lee3, lee4, and lees depend on output loading and cycle 
rates. Specified values are obtained with the output open. lec3 
is measured assuming that all column address inputs are held at 
either a high level or a low level during RAS-only refresh cycles. 
lee4 is measured assuming that all column address inputs are 
switched only once during each fast-page cycle. 

(6) The minimum specifications are used only to indicate the cycle 
time at which proper operation over the full temperature range 
(TA = o to +70°C) is assured. 

(7) Load = 2 TTL (-1 mA, +4 mA) loads and.100 pf (VoH = 2.0 V, 
Vol = 0.8 V). 

(8) Assumes that tReo s tReo (max) and tRAD s tRAD (max). If 
tReo or tRAD is greater than the maximum recommended value 
in this table, tRAe increases by the amount that tRco or tRAD 
exceeds the value shown. 

(9) If tRAD ~ tRAD (max), then the access time is defined by tAA· 

(10) toFF (max) defines the time at which the output achieves the 
open-circuit condition an is not referenced to VoH or Vol· 
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(11) Operation within the tRco (max) limit assures that tRAC (max) 

can be met. tReo (max) is specified as a reference point only; if 
tReD is greater than tReo (max), then access time is controlled 
explusively by tcAe· 

(12) The tcRP requirement should be applicable for RAS/CAS cycles 
preceded by any cycle. · 

(13) Either tRRH or tReH must be satisfied for a read cycle. 

(14) Parameter twp is applicable for a delayed write cycle such as a 
read-write/read-modify-write cycle. For early write operation, 
both twcs and twcH must be met. 

(15) These parameters are referenced to the fal!!!!.9 edge of CAS for 
early write cycles and to the falling edge of WE for delayed write 
or read-modify-write cycles. 

(16) twcs. tRWD• tcwo. and tAwo are restrictive operating parame
ters in read-write/read-modify-write cycles only. If twes ~ twes 
(min), the cycle is an early write cycle and the data output will 
remain open-circuit throughout the entire cycle. If tcwo ~ tewo 
(min), tRwo ~ tRwo (min), and tAwo ~ tAwo (min), the cycle is 
a read-write cycle and the data output will contain data read from 
the selected cell. If neither of the above conditions is met, the 
condition of the data output pin (at access time and until CAS 
returns to v1H) is indeterminate. 

(17) A test mode may be initiated by executing a CAS before RAS 
refresh cycle with WE held at Vil· This mode also may inadvert
ently be initiated during power-up because external control of 
the signal lines is very difficult during this period. It is therefore 
~mmended that while WE is held at v1H, either a RAS-only or 
CAS before RAS refresh cycle should be executed at any time 
after the end of the initial power-up sequence to ensure normal 
device operation. 
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Timing Waveforms 

Read Cycle 

RAS 

tcRP 

CAS 

Address Row Address 

WE 

DouT 
High Impedance 

pPD424100 

Valid Data 

831H-5696B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Early Write Cycle 

RAS 

CAS 

Address 

----IRAs---~ 

--1~ --IRSH-

tcsH---~ 

-tRCD tcAs---

NEC 

t•wcs~ hwcH 
we 1//////1// j!J){ I tw]}/!//////J//J///////J/ 1111!//!/ ((/Z 

tos_1. k- ~ toH =1 _ 
D1N ~..,....,....,! f;....,....,...// f;,....,....,..7/..,....,....,//2...,....,....7/f;~JZIX valid Data ~,...,....,.../2...,.....,....,! I /;...,....,....///;~72..,....,....,/v,....,...,...7/f;...,.....,....,!/~m~;f;..,....,....,//2......-T""I! 

DoUT ______ __...Hlg,__hlmp...._eda_nce -------

83IH-6811B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Late Write Cycle 

RAS 

~~~~~~~~~-tcsH~~~~~~~~-•~1 

~~---}~~~~~~IRSH~~~~-;-;111"1 

pPD424100 

ICPN 

--.--.--.--..j.p.---.;--.--.--.--.--.--...--.. ~---~~~-tcAs~~~~-- ,..,___,__,__,-17-__,__,__,__,__,--..1 

r-tcwL _J I 
r--IRWL~ 

Address 

WE 

831H·56478 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Read-Write/Read-Modify-Write Cycle 

RAS 

CAS 

Address 

~1Er--------lRSH-------
-------------,-tcsH-----------:Jl"t 
------lRcD--~~------lcAS-------

Dour ___________ H_ig~h-l_m~pe_d_an_c_e ____________ ---<1 
Valid Data 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Fast-Page Read Cycle 

Address 

DouT------H-ig_h_lm_p_ed_a_n~-----ci 

pPD424100 

lQFF 

831H-6812B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Fast-Page Early Write Cycle 
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NEC pPD424100 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Fast-Page Read-Write/Read-Modif)«-Write Cycle 

II 

831H-6814B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

RAS-Only Refresh Cycle 

RAS 

r-tcRP 

CAS __Jr' 

Address 

Note: 

[1] WE~VIH· 
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NEC pPD424100 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

CAS Before RAS Refresh Cycle 

-- IRC ~ 

-- IRAS __,,, 

RAS I/ 
) 

f\ \ 

~IRP~ 

-{!CSR~ ~ICHR1 IRPC-+- ;0 t'CRP 
7}/; CAS 

WE I/Ill/I \\S 

Note: 
[1] Address = don't care. 

831H·5702B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Hidden Refresh Cycle 

NEC 

---Memory Cycle -~~GAS Before RAS Cycle GAS Before RAS Cycle 

tRAS 

RAS 

GAS 

Address /ll!!J! I/// !//JI //Ill 

SS VII! !II/JI!! 

DouT ___ H ...... igh_lm ....... pe_da_nce __ -<
1 Valid ~ata 

,J~ 
831H-5703B 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µPD424101 is a nibble mode dynamic RAM orga
nized as 4,194,304 words by 1 bit and designed to 
operate from a single + 5-volt power supply. Advanced 
polycide technology using trench capacitors minimizes 
silicon area and provides high storage cell capacity, 
high performance, and high reliability. A single
transistor dynamic storage cell and advanced CMOS 
circuitry throughout ensure minimum power dissipa
tion, while an on-chip circuit internally generates the 
negative-voltage substrate bias-automatically and 
transparently. 

The three-state output is controlled by CAS indepen
dent of RAS. After a valid read or read-modify-write 
cycle, data is held on the output by holding CAS low. 
The data output is returned to high impedance by 
returning CAS high. Nibble mode read and write cycles 
can be executed by cycling CAS. 

Refreshing may be accomplished by means of a CAS 
before RAS cycle that internally generates the refresh 
address. Refreshing can also be accomplished by 
means of RAS-only refresh cycles or by normal read or 
write cycles on the 1024 address combinations of Ao 
through A9 during a 16-ms refresh period. 

Features 

o 4,194,304-word by 1-bit organization 
o Single + 5-volt ± 10% power supply 
o Nibble mode option 
o Low power dissipation 
o CAS before RAS refresh cycles 
o Multiplexed address inputs 
o On-chip substrate bias generator 
o Nonlatched, three-state outputs 
o Low input capacitance 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o 1024 refresh cycles every 16 ms 
o 26/20-pin SOJ or 20-pin plastic ZIP packaging 

Pin Configurations 

pPD424101 
4,194,304 x 1-Bit 

Dynamic CMOS RAM 

26/20-Pin Plastic SOJ 

DIN 1 26 GND 

WE 2 25 Dour 
24 CAS 

NC 4 23 NC 

A10 5 22 Ag 
0 
~ 
C\l 

""" Cl 
a. 

Ao 
:::l 

9 18 As 

A1 10 17 A1 
A2 11 16 As 
A3 12 15 As 

Vee 13 14 A4 

831H·6854A 

20-Pin Plastic ZIP 

831H·5694A 

60095 New speeds (60 and 70 ns) and packages (TSOP and 300-mil SOJ) will be available in 1991. 6-167 



pPD424101 NEC 
Pin Identification Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Name Function Voltage on any pin relative to GND, Vr -1.0 to +7.0 V 

Ao· A1o Address inputs Operating temperature, ToPR o to +70°C 

GAS Column address strobe Storage temperature, TsrG -55 to + 125°C 

D1N Data input Short-circuit output current, 108 50mA 

Dour Data output Power dissipation, Po 1.0W 

RAS Row address strobe Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 

WE Write enable affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 

GND Ground 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Vee +5-volt power supply 

NC No connection Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Ordering Information Input voltage, high V1H 2.4 Vee+ 1.0 v 

Row Access R/W Cycle Nibble Input voltage, low V1L -1.0 0.8 v 
Time Time Cycle Supply voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 

Part Number (max) (min) (min) Package 
Ambient temperature TA 0 70 oc 

µPD424101 LB-70 70 ns 140 ns 40 ns 26/20-pin 

LB-80 80 ns 160 ns 40 ns 
plastic 
SOJ 

LB-10 100 ns 190 ns 45 ns 

Capacitance 
TA = 25°C; f = 1 MHz 

µPD424101V-70 70 ns 140 ns 40 ns 20-pin Parameter Symbol Max Unit Pins Under Test 

V-80 80 ns 160 ns 40 ns 
plastic ZIP Input capacitance C11 5 pF Address, D1N 

V-10 100 ns 190 ns 45 ns C12 7 pF RAS, GAS, WE 

Notes: 
Output capacitance Co 7 pF Dour 

(1) Contact your NEC sales representative for data sheet and prod-
uct availability of the µPD424101-70. 
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NEC 
Block Diagram 

RAS Clock 
Generator 

CAS --1---------1----' 

CASClock 
Generator 

WE Clock 
Generator 

WE ~------------1-------------->•...._~~~~~ .... 
CAS Before RAS 

~ 
CD 
rn rn 
~ 

"O 
"O 
< 

Data l/OBus 

Column Decoder 

Sense Amplifier 

Memory Array 

pPD424101 

D1N 

Dour 

831H-6855B 
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pPD424101 NEC 
DC Characteristics 
TA= o to +70°C; Vee= +5.0V ±10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Standby current lee2 2.0 mA RAS = CAS <:: V1H (min) 

1.0 mA RAS = GAS ;;:: Vee - 0.2 v 
Input leakage current l1(L) -10 10 p.A V1N = OVtoVcc: 

all other pins not under test = 0 V 

Output leakage current lo(L) -10 10 p.A DouT disabled; VouT = O V to Vee 

Output voltage, low VoL 0.4 v loL = 4.2 mA 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 v loH = -5 mA 

AC Characteristics 
TA = o to +70°C; Vee = +5.0V ±10% 

p.PD424101 ·80 p.PD424101-10 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Operating current, average lcc1 90 80 mA RAS and GAS cycling; tRc = 
tRe min; lo = o mA (Note 5) 

Operating current, RAS-only refresh lcea 90 80 mA RAS cycling; CAS ~ V1H; 
cycle, average tRe = tRe min; lo = o mA 

(Note 5) 

Operating current, average, nibble lec4 70 60 mA RAS s V1L; CAS cycling; 
mode tNC = tNC min; lo = O mA 

(Note 5) 

Operating current, CAS before RAS Ices 90 80 mA RAS cycling; CAS before RAS; 
refresh cycle, average tRe = tRe min; lo = o mA 

(Note 5) 

Access time from column address tAA 40 50 ns (Notes 7, 9) 

Column address setup time tAse 0 0 ns 

Row address setup time tASR 0 0 ns 

Column address to WE delay time tAWD 40 50 ns (Note 16) 

Access time from CAS (falling edge) teAe 20 25 ns (Notes 7, 9) 

Column address hold time teAH 15 20 ns 

GAS pulse width teAS 20 10,000 25 10,000 ns 

CAS hold time for CAS before RAS teHR 15 20 ns 
refresh cycle 

'OAS precharge time, non-nibble cycle tepN 10 10 ns 

CAS to RAS precharge time teRP 10 10 ns (Note 12) 

CAS hold time tesH 80 100 ns 

CAS setup time for CAS before RAS tesR 10 10 ns 
refresh cycle 

CAS to WE delay tewo 20 25 ns (Note 16) 

Write command to 'OAS lead time tewL 15 20 ns 

Data-in hold time toH 15 20 ns (Note 15) 

Data-in setup time tos 0 0 ns (Note 15) 

Nibble mode access time tNAe 20 25 ns 

CAS pulse width in nibble mode tNAS 20 25 ns 

Nibble mode cycle time tNC 40 45 ns 
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NEC pPD424101 

AC Characteristics (cont) 
µPD424101·80 µPD424101·10 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

GAS to WE delay in nibble mode tNCwo 20 25 ns 

Write command to GAS lead time in tNCWL 20 25 ns 
nibble mode 

G.i\S precharge time in nibble mode tNP 10 10 ns 

RAS hold time for nibble read cycle tNRRSH 20 25 ns 

RAS hold time for nibble write cycle tNWRSH 20 25 ns 

Output buffer turnoff delay toFF 0 20 0 25 ns (Note 10) 

Access time from RAS tRAC 80 100 ns (Notes 7, 8) 

RAS to column address delay time tRAD 17 40 17 50 ns (Note 9) 

Row address hold time tRAH 12 12 ns 

Column address lead time referenced tRAL 40 50 ns 
to RAS" (rising edge) 

RAS pulse width tRAS 80 10,000 100 10,000 ns 

RAS pulse width in nibble mode tRASP 80 125,000 100 125,000 ns 

Random read or write cycle time tRc 160 190 ns (Note 6) 

RAS to G.i\S delay time tRco 25 60 25 75 ns (Note 11) 

Read command hold time referenced tRCH 0 0 ns (Note 13) 
to~ Ill Read command setup time tRCS 0 0 ns 

Refresh period tREF 16 16 ms Addresses Ao - Ag 

RAS precharge time tRP 70 80 ns 

RAS precharge G.i\S hold time tRPC 10 10 ns 

Read command hold time referenced tRRH 10 10 ns (Note 13) 
to RAS" 

RAS hold time tRSH 20 25 ns 

Read-write cycle time tRWC 185 220 ns (Note 6) 

RAS to WE delay tRWD 80 100 ns (Note 16) 

Write command to RAS lead time tRWL 20 25 ns 

Rise and fall transition time tr 3 50 3 50 ns (Note 3) 

Write command hold time twcH 15 20 ns 

Write command setup time twcs 0 0 ns (Note 16) 

WE hold time twHR 15 20 ns 

Write command pulse width twp 15 20 ns (Note 14) 

WE setup time twsR 10 10 ns 
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pPD424101 

Notes: 

(1) All voltages are referenced to GND. 

(2) An initial pause of 100 p.s is required after power-up, followed by 
any eight RAS cycles, before proper device operation is 
achieved. At the end of the initial power-up sequence, it is 
recommended that either a RAS-on!x..!efresh or a CAS before 
RAS refresh cycle be executed while WE <!: V1H to ensure normal 
operation. 

(3) AC measurements assume tT = 5 ns. 

(4) V1H (min) and V1l (max) are reference levels for measuring the 
timing of input signals. Transition times are measured between 
V1H and Vil· 

(5) lcc1, lcc3, lcc4, and Ices depend on output loading and cycle 
rates. Specified values are obtained with the output open. lcc3 
is measured assuming that all column address inputs are held at 
either a high level or a low level during RAS-only refresh cycles. 
lcc4 is measured assuming that all column address inputs are 
switched only once during each nibble cycle. 

(6) The minimum specifications are used only to indicate the cycle 
time at which proper operation over the full temperature range 
(TA = 0 to +70°C) is assured. 

(7) Load = 2 TTL (-1 mA, +4 mA) loads and 100 pF (VoH = 2.0 V, 
Vol= 0.8 V). 

(8) Assumes that tRCD s tRcD (max) and tRAD s tRAD (max). If 
tRcD or tRAD is greater than the maximum recommended value 
in this table, tRAC increases by the amount that tRco or tRAD 
exceeds the value shown. 

(9) If tRAD <!: tRAD (max), then the access time is defined by t.t\A· 

(10) toFF (max) defines the time at which the output achieves the 
open-circuit condition an is not referenced to VoH or Vol· 
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NEC 
(11) Operation within the tRco (max) limit assures that tRAC (max) 

can be met. tRCD (max) is specified as a reference point only; if 
tRCD is greater than tRcD (max), then access time is controlled 
exclusively by tcAC· 

(12) The tcRP requirement should be applicable for RAS/CAS cycles 
preceded by any cycle. 

(13) Either tRRH or tRCH must be satisfied for a read cycle. 

(14) Parameter twp is applicable for a delayed write cycle such as a 
read-write/read-modify-write cycle. For early write operation, 
both twcs and twcH must be met. 

(15) These parameters are referenced to the fal~ edge of CAS for 
early write cycles and to the falling edge of WE for delayed write 
or read-modify-write cycles. 

(16) twcs. tRWD• tcwo. and tAwD are restrictive operating parame
ters in read-write/read-modify-write cycles only. If twcs <!: twcs 
(min), the cycle is an early write cycle and the data output will 
remain open-circuit throughout the entire cycle. If tcwo <!: tcwo 
(min), tRwD <!: tRwD (min), and tAwD ~ tAwD (min), the cycle is 
a read-write cycle and the data output wi II contain data read from 
the selected cell. If neither of the above conditions is met, the 
condition of the data output pin (at access time and until CAS 
returns to V1H) is indeterminate. 

(17) A test mode may be initiated by executing a CAS before RAS 
refresh cycle with WE held at Vil· This mode also may inadvert
ently be initiated during power-up because external control of 
the signal lines is very difficult during this period. It is .therefore 
recommended that while WE is held at V1H, either a RAS-only or 
CAS before RAS refresh cycle should be executed at any time 
after the end of the initial power-up sequence to ensure normal 
device operation. 



NEC 
Timing Waveforms 

Read Cycle 

RAS 

tcR 

CAS 

Address 

WE 

DouT 

~1Ef--------1RSH-------

14---------;---tcsH-----------
-----IRCO---~E------tcAs-------

LL.AA_ 
IE tcAc-----

14----------tRAc---------

High Impedance 
Valid Data 

pPD424101 

831H-6856B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Early Write Cycle 

RAS 

-1E --IRSH--

---:-tcsH---~ 

-tRcD tcAs---

CAS 

Address 

NEC 

t•wcs~ hwcH 
WE l/!@Z/11 j!j}[ ! 'WPJ};z;m;;;; j///lllPl! //j/j/ j//11/Z 

tDs_1. k- k-1DH~ _ 

D1N71-~-71~-!t-!l~-V~-;l/X Valid Dara ~-72-m---71~-v,--!/j-//~-~--w,----;/-V)--71 

Dour _______ Hig.._hlm--peda_nce ______ _ 

83IH-6811B 
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NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Late Write Cycle 

RAS 

GAS 

Address 

WE 

DJN 

IRAS 

tcsH 

lRCD 

pPD424101 

lRC 

lRP 

lRSH 
~1 

lCPN 

lCAS 

~CWL~ lRWL 

831H·5647B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Read-Write/Read-Modi'fy-Write Cycle 

RAS 

J ~<<--~~~~~~tRsH~~~~~--

--~~~~~~~~-'-~tcsH~~~~~~~~~~~->i 

CAS 

Address 

~'"~•cwo-

Dour ~---------------------H-ig_h_lm_p_e_da_n_ce ______________ ~1 Valid Data 
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NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Nibble Read Cycle 

RAS 

CAS 

Address 

DoUT ___ H_ig_h _lm_p_ed_a_nc_e ____ , o:i:l~ut l>----<I Valid 
Data Out 

pPD424101 

toFF 

83vG-6859B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Nibble Early Write Cycle 
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NEC pPD424101 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Nibble Read-Write/Read-Modify-Write Cycle 
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pPD424101 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

RAS-Only Refresh Cycle 

RAS 

r-ICRP 

CAS ___;-

Address 

NEC 

\_J 

DouT -----------------------------------H~lg_h_lm-pe_d_an_c_e ________________________________ ~ 

Note: 

(1) WE2!VJH· 
831H·6815B 
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NEC pPD424101 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

CAS Before RAS Refresh Cycle 

14---------IRAS'---------

RAS 

Note: 
[1] Address =don't care. 

831H·5702B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Hidden Refresh Cycle 

NEC 

"------Memory Cycle --~-CAS Before RAS Cycle 

-----'.--.--tRc---+J.,.<------

RAS 

CAS 

Address /ll///111! Ill !!!II Ill 

SS X(!ll!/lll!a 

IOffj ~ 
tcAC 

DouT ___ H ..... igh_lm ...... p_eda_nc_e ----<I 
Valid ~ata 

831H·6858B 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µPD424102 is a static-column dynamic RAM orga
nized as 4,194,304 words by 1 bit and designed to 
operate from a single+ 5-volt power supply. Advanced 
polycide technology using trench capacitors minimizes 
silicon area and provides high storage cell capacity, 
high performance, and high reliability. A single
transistor dynamic storage cell and advanced CMOS 
circuitry throughout ensure minimum power dissipa
tion, while an on-chip circuit internally generates the 
negative-voltage substrate bias-automatically and 
transparently. 

The three-state output is controlled by CS independent 
of RAS. After a valid read or read-modify-write cycle, 
data is held on the output by holding CS low. The data 
output is returned to high impedance by returning CS 
high. Static-column.read and write cycles can be exe
cuted by cycling CS. 

Refreshing may be accomplished by means of a CS 
before RAS cycle that internally generates the refresh 
address. Refreshing can also be accomplished by 
means of RAS-only refresh cycles or by normal read or 
write cycles on the 1024 address combinations of Ao 
through A9 during a 16-ms refresh period. 

Features 

o 4,194,304-word by 1-bit organization 
o Single + 5-volt ± 10% power supply 
o Static-column option 
o Low power dissipation 
o CS before RAS refresh cycles 
o Multiplexed address inputs 
o On-chip substrate bias generator 
o Nonlatched, three-state outputs 
o Low input capacitance 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o 1024 refresh cycles every 16 ms 
o 26/20-pin SOJ or 20-pin plastic ZIP packaging 

pPD424102 
4, 194,304 x 1 ·Bit 

Dynamic CMOS RAM 

Pin Configurations 

26/20-Pin Plastic SOJ 

D1N GND 
WE DouT 

Cs 
NC 4 NC 

A10 s 
C\I Ag 
0 

~ 
C\I v 
Cl 
Cl. 
::I. 

Ao g As 
A1 10 A7 
A2 11 As 
A3 12 As 

Vee 13 A4 

20-Pin Plastic ZIP 

Ag 1~1:""' 
r ::: 2 Cs 

DouT 3 :::. ::: 4 GND 

D1N S :::t :n 6 WE 

~~ ~ ~:~· :i: 8 A10 
A 

11 
:::.::: 10 NC 

0 r::: 12 A1 
A2 13 :::. ::: 14 A 

Vee 1s :::t 3 
As 17 :::{: 16 A4 

A1 19 :::{: 18 A5 
~20 As 

831H-6914A 

831H-6915A 

60091 New speeds (60 and 70 ns) and packages (TSOP and 300-mil SOJ) will be available in 1991. 6-183 



pPD424102 NEC 
Pin Identification Recommended Operating Conditions 
Name Function Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Ao-A10 Address inputs Input voltage, high V1H 2.4 Vee+ 1.0 v 
CS' Chip select Input voltage, low V1L -1.0 0.8 v 
D1N Data input Supply voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 
DouT Data output Ambient temperature TA 0 70 oc 
RAS Row address strobe 

WE Write enable 
Absolute Maximum Ratings 

GND Ground 
Voltage on any pin relative to GND -1.0 to +7.0 V 

Vee +5-volt power supply 
Operating temperature, ToPR o to +70°C 

NC No connection Storage temperature, TsrG -55 to + 125°C 

Short-circuit output current, los 50mA 

Capacitance Power dissipation, Po 1.0W 
TA = 25°C; f = 1 MHz 

Parameter Symbol Max Unit Pins Under Test 
Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 

Input capacitance C11 5 pF Address, D1N damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 

C12 7 pF RAS, CS', WE 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Output capacitance Co 7 pF Dour 

Ordering Information 
Part Number Row Access Time (max) R/W Cycle Time (min) Static-Column Cycle (min) Package 

µPD424102LB-70 70 ns 140 ns 

LB-80 80 ns 160 ns 

LB-10 100 ns 190 ns 

µPD424102V-70 70 ns 140 ns 

V-80 80 ns 160 ns 

V-10 100 ns 190 ns 

Notes: 

(1) Contact your NEC sales representative for data sheet and prod
uct availability of the µPD424102-70. 
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50 ns 

60 ns 

40 ns 20-pin plastic ZIP 
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NEC 
Block Diagram 

RAS Clock 
Generator 

cs ~+--.___~~~~~~+-~-' 
WE 

CS Before RAS 

Qi 
:s 
al 

"' "' 
~ 
<( 

CS Clock 
Generator 

Qi 
"tl 

8 
Q) 
Cl 

== 0 
a: 

WE Clock 
Generator 

Data 1/0 Bus 

Column Decoder 

Sense Amplifier 

Memory Array 

pPD424102 

Data-in 
D1N Buffer 

Data-out 
Dour Buffer 

IE 
831H-6916B 
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pPD424102 NEC 
DC Characteristics 
TA = o to +70°C; Vee = +5.oV ±10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Standby current lcc2 2.0 mA RAS = CS <!: V1H (min) 

1.0 mA RAS = cs <!: Vee - 0.2 v 
Input leakage current l1(L) -10 10 µA V1N = 0 V to Vee: all other pins not under test = O V 

Output leakage current lo(L) -10 10 µA DouT disabled; VouT = o V to Vee 

Output voltage, low VoL 0.4 v loL = 4.2 mA 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 v loH = -5 mA 

AC Characteristics 
TA = 0 to +70°C; Vee = +5.0 v ± 10% 

µPD424100-80 µPD424100-10 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Operating current, average lcc1 90 80 mA RAS and CS cycling; tRc = tRc 
min; lo = o mA (Note 5) 

Operating current, RAS-only refresh lcc3 90 80 mA RAS cycling; CS <!: V1H; 
cycle, average tRc = tRc min; 10 = o mA 

(Note 5) 

Static column operating current, lcc4 70 60 mA RAS s V1L; CS cycling; 
average tpc = tpc min; 10 = o mA 

(Note 5) 

Operating current, CS before RAS Ices 90 80 mA RAS cycling; CS before RAS; 
refresh cycle, average tRc = tRc min; lo = o mA 

(Note 5) 

Access time from column address tAA 40 50 ns (Notes 7, 9) 

Column address hold time referenced tAH 15 15 ns 
to RAS (rising edge) 

Column address setup time tASC 0 0 ns 

Row address setup time tASR 0 0 ns 

Column address to WE delay time tAWD 40 50 ns (Note 15) 

Access time from CS (falling edge) tcAC 20 25 ns (Notes 7, 8, 9) 

Column address hold time tcAH 15 20 ns 

CS hold time for CS before RAS tcHR 15 20 ns 
refresh cycle 

CS precharge time, static-column tcp 10 10 ns 

CS precharge time, nonpage cycle tcPN 10 10 ns 

CS to RAS precharge time tcRP 10 10 ns (Note 11) 

CS pulse width tcs 20 100,000 25 100,000 ns 

CS hold time tcsH 80 100 ns 

CS setup time for CS before RAS tcsR 10 10 ns 
refresh cycle 

CS to WE delay tcwo 20 25 ns (Note 15) 

Write command to CS lead time tcwL 15 20 ns 

Data-in hold time toH 15 20 ns (Note 14) 

Data-in setup time tos 0 0 ns (Note 14) 

Output buffer turnoff delay toFF 0 20 0 25 ns (Note 10) 
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AC Characteristics (cont) 
14PD424100-80 14PD424100-10 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Output hold time from address toH 5 5 ns 

Output hold time from WE toHW 10 10 ns 

Access time from previous WE tpwA 90 110 ns (Note 7, 17) 

Column address hold time referenced tPWH 90 110 ns 
to previous WE 

Access time from R/iS tRAC 80 100 ns (Notes 7, 8) 

R/iS to column address delay time tRAD 17 40 17 50 ns (Note9) 

Row address hold time tRAH 12 12 ns 

Column address lead time referenced tRAL 40 50 ns 
to RAS (rising edge) 

RAS pulse width tRAS 80 10,000 100 10,000 ns 

Static-column RAS pulse width tRASC 80 100,000 100 100,000 ns 

Random read or write cycle time tRc 160 190 ns (Note6) 

RAS to CS delay time tRco 25 60 25 75 ns (Notes) 

Read command hold time referenced tRCH 0 0 ns (Note 12) 
to CS 

Read command setup time tRCS 0 0 ns 

Refresh period tREF 16 16 ms Addresses Ao - A9 11 RAS precharge time tRP 70 80 ns 

RAS precharge CS hold time tRPC 10 10 ns 

Read command hold time referenced tRRH 10 10 ns (Note 12) 
to RAS 

Read cycle time tRSC 50 60 ns 

RAS hold time tRSH 20 25 ns 

RAS to second WE delay time tRSW 95 115 ns 

Read-write cycle time tRWC 185 220 ns (Note 6) 

RAS to WE delay tRWD 80 100 ns (Note 15) 

Write command to RAS lead time tRWL 20 25 ns 

Static-column read/write cycle time tRWSC 95 115 ns 

Rise and fall transition time tT 3 50 3 50 ns (Note 3) 

WE to column address delay time twAD 20 45 25 55 ns (Note 17) 

Write command hold time twcH 15 20 ns 

Write command setup time twcs 0 0 ns (Note 15) 

WE hold time twHR 15 20 ns 

Write invalid time tw1 10 10 ns 

Write command pulse width twp 15 20 ns (Note 13) 

Write cycle time twsc 50 60 ns 

WE setup time twsR 10 10 ns 
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Notes: 

(1) All voltages are referenced to GND. 

(2) An initial pause of 100 ,us is required after power-up, followed by 
any eight RAS cycles, before proper device operation is 
achieved. At the end of tb!.J.nitial power-up S!9_uence, it is 
recommended that either a RAS-ol'.!!Y_refresh or a CS before RAS 
refresh cycle be executed while WE <:: v1H to ensure normal 
operation. 

(3) AC measurements assume tT = 5 ns. 

(4) Y1H (min) and Vil (max) are reference levels for measuring the 
timing of input signals. Transition times are measured between 
V1H and Vil· 

(5) lcc1. lcca. lcc4, and Ices depend on output loading and cycle 
rates. Specified values are obtained with the output open. lcc3 
is measured assuming that all column address inputs are held at 
either a high level or a low level during RAS-only refresh cycles. 
lcc4 is measured assuming that all column address inputs are 
switched only once during each fast-page cycle. 

(6) The minimum specifications are used only to indicate the cycle 
time at which proper operation over the full temperature range 
(TA = 0 to +70°C) is assured. 

(7) Load = 2 TTL (-1 mA, +4 mA) loads and 100 pF (VoH = 2.0 V, 
Vol= 0.8V). 

(8) Assumes that tRco s tRco (max) and tRAD s tRAD (max). If 
tRco or tRAD is greater than the maximum recommended value 
in this table, tRAC increases by the amount that tRco or tRAD 
exceeds the value shown. 

(9) If tRAD <:: tRAD (max), then the access time is defined by tAA· 

(10) toFF (max) defines the time at which the output achieves the 
open-circuit condition and is not referenced to VoH or Vol· 
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(11) The tcRP requirement should be applicable for RAS/CS cycles 

preceded by any cycle. 

(12) Either tRRH or tRcH must be satisfied for a read cycle. 

(13) Parameter twp is applicable for a delayed write cycle such as a 
read-write/read-modify-write cycle. For early write operation, 
both twcs and twcH must be met. 

(14) These parameters are referenced to the falling edge of CS for 
early write cycles and to the falling edge of WE for delayed write 
or read-modify-write cycles. 

(15) twcs. tRWD• tcwo. and tAwo are restrictive operating parame
ters in read-write/read-modify-write cycles only. If twcs <:: twcs 
(min), the cycle is an early write cycle and the data output will 
remain open-circuit throughout the entire cycle. lftcwo;;:: tcwo 
(min), tRwD <:: tRwo (min), and tAwo <:: tAwo (min), the cycle is 
a read-write cycle and the data output will contain data read from 
the selected cell. If neither of the above conditions is met, the 
condition of the data output pin (at access time and until CS 
returns to V1H) is indeterminate. 

(16) A test mode may be initiated by executing a CS before RAS 
refresh cycle with WE held at Vil· This mode also may inadvert
ently be initiated during power-up because external control of 
the signal lines is very difficult during this period. It is therefore 
recommended that while WE is held at V1H, either a RAS-only or 
CS before RAS refresh cycle should be executed at any time 
after the end of the initial power-up sequence to ensure normal 
device operation. 

(17) Assumes that twAD s twAo (max). 
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Timing Waveforms 

Read Cycle 

Address 

WE 

DouT 

pPD424102 

Row Address Column Address 

LL.AA_ 
IE tcAc----;11"-l 

----------tRAC·-------~ 

High Impedance 
Valid Data 

831H-6917B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Early Write Cycle 

RAS 

cs 

Address 

14-IE --tRsH-
tcsH----.i 

-----'~-tcs---

NEC 

t•wcs~ hwcH 
WE 1///1/JJ//J/d 1•wPJ};J//1///11/J/// /11/J I! //11//////IZ 

tos_1. k- k---- toH =1 _ 
01N ...,........,..JM_,...,....7//;.,.....,...,..Vi~/~_,...,....7//;,.....,.....,..7/iX valid Data ~....,....,...71/~//;..,....,....7/j,.....,....,...//;..,....,....,/ /2..........,..Vi...,........,..7//;_,....,...///;.,.....,.....,.7/...,.....,.....7//;,....,....,..7j 

Dour _______ H_.;_igh--'-lmpe_danc_e ------

831H-69188 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Late Write Cycle 

RAS 

pPD424102 

14-~~~~~~~~-tcsH~~~~~~~~---->, 

~~---'ll~~~~~-IRSH~~~~-+-~ 

~~~~+..-...!....!~~~~~---......--.. ~'--~~~-tcs~~~~-- ~~~~-+-~~~~~--.1 

cs 

tlASCl t='°:WL=iJ 
1~lCAH-> 

,,..... ...... ,...,.....,....,....,....,...,...,...,....,....,...,,,_....,.....,....,,.....,....,.....,,........,... 

Address Column Address 

WE 

831H-69198 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Read-Write/Read-Modify-Write Cycle 

cs 

Address 

DJN 

Column Address 

Dour ---------------------H-i~gh_l_m_pe_d_an_c_e ______________________ u 
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Valid Data 

831H·6920B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

RAS-Only Refresh Cycle 

RAS 

r-ICRP 

Cs __J 

Address 

Note: 

[1] WE<?V(H· 

pPD424102 

v 

831H-692tB 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

CS Before RAS Refresh Cycle 

Dour~~~--------------~--~~------Hi_gh_l_mp_e_da_nre~--~------------------------~ 

Note: 

[1] Address= don't care. 
831H·6922B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Hidden Refresh Cycle 

-----Memory Cycle --~-Cs Before RAS Cycle 

-----lRC lRC--~t----

RAS 

cs 

Address 
I'""'""'--___:"',''""""""'","" " 

•~cs~ IAAI l•WHR1 
WE 1111!1 ll!J II SS \\\\\ \\\\\\\\ 

I lCAC I 
i.--tRAc- IQFF~r-

Valid :Data }--
High Impedance 

Dour 

831H-6923B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Static-Column Read Cycle 

----------tcsH---------
-~E-------tcs-------,~ 

cs 

NEC 

------il~---tRSC----'---~<----:-

1
--:-

1
-tRAL 

Address Column Address 

Dour ~-------H~ig_h_lm~p-ed_an_c_e ______ --<
1 

6-196 

Valid 
Data-out 

Column Address Column Address 

Valid 
Data-out 

to FF 

831H-6924B 
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Timing Waveforms (Cont) 

Static-Column Early Write Cycle 

----tRSW----->1>1 

cs 

Address 

Notes: 

Column 
Address 

twcs1 ~twcH 

i I f 
Valid 

Data-in 

[1) Dour= high Impedance. 

Valid 
Data-in 

Valid 
Data-in 

pPD424102 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Static-Column Read-Write/Read-Modify-Write Cycle 

14---,....
1 
--tRwsc-----

tAsc tcAH 
I 

Address Column Address 

83IH-6926B 
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NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µ.PD424400 is a fast-page dynamic RAM organized 
as 1,048,576 words by 4 bits and designed to operate 
from a single + 5-volt power supply. Advanced polycide 
technology using trench capacitors minimizes silicon 
area and provides high storage cell capacity, high per
formance, and high reliability. A single-transistor dy
namic storage cell and CMOS circuitry throughout en
sure minimum power dissipation, while an on-chip circuit 
internally generates the negative-voltage substrate 
bias-automatically and transparently. 

The three-state 1/0 pins are controlled by CAS indepen
dent of RAS. After a valid read or read-modify-write cycle, 
data is held on the outputs by maintaining CAS low. Data 
outputs return to high impedance when CAS goes high. 
Fast-page read and write cycles can be be executed by 
cycling CAS. 

Refreshing may be accomplished by means of a CAS 
before RAS cycle that internally generates the refresh 
address. Refreshing may also be accomplished by 
means of RAS-only refresh cycles or by normal read or 
write cycles on the 1,024 address combinations of Ao 
through A9 during a 16-ms refresh period. 

Features 

o 1,048,576 by 4-bit organization 
o Single + 5-volt ± 10% power supply 
o Fast-page option 
o Low power dissipation 
o CAS before RAS refreshing 
o Multiplexed address inputs 
o On-chip substrate bias generator 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o Nonlatched, three-state outputs 
o Low input capacitance 
o 1024 refresh cycles every 16 ms 
o 26/20-pin plastic SOJ or 20-pin plastic ZIP 

packaging 

Pin Configurations 

µPD424400 
1,048,576 x 4-Bit 

Dynamic CMOS RAM 

26/20-Pin Plastic SOJ 

1101 1 26 GND 

1102 2 25 1/04 

WE 24 l/03 

23 CAS 
Ag 22 0E 

0 
0 

~ 
C\J ..;-
0 
Q. 

Ao 9 
::l. 

18 As 

A1 10 17 A1 

A2 11 16 A5 

A3 12 15 As 

Vee 13 14 A4 

831H-69nA 

20-Pin Plastic ZIP 

831H-5375A 

60001 New speeds (60 and 70 ns) and packages (TSOP and 300-mil SOJ) will be available in 1991. 6-199 
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Pin I dent if ication 
Name Function 

Address inputs 

Data inputs and outputs 

Column address strobe 

Output enable 

Row address strobe 

Write enable 

GND Ground 

Vee +5-volt power supply 

Ordering Information 

NEC 
Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Voltage on any pin relative to GND -1.0 to +7.0 V 

Operating temperature, ToPR o to +70 °C 

Storage temperature, TsrG ..:55 to +125 °C 

Short-circuit output current, los 50mA 

Power dissipation, Po 1.0W 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Part Number Row Access Time (max) R/W Cycle Time (min) Fast-Page Cycle (min) Package 

,a.PD424400LB-70 70 ns 140 ns 

LB-80 80 ns 160 ns 

LB-10 100 ns 190 ns 

,a.PD424400V-70 70 ns 140 ns 

V-80 80 ns 160 ns 

V-10 100 ns 190ns 

Notes: 

(1) Contact your NEC sales representative for data sheet and prod
uct availability of the ,a.PD424400-70. 

Block Diagram 

6-200 

RAS Clock 
Generator 

GAS Before Ms 

Ao 
A1 • 
A2 • 
A3 • 

A4 • 

As • 
As • 
A1 • 
Aa • 
Ag-

GAS Clock 
Generator 

WE Clock 
Generator 

OE Clock 
Generator 

Datal/OBus 

Column Decoder 

Sense Amplifier 

Memory Array 

45 ns 

50 ns 

60 ns 

45 ns 

50 ns 

60 ns 

26/20-pin plastic SOJ 

20-pin plastic ZIP 

Data-in 
Buffer 

Data-out 
Buffer 

83IH-5691B 
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Recommended Operating Conditions Capacitance 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit TA = 25 °C; f = 1 MHz 

Input voltage, high V1H 2.4 Vee+ 1.0 v 
Parameter Symbol Max Unit Pins Under Test 

Input voltage, low VIL -1.0 0.8 v 
Input capacitance C11 5 pF Addresses 

Supply voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 v C12 7 pF RAS, CAS, WE, OE 

Ambient temperature TA 0 70 OG lnpuVoutput capacitance Co 7 pF 1/01 -1/04 

DC Characteristics 
TA = o to +70°C; Vee = +5.0 ±10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Standby current lee2 2.0 mA RAS = GAS i2: v,H (min); lo = 0 mA 

1.0 mA RAS = GAS i2: Vee - 0.2 V; lo = 0 mA 

Input leakage current l1(L) -10 10 µA V1N = 0 V to Vee; all other pins not under test = 0 V 

Output leakage current IO(L) -10 10 µA DouT disabled; VouT = o V to Vee 

Output voltage, low VoL 0.4 v loL = 4.2 mA 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 v loH = -5mA 

AC Characteristics 
TA = 0 to + 70 °C; Vee = +5.0V ± 10% 

µPD424400-80 µPD424400-10 

El Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Operating current, average lcc1 90 80 mA RAS, GAS cycling; 
tRc = tRc min (Note 5) 

Operating current, RAS-only refresh cycle, lcc3 90 80 mA RAS cycling; GAS i2: V1H min; 
average tRc = tRc min (Note 5) 

Operating current, fast-page cycle, average lce4 70 60 mA RAS s; V1L; CAS cycling; 
tpc = tpc min (Note 5) 

Operating current, GAS before RAS refresh Ices 90 80 mA RAS cycling; CAS s; V1L max; 
cycle, average tRc = tRc min (Note 5) 

Access time from column address tAA 40 50 ns (Notes 3, 4, 7, 8) 

Access time from CAS precharge (rising edge) tACP 45 55 ns (Notes 3, 4, 7, 8) 

Column address setup time tASC 0 0 ns 

Row address setup time tASR 0 0 ns 

Column address to WE delay time tAWD 65 80 ns (Note 14) 

Access time from CAS (falling edge) tcAC 20 25 ns (Notes 3, 4, 7, 8) 

Column address hold time tcAH 15 20 ns 

GAS pulse width tcAS 20 10,000 25 10,000 ns 

GAS hold time for CAS before RAS refreshing tcHR 15 20 ns 

GAS to output in low-Z tcLz 0 0 ns (Note 4, 7) 

GAS precharge time, fast-page cycle tcp 10 10 ns 

GAS precharge time tcPN 10 10 ns 

GAS to RAS precharge time tcRP 10 10 ns (Note 10) 

GAS hold time tcsH 80 100 ns 

GAS setup time for GAS before RAS refresh tcSR 10 10 ns 
cycle 
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AC Characteristics (cont} 

µPD424400 ·80 µPD424400·10 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

~toWEdelay tcwo 45 55 ns (Note 14) 

Write command referenced to GAS lead time tcwL 15 20 ns 

Data-in hold time toH 15 20 ns (Note 13) 

Data-in setup time tos 0 0 ns (Note 13) 

Access time from OE to EA 20 25 ns (Notes 3, 4, 7, 8) 

OE data delay time to ED 20 25 ns 

OE command hold time to EH 0 0 ns 

OE to RAS inactive setup time to ES 0 0 ns 

Output turnoff delay from OE toEz 0 20 0 25 ns (Note 9) 

Output buffer turnoff delay to FF 0 20 0 25 ns (Note 9) 

OE to output in low-Z toLZ 0 0 ns (Note 5, 7) 

Fast-page read or write cycle time tpc 50 60 ns (Note 6) 

Fast-page read-modify-write cycle time tPRWC 100 120 ns (Note 6) 

Access time from RAS tRAC 80 100 ns (Notes 3, 4, 7, 8) 

RAS to column address delay time tRAD 17 40 17 50 ns (Note 8) 

Row address hold time tRAH 12 12 ns 

Column address lead time referenced to RAS tRAL 40 50 ns 
(rising edge) 

RAS pulse width tRAS 80 10,000 100 10,000 ns 

RAS pulse width, fast-page cycle tRASP 80 125,000 100 125,000 ns 

Random read or write cycle time tRc 160 190 ns (Note 6) 

RAS to ~ delay time tRCD 25 60 25 75 ns (Note 8) 

Read command hold time referenced to CAS tRCH 0 0 ns (Note 11) 

Read command setup time tRCS 0 0 ns 

Refresh period tREF 16 16 ms Address Ao through Ag 

RAS precharge time tRP 70 80 ns 

RAS precharge ~ hold time tRPC 10 10 ns 

Read command hold time referenced to RAS tRRH 10 10 ns (Note 11) 

RAS hold time tRSH 20 25 ns 

Read-modify-write cycle time tRwc 210 250 ns (Note 6) 

RAS to WE delay tRWD 105 130 ns (Note 14) 

Write command referenced to RAS lead time .tRWL 20 25 ns 

Rise and fall transition time tT 3 50 3 50 ns (Note 4) 

Write command hold time twcH 15 20 ns (Note 12) 

Write command setup time twcs 0 0 ns (Note 14) 

WE command hold time for twHR 15 20 ns 
~ before RAS refreshing 

Write command pulse width twp 15 20 ns (Note 12) 

WE command setup time for twsR 10 10 ns 
GAS before RAS refreshing 
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Notes: 

(1) All voltages are referenced to GND. 

(2) An initial pause of 100 ~sis required after power-up, followed by 
any eight RAS cycles, before proper device operation is 
achieved. At the end of the initial power-up sequence, it is 
recommended that either a RAS-only refresh or a CAS before 
RAS refresh cycle be executed while WE ~ v1H to ensure normal 
operation. 

(3) Ac measurements assume tT = 5 ns. 

(4) V1H (min) and V1L (max) are reference levels for measuring the 
timing of input signals. Transition times are measured between 
V1H and VIL· 

(5) lcc1, lcca. lcc4, and Ices depend on output loading and cycle 
rates. Specified values are obtained with the output open. lcc3 
is measured assuming that all column address inputs are held at 
either a high level or a low level during RAS-only refresh cycles. 
lcc4 is measured assuming that all column address inputs are 
switched only once during each fast-page cycle. 

(6) The minimum specifications are used only to indicate the cycle 
time at which proper operation over the full temperature range 
(TA=O to +70 °C) is assured. 

(7) Load= 2 TTL (-1 mA, +4mA) loads and 100pF (VoH=2.0V 
and VoL =0.8 V). 

(8) If tRcD ::;; tRcS (max) and tRAD ::;; tRAD (max) access time is 
defined by tRAC (max). If tRcD ~ tRcD (max) access time is 
defined by tcAC (max) and if tRAD ;;=: tRAD (max) access time is 
defined by tAA (max). 

(9) toFF (max) and toEz (max) define the time at which the outputs 
achieve the open-circuit condition and are not referenced to VoH 
orVoL· 

pPD424400 

(10) The tcRP requirement should be applicable for RAS/CAS cycles 
preceded by any cycle. 

(11) Either tRRH or tRCH must be satisfied for a read cycle. 

(12) Parameter twp is applicable for a delayed write cycle such as a 
read-write/read-modify-write cycle. For early write cycles, both 
twcs and twcH must be met. 

(13) These parameters are referenced to the fal!l.!!9 edge of CAS for 
early write cycles and to the falling edge of WE for delayed write 
or read-modify-write cycles. 

(14) twcs. tRWD• tcwo. and tAwD are restrictive operating parame
ters in read-write/read-modify-write cycles only. If twcs ~ twcs 
(min), the cycle is an early write cycle and the data 1/0 pins will 
remain open-circuit throughout the entire cycle. If tcwo ;;=: tcwo 
(min), tRwo ~ tRwD (min), and tAwD ~ tAwD (min), then the cycle 
is a read-write cycle and the data 1/0 pins will contain data read 
from the selected cells. If neither of the above conditions is met, 
the condition of the data 1/0 pins (at access time and until CAS 
returns to V1H) is indeterminate. 

(15) Assumes that the test mode has been set. Contact your NEC 
Electronics sales representative for more details. A test mode 
may be initiated by executing a CAS before RAS refresh cycle 
with WE held at ViL· This mode also may inadvertantly be 
initiated during power-up because external control of the signal 
lines is very difficult during this period. It is therefore recom
mended that while WE is held at V1H• either a RAS-only or CAS 
before RAS refresh cycle should be executed at any time after 
the end of the initial power-up sequence to ensure normal device 
operation. 
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Timing Waveforms 

Read Cycle 

RAS 

CAS 

Address 

~1Er-------tRSH-----~ 

~------~-,-~tcsH-----~---~ 

-----tRco----:Mo11r-----tcAs--------· 

L 

I k- tcAc----;~ 
~tAA-

---------tRAC---+------c~ 

High Impedance I 
Input/Output --------"--------------+----+1 

LICLZ~ 
Valid Data-out 
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High Impedance 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Early Write Cycle 

pPD424400 

k---------tRc-------~ 

RAS 

CAS 

Address 

Note: 

[1] OE = don't care. 

k--------tRAs-----~ 

1........1 ---tRSH---~ 

~-------7,..-tcsH-----~ 

·---.!-----

83YL·6978B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Late Write Cycle 

RAS 

CAS 

Address 

WE 

OE 

lnpuVOutput 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Read-Write/Read-Modify-Write Cycle 

CAS 

IAJ~IRAO~IRAL 
IASC 

IRAH 

pPD424400 

,_..,,..,,...,,.......,...,,..,,....,...,.....,..""""'....,...,'""""',,..,,."""""''""""',,..,,."""""''""""'~""'7""'Ci~~""'7""'Ci..,,.... 

Address 

WE 

OE 

lnpuVOutput _______ H_i.._gh_lm_,p,_e_da_n_ce ___ ~-tc_i-<c1 
~IRAC-'-' 

I ~I J._rmz 
1cLzH 

tos 

Data-in 

83YL-69BOB 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

RAS-Only Refresh Cycle 

RAS 

NEC 

14-----------tRAs----------

High Impedance lnpuVOutput -----------------__;;,_.;.._ _______________ _ 

Notes: 

[1] WE=OE=don'tcare. 
83VB·6783B 

CAS Before RAS Refresh Cycle 

14----------tRAS-----------. 

RAS 

tcRP 

CAS 

WE 7ZJ \\\ \\ \\ \\\\\\\ \\\\\\\ \ \ \\\ \\\\ \\\ \ \\ \\\\\\ \\ 
High Impedance lnpuVOutput ----------------.....;;.._;.__ ________________ _ 

83VB-6784B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Hidden Refresh Cycle 

RAS 

CAS 

Address 

WE I/If// II! I j 
I toEs 

I 

lnpuVOutput -----'---H...;..igh_lm-'"p-ed_an_ce ___ 
1 

lli.-~CLZ 

pPD424400 

--~----tRc----

1RAS 

Valid Data-out 

toFF 

toEZ 

High 
Impedance 

83VB-6785B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Fast-Page Read Cycle 

RAS 

CAS 

Address 

WE 

OE 

lnpuVOutput 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Fast-Page Early Write Cycle 

Address 

WE 

Input/Output 

Note: 

[1) OE = don't care. 

pPD424400 

83YL-6981B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Fast-Page Late Write Cycle 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Fast-Page Read-Write/Read-Modify-Write Cycle 

~-----tPRwc-----

-----tcAs-----"-

Address Column 

r--±t~RWD 

I rr·nc~'cwo 
WE 

6t1 
I 

toEA 

tcAC toH 

Input/Output 
High Impedance 

83YL-69838 
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NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The ~PD424402 is a static-column dynamic RAM organ
ized as 1,048,576 by 4 bits and designed to operate from 
a single + 5-volt power supply. Advanced polycide tech
nology using trench capacitors minimizes silicon area 
and provides high storage cell capacity, high perfor
mance, and high reliability. A single-transistor dynamic 
storage cell ·and CMOS circuitry throughout ensure 
minimum power dissipation, while an on-chip circuit 
internally generates the negative-voltage substrate bias 
-automatically and transparently. 

The three-state 1/0 pins are controlled by CS indepen
dent of RAS. After a valid read or read-modify-write cycle, 
data is held on the outputs by maintaining CS low. Data 
outputs return to high impedance when CS goes high. 
Static column read and write cycles can be executed by 
cycling CS. 

Refreshing may be accomplished by means of a CS 
before RAS cycle that internally generates the refresh 
address. Refreshing may also be accomplished by 
means of RAS-only refresh cycles or by normal read or 
write cycles on the 1,024 address combinations of Ao 
through A9 during a 16-ms refresh· period. 

Features 

o 1,048,576 by 4-bit organization 
o Single + 5-volt ± 10% power supply 
o Static-column option 
o Low power dissipation 
o CS before RAS refreshing 
o Multiplexed address inputs 
o On-chip substrate bias generator 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o Nonlatched, three-state outputs 
o Low input capacitance 
o 1024 refresh cycles every 16 ms 
o 26/20-pin plastic SOJ or 20-pin plastic ZIP 

packaging 

pPD424402 
1,048,576 x 4-Bit 

Dynamic CMOS RAM 

Pin Configurations 

26/20-Pin Plastic SOJ 

1101 26 GND 

1102 2 25 1104 

WE 3 24 1103 

RAS 4 23 Cs 
Ag s 22 OE 

C\J 
0 

~ 
C\J ..,. 
0 

Ao 
'3. 

As 9 18 

A1 10 17 A1 

A2 11 16 A5 

A3 12 1S As 

Vee 13 14 A4 

20-Pin Plastic ZIP 

OE 1~ 

G~ : ~:~:: ~ 
1102 7 :':. "' 8 WE 
RAS 9 n:. ::: 10 A 

Ao 11 ::: ... 12 A 9 

A2 13 :::: ;;: 14 A 1 
Vee 1S ::: t: 3 

As 17 n:' ::: 16 A4 
r:n 18 As 

A1 19 n:~ 
~20 Ae 

831H·7010A 

8311+7011A 

60099 New speeds (60 and 70 ns) and packages (TSOP and 300-mil SOJ) will be available in 1991. 6-215 
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Pin I dent if ication 
Name Function 

Ao-A9 Address inputs 

Data inputs and outputs 

Column address strobe 

Output enable 

Row address strobe 

Write enable 

GND Ground 

Vee +5-volt power supply 

Ordering Information 

NEC 
Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Voltage on any pin relative to GND -1.0 to +7.0 V 

Operating temperature, ToPR o to +70°C 

Storage temperature, TsTG -·55 to +125 °C 

Short-circuit output current, 108 50mA 

Power dissipation, Po 1.0W 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Part Number Row Access Time (max) R/W Cycle Time (min) Static-Column Cycle (min) Package 

~PD424402LB-70 70 ns 140 ns 

LB-80 80 ns 160 ns 

LB-10 100 ns 190 ns 

~PD424402V-70 70 ns 140 ns 

V-80 80 ns 160 ns 

V-10 100 ns 190ns 

Notes: 

(1) Contact your NEC sales representative for data sheet and prod
uct availability of the ~PD424402-70. 

Block Diagram 

RAS 

cs 
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Ao 
A1 • 
A2 • 
A3 • 

A4 • 

As • 
A5 • 
A7 • 
As • 
Ag 

CS Clock 
Generator 

WE Clock 
Generator 

OE Clock 
Generator 

Data 1/0 Bus 

Column Decoder 

Sense Amplifier . 

Memory Array 

40 ns 

50ns 

60ns 

40ns 

50ns 

60ns 

26/20-pin plastic SOJ 

20-pin plastic ZIP 

Data-in 
Buffer 

Data-out 
Buffer 

831H·7012B 



NEC pPD424402 

Recommended Operating Conditions Capacitance 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

TA = 25 °C; f = 1 MHz 

Input voltage, high V1H 2.4 Vee+ 1.0 v Parameter Symbol Max Unit Pins Under Test 

Input voltage, low V1L -1.0 0.8 v Input capacitance C11 5 pF Addresses 

Supply voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 v C12 7 pF RAS, CS, WE, OE 

Ambient temperature TA 0 70 oc Input/output capacitance Co 7 pF 1/01 -1/04 

DC Characteristics 
TA= o to +70°C; Vee= +5.0 ±10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Standby current lee2 2.0 mA RAS = cs ~ V1H (min); lo = 0 mA 

1.0 mA RAS = cs ~ Vee - 0.2 V; 10 = o mA 

Input leakage current l1(L) -10 10 p.A V1N = O V to Vee; all other pins 
not under test = O V 

Output leakage current lo(L) -10 10 p.A Dour disabled; Vour = O V to Vee 

Output voltage, low Vol 0.4 v loL = 4.2 mA 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 v loH = -5mA 

AC Characteristics 
TA= Oto +70°C; Vee= +5.0V ± 10% 

µPD424402·80 µPD424402·10 II Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Operating current, average lee1 90 80 mA RAS, CS cycling; 
tRe = tRe min (Note 5) 

Operating current, RAS-only refresh cycle, leea 90 80 mA RAS cycling; CS ~ V1H min; 
average tRe = tRc min (Note 5) 

Operating current, static-column cycle, average lee4 70 60 mA RAS s V1L; CS cycling; tRsc 
= tRsC min or twsc = twsc 
min (Note 5) 

Operating current, CS before RAS refreshing, Ices 90 80 mA RAS cycling; CS s V1L max; 
average tRe = tRc min (Note 5) 

Access time from column address tAA 40 50 ns (Notes 3, 4, 7, 8) 

Column address hold time referenced to AAS tAH 15 15 ns 
(rising edge) 

Column address setup time tASC 0 0 ns 

Row address setup time tASR 0 0 ns 

Column address to WE delay time tAWD 65 80 ns (Note 15) 

Access time from CS (falling edge) tcAC 20 25 ns (Notes 3, 4, 7, 8) 

Column address hold time tcAH 15 20 ns 

CS hold time for CS before RAS refreshing teHR 15 20 ns 

CS precharge time, static-column cycle tep 10 10 ns 

CS precharge time tcPN 10 10 ns 

CS to RAS precharge time teRP 10 10 ns (Note 11) 

CS pulse width tes 20 100,000 25 100,000 ns 

CS hold time tesH 80 100 ns 

CS setup time for CS before RAS refreshing fcSR 10 10 ns 
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pPD424402 NEC 
AC Characteristics (cont) 

l'PD424402-80 l'PD424402-10 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Unit T«:tst Conditions 

CS to WE delay tcwo 45 55 ns (Note 15) 

Write command referenced to CS lead time tcwL 15 20 ns 

Data-in hold time toH 15 20 ns (Note 14) 

Data-in setup time tos 0 0 ns (Note 14) 

Access time from OE to EA 20 25 ns (Notes 3, 4, 7, 8) 

OE data delay time toeo 20 25 ns 

OE command hold time to EH 0 0 ns 

OE to RAS inactive setup time toes 0 0 ns 

Output turnoff delay from OE toez 0 20 0 25 ns (Note 10) 

Output buffer turnoff delay to FF 0 20 0 25 ns (Note 10) 

Output hold time for address toH 5 5 ns 

Output enable time from WE tow 25 30 ns 

Access time from WE tpwA 90 110 ns (Notes 7, 16) 

Column address hold time referenced to WE tpwH 90 110 ns 

Access time from RAS tRAC 80 100 ns (Notes 3, 4, 7, 8) 

RAS to column address delay time tRAD 17 40 17 50 ns (Note 9) 

Row address hold time tRAH 12 12 ns 

Column address lead time referenced to RAS tRAL 40 50 ns 
(rising edge) 

RAS pulse width tRAS 80 10,000 100 10,000 ns 

RAS pulse width, static-column cycle tRASC 80 100,000 100 100,000 ns 

Random read or write cycle time tRc 160 190 ns (Note 6) 

RAS to CS delay time tRCD 25 60 25 75 ns (Note 8) 

Read command hold time referenced to 'CS tRCH 0 0 ns (Note 12) 

Read command setup time tRcs 0 0 ns 

Refresh period tREF 16 16 ms Address Ao through A9 

RAS precharge time tRP 70 80 ns 

RAS precharge CS hold time tRPC 10 10 ns 

Read command hold time referenced to RAS tRRH 10 10 ns (Note 12) 

Read cycle time tRSC 50 60 ns 

RAS hold time tRSH 20 25 ns 

RAS to second WE delay time tf!sw 95 115 ns 

Read-modify-write cycle time tRWC 210 250 ns (Note 6) 

RAS to WE delay tRWD 105 130 ns (Note 15) 

Write command referenced to RAS lead time tRWL 20 25 ns 

Read/write cycle time tRwsc 120 145 ns 

Rise and fall transition time tT 3 50 3 50 ns (Note 4) 

WE to column address delay time twAD 20 45 25 55 ns (Note 16) 

Write command hold time twcH 15 20 ns (Note 13) 

Write command setup time twcs 0 0 ns (Note 15) 
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NEC pPD424402 

AC Characteristics (cont) 
,iPD424402·80 ,iPD424402·10 

Parameter 

WE command hold time for 'CS before RAS 
refreshing 

Write invalid time 

Write command pulse width 

Write cycle time 

WE command setup time for 'CS before RAS 
refreshing 

Notes: 

(1) All voltages are referenced to GND. 

Symbol Min 

twHR 15 

tw1 10 

twp 15 

twsc 50 

twsR 10 

(2) An initial pause of 100 ,is is required after power-up, followed by 
any eight RAS cycles, before proper device operation is 
achieved. At the end of the initial power up s~uence, it is 
recommended that either a RAS-o~refresh or a CS before RAS 
refresh cycle be executed while WE ;:: V1H to ensure normal 
operation. 

(3) AC measurements assume tr = 5 ns. 

(4) V1H (min) and V1L (max) are reference levels for measuring'the 
timing of input signals. Transition times are measured between 
V1H and V1L· 

(5) lcc1, lcc3, lcc4, and Ices depend on output loading and cycle 
rates. Specified values are obtained with the output open. lcc3 
is measured assuming that all column address inputs are held at 
either a high level or a low level during RAS-only refresh cycles. 
lcc4 is measured assuming that all column address inputs are 
switched only once during each static column cycle. 

(6) The minimum specifications are used only to indicate the cycle 
time at which proper operation over the full temperature range 
(TA= 0 to + 70 °C) is assured. 

(7) Load = 2 TTL (-1 mA, +4 mA) loads and 100 pF (VoH=2.0 V 
and VoL = 0.8 V). 

(8) If tRco :s exceeds tRAD max, then tRAC will increase by the 
amount tRco exceeds tRco (max). 

(9) If tRAD ;:: tRAD (max), then the access time is defined by tAA· 

(10) toFF (max) and toez (max) define the time at which the outputs 
achieve the open-circuit condition and are not referenced to VoH 
orVoL· 

Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

20 ns 

10 ns 

20 ns (Note 13) 

60 ns 

10 ns 

(11) The tcRP requirement should be applicable for RAS/CS cycles 
preceded by any cycle. 

(12) Either tRRH or tRcH must be satisfied for a read cycle. 

(13) Parameter twp is applicable for a delayed write cycle such as a 
read-write/read-modify-write cycle. For early write cycles, both 
twcs and twcH must be met. 

(14) These parameters are referenced to the falling edge of CS for 
early write cycles and to the falling edge of WE for delayed write 
or read-modify-write cycles. 

(15) twcs. tRwo .. tcwo. and tAwo are restrictive operating parame
ters in read-write/read-modify-write cycles only. If twcs ;:: twcs 
(min), the cycle is an early write cycle and the data 1/0 pins will 
remain open-circuit throughout the entire cycle. If tcwo ;:: tcwo 
(min), tRwo;:: tRwo (min), and tAwo;:: tAwo (min), then the cycle 
is a read-write cycle and the data 1/0 pins will contain data read 
from the selected cells. If neither of the above conditions is met, 
the condition of the data 1/0 pins (at access time and until CS 
returns to V1H) is indeterminate. 

(16) A test mode may be initiated by executing a CS before RAS 
refresh cycle with WE held at V1L· This mode also may inadvert
ently be initiated during power-up because external control of 
the signal lines is very difficult during this period. It is therefore 
recommended that while WE is held at V1H, either a RAS-only or 
CS before RAS refresh cycle should be executed at any time 
after the end of the initial power-up sequence to ensure normal 
device operation. 

(17) Assumes twAD :s twAD (max). 
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Timing Waveforms 

Read Cycle 

RAS 

tcRP 

cs 

Address 

141 E'-------tRSH------'...i 

------------tcsH~-------~ 

L 
WE 7! //[/11/JI/ 12 

lnpuVOutput _______ H_.ig._h_lm_,,p_e_da;;;..;n;;;..;ce ____ ..;.__--+------<i 

LJ,~,'-o_Lz __ 
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High Impedance 
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NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

&rly Write Cycle 

Address 

pPD424402 

t~s1J r-:---->ll~H :1 .. 
WE ............... \\\..,............\\\~\ \\\\\\\\""'\"\'"'\\\\:T\'1\\'{ I 11f/1 l//J//// !///!!JIJ/I! ... 
~1.~ I~< toH-~ 

Input/Output~ Data-in -

Note: 

[1] OE= don't care. 
83YL·7014B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Late Write Cycle 

RAS 

cs 

Address 

OE 

lnpuVOutput 

6-222 
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---------....,..-~tCSH-----------
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NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Read-Write/Read-Modify-Write Cycle 

RAS 

cs 

Address 

WE 

OE 

~1Ef--~~~~~~tRsH~~~~~~~--

--.~~~~~~--'~~~tcsH~~~~~~~~~~--

Input/Output ________ Hi ..... gh_1m .... p_ed_a_nc_e ______ 
1 

~tRAc----

µPD424402 

83YL-7016B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Static-Column Read Cycle 

RAS 

cs 

Address 

WE 

OE 

toH 

Input/Output ____ H_lg_h_l_m_pe_d_an_ce _____ 1 Valid Data-out 
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Valid Data-out 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Static-Column Early Write Cycle 

cs 

Address 

lnpuVOutput 

-------tRsw------,)1~1 
Note: 

[1] OE= don't care. 
83YL·7021B 
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pPD424402 NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Static-Column Read-Write/Read-Modify-Write Cycle 

cs 

tRwsc ~1 
IE tpwH 

Addre.ss Column Column 

ICAC toH 

lnpuVOutput 
High Impedance High Impedance 

----!RAC--~~ 

83YL-7022B 
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NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

RAS-Only Refresh Cycle 

-----------IRAS----------

RAS 

ICAP 

~~~JL_ 
Address Row 

High Impedance 

pPD424402 

lnpuVOutput ------------------------------------

Notes: 

[1] WE= OE= don't care. 
83YL·7017B 

CS Before RAS Refresh Cycle 

RAS 

ICAP 

cs 

WE 7Zll \\\\\\\\ \\\ \\\\\\\\\ \\\\\\\\ \\ \\\\\\\\\ \\\\ \ 
High Impedance 

lnpuVOutput --------------------------------------

83YL-7018B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Hidden Refresh Cycle 

----tRc---~lf----

RAS 

cs 

Address 

OE 

lnpuVOutput ----'---H--ig ..... h 1_...mp_ed_an_ce __ --<1 

Ll=::_AA 
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--~<----tRc---..

tRAS 

twHR~ I 

\ \\\\\\ \\\\ \\\\~ 
I 

Valid Data-out 

to FF 

High 
Impedance 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µPD424410 is a 1,048,576 by 4-bit dynamic RAM 
designed with a write-per-bit option to operate from a 
single + 5-volt power supply. Advanced polycide tech
nology using trench capacitors minimizes silicon area 
and provides high storage cell capacity, high perfor
mance, and high reliability. A single-transistor dynamic 
storage cell and CMOS circuitry throughout ensure 
minimum power dissipation, while an on-chip circuit 
internally generates the negative-voltage substrate 
bias-automatically and transparently. 

The three-state 1/0 pins are control led by CAS indepen
dent of RAS. After a valid read or read-modify-write 
cycle, data is held on the outputs by maintaining CAS 
low. Data outputs return to high impedance when CAS 
goes high. Fast-page read and write cycles can be 
executed by cycling CAS. 

Refreshing may be accomplished by means of a CAS 
before RAS cycle that internally generates the refresh 
address. Refreshing may also be accomplished by 
means of RAS-only refresh cycles or by normal read or 
write cycles on the 1,024 address combinations of Ao 
through A9 during a 16-ms refresh period. 

Features 

o 1,048,576 by 4-bit organization 
o Single + 5-volt ± 10% power supply 
o Write-per-bit option 
o Fast-page option 
o Low power dissipation 
o CAS before RAS internal refreshing 
o Multiplexed address inputs 
o On-chip substrate bias generator 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o Nonlatched, three-state outputs 
o Low input capacitance 
o 1024 refresh cycles every 16 ms 
o High-density 26/20-pin plastic SOJ or 20-pin plastic 

ZIP packaging 

Pin Configurations 

pPD424410 
1,048,576 x 4-Bit 

Dynamic CMOS RAM 

26/20-Pin Plastic SOJ 

1101 1-----i 

1/02 

WE 

RAS 
Ag 

20-Pin Plastic ZIP 

GND 

1/04 

1/03 

CAS 
OE 

As 
A1 

As 
As 

A4 

831H·6849A 

831H-5375A 

60090 New speeds (60 and 70 ns) and packages (TSOP and 300-mil SOJ) will be available in 1991. 6-229 



p~D424410 

Pin Identification 
Name Function 

Ao-Ag Address inputs 

Data inputs and outputs 

Column address strobe 

Output enable 

Row address strobe 

Write enable 

GND Ground 

Vee +5-volt power supply 

NC No connection 

Ordering Information 
Row Access R/W Cycle Fast-Page 

Time Time Cycle 
Part Number (max) (min) (min) Package 

µPD424410LB-70 70 ns 140 ns 45 ns 26/20-pin 

LB-80 sons 160 ns 50 ns 
plastic 
SOJ 

LB-10 100 ns 190 ns 60 ns 

µPD424410V-70 70 ns 140 ns 45 ns 20-pin 

V-80 80 ns 160 ns 50 ns 
plastic ZIP 

V-10 100 ns , 190ns 60 ns 

Notes: 

(1) Contact your NEC sales representative for data sheet and prod
uct availability for the µPD424410-70. 

DC Characteristics 
TA= Oto +70°C; Vee= +5.0 ±10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ 

Standby current lee2 

Input leakage current l1(L) -10 

Output leakage current lo(L) -10 

Output voltage, low Vol 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 

6-230 

NEC 
Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Voltage on any pin relative to GND, VT -1.0 to +7.0 V 

Operating temperature, ToPR o to +70°C 

Storage temperature, TsTG -55to +125°C 

Short-circu.it output current, las 50mA 

Power dissipation, Po 1.0W 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Input voltage, high V1H 2.4 Vee+ 1.0 v 
Input voltage, low V1L -1.0 0.8 v 
Supply voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 
Ambient temperature TA 0 70 "C 

Capacitance 
TA = 25 °C; f = 1 MHz 

Parameter Symbol Max Unit Pins Under Test 

Input capacitance C11 5 pF Addresses 

C12 7 pF RAS, GAS, WE, OE 

Input/output capacitance Co 7 pF 1/01-1/04 

Max Unit Test Conditions 

2.0 mA RAS~ V1H (min); lo,,;, OmA 

1.0 mA RAS = CAS ~ Vee - 0.2 V; lo = 0 mA 

10 µA V1N = O V to Vee; all other pins 
not .under test = 0 V 

10 µA DouT disabled; VouT = o V to Vee 

0.4 v loL = 4.2mA 

v loH = -5mA 



NEC 
Block Diagram 

RAS Clock 
Generator 

CA'S Before RAs 

Ao
A 1 • 
A2 • 
A3 • 
A4 • 
As • 
A5 • 
A1 • 
As • 
Ag-

AC Characteristics 
TA = o to + 10 °C; Vee = +5.0V ± 10% 

Parameter 

Operating current, average 

Operating current, RAS-only refresh 
cycle, average 

Operating current, fast-page cycle, 
average 

Operating current, GAS before RAS 
refresh cycle, average 

Access time from column address 

Access time from GAS precharge (rising 
edge) 

Column address setup time 

Row address setup time 

Column address to WE delay time 

Access time from CAS (falling edge) 

Column address hold time 

CAS pulse width 

CAsClock 
Generator 

Symbol 

lcc1 

lcc3 

lcc4 

Ices 

tAA 

tACp 

tASC 

tASR 

tAWD 

tcAC 

tcAH 

tcAS 

WE Clock 
Generator 

OE Clock 
Generator 

Data 1/0 Bus 

Column Decoder 

Sense Amplifier 

Memory Array 

"PD424410·80 "PD424410·10 

Min Max Min Max 

90 80 

90 80 

70 60 

90 80 

40 50 

45 55 

0 0 

0 0 

65 80 

20 25 

15 20 

20 10,000 25 10,000 

Unit 

mA 

mA 

mA 

mA 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

pPD424410 

Data-In 
Buffer 

Data-out 
Buffer 

Test Conditions 

RAS, CAS cycling; 

831H·56918 

tRc = tRc min (Note 5) 

RAS cycling; CAS <:!:: V1H 
min; tRc = tRc min (Note 5) 

RAS s v,L; GAS cycling; 
tpc = tpc min (Note 5) 

RAS cycling; GAS s V1L 
max; tRc = tRc min 
(Note 5) 

(Notes 3, 4, 7, 8) 

(Notes 3, 4, 7, 8) 

(Note 14) 

(Notes 3, 4, 7, 8) 
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pPD424410 NEC 
AC Characteristics (cont) 

µ.PD424410-80 µ.PD424410-10 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

CAS hold time for CAS before RAS tcHR 15 20 ns 
refreshing 

CAS to output active delay time tcLZ 0 0 ns (Notes 4, 7) 

CAS precharge time, fast-page cycle tcp 10 10 ns 

CAS precharge time, nonpage cycle tcPN 10 10 ns 

CAS to RAS precharge time tcRP 10 10 ns (Note 10) 

CAS hold time tcsH 80 100 ns 

CAS setup time for CAS before RAS tcsR 10 10 ns 
refresh cycle 

CAS to WE delay tcwo 45 55 ns (Note 14) 

Write command referenced to CAS lead tcwL 15 20 ns 
time 

Data-in hold time toH 15 20 ns (Note 13) 

Data-in setup time tos 0 0 ns (Note 13) 

Access time from OE to EA 20 25 ns (Notes 3, 4, 7, 8) 

OE data delay time to ED 20 25 ns 

OE command hold time to EH 0 0 ns 

OE to RAS inactive setup time to ES 0 0 ns 

Output turnoff delay from OE toEz 0 20 0 25 ns (Note 9) 

Output buffer turnoff delay toFF 0 20 0 25 ns (Notes) 

OE to output active delay time toLz 0 0 ns (Notes 5, 7) 

Fast-page read or write cycle time tpc 50 60 ns (Note 6) 

Fast page read-modify-write cycle time tPRWC 100 120 ns (Note 6) 

Access time from RAS tRAC 80 100 ns (Notes 3, 4, 7, 8) 

RAS to column address delay time tRAD 17 40 17 50 ns (Notes) 

Row address hold time tRAH 12 12 ns 

Column address lead time referenced to tRAL 40 50 ns 
RAS (rising edge) 

RAS pulse width tRAS 80 10,000 100 10,000 ns 

RAS pulse width, fast-page cycle tRASP 80 125,000 100 125,000 ns 

Random read or write cycle time tRc 160 190 ns (Note6) 

RAS to CAS delay time tRCD 25 60 25 75 ns (Note 8) 

Read command hold time referenced to tRCH 0 0 ns (Note 11) 
CAS 

Read command setup time tRCS 0 0 ns 

Refresh period tREF 16 16 ms Address Ao through Ag 

RAS precharge time tRP 70 80 ns 

RAS precharge 'CAS hold time tRPC 10 10 ns 

Read command hold time referenced to tRRH 10 10 ns (Note 11) 
RAS 

RAS hold time tRSH 20 25 ns 

Read-modify-write cycle time tRWC 210 250 ns (Note 6) 
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NEC pPD424410 

AC Characteristics (cont) 
µ.PD424410-80 ,u.PD424410-10 

Parameter 

RAS to WE delay 

Write command referenced to RAS lead 
time 

Rise and fall transition time 

Write-per-bit hold time 

Write-per-bit setup time 

Write command hold time 

Write command setup time 

Write-per-bit mask data hold time 

WE command hold time for GAS before 
RAS refreshing 

Write command pulse width 

Write-per-bit mask data setup time 

WE command setup time for GAS before 
RAS refreshing 

Notes: 

(1) All voltages are referenced to GND. 

Symbol Min 

tRwo 105 

tRWL 20 

tT 3 

twsH 15 

twss 10 

twcH 15 

twcs 0 

twH 15 

twHR 15 

twp 15 

tws 10 

twsR 10 

(2) An initial pause of 100 ,u.s is required after power-up, followed by 
any eight RAS cycles, before proper device operation is 
achieved. At~ end of ~nitial power-up sequence, either a 
RAS-only or GAS before RAS refresh cycle should be executed 
while WE ;:: V1H to ensure normal operation. 

(3) Ac measurements assume tT = 5 ns. 

(4) V1H (min) and v1L (max) are reference levels for measuring the 
timing of input signals. Transition times are measured between 
V1H and V1L· 

(5) lcc1. lcc3, lcc4, and lcc5 depend on output loading and cycle 
rates. Specified values are obtained with the output open. lcc3 
is measured assuming that all column address inputs are held at 
either a high level or a low level during RAS-only refresh cycles. 
lcc4 is measured assuming that all column address inputs are 
switched only once during each fast-page cycle. 

(6) The minimum specifications are used only to indicate the cycle 
time at which proper operation over the full temperature range 
(TA=Oto +70°C) is assured. 

{7) Load = 2 TTL (-1 mA, +4 mA) loads and 100 pF {VoH = 2.0 V 
and Vol = 0.8 V). 

{8) If tRco s tRco {max) and RAD::;; tRAD {max), access time is 
defined by tRAC {max). If tRco ;:: tRco {max), access time is 
defined by tcAC (max). If tRAD ;:: tRAD {max), access time is 
defined by tAA {max). 

{9) toFF {max) and toEz {max) define the time at which the outputs 
achieve the open-circuit condition and are not referenced to VoH 
orVoL· 

Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

130 ns (Note 14) 

25 ns 

50 3 50 ns (Note3) 

20 ns 

10 ns 

20 ns (Note 12) 

0 ns (Note 14) 

20 ns 

20 ns 

20 ns (Note 12) 

10 ns 

10 ns 

(10) The tcRP requirement should be applicable for RAS/GAS cycles 
preceded by any cycle. 

{11) Either tRRH or tRcH must be satisfied for a read cycle. 

(12) Parameter twp is applicable for a delayed write cycle such as a 
read-write/read-modify-write cycle. For early write cycles, both 
twcs and twcH must be met. 

{13) These parameters are referenced to the fal!l!!g edge of GAS for 
early write cycles and to the falling edge of WE for delayed write 
or read-modify-write cycles. 

{14) twcs. tRWD• tcwo. and tAwo are restrictive operating parame
ters in read-write/read-modify-write cycles only. If twcs ;:: twcs 
{min); the cycle is an early write cycle and the data 1/0 pins will 
remain open-circuit throughout the entire cycle. If tcwo ;:: tcwo 
(min), tRwo <'= tRwo (min), and tAwo ;:: tAwo (min), then the cycle 
is a read-write cycle and the data 1/0 pins will contain data read 
from the selected cells. If neither of the above conditions is met, 
the condition of the data 1/0 pins (at access time and until GAS 
returns to V1H) is indeterminate. 

(15) A test mode may be initiated by executing a GAS before RAS 
refresh cycle with WE held at V1L· This mode also may inadvert
ently be initiated during power-up because external control of 
the signal lines is very difficult during this period. It is therefore 
recommended that while WE is held atV1H, either a RAS-only or 
CAS before RAS refresh cycle should be executed at any time 
after the end of the initial power-up sequence to ensure normal 
device operation. 

(16) These parameters define a read-modify-write cycle. 
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Write-Per-Bit Option 

The write-per-bit option may be used to allow a write 
cycle to change any number of bits in the 4-bit word. The 
mask is loaded from the four 1/0 lines at the falling edge 
of RAS if WE= V1 L· If the 1/0 line is high, then the 
corresponding bit will be written when the write cycle 
executes. If an 1/0 line is low, the corresponding bit does 
not change. A mask loaded during fast-page operation 
will remain set and active for each write cycle that 
executes while RAS remains low. The mask may be 
changed at the falling edge of RAS only. 

Comparison of Write-Per-Bit Cycle versus Standard 4-Bit Write Cycle 

r----/ 
Write-Per-Bit 

Cycle 

Normal 4-blt 
Write Cycle 

6-234 

------~--- ----
CAS 

( 

WE 

vo, ----< Write Data 

%\ \\\\ \\\ \\ \\~ I 

110 Mask Data Write Operation 

1 (High) Write Bit 
V01 

0 (low) Disable Bit Write 

1 (High) Write Bit 
1102 

0 (Low) Disable Bit Write 

1 (High) Write Bit 
V03 

0 (low) Disable Bit Write 

1 (High) Write Bit 
V04 

0 (Low) Disable Bit Write 

83VB-6778B 
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Timing Waveforms 

Read Cycle 

RAS 

GAS 

Address 

WE 7111!/////J/A 

.... , E,__-----tRSH-----

tcsH---------

--~~----tcAs------' 

L 

pPD424410 

-----toES 
_J W//111 

toEAl 

toEZ~ 

Valid Data-out 
High Impedance 

83VB·6779B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Early Write Cycle 

RAS 

GAS 

Address 

Note: 

[1] OE = don't care. 

6-236 

1-'IE----tRSH----..i -------tcsH--------
--~---tcAs----' 

--~--'-----tRAL------

-------=-to_H==-=: 
Data-In 

NEC 

83VB·6780B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Late Write Cycle 

RAS 

CAS 

Address 

WE 

OE 

Input/Output 

~1•,__~~~~-tRSH-------

----------~tCSH---------+i 

----;_,__ ____ tcAs:-----~ 

pPD424410 

83VB·6781B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Read-Write/Read-Modify-Write Cycle 

CAS 

Address 

WE 

OE 

lnpuVOutput 

6-238 

IASRl~IRAD~IRAL-
IASC 

IRAH 

Row 

--~~~~~~~-tRwo~~~~~~~~ 

I 
l1Rcs MIE;-----tcwo---~ 

~E~~~

1
~~-tAwo~~~~~~~ 

High Impedance 

NEC 

83VB·6782B 



NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

RAS-Only Refresh Cycle 

RAS 

pPD424410 

14----------tRAS----------

High Impedance 
lnpUVOutput -----------------__..;..------------------

Notes: 

[1] WE=OE=don'tcare. 
83VB·6783B 

CAS Before RAS Refresh Cycle 

14----------tRAS:----------.i 

RAS 

tcRP 

CAS 

WE 7ZI \\\\\\\\\\\ \\\\\\\\\\\\ \\\\\\\ \\\\\\ \\ \\\\\\ 
High Impedance 

Input/Output----------------.....;;...-~-----------------

83VB·6784B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Hidden Refresh Cycle 

tt¥EC 

----tRc-------tRc--~~---tRc----

RAS 

GAS 

Address 

WE If//// Ill 
I 

lnput'Output ___ ......;...._H..;;..igh_lm-'-p-ed_an_ce_--<1 

ULJllCLz 

6-240 

tAA 

tRAc---

twHR~ I 

\\\\\\\\\\ \ \\\\ ~ 
I 

Valid Data-out 

toFF 

lQEZ 

High 
Impedance 

83VB-67BSB 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Fast-Page Read Cycle 

RAS 

CAS 

Address 

WE 

OE 

lnpuVOutput 

µPD424410 

83VB-6786B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Fast-Page Early Write Cycle 

Note: 

(1) OE= don't care. 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Fast-Page Late Write Cycle 

pPD424410 

83VB-6788B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Fast-Page Read-Write/Read-Modify-Write Cycle 

RAS 

-~~---lCAS-----

lCAH 

Address 

WE 

~4 
I 

toEA 

tws toH 

Input/Output 
High Impedance 

83VB·6789B 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µPD424412 is a static-column 1,048,576 by 4-bit 
dynamic RAM designed with a write-per-bit option to 
operate from a single + 5-volt power supply. Advanced 
polycide technology using trench capacitors minimizes 
silicon area and provides high storage cell capacity, 
high performance, and high reliability. A single
transistor dynamic storage cell and CMOS circuitry 
throughout ensure minimum power dissipation, while 
an on-chip circuit internally generates the negative
voltage substrate bias-automatically and transpar
ently. 

The three-state 1/0 pins are controlled by CS indepen
dent of RAS. After a valid read or read-modify-write 
cycle, data is held on the outputs by maintaining CS 
low. Data outputs return to high impedance when CS 
goes high. Static-column read and write cycles can be 
executed by cycling CS. 

Refreshing may be accomplished by means of a CS 
before RAS cycle that internally generates the refresh 
address. Refreshing may also be accomplished by 
means of RAS-only refresh cycles or by normal read or 
write cycles on the 1,024 address combinations of Ao 
through A9 during a 16-ms refresh period. 

Features 

o 1,048,576 by 4-bit organization 
o Single + 5-volt power supply 
o Write-per-bit option 
o Static-column option 
o Low power dissipation 
o CS before RAS internal refreshing 
o Multiplexed address inputs 
o On-chip substrate bias generator 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o Nonlatched, three-state outputs 
o Low input capacitance 
o 1024 refresh cycles every 16 ms 
o High-density 26/20-pin plastic SOJ or 20-pin plastic 

ZIP packaging 

µPD424412 
1,048,576 x 4-Bit 

Dynamic CMOS RAM 

Pin Configurations 

26/20-Pin Plastic SOJ 

1101 26 GND 

1102 2S 1104 

WE 3 24 1103 

RAS 4 23 Cs 
Ag s 22 OE 

(\j 

~ 
(\j ..,. 
Cl 
c... 
:l. 

Ao 9 18 As 

A1 10 17 A1 

A2 11 16 A5 

A3 12 1S As 

Vee 13 14 A4 

20-Pin Plastic ZIP 

0E 1~ 
11n... 3 .. : ::' 2 Cs 
~.j ···.::, 4 1104 

GND S '::. ::' 6 1101 

:~ ~ ~:~- ::: 8 WE 
Ao 11 '::' ::: 10 Ag 
A 1 .,_.::: 12 A1 

2 3 ···,::: 14 A 
Vee 1S :::t 3 

'::' 16 A4 
As 17 '::f:,, 18 A5 
A1 19 ''=f ~20 As 

83YL-7219A 

831H·7011A 

60111 New speeds (60 and 70 ns) and packages (TSOP and 300-mil SOJ) will be available in 1991. 6-245 
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Block Diagram 

Ao 
A1 • 
A2 • 
A3 • 
A4 • 
As • 
As • 
A1 • 
Aa • 
Ag 

Pin Identification 
Name 

Ao· Ag 

GND 

Vee 

Capacitance 
TA = 25°C; f = 1 MHz 

Parameter Symbol 

Input C11 
capacitance 

C12 

Input/output Co 
capacitance 

6-246 

Function 

Address inputs 

Cs Clock 
Generator 

Data inputs and outputs 

Chip select 

Output enable 

Row address strobe 

Write enable 

Ground 

+5-volt power supply 

Max Unit Pins Under Test 

5 pF Addresses 

7 pF RAS, CS, WE, OE 

7 pF 1/01 -1/04 

WE Clock 
Generator 

OE Clock 
Generator 

Data 1/0 Bus 

Column Decoder 

Sense Amplifier 

Memory Array 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Voltage on any pin relative to GND, Vr 

Operating temperature, TopR 

Storage temperature, TsrG 

Short-circuit output current, los 

Power dissipation, Po 

NEC 

Data-Jn 
Buffer 

Data-out 
Buffer 

831H-7012B 

-1.0to +7.0V 

o to +70°C 

-55to+125°C 

50mA 

1.0W 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause perma
nent damage. The device should be operated within the limits 
specified under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Input voltage, high V1H 2.4 Vee+ 1.0 v 
Input voltage, low V1L -1.0 0.8 v 
Supply voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 
Ambient temperature TA 0 70 oc 



NEC 
Ordering Information 
Part Number' Row Access Time (max) R/W Cycle Time (min) 

µPD424412LB-70 70 ns 140 ns 

LB-80 80 ns 160 ns 

LB-10 100 ns 190 ns 

µPD424412V-70 70 ns 140 ns 

V-80 80 ns 160 ns 

V-10 100 ns 190 ns 

Notes: 

(1) Contact your NEC sales representative for data sheet and prod
uct availability for the µPD424412-70. 

DC Characteristics 
TA= o to +70°C; Vee= +5.0 ±10% 

Parameter Symbol 

Standby current lcc2 

Input leakage current IJ(L) 

Output leakage current lo(L) 

Output voltage, low Vol 

Output voltage, high VoH 

AC Characteristics 
TA= o to +70°C; Vee= +5.0V ± 10% 

Parameter 

Operating current, average 

Operating current, RAS-only refresh cycle, 
average 

Operating current, static-column cycle, average 

Operating current, CS before RAS refreshing, 
average 

Access time from column address 

Colum address hold time referenced to RAS 
(rising edge) 

Column address setup time 

Row address setup time 

Column address to WE delay time 

Access time from CS (falling edge) 

Column address hold time 

Min Typ Max 

2.0 

1.0 

-10 10 

-10 10 

0.4 

2.4 

11PD424412·80 

Symbol Min Max 

90 

lcc3 90 

70 

lcc5 90 

tAA 40 

tAH 15 

tAsc 0 

tASR 0 

.tAWD 65 

tcAc 20 

tcAH 15 

pPD424412 

Static-Column Cycle (min) Package 

40 ns 

50 ns 

60 ns 

40 ns 

50 ns 

60 ns 

Unit 

mA 

mA 

µA 

µA 

v 
v 

11PD424412-10 

Min Max 

80 

80 

60 

80 

50 

15 

0 

0 

80 

25 

20 

26/20-pin plastic SOJ 

20-pin plastic ZIP 

Test Conditions 

RAS= CS<:!: V1H (min); lo= 0 mA 

RAS= cs<:!: Vcc-0.2V; lo= OmA 

V1N = O V to V cc; all other pins 
not under test = 0 V 

DouT disabled_; VouT = o V to V cc 

loL = 4.2 mA 

loH = -5mA 

Unit 

mA 

mA 

mA 

mA 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

Test Conditions 

RAS, CS cycling; 
tRc = tRc min (Note 5) 

RAS cycling; CS <:!: V1H 
min; tRc = tRc min 
(Note 5) 

RAS :S V1L; CS cycling; 
tRsc = tRsc min or 
twsc = twsc min 
(Note 5) 

RAS cycling; CS :S V1L 
max; tRc = tRc min 
(Note 5) 

(Notes 3, 4, 7, 8) 

(Note 15) 

(Notes 3, 4, 7, 8) 
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pPD424412 NEC 
AC Characteristics {cont) 

JiPD424412·80 JiPD424412·10 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

CS hold time for CS before RAS refreshing tcHR 15 20 ns 

CS precharge time, static-column cycle tcp 10 10 ns 

CS precharge time tcPN 10 10 ns 

CS to RAS precharge time tcRP 10 10 ns (Note 11) 

CS pulse width tcs 20 100,000 25 100,000 ns 

CS hold time tcsH 80 100 ns 

CS setup time for CS before RAS refreshing tcsR 10 10 ns 

CS to WE delay tcwo 45 55 ns (Note 15) 

Write command referenced to CS lead time tcwL 15 20 ns 

Data-in hold time toH 15 20 ns (Note 14) 

Data-in setup time tos 0 0 ns (Note 14) 

Access time from OE to EA 20 25 ns (Notes 3, 4, 7, 8) 

OE data delay time toED 20 25 ns 

OE command hold time to EH 0 0 ns 

OE to RAS inactive setup time to ES 0 0 ns 

Output turnoff delay from OE toEZ 0 20 0 25 ns (Note 10) 

Output buffer turnoff delay to FF 0 20 0 25 ns (Note 10) 

Output hold time for address toH 5 5 ns 

Output enable time from WE tow 25 30 ns 

Access time from WE tpwA 90 110 ns (Notes 7, 16) 

Column address hold time referenced to WE tpwH 90 110 ns 

Access time from RAS tRAC 80 100 ns (Notes 3, 4, 7, 8) 

RAS to column address delay time tRAD 17 40 17 50 ns (Note 9) 

Row address hold time tRAH 12 12 ns 

Column address lead time referenced to RAS tRAL 40 50 ns 
(rising edge) 

RAS pulse width tRAS 80 10,000 100 10,000 ns 

RAS pulse width, static-column cycle tRASC 80 100,000 100 100,000 ns 

Random read or write cycle time tRc 160 190 ns (Note 6) 

RAS to CS delay time tRCD 25 60 25 75 ns (Note 8) 

Read command hold time referenced to CS tRcH 0 0 ns (Note 12) 

Read command setup time tRcs 0 0 ns 

Refresh period tREF 16 16 ms Addresses Ao through A9 

RAS precharge time tRP 70 80 ns 

RAS precharge CS hold time tRPC 10 10 ns 

Read command hold time referenced to RAS tRRH 10 10 ns (Note 12) 

Read cycle time tRsc 50 60 ns 

RAS hold time tRSH 20 25 ns 

RAS to second WE delay time tRsvv 95 115 ns 

Read-modify-write cycle time tRwc 210 250 ns (Note 6) 
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AC Characteristics (cont) 
µ.PD424412-80 µPD424412-10 

Parameter 

RAS to WE delay 

Write command referenced.to RAS lead time 

Read/write cycle time 

Rise and fall transition time 

WE to column address delay time 

Write-per-bit hold time 

Write-per-bit setup time 

Write command hold time 

Write command setup time 

Write-per-bit mask data hold time 

WE command hold time for CS before RAS 
refreshing 

Write invalid time 

Write command pulse width 

Write-per-bit mask data setup time 

Write cycle time 

WE command setup time for CS before RAS 
refreshing 

Notes: 

(1) All voltages are referenced to GND. 

Symbol Min 

tRWD 105 

tRWL 20 

tRwsc 120 

tT 3 

twAD 20 

twaH 15 

twas 10 

twcH 15 

twcs 0 

twH 15 

twHR 15 

tw1 10 

twp 15 

tws 10 

twsc 50 

twsR 10 

(2) An initial pause of 100 µs is required after power-up, followed by 
any eight RAS cycles, before proper device operation is 
achieved. At the end of t~itial power up s3uence, it is 
recommended that either a RAS-o':!!Y_refresh or a CS before RAS 
refresh cycle be executed while WE <::: V1H to ensure normal 
operation. 

(3) AC measurements assume tT = 5 ns. 

(4) Y1H (min) and Y1L (max) are reference levels for measuring the 
timing of input signals. Transition times are measured between 
Y1H and VIL· 

(5) lcc1. lcc3. lcc4, and lcc5 depend on output loading and cycle 
rates. Specified values are obtained with the output open. lcc3 
is measured assuming that all column address inputs are held at 
either a high level or a low level during RAS-only refresh cycles. 
lcc4 is measured assuming that all column address inputs are 
switched only once during each static column cycle. 

(6) The minimum specifications are used only to indicate the cycle 
time at which proper operation over the full temperature range 
(TA= 0 to + 7Cl°C) is assured. 

(7) Load = 2 TTL (-1 mA, +4 mA) loads and 100 pF (VoH= 2.0 V 
and Vol= 0.8 Y). 

(8) If tRcD s exceeds tRAD max, then tRAC will increase by the 
amount tRcD exceeds tRcD (max). 

(9) If tRAD <::: tRAD (max), then the access time is defined by tAA· 

(10) toFF (max) and toEZ (max) define the time at which the outputs 
achieve the open-circuit condition and are not referenced to YoH 
or Vol· 

Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

130 ns (Note 15) 

25 ns 

145 ns 

50 3 50 ns (Note 4) 

45 25 55 ns (Note 16) 

20 ns 

10 ns 

20 ns (Note 13) 

0 ns (Note 15) 

20 ns 

20 ns 

10 ns 

20 ns (Note 13) 

10 ns 

60 ns 

10 ns 

(11) The tcRP requirement should be applicable for RAS/CS cycles 
preceded by any cycle. 

(12) Either tRRH or tRcH must be satisfied for a read cycle. 

(13) Parameter twp is applicable for a delayed write cycle such as a 
read-write/read-modify-write cycle. For early write cycles, both 
twcs and twcH must be met. 

(14) These parameters are referenced to the falling edge of CS for 
early write cycles and to the failing edge of WE for delayed write 
or read-modify-write cycles. 

(15) twcs. tRWD• tcwo. and tAwD are restrictive operating parame
ters in read-write/read-modify-write cycles only. If twcs <::: twcs 
(min), the cycle is an early write cycle and the data 1/0 pins will 
remain open-circuit throughout the entire cycle. If tcwo <::: tcwo 
(min), tRwD <::: tRwo (min), and tAwD <::: tAwo (min), then the cycle 
is a read-write cycle and the data 1/0 pins will contain data read 
from the selected cells. If neither of the above conditions is met, 
the condition of the data 1/0 pins (at access time and until CS 
returns to V1H) is indeterminate. 

(16) A test mode may be initiated by executing a CS before RAS 
refresh cycle with WE held at Y1L· This mode also may inadvert
ently be initiated during power-up because external control of 
the signal lines is very difficult during this period. It is therefore 
recommended that while WE is held at V1H, either a RAS-only or 
CS before RAS refresh cycle should be executed at any time 
after the end of the initial power-up sequence to ensure normal 
device operation. 

(17) Assumes twAD s twAD (max). 
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Write-Per-Bit Option 

The write-per-bit option may be used to allow a write 
cycle to change any number of bits in the 4-bit word. 
The mask is loaded from the four 1/0 lines at the falling 
edge of RAS if WE= ViL· If the 1/0 line is high, then the 
corresponding bit will be written when the write cycle 

NEC 
executes. If an 1/0 line is low, the corresponding bit 
does not change. A mask loaded during static-column 
operation wil I remain set and active for each write cycle 
that executes while RAS remains low. The mask may be 
changed at the falling edge of RAS only. 

Comparison of Write-Per-Bit Cycle Versus Standard 4-Bit Write Cycle 

Write-Per-Bit 
Cycle 

N~~~~~:i~ 

6-250 

RAS 1._____ __ ___,/ 
--------------------- ~-------

cs 

( 

WE 

1101 ----c Write Data 

I 
(

WE 

1/01 ----------------c( _________________ w __ r1t_e D_a_ia _______________ ),_ ___ _ 

1/0 Mask Data Write Operation 

1 (High) Write Bit 
1101 

0 (Low) Disable Bit Write 

1 (High) Write Bit 
1102 

(Low) Disable Bit Write 0 

1 (High) Write Bit 
1103 

0 (Low) Disable Bit Write 

1 (High) Write Bit 
1104 

0 (Low) Disable Bit Write 

83YL·7216B 
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Timing Waveforms 

Read Cycle 

cs 

Address 

lRAD--i~-------lRAL-------~ 

~ I 
Column 

WE 7(/1/)/[lf///2 

OE 

I ~lCAC 
~!AA------ toEZ 

---------!RAC--------

lnpuVOutput __________ H..-lg,_h_lm_..p_ed_a_nce _________ --{
1 Valid Data-out 

pPD424412 

High Impedance 

83YL·7136B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Early Write Cycle 

Note: 

[1] OE= don't care. 
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Timing Waveforms {cont) 

Late Write Cycle 

RAS 

cs 

Address 

WE 

OE 

Input/Output 

1~~<------~IRSH------.i 

i+-----------ICSH---------->1 

~:~ :I 
----------lRAL 

------: IASC_, r-ICAH 

Column 

pPD424412 

83VL-7284B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Read-Write/Read-Modify-Write Cycle 

cs 

Address 

WE 

lnpuVOutput 

6-254 

tASRl r.IRAD--> r tASC 
IRAH 

1,.......:...---....:...-------------------------------------------..1 
Row Column 

--~~~--'---''--~"---IRWD~~~~~~~---'l~I 

I 
llRCS 1'111,E;-----tcwo------

~E---~~-,~~-tAwo~~~~~~~ 

Wrlte-Per-Blt 
Mask Select 

IWH 

High Impedance 

NEC 

83YL-7285B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

RAS-Only Refresh Cycle 

pPD424412 

High Impedance 
Input/Output -----------------_:..::!!:.:...::.:.::::=---------------

Notes: 

(1) WE=OE=don'tcare. 
83YL·7017B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

CS Before RAS Refresh Cycle 

RAS 

ICRP 

cs 

WE 7ZZI \\\\\\\ \\\ \ \\\\\\\\ \\\\\\~\\\\\ \\\\\\\ \ \\\\\ 
High Impedance 

lnpuVOutput-------------------

83YL-7018B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Hidden Refresh Cycle 

µPD424412 

----lRC---~--tRc--~f----IRc---~ 

RAS 

cs 

Address 

OE 

lnpuVOutput ___ .......__H""""'ig'"-h 1---'mp_ed_an_ce ___ , 

LJ::;_M 

IRAS 

Valid Data-out 

toFF 

High 
Impedance 

83YL·7019B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Static-Column Read Cycle 

RAS 

cs 

Address 

WE 

OE 

·--------tcs-------

Input/Output ____ H...;;lg_h_lm..;..p_ed_a_nce ____ -(1 

6-258 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Static-Column Early Write Cycle 

Note: 

(1) OE= don't care. 

pPD424412 

II 

83YL·7217B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Static-Column Read-Write/Read-Modify-Write Cycle 

cs 

tRwsc ~1 
IE tpwH 

Address Column Column 

83YL-7218B 
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NEC Electronics Inc. 

PRELIMINARY INFORMATION 

Description 

The µPD424800 is a fast-page dynamic RAM organized 
as 524,288 words by 8 bits and designed to operate 
from a single + 5-volt power supply. Advanced polycide 
technology using trench capacitors minimizes silicon 
area and provides high storage cell capacity, high 
performance, and high reliability. A single-transistor 
dynamic storage cell and CMOS circuitry throughout 
ensure minimum power dissipation, while an on-chip 
circuit internally generates the negative-voltage sub
strate bias-automatically and transparently. 

The three-state 1/0 pins are control led by CAS indepen
dent of RAS. After a valid read or read-modify-write 
cycle, data is held on the outputs by maintaining CAS 
low. Data outputs return to high impedance when CAS 
goes high. Fast-page read and write cycles can be 
executed by cycling CAS. 

Refreshing may be accomplished by means of a CAS 
before RAS cycle that internally generates the refresh 
address. Refreshing may also be accomplished by 
means of RAS-only refresh cycles or by normal read or 
write cycles on the 1,024 address combinations of Ao 
through Ae during a 16-ms refresh period. 

Since the µPD424800 is organized as 524,288 by eight 
bits wide, the addressing of the array by rows and 
columns is not symmetrical. Only 19 address bits are 
required to address the 524,288 locations. The 
µPD424800 uses row addresses Ao through Ag and 
column addresses Ao through As. The column address 
bit Ag is not used internally, but it must still meet all 
setup and hold times and specified voltage levels. 

Features 

o 524,288 by 8-bit organization 
o Single + 5-volt power supply 
o Fast-page option (Address Ao - As only) 
o Low power dissipation 
o CAS before RAS refreshing 
o On-chip substrate bias generator 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o Nonlatched, three-state outputs 
o Low input capacitance 
o Multiplexed row (Ao - Ag) and column (Ao -As) 

addresses 
o 1024 refresh cycles every 16 ms 
o 28-pin plastic SOJ or 28-pin plastic ZIP packaging 

60127 

pPD424800 
524,288 x 8-Bit 

Dynamic CMOS RAM 

Pin Configurations 

28-Pin Plastic SOJ 

Vcc2 28 GND1 

1101 2 27 1105 

1102 3 26 1/07 

1/03 4 25 1105 

1104 5 24 1105 
0 

CAS NC 6 0 23 CX) 

WE 7 
..,. 
N 22 OE ..,. 

RAS 8 0 
21 NC a. 

:1. 
Ag 9 20 As 
Ao 10 19 A7 
A1 11 18 As 
A2 12 17 AS 

A3 13 16 A4 

Vcc1 14 15 GND2 

28-Pin Plastic ZIP 

OE 1~ 

:~~~ ~ ~;~~ '.'.'. : ~~: 
GND1 7 :::, :n 8 Vcc2 

1101 9 '.'.'.: :n 10 1102 
l/03 11 -·-,:,, 12 1/0 

NC 13 ::: - 4 

RAS 15 :::' ::: 14 WE 
A 17 :::' ::: 16 Ag 

O :::: 18 A1 
A2 19 ::: 

vcc1 21 :::' ::: 20 A3 
: :n 22 GND2 

A 4 23 :::, "' 24 AS 
As 25 :::, ::: 26 A

7 
A5 27 :::, :n 28 NC 

""""" 

83YL·l7511A 

83YL-7260A 
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Pin ldentif ication 
Name Function 

Ao-Ag Address inputs 

Data inputs and outputs 

Column address strobe 

Output enable 

Row address strobe 

Write enable 

GND1, GND2 Ground 

+ 5-volt power supply 

NC No connect 

Ordering Information 
Part Number Row Access Time (max) 

µPD424800LE-70 70 ns 

LE-80 sons 

LE-10 100 ns 

µPD424800V-70 70 ns 

V-80 80 ns 

V-10 100 ns 

Block Diagram 

RAS Clock 
Generator 

CASClock 
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CA'S Before RAS 

Ao
A1 
A2 
A3 

A4 
As 
A5 
A1 
As 
Ag 

Generator 

n 
Qi 

"C 
0 

al 
Cl 

~ a: 

NEC 
Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Voltage on any pin relative to GND -1.0 to +7.0 V 

Operating temperature, TopR Oto +70°C 

Storage temperature, TsrG -55to +125°C 

Short-circuit output current, los 50mA 

Power dissipation, Po 1.0W 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause perma
nent damage. The device should be operated within the limits 
specified under DC and AC Characteristics. 

R/W Cycle Time (min) Fast-Page Cycle (min) Package 

140 ns 45 ns 28-pin plastic SOJ 

160 ns 50 ns 

190 ns 60 ns 

140 ns 45 ns 28-pin plastic ZIP 

160 ns 50 ns 

190 ns 60 ns 

WE Clock 
Generator 

5E Clock 

6E Generator 
Data-In 
Buffer 

1101 
Datal/OBus - I/Os 

Column Decoder Data-out 
Buffer 

Sense Amplifier 

Memory Array 
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Recommended Operating Conditions Capacitance 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit TA = 25°C; f = 1 MHz 

Input voltage, high V1H 2.4 Vee+ 1.0 v Parameter Symbol Max Unit Pins Under Test 

Input voltage, low V1L -1.0 0.8 v Input capacitance C11 5 pF Addresses 

Supply voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 v C12 7 pF RAS, CAS, WE, OE 

Ambient temperature TA 0 70 oc Input/output Co 7 pF 1/01-1/0a 
capacitance 

DC Characteristics 
TA= o to +70°C; Vee= +5.0 ±10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Standby current lec2 2.0 mA RAS= CAS <::: V1H (min); lo= 0 mA 

1.0 mA RAS= CAS;;::: Vcc-0.2V; lo= 0 mA 

Input leakage current l1(L) -10 10 µA V1N = O V to V cc; all other pins not under test = 0 V 

Output leakage current lo(L) -10 10 µA DouT disabled; VouT = o V to Vee 

Output voltage, low Vol 0.4 v loL = 4.2 mA 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 v loH = -5mA 

AC Characteristics 
TA= o to +70°C; Vee= +5.0V ± 10% 

-70 -80 -10 II Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Operating current, lce1 120 110 100 mA RAS, CAS cycling; 
average tRe = tRc min (Note 5) 

Operating current, lcea 120 110 100 mA RAS cycling; CAS <::: V1H min; 
RAS-only refresh tRe = tRc min (Note 5) 
cycle, average 

Operating current, lcc4 100 90 80 mA RAS s V1L; CAS cycling; 
fast-page cycle, tpc = tpc min (Note 5) 
average 

Operating current, Ices 120 110 100 mA RAS cycling; CAS :S V1L max; 
CAS before RAS tRc = tRc min (Note 5) 
refresh cycle, average 

Access time from tAA 35 40 50 ns (Notes 3, 4, 7, 8) 
column address 

Access time from CAS tACP 40 45 55 ns (Notes 3, 4, 7, 8) 
precharge (rising 
edge) 

Column address setup tAsc 0 0 0 ns 
time 

Row address setup tASR 0 0 0 ns 
time 

Column address to tAwo 55 65 80 ns (Note 14) 
WE delay time 

Access time from CAS tcAC 20 20 25 ns (Notes 3, 4, 7, 8) 
(falling edge) 

Column address hold tcAH 17 20 20 ns 
time 
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pPD424800 NEC 
AC Characteristics (cont) 

-70 ·80 ·10 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

CAS pulse width tcAS 20 10,000 20 10,000 25 10,000 ns 

CAS hold time for tcHR 15 15 20 ns 
CAS before RAS 
refreshing 

CAS to output in low- tcLz 0 0 0 ns (Note 4, 7) 
z 
CAS precharge time, tcp 10 10 10 ns 
fast-page cycle 

CAS precharge time tcPN 10 10 10 ns 

CASto RAS tcRP 10 10 10 ns (Note 10) 
precharge time 

CAS hold time tcsH 70 80 100 ns 

CAS setup time for tcsR 10 10 10 ns 
CAS before RAS 
refresh cycle 

CAS to WE delay tcwo 40 45 55 ns (Note 14) 

Write command tcwL 15 15 20 ns 
referenced to CAS 
lead time 

Data-in hold time toH 15 15 20 ns (Note 13) 

Data-in setup time tos 0 0 0 ns (Note 13) 

Access time from OE toEA 20 20 25 ns (Notes 3, 4, 7, 8) 

OE data delay time toeo 15 20 25 ns 

OE command hold toEH 0 0 0 ns 
time 

OE to RAS inactive toes 0 0 0 ns 
setup time 

Output turnoff delay toez 0 15 0 20 0 25 ns (Note 9) 
from OE 

Output buffer turnoff to FF 0 15 0 20 0 25 ns (Note 9) 
delay 

OE to output in low-Z toLZ 0 0 0 ns (Note 5, 7) 

Fast-page read or tpc 45 50 60 ns (Note 6) 
write cycle time 

Fast-page read- tpRWc 90 100 120 ns (Note 6) 
modify-write cycle 
time 

Access time from RAS tRAC 70 80 100 ns (Notes 3, 4, 7, 8) 



NEC µPD424800 

AC Characteristics (cont) 
-70 -80 -10 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

RAS to column tRAD 15 35 17 40 17 50 ns (Note 8) 
address delay time 

Row address hold tRAH 10 12 12 ns 
time 

Column address lead tRAL 35 40 50 ns 
time referenced to 
RAS (rising edge) 

RAS pulse width tRAS 70 10,000 80 10,000 100 10,000 ns 

RAS pulse width, fast- tRASP 70 125,000 80 125,000 100 125,000 ns 
page cycle 

Random read or write tRc 140 160 190 ns (Note 6) 
cycle time 

RAS to CAS delay tRco 20 50 25 60 25 75 ns (Note8) 
time 

Read command hold tRCH 0 0 0 ns (Note 11) 
time referenced to 
CAS 

Read command setup tRcs 0 0 0 ns 
time 

Refresh period tREF 16 16 16 ms Address Ao through Ag 

El RAS precharge time tRp 60 70 80 ns 

RAS precharge CAS tRPC 10 10 10 ns 
hold time 

Read command hold tRRH 10 10 10 ns (Note 11) 
time referenced to 
RAS 

RAS hold time tRSH 20 20 25 ns 

Read-modify-write tRwc 185 210 250 ns (Note6) 
cycle time 

RAS to WE delay tRWD 90 105 130 ns (Note 14) 

Write command tRWL 20 20 25 ns 
referenced to RAS 
lead time 

Rise and fall tT 3 50 3 50 3 50 ns (Note4) 
transition time 

Write command hold twcH 15 15 20 ns (Note 12) 
time 

Write command setup twcs 0 0 0 ns (Note 14) 
time 
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AC Characteristics (cont) 
-70 -80 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min 

WE command hold twHR 15 15 
time for CAS before 
RAS refreshing 

Write command pulse twp 15 15 
width 

WE command setup twsR 10 10 
time for CAS before 
RAS refreshing 

Notes: 

(1) All voltages are referenced to GND. 

(2) An initial pause of 100 µsis required after power-up, followed by 
any eight RAS cycles, before proper device operation is 
achieved. At the end of th~tial power-up sequence, it is 
~mmended that either a RAS-on!Y_!efresh or a CAS before 
RAS refresh cycle be executed while WE<!: V1H to ensure normal 
operation. 

(3) Ac measurements assume tT = 5 ns. 

(4) V1H (min) and Vil (max) are reference levels for measuring the 
timing of input signals. Transition times are measured between 
V1H and Vil· 

(5) lcc1. lcc3, lcc4, and Ices depend on output loading and cycle 
rates. Specified values are obtained with the output open. lcc3 
is measured assuming that all column address inputs are held at 
either a high level or a low level during RAS-only refresh cycles. 
lcc4 is measured assuming that all column address inputs are 
switched only once during each fast-page cycle. 

(6) The minimum specifications are used only to indicate the cycle 
time at which proper operation over the full temperature range 
(TA= 0 to + 70 °C) is assured. 

(7) Load = 2 TTL (-1 mA, + 4 mA) loads and 100 pF (VoH= 2.0 V 
and Vol= 0.8 V). 

(8) If tRcD s tRcs (max) and tRAD s tRAD (max) access time is 
defined by tRAC (max). If tRco <!: tRcD (max) access time is 
defined by tcAC (max) and if tRAD <!: tRAD (max) access time is 
defined by tAA (max). 

(9) toFF (max) and toez (max) define the time at which the outputs 
achieve the open-circuit condition and are not referenced to VoH 
or Vol· 
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-10 

Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

20 ns 

20 ns (Note 12) 

10 ns 

(10) The tcRP requirement should be applicable for RAS/CAS cycles 
preceded by any cycle. 

(11) Either tRRH or tRcH must be satisfied for a read cycle. 

(12) Parameter twp is applicable for a delayed write cycle such as a 
read-write/read-modify-write cycle. For early write cycles, both 
twcs and twcH must be met. 

(13) These parameters are referenced to the fal~ edge of CAS for 
early write cycles and to the falling edge of WE for delayed write 
or read-modify-write cycles. 

(14) twcs. tRwo. tcwo. and tAwo are restrictive operating parame
ters in read-write/read-modify-write cycles only. If twcs <!: twcs 
(min), the cycle is an early write cycle and the data 1/0 pins will 
remain open-circuit throughout the entire cycle. If tcwo <!: tcwo 
(min), tRWo <!: tRwD (min), and tAwo <!: tAwo (min), then the cycle 
is a read-write cycle and the data 1/0 pins will contain data read 
from the selected cells. If neither of the above conditions is met, 
the condition of the data 1/0 pins (at access time and until CAS 
returns to V1H) is indeterminate. 

(15) Assumes that the test mode has been set. Contact your NEC 
Electronics sales representative for more details. A test mode 
may be initiated by executing a CAS before RAS refresh cycle 
with WE held at Vil· This mode also may inadvertantly be 
initiated during power-up because external control of the signal 
lines is very difficult during this period. It is therefore recom
mended that while WE is held atVIH• either a RAS-only or CAS 
before RAS refresh cycle should be executed at any time after 
the end of the initial power-up sequence to ensure normal 
device operation. 



NEC 
Timing Waveforms 

Read Cycle 

RAS 

CAS 

Address 

pPD424800 

""I ~E-------tRsH-------.. 

----------~tcsH---------.i 

WE 711/! !IJJ////2 -•oes_J V/////i 
~1 

I ~ tcAc----

~ tAA-

14--------tRAC--+-----

HI h Im edance I Input/Output ______ ....;.;;;&;.;.==~----.:._--1----fl Valid Data-out 
High Impedance 

83VB-6n9B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Early Write Cycle 

RAS 

CAS 

Address 

---------IRAS-------i 

-1c----IRSH---~ 

~----...,:....__tcsH---------

..,__tRco-____.,.._ __ tcAs:--------1 

NEC 

twc~i ~ ~twcH I 
WE .............. \\\ ............... \\\ ............... \\\......_.....\\\-.-.-..\\ \-\WI I twp-~Y/!JJ//////((//////J//Ji 
~1. ~ le toH-1==== 

lnpuVOutput ~ Data-In 

Note: 

[1] OE =don't care. 
83YL·6978B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Late Write Cycle 

RAS 

CAS 

Address 

WE 

OE 

I ~cr------tRSH-----~ 
~---------:-~tCSH---------~ 

-----lll+llr-----tcAS-------

pPD424800 

83YL-69798 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Read-Write/Read-Modify-Write Cycle 

CAS 

Address 

.IRWD 

I 

,., -tcwo 

·E I tAwo------

I ,C,AC 

lnpuvoutput ______ _;..._H1.;.gh_1m:...p:...e_da_n_ce __ .....;..r_.:...t1 

~!RAC--'--'~' I ~I l .... 10Lz 
1cLzH 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

RAS-Only Refresh Cycle 

RAS 

ICRP 

14----------IRAS----------

~· JL 
~-~~--

pPD424800 

High Impedance 
Input/Output------------------------------------

Notes: 

[1] WE=OE=don'tcare. 
83VB-6783B 

CAS Before RAS Refresh Cycle 

-----------IRAS---------

RAS 

ICRP 

CAS 

WE 7Zll \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ \\ \\\\\\\ \\\\ \\\\\\ \\ \\\ 
High Impedance 

Input/Output----------------......::..-~-----------------

83VB-6784B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Hidden Refresh Cycle 

RAS 

CAS 

Address 
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twHR~ I 

Valid Data-out 

\\~\\\\\\\ \\ \\~ 
I 

IQFF 

toEZ 

High 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Fast-Page Read Cycle 

RAS 

CAS 

Address 

WE 

OE 

lnpuVOutput 

pPD424800 

83VB-6786B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Fast-Page Early Write Cycle 

Note: 

(1) OE= don't care. 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Fast-Page Late Write Cycle 

pPD424800 

83YL-6982B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Fast-Page Read-Write/Read-Modify-Write Cycle 

-~~---ICAS---~ 

tcAH 

Address Column 

r-±±~Rwo-
1 r1·mJr-•cwo 

toH 

High Impedance 

83YL·6983B 
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NEC Electronics Inc. 

APPLICATION NOTE 53 
µPD421000/µPD421001/µPD421002 

1 ·MEGABIT DYNAMIC RAMs 

Description 

NEC's µPD421000, µPD421001, and µPD421002 are 
1-megabit dynamic RAMs (DRAMs) manufactured with 
the CMOS 1-µm fine-pattern process and configured 
as 1,048,576 x 1 bit. As shown in table 1, th is family of 
DRAMs has been developed in a variety of speeds and 
packages. The package pin layouts appear in figure 1. 

Configurations 

TheµP0421000,µPD421001, andµP0421002 (figures 2, 
3, and 4) consist of memory cell arrays, input and 
output buffers, clock generators, refresh address 
counters, and row and column decoders. 

The basic layout of the chips is shown in figure 5. As 
can be seen from the diagram, the whole memory cell 
array is divided into 16 smaller 64-ki I obit arrays that are 
accessed separately. 

Memory Cell Structure 

Dynamic RAMs generally feature one-transistor 
memory cells, which require only about one-fourth of the 
area used by four-transistor and six-transistor (flip
flop) memory cells in static RAMs. Although a one
transistor cell provides a big advantage in reducing 
chip size, data must be rewritten (refreshed) at regular 
intervals for proper data storage on the memory cell 
capacitor. A cross-sectional view of the trench-type, 
one-transistor memory cell used in the µPD421000-
series DRAMs is shown in figure 6. 

This trench design uses three-dimensional rather than 
planar capacitors, thereby achieving a larger capaci
tance in a smaller surface area than in conventional 
circuits. The capacitance of this type of cell is deter
mined by total trench area, the dielectric constant, and 
the thickness of the insulating film. To reduce soft 
errors caused by a-particles, an effective capacitance 
in excess of 50 femtofarads (fF) is used in the 
µPD421000, µPD421001, and µPD421002. 

Figure 1. Pin Layouts 
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Ao 
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µPD421000-SERIES DRAMs 

Table 1. 1,048,576 x 1-Bit DRAM Family 

RAS Access R/W Cycle 
Device Time (max) Time (min) 

µPD421000-80 80 ns 160 ns 

-10 100 ns 190 ns 

-12 120 ns 220 ns 

µPD421001-80 80 ns 160 ns 

-10 100 ns 190 ns 

-12 120 ns 220 ns 

µPD421002-80 80 ns 160 ns 

-10 100 ns 190 ns 

-12 120 ns 220 ns 

Figure 2. µPD421000 Block Diagram 

RAS 
RAs Clock 
Generator 

CAS~--~~~~-+-~~~~~--1 

Operating 
Current (max) 
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60 mA 

50 mA 
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70 mA 

60 mA 
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CAS Clock 
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CAS before RAs 

Data 1/0 Bus 

Column Decoder 

Sense Amplifier 

Memory Array 
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Standby 
Current (max) 

1 mA 

1 mA 

1 mA 

1 mA 

1 mA 

1 mA 

1 mA 

1 mA 

1 mA 

WE Clock 
Generator 

High-Speed 
Mode 

Fast Page 

Nibble 

ttlEC 

Packages 

C = 18-pin plastic DIP 
V = 20-pin plastic ZIP 
LA = 26/20-pin plastic SOJ 

Static Column 

Data·ln 
Buffer 

Data-out 
Buffer 

DIN 

Dour 
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Figure 3. µPD421001 Block Diagram 
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Figure 4. µPD421002 Block Diagram 
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µPD421000·SEAIES DRAMs 
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µPD421000·SERIES DRAMs 

Figure 5. Chip Layout of µPD421000-Series DRAMs 
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Read/Write Circuitry 

Notes: 

[1] The memory is divided into sixteen 64-kbit memory cell arrays. 
[2] RD= row decoder/word driver. 

Figure 6. Cross Section of 1-Transistor Memory Cell 
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NEC 
Read/Write Operation 

In dynamic RAMs, changes in bit line potential caused 
by the minute charging and discharging of memory 
cells are amplified by a sense amplifier to be read as 
either 1 or 0. Memory cell and sense amplifier equiva
lent circuits are shown in figure 7. 

To read the data from storage cell Cs11 , the row address 
selects word line WL1, and data from memory cells 
Cs11. Cs21 •... , Csn1 connected to WL1 is passed to 
bit lines BL1, BL2, ... , BLn. These data signals are 
passed to the sense amplifiers, where they first 
are compared with data from dummy cells Co11. 
Co21 •... , Con1. connected simultaneously with the 

µPD421000-SERIES DRAMs 

memory cells, and then amplified. At the same time, 
the original data is rewritten to memory cells Cs11. 
Cs21 , ... , Csn1. Switch Y 1 is then selected by the 
column address, and the C811 data on the BL1 line is 
passed via the 1/0 bus and a data amplifier to external 
circuits. 

Write and read operations are identical, up to ampli
fication and rewriting of memory eel I data selected by a 
row address. After being passed to the bit line selected 
by the column address, write data is written into a 
target memory cell (such as Cs11). Since the number of 
memory cells selected by one row address in the 
devices is 2048, 2048 memory cells are refreshed 
simultaneously in each memory or refresh cycle. 

Figure 7. Memory Cell and Sense Amplifier Equivalent Circuits 
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µPD421000·SEAIES DAAMs 

Pin Functions 
RAS and CAS [or CS]. The µPD421000-series DRAMs 
include two chip activator inputs: RAS and CAS 
(or CS), row add.ress strobe and column address 
strobe (or chip select). In addition to reading row 
addresses Ao through A9, selecting the relevant word 
line, and activating the sense amplifiers for read and 
write operation, the RAS input also refreshes the 2048 
bits selected by row addresses Ao through A8. The 
CAS input latches in column addresses (on the 
µPD421000 and the µPD421001) and connects the 
chip's internal 1/0 bus to the sense amplifiers activated 
by the RAS clock, thereby executing data input or 
output operations. 

Ao through A9. Selection of an individual cell from the 
1,048,576-word x 1-bit memory cell array requires a 
20-bit address input. The three devices all feature an 
address multiplexing method in which an address is 
divided into two parts, the lower 10 bits (row address) 
and the upper 10 bits (column address). 

The row address is latched into memory at the falling 
edge of the RAS clock. After an internal timing delay, 
the column address input circuits become active. 
Flow-through latches (voltage-level activated, not 
edge-triggered) for column addresses are enabled on 
the µPD421000 or µPD421001, and the column 
addresses immediately begin propagating through the 
latches to the column decoders. A column address is 
held in the latches by the falling edge of CAS. For read 
cycles on the µPD421002, the column address input 
circuitry is not controlled by CS, and column addresses 
must be held valid until data is read out. 

Setup times (tAsR and tAsc) and hold times (tRAH and 
tcAH) for address inputs are defined in relationship to 
the falling edges of RAS and CAS (CS or WE for write 
cycles on the µPD421002). In actual operation, a row 
address is specified before the RAS input is activated; 
once the address bus switches to column addresses, 
CAS (or CS) is activated. 

WE [Write Enable]. Read and write cycles are executed 
by activating the RAS and CAS (or CS) inputs and 
controlling WE. An early write cycle is executed if WE is 
activated before the falling edge of CAS (or CS) during 
a write cycle, and a late write (read-modify-write) cycle 
is executed if the WE input is activated later. 
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Read and Write Cycles 

Read cycles are executed by activating RAS and CAS 
(or CS) with the WE input at a high level (inactive). The 
RAS access time of tRAC is valid if the delay from RAS to 
CAS (or CS) is less than tRcD (max), and the delay from 
RAS to the column address is less than tRAD (max). The 
CAS (or CS) access time of tcAc is valid if the delay 
from RAS to CAS (or CS) is greater than tRcD (max), 
and the delay from the column address to CAS (or CS) 
is greater than tAsc (max). The address access time of 
tAA is valid if the delay from RAS to the column address 
is greater than tRAD (max), and the delay from the 
column address to CAS (or CS) is less than tAsc (max). 
Output data is held valid until CAS (or CS) becomes 
inactive again (figure 8). 

Write cycles are executed by activating the RAS, CAS 
(or CS), and WE inputs. Write data is latched by the 
falling edge of CAS (or CS) or WE, whichever occurs 
later. 

A WE input applied before the CAS (or CS) input 
initiates an early write cycle, whereby write data is 
latched by the falling edge of CAS (or CS). 

Conversely, a WE input applied after the CAS (or CS) 
input initiates a late write cycle (read-modify-write 
cycle), whereby write data is latched into the chip by 
the falling edge of WE. The status of DouT is not 
guaranteed in this case, but depends on the timing of 
WE with respect to RAS and CAS (or CS). If WE is acti
vated at least tcwo after the CAS (or CS) input, and at 
least tRwD after the RAS input, write operation is 
enabled in the same memory cycle during which the 
read data is valid. 

Ref re sh Cycles 

The process of rewriting data held in a memory cell, 
refreshing, is performed by a sense amplifier in the 
µPD421000-series DRAMs. The three devices are 
capable of executing the same RAS-only and CAS 
(or CS)-before-RAS refresh cycles as are executed in 
other conventional, general-purpose DRAMs. All 512 
rows of memory cells must be refreshed within any 
8-ms period. 

Since in image memory applications, row addresses 
Ao through Aa are read or written sequentially within 
8 ms, the accessing itself initiates refreshing and no 
additional refresh cycles are required. 
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Figure 8. Access Timing 
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[1] In a read-modify-write cycle, cycle lime is defined as IRWC = IRWD + IRWL + 3 IT + IRP· 

[2] Timing ICAH applies to the µPD421000 and the µPD421001. 

[3] Timing IAH applies to the µPD421002. 
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RAS-Only Refresh Cycle. RAS-only refreshing is 
executed simply by leaving the CAS (or CS) input 
inactive (high level) during a RAS clock cycle. This 
cycle uses the 512 lower addresses specified by row 
addresses Ao through A8 to ensure that all memory cell 
bits are refreshed. Hence, 2048 bits of memory are 
refreshed in a single cycle (figure 9). 

CAS [or CS]-Before-RAS Refresh Cycle. This type of 
refreshing is executed using the addresses generated 
by the chip's internal address counter when CAS 
(or CS) is activated (low level) in advance of the RAS 
input (figure 10). 

Figure 9. RAS-Only Refresh Cycle 

NEC 
Even in systems without an address output from the 
microprocessor, no additional external address counter 
or refresh address selector is required. CAS (or CS)
before-RAS refreshing al lows refreshing to be 
accomplished with a minimum of peripheral circuits 
(figure 11 ). 

High-Speed Access Cycles 

In addition to being capable of standard access, the 
µPD421000 is equipped with fast-page access, the 
µPD421001 with nibble access, and theµPD421002 with 
static-column access (table 2). 
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~'c 
Ill/// 

High Impedance 
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[1] Row address Ag is not necessary for refreshing, but the IASR and IRAH 
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Figure 10. CAS (or CS)-Before-RAS Refresh Cycle 
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Figure 11. Address Multiplexing 
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Table 2. Major Characteristics of Fast-Page, Nibble, and Static-Column Modes 

Device Access Time (max) Cycle Time (min) Internal Address Usage High-Speed Access 

µPD421000-80 45 ns 50 ns Row: Page selection Random access on one page 

-10 50 ns 60 ns Column: Individual cell access selected by Ao through Ag 
on one page 

-12 60 ns 70 ns 

µPD421001-80 20 ns 40 ns Row, Column: Ag inputs set Serial access (4 bits maximum) 

-10 25 ns 45 ns starting location for nibble-
mode access 

-12 30 ns 55 ns 

µPD421002-80 45 ns 50 ns Row: Row selection Random access on one row 

-10 50 ns 60 ns Column: Individual cell access selected by Ao through Ag 
on one row 

-12 60 ns 70 ns 
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Fast-Page Mode. Fast-page mode makes it possible to 
randomly access data in the same row address (figures 
12 and 13). The 1024 bits of memory are obtained from 
the combinations of column address inputs Ao through 
A9 within one row address in the µPD421000. Up to 

NEC 
1998 continuous accesses can be executed on the 
80-ns version before the maximum interval for tRASP 
(100 µs) is reached. 

The tpc cycle time for random fast-page read or write 
cycles is equivalent to tcAs + tcp + 2tT. 

Figure 12. Memory Cell/Sense Amplifier Block of the µPD421000 

1024-Bit Page Selected 
by Row Addresses Ao through Ag 

Page Page Page Page 
0 1 2 3 
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Memory Cell Data Access 

on the Same Page [O through 1023] 
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Legend: 
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D Switch 

Q Memory Cell 
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Figure 13. Fast-Page Timing 
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Nibble Mode. In nibble-mode cycles, the first data 
location is specified by row and column addresses Ao 
through Ag during a read or write cycle (table 2 and 
figures 14 and 15). When the µPD421001 internally 

sequences the two highest-order addresses (Ag) dur
ing the next CAS clock cycle, read and write cycles can 
be executed in less time than in fast-page operation. 

Figure 14. Nibble-Mode Block Diagram and Example of Access Sequence 

Row Address Ag-----. 

Column Address Ag 

CAS 
Clock 

Nibble 
Decoder 

Nibble 

262,144 
Memory Cells 

[512 x 512) 

Row Address 

262,144 
Memory Cells 

[512 x 512) 

262,144 
Memory Cells 

[512 x 512) 

Column Address 

262,144 
Memory Cells 

[512 x 512) 

Sequence Bit Ag Ae A1 Ae A5 A4 A3 Az Ai Ao Ag As A1 Ae A5 A4 A3 Az Ai Ao Comment 

RAS/GAS 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 ,1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 External address 

GAS Cycling 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

GAS Cycling 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 Internal address 

CAS Cycling 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

GAS Cycling 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 Repeated sequence 

Notes: 
[1) Xg = Row address Ag 
[2] Yg = Column address Ag 
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Figure 15. Nibble-Mode Timing 
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For the 80-ns version, the average cycle time per bit in 
nibble mode is 70 ns, when 4 bits are accessed during a 
long tRAS cycle (figure 16). By using multipleµPD421001 

Figure 16. Average Data Rate in Nibble Access 

t-IEC 
devices, high-speed cache and frame buffer applica
tions are possible (figure 17). 

1--~~~~~~~~~~~~tRC~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.-
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Notes: 

[1] Minimum IRC [ns] in nibble mode: 
= tcsH +INC x 2 + INP + fNRRSH or INWRSH + fRP + IT x 4 
= 80 + 40 x 2 + 10 + 20 + 70 + 20 
= 280 ns [for 4 bits] 

ICPN 
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Figure 17. High-Speed Data Access Using Nibble Mode 
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Static-Column Mode. Row and column addresses are 
functionally equivalent in static-column and fast-page 
access. The available number of continuous accesses 
on one row, and the cycle timing, are also similar to 
fast-page operation. 

Figure 18. Static-Column Timing 

RAS i 

NEC 
In a static-column device, there are no setup or hold 
timing requirements for read addresses; CS may be 
held low continuously in the ON-state. To allow this 
feature, the column addresses must be maintained as 
valid inputs for the duration of each cycle. There are 
few other restrictions on timing (figure 18). 
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Precautions 

Precautions when using the µPD421000, µPD421001, 
µPD421002, and other DRAMs should be carefully 
observed in the areas listed below: 

• Power-on and initialization 

• Supply voltage fluctuations caused by peak currents 

• Relationships between address/data inputs and 
drivers 

• RAS and CAS (or CS) generation 

Power-On and Initialization. Dynamic RAMs operate 
by the charging and discharging of gate and internal 
circuit capacitances. Therefore, dummy RAS clock 
cycles must be executed to charge internal potentials 
to the prescribed levels when power is applied. Dummy 
RAS cycles are also necessary when there has been no 
accessing (reading, writing, or refreshing) for periods 
longer than the refresh interval (figure 19). 

To control transistor threshold voltages and decrease 
internal stray capacitance, DRAMs are usually 
equipped with a substrate voltage generator circuit 
to supply the chip's interior with negative voltage. 
Approximately 100 µs is required to generate an 
adequate negative voltage level after power is applied 
and Vee 2: 4.5 V. 

When the power is switched on, a peak current 
dependent on the levels of RAS, CAS (or CS), and 
WE is reached during the rising of Vee· This peak 
current-maximum when RAS and CAS (or CS) are 
active and WE is inactive-can be minimized by using 
clock input pullups on RAS and CAS (or CS) so that 
their rise times correspond to the rise time of the 
power supply. 

Supply Voltage Fluctuations. Since 1 and o logic 
(storage) operations are executed by the charging and 
discharging of capacitances, including the memory 
cells, the peak current generated is dependent on 
charge and discharge timing. 

This pea~urrent is concentrated just after RAS and 
CAS (or CS) transition intervals (figure 20) with a peak 
value of about 120 mA. Since this current is a source of 
noise (voltage drop) in the memory system supply 
voltage, decoupling by multilayer ceramic capacitors 
with excellent frequency response is necessary. If the 
average of the 120-mA peak current pulse lasts about 
100 ns, the capacitance required to keep the drop in the 

µPD421000·SERIES DRAMs 

supply voltage line at about 0.1 V will be calculated 
as follows: 

C = 120 (mA) x 100 (ns) 
0.1 (V) 

= 120 x 103 pF 

= 0.12µF 

Therefore, when designing the memory board, keep 
the power and ground leads as short as possible for low 
inductance. Decoupling capacitors of about 0.2 µF 
must be inserted between the power supply lines for 
each memory device. With careful board layout, the 
use of fewer but larger capacitors is possible. Capaci
tors used in one of every two memory device locations, 
with a value of perhaps 0.33 µF, can provide satisfac
tory decoupling in many cases. 

Figure 19. Dummy Cycles after Power is Applied 
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Figure 20. Operating Current Waveform 
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Address/Data Inputs and Drivers. Probably the most 
important consideration in DRAM timing is the rela
tionship between address/data inputs and the external 
drivers. In address-multiplexed DRAMs such as the 
µPD421000, µPD421001, and µPD421002 (where row 
and column addresses are supplied as two sets of 
inputs), addresses supplied externally have to be 
switched by a multiplexer. 

The sequence of this timing must be designed very 
carefully. A timing sequence starts with the setting of 
row addresses. Next, RAS fal Is. After the specified hold 
time for row addresses is met, the addresses are 
switched to set up column address input. Once GAS 
(or CS) falls, the specified hold time for column 
addresses must be satisfied. 

When GAS (or CS) is activated within the time specified 
for tRcD (max), the setup time for column addresses is 
more difficult to guarantee than when tRcD is longer 
than tRcD (max), because one external address driver 
has to drive more than one address pin in an array 
of DRAMs. The address multiplexer's delay time is 
increased by load capacitances larger than the typical 
value. 

For illustration, measurements of output delay times 
for certain drive load capacitances are shown in figure 
21. 

In the design of high-density memory boards having 
a large number of memory devices, partitioning of 
drivers becomes necessary because of wiring and 
through-hole capacitances. Special care must be taken 
to ensure that the setup and hold times for addresses 
conform with the specifications. Otherwise, invalid or 
undefined addresses may be latched into the chip, and 
data may be destroyed even if nothing is written. 

RAS and CAS [or CS] Generation. In addition to 
reading the address inputs, RAS and GAS (or CS) also 
generate the basic timing for all DRAM circuit opera
tions. The internal timing generators are connected in 
daisy-chain fashion, and are completely controlled by 
the basic RAS and GAS (or CS) inputs. Because of this 
control, the memory system design must prevent noise 
glitches from being generated in the RAS and GAS 
(or CS) inputs. 

RAS and GAS (or CS) timing is specified in terms of 
minimum values. High- or low-level pulses that do not 
satisfy these minimum values can result in incorrect 
output data (because there is insufficient time for 
sense amplifier operation), and can also lead to 
destruction of write data. Therefore, the prevention of 
noise glitches must be carefully considered in logic 
and circuit design. 
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Figure 21. Effect of Load Capacitance on TTL 
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V40™ MICROPROCESSOR APPLICATION 

Features 

The µPD70208 (also known as V40) is a high-perfor
mance 8-bit CMOS microprocessor featuring 16-bit 
architecture in the CPU, and including a number 
of other peripheral devices within the same chip. The 
CPU is equipped with a powerful set of instructions that 
cover bit processing and multiple-length, packed-BCD 
operations, high;..speed multiplications and divisions, 
and variable-length bit and field manipulations. 

This device combines high-speed processing with 
flexibility in a variety of applications. The on-chip 
peripherals include a clock generator with a timer/ 
counter and programmable wait control, refresh con
trol, serial control, interrupt control, and DMA control 
units. In addition to allowing more compact micro
computer systems, the V40 has a simplified system 
design. 

When connected to the µPD421000-series DRAMs, the 
V40 does not require an external refresh timer or 
other peripherals, which means a big reduction in the 
number of external devices required. 

Memory Mapping 

In the V40, memories of up to 1 megaword can be 
accessed using address information (A19 through Ao) 
output from the 20-bit address bus (figure 22). 

The first 1024 bytes, O through 3FFH, are allocated to 
interrupt vectors (although areas that cannot be used 
by the system can be used elsewhere). Addresses 
FFFFOH through FFFFBH are used for starting and 
resetting purposes; FFFFCH through FFFFFH are 
reserved for future use and cannot be used here. The 
remaining address space, 400H through FFFEFH, is 
not allocated and may be used as desired. 

As shown in figure 23, with a data bus width of 8 bits 
in the V40, CPU connections to the memory require 
only that the 20-bit address output from the CPU be 
accepted in the 1-megabyte address space. Byte data 
is accessed in one bus cycle, and word data is accessed 
in two bus cycles. 

V40 is a trademark of NEC Corporation. 

µPD421000-SERIES DRAMs 

Because of this simple connection requirement, it is 
only necessary to allocate the system control ROM to 
addresses of at least FFFFOH and disable the ROM-area 
RAM (since 1 megabyte is already taken up by eight 
1-megabit DRAMs). The method used may involve 
either deselecting the ROM-area RAM by a decoder, or 
executing bank switching to use the entire area as RAM 
area. The example included for this application shows 
the former method because it is simpler. 

Figure 22. V40 Memory Mapping 
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Figure 23. V40 Memory Interface 
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Hardware Configuration 

Since refresh addresses and the timing control outputs 
can be supported by programming on-chip circuits, 
the generation of RAS and CAS (or CS) timing is the 
only major DRAM support not provided directly by the 
V40 (figure 24): 

Memory Access Timing Generation 

Although V40 memory access timing can be generated 
from either the bus status or MWR/MRD, the µPD71088 
system bus controller is used in this application 
example to enable connections to slightly slower
speed memories. The RAS and CAS (or CS) signals are 
thus generated by decoding the bus status. 

NEC 
The RAS and CAS (or CS) generator is shown in figure 
25, and the operation timing in figure 26. To generate 
the control timing with this system controller, bus 
status signal BS2 is sampled by the CPU clock output 
(¢ouT) at the rising edge of the T1 cycle, and RAS is 
generated from FF2 at the falling edge of ¢ouT at the 
end of T1. The multiplex control signal (MPX) used in 
address switching during memory cycles is generated 
by RAS. After RAS is generated, it is delayed by the 
rising edge of the external 16-MHz clock to create MPX, 
which is then passed to the data selector input. 

As can be seen from figure 26, memory access time 
is equal to 2/f(¢ouT) - (tsoK +TTL delay time). Even if 
an external clock .of 16 MHz is used, a -12 device is 
sufficient (RAS access time in the -12 device is 120 ns). 

Figure 24. Hardware Configuration for the Use of 1M DRAMs 
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Figure 25. RAS and CAS (or CS) Timing Generator 
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Figure 26. RAS and CAS (or CS) Timing Sequence 
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Refresh Timing Generation 

Refreshing for the µPD421000, µPD421001, and 
µPD421002 is executed by selecting 512 lines in 8 ms. 
In the V40, memory refreshing can be handled easily 
by outputting the REFRQ control signal and the Ao 
through A8 refresh addresses. These signals are con
trolled by programming the refresh control register 
(RFC), allocated to 1/0 address FFF2H (figure 27). 

µPD421000-SEAIES DRAMs 

Figure 27. Programming of Refresh Control Register 

MOV AW, 0000 ........ . 

MOV OW, FFF2H 

OUT [DW], AW 

Refresh Control Register [RFC] 
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[l/OWrite] 

2 1 

..._R_E....._ __ ...._ __ ..._ _______ R_T_M ______ ___.I RFC 

RE [Refresh Enable] RTM [Refresh Timer] 

RE Function RTM N[Timer Factor] 

Disable 00000 17 
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00010 19 
00011 20 

t-------- -----------
00100 5 
00101 6 

: : 
1111 0 31 
11111 32 

Refresh Interval [µs] = 8 x N x Clock Cycle Time [µs] 
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This function generates the REFRQ control signal in 
accordance with the programmed interval. In this 
application example, REFRQ is used to disable genera
tion of the CAS (or CS) clock during refresh cycles, 
thereby initiating RAS-only refreshing. Figures 28 and 
29 show how to generate memory addresses and how 
to control data input and output by using control 
signals generated by the RAS and CAS (or CS) timing 
generator. Figure 30 shows the timing for V40-
generated refresh addresses. 

The programmed values for the control register appear 
in figure 27 (also refer to the µPD70208/µPD70216 
User's Manual). 

Authorization fortheµPD70208/µPD70216 refresh con
trol unit to use the memory bus can be set either to top 
priority or lowest priority, depending on the hold status 
of the refresh request. Top priority is set if seven refresh 
requests are being held, and refreshing is executed 
consecutively until the number of requests is reduced 
to three. 

Although a wait interval of maximum duration (three 
clocks) is inserted by the built-in wait control unit, if a 
reset input is applied after power is applied, no wait 
interval need be inserted in actual applications. There
fore, the wait control register has to be reset when the 
V40 is used at 8 MHz. 

Wait control registers WCY2 (FFF6H), WCY1 (FFF5H), 
and WMS (FFF4H) write program data at these 1/0 
addresses using an 1/0 write instruction (figure 31). 

6-300 

NEC 
Figure 28. Memory Access Generation 

CPU 

Row 
Address 

Column 
Address 

MPX 
[Switching Signal] 

Mux 
LS157 x 3 

=> Memory 
Address 

MAo-MAg 

LS157 Input 
A B 

Ao-A10 
A1 -A11 
A2-A12 
A3-A13 
A4-A14 
As-A15 
A&-A16 
A7 -A17 
As-A1s 
Ag-A19 

83-004429A 

Figure 29. Data Input and Output Control 

Data Bus 

Data 
Enable 

LS245 

DIR 

A B 

1M Bltx 8 

DIN 
DouT' 

/ 
/ 

/ 

'Connect D1N with DouT 

83-004430A 



NEC µPD421000-SERIES DRAMs 

Figure 30. Refresh Timing Cycle 

CLKOUT 

A19/PS3 
through 

A1s/PSo _____ _, ''-----.,.-----,-1 ''------..,..----------- ~--

1 mu~~~~1o~r0 ~~~ 

As 
I mu~~~I I ~~k~hA~~re" ~~~ 

AD7-AD0 

I 
IDKA --l ~ I IHKA1 ~ 

I I y Refresh 1 r--
h Address j, -

1 {'~"' 
I j ... J{ 

IDKRL 

IDNCn f MRD 

REFRQ 

IDKBH--l r 
BS2 = 1, BS1 = o, eso = 1 / 

83-0044318 
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Dummy Cycles 

As explained previously, dummy cycles are required to 
charge certain internal voltage potentials to proper 
operating levels in the DRAM's internal circuits after 
power has been applied. 

In the following application example, these dummy 
cycles are implemented by executing eight write 
(or read) cycles, from OOOOH to 00007H, in the 
memory. 

LOOP: 
MOV 
MOV 
INC 
CMP 
JNZ 

AL,OOOOH 
(BL),OOOOH 
AL 
AL,00007H 
LOOP 

Figure 31. Register Programming 

WCY1 [Wait Cycle Register 1] .... 1/0 Address FFF5H 

7654321 0 

IOW I UMW I MMW LMW I WCY1 

IOW [1/0 Wait] 
UMW [Upper Memory Block Wait] 
MMW [Middle Memory Block Wait] 
LMW [Lower Memory Block Wait] 

IOW/UMW/MMW/LMW Number of Wait States 

00 O [No Wait] 

01 1 

10 2 

11 3 

t\'EC 
Composite Schematic 

Figure 32 shows the complete schematic. The V40 and 
1 M CMOS DRAMs are included, as well as circuits to 
control timing and refreshing. 

WCY2 [Wait Cycle Register 2] .... 1/0 Address FFF6H 

7654 321 0 

I - I - I - I - I DMAW RFW I WCY2 

DMAW [OMA Wail] 
RFW [Refresh Wait] 

DMAW/RFW Number of Wait States 

00 0 

01 1 

10 2 

11 3 

WMB [Wait Memory Boundary Register] .... 1/0 Address FFF4H 

6-302 

7 54321 0 

---~~~LM_B~~~......_~_u_M_B~_.lwMB 

LMB [Lower Memory Block] 
UMB [Upper Memory Block] 

LMB/UMB Memory Block Size 

000 32KB 

001 64KB 

010 96KB 

011 128KB 

100 192KB 

101 256KB 

110 384KB 

111 512KB 

83-0052596 
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Figure 32. Composite Schematic 
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Static RAMs 

Section 7 
Static RAMs 

µPD46710 
16,384 x 10-Bit x 2 Static BiCMOS RAM 

µPD46741 
8,192 x 20-Bit x 2 Static BiCMOS RAM 

µPD4361 
65,536 x 1-Bit Static CMOS RAM 

µPD4362 
16,384 x 4-Bit Static CMOS RAM 

µPD4363 
16,384 x 4-Bit Static CMOS RAM 

µPD43251 
262,144 x 1-Bit Static CMOS RAM 

µPD46251 
262,144 x 1-Bit Static BiCMOS RAM 

µPD43254 
65,536 x 4-Bit Static CMOS RAM 

µPD43256A 
32,768 x 8-Bit Static CMOS RAM 

Additional New Product Information 
Device Number Description 

Static RAMs 

µPD4361 64K x 1-bit 

µPD4362 16K x 4 bits 

µPD4363 16K x 4 bits, with OE 

µPD4368 8Kx 8 bits 

µPD4369 8K x 9 bits 

µPD43251 256Kx 1 bit 

µPD43253 64K x 4 bits, with OE 

µPD43254 64Kx 4 bits 

µPD43258 32Kx 8 bits 

µPD43259 32Kx 9 bits 

NEC 

7-1 µPD432568 7-65 
32,768 x 8-Bit Static CMOS RAM 

7-3 µPD43258 7-75 
32,768 x 8-Bit Static CMOS RAM 

7-5 µPD431000 7-83 
131,072 x 8-Bit Static CMOS RAM 

7-13 µPD431000A 7-93 
131,072 x 8-Bit Static CMOS RAM 

7-21 µPD431001 7-105 
1,048,576 x 1-Bit Static CMOS RAM 

7-29 µPD431004 7-113 
262,144 x 4-Bit Static CMOS RAM 

7-37 Application Note 50 7-121 
Battery Backup Circuits for SRAMs 

7-45 Application Note 90-04 7-133 
Battery Backup Using NEC's Supercaps 

7-53 

Comments 

New speeds to 12 ns 

New speeds to 12 ns 

New speeds to 12 ns 

New device, with speeds to 15 ns 

New device, with speeds to 15 ns 

New speeds to 15 ns 

New device, with speeds to 15 ns 

New speeds to 15 ns 

New speeds to 20 ns 

New device 



NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

PRELIMINARY INFORMATION 

Description 

The µPD46710 is a high performance static BiCMOS 
RAM organized as 16,384 x 10 bits x 2 instructions and 
designed for use as a high-speed cache memory. The 
µPD46710 integrates two 16,384 x 10-bit SAAM cores 
with associated address latches and control signals 
that can be used to implement an instruction/data 
cache for a MIPS R3000 RISC system. 

Features 

o Fast access times of 15 ns and 20 ns 
o 16,384 x 10-bit x 2 organization 
o On-chip address latches 
o On-chip instruction/data caches 
o Fully static read/write operation 
o 52-pin PLCC packaging 

Ordering Information 
Part Number Access Time Package 

µPD46710LN-15 15 ns 52-pin PLCC 
~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

LN-20 20 ns 

Pin ldentif ication 
Symbol Function 

Addresses 

ALEo -ALE1 Address latch enable 

Do- D9 Data inputs/outputs 

LCE, LCE Latch chip enable 

Output enable 

Write enable 

Vee 5-volt power supply 

Vss Ground 

NC No connection 

pPD46710 
16,384 x 10-Bit x 2 

Static BiCMOS RAM 

Pin Configuration 

52-PinPLCC 

A1 8 

Ao 9 

Vee 10 

Vss 11 

Do 12 

Vss 13 

Vee 14 

D1 15 

D2 16 

Vee 17 

Vss 18 

D3 19 

D4 20 

L.5' () Cl) w 0 

~~<~~-J. ~~-J. :t:f~< 

I'- CO LO '<!" C".> C\I ..- N ..- O Ol co "" LO LO LO '<!" '<!" '<!" 

46 

45 

44 

43 

42 

41 

µPD46710 40 

39 

38 

37 

36 

35 

34 
C\i N C') '<!" LO CO I'- CO Ol 0 ~ N C') 

N N N N N N N N C".> C".> C') C') 

o en o o o en o ~ ~1w w en o 
o en z lw Jw en oJw lw o o C/l o > > ~ 0 > > 0 ~ ~ ~ > > 

A11 

A12 

A13 

Vss 
Dg 

Vss 
Vee 
D5 

D7 

Vee 
Vss 
D5 

D5 

83RD-7318A 

Please contact your NECEL representative for a copy of the complete data sheet. 

60132 7-1 
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pPD46710 NEC 
Block Diagram 

LCE LCE Address 

ALEo _____ __, 
..._....-...,....~~~~~....-~~~~ 

.-----ALE1 
--~~~....-~~~~~ .............. ~ 

7-2 

16,384 x 10 
ArrayO 

Read/ 
Write 
Control 

Sense 
Amplifiers 

16,384 x 10 
Array 1 

Sense 
Amplifiers 

Read/ 
Write 
Control 

Multiplexer 

Do -Dg 
83RD·7317B 



NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

PRELIMINARY INFORMATION 

pPD46741 
8,192 x 20-Bit x 2 

Static BiCMOS RAM 

Description Ordering Information 

The µPD46741 is a high performance BiCMOS static 
RAM organized as 8,192 x 20 bits x 2 instructions and 
designed to be used as a high-speed cache memory. 
The µPD46741 integrates two 8,192 x 20-bit SAAM cores 
with associated address latches and control signals 
that can be used to implement an instruction/data 
cache for a MIPS R3000 RISC system. 

Part Number Access Time Package 

µPD46741 LP-15 15 ns 68-pin PLCC 
~~~~~~~~~~~-

LP -20 20 ns 

Pin Identification 
Symbol Function 

Addresses 

Features ALEo -ALE1 Address latch enable 

Data inputs/outputs 
o Fast access times of 15 ns and 20 ns LCE, LCE Latch chip enable 
o 8,192 x 20-bit x 2 organization 
o On-chip address latches 
o On-chip instruction/data caches 
o Fully static read/write operation 
o 68-pin PLCC packaging 

Pin Configuration 

68-PinPLCC 

Vee 
Vss 

Do 

D1 

D2 

Vssa 
VccO 

D3 

D4 

Vssa 
D5 

D5 

VccO 
Vssa 

D7 

D5 

D9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

WE0-WE1 

Vee 
Veca 
Vss 
Vssa 
NC 

& (.) (/) uJ 0 ~ C\I 
OT"""C\l(t)~L()tO....J uw...1 r--.c:ocnT"""T"""T""" 

< < < < < < < < > > < < < < < < < 

m ~ ~ W ~ v M C\I ~ ~ ~ W ~ v M C\I a; w w w w w w w 

µPD46741 

Output enable 

Write enable 

+ 5-volt power supply 

+ 5-volt power supply 

Ground 

Ground 

No connection 

60 Vee 
59 Vss 
58 D19 
57 D15 
56 D17 
55 Vssa 
54 Vee a 
53 D15 
52 D15 
51 Vssa 
50 D14 
49 D13 
48 Vee a 
47 Vssa 
46 D12 
45 D11 
44 D10 

Please contact your NECEL representative for a copy of the complete data sheet. 

60131 

83RD-7316B 
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pPD46741 

Block Diagram 

LCE LCE 

7-4 

Address 

8,194X20 
Arrayo 

Read/ 
Write 
Control 

Sense 
Amplifiers 

8,194 x 20 
Array 1 

Sense 
Amplifiers 

Read/ 
Write 
Control 

Multiplexer 

NEC 

83RD-73158 
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NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µ.PD4361 is a 65,536-word by 1-bit static RAM 
fabricated with advanced silicon-gate technology. 
CMOS peripheral circuits and N-channel memory cells 
with polysilicon resistors make the µ.PD4361 a high
speed device that requires very low power and no clock 
or refreshing. 

The device is packaged in a 22-pin plastic DIP and 22-pin 
ceramic leadless chip carrier and has two types of 
access times, address and chip select. In addition, the 
µ.PD4361 C-L features low-power data retention. 

Features 

o 65, 536 x 1-bit organization 
o Single + 5-volt power supply 
o Fully static operation-no clock or refreshing 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o Separated data input and output 
o Three-state outputs 
o Data retention current of 50 µ.A max available from 

-L versions only 
o Standard 22-pin plastic DIP and ceramic LCC 
o Standard JED EC pin cont igurations 

Ordering Information 
Part Number Access Time (max) Package 

µPD4361 C-45 45ns 22-pin plastic DIP 

C-55 55ns 

C-70 70ns 

µPD4361C-45L 45ns 

C·55L 55ns 

C-70L 70ns 

µPD4361 K-40 40ns 22-pin ceramic LCC 

K-45 45ns 

K-55 55ns 

Pin Configurations 

22-Pin Plastic DIP 

Ao 
A1 

A2 

A3 

A4 

As 
As 
A1 

Dour 
WE 

GND 

22-Pin Ceramic LCC 

Pin Identification 
Symbol 

Ao· A1s 

D1N 

DouT 

"OS 
WE 

GND 

Vee 

60056 New speeds to 12 ns will be available in 1991. 

pPD4361 
65,536 x 1-Bit 

Static CMOS RAM 

Function 

Address inputs 

Data input 

Data output 

Chip select 

Write enable 

Ground 

A14 

A13 

A12 

A11 

A10 

Ag 

AB 

+5-volt power supply 

831H-6249A 

83IH-6250A 
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JIPD4361 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Supply voltage, Vee - 0.5 to +7.0 V 

Input voltage, V1N (Note 1) -0.5to +7.0V 

Operating temperature, ToPR (Note 2) Oto +70°C 

Storage temperature, TSTG (Note 3) -55to +125°C 

Power dissipation, Po 1.0W 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Notes: 

(1) V1N = -3.0 V minimum for 20 ns maximum pulse. 

(2) T OPR for 4361 K = -10 to +85°C. 

(3) T STG for 4361 K = -65 to + 150°C. 

Truth Table 
Function cs 
Not selected H 

Read L 

Write L 

Block Diagram 

7-6 

WE 

x 
H 

L 

Input/Output 

Hlgh-Z 

DouT 

Hlgh-Z 

Address 8 
Buffer 

Row 
Decoder 

D1N----1 
Input 
Data 

Control 

Ice 

Standby 

Active 

Active 

NEC 
Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Supply voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 
Input voltage, high V1H 2.2 Vee+ 0.5 v 
Input voltage, low V1L -0.5 

Operating temperature TA 0 

Notes: 

(1) V1L = -3.0 V minimum for 20 ns maximum pulse. 

Capacitance 
TA = 25°C; f = 1 MHz; V1N and VouT = O V (Note 1) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ 

Input capacitance C1N 

Output capacitance CoouT 

Notes: 

(1) This parameter is sampled and not 100% tested. 

Memory Cell 
Array 

256 Rows 
x 256 Columns 

Column 
Decoder 

Address Buffer 

Output 
Data 

Control 
Dour 

0.8 v 
70 oc 

Max Unit 

5 pF 

7 pF 

831H-6251B 



NEC pPD4361 

DC Characteristics 
TA= Oto +70°C; Vee= +5.0V ± 10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Input leakage current lu -2 2 p.A V1N = 0 V to V CC 

Output leakage current ILO -2 2 p.A VouT = OV to Vee:~= V1H 

Operating supply current Ice 120 mA ~ = Vil: loouT = o mA 

Standby supply current lse 20 mA ~=V1H 

lse1 2 mA ~ ~ Vee - 0.2 V; V1N :s 0.2 v or ~ Vee - 0.2 V 

Output voltage, low Vol 0.4 v lol = 8.0mA 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 v loH = -4.0mA 

AC Characteristics 
TA= Oto +70°C:Vcc = +5.0V± 10% 

JlPD4361·40 11PD4361·45 f'P04361·55 11PD4361·70 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min 

Read Operation 

Read cycle time tRc 40 45 

Address access time tAA 40 

Chip select access time tACS 40 

Output hold from address change toH 5 5 

Chip select to output in low-Z tlz 5 5 

Chip deselect to output in high-Z tHz 0 22 0 

Chip select to power-up time tpu 0 0 

Chip deselect to power-down time tpo 0 27 0 

Write Operation 

Write cycle time twc 40 45 

Chip select to end of write tcw 37 40 

Address valid to end of write tAw 37 40 

Address setup time tAs 0 0 

Write pulse width twp 23 25 

Write recovery time twR 0 0 

Data valid to end of write tow 23 25 

Data hold time toH 0 0 

Write enable to output in high-Z twz 0 22 0 

Output active from end of write tow 0 0 

Notes: 

(1) Input pulse levels = GND to 3.0 V; input pulse rise and fall times 
= 5 ns; timing reference levels = 1.5 V; see figures 1 and 2 for 
output load. 

(2) All read cycle timings are referenced from the last valid address to 
the first transitioning address. 

Max Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

55 70 ns (Note 2) 

45 55 70 ns 

45 55 70 ns 

5 5 ns 

5 5 ns (Note 3) 

25 0 30 0 30 ns (Note 4) 

0 0 ns 

30 0 40 0 40 ns 

55 70 ns (Note 2) 

50 60 ns 

50 60 ns 

0 0 ns 

30 40 ns 

0 0 ns 

25 30 ns 

0 0 ns 

25 0 25 0 30 ns (Note 4) 

0 0 ns (Note3) 

(3) Transition is measured at ±200 mV from steady-state voltage 
with the loading shown in figure 2. 

(4) Transition Is measured at Vol + 200 mV and VoH- 200 mV with 
the loading shown In figure 2. 

7-7 
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pPD4361 

Low Vee Data Retention Characteristics (for ·L Version Only) 
TA= Oto 70°C 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max 

Data retention supply voltage VeeoR 2.0 5.5 

Data retention supply current leeoR 50 

Chip deselect to data retention fcoR 0 

Operation recovery time lRe 

Data Retention Timing 

Unit 

v 

ns 

ns 

NEC 

Test Conditions 

'O'S i!: Vee - 0.2 V; V1N ~ Vee - 0.2 V or 
av:!: V1N :!: 0.2V 

Vee = 3.0 V; 'O'S ~ Vee - 0.2 V; 
V1N i!: Vee - 0.2 v or 0 v ~ V1N ~ 0.2 v 

f:l-1-14-------Data Retention -----------tR----

sv------.... 
4.SV - - -

Vee 

V1H - - -

VccDR - - -

V1L 

Cs;?Vcc-o.2v 

~ -----------------------------------
831H·6259B 
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NEC pPD4361 

Figure 1. Output Load 

sv 

4800 

> 5- 2550 :::: 30 pf' 

•including Scope and Jig 
B31H-57738 

Figure 2. Output Load for tHz1 ttz1 twz1 and tow 

sv 

• 4800 

Dour 

2550 :::: SpP 

-=-
•including Scope and Jig 

B31H-57748 
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pPD4361 

Timing Waveforms 

Address Access Cycle 

Address Address Valid 

NEC 

t
E-----------~tRc----------~E 

-~- -toH 

1<1-E------toH---->1 

DouT Previous Data Valid Data Valid 

Notes: 

(1) WE is held high for a read cycle. 

(2] The device is continually selected, where Cs= VJL· 
831H·5775B 

Chip Select Access Cycle 

DouT _____________ H_i_gh __ lm_p_e_da_n_ce ____________ --c High 
Data Valid 

Impedance 

Notes: 

[1] WE is held high for a read cycle. 

(2] Address valid prior to or coincident with the low transition of CS. 
831H-6252B 
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NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

WE-Controlled Write Cycle 

Address 

Cs 

14-~~~~~~~~~tAW'~~~~~~~~~~.

~~~~~~~~~tcw~~~~~~~~~->i 

pPD4361 

[Now2] t....1....J....l...i....t.....r..J....LJ.:....c.;L..~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-L.f-'--'-L.-'-'~.l--4-'-'-'-..L...J-L..J-1...J...1-i.-<--

Data-in Valid 

~tow4 
Highlmpedance ~--///;..,..._...!/..,........,J ! /;..........-1/ 

Notes: 

[1] Cs or WE must be high during address transition. 
[2] If Cs and WE go high simultaneously, the outputs remain in high impedance. 

831H-6261B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

l!S-Controlled Write Cycle 

NEC 

Address ~ twc 1 
-- -----tAw---~•wj'..____ __ 

IAS~~------tcw--------..,~ 

Data-in Valid 

~tw=I 
DouT I //JI///!} //ZoJ~+H+77!11 ///lllm~-H-lgh lm_pedan_ce __ 

Notes: 

[1) Cs or WE must be high during address transition. 
831H-6262B 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µPD4362 is a 16,384-word by 4-bit static RAM 
fabricated with advanced silicon-gate technology. A 
unique design using CMOS peripheral circuits and N
channel memory cells with polysilicon resistors makes 
the µPD4362 a high-speed device that requires very low 
power and no clock or refreshing. 

The µPD4362 is packaged in a standard 22-pin plastic 
DIP. 

Features 

CJ Single + 5-volt power supply 
CJ Fully static operation-no clock or refreshing 
CJ TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
CJ Common 1/0 capability 
CJ Standard 300-mil, 22-pin plastic DIP packaging 

Ordering Information 
Part Number Access Time (max) Package 

~PD4362C-45 45 ns 22-pin plastic DIP 
~~~~~~~~~~-

C-55 55 ns 

C-70 70ns 

Pin Configuration 

22-Pln Plastic DIP 

Ao 

A1 

A2 

A3 

A4 

As 

As 

A1 

As 

Cs 
GND 

Pin I dent if ication 
Symbol 

GND 

Vee 

60058 New speeds to 12 ns will be available in 1991. 

pPD4362 
16,362 x 4-Bit 

Static CMOS RAM 

Vee 
A13 

A12 

A11 

A10 

Ag 

1104 

1/03 

1/02 

1101 

WE 

831H-6253A 

Function 

Address inputs 

Data inputs and outputs 

Chip select 

Write enable 

Ground 

+5-volt power supply 

7-13 
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pPD4362 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Supply voltage, Vee -0.5to +7.0V 

Input and output voltages, V1N (Note 1) -0.5 to +7.0V 

Operating temperature, ToPR Oto +700C 

Storage temperature, TSTG - 55 to + 125°C 

Power dissipation, Po 1.0W 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affectdevice reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Notes: 

(1) V1N = -3.0 V for 20 ns pulse. 

Truth Table 
Function CE WE Input/Output Ice 
Not selected H x High-Z Standby 

Read L H DouT Active 

Write L L D1N Active 

Notes: 

(1) X = don't care. 

Block Diagram 

Ag-

A10-

A11-

A12- Address 14-A13- Buffer 

Ao-

A1-

A2-

1101 

1102 

1103 

1104 
,....--

~ 

WE :rT' ....... 

7-14 

NEC 
Capacitance 
TA = 25°C; f = 1 MHz (Note 1); V1N and VoouT = O V 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Input capacitance C1N 5 pF 

Output capacitance CoouT 7 pF 

Notes: 

(1) This parameter Is sampled and not 100% tested. 

Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Supply voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 
Input voltage, high V1H 2.2 Vee+ 0.3 v 
Input voltage, low V1L -0.5 0.8 v 
Operating temperature TA 0 70 oc 

Notes: 

(1) V1L = -3.0 V for 20 ns pulse. 

Row Memory Cell Array 

Decoder I--- 256 Rows 
64 x 4 Columns 

I-}-.- Sense/Switch 

Input 
Data 

Control Column Decoder 

~v 

Output 
Data I---

Control 

Address 
Buffer 

1 T 1 T 1 T 
A3 A4 As As A1 Aa 

831H-62548 



NEC pPD4362 

DC Characteristics 
TA = 0 to +70°C; Vee = +5.0 v ::!: 10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Input leakage current lu -2 2 

Output leakage current ILO -2 2 

Operating supply current Ice 90 

Standby supply current lss 20 

lss1 2 

Output voltage, low Vol 0.4 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 

AC Characteristics 
TA = o to +10°C; Vee = +5.0 V ::t 10% 

f'PD4362·45 

Parameter Symbol Min Max 

Read Operation 

Read cycle time tRc 45 

Address access time tAA 45 

Chip selection access time tACs 45 

Output hold from address change toH 5 

Chip selection to output to low-Z tLz 5 

Chip deselection to output to high-Z tHz 0 25 

Chip selection to power-up time tpu a 
Chip deselectlon to power-down time tpo 0 45 

Write Operation 

Write cycle time twc 45 

Chip selection to end of write tcw 40 

Address valid to end of write tAw 40 

Address setup time tAs 0 

Write pulse width twp 40 

Write recovery time twR 0 

Data valid to end of write tow 20 

Data hold time toH 0 

Write enable to output in high-Z twz 0 20 

Output active from end of write too 0 

Notes: 

(1) Input pulse levels = GND to 3.0 V; Input pulse rise and fall times 
= 5 ns; timing reference levels = 1.5 V; see figures 1 and 2 for 
output load. 

(2) All read cycle timings are referenced from the last valid address to 
the first transitioning address. 

p.A V1N = OVto Vee: Vee= max 

p.A VouT = ov to Vee: O'S= V1H: Vee= max 

mA ~ = V1L: loouT = o mA 

mA ~=V1H 

mA ~Cl: Vcc-0.2V; VtN :s 0.2Vor Cl: Vcc-0.2V 

v loL = 8.0mA 

v loH = -4.0mA 

JLPD4362·55 JLPD4362·70 

Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

55 70 ns (Note 2) 

55 70 ns 

55 70 ns 

5 5 ns 

5 5 ns (Note 3) 

0 25 0 30 ns (Note 4) 

0 0 ns 

0 55 0 55 ns 

55 70 ns (Note 2) 

50 60 ns 

50 60 ns 

0 a ns 

50 60 ns 

0 0 ns 

25 30 ns 

0 0 ns 

0 25 0 30 ns (Note 4) 

0 0 ns (Note 3) 

(3) Transition Is measured at :±:200 mV from steady-state voltage 
with the loading shown In figure 2. 

(4) Transition Is measured at Vol + 200 mV and VoH - 200 mV with 
the loading shown In figure 2. 
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pPD4362 NEC 
Figure 1. Output Load 

sv 

~ 4800 

Dour 

2550 =- 30 pf• 

~ 
•including Scope and Jig 

831H-4832A 

Figure 2. Output Load for tHz, tLz, fwz, and tow 

sv 

.!: 4800 

Dour 

2550 *SpP 

-=-
•including Scope and Jig 

831H-4831A 
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NEC 
Timing Waveforms 

Address Access Cycle 

Address Address Valid 

pPD4362 

t
~~~~~~~~~~~tRc~~~~~~~~~~---E 

_ .._____ -toH 

~-o--~~~-toH~~~--

DouT Previous Data Valid Data Valid 

Notes: 

[1] WE is held high for a read cycle. 

[2] The device is continually selected, where Cs= VIL· 
83IH-5775B 

Chip Select Access Cycle 

cs 

Data Valid 
High DouT ~~~~~~~H-ig_h_lm_p_e_da_n_c_e~~~~~---4 

L.~J----
Impedance 

I~ tpo 

L Vee 
Supply 

Current 831H-6252B 

Notes: 

[1] WE is held high for a read cycle. 

[2] Address is valid prior to or coincident with the low transition of CS. 

• 



pPD4362 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

WE-Controlled Write Cycle 

Address . 

----------tAW~----------.1 

--------~tcw~--------i 

Cs 

NEC 

[Note 1) _,},,,...._.._.~~.....:....1......-----------------':..+'-''"-'-"-'--'--'--'-'...L...'"-'-"-'--'--'--'-'...L...1.:.... 

----tow·----...ii.t-=o.:....:,H.i 

Data-In Valid 

~towl 
High rmpedance ~,....,....../ 1/.,...,...,..7/...,....,.....m.........-/Z 

Notes: 

[1) Cs or WE must be high during address transition. 
831H·6268B 
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NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

CS-Controlled Write Cycle 

pPD4362 

Address ~ twc 1 
-- ~----tAW'---~~IWRj'-----

tAS->1-~------tcw--------

Data-in Valid 

~tw=I 
DouT I II////// /(/ZoH+H+Z//11//lllllLA~-H~igh lm...:..__pedan_ce __ 

Notes: 

[1] Cs or WE must be high during address transition. 
831H·6262B 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µ.PD4363 is a 16,384-word by 4-bit static RAM 
fabricated with advanced silicon-gate technology. A 
unique design using CMOS peripheral circuits and N
channel memory cells with polysilicon resistors makes 
the µ.PD4363 a high-speed device that requires very low 
power and no clock or refreshing. 

The µ.PD4363 is packaged in a standard 300-mil, 24-pin 
plastic DIP. 

Features 

o Single + 5-volt power supply 
o Fully static operation-no clock or refreshing 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o Common 1/0 capability 
o OE eliminates the need for external bus buffers 
o Three-state outputs 
o Low power dissipation 

- 90 mA max (active) 
- 2 mA max (standby) 

o Standard 300-mil, 24-pin plastic DIP packaging 

Ordering Information 
Part Number Access Time (max) Package 

,u.PD4363C-45 45 ns 24-pin plastic DIP 
~~~~~~~~~~-

C-55 55 ns 

C-70 70ns 

Pin Configuration 

24-Pin Plastic DIP 

Ao 

A1 

A2 

A3 

A4 

As 

A5 

A1 

As 

Cs 
5E 

GND 

Pin Identification 
Symbol 

Ao·A13 

1/01 -1/04 

~ 

OE 
WE 

GND 

Vee 
NC 

60059 New speeds to 12 ns will be available in 1991. 

pPD4363 
16,364 x 4-Bit 

Static CMOS RAM 

Yee 
A13 

A12 

A11 

A10 

Ag 

NC 

1104 

1103 

1102 

1101 

WE 

831H-6255A 

Function 

Address inputs 

Data inputs and outputs 

Chip select 

Output enable 

Write enable 

Ground 

+5-volt power supply 

No connection 
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pPD4363 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Supply voltage, Vee -0.5to +7.0V 

Input and output voltages, V1N (Note 1) -0.5to +7.0V 

Operating temperature, ToPR o to +70°C 

Storage temperature, TsrG - 55 to + 125°C 

Power dissipation, Po 1.0W 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Notes: 

(1) V1N (min) = -3.0 V for 20 ns pulse. 

Capacitance 
TA = 25°C; f = 1 MHz; V1N and Vour = 0 V (Note 1) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Input capacitance 5 pF 

Output capacitance Co our 7 pF 

Notes: 

(1) This parameter is sampled and not 100% tested. 

7-22 

NEC 
Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Supply voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 
Input voltage, high V1H 2.2 Vee+ 0.3 v 
lnJ)ut voltage, low V1L -0.5 0.8 v 
Operating TA 0 70 oc 
temperature 

Notes: 

(1) V1L = -3.0 V for 20 ns pulse. 

Truth Table 
Function cs WE OE Input/Output lee 

Not selected H x x Hlgh-Z Standby 

Read L H L Dour Active 

Dour disabled L H H Hlgh-Z Active 

Write L L x D1N Active 



NEC 
Block Diagram 

Ag
A10 -

A11 -----i 

A12 -1 

A13 -1 

Ao
A1-
A2-....._ __ ....,. ..... 

D~~~er 1--

Memory Cell Array 
256 Rows 

64 x 4 Columns 

1101 
1102 -----!-+---; 
1103 ---+---+--+---; 

1104 

Input 
Data 

Control 

~1-----S-en_s_e_1s_w_it_ch __ ---t 

.---..._ ___ _. 

Output 
Data 

Control 

~1----~ 
WE :I ..:J \,__ ______ _ 
OE ---~-.A...__ 

Column Decoder 

Address 
Buffer 

pPD4363 

831H-6256B 

• 
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µPD4363 NEC 
DC Characteristics 
TA= Oto +70"C; Vee= +5.0V ± 10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Input leakage current lu -2 2 p.A V1N = o V to Vee; Vee = max 

Output leakage current I Lo -2 2 p.A VouT = o V to Vee; 
~or OE = V1H: Vee = max 

Operating supply current Ice 90 mA ~ = v,L; loouT = o mA 

Standby supply current Isa 20 mA ~=V1H 

lse1 2 mA ~ = Vcc-0.2V; V1N s 0.2Vor ~ Vee-0.2V 

Output voltage, low VoL 0.4 v loL = 8.0mA 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 v loH = -4.0mA 

AC Characteristics 
TA= Oto +10°C; Vee= +5.0V ± 10% 

JlPD4363-45 JlPD4363·55 JlPD4363·70 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Read Operation 

Read cycle time tRc 45 55 70 ns (Note 2) 

Address access time tAA 45 55 70 ns 

Chip select access time t.a.cs 45 55 70 ns 

Output hold from address change toH 5 5 5 ns 

Chip select to output in low-Z iLz 5 5 5 ns (Note 3) 

Chip deselect to output in high-Z tHz 0 20 0 25 0 30 ns (Note 4) 

Output enable access time toe 20 25 30 ns 

Output enable to output in low-Z toLz 5 5 5 ns (Note 3) 

Output disable to output in high-Z toHz 0 25 0 30 0 35 ns (Note 4) 

Chip select to power-up time tpu 0 0 0 ns 

Chip deselect to power-down time tpo 0 30 0 40 0 40 ns 

Write Operation 

Write cycle time twc 45 55 70 ns (Note 2) 

Chip select to end of write tcw 40 50 60 ns 

Address valid to end of write tAW 40 50 60 ns 

Address setup time tAS 0 0 0 ns 

Write pulse width twp 40 50 60 ns 

Write recovery time twR 0 0 0 ns 

Data valid to end of write tow 20 25 30 ns 

Data hold time toH 0 0 0 ns 

Write enable to output in high-Z twz 0 20 0 25 0 30 ns (Note 4) 

Output active from end of write tcm 0 0 0 ns (Note 3) 

Notes: 

(1) Input pulse levels = GND to 3.0 V; input pulse rise and fall times (3) Transition is measured at ±200 mV from steady-state voltage 

= 5 ns; timing reference levels = 1.5 V; see figures 1 and 2 for with the loading shown in figure 2. 

output load. (4) Transition is measured at VoL + 200 mV and VoH - 200 mV with 

(2) All read and write cycle timings are referenced from the last valid the loading shown in figure 2. 

address to the first transitioning address. 
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NEC pPD4363 

Figure 1. Output Load 

5V 

4800 

•including Scope and Jig 
831H-4832A 

Figure 2. Output Load for tHz, tLz, toHz, toLz, twz, and tow 

5V 

4800 

; 2550 

•including Scope and Jig 
831H-4831A 

II 
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µPD4363 

Timing waveforms (cont) 

Address Access Cycle 

NEC 

Address ------- ------------A-dd_r_es_s_v_a_lid----------'*------------~
1------------tRc----------~~. 

DOUT 

--------=-----t_o_H_-_-_-_---~--~~~.----------------~ 
Previous Data Valid ~ Data Valid 

Notes: 

[1] WE is held high for a read cycle. 

[2] The device is continually selected, where CS= OE= VIL· 

Chip Select Access Cycle 

-----------~tRc-----------..i 

-----------!ACS------., 

------tLz------1~ 

High Impedance 
DouT --------------------r 

Vee 
Supply 

Current 

7-26 

Notes: 

[1] WE is held high for a read cycle. 

[2] Address valid prior to or coincident with the low transition of CS. 
[3] OE =VIL· 

Data Valid 

831H·6269B 

tHz 

High 

831H·6270B 



NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

OE-Controlled Access Cycle 

pPD4363 

i
t--~~~~~~~~~~tRc~~~~~~~~~~~~. 

Address -------' ..._ _________ A_dd_r_es_s_v_a_11d _________ .... *..._-----------
~~1--~~~~~~~tAA~~~~~~~--

OE 

Impedance 

Dour _____ H_ig_h_lm_p_e_da_n_c_e ___________ -< High 

Notes: 

(1] WE is held high for a read cycle. 

[2] The device is continually selected, where Cs= VIL· 
831H·6271B 

WE-Controlled Write Cycle 

Address 
==tw-c-~-i.....____ 

,__~~~~~~~~~tcw~~~~~~~~~--1~ 'I 
...................... .,........, .................... 

cs 
(Nore1] _.. __ ...._...._.._.._..___.. _______________________________ -+-............... ..._ .......................................... ..._ ..................... _ 

DIN 

Dour 

Notes: 

(1] Cs or WE must be high during address transition. 

(2] If OE Is high, the 1/0 pins remain in high Impedance. 

1---twz 

(3] During this period, the 1/0 pins may be active (OE low). Therefore, data 
Input signals of opposite polarity to the outputs must not be applied. 

Data-In Valid 

!---tow 
High Impedance 

831H·6272B 
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pPD4363 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

CS-Controlled Write Cycle 

Address 

t •we 

____ __.; E""" ... _t_A_s---------tAwt-c_w __________ ~-_-_-_-_ -_ -_ -_-_-_-: _ _, .... ~~ 

DIN 

Dour 

7-28 

14-----~twp~----~ 

1.-twz 

Notes: 

[1) CS or WE must be high during address transition. 

[2) If OE is high, the 1/0 pins remain in high impedance. 

[3) During this period, the 1/0 pins may be active (OE low). Therefore, data 
Input signals of opposite polarity to the outputs must not be applied. 

Data-in Valid 

NEC 

High Impedance 

831H-6273B 



NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µ.PD43251 is a 262,144-word by 1-bit static RAM 
fabricated with advanced silicon-gate technology. A 
unique design that uses CMOS peripheral circuits and 
N-channel memory cells with polysilicon resistors 
makes the µPD43251 a high-speed device that requires 
no clock or refreshing. The µ.PD43251 is available in 
24-pin plastic DIP or 24-pin plastic SOJ packaging. 

Features 

o 262,144-word x 1-bit organization 
o Single + 5-volt power supply 
o Fully static operation-no clock or refreshing 

required 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o Separated data input and output 
o Three-state outputs 
o Power dissipation 

- 100 mA max (active) 
- 2 mA max (standby) 

o Standard 300-mil, 24-pin plastic DIP or plastic SOJ 
packaging 

Ordering Information 
Access 

Part Number Time (max) Package 

~PD43251 C-35 35ns 24-pin plastic DIP 

C-45 45ns 

C-55 55ns 

~PD43251 LA-35 35ns 24-pin plastic SOJ 

LA-45 45ns 

LA-55 55ns 

Pin Configuration 

pPD43251 
262,144 x 1-Bit 

Static CMOS RAM 

24-Pin Plastic DIP or SD.I 

Ao vee 
A1 A17 

A4 A14 

A13 

As A12 

A7 A11 

As A10 

Dour Ag 

WE 11 DIN 
GND Cs 

831H-5771A 

Pin ldentlf icatlon 
Symbol Function 

Ao· A17 Address Inputs 

D1N Data Input 

DouT Data output 

"O"S Chip select 

WE Write enable 

GND Ground 

Vee +5-volt power supply 

60012 New speeds to 15 ns will be available in 1991. 7-29 
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pPD43251 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Power supply voltage, Vee -0.5 to +7.0 V 

Input voltage, ViN (Note 1) -0.5 to + 7.0 V 

Output voltage, VouT -0.5 to +7.0 V 

Operating temperature, ToPR Oto +70"C 

Storage temperature, TsTG -55 to + 125°C 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Notes: 

(1) ViN = - 3.0 V min for 20 ns maximum pulse. 

Truth Table 
CS WE Function DouT 
H X Not selected High-Z 

L H Read Output data 

L L Write 

Block Diagram 

Address 8 
Buffer 

DIN ----+-----1 

7-30 

Hlgh-Z 

Row 
Decoder 

Input 
Data 

Control 

Ice 
Standby 

Active 

Active 

NEC 
Capacitance 
TA = +25°C; f = 1 MHz (Note 1); v1N and VouT = o V 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Input capacitance 6 pF 

Output capacitance Co 8 pF 

Notes: 

(1) This parameter Is sampled and not 100% tested. 

Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Supply voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 
Input voltage, low \'IL -0.5 0.8 v 
(Note 1) 

Input voltage, high \'IH 2.2 Vee+ o.3 v 
Ambient temperature TA 0 

Notes: 

(1) ViL = -3.0 V min for 20 ns maximum pulse. 

Memory Cell Array 
256 Rows 

1024 Columns 

Sense Switch 

Column 
Decoder 

Address 
Buffer 

~Vee 

~GND 

Output 
Data 

Control 

70 ·c 

DouT 

831H·5772B 



NEC 
DC Characteristics 
TA = o to + 70°C; Vee = +5.0 V ± 10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ 

Input leakage current lu -2 

Output leakage current llo -2 

Operating supply current Ice 

Standby supply current 159 

lse1 

Output voltage, low Vol 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 

AC Characteristics 
TA = o to + 70°C; Vee = +5.0 V ± 10% 

µPD43251·35 

Parameter Symbol Min Max 

Read Operation 

Read cycle time tRC 35 

Read access time tAA 35 

Chip select access time tACs 35 

Output hold from address change toH 5 

Chip select to output In low-Z tclz 5 

Chip deselect to output in hlgh·Z tcHz 0 15 

Write Operation 

Write cycle time twc 35 

Chip select to end of write tcw 30 

Address valid to end of write tAw 30 

Address setup time tAs 0 

Write pulse width twp 25 

Write recovery time twR 0 

Data valid to end of write tow 15 

Data hold time toH 0 

Write enable to output in high·Z twHZ 0 15 

Output active from end of write too 0 

Notes: 

(1) Input pulse levels = GND to 3.0 V; input pulse rise and fall time 
= 5 ns; timing reference levels = 1.5 V; see figures 1 and 2 for the 
output load. 

(2) All read and write cycle timings are referenced from the last valid 
address to the first transitioning address. 

pPD43251 

Max Unit Test Conditions 

2 p.A \iN = o V to Vee 

2 p.A Vour = o V to Vee; 'CS" = V1H 

100 rnA ~ = \'il; lour = o mA 

30 rnA ~ = ViH; \'IN = ViH or Vil 

2 rnA ~ C!:: Vcc-0.2V; V1N :S 0.2Vor C!:: Vcc-0.2V 

0.4 v lol = 8.0rnA 

v loH = - 4.0 rnA 

J£PD43251·45 µPD43251·55 

Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions (Note 1) 

45 55 ns (Note 2) 

45 55 ns 

45 55 ns 

5 5 ns 

5 5 ns (Note 3) 

0 20 0 25 ns (Note 4) 

'45 55 ns (Note 2) 

40 50 ns 

40 50 ns 

0 0 ns 

35 45 ns 

0 0 ns 

20 25 ns 

0 0 ns 

0 20 0 25 ns (Note 4) 

0 0 ns (Note 3) 

(3) The transition is measured ±200 mV from steady-state voltage 
with the loading shown in figure 2. 

(4) The transition ls measured at Vol + 200 mV and VoH - 200 mV 
with the loading shown in figure 2. 
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pPD43251 NEC 
Figure 1. Output Load 

sv 

~ 4800 

i 2550 ~ 30pF• 

'Including Scope and Jig 
831H-5773B 

Figure 2. Output Load tor tCHa tcLa to• and twHz 

sv 

4800 

DoUT ---------

~ 2550 *SpF• 

'Including Scope and Jig 
831H-5n4B 
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NEC 
Timing Waveforms 

Address Access Cycle 

Address Address Valid 

pPD43251 

t
t'------------tRc----------s 

- ..______ -toH 

"'"-----toH------

DouT Previous Data Valid Data Valid 

Notes: 

[1] WE is held high for a read cycle. 

[2] The device is continually selected, where Cs = V1L. 
831H·5n5B 

Chip Select Access Cycle 

Cs ---i~-~=-~-=~=t-C=LZ~=-~-=-~-t-A-C~:-R-C=--=~--=~~----~1 ___ tcLZ·----
DoUT ~~~~~~~~H-i~gh_l_m~pe_d_a_nce~~~~~~ Data Valid 

Notes: 

[1] WE is held high for a read cycle. 

[2] Address valid prior to or coincident with the low transition of Cs. 
831H-5776B 
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pPD43251 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

WE-Controlled Write Cycle 

Address Address Valid 

r-: 
---tAW--~ 

~·-r.--~~-tAs~~~__,~ ~..-~~~-twp~~~~-

DIN Data-in Valid 

~tow 

DQUT Data Undefined 
High Impedance 

Notes: 

[1] Cs or WE must be high during address transition. 
[2] A write cycle occurs during the overlap of a low Cs and a low WE. 
[3] twR is measured between Cs or WE, whichever rising edge occurs first, and the end of two 

7-34 
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NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

CS-Controlled Write Cycle 

pPD43251 

DOUT ~~~~~~-tW-HZ3I-----------~ High Impedance 
Data Undefined 

Notes: 

[1] Cs or WE must be high during address transition. 

[2] A write cycle occurs during the overlap of a low Cs and a low WE. 
[3] twR is measured between Cs or WE, whichever rising edge occurs first, and the end of twc 

831H-5nBB 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µPD46251 is a 262,144x1-bit static RAM featuring a 
fast access time made possible by ultra-high-speed 
BiCMOS technology. Fully static operation requires no 
external clock or refreshing. A chip select (CS) power 
down function guarantees low power consumption of 10 
mA while the device is in standby. 

The µPD46251 is packaged in a 24-pin plastic SOJ. 

Features 

o Fast access times of 20 and 25 ns maximum 
o Single + 5-volt power supply 
o Fully static operation-no clock or refreshing 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o Separated data input and output 
o Three-state outputs 
o Low power dissipation 

- 140 mA max (active) 
- 10 mA max (standby) 

o Standard 24-pin plastic SOJ packaging 

Ordering Information 
Part Number Access Time (max) Package 

µPD46251LA-20 20 ns 24-pln plastic SOJ 
~~~~~~~~~~ 

LA-25 25 ns 

60013 

pPD46251 
262,144 x 1-Blt 

Static BICMOS RAM 

Pin Configuration 

24-Pin Plastic SOJ 

Vee 
A17 

A16 

A3 A15 

A4 A14 

AS A13 

A6 A12 

A11 

A10 

DouT Ag 

WE 11 D1N 
GND Cs 

831H-5781A 

Pin ldentlf icatlon 
Symbol Function 

Ao· A17 Address Inputs 

D1N Data input 

DouT Data output 

~ Chip select 

WE Write enable 

GND Ground 

Vee +5-volt power supply 
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µPD46251 NEC 
Absolute Maximum Ratings Capacitance 
Power supply voltage, Vee -o.5 to + 1.ov TA= +25°C; f = 1 MHz (Note 1); V1N and VouT = OV 
~~~~~~~..;..,;;_~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Input voltage, ViN (Note 1) _ o.5 to + 7,0 v Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max 
~~~~~_;_~...:,__~~~~~~~~_:_~....:....=--

0 u t put voltage, VouT -0.5 to +7.0 V 

Operating temperature, ToPR Oto +70°C 

Storage temperature, TSTa - 55 to + 125°0 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Notes: 

(1) ViN = - 3.0 V min for a 20 ns maximum pulse. 

Input capacitance 

Output capacitance CouT 8 

Notes: 

(1) This parameter is sampled and not 100% tested. 

Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max 

Supply voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 

Input voltage, low \'iL -0.5 0.8 

Unit 

pF 

pF 

Unit 

v 
v 

Truth Table 
Input voltage, high \'iH 2.2 Vee+ 0.3 v 

Function 

Not selected H 

Read L 

Write L 

Block Diagram 

x 
H 

L 

Address 
Buffer 

DouT 
High-Z 

Output data 

Hlgh-Z 

Row 
Decoder 

DIN ---+----1 
Input 
Data 

Control 

7-38 

Ice 
Standby 

Active 

Active 

Operating temperatue TA 0 

Notes: 

(1) ViL = - 3.0 V min for 20 ris maximum pulse. 

Memory Cell Array 
256 Rows 

1024 Columns 

Sense Switch 

Column 
Decoder 

Address 
Buffer 

~Vee 

..-GND 

Output 
Data 

Control 

70 ·c 

DOUT 

831H-5772B 



NEC 
DC Characteristics 
TA = o to +10°C; Vee= +5.0 V ± 10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max 

Input leakage current lu -2 2 

Output leakage current ILO -20 20 

Operating supply current Ice 140 

Standby supply current lss 40 

lss1 10 

Output voltage, low Vol 0.4 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 

AC Characteristics 
TA = o to +10°C; Vee = +5.0V ± 10% 

#1PD46251 ·20 

Parameter Symbol Min Max 

Read Operation 

Read cycle time tRe 20 

Address access time tAA 20 

Chip select access time tACs 20 

Output hold from address change toH 3 

Chip select to output in low-Z teLZ 3 

Chip deselect to output in high-Z teHz 0 10 

Write Operation 

Write cycle time twe 20 

Chip select to end of write tew 17 

Address valid to end of write tAw 17 

Address setup time tAs 0 

Write pulse width twp 17 

Write recovery time twR 3 

Data valid to end of write tow 12 

Data hold time toH 0 

Write enable to output in high-Z twHZ 0 10 

Output active from end of write tCYN 0 

Notes: 

(1) Input pulse levels = GND to 3.0 V; input pulse rise and fall time 
= 3 ns; timing reference levels = 1.5 V; see figures 1 and 2 for the 
output load. 

(2) All read and write cycle timings are referenced from the last valid 
address to the first transitioning address. 

µPD46251 

Unit Test Conditions 

µA ViN = o V to Vee; Vee = Vee (max) 

µA VouT = o V to Vee; ~ = V1H; 
Vee = Vee (max) 

mA ~ = ViL; louT = o mA 

mA ~ = ViH; 'liN = 'liH or 'liL 

mA ~ = Vee - 0.2 V; V1N :s 0.2 v or ~ Vee - 0.2 v 
v loL = 8.0 mA 

v loH = -4.0 mA 

#1PD46251·25 

Min Max Unit Test Conditions (Note 1) 

25 ns (Note 2) 

25 ns 

25 ns 

3 ns 

3 ns (Note 3) 

0 13 ns (Note 4) 

25 ns (Note 2) 

20 ns 

20 ns 

0 ns 

20 ns 

3 ns 

15 ns 

0 ns 

0 13 ns (Note 4) 

0 ns (Note 3) 

(3) The transition is measured ±200 mV from steady-state voltage 
with the loading shown in figure 2. 

(4) The transition is measured at VoL + 200 mV and VoH- 200 mV 
with the loading shown in figure 2. 
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µPD46251 NEC 
Figure 1. Output Load 

sv 

4800 

DouT 

2550 *30pF* 

-=-
*Including Scope and Jig 

83IH-5n3B 

Figure 2. Output Load for tCHa tcLa to• and twHz 

sv 

-i 4800 

~ 2550 JSpF* 

~---.... 

l 
*Including Scope and Jig 

83IH-5774B 
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NEC 
Timing Waveforms 

Address Access Cycle 

Address ___ _ t
t--~~~~~~~~~~tRc~~~~~~~~~~~ 

~-t--~~~-tOH~~~-oi 

DouT Previous Data Valid 

Notes: 

[1] WE is held high for a read cycle. 

[2] The device Is continually selected, where CS= VIL· 

Chip Select Access Cycle 

DouT ~~~~~~~~-H-ig_h_lm~pe_d_a_nce~~~~~-c 

Notes: 

[1] WE is held high for a read cycle. 

[2] Address valid prior to or coincident with the low transition of CS. 

pPD46251 

Data Valid 

831H·5775B 

Data Valid 

• 
831H·5776B 
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pPD46251 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

WE-Controlled Write Cycle 

NEC 

DOUT 

___ '~'=: __ _ 
Data Undefined _J High Impedance 

Notes: 

(1) Cs or WE must be high during address transition. 

(2) A write cycle occurs during the overlap of a low Cs and a low WE. 
(3) twR Is measured between Cs or WE, whichever rising edge occurs first, and the end of twc. 

831H-snas 
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t\'EC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

CS-Controlled Write Cycle 

pPD46251 

--tWHZ3 

High Impedance 
DQUT Data Undefined J-------------'---------

Notes: 

[1] CS or WE must be high during address transition. 

[2] A write cycle occurs during the overlap of a low CS and a low WE. 
[3] twR is measured between CS or WE, whichever rising edge occurs first, and the end of twc. 

83IH·5778B 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µPD43254 is a 65,536-word by 4-bit static RAM 
fabricated with advanced silicon-gate technology. 
CMOS peripheral circuits and N-channel memory cells 
with polysilicon resistors make the µPD43254 a high
speed device that requires very low power and no clock 
or refreshing. 

The µPD43254 is available in standard 24-pin plastic 
DIP and SOJ packaging. 

Features 

o 65,536-word x 4-bit organization 
o Single + 5-volt power supply 
o Fully static operation-no clock or refreshing 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o Common 1/0 capability 
o Low power dissipation 

-120 mA max (active) 
-2 mA max (standby) 

o Standard 24-pin plastic DIP and SOJ packaging 

Ordering Information 
Part Number Access Time (max) Package 

µPD43254C-35 35 ns 24-pin plastic DIP 

C-45 45 ns 

C-55 55 ns 

µPD43254LA-35 35 ns 24-pin plastic SOJ 

LA-45 45 ns 

LA-55 55 ns 

Pin Configurations 

24-Pin Plastic DIP 

Ao 

A1 

A2 

A3 

A4 
As 

As 

A1 

As 
Ag 
Cs 

GND 

24-Pin Plastic SOJ 

Ao 
A1 

A2 

A3 

A4 

As 
As 

A1 

As 
Ag 
Cs 

GND 

Pin ldentif ication 
Symbol 

Ao-A15 

1/01 - 1/04 

cs 

WE 

GND 

Vee 

60057 New speeds to 15 ns will be available in 1991. 

µPD43254 
65,536 x 4-Bit 

Static CMOS RAM 

Vee 
A1S 

A14 

A13 

A12 
A11 

A10 
l/04 

1/03 

1102 

1101 

WE 

831H-6257A 

24 Vee 
2 23 A1S 
3 22 A14 
4 21 A13 
s v 20 A12 
s 

I/) 
1g C\I A11 C') 

7 ~ 18 A10 a. 
:i 17 1/04 

g 1S 1/03 

10 1S 1102 
11 14 1101 
12 13 WE 

831H-6n6A 

Function 

Address inputs 

Data inputs and outputs 

Chip select 

Write enable 

Ground 

+ 5-volt power supply 
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µPD43254c 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Supply voltage, Vee -0.5 to +7.0 V 

Input and output voltages, V1N (Note 1) -0.5 to +7.0 V 

Operating temperature, TopR o to +70°C 

Storage temperature, TSTG - 55 to + 125°C 

Power dissipation, Po 1.0W 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Notes: 

(1) V1N (min) = -3.0 V for 20 ns pulse. 

Capacitance 
TA = 25°C: V1N and VoouT = 0 V; f = 1 MHz (Note 1) 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Unit 

Input capacitance 6 pF 

Output capacitance CoouT 8 pF 

Notes: 

(1) This parameter is sampled and not 100% tested. 
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NEC 
Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Supply voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 
Input voltage, high V1H 2.2 Vee+ 0.3 v 
Input voltage, low V1L -0.5 0.8 v 
Operating temperature TA 0 70 ·c 
Notes: 

(1) V1L = -3.0 V for 20 ns pulse. 

Truth Table 
Function cs WE Input/Output •cc 
Not selected H x Hlgh·Z Standby 

Read L H DouT Active 

Write L L D1N Active 

Notes: 

(1) X = don't care. 



NEC 
Block Diagram 

V01 

V02 

Address 
Buffer 

8 

V03 ---+-+-+----1 

V04 

Row 
Decoder 

Input 
Data 

Control 

Output 
Data 

Control 

Memory Cell 
Array 

256 Rows 
256 x 4 Columns 

Sense/Switch 

Column 
Decoder 

8 

Address 
Buffer 

pPD43254 

831H-4824B 
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pPD43254 

DC Characteristics 
TA= Oto +70"C; Vee= +5.0V :I: 10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ 

Input leakage current ILi -2 

Output leakage current ILO -2 

Operating supply current Ice 

Standby supply current lse 

lse1 

Output voltage, low VoL 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 

AC Characteristics 
TA= Oto +70"C; Vee .. +5.0V :I: 10% 

l'PD43254-35 

Parameter Symbol Min Max 

Read Operation 

Read cycle time tRc 35 

Address access time tAA 35 

Chip select access time tAcs 35 

Output hold from address change toH 5 

Chip selection to output In low-Z tcLz 5 

Chip deselectlon to output In hlgh-Z tcHz 0 15 

Write Operation 

Write cycle time twc 35 

Chip select to end of write tcw 30 

Address valid to end of write tAW 30 

Address setup time tAs 0 

Write pulse width twp 30 

Write recovery time twR 0 

Data valid to end of write tow 15 

Data hold time toH 0 

Write enable to output In hlgh-Z twHz 0 15 

Output active from end of write tow 0 

Notes: 

(1) Input pulse levels = GND to 3.0 V; Input pulse rise and fall times 
= 5 ns; timing reference levels = 1.5 V; see figures 1 and 2 for 
output load. 

(2) All read cycle timings are referenced from the last valid address to 
the first transitioning address. 
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NEC 

Max Unit Test Conditions 

2 

2 

120 

30 

2 

0.4 

p.A V1N = 0 V to V CC 

p.A VouT = o V to Vee: 'O'S = ViH 

mA 'O'S .. V1L: loouT = o mA 

mA 'O'S= V1H 

mA 'O'S ii!: Vee - 0.2 V; V1N :s: 0.2 V or ii!: Vee - 0.2 V 

v loL • 8.0mA 

v loH = -4.0mA 

f'PD43254-45 l'PD43254-55 

Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

45 55 ns (Note 2) 

45 55 ns 

45 55 ns 

5 5 ns 

5 5 ns (Note 3) 

0 20 0 25 ns (Note 4) 

45 55 ns (Note 2) 

40 50 ns 

40 50 ns 

0 0 ns 

40 50 ns 

0 0 ns 

20 25 ns 

0 0 ns 

0 20 0 25 ns (Note4) 

0 0 ns (Note 3) 

(3) Transition is measured at :t200 mV from steady-state voltage 
with the load shown in figure 2. 

(4) Transition Is measured at VoL + 200 mV and VoH - 200 mV with 
the load shown in figure 2. 



NEC pPD43254 

Figure 1. Output Load 

SV 

4800 

: 2550 ::!: 30 pF* 

•including Scope and Jig 
83IH-4832A 

Figure 2. Output Load tor tCHz, tcLz, twHz, and tow 

SV 

4800 

DouT --------. 

~ 2550 J spF• 

~1 
•including Scope and Jig 

831H·4831A 

II 
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µPD43254 

Timing Waveforms 

Address Access Cycle 

Address Address Valid 

NEC 

~
E------------~tRc~--~--~-~----~E 

------------- .__ _________________ t_AA----------~------~----~------~-~------~ -to_H ______________ _ 

- toH------

Dour Previous Data Valid Data Valid 

Notes: 

[1] WE is held high for a read cycle. 

[2] The device Is continually selected, where CS= VIL· 
831H·5775B 

Chip Select Access Cycle 

~ME--~--~~--~-----~tRc--------~----~--~--t 

~""'~~~~~~~~-tC_L_Z~----~------~ -M--------------------~ 1CHZ 

Dour ___________ H_1g_h_1m_p_e_d_an_c_e ___________ --< 
Data Valid 

High 

Impedance 

Notes: 

[1] WE Is held high for a read cycle. 

(2] Address valid prior to or coincident with the low transition of Cs. 
831H·6772B 
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NEC pPD43254 

WE-Controlled Write Cycle 

Address 

14----------~tAw~----------~ 

i.----------tcw'~----------<.i 

cs 
[Nora1] ~~~..l..;~~~.!.l.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-1.-fL-.L...1.;...£..1....<'-:-'...L..t-.1...1-L..J.-1-.L...1."-L-'-'-'--

i-----tAs-----<~ 

toH 
i-----tow·~----i.-.;;;.;..;,,~ 

Notes: 

(1] Cs or WE must be high during address transition. 
(2] A write cycle occurs during the overlap of a low Cs ~d a low WE. 
[3] twR Is measured between the rising edge of either cs or WE, 

whichever occurs first, and the end of twc. 

Data-In Valid 

~tow--j_. 
High Impedance ~ llJll ll!J: 

831H·6773B 
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pPD43254 

Timing waveforms (cont) 

CS-Controlled Write Cycle 

NEC 

Address ~ 
•we ~ 

------tAw---~•wj'--

7-52 

tAs~.i+--------tcw----------

Data-In Valid 

~tWHZ=I 
DouT f /11/////!J /!o7~+H+711! ///J //lm--H-igh lm_pedan_ce __ 

Notes: 

[1) CS or WE must be high during address transition. 
[2] A write cycle occurs during the overlap of a low Cs and a low WE. 
[3) twRls measured between the rising edge of either Cs or WE, 

whichever occurs first, and the end of twc. 
831H-6774B 



NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µ.PD43256A is a 32,768-word by 8-bit static RAM 
fabricated with advanced silicon-gate technology. Its 
unique design uses CMOS peripheral circuits and N
channel memory cells with polysilicon resistors to make 
the µ.PD43256A a high-speed device that requires very 
low power and no clock or refreshing. 

Minimum standby power is drawn when CS is high, 
independent of the other inputs' levels. Data retention is 
guaranteed at a power supply voltage as low as 2 V. The 
µ.PD43256A is available in standard 28-pin plastic DIP, 
28-pin plastic minif lat, or 32-pin plastic TSOP 
packaging. 

Features 

o Single + 5-volt power supply 
o Fully static operation-no clock or refreshing 

required 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o Common 1/0 using three-state outputs 
o One CS pin and one OE pin for easy application 
o Data retention of 2 V minimum 
o Standard 28-pin plastic DIP and miniflat packaging 
o Standard 32-pin plastic TSOP packaging 

(with either normal or reverse bent leads) 

60054 

Pin Configurations 

pPD43256A 
32, 768 x 8-Blt 

Static CMOS RAM 

28-Pin Plastic DIP or lliniflat 

A14 Vee 
A12 WE 

A1 A13 

As As 

As Ag 

A4 A11 

A3 OE 

A2 A10 

A1 cs 
Ao l!Oa 

I/Ci 1107 

llG.! 1105 

llOJ 1105 

GND 1104 

831H·6258A 

Pin Identification 
Symbol Function 

Address inputs 

1/01 -1/08 Data inputs and outputs 

Chip select 

Output enable 

WE Write enable 

GND Ground 

Vee +5-volt power supply 

NC No connection 
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11PD43256A 

Pin Configurations (cont) 

32-Pln Plaatlc TSOP (nor11111/ leadll, lop rlew) 

OE 10. 
A11 2 

NC 3 

Ag 4 

As s 

A13 6 

WE 7 

Vee s 

A14 g 
µPD43256A 

A12 10 

A1 11 

As 12 

As 13 

NC 14 

A4 1S 

A3 16 

32-Pln Plaatlc TSOP (rererse bent ludll, bottom rlew) 

A10 

Cs 
NC 

I/Os 

I/~ 
1105 

1105 

1104 

GND 

1103 

1102 

1101 

Ao 

NC 

A1 

A2 

7-54 

3~ 

31 

30 

29 

2S 

27 

26 

2S 
µPD43256A 

24 

23 

22 

21 

20 

1g 

1S 

17 

Notes: 
(1) This package Is designed to be mounted with the top of the package 

closest to the mounting surface. In this position, the exposed side will be 
the bottom of the package. 

NEC 

32 A10 

31 Cs 
30 NC 

2g I/Os 

1107 

1105 

26 llOs 

1104 

GND 

1103 

1102 

1101 

Ao 
NC 

A1 

A2 

831H-6328A 

OE 

A11 
3 NC 

4 Ag 

s As 

A13 

WE 
s Vee 
9 A14 

10 A12 
11 A1 
12 A5 
13 As 
14 NC 

1S A4 
16 A3 

831H-6329A 



NEC pPD43256A 

Ordering Information 
Data Retention Current (max) 

Part Number Access Time (max) TA= Oto70°C Package 

p.PD43256AC-85L 85ns 50µA 28-pin plastic DIP (600 miO 

C-10L 100ns 

C-12L 120 ns 

C-15L 150 ns 

p.PD43256AC-85LL 85ns 20µA 28-pin plastic DIP (600 mlO 

C-10LL 100 ns 

C-12LL 120ns 

C-15LL 150 ns 

p.PD43256AGU·85L 85ns 50µA 28-pin plastic miniflat 

GU-10L 100 ns 

GU-12L 120 ns 

GU-15L 150 ns 

p.PD43256AGU·85LL 85ns 20µA 28-pin plastic miniflat 

GU-10LL 100ns 

GU·12LL 120 ns 

GU-15LL 150ns 

p.PD43256AGX-10L·EJA 100ns 50µA 32-pin plastic TSOP (normal leads) 

GX·12L-EJA 120ns 

p.PD43256AGX·10LL-EJA 100ns 20µA 32-pin plastic TSOP (normal leads) 

GX-12LL-EJA 120ns 

II p.PD43256AGX-10L-EKA 100 ns 50µA 32-pin plastic TSOP (reverse bent leads) 

GX-12L-EKA 120ns 

p.PD43256AGX-10LL·EKA 100ns 20µA 32-pln plastic TSOP (reverse bent leads) 

GX·12LL-EKA 120ns 
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11PD43256A 

Block Diagram 

7-56 

As 

Ag 
A11 

Address 
Buffer 

VOa ----+----il---1 

Row 
Decoder 

Input 
Data 

Control 

Memory Cell 
Array 

512 Rows 
64 x 8 Columns 

Sense/Switch 

Column 
Decoder 

Address 
Buffer 

Output 
Data 

control 

NEC 

831H·6435B 



NEC 
Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Supply voltage, Vee (Note 1) -0.5 to +7.0 V 

Input voltage, ViN (Note 1) -0.5 to Vee + 0.5 V 

Output voltage, Vi10 (Note 1) -0.5 to Vee + 0.5 v 

Operating temperature, ToPR Oto +70"C 

Storage temperature, TSTG -55 to + 125°0 

Power dissipation, Po 1.0W 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device rellablllty; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the llmlts specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Notes: 

(1) - 3.0 V minimum (pulse width = 50 ns). 

Capacitance 
TA - +25°C; f = 1 MHz; V1N and VouT = ov 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Unit 

Input capacitance C1 5 pF 

Input/output capacitance Cvo 8 pF 

Notes: 

(1) This parameter Is sampled and not 100% tested. 

DC Characteristics 
TA= Oto +70"C; Vee= +5.0V :I: 10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ 

Input leakage current Ill -1 

1/0 leakage current ILO -1 

Operating supply current leeA1 

leeA2 

leeA3 

Standby supply current lse 

lse1 0.002 

Output voltage, low Vol 

Output voltage, high VoH1 2.4 

VoH2 Vee-0.5 

Notes: 

(1) 1tPD43256A-10L/-10LL/-12L/-12LL = 40 mA (max). 
1tPD43256A-15L/-15LL = 35 mA (max). 

(2) 1tPD43256AGX-10LL/-12LL = 50 p.A (max). 

pPD43256A 

Truth Table 
cs OE WE Function 1/0 Ice 
H x x Not selected Hlgh-Z Standby 

L H H Not selected Hlgh-Z Active 

L L H Read DouT Active 

L x L Write D1N Active 

Notes: 

(1) X • don't care. 

Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Supply voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 

Input voltage, low "'tl -0.3 0.8 v 
(Note 1) 

Input voltage, high \'iH 2.2 Vee+ o.5 v 

Ambient temperature TA 0 70 ·c 
Notes: 

(1) -3.0Vmlnlmum (pulsewldth •sons). 

Max Unit Test Conditions II p.A ViN = OVto Vee 

p.A Vvo = OVto Vee:~ i1!: V1H or OE i1!: V1H 
orWE :s V1L 

45 mA 'O'S :s V1L (min cycle); 1110 = 0 V (Note 1) 

10 mA °O'S = V1L: 1110 = 0 V 

10 mA 'O'S :s 0.2 V; f = 1 MHz; lvo = 0 V; V1L :s 0.2 V: 
V1H i1!: Vee-0.2V 

3 ma °O'S i1!: V1H 

0.1 mA 'O'S i1!: Vee - 0.2 V (Note 2) 

0.4 v loL = 2.1 mA 

v loH = -1.0 mA 

v loH = -0.1 mA 
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pPD43256A NEC 
AC Characteristics {for Land LL Versions) 
TA= 0 to +70"C; Vee= +5.0V :I: 10% 

JlPD43256A·85 f'PD43258A·10 f'PD43256A·12 f'P043256A·15 Teat 
Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Unit Conditions 

Read Operation 

Read cycle time tRC 85 100 120 150 ns 

Address access tAA 85 100 120 150 ns (Note 2) 
time 

Chip select tACs 85 100 120 150 ns (Note 2) 
access time 

Output enable toE 40 50 60 70 ns (Note 2) 
to output valid 

Output hold toH 10 10 10 10 ns 
from address 
change 

Chip select to tcLz 10 10 10 10 ns (Note 3) 
output In low-Z 

Output enable toLz 5 5 5 5 ns (Note 3) 
to output In 
low-Z 

Chip select to tcHz 30 35 40 50 ns (Note 3) 
output In hlgh-Z 

Output enable to Hz 30 35 40 50 ns (Note 3) 
to output In 
hlgh-Z 

Write Operation 

Write cycle time twc 85 100 120 150 ns 

Chip select to tcw 70 80 85 100 ns 
end of write 

Address valid to tAw 70 80 85 100 ns 
end of write 

Address setup tAs 0 0 0 0 ns 
time 

Write pulse twP 65 70 70 90 ns 
width 

Write recovery twR 5 5 5 5 ns 
time 

Data valid to tow 35 40 50 60 ns 
end of write 

Data hold time loH 0 0 0 0 ns 

Write enable to · twHZ 30 35 40 50 ns (Note 3) 
output In hlgh-Z 

Output active tow 10 10 10 10 ns (Note 3) 
from end of 
write 

Notes: 

(1) Input pulse levels = 0.8 to 2.2 V; input pulse rise and fall times = (2) See figure 1 for output load. 
5 ns; timing reference levels = 1.5 V. (3) See figure 2 for output load. 
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NEC 
Low Vee Data Retention Characteristics 
TA= Oto 10°C 

Parameter Symbol Min 

Data retention supply voltage VeeoR 2.0 

Data retention supply current leeoR 

Chip deselection to data retention tcoR 0 

Operation recovery time tR tRe 

Notes: 

Typ 

(1) For p.PD43256A-LL, leeoR = 20 p.A (max) at TA = o to 10°C and 
3 p.A (max) at TA = O to 40°C. 

(2) For p.PD43256A-L, lceoR = 15 p.A (max) at TA = o to 40°C. 

Data Retention Timing 

5 v -----+----.. 
4.5 v 

Vee 

V1H - - -

VeeDR - - -

Cs V1L 

Data Retention 

cs;:; Vee-o.2v 

pPD43256A 

Max Unit Test Conditions 

5.5 v ~;;::: Vee-o.2v 

50 p.A Vee = 3.0 V; ~ ~ Vee - 0.2 V (Notes 1, 2) 

ns 

ns 

~-----------------------------------

Note: 
[1] The other inputs (Addresses, OE, WE, VOs) can be in a state of high impedance. 

83lH·6440B 
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µPD43256A NEC 
Figure 1. Output Load 

sv 

~ 1soon 

110---... 

•including scope and Jig 

831H·6306A 

Figure 2. Output Load for tcLz, toLz, tCHz, toHz, lwHz, and tow 

sv 

1soon 

110---... 

990n 

~ 

•1ncludlng scope and Jig 
831H-6307A 
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Timing Waveforms 

Address Access Cycle 

pPD43256A 

f 
>--~~~~~~~~tRc~~~~~~~~~t 

Address Address Valid 

-----toH 

foll-;-----tQH--------l~ 

Dour Previous Data Valid 

Notes: 

[1] WE is held high for a read cycle. 

[2] The device is continually selected, where CS= OE= VIL· 

Chip Select Access Cycle 

..._ -
Address 'If 

j~ 

..._ tAA 

IACS 

tRc 

Address Valid 

Data Valid 

831H-6436B 

..... 

" _A 

fllll(JIJ /II I I !t 
i:=f"21 

11/11/J( J// I /11/Z 
-i:===tOH 

tQH 

Dour ________ H_ig_h _lm_pe_d_an_c_e _______ -+~'-<I Data Valid High 
-... ........ ..._ ____________ _........_.....,,Impedance 

Notes: 

[1] WE is high for a read cycle. 

[2] Addres~ valid prior to or coincident with the low transition of CS. 
831H-6437B 
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pPD43256A 

Timing waveforms (cont) 

WE-Controlled Write Cycle 

Address Address Valid 

DIN -~~~~~~----"-:~----t-Dw====--)1\__ Data-in Valid 

DQUT 

7-62 

!+--twHZ 
Data Undefined [Note 4] 

Notes: 

[1] A write cycle occurs during the overlap of a low Cs and a low WE. 

[2] Cs or WE must be high during address transition. 

[3] If OE Is high, the 110 pins remain In a state of high Impedance. 

[4] During this period, the 1/0 pins may be in the output state. 
Therefore, Input signals of opposite phase must not be applied. 

High Impedance 

NEC 

[Note4] 

831H·6438B 



NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Cl-Controlled Write Cycle 

pPD43256A 

DIN 
________ _r.--r------tDw~----.+_:-_t_o"j.---__ _ 

)K. Data-In Valid _)K 

Notes: 

(1] A write cycle occurs during the overlap of a low Cs and a low WE. 

[2] Cs or WE must be high during address transition. 

[3] If OE Is high, the 110 pins remain In a state of high Impedance. 

831H·6439B 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µPD43256B is a 32,768-word by 8-bit static RAM 
fabricated with advanced silicon-gate technology. Its 
unique design uses CMOS peripheral circuits and N
channel memory cells with polysilicon resistors to 
make the µPD43256B a high-speed device that requires 
very low power and no clock or refreshing. 

Minimum standby power is drawn when CS is high, 
independent of the other inputs' levels. Data retention 
is guaranteed at a power supply voltage as low as 2 V. 
The µPD43256B is available in standard 28-pin plastic 
DIP, 28-pin plastic minif lat, or 32-pin plastic TSOP 
packaging. 

Features 

o Single + 5-volt power supply 
o Fully static operation-no clock or refreshing 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o Common 1/0 using three-state outputs 
D One cs pin and one OE pin for easy application 
o Data retention of 2 V minimum 
o Standard 28-pin plastic DIP and miniflat packaging 
o Standard 32-pin plastic TSOP packaging 

(with either normal or reverse bent leads) 
o Fast access time of 55 ns 

Ordering Information 
Access 

Part Number Time (max) Package 

µPD432568C-55L 55 ns 28-pin plastic DIP 

C-70L 70 ns 

C-85L 85 ns 

µPD432568GU-55L 55 ns 28-pin plastic miniflat 

GU-70L 70 ns 

GU-85L 85 ns 

µPD432568GX55L-EJA 55 ns 32-pin plastic TSOP 

GX70L-EJA 70 ns 
(normal leads) 

GX85L-EJA 85 ns 

µPD432568GX55L-EKA 55 ns 32-pin plastic TSOP 

GX70L-EKA 70 ns 
(reverse bent leads) 

GX85L-EKA 85 ns 

60117 

pPD43256B 
32,768 x 8-Bit 

Static CMOS RAM 

Pin Configurations 

28-Pin Plastic DIP or Miniflat 

A14 Vee 

A12 WE 

A1 A13 

Ae Aa 
As Ag 
A4 A11 

A3 OE 

A2 A10 

A1 Cs 
Ao 11oa 

1/01 1107 

1102 1106 

1/03 1/05 

GND 1104 

83YL·7194A 

Pin ldentif ication 
Symbol Function 

Ao-A14 Address inputs 

Data inputs and outputs 

cs Chip select' 

Output enable 

Write enable 

GND Ground 

Vee + 5-volt power supply 

NC No connection 
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pPD43256B 

Pin Configurations (cont) 

32-Pin Plastic TSOP (normal leads, top view) 

OE 10 
A11 2 

NC 3 

Ag 4 

As s 

A13 6 

WE 7 

Vee s 

A14 g 
µPD43256B 

A12 10 

A7 11 

As 12 

As 13 

NC 14 

A4 1S 

A3 16 

32-Pin Plastic TSOP (reverse bent leads, bottom view) 

A10 

Cs 
NC 

I/Os 

V07 

I/Os 

VOS 

1104 
GND 

1103 

V02 

1101 

Ao 

NC 

A1 

A2 

7-66 

32 

31 

30 

29 

2S 

27 

26 

2S µPD43256B 
24 

23 

22 

21 

20 

1g 

1S 

17 

Notes: 

(1] This package Is designed to be mounted with the top of the package 
closest to the mounting surface. In this position, the exposed side will be 
the bottom of the package. 

NEC 

32 A10 

31 cs 
30 NC 

2g llOs 

2S 1107 

27 1105 

2S llOs 

2S 1104 

24 GND 

23 1103 

22 1102 

21 1101 

20 Ao 
1g NC 

1S A1 

17 A2 

83YL·7195B 

OE 

A11 
3 NC 
4 Ag 

s As 

s A13 
7 WE 

s Vee 
g A14 

10 A12 
11 A1 
12 As 
13 As 
14 NC 

1S A4 
1S A3 

83YL·71968 



NEC 
Block Diagram 

As 

Ag 
An 

Address 
Buffer 

1101 ----+---1r-t 

1/05 ----+--..-r--; 

Row 
Decoder 

Input 
Data 

Control 

Memory Cell 
Array 

512 Rows 
64 x 8 Columns 

Sense/Switch 

Column 
Decoder 

Address 
Buffer 

Output 
Data 

Control 

pPD43256B 

831H-6435B 
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pPD43256B 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Supply voltage, Vee (Note 1) -0.5 to + 7.0 V 

Input voltage, V1N (Note 1) -0.5 to Vee+ 0.5 V 

Output voltage, Vvo (Note 1) -0.5 to Vee+ 0.5 V 

Operating temperature, ToPR o to +70°C 

Storage temperature, TsrG -55 to + 125°C 

Power dissipation, Po 1.0W 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Notes: 

(1) - 3.0 V minimum (pulse width = 50 ns). 

Capacitance 
TA= +25°C; f = 1 MHz; V1N and Vour = O V 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Unit 

Input capacitance 5 pF 

Input/output capacitance Cvo 8 pF 

Notes: 

(1) This parameter is sampled and not 100% tested. 

DC Characteristics 
TA = o to + 70°C; Vee = + 5.0 V ± 10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ 

input leakage current lu -1 

1/0 leakage current ILO -1 

Operating supply current leeA1 

lecA2 

lecA3 

Standby supply current Isa 

lss1 2 

Output voltage, low Vol 

Output voltage, high VoH1 2.4 

VoH2 Vcc-o.5 

Notes: 

(1) µPD432568-55L = 50 mA (max). 
µPD432568-70L/-85L = 45 mA (max). 

NEC 
Truth Table 
cs OE WE Function 1/0 Ice 

H x x Not selected High-Z Standby 

L H H Outputs disabled High-Z Active 

L L H Read Dour Active 

L x L Write D1N Active 

Notes: 

(1) X = don't care. 

Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Supply voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 

Input voltage, low V1L -0.3 0.8 v 
(Note 1) 

Input voltage, high V1H 2.2 Vee+ o.5 v 

Ambient temperature TA 0 70 oc 

Notes: 

(1) - 3.0 V minimum (pulse width = 50 ns). 

Max Unit Test Conditions 

µA V1N = ov to Vee 

µA Vvo = OV to Vee; cs<!: V1H or OE<!: V1H 
or WE s V1L 

50 mA CS s V1L (min cycle); lvo = O V (Note 1) 

10 mA cs= v1L; lvo = ov 

10 mA cs s 0.2V; f = 1 MHz; lvo = OV; 
V1L s 0.2 V; V1H <!: Vee - 0.2 v 

3 mA CS<!: V1H 

100 µA cs<!: Ve0 -o.2v 

0.4 v loL = 2.1 mA 

v loH = -1.0 mA 

v loH = -0.1 mA 



NEC pPD43256B 

AC Characteristics (All Versions) 
TA= o to +10°c; Vee= +5.0V ± 10% 

l'PD43256B·55 l'PD43256B·70 l'PD43256B·85 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Read Operation 

Read cycle time tRe 55 70 85 ns (Note 2) 

Address access time tAA 55 70 85 ns (Note 2) 

Chip select access time tAes 55 70 85 ns (Note 2) 

Output enable to output valid toE 30 35 40 ns (Note 2) 

Output hold from address change toH 10 10 10 ns (Note 2) 

Chip select to output in low-Z teLZ 10 10 10 ns (Note 3) 

Output enable to output in low-Z toLZ 5 5 5 ns (Note 3) 

Chip select to output in high-Z teHZ 30 30 30 ns (Note 3) 

Output enable to output in high-Z to HZ 30 30 30 ns (Note 3) 

Write Operation 

Write cycle time twe 55 70 85 ns 

Chip select to end of write tew 50 60 70 ns 

Address valid to end of write tAw 50 60 70 ns 

Address setup time tAs 0 0 0 ns 

Write pulse width twp 45 55 65 ns 

Write recovery time twR 5 5 5 ns 

Data valid to end of write tow 30 30 35 ns 

Data hold time toH 0 0 0 ns 

II Write enable to output in high-Z twHZ 30 30 30 ns (Note 3) 

Output active from end of write tow 10 10 10 ns (Note 3) 

Notes: 

(1) Input pulse levels = 0.8 to 2.2 V; input pulse rise and fall times= (2) See figure 1 for output load. 

5 ns; timing reference levels = 1.5 V. (3) See figure 2 for output load. 
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µPD43256B 

Low Vee Data Retention Characteristics 
TA= o to 10°c 

Parameter Symbol 

Data retention supply voltage VceoR 

Data retention supply current leeoR 

Chip deselection to data retention teoR 

Operation recovery time 

Notes: 

(1) lecoR = 15µA (max) atTA = o to 40°C. 

Data Retention Timing 

Vee 

V1H - - -

VccoR - - -

CS V1L 

GND-

Note: 

Min Typ 

2.0 

0 

tRc 

Data Retention 

Cs;? Vcc-0.2V 

Max 

5.5 

50 

[1) The other Inputs (Addresses, OE, WE, I/Os) can be In a state of high Impedance. 

7-70 

NEC 

Unit Test Conditions 

v cs;;::: Vce-o.2v 

µA Vee = 3.0 V; cs ;;::: Vee - 0.2 V (Note 1) 

ns 

ns 

831H·6440B 



NEC pPD43256B 

Figure 1. Output Load 

sv 

~ 1000 o 

110----. 

• 9900 1100pF* r 
•including scope and jig 

831H-6306A 

Figure 2. Output Load for tcLz, toLz, tcHz, toHz, twHz, and tow 

sv 

18000 

110---.... 

9900 

II 
*Including scope and jig 

831H-6307A 
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pPD43256B 

Timing Waveforms 

Address Access Cycle 

NEC 

t
c---------~tRc----------

Address -~-

------toH---

Dour Previous Data Valid Data Valid 

Notes: 

(1) WE Is held high for a read cycle. 

(2) The device Is continually selected, where CS= OE= VIL· 
831H·6436B 

Chip Select Access Cycle 

i.-------------tRc-------------

Address Address Valid 

fq'l ll/;7//1/, 
I 

~~9 r1 ~\ \\~ \\\\S'~~1 
toLZ 

~////ll!Z 
toE 

I 
~ 

t:~~ 
Dour 

High Impedance Vil Data Valid ~~' High 

~ -iilJ Impedance 

Notes: 

(1) WE Is high for a read cycle. 

(2) Address valid prior to or coincident with the low transition of CS. 
831H-6437B 
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NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

WE-Controlled Write Cycle 

Address Address Valid 

------tAs-----:M11~----twp-------+1 

DIN 

Dour Data Undefined (Note 4] 

Notes: 

[1] A write cycle occurs during the overlap of a low CS and a low WE. 

[2} Cs or WE must be high during address transition. 

[3) If OE is high, the 110 pins remain in a state of high impedance. 

(4] During this period, the 1/0 pins may be in the output state. 
Therefore, Input signals of opposite phase must not be applied. 

High Impedance 

pPD43256B 

(Note4] 

831H-6438B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

CS-Controlled Write Cycle 

Address Address Valid 

t"""f-----tow--~~-

o1N ------------------.... x----D-a-ta--1-n-V-al-ld ____ _ 

NEC 

High Impedance DouT-------------------------------------------

7-74 

Notes: 

[1) A write cycle occurs during the overlap of a low CS and a low WE. 

[2) Cs or WE must be high during address transition. 

[3) If OE Is high, the 1/0 pins remain In a state of high Impedance. 

831H·6439B 



NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

PRELIMINARY INFORMATION 

Description 

The µ.PD43258 is a 32,768-word by 8-bit static RAM 
fabricated with advanced silicon-gate technology. Its 
unique design uses CMOS peripheral circuits and N
channel memory cells with polysilicon resistors to make 
the µ.PD43258 a high-speed device that requires very low 
power and no clock or refreshing. 

Minimum standby power is drawn when CS is high, 
independent of the other inputs' levels. The µ.PD43258 is 
available in standard 28-pin plastic DIP or SOJ packag
ing. 

Features 

o Single + 5-volt power supply 
o Fully static operation-no clock or refreshing 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o Common 1/0 using three-state outputs 
o One CS pin and one OE pin for easy application 
o Standard 28-pin plastic DIP and SOJ packaging 
o Fast access time of 35 ns (max) 

Ordering Information 
Part Number Access Time (max) Package 

.uPD43258CR-35 35 ns 28-pin plastic DIP 

CR-45 45 ns 

.uPD43258LA-35 35 ns 28-pin plastic SOJ 

LA-45 45 ns 

Pin Configurations 

pPD43258 
32,768 x 8-Bit 

Static CMOS RAM 

28-Pin Plastic DIP or SOJ 

A14 Vee 
WE 

A13 
As As 
As Ag 

A4 A11 
A3 OE 

A10 

A1 cs 
Ao I/Os 

1101 1107 

1102 1/05 

1103 1/05 

GND 1/04 

83VL-7197A 

Pin I dent if ication 
Symbol Function 

Address inputs 

1/01 -1/0a Data inputs and outputs 

Chip select 

OE Output enable 

Write enable 

GND Ground 

Vee +5-volt power supply 

60118 New speeds to 20 ns will be available in 1991. 7-75 
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µPD43258 

Block Diagram 

As 

Ag Address 

A11 
Buffer 

A14 

1101 

I/Os ----t-----+----1 

Truth Table 
cs OE WE Function 1/0 

H x x Not selected High-Z 

L H H Outputs disabled High-Z 

L L H Read DouT 

L x L Write 

Notes: 

(1) X = don't care. 

DC Characteristics 
TA = o to + 70°C; Vee = +5.0 V ± 10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ 

Input leakage current lu -2 

1/0 leakage current ILO -2 

Operating supply current Ice 

Standby supply current lss 

lss1 

Output voltage, low Vol 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 

7-76 

Row 
Decoder 

Input 
Data 

Control 

Ice 

Standby 

Active 

Active 

Active 

Max 

2 

2 

130 

30 

2 

0.4 

Memory Cell 
Array 

512 Rows 
64 x 8 Columns 

Sense/Switch 

Column 
Decoder 

Address 
Buffer 

Output 
Data 

Control 

NEC 

83IH·6435B 

Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Supply voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 

Input voltage, low (Note 1) V1L -0.3 0.8 v 

Input voltage, high 'liH 2.2 Vee+ 0.5 v 

Ambient temperature TA 0 70 oc 

Notes: 

(1) -3.0 V minimum (pulse width = 20 ns). 

Unit Test Conditions 

µA ViN = o V to Vee 

µA V110 = 0 v to Vee; cs ;:: V1H or OE ;:: v,H or WE s V1L 

mA CS s V1L (min cycle); lvo = o V 

ma CS ;:: V1H; V1N = V1H or V1L 

mA cs ;:: Vcc-0.2V; V1N s 0.2 Vor;:: Vee- 0.2 v 

v loL = SmA 

v loH = -4.0mA 



NEC 
Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Supply voltage, Vee (Note 1) -0.5 to +7.0 V 

Input voltage, ViN (Note 1} -0.5 to Vee + 0.5 V 

Output voltage, Vito (Note 1) -0.5 to Vee + 0.5 V 

Operating temperature, ToPR o to +70°C 

Storage temperature, TsTG -55 to + 125°C 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Notes: 

(1) - 3.0 V minimum (pulse width = 20 ns). 

AC Characteristics 
TA = o to + 70°C; Vee = +5.0 V ± 10% 

pPD43258 

Capacitance 
TA = +25°C; f = 1 MHz; V1N and VouT = 0 v 
Parameter Symbol Min Max Unit 

Input capacitance 6 pF 

lnpuVoutput capacitance 8 pF 

Notes: 

(1) This parameter is sampled and not 100% tested. 

µPD43258-35 µPD43258-45 

Parameter Symbol Min 

Read Operation 

Read cycle time tRe 35 

Address access time tAA 

Chip select access time tAeS 

Output enable to output valid toE 

Output hold from address change toH 5 

Chip select to output in low-Z teLZ 5 

Output enable to output in low-Z toLz 0 

Chip select to output in high-Z teHz 

Output enable to output in high-Z toHZ 

Write Operation 

Write cycle time twe 35 

Chip select to end of write tew 30 

Address valid to end of write tAw 30 

Address setup time tAs 0 

Write pulse width twp 30 

Write recovery time twR 0 

Data valid to end of write tow 15 

Data hold time toH 0 

Write enable to output in high-Z twHZ 

Output active from end of write tow 0 

Notes: 

(1) Input pulse levels = 0 to 3 V; input pulse rise and fall times = 
5 ns; timing reference levels = 1.5 V. 

(2) See figure 1 for output load. 

(3) See figure 2 for output load. 

Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

45 ns (Note 2} 

35 45 ns (Note 2) 

35 45 ns (Note 2) 

17 20 ns (Note 2} 

5 ns (Note 2) 

5 ns (Note3} 

0 ns (Note 3) 

15 20 ns (Note 3) 

15 20 ns (Note3} 

45 ns 

40 ns 

40 ns 

0 ns 

40 ns 

0 ns 

20 ns 

0 ns 

15 20 ns (Note 3) 

0 ns (Note 3) 
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pPD43258 NEC 
Figure 1. Output Load 

5V 

~ 480 o 

110----

2550 

-;: 

* Including scope and jig 
83YL-719aB 

Figure 2. Output Load for tcLz, toLz, tcHz, toHz, twHz, and tow 

5V 

4800 

110----

~ 2550 

~ 

* Including scope and jig 
83YL-7199B 
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NEC pPD43258 

Timing Waveforms 

Address Access Cycle 

t
E---------~tRc---------t 

Address Address Vali~ 
-----toH 

,.._,___ ___ toH----

Dour Previous Data Valid Data Valid 

Notes: 

(1] WE is held high for a read cycle. 

(2] The device is continually selected, where CS= OE= VIL· 
831H-6436B 

Chip Select Access Cycle .. !Re --" 

Address ' ' Address Valid \V 
j\ JI\ 
~ IAA 

IACS 

cs\\\\\\\\\\\\\\{ ~////////// 
I 

~u9 r1 
&\\\\\\\\ \\\\\\ i toLZ 

e//11/J//JZ 
toE 

I 
~ IOHZ___., 

toH~ 

II 

DouT 
High Impedance lfli Data Valid ~m High 

\lS: _:iilJ Impedance 

Notes: 

(1] WE is high for a read cycle. 

(2] Address valid prior to or coincident with the low transition of CS. 
831H·6437B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

WE-Controlled Write Cycle 

Address 

DIN 

Dour 

7-80 

Address Valid 

Data Undefined [Note 4] 

Notes: 

[1] A write cycle occurs during the overlap of a low CS and a low WE. 

(2] Cs or WE must be high during address transition. 

[3] If OE Is high, the 110 pins remain In a state of high Impedance. 

(4] During this period, the 110 pins may be In the output state. 
Therefore, Input signals of opposite phase must not be applied. 

NEC 

High Impedance 
[Note4] 

831H·6438B 



NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

CS-Controlled Write Cycle 

Address Address Valid 

tAs-.i~-------tcw----------

pPD43258 

DIN 

------------------..t""":======-tD_w_-_ -----_-_~_..i._lf-_-_t_D_H j,__ _______ _ 
)K_ Data-In Valid --* 
High Impedance 

Dour------------------~.....;----------------------

Notes: 

(1] A write cycle occurs during the overlap of a low CS and a low WE. 

(2] Cs or WE must be high during address transition. 

(3] If OE Is high, the 1/0 pins remain In a state of high Impedance. 
831H-6439B 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µPD431000 is a 131,072-word by 8-bit static RAM 
fabricated with advanced silicon-gate technology. 
CMOS peripheral circuits and N-channel memory cells 
with polysilicon resistors make the µPD431000 a high
speed device that requires very low power and no clock 
or refreshing. 

Minimum standby power is drawn when CE2 is low, 
independent of the other inputs' levels. Data retention is 
guaranteed at a power supply voltage as low as 2 volts. 
The µPD431000 is available in standard 32-pin plastic 
DIP and miniflat packaging. 

Features 

o 131,072-word by 8-bit organization 
o Single + 5-volt power supply 
o Fully static operation-no clock or refreshing 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o Common 1/0 using three-state outputs 
o Two CE pins and one OE pin for easy application 
o Data retention current of 1 µA typical 
o Data retention voltage of 2 V minimum 
o Standard 32-pin plastic DIP and miniflat packaging 

Ordering Information 
Access 
Time lsa1 

Part Number (max) (max) Package 

µPD431000CZ-85 85ns 2mA 32-pin plastic DIP 

CZ-10 100 ns 

CZ-12 120 ns 

µPD431000CZ-85L 85ns 0.1 mA 

CZ-10L 100 ns 

CZ-12L 120 ns 

µPD431000CZ-85LL 85 ns 0.05mA 

CZ-10LL 100 ns 

CZ-12LL 120 ns 

µPD431000GW-85L 85ns 0.1 mA 32-pin plastic miniflat 

GW-10L 100 ns 

GW-12L 120 ns 

µPD431000GW-85LL 85ns 0.05 mA 

GW-10LL 100 ns 

GW-12LL 120 ns 

60010 

Pin Configuration 

pPD4,31000 
131,072 x 8-Bit 

Static CMOS RAM 

32-Pin Plastic DIP or lliniflat 

NC vcc 
A15 

CE2 

A12 WE 
A7 A13 

As 

Ag 
A4 A11 

5E 
A2 A10 

C'E1 
Ao l/Oa 

1101 1/07 
1102 1106 
I/~ 1/05 

GND 1/04 

831H-5741A 

Pin ldentif ication 
Symbol Function 

Address inputs 

l/Oo • 110, Data inputs and outputs 

Chip enables 1 and 2 

Output enable 

Write enable 

GND Ground 

Vee +5-volt power supply 

NC No connection 

7-83 
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Block Diagram 

Ao 

A7 
A12 

VOo . 

Row 
Address 
Buffer 

1107 ----t------1 

CE1 ----er-"" 
CE2 

5E-----

7-84 

Row 
Decoder 

Input 
Data 
Buffer 

Memory Cell 
Array 

512 Rows 
256x8 

Columns 

Column 
Decoder 

Column 
Address 
Buffer 

Output 
Data 
Buffer 

NEC 

831H-5742B 



NEC 
Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Supply voltage, Vee (Note 1) -0.5 to + 7.0 V 

Input voltage, ViN (Note 1) -0.5 to Vee + 0.5 V 

Output voltage, Vvo (Note 1) -0.5 to Vee + 0.5 V 

Operating temperature, ToPR o to +70°C 

Storage temperature, TsTG -55 to + 125°C 

Power dissipation, Po 1.0W 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Notes: 

(1) - 3.0 V minimum (pulse width = 50 ns). 

Capacitance 
TA= +25°C; f = 1 MHz; V1N and VouT = ov 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Input capacitance C1 6 pF 

Input/output capacitance Cvo 10 pF 

Notes: 

(1) This parameter Is sampled and not 100% tested. 

DC Characteristics 
r,. = o to + 10°C; Vee = +5.0 v ± 10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ 

Input leakage current lu -1 

1/0 leakage current I Lo -1 

Operating supply current leeA1 

leeA2 15 

Standby supply current lss 

lss1 0.02 

lse2 0.02 

Output voltage, low Vol 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 

Notes: 

(1) lss = 5 mA (max) for non-L versions. 

(2) lss1 and lse2 = 0.02 mA (typ) and 0.1 mA (max) for -L versions 
and 0.002 mA (typ) and 0.05 mA (max) for -LL versions. 

pPD431000 

Truth Table 
Function CE1 CE2 OE. WE 1/0 lee 

Not selected H x x x High-Z Standby 

Not selected x L x x High-Z Standby 

Selected L H H H Hlgh-Z Active 

Read L H L H DouT Active 

Write L H x L D1N Active 

Notes: 

(1) X = don't care. 

Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Supply voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 
Input vpltage, low ViL -0.3 0.8 v 
Input voltage, high ViH 2.2 Vee+ 0.5 v 
Ambient temperature TA 0 70 oc 

Notes: 

(1) - 3.0 V minimum (pulse width = 50 ns). 

II Max Unit Test Conditions 

p.A "'IN= OVto Vee 

p.A "'110 = 0 v to Vee: 'CE1 = V1H1 or CE2 = ViL1 
or OE = ViH• or WE = V1L 

70 mA CE1 = ViL; CE2 = V1H; tRe = tRe (min); 
1110 = OmA 

35 mA rn=1 = V1L; CE2 = V1H; 1110 = 0 mA 

3 mA rn:1 = \iH or CE2 = V1L (Note 1) 

2 mA rn:1 and CE2 ~ Vee - 0.2 V (Note 2) 

2 mA CE2 s 0.2 V (Note 2) 

0.4 v loL = 2.1 mA 

v loH = -1.0mA 
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µPD431000 NEC 
AC Characteristics 
T,. = Oto +70°C; Vee = +5.0 V :t 10% 

l'PD431000-85 l'PD431000·10 l'PD431000·12 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Read Operation 

Read cycle time tRe 85 100 120 ns. 

Address access time tAA 85 100 120 ns (Note 2) 

CE1 access time teo1 85 100 120 ns (Note 2) 

CE2 access time .te02 85 100 120 ns (Note 2) 

Output enable to output valid toe 45 50 60 ns (Note 2) 

Output hold from address change toH 10 10 10 ns 

CE1 to output in low-Z \.z1 10 10 10 ns (Note 3) 

CE2 to output in low-Z \.z2 10 10 10 ns (Note 3) 

Output enable to output In low-Z toLz 5 5 5 ns (Note 3) 

"OE1 to output In hlgh-Z tHz1 30 35 45 ns (Note 3) 

CE2 to output In hlgh-Z tHZ2 30 35 45 ns (Note 3) 

Output enable to output in high-Z toHZ 30 35 45 ns (Note 3) 

Write Operation 

Write cycle time twe 85 100 120 ns 

CE1 to end of write tcw1 75 90 100 ns 

CE2 to end of write tew2 75 90 100 ns 

Address valid to end of write tAW 75 90 100 ns 

Address setup time tAs 0 0 0 ns 

Write pulse width twp 65 75 85 ns 

Write recovery time twR 5 5 5 ns 

Data valid to end of write tow 35 40 45 ns 

Data hold time toH 0 0 0 ns 

Write enable to output in high-Z twHz 30 35 40 ns (Note 3) 

Output active from end of write tow 5 5 5 ns (Note 3) 

Notes: 

(1) Input pulse levels = 0.8 to 2.2 V; input rise and fall times = 5 ns; (2) See figure 1 for output loading. 

timing reference levels = 1 .5 V. (3) See figure 2 for output loading. 
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NEC 
Low Vee Data Retention Characteristics (·Land -LL Versions Only) 
TA= Oto +70"C 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max 

Data retention supply voltage VeeoR1 2 5.5 

VeeoR2 2 5.5 

Data retention supply current leeoR1 50 

leeoR2 50 

Chip deselectlon to data retention teoR 0 

Operation recovery time tR tRe 

Notes: 

(1) At o to 40"C, the maximum for leeoR1 and leeoR2 Is 15 µA for the 
·L version and 5µA for the ·LL version. 

Figure 1. Output Loading 

5V 

VO ---------

990'2 

•including scope and jig 

5V 

1/0 ---------

•including scope and jig 

Unit 

v 

v 
µA 

µA 

ns 

ns 

1800'2 

1800'2 

pPD431000 

Test Conditions 

'CE1 i!: Vee - 0.2 V; CE2 i!: Vee - 0.2 v 
or CE2 s 0.2V 

CE2 s 0.2V 

Vee = 3.0 V: ~1 i!: Vee - 0.2 V: 
CE2 i!: Vee - 0.2 V or CE2 s 0.2 V (Note 1) 

Vee = 3.0 V; CE2 s 0.2 V (Note 1) 

831H-5743B 

831H-5744B 
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Figure 3. Data Retention Timing (CE,-Controlled) 

vee 

V1L 

GND -

Note: 

Data Retention 

VEE1 ;i:vee - o.2v 

(1] eE2 must be equal to or higher than Vee -0.2 V, or equal to or lower than 0.2 V. 
The other inputs (Addresses, OE, WE, I/Os) can be in high impedance. 

Figure 4. Data Retention Timing (CE2 -Controlled) 

NEC 

831H·S749B 

~ Data""'""'" 1 
Vee ·:,:- - - - -,:,.-;:- - - - - - - - - - - - - ~~ - - - ~ - - - - - - - - -

e.,\tc:,~~--~ ~- ______ -v~,:~;- ___________ -Y= 
~--------------------------------------

Note: 
[1] The inputs (Address CE 1. OE, WE, I/Os) can be in high impedance. 

831H·5750B 
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Timing Waveforms 

Read Cycle 

Dour 

---tAA __ ____ 

7/J/111 Ill II! i .~C02 I 

\\ \\ \\\\ \\\ \\ \\\ \\\\\\1-= ·1 
!OE I "7' 

toLZ~ 

High Impedance m 
Notes: 

[1] WE is high for a read cycle. 

[2] Address valid prior to or coincident with the latter of the low transition of CE 1 
or the high transition of CE2. 

fit 

pPD431000 

~\\\\\\\\\ 
·H~n 

~111///IZ 
toHZ~ 

Data Valid ~ 
ll_} 

II 
831H-5745B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

WE-Controlled Write Cycle 

Address 

Ce1 

CE2 

WE 

NEC 

tcw1 

tCW2 

tAW 

tAs twp 

DoUT Data Undefined (Note 4) , ___ H .... ig._h_l_m ... pe_d_an_ce ___ lf 
-----------------------------------------------------J ~..__ _______________ _ 

7-90 

Notes: 

[1] A write cycle occurs during the overlap of a low CE1 and WE and a high CE2. 
[2] CE1 or WE must be high or CE2 must be low during address transition. 
[3] If OE is high, the VO pins remain in high impedance. 

[4] During this period, the VO pins may be in the output state; therefore, input signals of 
opposite phase to the output must not be applied. 

831H-5746B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

CE,-Controlled Write Cycle 

pPD431000 

High Impedance DoUT ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Notes: 

[1] A write cycle occurs during the overlap of a low CE1 and WE and a high CE2. 

[2] CE 1 or WE must be high or CE2 must be low during address transition. 

[3] If OE is high, the 110 pins remain in high impedance. 
831H·5747B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

CE2 -Controlled Write Cycle 

Address 

--~~~~~~~~~~~tAw~~~~~~~ 

..-~~~~~~~-twp~~~~~~~+.--

Data-in Valid 

NEC 

Dour ----------------------------------H-ig_h_lm_p_e_d_an_ce ________________________________________ __ 

7-92 

Notes: 

[1] A write cycle occurs during the overlap of a low CE1 and WE and a high CE2. 

[2] CE1 or WE must be high or CE2 must be low during address transition. 

[3] If OE is high, the 110 pins remain in high impedance. 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µPD431000A is a 131,072-word by 8-bit static RAM 
fabricated with advanced silicon-gate technology. 
CMOS peripheral circuits and N-channel memory cells 
with polysilicon resistors make the µPD431000A a high
speed device that requires very low power and no clock 
or refreshing. 

Minimum standby power is drawn when CE2 is low, 
independent of the other inputs' levels. Data retention is 
guaranteed at a power supply voltage as low as 2 volts. 
The µPD431000A is available in standard 32-pin plastic 
DIP, 32-pin plastic miniflat, and 32-pin plastic TSOP 
packaging. 

Features 

o 131,072-word by 8-bit organization 
o Single + 5-volt power supply 
o Fully static operation-no clock or refreshing 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o Common 1/0 using three-state outputs 
o Two CE pins and one OE pin for easy application 
o Data retention current of 1 µA typical 
o Data retention voltage of 2 V minimum 
o Standard 32-pin plastic DIP, minif lat and TSOP 

packaging 

Pin ldentif ication 
Symbol Function 

Address inputs 

Data inputs/outputs 

Chip enables 1 and 2 

Output enable 

Write enable 

GND Ground 

Vee + 5-volt power supply 

NC No connection 

60129 

Pin Configurations 

pPD431000A 
131,072 x 8-Bit 

Static CMOS RAM 

32-Pin Plastic DIP or Miniflat 

Vee 

A15 

eE2 

A12 WE 
A1 A13 

As 

Ag 

A11 
As 5E 
A2 A10 

ce1 
Ao I/Os 

1101 1107 
1102 1106 
I/Os 1105 

GND 1/04 

83YL·7234A 

7-93 
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pPD431000A 

Pin Configurations (cont) 

32-Pin Plastic TSOP (normal leads, top view) 

A11 10 
Ag 2 

As 3 

A13 4 

WE 5 

CE2 6 

A15 7 

Vee s µPD431000A 

NC g 

A15 10 

A14 11 

A12 12 

A7 13 
. As 14 

As 15 

A4 16 

32-Pin Plastic TSOP (reverse bent leads, bottom view) 

OE 

A10 

CE1 

I/Os 

1/07 

V05 

V05 

V04 

GND 

1/03 

1102 

1101 

Ao 

A1 

A2 

A3 

7-94 

32 

31 

30 

2g 

2S 

27 

26 

25 µPD431000A 
24 

23 

22 

21 

20 

1g 

1S 

17 

Notes: 
[1) This package Is designed to be mounted with the top of the package 

closest to the mounting surface. In this position, the exposed side will be 
the bottom of the package. 

NEC 

32 OE 

31 A10 

30 CE1 
2g VOs 
28 1107 

27 1105 
26 V05 
25 1104 
24 GND 

23 1103 
22 V02 
21 V01 
20 Ao 
1g A1 
1S A2 
17 A3 

83YL·7235B 

A11 
2 Ag 

3 As 
4 A13 
5 WE 

6 CE2 

7 A15 
s Vee 
g NC 

10 A16 
11 A14 
12 A12 
13 A7 
14 As 
15 As 
16 A4 

83YL-7236B 



NEC 
Block Diagram 

<5E1 
CE2 

Ao 

A7 
A12 

1101 

I/Os 

OE-----.. 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Supply voltage, Vee (Note 1) 

Input voltage, V1N (Note 1) 

Output voltage, V110 (Note 1) 

Operating temperature, ToPR 

Storage temperature, TsTG 

Power dissipation, Po 

Row 
Address 

Buffer 

Row 
Decoder 

Input 
Data 

Buffer 

-0.5 to + 7.0 V 

-0.5 to Vee+ 0.5 V 

-0.5 to Vee + 0.5 V 

Oto +70°C 

-55to+125°C 

1.0W 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause perma
nent damage. The device should be operated within the limits 
specified under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Notes: 

(1) - 3.0 V minimum (pulse width = 50 ns). 

Capacitance 
TA = + 25°C; f = 1 MHz; V1N and VouT = o V 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Input capacitance 6 pF 

lnpuVoutput capacitance 10 pF 

Notes: 

(1) This parameter is sampled and not 100% tested. 

Memory Cell 
Array 

512 Rows 
256 xa 

Columns 

Column 
Decoder 

Column 
Address 
Buffer 

Output 
Data 

Buffer 

pPD431000A 

831H-5742B 

Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Supply voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 
Input voltage, low V1L -0.3 0.8 v 
Input voltage, high V1H 2.2 Vee+ o.5 v 
Ambient temperature TA 0 70 oc 

Notes: 

(1) - 3.0 V minimum (pulse width = 50 ns). 

Truth Table 
Function CE1 CE2 OE WE 1/0 Ice 

Not selected H x x x High-Z Standby 

Not selected x L x x High-Z Standby 

Selected L H H H High-Z Active 

Read L H L H DouT Active 

Write L H x L D1N Active 

Notes: 

(1) x = don't care. 
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Ordering Information 
Part Number Access Time (max) 

µPD431000ACZ-70 70 ns 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

CZ-85 85 ns 

CZ-10 100 ns 

µPD431000ACZ-70L 70 ns 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

CZ-85L 85 ns 

CZ-10L 100 ns 

µPD431000AGW-70L 70 ns 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

GW-85L 85 ns 

GW-10L 100 ns 

µPD431000AGZ-70-KJH 70 ns 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

GZ-85-KJH 85 ns 

GZ-10-KJH 100 ns 

µPD431000AGZ-70L-KJH 70 ns 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

GZ-85L-KJH 85 ns 

GZ-10L-KJH 100 ns 

µPD431000AGZ-70-KKH 70 ns 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

GZ-85-KKH 8.5 ns 

GZ-10-KKH 100 ns 

µPD431000AGZ-70L-KKH 70 ns 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

GZ-85L-KKH 85 ns 

GZ-10L-KKH 100 ns 

Notes: 

(1) Contact your NEC sales representative for data sheet and prod
uct availability for the -LL version of the µPD431000A. 

DC Characteristics 
TA= Oto+70°C;Vee= +5.0V±10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ 

Input leakage current lu -1 

1/0 leakage current I Lo -1 

Operating supply current leeA1 40 

leeA2 

leeA3 

Standby supply current lss 

lss1 0.02 

lss2 0.02 

Output voltage, low Vol 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 

Notes: 

(1) lss = 3 mA (max) for -L versions. 

(2) lss 1 and lss2 = 0.02 mA (typ) and 0.1 mA (max) for -L versions. 

7-96 

Max 

70 

15 

10 

5 

2 

2 

0.4 

Unit 

µA 

µA 

mA 

mA 

mA 

mA 

mA 

mA 

v 

lse1 (max) 

2mA 

0.1 mA 

0.1 mA 

2mA 

0.1 mA 

2mA 

0.1 mA 

Test Conditions 

V1N = o V to Vee 

NEC 
Package 

32-pin plastic DIP 

32-pin plastic miniflat 

32-pin plastic TSOP 
(normal leads) 

32-pin plastic TSOP 
(reverse bent leads) 

Vvo = 0 v to Vee: CE1 = V1H1 or CE2 = VIL• 
or OE = VIH• or WE = V1L 

CE1 = V1L; CE2 = V1H; tRe = tRe (min); 
lvo = o mA 

VeE1 :S 0.2V;VeE2 ~ Vee-0.2V;tReortwc 
= 1 MHz; V1N s 0.2V or V1N ~ Vee-0.2V 

. CE1 and CE2 ~ Vee - 0.2 V (Note 2) 

CE2 s 0.2 V (Note 2) 

loL = 2.1 mA 

V loH = - 1.0 mA 



NEC µPD431000A 

AC Characteristics 
TA= o to +70°C; Vee= +5.0V ± 10% 

µPD431000A-70 ~PD431 OOOA-85 ~PD431000A-10 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Read Operation 

Read cycle time tRe 70 85 100 ns 

Address access time tAA 70 85 100 ns (Note 2) 

CE1 access time teo1 70 85 100 ns (Note 2) 

CE2 access time teo2 70 85 100 ns (Note 2) 

Output enable to output valid toE 35 45 50 ns (Note 2) 

Output hold from address change toH 10 10 10 ns 

CE1 to output in low-Z tLZ1 10 10 10 ns (Note 3) 

CE2 to output in low-Z tLz2 10 10 10 ns (Note 3) 

Output enable to output in low-Z toLz 5 5 5 ns (Note 3) 

CE1 to output in high-Z tHZ1 25 30 35 ns (Note 3) 

CE2 to output in high-Z tHZ2 25 30 35 ns (Note 3) 

Output enable to output in high-Z to Hz 25 30 35 ns (Note 3) 

Write Operation 

Write cycle time twe 70 85 100 ns 

CE1 to end of write tew1 60 75 90 ns 

CE2 to end of write tew2 60 75 90 ns 

Address valid to end of write tAW 60 75 90 ns 

Address setup time tAs 0 0 0 ns 

II Write pulse width twp 55 65 75 ns 

Write recovery time twR 5 5 5 ns 

Data valid to end of write tow 35 35 40 ns 

Data hold time toH 0 0 0 ns 

Write enable to output in high-Z twHZ 25 30 35 ns (Note 3) 

Output active from end of write tow 5 5 5 ns (Note 3) 

Notes: 

(1) Input pulse levels = 0.8 to 2.2 V; input rise and fall times = 5 ns; (2) See figure 1 for output loading. 

timing reference levels = 1.5 V. (3) See figure 2 for output loading. 
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Figure 1. Output Loading 

sv 

~. 1aoo n 

1/0 _________ ... 

990'1 

•including scope and jig 
831H-5743B 

Figure 2. Output Loading for tHZ1s tHZ2s tLZ1s tLZ21 toLZ1 toHZs to~ and twHZ 

sv 

~~ 1800'1 

110 ________ _. 

990'1 

•including scope and jig 

Low Vee Data Retention Characteristics (·L Version Only) 
TA= o to +70°c 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max 

Data retention supply voltage VccoR1 2 5.5 

VecOR2 2 5.5 

Data retention supply current lccoR1 50 

lccoR2 50 

Chip deselection to data retention teoR 0 

Operation recovery time 5 

Notes: 

(1) At Oto 40°C, the maximum for lecoR1 and lecDR2 is 15 µA. 

7-98 

Unit 

v 

v 
µA 

µA 

ns 

ms 

831H-5744B 

Test Conditions 

CE1 ~ Vee- 0.2V; CE2 ~ Vee- 0.2 v 
or CE2 s 0.2 V 

CE2 s 0.2V 

Vee = 3.0 V; CE1 ~ Vee - 0.2 V; 
CE2 ~ Vee - 0.2 V or CE2 s 0.2 V (Note 1) 

Vee= 3.0V; CE2 s 0.2V (Note 1) 



NEC 
Figure 3. CE1-Controlled Data Retention Timing 

Vee 

5V 

4.5V 

V1L 

GND 

Data Retention 

V6E1 ~Vee - 0.2V 

Note: 
[1] eE2 must be equal to or higher than Vee-0.2 V, or equal to or lower than 0.2 V. 

The other inputs (Addresses, OE, WE, I/Os) can be in high Impedance. 

Figure 4. CE2 -Controlled Data Retention Timing 

µPD431000A 

831H·5749B 

Vee·:,:- ----.:R~----~~:~~~------~----~---------
e•2v~~~--~ ~--------v;,2~ ;,;-------------Y= 
~--------------------------------------

Note: 
[1] The other inputs (Addresses, CE1, OE, WE, I/Os) can be in high impedance. 

831H-5750B 
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Timing Waveforms 

Read Cycle 

---!AA---

CE2 71//@J///j)Ji 'Ll21C02 I ~ 

oe\\\\\\\\\\\\\%\\\'%1= ·1 
--IOE I -

toLZ~ 

Dour -----=Hig_h Jmp~eda_nce -----'-1/l_'-'--'71 
ill 

7-100 

Notes: 

(1) WE is high for a read cycle. 

(2) Address valid prior to or coincident with the latter of the low transition of CE 1 
or the high transition of CE2. 

NEC 

IOHZ~ 

Data Valid 

831H-5745B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

WE-Controlled Write Cycle 

Address 

DouT Data Undefined (Note 4) 

Notes: 

[1] A write cycle occurs during the overlap of a low CE1 and WE and a high CE2. 

[2] CE 1 or WE must be high or CE2 must be low during address transition. 

[3] If OE is high, the 1/0 pins remain in high Impedance. 

[4] During this period, the 1/0 pins may be in the output state; therefore, Input signals of 
opposite phase to the output must not be applied. 

pPD431000A 

f.---tow 
High Impedance 

• 
831H·574GB 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

CE,-Controlled Write Cycle 

7-102 

Notes: 

[1) A write cycle occurs during the overlap of a low CE1 and WE and a high CE2. 

[2) CE 1 or WE must be high or CE2 must be low during address transition. 

[3) If OE Is high, the 110 pins remain In high Impedance .. 

NEC 

831H·5747B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

CE2 -Controlled Write Cycle 

Address 

Notes: 

~~~~~~~~~~~~-tAw~~~~~~--i~ 

~~~~~~~~-twp~~~~~~~~'--

Data-in Valid 

[1) A write cycle occurs during the overlap of a low CE 1 and WE and a high CE2. 

[2] CE1 or WE must be high or CE2 must be low during address transition. 

[3) If OE is high, the 1/0 pins remain in high impedance. 

pPD431000A 

II 
831H·5748B 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

PRELIMINARY INFORMATION 

Description 

The µPD431001 is a 1,084,576-word by 1-bit static RAM 
fabricated with advanced silicon-gate technology. A 
unique design that uses CMOS peripheral circuits and 
N-channel memory cells with polysilicon resistors 
makes the µPD431001 a high-speed device that requires 
no clock or refreshing. The µPD431001 is available in 
28-pin plastic SOJ packaging. 

Features 

o 1,048,576-word x 1-bit organization 
o Single +5-volt power supply 
o Fully static operation-no clock or refreshing 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o Separated data input and output 
o Three-state outputs 
o Power dissipation 

- 120 mA max (active) 
- 2 mA max (standby) 

o Standard 400-mil, 28-pin plastic SOJ packaging 

Ordering Information 

Part Number 
Access 

Time (max) 

µPD431001LE-25 25 ns 
~--------

LE -35 35 ns 

60084 

Package 

28-pin plastic SOJ 

pPD431001 
1,048,576 x 1-Bit 

Static CMOS RAM 

Pin Configuration 

28-Pin Plastic SOJ 

Ao 1------1 Vee 
A1 A19 

A2 3 A18 

A3 A17 

A4 A16 

As A1s 
NC A14 

A5 NC 

Ay A13 

As A12 

Ag A11 
DQUT A10 

WE D1N 
GND CS 

83SL·C30~A 

Pin I dent if ication 
Symbol Function 

Ao-A19 Address inputs 

D1N Data input 

DouT Data output 

cs Chip select 

WE Write enable 

GND Ground 

Vee +5-volt power supply 

NC No connection 

7-105 
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µPD431001 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Power supply voltage, Vee -0.5 to +7.0 V 

Input voltage, "iN (Note 1) -0.5 to Vee + 0.3 v 
Output voltage, VouT -0.5 to Vee + 0.3 v 
Operating temperature, ToPR 0 to +7D°C 

Storage temperature, TSTG -55 to +125°C 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Notes: 

(1) "iN = - 3.0 V minimum for 10 ns maximum pulse. 

Truth Table 
cs WE Function DouT Ice 
H x Not selected High-Z Standby 

L H Read Output data Active 

L L Write Hlgh-Z Active 

Note: 

(1) X = don't care 

Block Diagram 

NEC 
Capacitance 
TA = +25°C; f = 1 MHz (Note 1); V1N and VouT = 0 v 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max 

Input capacitance 6 

Output capacitance Co 10 

Notes: 

(1) This parameter is sampled and not 100% tested. 

Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max 

Supply voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 

Input voltage, low "iL -0.5 0.8 

Input voltage, high "iH 2.2 Vee+ 0.3 

Ambient temperature TA 0 70 

Note: 

(1) "iL = - 3.0 V minimum for 10 ns maximum pulse. 

+--Vee 

+--GND 

Unit 

pF 

pF 

Unit 

v 
v 
v 
oc 

Address 
Buffer Row 

Decoder Memory Cell Array 

D1N------~ 

7-106 

Input 
Data 

Control 

Sense Switch 

Column 
Decoder 

Address 
Buffer 

Output 
Data 

Control 
DOUT 
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NEC 
DC Characteristics 
TA = o to + 70°C; Vee = +5.0 V ± 10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max 

Input leakage current lu -2 2 

Output leakage current ILO -2 2 

Operating supply current Ice 120 

Standby supply current Isa 30 

lss1 2 

Output voltage, low Vol 0.4 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 

Note: 

(1) Ice = 100 mA (max) for the p,PD431001-35. 

AC Characteristics 
TA= Oto +70°C; Vee= +5.0V ± 10% 

p,PD431001-25 

Parameter Symbol Min Max 

Read Operation 

Read cycle time tRc 25 

Read access time tAA 25 

Chip select access time tACS 25 

Output hold from address change toH 5 

Chip select to output in low-Z tclZ 5 

Chip deselect to output in high-Z tcHz 0 10 

Write Operation 

Write cycle time twc 25 

Chip select to end of write tcw 20 

Address valid to end of write tAW 20 

Address setup time tAs 0 

Write pulse width twp 20 

Write recovery time twR 0 

Data valid to end of write tow 15 

Data hold time toH 0 

Write enable to output in high-Z twHz 0 10 

Output active from end of write tow 0 

Notes: 

(1) Input pulse levels = GND to 3.0 V; input pulse rise and fall time 
= 5 ns; timing reference levels = 1.5 V; see figures 1 and 2 for the 
output load. 

(2) All read and write cycle timings are referenced from the last valid 
address to the first transitioning address. 

pPD431001 

Unit Test Conditions 

p,A ViN = o V to Vee 

p,A Vour = o V to Vee; CS = V1H or WE = Vil 

mA CS = Vil; tRc = tRc (min); lour = o mA (Note 1) 

mA cs = ViH; ViN = ViH or Vil 

mA CS <== Vee - 0.2 V; V1N s 0.2 v or ~ Vee - 0.2 V 

v lol = s.omA 

v loH = -4.0mA 

p,PD431001-35 

Min Max Unit Test Conditions (Note 1) 

35 ns (Note 2) 

35 ns 

35 ns 

5 ns 

5 ns (Note 3) 

0 15 ns (Note 4) 

35 ns (Note2) 

30 ns 

30 ns 

0 ns 

25 ns 

0 ns 

20 ns 

0 ns 

0 15 ns (Note 4) 

0 ns (Note 3) 

(3) The transition is measured ±200 mV from steady-state voltage 
with the load shown in figure 2. 

(4) The transition is measured at Vol + 200 mV and VoH - 200 mV 
with the load shown in figure 2. 
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pPD431001 NEC 
Figure 1. Output Load 

5V 

480'2 

Dour 

255'2 -:: 30 pF* 

-::!::-

•including Scope and Jig 
83IH-5773B 

Figure 2. Output Load for ICHz, lctz, to• and twHz 

5V 

}4800 

Dour 

~ 255'2 :::: SpF* 

~ 
•including Scope and Jig 

83IH-5774B 
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NEC 
Timing Waveforms 

Address Access Cycle 

Address_....______ t
~~~~~~~~~~~tRc~---------~ 

~-<----~toH~--~ 

Dour Previous Data Valid 

Notes: 

[1) WE Is held high for a read cycle. 

[2) The device is continually selected, where Cs= VIL· 

Chip Select Access Cycle 

µPD431001 

Data Valid 

831H·SnsB 

~~~---------~tRc~--~------~~ 

Cs -------• ~~:~~~~~~~-t-C-LZ-------------~-:------------11"1t----tcHz·-----;11o1 
Dour _________ H_ig~h_l_m~p-ed_a_n_ce ____ --< 

Data Valid 

Notes: 

[1) WE is held high for a read cycle. 

[2) Address valid prior to or coincident with the low transition of Cs. 
831H·5776B 
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pPD431001 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

WE-Controlled Write Cycle 

DIN 

Dour Data Undefined 

Notes: 

(1] Cs or WE must be high during address transition. 

[2] A write cycle occurs during the overlap of a low Cs and a low WE. 
(3] twR Is measured between Cs or WE, whichever rising edge occurs first, and the end of twc. 

7-110 
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NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

CS-Controlled Write Cycle 

pPD431001 

DOUT 
~~~~~~-tw_~---:~~~~~~~-

oata Undefined J- High Impedance 

Notes: 

(1] Cs or WE must be high during address transition. 

(2] A write cycle occurs during the overlap of a low Cs and a low WE. 
[3] twR is measured between Cs or WE, whichever rising edge occurs first, and the end of twc. 

83IH-5n8B 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

PRELIMINARY INFORMATION 

Description Pin Configuration 

The µ.PD431004 is a 262,144-word by 4-bit static RAM 28-Pin Plastic SOJ 
fabricated with advanced silicon-gate technology. 
CMOS peripheral circuits and N-channel memory cells 
with polysilicon resistors make the µ.PD431004 a high
speed device that requires very low power and no clock 
or refreshing. 

The µ.PD431004 is available in standard 28-pin plastic 
SOJ packaging. 

Features 

o 262,144-word x 4-bit organization 
o Single + 5-volt power supply 
o Fully static operation-no clock or refreshing 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o Common 1/0 capability 
o Low power dissipation 

- 140 mAmax (active) 
- 2 mA max (standby) 

o Standard 28-pin plastic SOJ packaging 

Ordering Information 
Part Number Access Time (max) Package 

µPD431004LE-25 25 ns 28-pin plastic SOJ 
~~~~~~~~~~ 

LE-35 35 ns 

60083 

Ao 

A1 

A2 

A3 

A4 

As 

A5 

A1 

As 

Ag 

A10 

cs 
OE 

GND 

Pin Identification 
Symbol 

GND 

Vee 
NC 

pPD431004 
262,144 x 4-Bit 

Static CMOS RAM 

1 28 Vee 
2 27 Au 
3 26 A16 
4 25 A15 
5 24 A14 
6 ~ 23 A13 
7 0 22 A12 c;; 
8 """ 21 An Cl 

9 
a. 

20 NC ::l. 

10 19 V01 

11 18 1102 

12 17 1103 

13 16 1104 

14 15 WE 

83SL·6800A 

Function 

Address inputs 

Data inputs and outputs 

Chip select 

Write enable 

Ground 

+5-volt power supply 

No connection 
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pPD4310Q4 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Supply voltage, Vee -0.5 to +7.0 V 

Input and output voltages, V1N (Note 1) - 0.5 to Vee + 0.3 

Operating temperature, ToPR o to +70°C 

Storage temperature, TsTG - 55 to + 125°C 

Power dissipation, Po 1.0W 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Notes: 

(1) V1N = -3.0 V minimum for 10 ns pulse. 

Capacitance 
TA = 25°C; V1N and VoouT = 0 V; f = 1 MHz (Note 1) 

Parameter Symbol Min Max 

Input capacitance 6 

Output capacitance CoouT 10 

Notes: 

(1) This parameter is sampled and not 100% tested. 

Block Diagram 

7-114 

V01 

Address 
Buffer 

9 

V02 --~t--1--+---1 

V03 ---<-1--i--+---1 

V04 --1--11--i--+---1 

Row 
Decoder 

Input 
Data 

Control 

Output 
Data 

Control 

Unit 

pF 

pF 

NEC 
Truth Table 
Function cs WE OE Input/Output lee 
Not selected H x x High-Z Standby 

Output disable L H H High-Z Active 

Read L H L DouT Active 

Write L L x D1N Active 

Notes: 

(1) X = don't care. 

Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter Symbol Min 

Supply voltage Vee 4.5 

Input voltage, high V1H 2.2 

Input voltage, low V1L -0.5 

Operating temperature TA 0 

Notes: 

(1) V1L = -3.0 V minimum for 10 ns pulse. 

Memory Cell 
Array 

Sense/Switch 

Column 
Decoder 

Typ Max Unit 

5.0 5.5 v 
Vee+ 0.3 v 

0.8 v 
70 oc 

83SL-6801B 



NEC pPD431004 

DC Characteristics 
TA = o to +70°C; Vee = +5.0 V ± 10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Input leakage current lu -2 2 p.A v,N = ovto Vee 

Output leakage current lw -2 2 p.A VouT = 0 V to Vee; 'CS = V1H or WE = V1l or OE = V1H 

Operating supply current Ice 140 mA 'CS = V1l; tRc = tRc (min); lo our = 0 mA (Note 1) 

Standby supply current lss 30 mA 'CS= V1H 

lss1 2 mA 'CS ;;:: Vee - 0.2 V; V1N s 0.2 v or <== Vee - 0.2 v 

Output voltage, low Vol 0.4 v lol = a.omA 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 v loH = -4.0mA 

Notes: 

(1) Ice = 120 mA (max) for the p.PD431004-35. 

AC Characteristics 
TA = o to +70°C; Vee = +5.0 v ± 10% 

1LPD431004·25 1LPD431004-35 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Read Operation 

Read cycle ti me tRc 25 35 ns (Note 2) 

Address access time tAA 25 35 ns 

Chip select access time tACS 25 35 ns 

Output hold from address change toH 5 5 ns 

Output enable access time toE 10 15 ns 

Output enable to output in low-Z tolz 0 0 ns (Note 3) 

Output disable to output in high-Z to Hz 0 10 0 15 ns (Note 4) 

Chip selection to output in low-Z tclz 5 5 ns (Note 3) 

Chip selection to output in high-Z tcHz 0 10 0 15 ns (Note 4) 

Write Operation 

Write cycle time twc 25 35 ns (Note 2) 

Chip select to end of write tcw 20 30 ns 

Address valid to end of write tAw 20 30 ns 

Address setup time tAS 0 0 ns 

Write pulse width twp 20 30 ns 

Write recovery time twR 3 3 ns 

Data valid to end of write tow 12 20 ns 

Data hold time toH 0 0 ns 

Write enable to output in high-Z twHZ 0 8 0 10 ns (Note 4) 

Output active from end of write tow 0 0 ns (Note 3) 

Notes: 

(1) Input pulse levels = GND to 3.0 V; input pulse rise and fall times (3) Transition is measured at ±200 mv from steady-state voltage 

= 3 ns; timing reference levels = 1.5 V; see figures 1 and 2 for with the load shown in figure 2. 

output load. (4) Transition is measured at Vol + 200 mV and VoH - 200 mV with 

(2) All read cycle timings are referenced from the last valid address to the load shown in figure 2. 

the first transitioning address. 
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pPD431004 NEC 
Figure 1. Output Load 

sv 

4800 

Dour 

~ 2550 ::;:30pP 

~ 
•including Scope and Jig 

83IH-4832A 

Figure 2. Output Load tor tCHz, tcLz, toH:z, toL:z, twHz, and tow 
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~ 4800 

Dour 

2550 ::;:spF· 

-:::!:-
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NEC µPD431004 

Timing Waveforms 

Address Access Cycle 

Address ------- ....._ _________ A-dd_r_es_s_v_a_lid----------'*....._-----------1
~~~~~~~~~~~tRc~--~-~----~~~. 

DOUT 

----------------to_H_-_-_ -_ -_ -_-....,-~~.----------------~ 
Previous Data Valid ~ Data Valid 

Notes: 

[1] WE is held high for a read cycle. 

(2] The device is continually selected, where CS= OE= VIL· 
831H·6269B 

Chip Select Access Cycle 

cs 

...-----tLz-----11~ tHz 

DouT __ H_ig_h_lm_pe_d_a_nc_e ___________ --l Data Valid High 

~~"~~~~~~14~~~D~~~ 
Vee 

Supply 
Current 

Notes: 

(1] WE is held high for a read cycle. 

[2] Address valid prior to or coinclden.t with the low transition of CS. 
(3] OE =VJL· 

831H·6270B 
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µPD431004 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Output Enable Access Cycle 

NEC 

i
1--~~~~~~~~~-tRc~~~~~~~~~~~J. 

Address -------' '-----------A-dd_r_es_s_v_a_11d _________ .... *...._ __________ _ 
~~--~~~~~~~tAA~~~~~~~...-

tQLZ 

DouT ~---H-ig_h_lm_p_e_d_an_c_e ___________ -r High 
Data Valid 

Impedance 

Notes: 

(1) WE Is held high for a read cycle. 

(2) The device Is continually selected, where Cs= VIL· 
831H-6271B 

WE-Controlled Write Cycle 

f 
11-~~~~~~~~~~~~twc~~~~~~~~~~~~~f~ 

Address_..._____.......____ 

~~~~~~~~~~tcw~~~~~~~~~--1~ 

cs 
[Now1) _._...._ ....... ..._""'""'...,... .............. ____________________ __.-+'-.................... ...,... ............................................................... ~ 

DIN 

DOUT 

7-118 

Notes: 

[1] CS or WE must be high during address transition. 

[2) If OE Is high, the VO pins remain in high Impedance. 

(3) During this period, the 110 pins may be active (OE low). Therefore, data 
Input signals of opposite polarity to the outputs must not be applied. 

Data-In Valid 

!.-tow 
High Impedance 

831H-6272B 



NEC 
Timing Waveforms {cont) 

CS-Controlled Write Cycle 

Address 

DIN 

DOUT 

f twc 

~~~~-;~~·-t-A-s~~~~~~~~~tAwt-c-w~----_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_~---_-_-_-_-_-_-~: 

!.--twz 

Notes: 

[1) Cs or WE must be high during address transition. 

[2) If OE is high, the 1/0 pins remain In high impedance. 

[3) During this period, the 110 pins may be active (OE low). Therefore, data 
input signals of opposite polarity to the outputs must not be applied. 

pPD431004 

High Impedance 

II 
831H·G273B 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Introduction 

The evolution of low-power, high-capacity, high-speed 
memory technologies has led the system designer to 
novel and highly portable computer designs. As tech
nology has advanced to low-power devices, it has 
become possible to make an entire system nonvolatile 
for the life of the product. 

To provide this nonvolatile function, secondary power 
sources are mounted on a printed circuit board con
trolled by a backup circuit that switches from the 
primary power to secondary power during power 
failures. The backup issue is considered as part of the 
overall system design, and the choice of a secondary 
power source and backup circuit are based on the 
unique characteristics of each application. 

This application note deals with the issues of providing 
a nonvolatile memory system. A review of the evolution 
of static RAMs (SRAMs) with regard to state-of-the-art, 
low-power SRAM technology is followed by an example 
of secondary power sources, as well as several sample 
backup circuit designs. 

SAAM Technology 

The SAAM historically has been used by system 
designers to provide a high-speed, low-power data 
storage function for a variety of computer architec
tures. The higher cost-per-bit compared to dynamic 
memories is offset by a simpler circuit design that 
features a nonmultiplexed address structure, simple 
timing signals, and no refresh requirement. 

Six-Transistor Cell 

The development of the SAAM memory cell has 
followed the trail of bipolar, NMOS, and CMOS tech
nologies in that large-capacity memory devices require 
minimal cell size, not only to reduce power require
ments, but also to be able to fit the die into the package. 

APPLICATION NOTE 50 
BATTERY BACKUP 

CIRCUITS FOR SRAMs 

The static memory cell is basically a cross-coupled 
flip-flop circuit requiring no clocks or refreshing. Early 
six-transistor NMOS static memory cell designs 
employed the use of enhancement or depletion mode 
FETs as load devices. Figure 1 shows an example using 
depletion loads. 03 and 04 are depletion-type devices 
fabricated such that they are always conductive when 
their respective gate and source nodes are shorted 
together. If the gate of enhancement device 02 is 
written to a low level using 05 and the data line, 02 
turns off. This allows load device 04 to pull its source 
node high and turn on 01; the write operation using 
06 also helps this action. The cell is designed so that 
01 has much lower "on" resistance than its load 03. 
After the write operation ends, and 05 and 06 are off, 
01 keeps its drain node at a low level to maintain 02 in 
the off state, while the drain node of 02 is maintained 
high by 04. The stored voltages are stable. 

Figure 1. Six-Transistor Cell-Depletion 

Vee 

los! 

as Q6 

I -= I 
Row Select 

Data Data 

83-004840A 
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BATTERY BACKUP CIRCUITS FOR SRAMs NEC 
Four-Transistor Cell Figure 2. Four-Transistor Cell-Polysilicon Resistor 

As NMOS technology evolved, the active device for 
the load was replaced with polysilicon resistors (see 
figure 2). With the polysilicon load resistor, current 
levels of less than 1 nA are achievable. Because of 
these low-current levels, the cell can be used in 
advanced SRAMs with very high memory density and 
low standby current. NEC uses this technology in its 
low-power family of SRAMs to facilitate their use in 
battery backup applications. This type of core cell is 
used in both NMOS and CMOS SRAMs from NEC. 

CMOS Cell 

CMOS technology, with its high-speed, low-power 
characteristics, makes an attractive choice for memory 
backup systems. 

In figure3, Q1-Q3 and Q2-Q4form two CMOS inverters 
that are cross-coupled to form the conventional flip
flop of the SRAM cell. Unlike the enhancement or poly
silicon resistor cells, the CMOS cell does not have a 
de current path (other than leakage) in either of its 
quiescent logic states. While the potentially lower
leakage and wider-voltage operating range makes the 
six-transistor CMOS cell very desirable for battery 
backup operation, the large die area required makes it 
less competitive in cost and memory density. 

7-122 
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Figure 3. CMOS Cell 
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t\'EC BATTERY BACKUP CIRCUITS FOR SRAMs 

Battery Backup Concept 

The goal of a memory backup system design is to 
guarantee memory data retention for days, months, or 
years. In the past, these memory backup circuits were 
implemented as part of the computer's power supply 
circuit. Today, the memory backup function is designed 
as part of the individual memory circuit, where each 
provides a constant secondary (backup) power source 
and the necessary circuitry to detect power failures 
and isolate the main power supply from the backup 
power source (battery). The battery backup circuit 
must be an integral part of printed circuit board layout. 
Furthermore, SRAM technology must be able to guar
antee the requirements of the memory battery backup 
function. The following sections discuss in detail the 
aspects of memory battery backup circuit design using 
NEC's low-power SRAM technology. 

Figure 4. Battery Backup System Block Diagram 

t----'--i f---1 

Power 
Supply AC Power-

Power Supply 
Monitor 
Circuit 

[Note 1] 

Notes: 

[1] May be located on memory PCB. 

A typical functional block diagram for a memory battery 
backup system is illustrated in figure 4. The power 
supply converts ac voltage into a regulated de voltage, 
which powers all of the system components (Vee). The 
power supply monitor circuit detects a power failure 
and generates an interrupt to the CPU. This circuit also 
signals the memory circuit to deselect the memory 
array, thus protecting the memory from false CPU 
commands. The power supply monitor circuit may be 
centralized to the power supply or decentralized to 
each memory circuit. 

On the memory circuit, power failure is sensed by a 
voltage-detector circuit, which isolates the system 
power from the memory power, allowing the backup 
battery to become active. 

System Power [Vee] 

Memory PCB 

Voltage Detector Memory Power [VeeM] 
and 

Isolation Circuit 

l 
r ·~··· l Battery [ Momo'Y l Array 

Power OK 
Toe PU 

83-0048448 
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BATTERY· BACKUP CIRCUITS FOR SRAMs NEC 
Backup Battery Selection 

Battery Type 

Nickel-cadmium batteries and lithium batteries were 
compared for use in a memory battery backup appli
cation. Although nickel-cadmium batteries have been a 
popular choice for this application, recent years have 
seen the development of lithium batteries. Some 
characteristics of these two types of batteries are 
contrasted in table 1. For additional comparison, the 
characteristics of current drain versus operating time 
for nickel-cadmium and lithium batteries are shown in 
figures 5 and 6, respectively. 

Since lithium batteries provide a constant current for 
up to 10 years in this type of low-power application, 
they were chosen over nickel-cadmium for this design 
example. A single 3-volt lithium battery is adequate for 
most CMOS SAAM applications. If higher voltage is 
required, batteries may be connected in series. 

Physical characteristics of a battery are determined 
by the manufacturer according to common system 
requirements. The designer must select a battery of the 
proper size and shape to meet the requirements of 
printed circuit board technology. Such requirements 
may include terminal connections and solderability. 

Table 1. Lithium Versus Nickel-Cadmium Battery 
Characteristics 

Characteristic Lithium Nickel-Cadmium 

Shelf life 10 years 6 months 

Rechargeable no yes 

Energy density 5000 mAh* 4000 mAh* 

Cost moderate moderate 

PCB-compatible yes yes 

*milliampere hours 

7-124 

Figure 5. Current Drain Versus Operating Time
Nickel Cadmium Battery 
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Figure 6. Current Drain Versus Operating Time
Lithium Battery 
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NEC BATTERY BACKUP CIRCUITS FOR SRAMs 

Battery Capacity 

Battery capacity defines the current drive of the battery 
over a period of time, measured in milliampere hours 
(mAh). Required capacity of the battery selected for 
the memory backup circuit can be determined from the 
following formula: 

Current required (mA) x time in backup mode (hours/day) x 365 
days/year x number of years 

Figure 7. Lithium Discharge Characteristics
= 20 µA Load 
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Battery capacity is affected by temperature, humidity, 
and load conditions. The designer must ensure that 
these conditions do not degrade the operating life 
(discharge characteristics) of the battery. Figures 7 
and 8 show the effects of temperature and load current 
variations on lithium battery discharge characteristics. 

Figure 8. Lithium Discharge Characteristics
= 8.5 mA Load 

~ -20°C 

E 2.0 1-----+--m;;;;:::-t---tt---t-------j 
;g -40°C 

0.5 '------'----.......__ __ _._ __ ~ 
50 100 150 200 Hours 

83-004846A 
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BATTERY BACKUP CIRCUITS FOR SRAMs NEC 
Design Example 

This section presents and documents a detailed battery 
backup design example. The discussion encompasses 
SRAM memory array design, current and voltage 
requirements, voltage-detector and isolation circuitry, 
and memory protection design considerations. 

SRAM Memory Array 

For the battery backup design example, NEC's 
µPD43256A-15LL (a CMOS-fabricated, 150-ns SRAM 
memory device) is used to implement the memory 
array, configured as 32K by 32 bits using four 
32K x 8-bit memory devices (figure 9). The memory 
array's interface of common address lines, common 
1/0 lines, and control signals are asserted by control 
logic common to all devices. However, the power 
supply connection to the memory array requires 
special consideration. The power plane of the memory 
array must be isolated from the system power supply 
to ensure that the backup battery drives only the 
memory array (see "Voltage-Level Detector and 
Isolation Circuit Design"). 

Current and Voltage Requirements 

The first task for the designer is to define the required 
battery capacity. Table 2 shows data retention charac
teristics for the µPD43256A SRAM. The maximum data 
retention current for this device is 20 µA at Oto 70°C. 
For a circuit with four memory devices, total memory 
array current is 4 x 20 µA= 80 µA. 

Figure 9. SRAM Memory Array 

The battery's operating period is assumed to be 10 
years at 12 hours-per-day. Using the formula shown 
under "Battery Capacity," the required capacity of the 
battery can be derived from this calculation. 

80 µAx 12 hours/day x 365 days/year x 10 years= 3504 mAh 

Requirements for the data retention voltage of the 
µPD43256A SRAM are defined in table 2, while figure 
10 shows timing requirements for data retention with 
respect to the CS chip select signal. 

Table 2. µPD43256A SRAM Data Retention 
Characteristics 

Limits 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Data retention Vee DR 2.0 5.5 v cs 2 Vee - 0.2 v 
supply voltage 

Data retention leeoR 
supply current 

µA ~e =3.0 V; 
2 Vee -0.2 v 

50 

(Notes 1, 2) 

Chip deselection teoR ns 
to data retention 

Operation tR ns 
recovery time 

Notes: 

(1) µPD43256A-LL: lccoR = 20 µA (max) for TA= Oto 70°C and 
3 µA (max) for TA= 0 to 40°C. 

(2) µPD43256A-L: lccoR = 15 µA (max) for TA= o to 40°C. 
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Figure 10. Data Retention Timing Waveforms 
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GND--------------------------

Note: 
[1] The other inputs [Addresses, OE, WE, I/Os] can be in a 

high-impedance state. 
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Battery Protection. Figure 11 shows the battery por
tion of the memory battery backup circuit. This portion 
of the circuit must be designed to provide the required 
data retention voltage and energy capacity for the 
memory backup function, yet protect the battery from 
reverse (charging) current. The diode and resistor 
shown in figure 11 were selected to protect the battery 
according to UL standards. 

Since lithium batteries are not rechargeable, current
limiting protection must be provided to control the 
amount of current from the main power supply. Forth is 
purpose, the designer must select a diode that protects 
against charging current, yet provides sufficient volt
age for memory battery backup. 

The UL-allowable charging current for a lithium battery 
is specified as 1 % of the battery capacity, calculated 
as follows: 

1% x capacity of battery (mAh) -;- (amount of time charging may 
occur (hours/day) x 365 days/year x number of years) 

In this design example, a minimum capacity of 
3504 mAh is required. The closest standard-size lithium 
battery has a capacity of 5000 mAh. The allowed 
charging current of this battery for a 10-year period is 
calculated in this way: 

1% x 5000 mAh-;- (12 hours/day x 365 days/year x 10 years)= 1.1 µA 

Therefore, the diode selected to protect the battery 
must have a maximum reverse leakage current rating 
of 1.1 µA. To maintain the required data retention 
voltage at the memory device, a diode with a small 
forward-voltage drop must be selected. A Schottky 
diode, with a forward-voltage drop of 0.2 volt, provides 
a 2.7-volt battery backup voltage and also meets the 
reverse leakage current specification for this circuit. 

According to UL standards, the battery must also be 
protected against charging current in case the protec
tion diode is damaged. The designer must select a 
current-limiting resistor for this purpose. Resistor value 
is determined according to this formula: 

(Vee - Vsattery)-;- maximum charging current 

UL standards specify a maximum charging current of 
5 mA. Therefore, for the circuit in this design example, 
the minimum resistor value is specified as follows: 

(5.5 - 3 V) -;- 5 mA = 500 n 

Selecting the aforementioned Schottky diode and a 
standard 10% resistor value of 560 n would guarantee 
minimum data retention voltage for the battery backup 
circuit. Total voltage drop across the protection diode 
and current-limiting resistor is equal to 0.245 volt,· 
which provides a memory backup voltage of 2.755 
volts-well above the minimum data retention voltage 
of 2 volts. 

Figure 11. Backup Energy Source Circuit 

VeeM VoR = 2.755 V VeeM 

T 02 [Schottky Diode] 
~ [0.2V] 

R1 560 n 
? [0.045 V] ! 3-V Lithium Battery 
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Voltage-Level Detector and Isolation 
Circuit Design 

The designer must also determine the best method 
for detecting power failures and isolating the main 
power supply from the backup battery. The circuit 
designed for these functions must fulfill two require
ments: 1) sustain maximum operating current for the 
memory array, and 2) provide isolation protection 
during battery backup operation. Several design alter
natives for voltage-level detector and isolation circuits 
are discussed in this section. The standards of com
parison between these circuits are relative simplicity of 
design and voltage drop of the isolation element. 

Note: In applications that are subjected to brownouts or 
extreme temperatures, these voltage-level detector 
and isolation circuits will minimize unnecessary 
cycling of the backup battery. However, considera
tions must be made to protect the memory devices 
from unstable circuit conditions, especially during 
power failure. For a discussion of memory protection 
under these circumstances, refer to "System Power 
Failure Design Considerations," following this section. 

The designer must first determine maximum operating 
current of the memory array. Since maximum operating 
current for the µPD43256A SRAM is specified as 35 mA, 
total operating current is calculated as 4 x 35 mA = 
140 mA for the memory array in this design example. 

Diode Isolation Circuit. The diode isolation circuit in 
figure 12 provides a simple approach to memory 

Voltage-Level Detector Circuit. The diode isolation 
circuit provides a simple means of battery backup, but 
some applications may require a circuit that minimizes 
voltage skew and has a more defined threshold level. 
The voltage-level detector circuit shown in figure 13 
would allow the designer to fulfill these system 
requirements. 

The voltage-level detector circuit isolates the supply 
voltage from the memory voltage when the voltage 
level falls below Vee minimum. Threshold voltage is 
specified by using a zener diode in the voltage-divider 
circuit of figure 13. Care must be taken to ensure that 
marginal Vee levels do not cause unnecessary cycling 
of the backup battery. 

Figure 12. Diode Isolation Circuit 

Vee 

·~ 

Isolation Diode 
[Schottky Diode] 

VoR = 2.755 V VeeM 

i. 
-it; D2 [Schottky Diode] 

r" [0.2 VJ 

>- R15600 
;> [0.045 VJ ! 3-V Lithium Battery 
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battery backup. The isolation diode (01) must be able Figure 13. Voltage-Level Detector Circuit 
to sustain the maximum memory operating current, 
yet minimize voltage skew between Vee and VccM by 
limiting forward-voltage drop. A large voltage skew 
could cause illegal conditions to occur in normal 
system operations. A typical silicon diode with a 
forward-voltage drop of 0.7 Vat a 140-mA load current 
would provide a large voltage skew between Vee and 
VccM· Since SRAM Vee is 0.7 V less than the level of a 
logic signal from a device not in the backup system, 
Vee would have to be adjusted to a nonstandard level 
of 5.7 V to maintain Vee at 5 V. 

In contrast, a Schottky diode typically provides a 
forward-voltage drop of 0.2 Vat a 3-A load current. This 
low voltage drop minimizes voltage skew and maintains 
logic input levels to within 0.2 V of Vee. which makes 
the Schottky diode an ideal choice for the diode isola-
tion circuit. 
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The voltage-level detector circuit consists of zener 
diode Z1, switching transistor Q1, and the R1 and R2 
voltage-divider network. The collector of Q1 is con
nected to the base of PNP isolation transistor Q2, 
isolating Vee from VeeM when the Vee voltage level 
falls below threshold. Threshold voltage (VTH) is 
determined by VTH = Vz + VsE1, where Vz is zener 
voltage and VsE1 is the base-to-emitter voltage drop of 
Q1. The threshold voltage in figure 13 is 3.9 + 0.6 V = 
4.5 V, which is the specification for minimum Vee. 
When Vee drops below minimum specification, the 
zener diode operates in its forward-voltage region, and 
no base current flows into Q1. Q1 is then forced into 
cutoff. With Q1 in cutoff, no base current flows into Q2, 
consequently forcing Q2 into cutoff and isolating Vee 
from VeeM· 

Isolation transistor Q2 must be capable of supplying a 
maximum memory operating current of 140 mA and 
also must provide a minimum VsAT to reduce voltage 
skew. The PNP 2N2907 medium-power transistor 
chosen for this application can drive up to 150 mAwith 
a de gain range of 100 to 300. The maximum base 
current needed to turn on Q2 is calculated as follows: 

lso2 = lco2 + hte = 140 mA--;- 100 = 1.4 mA 

Since the base of Q2 is connected to the collector of 
Q1, and lsa2 = lea1. Q1 must be capable of driving a 
collector current of 1.4 mA or greater. The choice for 
Q1 is an NPN 2N3904, a general-purpose transistor 
with an le maximum of 10 mA and an hte of 100. The 
base current needed to turn on Q1 is calculated at 
3 mA --;-- 100 = 30 µA, which is much less than the 
maximum lsa1 provided by the R1-R2 network. The 
voltage divider R1-R2 must also forward-bias the 
base-emitter junction of Q1 to allow the transistor to 
operate in its active region. The voltage at the Q1 base 

node is 4.1 volts, which keeps Q1 turned on until 
threshold voltage is reached. 

The circuit in figure 13 was characterized, and the 
relationship between the input and output voltage for 
two output loads is shown in figure 14. At an input 
voltage level of 4.5 V, the output voltage maintains a 
voltage level higher than the minimum data retention 
voltage of 2 V. 

Schmitt Trigger Voltage-Level Detector. The voltage
level detector circuit is an improvement over the diode 
isolation circuit. However, the threshold point is sensi
tive to variations in Q1 gain, and could cause oscilla
tions around the trigger point, draining the backup 
battery. The circuit shown in figure 15 reduces thres
hold sensitivity by adding an operational amplifier, 
thereby improving threshold margin by introducing 
hysteresis into the threshold region. This comparator 
circuit is commonly referred to as a Schmitt trigger. 

Figure 14. Voltage-Level Detector/Transfer Function 

RL = 100 kfl 

VeeM [Battery] 

Input Voltage [Volts] 

Test Conditions: 

[1] V1N = 0 to 5.5 V 
[2] Load resistance = 100 fl or 100 kO 

VeeM [System] 

RL = 100 fl 
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Figure 15. Schmitt Triggel' Voltage-Level Detector Circuit 
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The non inverting input of the µPC358 is connected to 
a reference-voltage network consisting of R4 and R5. 
This reference voltage, when compared to the input 
voltage on the inverting input, determines when the 
output of the operational amplifier w.ill transition. 
If a loop gain in excess of unity is chosen, the output 
waveform continues to be virtually discontinuous at 
the comparison voltage. However, at this point, the 
circuit would exhibit a phenomenom called hysteresis. 
Hysteresis voltage is determined by the resistor net
work of R4 and R5. 

Figure 16 illustrates the response of the Schmitt trigger 
voltage-level detector circuit to the input signals 
connected to the noninverting input of the µPC358. 
When the input voltage reaches the value V1, the 
output goes high, and when the input is at V2, the 
output transitions to the low state. The difference 
between the input signals (V1 - V2) is called the 
hysteresis voltage (VH). Therefore, the threshold volt
age is dependent upon two input values, increasing the 
threshold sensitivity by the difference between the two 
voltages. For the circuit in figure 15, VH is equal to 
0.34 V. This circuit provides the best response of the 
three backup circuits, but at a cost of increased device 
count. 

The circuit in figure 15 was characterized, and the 
relationship between input voltage and output voltage 
for a 100-kO output load is shown in figure 17. When the 
input voltage reaches 4.5 V (V1 ), the output voltage is 
set at a level higher than the minimum data retention 
voltage. Output voltage does not change until input 
voltage reaches a value of 4.1 V (V2). 

System Power Failure Design Considerations 

As shown in figure 18, Vee decays slowly after power 
failure, providing time for an orderly system shutdown. 
Even during an orderly shutdown, the system may 
generate spurious memory commands, causing viable 
data to be overwritten. The designer can use the status 
signal generated by the system's power supply monitor 
circuit to protect the memory from false CPU com
mands after power failure. (The power supply monitor 
circuit is shown as part of the memory battery backup 
system in figure 4.) 
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Figure 16. Response of the Schmitt Trigger 
to an Arbitrary Signal 
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Figure 17. Schmitt Trigger Detector/Transfer Function 

VeeM [Battery] 

V2 V1 

Input Voltage [Volts] 

Test Conditions: 

[1] V1N = 0 to 5.5 V 
[2] Load resistance = 100 kO 
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Figure 18. Power Failure Vee Profile 
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The power supply status signal (Power OK) remains 
inactive during the entire time Vee is off to force the 
output of the NANO gate to remain inactive (high). This 
status signal also is sent to the NANO gate of the 
memory circuit ("Power OK" in figure 19). The memory 
circuit "ands" this status signal with the other control 
signals and deselects the memory array before any 
false commands are generated. 

Once the backup circuit has taken over and the 
memory array has been deselected, CS must be 
maintained at Vee - 0.2 V. The10 kn resistor ensures 
that the requirement for CS:::'.". VeeM - 0.2 Vis met. 

If a power supply monitor circuit is not provided, the 
designer may design one. The circuit shown in figure 
20 uses a voltage-level detector design to detect when 
Vee falls below 4.5 V. This circuit is similar to the 
voltage-level detector circuit used in the battery backup 
design example. Rather than control an isolation 
transistor, this power supply monitor circuit generates 
a power supply status signal (Power OK) to the 
memory select logic. 

The circuit shown in figure 20 is subject to oscillations 
due to variations in 01 gain and limited threshold 
margins. The addition of a Schmitt trigger to the power 
supply monitor circuit (figure 21) increases threshold 
margins by introducing hysteresis into the threshold 
region. The amount of hysteresis is determined by the 
values of R4 and R5. When input voltage falls below 
4.5 V, the circuit generates a low signal (Power OK) to 
the memory select logic, and the memory array is 
deselected. Power OK remains low, because R5 pulls it 
down as long as Vee is off. 

Figure 19. Memory Array Deselect Circuit 

Memory Select 
Memory Cycle 

Power OK 

10 kO 

Vee 

SRAM 

Figure 20. Power Supply Monitor Circuit 
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Battery Backup Using NEC's Supercaps™ 
Application Note 90-04 

Introduction 

Supercaps are an innovative type of capacitor provid
ing a volumetric efficiency (i.e., capacitance per unit 
volume for a given voltage) of 10 to 50 times that of 
conventional aluminum electrolytic capacitors. High 
capacitance (2.2 million µF) and low leakage current 
make the supercap an efficient, reliable and cost
effective energy storage device. 

In 1879, the theory of electric double-layer capacitance 
was introduced by Helmholtz, but the first electric 
double-layer capacitor using solid electrolyte wasn't 
developed until 90 years later, a gap caused in part by 
a lack of proper materials. In 1979, NEC introduced its 
electric double-layer supercapacitor, nicknamed super
cap, and with it a new manufacturing technology and 
newly developed construction materials. 

Today NEC manufactures an extensive line of super
caps to meet a variety of demands. For example, large 
current backup is provided by our FA- and FE-series, 
small current backup by our FY-series, moderate cur
rent backup by the FS-series, and wide operating mar
gins by the FR-series. 

Figure 1. Basic Model of a Supercap 

Theory of Operation 

At each interface (figure 1), an array of charged parti
cles and induced charges is thought to exist. This array 
is known as an electric double layer: The large capaci
tance of an electric double-layer capacitor arises from 
the charge stored at the interface as the electric field 
changes across two available phases. In a supercap, 
one phase consists of activated carbon particles and 
the other of sulfuric acid solution as an ionically con
ducting electrolyte. In general, the relationship of the 
charge per unit area (TJ) and the double-layer potential 
(</>) is reflected by the following equation: 

TJ = [d I (4rr0)] x ¢ 
where d is the dielectric constant of the interface 
media and 6 is the mean distance between the solid 
surface (polarizable electrode) and the ionic center. 
The value of 6 is a few angstroms. In the Helmholtz 
model, the potential gradient exists only in the area of 
the electric double layer. As a result, the potential curve 
is as shown in figure 1. 
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Supercap is a trademark of NEC Corporation. 
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If <Po represents <P when no external bias is applied, 
then the calculation is expressed this way: 

TJo = [d I (4n0)] x <Po 
Conversely, some charges are accumulated at the 
interface if an external electric field is applied to the 
system shown in figure 1. In this case, the potential 
rises to ¢ 1 and the charge of T]1 can be accumulated as 
shown by this equation: 

TJ1 = [d I (4n0)] x (2</>1 - </>o) 

The charge equivalent to T]1 can be accumulated by 
changing the external electric field, as follows: 

TJ1 e 21Jo (</>1 I </>o), where (</>1 ~ </>o) 

The experimental result, using mercury as a polarizable 
electrode, shows a 20 to 40 µF/cm2 value. Therefore, if 
the activated carbon behavior is the same as that of 
mercury, the capacitance for a capacitor consisting of 
activated carbon with a 1,000 m2/g surface area is 
calculated to be 200 to 400 F/g, a very large value. In this 
way, a device with large capacitance and small size can 
be easily manufactured. 

Structure 

The cross section of a unit cell is shown in figure 2. The 
activated carbon particles moisturized (semi-liquid 
state) by diluted sulfuric acid electrolyte are segre
gated by a porous, ion-permeable separator. The unit 
cell is sealed by the electroconductive polymer and a 
nonconductive rubber gasket, which are vulcanized 
simultaneously. No adhesive glue is used for the seal. 

Figure 2. Unit Cell 

/Electroconductive Rubber 
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The breakdown voltage of the unit cell can be as low as 
1.2 volts (thermodynamically), which is the decompo
sition voltage of aqueous electrolyte solution. There
fore, several unit cells are stacked in series to get the 
required rated voltage (figure 3}. 

Performance 

Supercaps have no standard specifications from 
groups such as the EIA and, accordingly, are specified 
by individual manufacturers. For example, NEC has 
specifications to cover the following: 

• Operating temperature 
• Maximum working voltage 
• Capacitance 
• Capacitance tolerance 
• Equivalent series resistance1 (ESR) 
• Charging (leakage) current at 30 minutes 
• Voltage holding characteristics 
• Temperature characteristics 
• Lead terminal strength 
• Vibration 
• Solderability 
• Resistance to soldering heat 
• Temperature cycling 
• Humidity 
• Load life 

Detailed information can be found in the data sheets for 
each series. 

Note: 
[1] Due to relatively high ESR, supercaps may be unsuitable for 

filtering applications. ESR involves different resistance factors in 
the electrolyte, the activated carbon particles, the carbon to 
electroconductlve polymer contacts, and the contacts between 
cell units, among others. 

Calculating Required Supercap Size 

When the required backup current is on the order of 
miliamps or more, size is determined as shown in figure 
4. When backup current is on the order of microamps or 
less, figure 5 applies. Keep in mind that the curves in 
figure 5 are approximations and actual backup time 
may vary. 
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Figure 3. Cross Section 
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Figure4. Relationship Between VoltageandTime 
While the Supercap is Charging and 
Discharging 
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Figure 5. Minimum Backup for CMOS RAMs 
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Applications 

Supercaps typically are used as 

too large, supercaps are an excellent alternative to 
traditional backup technologies. 

• Backup power during primary outages Figure 6. Basic Backup Circuit Using a Supercap 

• Backup power during voltage drops caused by 
heavy loads 

• Backup sources to primary batteries 

As battery backup sources for the microcomputer and 
memory devices found in VCRs, AM-FM tuners, cam
eras and hand-held computers, their primary function 
is to prevent errors in operation during power outages 
(figure 6). Until recently, batteries or electrolytic capac
itors have been used, but because batteries have to be 
replaced or recharged and aluminum capacitors are 

Table 1. Comparison of Features 

Features Supercaps NI-Cd Batteries 

Operating temperature -40 to 85°C -20 to 65°C 

Working voltage 5.5 V and 11 V 1.2V 

Capacitance 210 

Charging time Several seconds Several hours 

Charging current limitations None Limited 

. Charge/discharge cycles Infinite (more than 1<>5 times) 300 to 500 times 

Power 
Source 

Re 

Lithium Batteries 

-20 to 60°C 

3V 

360 

For Protection of 
Power Source 

(Not Supercap) 

c 
Load 

83SL-7046A 

Aluminum Electrolytic 
Capacitors 

-40 fo 85°C 

Over 6.3 V 

0.01 

Several seconds 

None 

Infinite (more than 105 times) 

Reflow soldering Applicable Not applicable Not applicable Applicable 

Materials safety No noxious materials Cadmium No noxious materials No noxious materials 

Notes: 

(1) Capacitance is shown as a ratio to the supercap's electric charge 
per unit volume. 

Table 2. Advantages and Disadvantages of Alternate Sources to Supercaps 
Backup Source Advantages 

Ni-Cd Battery Rechargeable 

Large capacity 

Lithium Battery Large capacity 

Aluminum Electrolytic Capacitor Easy to use 

7-136 

Disadvantages 

Noxious materials 

Must be replaced every 6 months to 2 years because of limited charge/ 
discharge cycles 

Needs protection against rapid charging 

May be broken by shorting terminals after charging 

Unsuitable for high current applications 

No reflow soldering 

Not rechargeable 

Small capacitance 
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Figure 7. Memory Backup Circuit Block Diagram 
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ECL RAMs 

Section 8 
ECL RAMs 

µPB10422 
256 x 4-Bit 10K ECL RAM 

µPB10470 
4,096 x 1-Bit 10K ECL RAM 

µPB10474 
1,024 x 4-Bit 10K ECL RAM 

µPB10474A 
1,024 x 4-Bit 10K ECL RAM 

µPB10474E 
1,024 x 4-Bit 10K ECL RAM 

µPB10480 
16,384 x 1-Bit 10K ECL RAM 

µPB10484 
4,096 x 4-Bit 10K ECL RAM 

µPB10484A 
4,096 x 4-Bit 10K ECL RAM 

µPB10A484 
4,096 x 4-Bit 10K ECL RAM 

µPD10500 
262,144 x 1-Bit 10K BiCMOS ECL RAM 

µPD10504 
65,536 x 4-Bit 10K BiCMOS ECL RAM 

8-1 

8-7 

8-13 

8-19 

8-25 

8-33 

8-39 

8-45 

8-51 

8-57 

8-63 

NEC 

µPB100422 8-69 
256 x 4-Bit 100K ECL RAM 

µPB100470 8-75 
4,096 x 1-Bit 100K ECL RAM 

µPB100474 8-81 
1,024 x 4-Bit 100K ECL RAM 

µPB100474A 8-87 
1,024 x 4-Bit 100K ECL RAM 

µPB100474E 8-93 
1,024 x 4-Bit 100K ECL RAM 

µPB100480 8-99 
16,384 x 1-Bit 100K ECL RAM 

µPB100484 8-105 
4,096 x 4-Bit 100K ECL RAM 

µPB100484A 8-111 
4,096 x 4-Bit 100K ECL RAM 

µPB100A484 8-117 
4,096 x 4-Bit 100K ECL RAM 

µPD100500 8-123 
262,144 x 1-Bit 100K BiCMOS ECL RAM 

µPD100504 8-129 
65,536 x 4-Bit 100K BiCMOS ECL RAM 
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Description 

The µ.PB10422 is a very high-speed 10K interface ECL 
RAM organized as 256 words by 4 bits and designed with 
noninverted, open-emitter outputs and low power con
sumption. Two versions with fast access times of 7 and 
10 ns maximum are available in 24-pin ceramic DIP 
packaging. 

Features 

o 256-word x 4-bit organization 
o 10K ECL interface 
o Noninverted, open-emitter outputs 
o Fast access times 
o Low power consumption 
o 24-pin ceramic DIP packaging 

Ordering Information 
Access 

Part Number Time (max) 

µPB10422D·7 7 ns 

D-10 10 ns 

60035 

Supply 
Current (min) 

-220 mA 

Package 

24-pin ceramic DIP 

Pin Configurations 

24-Pin Ceramic DIP 

VccA 
D01 

B'S1 
D02 

B'S2 
Dl1 

Dl2 

WE 

As 9 

A5 

A1 
VEE 

Pin ldentif ication 
Symbol Function 

Address Inputs 

Data Inputs 

Data outputs 

Block select inputs 

Write enable 

#'PB10422 
256 x 4-Bit 

10K ECL RAM 

831H-6174A 

Vee Power supply (current switches and bias driver) 

Power supply (output devices) 

Power supply 

8-1 
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µ,PB10422 NEC 
Absolute Maximum Ratings Truth Table 
Supply voltage, VEE to Vee -7.0 to +0.5 V BS WE DI DO Function 

Input voltage, V1N VEE to +0.5V H x x L Not selected 

Output current, louT -30 to +0.1 mA L L L L WriteO 

Storage temperature, TSTG -65 to +150"C L L H L. Write 1 

Storage temperature under bias, TSTG (bias) -55 to +125"C L H x Data Valid Read 

Notes: Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

(1) The Block Select input for each of the four memory blocks Is used 
independently as shown In the block diagram. 

Capacitance 
Parameter Symbol Min 

Input capacitance 

Output capacitance CouT 

Block Diagram 

Ao 

A1 Q; 
-~ 
0 

A2 
>:::: 
Cl> 

"O 

8 
A3 ~ x 
A4 

8-2 

Typ Max 

4 

5 

As 

:::::::::::::: .. 

Block 1 

Unit 

pF 

pF 

Y-Decoder/Driver 

Memory Cell Array 
(256 Words x 4 Bits) 

Block 2 Block3 Block4 

831H·5953B 



NEC 1-tPB10422 

DC Characteristics 
TA = Oto +75°C; VEE = -5.2 V; output load = 50 0 to -2.0 V 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Output voltage, high VoH -1000 -840 mV V1N = V1H max or V1L min; TA = 0°C 

-960 -810 mV V1N = V1H max or V1L min; TA = 25°C 

-900 -720 mV V1N = V1H max or V1L min; TA = 75°C 

Output voltage, low VoL -1870 -1665 mV V1N = V1H max or V1L min; TA = 0°C 

-1850 -1650 mV V1N = V1H max or V1L min; TA = 25°C 

-1830 -1625 mV V1N = V1H max or V1L min; TA = 75°C 

Output threshold voltage, high VoHC -1020 mV V1N = V1H min or V1L max; TA = 0°C 

-980 mV V1N = V1H min or V1L max; TA = 25°C 

-920 mV V1N = V1H min or V1L max; TA = 75°C 

Output threshold voltage, low VoLC -1645 mV V1N = V1H min or V1L max; TA = 0°C 

-1630 mV V1N = V1H min or V1L max; TA = 25°C 

-1605 mV V1N = V1H min or V1L max; TA = 75°C 

Input voltage, high V1H -1145 -840 mv For all inputs: TA = 0°C 

-1105 -810 mV For all Inputs: TA = 25°C 

-1045 -720 mV For all Inputs: TA ... 75°C 

Input voltage, low V1L -1870 -1490 mV For all Inputs: TA = 0°C 

-1850 -1475 mV For all inputs: TA = 25°C 

-1830 -1450 mV For all inputs: TA = 75°C 

Input current, high l1H 220 p.A V1N = V1H max 

Input current, low l1L 0.5' 170 p.A EIB1 - EIB4; V1N = V1L min 

-50 p.A For all others: V1N = V1L min 

Supply current IEE -220 mA For all inputs and outputs open 

Notes: 

(1) The device under test is mounted in a test socket and measured II at a thermal equilibrium established with a transverse air flow 
maintained at greater than 2.0 m/s. 
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µPB10422 

AC Characteristics 
TA= 0 to +75°C; VEE = -5.2 V ± 5%; output load = 50 0 to -2.0 V 

1iPB10422·7 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ 

Read Operation 

Block select access time tABS 

Block select recovery time tRBS 

Address access time tAA 

Write Operation 

Write pulse width tw 5 

Data setup time twso 

Data hold time twHD 

Address setup time twsA 

Address hold time twHA 

Block select setup time twsss 

Block select hold time twHBS 

Write disable time tws 

Write recovery time twR 

Output Rise and Fall Times 

Output rise time tR 2 

Output fall time tF 2 

Notes: 

(1) The device under test is mounted in a test socket and measured 
at a thermal equilibrium established with a transverse air flow 
maintained at greater than 2.0 m/s. 

8-4 

NEC 

1£PB10422·10 

Max Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

5 

5 

7 

5 

6 

5 ns 

5 ns 

10 ns 

6 ns 

2 ns 

2 ns 

2 ns 

2 ns 

2 ns 

2 ns 

5 ns 

9 ns 

2 ns 

2 ns 

(2) All timing measurements are referenced to 50% input levels. 

(3) See figures 1 and 2. 



NEC 
Figure 1. Loading Conditions Test Circuit 

Notes: 

[1] RL =50n. 

[2] CL =30pF. 

Figure 2. Input Pulse 

-1.7V 

Note: 

[1] 1R=1F =2.Sns(typ). 

Vee (GND) 

1 

0.01µF1 

r 

Device Under 
Test 

( 

VEE 

VccA (GND) 

_j 

-0.9V 

6 

-2.0V 

DO 

20% 

11PB10422 

831H·5947B 

k
80% 

~~~~~~~~-

t F 

831H-5948B 
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1tPB10422 NEC 
Timing Waveforms 

Chip Select Access Cycle 

DO 

Note: 

[1] Address is valid more than 2 ns prior to the low transition of BS. 
831H·5972B 

Address Access Cycle 

Address 

DO 

Note: 

[1] BS= V1L 
831H·6203B 

Write Cycle 

Address 

E DI 

tw 
twsD- i-tWHD 

Lh~· 
\ J .::dJ ~ 

~ 

DO 

1-,. -twR-1 
831H-5955B 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µ.PB10470 is a very high-speed 10K interface ECL 
RAM organized as 4K words by 1 bit and designed with 
an open emitter output (noninverted) for low power 
consumption. Two fast access time versions are avail
able: 10 ns maximum and 15 ns maximum. The 
µ.PB10470 is available in a hermetic, 300-mil, 18-pin 
cerdip. 

Features 

o 4096-word x 1-bit organization 
o 10K ECL interface 
o Open emitter output (noninverted) 
o Fast access times 
o Low power consumption 
o 300-mil, 18-pin cerdip packaging 

Ordering Information 

Part Number 
Access 

Time (max) 

µPB10470D-10 10 ns --------------------
D-15 15 ns 

60026 

Package 

18-pin cerdip 

Pin Configuration 

18-Pin Cerdip 

DouT 
Ao 

A1 

A2 

A3 

A4 

As 
As 

VEE 

Pin Identification 
Symbol 

Dour 

Vee 

µPB10470 
4,096 x 1-BIT 

10K ECL RAM 

Vee 
D1N 
Cs 
WE 

A1o 

A11 
Ag 
Ag 

_____ ,A7 

831H--6060A 

Function 

Address inputs 

Data input 

Data output 

Chip select 

Write enable 

Ground 

-5.2-volt power supply 
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µ.PB10470 

Absolute Maximum Ratings Truth Table 
Supply voltage, VEE to Vee -7.0 to +0.5 V cs WE 

Input voltage, V1N VEE to +0.5 V H x 
Output current, louT -30 to +0.1 mA L L 

Storage temperature, TsTG -65 to + 150°C L L 

Storage temperature under bias, TsTG (bias) -55 to + 125°C L H 

Notes: Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

(1) X = don't care. 

Capacitance 
Parameter 

Input capacitance 

Output capacitance 

Block Diagram 

8-8 

Symbol 

CouT 

X-Address 
Decoder 

Min Typ 

4 

5 

Word 
Driver 

Max Unit 

pF 

pF 

64X64 
Memory Cell 

Array 

Sense Amplifiers and 
Write Drivers 

Y-Address Decoder 

NEC 
Function Output 

x Not selected L 

L WriteO L 

H Write1 L 

x Read DouT 

DouT 

831H-4916B 



NEC µPB10470 

DC Characteristics 
TA = 0 to + 75°C; VEE = -5.2 V; output load = 50 0 to -2.0 V 

Parameter Symbol TA (°C) Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Output voltage, high VoH 0 -1000 -840 mV V1N = V1H (max) or V1L (min) 

+25 -960 -810 mV 

+75 -900 -720 mV 

Output voltage, low VoL 0 -1870 -1665 mV V1N = V1H (max) or V1L (min) 

+25 -1850 -1650 mV 

+75 -1830 -1625 mV 

Output threshold voltage, high VoHC 0 -1020 mV V1N = V1H (min) or V1L (max) 

+25 -980 mV 

+75 -920 mV 

Output threshold voltage, low Vo LC 0 -1645 mV V1N = V1H (min) or V1L (max) 

+25 -1630 mV 

+75 -1605 mV 

Input voltage, high V1H 0 -1145 -840 mV Guaranteed input voltage high for all inputs 

+25 -1105 -810 mV 

+75 -1045 -720 mV 

Input voltage, low V1L 0 -1870 -1490 mV Guaranteed input voltage low for all inputs 

+25 -1850 -1475 mV 

+75 -1830 -1450 mV 

Input current, high l1H Oto +75 220 p.A V1N = V1H (max) 

Input current, low l1L o to +75 0.5 170 µA For 'CS: V1N = V1L (min) 

0 to +75 -50 µA For all others: V1N = V1L (min) 

Supply current IEE Oto +75 -220 mA All inputs and outputs open 

Notes: 

(1) The device under test (DUT) is mounted in a test socket and is II measured at a thermal equilibrium established with a transverse 
air flow maintained at greater than 2.0 m/s. 
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l'PB10470 NEC 
AC Characteristics 
TA= 0 to +75°C; VEE= -5.2 V ± 5% 

~PB10470·10 ~PB10470·15 

Parameter Symbol M~n Typ Max Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Read Operation 

Address access time tAA 10 15 ns 

Chip select access time tACs 6 8 ns 

Chip select recovery time tRCS 6 8 ns 

Write Operation 

Write pulse width tw 10 15 ns 

Data setup time twso 2 2 ns 

Data hold time twHD 2 2 ns 

Address setup time twsA 3 3 ns 

Address hold time twHA 2 2 ns 

Chip select setup time twscs 2 2 ns 

Chip select hold time twHCS 2 2 ns 

Write disable time tws 6 8 ns 

Write recovery time twR 10 10 ns 

Output Rise and Fall Times 

Rise time tR 2 2 ns 

Fall time tF 2 2 ns 

Notes: 

(1) The device under test (OUT) is mounted in a test socket and is 
measured at a thermal equilibrium established with a transverse 
air flow maintained at greater than 2.0 m/s. 
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NEC 
Figure 1. Loading Conditions Test Circuit 

0.01 µFI 

Notes: r [1] RL=SOn. 

[2] CL =30pF. 

Figure 2. Input Pulse 

-1.7V 

_,.:if 
IR~L 

Note: 

[1] IR =IF = 2 ns (typ}. 

Vee (GND} 

l 
Device Under 

Test 

0 

VEE 

-0.9V 

µPB10470 

Dour f c, RL 

( 

-2.0V 

831H-6036B 

80% 

20% 
~~~~~~~~-

1 F 

831H-5948B 
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µPB10470 NEC 
Timing Waveforms 

Chip Select Access Cycle 

Dour 

831H-5972B 

Address Access Cycle 

Addrn~ ~----------~~-IA-A~---_----------~ 
Dour _______________ J_....1 '-s-0% _________ _ 

831H·6144B 

Write Cycle 

~r...._____---1 
Address 

I f----f ......__,..._ 
E OJN 

I I 
tw -ii 

twso- 1--twHD 

Lk:~ \ v 

·:dJ } 

Dour 

i---I. -twR'-1 
831H·5973B 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The ~PB10474 is a very high-speed 10K interface ECL 
RAM organized as 1,024 words by 4 bits and designed 
with noninverted, open-emitter outputs and low power 
consumption. Three versions with access times of 8 ns, 
10 ns and 15 ns maximum are available in hermetic, 
400-mil, 24-pin cerdip packaging. 

Features 

o 1,024-word x 4-bit organization 
o 10K ECL interface 
o Noninverted, open-emitter outputs 
o Fast access times 
o Low power consumption 
o 400-mil, 24-pin cerdip packaging 

Ordering Information 
Part Number Access Time (max) Package 

µPB10474D·8 8 ns 24-pin cerdip 
------------------------D-10 10ns 

D-15 15 ns 

60032 

Pin Configuration 

24-Pin Cerdip 

Vee A 
D03 

D04 

Ao 
A1 

A2 

A3 

A4 

As 
NC 

A5 

VEE 

Pin Identification 
Symbol Function 

Ao-Ag Address inputs 

Dl1-Dl4 Data Inputs 

D01 • D04 Data outputs 

WE Write enable 

~ Chip select 

µ,PB10474 
1,024 x 4-Bit 

10K ECL RAM 

831H-6176A 

Vee Power supply (current switches and bias driver) 

VecA Power supply (output devices) 

VEE Power supply 

NC No connection 
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,iPB10474 

Absolute Maximum Ratings Truth Table 
Supply voltage, VEE to Vee -7.0 to +0.5 V ~ WE 

Input voltage, V1N VEE to +0.5 V H x 
Output current, lour -30 to +0.1 mA L L 

Storage temperature, TsrG -65 to + 15o·c L L 

Storage temperature under bias, TsrG (bias) -55 to + 125°c L H 

Notes: Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

(1) X = don't care. 

Capacitance 
f = 1 MHz 

Parameter Symbol Min 

Input capacitance C1N 

Output capacitance Cour 

Block Diagram 

8-14 

Typ Max 

4 

5 

X-Decoder/ 
Driver 

Input 
Data 

Control 
Circuit 

Unit 

pF 

pF 

Memory Cell Array 
64x16x4 

Sense/Switch 

Y-Decoder/Driver 

D1N 

x 
L 

H 

x 

Output 
Data 

Control 
Circuit 

NEC 
Output Mode 

L Not selected 

L WriteO 

L Write 1 

Dour Read 

831H-5958B 



NEC ,iPB10474 

DC Characteristics 
TA = 0 to +75°C; VEE = -5.2 V; output load = 50 0 to -2.0 V 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Output voltage, high VoH -1000 -840 mV V1N = V1H max or V1L min; TA = 0°C 

-960 -810 mV V1N = V1H max or V1L min; TA = 25°C 

-900 -720 mV V1N = V1H max or V1L min; TA = 75°C 

Output voltage, low Vol -1870 -1665 mV V1N = V1H max or V1L min; TA = 0°c 

-1850 -1650 mV V1N = V1H max or V1L min; TA = 25°C 

-1830 -1625 mV V1N = V1H max or v1L min; TA = 75°C 

Output threshold voltage, high VoHC -1020 mV V1N = V1H min or V1L max; TA = 0°C 

-980 mV V1N = V1H min or V1L max; TA = 25°C 

-920 mV V1N = V1H min or V1L max; TA = 75°C 

Output threshold voltage, low VoLC -1645 mV V1N = V1H min or V1L max; TA = 0°C 

-1630 mV V1N = 'liH min or V1L max; TA = 25°C 

-1605 mV V1N = V1H min or V1L max; TA = 75°C 

Input voltage, high V1H -1145 -840 mV For all inputs: TA = 0°C 

-1105 -810 mV For all inputs: TA = 25°C 

-1045 -720 mV For all inputs: TA = 75°C 

Input voltage, low V1L -1870 -1490 mV For all inputs: TA = 0°C 

-1850 -1475 mV For all inputs: TA = 25°C 

-1830 -1450 mV For all inputs: TA = 75°C 

Input current, high l1H 220 p.A V1N = V1H max 

Input current, low l1L 0.5 170 p.A For 'CS: V1N = V1L min 

-50 p.A For all others: V1N = V1L min 

Supply current IEE -220 mA All inputs and outputs open 

Notes: 

(1) The device under test is mounted in a test socket and measured E at a thermal equilibrium established with a transverse air flow 
maintained at greater than 2.0 m/s. 
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~PB10474 NEC 
AC Characteristics 
TA =Oto +75°C; Vee = -5.2 V :t 5%; output load = 50 0 to -2.0 V 

f.'P810474·8 l'PB10474·10 JLPB10474·15 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Min Typ Max Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Read Operation 

Chip select access time tACS 5 

Chip select recovery time tRcs 5 

Address access time tAA 8 

Write Operation 

Write pulse width tw 6 10 

Data setup time twso 2 

Data hold time twHD 2 

Address setup time twsA 3 

Address hold time twHA 2 

Chip select setup time twscs 2 

Chip select hold time twHCS 2 

Write disable time tws 5 

Write recovery time twR 8 

Output Rise and Fall Times 

Output rise time tR 2 

Output fall time tF 2 

Notes: 

(1) The device under test is mounted in a test socket and measured 
at a thermal equilibrium established with a transverse air flow 
maintained at greater than 2.0 m/s. 

8-16 

6 8 ns 

6 8 ns 

10 15 ns 

15 ns 

2 ns 

2 ns 

3 ns 

2 ns 

2 ns 

2 ns 

6 8 ns 

10 10 ns 

2 2 ns 

2 2 ns 

(2) See figures 1 and 2 for loading conditions and input pulse timing. 
Input pulse levels = -1.7 to -0.9V; input rise and fall times 
(measured between 20% and 80% or 80% and 20%) = 2 ns; input 
and output timing reference levels = 50%. 



NEC 
Figure 1. Loading Conditions Test Circuit 

Notes: 

[1] RL =50Q. 

[2] CL = 30 pF. 

Figure 2. Input Pulse 

-1.7V 

Note: 

[1] IR=IF=2ns(typ). 

Vee (GND) 

1 

0.01µF1-

I 

VccA (GND) 

Device Under 
Test 

-0.9V 

1 

µPB10474 

DO 

~' 1~ 
-2.0V 

831H-5947B 

80°Vo 

20% 
~~~~~~~~-

t F 

831H·6177B 
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l'PB10474 NEC 
Timing Waveforms 

Chip Select Access Cycle 

DO 

Note: 

[1] Address is valid more than 2 ns prior to the low transition of Cs. 
831H-6164B 

Address Access Cycle 

Address __ )(50%=--
-~tAA=i_ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=s_o-~_.-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-DO 

Note: 

[1] CS= VIL· 
831H-6144B 

Write Cycle 

Address 

DI E tw 

twsD- ~IWHD 

Lb~:SA 
\ 1 .::dJ f\. 

DO 

---I• -twR-1 
831H-5960B 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µ.PB10474A is a very high-speed 10K interface ECL 
RAM organized as 1,024 words by 4 bits and designed 
with noninverted, open-emitter outputs and low power 
consumption. Two versions with access times of 5 and 
6 ns maximum are available in hermetic, 400-mil, 24-pin 
cerdip packaging. 

Features 

o 1,024-word x 4-bit organization 
o 10K ECL interface 
o Noninverted, open-emitter outputs 
o Fast access times 
o Low power consumption 
o 400-mil, 24-pin cerdip packaging 

Ordering Information 
Part Number Access Time (max) Package 

~PB10474AD-5 5 ns 24-pin cerdip -----------------------D-6 6 ns 

60031 

µPB10474A 
1,024 x 4-Bit 

10K ECL RAM 

Pin Configurations 

24-Pin Cerdip 

VccA Vee 
DQs 002 

D04 001 

Ao 014 

A1 013 

A2 012 

A3 011 

A4 cs 
As WE 
NC Ag 

A5 As 

VEE A1 

831H-6175A 

Pin ldentlf lcatlon 
Symbol Function 

Ao·A9 Address Inputs 

Dl1. Dl4 Data Inputs 

D01 • D04 Data outputs 

WE Write enable (active low) 

~ Chip select (active low) 

Vee Power supply (current switches and bias driver) 

VeeA Power supply (output devices) 

VEE -5.2-volt power supply 

NC No connection 
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pPB10474A 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Vee= VeeA = ov 

Truth Table 
cs WE 

Supply voltage, VEE to Vee -7.0 to +0.5 V H x 
Input voltage, V1N VEEto +0.5V L L 
Output current, lour -30 to +0.1 mA L L 
Storage temperature, TsrG -65 to + 150"0 

L H 
Storage temperature under bias, TsrG (bias) -55 to + 125°0 

Notes: 
Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device rellablllty; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the llmlts specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

(1) X • don't care. 

Capacitance 
f = 1 MHz 

Parameter Symbol Min 

Input capacitance C1N 

Output capacitance Cour 

Block Diagram 

8-20 

Typ Max 

4 

5 

X-Decoder/ 
Driver 

Input 
Data 

Control 
Circuit 

Unit 

pF 

pF 

Memory Cell Array 
64x16X4 

Sense/Switch 

Y-Decoder/Driver 

NEC 
D1N Output Function 

x L Not selected 

L L Write O 

H L Write 1 

x Dour Read 

Output 
D01 

Data D02 
Control D03 
Circuit 

D04 

831H·5958B 



NEC pPB10474A 

DC Characteristics 
TA = o to +75°0; VEE = -5.2 V; output load • 50 O to -2.0 V; Vee • VeeA • o V 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Output voltage, high VoH -1000 -840 mV V1N - V1H max or V1L min; TA - 0°0 

-960 -810 mV V1N - V1H max or V1L min; TA - 25°0 

-900 -720 mV V1N - V1H max or V1L min; TA - 75°0 

Output voltage, low Vol -1870 -1665 mV V1N - V1H max or V1L min; TA - 0°0 

-1850 -1650 mV V1N - V1H max or V1L min; TA - 25°0 

-1830 -1625 mV V1N - V1H max or V1L min; TA = 75°0 

Output threshold voltage, high VoHe -1020 mV V1N • V1H min or V1L max; TA • 0°0 

-980 mV V1N - V1H min or V1L max; TA - 25°0 

-920 mV V1N • V1H min or V1L max; TA • 75°C 

Output threshold voltage, low Vo Le -1645 mV V1N - V1H min or V1L max; TA - 0°0 

-1630 mV "'IN - V1H min or "'IL max; TA - 25°0 

-1605 mV V1N • V1H min or V1L max; TA • 75°C 

Input voltage, high V1H -1145 -840 mV For all inputs: TA • 0°C 

-1105 -810 mV For all Inputs: TA • 25°C 

-1045 -720 mV For all inputs: TA = 75°0 

Input voltage, low 'lfiL -1870 -1490 mV For all inputs: TA = 0°0 

-1850 -1475 mV For all inputs: TA = 25°C 

-1830 -1450 mV For all Inputs: TA = 75°0 

Input current, high l1H 220 µA V1N = V1Hmax 

Input current, low l1L 0.5 170 µA For 'O'S': V1N = V1L min 

-50 µA For all others: V1N = Vil min 

Supply current IEE -250 mA All inputs and outputs open 

Notes: 

(1) The device under test is mounted in a test socket and measured IE at a thermal equilibrium established with a transverse air flow 
maintained at greater than 2.0 m/s. 
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pPB10474A NEC 
AC Characteristics 
TA - 0 to +75°C; VEE "' -5.2 V :t: 5%; output load • 50 0 to -2.0 V;Vcc - VccA • O V 

11PB10474A·5 11PB 10474A·8 

Parameter Symbol Min TY., Max Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Read Operation 

Address access time tAA 5 6 ns 

Chip select recovery time tRCS 3 4 ns 

Chip select access time tACs 3 4 ns 

Write Operation 

Write pulse width tw 5 6 ns 

Data setup time twso ns 

Data hold time twHD ns 

Address setup time twsA ns 

Address hold time twHA ns 

Chip select setup time twscs ns 

Chip select hold time twHCS ns 

Write disable time tws 3 4 ns 

Write recovery time twR 6 7 ns 

Output Riss and Fall Times 

Output rise time tR 2 2 ns 

Output fall time tF 2 2 ns 

Notes: 

(1) The device under test Is mounted In a test socket and measured (2) See figures 1 and 2 for loading conditions and input pulse timing. 
at a thermal equilibrium established with a transverse air flow Input pulse levels • -1.7 to -0.9 V; Input rise and fall times 
maintained at greater than 2.0 m/s. (measured between 20% and 80% or 80% and 20%) = 2 ns; input 

and output timing reference levels = 50%. 
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NEC 
Figure 1. Loading Conditions Test Circuit 

Notes: 

[1] RL =500. 

[2] CL= 30 pF. 

Figure 2. Input Pulse 

Vee (GND) 

l 

0.01 µFI 
r 

80% 

20% 

-1.7V ~~~~~~~~ 

lR 

Note: 

[1] lR=lF=2ns(typ). 

VccA (GND) 

Device Under 
Test 

-0.9V 

1 

pPB10474A 

DO 

831H-5947B 

80°i'o 

20% 
~~~~~~~~ 

IF 

831H-6177B 
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pPB10474A NEC 
Timing Waveforms 

Chip Select Access Cycle 

DO 

Note: 

(1) Address is valid more than 2 ns prior to the low transition of CS. 
831H-6164B 

Address Access Cycle 

Note: 

[1) CS=VJL. 
831H-6144B 

Write Cycle 

~r----1 
Address f---1 -------E 3,---;.-,.;----DI 

tw 
twsD- ~IWHD 

Lb-: \ 1 .::dJ -~ ~ 

DO 

I~• -twR-1 
831H-5960B 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

PRELIMINARY INFORMATION 

Description Pin Configuration 

pPB10474E 
1,024 x 4-Bit 

10K ECL RAM 

The µPB10474E is a very high-speed 10K interface ECL 24-Pin Cerdip 
RAM organized as 1,024 words by 4 bits and designed ...-----------------------. 
with noninverted, open-emitter outputs and low power 
consumption. Two versions with access times of 3 and 
4 ns maximum are available in hermetic, 400-mil, 24-pin 
cerdip packaging. 

Features 

o 1,024-word x 4-bit organization 
o 10K ECL interface 
o Noninverted, open-emitter outputs 
o Fast access times 
o Low power consumption 
o 400-mil, 24-pin cerdip packaging 

Ordering Information 
Part Number Access Time (max) Package 

µPB10474ED-3 3 ns 24-pin cerdip 
~---------~ 
D-4 4 ns 

60120 

Vee 

83YL-7240A 

Pin Identification 
Symbol Function 

Ao-Ag Address inputs 

Dl1 - Dl4 Data inputs 

D01 - D04 Data outputs 

WE Write enable (active low) 

cs Chip select (active low) 

Vee Power supply (current switches and bias driver) 

VecA Power supply (output devices) 

VEE -5.2-volt power supply 

NC No connection 

8-25 
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pPB10474E 

Block Diagram 

Ao 

A1 

A2 X-Decoder/ Memory Cell Array 

A3 Driver 64x16 x4 

A4 

As 

Dl1 
Input Sense/Switch 

Dl2 Data 
Control Dl3 
Circuit 

Dl4 

Y-Decoder/Driver 

As A1 Aa Ag 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Vee= VceA = ov 

Truth Table 

Supply voltage, VEE to Vee -7.0 to +0.5 V 

Input voltage, V1N VEE to +0.5 V 

Output current, louT -30 to +0.1 mA 

Storage temperature, TsrG -65 to + 1so0c 
Storage temperature under bias, TsrG (bias) -55 to +125°C 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause perma
nent damage. The device should be operated within the limits 
specified under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Capacitance 
f = 1 MHz 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Input capacitance C1N 4 pF 

Output capacitance Cour 5 pF 

8-26 

cs WE 

H x 
L L 

L L 

L H 

Notes: 

(1) X = don't care. 

NEC 

D01 
Output 

D02 Data 
Control 
Circuit 

D03 

D04 

831H-5958B 

D1N Output Function 

x L Not selected 

L L Write O 

H L Write 1 

x DouT Read 



NEC 
DC Characteristics 
TA =Oto +75°C; VEE= -5.2 V; output load = 50 Oto -2.0 V; Vee = VeeA = o V 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max 

Output voltage, high VoH -1000 

-960 

-900 

Output voltage, low Vol -1870 

-1850 

-1830 

Output threshold voltage, high Vo He -1020 

-980 

-920 

Output threshold voltage, low Vole 

Input voltage, high V1H -1145 

-1105 

-1045 

Input voltage, low V1l -1870 

-1850 

-1830 

Input current, high l1H 

Input current, low l1l 0.5 

-50 

Supply current IEE -330 

Notes: 

(1) The device under test is mounted in a test socket and measured 
at a thermal equilibrium established with a transverse air flow 
maintained at greater than 2.0 m/s. 

-840 

-810 

-720 

-1665 

-1650 

-1625 

-1645 

-1630 

-1605 

-840 

-810 

-720 

-1490 

-1475 

-1450 

220 

170 

pPB10474E 

Unit Test Conditions 

mV V1N = V1H max or V1l min; TA= 0°C 

mV V1N = V1H max or Vil min; TA= 25°C 

mV V1N = V1H max or Vil min; TA = 75°C 

mV V1N = V1H max or V1l min; TA= 0°C 

mV V1N = V1H max or Vil min; TA = 25°C 

mV V1N = V1H max or Vil min; TA = 75°C 

mV V1N = V1H min or V1l max; TA = 0°C 

mV V1N = V1H min or Vil max; TA = 25°C 

mV V1N = V1H min or Vil max; TA = 75°C 

mV V1N = V1H min or Vil max; TA= 0°C 

mV V1N = V1H min or Vil max; TA= 25°C 

mV V1N = V1H min or Vil max; TA= 75°C 

mV For all inputs: TA = 0°C 

mV For all inputs: TA = 25°C 

mV For all inputs: TA = 75°C 

mV For all inputs: TA = 0°C 

mV For all inputs: TA = 25°C 

mV For all inputs: TA = 75°C 

µA V1N = V1H max 

µA For CS: V1N = Vil min 

µA For all others: V1N = V1l min 

mA All inputs and outputs open 
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pPB10474E NEC 
AC Characteristics 
TA =Oto +75°C; VEE = -5.2 V ± 5%; output load = 50 Oto -2.0 V; Vee= VeeA = o V 

11PB10474E·3 11PB10474E·4 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Read Operation 

Address access time tAA 

Chip select recovery time tReS 

Chip select access time tAeS 

Write Operation 

Write pulse width tw 5 

Data setup time twso 0.5 

Data hold time twHD 0.5 

Address setup time twsA 0.5 

Address hold time twHA 0.5 

Chip select setup time twses 0.5 

Chip select hold time twHeS 0.5 

Write disable time tws 

Write recovery time twR 

Output Rise and Fall Times 

Output rise time tR 2 

Output fall time tF 2 

Notes: 

(1) The device under test is mounted in a test socket and measured 
at a thermal equilibrium established with a transverse air flow 
maintained at greater than 2.0 m/s. 
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3 

2 

2 

2 

4 

4 ns 

3 ns 

3 ns 

6 ns 

0.5 ns 

0.5 ns 

0.5 ns 

0.5 ns 

0.5 ns 

0.5 ns 

3 ns 

5 ns 

2 ns 

2 ns 

(2) See figures 1 and 2 for loading conditions and input pulse timing .. 
Input pulse levels = -1.7 to -0.9 V; input rise and fall times 
(measured between 20% and 80% or 80% and 20%) = 2 ns; input 
and output timing reference levels = 50%. 



NEC pPB10474E 

Figure 1. Loading Conditions Test Circuit 

Vee (GND) VccA (GND) 

1 1 
Device Under DO 

Test 

RL r CL 

~ 

0.01 µ.FI -2.0V 

Notes: r [1] RL=500. ) 

[2] CL=10pF. VEE 
83YL·7239B 

Figure 2. Input Pulse 

-0.9V 

80% 80°Yo 

20% 20% 

-1.7V ~~~~~~~~- ~~~~~~~~-

t R t F 

Note: 

[1] IR=IF=2ns(typ). 
831H-6177B 
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pPB10474E 

Timing Waveforms 

Chip Select Access Cycle 

DO 

Note: 

[1] Address Is valid more than 2 ns prior to the low transition of CS. 
[2] WE=V1H. 

Address Access Cycle 

Address 

DO 

8-30 

Note: 

[1) Cs=ViL· 

[2) WE=VIH· 

NEC 

831H-61648 

831H-61448 



NEC pPB10474E 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Write Cycle 

E DI 

1vv 

twsD- 1---tWHD 

Lb:SA \ v 

.::.dJ J 
~ -
~ 

DO 

I~ 1WR 

831H·5960B 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µPB10480 is a very high-speed 10K interface ECL 
RAM organized as 16,384 words by 1 bit and designed 
with noninverted, open-emitter outputs and low power 
consumption. Two versions with fast access times of 
10 ns and 15 ns maximum are available in hermetic, 
300-mil, 20-pin cerdip or 20-pin ceramic flatpack pack
aging. 

Features 

o 16,384-word x 1-bit organization 
o 10K ECL interface 
o Noninverted, open-emitter outputs 
o Fast access times 
o Low power consumption 
o 300-mil, 20-pin cerdip or 20-pin ceramic flat pack 

packaging 

Ordering Information 
Power 

Access Consumption 
Part Number Time (max) (max) Package 

µPB10480D-10 10 ns 1.4W 20-pin cerdip 

D-15 15 ns 1.3W 

µPB104808-10 10 ns 1.4W 20-pin ceramic 

8-15 15 ns 1.3W 
flatpack 

60034 

Pin Configurations 

20-Pin Cerdip 

DO 

Ao 
A1 

A2 

A3 
A 4 6 

As 

A6 

A? g 

VEE 

20-Pin Ceramic F/atpack 

1 
~ 

2 

L 3 

4 0 co 
[ 5 

<t 
0 

Cii 6 Cl.. 
:::!. 

7 

s 

l g 

[ 10 

20 

1g 

18 

17 

16 

15 

14 

13 

12 

11 

pPB10480 
16,384 x 1-Bit 
10K ECL RAM 

Vee 
DI 

Cs 
WE 

A13 

A12 

A11 

A10 

Ag 

As 

J 

J 

] 

] 

831H--6190A 

Vee 
DI 

Cs 
WE 

A13 

A12 

A11 

A10 

Ag 

As 

831H-6192A 
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µPB10480 

Pin ldentif ication 
SymbOI 

DI 

DO 

Vee 

Capacitance 
f = 1 MHz 

Parameter 

Input capacitance 

Output capacitance 

Block Diagram 

8-34 

Function 

Address inputs 

Data Input 

Data output 

Chip select 

Write enable 

Ground 

-5.2-volt power supply 

Symbol 

Cour 

X-Address 
Decoder 

Min 

Word 
Driver 

Typ 

4 

6 

Max Unit 

pF 

pF 

Memory Cell 
Array 128 x 128 

Sense Amp. and 
Write Drivers 

NEC 
Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Supply voltage, VEE -7.0 to +0.5 V 

Input voltage, V1N VEE to +0.5 V 

Output current, lour -30 to +0.1 m~ 

Storage temperature, TsrG -65 to + 150°C 

Storage temperature under bias, Tsrn (bias) -55 to + 12s0c 
Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Truth Table 
cs WE D1N Output Mode 

H x x L Not selected 

L L L L WriteO 

L L H L Write 1 

L H x Dour Read 

Notes: 

(1) X = don't care. 

DO 

Y-Address Decoder 
DI 

831H-4992B 



NEC µ.PB10480 

DC Characteristics 
TA = 0 to +75°C; VEE = -5.2 V; output load = 50 0 to -2.0 V 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Output voltage, high VoH -1000 -840 mV V1N = V1H max or V1L min; TA = 0°C 

-960 -810 mV V1N = V1H max or V1L min; TA = 25°C 

-900 -720 mV V1N = V1H max or V1L min; TA = 75°C 

Output voltage, low Vol -1870 -1665 mV V1N = V1H max or V1L min; TA = 0°C 

-1850 -1650 mV V1N = V1H max or V1L min; TA = 25°C 

-1830 -1625 mV V1N = v1H max or V1L min; TA = 75°C 

Output threshold voltage, high VoHC -1020 

-980 mV V1N = V1H min or V1L max; TA = 25°C 

-920 mV V1N = V1H min or V1L max; TA = 75°C 

Output threshold voltage, low VoLC -1645 

-1630 mV V1N = V1H min or V1L max; TA = 25°C 

-1605 mV V1N = V1H min or V1L max; TA = 75°C 

Input voltage, high V1H -1145 -840 mV For all inputs: TA = o·c 
-1105 -810 mV For all inputs: TA = 25°C 

-1045 -720 mV For all inputs: TA = 75°C 

Input voltage, low VIL -1870 -1490 mV For all inputs: TA = 0°C 

-1850 -1475 mV For all inputs: TA = 25°C 

-1830 -1450 mV For all inputs: TA = 75°C 

Input current, high l1H 220 

Input current, low l1L 0.5 170 p.A For 'CS: V1N = V1L min 

-50 p.A For all others: V1N = V1L min 

Supply current IEE -260 mA For µPB10480-10: all inputs and outputs open 

-240 mA For µPB10480-15: all inputs and outputs open 

Notes: 

(1) The device under test is mounted in a test socket and measured 
at a thermal equilibrium established with a transverse air flow 
maintained at greater than 2.0 m/s. 
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1£PB10480 NEC 
AC Characteristics 
TA = 0 to + 75°C; VEE = -5.2 v :t5% 

J.lPB10480·10 J.'PB10480·15 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Read Operation 

Address access time tAA 10 15 ns 

Chip select recovery time tRcs 5 8 ns 

Chip select access time tACs 5 8 ns 

Write Operation 

Write pulse width tw 10 15 ns 

Data setup time twso 2 3 ns 

Data hold time twHD 2 ns 

Address setup time twsA 2 3 ns 

Address hold time twHA 2 ns 

Chip select setup time twscs 2 3 ns 

Chip select hold time twHCS 2 ns 

Write disable time tws 5 8 ns 

Write recovery time twR 11 17 ns 

Output Rise and Fall Times 

Output rise time tR 2 2 ns 

Output fall time tF 2 2 ns 

Notes: 

(1) The device under test Is mounted in a test socket and measured (2) Input pulse levels == -1.7 to -0.9V; input rise and fall times 
at a thermal equilibrium established with a transverse air flow (measured between 20% and 80% or 80% to 20%) = 2.5 ns; input 
maintained at greater than 2.0 m/s. and output timing reference level • 50%. 
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NEC 
Figure 1. Loading Conditions Test Circuit 

Notes: 

[1] RL=500.. 

[2] CL =30 pF. 

Figure 2. Input Pulse 

-1.7V 

Note: 

[1] IR=IF=2.5ns(typ). 

0.01 µFI 
r 

Vee (GND) 

1 
Device Under 

Test 

-0.9V 

6 

-2.0V 

,iPB10480 

DO 

831H·G036B 

831H·5948B 
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1tPB10480 NEC 
Timing Waveforms 

Chip Select Access Cycle 

DO 

Note: 

[1] Address is valid more than 2 ns prior to the low transition of Cs. 
831H·6164B 

Address Access Cycle 

Address 

DO 

Note: 

[1] CS= V1L. 
831H·6144B 

Write Cycle 

Address 

DI E tw 
twsD- i---tWHD 

Lb::~:s· ' J ,::~ I\ 

~ ~ 

DO 

J -· -twR-1 
831H·5950B 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µPB10484 is a very high-speed 10K interface ECL 
RAM organized as 4,096 words by 4 bits and designed 
with noninverted, open-emitter outputs and low power 
consumption. Two versions with access times of 10 
and 15 ns maximum are available. The µPB10484 is 
packaged in a hermetic, 400-mil, 28-pin cerdip or 28-pin 
ceramic flatpack. 

Features 

o 4,096-word x 4-bit organization 
o 10K ECL interface 
o Noninverted, open-emitter outputs 
o Low power consumption of 1.4 W maximum 
o Fast access times of 10 and 15 ns maximum 
o 400-mil, 28-pin cerdip or 28-pin ceramic flat pack 

packaging 

Ordering Information 
Access 

Part Number Time (max) Package 

µPB10484D-10 10 ns 28-pin cerdip 

D-15 15 ns 

µPB104848-10 10 ns 28-pin ceramic flatpack 

8-15 15 ns 

60033 

Pin Configurations 

28-Pin Cerdip 

VccA 
OOJ 

28-Pin Ceramic Flatpack 

VccA 
003 
004 

Ao 
A1 
A2 

A3 

A4 

As 
A5 

A1 

As 
NC 

VEE 

....... 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

ci!i 
"<!" 
0 

iii 
a. 
:::1. 

28 

27 

26 

25 

24 

23 

22 

21 

20 

19 

18 

17 

16 

15 

pPB10484 
4,096 x 4-Bit 

10K ECL RAM 

831H-6169A 

:::J 

] 

] 

831H-6170A 
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,iPB10484 

Pin Identification 
Symbol Function 

Address inputs 

Data inputs 

Data outputs 

Write enable (active low) 

Chip select (active low) 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Vee= VeeA = ov 
Supply voltage, Vee 

Input voltage, V1N 

Output current, louT 

Storage temperature, TsTG 

Storage temperature under bias, TsTG (bias) 

NEC 

-7.0 to +0.5 V 

Vee to +o.5 v 

-30 to +0.1 mA 

-65 to + 150°C 

-55 to + 125°C 

Vee Power supply (current switches and bias driver) Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

VecA Power supply (output devices) 

NC 

Capacitance 
f = 1 MHz 

Parameter 

Input capacitance 

-5.2-volt power supply 

No connection 

Symbol Min 

C1N 

Output capacitance CouT 

Block Diagram 

8-40 

WE1 _ __.___,__~.........._ 

WE2 -----7 .. ~ 

Typ Max 

4 

6 

X-Decoder/ 
Driver 

Input 
Data 

Control 
Circuit 

Truth Table 
cs WE D1N Output Mode 

H x x L Not selected 

Unit L L (Note 2) L L WriteO 

pF 

pF 

L L (Note 2) H L Write 1 

L H (Note 2) x DouT Read 

Notes: 

(1) X = don't care. 

(2) Both WE1 and WE2 must be low to initiate write operation. For 
read operation, either WE1 or WE2 or both must be high. 

Memory Cell Array 
128 x 32 x4 

Sense/Switch 

Y-Decoder/Driver 

Output 
Data 

Control 
Circuit 

831H·6013B 



NEC #'PB10484 

DC Characteristics 
TA = Oto t75°C; VEE = -5.2 V; output load = 50 0 to -2.0 V; Vee = VeeA = O V 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Output voltage, high VoH -1000 -840 mV V1N = V1H max or V1L min; TA = 0°C 

-960 -810 mV V1N = V1H max or V1L min; TA = 25°C 

-900 -720 mV V1N = V1H max or V1L min; TA = 75°C 

Output voltage, low Vol -1870 -1665 mV V1N = V1H max or V1L min; TA = 0°C 

-1850 -1650 mV V1N = V1H max or V1L min; TA = 25°C 

-1830 -1625 mV V1N = V1H max or V1L min; TA = 75°C 

Output threshold voltage, high VoHe -1020 mV V1N = V1H min or V1L max; TA = 0°C 

-980 mV V1N • V1H min or V1L max; TA = 25°C 

-920 mV V1N = V1H min or V1L max; TA = 75°C 

Output threshold voltage, low VoLC -1645 mV V1N = V1H min or V1L max; TA = 0°C 

-1630 mV V1N = V1H min or V1L max; TA = 25°C 

-1605 mV V1N = V1H min or V1L max; TA = 75°C 

Input voltage, high V1H -1145 -840 mV For all inputs: TA = 0°C 

-1105 -810 mV For all inputs: TA = 2s°C 

-1045 -720 mV For all inputs: TA = 75°C 

Input voltage, low V1L -1870 -1490 mV For all inputs: TA = 0°C 

-1850 -1475 mV For all inputs: TA = 25°C 

-1830 -1450 mV For all inputs: TA = 75°C 

Input current, high l1H 220 p.A V1N = V1H max 

Input current, low l1L 0.5 170 p.A For CS: V1N = V1L min 

-50 p.A For all others: V1N = V1L min 

Supply current IEE -260 mA For p.P810484-10: all Inputs and outputs open 

-240 mA For p.PB10484-15: all inputs and outputs open 

Notes: IE (1) The device under test is mounted in a test socket and measured 
at a thermal equilibrium established with a transverse air flow 
maintained at greater than 2.0 m/s. 
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µPB10484 NEC 
AC Characteristics 
TA = o to +75°C; VEE = -5.2 V ±5%; output load = 50 a to -2.0 V; Vee = VccA = o V 

µ.PB10484-10 1tPB10484-15 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Read Operation 

Address access time tAA 

Chip select recovery time tRCS 

Chip select access time tACs 

Write Operation 

Write pulse width tw 10 

Data setup time twso 2 

Data hold time twHD 

Address setup time twsA 2 

Address hold time twHA 

Chip select. setup time twscs 2 

Chip select hold time twHCS 

Write disable time tws 

Write recovery time twR 

Output Rise alld Fall Times 

Output rise time tR 2 

Output fall time tF 2 

Notes: 

(1) The device under test is mounted in a test socket and measured 
at a thermal equilibrium established with a transverse air flow 
maintained at greater than 2.0 m/s. 
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10 

5 

5 

5 

11 

15 ns 

8 ns 

8 ns 

15 ns 

3 ns 

2 ns 

3 ns 

2 ns 

3 ns 

2 ns 

8 ns 

17 ns 

2 ns 

2 ns 

(2) Input pulse levels = -1.7 to -0.9 V; input rise and fall times 
(measured between 20% and 80% or 80% to 20%) = 2.5 ns; input 
and output timing reference level = 50%. 



NEC 
Figure 1. Loading Conditions Test Circuit 

Notes: 

[1] RL =500. 

[2] CL =30pF. 

Figure 2. Input Pulse 

Vee (GND) 

1 

0.01µF1 

r 

20% 

-1.7V ~~~~~~~~ ?1-
80% 

lR 

Note: 

[1] IR=lF =2.Sns(typ). 

VccA (GND) 

Device Under 
Test 

-0.9V 

l 

6 

-2.0V 

DO 

,iPB10484 

831H·5947B 

831H·5948B 

• 
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µPB10484 NEC 
Timing Waveforms 

Chip Select Access Cycle 

DO 

Note: 

[1] Address is valid more than 2 ns prior to the low transition of Cs. 
631H-6164B 

Address Access Cycle 

Note: 

[1] Cs= VIL. 
631H-61448 

Write Cycle 

Address 

t DI 

tw 
twsD~ f----tWHD 

Lb:-~:s· 
\ I/ ,::dJ j 

~ 

DO 

J-.. -twR-1 
631H-59508 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

PRELIMINARY INFORMATION 

Description 

The µ.PB 10484A is a very high-speed 10K interface ECL 
RAM. It is organized as 4,096 words by 4 bits and 
designed with noninverted, open-emitter outputs and 
low power consumption. Two versions with access times 
of 5 or 7 ns maximum are available. The µ.PB10484A is 
packaged in a hermetic, 400-mil, 28-pin cerdip or 28-pin 
ceramic flatpack. 

Features 

o 4,096-word x 4-bit organization 
o 10K ECL interface 
o Noninverted, open-emitter outputs 
o Fast access times bf 5 and 7 ns maximum 
o Low power consumption of 1.4 W maximum 
o 400-mil, 28-pin cerdip or ceramic flatpack packaging 

Ordering Information 
Access 

Part Number Time (max) Package 

µPB10484AD-5 5ns 28-pin cerdip 

D-7 7 ns 

µPB10484AB-5 5ns 28-pin ceramic flatpack 

8-7 7 ns 

60016 

Pin Configurations 

28-Pin Cerdip 

VccA 

OOJ 
004 3 

Ao 
A1 

A2 

A3 

28-Pin Ceramic Ratpack 

Vee A 
OOJ 
004 

Ao 

A1 

A2 

A3 

A4 

As 
A5 

A7 

As 
NC 

VEE 

~ 

L 
[ 

[ 

L 
l 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 ~ 
CX) 

7 '<!" 
0 

8 a; 
a. 

9 :i 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

28 

27 

26 

25 

24 

23 

22 

21 

20 

19 

18 

17 

16 

15 

µPB10484A 
4,096 x 4-BIT 

10K ECL RAM 

831H·5944A 

J 
J 

J 

J 

831H-5945A 
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#'PB10484A 

Pin I dent if ication 
Symbol Function 

Address inputs 

Data inputs 

Data outputs 

Write enable (active low) 

Chip select (active low) 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Vee= VeeA =av 

Supply voltage, VEE 

Input voltage, V1N 

Output current, louT 

Storage temperature, TsTG 

Storage temperature under bias, Tsrn (bias) 

NEC 

-7.0 to +0.5 V 

VEE to +0.5 V 

-30 to +0.1 mA 

-65 to + 150 °c 
-55 to + 125 °c 

Vee Power supply (current switches and bias driver) Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

VeeA Power supply (output devices) 

NC 

Capacitance 
f = 1 MHz 

Parameter 

Input capacitance 

-5.2-volt power supply 

No connection 

Symbol Min 

C1N 

Output capacitance CouT 

Block Diagram 

WE1 

WE2 ----~ 

8-46 

Typ Max 

4 

6 

X-Decoder/ 
Driver 

Input 
Data 

Control 
Circuit 

Truth Table 
cs WE DI Output Function 

H x x L Not selected 

Unit L L (Note 2) L L WriteO 

pF L L (Note 2) H L Write1 

pF L H (Note 2) x DouT Read 

Notes: 

(1) X = don't care. 

(2) Both WE1 and WE2 must be low to initiate write operation. For 
read operation, either WE1 or WE2 or both must be high. 

Memory Cell Array 
128x32x4 

Output 
Data 

Control 
Circuit 

83JH-6013B 



NEC #'PB10484A 

DC Characteristics 
TA = 0 to t75 °C; VEE = -5.2 V; output load = 50 0 to -2.0 V; Vee = VccA = 0 V 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Output voltage, high VoH -1000 -840 mV V1N = V1H max or Vil min; TA = 0 °C 

-960 -810 mV V1N = V1H max or Vil min; TA = 25 °C 

-900 -720 mV V1N = V1H max or Vil min; TA = 75 °C 

Output voltage, low Vol -1870 -1665 mV V1N = V1H max or Vil min; TA = 0 °C 

-1850 -1650 mV V1N = V1H max or Vil min; TA = 25 °C 

-1830 -1625 mV V1N = V1H max or Vil min; TA = 75 °C 

Output threshold voltage, high VoHC -1020 mV V1N = V1H min or Vil max; TA = 0 °C 

-980 mV V1N = V1H min or Vil max; TA = 25 °C 

-920 mV V1N = V1H min or Vil max; TA = 75 °C 

Output threshold voltage, low Vole -1645 mV V1N = V1H min or Vil max; TA = 0 °C 

-1630 mV V1N = V1H min or Vil max; TA = 25 °C 

-1605 mV V1N = V1H min or V1l max; TA = 75 °C 

Input voltage, high V1H -1145 -840 mV For all inputs: TA = o °C 

-1105 -810 mV For all inputs: TA = 25 °C 

-1045 -720 mV For all inputs: TA = 75 °C 

Input voltage, low V1l -1870 -1490 mV For all inputs: TA = 0 °C 

-1850 -1475 mV For all inputs: TA = 25 °C 

-1830 -1450 mV For all inputs: TA = 75 °C 

Input current, high l1H 220 µA V1N = V1H max 

Input current, low l1l 0.5 170 µA . For CS: V1N = V1l min 

-50 µA For all others: V1N = Vil min 

Supply current IEE -260 mA For µPB10484A·5: all inputs and outputs open 

-240 mA For µPB10484A-7: all inputs and outputs open 

Notes: II (1) The device under test is mounted in a test socket and measured 
at a thermal equilibrium established with a transverse air flow 
maintained at greater than 2.0 m/s. 
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l'PB10484A NEC 
AC Characteristics 
TA = 0 to +75 °C; VEE = -5.2 V :t 5%; output load = 50 0 to -2.0 V; Vee = VeeA = 0 V 

µ.PB10484A-5 µ.PB10484A-7 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Read Operation 

Address access time tAA 

Chip select recovery time tRes 

Chip select access time tACs 

Write Operation 

Write pulse width tw 6 

Data setup time twso 

Data hold time twHD 2 

Address setup time twsA 

Address hold time twHA 2 

Chip select setup time twses 

Chip select hold time twHeS 2 

Write disable time tws 

Write recovery time twR 

Output Rise and Fall Times 

Output rise time tR 2 

Output fall time tF 2 

Notes: 

(1) The device under test is mounted in a test socket and measured 
at a thermal equilibrium established with a transverse air flow 
maintained at greater than 2.0 m/s. 

8-48 

5 

3.5 

3.5 

3.5 

7 

7 ns 

4 ns 

4 ns 

8 ns 

ns 

2 ns 

ns 

2 ns 

ns 

2 ns 

5 ns 

9 ns 

2 ns 

2 ns 

(2) Input pulse levels = -1.7 to -0.9 V; input rise and fall times 
(measured between 20% and 80% or 80% and 20%) = 2.5 ns; 
input and output timing reference level = 50%. 



NEC 
Figure 1. Loading Conditions Test Circuit 

Notes: 

[1] RL =50'2. 

[2] CL= 30 pF. 

Figure 2. Input Pulse 

-1.7V 

Note: 

[1] IR=lf=2.5ns(typ). 

Vee (GND) 

1 

0.01µF1-

r 

VeeA (GND) 

Device Under 
Test 

-0.9V 

i 

~ 

-2.0V 

DO 

µPB10484A 

831H-5947B 

831H·5948B 

II 
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µ,PB10484A NEC 
Timing Waveforms 

Chip Select Access Cycle 

DO 

Note: 

[1] Address is valid more than 2 ns prior to the low transition of Cs. 
831H-6164B 

Address Access Cycle 

~~~~~---xF=~~~~~~~~ 
-~tAA=l. 

DO ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=s_o-~_.-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-:_-_-

Address 

Note: 

[1] Cs=VIL· 
831H-6144B 

Write Cycle 

1----1 
Address ----r r-

E DI 

tw 
twsD-----1 ~IWHD 

lb:~:s· \ f ,;H~dJ • 

DO 

I_.._. -twR-1 
831H·59SOB 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

PRELIMINARY INFORMATION 

Description 

The µPB10A484 is a very high-speed 10K interface ECL 
RAM organized as 4,096 words by 4 bits with nonin
verted, open-emitter outputs. Two versions with access 
times of 5 ns and 7 ns maximum are available. The 
µPB10A484 is packaged in a hermetic, 400-mil, 28-pin 
cerdip or 28-pin ceramic flatpack. 

Features 

o 4,096-word x 4-bit organization 
o 10K ECL interface 
o Noninverted, open-emitter outputs 
o Fast access times of 5 and 7 ns maximum 
o 400-mil, 28-pin cerdip or ceramic flatpack packaging 
o Center power pins 

Ordering Information 
Access 

Part Number Time (max) Package 

µPB10A484D-5 5ns 28-pin cerdip 

D-7 7ns 

µPB10A484BH-5 5ns 28-pin ceramic flatpack 

.BH-7 7ns 

60029 

Pin Configurations 

28-Pin Cerdip 

011 

012 2 

013 3 

014 

001 

002 

Vee 
VccA 8 

003 

004 

Ao 
A1 
A2 

A3 

28-Pin Ceramic Flatpack 

Dl1 

012 

013 

014 

001 

002 

Vee 
VccA 

003 

004 

Ao 
A1 
A2 

A3 

...__ 
[ 

[ 

[ 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 
'<I" 

6 c:o 
'<I" 

7 < 
0 

8 cc 
Cl. 

9 
::1. 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

28 

27 

26 

25 

24 

23 

22 

21 

20 

19 

18 

17 

16 

15 

pPB10A484 
4,096 x 4·Bit 

10K ECL RAM 

Cs 
WE 

NC 

NC 

A11 
A10 
Ag 
Vee 
NC 

As 
A7 
A5 
As 
A4 

831H-6165A 

] 

831H-6166A 
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pPB10A484 

Pin ldentlf lcation 
Symbol Function 

Ao ·A11 Address inputs 

Dl1. 014 Data inputs 

D01 -D04 Data outputs 

WE Write enable (active low) 

~ Chip select (active low) 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Vee• VeeA • ov 
Supply voltage, VEE 

Input voltage, V1N 

Output current, lour 

Storage temperature, TsrG 

Storage temperature under bias, Tsro (bias) 

NEC 

-7.0 to +0.5 V 

VEE to +0.5V 

-30 to +0.1 mA 

-65 to + 150°C 

-55 to + 125°C 

Vee Power supply (current switches and bias drive~ Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

VeeA Power supply (output devices) 

VEE -5.2-volt power supply 

NC No connection 

Capacitance 
f = 1 MHz 

Parameter Symbol 

Input capacitance C1N 

Output capacitance Cour 

Block Diagram 

8-52 

Min Typ Max 

4 

6 

X-Decoder/ 
Driver 

Input 
Data 

Control 
Circuit 

Truth Table 
Function 

Not selected 

Unit Write 0 
pF Write 1 
pF Read 

Notes: 

(1) X •don't care. 

Memory Cell Array 
128 x 32 x 4 

Sense/Switch 

Y-Decoder/Driver 

cs 
H 

L 

L 

L 

Output 
Data 

Control 
Circuit 

WE D1N Output 

x x L 

L L L 

L H L 

H x Dour 

83IH-6071B 



NEC pPB10A484 

DC Characteristics 
TA • 0 to +75°C; Vee = -5.2 V; output load • 50 0 to -2.0 V; Vee • VeeA • 0 V 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Output voltage, high VoH -1000 -840 mV V1N - V1H max or V1L min; TA - 0°C 

-960 -810 mV V1N • V1H max or V1L min; TA • 25°C 

-900 -720 mV V1N • V1H max or V1L min; TA • 75°C 

Output voltage, low Vol -1870 -1665 mV V1N - V1H max or V1L min; TA - 0°C 

-1850 -1650 mV V1N • V1H max or V1L min; TA • 25°C 

-1830 -1625 mV V1N • V1H max or V1L min; TA = 75°C 

Output threshold voltage, high VoHe -1020 mV V1N - V1H min or V1L max; TA - C°C 

-980 mV V1N - V1H min or V1L max; TA - 25°0 

-920 mV V1N - V1H min or V1L max; TA - 75°0 

Output threshold voltage, low Vo Le -1645 mV V1N - V1H min or V1L max; TA - 0°0 

-1630 mV V1N - V1H min or V1L max; TA - 25°0 

-1605 mV V1N - V1H min or V1L max; TA - 75°0 

Input voltage, high V1H -1145 -840 mV For all inputs: TA • 0°c 

-1105 -810 mV For all inputs: TA - 25°0 

-1045 -720 mV For all inputs: TA • 75°C 

Input voltage, low V1L -1870 -1490 mV For all Inputs: TA • 0°0 

-1850 -1475 mV For all Inputs: TA • 25°0 

-1830 -1450 mV For all inputs: TA • 75°0 

Input current, high l1H 220 µA V1N • V1Hmax 

Input current, low l1L 0.5 170 µA For 'OS: V1N .. V1L min 

-50 µA For all others: V1N = V1L min 

Supply current lee 320 mA All inputs and outputs open 

Notes: 

(1) The device under test is mounted in a test socket and measured ID at a thermal equilibrium established with a transverse air flow 
maintained at greater than 2.0 m/s. 
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pPB10A484 NEC 
AC Characteristics 
TA • Oto +75°C; VEE = -5.2 V :t: 5%; output load • 50 Oto -2.0 V; Vee • VeeA • o V 

f'P810A484-S 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ 

Read Operation 

Address access time tAA 

Chip select recovery time tReS 

Chip select access time tACs 

Writ• Operation 

Write pulse width tw 6 

Data setup time twso 1 

Data hold time twHD 2 

Address setup time twsA 1 

Address hold time twHA 2 

Chip select setup time twses 

Chip select hold time twHeS 2 

Write disable time tws 

Write recovery time twR 

Output Rise and Fall Times 

Output rise time tR 2 

Output fall time tF 2 

Notes: 

(1) The device under test is mounted in a test socket and measured 
at a thermal equilibrium established with a transverse air flow 
maintained at greater than 2.0 m/s. 

8-54 

Max 

5 

3.5 

3.5 

3.5 

7 

f'PB10A484-7 

Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

7 ns 

4 ns 

4 ns 

8 ns 

ns 

2 ns 

ns 

2 ns 

ns 

2 ns 

5 ns 

9 ns 

2 ns 

2 ns 

(2) Input pulse levels =- -1.7 to -0.9 V; input rise and fall times 
(measured between 20% and 80% or 80% and 20%) ... 2.5 ns; 
Input and output timing reference level • 50%. 



NEC 
Figure 1. Loading Conditions Test Circuit 

Notes: 

[1) RL=50'1. 

[2) CL =30 pF. 

Figure 2.. Input Pulse 

Vee (GND) 

1 

0.01 µFI 
r 

80% 

20% 

-1.7V ~~~~~~~~ 

tR 

Note: 

[1) IR= If= 2.5 ns (typ). 

VccA (GND) 

Device Under 
Test 

-0.9V 

1 

( 

-2.0V 

DO 

pPB10A484 

1 ct_ r 

83IH-5947B 

83IH-5948B 
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pPB10A484 NEC 
Timing Waveforms 

Chip Select Access Cycle 

DO 
Note: 

[1] Address is valid more than 2 ns prior to the low transition of CS. 
831H-6164B 

Address Access Cycle 

Address ___________ __.X~---------------
· ~tAA=1 

DO --------------~~=50=%==================== 
Note: 

[1] Cs=VIL 
831H·6144B 

Write Cycle 

Address 

DI E tw ....... 
~ 

twsD- ~1WHD 

lb-: \ v ,::dJ J 

~ 

DO 
L,~J 1~ .. twR-1 

831H-5950B 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

PRELIMINARY INFORMATION 

Description 

The µPD10500 is a very high-speed BiCMOS RAM with a 
10K ECL interface. Its unique design uses blended 
CMOS and bipolar peripheral circuits and N-channel 
MOS memory cells. The device is organized as 262,144 
words by 1 bit and is designed with an open-emitter 
output (noninverted) and low power consumption. Two 
versions with fast access times of 15 and 20 ns maxi
mum are available in hermetic, 300-mil, 24-pin cerdip 
packaging. 

Features 

o BiCMOS technology 
o 262,144-word x 1-bit organization 
o 10K ECL interface 
o Open-emitter output (noninverted) 
o Fast access ti mes 
o Low power consumption 
o 300-mil, 24-pin cerdip packaging 

Ordering Information 
Power 

Access Consumption 
Part Number Time (max) (max) Package 

µPD10500D-15 15 ns 832 mW 24-pin cerdip 

D-20 20ns 

60015 

Pin Configuration 

24-Pin Cerdip 

DO 
Ao 
A1 
A2 
A3 
A4 
As 
A5 
A1 

Aa 
Ag 

VEE 

Pin Identification 
Symbol 

Ao-A17 

DI 

DO 

cs 

WE 

Vee. VeeA 

VEE 

µPD10500 
262,144 x 1-Bit 

10K BiCMOS ECL RAM 

Vee 
DI 

cs 
WE 
A11 
A15 
A15 
A14 
A13 
A12 
A11 
A10 

831H-5970A 

Function 

Address inputs 

Data input 

Data output 

Chip select 

Write enable 

Ground 

-5.2-volt power supply 
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,iPD10500 

Absolute Maximum Ratings Truth Table 
Supply voltage, VEE -7.0 to +0.5 V cs we 
Input voltage, V1N VEE to +0.5V H x 
Output current, louT -30 to +0.1 mA L L 

Storage temperature, TSTG -65 to + 150°0 L L 

Storage temperature under bias, TSTG (bias) -55 to + 125°0 L H 

Notea: Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

(1) X •don't care. 

Capacitance 
f = 1 MHz 

Parameter 

Input capacitance 

Output capacitance 

Block Diagram 

8-58 

X-Address 
Decoder 

Symbol 

C1N 

CouT 

Min 

Word 
Driver 

Typ 

4 

6 

Max Unit 

pF 

pF 

512 x 512 
Memory Cell Array 

Sense Amplifier and 
Write Drivers 

Y-Address Decoder 

NEC 
DI Function Output 

x Not selected L 

L Write 0 L 

H Write 1 L 

x Read DouT 

DO 

DI 

SJIH-59718 



NEC pPD10500 

DC Characteristics 
TA"" o to +75°C: Vee = -5.2 V :t5%; output load • 50 a to -2.0 V: Vee = VeeA = o v 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Output voltage, high VoH -1000 -840 mV V1N "' V1H max or V1L min; TA = 0°c 

-960 -810 mV V1N "" V1H max or V1L min; TA = 25°C 

-900 -720 mV V1N = V1H max or V1L min; TA = 75°C 

Output voltage, low Vol -1870 -1665 mV V1N = V1H max or V1L min; TA • 0°C 

-1850 -1650 mV V1N = V1H max or V1L min; TA = 25°C 

-1830 -1625 mV V1N "" V1H max or V1L min; TA = 75°C 

Output threshold voltage, high VoHe -1020 mV V1N - V1H min or V1L max; TA = D°C 

-980 mV V1N .. V1H min or V1L max; TA - 25°C 

-920 mV V1N - V1H min or V1L max; TA - 75°C 

Output threshold voltage, low Vole -1645 mV V1N • V1H min or V1L max; TA = o•c 

-1630 mV V1N = V1H min or ViL max; TA = 25°C 

-1605 mV V1N - V1H min or V1L max; TA - 75°C 

Input voltage, high V1H -1145 -840 mV For all inputs: TA • D°C 

-1105 -810 mV For all Inputs: TA • 25°C 

-1045 -720 mV For all Inputs: TA "' 75°C . 

Input voltage, low 'liL -1870 -1490 mV For all Inputs: TA 111 0°C 

-1850 -1475 mV For all Inputs: TA = 25°C 

-1830 -1450 mV For all Inputs: TA = 75°C 

Input current, high l1H 220 p.A V1N ... V1Hmax 

Input current, low l1L 0.5 170 p.A For~: V1N = V1L min 

-50 p.A For all others: V1N = V1L min 

Supply current lee -160 mA All inputs and outputs open 

Notes: 

(1) The device under test is mounted in a test socket and measured B at a thermal equilibrium established with a transverse air flow 
maintained at greater than 2.0 m/s. 
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11PD10500 NEC 
AC Characteristics 
TA= Oto +75°C; Vee= -5.2V :!: 5% 

l'PD10500·15 l'PD10500·20 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Read Operation 

Address access time tAA 15 20 ns 

Chip select access time tACs 10 15 ns 

Chip select recovery time tRCS 10 15 ns 

Write Operation 

Write pulse width tw 10 15 ns 

Data setup time twso 2 2 ns 

Data hold time twHD 3 3 ns 

Address setup time twsA 2 2 ns 

Address hold time twHA 3 3 ns 

Chip select setup time twscs 2 2 ns 

Chip select hold time twHCS 3 3 ns 

Write disable time tws 10 15 ns 

Write recovery time twR 18 23 ns 

Output Rise and Fall Times 

Rise time tR 2 2 ns 

Fall time tF 2 2 ns 

Notes: 

(1) The device under test (OUT) is mounted in a test socket and Is (2) Input pulse levels = -1.7 to -0.9V; input rise and fall times 
measured ata thermal equilibrium established with a transverse (measured between 20% and 80% or 80% and 20%) = 2.5 ns; 
air flow maintained at greater than 2.0 m/s. Input and output timing reference levels = 50%. 
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NEC 
Figure 1. Loading Conditions Test Circuit 

Notes: 

[1] RL=50'1. 

[2] eL=30pF. 

Figure 2. Input Pulse 

Vee (GND) 

1 

0.01 µFI 
r 

80% 

20% 

-1.7V ~~~~~~~~ 

tR 

Note: 

[1] lR=lF=2.5ns(typ). 

VeeA (GND) 

Device Under 
Test 

-0.9V 

l 

) 

-2.0V 

,iPD10500 

DO 

B31H-5947B 

B31H-5948B 
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µPD10500 NEC 
Timing Waveforms 

Chip Select Access Cycle 

DO 

Note: 

[1) Address is valid more than 2 ns prior to the low transition of CS. 
831H·6164B 

Address Access Cycle 

Address 

DO 

Note: 

[1) Cs= VIL· 
831H-6144B 

Write Cycle 

E DI 

I I 
tw -

I twsD- !---twHD 

Lb:s· \ J ,:dJ ~ -

DO 

--1~ 1WR'-1 
831H·5973B 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

PRELIMINARY INFORMATION 

Description 

The µPD10504 is a very high-speed BiCMOS RAM with a 
10K ECL interface. Its unique design uses blended 
CMOS and bipolar peripheral circuits and N-channel 
MOS memory cells. The device is organized as 65,536 
words by 4 bit and designed with an open emitter 
output (noninverted) and low power consumption. The 
µPD10504 is available in hermetic, 400-mil, 32-pin cerdip 
packaging. 

Features 

o BiCMOS technology 
o 65,536-word x 4-bit organization 
o 10K ECL interface 
o Open emitter output (noninverted) 
o Fast access times 
o Low power consumption 
o 400-mil, 32-pin cerdip packaging 

Ordering Information 

Part Number 

µPD10504D-15 

60112 

Access 
Time (max) 

15 ns 

Power 
Consumption 

(max) 

936 mW 

Package 

32-pin cerdip 

Pin Configuration 

32-Pin Cerdip 

VccA 
003 

004 

Ao 
A1 
A2 
A3 

A4 

Pin Identification 
Symbol 

Vee. VecA 

NC 

pPD10504 
65,536 x 4-Bit 

10K BiCMOS ECL RAM 

cs 
WE 

NC 

NC 

A15 
A14 
A13 
A12 
VEE 

A11 
A1o 
Ag 
As 
A7 
As 
As 

83YL·7190A 

Function 

Address inputs 

Data inputs 

Data outputs 

Chip select 

Write enable 

Ground 

-5.2-volt power supply 

No connection 
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pPD10504 

Absolute Maximum Ratings Truth Table 
Supply voltage, VEE -7.0 to +0.5 V cs WE 
Input voltage, V1N VEE to +0.5 V H x 
Output current, lour -30 to +0.1 mA L L 

Storage temperature, TsrG -65 to + 150°C L L 

Storage temperature under bias, Tsrn (bias) -55 to + 125°C L H 

Notes: Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

(1) X = don't care. 

Capacitance 
f = 1 MHz 

Parameter 

Input capacitance 

Output capacitance 

Block Diagram 

8-64 

Symbol 

C1N 

Cour 

X-Address 
Decoder 

Min Typ Max 

4 

6 

Unit 

pF 

pF 

Memory Cell Array 
256 x 1024 

Y-Address Decoder 

DI 

x 
L 

H 

x 

NEC 
Function 

Not selected 

WriteO 

Write 1 

Read 

R/W 
Control 
Circuit 

Output 

L 

L 

L 

Dour 

83VL-7191B 



NEC pPD10504 

DC Characteristics 
TA = 0 to +75°C; VEE = -5.2 V ±5%; output load = 50 0 to -2.0 V; Vee = VccA = 0 V 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Output voltage, high VoH -1000 -840 mV V1N = V1H max or V1l min; TA = 0°C 

-950 -810 mV V1N = V1H max or V1l min; TA = 25°C 

-900 -720 mV V1N = V1H max or Vil min; TA = 75°C 

Output voltage, low Vol -1870 -1665 mV V1N = V1H max or Vil min; TA = 0°c 

-1850 -1650 mV V1N = V1H max or Vil min; TA = 25°C 

-1830 -1625 mV V1N = V1H max or Vil min; TA = 75°C 

Output threshold voltage, high VoHC -1020 mV V1N = V1H min or Vil max; TA = 0°C 

-980 mV V1N = V1H min or V1l max; TA = 25°C 

-920 mV V1N = V1H min or V1l max; TA = 75°C 

Output threshold voltage, low Vole -1645 mV V1N = V1H min or Vil max; TA = 0°C 

-1630 mV V1N = V1H min or Vil max; TA = 25°C 

-1605 mV V1N = V1H min or Vil max; TA = 75°C 

Input voltage, high V1H -1145 -840 mV For all inputs: TA = 0°C 

-1105 -810 mV For all inputs: TA= 25°C 

-1045 -720 mV For all inputs: TA = 75°C 

Input voltage, low Vil -1870 -1490 mV For all inputs: TA = 0°C 

-1850 -1475 mV For all inputs: TA = 25°C 

-1830 -1450 mV For all inputs: TA = 75°C 

Input current, high l1H 220 µA V1N = V1H max 

Input current, low Ill 0.5 170 µA For CS": V1N = Vil min 

-50 µA For all others: V1N = Vil min 

Supply current IEE -180 mA All inputs and outputs open 

Notes: 

(1) The device under test is mounted in a test socket and measured ID at a thermal equilibrium established with a transverse air flow 
maintained at greater than 2.0 m/s. 
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pPD10504 

AC Characteristics 
TA= Oto +75°C; VEE= -5.2V ± 5% 

Parameter Symbol Min 

Read Operation 

Address access time tAA 

Chip select access time . tACs 

Chip select recovery time tRCS 

Write Operation 

Write pulse width tw 10 

Data setup time twso 2 

Data hold time twHD 3 

Address setup time twsA 2 

Address hold time twHA 3 

Chip select setup time twscs 2 

Chip select hold time twHCS 3 

Write disable time tws 

Write recovery time twR 

Output Rise and Fall Times 

Rise time tR 

Fall time tF 

Notes: 

(1) The device under test is mounted in a test socket and is measured 
at a thermal equilibrium established with a transverse air flow 
maintained at greater than 2.0 m/s. 
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NEC 

14PD10504-15 

Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

15 ns 

10 ns 

10 ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

10 ns 

18 ns 

2 ns 

2 ns 

(2) Input pulse levels = -1.7 to -0.9 V; input rise and fall times 
(measured between 20% and 80% or 80% and 20%) = 2.0 ns; 
input and output timing reference levels = 50%. 



NEC pPD10504 

Figure 1. Loading Conditions Test Circuit 

Vee (GND) 

l 
Device Under DO 

Test t c, RL 

0 

0.01µF I -2.0V 

Notes: r [1) RL=500. :> 

[2) CL=30pF. VEE 
831H·6036B 

Figure 2. Input Pulse 

-0.9V 

80% 

20% 

-1.7V ~~~~~~~~-

t R 

Note: 

[1) t R= IF= 2.0 ns (typ). 
83VL·7192B 

IJ 
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pPD10504 

Timing Waveforms 

Chip Select Access Cycle 

DO 

Address Access Cycle Address 
DO 

Note: 

[1) Cs=VIL· 

[2} WE=VIH· 

Write Cycle 

NEC 

831H·5972B 

831H·6144B 

Address--.,.....-f---f 
3~ t DI 

I I 
lvv 

I twsD---.i f.----twHD 

~:~ 
\J J , _ _J [\ 

..... ... IWHCS ...... 

DO 

L.~J I---• -twR-1 
831H·5973B 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µPB100422 is a very high-speed 100K interface ECL 
RAM organized as 256 words by 4 bits and designed with 
noninverted, open-emitter outputs and low power con
sumption. Two versions with fast access times of 7 or 
10 ns maximum are available in 24-pin ceramic DIP or 
ceramic flatpack packaging. 

Features 

o 256-word x 4-bit organization 
o 100K ECL interface 
o Noninverted, open-emitter outputs 
o Fast access times 
o Low power consumption 
o 400-mil, 24-pin ceramic DIP or 24-pin ceramic 

flatpack packaging 

Ordering Information 
Access Supply 

Part Number Time (max) Current (min) Package 

µ.PB100422D-7 7 ns -220 mA 24-pin ceramic DIP 

D-10 10 ns 

µ.PB100422B-7 7ns -220 mA 24-pin ceramic 

B-10 10 ns 
flatpack 

60023 

Pin Configurations 

24-Pin Ceramic DIP 

014 

Bs3 
OQs 
Bs4 
004 

Vee 6 
VeeA 

001 

Bs1 
002 

Bs2 
011 

24-Pin Ceramic Ratpack 

l'PB100422 
256 x 4-Bit 

100K ECL RAM 

831H-5951A 

L.U 
N~OL.Ui'-<0 
<(<(<(><(<( 

,.., ,.., 

24 19 
'-11 18 J 

[ 

µPB100422 

6 13 

7 12 

'--' '--' 

831H-5952A 
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µPB100422. NEC 
Pin Identification Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Symbol Function· Supply voltage, Vee to Vee -7.0 to +0.5 V 

Addresses Input voltage, V1N Vee to +0.5 V 

Block select Inputs Output current, lour -30 to +0.1 mA 

Data Inputs Storage temperature, TsrG -65 to + 1so0c 
Data outputs Storage temperature, under bias, TsrG (bias) - 55 to + 125°0 

Write enable 

Vee Power supply (current switches and bias driver) 
Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. Power supply (output devices) 

Vee Power supply 

Capacitance 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max 

Input capacitance C1N 4 

Output capacitance Cour 5 

Block Diagram 

As 

Ao 

Block 1 

8-70 

Truth Table 
BS WE DI DO Function 

Unit H x x L Not Selected 
pF L L L L Write "O" 

pF L L H L Write "1" 

L H x Data Valid Read 

Notea: 

(1) The Block Select input for each of the four memory blocks is used 
independently as shown in the block diagram. 

Y-Decoder/Driver 

Memory Cell Array 
(256 Words x 4 Bits) 

Block 2 Block 3 Block4 

831H·5953B 



NEC 
DC Characteristics 
TA = 0 to +85 cc; VEE = -4.5 V; output load = 50 0 to -2.0 V 

Parameter Symbol Min 

Output voltage, high VoH -1025 

Output voltage, low VoL -1810 

Output threshold voltage, high VoHC -1035 

Output threshold voltage, low Vo LC 

Input voltage, high V1H -1165 

Input voltage, low V1L -1810 

Input current, high l1H 

Input current, low l1L 0.5 

-50 

Supply current IEE -220 

Notes: 

(1) Device under test is mounted in a test socket and measured at a 
thermal equilibrium established with a transverse air flow main
tained at greater than 2.0 m/s. 

AC Characteristics 
TA = 0 to +85 cc; VEE = -4.5 V ± 5% 

p.PB100422-7 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ 

Read Operation 

Block select access time tABS 

Block select recovery time tRBS 

Address access time tAA 

Write Operation 

Write pulse width tw 5 

Data setup time twso 

Data hold time twHD 

Address setup time twsA 

Address hold time twHA 

Block select setup time twsss 

Block select hold time twHBS 

Write disable time tws 

Write recovery time twR 

Output Rise and Fall Times 

Output rise time tR 2 

Output fall time tF 2 

Notes: 

(1) Device under test is mounted in a test socket and measured at a 
thermal equilibrium established with a transverse air flow main-
tained at greater than 2.0 m/s. 

(2) All timing measurements are referenced to 50% input levels. 

11PB100422 

Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

-880 mV V1N = V1H max or V1L min 

-1620 mV V1N = V1H max or V1L min 

mV V1N = V1H min or V1L max 

-1610 mV V1N = V1H min or V1L max 

-880 mV For all inputs 

-1475 mV For all inputs 

220 p.A V1N = V1H max 

170 p.A For BS'1-BS4: V1N = V1L min 

p.A For all others: V1N = V1L min 

mA All inputs and outputs open 

JlPB100422-10 

Max Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

5 5 ns 

5 5 ns 

7 10 ns 

6 ns I] 2 ns 

2 ns 

2 ns 

2 ns 

2 ns 

2 ns 

5 5 ns 

6 9 ns 

2 ns 

2 ns 

(3) The output load is shown in figure 1. 

(4) Input transition times are shown in figure 2. 
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µPB100422 

Figure 1. Loading Conditions Test Circuit 

Notes: 

[1] RL =500. 

[2] CL =30pF. 

Figure 2. Input Pulse 

Note: 

[1] IR=!F =2.5 ns (typ). 

8-72 

Vee (GND) 

1 

0.01 µF 1 
r 

VccA (GND) 

Device Under 
Test 

-0.9V 

1 

0 

-2.0V 

NEC 

DO 

831H·59478 

80°Vo 

20% 
~~~~~~~~ 

tF 

831H·59488 



NEC 
Timing Waveforms 

Chip Select Access 

DO 

Note: 

[1] Address is valid more than 2 ns prior to the low transition of Bs. 

Address Access Cycle 

µ,PB100422 

831H·5972B 

Add~u ~~~~~~~~~~~A~~~~.~~~~~~~ 

Do~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~-_so_%~~~~~~~~~~~-
Note: 

[1] BS =Vil 
831H·6203B 

Write Cycle 

Address f---f 
--E 3----------DI 

tw 

twsD- ~lWHD 

~~:SA \ I/ 

,:::=Ll j 

DO 

--I• -lWR-1 
831H·5955B 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µ.PB100470 is a very high-speed 100K interface ECL 
RAM with full voltage and temperature compensation. 
The device is organized as 4K words by 1 bit, and is 
designed with an open emitter output (noninverted) for 
low power consumption. Two fast access time versions 
are available: 10 ns maximum and 15 ns maximum. The 
µ.PB100470 is available in a hermetic, 300-mil, 18-pin 
cerdip. 

Features 

o 4,096-word x 1-bit organization 
o 100K ECL interface with full voltage and temperature 

compensation 
o Open emitter output (noninverted) 
o Fast access times 
o Low power consumption 
o 300-mil, 18-pin cerdip packaging 

Ordering Information 

Part Number 
Access 

Time (max) 

~PB100470D-10 10 ns 
~~~~~~~~~-

D -15 15 ns 

60025 

Package 

18-pin cerdip 

Pin Configuration 

18-Pin Cerdip 

Dour 
Ao 
A1 

A2 

A3 

A4 

As 
A6 

VEE 

Pin ldentif ication 
Symbol 

Do UT 

Vee 

µPB100470 
4,096 x 1 ·BIT 

100K ECL RAM 

831H--6061A 

Function 

Address inputs 

Data input 

Data output 

Chip select 

Write enable 

Ground 

-4.5-volt power supply 
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µPB100470 

Absolute Maximum Ratings Truth Table 
Supply voltage, VEE to Vee -7.0 to +0.5 V cs WE 

Input voltage, V1N VEE to +0.5 V H x 
Output current, louT -30 to +0.1 mA L L 

Storage temperature, Tsro -65 to + 150°C L L 

Storage temperature under bias, Tsrn (bias) -55 to + 125°C L H 

Notes: Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

(1) X = don't care. 

Capacitance 
Parameter 

Input capacitance 

Output capacitance 

Block Diagram 

8-76 

Symbol 

C1N 

CouT 

X-Address 
Decoder 

Min Typ 

4 

5 

Word 
Driver 

Max Unit 

pF 

pF 

64x64 
Memoryeell 

Array 

Sense Amplifiers and 
Write Drivers 

Y-Address Decoder 

NEC 

D1N Function Output 

x Not selected L 

L WriteO L 

H Write 1 L 

x Read Dour 

Dour 

831H-49168 



NEC 
DC Characteristics 
TA =0 to +85°C; VEE = -4.5 V; output load = 50 0 to -2.0 V 

Parameter Symbol Min 

Output voltage, high VoH -1025 

Output voltage, low VoL -1810 

Output threshold voltage, high VoHC -1035 

Output threshold voltage, low VoLC 

Input voltage, high V1H -1165 

Input voltage, low V1L -1810 

Input current, high l1H 

Input current, low l1L 0.5 

-50 

Supply current IEE -220 

Notes: 

(1) The device under test (OUT) is mounted in a test socket and is 
measured at a thermal equilibrium established with a transverse 
air flow maintained at greater than 2.0 m/s. 

AC Characteristics 
TA = o to +85°C; VEE = -4.5 V ± 5% 

µPB100470·10 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ 

Read Operation 

Address access time tAA 

Chip select access time tACs 

Chip select recovery time tRcs 

Write Operation 

Write pulse width tw 10 

Data setup time twso 2 

Data hold time twHD 2 

Address setup time twsA 3 

Address hold time twHA 2 

Chip select setup time twscs 2 

Chip select hold time twHCS 2 

Write di sable time tws 

Write recovery time twR 

Output Riss and Fall Times 

Rise time tR 2 

Fall time tF 2 

Notes: 

(1) The device under test (OUT) is mounted in a test socket and is 
measured at a thermal equilibrium established with a transverse 
air flow maintained at greater than 2.0 m/s. 

#LPB100470 

Max Unit Test Conditions 

-880 mV V1N = V1H (max) or V1L (min) 

-1620 mV 

mV V1N = V1H (min) or V1L (max) 

-1610 mV 

-880 mV Guaranteed input voltage high for all inputs 

-1475 mV Guaranteed input voltage low for all inputs 

220 µA V1N = V1H (max) 

170 µA For CS: V1N = V1L (min) 

µA For all others: V1N = V1L (min) 

mA All inputs and outputs open 

µPB100470·15 

Max Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

10 15 ns 

6 8 ns 

6 8 ns 

15 ns IJ 2 ns 

2 ns 

3 ns 

2 ns 

2 ns 

2 ns 

6 8 ns 

10 10 ns 

2 ns 

2 ns 
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1LPB100470 

Figure 1. Loading Conditions Test Circuit 

Notes: 

(1) RL=SO.Q. 

(2) eL=30pF. 

Figure 2. Input Pulse 

O.D1 µF 1 
r 

20% 

-1.7V &
80% 

~~~~~~~~ 

IR 

Note: 

(1) IR=IF=2ns(typ). 
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Vee (GND) 

l 
Device Under 

Test 

-0.9V 

NEC 

Dour 

( 

-2.0V 

831H·6036B 

80'lYo 

20% 
~~~~~~~~ 

IF 

831H·5948B 



NEC µPB100470 

Timing Waveforms 

Chip Select Access Cycle 

Dour 

B31H-5972B 

Address Access Cycle 

Address ___________ X50%=--------------
· ~1AA==i. 

Dour --------------J~so=%==================== 
B31H-6144B 

Write Cycle 

E I I 
tw 

twsD- ~lWHD 

2~:SA l J ·-dJ lWHCS 

Dour -\ 
B31H-5973B 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

NEC's µPB100474 is a very high-speed 100K interface 
ECL RAM organized as 1,024 words by 4 bits and 
designed with open-emitter, noninverted outputs. It is 
available in a 24-pin cerdip, 24-pin ceramic LCC, or 
24-pin ceramic flat pack package. 

Features 

o 1024-word by 4-bit organization 
o 100K interface ECL 
o Full voltage and temperature compensation 
o Noninverted, open emitter outputs 
o Fast access times 
o 24-pin cerdip, ceramic LCC, and ceramic flat pack 

packaging 

Ordering Information 
Access Supply 

Part Number Time (max) Current (min) Package 

µPB100474B-6 6 ns -450 mA 24-pin ceramic 

8-8 8 ns 
----------

2
-
2
-
0
-m-A-- flatpack 

8-10 10 ns 

8-15 15 ns 

µP8100474D-8 8 ns -220 mA 24-pin cerdip 

D-10 10ns 

D-15 15 ns 

µP8100474K-4.5 4.5 ns -450 mA 24-pin ceramic 

K-6 6 ns 
LCC 

60104 

Pin Configurations 

24-Pin Cerdip 

24-Pin Ceramic Flatpack 

WE 
Ll 24 

1 
cs 
Dl1 

Dl2 
µPB100474 

Dl3 

Dl4 6 
7 

L..J 

24-Pin Ceramic LCC 

Ag Aa A1 VEE A6 

-' 
1s\;/ 

,_, ,_, ,_, 
14 13 12 

WE J 17 

cs J 18 

01, J 19 µPB100474 

012 J 20 

013 _121 1 
n 

22,2_:i, 24 II 2 , ,-, r''i ,-, 

pPB100474 
1,024, x 4-Bit 

100K ECL RAM 

83-003561A 

19 
18 

13 
12 

831H-5405A 

NC As 

\:;'10 L 

9 [ A4 

8 [ A3 

7 [ A2 

6 [ A1 

5 [ Ao 

3 4 ,-, r 

014 oo, 002 Vee VeeA 003 004 
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pPB100474 

Block Diagram 

Ao o-----t 

A1 o-----t 

A2 o-------1 

A3 o-------1 

A4 o-----t 

As o-------1 

Dl1 o-----t 

Dl2 o-----t 

Dl3 o-----t 

Dl4 o-----t 

Pin ldentif ication 
Symbol Function 

Ao-Ag Addresses 

Data inputs 

Data outputs 

Write enable 

Chip select 

X-Decoder/ 
Driver 

Input 
Data 

Control 
Circuit 

Memory Cell Array 
64x16x4 

Sense Switch 

Y-Decoder/Driver 

As A7 As Ag 

Output 
Data 

Control 
Circuit 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Supply voltage, VEE to Vee 

Input voltage, V1N 

Output current, louT 

Storage temperature, TsTG 

D01 

D02 

D03 

D04 

Storage temperature under bias, TsTG (Bias) 

NEC 

83YL·7258B 

-7.0 V to +0.5 

+0.5V to VEE 

-30 mA to +0.1 

-65to +150°C 

-55 to +125°C 

Vee Power supply (current switches and bias driver) 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause perma
nent damage. The device should be operated within the limits 
specified under DC and AC Characteristics. VccA Power supply (output devices) 

VEE Power supply 

NC No connection Truth Table 
cs WE D1N Output Function 

Capacitance H x x L Not selected 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit L L L L WriteO 

Input capacitance C1N 4 .PF L L H L Write 1 

Output capacitance CouT 5 pF L H x DouT Read 

Notes: 

(1) X = don't care. 
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NEC 
DC Characteristics 
TA = o to +85°C; VEE = -4.5 V; output load = 50 Oto -2.0 V 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max 

Output voltage, high VoH -1025 -880 

Output voltage, low Vol -1810 -1620 

Output threshold voltage, high VoHC -1035 

Output threshold voltage, low Vo LC -1610 

Input voltage, high V1H -1165 -880 

Input voltage, low V1L -1810 -1475 

Input current, high l1H 220 

Input current, low l1L 0.5 170 

-50 

Supply current IEE -220 

-450 

Notes: 

(1) The device under test is mounted in a test socket and is measured 
at a thermal equilibrium established with a transverse air flow 
maintained at greater than 2.0 ms. 

Figure 1. Loading Conditions Test Circuit 

Vcc[GND] VccA[GND] 

Figure 2. Input Pulse 

Device 
Under Test 

I 0.01 µF 

Note: 

REE 

pPB100474 

Unit Test Conditions 

mV V1N = V1H max or v1L min 

mV V1N = V1H max or V1L min 

mV V1N = V1H min or V1L max 

mV V1N = V1H min or V1L max 

mV Guaranteed input voltage high for all inputs 

mV Guaranteed input voltage low for all inputs 

µA V1N = V1H max 

µA For CS: V1N = V1L min 

µA For all others: V1N = V1L min 

mA tAA = 8/10/15 ns; all inputs and outputs open 

mA tAA = 4.5/6 ns; all inputs and outputs open (Note 2) 

(2) For the µPB100474-4.5/-6, take measures to reduce the thermal 
resistance and to keep the junction temperature less than 90 °C. 
Forced air and appropriate fins on the substrate on which the 
package is mounted, or on the package itself, are recommended. 
The thermal resistance of the junction to the case (bottom side) of 
an LCC or flatpack package is less than 10°C/W. 

DO 

-2.0V 

83YL·7305B 

-0.9V 

-1.7V 

Note: 

IR= If = 2.0 ns 
83YL-7306B 
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pPB100474 NEC 
AC Characteristics 
TA = o to +85°C; VEE = -4.5 v ±5% 

p.PB100474-4.5 p.PB 100474·6 µPB100474-8 p.PB100474-10 p.PB100474-15 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min 

Read Operation 

Chip select access time tAcS 4 

Chip select recovery time tRcs 4 

Address access time tAA 4.5 

Write Operation 

Write pulse width tw 4.5 6 

Data setup time twso 

Data hold time twHD 

Address setup time twsA 

Address hold time twHA 2 2 

Chip select setup time twscs 

Chip select hold time twHCS 

Write disable time tws 4 

Write recovery time twR 4.5 

Notes: 

(1) The device under test is mounted in a test socket and is measured 
at a thermal equilibrium established with a transverse air flow 
maintained at greater than 2.0 m/sec. 

(2) For the µPB100474-4.5/-6, take measures to reduce the thermal 
resistance and to keep the junction temperature less than 9D°C. 
Forced air and appropriate fins on the substrate on which the 
package is mounted, or on the package itself, are recommended. 
The thermal resistance of the junction to the case (bottom side) of 
an LCC or flatpack package is less than 10°C/W. 

8-84 

Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Unit 

4 5 6 8 ns 

4 5 6 8 ns 

6 8 10 15 ns 

6 10 15 ns 

2 2 ns 

2 2 ns 

3 3 ns 

2 2 ns 

2 2 ns 

2 2 ns 

4 5 6 8 ns 

6 8 10 10 ns 

(3) See figures 1 and 2 for loading conditions and input pulse timing. 
For the µPB100474-4.5/-6, CL= 5 pF. For the µPB100474-8/10/15, 
CL= 30pF. 

(4) Output rise and fall times = 2 ns (typ). 



NEC 
Timing Waveforms 

Chip Select Access Cycle 

DO 

Note: 

(1] Address is valid more than 2 ns prior to the low transition of CS. 
[2] WE=ViH. 

Address Access Cycle 

Address 

DO 

Note: 

[1] CS =VJL· 

(2) WE=VJH· 

pPB100474 

831H·6164B 

831H·6144B 
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pPB100474 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Write Cycle 

DI E --
1wsD---i 

Lb~ \ 

DO 
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1vv 

14----tWHD 

v-

.::~ J 

1- twR 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The #'PB100474A is a very high-speed 100K interface 
ECL RAM organized as 1,024 words by 4 bits and 
designed with noninverted, open emitter outputs and full 
voltage and temperature compensation. The device is 
packaged in a 24-pin cerdip or ceramic f latpack. 

Features 

o 1,024 word by 4-bit organization 
o 100K ECL interface 
o Full voltage and temperature compensation 
o Open emitter outputs (noninverted) 
o Fast access times 
o 24-pin cerdip and flatpack packaging 

Ordering Information 
Access Supply 

Part Number Time (max) Current (min) Package 

µPB100474AD-5 5ns -250mA 24-pln cerdip 

AD-6 6ns 

µPB100474ABH-5 5ns -250mA 24-pin ceramic 

ABH-6 6ns 
flatpack 

60020 

Pin Configurations 

24-Pin Cerdip 

24-Pin Ceramic Ratpack 

~ 
24 

1 

µPB100474A 
1,024 x 4-Bit 

100K ECL RAM 

831H-5956A 

19 
18 

µPB100474A 

] 

6 13 
7 12 

831H-5957A 
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pPB100474A NEC 
Pin Identification Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Symbol Function Supply voltage, VEE to Vee -7.0 to +0.5 V 

Address Inputs Input voltage, V1N VEE to +0.5V 

Data Inputs Output current, louT -30 to +0.1 mA 

Data outputs Storage temperature, TsTG -65 to + 150°C 

Write enable Storage temperature under bias, TSTG (Bias) -55 to + 125°C 

C!'llp select 

Vee Power supply (current switches and bias driver) 
Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device rellablllty; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. VecA Power supply (output devices) 

-4.5-volt power supply 

NC No connection 

Capacitance 
TA = 25°C; f = 1 MHz 

Parameter Symbol Min 

Input capacitance Ci 
Output capacitance Co 

Block Diagram 

Dl1 

Dl2 

013 

Dl4 

8-88 

Typ Max 

4 

6 

X-Decoder/ 
Driver 

Input 
Data 

Control 
Circuit 

Truth Table 
Function 

Not selected 

Write 0 
Unit Write 1 

pF 

pF 
Read 

Notes: 

(1) X = don't care. 

Memory Cell Array 
64x16x4 

Sense/Switch 

Y-Oecoder/Oriver 

As A1 As Ag 

cs WE DaN Output 

H x x L 

L L L L 

L L H L 

L H x DouT 

001 
Output 
Data 002 

Control 
Circuit 

003 

004 

831H-5958B 



NEC pPB100474A 

DC Characteristics 
TA = o to +85°C; Vee = -4.5 V; output load = 50 O to -2.0 V; Vee = VecA = o V 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Output voltage, high VoH -1025 

Output voltage, low Vol -1810 

Output threshold voltage, high Vo He -1035 

Output threshold voltage, low Vole 

Input voltage, high V1H -1165 

Input voltage, low VIL -1810 

Input current, high l1H 

Input current, low l1L 0.5 

-50 

Supply current lee -250 

Notes: 

(1) The device under test (OUT) is mounted in a test socket and is 
measured at a thermal equilibrium established with a transverse 
air flow maintained at greater than 2.0 m/sec. 

AC Characteristics 

-880 mV V1N = V1H (max) or V1L (min) 

-1620 mV V1N = V1H (max) or V1L (min) 

mV V1N = V1H (min) or V1L (max) 

-1610 mV V1N = V1H (min) or V1L (max) 

-880 mV 

-1475 mV 

220 µA V1N - V1H (max) 

170 µA For -es: V1N = V1L (min) 

µA For all others: V1N = V1L (min) 

mA All Inputs and outputs open 

TA = o to +85°C; Vee = -4.5 V ::!::5%; output load = 50 Oto -2.0 V; Vee = VeeA = o V 

l'PB100474A-5 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ 

Read Operation 

Address access time tAA 

Chip select access time tACs 

Chip select recovery time tReS 

Write Operation 

Write pulse width tw 5 

Data setup time twso 

Data hold time twHD 

Address setup time twsA 

Address hold time twHA 

Chip select setup time twses 

Chip select hold time twHCS 

Write disable time tws 

Write recovery time twR 

Rise and Fall Times 

Output rise time tR 2 

Output fall time tF 2 

Notes: 

(1) The device under test (OUT) is mounted in a test socket and Is 
measured ata thermal equilibrium established with a transverse 
air flow maintained at greater than 2.0 m/sec. 

l'PB100474A·6 

Max Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

5 6 ns 

3 4 ns 

3 4 ns 

6 ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

3 4 ns 

6 7 ns 

2 ns 

2 ns 

(2) See figures 1 and 2 for loading conditions and input pulse timing. 
Input pulse levels = -1.7 to -0.9V; Input rise and fall times 
(measured between 20% and 80% or 80% and 20%) = 2 ns; input 
and output timing reference levels = 50%. 
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pPB100474A NEC 
Figute 1. Loading Conditions 1llst Circuit 

Vee (GND) VccA (GND) 

1 l 
Device Under DO 

Test 

r~ RL 

~ 

0.01 µFI 

-2.0V 

Notes: r [1) RL =50'2. c 

[2) CL= 30 pF. VEE 
831H·59478 

Figute 2. Input Pulse 

-0.9V 

80% 

20% 

-1.7V --------
1 F 

Note: 

[1] IR= IF = 2.5 ns (typ). 
831H·5948B 
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NEC pPB100474A 

Timing Waveforms 

Chip Select Access Cycle 

DO 

Note: 

[1) Address is valid more than 2 ns prior to the low transition of Cs. 
831H·6164B 

Address Access Cycle 

__ XF: __ _ 
-~tM=l. 

DO ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~s_o-~_o-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-

Address 

Note: 

[1) Cs= VIL· 
831H·6144B 

Write Cycle 

Address 

E DI 

tw .... 
twsD~ 1--------t WHO 

Lb~:s· 
\ f ,::dJ ~ 

-- ~ 

DO 

J ----• -twR-1 
831H-5960B 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

PRELIMINARY INFORMATION 

Description 

The µPB100474E is a very high-speed 100K interface 
ECL RAM organized as 1,024 words by 4 bits and 
designed with noninverted, open emitter outputs and 
full voltage and temperature compensation. The device 
is packaged in a 24-pin cerdip or ceramic flatpack. 

Features 

o 1,024 word by 4-bit organization 
o 100K ECL interface 
o Full voltage and temperature compensation 
o Open emitter outputs (noninverted) 
o Fast access times 
o 24-pin cerdip and flatpack packaging 

Ordering Information 
Access Supply 

Part Number Time (max) Current (min) Package 

µPB100474ED-3 3 ns -330 mA 24-pin cerdip 

ED-4 4 ns 

µP8100474EBH-3 3 ns -330 mA 24-pin ceramic 

EBH-4 4 ns 
flat pack 

60121 

Pin Configurations 

24-Pin Cerdip 

µPB100474E 
1,024 x 4-Bit 

100K ECL RAM 

83YL-7237A 

24-Pin Ceramic Flatpack 

1-11 

aico,....tl:J<00 
<<<><Z 

,..., n n n,..., 

24 19 
18 

µPB100474E 

6 13 
7 12 

'-' '-' 

aS8~8o 
00> (.)00 

> 

] 

83YL-7238A 
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pPB100474E NEC 
Block Diagram 

Ao 

A1 

A2 X-Decoder/ Memory Cell Array 

A3 Driver 64X16X4 

A4 

As 

Dl1 
Input Sense/Switch D01 

Dl2 Data 
Output 

D02 
Control Data 

Dl3 Y-Decoder/Drlver Control Circuit Circuit 
003 

Dl4 D04 

As A1 As Ag 

831H-595SB 

Pin Identification Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Symbol Function Supply voltage, VEE to Vee -7.0 to +0.5 V 

Ao·Ag Address inputs Input voltage, V1N VEE to +0.5 V 

Data inputs Output current, lour -30 to +0.1 mA 

Data outputs Storage temperature, TsTG -65 to + 150°C 

Write enable Storage temperature under bias, TsTG (Bias) -55 to +125°C 

Chip select 

Vee Power supply (current switches and bias driver) 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause perma· 
nent damage. The device should be operated within the limits 
specified under DC and AC Characteristics. VeeA Power supply (output devices) 

-4.5-volt power supply 

NC No connection Truth Table 
Function cs WE DI Output 

Capacitance Not selected H x x L 

TA = 25°C; f = 1 MHz WriteO L L L L 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Write 1 L L H L 

Input capacitance c, 4 pF Read L H x DO 

Output capacitance Co 5 pF Notes: 

(1) X = don't care. 
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NEC 
DC Characteristics 
TA= Oto +85°C; VEE = -4.5 V; output load = 50 Oto -2.0 V; Vee = VeeA = o V 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ 

Output voltage, high VoH -1025 

Output voltage, low Vol -1810 

Output threshold voltage, high VoHe -1035 

Output threshold voltage, low Vole 

Input voltage, high V1H -1165 

Input voltage, low V1l -1810 

Input current, high l1H 

Input current, low l1l 0.5 

-50 

Supply current IEE -330 

Notes: 

(1) The device under test is mounted in a test socket and is measured 
at a thermal equilibrium established with a transverse air flow 
maintained at greater than 2.0 ms. 

AC Characteristics 

Max 

-880 

-1620 

-1610 

-880 

-1475 

220 

170 

TA = o to +85°C; VEE = -4.5 V ±5%; output load = 50 n to -2.0 V; Vee = VeeA = o V 

Unit 

mV 

mV 

mV 

mV 

mV 

mV 

µA 

µA 

µA 

mA 

14PB 100474E·3 11PB 100474E·4 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Min Typ Max 

Read Operation 

Address access time tAA 3 4 

Chip select access time tAeS 2 3 

Chip select recovery time tReS 2 3 

Write Operation 

Write pulse width tw 5 6 

Data setup time twso 0.5 0.5 

Data hold time twHD 0.5 0.5 

Address setup time twsA 0.5 0.5 

Address hold time twHA 0.5 0.5 

Chip select setup time twses 0.5 0.5 

Chip select hold time twHeS 0.5 0.5 

Write disable time tws 2 3 

Write recovery time twR 4 5 

Rise and Fall Times 

Output rise time tR 2 2 

Output fall time tF 2 2 

Notes: 

pPB100474E 

Test Conditions 

V1N = V1H (max) or Vil (min) 

V1N = V1H (max) or Vil (min) 

V1N = V1H (min) or V1l (max) 

V1N = V1H (min) or Vil (max) 

V1N = V1H (max) 

For CS: V1N = Vil (min) 

For all others: V1N = Vil (min) 

All inputs and outputs open 

Unit Test Conditions 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

(1) The device under test is mounted in a test socket and is measured 
at a thermal equilibrium established with a transverse air flow 

(2) See figures 1 and 2 for loading conditions and input pulse timing. 

maintained at greater than 2.0 ms. , 
Input pulse levels = -1.7 to -0.9 V; input rise and fall times 
(measured between 20% and 80% or 80% and 20%) = 2 ns; input 
and output timing reference levels = 50%. 
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pPB100474E 

Figure 1. Loading Conditions Test Circuit 

Notes: 

(1] RL=500. 

[2] CL=10pF. 

Figure 2. Input Pulse 

Vee (GND) 

r 

0.01 µFI 

r 

BJ'/o 

a::P/o 

-1.7V ~~~~~~~~-

t R 

Note: 

[1] tR = tF = 2 ns (typ). 
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VccA (GND) 

Device Under 
Test 

-09V 

i 

NEC 

DO 

"': t c, 
-2.0V 

83YL-7239B 

k
BJ'!.o 

a::P/o 
~~~~~~~~-

t F 

831H6177B 



N'EC 
Timing Waveforms 

Chip Select Access Cycle 

DO 

Note: 

[1] Address is valid more than 2 ns prior to the low transition of CS. 
[2] WE=V1H. 

Address Access Cycle 

Address 

DO 

Note: 

[1] CS =VIL· 

[2} WE=VJH· 

pPB100474E 

831H·6164B 

831H·6144B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Write Cycle 

Address 

DI E 1wsD----i 

Lh~;SA \ 

DO 

8-98 

NEC 

1vv 

i.-twHD 

v 

.::dJ j 

~ 

~ 

1- IWR 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µPB100480 is a very high-speed 100K interface ECL 
RAM with full voltage and temperature compensation. 
The device is organized as 16,384 words by 1 bit and 
designed with noninverted, open-emitter outputs and 
low power consumption. Two versions with fast access 
times of 10 ns and 15 ns maximum are available. The 
µPB100480 is packaged in a hermetic, 300-mil, 20-pin 
cerdip or 20-pin ceramic flat pack. 

Features 

o 16,384-word x 1-bit organization 
o 100K ECL interface with full voltage and 

temperature compensation 
o Noninverted, open-emitter outputs 
o Fast access times of 10 and 15 ns maximum 
o Low power consumption 
o 300-mil, 20-pin cerdip or 20-pin ceramic flatpack 

packaging 

Ordering Information 
Power 

Access Consumption 
Part Number Time (max) (max) Package 

µP8100480D-10 10 ns 1.2W 20-pin cerdip 

D-15 15 ns 1.1W 

µPB100480B-10 10 ns 1.2W 20-pin ceramic 

B-15 15 ns 1.1W 
flat pack 

60036 

Pin Configurations 

20-Pin Cerdip 

DO 
Ao 
A1 

A2 

A3 

A4 

As 
As 
A7 9 

VEE 

20-Pin Ceramic Flatpack 

1 
~ 

2 

L 3 

4 0 
a) 

[ 5 
'<!" 
0 
0 

6 OJ 
c.. 

7 ::!. 

L 8 

[ 9 

[ 10 

20 

19 

18 

17 

16 

15 

14 

13 

12 

11 

pPB100480 
16,384 x 1-Bit 

100K ECL RAM 

Vee 
DI 

Cs 
WE 

A13 

A12 

A11 

A10 
Ag 

Aa 

J 

1 

] 

Vee 
DI 

831H·-6171A 

831H·6191A 
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µ,PB100480 

Pin I dent if ication 
Symbol Function 

Address inputs 

DI Data input 

DO Data output 

Chip select 

Write enable 

Vee Ground 

-4.5-volt power supply 

NEC 
Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Supply voltage, VEE -7.0 to +0.5 V 

Input voltage, V1N VEE to +0.5 V 

Output current, louT -30 to +0.1 mA 

Storage temperature, TsTG -65 to + 150°c 

Storage temperature under bias, TsrG (bias) -55 to + 125°c 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Capacitance Truth Table 
TA= 25°C; f = 1 MHz ----=----------------cs WE D1N Output Mode 
Parameter Symbol 

Input capacitance C1N 

Output capacitance CouT 

Block Diagram 

8-100 

X-Address 
Decoder 

Min 

Word 
Driver 

Typ 

4 

6 

Max Unit 

pF 

pF 

Memory Cell 
Array 128 x 128 

Sense Amp. and 
Write Drivers 

H x 
L L 

L L 

L H 

Notes: 

(1) X = don't care. 

Y-Address Decoder 

x L Not selected 

L L WriteO 

H L Write 1 

x DouT Read 

DO 

DI 

831H-4992B 



NEC l'PB100480 

DC Characteristics 
TA = o to +85°C; VEE = -4.5 V; output load = 50 a to -2.0 V; Vee = o V 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Output voltage, high VoH -1025 

Output voltage, low VoL -1810 

Output threshold voltage, high VoHe -1035 

Output threshold voltage, low Vo Le 

Input voltage, high V1H -1165 

Input voltage, low V1L -1810 

Input current, high l1H 

Input current, low l1L 0.5 

-50 

Supply current IEE -260 

-240 

Notes: 

(1) The device under test Is mounted In a test socket and measured 
at a thermal equilibrium established with a transverse air flow 
maintained at greater than 2.0 m/s. 

AC Characteristics 
TA = o to +85°C; VEE = -4.5 V :!:5% 

14PB100480·10 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ 

Read Operation 

Address access time tAA 

Chip select recovery time tReS 

Chip select access time tACs 

Write Operation 

Write pulse width tw 10 

Data setup time twso 2 

Data hold time twHD 

Address setup time twsA 2 

Address hold time twHA 1 

Chip select setup time twses 2 

Chip select hold time twHeS 

Write disable time tws 

Write recovery time twR 

Output Rise and Fall Times 

Output rise time tR 2 

Output fall time tf 2 

Notes: 

(1) The device under test is mounted In a test socket and measured 
at a thermal equilibrium establlshed with a transverse air flow 
maintained at greater than 2.0 m/s. 

-880 mV V1N = V1H max or V1L min 

-1620 mV V1N = V1H max or V1L min 

mV V1N = V1H min or V1L max 

-1610 mV V1N = V1H min or V1L max 

-880 mV Guaranteed Input voltage high for all Inputs 

-1475 mV Guaranteed Input voltage low for all inputs 

220 p.A V1N = V1H max 

170 p.A For~: V1N = \'IL min 

p.A For all others: V1N = V1L min 

mA For p.PB100480-10: all Inputs and outputs open 

mA For p.PB100480-15: all Inputs and outputs open 

14PB100480·15 

Max Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

10 15 ns 

5 8 ns 

5 8 ns 

15 ns 

3 ns 

2 ns 

3 ns 

2 ns 

3 ns 

2 ns 

5 8 ns 

11 17 ns 

2 ns 

2 ns 

(2) Input pulse levels = -1.7 to -0.9V; Input rise and fall times 
(measured between 20% and 80% or 80% to 20%) ... 2.5 ns; Input 
and output timing reference level = 50%. 
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1tPB100480 NEC 
Figure 1. Loading Conditions Test Circuit 

Vee (GND) 

l 
Device Under DO 

Test 1 
RL • r CL 

( 

0.01 µF 1 -2.0V 

Notes: r [1] RL=50'2. ' [2] CL = 30 pF. VEE 
831H·603GB 

Figure 2. Input Pulse 

-0.9V 

80°Yo 

20% 

-1.7V ~~~~~~~~ 

IF 

Note: 

[1] IR= IF= 2.5 ns (typ). 

831H 0 5948B 
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NEC µPB100480 

Timing Waveforms 

Chip Select Access Cycle 

DO 

Note: 

[1] Address is valid more than 2 ns prior to the low transition of Cs. 
831H·6164B 

Address Access Cycle 

Address 

DO 

Note: 

[1) Cs= V1L 
831H·5954B 

Write Cycle 

~r'--------1 
f.....___--1-----Address II 

--t 3-DI 

... tw .... 
twsD- ~IWHD 

Lb:~· \ 1 

·=dJ ~ ~ 

~ ~ 

DO 

j...._. -twR-1 
831H·S9SOB 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µ.PB100484 is a very high-speed 100K interface ECL 
RAM organized as 4,096 words by 4 bits with open
emitter outputs (noninverted). It is available in 28-pin 
cerdip or flatpack packages. 

Features 

o 4,096-word x 4-bit organization 
o 100K ECL interface 
o Full voltage and temperature compensation 
o Open-emitter outputs (noninverted) 
o Fast access times and low power consumption 
o 28-pin cerdip and 28-pin flatpack packaging 

Ordering Information 
Access Supply Current 

Part Number Time (max) (min) Package 

~PB100484D-10 10ns -260 mA 28-pin cerdip 

D-15 15ns -240 mA 

_µPB100484B-10 10 ns -260mA 28-pin ceramic 

B-15 15 ns -240 mA flatpack 

60037 

Pin Configurations 

28-Pin Cerdip 

VccA 
DOJ 
D04 

Ao 

A1 
A2 

As 
A4 

As 
As 
A7 

As 
NC 

VEE 

28-Pin Ceramic Ratpack 

VccA 
DOs 
D04 

Ao 

A1 
A2 

As 
A4 

As 
As 
A7 

As 
NC 

VEE 

-

[ 

1 

2 

s 
4 

s 
'<!" 

s co 
'<!" 
0 

7 0 

ai s a. 
::!. 

9 

10 

11 

12 

1S 

14 

2S 

27 

2S 

2S 

24 

2S 

22 

21 

20 

19 

1S 

17 

1S 

1S 

1tPB100484 
4,096 x 4-Bit 

100K ECL RAM 

R:llll·GlnA 

J 

] 

831H·6173A 
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µPB100484 

Pin I dent if ication 
Symbol Function 

Address Inputs 

Data Inputs 

Data outputs 

Write enable (active low) 

Chip select (active low) 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Vee= VccA = ov 
Supply voltage, VEE 

Input voltage, V1N 

Output current, louT 

Storage temperature, TsTG 

Storage temperature under bias, TsrG (bias) 

NEC 

-7.0 to +0.5 V 

VEE to +0.5V 

-30 to +0.1 mA 

-65 to + 150°c 

-55 to +125°C 

Vee Power supply (current switches and bias driver) Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

VccA Power supply (output devices) 

NC 

Capacitance 
f = 1 MHz 

Parameter 

Input capacitance 

-4.5-volt power supply 

No connection 

Symbol Min 

C1N 

Output capacitance Cour 

Block Diagram 

8-106 

WE1 _ _..~-~--... 1 

WE2 ----7 __ ~ 

Typ Max 

4 

6 

X-Decoder/ 
Driver 

Input 
Data 

Control 
Circuit 

Truth Table 
cs WE D1N Output Mode 

H x x L Not selected 

Unit L L (Note 2) L L WrlteO 

pF L L (Note 2) H L Write 1 

pF L H (Note 2) x DouT Read 

Notes: 

(1) X = don't care. 

(2) Both WE1 and WE2 must be low to Initiate write operation. For 
read operation, either WE1 or WE2 or both must be high. 

Memory Cell Array 
128 X 32 X4 

Output 
Data 

Control 
Circuit 

831H·6013B 



NEC µPB100484 

DC Characteristics 
TA = o to +85°C; VEE = -4.5 V; output load = 50 o to -2.0 V; Vee = VeeA = o v 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Output voltage, high Vott -1025 -880 mV V1N = Vitt max or V1L min 

Output voltage, low VoL -1810 -1620 mV V1N = Vitt max or V1L min 

Output threshold voltage, high Votte -1035 

Output threshold voltage, low Vo Le -1610 mV V1N = Vitt min or V1L max 

Input voltage, high Vitt -1165 -880 mV 

Input voltage, low V1L -1810 -1475 mV 

Input current, high l1tt 220 

Input current, low l1L 0.5 170 p.A For 'C'S: V1N = V1L min 

-50 p.A For all others: V1N = V1L min 

Supply current IEE -260 mA For p.PB100484·10: all inputs and outputs open 

-240 mA For µPB100484-15: all inputs and outputs open 

Notes: 

(1) The device under test is mounted in a test socket and measured 
at a thermal equilibrium established with a transverse air flow 
maintained at greater than 2.0 m/s. 

II 
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µPB100484 NEC 
AC Characteristics 
TA = o to +85°C; Vee = -4.5 V ±5%; output load = 50 O to -2.0 V; Vee = VeeA = o V 

1'PB100484·10 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ 

Read Operation 

Address access time tAA 

Chip select recovery time tReS 

Chip select access time tACs 

Write Operation 

Write pulse width tw 10 

Data setup time twso 2 

Data hold time twHD 

Address setup time twsA 2 

Address hold time twHA 

Chip select setup time twses 2 

Chip select hold time twHeS 

Write disable time tws 

Write recovery time twR 

Output Rise and Fall Times 

Output rise time tR 2 

Output fall time tF 2 

Notes: 

(1) The device under test is mounted in a test socket and measured 
at a thermal equilibrium established with a transverse air flow 
maintained at greater than 2.0 m/s. 
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Max Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

10 15 ns 

5 8 ns 

5 8 ns 

15 ns 

3 ns 

2 ns 

3 ns 

2 ns 

3 ns 

2 ns 

5 8 ns 

11 17 ns 

2 ns 

2 ns 

(2) See figure 1 and 2 for loading conditions and input pulse timing. 
Input pulse levels = -1.7 to -0.9 V; input rise and fall times = 
2.5 ns; input and output timing reference levels = 50%. 



NEC 
Figure 1. Loading Conditions Test Circuit 

Notes: 

[1] RL =500. 

[2] CL =30pF. 

Figure 2. Input Pulse 

-1.7V 

Note: 

[1) IR= IF= 2.5 ns (typ). 

Vee (GND) 

1 

0.01µF1 

r 

VccA (GND) 

Device Under 
Test 

-0.9V 

l 

( 

-2.0V 

#£PB100484 

DO 

831H·5947B 

80°Yo 

20% 
~~~~~~~~ 

IF 

831H·5948B 
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µ.PB100484 NEC 
Timing Waveforms 

Chip Select Access Cycle 

DO 

Note: 

[1] Address is valid more than 2 ns prior to the low transition of Cs. 
831H·6164B 

Address Access Cycle 

Address ___________ __.XF=----------------
• ~tAA~ 

Do ----------------~=s_o-~_.-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-

Note: 

[1] Cs= VIL· 
831H·6144B 

Write Cycle 

~r'--------r 
Address 

E DI 

tw 
twsD---1 1----twHD 

lk~· l ! ,::dJ 
DO 

L,~J -I~ -twR-1 
831H·5950B 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

PRELIMINARY INFORMATION 

Description 

The µPB100484A is a very high-speed 100K interface 
ECL RAM. It is organized as 4,096 words by 4 bits with 
noninverted, open-emitter outputs and low power con
sumption. Two access time versions are available: 5 ns 
and 7 ns maximum. The µPB 100484A is available in a 
hermetic, 400-mil, 28-pin cerdip or 28-pin ceramic flat
pack. 

Features 

o 4,096-word x 4-bit organization 
o 1 OOK ECL interface 
o Full voltage and temperature compensation 
o Noninverted, open-emitter outputs 
o Fast access times: 5 and 7 ns maximum 
o Low power consumption 
o 400-mil, 28-pin cerdip or 28-pin ceramic flatpack 

packaging 

Ordering Information 
Access Supply current 

Part Number Time (max) (min) Package 

µP8100484AB-5 5 ns -260 mA 28-pin ceramic 

8-7 7ns -240 mA 
flat pack 

µPB100484AD-5 5ns -260 mA 28-pin cerdip 

D-7 7 ns -240 mA 

60018 

Pin Configurations 

28-Pin Cerdip 

VccA 
OD3 
004 

Ao 
A1 

A2 

A3 

A4 

As 
A6 

A1 
As 
NC 

VEE 

28-Pin Ceramic F/atpack 

µP8100484A 
4,096 x 4-BIT 

100K ECL RAM 

8JIH·6014A 

VccA 
003 
004 

Ao 
A1 

A2 

A3 

A4 

As 
A6 

A7 

As 
NC 

[ -,_ ~ 
2 27 

3 26 
[ 4 2S 

s 24 
<( 

6 v 23 CX) 
v 

7 0 22 
0 

s m 21 
a. 

[ 9 :i. 20 

10 19 

11 1S 

12 17 

13 16 

VEE [ 14 1S 

8JIH-6015A 
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µPB100484A 

Pin Identification 
Symbol Function 

Address inputs 

Data inputs 

Data outputs 

WE1. WE2 Write enable (active low) 

Chip select (active low) 

Vee Power supply (current switches and bias driver) 

VeeA Power supply (output devices) 

- 4.5-volt power supply 

NC No connection 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Vee= VecA = OV 

Supply voltage, Vee 

Input voltage, V1N 

Output current, lour 

Storage temperature, TsrG 
Under bias, T STG (bias) 

- 7.0 to +0.5 V 

Vee to +0.5 V 

-30 to +0.1 mA 

- 65 to + 150 °C 
-55to +125°C 

Comment: Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended 
periods may affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could 
cause permanent damage. The device should be operated within the 
limits specified under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Block Diagram 

NEC 
Capacitance 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Input C1N 4 pF 
capacitance 

Output Cour 6 pF 
capacitance 

Truth Table 
cs WE DIN Output Function 

H x x L Not selected 

L L (Note 2) L L Write O 

L L (Note 2) H L Write 1 

L H (Note 2) x Dour Read 

Notes: 

(1) X = don't care. 

(2) Both WE1 and WE2 must be low to initiate write operation. For 
read operation, either WE1 or WE2 or both must be high. 

X-Decoder/ 
Driver 

Memory Cell Array 
128 x 32 x4 

8-112 

WE1 ~-&--l--X'........,~I 

WE2 --~t----l 

Input 
Data 

Control 
Circuit 

Output 
Data 

Control 
Circuit 
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NEC 
DC Characteristics 
TA = o to +85°C; VEE = - 4.5 V; output load = 50 a to -2.0 V; Vee = VccA = o V 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Output voltage, high VoH -1025 

Output voltage, low VoL -1810 

Output threshold voltage, high VoHC -1035 

Output threshold voltage, low Vo LC 

Input voltage, high V1H -1165 

Input voltage, low V1L -1810 

Input current, high l1H 

Input current, low l1L 0.5 

-50 

Supply current IEE -260 

-240 

Notes: 

(1) The device under test is mounted in a test socket and measured 
at a thermal equilibrium established with a transverse air flow 
maintained at greater than 2.0 m/s. 

Figure 1. Loading Conditions Test Circuit 

Vee (GND) 

l 

-880 mV 

-1620 mV 

mV 

-1610 mV 

-880 mV 

-1475 mV 

220 µA 

170 µA 

µA 

mA 

mA 

VecA (GND) 

1 
Device Under 

Test 

0.01 µFI 
Notes: r [1] RL=50'1. ) 

[2] CL = 30 pF. VEE 

µPB100484A 

Test Conditions 

For e8: V1N = V1L min 

For all others: V1N = V1L min 

For µPB100484A-5: All inputs and outputs open 

For µP8100484A-7: All inputs and outputs open 

DO 

tel RL 

( 

-2.0V 

IJ 
831H·5947B 
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11PB100484A NEC 
AC Characteristics 
TA "" 0 to + 85°C; VEE = - 4.5 V ± 5%; output load = 50 0 to - 2.0 V; Vee = VeeA = 0 V 

~PB100484A·5 ~PB100484A·7 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Read Operation 

Address access time tAA 

Chip select recovery time tReS 

Chip select access time tACS 

Write Operation 

Write pulse width tw 6 

Data setup time twso 

Data hold time twHD 2 

Address setup time twsA 

Address hold time twHA 2 

Chip select setup time twscs 

Chip select hold time twHeS 2 

Write disable time tws 

Write recovery time twR 

Output Rise and Fall Times 

Output rise time tR 2 

Output fall time tF 2 

Notes: 

(1) The device under test is mounted in a test socket and measured 
at a thermal equilibrium established with a transverse air flow 
maintained at greater than 2.0 m/s. 

Figure 2. Input Pulse 

=11
80% 

20% 

~~~~~~~~~ 

IR 

-1.7V 

Note: 

[1) IR=IF =2.Sns(typ). 

8-114 

5 

3.5 

3.5 

3.5 

7 

7 ns 

4 ns 

4 ns 

8 ns 

ns 

2 ns 

ns 

2 ns 

ns 

2 ns 

5 ns 

9 ns 

2 ns 

2 ns 

(2) See figures 1 and 2 for loading conditions and input pulse timing. 
Input pulse levels = -1.7 to -0.9 V; input rise and fall times = 
2.5 ns; input and output timing reference levels = 50%. 

-0.9V 

k
BO'lYo 

20% 
~~~~~~~~~ 

IF 
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NEC 
Timing Waveforms 

Read Cycle 

DO 

~PB100484A 

Address---------@=,AA=i 

DO------------~---~so_o-~================ 831H·S949B 

Write Cycle 

Address 

j DI E lyy 

twsD- ~IWHD 

Lh::sA \ l 

·=~ DO 
L.~J 1. IWR 

831H·S9SOB 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

PRELIMINARY INFORMATION 

Description 

The µ.PB100A484 is a very high-speed 100K interface 
ECL RAM organized as 4K words by 4 bits and designed 
with open emitter outputs (noninverted). It is available in 
28-pin cerdip or flatpack packages. 

Features 

o 4096 word x 4-bit organization 
o 100K ECL interface 
o Full voltage and temperature compensation 
o Open emitter outputs (noninverted) 
o Fast access times and low power consumption 
o 28-pin cerdip and flatpack packaging 
o Center power pins 

Ordering Information 
Access Time Supply Current 

Part Number (max) (min) Package 

,u.PB100A484B-5 5ns TBD 28-pin ceramic 

B-7 7ns TBD 
flat pack 

,u.PB100A484D-5 5ns TBD 28-pin cerdip 

D-7 7ns TBD 

60024 

Pin Configurations 

28-Pin Cerdip 

011 

012 2 

013 3 

014 

001 

002 

Vee 
VeeA 

003 9 

004 

Ao 
A1 

A2 

A3 

28-Pin Ceramic Ratpack 

µ.PB100A484 
4,096 x 4-Bit 

100K ECL RAM 

8JlfHOG9A 

Dl1 

012 

013 

014 

~ 

001 

002 

Vee 
VeeA 

003 

004 

Ao 
A1 

A2 

A3 

--

[ 

[ 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

27 

26 

25 

'<I" 24 
CX) 
'<I" 23 
~ 
0 22 
c:i 21 0.. 
::1. 

20 ] 

19 ] 

18 

17 

16 

15 

831H·6070A 
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1£PB100A484 NEC 
Pin Identification Truth Table 
Symbol Function C""S WE D1N Output Function 

Address inputs H x x L Not selected 

Data inputs L L L L WriteO 

Data outputs L L H L Write 1 

Write enable input (active low) L H x DouT Read 

Chip select (active low) Notes: 

Vee Power supply (current switches and bias driver) (1) X = don't care. 

Power supply (output devices) 

-4.5-volt power supply 

NC No connection 

Capacitance 
Parameter Symbol Min 

Input capacitance 

Output capacitance CouT 

Block Diagram 

8-118 

Typ Max 

4 

6 

X-Decoder/ 
Driver 

Input 
Data 

Control 
Circuit 

Unit 

pF 
pF 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Vee= VccA = ov 

Supply voltage, VEE 

Input voltage, V1N 

Output current, louT 

Storage temperature, TsTG 

Storage temperature under bias, TsTG (Bias) 

-7.0 to +0.5 V 

VEEtot0.5V 

-30 to +0.1 mA 

-65 to + 150°C 

-55 to + 125°C 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Memory Cell Array 
128 x32 x4 

Sense/Switch 

Y-Decoder/Driver 

Output 
Data 

Control 
Circuit 

831H·6071B 



NEC µ;PB100A484 

DC Characteristics 
TA = o to +85°C; Vee = -4.5 V; output load = 50 o to -2.0 V; Vee = VeeA = ov 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ 

Output voltage, high VoH -1025 

Output voltage, low VoL -1810 

Output threshold voltage, high VoHe -1035 

Output threshold voltage, low VoLe 

Input voltage, high V1H -1165 

Input voltage, low V1L -1810 

Input current, high l1H 

Input current, low l1L 0.5 

-50 

Supply current lee TBD 

TBD 

Notes: 

(1) The device under test is mounted in a test socket and measured 
at a thermal equilibrium established with a transverse air flow 
maintained at greater than 2.0 m/sec. 

AC Characteristics 

Max Unit Test Conditions 

-880 mV V1N = V1H (max) or V1L (min) 

-1620 mV V1N = V1H (max) or ViL (min) 

mV V1N = V1H (min) or V1L (max) 

-1610 mV V1N = V1H (min) or V1L (max) 

-880 mV 

-1475 mV 

220 p.A V1N = V1H (max) 

170 p.A For CS: V1N = V1L (min) 

p.A For all others: V1N = V1L (min) 

mA p.PB100A484·5: all inputs and outputs open 

mA p.PB100A484·7: all inputs and outputs open 

TA = o to +85°C; Vee = -4.5 V ±5%; output load = 50 Oto -2.0 V; Vee = VeeA = O V 

p.PB100A484·5 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ 

Read Operation 

Address access time tAA 

Chip select recovery time tReS 

Chip select access time tACs 

Write Operation 

Write pulse width tw 6 

Data setup time twso 

Data hold time twHD 2 

Address setup time twsA 

Address hold time twHA 2 

Chip select setup time twses 

Chip select hold time twHeS 2 

Write disable time tws 

Write recovery time twR 

Output Rise and Fall Times 

Output rise time tR 2 

Output fall time tF 2 

Notes: 

(1) The device under test is mounted in a test socket and measured 
at a thermal equilibrium established with a transverse air flow 
maintained at greater than 2.0 m/s. 

p.PB100A484·7 

Max Min Typ Max Unit Teat Conditions 

5 7 ns 

3.5 4 ns 

3.5 4 ns 

8 ns 

ns 

2 ns 

ns 

2 ns 

ns 

2 ns 

3.5 5 ns 

7 9 ns 

2 ns 

2 ns 

(2) See figures 1 and 2 for loading conditions and input pulse timing. 
Input pulse levels = -1.7 to -0.9V; input rise and fall times = 
2.5 ns; input and output timing reference levels = 50%. 
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µ,PB100A484 

Figure 1. Loading Conditions Test Circuit 

Notes: 

[1] RL =500. 

[2] eL=30pF. 

Figure 2. Input Pulse 

-1.7V 

Note: 

[1] tR=tF=2ns(typ). 
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NEC 
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~~~~~~~~-
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t\'EC µ,PB100A484 

Timing Waveforms 

Chip Select Access Cycle 

DO 

831H-6164B 

Address Access Cycle 

Address ____________ ;(50% _______________ _ 
-~IAA=l_ 

D0--------------~~~~50~%~~~~~~~~----_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_ 

Write Cycle 

Address 

DI E ..__ tw 
twsD~ f-----twHo 

Lb::s· \ J .::dJ ~ ~ 

DO 

--I• -twR-f 
831H-5950B 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

PRELIMINARY INFORMATION 

Description 

The µPD100500 is a very high-speed BiCMOS RAM with 
full voltage and temperature compensation for a 100K 
ECL interface. Its unique design uses blended CMOS 
and bipolar peripheral circuits and N-channel MOS 
memory cells. The device is organized as 262,144 words 
by 1 bit and designed with an open-emitter output 
(noninverted) for low power consumption. Two ver
sions with fast access times of 15 and 20 ns maximum 
are available in hermetic, 300-mil, 24-pin cerdip pack
aging. 

Features 

o BiCMOS technology 

o 262,144-word x 1-bit organization 

o 100K interface ECL with full voltage and 
temperature compensation 

o Noninverted, open-emitter output 

o Fast access times of 15 and 20 ns maximum 

o Low power consumption 

o 300-mil, 24-pin cerdip packaging 

Ordering Information 
Power 

Access Consumption 
Part Number Time (max) (max) Package 

µPD100500D-15 15 ns 720 mW 24-pin cerdip 

D-20 20 ns 

60017 

µPD100500 
262, 144 x 1-Bit 

100K BiCMOS ECL RAM 

Pin Configuration 

24-Pin Cerdip 

DoUT 
Ao 
A1 

A2 

A3 

A4 

As 
As 
A7 

As 
Ag 

VEE 

Pin Identification 
Symbol 

DouT 

Vee 

831H-G031A 

Function 

Address inputs 

Data input 

Data output 

Chip select 

Write enable 

Ground 

-4.5-volt power supply 

8-123 
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p.PD100500 

Absolute Maximum Ratings Truth Table 
Supply voltage, VEE -7.0 to +0.5 V cs WE 
Input voltage, V1N VEE to +0.5V H x 
Output current, lour -30 to +0.1 mA L L 

Storage temperature, TsrG -65 to + 150°C L L 

Storage temperature under bias, TsTG (bias) -55 to +125°C L H 

Notes: Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

(1) X = don't care. 

Capacitance 
TA = 25°C; f = 1 MHz 

Parameter 

Input capacitance 

Output capacitance 

Block Diagram 

8-124 

X-Address 
Decoder 

Symbol 

C1N 

Cour 

Min 

Word 
Driver 

Typ 

4 

6 

Max Unit 

pF 

pF 

512 x 512 
Memory Cell Array 

Sense Amplifiers and 
Write Drivers 

Y-Address Decoder 

NEC 
Output Mode 

x L Not selected 

L L WriteO 

H L Write 1 

x Dour Read 

Dour 

831H-5971B 



NEC 
DC Characteristics 
TA = o to +85°C; VEE = -4.5 V; output load = 50 O to -2.0 V; Vee = o V 

Parameter Symbol Min Max 

Output voltage, high VoH -1025 

Output voltage, low Vol -1810 

Output threshold voltage, high VoHe -1035 

Output threshold voltage, low Vo Le 

Input voltage, high V1H -1165 

Input voltage, low V1L -1810 

Input current, high l1H 

Input current, low l1L 0.5 

-50 

Supply current IEE -160 

Notes: 

(1) The device under test is mounted in a test socket and is measured 
at a thermal equilibrium established with a transverse air flow 
maintained at greater than 2.0 m/s. 

AC Characteristics 
TA= Oto +85°C; VEE= -4.5V ± 5% 

µPD100500·15 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ 

Read Operation 

Address access time tAA 

Chip select access time tACs 

Chip select recovery time tRes 

Write Operation 

Write pulse width tw 10 

Data setup time twso 2 

Data hold time twHD 3 

Address setup time twsA 2 

Address hold time twHA 3 

Chip select setup time twscs 2 

Chip select hold time twHeS 3 

Write disable time tws 

Write recovery time twR 

Output Rise and Fall Times 

Rise time tR 2 

Fall time tF 2 

Notes: 

(1) The device under test is mounted in a test socket and is measured 
at a thermal equilibrium established with a transverse air flow 
maintained at greater than 2.0 m/s. 

-880 

-1620 

-1610 

-880 

-1475 

220 

170 

Max 

15 

10 

10 

10 

18 

(2) 

µPD100500 

Unit Test Conditions 

mV V1N = V1H max or V1L min 

mV V1N = V1H max or V1L min 

mV V1N = V1H min or V1L max 

mV V1N = V1H min or V1L max 

mV Guaranteed input voltage high for all inputs 

mV Guaranteed input voltage low for all inputs 

µA V1N = V1H max 

µA For 'C'S: V1N = V1L min 

µA For all others: V1N = V1L min 

mA All inputs and outputs open 

llPD100500·20 

Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

20 ns 

15 ns 

15 ns 

15 ns 

Ill 3 ns 

3 ns 

2 ns 

3 ns 

2 ns 

3 ns 

15 ns 

23 ns 

2 ns 

2 ns 

Input pulse levels = -1.7 to -0.9 V; input rise and fall times 
(measured between 20% and 80% or 80% and 20%) = 2.5 ns; 
input and output timing reference levels = 50%. 
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µ.PD100500 NEC 
Figure 1. Loading Conditions Test Circuit 

Vee (GND) 

1 
Device Under DouT 

Test 

r~ RL; 

I 

0.01 µFI 

-2.0V 

Notes: r (1) RL=50.Cl. II 

(2) CL =30.pF. VEE 
831H-6036B 

Figure 2. Input Pulse 

--0.9 v 

80% 80'lVo 

20% 20% 
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t R t F 

Note: 

(1) tR=tF =2.Sns(typ). 
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NEC µPD100500 

Timing Waveforms 

Chip Select Access Cycle 

Dour 

831H·5972B 

Address Access Cycle 

831H·6144B 

Write Cycle 

~r----1 
Address_l__.,.f----__,__f------.__ 

t 3 I 
lyy-~ 

twsD- ~IWH 

Lb~· ' 1 I\ .. ·~·dJ IWHCS 

Dour 

I---· -IWR'-1 
831H·5973B 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

PRELIMINARY INFORMATION 

Description 

The µ.PD100504 is a very high-speed BiCMOS RAM with 
full voltage and temperature compensation for a 100K 
ECL interface. Its unique design uses blended CMOS 
and bipolar peripheral circuits and N-channel MOS 
memory cells. The device is organized as 65,536 words 
by 4 bits and designed with an open-emitter output 
(noninverted) for low power consumption. A fast access 
time of 15 ns maximum is available in hermetic, 400-mil, 
32-pin cerdip packaging. 

Features 

o BiCMOS technology 
o 65,536-word x 4-bit organization 
o 100K interface ECL with full voltage and temperature 

compensation 
o Noninverted, open-emitter output 
o Fast access time of 15 ns maximum 
o Low power consumption 
o 400-mil, 32-pin cerdip packaging 

Ordering Information 

pPD100504 
65,536 x 4-Bit 

100K BiCMOS ECL RAM 

Pin Configuration 

32-Pin Cerdip 

NC Cs 
011 WE 

NC 

013 NC 

014 A15 
001 A14 
002 7 A13 

Vee A12 

VccA VEE 

003 A11 

004 A10 

Ao Ag 

A1 Aa 

A2 A1 

A3 As 

A4 As 

83YL·7193A 

Pin Identification 
Symbol Function 

Power 
Access Consumption Ao -A15 Address inputs 

Part Number Time (max) (max) Package 011 - Dl4 Data inputs 

_µP_D_1oo __ s_o4_D_-1_s _____ 1_s_ns _______ a_1_o_m_w _____ 3_2_-P_in __ ce_rd __ ip _o0_1_-_o_04~~~~~~~-Da_t_a_ou_t_pu_t_s~~~~~~ 
CS Chip select 

WE Write enable 

Vee. VccA Ground 

VEE -4.5-volt power supply 

NC No connection 

60113 8-129 



pPD100504 

Absolute Maximum Ratings Truth Table 
Supply voltage, Vee -7.0 to +0.5 V cs WE 

Input voltage, V1N Veeto +0.5V H x 
Output current, lour -30 to +0.1 mA L L 

Storage temperature, TsrG -65 to + 150°G L L 

Storage temperature under bias, TsrG (bias) -55 to + 125°G L H 

Notes: Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

(1) X = don't care. 

Capacitance 
TA = 25°C; f = 1 MHz 

Parameter 

Input capacitance 

Output capacitance 

Block Diagram 

8-130 

Symbol 

C1N 

Cour 

X-Address 
Decoder 

Min Typ Max 

4 

6 

Unit 

pF 

pF 

Memory Cell Array 
256x 1024 

Y-Address Decoder 

DI 

x 
L 

H 

x 

NEC 
Output 

L 

L 

L 

Dour 

R/W 
Control 
Circuit 

Mode 

Not selected 

WriteO 

Write 1 

Read 

83YL-7191B 



NEC pPD100504 

DC Characteristics 
TA= o to +85°C; VEE = -4.5 V ::!::5%; output load = 50 Oto -2.0 V; Vee= o V 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Output voltage, high VoH -1025 

Output voltage, low Vol -1810 

Output threshold voltage, high VoHC -1035 

Output threshold voltage, low Vo LC 

Input voltage, high V1H -1165 

Input voltage, low V1L -1810 

Input current, high l1H 

Input current, low l1L 0.5 

-50 

Supply current IEE -180 

Notes: 

(1) The device under test is mounted in a test socket and is measured 
at a thermal equilibrium established with a transverse air flow 
maintained at greater than 2.0 m/s. 

AC Characteristics 
TA = 0 to + 85°C; VEE = -4.5 V ± 5%; V cc = 0 V 

Parameter Symbol Min 

Read Operation 

Address access time tAA 

Chip select access time tAcs 

Chip select recovery time tRcs 

Write Operation 

Write pulse width tw 10 

Data setup time twso 2 

Data hold time twHD 3 

Address setup time twsA 2 

Address hold time twHA 3 

Chip select setup time twscs 2 

Chip s~lect hold time twHCS 3 

Write disable time tws 

Write recovery time twR 

Output Rise and Fall Times 

Rise time tR 

Fall time tF 

Notes: 

(1) The device under test is mounted in a test socket and is measured 
at a thermal equilibrium established with a transverse air flow 
maintained at greater than 2.0 m/s. 

-880 mV v1N = V1H max or V1L min 

-1620 mV V1N = V1H max or V1L min 

mV V1N = V1H min or V1L max 

-1610 mV V1N = V1H min or V1L max 

-880 mV Guaranteed input voltage high for all inputs 

-1475 mV Guaranteed input voltage low for all inputs 

220 

170 µA For CS: V1N = V1L min 

µA For all others: V1N = V1L min 

mA All inputs and outputs open 

Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

15 ns 

10 ns 

10 ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

10 ns 

18 ns 

2 ns 

2 ns 

(2) Input pulse levels = -1.7 to -0.9 V; input rise and fall times 
(measured between 20% and 80% or 80% and 20%) = 2.0 ns; 
input and output timing reference levels= 50%. 
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pPD100504 

Figure 1. Loading Conditions Test Circuit 

Notes: 

[1] RL=50'1. 

[2] CL =30 pF. 

Figure 2. Input Pulse 
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NEC µPD100504 

Timing Waveforms 

Chip Select Access Cycle 

DO 

831H-5972B 

Address Access Cycle 

Address 

DO 

Note: 

[1] Cs= VIL· 
831H·6144B 

Write Cycle 

E DI 
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EPROMs 

Section 9 
EPROMs 

#'PD27HC65 
8,192 x 8-Bit CMOS UV EPROM 

#'PD27C1 OOOA 
131,072x 8-Bit CMOS UV EPROM 

#'PD27C10001A 
131,072 x 8-Bit CMOS UV EPROM 

#'PD27C1024A 
65,536 x 16-Bit CMOS UV EPROM 

#'PD27C2001 
262,144 x 8-Bit CMOS UV EPROM 

#'PD27C4001 
524,288 x 8-Bit CMOS UV EPROM 

Additional New Product Information 
Device Number Description 

EPROMs 

9-1 

9-13 

9-25 

9-37 

9-49 

9-61 

µPD27C1000A 128K x 8 bits, ROM-compatible, 
WSOP packaging 

µPD27C1001A 

µPD27C2001 

µPD27C4000 

µPD27C4096 

128Kx 8 bits, JEDEC-compatible, 
WSOP packaging 

256K x 8 bits, WSOP packaging 

256K x 16 bits or 512K x 8 bits 

256K x 16 bits 

NEC 

Comments 

New package (B suffix) 

New package (B suffix) 

New sp'eed of 120 ns and new package (B suffix) 

New device, with speeds to 150 ns 

New device, with speeds to 120 ns 



NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µPD27HC65 is an ultraviolet erasable and electri
caly programmable read-only memory fabricated with 
double-polysilicon CMOS technology for high speed 
and low operating and standby power. The µPD27HC65 
is organized as 8,192 words by 8 bits and has three-state 
outputs, fully TTL-compatible inputs and outputs, and a 
program voltage (Vpp) of 12.5 volts. The device is pack
aged in a 24-pin cerdip with quartz window. 

Features 

o 8,192-word x 8-bit organization 
o Ultraviolet erasable and electrically programmable 
o Ultra-high-speed access time 
o Low power dissipation 

- 100 mA maximum (active) 
- 25 mA maximum (standby) 

o TTL-compatible 1/0 for reading and programming 
o Single +5-volt power supply 
o Double polysilicon CMOS technology 
o 24-pin cerdip packaging 

Ordering Information 
Part Number Access Time (max) 

~PD27HC65_DX_-_25 _____ 25_ns __ _ 

DX-35 35 ns 

DX-45 45 ns 

60103 

Package 

24-pin cerdip with 
quartz window 

µPD27HC65 
8,192 x 8-Bit 

CMOS UV EPROM 

Pin Configuration 

24-Pin Cerdip 

A7 Vee 
A5 As 
As Ag 

A4 A10 
A3 CENpp 
A2 A11 
A1 A12 
Ao 07 
Oo 05 
01 05 
02 04 

GND 03 

831H·7030A 

Pin I dent if ication 
Symbol Function 

Address inputs 

Data outputs 

'CE/Vpp Chip enable/program voltage 

GND Ground 

Vee +5-volt power supply 

9-1 



µPD27HC65 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Power supply voltage, Vee -0.6 to +7.0 V 

Input voltage, V1N -0.6 to + 7.0 V 

Input voltage, Ag and A1o -0.6 to +13.5 V 

Output voltage, Vour -0.6 to + 7.0 V 

Storage temperature, TsrG -65 to + 125°C 

Operating temperature, ToPR o to 10°c 

Program voltage, Vpp -0.6 to + 13.5 V 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device realiability; exceeding the ratings could cause perma
nent damage. The device should be operated within the limits 
specified under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Capacitance 
TA= 25°C; f = 1 MHz; V1N and Vour = o v 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Input capacitance C1N 

Output capacitance Cour 

CE/Vpp input capacitance Cp 

Block Diagram 

9-2 

Vee ___. 
GND---. 

CENpp 

Ao 
A1 
Ag 

A10 • 

A4 

A2 
A3 

As 
As 
A1 

As 

A11 • 

A12 

5 10 

10 15 

10 20 

Chip Enable 
Program Logic 

Y-Decoder 

X-Decoder 

pF 

pF 

pF 

Truth Table 
Cycle CENpp Ag 

Read V1L x 
Standby V1H x 
Byte program +12.5 v x 
Program verify V1L x 
Blank page set V1H xx 
Blank read (type 1) V1L x 
Blank read (type 2) V1L V1HH 

Notes: 

(1) V1HH = + 12 V ±0.5. 

(2) X can be either V1L or V1H· 

(3) XX can be either VIL• V1H• or V1HH· 

Output Buffers 

Y-Gatlng 

65,536-bit 
(256x256) 

Memory Array 

NEC 
A10 Vee Output 

x +5.0V Dour 

x +5.0V High-Z 

x +6.0V D1N 

x +6.0V Dour 

V1HH +5.0V High-Z 

V1HH +5.0V Dour 

V1HH +5.0V Dour 

831H-70318 



NEC µPD27HC65 

Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Read Operation or Standby 

Supply voltage Vee 4.75 5.0 5.25 v 
Input voltage, high V1H 2.2 Vee+ 0.3 v 
Input voltage, low (Note 1) V1l -0.3 0.8 v 
Operating temperature TA 0 70 oc 
Programming Operation 

Supply voltage Vee 6.25 6.5 6.75 v 
CE/Vpp 12.2 12.5 12.8 v 

Input voltage, high V1H 2.4 Vee+ 0.3 v 
Input voltage, low V1l -0.3 0.8 v 
Operating temperature TA 20 25 30 v 
Notes: 

(1) Vil= -1.5 V minimum for 10 ns maximum pulse width. 

DC Characteristics 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Read Operation or Standby 
TA= o to +70°C; Vee= +5.0 V ±5% 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 v loH = -4 inA 

Output voltage, low Vol 0.45 v lol = 6mA 

Output leakage current llo -10 10 p.A Vour = o v to Vee: CE/Vpp = V1H 

Input leakage current lu -10 10 p.A V1N = o V to Vee 

Vee current (active) lccA 100 mA CE/Vpp = Vil; lour = O mA (minimum cycle time) 

Vee current (standby) lccs1 50 mA CE/Vpp = V1H (min); V1N = V1H or Vil 

lccs2 25 mA CE/Vpp ~ Vee - 0.2 V; V1N ~ Vee - 0.2 v s 0.2 v 
Programming Operation 
TA= 25 ±5°C; Vee= +6.5 v ±0.25; CE/Vpp = +12.5 v ±0.3 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 v loH = -4mA 

D Output voltage, low Vol 0.45 v lol = 6 mA 

Input leakage current lu -10 10 p.A v1N = o V to Vee 

Vpp current lpp 50 mA 

Vee current Ice 100 mA 

Blank Read Operation 
TA= 25 ±5°C; Vee= +5.0 ±0.5 v 
Input voltage, high V1H 2.2 Vee+ 0.3 v 

V1HH 11.5 12 12.5 v 
Input voltage, low V1l -0.3 0.8 v 
Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 v loH = -4 mA 

Output voltage, low Vol 0.45 v lol = 6 mA 

Input leakage current lu -10 10 p.A V1N = o v to Vee 

Vee current Ice 100 mA 
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µPD27HC65 NEC 
AC Characteristics 
TA= o to +70°C; Vee= +5.0 V ±5% 

l'PD27HC65-25 l'PD27HC65-35 14PD27HC65-45 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Read Operation 

Address to output delay tACe 25 35 45 ns CE/Vpp = V1L 

CE to output delay teE 20 30 30 ns 

OE or CE high to output float toF 20 30 30 ns 

Address to output hold toH 0 0 0 ns CE/Vpp = V1L 

AC Characteristics (cont) 
TA= 25 ±5°C; Vee= +6.0 v ±0.25; CE/Vpp = +12.5 v ±0.3 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Programming Operation 

Address setup time tAS 2 µ.s 

Address hold time tAH 2 µ.s 

Data setup time tos 2 µ.s 

Data hold time toH 2 µ.s 

Vee setup time tves 2 µ.s 

Vpp rise time tR µ.s 10% to 90% 

Vpp fall time tF µ.s 90% to 10% 

'CE/Vpp setup time teES 2 µ.s 

'CE/Vpp to data delay teEP 500 ns 

'CE/Vpp to output float toFP 500 ns 

Verify pulse width tvp µ.s 

Program pulse width tpw 0.095 0.1 0.105 ms 

Overprogram pulse width to PW 0.095 1.05 ms 

Blank Read Operation 

Page address setup time tPAS 0 I'S 

Blank read setup time ts RS µ.s 

Page programming pulse width tpPW µ.s 

Page address hold time tPAH I'S 

Address setup time tASB 0 µ.s 

Address to output delay tACCB 500 ns 

Address hold time tAHB p.s 

Notes: 

(1) Input pulse levels = 0 to 3 V; input and output timing reference 
levels = 1.5 V; input rise and fall times s 5 ns. See figures 1 and 
2 for output load. 
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NEC 
Figure 1. Output Load 

Note: 

sv 
[Note1) 

: 700'2 

600'2 

[1) Voltage is+ 6.0 v for IAS· IAW· tcEP· ICES· IDH· tos. If, topw. tpw. IR, tvcs. tvp. 

Figure 2. Output Load for tm= and tm=p 

Note: 

[1) Voltage is+ 6.0 V for IDFP· 

sv 
[Note 1] 

~ 700'2 

600'2 

pPD27HC65 

8311-1-70328 

8311-1-70338 
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pPD27HC65 

Read Operation 

The µ.PD27HC65 may be read when CENpp is low by 
addressing a desired location. Data is output on 0 1 
through 0 7 after the specified time for tAee has elapsed 
or after CENpp goes low for a specified time of tcE. 
whichever occurs later: 

Blank Check Cycles 

Because of the µ.PD27HC65's high speed, normal read 
cycles cannot detect an erased memory location and 
individual bits in a byte may be read as either high or low, 
causing an erased location to. appear to contain valid 
data. The only certain method of reading an erased 
location is by means of blank check cycles. 

Two types of cycles must be executed to assure that 
addresses have been completely erased. To initiate the 
first cycle, CENpp must be low with A10 at V1HH and Ag 
either high or low, allowing all erased data bits to be read 
as high. Type 2 blank check cycles will read the erased 
data bits as low when both A10 and Ag are at V1 HH· If both 
blank check cycles read the expected data, then the 
device has been erased. 

The µ.PD27HC65 is divided into four pages of 2 Kbytes 
each. Because address bits Ag and A10 are used for blank 
check selection and therefore cannot be used as ad
dress bits, the µ.PD27HC65 has a scheme to allow 
addressing of all 8 Kbytes. A page can be selected by 
toggling CENpp high and then low during either a type 1 
or type 2 blank check cycle to read the page address on 
Ao and A1. Subsequently, all addresses in the selected 
page are read from Ao through A8, A11 and A12 to 
determine whether or not they have been erased. Once a 
page is verified, CENpp may again be toggled high and 
then low to read the next addressed page on Ao and A1 
and then the addresses in the selected page. This pro
cess continues until all four pages have been checked. 

To determine whether the µ.PD27HC65 has been suc
cessfully erased, both types of blank check cycles must 
be executed. If both pass, then the device has been 
erased. 

PROGRAMMING 

Begin programming by erasing all data; this sets all data 
bits to an indeterminate level, the condition in which the 
µPD27HC65 is originally shipped. To enter data, raise 
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NEC 
Vee to + 6.0 V, address the first byte, and apply valid 
data to the eight output pins. Apply a 0.1-ms program 
pulse of + 12.5 V to CENpp, as shown in the program
ming portion of the timing waveforms. Set CENpp low 
(Vi L) to verify the eight bits prior to making a program/no 
program decision. If the byte is programmed within 10 
tries, apply an additional overprogram pulse of "x" ms 
(where "x" equals the number of tries multiplied by 0.1) 
and input the next address. If the µPD27HC65 is not 
programmed in 10 tries, reject it as a program failure. 

Because the µPD27HC65 cannot distinguish an erased 
bit as either high or low during a normal read cycle, it is 
recommended that all locations be programmed to pre
vent reading of incorrect data by EPROM programmers 
or the system CPU. 

Program Inhibit 

Use the programming inhibit option to program multiple 
devices connected in parallel. All like inputs (except 
CENpp) may be common. Applying a + 12.5 V program 
pulse to the CENpp pin of an individual device will cause 
it to be programmed. Applying a high level (Vi H) to the 
CENpp input of all the other devices prevents them from 
being programmed. 

Program Verify 

Address bits may be verified to determine whether or not 
data was correctly programmed. CENpp of the device to 
be verified should be at v, L and Vee at + 6.0 V. 

Program Erasure 

Erase data on the µPD27HC65 by exposing it to light 
with a wavelength shorter than 400 nm. Because expo
sure to direct sunlight or room-level fluorescent light 
could also erase the data, mask the window to prevent 
unintentional erasure by ultraviolet rays. Opaque labels 
are supplied with every device. 

Data is typically erased by ultraviolet rays with a wave
length of 254 nm. A minimum integrated dose of 15 
W-sec/cm2 (ultraviolet lighting intensity multiplied by 
exposure time) is required to completely erase written 
data. 

An ultraviolet lamp rated at 12,000 µW/cm2 will complete 
erasure in approximately 20 minutes. Place the 
µPD27HC65 within 2.5 cm of the lamp tubes and remove 
any filter on the lamp. 



NEC 
Timing Waveforms 

Read Cycle 

Address 

CE!Vpp 

Notes: 

Address Valid 

[=,~-
[Note 1] 

1•~~~~-tAcc~~~~~ 

[Note1] 

[1) Access time is defined as IACC or ICE· whichever access time occurs later. 

pPD27HC65 

High Impedance 

831H-7034B 

II 
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pPD27HC65 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Programming Cycle 

9-8 

Address 

6V 

Vee 

sv 

12.SV 

---~~-----Program Verify -------J)l~1 Ef--

teEP toEP 

~---tvp-----

sv ------1 
'• ~1~te_E_s ______________ J, 

CENpp 

Notes: 

(1] Vpp must not be greater than + 13.5 V, including overshoot. 

(2] Removing and reinserting the device while a voltage of 12.5 Vis applied 
to Vpp may affect device reliability. 

(3] The output lines are also used for data input when programming the device. 

NEC 

831H·7035B 



NEC 
Figure 3. Programming Flowchart 

Address= 
Address +1 

Start 

Fail 

Fail 

Device 
Failed 

pPD27HC65 

831H-7036B 
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pPD27HC65 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Blank Read Cycle 

NEC 

~----Blank Page Set-------41~--- Blank 1 Read or Blank 2 Read 

Ag, A10 

Ao,A1 -------t 

IAHBj 

Output ---------------------µr __ _ 
tppw tAccBW~ 

CENpp 

831H-7037B 
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NEC 
Figure 4. Blank Read Flowchart 

Start 

.------------~ Initialize Blank Read 1 or 2 
[Note2] 

Notes: 

Address= 
Address +1 

[Note4] 

Device 
Passed 

[1] Data must equal FF Hex for type 1 blank read cycles and oo Hex for 
type 2 blank read cycles. 

[2] Fortype1 blank read cycles, ~/Vpp=V1L;A9 =V1LorV1H:A10=V1HH· 
Fortype2blankreadcycles, CE/Vpp=V1L;A9 =A10=V1HH· 

(3] Use Ao and A1 fo1· setting the page address when toggling CE/Vpp. 

[4] Use only addresses Ao through As and A11 and A 12. 

Device 
Failed 

pPD27HC65 

831H·7038B 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µPD27C1000A is a 1,048,576-bit ultraviolet erasable 
and electrically programmable read-only memory fabri
cated with double-polysilicon CMOS technology for a 
substantial savings in both operating and standby 
power. The device is organized as 131,072 words by 8 
bits and operates from a single + 5-volt power supply. 

The µPD27C1000A has both page and single-location 
programming features, three-state outputs, and fully 
TTL-compatible inputs and outputs. It also has a pro
gram voltage (Vpp) of 12.5 volts and is available in a 
32-pin cerdip with quartz window. 

Features 

o 131,072-word x 8-bit organization 
o Ultraviolet erasable and electrically programmable 
o High-speed programming capability 

- Page programming 
- Byte programming 

o Low power dissipation 
- 40 mA maximum (active) 
- 100 µA maximum (standby) 

o TTL-compatible 1/0 for reading and programming 
o Single + 5-volt power supply 
o Double-polysilicon CMOS technology 
o 32-pin cerdip packaging 
o Pinout compatibility with 28-pin mask

programmable µPD23C1000s 

Ordering Information 
Part Number Access Time (max) 

p.PD27C1000AD-12 120 ns 
~~~~~~~~-

D-15 150 ns 

D-20 200ns 

Package 

32-pin cerdip with a 
quartz window 

pPD27C1000A 
131,072 x B·Blt 

CMOS UV EPROM 

Pin Configuration 

32-Pln Cert/Ip 

831H·6423A 

Pin ldentif lcatlon 
Symbol Function 

Ao ·A15 Address inputs 

Oo·Or Data outputs 

'OE Chip enable 

OE Output enable 

~ Program 

GND Ground 

Vee +5-volt power supply 

Vpp Program voltage 

NC No connection 

60048 New WSOP package will be available in 1991. 9-13 



pPD27C1000A 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Power supply voltage, Vee -0.6 to +7.0 V 

Input voltage, V1N -0.6 to +7.0 V 

Input voltage, Ag -0.6 to + 13.5 V 

Output voltage, VouT -0.6 to +7.0 V 

Operating temperature, T OPR -1oto +so0c 
Storage temperature, T STG -65 to + 125°C 

Program voltage, Vpp -0.6 to + 13.5 V 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device rellablllty; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Truth Table 

NEC 
Capacitance 
TA= 25°C; f = 1 MHz; V1N and VouT = OV 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Input capacitance C1N 14 pF 

Output capacitance CouT 16 pF 

Function C'E OE PGM Vpp Vee Output 

Read V1L V1L V1H 

Output disable V1L V1H x 
Standby V1H x x 
Page data latch V1H V1L V1H 

Page program V1H V1H V1L 

Byte program V1L V1H V1L 

Program verify V1L V1L V1H 

Program Inhibit x V1L · V1L 

x V1H 

Notes: 

(1) X can be either V1L or V1H· 

(2) In read operation, PGM must be setto v1H at all times, or switched 
from V1L to V1H at least 2 p.s before OE or CE goes to ViH· 

Block Diagram 

9-14 

vcc
GND-------.. 

Vpp-

CE 
PGM 

OE 

Ao 

As 

A1 

A15 

Output Enable 
Chip Enable 

Program Logic 

Y-Decoder 

X-Decoder 

V1H 

+5.0V +5.0V DouT 

+5.0V +5.0V High-Z 

+5.0V +5.0V Hlgh-Z 

+12.5V +6.5V D1N 

+12.5V +6.5V Hlgh-Z 

+12.5 v +6.5V D1N 

+12.5V +6.5V DouT 

+12.5V +6.5V Hlgh-Z 

Output Buffers 

Y-Gating 

1,048,576-bit 
(1024x1024) 
Memory Array 

831H·6422B 



NEC pPD27C1000A 

Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Read Operation or Standby 

Supply voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 
Vpp Ve0 -0.6 Vee Vee+ o.s v 

Input voltage, high V1H 2.0 Vee+ 0.3 v 
Input voltage, low V1L -0.3 0.8 v 
Operating temperature TA 0 70 oc 
Programming Operation 

Supply voltage Vee 6.25 6.5 6.75 v 
Vpp 12.2 12.5 12.8 v 

Input voltage, high V1H 2.4 Vee+ 0.3 v 
Input voltage, low V1L -0.3 0.8 v 
Operating temperature TA 20 25 30 oc 

DC Characteristics 
TA= o to +70°C; Vee= +5.0V :t10%; Vpp =Vee :t0.6 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Read Operation or Standby 

Output voltage, high VoH1 2.4 v loH = -400 p.A 

VoH2 Vcc-0.7 v loH = -100 µ.A 

Output voltage, low Vol 0.45 v loL = 2.1 mA 

Output leakage current ILO -10 10 µ.A VouT = 0 v to Vee; OE = V1H 

Input leakage current lu -10 10 p.A V1N = o V to Vee 

Vpp current lpp 100 p.A Vpp =Vee 

Vee current (active) lccA1 15 mA °CE = V1L; V1N = V1H 

lccA2 40 mA f = 8.4 MHz; lour = O mA; iAec = 120 ns 

30 mA f = 6.7 MHz; lour = O mA; tAcc = 150 ns 

25 mA f = 5 MHz; lour = O mA; tAcc = 200 ns 

mA °CE= V1H • µ.A 'CE= Vee; V1N = OVto Vee 

Vee current (standby) lccs1 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

lccs2 100 

DC Characteristics (cont) 
TA = 25 :!:5°C; Vee = +6.5 v :!:0.25; Vpp = + 12.5 v :!: 0.3 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Programming Operation 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 v loH = -400 µ.A 

Output voltage, low Vol 0.45 v loL = 2.1 mA 

Input leakage current lu -10 10 µ.A V1N = V1L or V1H 

Vpp current lpp 50 mA 'CE = PGM = V1L 

Vee current Ice 30 mA 
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pPD27C1000A t\'EC 
AC Characteristics 
TA= 0 to +70"C:Vee = +5.0V ± 10%; Vpp =Vee± 0.6V 

14PD27C1000A·12 14PD'27C1000A·15 14PD27C1000A·20 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Read Operation or Standby 

Address to output delay tACc 120 150 200 ns 'CE = OE = V1L 

'CE to output delay teE 120 150 200 ns OE= V1L 

OE to output delay toE 70 70 75 ns 'CE= V1L 

OE or 'OE: high to output float toF 0 50 0 50 0 60 ns 'CE = V1L or OE = V1L 

Address to output hold toH 0 0 0 ns 'CE = OE = V1L 

AC Characteristics (cont) 
TA= +25 ± 5°0; Vee= +6.5 ± 0.25V; Vpp = +12.5 ± 0.3V 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Page Programming Operation 

Address setup time tAS 2 p.s 

'CE setup time teES 2 p.s 

Data setup time tos 2 p.s 

Address hold time tAH 2 p.s 

tAHL 2 p.s 

tAHV 0 f4S 

Data hold time toH 2 p.S 

OE to output float time toF 0 130 ns 

Vpp setup time typs 2 f4S 

Vee setup time tvcs 2 p.s 

Program pulse width tPW 0.095 0.1 0.105 ms 

OE setup time to ES 2 f4S 

OE to output delay toE 150 ns 

OE pulse width during data latch tlW f4S 

PGM setup time tPGMS 2 p.s 

~hold time teEH 2 p.S 

OE hold time to EH 2 p.S 
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NEC 
AC Characteristics (cont) 
Parameter Symbol Min 

Byte Programming Operation 

Address setup time tAS 2 

OE setup time to ES 2 

Data setup time tos 2 

Address hold time tAH 2 

Data hold time toH 2 

OE to output float time toF 0 

Vpp setup time tVPs 2 

Vee setup time tvcs 2 

Program pulse width tPW 0.095 

'CE setup time teES 2 

OE to output delay toE 

Notes: 

(1) Input pulse levels = 0.45 to 2.4 V; input and output timing 
reference levels = 0.8 and 2.0 V; input rise and fall times s 20 ns. 
See figure 1 for output load. 

Figure 1. Output Load 

pPD27C1000A 

Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

µs 

f.LS 

µs 

µs 

f.LS 

130 ns 

µs 

µs 

0.1 0.105 ms 

f.LS 

150 ns 

1.3V 

831H·6066B 

II 
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pPD27C1000A 

Programming Operation 

Begin programming by erasing all data; this sets all data 
bits high. The µ.PD27C1000A is originally shipped in this 
condition. To enter data, program a low-level TTL signal 
into the chosen location. Address the first byte or page 
location and apply valid data at the eight output pins. 
Raise Vee to +6.5 V ± 0.25 and Vpp to + 12.5 V ± 0.3. 

Byte Programming 

For byte programming, CE should be set low and OE 
high to start programming at the initial address. Apply a 
0.1-ms program pulse to PGM, as shown in the byte 
programming portion of the timing waveforms. Set OE 
low to verify the eight bits prior to making a program/no 
program decision. If the byte is not programmed, apply 
another 0.1-ms pulse to PGM, up to a maximum of 10 
times, and input the next address. If the bits are not 
programmed in 10 tries, reject the device as a program 
failure. After all addresses are programmed, lower both 
Vee and Vpp to +5.0 V ± 10% and verify all data again. 

Page Programming 

For page programming, CE and PGM should be set high. 
OE pulses low four times to latch the addressed 4-byte, 
1-page data. Subsequently, CE and OE should be set 
high and a 0.1-ms program pulse applied to PGM, as 
shown in the page programming portion of the timing 
waveforms. Verify the data prior to making a program/no 
program decision. If all 4 bytes of page data are not 
programmed, apply another 0.1-ms pulse to PGM, up to 
a maximum of 10 times and input the next page address. 
If the page is not programmed in 10 tries, reject the 
device as a program failure. After all addresses are 
programmed, lower both Vee and Vpp to +5.0 V ±10% 
and verify all data again. 
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Program Inhibit 

Use the programming inhibit option to program multiple 
µ.PD27C1000As connected in parallel. All like inputs 
except PGM and OE may be common. Program individ
ual devices by applying a low-level TTL pulse to the PGM 
pin of the devices to be programmed. Apply a high-.level 
signal to the PGM pins of the other devices to prevent 
them from being programmed. 

Program Verification 

To verify that the device is correctly programmed, 
normal read cycles can be executed with a high logic 
level applied to the PGM pin and low logic levels applied 
to the CE and OE pins of the device to be verified. The 
CE or OE pins of all other devices should be set high. 

Program Erasure 

Erase data on the µ.PD27C1000A by exposing it to light 
with a wavelength shorter than 400 nm. Since exposure 
to direct sunlight or room-level fluorescent light could 
also erase the data, mask the window to prevent unin
tentional erasure by ultravi_olet rays. Opaque labels are 
supplied with every device. 

Data is typically erased by ultraviolet rays with a wave
length of 254 nm. A minimum integrated dose of 15 
W-sec/cm2 (ultraviolet lighting intensity multiplied by 
exposure time) is required to completely erase written 
data. 

An ultraviolet lamp rated at 12,000 µ.W/cm2 will complete 
erasure in approximately 15 to 20 minutes. Place the 
µ.PD27C1000A within 2.5 cm of the lamp tubes and 
remove any filter on the lamp. 
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Timing Waveforms 

Read Cycle 

Address 

Notes: 

Address Valid 

Data Valid 

[1] OE may be delayed for read operation up to IACC-IQE, after the falling 
edge of CE, without impact on t ACC . 

[2] toF is specified from OE or CE, whichever occurs first. 

toF 
[Note2] 

pPD27C1000A 

High Impedance 

831H·6286B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Page Programming Cycle 

Output 
[Note 1] 

Vpp 
Vpp 

Vee 

tvps 

toH 

Second Word 
Data Input 

[Note2) 

• 1 ~ Page Program -•-+1 •----Program Verify 

tPGMS 
[Note3) 

Valid 

toE 

Data Out 
Valid 

NEC 

_J tves 

Vee+1.s ~-----------------.,......._ ______ _ 

I ~ICES 
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Vee 

Vee 

--J ' 

Notes: 

[1) The output lines are also used for data input when programming the device. 

[2) Up to 32 words may be written during each page programming cycle. 

[3) tPGMS timing begins after the last data word has been input 

toEH 

I' 

1rH 

toEs 

83TB-6057B 
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Figure 2. Page Programming Flowchart 

Address= 
Address +1 

Notes: 
[1] G =First Address 
[2] N = Last Address 

Start 

Device 
Passed 

Address= 
Address +1 

Fail 

Device 
Failed 

pPD27C1000A 

831H-6598B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Byte Programming 

Address 

Output 

Vpp 

Vpp 

Vee 

Vee+1.5 

Vee 

Vee 

) 
1----tAs--i 

ll 

~tDs-.j 

{1VPS~ 
[,vcs1 

NEC 

Program ..L Program Verify ~1 

)( 

I 
tDFC 

·~ , 
Data-in Stable 

j 

I 

Data-out Valid 

~':"~ 
~ 

rtDH• 

__ L·~s{_·~~ 
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Notes: 

[1] Vee must be applied simultaneously or before Vpp and removed 
simultaneously or after Vpp. 

[2] Vpp must not be greater than +13.5 V, including overshoot. 

[3] Removing and reinserting the device while a voltage of 12.5 V is 
applied to pin Vpp may affect device reliability. 

[4] The output lines are also used for data input when programming the device. 
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Figure 3. Byte Programming Rowchart 

Address= 
Address +1 

Notes: 

(1] G = First Address 
(2] N = Last Address 

Start 

Device 
Passed 

Fail 

Fail 

Device 
Failed 

µPD27C1000A 

831H-6068B 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µ,PD27C1001A is a 1,048,576-bit ultraviolet erasable 
and electrically programmable read-only memory 
(EPROM) fabricated with double-polysilicon CMOS 
technology for a substantial savings in both operating 
and standby power. The device is organized as 131,072 
words by 8 bits and operates from a single + 5-volt 
power supply. 

The µ,PD27C1001 A has both page and single-location 
programming features, three-state outputs, fully TTL
compatible inputs and outputs, and a program voltage 
(Vpp) of 12.5 volts. 

The µ,PD27C1001 A is available in a 32-cerdip with a 
quartz window. 

Features 

o 131,072-word x 8-bit organization 
o Ultraviolet erasable and electrically programmable 
o High-speed byte or page programming 
o Low power dissipation 

- 40 mA active (max) 
- 100 µ,A standb~ (max) 

o TTL-compatible 1/0 for reading and programming 
o Single +5-volt power supply 
o Double-polysilicon CMOS technology 
o 32-pin cerdip packaging 
o JEDEC-compatible pinout 

Ordering Information 
Part Number Access Time (max) 

µPD27C1001AD-12 120 ns 

D-15 150 ns 

D-20 200 ns 

Package 

32-pin cerdip with a 
quartz window 

µPD27C1001A 
131,072 x 8-Bit 

CMOS UV EPROM 

Pin Configuration 

32-Pin Cerdip 

Vpp Vee 
A15 PGM 

A15 NC 

A12 A14 
A7 A13 
As Ag 
AS Ag 
A4 A11 
A3 6E 
A2 A10 
A1 CE 
Ao 07 
Oo Os 
01 05 
02 04 

GND 03 
83IH·6289A 

Pin ldentif ication 
Symbol Function 

Ao· A1s Address inputs 

Oo-01 Data outputs 

CE Chip enable 

OE Output enable 

PGM Program 

GND Ground 

Vee +5-volt power supply 

Vpp Program voltage 

NC No connection 

60049 New WSOP package will be available in 1991. 9-25 



µPD27C1001A 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Power supply voltage, Vee -0.6 to + 7.0 V 

Input voltage, V1N -0.6 to + 7.0 V 

Input voltage, /Ag -0.6 to + 13.5 V 

Output voltage, VouT -0.6 to +7.0 V 

Operating temperature, T OPR -10 to 80°C 

Storage temperature, T STG -65 to 125°C 

Program voltage, Vpp -0.6 to +13.5 V 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Truth Table 

NEC 
Capacitance 
TA= 25°C; f = 1 MHz; V1N and VouT = OV 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Input capacitance C1 14 pF 

Output capacitance Co 16 pF 

Function CE OE PGM Vpp Vee Output 

Read VIL V1L V1H +5.0V +5.0V DouT 

Output disable VIL V1H x +5.0V +5.0V High-Z 

Standby V1H x x +5.0V +5.0V High·Z 

Page data latch V1H V1L V1H +12.5V +6.5V D1N 

Page program V1H V1H V1L . +12.5 v +6.5V High-Z 

Byte program V1L V1H V1L +12.5V +6.5V D1N 

Program verify V1L V1L V1H +12.5V +6.5V DouT 

Program inhibit x V1L V1L +12.5V +6.5V High-Z 

x V1H V1H 

Notes: 

(1) X can be either V1L or V1H· 

(2) In read operation, PGM must be sent to ...YtH ~all times, or 
switched from V1L to V1H at least 2 µ.s before OE or CE goes to V1H· 
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Block Diagram 

Vee____. 
GND ____. 

Vpp ____. 

Output Enable 
Chip Enable 

Program Logic 

Y-Decoder 

X-Decoder 

OUtput Buffers 

Y-Gatlng 

1,048,576-bit 
(1024 x 1024) 
Memory Array 

pPD27C1001A 

831H-6290B 
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pPD27C1001A NEC 
Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Read Operation or Standby 

Supply voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 
Vpp Vcc-0.6 Vee Vee+ 0.6 v 

Input voltage, high V1H 2.0 Vee+ 0.3 v 
Input voltage, low V1L -0.3 0.8 v 
Operating temperature TA 0 70 oc 

Programming Operation 

Supply voltage Vee 6.25 6.5 6.75 v 
Vpp 12.2 12.5 12.8 v 

Input voltage, high V1H 2.4 Vee+ 0.3 v 
Input voltage, low V1L -0.3 0.8 v 
Operating temperature TA 20 25 30 oc 

DC Characteristics 
TA = o to + 70°C; Vee = +5.0 V ± 10%; Vpp = Vee 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Read Operation or Standby 

Output voltage, high VoH1 2.4 V loH = -400 p.A 

VoH2 Vcc-0.7 V loH = -100 µ.A 

Output voltage, low VoL 0.45 V loL = 2.1 mA 

Output leakage current I Lo -10 10 µ.A VouT = 0 v to Vee; OE = V1H 

Input leakage current lu -10 10 p.A V1N = OV to Vee 

Vpp current lpp 100 µ.A Vpp =Vee 

Vee current (active) lccA1 15 

lcCA2 40 mA f = 8.4 MHz; louT = 0 mA; tACC = 120 ns 

30 mA f = 6.7 MHz; louT = 0 mA; tACC = 150 ns 

25 mA f = 5 MHz; louT = o mA; tAcc = 200 ns 

Vee current (standby} lecs1 mA CE = V1H min 

lees2 100 µ.A CE = Vee; V1N = 0 v to Vee 

DC Characteristics (cont) 
TA = 25 ±5°C; Vee = +6.5 V ±0.25; Vpp = +12.5 v ± 0.3 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Programming Operation 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 v loH = -400 µ.A 

Output voltage, low VoL 0.45 v loL = 2.1 mA 

Input leakage current lu -10 10 µ.A V1N = OVto Vee 

Vpp current lpp 50 mA CE= PGM = V1L 

Vee current Ice 30 mA 
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NEC pPD27C1001A 

AC Characteristics 
TA = o to + 10°C; Vee = +5.0 V ± 10%; Vpp = Vee ± 0.6 v 

J.LPD27C1001A-12 J.LPD27C1001A-15 J.LPD27C1001A-20 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Read Operation or Standby 

Address to output delay tACe 120 150 200 ns CE= OE= V1L 

CE to output delay teE 120 150 200 ns OE= V1L 

OE to output delay toE 70 70 75 ns CE= V1L 

OE high to output float toF 0 50 0 50 0 60 ns CE = V1L or OE = V1L 

Address to output hold toH 0 0 0 ns CE= OE= V1L 

AC Characteristics (cont) 
TA = 25 ± 5°C; Vee = +6.5 ± 0.25 V; Vpp = +12.5 ± 0.3V 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Page Programming Operation 

Address setup time tAS 2 p.S 

CE setup time teES 2 p.S 

Data setup time tos 2 p.S 

Address hold time tAH 2 p.S 

tAHL 2 p.S 

tAHV 0 p.S 

Data hold time toH 2 p.S 

OE to output float time toF 0 130 ns 

Vpp setup time typs 2 p.S 

Vee setup time tves 2 p.S 

Program pulse width tpw 0.095 0.1 0.105 ms 

OE setup time to ES 2 p.S 

OE to output delay toE 150 ns 

OE pulse width during data latch tlW p.S 

PGM setup time tpGMS 2 

CE hold time teEH 2 

OE hold time to EH 2 

p.S 

p.S 

~~s IE 
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AC Characteristics (cont) 
Parameter Symbol Min 

Byte Programming Operation 

Address setup time tAs 2 

'OE setup time to ES 2 

Data setup time tos 2 

Address hold time tAH 2 

Data hold time toH 2 

'OE to output float time toF 0 

Vpp setup time typs 2 

Vee setup time tvcs 2 

Program pulse width tPW 0.095 

CE setup time tcES 2 

'OE to output delay toE 

Notes: 

(1) Input pulse levels = 0.45 to 2.4 V; input and output timing 
reference levels = 0.8 and 2.0 V; input rise and fall times s 20 ns. 
See figure 1 for output load. 

Figure 1. Output Load 

Typ Max 

130 

0.1 0.105 

150 

1.3V 

DoUT o-a------f-3_.3_kn ____ --oo OUT f c,_.10opF r 
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Unit Test Conditions 

p.S 

p.S 

p.S 

p.s 

p.S 

ns 

p.S 

p.S 

ms 

p.S 

ns 
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NEC 
Programming Operation 

Begin programming by erasing all data; this sets all bits 
high. The µ,PD27C1001A is originally shipped in this 
condition. Address the first byte or page location and 
apply valid data at the eight output pins. Raise Vee to 
+6.5 ±0.25 V; then raise Vpp to +12.5 ±0.3 V. 

Byte Programming 

CE should be set low and OE high to start programming 
at the initial byte address. Apply a 0.1 ms program pulse 
to PGM as shown in the byte programming portion of the 
timing waveforms. Set OE low to verify the eight bits 
prior to making a program/no program decision. If the 
byte is not programmed, apply another 0.1-ms pulse to 
PGM, up to a maximum of 10 times, and input the next 
address. If the bits are not programmed in 10 tries, reject 
the device as a program failure. After all addresses are 
programmed, lower both Vee and Vpp to +5.0 V ±10% 
and verify all data again. 

Page Programming 

For page programming, CE and PGM should be set high. 
OE pulses low four times to latch each of the 4 data bytes 
onto the page. Subsequently, CE and OE should be set 
high and a 0.1-ms program pulse applied to PGM as 
shown in the page programming portion of the timing 
waveforms. Verify the data prior to making a program/no 
program decision. If all four bytes of page data are not 
programmed, apply another 0.1-ms pulse to PGM, up to 
a maximum of 10 times, and input the next page address. 
If the page is not programmed in 10 tries, reject the 
device as a program failure. After all addresses are 
programmed, lower both Vee and Vpp to +5.0 V ±10% 
and verify al I data again. 

pPD27C1001A 

Program Inhibit 

Use the program inhibit option to program multiple 
µ,PD27C1001 As connected in parallel. All like inputs 
(except CE, but including OE) may be common. Pro
gram individual devices by applying a low-level TTL 
pulse to the CE input of the device to be programmed. 
Applying a high level to the CE input of the other devices 
prevents them from being programmed. 

Program Verification 

To verify that the device is correctly programmed, nor
mal read cycles can be executed with a high logic level 
applied to the PGM pin and a low logic level applied to 
the CE and OE pins of the device to be verified. The CE 
and OE pins of all other devices should be set high. 

Program Erasure 

Erase data on the µ,PD27C1001 A by exposing it to light 
with a wavelength shorter than 400 nm. Exposure to 
direct sunlight or fluorescent light could also erase the 
data. Consequently, mask the window to prevent unin
tentional erasure by ultraviolet rays. Opaque labels are 
supplied with every device. 

Data is typically erased by ultraviolet rays of 254 nm.A 
lighting level of 15 W-sec/cm2 (min) is required to com
pletely erase written data (ultraviolet ray intensity multi
plied by exposure time). 

An ultraviolet lamp rated at 12,000 µ.W/cm2 takes ap
proximately 20 minutes to complete erasure. Place the 
µ,PD27C1001A within 2,5 cm of the lamp tubes. Remove 
any filter on the lamp. 
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pPD27C1001A NEC 
Timing Waveforms 

Page Programming Cycle 

Ao.~1 

Output 
[Note 1] ----<I 

Vpp 

Vee 

tDH 

Second Word 
Data Input 

'1111 E Page Program -cJ'lll*l "'E---Program Verify·----

Data Out 
Valid 

Vpp _Jttvps 

_J tvcs 
~~~ + 1.5 ,.;..--------------------_,;,..---------------

v: ____,.-~-:---t ~~·· ~F 
_J

1

tcEH I tpw I 

Notes: 

[1] The output lines are also used for data input when programming the device. 
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Figure 2. Page Programming Flowchart 

Notes: 

Address= 
Address+1 

[1] G = First Address 
(2] N = Last Address 

Start 

Device 
Passed 

Fall 

Device 
Failed 

pPD27C1001 A 

831H·6819B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Byte Programming Cycle 

Address 

Output 

Vpp 

Vpp 

Vee 

Vee+ 1.5 

Vee 

Vee 

9-34 

Program 

) 
t---tAs----j 

ll 
Data -In Stable 

i------ tDs ~ rtDH--

[,VPS~ 
{.=~ 

Notes: 

[1] Vee must be applied simultaneously or before V pp and removed 
simultaneously or after Vpp. 

[2] Vpp must not be greater than +13.5 V, Including overshoot. 

(3] Removing and reinserting the device while a voltage of 12.5 V Is 
applied to pin Vpp may affect device reliability. 

[4] The output lines are also used for data Input when programming the device. 

NEC 

I Program Verify ·1 
~( 

I 
tDF_tj 

ll 

I 

Data-out Valid 

r-·~_.J 
1\. 
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NEC 
Figure 3. Byte Programming Flowchart 

Address= 
Address +1 

Notes: 

(1) G = First Address 
(2) N = Last Address 

Start 

Device 
Passed 

Fall 

Fail 

Device 
Failed 

pPD27C1001A 

831H-6820B 
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Timing Waveforms 

Read Cycle 

Address Address Valid 

OE-L-tcel'----1-----'1 

tAcc-----

9-36 

High Impedance 
Output --------------+-+-+-+-+-<! Data Valid 

Notes: 

(1] OE may be delayed for read operation up to tAcc- ~OE· after the falling 
edge of CE, without Impact on tACC· 

(2] toF Is specified from OE or CE, whichever goes high first. 

NEC 

High Impedance 

831H·6286B 



NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µPD27C1024A is a 1,048,576-bit ultraviolet erasable 
and electrically programmable ROM fabricated with an 
advanced CMOS process for substantial power sav
ings. The device is organized as 65,536 words by 16 bits 
and operates from a single + 5-volt power supply. All 
inputs and outputs are TTL-compatible. 

The µPD27C1024A is available in a 40-pin ceramic DIP 
with quartz window. 

Features 

o 65,536 x 16-bit organization 
o Ultraviolet erasable and electrically programmable 
o High-speed word and page programming 
o Low power dissipation 

- 50 mA max (active) 
-100 µA max (standby) 

o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o Three-state outputs 
o Single + 5-volt power supply 
o Advanced CMOS technology 
o 40-pin cerdip packaging with quartz window 

Ordering Information 
Part Number Access Time (max) 

µPD27C1024AD-12 120 ns 
~~~~~~~~~-

D-15 150 ns 

D-20 200 ns 

60006 

Package 

40-pin cerdip with 
quartz window 

Pin Configuration 

40-Pin Cerdip 

Vpp 
EE 

015 

014 

013 

012 

011 

010 

Og 

Oa 

GND 

07 

05 

05 

04 

03 

02 

01 

~ 
OE 

Pin ldentif ication 
Symbol 

Ao-A15 

Oo-015 

CE 

OE 

PGM 

GND 

Vee 

Vpp 

NC 

µPD27C1024A 
65,536 x 16-Bit 

CMOS UV EPROM 

Vee 
PGM 

NC 

A15 

A14 

A13 

A12 

A11 

A10 

Ag 

GND 

As 

A? 

As 

As 

A4 

A3 

A2 

A1 

Ao 

831H-6065A 

Function 

Address inputs 

Data outputs 

Chip enable 

Output enable 

Program 

Ground 

+ 5-volt power supply 

Program voltage 

No connection 
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pPD27C1024A 

Block Diagram 

vcc-
GND

Vpp-

. 

Output Enable 
Chip Enable 

Program Logic 

Y-Decoder 

As -1-----------1 
As-

X-Decoder 

. 
A1s-

._~~~~~~~~~ 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Operating temperature, TopR -10 to +ao0c 
Storage temperature, TsTG -65 to + 125°C 

Output voltage, VouT -0.6 to +7.0 V 

Input voltage, V1N -0.6 to Vee + 0.3 v 
input voltage, Ag -0.6 to + 13.5 V 

Supply voltage, Vee -0.6 to + 7.0 V 

Supply voltage, Vpp -0.6 to + 13.5 V 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Truth Table 

NEC 

Data Outputs 
o0 too 1s 

1,048,576-bit 
(1024 x 1024) 
Memory Array 

Capacitance 
TA = 25°C; f = 1 MHz; V1N and VouT = o V 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ 

Input capacitance 

Output capacitance CouT 

831H·6064B 

Max Unit 

14 pF 

16 pF 

Function CE OE PGM Vpp Vee Outputs 

Read V1L V1L 

Output disable V1L V1H 

Standby V1H x 
Page data.latch V1H V1L 

Page program V1H V1H 

Word program V1L V1H 

Program verify V1L V1L 

Program inhibit x V1L 

x V1H 

Notes: 

(1) x = V1L or V1H· 

(2) In read operation, PGM must be set to V1H at all times, or for at 
least 2 µ.s before OE or CE returns to ViH· 

9-38 

V1H 5.0V 5.0V DouT 

x 5.0V 5.0V High-Z 

x 5.0V 5.0V High-Z 

V1H 12.5V 6.5V D1N 

V1L 12.5V 6.5V High-Z 

V1L 12.SV 6.5V D1N 

V1H 12.SV 6.5V DouT 

V1L 12.SV 6.5V High-Z 

V1H 



NEC pPD27C1024A 

Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Read Operation or Standby 

Supply voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 
Vpp Vee-0.6 Vee Vee+ o.6 v 

Input voltage, high V1H 2.0 Vee+ 0.3 v 
Input voltage, low V1l -0.3 0.8 v 
Operating temperature TA 0 70 oc 
Programming Operation 

Supply voltage Vee 6.25 6.5 6.75 v 
Vpp 12.2 12.5 12.8 v 

Input voltage, high V1H 2.0 Vee+ 0.3 v 
Input voltage, low V1l -0.3 0.8 v 
Operating temperature TA 20 25 30 oc 

DC Characteristics 
TA = o to + 10°C; Vee = +s.o v ± 10%; Vpp = Vee ± 0.6 V 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Read Operation 

Output voltage, high VoH1 2.4 v loH = -400µ.A 

VoH2 Vee-0.7 v loH = -100 µ.A 

Output voltage, low Vol 0.45 v lol = 2.1 mA 

Output leakage current llo -10 10 µ.A VouT = 0 to Vee; OE = V1H 

Input leakage current lu -10 10 µ.A V1N = o to Vee 

Vpp current lpp 100 µ.A Vpp =Vee 

Vee current (active) leeA1 15 mA CE = V1L; V1N = V1H 

leeA2 50 mA f = 8.4 MHz; lour = o mA 

Vee current (standby) lees1 mA CE= V1H min 

lees2 100 µ.A CE ~ Vee - 0.2 V; V1N = 0 to Vee 

IE DC Characteristics (cont) 
TA = 25 ± 5°C; Vee = +6.5 V ± 0.25; Vpp = + 12.5 V ± 0.3 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Programming Operation 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 v loH = -400 µ.A 

Output voltage, low Vol 0.45 v loL = 2.1 mA 

Input leakage current lu -10 10 µ.A v1N = o to Vee 

Vpp current lpp 50 mA CE= PGM = V1L 

Vee current Ice 30 mA 
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pPD27C1024A NEC 
AC Characteristics 
TA = o to + 70°C; Vee = +.s.o v ± 10%; Vpp = Vee ± 0.6 v 

11PD27C1024A·15 14PD27C1024A·20 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Read Operation 

Address to output delay tACe 120 150 200 ns CE= OE= V1L 

CE to output delay teE 120 150 200 ns OE= V1L 

OE to output delay toE 60 70 70 ns CE= V1L 

OE high to output float toF 0 50 0 55 0 55 ns CE= v,L 

Address to output hold toH 0 0 0 ns CE= OE= V1L 

AC Characteristics (cont) 
TA = 25 ± 5°C; Vee = +6.5 V ± 0.25; Vpp = +12.SV ± 0.3 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Page Programming Operation 

Address setup time tAs 2 µs 

CE setup time tcES 2 µs 

Data setup time tos 2 µs 

Address hold time tAH 2 µs 

tAHL 2 µs 

tAHV 0 µs 

Data hold time toH 2 µs 

OE to output float time toF 0 130 ns 

Vpp setup time· tvps 2 µs 

Vee setup time tves 2 µs 

Program pulse width tpw 0.095 0.1 0.105 ms 

OE setup time to ES 2 µs 

OE to output delay toE 150 ns 

OE pulse width during data tLW µs 
latch 

PGM setup time tpGMS 2 µs 

CE hold time teEH 2 µs 

OE hold time toEH 2 µs 
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AC Characteristics (cont) 
TA = 25 ± 5°C; Vee = +6.5 V ± 0.25; Vpp = +12.5 v ± 0.3 

Parameter Symbol Min 

Word Programming Operation 

Address setup time tAs 2 

OE setup time toES 2 

Data setup time tos 2 

Address hold time tAH 2 

Data hold time toH 2 

OE to output float time toF 0 

Vpp setup time tvps 2 

Vee setup time tves 2 

Program pulse width tpw 0.095 

CE setup time teES 2 

OE to output delay toE 

Notes: 

(1) Input pulse levels = 0.45 to 2.4 V; input and output timing 
reference levels = 0.8 and 2.0 V; input rise and fall times s 20 ns. 
See figure 1 for output load. 

Figure 1. Output Load 

Typ Max 

130 

0.1 0.105 

150 

1.3V 

Dour o-c ______ f_3_.3_kn------<>0 OUT f c,_=100pF r 

µPD27C1024A 

Unit Test Conditions 

µ.s 

µ.s 

µ.s 

µ.s 

µ.s 

ns 

µ.s 

µ.s 

ms 

µ.s 

ns 

831H·6066B 
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µPD27C1024A 

PROGRAMMING 

Before programming the µ.PD27C1024A, erase all data; 
this sets all data bits high. The µ.PD27C1024A is originally 
shipped in this condition. To begin programming, first 
raise Vee to +6.5 V ± 0.25, and then raise Vpp to 12.5 V 
± 0.3. At this point, data to be programmed can be 
directly input in 16-bit format through the data bus. 
Programming causes relevant bits to go low. 

Word Programming 

For word programming, CE should be set low and OE 
high to start programming at the initial address. A 0.1-ms 
pulse is applied to PGM, as shown in the word program
ming portion of the timing waveforms, and OE goes low 
to verify the 16 bits prior to making a program/no 
program decision. If the word is not programmed, an
other 0.1-ms pulse is applied to PGM, up to a maximum 
of 10 times, before the next address is input. If the bits are 
not programmed in 10 tries, reject the device as a 
program failure. 

After all addresses are programmed, lower both Vee and 
Vpp to +5.0 V ± 10% and verify all data again. 

Page Programming 

To begin page programming, CE and PGM should be set 
high and OE pulsed low twice to latch the .addressed 
two-word, one-page data. CE and OE subsequently go 
high and a 0.1-ms program pulse is applied to PGM, as 
shown in the page programming portion of the timing 
waveforms. Immediately thereafter, CE and OE go low to 
verify the data prior to a program/no program decision 
being made. If the two words of page data are not 
programmed, another 0.1-ms pulse is applied to PGM, up 
to a maximum of 10 times. If the page is not programmed 
in 10 tries, reject the device as a program failure. 
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Program Inhibit 

The program inhibit option can be used in either word or 
page operation to program one of multiple µ.PD27C1024A 
devices whose CE pins are independent and OE, Vpp, 
and 0 0 through 0 15 pins are connected in parallel. For 
word programming, OE must be high and CE of the 
device to be programmed low. For page programming, 
both OE and CE must be high. Applying a low-level TTL 
pulse to PGM of the device to be programmed and a 
high-level TTL pulse to the PGM pins of the other devices 
enables the one device to be programmed while the 
others are inhibited. 

Program Verification 

To verify that the device is correctly programmed, 
execute a normal read cycle with a high logic level 
applied to the PGM pin and a low logic level applied to 
the CE and OE pins of the device to be verified. A high 
should be applied to the CE or OE pin of all other 
devices. 

Erasure 

Erase data on the µ.PD27C1024A by exposing it to· light 
with a wavelength shorter than 400 nm. Since exposure 
to direct sunlight or room-level fluorescent light could 
also erase the data, mask the window to prevent unin
tentional erasure by ultraviolet rays. Opaque labels are 
supplied with every device. 

Data is typically erased by ultraviolet rays with a wave
length of 254 nm. A minimum integrated dose of 15 
W-sec/cm2 (ultraviolet lighting intensity multiplied by 
exposure time) is required to completely erase written 
data. Using an ultraviolet lamp rated at 12,000 µ.W/cm2, it 
takes approximately 20 minutes to complete erasure. 
Place the µ.PD27C1024A within 2.5 cm of the lamp tubes 
and remove any filter on the lamp. 



NEC 
Timing Waveforms 

Read Cycle 

Address 

OE 

Output 
High Impedance 

Notes: 

DataValld 

(1] OE may be delayed for read operation up to tAcc- tOE• after the falling 
edge of CE, without Impact on t ACC. 

[2] toF Is spedlled from OE or CE, whichever oocurs first. 

pPD27C1024A 

High Impedance 

831H-6053B 
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pPD27C1024A 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Page Programming Cycle 

NEC 

Page Data Latch ---•+1 •• Page Program --1"~1••---Program Verify--_,~ 

Address 

Ao 

Output 
[Note 1] 

Vpp 
Vee 

r- tDs -1 
First Word 
Data Input 

tDH 

Second Word 
Data Input 

toE 

Data Out 
Valid 

Vpp _Jttvps 

_) 

tves 
~~~ + 1.5 ,.;...... ___ _..;.... ______ ......_....;_ ___ ....;_ _____ .......;.....;_ _________ _ 

V:-------..ll ~ICES to EH 

Notes: 

[1] The output lines are also used for data input when programming the device. 
83TB-6057B 
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NEC 
Figure 2. Page Programming Flowchart 

Address= 
Address+1 

Notes: 

[1] G = First Address 
[2] N = Last Address 

Start 

Device 
Passed 

Fail 

Device 
Failed 

pPD27C1024A 

IJ 
831H·6067B 
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µPD27C1024A 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Word Programming Cycle 

Address 

Output 
[Note4] 

Vpp 

Vpp 

Vee 

Vee+ 1.5 

Vee 
Vee 

Program 

) 
1-tAs---i 

ll 
Data-Jn Stable 

f--tDs---j rtDH-

[IVPS~ 
ltvcs~ 

Notes: 

[1] Vee must be applied simultaneously or before V pp and removed 
simultaneously or after Vpp. 

[2] Vpp must not be greater than +13.5 V, including overshoot. 

[3] Removing and reinserting the device while a voltage of 12.5 V Is 
applied to pin Vpp may affect device reliability. 

_I 

I 

I 

[4] The output lines are also used for data Input when programming the device. 
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Program Verify ~1 

)( 
tDF_tj 

'f ~ 
Data-out Valid 

f-•~H~ 
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NEC 
Figure 3 Wont Programming Flowchart 

Notes: 

Address= 
Address+1 

[1] G =First Address 
[2] N = Last Address 

Start 

Device 
Passed 

Fail 

Fail 

Device 
Failed 

pPD27C1024A 

SJIH-60688 II 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µ.PD27C2001 is a 2,097,152-bit ultraviolet erasable 
EPROM fabricated with double-polysilicon CMOS tech
nology for a substantial savings in both operating and 
standby power. The device is organized as 262,144 words 
by 8 bits and operates from a single + 5-volt power 
supply. 

The µ.PD27C2001 has a single-location programming 
feature, three-state ouputs, and fully TTL-compatible 
inputs and outpus. It also has a program voltage (Vpp) of 
12.5 volts and is available in a 32-pin cerdip with quartz 
window. 

Features 

o 262, 144 x 8-bit organization 
o Ultraviolet erasable and electrically programmable 
o High-speed page or byte programming 
o Low power dissipation 

- 30 mA max (active) 
- 100 µ.A max (standby) 

o TTL-compatible 1/0 for reading and programming 
o Single + 5-volt power supply 
o Double-polysilicon CMOS technology 
o 32-pin cerdip packaging with quartz window 
o JEDEC-compatible pinout 

Ordering Information 
Part Number Access Time (max) 

µPD27C2001D-15 150 ns 
~~~~~~~~~-

D-17 170 ns 

D-20 200 ns 

Package 

32-pin cerdip with 
quartz window 

Pin Configuration 

32-Pin Cerdip 

Vpp 
A15 

A15 

A12 

A1 

As 

As 

A4 

A3 

A2 

A1 

Ao 
Oo 

01 

02 
GND 

Pin Identification 
Symbol 

GND 

Vee 
Vpp 

pPD27C2001 
262, 144 x 8-Bit 

CMOS UV EPROM 

Vee 
PGM 

A17 

A14 

A13 
Aa 
Ag 

A11 

5E 
A10 

CE 
07 

05 

05 

04 

03 
831H-6421A 

Function 

Address inputs 

Data outputs 

Chip enable 

Output enable 

Program 

Ground 

+5-volt power supply 

Program voltage 

60051 New 120 ns speed and WSOP package will be available in 1991. 9-49 



µPD27C2001 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Power supply voltage, Vee -0.6 to + 7.0 V 

Input voltage, V1N -0.6 to + 7.0 V 

Input voltage, Ag -0.6 to + 13.5 V 

Output voltage, Vour -0.6 to + 1.0 V 

Operating temperature, ToPR -10 to +ao0 c 
Storage temperature, TsrG -65 to + 125°c 

Program voltage, Vpp -0.6 to + 13.5 V 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Truth Table 

NEC 
Capacitance 
TA = 25°C; f = 1 MHz; V1N and Vour = o v 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Input capacitance 14 pF 

Output capacitance Gour 16 pF 

Function CE OE PGM Vpp Vee Outputs 

Read V1L V1L 

Output disable V1L V1H 

Standby V1H x 
Page data latch V1H V1L 

Page program V1H V1H 

Byte program V1L V1H 

Program verify V1L V1L 

Program inhibit x V1L 

x V1H 

Notes: 

(1) x = V1L or V1H· 

(2) In read operation, PGM must be set to V1H at all times, or for at 
least 2 µs before OE or CE returns to ViH· 

Block Diagram 

9-50 

Vee -
GND
Vpp-

Output Enable 
Chip Enable 

Program Logic 

Y-Decoder 

X-Decoder 

V1H 

x 
x 

V1H 

V1L 

V1L 

V1H 

V1L 

V1H 

5.0V 

5.0V 

5.0V 

12.5V 

12.5V 

12.5V 

12.5V 

12.5V 

Output Buffers 

Y-Gating 

2,097,152-bit 
(1024, 2048) 

Memory Array 

5.0V Dour 

5.0V High-Z 

5.0V High-Z 

6.5V D1N 

6.5V High-Z 

6.5V D1N 

6,5V Dour 

6.5V High-Z 

83IH-6422B 



NEC µPD27C2001 

Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Read Operation or Standby 

Supply voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 
Vpp Vec-0.6 Vee Vee+ 0.6 v 

Input voltage, high V1H 2.0 Vee+ 0.3 v 
Input voltage, low V1l -0.3 0.8 v 
Operating temperature TA 0 70 oc 
Programming Operation 

Supply voltage Vee 6.25 6.5 6.75 v 
Vpp 12.2 12.5 12.8 v 

Input voltage, high V1H 2.4 Vee+ 0.3 v 
Input voltage, low V1l -0.3 0.8 v 
Operating temperature TA 20 25 30 oc 

DC Characteristics 
TA= o to +70°C; Vee= +5.0V ± 10%; Vpp =Vee± 0.6V 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Read Operation 

Output voltage, high VoH1 2.4 v loH = -400 µA 

VoH2 Vee-0.7 v loH = -100 µA 

Output voltage, low Vol 0.45 v lol = 2.1 mA 

Output leakage current llo 10 µA VouT = 0 v to Vee; OE = V1H 

Input leakage current lu 10 µA v1N = o V to Vee 

Vpp current lpp 100 µA Vep =Vee 

Vee current (active) leeA1 30 mA CE = Vil; V1N = V1H 

leeA2 30 mA f = 6.7 MHz; lour = O mA 

Vee current (standby) lees1 mA CE= V1H min 

lees2 100 µA CE = Vee; V1N = 0 v to Vee 

DC Characteristics (cont) 
TA = 25 ± 5°C; Vee = +6.5 V ± 0.25; Vpp = +12.5 v ± 0.3 II 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Programming Operation 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 v loH = -400 µA 

Output voltage, low Vol 0.45 v lol = 2.1 mA 

Input leakage current lu 10 µA V1N = Vil or V1H 

Vpp current lpp 50 mA CE= PGM = V1L 

Vee current lee 30 mA 
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pPD27C2001 NEC 
AC Characteristics 
TA= Oto +70°C; Vee= +s.ov ± 10%; Vpp =Vee± a.av 

14PD27C200M5 14PD27C200M7 14PD27C2001-20 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Read Operation 

Address to output delay tACe 150 170 200 ns 'CE= OE= V1L 

CE to output delay teE 150 170 200 ns OE= V1L 

OE to output delay toE 70 70 75 ns CE= V1L 

OE high to output float toF 0 55 0 55 0 60 ns CE = v,L or OE = v,L 

Address to output hold toH 0 0 0 ns 'CE= OE= v1L 

AC Characteristics (cont) 
TA = 25 ± 5°C; Vee = +6.5 V ± 0.25; Vpp = +12.5V ± 0.3 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Page Programming Operation 

Address setup time tAs 2 p.s 

CE setup time teES 2 p.S 

Data setup time tos 2 JLS 

Address hold time tAH 2 p.S 

tAHL 2 p.S 

tAHV 0 p.S 

Data hold time toH 2 p.S 

OE to output float time toF 0 130 ns 

Vpp setup time tvps 2 p.S 

Vee setup time tvcs 2 p.S 

Program pulse width tPW 0.095 0.1 0.105 ms 

OE setup time toES 2 p.S 

OE to output delay toE 150 ns 

OE pulse width during data tiw p.S 
latch 

PGM setup time tPGMS 2 p.S 

CE hold time teEH 2 p.S 

OE hold time toEH 2 p.S 
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NEC 
AC Characteristics (cont) 
TA = 25 ± 5°C; Vee = +6.5 v ± 0.25; Vpp = +12.5 v ± 0.3 

Parameter Symbol Min 

Byte Programming Operation 

Address setup time tAs 2 

OE setup time toES 2 

Data setup time tos 2 

Address hold time tAH 2 

Data hold time toH 2 

OE to output float time toF 0 

Vpp setup time tvps 2 

Vee setup time tves 2 

Program pulse width tPW 0.095 

CE setup time tcES 2 

OE to output delay toE 

Notes: 

(1) Input pulse levels = 0.45 to 2.4 V; input and output timing 
reference levels = 0.8 and 2.0 V; input rise and fall times s 20 ns. 
See figure 1 for output load. 

Figure 1. Output Load 

Typ Max 

130 

0.1 0.105 

150 

1.3V 

DouT C>C------i-3_.3_kn ____ -oo OUT 

f ct.·100pf r 

pPD27C2001 

Unit Test Conditions 

p.S 

p.s 

p.S 

p.S 

p.S 

ns 

p.S 

p.S 

ms 

p.S 

ns 

831H-G0668 

• 
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pPD27C2001 

PROGRAMMING 

Begin programming by erasing all data; this sets all bits 
high. The µ.PD27C2001 is originally shipped in this con
dition. To enter data, program a low-level TTL signal into 
the chosen location. Address the first byte or page 
location and apply valid data at· the eight ouput pins. 
Raise Vee to +6.5 V ±0.25 and then Vpp to + 12.5 V 
±0.3. 

Byte Programming 

CE should be set low and OE high to start programming 
at the initial byte address. Apply a 0.1-ms program pulse 
to PGM, as shown in the byte programming portion of 
the timing waveforms. Set OE low to verify the eight bits 
prior to making a program/no program decision. If the 
byte is not programmed, apply another 0.1-ms pulse to 
PGM, up to a maximum of 10 times, and input the next 
address. If the bits are not programmed in 10 tries, reject 
the device as a program failure. After all addresses are 
programmed, lower both Vee and Vpp to + 5.0 V ± 10% 
and verify al I data again. 

Page Programming 

For page programming, CE and PGM should be set high. 
OE pulses low four times to latch the addressed four
byte, one-page data. Subsequently, CE and OE should 
be set high and a 0.1-ms program pulse applied to PGM, 
as shown in the page programming portion of the timing 
waveforms. Verify the data prior to making a program/no 
program decision. If all four bytes of page data are not 
programmed, apply another 0.1-ms pulse to PGM, up to 
a maximum of 10 times, and input the next page address. 
If the page is not programmed in 10 tries, reject the 
device as a program failure. After all addresses are 
programmed, lower both Vee and Vpp to +5.0 V ±10% 
and verify all data again. 

9-54 

NEC 
Program Inhibit 

Use the programming inhibit option to program multiple 
µ.PD27C2001 s connected in parallel. All like inputs ex
cept PGM and OE may be common. Program individual 
devices by applying a low-level TTL pulse to the PGM pin 
of the device to be programmed. Apply a high-level 
signal to the PGM pins of the other devices to prevent 
them from being programmed. 

Program Verification 

To verify that the device is correctly programmed, nor
mal read cycles can be executed with a high logic level 
applied to the PGM pin and a low logic level applied to 
CE and OE of the device to be verified. The CE or OE 
pins of all other devices should be set high. 

Program Erasure 

Erase data on the µ.PD27C2001 by exposing it to light 
with a wavelength shorter than 400 nm. Since exposure 
to direct sunlight or room-level fluorescent light could 
also erase the data, mask the window to prevent unin
tentional erasure by ultraviolet rays. Opaque labels are 
supplied with every device. 

Data is typically erased by ultraviolet rays with a wave
length of 254 nm. A minimum integrated dose of 15 
W-sec/cm2 (ultraviolet lighting intensity multiplied by 
exposure time) is required to completely erase written 
data. 

Using an ultraviolet lamp rated at 12,000 µ.W/cm2, it takes 
approximately 15 to 20 minutes to complete erasure. 
Place the µ.PD27C2001 within 2.5 cm of the lamp tubes 
and remove any filter on the lamp. 



NEC 
Timing Waveforms 

Read Cycle 

Address Address Valid 

OE _;....L----,.·· '•cc •cE1..______,._l _1 

Data Valid 

Notes: 

[1] OE may be delayed for read operation up to tAcc- ~OE· after the falling 
edge of CE, without Impact on tACC· 

[2] 1of is specified from OE or CE, whichever goes high first. 

pPD27C2001 

High Impedance 

831H·6286B 

• 
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pPD27C2001 NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Page Programming 

Output 
[Note 1) 

Vpp 
Vpp 

Vee 

Vee+ 1.s 
Vee 

Vee 

9-56 

toH 

Second Word 
Data Input 

)11 E Page Program -l)li.!1~E---Program Verify 

Data Out 
Valid 

_)~·~· 

_J-~'vc• ___ _ 
---t{E• ~F 

_J
1

teEH I 
tpw I 

Notes: 

[1) The output lines are also used for data input when programming the device. 
831H·6999B 



NEC 
Figure 2. Page Programming Flowchart 

Notes: 

Address= 
Address+1 

[1] G = First Address 
[2] N = Last Address 

Start 

Device 
Passed 

Fall 

Device 
Failed 

pPD27C2001 

II 

831H·6819B 
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pPD27C2001 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Byte Programming Cycle 

Address 

output 

Vpp 

Vpp 

Vee 

Vee+ 1.5 

Vee 

Vee 

Program 

) 
f---tAs~ 

If. l 

I\_ 
Data-In Stable 

.1 

1---tDs--l rtDH-

{typs~ 
{,v~~ 

Notes: 

[1) Vee must be applied simultaneously or before V pp and removed 
simultaneously or after Vpp. 

[2) Vpp must not be greater than +13.5 V, Including overshoot. 

(3) Removing and reinserting the device while a voltage of 12.5 V Is 
applied to pin Vpp may affect device reliability. 

l 

I 

I 

[4) The output lines are also used for data Input when programming the device. 
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Program Verify . , 
x 

tDF_t: 

If. 
I\_ 

Data-out Valid 

r-·~j 

83TB·6058B 



NEC 
Figure 3. Byte Programming Flowchart 

Address= 
Address +1 

Notes: 

[1) G =First Address 
[2) N = Last Address 

Start 

Device 
Passed 

Fail 

Fail 

Device 
Failed 

µPD27C2001 

831H-6820B 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µPD27C4001 is a 4,194,304-bit ultraviolet erasable 
EPROM fabricated with double-polysilicon CMOS tech
nology for a substantial savings in both operating and 
standby power. The device is organized as 524,288 
words by 8 bits and operates from a single + 5-volt 
power supply. 

The µPD27C4001 has a single-location programming 
feature, three-state outputs, and fully TTL-compatible 
inputs and outputs. It also has a program voltage (Vpp) 
of 12.5 volts and is available in a 32-pin cerdip with 
quartz window. 

Features 

o 524,288-word by 8-bit organization 
o Ultraviolet erasable and electrically programmable 
o High-speed programming 
o Low power dissipation 

-30 mA (active) 
-100 µA (standby) 

o TTL-compatible 1/0 for reading and programming 
o Single + 5-volt power supply 
o Double-polysilicon CMOS technology 
o 32-pin cerdip packaging with a quartz window 
o JEDEC-compatible pinout 

Ordering Information 
Part Number Access Time (max) 

µPD27C4001 DZ-15 150 ns 
~~~~~~~~~~ 

DZ-17 170 ns 

DZ-20 200 ns 

60007 

Package 

32-pin cerdip with 
quartz window 

Pin Configuration 

32-Pin Cerdip 

Pin Identification 
Symbol Function 

Ao ·A1a Address inputs 

Oo-07 Data outputs 

CE Chip enable 

OE Output enable 

GND Ground 

pPD27C4001 
524,288 x 8-Bit 

CMOS UV EPROM 

831H-6050A 

Vee + 5-volt power supply 

Vpp Program voltage 

9-61 
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µ,PD27C4001 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Power supply voltage, Vee -0.6 to +7.0 V 

Input voltage, V1N -0.6 to Vee + 0.3 V 

Input voltage, Ag -0.6 to + 13.5 V 

Output voltage, Vour -0.6 to + 7.0 V 

Operating temperature, ToPR -10 to +ao0c 
Storage temperature, TsrG -65 to + 125°C 

Program voltage, Vpp -0.6 to + 13.5 V 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Capacitance 
TA = 25°C; f = 1 MHz; V1N and Vour = O V 

Parameter Symbol Max 

Input capacitance C1N 14 

Output capacitance Cour 16 

Block Diagram 

Vee-
GND-

Vpp-

5E 
cr 
Ao 

A4 

A10 

A11 

As 

Ag 

A12 

A18 
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Typ 

Output Enable 
Chip Enable 

Y-Decoder 

X-Decoder 

Unit 

pF 

pF 

Truth Table 
Function CE OE 

Read V1L V1L 

Output disable V1L V1H 

Standby V1H x 
Program verify x V1L 

Program V1L V1H 

Program Inhibit V1H V1H 

Notes: 

(1) "X" can be either V1L or ViH· 

Data Outputs 
o0 to o7 

Output Buffers 

Y-Gating 

4, 194,304-bit 
(1024 x 4096) 
Memory Array 

NEC 
Vpp Vee Outputs 

+5.0V +5.0V Dour 

+5.0V +5.0V High-Z 

+5.0V +5.0V Hlgh-Z 

+12.5V +6.5V Dour 

+12.5V +6.5V D1N 

+12.5V +6.5V High-Z 

831H-60518 



NEC µPD27C4001 

Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Read Operation or Standby 

Supply voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 
Vpp Vcc-0.6 Vee Vee+ o.s v 

Input voltage, high V1H 2.0 Vee+ 0.3 v 
Input voltage, low V1L -0.3 0.8 v 
Operating temperature TA 0 70 oc 
Programming Operation 

Supply voltage Vee 6.25 6.5 6.75 v 
Vpp 12.2 12.5 12.8 v 

Input voltage, high V1H 2.4 Vee+ 0.3 v 
Input voltage, low V1L -0.3 0.8 v 
Operating temperature TA 20 25 30 oc 

DC Characteristics 
TA= o to +70°C; Vee= +5.0V ±10%; Vpp =Vee± 0.6V 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Read Operation1 Output Disable"6 and Standby 

Output voltage, high VoH1 2.4 v loH = -400 p.A 

VoH2 Vcc-0.7 v loH = -100 p.A 

Output voltage, low Vol 0.45 v lol = 2.1 mA 

Output leakage current llo -10 10 p.A OE = V1H; Your = o V to Vee 

Input leakage current lu -10 10 p.A V1N = OV to Vee 

Operating supply current lccA1 30 mA ~ = V1l; V1N = V1H 

lccA2 30 mA f = 6.7 MHz; lour = o mA 

Standby supply current lccs1 mA ~ = V1Hmin 

lccs2 100 p.A ~ ~ Vcc-0.2V; V1N = OVto Vee 

Program voltage current lpp 100 p.A Vpp =Vee 

DC Characteristics (cont) 
TA = +25 ± 5°C; Vee = +6.5 V ± 0.25; Vpp = + 12.5 V ± 0.3 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Programming Operation 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 v loH = -400 p.A 

Output voltage, low Vol 0.45 v lol = 2.1 mA 

Input leakage current Ju -10 10 p.A V1N =Oto Vee 

Operating supply current Ice 30 mA 

Program voltage current lpp 30 mA ~ = V1L; OE = V1H 
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µ.PD27C4001 

AC Characteristics 
TA= o to +10°C; Vee = +5.0V ± 10%; Vpp =Vee 

l'PD27C4001-15 

Parameter Symbol Min Max 

Read Operation and Standby 

Address to output delay tACe 150 

'CE to output delay teE 150 

OE to output delay toE 70 

OE or 'CE to data output float delay toF 0 55 

Address to output hold time toH 0 

AC Characteristics (cont) 
TA = +25 ± 5°C; Vee = +6.5 v ± o.25; Vpp = + 12.5 v ± o.3 

Parameter Symbol Min 

Programming Operation 

Address setup time tAs 2 

OE setup time to ES 2 

Data setup time tos 2 

Address hold time tAH 2 

Data hold time toH 2 

Output enable to output float delay toF 0 

Vpp setup time tvps 2 

Program pulse width tpw 0.095 

Vee setup time tves 

Data valid from OE toE 

Notes: 

(1) Inputs levels = 0.45 to 2.4 V; input and output timing reference 
levels = 0.8 V and 2.0 V; input rise and fall times s 20 ns. See 
figure 1 for output load. 

Figure 1. Output Load 

l'PD27C4001-17 l'PD27C4001-20 

Min Max Min Max 

170 200 

170 200 

70 75 

0 55 0 60 

0 0 

Typ Max Unit 

µ.s 

µ.s 

µ.s 

µ.s 

µ.s 

130 ns 

µ.s 

0.1 0.105 ms 

150 ns 

1.3 v 

Dour ~o~~~~~~f ___ 3_.3_kn~~~--<O OUT l C\_•100pF 

I 
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Unit Test Conditions (Note 1) 

ns 'CE = OE = \'IL 
ns OE= V1L 

ns 'CE= V1L 

ns 'CE = Vil or OE = V1L 

ns 'CE= OE= V1L 

Test Conditions (Note 1) 

831H-6066B 



NEC 
PROGRAMMING OPERATION 

Begin programming by erasing all data; this sets all bits 
at a high logic level. The µPD27C4001 is originally 
shipped in this condition. To enter data, apply valid data 
at the eight output pins of the chosen address. Raise Vee 
to + 6.5 V ±0.25; then raise Vpp to + 12.5 V ±0.3. 

OE should be set high to to start programming the initial 
address. Apply a 0.1-ms program pulse to CE as shown in 
the programming portion of the timing waveforms. Set 
OE low to verify the eight bits prior to making a program/ 
no program decision. If the address is not programmed, 
apply another 0.1-ms pulse to CE, up to a maximum of 10 
times, and input the next address. If the bits are not 
programmed in 10 tries, reject the device as a program 
failure. After all addresses are programmed, lower Vpp 
and then Vee to + 5.0 V ± 10% and verify all data again. 

Program Inhibit 

This option is used to program multiple µPD27C4001 s 
connected in parallel. All like inputs except CE and OE 
may be common. Program individual devices by apply
ing a high level to all OE pins and a low-level TTL pulse to 
the CE pin of the device to be programmed. Applying a 
high-level signal to the CE pins of the other devices 
prevents them from being programmed. 

µ,PD27C4001 

Program Verification 

To verify that the device is correctly programmed, nor
mal read cycles can be executed with a high logic level 
applied to all CE pins and a low logic level applied to the 
OE pin of the device to be verified. A high logic level 
should be applied to the OE pins of all other devices. 

Program Erasure 

Erase data on the µPD27C4001 by exposing it to light 
with a wavelength shorter than 400 nm. Since exposure 
to direct sunlight or room-level fluorescent light could 
also erase the data, mask the window to prevent unin
tentional erasure by ultraviolet rays. Opaque labels are 
supplied with every device. 

Data is typically erased by ultraviolet rays with a wave
length of 254 nm. A minimum integrated dose of 15 
W-sec/cm2 (ultraviolet lighting intensity multiplied by 
exposure time) is required to completely erase written 
data. 

An ultraviolet lamp rated at 12,000 µW/cm2 takes approx
imately 20 minutes to complete erasure. Place the 
µPD27C4001 within 2.5 cm of the lamp tu bes and remove 
any filter on the lamp. 
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pPD27C4001 

Timing Waveforms 

Programming Cycle 

~ 

Address x 
1----tAS-1 

Program 

Output 
[Note 4] 

'(" 
Data-in Stable 

Vpp 
Vpp 

Vee 

Vee 

Vee 
Vee 

+ 1.5 

f\. 

f----tos--.J 

{tvps~ 
I 

1--tves- ~tpw-

NEC 

J. Program Verify ~1 

x 
toFCI 

-1 'I ~ 

-Y Data-out Valid 

~IA~ 
~ 

rtoH---1 

\ 
., 

LIOES 
·V 

toE---1 --{_)....------

9-66 

Notes: 

[1] Vee must be applied simultaneously or before Vpp and removed 
simultaneously or after Vpp. 

[2] Vpp must not be greater than +13.5 V, including overshoot. 

[3] Removing and reinser~ng the device while a voltage of 12.5 V is 
applied to pin Vpp may affect device reliability. 

[4] The output lines are used for data input when programming the device. 
831H·6054B 



NEC 
Figure 2. Programming Flowchart 

Address= 
Address+ 1 

Notes: 

[1] G = First Address 

[2] N =Last Address 

Address= G 

Device 
Passed 

Fail 

Fail 

Device 
Failed 

pPD27C4001 

83-005104B 
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pPD27C4001 

Timing Waveforms {cont) 

Read Cycle 

Address 

Output 
High Impedance 

Notes: 

Data Valid 

[1] OE may be delayed for read operation up to tAcc- tOE· after the falling 
edge of CE, without impact on t ACC. 

(2] toF is specified from OE or CE, whichever occurs first. 
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High Impedance 
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EEPROMs 

Section 10 
EEPROMs 

µPD28C04 
512 x 8-Bit CMOS EEPROM 

µPD28C05 
512x 8-Bit CMOS EEPROM 

µPD28C64 
8,192 x 8-Bit CMOS EEPROM 

µPD28C256 
32,768 x 8-Bit CMOS EEPROM 

Additional New Product Information 
Device Number Description 

EEPROMs 

10-1 

10-11 

10-21 

10-31 

µPD28C64 SK x 8 bits, TSOP packaging 

NEC 

Comments 

New package (GX suffix) 



NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µ.PD28C04 is a 4,096-bit electrically erasable and 
programmable read-only memory (EEPROM) organized 
as 512 x 8 bits and fabricated with an advanced CMOS 
process for high performance and low power 
consumption. 

The device operates from a single + 5-volt power supply 
and provides a DATA polling function to indicate the 
precise end of write cycles. Additional features include 
chip erase, auto erase and programming cycles. The 
µ.PD28C04 is available in standard 24-pin plastic DIP or 
miniflat packaging. 

Features 

o Fast access times of 200 and 250 ns maximum 
o Single + 5-volt power supply 
o Chip erase feature 
o Auto erase and programming at 10 ms maximum 
o DATA polling verification 
o Low power dissipation 

- 17 mA max (active) 
- 100 µ.A max (standby) 

o Endurance: 100,000 erase/write cycles per byte 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o Three-state outputs 
o Advanced CMOS technology 
o 24-pin plastic DIP or miniflat packaging 

Ordering Information 
Part Number Access Time (max) Package 

p.PD28C04C-20 200 ns 24-pin plastic DIP 

C-25 250 ns 

µ.PD28C04G-20 200 ns 24-pin plastic mlniflat 

G-25 250 ns 

60052 

pPD28C04 
512 x 8-Bit 

CMOSEEPROM 

Pin Configuration 

24-Pin Plastic DIP or Miniflat 

A1 Vee 
As As 

NC 

A4 WE 
A3 OE 

NC 

A1 CE 
Ao 1107 

1/05 

1105 

l/04 

l/03 

Pin I dent if ication 
Symbol Function 

Ao-As Address Inputs 

l/Oo -1/0, Data Inputs/outputs 

'CE Chip enable 

'OE Output enable 

WE Write enable 

GND Ground 

Vee +5-volt power supply 

NC No connection 

831H-6280A 
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µPD28C04 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Supply voltage, Vee -0.6to +7.0V 

Input voltage, V11 -0.6to +7.0V 

Input voltage, V13 (OE) -0.6 to +16.5 V 

Output voltage, Vo -0.6to +7.0V 

Operating temperature, ToPT -10 to +85°C 

Storage temperature, Tsra - 65 to + 125•c 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter 

Supply voltage 

Input voltage, high 

Input voltage, low 

Ambient temperature 

Block Diagram 

10-2 

Symbol Min 

Vee 4.5 

V1H 2.2 

V1L -0.3 

TA 0 

vcc
GND-

Typ 

5.0 

Max 

5.5 

Vee+ 0.3 

0.7 

70 

Control Logic 
and 

Timing Circuits 

Unit 

v 
v 
v 
·c 

5 Y-Decoder 

X-Decoder 

NEC 
Capacitance 
TA - 25°C: f = 1 MHz; V1N and VouT .. 0 v 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ 

input capacitance C1 7 

Output capacitance Co 

Truth Table 
Function CE OE 

Read 'JiL V1L 

Standby and V1H x 
write inhibit 

Write V1L V1H 

Chip erase V1L V1HH 

Write inhibit x V1L 

x x 

Notes: 

(1) X can be either V1L or V1H· 

(2) V1HH = + 15 :!: 0.5 V. 

l/OBuffers 
Data Latch 

Y-Gating 

4,096-Bit 
Memory Cell Array 

we 1/0 

V1H DouT 

x Hlgh-Z 

\'iL D1N 

V1L D1N"" V1H 

x 
V1H 

Max Unit 

12 pF 

10 pF 

lc·c 
Active 

Standby 

Active 

Active 

831H·'62818 



NEC pPD28C04 

DC Characteristics 
TA = o to +1o·c; Vee = +s.o v :1: 10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Output voltage, high VoH1 2.4 v loH = -400 p.A 

VoH2 Vcc-0.7 v loH = -100 p.A 

Output voltage, low Vol 0.45 v loL = 2.1 mA 

Output leakage current I Lo 10 p.A VouT = o to Vee 

Input leakage current lu 10 p.A V1N =Oto Vee 

V cc current (active) lcCA1 20 mA 'OE = V1L; V1N = V1H 

lccA2 50 mA f = 5MHz; louT = OmA 

V cc current (standby) lccs1 1 mA 'OE= V1H 

lccs2 100 p.A 'OE = Vee; V1N = o v to Vee 

AC Characteristics 
TA= o to +1o•c; Vee= +5.0V ± 10% 

p.PD28C04·20 p.PD28C04·25 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

, Read Operation 

Address to output delay tACc 200 250 ns 'CE = OE = V1L; WE = V1H 

'OE to output delay tcE 200 250 ns OE = V1L: WE = V1H 

OE to output delay toE 10 75 10 100 ns 'OE = V1L: WE = V1H 

'OE high to output float toFC 0 60 0 80 ns OE = V1L; WE = V1H 

OE high to output float toFO 0 60 0 80 ns 'OE = V1L; WE = V1H 

Output hold time from toHA 0 0 ns 'OE = OE = V1L; 
address change WE = V1H (Note 2) 

Output hold time from rising toHC 0 0 ns OE = V1L: WE = V1H (Note 2) 
edge of 'OE 

Output hold time from rising toHO 0 0 ns 'OE = V1L: WE = V1H 
edge of OE 

WE setup time to 'OE twsc 10 10 ns 'CE= V1H 

WE setup time to OE twso 10 10 ns OE= V1H 

WE hold time from rising twHo 10 10 ns OE= V1H 
edge of OE 

Write Operation 

10 10 ms m \ .... 
10 10 ns 

200 200 ns 

Write cycle time twc 

Address setup time tAs 

Address hold time tAH 

Write setup time tcs 0 0 ns 

Write hold time tcH 0 0 ns 

10-3 



pPD28C04 NEC 
AC Characteristics (cont) 

J'PD28C04·20 J'PD28C04·25 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Writs Operation (cont) 

~ pulse width tcw 150 150 ns 

nE high setup time to ES 10 10 ns 

nE high hold time to EH 10 10 ns 

WE pulse width twp 150 150 ns 

Data setup time tos 100 100 ns 

Data hold time toH 20 20 ns 

WE high after WE-controlled twEH 9.9 9,9 ms 
write cycle 

'C'E high after ~-controlled tcEH 9.9 9,9 ms 
write cycle 

Chip Erase Operation 

'C'E setup time tEcs 500 500 ns 

'O'E setup time tEOES 500 500 ns 

Data setup time tEDS 500 500 ns 

Data hold time tEDH 100 100 ns 

WE pulse width tEWP 10 10 ms 

'C'E hold time tECH 5 5 ~s 

'O'E hold time tEOEH tECH + 3 tECH + 3 ~s 

Notes: 

(1) See figure 1 for the output load. Input rise and fall time s 20 ns; (2) Output hold time Is specified from address, OE or CE, whichever 

Input pulse levels = 0.45 and 2.4 V; timing measurement refer- goes Invalid first. 
ence levels = o,s and 2.0 V for both Inputs and outputs. 

Figure 1. Output Load 

1.3V 

Dour ~o~~~~~---1t __ 3_.3_kn~~~----co our f "'-= 100 pf r 
831H-6066B 
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NEC 
Timing Waveforms 

Read Cycle 

Addre~~ 

CE \\ \\\\ \\\\\ \\\ 

· I I I 

High Impedance 
1/0 -------+-4~1 

Notes: 

[1] Use toFC if CE transitions to V1H before OE transitions to VIH· 

[2] Use toFO if OE transitions to V1H before CE transitions to V1H· 

lJL toHA 

toHC 

toHO 

µPD28C04 

High Impedance 

83TB-6308B 
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µPD28C04 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

WE-Controlled Write Cycle 

NEC 

...-~~~~twp~~~---t~ ~t-~~~~~~tWEH~~~~~~--11~ 

10-6 

[Note 3] 

tos tDH 

1/0 --------< 
D1N 

Data Input Valid 

1/0 ~ High Impedance '! 
Dour /YVVVVVVVVV\j~--------------------------------------------~->-----------------~ 

Notes: 

[1] The address inputs are latched at the falling edge of CE or WE, 
whichever occurs later. 

[2] The data inputs are latched at the rising edge of CE or WE, 
whichever occurs earlier. 

[3] Write operation requires both CE and WE to be at VIL· 
Parameter twp is defined only for the period when both 
CE and WE are at V1L . 

831H·6223B 



tt.'EC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

CE-Controlled Write Cycle 

pPD28C04 

------tcw----~ ~--------tcEH---------1~ 
[Note3] 

Notes: 

[1] The address inputs are latched at the falling edge of CE or WE, 
whichever occurs later. 

[2] The data inputs are latched at the rising edge of CE or WE, 
whichever occurs earlier. 

[3] Write operation requires both CE and WE to be at VJL· 
Parameter tcw is defined only for the period when both 
CE and WE are at V1L. 

831H.Q224B 
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µPD28C04 NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Chip Erase Cycle 

BE 

IEC~ ~CH 
OE 

llEOES- f4-IEQEHJ 
- tEWP --

WE ~~ J 

1/0 

FEDS- ~··~~ 
831H·6023B 
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NEC 
Read Cycle 

Both CE and OE must be at V1L in order to read stored 
data. While the device is executing read cycles, bringing 
either of these inputs to V1H will place the outputs in a 
state of high impedance. This two-line output control 
allows bus contention to be eliminated in the system 
application. 

Byte Write Cycle 

Low levels on CE and WE and a high level on OE place 
the µ.PD28C04 in write operation. The write address 
inputs are latched by the fat ling edge of either CE or WE, 
whichever occurs later. The data inputs are latched by 
the rising edge of either CE or WE, whichever occurs 
earlier. Once byte write cycles begin executing, internal 
circuits assume all timing control and the byte being 
addressed is automatically erased and then pro
grammed. The operation is completed within a write 
cycle time (twc) of 10 ms. 

Chip Erase Cycle 

All bytes of the µ.PD28C04 can be erased simultaneously 
by making CE and WE fall to V1 L after OE has been 
increased to V1HH (15±0.5 V). The address inputs are 
"don't care," but the data inputs must all be driven to V1H 
before the chip erase cycle begins. 

pPD28C04 

DATA Polling Feature 

This feature supports system software by indicating the 
precise end of byte write cycles. DATA polling can be 
used to reduce the total programming time of the 
µ.PD28C04 to a minimum value, which varies with the 
system environment. 

While internal automatic write cycles are in progress, 
any attempt to read data at the last externally supplied 
address location will result in inverted data on pin 1/07 
(for example, if write data = 1 xxx xxxx, then read data = 
Oxxxxxxx). Once the write cycle is complete, a read cycle 
will result in true data being output on 1/07. 

Write Protection Features 

The µ.PD28C04 provides three features to prevent invalid 
write cycles: 

- Noise immunity, where write operation is inhibited 
when the WE pulse width is 20 ns or less. 

- Supply voltage-level detection, where write opera
tion is inhibited when V cc is 2.5 volts or less. 

- Write protection logic, where write operation is 
inhibited if OE is held low or CE or WE is held high 
during power-on or -off of the V cc supply voltage. 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µ.PD28C05 is an electrically erasable and program
mable read-only memory (EEPROM) organized as 512 
words by 8 bits. The device operates from a + 5-volt 
power supply and is fabricated with an advanced CMOS 
process for high performance and low power consump
tion. 

The device offers an ALE pin to control the latching of 
addresses and a DATA polling function to indicate the 
precise end of write cycles. Additional features include 
chip erase, auto erase and programming. The µ.PD28C05 
is available in standard 24-pin plastic DIP or miniflat 
packaging. 

Features 

D 512-word by 8-bit organization 
D Single +5-volt power supply 
o Fast access times of 200 and 250 ns maximum 
o Chip erase feature 
D Auto erase and programming: 10 ms maximum 
D DATA polling feature 
o Address latching by means of ALE pin 
o Low power dissipation 

-50 mA max 
-100 µ.A max 

o Endurance: 100,000 erase/write cycles per byte 
D TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
D Three-state outputs 
D Advanced CMOS technology 
D 24-pin plastic DIP or miniflat packaging 

Ordering Information 
Part Number Access Time (max) Package 

~PD28C05C-20 200ns 24-pin plastic DIP 

C-25 250ns 

~PD28C05G-20 200ns 24-pln plastic mlnlflat 

G-25 250ns 

60008 

Pin Configuration 

p,PD28C05 
512 x 8-BIT 

CMOS EEPROM 

24-Pln Plastic DIP or Mlniflat 

831H-601GA 

Pin I dent if ication 
Symbol Function 

Ao-As Address Inputs 

l/Oo-1/07 Data Inputs and outputs 

rn: Chip enable 

OE Output enable 

WE Write enable 

ALE Address latch enable 

GND Ground 

Vee +5-volt power supply 

NC No connection 

10-11 
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,iPD28C05 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Supply voltage, Vee -0.6to +7.0V 

Input voltage, V11 -0.6to +7.0V 

Input voltage, V12 (OE) -0.6 to +16.5 V 

Output voltage, VouT -0.6to +7.0V 

Operating temperature, ToPT -1oto +a5°C 

Storage temperature, TSTG - 65 to + 125°c 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter Symbol Min 

Supply voltage Vee 

Input voltage, V1H 
high 

Input voltage, V1L 
low 

Operating TA 
temperature 

Block Diagram 

4.5 

2.0 

-0.3 

0 

Vcc·
GND-

Typ Max Unit 

5.0 5.5 v 
Vee+ 0.3 v 

0.8 

70 

Control Logic 
and 

Timing Circuits 

v 

Capacitance 
TA = 25°C; f = 1 MHz 

Parameter Symbol Min 

Input capacitance C1 12 

Output capacitance Co 10 

Truth Table 
Function CE OE WE ALE 

Read V1L 

Standby and V1H x x x 
write inhibit 

Write V1L V1H 

Chip erase V1L V1HH 

Write inhibit x V1L 

x x 

Notes: 

(1) X can be either V1L or V1H· 

(2) V1HH = + 15 ±0.5 V. 

1/0 Buffers 
Data Latch 

V1L V1H 

V1L V1H 

x x 
V1H x 

Column 
Addresses 

5 Y-Decoder Y-Gating 

~ 
t-------tfll 

"O 
fij 

~ 

Row Addresses 
~ 

10-12 

4 X-Decoder 4 4,096-Bit 
Memory Cell Array 

NEC 

Max Unit 

pF 

pF 

1/0 lee 
DouT Active 

High-Z Standby 

D1N Active 

D1N = V1H Active 

831H-6017B 



NEC ,iPD28C05 

DC Characteristics 
TA= Oto +70°C; Vee = +5.0V :!: 10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Output voltage, high VoH1 2.4 v loH = -400p.A 

VoH2 Vcc-0.7 v loH = -100 p.A 

Output voltage, low Vol 0.45 v loL = 2.1 mA 

Output leakage current ILO 10 p.A Vour = O to V cc (max) 

Input leakage current lu 10 p.A V1N = 0 to V cc (max) 

Vee current (active) leeA1 20 mA 'CE = 'fiL; 'fiN = 'fiH 

leeA2 50 mA f = 5MHz; lour= o mA 

Vee current (standby) lees1 mA 'CE= V1H 

lees2 100 p.A 'CE= Vee: V1N = o to Vee 

AC Characteristics 
TA= Oto +10°C; Vee= +5.0V :!: 10% 

p.PD28C05-20 p.PD28C05-25 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Read Cycle 

Address to output delay tACe 200 250 ns CE = OE = V1L; 
ALE= WE= V1H 

m to output delay tALE 200 250 ns 'CE = OE = V1L; WE = V1H 

~ to output delay teE 200 250 ns OE = V1L; WE = V1H 

OE to output delay toE 10 75 10 100 ns ~ = V1L;WE = V1H 

~ high to output float toFe 0 60 0 80 ns OE = V1L; WE = V1H 

OE high to output float toFO 0 60 0 80 ns ~ = V1L;WE = V1H 

Output hold time from toHA 0 0 ns ~=OE= V1L; 
address change ALE = WE = V1H (Note 2) 

Output hold time from rising toHL 0 0 ns ~ = OE = V1L; WE = V1H 
edge of ALE (Note 2) 

Output hold time from rising toHe 0 
edge of~ 

0 ns OE = \'JL; WE = V1H (Note 2) 

Output hold time from rising 
edge of OE 

toHO 0 0 ns ~ = V1L;WE = V1H 

ALE high-level pulse width tLL 40 40 ns WE= V1H 

Address setup time to ALE tASL 15 20 ns WE= Y1H 

Address hold time from ill tAHL 20 30 ns WE= V1H Im ~setup time to ALE tesL 20 20 ns WE= V1H 

WE setup time to 'CE twse 10 10 ns ~=V1H 

WE setup time to OE twso 10 10 ns OE= V1H 

WE hold time from rising 
edge of OE 

twHO 10 10 ns OE= V1H 
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µPD28C05 NEC 
AC Characteristics (cont) 

11PD28C05·20 11PD28C05·25 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Writt1 Cycle 

Write cycle time twc 10 10 ms 

Address setup time to WE tAs 10 10 ns 

Address hold time from WE tAH 200 200 ns 

~ setup time to WE tcs 0 0 ns 

~ hold time from WE high tcH 0 0 ns 

~ pulse width tcw 150 150 ns 

'OE high setup time toES 10 10 ns 

'OE high hold time toEH 10 10 ns 

WE pulse width twp 150 150 ns 

Data setup time tos 100 100 ns 

Data hold time toH 20 20 ns 

~high after 'OE-controlled tcEH 9.9 9.9 ms 
write cycle 

WE high after WE-controlled twEH 9.9 9.9 ms 
write cycle 

Chip Erase Cycle 

~setuptlme tEcs 500 500 ns 

'OE setup time tEOES 500 500 ns 

Data setup time tEDS 500 500 ns 

Data hold time tEDH 100 100 ns 

WE pulse width tEWP 10 10 ms 

~hold time tECH 5 5 p.s 

'OE hold time tEOEH tECH + 3 tECH + 3 p.S 

Notes: 

(1) Input rise and fall time :s 20 ns; Input pulse levels = 0.45 and (2) Output hold time Is specified either from the address, or from the 
2.4 V; timing measurement reference levels = 0.8 and 2.0 V for ALE, OE or CE pins, whichever goes invalid first. 
both Inputs and outputs. See figure 1 for output load. 

Figure 1. Output Load 

1.3 v 

OUT 

831H·6066B 
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NEC 
Read Cycles 

CE and OE must both be at Vil for read cycles to be 
executed. If either of these inputs rise to V1H while the 
device is reading stored data, the outputs will be placed 
in a state of high impedance. This two-line output control 
eliminates bus contention in the system application. 

Byte Write Cycles 

Low logic levels on CE and WE and high logic levels on 
OE and ALE place the µPD28C05 in write operation. The 
write address inputs are latched by the falling edge of 
either CE or WE, whichever occurs later. The data inputs 
are latched by the rising edge of either CE or WE, 
whichever occurs earlier. Once byte write operation has 
begun, the internal circuitry assumes all timing control 
and the byte being addressed in automatically erased 
and then programmed. The operation completes within 
the write cycle time (twc) of 10 ms. 

Chip Erase Cycles 

All bytes of the µPD28C05 can be erased simultaneously 
by making CE and WE fall to V1L and ALE rise to V1 H after 
OE has been increased to V1HH ( + 15 ± 0.5 V). The 
address inputs are "don't care," but the data inputs must 
all be driven to V1 H before the chip erase cycle begins. 

Truth Table 
Function CE OE WE 

Read V1L '/iL V1H 

Standby and write inhibit VtH x x 
Write V1L V1H Vtl 

Chip erase Vtl V1HH Vtl 

Write inhibit x V1L x 
x x V1H 

Notes: 

(1) X can be either V1L or V1H· 

(2) V1HH = + 15 ± 0.5 V. 

1LPD28C05 

DATA Polling Feature 

This feature supports system software by indicating the 
precise end of byte write cycles and can be used to 
reduce the total programming time of the µPD28C05 to a 
minimum value, which varies with the system environ
ment. 

While internal automatic write cycles are being exe
cuted, any attempt to read data at the last externally 
supplied address location will result in inverted data on 
pin 1/07• For example, if write data = 1xxx xxxx, then 
read data = Oxxx xxxx. Once write cycles have finished 
executing, the execution of a subsequent read cycle will 
result in true data being output on 1/07. 

Write Protection Features 

Three features protect against invalid write cycles: 

- Noise immunity, where write operation is inhibited 
when the WE pulse width is 20 ns or less; 

- Supply voltage-level detection, where write opera
tion is inhibited when V cc is 2.5 volts or less; and 

- Write protection logic, where write operation is 
inhibited if OE is held low or CE or WE is held high 
during power-on or off of the Vee supply voltage. 

ALE l/Oo • 1/07 Ice 
x DouT Active 

x High-Z Standby 

VtH DtN Active 

\fiH D1N = V1H Active 

x 
x 
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µPD28C05 

Timing Waveforms 

Synchronous Read Cycle {ALE-Controlled) 

10-16 

lJL !OHL 

toHC 

toHO 

NEC 

High Impedance 
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NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Asynchronous Read Cycle 

Note: 

[2) Use toFC if CE transitions to V1H before OE transitions to V1H· 

[3) Use toFO if OE transitions to V1H before CE transitions to VIH-

LJL toHA 

toHC 

toHO 

µPD28C05 

High Impedance 

83TB-6020B 

m 
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,iPD28C05 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

WE-Controlled Write Cycle 

NEC 

-----twp----- --------lWEH------

10-18 

[Note 3] 

IDS 

Data Input Valid 

Notes: 

(1] The address inputs are latched at the falling edge of CE or WE, 
whichever occurs later. 

[2] The data inputs are latched at the rising edge of CE or WE, 
whichever occurs earlier. 

[3] Write operation requires both CE and WE to be at VIL· 
Parameter twp is defined only for the period when both 
CE and WE are at V1L . 

lDH 
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NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

CE-Controlled Write Cycle 

µPD28C05 

------tcw------ ----------tCEH---------. 
[Note3] 

High Impedance 

Notes: 

[1] The address inputs are latched at the falling edge of CE or WE, 
whichever occurs later. 

[2] The data inputs are latched at the rising edge of CE or WE, 
whichever occurs earlier. 

[3] Write operation requires both CE and WE to be at VIL· 
Parameter tcwis defined only for the period when both 
CE and WE are at V1L. 

831H-6224B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Chip Erase Cycle 

CE 

IEC~ 
OE 

(,EDES-

WE ] 

110 

FDS~ 

10-20 

NEC 

~CH 
1----IEOEH} 

IEWP 

~ 

~'EDH~ 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µ.PD28C64 is a 65,536-bit electrically erasable and 
programmable read-only memory (EEPROM) organized 
as 8,192 x 8 bits and fabricated with an advanced CMOS 
process for high performance and low power consump
tion. 

Operating from a single + 5-volt power supply, the 
µ.PD28C64 provides DATA polling function to indicate the 
precise end of write cycles. Additional features include 
chip erase, auto erase and programming, and 32-byte 
page write cycles. 

The µ.PD28C64 is available in standard 28-pin plastic 
DIP. 

Features 

o Single + 5-volt power supply 
o Chip erase cycles 
o Auto erase and programming at 10 ms max 
o 32-byte page programming cycles 
o DATA polling verification 
o Low power dissipation 

- 50 mA max (active) 
- 100 µ.A max (standby) 

o Endurance: 100,000 erase/write cycles per byte 
o Silicon signature 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o Three-state outputs 
o Advanced CMOS technology 
o 28-pin plastic DIP packaging 

Ordering Information 
Part Number Access Time (max) Package 

µPD28C64C-20 200ns 28-pin plastic DIP 
~~~~~~~~~~ 

C-25 250 ns 

Pin Configuration 

28-Pln Plastic DIP 

NC 

A12 

A1 

As 

As 

A4 

A3 

A2 

A1 

Ao 
llOo 

1101 

1102 

GND 

Pin ldentlf lcatlon 
Symbol 

l/Oo-1/0-, 

WE 

GND 

Vee 
NC 

60053 TSOP package will be available in 1991. 

pPD28C64 
8192 x 8·Bit 

CMOSEEPROM 

Vee 

WE 
NC 

A9 

Ag 

A11 

6E 
A10 

CE 
1107 

1105 

l/05 

1104 

1103 

831H-6462A 

Function 

Address Inputs 

Data Inputs and outputs 

Chip enable 

Output enable 

Write enable 

Ground 

+5-volt power supply 

No connection 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Supply voltage, Vee -0.6 to +7.0 V 

Input voltage, v1N -0.6to +7.0V 

Input voltage, (Ae) -0.6 to +13.5 V 

Input voltage, (OE) -0.6 to +16.5 V 

Output voltage, VouT -0.6to +7.0V 

Operating temperature, ToPR -10to +85°C 

Storage temperature, TSTG - 65 to + 150°C 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter 

Supply voltage 

Input voltage, high 

Input voltage, low 

Operating temperature 

Block Diagram 

10-22 

Symbol Min 

Vee 4.5 

V1H 2.0 

V1L -0.3 

TA 0 

Vee___. 
GND ___. 

Typ 

5.0 

Max 

5.5 

Vee+ 0.3 

0.8 

70 

Control Logic 
and 

Timing Circuits 

Unit 

v 
v 
v 
oc 

V-Decoder 

X-Decoder 

NEC 
Capacitance 
TA = 25°C; f = 1 MHz; V1N and VouT = 0 v 
Parameter Symbol 

Input capacitance C1 

Output capacitance Co 

Truth Table 
Function CE OE 

Read 'JiL V1L 

Standby and V1H x 
write inhibit 

Write V1L V1H 

Chip erase V1L V1HH 

Write lnhi bit x V1L 

x x 
Notes: 

(1) X can be either V1L or V1H· 

(2) V1HH = + 15 V :!: 0.5. 

VO Buffers 
Data Latch 

V-Gating 

65,536-Bit 
Memory Cell Array 

Min Typ Max Unit 

7 12 PF' 

10 pF 

WE Input/Output Ice 

\'iH DouT Active 

x High-Z Standby 

V1L D1N Active 

V1L D1N = V1H Active 

x 
V1H 

831H-6463B 
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DC Characteristics 
TA = 0 to +70"C; Vee = +5.0 v :t: 10% 

Parameter Symbol 

Output voltage, high VoH1 

VoH2 

Output voltage, low Vol 

Output leakage current llO 

Input leakage current Ill 

V cc current (active) lccA1 

lcCA2 

Vee current (standby) lccs1 

lccs2 

AC Characteristics 
TA = o to +70°0: Vee = +5.0 V :1: 10% 

Parameter Symbol 

Read Operation 

Address to output delay t1ec 

'O'E to output delay tcE 

OE to output delay toE 

OE or 'O'E high to output float toF 

Output hold from address, toH 
OE or 'O'E, whichever 
transition occurs first 

AC Characteristics (cont) 
TA= o to +70°0; Vee= +5.0 V ± 10% 

Parameter Symbol 

Writs Operation 

Write cycle time twc 

Address setup time tAs 

Address hold time tAH 

Write setup time tcs 

Write hold time tcH 

'CE pulse width tcw 

OE high setup time toES 

OE high hold time toEH 

WE pulse width twp 

WE high hold time twPH 

Min 

2.4 

Vcc-0.7 

l'PD28C64·20 

Min Max 

200 

200 

10 75 

0 60 

0 

Min 

10 

10 

200 

0 

0 

150 

10 

10 

150 

50 

pPD28C64 

Typ Mex Unit Teat Condition• 

v loH • -400 p.A 

v loH • -100 p.A 

0.45 v lol = 2.1 mA 

10 p.A VouT ... OVtoVcc: 
'O"E or "OE = v1H 

10 p.A V1N - OVtoVcc 

20 mA 'O'E = V1U "OE = V1H 

50 mA f = 5MHz: louT = o mA 

mA 'O°E = V1H 

100 p.A 'O"E = Vee: V1N = o Vto Vee 

l'PD28C64-25 

Min Max Unit Teat Condition• 

250 ns 'OE = "OE = V1l 

250 ns 'OE= V1L 

10 100 ns 'OE = V1L 

0 80 ns 'OE = V1L or OE = V1L 

0 ns 'OE = OE = V1L 

Max Unit Test Conditions 

ms 

ns 

ns 

ns Im ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 
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AC Characteristics (cont) 
Parameter Symbol Min 

Write Operation 

Data valid time tDll 

Data setup time tos 100 

Data hold time toH 20 

Byte load cycle time teLC 3 

Chip Erase Operation 

'OE setup time tcs 500 

OE setup time toES 500 

Data setup time tos 500 

Data hold time toH 100 

WE pulse width twp 10 

'OE hold time tcH s 
OE hold time tcEH tcH + 3 

Notes: 

(1) See figure 1 for the output load. Input rise and fall times s 20 ns; 
input pulse levels = 0.45 and 2.4 V; timing measurement refer
ence levels = 0.8 and 2.0 V for both inputs and outputs. 

Figure 1. Output Load 

10-24 

1.3V 

NEC 
Max Unit Teat Conditions 

300 ns 

ns 

ns 

100 µs 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ms 

µs 

µs 

831H·6066B 
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Read Cycles 

Both CE and OE must both be at V1L in order to read 
stored data. While the device is executing read cycles, 
bringing either of these inputs to V1 H will place the 
outputs in a state of high impedance. This two-line 
output control allows bus contention to be eliminated in 
the system application. 

Byte Write Cycles 

Low levels on CE and WE and a high level on OE place 
the µ.PD28C64 in write operation. Write address in~ 
are latched by the falling edge of either CE or WE, 
whichever occurs later. The data inputs are latched by 
the rising edge of either CE or WE, whichever occurs 
earlier. Once byte write operation has begun, the internal 
circuits assume all timing control. The byte being ad
dressed is automatically erased and then programmed. 
The operation completes within the write cycle time 
(twc) of 10 ms. 

Page Write Cycle 

This option allows the µ.PD28C64 to be completely 
programmed in a much shorter time than is required 
using byte write cycles. The loading of up to 32 bytes of 
data before internal write cycles program all of these 
bytes simultaneously allows the µ.PD28C64 to be com
pletely written in a maximum of 2.6 seconds. The page 
address is specified by the inputs As through A12; once 
set, this address cannot be changed during a page write 
cycle. Within the page, address inputs Ao through~ can 
be used sequentially or in random order to specify 
individual bytes. 

The beginning of a page write cycle is the same as a 
WE-controlled byte write cycle. If the next falling edge of 
WE occurs within a byte load cycle time of 100 µ.s, the 
internal byte load register will be loaded with another 
byte of input data. This cycle can be repeated to load a 
maximum of 32 bytes of data. At any point in the 
sequence, if WE does not have a new falling edge within 
the byte load cycle time of 100 µ,s, byte load operation 
will terminate and automatic erasing and programming 
operations will begin. 

pPD28C64 

Chip Erase Cycles 

All bytes of the µ.PD28C64 can be erased simultaneously 
by making CE and WE fall to V1L after OE has been 
increased to V1HH (15 V ±0.5). The address inputs are 
"don't care," but the data inputs must all be driven to V1H 
before the chip erase cycle begins. 

DATA Polling Feature 

This feature supports system software by indicating the 
precise end of byte write and page write cycles. DATA 
polling can be used to reduce total programming time of 
the µ.PD28C64 to a minimum value, which varies with the 
system environment. 

While internal automatic write operation is in progress, 
any attempt to read data at the last externally supplied 
address location will result in inverted data on pin 1/07 
(for example, if write data = 1 xxx xxxx, then read data = 
Oxxx xxxx). Once the write cycle is complete, a read cycle 
will result in true data being output on 1/07. 

Write Protection Features 

The µ.PD28C64 provides three features to prevent invalid 
write cycles. 

• Noise immunity, where write operation is inhibited 
when the WE pulse width is 20 ns or less. 

• Supply voltage level detection, where write operation 
is inhibited when V cc is 2.5 V or less. 

• Write protection logic, where write operation is inhib
ited if OE is held low or CE or WE is held high during 
power on or off of the V cc supply voltage. 

10-25 
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Timing Waveforms 

Read Cycle 

Address 

CE 

NEC 

Address Valid 

we~~_,..~~--~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

... 1 E<----tAcc----i ... 

10-26 

[Note1] 

Data Valid 

Notes: 

(1] OE may~ delayed for read operation up to t Ace- t OE, after the falling 
edge of CE, without Impact on tACC· 

(2) toF Is specified from OE or CE, whichever occurs first. 

High Impedance 

831H-6464B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

WE-Controlled Write Cycle 

Notes: 

[1) The address inputs are latched at the falling edge of CE or WE, 
whichever occurs later. 

[2) The data inputs are latched at the rising edge of CE or WE, 
whichever occurs earlier. 

[3) Write operation requires both CE and WE to be at VIL· 
~ameters t WP and tcw Is defined only for the period when both 
CE and WE are at VIL· 

pPD28C64 

toH 

""""'""":~ 

831H·G465B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

CE-Controlled Write Cycle 

--~~~~tcw~~~~~ ~r-~~~~~~-twpH~~~~~~--

[Note 3J 

:&\\\\\! 
tcH1. 

yz--11/;--// ~-:;;-/;........_.Vi_7/A 
tos--l l-10Hj ............... 
Data Input Valid ~~:)o~ ...... .,...,. ...... .,...,...,.., ................. 

10-28 

Notes: 

[1] The address Inputs are latched at the falling edge of CE or WE, 
whichever occurs later. 

[2] The data Inputs are latched at the rising edge of CE or WE, 
whichever occurs earlier. 

[3] Write operation requires both CE and WE to be at VIL· 
~rameters twp and tcw Is defined only for the period when both 
CE and WE are at VIL. 

831H-6466B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Page Write Cycle 

!/Ill 

Address 

pPD28C64 

110 V\J\1\/\1\/\/\N vattd V Valid x x: 
~..___[B_yt_e_1_J __, '----- '---~ 

Valid 
[Last Byte) 

Notes: 

[1) The address inputs are latched at the falling edge of CE or WE, 
whichever occurs later. 

[2) The data Inputs are latched at the rising edge of CE or WE, 
whichever occurs earlier. 

[3) Write operation requires both CE and WE to be at VIL· 
~rameters twp and tcware defined only for the period when both 
CE and WE are at VIL· 

(4) The page cannot be changed in the middle of a page 
write cycle. Address Inputs As-A12 must be supplied for 
every byte load cycle and must remain the same throughout 
the page write cycle to prevent writing to an unknown 
address location. Address inputs Ao- A 4are altered for each 
byte load cycle and determine the individual byte to be 
written within the page. 

(5) A maximum of 32 bytes may be loaded in a single page 
write cycle. 

831H--6467B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Chip Erase Cycle 

1/0 _______ __,f-to_s __________ _ 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

PRELIMINARY INFORMATION 

Description 

The µPD28C256 is a 262,144-bit electrically erasable 
and programmable read-only memory (EEPROM) orga
nized as 32,768 x 8 bits and fabricated with an ad
vanced CMOS process for high performance and low 
power consumption. 

Operating from a single + 5-volt power supply, the 
µPD28C256 provides DATA polling and toggle bit func
tions to indicate the precise end of write cycles. Addi
tional features include software data protection, soft
ware chip erase, auto erase and programming, and 
64-byte page write operation using automatic write 
timing and internal address and data latches. 

The µPD28C256 is available in standard 28-pin plastic 
DIP packaging. 

Features 

o Single + 5-volt power supply 
o Fast access time of 200 ns (max) 
o Software chip erase cycles 
o Auto erase and programming at 10 ms (max) 
o 64-byte page programming cycles 
o End of write detection 

- DATA polling 
-Toggle bit 

o Software data protection 
o Low power dissipation 

- 50 mA max (active) 
-100 µA max (standby) 

o 10,000 erase/write cycles per byte 
o Silicon signature included 
o Advanced CMOS technology 
o 28-pin plastic DIP packaging 

Ordering Information 
Part Number Access Time (max) 

µPD28C256CZ-20 200 ns 
~~~~~~~~~~ 

CZ-25 250 ns 

60073 

Package 

28-pin plastic DIP 

pPD28C256 
32,768 x 8-Bit 

CMOS EEPROM 

Pin Configuration 

28-Pin Plastic DIP 

Pin ldentif ication 
Symbol Function 

Ao -A14 Address inputs 

l/Oo - 1/07 Data inputs and outputs 

CE Chip enable 

OE Output enable 

WE Write enable 

GND Ground 

Vee + 5-volt power supply 

8JIH·M01A 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Supply voltage, V cc -0.6 to + 7.0 V 

Input voltage, V1N -0.6 to Vee+ 0.3 V 

Input voltage (Ag) -0.6to+13.5 V 

Output voltage, V OUT -0.6 to + 7.0 V 

Operating temperature, ToPR -10 to +85°C 

Storage temperature, TsrG -65to+125°C 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause perma
nent damage. The device should be operated within the limits 
specified under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter 

Supply voltage 

Input voltage, high 

Input voltage, low 

Operating temperature 

Block Diagram 

10-32 

Symbol Min 

Vee 4.5 

V1H 2.0 

V1L -0.3 

TA 0 

Vee~ 

GND~ 

Typ 

5.0 

Max 

5.5 

Vee+ o.3 

0.8 

70 

Control Logic 
and 

Timing Circuits 

Unit 

v 
v 
v 
oc 

Y-Decoder 

X-Decoder 

NEC 
Capacitance 
TA = 25°C; f = 1 MHz; V1N and Vour = o V 

Parameter Symbol Min 

Input capacitance C1 

Output capacitance Co 

Truth Table 
Function CE OE 

Read V1L V1L 

Standby and V1H x 
write inhibit 

Write V1L V1H 

Write Inhibit x V1L 

x x 
Notes: 

(1) X can be either V1L or V1H· 

110 Buffers/ 
Data Latch 

Y-Gating 

262, 144-Bit 
Memory Cell Array 

WE 

V1H 

x 

V1L 

x 
V1H 

Typ Max Unit 

12 pF 

10 pF 

Input/Output Ice 

Dour Active 

High-Z Standby 

D1N Active 

831H-6892B 
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DC Characteristics 
TA= o to +70°C; Vee= +5.0V ± 10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Output voltage, high VoH1 2.4 v loH = -400µA 

VoH2 Vcc-0.7 v loH = -100µA 

Output voltage, low Vol 0.45 v loL = 2.1 mA 

Output leakage current I Lo -10 10 µA VouT = o v to v cc; 
CE or OE= ViH 

Input leakage current 'u -10 10 µA v1N = ov to Vee 

V cc current (active) lccA1 20 mA CE = V1L; V1N = V1H 

leeA2 50 mA f = 5MHz; louT = 0 mA 

V cc current (standby) lccs1 mA CE= V1H 

lecs2 100 µA CE = v cc; V1N = 0 v to v cc 

AC Characteristics 
TA= o to +70°C; Vee= +5.0V ± 10% 

11PD28C256·20 11PD28C256-25 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Min Max Unit Test Conditions 

Read Operation 

Address to output delay tACC 200 250 ns CE= OE= V1L 

CE to output delay tee 200 250 ns OE= V1L 

OE to output delay toe 10 75 10 100 ns CE= V1L 

OE or CE high to output float toF 0 60 0 80 ns CE = V1L or OE = V1L 

Output hold from address, toH 0 0 ns CE= OE= V1L 
OE or CE, whichever 
transition occurs first 

Write Operation 

Write cycle time twc 10 10 ms 

Address setup time tAs 10 10 ns 

Address hold time tAH 200 200 ns 

Write setup time tcs 0 0 ns 

Write hold time tcH 0 0 ns 

CE pulse width tcw 150 150 ns 

OE high setup time toes 10 10 ns m OE high hold time toeH 50 '50 ns 

WE pulse width twp 150 150 ns 

WE high pulse width twPH 2 2 µs 

WE high hold time tweH 9.9 9.9 ms 

CE high hold time tceH 9.9 9.9 ms 

Data setup time tos 100 100 ns 

Data hold time toH 50 50 ns 

Byte load cycle time ts LC 3 100 3 100 µs 
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AC Characteristics (cont) 
l'PD28C256·20 

Parameter Symbol Min Max 

Software Chip Erase Operation 

CE setup time 500 

WE pulse width tEWP 10 

CE hold time 20 

Notes: 

(1) See figure 1 for the output load. Input rise and fall times s 20 ns; 
input pulse levels = 0.45 and 2.4 V; timing measurement refer
ence levels = 0.8 and ·2.0 V for both inputs and outputs. 

Figure 1. Output Load 

1.3V 

Min Max 

500 

10 

20 

Dour o-o------~-3-.3-kn-----oo our f "t=100pF r 
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Unit Test Conditions 

ns 

ms 

µs 
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NEC 
Read Cycles 

Both CE and OE must be at V1L to enable stored data to 
be read. While the device is executing read cycles, 
bringing either of these inputs to V1H will place the 
outputs in high impedance. This two-line output con
trol allows bus contention to be eliminated in the 
system application. 

Byte Write Cycles 

Low levels on CE and WE and a high level on OE place 
theµPD28C256 in write operation. Write address inputs 
are latched by the falling edge of either CE or WE, 
whichever occurs later. Data in.E!:!_!s are latched by the 
rising edge of either CE or WE, whichever occurs 
earlier. Once byte write operation has begun, the inter
nal circuits assume all timing control and the byte 
being addressed is automatically erased and then 
programmed within the write cycle time (twc) of 10 ms. 

Page Write Cycles 

This option allows the µPD28C256 to be completely 
programmed in a much shorter time than is required by 
byte write cycles. Page write cycles can program up to 
64 bytes simultaneously, enabling the µPD28C256 to be 
completely written within a maximum of 5.2 seconds. 
The page address is specified by the inputs Aa through 
A14; once set, this address cannot be changed. Within 
the page, address inputs Ao through A5 can be used 
sequentially or in random order to specify individual 
bytes. 

The beginning of a page write cycle is the same as a 
WE-controlled byte write cycle. If the next falling edge 
of WE occurs within a byte load cycle time of 100 µs, the 
internal byte register will be loaded with another byte of 
input data. This cycle can be repeated to load a maxi
mum of 64 bytes of data. At any point in the sequence, 
if WE does not have a new falling edge within the cycle 
time of 100 µs, byte loading will terminate and auto
matic erasing and programming operations will begin, 

µPD28C256 

DATA Polling Feature 

This feature supports system software by indicating the 
precise end of byte write and page write cycles. DATA 
polling can be used to reduce total programming time 
of the µPD28C256 to a minimum value, which varies 
with the system environment. 

While internal automatic write operation is in progress, 
any attempt to read data at the last externally supplied 
address location will result in inverted data on pin 1/07 
(for example, if write data = 1xxx xxxx, then read data 
= Oxxx xxxx). Once the write cycle is complete, a read 
cycle will result in true data being output on 1/07. 

Toggle Bit Feature 

The feature provides another method for indicating the 
end of write cycles. During the internal automatic write 
operation, I/Os will toggle from O to 1 and back on 
successive attempts to read data. When the write cycle 
is complete, the toggling stops; a read cycle results in 
true data being output on I/Os (figure 2). 

Hardware Data Protection 

The µPD28C256 provides three features to prevent 
invalid write cycles: 

• Noise immunity, where write operation is inhibited 
when the WE pulse width is 20 ns or less. 

• Supply voltage level detection, where write opera
tion is inhibited when Vee is 2.5 Vor less. 

• Write protection logic, where write _Q£_eration is in
hibited if OE is held low or CE or WE is held high 
during power on or off of the V cc supply voltage. 
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Figure 2. Data Polling and Toggle Bit Operation 

Last External 
Write 
Cycle 

l 
WE_) 

Address 

10-36 

H\_ L L L L L L 
(Input) -~-~-~-~~-~-~-

L L £H""'\_ L _;;;:;,,s £H""'\_ L 
(Input) r-~- (Output) -~- (Ou5~- (Output) -~-

Notes: 

[1] The dashed portions of the output waveforms Indicate high impedance. 

[2] Address n Is the address supplied in the last external write cycle. 

Internal Write 
Operation 
Complete 

83vG-6752B 
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Software Data Protection 

Additional protection of data is available using soft
ware control. Standard, unprotected write cycles are 
illustrated in the timing waveforms. Additional 
software-controlled protection is enabled or reset with 
two special sequences of write cycles. To enable soft
ware data protection, or to execute additional write 
cycles after the µPD28C256 is in a protected state, use 
the address and data sequence shown in table 1. All 
three byte write cycles must be issued in sequence and 
must meet the timing illustrated ih figure 3. 

pPD28C256 

Table 1. Sequence to Enable Software Data 
Protection 

Address Input (Hex) Write Data (Hex) 

5555H AAH 

2AAAH 55H 

5555H AOH 

Under software protection, no write cycles will be 
executed unless preceded by the above sequence. The 
protection circuit is nonvolatile and continues to pro
tect the data during power-down and power-up. 

Figure 3. Sequence to Initiate or Continue Software Data Protection 

~~ 
WE 

1/0 AAH x SSH x AOH x Valid Write x Data 

I 

i} 
....._____,x ___ x::x::x 

Address :X SSSSH x 2AAAH x SS SSH x Valid Write x Address -x x~:x:~ 
--------Page Write Cycles-------)11~ 

Software 
Protection Notes: 

[1] The software sequence Is complete at the end of the first t we following 
all of the page write data inputs (from one to 64 bytes). 

[2] OE is held at a high level. 

Enabled 

83vG·6753B 
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To disable software protection for ease in testing or 
reprogramming of the µPD28C256, the byte reset se
quence shown in table 2 must be issued. The timing is 
illustrated in figure 4. 

Table 2. Sequence to Disable Software Data 
Protection 

Address Input (Hex) Write Data (Hex) 

5555H MH 

2AAAH 55H 

5555H SOH 

5555H MH 

2AAAH 55H 

5555H 20H 

NEC 
At the end of this sequence, and after a minimum delay 
of twc to reset the nonvolatile protection circuit, the 
µPD28C256 is in an unprotected state. Any standard 
write cycle can be executed as desired. In this state, 
the hardware features provide all data protection. 

Figure 4. Reset Sequence for Software Data Protection 

110 ___ AA_H _ __,X SSH x 80H x AAH x SSH 

Address )( SSSSH x 2AAAH x SSSSH x SSSSH x 2AAAH x 

10-38 

Notes: 

(1) The software sequence Is complete at the end of the first t wc following 
all of the page write data Inputs (from one to 64 bytes). 

(2) OE Is held at a high level. 

~~ 

~} 
Xf :X:X 

SSSSH x_::x::x 
IE ~I ~ 

Page Write Software 

x 20H 

Cycles Protection 
Inactive 

83vG·6754B 
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Software Chip Erase Feature 

pPD28C256 

Table 3. Sequence to Set Up Software Chip 
Erase 

All bytes of the µPD28C256 can be erased simulta
neously by making CE and then WE fall to V1L using the 
address and data sequence shown in table 3. The 
required timing is illustrated in figure 5. 

Address Input (Hex) Write Data (Hex) 

SS SSH AAH 

2AAAH SSH 

SS SSH 80H 

SSSSH AAH 

2AAAH SSH 

SS SSH 10H 

Figure 5. Sequence for Software Chip Erase 

VO ____ AA_H_-.JX SSH x 80H x AAH XssHX10H~ 

Address ~ SSSSH x 2AAAH x SSSSH x SSSSH x 2AAAH x SSSSH ~ 

Notes: 

[1) The software sequence Is complete at the end of tEcH folio~ the 
special address and data sequence and the erase pulse on WE. 

[2) OE must be held at a high level. 

83YL·7314B 
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Timing Waveforms 

Read Cycle 

Address 

CE 

Address Valid 

OE ________ L __ tc'E~I---" 
tAcc----__, 

(Note1] 

10-40 

Data Valid 

Notes: 

[1] OE may~ delayed for read operation up to t Ace- t OE, after the falling 
edge of CE, without Impact on tACC· 

[2] toF is specified from OE or CE, whichever occurs first. 

(3]WE =VIH· 

NEC 

High Impedance 

831H·6464B 
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Timing Waveforms (cont) 

WE-Controlled Write Cycle 

pPD28C256 

i+-~~~~twp~~~~~ --~~~~~~~tWEH~~~~~~--.~ 

(Note3] 

tos 

Notes: 

(1] The address Inputs are latched at the falling edge of CE or WE, 
whichever occurs later. 

[2] The data inputs are latched at the rising edge of CE or WE, 
whichever occurs earlier. 

[3] Write operation requires both CE and WE to be at VIL· 
Parameters twp and tcware defined only for the period when both 
CE and WE are at V1L. 

toH 

831H-6893B 
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pPD28C.256 

Timing Waveforms (cont) 

CE-Controlled Write Cycle 

NEC 

--~~~~tcw~~~~-- "'-~~~~~~~-tcEH~~~~~~--i~ 

10-42 

[Note3] 

Notes: 

[1] The address Inputs are latched at the falling edge of CE or WE, 
whichever occurs later. 

[2] The data Inputs are latched at the rising edge of CE or WE, 
whichever occurs earlier. 

[3] Write operation requires both CE and WE to be at VIL· 
~rameters twp and tcw are defined only for the period when both 
CE and WE are at VIL. 

831H·6894B 



NEC 
Timing Waveforms (cont) 

Page Write Cycle 

[I/JI 

Address 

pPD28C256 

WJVV..NN Valid x Valid x x: 
l/O 'fYY'{X'IY,YY\ (Byte OJ __ IB_y_te_1_1 __, ._____ ~--~ 

Valid 
(Last Byte] 

Notes: 

(1] The address Inputs are latched at the falling edge of CE or WE, 
whichever occurs later. 

[2] The data Inputs are latched at the rising edge of CE or WE, 
whichever occurs earlier. 

(3] Write operation requires both CE and WE to be at VIL· 
E!!rameters twp and tcware defined only for the period when both 
CE and WE are at VIL· 

(4] The page cannot be changed In the middle of a page 
write cycle. Address inputs As- A 14 must be supplied for 
every byte load cycle and must remain the same throughout 
the page write cycle to prevent writing to an unknown 
address location. Address Inputs Ao - As are altered for each 
byte load cycle and determine the individual byte to be 
written within the page. 

[5] A maximum of 64 bytes may be loaded in a single page 
write cycle. 

831H··6895B 
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Mask-Programmable ROMs m 



Mask-Programmable ROMs 

Section 11 
Mask-Programmable ROMs 

µPD23C1 OOOA 
131,072 x 8-Bit 
Mask-Programmable CMOS ROM 

µPD23C1 OOOEA 
131,072 x 8-Bit 
Mask-Programmable CMOS ROM 

µPD23C1001E 
131,072 x 8-Bit 
Mask-Programmable CMOS ROM 

µPD23C101 OA 
131,072 x 8-Bit 
Mask-Programmable CMOS ROM 

µPD23C1024E 
65,536 x 16-Bit 
Mask-Programmable C.MOS ROM 

µPD23C2000 
2,097,152-Bit Mask-Programmable CMOS ROM 

µPD23C2000A 
2,097,152-Bit 
Mask-Programmable CMOS ROM 

µPD23C2001 
262,144 x 8-Bit 
Mask-Programmable CMOS ~OM 

Additional New Product Information 
Device Number Description 

Mask-Programmable ROMs 

µPD23C2001 E 256Kx 8 bits 

µPD23C4001 EA 512Kx 8 bits 

µPD23HC4001 E 512Kx 8 bits 

11-1 

11-5 

11-9 

11-13 

11-17 

11-21 

11-25 

11-29 

NEC 

µPD23C4000 
4,194,304-Bit 
Mask-Programmable CMOS ROM 

µPD23C4000A 
4, 194,304-Bit 
Mask-Programmable CMOS ROM 

µPD23C4001E 
524,288 x 8-Bit 
Mask-Programmable CMOS ROM 

µPD23C8000 
8,388,608-Bit 
Mask-Programmable CMOS ROM 

µPD23C8001E 
1,048,576 x 8-Bit 
Mask-Programmable CMOS ROM 

µPD23C16000 
16,777,216-Bit 
Mask-Programmable CMOS ROM 

Application Note 90-05 
ROM Code Submission Guide 

Comments 

New device, with speed of 200 ns 

New speed of 200 ns 

New device, with speed of 100 ns 

11-33 

11-37 

11-41 

11-45 

11-49 

11-53 

11-57 



NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µ.PD23C1000A is a 131,072-word by 8-bit static ROM 
fabricated with CMOS silicon-gate technology and 
designed to operate from a single + 5-volt power supply. 
The device has three-state outputs and fully TTL
compatible inputs and outputs, and is available in 28-pin 
plastic DIP or miniflat packaging. 

Features 

ci 131,072-word by 8-bit organization 
ci TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
ci Three-state outputs 
ci Single +5-volt power supply 
ci CMOS process technology 
o Fully static operation 
ci Low power dissipation 

- 220 mW (active) 
- 550 µ.W (standby) 

Ordering Information 
Part Number Acee•• Time (max) Package 

#'PD23C1000AC 200 ns 28-pln plastic DIP 

#'PD23C1000AG 200 ns 28-pln plastic mlnlflat 

60043 

pPD23C1000A 
131,072 x B·Blt 

Mask-Programmable CMOS ROM 

Pin Configuration 

28-Pln Plastic DIP or Miniflat 

Vee 
A14 

A13 

As 
Ag 

A11 

A16 

21 A10 

CE 

Pin Identification 
Symbol Function 

Ao· A1e Address Inputs 

Oo • °'7 Data outputs 

'OE Chip enable 

GND Ground 

Vee +5-volt power supply 

831H·6205A 

11-1 
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pPD23C1000A NEC 
Absolute Maximum Ratings Recommended Operating Conditions 
Supply voltage, Vee -0.3 to +7.0 V Parameter 

Input voltage, V1 -0.3 v to Vee + 0.3 v Input voltage, high 

Output voltage, Vo -0.3Vto Vee+ 0.3 v Input voltage, low 

Operating temperature, T OPR -10to +7C°C Supply voltage 

Storage temperature, TSTG -65 to + 1so·c Ambient temperature 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Capacitance 
TA = 25°C; f = 1 MHz 

Parameter Symbol Min 

Input capacitance Cr 

Output capacitance Co 

Block Diagram 

11-2 

Typ Max 

15 

15 

Unit 

pF 

pF 

Output Buffer 

Y-Selector 

Memory Cell Matrix 
131,072x8 

Symbol 

VrH 

V1L 

Vee 

TA 

Buffer/Clock 
Generator 

Min Typ 

2.2 

-0.3 

4.5 5.0 

-10 

Max Unit 

Vee+ 0.3 v 
0.8 v 
5.5 v 
70 ·c 

831H--4982B 



NEC 
DC Characteristics 
TA= -10 to +10°C; Vee = +5.0V ±10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 

Output voltage, low Vol 

Input leakage current lu -10 

Output leakage current I Lo -10 

Power supply current lee1 

lee2 

leea 

AC Characteristics 
TA= -10 to +70°C; Vee= +5.0V ±10% (Note 1) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ 

Address access time 

Chip enable access time 

Output hold time toH 0 

Output disable time toF 0 

Notes: 

(1) Input voltage rise and fall times = 20 ns; input and outputtiming 
reference levels = 0.8 and 2.0 V; output load = 1 TTL + 100 pF. 

pPD23C1000A 

Max Unit Test Conditions 

v loH = -400µA 

0.4 v loL = + 2.5 rnA 

10 µA V1 = OVto Vee 

10 µA Vo = o V to Vee: chip deselected 

40 rnA 'OE= V1L 

1.5 rnA 'OE = V1H (standby) 

100 µA 'OE ~ Vee - 0.2 (standby) 

Max Unit Test Conditions 

200 ns 

200 ns 

ns 

60 ns 

m 
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µPD23C1000A NEC 
Timing Waveform 

Md~ ~--· ====--=--,~-:-re_ss_v_ai1_d _______ --.i_• 1 ____.¥ 

CE I 
14------tcE------

High Impedance 
Output -----------------+--1-+-<1 Data Valid 

831H-6208B 



NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µ.PD23C1000EA is a 131,072-word by 8-bit static 
ROM fabricated with CMOS silicon-gate technology. 
Designed to operate from a single + 5-volt power supply, 
the device has three-state outputs and fully TTL
compatible inputs and outputs, and is packaged in a 
600-mil, 32-pin plastic DIP. 

Features 

o 131,072-word by 8-bit organization 
o Fast access time of 200 ns maximum 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o Three-state outputs· 
o Single + 5-volt power supply 
o CMOS process technology 
o Fully static operation 
o Low power dissipation 

- 220 mW (active) 
- 550 µ.W (standby) 

Ordering Information 

pPD23C1000EA 
131,072 x 8-Bit 

Mask-Programmable CMOS ROM 

Pin Configuration 

32-Pin Plastic DIP 

Pin ldentif ication 

Vee 
0E2/0E2/De 
OE3/0E3/De 
A14 

Arn 

As 
Ag 
A11 

A15 

A10 

C"E 
07 
06 
05 

04 
03 

831H-6209A 

Part Number 

µPD23C1000EAC 

Access Time (max) 

200ns 

Package _sy_m_bo_I _____ F_un_c_tl_on __________ _ 

60044 

32-pin plastic DIP _Ao.;__-A_1_a _____ A_d_dr_es_s_in_p_ut_s ________ _ 

Oo - 07 Data outputs 

"CE Chip enable 

OE1 Output enable 1 

OE2/0E2/DC Output enable 2 (Note 1) 

OEsfOEsfDC Output enable 3 (Note 1) 

GND Ground 

Vee +5-volt power supply 

NC No connection 

Notes: 

(1) This pin is user-definable as active low, active high, or "don't 
care" (in the cases of OE2/0E2'DC and OE3'0E3'DC). 

11-5 
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pPD23C1000EA 

Absolute Maximum Ratings Capacitance 
Supply voltage, Vee -0.3 to +7.0 V TA = 25°C; f = 1 MHz 

Input voltage, v1 -0.3 V to Vee + 0.3 V 
Parameter Symbol Min 

Output voltage, Vo -0.3 v to Vee + 0.3 v Input capacitance C1 

Operating temperature, T OPR -10to +70"C 
Output capacitance Co 

Storage temperature, TsTG -65 to + 150°C 
Truth Table 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

CE 'OE1 OE2/0E2/DC OE3'0E3'DC 

V1H x x 
V1L V1H x 

Recommended Operating Conditions V1L x 

Parameter Symbol Min 

Input voltage, high V1H 2.2 

Input voltage, low V1L -0.3 

Supply voltage Vee 4.5 

Ambient temperature TA -10 

Block Diagram 

Ao 

A1 

A2 

A3 

A4 

As 
ti! 

~ A5 al 

A1 5 
0. 

As .E 

"' Ag ~ 
A10 

"O 
"O 
< 

A11 

A12 

A13 

A14 

A15 

A16 

11-6 

Typ 

5.0 

Max Unit V1L x x 

Vee+ o.3 v V1L V1L A 

0.8 

5.5 

70 

v Notes: 

v (1) I = Inactive 

·c (2) A = Active 

(3) X = "don't care" 

Output Buffer 

Y-Selector 

Memory Cell Matrix 
131,072 x 8 

OE Input 
Buffer 

x 
x 
x 

A 

NEC 

Typ Max Unit 

15 pF 

15 pF 

Outputs Function 

Hlgh-Z Standby 

Hlgh-Z Active 

Hlgh·Z Active 

Hlgh·Z Active 

DouT Read 

831H-5057B 



NEC 
DC Characteristics 
TA= -10to +70°C; Vee= +5.0V ±10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ 

Output voltage, high . VoH 2.4 

Output voltage, low Vol 

Input leakage current lu -10 

Output leakage current I Lo -10 

Power supply current lee1 

lee2 

lee3 

AC Characteristics 
TA= -10 to +10°0; Vee= +5.0V ±10% (Note 1) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ 

Address access time tAee 

Chip enable access time teE 

Output enable access time toE 

Output hold time toH 0 

Output disable time toF 0 

Notes: 

(1) Input voltage rise and fall times = 20 ns; input and output timing 
reference levels = 0.8 and 2.0 V; output load = 1 TTL + 100 pF. 

pPD23C1000EA 

Max Unit Test Conditions 

v loH = -400 µA 

0.4 v loL = +2.5mA 

10 p.A v1 = OVto Vee 

10 p.A Vo = 0 V to Vee: outputs disabled 

40 mA ~ = V1L (active) 

1.5 mA ~ = V1H (standby) 

100 p.A ~ ~ Vee-0.2V (standby) 

Max Unit Test Conditions 

200 ns 

200 ns 

100 ns 

ns 

60 ns 

m 
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µPD23C1000EA- NEC 
Timing Waveform 

Add"" 4_..__,. =====-.. :-=-ress_v_ali_d_-~~~ .. 

1

-¥ 
~ I } 

~-----tcE-----~--1 I ~~;~ 
OE -------1)•---------).,_,'---.,....----

Output __ H_igh lm_peda_nce ~~~-toE==(i-+-t--(cl :::OHJ-t>~--
Notes: 

[1) toF is specified from OE or CE, whichever becomes inactive first. 
831H-6210B 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µPD23C1001 E is a 131,072-word by 8-bit static ROM 
fabricated with CMOS silicon-gate technology and de
signed to operate from a single + 5-volt power supply. 
The device has three-state outputs and fully TTL
compatible inputs and outputs, and is packaged in a 
600-mil, 32-pin plastic DIP. 

Features 

o 131,072-word by 8-bit organization 
o Fast access time of 200 ns maximum 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o Three-state outputs 
o Single +5-volt power supply 
o CMOS process technology 
o Fully static operation 
o Low power dissipation 

- 220 mW (active) 
- 550 µW (standby) 

Ordering Information 
Part Number Access Time (max) 

J'PD23C1001 EC 200ns 

80045 

Package 

32-pin plastic DIP 

pPD23C1001E 
131,072 x 8-Bit 

Mask-Programmable CMOS ROM 

Pin Configuration 

32-Pin Plastic DIP 

Pin ldentif lcation 
Symbol Function 

Address Inputs 

Data outputs 

Chip enable 

vcc 
0E1t0E1/DC 

0E2tOE2tDC 

A14 

A13 

As 
Ag 

A11 

OE3 
A10 
CE 
07 
05 

05 

04 
03 

Output enable 1 (Note 1) 

Output enable 2 (Note 1) 

Output enable 3 

GND Ground 

Vee +5-volt power supply 

NC No connection 

Notes: 

831H·6213A 

(1) This pin Is user-definable as active lo'v!i._actlve high, or "don't 
care" (in the cases of OE1/0E1/DC and OE2/0E2/DC). 

11-9 
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pPD23C1001E 

Absolute Maximum Ratings Capacitance 
Supply voltage, Vee -0.3 to +7.0 V TA = 25°C; f = 1 MHz 

Input voltage, v1 -0.3 V to Vee + 0.3 V 
Parameter 

Output voltage, Vo -0.3 V to Vee + 0.3 V 
Input capacitance 

Operating temperature, T OPR -10to +70°C 
Output capacitance 

Storage temperature, TsTG -65 to + 150°C 
Truth Table 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent CE OE1/0E1/DC 

damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified V1H x 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

V1L 

Recommended Operating Conditions V1L x 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit V1L x 

Input voltage, high V1H 2.2 Vee+ 0.3 v V1L A 

Input voltage, low V1L -0.3 0.8 v Notes: 

Supply voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 v (1) I = Inactive 

Ambient temperature TA -10 70 oc (2) A= Active 

(3) X = "don't care" 

Block Diagram 

Ao Output Buffer 

A1 

A2 

A3 

A4 

As 

As 
A1 

As 

Ag 

A10 

A11 

A12 

A13 

A14 

A15 

A16 

11-10 

f! 
:§ 
CD 
:J 

I 
U) 

~ 
"C 
"C 
<( 

Y-Selector 

Memory Cell Matrix 
131,072 x 8 

NEC 

Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

C1 15 pF 

Co 15 pF 

OE2/0E2/DC OE3 Outputs Function 

x x High-Z Standby 

x x High-Z Active 

I x High-Z Active 

x V1H Hlgh-Z Active 

A V1L DouT Read 

0E1 
OE Input 

OE2 Buffer 

OE3 

CE Input C'E Buffer 

831H-5057B 



NEC 
DC Characteristics 
TA= -10to +70°C; Vee= +5.0V ±10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 

Output voltage, low Vol 

Input leakage current lu -10 

Output leakage current ILO -10 

Power supply current lee1 

lee2 

lee3 

AC Characteristics 
TA= -10 to +10°C; Vee= +5.0V ±10% (Note 1) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ 

Address access time tAee 

Chip enable access time tee 

Output enable access time toe 

Output hold time toH 0 

Output disable time toF 0 

Notes: 

(1) Input voltage rise and fall times = 20 ns; Input and output timing 
reference levels = 0.8 and 2.0 V; output load = 1 TTL + 100 pF. 

pPD23C1001E 

Max Unit Test Conditions 

v loH = -400p.A 

0.4 v loL = +2.5mA 

10 p.A v, = OVto Vee 

10 p.A Vo = o V to Veei outputs disabled 

40 mA 'CE = V1L (active) 

1.5 mA 'C'E = V1H (standby) 

100 p.A 'C'E <!: Vee - 0.2 V (standby) 

Max Unit Test Conditions 

200 ns 

200 ns 

100 ns 

ns 

60 ns 

m 
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pPD23C1001E 

Timing Waveform 

Add"" ~--...._• =====-,A:C-d-ress_v_al-id~~~~ .. 1 -~ CE I 
1--•---tcE-----i•I I 

Notes: 

[1] toF is specified from OE or CE, whichever becomes inactive first. 

11-12 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µPD23C1010A is a 1,048,576-bit ROM fabricated with 
CMOS silicon-gate technology. The device is static in 
operation and organized as 131,072 words by 8 bits. It 
has three-state outputs, fully TTL-compatible inputs and 
outputs, and is available in a 28-pin plastic DIP . 

Features 

o 131,072 words by 8-bit organization 
o Fast access time 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o Three-state outputs 
o Single + 5-volt power supply 
o CMOS technology 
o Fully static operation 
o Low power dissipation of 220 mW 

Ordering Information 
Address Output Enable 

Access Time Access Time 
Part Number (max) (max) Package 

µPD23C1010AC 200 ns 100 ns 28-pln plastic DIP 

60042 

µPD23C1010A 
131,072 x 8 ·Bit 

Mask-Programmable CMOS ROM 

Pin Configuration 

28-Pin Plastic DIP 

831H·6204A 

Pin Identification 
Symbol Function 

Ao· A16 Address Inputs 

Oo· 07 Data outputs 

OE Output enable 

GND Ground 

Vee +s-volt power supply 

11-13 
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11PD23C1010A 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Supply voltage, Vee -0.3to +7.0V 

Input voltage, V1 -0.3 v to Vee + 0.3 v 
Output voltage, Vo -0.3 V to Vee + 0.3 V 

Operating temperature, TopR -10 to +10°c 

Storage temperature, TsrG -65 to + 150°C 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Capacitance 
TA = 25°C; f = 1 MHz 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Input capacitance C1 15 pF 

Output capacitance Co 15 pF 

Block Diagram 

OE-----~ 

11-14 

NEC 
Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter 

Input voltage, high 

Input voltage, low 

Supply voltage 

Ambient temperature 

Output Buffer 

Y-Selector 

Memory Cell Matrix 
131,072x8 

Symbol Min 

V1H 2.2 

V1L -0.3 

Vee 4.5 

TA -10 

Typ Max Unit 

Vee+ 0.3 v 
0.8 v 

5.0 5.5 v 
70 oc 

831H··6206B 



NEC µ.PD23C1010A 

DC Characteristics 
TA= -10 to +70°C; Vee = +5.0V :t10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 v loH = -400 µA 

Output voltage, low VoL 0.4 v loL = +2.5mA 

Input leakage current, high luH 10 µA v, =Vee 

Input leakage current, low luL -10 µA V1 = OV 

Output leakage current, high ILOH 10 µA Vo = Vee; output disabled 

Output leakage current, low ILOL -10 µA Vo = O V; output disabled 

Power supply current lee1 40 mA 

AC Characteristics 
TA= -10 to +70°C; Vee = +5.0V ±10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Address access time tAee 200 ns 

Output enable access time toE 100 ns 

Output hold time toH 0 ns 

Output disable time toF 0 60 ns 

Notes: 

(1) Input voltage rise and fall times = 20 ns; input and output timing 
reference levels = 0.8 and 2.0 V; output load = 1 TTL + 100 pF. 

m 
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,iPD23C1010A NEC 
Timing Waveform 

~m, ~ ....... ~::::~~~======-tA-:-:.:re=ss=V=al=ld=========a.1 .. -

1 

__ _ 

OE 

14------toE------

Data Valid 
831H·6207B 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µPD23C1024E is a 65,536-word by 16-bit mask
programmable ROM fabricated with CMOS silicon-gate 
technology and designed to operate from a single 
+ 5-volt power supply. The device has three-state out
puts and fully TTL-compatible inputs and outputs, and 
is packaged in a 600-mil, 40-pin plastic DIP. 

Features 

o 65,536-word by 16-bit organization 
o Fast access time: 200 ns maximum 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o Three-state outputs 
o Single + 5-volt power supply 
o CMOS process technology 
o Fully static operation 
o Low power dissipation 

Ordering Information 
Part Number Access Time (max) Package 

µPD23C1024EC 200 ns 40-pin plastic DIP 

60009 

µPD23C1024E 
65,536 x 16-Bit 

Mask-Programmable CMOS ROM 

Pin Configuration 

40-Pin Plastic DIP 

NC 

C'E1 

015 
014 
013 

012 

011 

010 
Og 

Og 

GND 

07 
05 
05 
04 
03 

02 

01 

Oo 

OE1tOE1 

Pin Identification 
Symbol 

GND 

Vee 
NC 

Notes: 

Function 

Address inputs 

Data outputs 

Chip enable 1 

Vee 
CE2tCE2/DC 

0E2/0E2/DC 

A15 
A14 
A13 

A12 
A11 
A10 

Ag 
GND 

Ag 
A7 

A5 
As 
A4 
As 
A2 
A1 
Ao 

Chip enable 2 (Note 1) 

Output enable 1 

Output enable 2 (Note 1) 

Ground 

+ 5-volt power supply 

No connection 

831H·6073A 

(1) This pin is user-definable as active low, active high, or "don't 
care." 
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µPD23C1024E NEC 
Absolute Maximum Ratings Capacitance 
Supply voltage, Vee -0.3 to +7.0 V 

TA = 25°C; f = 1 MHz 

Input voltage, V1 -0.3 v to Vee + 0.3 V 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Output voltage, Vo -0.3 Vto Vee +0.3 v Input capacitance C1 15 pF 

Operating temperature, ToPR -10 to +10°c 
Output capacitance Co 15 pF 

-65 to + 150°C Storage temperature, TsrG 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Recommended Operating Conditions 

Block Diagram 

Ao 
A1 
A2 
A3 
A4 
As 

~ A5 
A1 

co 
:::J 

As 0. 
..5 

Ag t/) 
t/) 

~ A10 "O 

A11 
<( 

A12 
A13 
A14 
A15 

11-18 

(i; 
"O 

8 
Q) 

Cl x 

Parameter 

Input voltage, high 

Input voltage, low 

Supply voltage 

Ambient 
temperature 

Memory Cell Matrix 
63,536x16 

Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

V1H 2.2 Vee+ 0.3 v 
V1L -0.3 0.8 v 
Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 
TA -10 70 oc 

831H-6074B 



NEC 
Truth Table 

CE2 OE1 OE2 

x x x 
x Inactive x x 

Active Inactive x 
Active x Inactive 

Active Active Active 

Notes: 

(1) X = don't care. 

DC Characteristics 
TA= -10to +70°C; Vee= +5.0V ±10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Unit 

Output voltage, high 2.4 v 
Output voltage, low 0.4 v 
Input leakage current lu -10 10 

Output leakage current -10 10 

Power supply current lee1 40 mA 

lee2 1.5 mA 

lce3 100 

AC Characteristics 
TA = -10 to +70°C; Vee = +5.0 V ±10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Unit 

Address access time tACe 200 ns 

Chip enable access time tee 200 ns 

Output enable access time toe 100 ns 

Output hold time toH O ns 

Output disable time toF 0 70 ns 

Notes: 

(1) Input voltage rise and fall times = 20 ns; input and output timing 
reference levels = 0.8 V and 2.0 V; output load = 1 TTL + 100 pF. 

1£PD23C1024E 

Function Outputs Ice 
Not Selected High-Z Standby 

Not Selected High-Z Standby 

Selected High-Z Active 

Selected High-Z Active 

Read Data Output Active 

Test Conditions 

loH = -400 p.A 

loL = +2.5 mA 

V1 = OVto Vee 

Vo = 0 V to Vee (chip deselected) 

'CE1 = V1L; CE2 = active (chip selected) 

'CE1 = V1H or CE2 = inactive (chip deselected) 

'CE1 <!: Vee - 0.2 V; CE2 s 0.2 V Of CE2 Is 
programmed active high) or CE2 <!: Vee - 0.2 V 
(if CE2 Is programmed active low) 

Test Conditions 

11-19 
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1£PD23C1024E 

Timing Waveform 

Address 

tcE 

Inactive OE1 and OE2 Active 

Output 

11-20 

High Impedance 
~~ 
~F 

Notes: 

(1) toF is specified from CE1, CE2. OE1, 0E2. whichever goes inactive first. 
(2) tcE is specified from CE1 or CE2. whichever goes active last. 

(3) toE is specified from OE1 or OE2. whichever goes active last. 

Data Valid 

NEC 

toF[1]1 

Inactive 

~·o] I 
H 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µ.PD23C2000 is a 2,097,152-bit ROM fabricated with 
CMOS silicon-gate technology. The device is static in 
operation and can be organized as 131,072 words by 16 
bits (word configuration) or as 262,144 words by 8 bits 
(byte configuration). In word configuration, pins 00 - 015 
are active. In byte configuration, pin 01sfA_1 becomes 
the additional bit required to address 256K bytes. 

The µ.PD23C2000 has three-state outputs, fully TTL
compatible inputs and outputs, and an output enable pin 
which is mask-programmable and can be specified as 
active low, active high, or don't care. The choice between 
word or byte configuration must also be specified for · 
mask programming. 

The µ.PD23C2000 is available in 40-pin plastic DIP or 
52-pin plastic quad flatpack packaging. 

Features 

o Programmable organization 
-131,072 words by 16 bits (word) 
- 262,144 words by 8 bits (byte) 

o Fast access time of 250 ns maximum 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o Three-state outputs 
o Single + 5-volt power supply 
o CMOS technology 
o Fully static operation 
o Low power dissipation 

- 220 mW (active) 
- 550 µ.W (standby) 

o 40-pin plastic DIP or 52-pin plastic QFP packaging 

Ordering Information 
Power 

Access 
Consumption (max) 

Part Number Time (max) Active Standby Package 

,uPD23C2000C 250 ns 40mA 100µ.A 40-pin 
plastic DIP 

,uPD23C2000GC 250 ns 40mA 100µ.A 52-pin 
plastic OFP 

60041 

pPD23C2000 
2,097,152-Bit 

Mask-Programmable CMOS ROM 

Pin Configurations 

40-Pin Plastic DIP 

NC As 

A1 Ag 

A5 A10 

As A11 

A4 A12 

A3 A13 

A2 A14 

A1 A15 

Ao A15 

C"E NC 

GND GND 

OE/OE/DC 015IA_1 

Oo ~ 
Os 014 

01 05 

Og 013 

02 05 

010 012 

03 04 

011 Vee 

52-Pin Plastic Quad Flatpack 

NC 

NC 

A2 

A1 

Ao 
CE 

GND 

GND 

OE/OE/DC 

Oo 

Os 

NC 

01 

t) ~VLO<D,...._l) tOm~:::~~ 
z < < < < < z < < < < < < 

N T""" 0 m tO ,...._ <D ~ ~ CV) C\J T""" 0 
~ ~ ~ v v v v v v ..q v v v 
10 39 

2 3S 

3 37 

4 36 

5 35 

6 34 

7 µPD23C2000 33 

s 32 

9 31 

10 30 

11 29 

12 2S 

13 27 
v ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ N M v ~ ~ 
T""" T""" T""" T""" T""" T""" C\J ~ C\J N N N N 

~88~8:::880~0~8 o o>> o o 

831H·6199A 

NC 

A14 

A15 
NC 

A15 
NC 

GND 

GND 

015/A-1 

~ 
NC 

014 
NC 

831H-6200A 
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pPD23C2000 NEC 
Absolute Maximum Ratings Pin ldentif ication 
Supply voltage, Vee -0.3 to + 7.0 V 

Input voltage, V1 -0.3 v to Vee + 0.3 v 
Output voltage, Vo -0.3 V to Vee + 0.3 V 

Operating temperature, ToPR -10 to +70°C 

Storage temperature, TsTG -65 to + 150°C 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Capacitance 
TA = 25°C; f = 1 MHz 

Symbol Function 

Address inputs 

Data outputs 

Output 15 (word)/LSB address (byte) 

Chip enable 

OE/OE/DC Output enable (Note 1) 

GND Ground 

Vee +5-volt power supply 

NC No connection 

Notes: 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit (1) This pin is user~definable as active low, active high, or don't care. 

Input capacitance c, 10 

Output capacitance Co 15 

Truth Table 
CE OE Function Output 

V1H Don't Care Not Selected High-Z 

V1L Inactive Not Selected High-Z 

V1L Active Read DouT 

Block Diagram 

Ao 
A1 

A2 

A3 

A4 

As 

As 
A7 ~ 
Aa al 

~ 
Ag ::J "O 

~ 8 
A10 UJ 

Q) 

UJ Cl 
A11 ~ x 
A12 <( 

A13 

A14 

A15 

A16 

11-22 

pF Recommended Operating Conditions 
pF Parameter 

Input voltage, high 

Ice 
Input voltage, low 

Standby 
Supply voltage 

Active 
Ambient temperature 

Active 

Output Buffer 

Y-Selector 

Memory Cell Matrix 
262,144 xa 

or 
131,072x16 

Symbol 

V1H 

V1L 

Vee 

TA 

Min Typ Max Unit 

2.2 Vee+ 0.3 v 
-0.3 0.8 v 
4.5 5.0 5.5 v 
-10 70 oc 

OE 

831H·6201B 



NEC 
DC Characteristics 
TA = -10 to +70°C; Vee = +5.0V ±10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 v 
Output voltage, low VoL 0.4 v 
Input leakage current lu -10 10 µA 

Output leakage current ILO -10 10 µA 

Power supply current lee1 40 mA 

lee2 1.5 mA 

leea 100 p.A 

AC Characteristics 
TA = -10 to +70°C; Vee = +5.0V ±10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Address access time tAee 250 ns 

Chip enable access time teE 250 ns 

Output enable access time toE 110 ns 

Output hold time toH 0 M 

Output disable time toF 0 

Notes: 

(1) Input voltage rise and fall times = 20 ns; input and output timing 
reference levels = 0.8 and 2.0 V; output load = 1 TTL + 100 pF. 

70 ns 

pPD23C2000 

Test Conditions 

loH = -400 µA 

loL = 2.5 mA 

V1 = o Vto Vee 

Vo = 0 V to Vee; chip deselected 

CE= V1L 

CE = V1H (standby) 

CE ~ Vee - 0.2 V (standby) 

Test Conditions 

m 
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pPD23C2000 

Timing Waveform 

Mdc~' 4_•..__====--=---,.:-:_re_ss_V-ali_d-_-_-_-_-)1

1 

_¥ 
CE I 

OE 

Output 

11-24 

--tcE->I I 

High lmpe--dan-ce --toE--(-(~(1 
Notes: 

[1) toF is specified from OE or CE, whichever occurs first. 
[2) For byte operation, 0 8-014 are high impedance and 

015/A_1 is the least significant address input. 

NEC 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µ.PD23C2000A is a 2,097,152-bit ROM fabricated 
with CMOS silicon-gate technology. This device is static 
in operation and can be organized as 131,072 words by 
16 bits (word configuration) or as 262,144 words by 8 bits 
(byte configuration). In word configuration, pins 0 0 - 0 15 
are active. In byte configuration, pin 0 1f1A.. 1 becomes 
the additional bit required to address 256K bytes. 

The µ.PD23C2000A has three-state outputs, fully TTL
compatible inputs and outputs, and an output enable pin 
which is mask-programmable and can be specified as 
active high, active low, or don't care. The choice between 
word or byte configuration must also be specified for 
mask programming. 

The µ.PD23C2000A is available in a 40-pin plastic DIP. 

Features 

o Programmable organization 
-131,072 words by 16 bits (word) 
-262,144 words by 8 bits (byte) 

o Fast access time of 175 ns maximum 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o Three-state outputs 
o Single + 5-volt power supply 
o CMOS technology 
o Fully static operation 
o Low power dissipation 

-357.5 mW (active) 
- 550 µ.W (standby) 

Ordering Information 

Part Number 

µPD23C2000AC-1 

µPD23C2000AC 

60067 

Access 
Time (max) 

175 ns 

200 ns 

Power 
Consumption (max) 

Active Standby 

65 mA 100µA 

Package 

40-pin 
plastic DIP 

pPD23C2000A 
2,097,152-Bit 

Mask-Programmable CMOS ROM 

Pin Configuration 

40-Pin Plastic DIP 

NC As 

A1 Ag 

A5 A10 

As A11 

A4 A12 

A3 A13 

A2 A14 

A1 A1s 

Ao A15 

ce NC 

GND GND 

OE/OE/DC 015/A_1 

. Do ~ 
09 014 

01 Os 
Og 013 

02 05 

010 012 

03 04 

011 Vee 
831H-6913A 

Pin Identification 
Symbol Function 

Address inputs 

Data outputs 

Output 15 (word)/LSB address (byte) 

Chip enable 

OE/OE/DC Output enable/don't care 

GND Ground 

Vee +5-volt power supply 

NC No connection 

11-25 
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pPD23C2000A NEC 
Recommended Operating Conditions Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Supply voltage, Vee -0.3 to + 7.0 V 

Input voltage, high V1H 2.2 Vee+ 0.3 v Input voltage, V1 -0.3 V to Vee + 0.3 v 
Input voltage, low V1L -0.3 

Supply voltage Vee 4.5 5.0 

Ambient temperature TA -10 

Notes: 

(1) Vee = +5.0 V ±5% for the ,uPD23C2000A-1. 

Truth Table 
'CE. OE Function Output 

V1H Don't Care Not Selected High-Z 

V1L Inactive Not Selected High-Z 

V1L Active Read Dour 

Block Diagram 

Oo • 

Ao 

A1 

A2 

A3 

A4 

As 

A5 

A7 & 
As 

::J 
ID 

lii ::J 
Ag Q. 'C 

.E 8 ::::::;:;:;:::::::· 
A10 

~ 
Cl> 
0 

A11 'C 
x 

A12 
'C 
< 

A13 

A14 

A15 

A15 

11-26 

0.8 

5.5 

70 

v 
v 
oc 

Ice 

Output voltage, Vo -0.3 V to Vee + 0.3 V 

Operating temperature, ToPR -10 to +10°c 

Storage temperature, TsTG -65 to + 150°C 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Capacitance 
Standby TA = 25°C; f = 1 MHz 

Active Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Active Input capacitance C1 15 pF 

.Output capacitance Co 15 pF 

Output Buffer 

Y-Selector 

OE 

Memory Cell Matrix 
262,144 xa 

or 
131,072x16 

831H-62018 



NEC 
DC Characteristics 
TA = -10 to +70°C; Vee = +5.0 V ±5% for µPD23C2000A-1 and +5.0 V ±10% for µPD23C2000A 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 v 
Output voltage, low VoL 0.4 v 
Input leakage current lu -10 10 µA 

Output leakage current I Lo -10 10 ~~A 

Power supply current lee1 65 mA 

lee2 1.5 mA 

lee3 100 µA 

AC Characteristics 
TA= -10 to +70°C; Vee = +5.0 V ±5% for µPD23C2000A-1 and +5.0 V ± 10% for µPD23C2000A 

µPD23C2000A-1 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ 

Address access time tAee 

Chip enable access time teE 

Output enable access time toE 

Output hold time toH 0 

Output disable time toF 0 

Notes: 

(1) Input voltage rise and fall times = 20 ns; input and output timing 
reference levels = 0.8 and 2.0 V; output load = 1 TTL + 100 pF. 

Max 

175 

175 

100 

60 

µPD23C2000A 

Min Typ 

0 

0 

µPD23C2000A 

Test Conditions 

loH = -400µA 

loL = 2.5mA 

v1 = OVtoVee 

Vo = O V to Vee; chip deselected 

CE = V1H (standby) 

CE ~ Vee- 0.2 v (standby) 

Max Unit Test Conditions 

200 ns 

200 ns 

100 ns 

ns 

60 ns 

m 
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pPD23C2000A NEC 
Timing Waveform 

~•~• ~-.-===--=---=--tA-==ress=Val-ld--_ -_ ---__ ,..-1 -~ CE I 
I 

OE 

~toH=1 I 
Data Vall~ J-)11-)+)---------

High lmpe ... da._n_ce----toE----(-(--'(~~ 
Output 

11-28 

Notes: 

[1] toF Is specified from OE or CE, whichever occurs first. 

[2] For byte operation, Oa-014 are high Impedance and 
015/A-1 ls the least significant address Input. 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µPD23C2001 is a 262,144-word by 8-bit static ROM 
fabricated· with CMOS silicon-gate technology and 
designed to operate from a single + 5-volt power supply. 
The device has three-state outputs and fully TTL
compatible inputs and outputs and is packaged in a 
32-pin plastic DIP. 

Features 

CJ 262,144-word by 8 bit organization 
CJ Fast access time of 250 ns maximum 
CJ TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
CJ Three-state outputs 
CJ Single + 5-volt power supply 
CJ CMOS technology 
CJ Fully static operation 
CJ Low power dissipation 

- 220 mW (active) 
- 550 µW (standby) 

Ordering Information 
Part Number Access Time (max) 

~PD23C2001 C 250ns 

60040 

Package 

32-pln plastic DIP 

pPD23C2001 
262,144 x B·Bit 

Mask-Programmable CMOS ROM 

Pin Configuration 

32-Pln Plastic DIP 

Pin ldentif ication 
Symbol Function 

Ao-A17 Address Inputs 

Oo-0, Data outputs 

Vee 

CE2teE2tDe 
A11 

A14 

A13 

As 
Ag 
A11 
OE/OE/DC 

A10 
CE1teE1 

07 
Os 
05 

04 
03 

'O'E1/CE1 Chip enable 1 (Note 1) 

~/C~/DC Chip enable 2 (Note 1) 

OE/OE/DC Output enable (Note 1) 

GND Ground 

Vee +5-volt power supply 

NC No connection 

Notes: 

831H-6211A 

(1) This pin Is user-definable as active low, active high, or "don't 
care" (in the cases of CE2/CE2'QC and OE/OE/DC). 
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pPD23C2001 NEC 
Absolute Maximum Rating~ Recommended Operating Conditions 
Supply voltage, Vee -0.3 to + 7.0 v Parameter 

Input voltage, v1 -0.3 V to Vee + 0.3 V Input voltage, high 

Output voltage, Vo _-0.3Vto Vee+ 0.3 v Input voltage, low 

Operating temperature, ToPR -10 to +70"C Supply voltage 

Storage temperature, TSTG -65 to + 1so°C Ambient temperature 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliablilty; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics; 

Capacitance 
TA = 25°0; f = 1 MHz 

Parameter Symbol Min 

Input capacitance c, 
Output capacitance Co 

Block Diagram 

11-30 

Typ Max 

15 

15 

Unit 

pF 

pF 

Output Buffer 

Y-Selector 

Memory Cell Matrix 
262,144x8 

Symbol 

V1H 

V1L 

Vee 

TA 

OE Input 
Buffer 

Min 

2.2 

-0.3 

4.5 

-10 

OE 

Typ Max Unit 

Vee+ 0.3 v 
0.8 v 

5.0 5.5 v 
70 oc 

831H-4589B 



NEC µPD23C2001 

DC Characteristics 
TA= -10to +10°c; Vee= +5.0V ±10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 v loH = -400 pA 

Output voltage, low Vol 0.4 v· loL = +2.1 mA 

Input leakage current, high ILIH 10 pA v, =Vee 

Input leakage current, low luL -10 pA V1 = OV 

Output leakage current, high ILOH 10 pA Vo = Vee (outputs disabled) 

Output leakage current, low ILOL -10 pA Vo = O V (outputs disabled) 

Power supply current lee1 40 mA Both "CE1 and ~ inactive 

lee2 1.5 mA Either 'OE1 or 'CE2 inactive (VIL• V1H) 

lee3 100 pA Either 'CE1 or 'CE2 inactive 
(both s 0.2 V or ii!: Vee - 0.2 V) 

AC Characteristics 
TA= -10 to +70°C; Vee= +5.0V ±10% (Note 1) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Address access time tAce 250 ns 

Chip enable access time teE 250 ns 

Output enable access time toE 110 ns 

Output hold time toH 0 ns 

Output disable time toF 0 60 ns 

Notes: 

(1) Input voltage rise and fall times = 20 ns; input and output timing 
reference levels = 0.8 and 2.0 V; output load = 1 TTL + 100 pF. 

m 
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pPD23C2001 

Timing Waveform 

~M• ~---• =====--.. :-·:_re_ss_V-alld::::::.::~ .. 

1

-1 
CE1 

CE2 

------tcE------

OE 

r.----toE----t~1 
High Impedance lZ 

output -----------------""\+-\+-
Notes: 

[1] toF is specified from OE or CE, whichever occurs first. 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µPD23C4000 is a 4,194,304-bit ROM fabricated with 
CMOS silicon-gate technology. The device is static in 
operation and has three-state outputs, fully TTL
compatible inputs and outputs, and an output enable pin 
which is mask-programmable and can be specified as 
active low, active high, or don't care. 

The µPD23C4000 can be hardware-configured as either 
256K x 16 bits or as 512K x 8 bits by tying the WORD/ 
BYTE pin high or low, respectively. In the word configu
ration, pins o0.:.015 are active. In the byte configuration, 
pin 0 1sfA_1 becomes the additional bit required to 
address 512K bytes. 

The µPD23C4000 is available in a 40-pin plastic DIP and 
a 64-pin plastic QFP. 

Features 

o Programmable organization 
- 262,144 words by 16 bits (word) 
- 524,288 words by 8 bits (byte) 

o Fast access time of 250 ns maximum 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o Three-state outputs 
o Single + 5-volt power supply 
o CMOS technology 
o Fully static operation 
o Low power dissipation 
o 40-pin plastic DIP or 64-pin plastic QFP packaging 

Ordering Information 
Part Number Access Time (max) Package 

,uPD23C4000C 250ns 40-pln plastic DIP 

.uPD23C4000GF 250ns 64-pln plastic QFP 

60039 

pPD23C4000 
4, 194,304-Bit 

Mask-Programmable CMOS ROM 

Pin Configurations 

40-Pln Plastic DIP 

A17 As 
A1 Ag 

As A10 
As A11 
A4 A12 
A3 A13 
A2 A14 
A1 A15 
Ao A16 

ce WORD/BYTE 

GND GND 

DC/OE/OE 015/A_1 

Oo 0-, 
Os 014 
01 Os 
Og 013 
02 05 

010 012 
03 04 

011 Vee 

64-Pln Plastic QFP 

014 

07 

015/A-1 

NC 

GND 

GND 

NC 

NC 

WORD/BYTE 

NC 

A15 

A15 

A14 

A13 

A12 
NC 

7 

C\j 08~ 0 
OUlO~..rO ~~~ONO zozoo>>ooozoz 

0 

µPD23C4000 

~ :::~ ~~~~ ~.£'£~~~ < < (!)< 

83IH-6197A 

Og 

01 

Os 

Oo 
NC 

OOOE/DC 

GND 

GND 

NC 

NC 

NC 

BE 
Ao 

NC 

A1 

A2 

A3 

A4 
NC 

831H-6198A 
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pPD23C4000 NEC 
Pin Identification Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Symbol Function Supply voltage, Vee -0.3 to +7.0 V 

Address inputs Input voltage, V1 -0.3 V to Vee + 0.3 V 

Outputs Output voltage, Vo -0.3 V to Vee + 0.3 V 

Output 15 (worcl)/LSB address (byte) Operating temperature, ToPR -10 to +70"C 

Chip enable 

'OE/OE/DC Output enable (Note 1) 

Word/BY'i'E Word/byte select input 

GND Ground 

Vee +5-volt power supply 

NC No connection 

Notes: 

Storage temperature, TSTG -65 to + 150"C 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

(1) This pin is user definable as active low, active high, or "don't 
care." 

lnputvoltage, high 

Input voltage, low 

V1H 

V1L 

2.2 Vee+ o.3 v 
-0.3 0.8 v 

Capacitance 
TA = 25°C; f = 1 MHz 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ 

Input capacitance c, 
Output capacitance Co 

Block Diagram 

Oo • 

Ao 
A1 
A2 
A3 
A4 
As 
AG ~ A7 al 

A8 :; 

Ag ~ 
"' 15 

A10 e 8 
A11 

1:1 :·:=·.:·.;:·.:·:·· 1:1 Cl> < 0 
A12 x 
A13 
A14 
A15 
A15 
A17 

11-34 

Max 

15 

15 

Supply voltage 

Ambient temperature 

Unit 

pF 

pF 

Output Buffer 

Y-Selector 

Memory Cell Matrix 
524,288 x 8 

or 
262,144 x 16 

Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 
TA -10 70 ·c 

OE 

831H-6196B 



NEC 
DC Characteristics 
TA = -10 to +70°C; Vee = +5.0V ±10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 

Output voltage, low Vol 

Input leakage current lu -10 

Output leakage current ILOH -10 

Power supply current lee1 

lee2 

lee3 

AC Characteristics 
TA= -10 to +70°C; Vee = +5.0V ±10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ 

Address access time tACe 

Chip enable access time teE 

Output enable access time toE 

Output hold time toH 0 

Output disable time toF 0 

Output disable time for tHDF 
Oa-015 referenced to 
WORD/BYTE 

Output enable access time twe 
referenced to WORD/BYTE 

Notes: 

(1) Input voltage rise and fall times = 20 ns; input and output timing 
reference levels = 0.8 and 2.0 V; output load = 1 TTL + 100 pF. 

pPD23C4000 

Max Unit Test Conditions 

v loH = -400 p.A 

0.4 v loL = +2.5mA 

10 p.A v1 = OVto Vee 

10 p.A Vo = O V to Vee: chip deselected 

50 mA °CE= V1L 

1.5 mA 'CE = V1H; chip deselected 

100 p.A 'CE <?: Vee - 0.2 V; chip deselected 

Max Unit Test Conditions 

250 ns 

250 ns 

110 ns 

ns 

70 ns 

100 ns 

250 ns 

m 
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pPD23C4000 

Timing Waveform 

Read Cycle 

NEC 

''"~" ~---------A-d_d_re_s_s_v_a1_1d _________ _ 

~ ~~"""""o--------~tAcc-------~--. I ·1 Ji 
~1 I 

foE-tDF ~ [Note 1) 

x 
~~~ ~'o"=i ~ 

OE ) 

---1---__,..._----.--·---
i....._E------tQE-------

Output _________ H_ig_h_lm_,p_e_d_an_c_e ________ t-T-+--

Notes: 

[1] tDflS specified from OE or CE, whichever becomes Inactive first. 

[2) When WORD/BYTE Is low, Os- 014are high impedance 
and pin 0 151 A-1 becomes an additional address Input. 

[3) OE Is inactive at the beginning of a read cycle. 

WORD/ BYTE Selection Timing 

A_1 -----------~ 

WORDtB'Y'i'E 

Address Valid 

Data Valid 

High Impedance 

11-36 

Notes: 

[1]CE=VJL· 

[2] OE Is active. 

DataValid 'll~ 

831H·6195B 

High Impedance 

Data Valid 

Data Valid 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µPD23C4000A is a 4,194,304-bit ROM fabricated 
with CMOS silicon-gate technology. The device is static 
in operation and has three-state outputs, fully TTL
compatible inputs and outputs, and an output enable 
pin which is mask-programmable and can be specified 
as active low, active high, or don't care. 

The µPD23C4000A can be hardware~configured as ei
ther 256K x 16 bits or as 512K x 8 bits by tying the 
WORD/BYTE pin high or low, respectively. In the word 
configuration, pins 0 0-015 are active. In the byte con
figuration, pin 0 1sf A_1 becomes the additional bit re
quired to address 512K bytes. 

The µPD23C4000A is available in a 40-pin plastic DIP. 

Features 

o Programmable organization 
-262,144 words by 16 bits (word) 
- 524,288 words by 8 bits (byte) 

o Fast access time of 200 ns maximum 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o Three-state outputs 
o Single + 5-volt power supply 
o CMOS technology 
o Fully static operation 
o Low power dissipation 
o 40-pin plastic DIP packaging 

Ordering Information 
Part Number Access Time (max) 

µPD23C4000AC 200 ns 

60066 

Package 

40-pin plastic DIP 

µPD23C4000A 
4,194,304-Bit 

Mask-Programmable CMOS ROM 

Pin Configuration 

40-Pin Plastic DIP 

As 
Ag 
A10 
A11 

A12 

A13 

A14 

A1S 

A16 
WORD/BYTE 

GND 

015/A_1 

07 
014 

Os 
013 

05 

012 

04 

Vee 
831H·6824A 
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pPD23C4000A NEC 
Pin Identification Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Symbol Function Supply voltage, Vee -0.3 to +7.0 V 

Address inputs Input voltage, V1 -0.3 V to Vee + 0.3 V 

Outputs ·Output voltage, Vo -0.3 V to Vee + 0.3 V 

Output 15 (word)/LSB address (byte) Operating temperature, ToPR -10 to +10°c 

·CE Chip enable 

OE/OE/DC Output enable/don't care 

Word/BYTE Word/byte select input 

GND Ground 

Vee +5-volt power supply 

Capacitance 
TA = 25°C; f = 1 MHz 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max 

Input capacitance c, 15 

Output capacitance Co 15 

Block Diagram 

Oo . 

Ao 
A1 
A2 
A3 
A4 
As 
A5 

~ Ay CD 

As :::l 
c. 

Ag 
c 

"' a; 
A10 "' ~ 1:1 

A11 
1:1 8 
1:1 Q) 

< Cl 
A12 x 
A13 
A14 
A15 
A15 
A17 

11-38 

Unit 

pF 

pF 

Storage temperature, TsTG -65 to + 150°C 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Input voltage, high V1H 2.2 Vee+ 0.3 v 
Input voltage, low V1L -0.3 0.8 v 
Supply voltage Vee 4.75 5.0 5.25 v 
Ambient temperature TA -10 70 oc 

Output Buffer 

Y-Selector 

Memory Cell Matrix 
524,288 x 8 

or 
262,144X 16 

OE 

CE 

831H-6196B 



:! 

NEC µPD23C4000A 

DC Characteristics 
TA = -10 to +70°C; Vee = +5.0V ±5% 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 v loH = -400 µA 

Output voltage, low Vol 0.4 v loL = 2.5 mA 

Input leakage current, high l1H -10 10 µA V1 = o Vto Vee 

Output leakage current, high loH -10 10 p.A Vo = o V to Vee; chip deselected 

Power supply current lee1 60 mA CE= V1L 

lee2 1.5 mA CE = V1H; chip deselected 

lee3 100 p.A CE ;z: Vee - 0.2 V; chip deselected 

AC Characteristics 
TA= -10 to +70°C; Vee = +5.0V ±5% 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit Test Conditions 

Address access time tAee 200 ns 

Chip enable access time tcE 200 ns 

Output enable access time toE 100 ns 

Output hold time toH 0 ns 

Output disable time toF 0 70 ns 

WORD/BYTE output tHDF 100 ns 
disable time 

WORD/BYTE access time tws 200 ns 

Notes: 

(1) Input voltage rise and fall times = 20 ns; input and output timing 
reference levels = 0.8 and 2.0 V; output load = 1 TTL + 100 pF. 

m 
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µPD23C4000A 

Timing Waveform 

Read Cycle 

NEC 

•o~ti ~--..._E =====--=--tA-==ress=Va=lld =====J1_
1 

_¥ 
CE I 

OE 

Output 

Valid 

--~~~~toE~~~~---':~i 
High Impedance ( ( q 

Notes: 

(1) tDF Is specified from OE or CE, whichever occurs first. 

(2) In the byte mode, Os to 014 remain high Impedance. 

Word/Byte Switching 

11-40 

High Impedance 
A_1 ~--~.....;.------~ 

Notes: 

[1)CE=V1L· 
(2) OE Is active. 

Address Valid 

Data Valid 

High Impedance 

~toH=t I 
Data Valid ; ..... ) .... )-)---------

831H·6625B 

High Impedance 

Data Valid 

Data Valid 

831H-6826B 



NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µ.PD23C4001 E is a 524,288-word by 8-bit static ROM 
fabricated with CMOS silicon-gate technology and 
designed to operate from a single + 5-volt power supply. 
It has three-state outputs and fully TTL-compatible 
inputs and outputs, and is packaged in a 600-mil, 32-pin 
plastic DIP. 

The chip enable and output enable pins are mask
programmable as active low, active high or "don't care." 

Features 

o 524,288-word by 8-bit organization 
o Fast access time of 250 ns maximum 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o Three-state outputs 
o Single + 5-volt power supply 
o CMOS process technology 
o Fully static operation 
o Low power dissipation 

- 220 mW (active) 
- 550 µ.W (standby) 

Ordering Information 

pPD23C4001E 
524,288 x 8·Bit 

Mask-Programmable CMOS ROM 

Pin Configuration 

32-Pin Plastic DIP and Miniflat 

Ao 
Oo 

01 

02 
GND 

Pin I dent if ication 
Symbol Function 

Ao • A1a Address inputs 

Vee 
A1a 
A17 
A14 

A13 
As 
Ag 
A11 
OE/OE/DC 

A10 

CE1/CE11De 
07 
Os 
05 
04 
03 

831H·6214A 

Part Number 

,uPD23C4001 EC 

,uPD23C4001 EGW 

Access Time (max) 

250 ns 

Package _o_o_· _0_1 _______ D_at_a_o_ut_p_ut_s ______ _ 

250 ns 

60038 

32-pin plastic DIP _"CE_E_1l_C_E1_ID_c ______ c_h_ip_e_na_b_le_1_/d_o_n'_t c_a_re_(_N_ot_e_1_) _ 

32-pin miniflat "CE2/CE2/DC Chip enable 2/don't care (Note 1) ----------------------000 E/ DC Output enable (Note 1) 

GND Ground 

Vee +5-volt power supply 

Notes: 

(1) This pin is user-definable as active low, active high, or "don't 
care." 

New speed of 200 ns will be available in 1991. 11-41 
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pPD23C4001E 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Supply voltage, Vee -0.3 to + 7.0 V 

Input voltage, v1 -0.3 V to Vee + 0.3 v 
Output voltage, v0 -0.3 V to Vee + 0.3 V 

Operating temperature, ToPR -10 to +70°C 

Storage temperature, TsrG -65 to + 150°C 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Truth Table 
Function 

Standby 

Standby 

Active 

Read 

Notes: 

(1) I = inactive. 

(2) A = active. 

CE1 

I 

x 
A 

A 

(3) X = don't care. 

NEC 
CE2 OE Outputs 

x x High-Z 

x High-Z 

A High-Z 

A A Data out 

Capacitance 
Recommended Operating Conditions TA = 25°C; f = 1 MHz 

Parameter Symbol 

Input capacitance C1 

Output capacitance Co 

Block Diagram 

Ao 

A1 

A2 

A3 

A4 

As 

A5 

A1 

As 
Ag 

A10 

A11 

A12 

A13 

A14 

A1s 

A15 

A11 

A18 
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Min Typ Max 

15 

15 

~ 
Q) 

:i::: 
:> 

CIJ 

s 
~ 
"' "' ~ 

"O 
"O 
< 

Unit Parameter 

pF Input voltage, high 

pF Input voltage, low 

Supply voltage 

Ambient temperature 

Memory Cell Matrix 
524,288 x 8 

Symbol 

V1H 

V1L 

Vee 

TA 

OE Input 
Buffer 

CE Input 
Buffer 

Min 

2.2 

-0.3 

4.5 

-10 

Typ Max Unit 

Vee+ 0.3 v 
0.8 v 

5.0 5.5 v 
70 oc 

OE 

CE1 

831H·5027B 



NEC 
DC Characteristics 
TA= -10to +70°C; Vee= +5.0V ±10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 

Output voltage, low VoL 0.4 

Input leakage current ILi -10 10 

Output leakage current ILO -10 10 

Power supply current lee1 40 

lee2 1.5 

lee3 100 

AC Characteristics 
TA= -10to +70°C; Vee= +5.0V ±10% (Note 1) 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max 

Address access time tACe 250 

Chip enable access time teE 250 

Output enable access time toE 110 

Output hold time toH 0 

Output disable time toF 0 70 

Notes: 

(1) Input voltage rise and fall times = 20 ns; input and output timing 
reference levels = 0.8 and 2.0 V; output load = 1 TTL + 100 pF. 

(2) toF is specified from OE or CE, whichever becomes inactive first. 

µPD23C4001E 

Unit Test Conditions 

v loH = -400 p.A 

v loL = +2.1 mA 

p.A V1 = OVto Vee 

p.A Vo = O V to Vee (outputs disabled) 

mA Both CE1 and CE2 active 

mA Either CE1 or CE2 inactive; CE = V1H 

p.A Either CE1 or CE2 inactive 
(both s 0.2 V or ~ Vee - 0.2 V) 

Unit Test Conditions 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns (Note 2) 

m 
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pPD23C4001E NEC 
Timing Waveform 

M~~ =1---.. ~~~~~~tA-==ress=Val_i_d =-=--=--=--.. -I ----¥ f 

CE2 1-------------------l _ __,_/I 

~------tcE------· I I '7N~:~ 
OE --------~~·,.-------------------...~,'---:----~-~-

Output _H..;_igh lm.;..._pedan_ce _-----~~-toE==(:...+--+--(cl ~;~OHl--))~--
Notes: 

[1] toF is specified from OE or CE, whichever becomes inactive first. 831H·6215B 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µPD23C8000 is a 8,388,608-bit ROM fabricated with 
CMOS silicon-gate technology. It is static in operation 
and has three-state outputs, fully TTL-compatible in
puts and outputs, and an output enable pin which is 
mask-programmable and can be specified as active 
high, active low, or don't care. 

TheµPD23C8000 can be hardware-configured as either 
512K x 16 bits or as 1 M x 8 bits by tying the WORD/BYTE 
pin high or low, respectively. In the word configuration, 
pins 0 0-015 are active. In the byte configuration, pins 
Oo-07 are active, pins 0 8-01 4 are high impedance, and 
pin 0 15/A_1 becomes the additional bit required to 
address 1 M bytes. 

The µPD23C8000 is available in a 42-pin plastic DIP. 

Features 

o Programmable organization 
- 524,288 words by 16 bits (word) 
-1,048,576 words by 8 bits (byte) 

o Fast access time of 250 ns maximum 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o Three-state outputs 
o Single+ 5-volt power supply 
o CMOS technology 
o Fully static operation 
o Low power dissipation 
o 42-pin plastic DIP packaging 

Ordering Information 

pPD23C8000 
8,388,608-Bit 

Mask-Programmable CMOS ROM 

Pin Configuration 

42-Pin Plastic DIP 

A15 NC 

A11 As 

A1 Ag 

A5 A10 

As A11 

A4 A12 

A3 A13 

A2 A14 

A1 A15 

Ao A15 

C5E WORD/BYTE 

GND GND 

OE/OE/DC 015/A_1 

Oo 07 

Os 014 

01 05 

Og 013 

02 05 

010 012 

03 04 

011 Vee 
831H-7003A 

Pin ldentif ication 
Symbol Function 

Ao - A1s Address inputs 

Oo - 014 Outputs 

01sf A-1 Output 15 (word)/LSB address (byte) 

CE Chip enable 
Part Number Access Time (max) Package OE/OE/DC Output enable/don't care (Note 1) 
µ_P_D_2_3_c_ao_o_oc_z _________ 2_5_o_ns _________ 4_2-_p_in_p_1a_s_tic_D_l_P _W_O_R_D/_B_YT-E~~~~~W~or-d/-b-yt_e_s-el-ec-t~~~~~~ 

60070 

GND Ground 

Vee + 5-volt power supply 

NC No connection 

Notes: 

(1) This pin is user-definable as active low, active high, or "don't 
care." 
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pPD23C.8000 NEC 
Absolute Maximum Ratings Capacitance 
Supply voltage, Vee -0.3 to +7.0 V 

TA = 25°C; f = 1 MHz 

Input voltage, V1 -0.3 V to Vee + 0.3 V 
Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Output voltage, Vo -0.3 V to Vee + 0.3 V 
Input capacitance C1 15 pF 

Operating temperature, ToPR -10 to +70°C 
Output capacitance Co 15 pF 

Storage temperature, TsTG -65 to + 150°C Recommended Operating Conditions 
Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may Parameter 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 

Input voltage, high 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Block Diagram 

Ao 

A1 

A2 

A3 

A4 

As 

As 
~ A7 IIl 

As ::l 

Ag ~ 
"' Q; 

A10 "' I!! 8 
A11 

"C 
"C QI < 0 

A12 x 
A13 

A14 

A15 

A16 

A11 

A18 
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Oo • 

::::::::::::::::::·. 

Input voltage, low 

Supply voltage 

Ambient temperature 

Output Buffer 

Y-Selector 

Memory Cell Matrix 
1,048,576 x 8 

or 
524,288 x 16 

Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

V1H 2.2 Vee+ 0.3 v 
V1L -0.3 0.8 v 
Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 
TA -10 70 oc 

OE 

831H·7004B 



NEC 
DC Characteristics 
TA= -10to +70°C; Vee= +5.0V ±10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 

VoH2 Vee-0.5 

Output voltage, low Vol 

Input leakage current lu -10 

Output leakage current ILO -10 

Power supply current lee1 

lee2 

lee3 

AC Characteristics 
TA = -10 to + 70°C; Vee = +5.0 V ±10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ 

Address access time 

Chip enable access time 

Output enable access time 

Output hold time toH 0 

Output disable time 0 

Output enable access time tws 
referenced to WORD/BYTE 

Notes: 

(1) Input voltage rise and fall times = 20 ns; input and output timing 
reference levels = 0.8 and 2.0 V; output load = 1 TTL + 100 pF. 

µPD23C8000 

Max Unit Test Conditions 

v loH = -400 µA 

v loH = -100 µA 

0.4 v loL = +2.1 mA 

10 µA V1 = OVto Vee 

10 µA Vo = O V to Vee; chip deselected 

50 mA CE= V1L 

1.5 mA CE = V1H; chip deselected 

100 µA CE <:: Vee - 0.2 V; chip deselected 

Max Unit Test Conditions 

250 ns 

250 ns 

100 ns 

ns 

70 ns 

250 ns 

m 
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pPD23C8000 

Timing Waveforms 

Read Cycle 

Ao-~~~ =114--~..__~~~~~~~t-:-d-res_s_v_a_lid ________ - ____ 

1 

_ __.¥ 

CE I 

-rcE->I I 
OE Active 

NEC 

High lmpe--danc-e -tOE-<-i<l 

~toH=1 I 
Data Valid __j-)1-)+-+1~~-------Output 

Notes: 

(1] tDf is specified from OE or CE, whichever becomes Inactive first. 

[2] When WORD/BYTE is low, Oa- 014are high Impedance 
and pin 0 151 A-1 becomes an additional address Input. 

Word/Byte Selection Timing 

High Impedance 
A_1 ~-------~--~1 

WORD/BYTE 
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l 
Data Valid 

Notes: 

(1]CE =VIL· 
[2] OE Is active. 

~tAcc 

Address Valid 

High Impedance 

831H-7005B 

Data Valid Data Valid 

Data Valid 

831H-70068 



NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µPD23C8001E is a 1,084,576-word by 8-bit ROM 
fabricated with CMOS silicon-gate technology and 
designed to operate from a single + 5-volt power 
supply. The device has three-state outputs, fully TTL
compati ble inputs and outputs, and is available in 
32-pin plastic DIP and miniflat packaging. 

Features 

o 1,084,576-word by 8-bit organization 
o Fast access time of 250 ns maximum 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o Three-state outputs 
o Single + 5-volt power supply 
o CMOS process technology 
o Fully static operation 
o Low power dissipation 

- 220 mW (active) 
- 550 µW (standby) 

Ordering Information 

µPD23C8001E 
1,048,576 x 8-Bit 

Mask-Programmable CMOS ROM 

Pin Configuration 

32-Pin Plastic DIP and Miniflat 

A19 Vee 

A15 A18 

A15 A11 

A12 A14 

Pin Identification 

A13 

As 
Ag 

A11 

OE/OE/DC 

Arn 
CE 
07 

05 

05 

04 
03 

831H·7007A 

Part Number Access Time (max) Package Symbol Function ---------------------
µPD 23C8001 ECZ 250 ns 32-pin plastic DIP Ao - A19 Address inputs ---------------------
µPD 23C8001 EGW 250 ns 32-pin plastic miniflat _O_o _-0_7 _______ D_a_ta_o_u_tp_u_t_s --------

60082 

CE Chip enable 

OE/OE/DC Output enable/don't care (Note 1) 

GND Ground 

Vee +5-volt power supply 

Notes: 

(1) This pin is user-definable as active low, active high, or "don't 
care." 
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pPD23C8001E NEC 
Absolute Maximum Ratings Truth Table 
Supply voltage, Vee -0.3 to +7.0 V CE OE/OE/DC Function Outputs 

Input voltage, V1 -0.3 V to Vee + 0.3 V V1H Don't care Standby High-Z 

Output voltage, Vo -0.3 V to Vee + 0.3 V V1L Inactive Active High-Z 

Operating temperature, ToPR -10 to +70°C V1L Active Read Dour 

-65 to + 1so0 c Storage temperature, TsrG 
Recommended Operating Conditions 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Capacitance 
TA = 25°C, f = 1 MHz 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Input capacitance C1 15 pF 

Output capacitance Co 15 pF 

Block Diagram 

Ao 

A1 

A2 

A3 

A4 

As 

As I!! 
A1 ~ 
As 

al 

:::J 

Ag ~ 
A10 

Cl) 
Cl) 

~ Q; 

Parameter 

Input voltage, high 

Input voltage, low 

Supply voltage 

Ambient temperature 

A11 "O 
"O 
c:( 

"O Memory Cell Matrix 8 
A12 <ll 1,048,576 x 8 

0 
A13 x 
A14 

A15 

A15 

A11 

A18 

A19 
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Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

V1H 2.2 Vee+ 0.3 v 
VIL -0.3 0.8 v 
Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 
TA -10 70 oc 

OE Input OE 
Buffer 

CE Input CE 
Buffer 

831H-7008B 



NEC 
DC Characteristics 
TA= -10to +70°C; Vee= +5.0V ±10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Max Unit 

Output voltage, high VoH1 2.4 v 
VoH2 Vee-0.5 v 

Output voltage, low VoL 0.4 v 
Input leakage current lu -10 10 µA 

Output leakage current ILO -10 10 µA 

Power supply current lee1 40 mA 

lee2 1.5 mA 

lee3 100 µA 

AC Characteristics 
TA = -10 to + 70°C; Vee = +5.0 V ± 10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

Address access time tAee 250 ns 

Chip enable access time teE 250 ns 

Output enable access time toE 100 ns 

Output hold time toH 0 ns 

Output disable time toF 0 

Notes: 

(1) Input voltage rise and fall times = 20 ns; input and output timing 
reference levels = 0.8 and 2.0 V; output load = 1 TTL + 100 pF. 

70 ns 

pPD23C 8001 E 

Test Conditions 

loH = -400 µA 

loH = -100 µA 

loL = 2.1 mA 

V1 = o Vto Vee 

Vo = o V to Vee (chip deselected) 

CE= V1L 

CE= V1H 

CE;;::: Vee-0.2 (standby) 

Test Conditions 

m 
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pPD23C8001E NEC 
Timing Waveform 

Md~• ~--.._~ ~~~~~~t-:=ress=-va_li_d -=--=--=--=-.. -I -¥ 
CE I 

-..~~~~~~tcE-~~~~~~>~1 

OE Active 

k-10H=1 I 
Data Vali~ J-)~)~)~-------Output 

High lmpe-...da-nce--toE--(-(~4 
Notes: 

[1] !of is specified from OE or CE, whichever becomes inactive first. 
831H·7009B 
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NEC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 

Description 

The µPD23C16000 is a 16,777,216-bit ROM fabricated 
with CMOS silicon-gate technology. The device is static 
in operation and has three-state outputs and fully 
TTL-compatible inputs and outputs. 

The µPD23C16000 can be configured as either 1M x 16 
bits or as 2M x 8 bits by tying the WORD/ 
BYTE pin high or low, respectively. In the word config
uration, pins 0 0 - 0 15 are active. In the byte configura
tion, pins 0 0 - 01 are active, pins 0 8 - 0 14 are high 
impedance, and pin 0 1sfA_1 becomes the additional bit 
required to address 2 Mbytes. 

The µPD23C16000 is available in a 42-pin plastic DIP. 

Features 

o User-selectable organization 
-1,048,576 words by 16 bits (word) 
-2,097,152 words by 8 bits (byte) 

o Fast access time: 250 ns maximum 
o TTL-compatible inputs and outputs 
o Three-state outputs 
o Single +5-volt power supply 
o CMOS technology 
o Fully static operation 
o Low power dissipation 
o 42-pin plastic DIP packaging 

Ordering Information 
Part Number Access Time (max) 

µPD23C16000CZ 250 ns 

60019 

Package 

42-pin plastic DIP 

µPD23C16000 
16,777,216-Bit 

Mask-Programmable CMOS ROM 

Pin Configuration 

42-Pin Plastic DIP 

A1s A19 

A11 As 

A1 Ag 

A6 A10 

As A11 

A4 A12 
A3 A13 

A2 A14 

A1 A15 

Ao A16 

CE WORD/BYTE 

GND GND 
6E 015iA_1 

Oo 07 

Os 014 

01 06 
Og 013 

02 05 

010 012 
03 04 

011 Vee 
831H-6024A 

Pin ldentif ication 
Symbol Function 

Address inputs 

Oo- 014 Outputs 

Output 15 (word)/LSB address (byte) 

WORD/BYTE Word/byte selection 

Chip enable 

Output enable 

GND Ground 

Vee +5-volt power supply 
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µPD23C16000 NEC 
Absolute Maximum Ratings Recommended Operating Conditions 
Supply voltage, Vee -0.3 to +7.0 V Parameter 

Input voltage, V1 -0.3 V to Vee +0.3 v Input voltage, high 

Output voltage, Vo -0.3 V to Vee +0.3 V Input voltage, low 

Operating temperature, ToPR -10 to +10°c Supply voltage 

Storage temperature, TsTG -65 to + 150°C Ambient temperature 

Exposure to Absolute Maximum Ratings for extended periods may 
affect device reliability; exceeding the ratings could cause permanent 
damage. The device should be operated within the limits specified 
under DC and AC Characteristics. 

Capacitance 
TA = 25°C; f = 1 MHz 

Parameter Symbol 

Input capacitance Ci 
Output capacitance Co 

Block Diagram 

Ao 

A1 

A2 

A3 

A4 

As 

A5 

A7 ~ 
As al 

Ag ::I 

~ 
A10 rn 

rn Q; 
A11 ~ "O 

"O 0 

A12 
"O 0 < <I> 

A13 
0 x 

A14 

A15 

A15 

A11 

A10 

A19 
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Min Typ Max 

15 

15 

Oo • 

Unit 

pF 

pF 

Output Buffer 

Y-Selector 

Memory Cell Matrix 
2,097,152x8 

or 
1,048,576 x 16 

Symbol Min Typ Max Unit 

V1H 2.2 Vee+ o.3 v 
V1L -0.3 0.8 v 
Vee 4.5 5.0 5.5 v 
TA -10 70 oc 

S31H·6025B 



NEC 
DC Characteristics 
TA = -10 to +70 °C; Vee = +5.0 V ± 10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ 

Output voltage, high VoH 2.4 

Output voltage, low Vol 

Input leakage current lu -10 

Output leakage current ILO -10 

Power supply current lee1 

lee2 

lee3 

AC Characteristics 
TA = -10 to +70 °C; Vee = +5.0 V ± 10% 

Parameter Symbol Min Typ 

Address access time tACe 

Chip enable access time teE 

Output enable access time toE 

Output hold time toH 0 

Output disable time toF 0 

Output enable access time twe 
referenced to WORD/BYTE 

Notes: 

(1) Input voltage rise and fall times = 20 ns; input and output timing 
reference levels = 0.8 V and 2.0 V; output load = 1 TTL + 100 pF. 

Truth Table 
'CE 'OE \\ORD/ME Mode 

V1H x x Not selected 

V1L V1H x Output disable 

V1L V1L V1L Selected 

V1L V1L V1H Selected 

Notes: 

(1) X = don't care. 

(2) LSB = least significant bit of the address input. 

µ,PD23C16000 

Max Unit Test Conditions 

v loH = -400 p.A 

0.4 v loL = +3.2mA 

10 p.A v1 = OVto Vee 

10 p.A Vo = O V to Vee; chip deselected 

50 mA 'CE= V1L 

1.5 mA 'CE = V1H: chip deselected 

100 p.A 'CE = Vee - 0.2 V; chip deselected 

Max Unit Test Conditions 

250 ns 

250 ns 

100 ns 

ns 

70 ns 

250 ns 

Oo·07 Os· 014 01sfA-1 Ice 
High-Z High-Z High-Z Standby 

High-Z High-Z High-Z Active 

Data output High-Z LSB Active 

Data output Data output Data output Active 

m 
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µPD23C16000 

Timing Waveforms 

Read Cycle 

Ao-AA1_91 ~-.. --1 _ Address Valid _ • 

------IACC----.,1 
CE ICEI 

High Impedance 

Notes: 

[1] IDF is specified from OE or CE, whichever occurs first. 

[2] When WORD/BYTE is low, Og-014 are high impedance 
and pin 01sfA-1 becomes an additional address input. 

MORD/BYTE Selection Cycle 

l--toH 
Data Valid 

NEC 

831H-6026B 

Y 1 High Impedance 
A_1 ----------------------~~'----------A-d_d_ra_s_s_v_al-id __________ _,j1i>---------------------------~ 

l WORD/BYTE 

toH 

Data Valid Data Valid 

High Impedance 
Data Valid 

831H-6027B 
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NEC Electronics Inc. 

Introduction 

This application note provides guidelines for submit
ting the data files used by NEC to program semicus
tomized integrated circuits (a complete list of which 
appears in table 4). 

Where to Send Files 

Data files should be sent directly to Customer Market
ing, NEC Electronics, Mountain View, California. 

Acceptable Media 

NEC accepts data from the following: 

o In programmable ICs such as NEC's µPD27C2000 
UV EPROM or µPD75P308 programmable 4-bit 
microprocessor 

o On floppy diskette in MS-DOS® or PC-DOS® 
formats 

- 5-1/4 inch disk (either 360K or 1.2 Mbyte) 
- 3-1/2 inch disk (either 360K, 720K or 1.44 Mbyte) 

o Via modem over the telephone lines 

- At 300 to 9600 bps 
- With 8 data bits, no parity, 1 stop bit 
- Using XMODEM, YMODEM or KERMIT protocol 

When opting for modem transmittal, call Customer 
Marketing for the appropriate engineering contact, 
dial-up number, and hours of availability. 

MS-DOS and PC-DOS are registered trademarks of Microsoft. 
Intel is a trademark of Intel. 
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ROM Code Submission Guide 
Application Note 90-05 

Minimum Requirements 

Any one of the means described above may be se
lected, but NEC requires multiple copies of every file, as 
well as device-specific information such as chip type, 
package type and package lead type. 

o A minimum of two copies of the chosen media 
must be submitted. Three copies are preferred, as 
this lessens the problems caused when one copy 
is flawed. Please note that for modem transfers, 
the file must be transmitted twice to NEC and 
retransmitted twice from NEC back to you. 

o Unless submitted by means of programmable ICs, 
data files must be in Intel™ hexadecimal or 
extended hexadecimal format. 

o Source code or the executable binary of a data file 
may be submitted but is not required. 

o Files taken from or read from previously built ICs, 
even those produced for you by NEC, will not be 
accepted. 

Taking Precautions 

NEC assumes no responsibility for data bits within a 
target device's programmable area, and it is therefore 
imperative that you define all bits within the possible 
range of addresses. For example, if programmable area 
is 128K x 8 bits, and your data file def in es only the first 
64K x 8 bits, there is no way for NEC to know how to 
program the remaining 64K. 

Furthermore, if your programming equipment was left 
with random data in its memory from a previous oper
ation, valid data would be built into the first half of the 
programmable area and garbage data into the second 
half-causing unforeseen and possibly very expensive 
problems in the final design. Blank space must be 
defined as either all Os or all 1s, or as binary NOP, in 
which case the binary code for an NOP instruction 
needs to be specified. 
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What You Can Expect from NEC 

Afterthe media or devices have been received by NEC, 
the copies will be compared to ensure they match 
(customers whose files don't match will be contacted 
by Customer Marketing). NEC will then duplicate the 
media and return the following for verification: 

o One copy of the original media 

o One copy of NEC's duplicate media 

o A hard copy listing of the data files (for target 
devices with less than 512K, i.e., 64K x 8, of ROM) 

o Two floppy diskettes containing those data files 
transmitted via modem 

o A ROM Code Verification Form, which must be 
signed and returned before any devices can be 
built 

Upon receipt of the signed verification form, NEC will 
produce ten engineering samples for testing and ap
proval prior to building and shipping the entire order. 
Data files are kept in archival storage for two years 
(more than two years is not guaranteed) in one or more 
of the following formats: 

o In one original IC and one NEC duplicate IC, if 
programmable ICs were initially submitted 

o In a hard-copy listing of the hexadecimal file 

o In electronic storage using either magnetic or 
optical media (Write Once Read Many, i.e., WORM, 
disk) 

Please note that IC masks will be stored at NEC's 
manufacturing facility for only one year after the last 
order is received. 

Peculiar Addressing 

Although addresses are usually contiguous, e.g., from 
000016 to a maximum, these devices require special 
consideration. 

µPD77P20, µPD7720, · µPD77C20. The first two loca
tions of data ROM cannot be used in these devices. In 
the µPD77P20, addresses 016 and 116 must be left blank. 
(In UV EPROMs, addresses 80016 and 80516 must be left 
blank.) 

µPD70322/332 (V25™ and V35™). Addresses FF0016 
through FFEF16 and FFF816 through FFFF16 are re
served for IC testing purposes by the factory and may 
not be used. 

V25 and V35 are trademarks of NEC Corporation. 
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µPD75104 - µPD75516 (µ.PD75xxx-Series). Special re
quirements for these devices are shown below. 

Tablet. Valid Addresses for µPD75xxx-Series 
Device Initial Address Last Address 

µPD75106 000015 177F16 

µPD75108 000015 1F7F15 

µPD75208 000015 1F7F15 

µPD75216 000015 3F7F15 

µPD75308 000015 1F7F15 

µPD75316 000015 3F7F15 

ROMs with 16-Bit Data Buses. Data submitted for 
these ROMs in devices with 8-bit data buses should be 
organized this way. 

Table2. Sequence for B-Bit Data Bus Devices 
Sequence Addresses Outputs 

Device #1 00000 - OF FF F Oo-07 

Device #2 10000 -1 FFFF Oo-07 

Device #3 00000 - OFFFF Oa- 015 

Device #4 10000 - 1 FFFF Oa- 015 

Data submitted from a 16-bit data bus device would be 
handled similarly. 

Table 3. Sequence for 16-Bit Data Bus Devices 
Sequence Addresses Outputs 

Device #1 00000 - OFF FF 

10000-1FFFF 

In both cases, segments corresponding to the lower 
data outputs are submitted first, a pattern that should 
be followed for larger devices as well. Please be aware 
that NEC has no way of identifying the sequential order 
of individual segments if they're submitted in incorrect 
order. 

Refer to the section entitled ORGANIZING 16-BIT DE
VICE DATA INTO HEX FORMAT for more detailed infor
mation about these requirements. 



NEC ROM Code Submission Guide 

Table 4. Applicable Device Types 
Part Number(s) Description Organization Last Address 

ROMs CMOS ROM 

µPD23C1000A 131,072 x 8 bits 

µPD23C1000EA 131,072 x 8 bits 

µPD23C1001 E 131,072 x 8 bits 

µPD23C1010A 131,072 x 8 bits 

µPD23C1024E 65,536 x 16 bits 

µPD23C2000 262,144 x 8 bits or 131,072 x 16 bits 

UPD23C2000A 262,144 x 8 bits or 131,072 x 16 bits 

µPD23C2001 262,144 x 8 bits 

µPD23C4000 524,288 x 8 bits or 262,144 x 16 bits 

µPD23C4000A 524,288 x 8 bits or 262, 144 x 16 bits 

µPD23C4001 E 524,288 x 8 bits 

µPD23C8000 1,048,576 x 8 bits or 524,288 x 16 bits 

µPD23C8001 E 1,048,576 x 8 bits 

µPD23C16000 2,097, 152 x 8 bits or 1,048,576 x 16 bits 

4-Bit Microcomputers µC with ROM memory 

µPD7502 2,048 x 8 bits 

µPD7503 4,096 x 8 bits 

µPD7507H 2,048 x 8 bits 

µPD7508H 4,096 x 8 bits 

µPD7514 4,096 x 8 bits 

µPD7527A 2,048 x 8 bits 

µPD7528A/CG28E 4,096 x 8 bits 

µPD7533/CG33E 4,096 x 8 bits 

µPD7537A 2,048 x 8 bits 

µPD7538A/CG38E 4,096 x 8 bits 

µPD7554/64 1,024 x 8 bits 

µPD7556/66 1,024 x 8 bits 

µPD75004/104/304 4,096 bits 

µPD75006/106/206/306 6,144 bits 177F1s 

µPD75008/108/208/308 8,192 bits 1F7F1s 

µPD75112/212A/312 12,288 bits 2F7F15 

µPD75116/216A/316 16,384 bits 3F7FF1s 

1F7F1s II] F7F1s 

3F7F1s 

µPD75328 8,192 bits 

µPD75402 2,048 bits 

µPD75516 16,384 bits 
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Table4. Applicable Device Types (cont) 
Part Number(s) Description Organization Last Address 

B·Bit Microcomputers µC with ROM memory 

µPD7810/11 4,096 x 8 bits 

µPD78C11A 4,096 x 8 bits 

µPD78C12A 8,192 x 8 bits 

µPD78C14 16,384 x 8 bits 

µPD7821x-Series 16,384 x 8 bits 

µPD7822x-Series 16,384 x 8 bits 

µPD7823x-Series 16,384 x 8 bits 

µPD78312A 8,192 x 8 bits 

µPD78322 16,384 x 8 bits 

Digital Signal Processors 

µPD7720A/C20A Instruction ROM 512 x 23 bits 

Data ROM 510 x 13 bits 

µPD77C25 Instruction ROM 2,048 x 24 bits 

Data ROM 1,024 x 16 bits 

.µPD77220/230 Instruction ROM 2,048 x 24 bits 

Data ROM 1,024 x 24 bits 

µPD77810 Instruction ROM 2,048 x 24 bits 

Data ROM 1,024 x 16 bits 

µPD7755 ROM memory 98,304 bits 

µPD7756 ROM memory 262,144 bits 

µPD7757 ROM memory 524,288 bits 
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USING THE INTEL HEXADECIMAL FORMAT 

Intel's hexadecimal format allows addressing of up to 
512 kbits of data, or 64K x 8 bits (000016 through 
FFFF16). Data records larger than 64K x 8 must be 
expressed in multiple segments, with each individually 
addressed segment equal to or smaller than 64K x 8. 

Each byte of data must be expressed as a printable 
ASCII character, and each line must contain these 
elements: 

o A colon to begin each line 

o A two-character data word count for the line 

o A four-character address of the first word of data 

o A two-character record type identifier, e.g., 00, 01, 
02 for data, end of file, segment address 

o The data words 

o A two-character line checksum at the end of each 
line 

Table 7. Sample Hexadecimal Ai/dressing 
Coded Segment 

:100000007F7F7F7F7F7F7 E7D7B797878787 A 7 D2C 

:1 OFF FOOOF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF F F11 

:020000021000EC 

:100000007F7F7F7F7F7E7E7D7B7A797877797B7F2C 

:10F F FOOOF FF F FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF F11 

:00000001 FF 

ROM Code Submission Guide 

For example, a line showing the "End of File" record 
would be formatted as :00000001FF, while a typical 
data line would be constructed this way: 

:WWAAAATTDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDCC 

Table 5. Description of Elements 
Code Description 

Beginning of line 

WW Data word count 

AAAA Address of the first data word 

TT Record type 

0 ... 0 Data words 

cc Checksum 

Table 6. Description of Record Type 
TT Description 

00 Data follows 

01 End of file 

02 Begin new 64K x 8 data segment 

Table 7 shows an address shift from one 32K x a 
segment to the next segment in hexadecimal format. 

Instruction 

Begin first segment 

End first segment 

Second segment record 

Begin second segment 

End second segment 

End of file record 
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ORGANIZING 16·BIT DEVICE DATA INTO HEX 

The following examples illustrate how 16-bit devices 
may be organized into 8-bit hexadecimal format. 

When ordering the 64K x 16-Bit µPD23C1024, it is 
recommended that data files be submitted in devices 
such as the 64K x 16-Bit µPD27C1024 because there's a 
one-to-one match of addresses, device outputs, and 
data word length. Data files submitted in two 
µPD27C512 64K x 8 EPROMs, for example, would have 
to be organized in this sequence. 

Table 8. Sequence of Two 64K x 16-Bit Devices 
µPD27C512 Addresses Data Outputs 

Device #1 000015 - FFFF15 

Device #2 000015 - FFFF15 

If data is submitted in four 32K x 8-bit devices such as 
the µPD27C256, then the following would apply. 

Table 9. Sequence of Four 32K x 8-Bit Devices 

µPD27C256 Addresses Data Outputs 

Device #1 000015 - 7FFF15 Oo-07 

Device #2 800015 - FFFF15 Oo-07 

Device #3 000015 - 7FF F15 Oa-015 

Device #4 800015 - FFFF15 Oa-015 

When ordering the 128K x 16 µPD23C2000, data files 
submitted in two 128K x 8-bit EPROMs such as the 
µPD27C1001 should be organized as shown in table 10. 

Table 10. Sequence of Two 128K x 8-Bit Devices 

µPD27C1001 Addresses Data Outputs 

Device #1 000015- 1FFFF15 

Device #2 000015 - 1FFFF15 
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Data files submitted in four 64K x 8-bit µPD27C512 
devices would require this sequence. 

Table 11. Sequence of Four 64K x 8-Bit Devices 
µPD27C512 Addresses Data Outputs 

Device #1 0000015 - OFFFF15 Oo-07 

Device #2 1000015 - 1 FFFF15 Oo-07 

Device #3 0000015 - OFFFF16 Oa-015 

Device #4 1000015 -1FFFF15 Oa-015 

When ordering the 256K x 16-bit µPD23C4000, data 
submitted in four 64K x 16-blt devices such as the 
µPD27C1024 EPROM should be organized as shown in 
table 12. 

Table 12. Sequence of Four 64K x 16-Bit Devices 
µPD27C1024 Addresses Data Outputs 

Device #1 0000015 - OFFFF16 Oo- 015 

Device #2 1000015 - 1 FFFF15 Oo-015 

Device #3 2000015 - 2FFFF16 Oo- 015 

Device #4 3000016 - 3FFFF16 Oo-015 

If eight 64K x 8-bit devices such as the µPD27C512 are 
being used, the following applies. 

Table 13. Sequence of Eight 64K x 8-Bit Devices 

µPD27C512 Addresses Data Outputs 

Device #1 0000015 - OFFFF15 Oo-07 

Device #2 0000015 - OFFFF15 Oa- 015 

Device #3 1000015 -1FFFF15 Oo-07 

Device #4 1000015 - 1FFFF15 Oa- 015 

Device #5 2000015 - 2FFFF15 Oo-07 

Device #6 2000016 - 2FFFF15 Oa-015 

Device #7 3000015 - 3FFFF15 Oo-07 

Device #8 3000015 - 3FFFF16 Oa-015 
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Section 12 
Packaging Information 

Device/Package Cross Reference 12-1 

16-Pin Package 12-6 

18-Pin Packages 12-6 

20-Pin Packages 12-8 

22-Pin Packages 12-10 

24-Pin Packages 12-12 

26/20-Pin Packages 12-19 

28-Pin Packages 12-20 

30-Pin Packages 12-24 

32-Pin Packages 12-29 

40-Pin Packages 12-35 

42-Pin Packages 12-36 

52-Pin Package 12-37 

60-Pin Package 12-38 

64-Pin Package 12-39 

72-Pin Packages 12-40 
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Device/Package Cross Reference 
Ordering 

Part Number Package Designation Page 

MC-157 30-Pin SIMM (Socket-Mountable) #7 8 12-29 

MC-174/176 60-Pin IC Card N/A 12-38 

MC-41256A8 30-Pin SIMM (Socket-Mountable) #3 8 12-27 

MC-41256A9 30-Pin SIMM (Socket-Mountable) #6 8 12-28 

MC-421000A36 72-Pin SIMM (Socket-Mountable) #3 8 12-42 

MC-421000A8 30-Pin SIMM (Leaded) #1 A 12-24 

30-Pin SIMM (Socket-Mountable) #1 8 12-26 

MC-421000A9 30-Pin SIMM (Leaded) #3 A 12-25 

30-Pin SIMM (Socket-Mountable) #2 8 12-27 

MC-422000A36 72-Pin SIMM (Socket-Mountable) #2 8H/FH 12-41 

MC-424100A8 30-Pin SIMM (Leaded) #4 A 12-26 

30-Pin SIMM (Socket-Mountable) #5 8 12-28 

MC-424100A9 30-Pin SIMM (Leaded) #2 A 12-25 

30-Pin SIMM (Socket-Mountable) #4 8 12-28 

MC-424256A36 72-Pin SIMM (Socket-Mountable) #4 8/F 12-43 

MC-424256A36BH/FH 72-Pin SIMM (Socket-Mountable) #5 8H/FH 12-44 

MC-424512A36 72-Pin SIMM (Socket-Mountable) #6 8/F 12-45 

MC-424512A36BH/FH 72-Pin SIMM (Socket-Mountable) #1 8H/FH 12-40 

µP8100422 24-Pin Ceramic Flatpack 8 12-12 

24-Pin Ceramic DIP D 12-15 

µP8100470 18-Pin Cerdip D 12-7 

µP8100474 24-Pin Ceramic Flatpack 8 12-12 

24-Pin Ceramic DIP D 12-15 

24-Pin Ceramic LCC K 12-17 

µP8100474A 24-Pin Ceramic Flatpack 8H 12-12 

24-Pin Cerdip #2 D 12-16 

µP8100474E 24-Pin Ceramic Flatpack 8H 12-12 

24-Pin Cerdip #2 D 12-16 

µP8100480 20-Pin Ceramic Flatpack 8 12-8 

20-Pin Cerdip D 12-9 

µP8100484 28-Pin Ceramic Flatpack 8 12-20 

28-Pin Cerdip D 12-22 

µP8100484A 28-Pin Ceramic Flatpack 8 12-20 

28-Pin Cerdip D 12-22 

µP8100A484 28-Pin Ceramic Flatpack 8 12-20 

D 12-22 

D 12-15 m D 12-7 

D 12-16 

28-Pin Cerdip 

µP810422 24-Pin Ceramic DIP 

µP810470 18-Pin Cerdip 

µP810474 24-Pin Cerdip #2 

µP810474A 24-Pin Cerdip #2 D 12-16 
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Device/Package Cross Reference (cont) 

Ordering 
Part Number Package Designation Page 

µPB10474E 24-Pin Cerdip #2 D 12-16 

µPB10480 20-Pin Ceramic Flatpack B 12·8 

20-Pin Cerdip D 12·9 

µPB10484 28-Pin Ceramic Flatpack B 12·20 

28-Pin Cerdlp D 12-22 

µPB10484A 28-Pin Ceramic Flatpack B 12-20 

28-Pin Cerdip D 12·22 

µPB10A484 28-Pin Ceramic Flatpack BH 12-20 

28-Pin Cerdip D 12-22 

µPD100500 24-Pin Cerdip #1 D 12-15 

µPD100504 32-Pin Ceramic Flatpack B Not available at time of print 

32-Pin Cerdip D Not available at time of print 

µPD10500 24-Pin Cerdip #1 D 12-15 

µPD10504 32-Pin Ceramic Flatpack B Not available at time of print 

32-Pin Cerdip D Not available at time of print 

µPD23C1000A 28-Pin Plastic DIP #2 c 12·21 

28-Pin Plastic Miniflat #1 G 12·22 

µPD23C1000EA 32-Pin Plastic DIP c 12-29 

µPD23C1001 E 32-Pin Plastic DIP c 12-29 

µPD23C1010A 28-Pin Plastic DIP #2 c 12·21 

µPD23C1024E 40-Pin Plastic DIP c 12·35 

µPD23C16000 42-Pin Plastic DIP CZ 12-36 

µPD23C2000 40-Pin Plastic DIP c 12-35 

52-Pin Plastic Miniflat G 12-37 

µPD23C2000A 40-Pin Plastic DIP c 12-35 

µPD23C2001 32-Pin Plastic DIP c 12·29 

µPD23C4000 40-Pin Plastic DIP c 12-35 

64-Pin Plastic QFP GF 12·39 

µPD23C4000A 40-Pin Plastic DIP c 12-35 

µPD23C4001 E 32-Pin Plastic DIP c 12-29 

32-Pin Plastic Miniflat GW 12-31 

µPD23C8000 42·Pin Plastic DIP CZ 12-36 

µPD23C8001 E 32-Pin Plastic DIP CZ 12-29 

32-Pin Plastic Miniflat GW 12·31 

µPD27C1000A 32-Pin Cerdip #1 D 12·30 

µPD27C1001A 32-Pin Cerdip #1 D 12·30 

µPD27C1024A 40-Pin Cerdip D 12-35 

µPD27C2001 32-Pin Cerdip #2 D 12·30 

µPD27C4001 32-Pin Cerdip #3 DZ 12·31 

µPD27HC65 24-Pin Cerdip #3 DX 12-16 
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Device/Package Cross Reference (cont) 
Ordering 

Part Number Package Designation Page 

µPD28C04 24-Pin Plastic DIP #3 c 12-14 

24-Pin Plastic Miniflat G 12-17 

µPD28C05 24-Pin Plastic DIP #3 c 12-14 

24-Pin Plastic Miniflat G 12-17 

µPD28C256 28-Pin Plastic DIP #2 CZ 12-21 

µPD28C64 28-Pin Plastic DIP #2 c 12-21 

µPD41256 16-Pin Plastic DIP c 12-6 

18-Pin Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier L 12-8 

µPD41264 24-Pin Plastic DIP #2 c 12-13 

24-Pin Plastic ZIP v 12-18 

µPD41464 18-Pin Plastic DIP #1 c 12-6 

18-Pin Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier L 12-8 

µPD421000 18-Pin Plastic DIP #2 c 12-7 

26/20-Pin Plastic SOJ #1 LA 12-19 

20-Pin Plastic ZIP v 12-10 

µPD421001 18-Pin Plastic DIP #2 c 12-7 

26/20-Pin Plastic SOJ #1 LA 12-19 

20-Pin Plastic ZIP v 12-10 

µPD421002 18-Pin Plastic DIP #2 c 12-7 

26/20-Pin Plastic SOJ #1 LA 12-19 

20-Pin Plastic ZIP v 12-10 

µPD42101 24-Pin Plastic DIP #1 c 12-13 

24-Pin Plastic Miniflat G 12-17 

µPD42102 24-Pin Plastic DIP #1 c 12-13 

24-Pin Plastic Miniflat G 12-17 

µPD42264 24-Pin Plastic DIP #2 c 12-13 

24-pin Plastic SOJ LA 12-18 

24-Pin Plastic ZIP v 12-18 

µPD42270 28-Pin Plastic DIP #1 c 12-20 

µPD42273 28-Pin Plastic SOJ LE 12-23 

28-Pin Plastic ZIP v 12-24 

µPD42274 28-Pin Plastic SOJ LE 12-23 

28-Pin Plastic ZIP v 12-24 

µPD42275 40-Pin Plastic SOJ LE 12-36 

µPD424100 26/20-Pin Plastic SOJ #2 LB 12-19 

20-Pin Plastic ZIP v 12-10 

L 12-19 m v 12-10 

µPD424101 26/20-Pin Plastic SOJ #2 

20-Pin Plastic ZIP 

µPD424102 26/20-Pin Plastic SOJ.#2 LB 12-19 

20-Pin Plastic ZIP v 12-10 
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Device/Package Cross Reference (cont) 

Ordering 
Part Number Package Designation Page 

µPD424256 20-Pin Plastic DIP c 12-9 

26/20-Pin Plastic SOJ #1 LA 12-19 

20-Pin Plastic ZIP v 12-10 

µPD424258 20-Pin Plastic DIP c 12-9 

26/20-Pin Plastic SOJ #1 LA 12-19 

20-Pin Plastic ZIP v 12-10 

µPD424266 20-Pin Plastic DIP c 12-9 

26/20-Pin Plastic SOJ #1 LA 12-19 

20-Pin Plastic ZIP v 12-10 

µPD424268 20-Pin Plastic DIP c 12-9 

26/20-Pin Plastic SOJ #1 LA 12-19 

20-Pin Plastic ZIP v 12-10 

µPD424400 26/20-Pin Plastic SOJ #2 LB 12-19 

20-Pin Plastic ZIP v 12-10 

µPD424402 26/20-Pin Plastic SOJ #2 LB 12-19 

20-Pin Plastic ZIP v 12-10 

µPD424410 26/20-Pin Plastic SOJ #2 LB 12-19 

20-Pin Plastic ZIP v 12-10 

µPD424412 26/20-Pin Plastic SOJ #2 LB 12-19 

20-Pin Plastic ZIP v 12-10 

µPD424800 28-Pin Plastic SOJ LE 12-23 

28-Pin Plastic ZIP v 12-24 

µPD42505 24-Pin Plastic DIP #1 c 12-13 

28-Pin Plastic ZIP v 12-24 

µPD42532 40-Pin Plastic DIP c 12-35 

µPD42601 26/20-Pin Plastic SOJ #1 LA 12-19 

20-Pin Plastic ZIP v 12-10 

µPD431000 32-Pin Pl~stic DIP c 12-29 

32-Pin Plastic Miniflat GW 12-31 

µPD431000A 32-Pin Plastic DIP CZ 12-29 

32-Pin Plastic Miniflat GW 12-31 

32-Pin Plastic TSOP (Normal Leads) #2 GZ-KJH 12-32 

32-Pin Plastic TSOP (Reverse Leads) #2 GZ-KKH 12-34 

µPD431001 28-Pin Plastic SOJ LE 12-23 

µPD431004 28-Pin Plastic SOJ LE 12-23 

µPD43251 24-Pin Plastic DIP #4 c 12-14 

24-Pin Plastic SOJ LA 12-18 

µPD43254 24-Pin Plastic DIP #4 c 12-14 

24-Pin Plastic SOJ LA 12-18 
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Device/Package Cross Reference (cont) 
Ordering 

Part Number Package Designation Page 

µPD43256A 28-Pin Plastic DIP #2 c 12-21 

28-Pin Plastic Miniflat #2 GU 12-23 

32-Pin Plastic TSOP (Normal Leads) #1 GX-EJA 12-32 

32-Pin Plastic TSOP (Reverse Leads) #1 GX-EKA 12-33 

µPD432568 28-Pin Plastic DIP #2 c 12-21 

28-Pin Plastic Miniflat #2 GU 12-23 

32-Pin Plastic TSOP (Normal Leads) #1 GX-EJA 12-32 

32-Pin Plastic TSOP (Reverse Leads) #1 GX-EKA 12-33 

µPD43258 28-Pin Plastic DIP #3 CR 12-21 

28-Pin Plastic SOJ LA Not available at time of print 

µPD4361 22-Pin Plastic DIP c 12-10 

22-Pin Ceramic LCC K 12-11 

µPD4362 22-Pin Plastic DIP c 12-10 

µPD4363 24-Pin Plastic DIP #4 c 12-14 

µPD46251 24-Pin Plastic SOJ LA 12-18 
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Packaging Information. 

16-Pin Plastic DIP 

Item Millimeters Inches 

A 20.32 max .800 max 

B 1.27 max .050 max 

c 2.54 (TP) .100 (TP) 

D 0.50 ±0.10 .020 ~ :gg: 
F 1.2 min .047 min 

G 3.2 ±0.3 .126 ±.012 

H 0.51 min .020 min 

4.31 max .170 max 

5.08 max .200 max 

K* 7.62 (TP) .300 (TP) 

6.7 .264 

M 0.25 ~g:ci~ .010 ::gg~ 
N 0.25 .010 
p 1.0 min .039 min 

* Item K to center of leads 
when formed parallel. 

P16C·100-300SA 

18-Pin Plastic DIP #1 

Item Mill I meters Inches 

A 22.86 max .900 max 

B 1.27 max .050 max 

c 2.54 (TP) .100 (TP) 

D 0.50 ±0.10 .020 ~ :gg: 
1.2 min .047 min 

G 3.2 ±0.3 .126 ±.012 

H 0.51 min .020 min 

I 4.31 max .170 max 

5.08 max .200 max 

K* 7.62 (TP) .300 (TP) 

6.7 .264 

M 0.25 :g:ci~ .010 : :gg~ 
N 0.25 .010 

1.0 min .039 min 

* Item K to center of leads 
when formed parallel. 

P18C-100-300SA 

12-6 

[TI 1$1 N @I 

m 1$1 N @1 

NEC 

49NR-674B (2/90) 

49NR-507B 
(4189) 



NEC Packaging Information 

18-Pin Plastic DIP #2 

Item Millimeters Inches 

A 22.86 max .900 max 

B 1.27 max .050 max 

c 2.54 (TP) .100 (TP) 

D 0.50 ±0.10 .020 ~ :gg~ 
1.2 min .047 min 

G 3.2 ±0.3 .126 ±.012 

H 0.51 min .020 min 

4.31 max .170 max 

5.08 max .200 max 

K* 7.62 (TP) .300 (TP) 

7.35 .289 

M 0.25 ~g:~g .010 ~ :gg~ 
N 0.25 .D10 

* Item K to center of leads 
when formed parallel. 

M 0-15° 

0 f$l N @I 
P1BC-100-300WA 49NR-657B (1190) 

18-Pin Cerdip 

18 10 

Item Mllllmeters Inches 

A 22.86 max .900 max 

B 1.27 max .050 max 

c 2.54 [TP} .100[TP] 

D 0.46± .05 .018 ~:gg~ 

F 1.42min .055 min 

G 3.50 ±.30 .138±.012 

r.:;;;;;;;;.1 
A 

H 0.51 min .020 min 

3.95 .156 

J 5.08 max .200 max 

K 7.62 [TP] .300 [TP] 

6.60 .260 

M 0.25±.05 .010 ~:gg~ 

N 0.89 min .035 min 
p 0.25 .010 

P18DH-100-300A 83H-6063B (6/89) 
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Packaging Information NEC 
18-Pin Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier 

Item Millimeters Inches 

A 13.4 ± 0.2 .528 ~:gg~ 
B 12.5 .492 

A 

B 

c 7.4 .291 

D 8.3 ±0.2 .327 ~:gg~ 

E 3.71 ±0.15 .146 ~:gg~ 
F 0.6 .024 

G 3.5 ±0.2 .138 ~:gg~ 

H 2.4 ±0.2 .094 ~:gg~ 
0.8 min .031 min 

J 2.6 .102 

K 1.27 (TP) .050 (TP) 

0.7 .028 

M 0.40 ±0.10 .016 ~ :gg~ 
N 0.12 .005 

p 11.68 ±0.20 .460 ~ :gg~ 
Q 0.15 .006 

T 0.8 rad .031 rad 

u 0.20 ~g:6~ .008 ~ :gg~ 

v 1.80 ±0.15 .071 ~:gg~ 

w 6.60 ±0.20 .260 ~:gg~ 
p 

P18L·50A 49NR-6758 (2190) 

20-Pin Ceramic Flatpack 

t 

20 11 
Item Millimeters Inches 

B 12.6 ~g:~ .496 ~:g6~ 
c 9.8 +0.4 

.388 ~ :g6~ -0.1 

c D 

D 29.0 1.142 

G 0.6 .024 

H 0.43 .169 

J 1.27 .050 

l,...J 

I 

10 - f--
I I 
I I K 

K 9.6 .378 

M 0.13 .005 1 , 
p 2.18 max .086 max 

T 1.14max .045 max --l~H _. 
I-· _s_.,, 1 

l....__=_o o_o_o_o _o o_o__.clt: Ip 
M T 

X208·100A 831H-5014B (7/89) 
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NEC 
20-Pin Plastic DIP 

Item Millimeters Inches 

A 25.4 max 1.000 max 

B 1.27 max .050 max 

c 2.54 (TP) .100 (TP) 

D 0.50 ±0.10 .020 ~:gg~ 
F 1.2 min .047 min 

G 3.2 ±0.3 .126 ±.012 

H 0.51 min .020 min 

4.31 max .170 max 

5.08 max .200 max 

K• 7.62 (TP) .300 (TP) 

7.35 .289 

M 0.25 ~g:6~ .010 ~:ggi 
N 0.25 .010 
p 1.0 min .039 min 

• Item K to center of leads 
when formed parallel. 

P20C-100-300WA 

20-Pin Cerdip 

Item Miiiimeters Inches 

A 25.4 max 1.00 max 

B 1.27 max .050 max 

c 2.54 [!:P] .100 [!:P) 

D 0.46 ±0.05 .018± .002 

F 1.42min .055 min 

G 3.50 ±0.30 .138±.012 

H 0.51 min .020 min 

3.95 .156 

J 5.08 max .200 max 

K 7.62[!:PJ .300 [IP] 

7.32 .288 

M 0.25±0.05 .010~:gg~ 

N 0.89min .035 min 
p 0.25 .Q10 

P20DH·100-300A 

20 11 

[£] f$l N @I 

20 11 

Packaging Information 

49NR-511B 
(5189) 

83H-6194B 
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Packaging Information NEC 
20-Pin Plastic ZIP 

Item Millimeters Inches N 

A 26.67 max 1.050 max 

F 0.5 ±0.1 .020 ~:gg~ 
G f00.25 .010 

H 2.54 .100 

I 1.27 .050 

1.27 max .050 max 

K 1.0 min .039 min 

M 8.9 max .350 max 

N 2.8 ±0.2 .110 ~ :gg~ 
Q 10.16 max .400 max 

v 0.25 ~g:J~ .010 ~:gg~ 
w 2.54 .100 
y 3.3 ±0.5 .130 ± .020 

P20V-254-4-00A 49NR-620B (11/89) 

22-Pin Plastic DIP 

Item Millimeters Inches 22 12 

A 27.94 max 1.100 max 

B 1.27 max .050 max 

c 2.54 (TP) .100 (TP) 

D 0.50 ±0.10 .020 ~ :gg~ 
1.2 min .047 min 

G 3.2 ±0.3 .126 ±.012 

H 0.51 min .020 min 

4.31 max .170 max 

J 5.08 max .200 max 

K* 7.62 (TP) .300 (TP) 

L 7.35 .289 

M 0.25 ~g:6~ .010 ~ :gg~ 
N 0.25 .010 
p 0.9 min .035 min 

• Item K to center of leads 
when formed parallel. 

0 f$l N @I 
P22C-100-300WA 49NR-614B (10/89) 
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NEC Packaging Information 

22-Pin Ceramic LCC 

n n n ~ n n n 11 
-------1 A 

Item Millimeters Inches 

A 12.45 ± .35 .490 ± .014 

B 1.14 .045 
-- --------

c 2.29 .090 

D .64 .025 

7.37 ± .35 .290 ± .014 
--------

F 1.27 .050 
- --·--- ------·---- --------------

G 2.26 max .089 max 

H 1.40 .055 
------------- -··--- -

I 7.62 .300 
---------------·---

J 3.81 .150 
--------------··---

K .3 rad .012 rad 
-·-------------··- -

L .2 rad .008 rad 

83-0035788 
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Packaging Information NEC 
24-Pin Ceramic Flatpack 

A 

B ..... 
~ 

Item Mii ii meters Inches • 
A 28.5± 1.0 1.122± ,040 

B 9.6 .378 

c 9.6 .378 

D 28.5± 1.0 1.122± .040 

G 1.62 .064 

H 0.4 ± 0.1 .Q16~:gg~ 18 13 ~ 
19 12 

1.27(TP) .050 (TP) 

K 9.45± 1.0 .372 ± .40 c D 

M 0.15~:6~ .oo6~:gg~ 
N 0.25 .Q10 

24 7 
1 6 

p 2.6max .103 max ~I 

Note: 

(1) Each lead centerline Is located I I I 
Within 0.25 mm (0.010 Inch) of 
its true position (TP) at maximum 
material condition. 

G- f4- - f-4--ffi 

14 
K 

~, 
+ + I p D D D D D D 

t 
M 

t 
83YL·73238 
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NEC 
24-Pin Plastic DIP #1 

Item Millimeters Inches 

A 33.02 max 1.300 max 

B 2.54 max .100 max 

c 2.54 (TP) .100 (TP) 

D 0.50 ±0.10 .020 ::gg~ 
F 1.2 min .047 min 

G 3.5 ±0.3 .138±.012 

H 0.51 min .020 min 

4.31 max .170 max 

5.08 max .200 max 

K* 7.62 (TP) .300 (TP) 

L 6.4 .252 

M 0.25 :g:6g .010 ~ :gg~ 
N 0.25 .010 
p 1.0 min .039 min 

* Item K to center of leads 
when formed parallel. B 

P24C-100-300A 

24-Pin Plastic DIP #2 

Item Millimeters Inches 

A 30.48 max 1.200 max 

B 1.27 max .050 max 

c 2.54 [TP] .100 [TP] 

D 0.50 ± 0.10 .020 ::gg~ 
1.2 min .047 min 

G 3.2 ± 0.3 .126 ± .012 

H 0.51 min .020 min 

4.31 max .170 max 

5.08 max .200 max 

K 10.16 [TP] .400 [TP] 

L 8.6 .339 

M .25 +0.10 
.010 ::gg~ -0.05 

N 0.25 .010 

Notes: 

[1] Each lead centerline is located 
within 0.25 mm [ .o10 inch] of its true 
position [TPJ at maximum material 
condition. 

[2] Item "K" to center of leads when 
formed parallel. 

P24C-100-400A1 

Packaging Information 

24 13 

0-15 ° 

0 f$l N @I 
49NR-619B (11/89) 

24 13 

83-0036218 

m 
12-13 



Packaging Information 

24-Pin Plastic DIP #3 

Item Millimeters Inches 

A 33.02 max 1.300 max 

B 2.54 max .100 max 

c 2.54 [TP] .100 [TP] 

D 0.50 ± 0.10 .020 :'.::gg~ 
F 1.2min .047 min 

G 3.5 ± 0.3 .138 ± .012 

H 0.51 min .020 min 

4.31 max .170 max 

5.72 max .226 max 

K 15.24 [TP] .600 [TP] 

13.2 .520 

M 0.25 :g:i~ .010 :'.::gg~ 
N 0.25 .010 

Notes: 
[1] Each lead centerline is located 

within 0.25 mm [.010 inch] of its 
true position [TP] at maximum 
material condition. 

[2] Item "K" ·to center of leads when 
formed parallel. 

P24C-100-600 

24-Pin Plastic DIP #4 

Item Millimeters Inches 

A 30-48 max 1.200 max 

B 1.27 max .050 max 

c 2.54 (TP) .100 (TP) 

D 0.50 ±0.10 .020 ~:gg~ 
1.1 min .043 min 

G 3.2 ±0.3 .126 ±.012 

H 0.51 min .020 min 

4.31 max .170 max 

J 5.08 max .200 max 

K* 7.62 (TP) .300 (TP) 

7.35 .289 

M 0.25 ~g:ci~ .010 ~:ggj 
N 0.25 .010 
p 0.9 min .035 min 

• Item K to center of leads 
when formed parallel. 

P24C-100-300WA 

12-14 

NEC 

24 13 

83-0019508 

24 13 

E:: = - =-= - - --:1 
1.1 12.I 

A 

[IJ@l N @I 
49NR-590B (9/89) 



NEC Packaging Information 

24-Pin Ceramic DIP 

Item Millimeters Inches 

A 33.02 max 1.30 max 

B 2.54 max .100 max 

c 2.54 [TP] .100 [TP] 

D 0.46 ± 0.05 .018 ± .002 

F 1.25 min .049 min 

G 3.50 ± 0.30 .138 ± .012 

H 0.51 min .020 min 

2.74 .108 

4.57 max .180 max 

K 10.16 [TP] .400 [TP] 

10.0 .394 

M 0.25 ± 0.05 .010 ~:gg~ 
N 1.00 min .039 min 

p 0.25 .010 

Notes: 

[1] Each lead centerline is located 
within 0.25 mm [.010 inch] of its true 
position [TP] at maximum material 
condition. 

[2] Item "K" to center of leads when 
formed parallel. 

83-0035798 

24-Pin Cerdip #1 

24 13 

[ ; : : : : ~-~ : : : : : .! 
Item Millimeters Inches 

A 33.02 max 1.300 max 

B 2.54 max .100 max 

c 2.54 [TP] .100 [TP] 

D 0.46 ± 0.05 _018 ±.002 

F 1.42 min .055min 

G 3.5 ± 0_3 .138 ± .012 

H 0.51 min .020 min A !]] 
3.80 .150 

~ 5.08 max _200 max 

K 7.62 [TP] .300 [TP] 

~-{1:)9 L 7.32 .288 

M 0.25 ± 0.05 _010 ~:gg~ 
p 0.25 .010 

- IOl -/}-- --; _ J: m D 1$1P@I 

P24DH-100-300A 83-0060128 
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Packaging Information 

24-Pin Cerdip #2 

Item Millimeters Inches 

A 33.02 max 1.300 max 

B 2.54 max .100 max 

c 2.54 [TP] .100 [TP] 

D 0.50 ± 0.10 .020 :!::gg~ 
F 1.2 min .047 min 

G 3.5 ± 0.3 .138 ± .012 

H 0.51 min .020 min 

3.80 .150 

5.08 max .200 max 

K 10.16 [TP] .400 [TP] 

9.70 .382 

M 0.25 ± 0.05 .010 :!::gg~ 
N 0.89 min .035 min 
----------------
p 0.25 .010 

Notes: 
[1] Each lead centerline is located 

within 0.25 mm [.010 inch] of its 
true position [TP] at ·maximum 
material condition. 

[2] Item "K" to center of leads when 
formed parallel. 

P24DH-100-400A 

24-Pin Cerdip #3 

Item Millimeters Inches 

A 33.02 max 1.300 max 

B 2.54 max .100 max 

c 2.54 (TP) .100 (TP) 

D 0.46 ±0.05 .018 ±.002 

1.42 min .055 min 

G 3.5 ±0.3 .138 ±.012 

H 0.51 min .020 min 

3.80 .150 

J 5.08 max .200 max 

K' 7.62 (TP) .300 (TP) 

L 7.32 .288 

M 0.25 ±0.05 .010 ~ :gg~ 
N 0.25 .010 

s 4.6dia .181 dia 

* Item K to center of leads 
when formed parallel. 

P24DW· 1 00-300A 

12-16 

NEC 

24 13 

t ; : : : : : : : : : : : .I 
A 

--N 

B 

83-0050128 

IT] f$J N @I 
49NR-709B (3190) 



NEC 
24-Pin Plastic Miniflat 

Item Millimeters Inches 

A 16.51 max .650 max 

B 1.27 max .050 max 

c 1.27 (TP) .050 (TP) 

D 0.40 ± 0.10 .016 ~:gg~ 

E 0.1 ~g:~ .004 ~ :gg~ 
2.5 max .099 max 

G 2.00 .079 

H 12.2 ±0.3 .480 ~ :gg 
8.4 .331 

1.9 .075 

K 0.15 ~g:~~ .006 ~ :gg~ 

0.9 ±0.2 .035 ~ :gg~ 
M 0.12 .005 

P24GM-50-450A 

24-Pin Ceramic LCC 

Item Millimeters Inches 

A 8.51 ±0.4 .335 ±.016 

.89 ±0.2 .035 ±.008 

c 5.14 .202 

D .64±0.1 .025 ~:~~; 
5.08 .200 

1.27 .050 

G 2.0 max .079 max 

H 8.51 ±0.4 .335 ±.016 

1.4 .055 

1.02 .040 

K 0.2R .008R 

0.3R .012R 

24 13 

A 
12.I 

~IH .J~t l+- E 

[§] f$J M @I 

Packaging Information 

49NR-513B 
(4/89) 

~ nnnnn ~T 
A 

c 

83-0035828 
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Packaging Information NEC 
24-Pin Plastic SOJ 

Item Miiiimeters Inches 24 13 ____ ~ 

B 16.13~g:~~ .635 ~ :g~~ 
c 7.57 .298 

D 8.47±0.20 .333 ~ :gg~ 
C D 

E 1.08±0.15 .043~ :gg~ 

F 0.6 .024 

G 3.5±0.20 .138± .008 

H 2.4±0.20 .094 ~ :gg~ 
0.8 min .031 min 

J 2.6 .102 

K 1.27 [TP] .050 [TP] 

M 0.40±0.10 .016~ :gg~ 
N 0.12 .005 
p 6.73±0.20 .265± .008 

Q 0.15 .006 

T R0.85 R.033 

u +0.10 
.008 ~ :gg~ 0.20 -0.05 

P24LA-50A 831H-5851 B 

24-Pin Plastic ZIP 

Item Millimeters Inches 

A 31.75 max 1.250 max 

F 0.5 ±0.1 .020 ~ :gg~ 
G ,00.25 .Q10 

H 2.54 .100 Q 

1.27 .050 

J 1.27 max .050 max 

K 1.0 min .039 min 
M 8.9 max .350 max 

N 2.8 ±0.2 .110 ~ :gg~ 
Q 10.16 max .400 max 

v 0.25 ~g:6~ .010 ~:gg~ 
w 2.54 .100 
y 3.3 ±0.5 .130 ±.020 

P24V-254-400A 49NR-G42B (11/89) 
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NEC Packaging Information 

26/20-Pin Plastic SOJ #1 

Item Millimeters Inches 

B 11.4 ~g:~5 .685 ~:g~~ B 

c 7.57 .298 26 14 

D 8.47 ±0.2 .333 ~ :gg~ 

I!~::: l :::::11 E 1.08 ±0.15 .043 ~:gg~ D 

F 0.6 .024 

G 3.5 ±0.2 .138 ± .008 

H 2.4 ±0.2 .094 ~:gg~ 13 

0.8 min .031 min 

2.6 .102 - F 
K 1.27 (TP) .050 (TP) 

ffi+ .016 ~:gg~ M 0.40 ±0.10 

N 0.12 .005 
p• 6.73 ±0.20 .265 ±.008 --11--M ........_T 

Q 0.15 .006 
p 

T 0.85 rad .033 rad 

u 0.20 ~g:6~ .008 ~:gg~ 
• Item P to center of leads. 

P26LA-50A 49NR-651 B (12189) 

26/20-Pin Plastic SOJ #2 

Item Millimeters Inches 

B 17.4 :g:~5 .685 ~ :g~~ B 

c 8.89 .350 26 14 
D 9.78 ±0.2 .385 ±.008 

} E 1.08 ±0.15 .043 ::gg~ 
0.6 .024 + D 

G 3.6 ±0.2 .142 = :gg~ 
H 2.45 ±0.2 .096 =:gg~ 

0.8 min .031 min 13 

2.7 .106 

K 1.27 (TP) .050 (TP) - F 

.016 = :gg~ EB+ M 0.40 ± 0.10 

N 0.12 .005 

p• 8.06 ±0.20 .317 ~ :gg~ --11--M ........_T 

Q 0.15 .006 p 

T 0.85 rad .033 rad -
0.20 =g:6~ .008 =:gg~ 

[TI@l N @I 
u 

• Item P to center of leads. 

P26LB-350A 49NR-673B (2190) 

B 
12-19 



Packaging Information 

28-Pin Ceramic Flatpack 

Item Miiiimeters 

B 17.5 

c 9.84 

D 29.0 

G 0.50 

H 0.43 

1.27 [TP] 

K 9.58 

M 0.15 
p 2.18 max 

T 1.14max 

X28B-100A 

28-Pin Plastic DIP #1 

Item Millimeters Inches 

A 35.56 max 1.400 max 

B 1.27 max .050 max 

c 2.54 (TP) .100 (TP) 

D 0.50 ±0.10 .020 ~ :gg~ 
1.1 min .043 min 

G 3.5 ±0.3 .138 ±.012 

H 0.51 min .020 min 

4.31 max .170 max 

J 5.72 max .226 max 

K* 10.16 (TP) .400 (TP) 

L 8.6 .339 
+0.10 + 004 

~ ::::-0.05 :::: -:003J 

P 0.9 min .035 min 

• Item K to center of leads 
when formed parallel. 

B 

P28C-100-400 

12-20 

Inches 

.689 

.387 

1.142 

.020 

.017 

.050 [TP] 

.377 

.006 

.086 max 

.045 max 

0 f$I N @I 

NEC 

C D 

I I 

B 

M ,...., =_c_c_c_c_c_c_c_c_c_c_c_c_c_c_c_c_c_c_c_,,fi} 

831H-451 OB (5189) 

0-15° 

49NR-622B (11 /89) 



NEC 
28-Pin Plastic DIP #2 

Item Millimeters Inches 

A 38.10 max 1.500 max 

B 2.54 max .100 max 

c 2.54 (TP) .100 (TP) 

D 0.50 ±0.10 .020 ~:gg~ 
F 1.2 min .047 min 

G 3.6 ±0.3 .142 ±.012 

H 0.51 min .020 min 

4.31 max .170 max 

5.72 max .226 max 

K* 15.24 (TP) .600 (TP) 

13.2 .520 

M 0.25 ~g:6~ .010 ~:gg~ 
N 0.25 .010 

I. 
• Item K to center of leads 

when formed parallel. 

IT] 

-#._ 
M 0-15 ° 

P2BC-100-GOOA1 

28-Pin Plastic DIP #3 

Item Millimeters Inches 28 

A 35.56 max 1.400 max 

B 1.27 max .050 max 

c 2.54 (TP) .100 (TP) 

D 0.50 ±0.10 .020 ~:gg~ 
F 1.2 min .047 min 

G 3.2 ±0.3 .126 ±.012 

H 0.51 min .020 min 

4.31 max .170 max 

5.08 max .200 max 

K* 7.62 (TP) .300 (TP) 

6.7 .264 

M 0.25 ~g:6~ .010 ~:gg~J 
N 0.25 .010 

P 1.0 min .039 min 

• Item K to center of leads B 
when formed parallel. 

[£] 1$! N @I 
P28C·100-300SA 

28 

A 

[£] l$l N @I 

Packaging Information 

15 

14 .I 

15 

49NR-514B 
(5/89) 

49NR-621 (11/89) 
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Packaging Information 

28-Pin Cerdip 

Item Millimeters Inches 

A 38.10 max 1.50 max 
----- -------- -

B 2.54 max .100 max 
---------

c 2.54 [TP] .100 [TP] 

0 0.50 ± 0.10 .020 ~:gg~ 
1.20 min .047 min 

---~-------··--·----·-·--- -··· 

G 3.50 ± 0.30 

H 0.51 min 

4.00 

5.08 max 

.138 ± .012 

.020 min 

.157 

.200 max 

K ____ 1_0_.16_["J"_i>_]_ __ .4_0_0_[Tl>l__ 

L 9.65 .380 
------

M 0.25 ± 0.05 .010 ~:gg~ 
p 

a 
Notes: 

0.89 min .035 min 

0.25 .010 

[1] Each lead centerline is located 
within 0.25 mm (.010 inch] of its true 
position [TP] at maximum material 
condition. 

(2] Item "K" to center of leads when 
formed parallel. 

P28DH-100-400A 

28-Pin Plastic Miniflat #1 

Item Millimeters Inches 

A 19.05 max .750 max 

B 1.27 max .050 max 

c 1.27 (TP) .050 (TP) 

D 0.40 ±0.10 .016 : :gg~ 

E 0.1 :g:~ .004: :gg: 
F 2.5 max .099 max 

G 2.00 .079 

H 11.8 ±0.3 .465 : :g~~ 
8.4 .331 

1.7 .067 

K 0.15 :g:ci~ .006 ::gg~ 

0.7 ±0.2 .028: :gg~ 
M 0.12 .005 

P28GM-50-450A1 

12-22 

28 15 

28 15 

j~F ·~! 
[£] f$J M @I 

NEC 

83-0050158 
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NEC 
28-Pin Plastic Miniflat #2 

Item Millimeters Inches 

A 19.05 max .750 max 

B 1.27 max .050 max 

c 1.27 (TP) .050 (TP) 

D 0.40 ± 0.10 .016 ~:gg~ 

E 0.1 ±0.1 .004 = :gg~ 
F 3.0 max .119 max 

G 2.55 .100 

H 11.8 ±0.3 .465 = :g~~ 
8.4 .331 

1.7 .067 

K 0.15 ~g:~g .006 ::gg~ 

0.7 ±0.2 .028 ::gg~ 
M 0.12 .005 

P28GM-50-450A2 

28-Pin Plastic SOJ 

Item Millimeters Inches 

B 18.67 :g:~g .735 = :g~~ 
c 10.16 .400 

D 11.18 ±0.20 .440 ::gg~ 

E 1.08 ±0.15 .043 = :gg~ 
F 0.6 .024 

G 3.5 ±0.2 .138 ~ :gg~ 

H 2.4 ± 0.2 .094 = :gg~ 
0.8 min .031 min 

J 2.6 .102 

K 1.27 (TP) .050 (TP) 

M 0.40 ± 0.10 .016 ~ :gg~ 
N 0.12 .005 

p• 9.40 ± 0.20 .370 = :gg~ 
Q 0.15 .006 

T 0.85 rad .033 rad 

u 0.20 :g:6g .008 = :gg~ 
• Item P to center of leads. 

P28LA-400A-1 

28 15 

A 

141 
~ 

~J]} .J~1 
1-- E 

[£] f$l M @I 

B 

28 15 

14 

0f©l N @I 

Packaging Information 

~ lA~hJ_l 
~~L . 1 

49NR-S35B (11/89) 

49NR-690B (2/90) 
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Packaging Information NEC 
28-Pin Plastic ZIP 

Item Millimeters Inches A N 

A 36.83 max 1.450 max 

F 0.5 ±0.1 .020 ~:gg~ 
G 00.25 .010 

H 2.54 .100 

1.27 .050 

1.27 max .050 max 28 
]· 

K 1.0 min .039 min 

M 8.9 max .350 max 

N 2.8 ±0.2 .110 ~ :gg~ 
Q 10.16 max .400 max J-

~ v 0.25 ~g:6~ .010 ~ :gg~ 
OJ f$l 0G @\ w 2.54 .100 

=rJv 
~1-F 

0 
y 3.3 ±0.5 .130 ± .020 

P28V·254-400A 49NR-7028 (3/90) 

30-Pin SIMM (Leaded) #1 

I DEJDODDESD 
Item Millimeters Inches 

A 
A 80.3 ± 0.5 3.161 ~:~~~ 
B 21.6 max .851 max 

c 2.54 [TP] .100 [TP] 

D 0.50 .020 

E 5.5 max .217 max 

0.25 .010 

G 3.4 ± 0.7 .134 ± .028 

H 20.0 .787 
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NEC Packaging Information 

30-Pin SIMM (Leaded) #2 

1 
item Millimeters Inches 

r A 88.9 ±0.13 3.500 ±.005 

B 82.14 ±0.13 3.234 ±.005 

F 0.5 .020 

G 10.16 ±0.13 .400 ± .005 

H 2.54 .100 

I 6.35 ±0.13 .250 ±.005 

2.03 ±0.13 .080 ±.005 

K 7.62 ±0.13 .300 ± .005 

M 24.03 ±0.13 .946 ±.005 

N 5.28 max .208 max 
p 1.57 rad .062 rad 
Q 26.28 max 1.035 max 
s 3.18 .125 

±0.13dia ±.005dia 

v 0.25 .010 
y 3.4 ±0.7 .134 ± .028 

MC·4241 OOA9A 49NR-707B (3/90) 

30-Pin SIMM (Leaded) #3 

Item Millimeters Inches 

A 80.3 ± 0.5 3.161 ~:~~~ 

I DEJDDDDDDD I 

A 

B 21.6 max .851 max 

c 2.54 [TP] .100 [TP] 

D 0.50 .020 

E 5.5 max .217 max 

F 0.25 .010 

G 3.4 ± 0.7 .134 ± .028 

H 20.0 .787 

m 
12-25 



Packaging Information NEC 
30-Pin SIMM (Leaded) #4 

Item Millimeters Inches A 

A 88.9 ±0.13 3.500 ±.005 

B 82.14 ±0.13 3.234 ±.005 

F 0.5 .020 

G 10.16 ±0.13 .400 ± .005 

H 2.54 .100 

I 6.35 ±0.13 .250 ± .005 

2.03 ±0.13 .080 ±.005 

K 7.62 ±0.13 .300 ± .005 

M 24.03 ±0.13 .946 ± .005 

N 5.28 max .208 max 
p 1.57 rad .062 rad 

a 26.28 max 1.035 max 
s 3.18 .125 

±0.13 dia ±.005 dia --1~ 
v 0.25 .001 v 
y 3.4 ±0.7 .134 ± .028 

MC·424100A8A 49N R-703 B (3/90) 

30-Pin SIMM (Socket Mountable) #1 

Item Millimeters Inches 

A 88.90 ± 0.5 3.500 ± .020 

8 20.0 .787 
-----··--

c 2.54 [TP] .100 [TP] 
-------- -- -

D 1.77 .070 
I
I• I LJLJLJLJLJLJLJLJ II 

A • 

E 5.28 max .208 max 
-------~ 

F 1.27 ± 0.15 .050 ± .006 
----------

G 10.16 .400 
-------~---··-

H 6.35 .250 

82.14 3.234 

3.18 dia .125 dia 

K 0.2 .008 

L 3.56 .140 

M 3.5 .138 

N 2.03 .080 

p 3.38 .133 

__.___-1 li-L I 'II. PJ 1 Er 

i.:~~DDDDDDDQDDDD~ I~~ 
Nl:j ~ ~D _, ~C K ~r-

Q 

Q 7.62 .300 

83-0044788 
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NEC Packaging Information 

30-Pin SIMM (Socket Mountable) #2 

Item Millimeters Inches 

A 88.90 ± 0.5 3.500 ± .020 
I I I I 

LJ LJLJLJLJLJ LJ LJ LJ B 20.0 .787 

I. . I c 2.54 [TP] .100 [TP] 

D 1.77 ,070 A 

E 5.28 max .208 max 

! -1 I r-L I I r ·, -i E r F 1.27 ± 0.15 .050 ± .006 

G 10.16 .400 

~~~DDDOOOOQG!·5J· ~ 
H 6.35 .250 

82.14 3.234 

3.18 dia .125 dia 

K 0.2 .008 

3.56 .140 

M 3.5 .138 ~I -l~o - ~c K -IF~ 
N 2.03 .080 

Q 
p 3.38 .133 

Q 7.62 .300 

83-0043586 

30-Pin SIMM (Socket Mountable) #3 

Item Millimeters Inches 

A 88.90 3.500 

B 16.80 max .661 max 

I I 

I. 0000l?000 .I 
c 2.54 .100 

D 1.78 .070 

5.08 max .200 max 

1.27 ± .08 .050 ± .0032 

G 10.16 .400 

H 6.35 .250 

82.10 3.232 

3.175 dia .125 dla 
£4QQoQgnQ~ggMo:ffi} ~ 

-1~ -1~ ~~ 
D C F 

83-0032106 

m 
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Packaging Information NEC 
30-Pin SIMM (Socket Mountable) #4 

Item Millimeters Inches 

A 88.9 ±0.13 3.500 ±.005 

1 · 
B 82.14 ±0.13 3.234 ±:oo5 

F 1.78 .070 

G 10.16 ±0.13 .400 ± .005 

H 2.54 .100 

I 6.35 ±0.13 .250 ± .005 

J 2.03 ±0.13 .080 ±.005 

K 7.62 ±0.13 .300 ±.005 

0.25 max .010 max 

M 24.03 ±0.13 .946 ±.005 

N 5.28 max .208 max 
p 1.57 rad .062 rad 
s 3.18 .125 

±0.13dia ±.005dia 

T 1.27 ~g:Jg .050 ~ :gg~ 
MC-424100A9B . 49NR-708B (3/90) 

30-Pin SIMM (Socket Mountable) #5 

Item Millimeters Inches 

A 88.9 ±0.13 3.500 ± .005 A 

B 82.14 ±0.13 3.234 ±.005 B 

F 1.78 .070 

G 10.16 ±0.13 .400 ± .005 

H 2.54 .100 

6.35 ±0.13 .250 ±.005 

2.03 ±0.13 .080 ± .005 

K 7.62 ±0.13 .300 ± .005 + 
L 0.25 max .001 max 

M 24.03 ±0.13 .946 ± .005 

N 5.28 max .208 max DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD· 
p 1.57 rad .062 rad 
s 3.18 .125 H 

± 0.13 dia ±.005 dia 

T 1.27 ~g:Jg .050 ~:gg~ 
MC-424100A8B 49NR-705B (3/90) 

30-Pin SIMM (Socket Mountable) #6 

Item Millimeters Inches 

A 88.90 3.500 
------ ·----------

B 16.80 max .661 max 

I. LJLJLJLJL?LJLJLJU .i 
- -----------------~------· 

c 2.54 .100 
- ------- --···-----------·-

D 1.78 .070 

5.08 max 
--- -----. ---- ·---- -------------------

F 1.27 ± .08 .050 ± .0032 
------~---~----

G 10.16 .400 
------------· -------

H 6.35 .250 

82.10 3.232 

3.175 dia .125 dia 

.200 max 

~~goQQDQ~QOQQffil ~ 
~~ ~~ ~~ 

D C F 

83-0032128 
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NEC Packaging Information 

30-Pin SIMM (Socket Mountable) #7 

Item Mii ii meters Inches 

A 88.90 3.500 

B 16.80 max .661 max 1. .1 
A 

c 2.54 .100 

D 1.78 .070 

E 5.08 max .200 max 

F 1.27±.08 .050 ±.0032 

G 10.16 .400 

H 6.35 .250 

I 82.10 3.232 

3.175 dia .125dia 

~ I ~tr 
+ II . I II . I + B 1:.:~ononoooononononononnnnnnn~~·~ G ~ 

~~D ~ ~C ~~ 
F 

831H·6133B 

32-Pin Plastic DIP 

32 17 

Item Mllllmeters Inches 

A 40.64 max 1.60 max 

B 1.27 max .050 max 

c 2.54 [TP] .100 [TP] 

D 0.50±0.10 .020~ :gg~ 

1.1 min .043 min 

G 3.2±0.30 .126±.012 

H 0.51 min .020 min 

4.31 max .170 max 

5.08 max .200 max 

K 15.24 (IP] .600 [TP] 

L 13.2 .520 

M 0.25 ~ g:6~ .010~ :ggj 
N 0.9 min .035 min 
p 0.25 .010 

P32C· 100·600A 831H ·581 BB (9/89) 

12-29 



Packaging Information 

32-Pin Cerdip #1 

Item Millimeters Inches 

A 43.18 max 1.700 max 

B 2.54 max .100 max 

c 2.54 [TP] .100 [TP] 

D 0.50 ± 0.10 .020 ::gg~ 
F 1.2 min .047 min 

G 3.5 ± 0.3 .138 ± .012 

H' 0.51 min .020 min 

3.80 .150 

5.08 max .200 max 

K 15.24 [TP] .600 [TP] 

L 14.66 .577 

M 0.25 ± 0.05 .010 ::gg~ 
N 0.25 .010 

-- --

s <fJ 9.66 <fJ .380 

Notes: 
[1] Each lead centerline is located 

within 0.25 mm [.010 inch] of its 
true position [TP] at maximum 
material condition. 

[2] Item "K" to center of leads when 
formed parallel. 

P32DW-100-600WA1 

32-Pin Cerdip #2 

Item Millimeters Inches 

A 43.18 max 1.700 max 

B 2.54 max .100 max 

c 2.54 (TP] .100 [TP] 

D 0.50 ± 0.10 .020 ::gg~ 
F 1.2 min .047 min 

G 3.5 ± 0.3 .138 ± .012 

H 0.51 min .020 min 

I 3.80 .150 

J 5.08 max .200 max 

K 15.24 [TP] .600 [TP] 

14.66 .577 

M 0.25 ± 0.05 .010 ::gg~ 
N 0.25 .010 

12.50 .492 

8.50 .335 

z 4-R2.0 4-R0.079 

Notes: 
[1] Each lead centerline is located 

within 0.25 mm [.01 inch] of its 
true position [TP] at maximum 
material condition. 

[2] Item "K" to center of leads when 
formed parallel. 

P32DW-100-600WA2-1 

12-30 

NEC 

32 17 

A 
,. . I 

83-0050138 

x 

y 

83-0051058 



NEC 
32-Pin Cerdip #3 

Item Millimeters Inches 

A 43.18 max 1.700 max 

B 2.54 max .100 max 
----·---------·----·~ 

C 2.54 [TP] .100 [TP] 
----·--------------·--·-

D 0.50 ± 0.10 

1.2min 

G 3.5 ± 0.3 

H 0.51 min 

3.80 

5.08 max 

.047 min 

.138 ± .012 

.020 min 

.150 

.200 max 

K 15.24 [TP] .600 [TP] 

L 14.66 .577 
----------------

M 0.25 ± 0.05 .010 :'.::gg~ 

N 0.25 .010 

x 16.50 .650 

y 7.50 .295 
--------------
z 4-R2.0 4-R0.079 

Notes: 
[1] Each lead centerline is located 

within 0.25 mm [.01 inch] of its 
true position [TP] at maximum 
material condition. 

[2] Item "K" to center of leads when 
formed parallel. 

P32DW-100·600WA3-1 

32-Pin Plastic Miniflat 

Item Millimeters Inches 

A 20.61 max .812 

B 0.78 max .031 max 

c 1.27[TP] .050 [TP] 

D 0.40~:6~ .01s~:gg~ 
E 0.05±0.05 .002±.002 

F 2.85 max .113max 

G 2.70 .106 

H 14.10 ±0.3 .555±.012 

11.30 .445 

1.40 .055 

K 0.20~:6~ .oo8~:gg~ 

0.80±0.20 .031~:gg~ 
p 0.12 .005 

S32GM·50-525A-1 

Packaging Information 

x 
32 17 

83-0061898 

32 17 

831H-6227B (7189) 
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Packaging Information 

32-Pin Plastic TSOP (Normal Leads) #1 

Item Millimeters Inches 
32 17 

A 8.2 max .323 max 

B 0.45 max .018 max 

c 0.5 (TP) .020 (TP) 

D 0.20 ±0.10 .008 ±.004 

G 1.05 .041 +--- - .,..---+ 

H 15.3 ±0.2 .602 ~:gg~ 
I 13.7 .539 

J 0.8 ±0.2 .031 ~ :gg~ 0 

K 0.125 ~g:~g .005 ~ :gg1 1~ rnJ 
~1 

L 0.5 ±0.1 .020 ~:gg~ A 

M 0.08 .003 _l 

·fT~ 
N 0.10 .004 
p 14.3 ±0.2 .563 ±.008 
Q 0.05 ±0.05 .002 ±.002 

s 1.27 max .050 max 

m f$l M @I 
S32GX-50-EJA 

32-Pin Plastic TSOP (Normal Leads) #2 

Item 

A 
B 

c 
D 

G 

H 

K 

L 
M 

N 
p 

a 
s 

12-32 

Millimeters 

8.0 ±0.05 

TBD 
0.5 ±0.08 

0.2 ±0.1 

0.97 
20 ±0.15 

18.4 ±0.05 

0.8 ±0.1 
0.125 ±0.01 

0.5 

0.08 

0.1 

TBD 
0.08 ±0.08 

1.1 max 

Enlarged detail 
of lead end 

Inches 
32 17 

.315 ±.002 

TBD 
.020 ±.003 

.008 ± .004 

.038 

.787 ± .006 

.724 ± .002 

.031 ± .004 

.005 

.020 

.003 

.004 

TBD 
.003 ±.003 

.043 max 

0 

jlQP.o.o.o..u.o.QP.o.o.oJ 
B 1-- o-ll--

m f$l M @1 

NEC 

1'1 · 

H 

JAh 
I 

Enlarged detail 
of lead end 

! fsII)~~~ ~ 
1. j[T" t t 

...... 

p Q 50 ±50 

49NR-601B (10/89) 

49NR-737B (5/90) 



NEC 
32-Pin Plastic TSOP (Reverse Bent Leads) #1 

Item Millimeters Inches 
32 17 

A 8.2 max .323 max 

B 0.45 max .018 max 

c 0.5 (TP) .020 (TP) 

D 0.20 ±0.10 .008 ±.004 

G 1.05 .041 -t-- - --t-

H 15.3 ±0.2 .602 ~:gg~ 
13.7 .539 

0.8 ±0.2 .031 ~ :gg~ 0 

0.125 ~g:6g .005 ~:gg~ 

0.5 ±0.1 .020 ~:gg~ 

K 1~ 
A 

M 0.08 .003 

N 0.10 .004 
p 14.3 ±0.2 .563 ±.008 
Q 0.05 ±0.05 .002 ±.002 

s 1.27 max .050 max 

S32GX-50-EKA 

Packaging Information 

Enlarged detail 
of lead end 

Q 50 ±50 

i i rr:ar 
49NR~OOB (10/89) 
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Packaging Information 

32-Pin Plastic TSOP (Reverse Bent Leads} #2 

Item 

A 
B 
c 
D 

G 

H 

K 

M 

N 
p 

Q 

s 

12-34 

Millimeters 

8.0 ±0.05 

TBD 
0.5 ±0.08 

0.2 ±0.1 

0.97 
20 ±0.15 

18.4 ±0.05 

0.8 ±0.1 

0.125 ±0.01 

0.5 

0.08 

0.1 

TBD 
0.08 ±0.08 

1.1 max 

Enlarged detail 
of lead end 

Inches 

.315 ±.002 

TBD 
.020 ± .003 

.008 ±.004 

.038 

.787 ±.006 

.724 ±.002 

.031 ± .004 

.005 

.020 

.003 

.004 

TBD 
.003 ±.003 

.043 max 

Q 5° ±3° 

!~~ 
ls VU7 

32 17 

0 

ITJ f$l M @I Bf o-1r-lJufundbnoononon~ D CID CICICIOOCCIOCI 

NEC 

N - _ J~----'fi" 
1.1. : df 

H 
49NR·738B (S/90) 



NEC 
40-Pin Plastic DIP 

Item Miiiimeters Inches 

A 53.34 max 2.100 max 

B 2.54 max .100 max 

c 2.54 (TP) .100 (TP) 

D 0.50 ±0.10 .020 ~:gg~ 

F 1.2min .047 min 

G 3.6 ±0.3 .142 ±.012 

H 0.51 min .020 min 

4.31 max .170 max 

5.72 max .226 max 

K• 15.24 (TP) .600 (TP) 

L 13.2 .520 

M 0.25 ~:6~ .010 ~:gg~ 

N 0.25 .010 

• Item K to center of leads when 
formed parallel 

P40C·100·600A 

40-Pin Cerdip 

Item Millimeters Inches 

A 53.34 max 2.100 max 

B 2.54 max .100 max 

c 2.54 [TP] .100 [TP] 

D 0.50 ± 0.10 .020 :'.::88~ 
F 1.2 min .047 min 

G 3.5 ± 0.3 .138 ± .012 

H 0.51 min .020 min 

3.80 .150 
--- -----

5.08 max .200 max 

K 15.24 [TP] .600 [TP] 

14.66 .577 
--·----·---

M 0.25 ± 0.05 .010 :'.::88~ 
N 8.89 dia .350 dia 

p 0.25 .010 

Notes: 

[1] Each lead centerline is located 
within 0.25 mm [.010 inch] of its 
true position [TP] at maximum 
material condition. 

[2] Item "K" to center of leads when 
formed parallel. 

P40DW-100-600WA 

40 

Packaging Information 

40 21 

t: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ; .I 
A 

83v0·6140B (1/90) 

21 

83-0036318 
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Packaging Information NEC 
40-Pin Plastic SOJ 

Item Millimeters Inches 
B 

B 26.29 ~:g~5 1.035 ~:g~: 40 21 
c 10.16 .400 

D 11.18 ±0.2 .440 ±.008 

E 1.08 ±0.15 .043 ~:gg~ 
F 0.7 .028 

G 3.5 ±0.2 .138 ±.008 

H 2.4 ± 0.2 .094 ~ :gg~ 
0.8 min .031 min 

20 
2.6 .102 

K 1.27 (TP) .050 (TP) 

M 0.40 ± 0.10 .016 ~:gg~ 
N 0.12 .005 
p• 9.40 ± 0.20 .370 ±.008 
Q 0.15 .006 

T 0.85 rad .033 rad 

u 0.20 ~g:6g .008 ~ :gg~ 
• Item P to center of leads. 

. :~"~+ ~~" t_ ~ t:=:=!'-r 
~ p 

[KJ@l N @I 
P40LE·400A 49NR·700B (5/90) 

42-Pin Plastic DIP 

Item Miiiimeters Inches 

A 55.88 max 2.2 max 

B 2.54 max .100 max 

c 2.54 [TP] .100 [TP] 

D 0.50±0.10 .020~:gg; 
F 1.2min .047 min 

G 3.6±0.30 .142±.012 

H 0.51 min .020 min 

4.31 max .170 max 

J 5.72 max .226 max 

K 15.24 [TP] .600 [TP] 

13.2 .520 

M o.25~g:6~ .010 ~:gg~ 
N 0.25 min .01 min 

P42C·100·600A, B 
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NEC 
52-Pin Plastic Miniflat 

Item Millimeters Inches 

~----21_.0_4 ±_0._4 __ .8_2_7 ± .016 

B 14 ± 0.2 .551 :'.::gg~ 
--··---·-·--------

~----1._0 ~--·-0~ [TPL__ 

D 0.40 ± 0.10 .016 :'.::gg~ 
E 1.0 .039 

F 3.5 ± 0.2 .138 :'.::gg~ 

G 2.2 ± 0.2 .087 :'.::gg~ 

H 0.15 :'.:g:1~ .006 :'.::gg: 
0.15 .006 

--------·-----

2.6 :'.:g} .102 :'.::gg: 
-----------~-

K 0.1±0.1 .004 ± .004 

Notes: 

[1] Each lead centerline is located 
within 0.20 mm [.008 inch] of its 
true position [TP] at maximum 
material condition. 

[2] Flat within 0.15 mm [.006 inch] 
total. 

Packaging Information 

A 

A 

D c 

83-0009326 
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Packaging Information 

60-Pin IC Card 

Item Millimeters Inches 

A 54.0 ±0.1 2.126 ± .004 

B 61.5 2.421 

c 85.6 ±0.2 3.370 ± .008 

D 3.0 .118 

E 3.0 .118 

F 11.0 .433 

G 3.4 ~g:~~ .134 ~:gg~ 
H 3.0 ±0.15 .118 ±.006 

12-38 
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NEC 

A 

59 

-- 1-E 

' 

F 

./) r 

000000000000000000000000000000 
000000000000000000000000000000 

60 2 

c 

B 

49NR-736B (5190) 



NEC Packaging Information 

64-Pin Plastic QFP 

Item Millimeters Inches 

A 23.6 ±0.4 .929 ±.016 

13 20.0 ±0.2 .795 = :gg~ 
c 14.0 ±0.2 .551 = :gg~ 
D 17.6 ±0.4 .693 ±.016 

F 1.0 .039 

G 1.0 .039 

H 0.40 ±0.10 .016 = :gg~ C D 

0.20 .008 

1.0 (TP) .039 (TP) 

K 1.8 ±0.2 .071 ::gg~ 

0.8 ±0.2 .031 = :gg~ 
M 0.15 :g:6~ .006 = :ggj 
N 0.15 .006 
p 2.7 .106 l$i I @I DJ 
Q 0.1 ±0.1 .004 ±.004 

R 0.1 ±0.1 .004 ± .004 

s 3.0 max .119 max 
K 

~c+ 
Enlarged detail of lead end 

HfI+ 
Q R 

P64GF-100-3BB, 3BE 49NR-599B (9/89) 
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Packaging Information NEC 
72-Pin SIMM (Socket Mountable) #1 

Item Millimeters Inches Item Millimeters Inches 

A 107.95 ±0.2 4.250 ±.008 M 31.75 1.250 

B 101.19 ±0.2 3.984 ±.008 N 9.3 .366 

F 1.04 .041 p 1.57 rad .062 rad 

G 10.16 .400 s 3.17 dia .125 dia 

H 1.27 .050 T 1.27 .050 

6.35 .250 u 3.38 .133 

J 2.03 .080 v 44.45 1.750 

K 6.35 .250 w 6.36 .250 

2.54 min .100 min x 95.25 ±0.1 3.750 ± .004 

r-11-

MC-424512A36BHIFH 49NR-716B (3/90) 
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NEC Packaging Information 

72-Pin SIMM (Socket Mountable) #2 

Item Millimeters Inches Item Millimeters Inches 

A 107.95 ±0.2 4.250 ±.008 M 31.75 1.250 

B 101.19 ±0.2 3.984 ±.008 N 9.3 .366 

F 1.04 .041 p 1.57 rad .062 rad 

G 10.16 .400 s 3.17 dia .125 dia 

H 1.27 .050 T 1.27 .050 

6.35 .250 u 3.38 .133 

2.03 .080 v 44.45 1.750 

K 6.35 .250 w 6.36 .250 

2.54 min .100 min x 95.25 ±0.1 3.750 ±.004 

T--lL 
A 

B 

------~~~~~-v~~~~~~----w 
,._~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-x~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~+-1 

MC-422000A36BH/FH 49NR-712B (3/90) 
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Packaging Information NEC 
72-Pin SIMM (Socket Mountable) #3 

r:1 
Item Millimeters Inches Item Millimeters Inches 

A 107.95 ±0.2 4.250 ±.008 M 31.75 1.250 

B 101.19 ±0.2 3.984 ± .008 N 5.28 .208 
F 1.04 .041 p 1.57 rad .062 rad 

G 10.16 .400 s 3.17 dia ~ 125 dia 

H 1.27 .050 T 1.27 .050 

6.35 .250 u 3.38 .133 

J 2.03 .080 v 44.45 1.750 

K 6.35 .250 w 6.36 .250 

L 2.54 min .100 min x 95.25 ±0.1 3.750 ± .004 

T_JL 
A 

B 

-+1·..._------V'------->1~W 

-----------------x:---------------~ 
MC-421 OOOA36BH/FH 49NR-713B (3/90) 
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NEC Packaging Information 

72-Pin SIUU (Socket Mountable} #4 

Item Millimeters Inches Item Millimeters Inches 

A 107.95 ±0.2 4.250 ± .008 M 25.4 1.000 

B 101.19 ±0.2 3.984 ±.008 N 5.28 .208 

F 1.04 .041 p 1.57 rad .062 rad 

G 10.16 .400 s 3.17 dia .125 dia 

H 1.27 .050 T 1.27 .050 

I 6.35 .250 u 3.38 .133 

J 2.03 .080 v 44.45 1.750 

K 6.35 .250 w 6.36 .250 

2.54 min .100 min x 95.25 ±0.1 3.750 ±.004 

T_JL 

-+1--E--~~~~~~v~~~~~~~~•+-W 

i+-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~x~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--+I 

MC-42425GA36B/F 49NR-711 B (3/90) 
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Packaging Information NEC 
72-Pin SIMM (Socket Mountable) #5 

Item Millimeters Inches Item Millimeters Inches 

A 107.95 ±0.2 4.250 ±.008 M 31.75 1.250 

B 101.19 ±0.2 3.984 ± .008 N 5.28 .208 
F 1.04 .041 p 1.57 rad .062 rad 
G 10.16 .400 s 3.17 dia .125 dia 

H 1.27 .050 T 1.27 .050 

6.35 .250 u 3.38 .133 

J 2.03 .080 v 44.45 1.750 

K 6.35 .250 w 6.36 .250 

L 2.54 min .100 min x 95.25 ±0.1 3.750 ±.004 

r-JL 
A 

B 

------~~~~~-v~~~~~~~-1<(-w 

--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-x~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~+i 

MC-42425GA36BH/FH 49NR-715B (3/90) 
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NEC Packaging Information 

72-Pin SIMM (Socket Mountable) #6 

Item Millimeters Inches Item Millimeters Inches 

A 107.95 ±0.2 4.250 ± .008 M 25.4 1.000 

B 101.19 ±0.2 3.984 ± .008 N 9.3 .366 

F 1.04 .041 p 1.57 rad .062 rad 

G 10.16 .400 s 3.17 dia .125 dia 

H 1.27 .050 T 1.27 .050 

I 6.35 .250 u 3.38 .133 

2.03 .080 v 44.45 1.750 

K 6.35 .250 w 6.36 .250 

2.54 min .100 min x 95.25 ±0.1 3.750 ±.004 

r-ll-
A 

-+i·+-~~~~~~v~~~~~~--~w 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-x~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~+i 

MC-424512A36B/F 49NR-710B (3/90) 
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NEC 
FIELD SALES OFFICES 
EASTERN REGION 

901 Lake Destiny Drive 
Suite 321 
Maitland, FL 32751 
TEL: 407-875-1145 
FAX: 407-875-0962 

The Centre at Stirling 
and Palm 
9900 Stirling Road 
Suite 206 
Cooper City, FL 33024 
TEL: 305-436-8114 
FAX: 305-436-8116 

6625 The Corners Parkway 
Suite 210 
Norcross, GA 30092 
TEL: 404-447-4409 
FAX: 404-447-8228 

One Natick Executive Park 
Natick, MA 01760 
TEL: 508-650-4100 
FAX: 508-655-1605 

INTERNATIONAL 
SOUTH AMERICA 

NEC do Brasil S.A. 

EASTERN REGION [cont] 

2525 Meridian Parkway 
Suite 320 
Durham, NC 27713 
TEL: 919-544-4132 
FAX: 919-544-4109 

200 Perinton Hills 
Office Park 
Fairport, NY 14450 
TEL: 716-425-4590 
FAX: 716-425-4594 

300 Westage Business Center 
Suite 280 
Fishkill, NY 12524 
TEL: 914-897-2101 
FAX: 914-897-2215 

Two Jericho Plaza 
Jericho, NY 11753 
TEL: 516-932-5700 
FAX: 516-932-5710 

EUROPE [cont] 

EASTERN REGION [cont] 

One Windsor Plaza 
One Windsor Drive 
Suite B101 
Allentown, PA 18195 
TEL: 215-391-9094 
FAX: 215-391-9107 

CENTRAL REGION 

1500 West Shure Drive 
Suite 250 
Arlington Heights, IL 60004 
TEL: 708-577-9090 
FAX: 708-577-2147 

201 E. Big Beaver Road 
Suite 350 
Troy, Ml 48084 
TEL: 313-680-0506 
FAX: 313-680-1015 

1550 East ?9th Street 
Suite 805 
Bloomington, MN 55425 
TEL: 612-854-4443 
FAX: 612-854-1346 

EUROPE [cont] 

CENTRAL REGION [cont] 

1105 Schrock Road 
Suite 515 
Columbus, OH 43229 
TEL:. 614-436-1778 
FAX: 614-436-1769 

30050 Chagrin Blvd. 
Suite 320 
Pepper Pike, OH 44124 
TEL: 216-831-0067 
FAX: 216-831-0758 

16475 Dallas Parkway 
Suite 380 
Dallas, TX 75248 
TEL: 214-931-0641 
FAX: 214-931-1182 

12777 Jones Road 
Suite 196 
Houston, TX 77070 
TEL: 713-955-2191 
FAX: 713-955-2198 

WESTERN REGION 

Two Lincoln Center 
10220 S.W. Greenburg Road 
Suite 125 
Portland, OR 97223 
TEL: 503-245-1600 
FAX: 503-245-3716 

WESTERN REGION [cont] 

Encino Office Park Two 
6345 Balboa Blvd. 
Suite 240 
Encino, CA 91316 
TEL: 818-342-3112 
FAX: 818-342-0842 

200 E. Sandpointe 
Bldg. 8 
Suite 150 
Santa Ana, CA 92707 
TEL: 714-546-0501 
FAX: 714-432-8793 

14001 Easi Iliff Avenue 
Suite 411 
Aurora, CO 80014 
TEL: 303-755-6353 
FAX: 303-755-6728 

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA 
REGION 

401 Ellis Street 
P.O. Box 7241 
Mountain View, CA 94039 
TEL: 415-965-6200 
FAX: 415-965-6683 

ASIA and OCEANIA [cont] 

Seoul Branch 
Rua do Paraiso, 387 CEP 04103 
Paraiso, Sao Paulo-SP, Brasil 
TEL: 011-285-3366 (PABX) 
TLX: 1123689 

NEC Electronics [Scandinavia] 
Svardvagen 25B, 18233 
Danderyd, Sweden 
TEL: 08-753-6020 
TLX: 13839 

NEC Electronics [UK] Limited 
Cygnus House, Sunrise Park Way, 
Milton Keynes, MK14 6NP, U.K. 
TEL: 0908-691-133 
TLX: 826791 

Room 501, Korea Air Terminal Bldg. 
159-1, Samsung-Dong, Kangnam-Ku 
Seoul, the Republic of Korea 
TEL: 02-551-0450 

FAX: 011-251-5787 
EUROPE 

NEC Electronics 
[Germany] GmbH 
Oberrather Str. 4 
4000 Dusseldolf 30 
West Germany 
TEL: 0211-650302 
TWX: 8589960 
FAX: 0211-6503327 

NEC Electronics [Benelux] 
Boschdijk 187A 
5612 Eindhoven 
Netherlands 
TEL: 040-455-845 
TLX: 51923 
FAX: 040-444-580 

FAX: 08-755-3506 

NEC Electronics [France] S.A. 
9, rue Paul Dautier-BP187 
78142 Velizy-Villacoublay Cedex 
France 
TEL: 1-39 46 9617 
TLX: 699499 
FAX: 1-39 46 36 63 

Madrid Office 
Paseo de la Castellana 51 
28046 Madrid, Spain 
TEL: 91-419-4150 
TLX: 41316 
FAX: 91-410-4856 

NEC Electronics ltallana s.r.I. 
Via Fabio Filzi 25/A 
20124 Milano, Italy 
TEL: 02-6709108 
TLX: 315355 
FAX: 02-66981329 

FAX: 0908-670-290 

Dublln Office 
34/35, South William Street 
Dublin 2, Ireland 
TEL: 01-710200 
FAX: 01-710937 

ASIA and OCEANIA 

NEC Electronics Hong Kong Limited 
6th Floor, Chuan Hing Industrial Bldg., 
14 Wang Tai Road, Kowloon Bay, 
Kowloon, Hong Kong 
TEL: 755-9008 
TLX: 54561 
FAX: 796-2404 

FAX: 02-551-0451 

NEC Electronics Taiwan Ltd. 
?F. NO. 363 Fu Shing North Road 
Taipei, Taiwan 
TEL: 02-719-2377 
TLX: 22372 

NEC Electronics Singapore Pte. Ltd. 
101 Thomson Road #04-02/05 
United Square, Singapore 1130 
TEL: 253-8311 
FAX: 250-3583 

NEC Australia Pty, Ltd. 
4th Floor, Heine House 
11 Queens Road, Melbourne 
Victoria 3004, Australia 
TEL: 03-267-6355 
TLX: 38343 
FAX: 03-820-0218 





~EC 
NEC Electronics Inc. 
CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS 
401 Ellis Street 
P.O. Box 7241 
Mountain View, CA 94039 
TEL 415-960-6000 
TL>< 3715792 

For literature, call toll-free 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Pacific time: 
1-800-632-3531 
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